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Finance Committee on Saturday of last
week. I do so. Mr. President, for a num
ber of reasons.
First, there has been an absence of
accurate inlormation made available to
the public as to the provisions of the
bill as ordered reported by the Senate
Finance Committee.
Second. I do so because it has been
said by sincere and honorable men that
the language and provisions of the bill,
as reported by the Senate Finance Corn
irittcc, violate the expressed purposes
of the Democratic platform adopted by
our convention at Los Angeles in July.
I wish to read a few words from that
platforms:
MEDICAL. CAMs Fai OLDES PERSONS
Fifty million Americans-more than a
fourth of our people-have no Iflsurance
protection against the high coat of Illness.
For the rest. private health insurance pays.
on the average, only about one-third of the
cust of medical care.
The problem Ls particularly acute among
the 16 million Arnerlcaos over 65 years old.
and among disabled workers. widows, and
orphans.
Most of these hare low Incomes and the
elderly among them suffer two to three
times as much Illness as the rest of the
population.

Mr. President, if I correctly under
stand the language of that platform, it
sets forth one of the pertinent facts con
fronting the American people today, and
that is that medical care and its cost are
Particularly acute, by reason of their
need, among the 16 million Americans
over 65 years old and among disabled
workers, widows, and orphans.
Mr. President, in my judgment the
bill, as agreed upon by the Finance Comn
mittee on Saturday, and as it will be
before the Senate in a few days, when
the cossi~ttee has completed its work on
formulating its report and bringing the
bill to the Senate, will go a very long way
in providing a sound opportunity for
medical care for the 16 million Ameri
cans over 65 years of age and for dis
abled workers, widows, and orphans. In
fact, Mr. President, if I correctly under
stand the provisions of this bill-and I
think I do. because I was one of the
authors of the amendment that was
adopted-it will provide a program, in
every State of the Union in which the
individual State has or wants a medicalcare program for its aged, whereby every
aged person in each individual State
can, under the provisions of a medicalcare program approved by each State,
have an adequate medical-care program.
It does not, Mr. President, adopt the
method of paying for the program as
specifically suggested by the language of
the Platform. But if I correctly under
stand the language cf that platform, Mr.
President, it only suggested what the
drafters thought was the most available
means of paying for such a Program. I
did not then, and I do not now, underTHE SOCIAL SECURITY AMEND- stand the language of that platform to
MENT
OP
the
on the method of payMENT
OF 960Put
900ing
for premium
such a program.
As I underMr. KERR.L Mr. President. I rise to stand both the language and the prindiscuss the provisions of House bill 12580, ciple of that platform, it placed the
being the Social Security Amendments premium upon providing the program.
of 1960, Passed earlier this year- by the
Therefore, Mr. President. it was with
House, and acted on by the Senate a great deal of pleasure and, I thought.
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in a manner that would meet the approval of my colleagues in the Senate
that, together with my distinguished colleague the Senator from Delaware [Mr.
Flazxax. It offered the amendment I did
offer to the Senate Finance Committee.
I wish to say that one of the things
about the proposal that gave me the
greatest amount of pleasure was the fact
that, after examination of the proposal
by the members of the committee, a
number of them indicated a desire to
jointly sponsor the amendment with the
Senator from Delaware [Mr. FREAR] and
myself, and that was done. A number
of the members of the committee on both
sides of the table-both Republican
members and Democratic membersjoined the Senator from Delaware [Mr.
FtAux] and myself in the sponsorship of
this amendment. Mr. President, I think
that Is wholesome and salutary. I believe that every Member of this bodywhether a Democrat or a RepublicanIs Interested in the inauguration of a
medical-care program for the aged in
our country who are unable to provide
for themselves, on a basis that will meet
-the needs of our people. And. Mr. President. I believe that it can be as attractive to a Republican Member of this body
as to a Democratic Member of this body;
and I submit this explanation of what
the committee did. Mr. President, in the
hope that it may have so great a degree
of bipartisan support that it will be made
a reality for the American people in this,
the year 1960.
Mr. President, a number of amendmenits were offered to the committee, as
substitutes for the plan the committee
adopted. I am not taking the position
that they are without merit. I took the
action that I did take in the committee as
to my position and my vote, on the basis
that the Proposal submitted and approved had great merit. A part of that
merit, Mr. President, is indicated in the
following facts:
No. 1. It is a proposal that can be
made effective October 1. 1960.
Every other proposal made or offered
as a substitute for this one had as a Provision language which would have
pushed forward the effective date until
sometime in 1961, and a number of them
very late in 1961.
Then, the proposal adopted by the
committee. Mr. President, has this
merit: It will take care of every aged
person in any State that implements this
program, whether that person is on oldage assistance, or on social security, or
on neither, if he has a need for medical
Care.
Mr. President. this proposal has the
added advantage of a very great incentive to a number of States with an acute
problem of needed medical care for the
aged. While those States having less
than the national average per capita income have had difficulty in Inaugurating
and Implementing medical care programs for their aged, this proposal will
make it possible for a low-income State
to Inaugurate a medical care program for
its people on the basis of the program
being paid for g0 percent by the Federal
Government and 20 percent by the State
government.

It has the advantage. Mr. President, of
becoming a part of the present medical
program provided for under title I of
the existing social security legislation.
That means a State which has passed enabling legislation heretofore permitting
it to participate in the present medical
care program by the Foderal and State
governments for the aged can move immediately, without further legislation by
the State, into the promulgation of these
additional provisions needed for the
present meedical care program.
The committee made three basic
changes in the existing old-age assistance provisions--title I--of the Social
Security Act to encourage the States to
Improve and extend medical service to
the aged:
First. It increased Federal funds to
States for medical services for 2.400,000
aged persons on old-age assistance.
Second. It provided Federal grants to
the States for payment of part or all
of the medical services of the aged persons with low incomes, though not on
the assistance roles, though not on the
social security roles, or on the social
security roles, as the case may be.
Third. The Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare is Instructed to develop guides or recommended standards
for the use of the States in evaluating
and improving their programs of medical services for the aged.
With reference to those receiving
medical care benefits, those on old-age
assistance, the existing provisions of title
I provide Federal funds to the States for
medical services to aged individuals who
are determined to be needy individuals
by the States.
That is another provision of an
amendment to the social security law in
1956. adopted by the Senate Finance
Committee, of which the Senator from
Oklahoma was one of the sponsors,
which was passed by the Senate, accepted by the House, and approved by the
President.
At the present time the States provide needy aged persons with money payments for medical services, and also provide vendor payments to the suppliers
of medical care, including hospitals, doctors, and nurses.
These provisions vary greatly. Some
States have rejatively adequate provisions for the care of aged needy persons.
Others have little or no provisions. The
increased Federal financial provisions in
the bill are designed to encourage the
States to extend comprehensive medical
services to all needy persons, including
those receiving monthly assistance payments. including those receiving social
security payments, and including all of
those who need the services, though not
within either of the mentioned categories.
Participation in the Federal-State
program is completely optional with the
States, with each State determining the
extent and character of its own program,
including the standards of eligibility and
scope of benefits.
At the present time the Federal Govermient makes available to States funds
for medical services to needy aged persons, but that financial participation is
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limited to a -statedstatutory proportion
of the average assistance expenditure
up to $65 per person per month.
In explanation of that, let me add that
under existing law the Federal Govern
ment participates in the old age assist
ance Program within the States, both for
subsistence and medical care, under the
provisions of a variable grant formula
which gives the States from 50 to 65 per
cent of the amount of their payments
up to a total of $65. whether the $65
or the part which they pay is for sub
sistence or medical care program or
both.
I know Senators are aware of the fact
that under the matching formula the
Federal Government pays 80 percent of
the first $30. Then It provides between
50 and 65 percent of the next $35, but
it does not participate in payments be
yondl the total of $65. In many of the
States a part of the $65 is used for sub
sistence and a part of It for medical
care. However, in many other States
the Payment to the aged within the
States exceeds the $65 per month.
In some States the excess Is for medi
cal care programs. In some States the
excess is for subsistence. In some States
it is in part or wholly both.
Under the provisions of the bill as it
will be before the Senate, Federal finan
cial participation in m~edical services
vill go up $12 per month per recipient
of old age assistance, to be added to the
existing $65. In other words, in 'effect
the bill will provide a new amount for
assistance to the aged in the form of
medical care separate and apart from
and in addition to the $65 limit in which
the Federal Government can now par
ticipate.
There is a special provision In the bill
for the States where the average pay
ments either for subsistence or for medi
cal care, or for both, total less than $65
per month. If a State has a program
for both purposes of less than $65 per
month, the bill would permit up to $12
per, month per recipient of old age as
sistance in the State on the basis of $1
by the State and $4 by the Federal Gov.
ernment-80 percent by the Federa.
Government and 20 percent by the State.
If a State has a -program already of
$65 subsistence, which is paid partly by
the Federal Government and partly by
the State. and a medical care program
and,,'or subsistence payments in addi
tion to the S65. then the bill would give
the State the percentage to which, under
the formula. It would be entitled, be
tween 50 and 80 p~ercent of the $12 per
month per recipient, to come to the
State from the Federal Government.
This simply means that if a State is
paying $12, a month for medical care.
paid 100 percent by the State, the State
can get a percentage of the $12 which
is allowable to the State under the
formula in the bill, which would be be
tween 50 and 80 percent. to replace
that part of the $12 a month now made
available for the medical care for the
aged, which Is now being provided 100
percent by the State.
Under the other provisions In the bill
the State could take an additional part
of the $12 per month, which it Is now
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paying 100 Percent, and with it could say that people who may even have a
Mr. FREAR. Mr. President. will the
match another amoumt to be provided by sum of mnoney but who cannot, for ex- Senator yield for a question?
the Federal Government on the basis of ample, go into a hospital, have an operMr. KERR. I yield.
50 to 80 percent Federal and 20 to 50 ation performed which would cost, we
Mr. FREAR. I thought I understood
Percent State. to set up a medical care will say. $200, and pay the bill, are the Senator from Oklahoma. In response
Program authorized under the bill for all People who are to be classified as mcdi- to the Senator from Florida. to say that
ott-er needy aged in the State not now caily indigent, because they do not have there are 10 million people now needing
receiving the benefit of the medical care a sufficient amount of money to take care. Is that the fact, or is it the fact
program under the present law,
care of a big hospital bill,
that there are 10 million who. In ease
The bill would amend the existing
Under the bill as agreed on by the they need care, will be eligible?
title I to make it clear that States may Senate Committee on Finance, the definiMr. KERR. The statement of the
extend their existing programs to cover tion given by the State of Florida to the Senator from Delaware Isanother way of
the medically needy. The bill1 would give medically, indigent would be applicable expressing what I tried to state. I un
States the incentive to establish such to the provisions of the particular bill derstand there are 16 million people in
programs where they do not exist, or to approved by the Committee on Finance, the country over 65. On the old-age as
extend such programs where they are would it not?
sistance rolls are 2.400,000 who under
not adequate In coverage or sufficiently
Mr. KERR. The Senator is correct in that part of the bill would be immedi
comprehensive In the scope of benefits, principle, but I should like to make one ately eligible for this program. That
The State standard for determining correction. The term "medically indi- leaves 13,600,000. The Finance Coin
need for medical assistance does not have gent" is not in the bill. The language in mittee estimated that about 10 million
to be the same standard as that for de- the bill applies to those who need medical of those might be in the position of
termining need for money payments.
attention and who are unable, on account needing medical care which they could
In other words, under the bill the of their economic conditions, to provide not provide. Tbis bill sets up aprogram
standards In a State which are fixed by it.
to provide medical care for those of that
the State for eligibility for old-age
We can understand how the standard group who need it.
assistance are not automatically made for medical assistance, under the second
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. Presidentthe standards for eligibility for medical part of the bill, would be different from
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President-.-care for the aged in the State, other than the standard whereby subsistence assistMr. KERR. I yield to the Senator
those who are on the old-age assistance ance is now made available to the aged, from North Carolina first, and then I
rolls.
for the reason that if the standards were shall Yield to the Senator from New
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- the same the second group would already Mexico.
dent, will the Senator yield at that be under the old-age assistance program.
Mr. ERVIN. If I correctly under
point?
There is the provision in the bill that stand the proposed plan, insofar as Fed
Mr. KERR. I yield.
a State can determine the standards eral Participation is concerned, the cost
Mr. LONG, of Louisiana. If I cor- which it believes should be in effect to of the program would be financed out
rectly understand what the Senator is fix the eligibility of those who need med- of the general revenues of the Federal
saying, the States can set up a new plan, ical services and cannot afford them. Government: is that correct?
In most cases, although some presently Those are entirely different from the
Mr. KERR. The Senator is correct.
have a plan which the Federal Govern- standards which are in effect with referMr. ERVIN. The cost to the State
ment will accept and match. In the ence to determining eligibility of a citi- would be. flnanced in a similar manner.
majority of the States the State can zen for the present old-age assistance that is, out of the general revenues of
provide, in the case of a person 65 years program,
the State?
of age or older, that if the person is able
Mr. SMATHERS. I thank the SenaMr. KERR. It would be financed in
to pay a hospital bill before he becomes tor. In other words, what the bill pro- whatever way the State chose to finance
Ill, but becomes unable'to do so while he vides is that a great number of citizens, it. Ordinarly It would be financed out
is in the hospital, as the hospital bills for example, in the State of Florida, of the general revenue fund.
run up and become substantial, the would be eligible to receive this medical
Mr. ERVIN. .I should lie to ask the
department can cover such a person,
assistance although they, because'- of Senator if I am correct in my recollec
Mr. KERR. The State department their income, of course, would not qualify lion that under the present law govern
can make that an eligible ease for use Of for old-age subsistence.
ing social security the cost of the em
these funds.
Mr. KERR. The Senator is entirely ployment tax used to pay social security
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In the case correct. That is illustrated by the is scheduled to rise to 9 percent of the
of a majority of the States the Federal dramatic fact that there are about 2.4 payroll by 1967. even of Congress dces
Government would be paying g0 percent riimcn people in our country now on old- not increase benefits or alter the present
of the cost of taking care of such a age assistance rolls with reference to benefits in any way.
person's medical bill.
whom the first part of the amendment,
Mr. KERR. I believe the date in
Mr. KERR. From 50 percent to 80 which I have explained, would apply, which the employer-employee contribu
percent. depending upon the per capita in that a medical care fund of $12 each. tionl becomes 9 percent, half to be paid
Income of the State in relation to the or up to that amount, could be set up by by the employer and half by the em
national per capita income,
the State from Federal and State funds. ployee. Is 1963.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In the case At. the same time, there are about 10
Mr. ERVIN. In any event, 9 percent
of the majority of the States, would not milio ote epei hscutywoof
a payroll for an employment tax is
the figure be 80 percent?
are over 65 years of age who need med- quite a considerable amount to be taken
Mr. KERR. I do not believe that ical care and who, to one degree or an- Out Of the Payroll, is it not?
would be true in a majority of cases. it other, are unable to provide it for themMr. KERR. It is. At this time the
would be true with respect to many Selves. Any person of that group whose deduction is 3 percent from the employer
States. The majority would be nearer financial or economic condition is in- and 3 percent from the employee. I
80 than 50 -percent.
eluded in the State-fixed standards of would doubt that the present rate would
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thank the eligibility could participate in and be the be changed by Congress iii the light of
Senator,
beneficiary of the other part of the bill, the purpose to keep that fund solvent.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President. will
So in reality this bill makes it possible The rate under existing law, unless
the Senator yield?
fraSaet
e pispormo h
hne yteCnrs.wl
rdal
Mr. KERR. I yield.o
tt
ostupIspormo h icheangedbuthe Congress. whill gradually
Mr. SMATHERS. Ini our State of basis of eligibility for its citizens to re-emlyewlpa4
prcnadth
Florida we have a definition of medically ceive the medical care benefits of this employee w4l percen pecett.dth
indigent which differentiates between bill, so that in every State every person
Mr. ERVIN. Does not the Senator
those who are Indigent by reason of the over 65 years of age who is unable to think that that is of great significance
fact that they cannot buy food for sus- secure medical services could obtain such in arriving at a method of financing in
tenance and things of that character services on the basis of the standards of plans for medical care to the aged?
and people who cannot afford certain need determined by the State of which
Mr. ICERR. I agree with the Senator
other things, such as medical care. We he or she Is a resident,
from North Carolina,
cv-lo13s
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that should be
Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator from
considered. I think it is especially sig- North Carolina. I now yield to the
nificant when we think about the situa- Senator from New Mexico (Mr. AzND=tion that now confronts us. Many Sen- son), and then I shall yield to the Seaators, who are among tihe finest men I ator from Vermont [Mr. AmIR" 1.
know, and for whom I have the greatest
Mr. ANDERSON. The Senator was
affection and respect, feel that we should asked the question whether the 10-mulnow increase the payroll tax on em- lion group consisted of 10 million who
ployees and employers to secure a fund needed medical care and who could not
out of which tW pay for medical care for provide it for themnselves. Does not the
some 13 million people who will make no Senator believe, as he answered the Sencontribution to the fund. I for one do ator from Delaware [Mr. FREAX]. that
not agree. If we were to dccldc that 1Zin-this is a group fror which prospects
stead of 10 million -'eople who need might be drawn, but as the estimate was
medical care and cannot provide It for given to us. there might be 500,000 up to
themselves, there are 13.500.000 whose I million?
span of life would be determined by the
Mr. KERR. The Senator is entirely
availability of medical and hospital care, correct,
and who could not provide it for themIt is not presumed, whether we proselves, and therefore, in a great enlight- vide for 12 million under the social secuened Christian country are entitled to rity tax route, or for all of the needy
have that country consider it as a na- people under a program paid for by direct
tional obligation to provide that service appropriation, that all members oZ the
for them. I think that service should be1 group will get sick and will have to go to
provided for out of the general revenue the hospital. Either program is profunds secured from taxation of all the vided for a group with reference to which
people rather than to have it come from the benefits will be made available to
a payroll tax on the workers and the those within the group, who by reason of
employers of today. If employers were illness, find themselves in need of the
required to pay for that medical. care, benefits of the program; and the apthey would thereby be required to pro- plicability, as I understand, would be
vide not only the money for their own identical whether we set up a program
medical care in their elder years, but for one group within a social security tax
also, as a limited group of citizens, to or a plan for everybody under a program
provide the necessary money with which of Federal and State appropriations,
to give medical care to a worthy and
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
honored group of aged people. if such Senator yield?
people are entitled to be consideredMr. KERR. I yield to the Senator
and I am one who feels they are-they from Vermont.
are entitled to have their needs met by
Mr' AIKEN. I am seeking informaal of the people and not merely by a tion. Can the Senator from Oklahoma
limted few of the people.
advise the Senate what part of the naMr. ERVIN. AS is basis for the next tional income is represented by those
question I wish to ask the Senator. I having incomes of $4,800 or less? In
would like to state a premise. I have other words, if we adopt the social setalked with a great many elderly peo- curity approach in connection with prople about this problem, and I find that posed legislation, in this field what part
a very substantial number of those pen- of the national income will escape Paypie are those who, by reason of posses- Ing the cost of the old age health insuraban Of aLsmall amount Of property Or by ance program? I believe we ought to
reason of the possession of a small have that information,
amount of Income, are not eligible for
Mr. KERR. I am advised by the repold-age assistance under the present law, resentative of the Department of Health,
and likewise are not covered by the Social Education, and Welfare, who has access
Security Act. They do not draw social to the information and statisties which
security. This bill would permit the are needed to answer the question, that
States to adopt standards which would about 40 percent of the national income
take care of people who are not pro- would make no contribution to the fund
tected by social security and who are not it it were secured from 'a social security
eligible for old-age assistance, and pre- tax.
vent them from suffering financial devMr. AIKEN. About 40 percent, That
&sttio byreaon
f potrcte ilneses.would be, for ' he most part, the wellMr. KERR. The Senator Is eminently to-do people of the country, who woulgi
correct. If we are going to make pro-esaepynapatothcototh
vision for medical care for our aged, one ecpeogpayin
Is
phart
cofrethe coto
Of the basic principles contained in th
rga.I
ta
orc?
bill is that which calls upon the GovernMr. KERR. It would mean that that
ment to provide assistance for all of our part of the national income would not
aged and not merely for a limited group make any contribution to the fund,
of our aged whose care will be paid for
Mr. A KN. The entire cost of the
by another limited group. In other Program would fall on those whose inwords, we do not want a situation where- come was $4,800 or less?
by we would have an inadequate program
Mr. KERR. It would fall on a percentproviding for less than all who need it, by age of those whose earnings are not in
an inadequate number of people, leb excess Of $4,800.
than all of our taxpayers.
Mr. AIKN. I thank the Senator,
Mr. ERVIN. I thank the Senator from
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will
Oklahomai for ylelling to me and for his the Senator yield?
very lucid explanation of the provisions
Mr. KERR. I yield to thle Senator
Of this p1lan.
from Florida,
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Mr. HOLLAND. Does the Senator
have available figures which he can place
in the RECORD at this time to indicate the
added percentage of tax which would
have to be imposed on those who are
under the social security system if the
other~program. the one based upon the
social security system alone, were fo01
lowed, rather than the program the
Senator from Oklahoma is explaining?
Mr. KERR. I am advised that an ad
ditional 1 percent tax on payrolls sub
ject to the social security tax Would
amount to $2 billion a year.
Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator.
I have received a number of letters, comn
plaining letters, from young people in
industries covered by the social security
program, under which both employers
and employees pay the social security
tax, and they state that in their judg
ment any program which is based upon
an increase in the social security tax

would be unfair to the younger workers
in the country. I wonder if the Senator
has any observation to make on that
point.
Mr. KERR. As I said a while ago, I
believe a program for a group of people.
including all of our citizens within a
certain category, if Corngress decides it
is needed and should be provided, should
be provided out of revenues secured from
taxes on an equal basis and levied on all
the people, not secured by an additional
tax on the workers in our country.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, w-'.11
the Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. Is not this the gist of
the point that the Senator makes,
namely, that if the system is based upon
social security alone, and based upon a
tax levied upon that group, obviously the
complaint of the young people under
social security, whom I have mentioned,
Is well founded?
Mr. KERR. It is indeed.
Mr. HOLLAND. ! thank the Senator.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. I yield.
Mr. TALMADGE. I congratulate the
Senator on his excellent speech, Per
haps the Senator will come to this point
in a later portion of his speech, but I
believe it would be wise to put in the
Rzcoats at this point a statement of the
benefits these people can get from the
proposed legislation which the Senate
Committee on Finance has agreed on.
is it not true that if a State adopts this
program, they will be able to pay the
hoialblsfnedpolewoa
nhospta bis ofp eey pheopemhcn
o tiris
a hm
Mr. KERR. The Senator is correct.
Mr. TALMADGE. Is it not also true
that they will be able to pay sargical
fees which they cannot otherwise afford
to pay?
Mr. KERR. The Senator is correct.
Mr. TALMADGE. Is it not also true
that they will be able to pay dental bills
which they otherwise cannot afford to
pay?
Mr. KERR. I will be glad to read the
services, noninstitutional and institu
tional, avallable at this time, If the Sen
ator would like to have me do so.
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Ur. TALMADGE. I would apprecIate
it If the Senator would do that,
Mr. KERR. Inpatient hospital serv-

Ices, skilled nursing home services.
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action taken by his committee on Satur- accepted by the President. In that
day with regard to the Byrd amendment. event. we would have a great program for
which was offered by myself and 21 other the aged needy of our country, and have
sponsors.

it this year.

physician services, outpatient hospital
Mr. EW.R. I shall be glad to do so.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, will
services, home health care services. pri- The measure before the committee was the Senator Yield?
vate duty nursing services, pbysical also sponsored by the distinguithed
Mr. KERR. I yield.
therapy and related services. dental Senator from Indiana (Mr. HAsr~izE. It
Mr. SMATHERS. I was about to
services, laboratory and X-ray services, provides that any mmn on social security question the Senator from Oklahoma on
Prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures. may have the same privilege of retiring that very point. Is It not true that some
and sundry diagnostic screening and at age 62. Instead of at age 65. So that of the factors which the committee con
Preventive servlepr
under the provisions of the amendnrient sidered in irs determination to follow
Mr. TALMADGE. is it not also true sponsored by the Senator f rom West tbh course In providing mcdical atten
that under the State program that could Virginia and others. if adopted, every tion for the aged needy were that the
be without limit?
man in the country would be given equal other body has indicated that It will fol
Mr. KERR. That is correct,
rights with the women of the country low only this particular course; that the
Mr. TALMADGE. Both as to dol- with reference to being permitted to re- President of the United States has indi
lars.-..
tire at age 62 instead of age 65. by ac- cated that there might be a veto If we
Wr. KERR. Both as to those who are cepting an amount reduced to the degree followed the social security course; and
on the old-age assistance rolls, and all necessary to receive the same benefits, that while that might lend itself to a
other aged under the new provision,
and thereby not be paid benefits in an great political issue, nevertheless it was
Mr. TALMADGE. He is not limited excessive amount. I think the term Is the view of the committee that it was
to that amount, In other words,
used 'on the basis of what Is actuarially more Important to take care of the needs
Mr. KERR. He is not limited by the sound." I think it Is 80 percent of what of the aged In the field of medical atten
per capita amount that has been put in he would get If he waited until age 65. tion? Was not t'iat more Important
there for him. He or she has the beneMr. BYRD of West Virginia. Then, if than to have a medical issue?
lit of the total amount put In there for a man accepted actuarially reduced beneMr. KERR. That was the position of
the whole group. That is also true un- fits at 62. or between age 62 and age 65, the Senator from Oklahoma. I was
der the bill with reference to those not would that entail any additional cost to happy to find that It was the position of
an old-age assistance.
the employer or to the employee?
the Senator from Florida and a number
Mr. TALMADGE. The Senator is
Mr. EMR. It would not: nor would of other members of the committee.
touching on a very vital point now, it entail any additional cost to the fund.
Mr. SMATHERS. I thank the Sen
which I wished to cover. Somne press
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Would ator from Oklahoma.
reports I have seen Indicate that the not retirment be voluntarily and not
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
ceiling would be $12 per capita for those mandatory?
President, will the Senator yield?
Individuals who need aid. As I underMr. KERR. It would.
Mr. KERR. I yield.
stand the point the Senator is making.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I join
that would merely be the appropriation the Senator from Oklahoma.
with my colleagues in paying my respects
to cover the Individual. but the amount
Mr. CARLSON. M:r. President., will to the Senator fromn Oklahoma for a
available would be without limit. Is the Senator yield?
very clear analysis of the action of the
that correct?
Mr. KERR. I yield.
Committee on Finance, and to Join him
Mr. REMR If the State's program so
Mr. CARLSON. I commnend the d5is- in support of our committee's action.
provided.
tinguished Senator from Oklahoma for
The Senator has already pointed out
Mr. TALMADGE. I thank the able the very splendid analysis he has made In his statement that under the proposal
Senator for making that' point excep- this afternoon of the amendment as of the Committee on Finance, all of the
tionally clear. In other words, If the agreed on by the Committee on Finance. taxpayers of America would be paying for
committee's amendment Is adopted, it I think he has covered very well the peo- benefits for the aged who need assistance.
WMlenable every citizen of the United ple who will be Included and taken care rather than putting the burden only on
States.of under this proposaL, which means the workers of America.
Mr. KERR. Over 65.
every citizen over 65. whether he or she
Is it not also true that tinder the social
Mr. TALMADGE. Who is 65 years of Is under social security or not.
security approach. if that were adopted.
age or older, with social security or withSecond. He has discussed the bill of we would be extending medical benefits
out social security, to obtain medical, the Committee on Finance and. I believe, even to those who did not need them? A
dental, and hospital help that they can- has made a very good point in stating person may have more than adequate in
not now obtain,
that if the proposal is not adopted, it come from Investments and on retireMr. KERR. The Senator Is correct, will place the people under social secu- Mnent may be drawing social security.
On the basis set up and participated in rity. and young people, who are raising Why should we extend medical benefits
by his or her State.
families and trying to provide for their to those who are weil able to take care
Mr. TALMADGE. That amount will families, will be carrying a burden which of themselves, as would be done under
be paid for by 180 million Americans. not they should not be asked to carry.
the .,rogram.if it is made a part of the
by 70 million who are on social security.
But a point I should like to mention, social security system?
Mr. MC~R. The Senator Is correct, which I do not believe the Senator from
Mr. KERR. The Senator Is corrcct.
Mr. TALMADOL I thank the Sena- Oklahoma has mentioned, is that if Con- That is as to the social security program.
tor. I congratulate him. He has worked gress approves the amendment and the
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. That is
out a very satisfactory plan which should President signs the bill, tbe act can go correct.
solve the needs in one very critical are
into effect on October 1 in a large numMr. KER. What it would do would
for the people of our country.
ber of the States of the Nation-in fact, be to provide a program of benefits for
Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator from most of the States of the Nation-be- millions of people over 65 years of age
Georgia.
cause they have either a good medical who did not need them, and deny bene
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. program or at least some kind of medical fits to millions of workers who are over
President, will the Senator yield?
program.
65 years of age and who need them.
Mr. KERR. I yield.
Mr. KERR The Senator from KanMr, WILLIAMS cf Delaware.' That is
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I1con- sas has mentioned what I believe is one of correct. Under the existing law, the
gratulate the Senatox from Oklahoma for the very important elements of the bill. limitation of earnings is only on earned
the very cogent explanation of the bill This proposal can become law on Octo- income, and not an investment income.
hie has made. It may be his intention ber I of this year if the Senate accepts it Is conceivable that a man under social
to refer to the subJect a little later in his the bill and it is signed by the President, security can be retired and may have an
presentation, but I should like to ask him I believe It can and will be accepted by Income of $150,000 or $200,000 a year
If he would explain to the Senate the the House. I believe it can and wlllbe from investments, yet It we tie these
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benewis to the social security he would
Mr. TALMADGE. That would be
be furnished free medical services. This true, and the plan would be compulsory,
would be true even though he had no whether those individuals wanted such
need at all for such assistance.inuac
or not, would It not?
mr. KERR. He might have no need
Mr. KERR. Every covered citizen,
for them.
whether self-employed or an employee
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Yet of an employer, would compulsorily be
those medical services would be charged covered under the so-called social seto the workers of America.
curity tax approach,
Mr. KERR. That is correct.
Mr. TALMADIGE. Even the richest
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will man in America?
the Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. Yes.
Mr. KERR. I yield to the Senator
Mr. TALMADGE. Even if he had a
from Florida.
son who was an able doctor?
Mr. HOLL.AND.

I think I understand

Mr. KERR.

Yes.
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Mr. KERR. The benefits of those in
our country who are over 65 years of
age but are not on the old-age assistance
rolls would be In accordance with or
determined by the standards of needs as
fixed by their States.
If they had a private plan of health
insurance-Blue Cross or Blue Shieldin my Judgment they would thereby not
come within the specifications the States
would fix for what they would define as
thos in need of medical care.
Mr. MONRONEY. I thank my col
league for his explanation of this very
copicated and difficult subject, and

the matter clearly, and I congratulate
Mr. TALMADGE. Or if he had a also for the gre'it industry and study he
the Senator from Oklahoma upon his brother who was a dentist?
has devoted to It.
presentation. However, there ls one
Mr. KERR. Yes.
I should like to ask about the correct
point I should like the debate to show
Mr. TALMADGE. Even If he had an- ness or lack of correctness of the reports,
clearly, If I understand It correctly.
other relative, who was a hospital ad- which 3Ihave heard, to the effect that the
Reference has been made to a retire- ministrator?
bill also raises the outside earning limits
ment age of 62 for women under the
Mr. KERR. That is correct.
in the ease of those who retire on social
Social Security Act, and reference has
Mr. TALMADGE. His health insur- security, so as to permit those who retire
been made by the distinguished Senator ance would be compulsory, whether he to increase the amount with which they
from West Virginia [Mr. BYRD) to an liked it or not, and would be handled by can supplement their social security
amendment offered by him and the dis- the Government of the United States?
benefits by their earnings, by permitting
tinguished Senator from Oklahoma to
Mr. KERR. To this extent, yes.
them to earn up to $1.800 a year with
the effect that such amendment, or the
Mr. TALMADGE. Does the Senator out having deductions made from their
substance of It, Is now In the bill, to al- think Congress ought to compel the peo- social security benefits?
low the retirement of men on aLless ple of the Nation to go into the insurMr. KERR. The Senator from Kansas
attractive financial basis at age 62.
ance business with the Ooverr~ment?
[Mr. CARLsox] called up. in the commit
Frm that, we should not understand.
Mr. KERR. The Senator from Okla- tee, the amendment, which had been
should we, that the present bill, as to Its homa does not,
sponsored by his colleague [Mr. Scsoxp
medical care features, applies to anyone
Mr. TALMADGE. The Senator from pxrm, and by other Senators on the comn
except past age 65?
Georgia agrees with the Senator from mittee and by Senators not on the com.
Mr. KERR. Beyond the age of 65; Oklahiomia
mittee, raising from $1,20 a year to
the Senator Is correct. That amendment
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the $1,800'a year the amount which could
had to do with the social security provi- Senator yield?
be earned by a recipient of old-age and
aions In the bill, and not with reference
Mr. KERtR. I yield.
survivors insurance without affecting the
to the medical care provisions In the bilL
Mr. BUSH. I am personally grateful amount of his social security payments.
Mr. HOLLAND. I was reasonably sur to the Senator from Oklahoma for his
Mr. MONRONEY. I thankr the Sen
that that was the case. I wanted the de- remarkably clear exposition of the bill. ator.
bate to show that affrmatively. I think He has made a difficult subject come to
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President. on this
that that has now been done,
life. I compliment him,
point winl the Senator from Oklahoma
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, will
I have been Particularly Interested in yield to me?
th . KeRR.oryield?
the effect such legislation might have on
Mr. KERR. 3iyield.
Mr. KOHNRO I~ Tyzs.Mr.p
private insurance companies or private
BUSH. Was that action taken by
Mr. OHNON
o T.-xa. Mr Prsi-health plans,
such as the Blue Cross- theMr.
committee?
dent, will the Senator 'rom Oklahoma Blue Shield, Possibly the Senator will
Mr. KERR. Yes; by the committee.
M.
R.Ihdyieldedth
deal with that later in his remarks; or
Mr. BUSH. It was?
Senatr. froM I hcgad iledt
h possibly he had already done so. before
Mr. KERR. Yes.
Meatr.fo
TLAGeori.Isaldfrth
I caught up with him. Nevertheless, I
Mr. BUSH. And that provision Is in
dis'tinushdmajorIt shleadefr, t h should like to hear what the Senator has this bill; is it?
Mr.t JOiHedO
m ofit Texase. I aimpl to say on that subject, concerning the
Mr. KERR. Yes: it Is In this bill.
wish tomakei clea Thatas. I
pudereffect the committee bill would have on
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, will the
stand, the amendment offered by the able private insurance companies, and what Senator from Oklahoma yield to me?
Senator from West Virgl~ala [Mr. Byao] would be the attitude of private insurMr. KERR. I yield.
would reduce the age limit at which a ance companies, who have been trying
Mr. ERVIN. I was Interested in the
man could receive an annuity under the to move ahead with health insurance question about the situation of those who
social security program from age 65 to plans. What would be the attitude of might have some hospitalization or med
age 62: but the annuity would &W)be the Blue Cross-Blue Shield organization ical care insurance. The Senator from
reduced Proportionately, as was done in with respect to the committee bill?
Oklahoma has expressed the opinion that
the case of women several years ago.
Mr. KERR. I should think the corn- in all probability the States would adopt
Mr. KERR. That Is correct.
mittee bill would have no adverse effect standards which migh t exclude such per
Mr. JOHNS8ON of Texas. I think that upon that Program. I am sure the Sen- sons from the provisions of this plan. I
Is a very fine proposal. I congratulate ator from Connecticut would agree with should like to ask the senator whether
the Senator from West Virginia and the me that certainly few on the old age the plan contains any provision which
committee for adopting It.
assistance roles have such personal in- would deny a State the power to adopt
Mdr. TALIWADGE. Mr. President, I de- surance.
a standard under which persons who
sire to pursue the point made by the
With reference to those who are not on have limited health insurance could take
Senator from Delaware [Mr. WzwUMxs. the old age %assistancerolls but who have advantage of this plan after they had
If we use the social security approach, private health Insurance plans, they cer- exhausted their limited health Insurance.
would It not be true that Congress would tainly. in my Judgment, would not be
Mr. KERR. I do not see how a State
compel every self-employed individual eligible under any of the standards fixed could fix standards which would keep
In America and every worker who is on by the States, whereby the specifications this program from being available to
social security to take out compulsory in.. of those who are medically in needthose with private health programs alter
gur&anc under the social security fund?
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas, Mr. Presi- the provisions of their programs had
Mr. KEWRR. The Senator from dent, we over here cannot hear the Sen- been exhausted.
Gleorgia la correct.
ator, WM he speak louderI
Mr. ERVIN. I thank the Senator.
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, Wil the Senator from Oklahoma
Yield to me?
Mr. KERR. I yield,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Will the
Senator state the effective date of his
Proposal?
Mr. KERR. October 1 of this year.
That is the action of the committee.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If this program goes into effect, even assuming that
alternative Plans were proposed and considered. this uuie would go into effect, at
a minimum, a full 3 months before
any of the other plans for health insurance under the social security program
would go into effect, would it not?
Mr. KERR I did not hear discussed
in committee any other plan which had
an effective date prior to October I of
this year. So the provisions of this bill.
as It will be before the Senate. and as it
was approved by the committee, will be
effective at least 9 months ahead of the
effective date of any amendment I heard
offered to the committee.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Will the
Senator from Oklahoma state the cost
of the proposal offered by him-and let
me say I believe he included me as a cosponsor of -it.
Mr. KERR. I did, and I was happy
when the Senator from Louisiana joined
the Senator from Delaware [Mr. FIxR I
asiA myself and some Senators on the
othW~side of the committee table, as one
of the sponsors of the amendmernt.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Will the
Senator from Oklahoma state the estimated cost to the Federal Government
and the State governments in the- first
year of operation of this proposal?
Mr. KERR. The estimated cost of the
yyteFdrlGovernment
th Fedraltoward
patcptopartcipaion
In the $12 payment for medical care
for the aged now on the assistance rolls,
for the first year of operation, is $125
million. The cost to the Individual
States would range from nothing up to
50 percent of the amount of the $12 su
mgt up by the administration within the
State for their participants in the oldage assistance program.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Will the Senator from Oklahoma state how much in
dollars It Is estimated the States' cost
will be In the first year'?
-Mr. KER.E I would say that, in the
judgment of the representhtive of the
]Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, It would be between $10 and
$15 Million.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Is It not true
that most of the Federal end of the
matching to which the Senator from
Oklahoma is referring is actually a matter of having the Federal Government
match the funds the State Is already advancing for puirposes of this sort?
Mr KERR. That is correct. IEn many
of the States they are now providing a
medical care program for their old-age
assistance clients on the basis of 100 percent by the State. go the provisions of
this bill would result in having the Federal Government Provide a matching
fund for Many of the States which now
ame paying all or substantially all of the
medical care program for that group,
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With reference to those who would be can depend upon a very substantial in
added. I say to the Senate that in order crease in every State that is Interested
that we may have in our minds language in providing aid for the aged-and I be
that will enable us to distinguish be- lieve they all do-very substantial and
tween the two groups provided for under improved assistance in medical care for
this bill. I point out that those not on the aged. Is it not true that the Presi
the old-age and assistance rolls would be dent would probably sign the bill and
brought in under what we call title XVI the plan would become law on October
of House bill 12580, as amended. It Is 1
the part of the House bill which sets
Mr. KERR. This year.
up the program for those who need mediMr. LONG of Louisiana. This year.
cal care, but are not on the old-age and By contrast, if we vote for Lhe proposal
assistance rolls. The estimate for the to increase the social security tax and
Federal cost for the first year of the op- to use that money to provide additional
eration of that program would be about health insurance, with the administra
S60 million to the Federal Government; tion opposed to it, the probabilities are
but after the first year it would be about that even if the Cogegpassed it, it
S160 million, with a proportionate would be vetoed, it would not become
amount coming from the States, on the effective, and there would not be the
basis of either from 20 percent to 50 votes to override the veto. So, in one
percent of the total amount made avail- instance, we would have provided major
able. Only after that program gets un- assistance to those who need help in
derway. would both the Federal and the paying medical expenses; whereas, on
State parts or shares of the cost of the the other hand, we Would have a good
medical care program for the aged not political issue, but it would have proon the assistance rolls go beyond that vied nothing at all between now and
amount,
the time Congress next convened. Is that
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes.
correct?
Mr. KERR. But that is the estimate.
Mr. KERPR. That is the opinion of
which I believe is reasonable, for the first the Senator from Oklahoma.
and second years of the program.
Mr. R-ANDOLPH. Mr. President. will
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I should like the Senator yield?
to ask the Senator from Oklahoma about
Mr. KERR. I yield.
the situation of a State which is regarded
Mr. RAkNDOLPH. Earlier I indicated
as One Of the low per capita income that I would listen with intense interest
States: Is not it true that fQr states to the remarks. on the subject matter by
which meet that description and which my friend from Oklahoma. I have done
presently are providing, at their own cost, so, and I have been helped by the remedical care for the aged, in effect the Marks he has made on the action within
Federal Government is placing itself In the Senate Committee on Finance with
a position which would make it possible reference to this matter.
to increase by as much as 400 percent
I wish to make an observation, and
the amount that States are able to pay I hope that it is in the interest of Per
the
medical care for the aged in haPs a Partial understanding on the part
those States?
of those who would like to go further
Mr. KERR. That is correct.
and have it embrace the social security
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Without any framework. For that reason I make this
increase in a State's appropriations, so comment. I believe the report the Sen
ln sispeetaporain
eeao
rmOlhm
a ie
eae
longias ts preseingthapropriatin were- Ptorilfro Okthom hxansgiven
oforeolate
plidtmmtsngteFeea
prriarePbiy to ithe explanin tofocurod
graaepbimaitnepant
nld
Mr. KERR. That is correct,
medical care. Is that not correct?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Does not the
Mr. KERR. Not exactly. It expands
Senator from Oklahoma recognize that the program now available to 2,400,000
the cost of this program is going to In- persons on the assistance program. It
crease very substantially, because States makes possible the implementation of
are going to modify their laws and are the program for the benefit of 10 million
going to appropriate more money, which persons in this country for whom there
will require more Federal matching, as is a need but who are not on the assist
this program becomes fully effective?
ance program.
Mr. KERR. That is correct; and In
Mr. RANDOLPH. I thank the Sen
my judgment that is one of the most val- ator. I1agree with much that he said
uable parts of this bill,
this afternoon, insofar as it goes: but
First, it recognizes the need for a med- the plan he espouses does not provide
ical care program for our aged,
an insurance plan into which people can
Second. it provides an -incentive to pay in their working years and then
States with existing programs to increase Possess a paid-up policy on retirement.
them; and it provides an incentive to I think this Is a matter of right. It does
States which are without programs to in- not relate merely to an income test.
augurate and implement them.
Will the Senator comment on that
Third. it provides means whereby, as statement?
time passes, and as our States and the
Mr. KERR. The Senator from Okla
people within thern recognize the equity homa has been impressed by what many
of these programs, they will develop able men have said with reference to
them to a basis to meet; ~the needs of the the need of millions of our aged citizens
pe&)ple of their States, with resulting for a medical care and hospital pro
participation by the Federal Government gram which they cannot pro ide for
on the basis I have outlined,
themselves. In the judgment of the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Is this niot Senator from Oklahoma, this bill pro.
also true? If we vote for this plan, we vides such a program. in the judgment
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of the Senator from Oklahoma. if Implemented by the several States, It wIll
provide for every aged citizen In those
States who needs aid.
The program is not compulsory on the
States. It does not compel them to provide a Program for which they themselves have paid. But It does provide
the opportunity, at State and Federal
expense. The social security tax Is a
program that Is paid for by taxation.
This program is paid for by taxation,
but this program will be paid for by the
taxation of all the people, and will be
available to all the aged who need it. In
the judgment of the Senator from Oklahoma. it meets a need which- has been
so ably and eloquently described with
reference to the fact that there are 16
million people in our country over 65
years of age, most of whom need medical
and hospital care, but are unable to provide It for themselves.
Mr. RANDOLPH. One further comment: I am appreciative of the thoughtful manner In which the Senator from
Oklahoma has discussed this problem,
which Is a paramount one, I am sure,
In the hearts and mainds of all Members
of the Senate. I become weary at the
suggestion expressed by some Members
of the Senate that we must draft legislatton which has the approval of the
President before it is sent to Capitol
Hil from the White House. I think the
President arrogates to himself a responsibility which is not given to him by the
Constitution. The members of the legislative body pass upon these matters and
send to the President that which, In their
Judgment, they believe to be legislative
enactments in the public Interest.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield at that point?
Mr. KERR. I would like to have an
opportunity to reply to that statement.
Then!I will yield to the Senator fro
Mr.lRnNo OL.
Ishlbedihtdos.
tohave the Senator reply but over and
tre.,mouth
over again we are faced, It seems to me,
with the report of word having come
from the White House that we must
draft legislation in a certain manner,
and that. If enacted In another maner,
it wiUl be vetoed. I do not believe that
Is the best way to proceed under our
system of checks and balances,
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, winl
the Senator from Oklahoma let mre answer that?
Mr. KERR. Yes.
Mr. DIRKSEN. The Constitution
very definitely makes the President of the
United States a part of the whole legislative process.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I1realize that.
Mr. DERKSEN. BUis must first be apProved by both Houses before they go to
the executive branch. The President Is
constitutionality clothed with the power
to approve Or disapprove, and If he disapproves he is mandated under the Constitution to send the bill'back hereMr. RANDOLPH. I agree,
Mr. DIRKSEN. For such action as
the legislative branch wants to take; and
if the Veto Is not overridden, obviously it
does not become a part of the law of the
land. So It cannot be said that the
Founding Fathers did not wake the
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President a part of the legislative proc- several times forecast ultimate Presi
ess. Thal. is one of the happy checks dential action with extraordinary ac
and balan-ces In our whole system of gov- curacy.
Mr. FULBRIOHT. Mr. President. will
ermient.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I did the Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. I yield to the Senator
not say that. What I object to is the
predisapprowal of the President of the from Arkansas.
United States on matters which are yet
Mr. FULBRIGHT. First, I wish to
to be passed on in the Congress.
congratulate the Senator from Oklahoma
Mr. DIRKSENv. The President of the for what appears to me to be an ex
United States does not arrogate to him- cellent solution to this very troublesome
self, as may distinguished friend from probcrn.
There is one point in connection with
WVest Virginia puts It. powers which are
not his; nor are they arbitrarily exer- a previous remark I wish to have clani
cised. He Is elected, not by the con
stituents of a State or of Etcongressional fled. The Senator made clear the in
district but by all the people of the United centive for Increased payments by the
Stthis.i onso the billtorsagreatesthmeits.
States, popularly expressed inthe for
egtisi
rdn tofha
lstateawhich mayitbe
of an electoral vote: and he a
Inn
r
tional responsibility to ali the people. dInrg alldi thinasSittshouldcdo at th
That does not amount to arrogance.donalithnkitsuddotte
That is nothing more than a Judicial ex- moment, Is there a prohibition against
ercise of the powers the Constitution im
the State decreasing what it is now
doing, the effort It is now making in tha
poses on him,
Mr. RANDOLPH. I am appreciative field? In other words, will a State be
of what the Senator has said. I pursue permitted to use the Federal contribu
the Inquiry for this purpose: If theami- tion to maintain the present standard
nority leader in the Senate or the ml- and to-decrease the State contribution?
nority leader in the House stands up and
Mr. KERR. I will say to the Senator
tells the Members generally that if the there are circumstances under which
legislation is passed in this form or that, that would ba possible. The bill cer
the President is going to veto it, It gives tainly Is not written in such a way as to
the President a voice here in the Capitol encourage it.
I remember looking at the situation
which goes beyond the power, or. very
frankly, the prerogative of the President in regard to one State. I believe the
State is providing about $8 a month for
of the United States.
Over and over again I hear that said a medical care program. I believe the
by the leaders of the party,
State Is contributing to the program
Mr. DIKS
Mr. Presdent ,W about $2.50 a moath. Under the provi
the Senator yield once more?
*
sions of the bill I think the State could
use $1 of the $2.50 which it is contribut
Mr. RANDOLPH. I yield.
orcle-Ing
to the $6 program, and could receive
Mr
IKE.Ihv
Mrnha
D thKeNminrth
eadernrofle$4 additional, so that actually the State
tiontate ro the miorityha lever ofdth
could thereby almost double the medical
senatemeor of the efouse thas tevermaesi- care program without It costing the
staemet
toul
vtheaefetstha thsed bys State any more money.
dhen wouldesveto havmeasure pnocassed by
I say to the Senator that we had in
this Bloor. "It is my personal Judg- mind, In writing the bill, that we should
in thehaesfvoblapriininttr
ment. without
putting words
of the President
and without gard as we could in the hope and in the
knowing, as a matter of fact, that on belief that States would step up their
the basis of his own declaimed philosophy medical eare programs and, as they did,
thr seeylklho
htti
iluemore of their own funds and thereby
tslhtr seeylklhodta
hsbl
s
ih be vetoed."
ereciv propotontlymchyre.
That is quite a different thing. I haveerlmny
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I suppose it would
never yet seen the time when, in advance
of his own examination of a measure be very unusual if a State were in a
which has gone to him, the President hast position to decrease its own contribu
ever said to me. either nt the leader- tion, because I presume, except for a
ship meetings or elsewhere, that he would very few States, that the present pro
veto a bill. That Isa decision he reserves gram is inadequate. I wondered about
for himself. He takes appropriate advice it.
Mr. KE3RR. I1doubt whether any State
from the agencies and departments of
Government and then come to his own would decrease the amount of money it
spends. There are a number of States
conclusion,
I do not know that I have ever been which, by spending the same amount of
receive substantially
advised in advance-let us say, more money, could
than 30 minutes-that a certain piece of greater benefits.
legislation was tobe vetoed.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Yes. I think that
Mr. RANqDOLPH.
My delightful is certainly very fine. We hope the ulti
friend has the pulse of the President, mate effect will be an increase in the
and he expresses it In words over and quality of and in the amount of most of
over again. He may not spell out exactly these programs.
what the President Is going to do. and
As I understand the proposal. .from,
certainly I would not say he has so done, the Senator's explanation, It seems to be
but I say that over and over again we a very wise solution to the problem.
Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator from
have felt days and days before we passed
upon a bill that the President was going Arkansas.
to veto It, if enacted in, a form which
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delawre". M1r.
displeased him. The minority leader has President. will the Senalar yield?
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Mr. KERR. I yield to tjie Senator I was with regard to whether I could their aged who need it, whether they are
from Delaware.
get the approval of the adminIstration. on the old-age assistance rolls or not.
Mr. WILLIAMS o4' Delaware. The
As I said when I startel the discussion. and each State can determine its speciSenator from Oklahoma has stated the the thing which made me feel very good fications. I shall discuss that point in
situation very clearly, but I would not about the situation was .that the some detail in a few moments. Each
want the RscoRD to Indicate that the members of the Committee on Finance State can determine the specification s
Senate Committee on Finance acted approved the amendment. Thbey ap- which are acceptable to it for the ellgi
under the threat or fear of -a Presiden- Proved It because they thought it was bility of their citizens to participate In
tial veto.
equitable, because they thought it was this progra m.
Mr. KERR. I should like to clear worthy, because they thought it would
Mr. BUTLER. I thank the Senator
that matter up a bit, if the Senator will be the beginning of a complete and ade- from Oklahoma. I make a slight reserPermit. and the Senator can say what he Quate Program. and because they be- vation. I think I =aid it appiicd only to
wishes in that regard.
lieved it was something to which they those persons who are on the assistance
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I know could subscribe and defend on the floor rolls at the moment. It also applies to
that the Senator from Oklahoma will of the Senate and at home.
those who are In need of care and are
agree with me that the Senate CoinWhen Inquiry was made subrequently. not-on the assistance rolls and cannot
mittee on Finance approved the bill on as to the attitude of the administration, pay for it themselves.
its own merits. An overwhelming ma- I was delighted to find acceptance at that
Mr. KERR. That is correct.
Jority on both sides of the aisle felt it place. I believe probably I have been as
Mr. BUTLER. But necessity must be
was a fair and equitable bill. We felt vocal as any Member of this body in the shown before they are entitled to it.
It could be and should be enacted into expression of well-founded and wnreMr. KERR. According to the specifi
law,
strained opinions about the exercise of cations of the individual State.
I think that point should be empha- the -;eto. It occurred to me that in this
Mr. BUTLER- I thank the Senator.
sized. The fact that the administration situation we in the Finance Committee
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, will the
Is in complete agreement with the action achieved a degree of bipartisan support Senator yield?
of the committee is a fortunate factor, and accommodation with the Chief
Mr. KERR. I yield to the Senator
but was not the determining factor so Executive which was remarkable in the from Mississippl,
far as the vote of the committee was con- extent to which all had agreed on how
Mr. STENNIS. I commend the Sen
cerned.,
to meet the needs of the people of our ator from Oklahoma for a very fine presThis bill was reported not only with the States. Certainly we did so without the entation. He Is always prepared on this
vtsoevrReblcnmmeoftelash or any threat of a veto over us. I sbet
n
ei
neetdi
t
Fvnanes
Cofmmitteeubutca met
alofha
e
the am sure every member of the committee subjectiade cmlis
h
inoterethed lac it. I
Fisometimesmcompleinuaboutathe
lacktof
support of six of the Democratic mem- can understand that we naturally were quorum or attention, and I now wish to
bers of our committee. This bill has bi- delighted when we found that that to commend the Senate for giving the Sen
partisan support as well as the strong Which we had agreed would be accept- ator such a fine opportunity to explain
support of the administration,
able to the administration,
this important bill. I believe the entire
Wehv
ruh
oteSnate a bill
Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, will the committee, whether individual members
Wehich vethinkuwil dea wthe thsprb
Senator yield?
voted for this particular bill or not, owes
whchof prviink aildeqalwte medica careb
Mr. KERR. I yield to the Senator from a debt of gratitude to all Senators for the
lemofvr persoviding amequcat overicthecage Maryland.
consideration that has been given to it.
of 65er
whpeedso itn pmroidedvethe
itMr. BUTLER. I wish to congratulate I think the committee has brought forth
of
eed5 i,
wopoviedtheStte t-the
very able Senator from Oklahomaaveyfnbi.
self sets up a medical program.
and tell him what a pleasure it Is to work a very abone
bill.
qesin
fh
This leaves to the States the right to with him. on the Commit tee on Finance.
Iewastaout Okaskma
trom
qeton of theec
set up their own programs, with the Fed- I should like to address two questions to Senath frmOlhoad
Srtor
nont
subvectdex
erlGoverniment participating in the him,.hc
h
e'tr
a
o oee
x
costtherof.Thisisq
riht te Sttescept
by referring -to "those In need." I
cotthro.
hsisargh h Sae
Is the plan approved by the committee believe his answer to the Senator from
should have. If the States wish to es- and supported by the administrationaMryndthteisbotodvlp
tablish medical programs, every person plan that has been approved by the
M arlnta
eeo
eisaott
In America over the age of 65wonessurance Industry? To put the questior In that part ofein. sjetIsstcinfo
assistance can get it under the bill. It another way, has the insurance industrythtiebng
would not provide medical care for any- raised any objection to the plan?
Mr. KERR. Yes, I expect to do so..
one who does not need such assistance.
Mr. KERR. None that I know of.
Mr. STENNIS. I shall not ask the
I think it should also be pointed out
Mr. BUTLER. Has the American Senator to repeat what he intended to
that although this bill would supplement Medical Association raised any objection Sar
the insurance programs, if any person to the proposed plan?
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, does
over the age of 65 wishes to carry his own
Mr. KERR. None that I know of. One the Serator from Oklahoma intend to
private health insurance he can do so. of the significant things was the fact continue?
The bill would in no way Interfere with that after it was explained to the mediMr. KERR. Yes. The bill would
the normal operations and functions of cal and dental professions in my State, I amend existing title I to make it clear
bnumrance companies. This is not a na- had the assurance that the members of that States may extend their assistance
tional or socialized medical program.
those professions there would be happy programs to cover the medically needy.
r thank the Senator from Oklahoma to cooperate; they had no basis of op- The bill would give the States a financial
for yielding at that point. As I said be- position.
incentive to establish such programs
fore, the fact that this bill has the enMr. BUTLER. Is it the type Of plan where they do not exist or to extend
thusiastic support of the administration to which a Senator such as myself, who such programs where they are not adeIs fortunate, but I again emphasize that believes very firmly in the rights of the quate in coverage of comprehensive in
this bill was reported on its own merits States and the rights of their people to the scope of benefits.
with strong bipartisan support.
take care of their own problems at home,
The State standard for determining
Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator from could agree?
need for medical assistance does not have
Delaware. The Senator has accurately
Mr. KERR. I think the Senator Is to be the same standard as that for deset forth the situation. So far as the eminently correct.
termining need for money payments.
Senator from Oklahoma is concerned,
Mr. BUTLER. It is a type of plan that Thus, a State may. if it wishes, disre
he was not under the lash of tlhe Chief takes care of the absolute necessity Qf gard in whole or part, the existence of
Executive by reason of an audible or in- the people who are already on relief rolls, any income or resources, of an individual
audible, actual or possible, veto threat. and it applies to those who are in need for medical assistance. An individual
I say to my colleagues in the Sen- and do not have the means to protect who applies for medical assistance may
ate that I wax much more concerned themselves. It gives assistance to the be deemed eligible by the State notabout whether I could get a majority of States to aid such persons,
withstanding the fact he has a child who
the members of the Committee on
Mr. KERR. It also gives ample assist- may be finan-cially able to pay all or part
Finance to agree with my proposal than ance to the States to meet the needs of of his care, or owns or has an equity in
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a homestead. or has some life Insurance

with a cash Value. or Is receiving an oldage insurance benefit, annuity, or retirement benefit. The State has wide latitude to establish the standard of need for
medical assistance as long as it is a
reasonable standard consistent with the
objectives of the title.
Section 1 provides that one of the objectives of the title Is to furnish medical assistance to individuals who are not
recipient~s of old-age assistance but
whkose Inccme and resources axe iwikfficient to meet the costs of necessary
medical services. In establishing the
standard of need for medical assistance
a state must comply with aill other applicable provisions of section 2.
M~r. President,!I wish to close by extending my appreciation to the Senate
for the attention it has given to me and
to the other members of the committee for their work in deliberating and
studying this bill, and the amendments
which were approved. In my Judgment.
aclose examination of the bill by Senators from any State will show that. if
enacted Into law, the proposed leggislation would be of great benefit to the
citizens of each and every State and a
detriment to ne.would
I thank the Senate.
Mr. PREAR. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. KERP. I yield to the Senator
from Delaware.
Mr. FREAR. As the Senator from
Oklahoma has already heard, many Senators have expressed their pride In the
work accomplished ny the Senator from
Oklahoma and the manne-r in which he
has presented it to the Senate. I should
like to add perhaps merely a feeble word,
but the feebleness of It does not signify
my degree of appreciation for what the
senior Senator from Oklahoma has done
for the senior citizens of the United
Sate.
Mr. KER& I thank my good friend
from Delaware.
Mr. DUIESEN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. KEPR. I yield to the Senator
from Illinois.
Mr. DIRXSEN. The Senator has
made an exceptional exposition. I know
he has been on his feet for quite a while.
I ask him If he would yield for a little
ctciinIn order to place the whole
subject in a package.
Pirst, the proposed legisation Preaerves the general principle set forth In
the President's message, liberalizing it in
the hope of making It adequate?
Mr. KE3RR1. The statement Is accurate,
Mr. DIRESEN. The plan would not
be financed out of get-eral revenues but
from funas made available In the form
of grants-in-aid to the States that qualify under the program?
Mr. KERR, I am sure It would not be
financed out of earmarked taxes, out of
revenue secured from the general tax
structure.
M1r. DUUKSEfl. Out of general revenues appropriated for that surpose.
Mr. KERR The Senator Is correct.
Mr. DIRESEN. A State Is free to come
In or stay out,
3fr. KM& The Senator is correct.

SENATE

Mr. DIRESEN. There are enough Incentives in the bill to make one property
assume that every State would want to
come in under this program.
Mr. KERR. I believe that it would result in that happening.
Mr. DrIRKSEN. The estimate with
respect to the House bill was that if all
States participated, the combined Federal-State cost would aggregate about
$325 million. Can the Senator give us a
rounded figure as to what this program
would cost?
Mr. KERR. I believe that the cstlmate of cost of the bill as passed by the
House for title XVX. which was the initial coverage, would be about $30 million
a year, soon going up to $165 million,
which would be the Federal cost. That
would call for matching funds by the
States, so that when it went into efleet.
after a year or so, the. total cost to both
State and local governments with reference to both title XVI and the slight
expansion of coverage under title!3 of the
existing law, would be about the amount
named by the Senator from DIlnois.
Mr. DIRKSEN. It Is my understanding that every person over 65. whether on
social security ornot, whoIs In need
be eligible for the benefits provided in this Plan.
Mr. KERR. The Senator Is correct.
Mr. DIRESMEN. It Is my understanding also that this program could be put
into effect on or about the 1st -of October
of this year, If enacted into law in this
session, as distinguished from alternative programs, which would require additional State legislation, and could
probably not become effective until some
time In the middle or latter part of 1901.
Mr. KERR. As I understand It. every
substitute offered to the committee for
its consideration had In it a provision
which would have prevented the amendment from becoming effective before the
mlddle of 1961, If enacted.
Mr. DIRESEN. The proposed program makes no provision for a fee by a
participant in the program, or any kind
of action that might put a lien upon the
Property of a recipient of the benefits.
Is that correct?
Mr. KERR. Not by reason of anything in the law.
Mr. DIRKSEN. That puts this matter into one good package. I congratulate the Senator on his magnificent Presentation.
Mr. KERR. I yield the floor,
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, It has been
with Very great interest that I have Uisterved to the able address of my friend
and colleague, the distinguished Senator
from Oklahoma [Mr. Ezra]. He has
made many lasting contributions to the
Nation's social security program, for
which!I should like to pay him tribute,
Lest someone reached the conclusion
that there is no longer any disagreeenwrt
with the bill to be presen~ted by the committee, I wish to speak very briefly. The
bill has been described to the Senate this
afternoon. It is faulty in three major
respects,
First, a means test would be provided,
which would be applied before any old
person could receive a benefit. The distaingulshed Senator from Oklahoma said
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It would provide medical care and hos
pltalisation to all old people who needed
it.
I believe there are Atil old people in
America. and I hope that when my chil
dren are old there will still be old people
in America. who have sumfcient pride
that they will not humble themselves by
seeking public alms. The committee bill
follows the public charity approach.
The bill provides for public charity. 1t
gives no old person an entitlement, a
right. ours is a proud people. It erodes
the pride of our people to place them
in the Ignominious position of having
to take their hat in hand and go 'to a
welfare agent and plead their poverty
before receiving aid of which they are
in need.
One would gather, from several. re
marks made on the floor of the Senate
this afternoon, that this country made a
great mistake when it enacted the social
security program. It was with consider
able surprise that I heard In the Senate.
one day after the 25th anniversary of
this, the greatest step In social security
that -mankind ever made, that It was
wrong to have a program of compulsory
Insurance.
The social security program applies to
all alike who are in speclllod employ
ment. It is compulsory. I have no
choice, when I pay my tax as a self-cm
ployed individual in private life, but to
pa the social sec'.uity tax on self-em
ployment income. An employee In a
bank In the city of Washington has no
choice but to acmp', the social security
deductions from his paycheck As a con
sequence of this program, when that
bank clerk reaches the retirement age,
he is entitled to his social security retire
ment pay. He is entitled to it as a mat
ter of right, whether he be a pauper or
a plutocratic millionaire. He has an enUtlement. He has a right. That right
vests under the law.
The social security program has a
wide base. It provides insurance so that
people w~ill -not have to live in poverty
when they retire.
I thought this was good and I still
think so. But we hear this afternoon
that it Is not good, that It is an unsound
pineilpe.
The seesaw of political sentiment to
ward ILproposal can ta-ke weird turns.
I heard the distinguished minority
leader extoll the committee bill beciuse
It did not meet the test of pay as you go.
I heard the distinguished minority
leader Praise the bill because the bene
fits it provides would be paid for from
the general ftm-d.. Yet only a few
months ago he and the administration
were opposed to additional funds for
highway construction if even 81 came
out of the general fund. They said the
cost must be met by an Increase In the
tax on gasoline.
There Is one feature of our social
security program upon which all of us
have insisted. That is generally true of
Democrats and Republicurns We -have
insisted that the plan be actuarially
mound.' That Is another major fault of
the bill to be reported by the committee.
I would Mik to see medical car and
hospitalixation added to the social secu
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rity pormas
an additional category notes; it merely Indicates that our hearts dividualcudmemhmmc
air
ofbnft.I offered a substitute bill beat somewhat in unison when it comes was taken from the House provision;
which was defeated in committee. i see to trying to deal adequatelywihtian
tkngothtHusprvin
O~lthth foo
dstngishd unorProblem.- I thank the Senator from Ten- saved $251 million a year. So it is not
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. Anase- nessee for the remarks he made.
unusual that the addition of some little
soul, He also offered a substitute that
First. I was greatly intrigued by even section which added $130 million did not
was5 defeated.
the suggestion that any Senator might throw the bill so far out of balance that
The proposals which the junior Sen- hold back on this proposal because of the the administration was no longer inter
AtOr from New Mexico [Mr. ANvDExsoNI Possibility of a veto. It seems to me that ested in it. We rejected that one time.
anid I Introduced, while providing greater not long ago we passed a housing bill Then we called for a reconsideration of
benefits, also provided taxes to bring in which we were fully certain might run it, ard we rejected it again. So I kcnow
the revenue to make the program fiscally into trouble, but I do not recall any that one o± the prompting motives in
sound.,
Senator announcing that he would no1t rejecting it again was the fact that if
The committee bill would provide vote for It because it might have diffl- we had not restored the $251 million.
somne additional benefits, but it provides culty at the White House.
then this additional amount of money for
no additional revenue.
It seems to me that a couple of years old age help might have overbalanced it
The course of fiscal responsibility ago we had under consideration an agri- a little.
sometimes takes a weird turn, indeed. culitie bill which I vigorously opposed,
There are many weaknesses in the bill.
'Me turn is often interpreted in accord- but which lyl D~emfocratic colleagues one of them is that it depends on State
ance with the dictates of expediency, shoved rapidly through the Senate to appropriations and tax increases. That
Some persons apparently had rather be the White House, there-.to see it receive will involve a tough battle in the legis
fiscally unsound with an inadequate aLveto.
lature in almost every State. One of
Poorhouse approach than to be niscally
It seems to me that one Member of the the weaknesses is that State legislatures
sound with ant adequate program of so- Senate had a proposal, at one time, to meet biennially.
dial security,
add $5 to the old-age assistantce. The
It Is all very well to throw out the
The third major fault of the bill re- bill passed Congress and went to the date October 1 and say it is a wonderful
Ported from the Ccmmittee on Finance 'White House. where it was vetoed. But thing. The fact is that only the old-age
Is that it depends upon State matching the Senator who sponsored the measure assistance provisions will be affected by
of funds. Some States contend that never held back a minute because of the October i. The rest of it will have to
they are already straining to ma~ch that possibility that it might be vetoed,
be held in abeyance until the legislatures
which Asalready available. Indeed, sevAs I recall, not too long ago a public of the various States meet and take some
eral States are not now matching funds works bill went through Congress. was action. The Governors of the States
which are already available under a pro
sent to the President, and was vetoed, must also act.
vision of law similar to that now rec
Congress passed the bill again, it went
The able Senator from Tennessee [Mr.
omimended to us.
to the President, and was vetoed again. Goazl anticipated somewhat what I in
The recent Governors, conferenee I do not recall that the author of that tended to say. He cited the fact that
Passed a resolution asking Congress to bill ever stood up and said, "Do not pass the Governors' conference passed a reso
enact a bill adding medical care and the bill: it might be vetoed."
uin
hc spine ntehaig
hospitalization to the social security
So I hope that in this discussion no autin whchisprntdn1heherig
program. One of the principal reasons Senator will so far forget himself as to a ae11
given, as I recall the resolution, was that suggest the possibility that any Senator
We. the undersigned, attending the 52d
the State sources of matching funds would vote differently because of th annual Governors' conference, urge that you
were already all but exhausted.
posSibility of adverse action at the White and your committee amend HR. 12580
The Senator from West Virginia [Mr. House.
The bill which has just been reportedRAumtpuOlH has Just reminded me that
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Prsi
to provide health benefits under the pro
that resolution was passed on June 29 dent, will the Senator yield?
vissions of the oid age survivors and dis
and was placed In the REcoRD of June
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield,
ability insurance, system.
30 by the distinguished Senator from
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. This SenaThat is what the Sen'ttor from Ten
Michigan [Mr. McNAMARAI. It will be tor is one of those who has been guilty nse
a rigt
owt
i
il
found in the IRZCORD On page 1594
of what the Senator from New Mexico nesseis whas tryiSngator
dromwithhisgbll
Much has been made of the fact that refers to as urging that an amendment[M McaaA wstrigodoih
the committee bill would be effective in be adopted although the bill might then hisbil. cAnd thwat s wht Intig to do
wt
October of this year. Some small bene- be vetoed.
hsbl.Adta
re od
swa
fits might be available in some States at
This Senator also had the experience, with my very modest amendment.
that time; but, in major part, the States some years ago, in -connection with a
The interesting thing is that when we
mut
ddtina
aie
mtcin fnd,
oial security bill, of urging that an have been listening to debates on the
and that would require sessions of th
amcndment be adopted to reduce the minimum wage bill, some Senators have
State legislatures,
benefits in the bill. because we had said. "Leave it to the Governors. The
A group of Senators who are es-n- rather certain indications, of the prob- Governor of my State says we do not
estly seeking a sound medical care and ability that the bill would be vetoed, andnedtilgsaio.
hospitalization bill, adequate for the Congress would not be in session when
Well. Mr. President. if we are going to
needs of the people and preserving the the hill was returned to Congress.
leave it to the Governors, as regards the
pride of the people, met this forenoon.
The distinguished Senator knows that minimum wage, why not leave it to the
We will introduce a bill in due course, these decisions must depend ont the cir- Governors, as regards benefits to the
and the Senate will have an opportunity cumnstances~.
aged, for health purposes? Thirty Gov
to choose between a means test, which.
Mr. ANDERSON. I recall that, and I ernors signed the telegram in which t~hey
as it say, erodes the pride of our People, take pride in the work which the Senator said they did not want it done by any
and a Program which is actuarily sound, from Louisiana did.
fashion other than the payroll tax
Is not dependent upon State matching,
I think there are some good features method. Why did they say that? They
andproide
beefis wthi th frme-in the bill the committee will report. I said it because they knew w~hat their
work of the social security program. I do not say everything is bad. Many fnnilpolm
ee
hope Senators will reserve judgment things about it are good. I simply say i~A great many of the Governors signed
until they read the minority views and it does not go nearly far enough.i.
Among them are the Governor of
have an opportunity to examine the bill
I am not surprised that it has ben Missouri. the Governor of California. and
which we will introduce,
indicated that the administration will Governor Collins of Florida, who took a
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. I support the bill, or that we might get little part in some of the recent discus
may say, at the outset, that much of what an administration bill, because one little 5IODs.
I shall say will sound similar to whiat section of the House bill, which was carA moment ago I found that the Gov
the distinguished Senator from Tennes- ried on page 8 of the committee print ernor of Arkansas. Mr. Faubus. signed
see hoas been saying. This is not because which we had, but which liberalized the It. Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, of New
we ha'.'e gotten together and compared alternative requirements so that an in- York. also suggested this as a possibility.
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It Is all very well to say that all New
New York, which has a very liberal
York has to do Is appropriate another program, would be In a position at least
$35 million or $40 million. But certainly to double its program, simply by adjustthe Governor of New York knows what Ing Its affairs in such a way as to get
he Is doing when he suggests this possi- credit at the Federal level for what New
bility. Therefore. I think we should pay York already is doing at the Statte level.
some attention to his Ideas in regard to
Mr. ANDERSON. However, if the
this matter.
only result of this bill would be to have
The telegram was also signed by the some fancy bookkeeping done, I do not
Governor of Michigan, the Governor of think very much additional help would
Washington. the Governor of Connecti- be provided for the aged,
cut, the Governor of Wisconsin-by a
It is true that New York is doing a fine
total of 30 Governors, who are zsumgest- job. But there are 15 or more States
ing that the method proposed here, of which today are doing little or nothing
imposing a. small payroll tax, is the for such medical care. What are they to
proper method with which to care for do?
.ready
this problem.
That is why some of us believe that
If the Governors know so much about the best way is to proceed by means of a
the proper course in regard to the mini- payroll tax with which to take care of
mum wage, how is It that, in the opinion this social security problem.
of some, they are so ignorant as regards
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In the case
social security? I believe we should pay of those of us who come from States
a little attention to that point.
.which
already are providing liberal and
Furthermore, the Governors will have adequate medical care for the aged, and
to sign the implementing legislation, if it who assume that under this program our
is passed next year.
States will go to the extreme limit in
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- seeing to It that anyone who needs meddent, will the Senator from New Mexico ical care at public expense will receive
yield?
it, Is there any reason why we should
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Buit- vote to require the people of our States
DICIk in the chair). Does the Senator to pay, on t4u,) of that, an additional tax
from New Mexico yield to the Senator in the form of a payroll tax or a tax of
from Louisiana?
one-half of 1 Percent of their income,
Mr. ANDERSON. I am happy to yield. as the case may be. to provide for such
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator care, when our States are already profrom New Mexico referred to the State of viding it?
New York; and I believe the point he
Mr. ANDERSON. In the case of the
made in that connection Illustrates some $71 that Louisiana is providing Louislof the benefits of tnis proposed legisla- an&will be able to zmat-.h $3 and will b~e
tion. although of course the Senator able to receive $12 or $15 for it. But it is
feels that it might not be adequate, also true that the State next to Louisiana
Does not the Senator know that at pres- on the list Is Kentucky, with only a $46
ent New York is one of the leading average payment. If Kentucky is not
States of the Nation in providing general able to provide medical benefits now, how
hospltalimation to persona who, for one does the Senator expect Kentucky will
reason or another, might have difficulty be able to provide them in the future
In paying their medical blills?
merely becvause the Congress pasesa
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes,
bill which provides, in effect, that the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. This bill Kentucky Legislature will be allowed to
would make it possible for New York to try to dig up some funds with which to
provide twice as much care for those match?
over 65 years of age as New York is now
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The $71 to
providing. In the opinion of the Seal- which the Senator fromn New Mexico has
atOr. would not that make it a very lib- referred does not relate at all to what
eral and substantial program in New Ls being done in Louisiana. our State
York?
hospital Program is Quite independent
Mr. ANDERSON. Oh. yes, if New of our welfare program in Louisiana.
York could Just find $75 million. But The Louisiana hospital fund is spent fo
New York has a little difficulty, once In state hospital care, for which the people
a while, In doing that. New Yo-k is a are not charged medical bills. If the
marvelous State. and I am very happy hospital program for the aged in Louisithat its payments are high. But, some- ana is to be given credit for what the
hWow Or Other, its Governor took a littl3 State already is doing, frankly, the funds
different view regarding this situation which woulca be~made available would
than did the Senate Finance Coznmlttce. be more than what is needed in order
If the Senate Finance Committee had to do the job for all aged persons in
taken Governor Rockefeller's advice, it Louisiana at iao percent.
would have reported another -of the bills,
But as the Senator from New Merico
rather than the one it did report,
knows, under the program we have In
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. But my point mind, Louisiana would not receive coinis that although I do not know just how plete matching for all she already is
New York is Providing all its aid to the doing, because Louisiana has already
aged or how it is handling the hospitali- gone so far that if.
effort were made
zation, yet I am sure that New York can to match what she an
already is spendn
very well do what Louisiana does, name- for this purpose, she would have more
Wy,set up the Plan In such a fashion that help than she would need,
the State gets credit for what It already
Mr. ANDERSON, I have stated
is doing for those over 65 years of age. frankly that Louisiana has done a very
and thereby enable the State to qualify good job in the field of Medical care.
for Federal matching of the amount thc. and that ma- be one of the reasons
State already is providing,
whY On so Many occasions the Senator
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from Louisiana has suggested lberallzIng our social security program. But
that is not true of every State; and the
fact that there Is a fine program in
Louisiana does not mean that the same
is true throughout the Nation.
)4r. LONG of Louisiana. But does not
the Sesiator from New Mexico appreciate
the fact that the medical care which
States already are Providing for the
aged could at least be doubled under this
bill without devoting to the program dny
additional State revenue-in other
words, merely by having the Federal
Government match what the State al
is doing?
Mr. ANDERSON. I do not mean the
Matching provisions of the bill; I simply
say that, in addition, there are millions
of people under the social security pro
gram who will find themselves best taken
care of by this system.
Now I come to the question of the
means tests: One of the big objections.
I believe.,Wt what is provided by the bill
is the provision for a means test. There
are a great many people who do not want
to say. "I am medically indigent, even
though I am not Indigent insofar as my
other resources are concerned, for I own
my own house, and I have property and
income . but when It comes to Paying
medical bills, put me down as indigent,
so I can get medical car free.,,
Many people believe they should reCeive It as a Matter of right; that is the
position of many who are perfectly willIng to Make such insurance payments.
And I am satisfied that many of the
Governors of the States said that was
the desirable thing to do.
Some interesting philosophies are
being voiced in connection with this
matter. I do not understand how it is
that a conservative, pay-as-you-go so
cial security approach has become ImPractical. whereas a program of making
large aPPropriations from the General
Fund-in other words, the spending apProach-Is regarded as having become SO
fisca1ly responsible. Certainly -that is a
strange argument. Some seem to be
lieve that It would be perfectly horrible
to make a Program self-sustaining on a
Pay-as-you-go basis.
I have seen some Members of Congress
vote against a measure which provides
for a Pay-as-you-go method, although
heretofore they have been very 'much
worried about the condition of the Fled
eral Treasury. Yet they are willing to
start taking $130 million or $230 million
out of the Treasury, to supplement these
funds, and are willing to have millions
of dollars come out of the State treas
uries. whereas the payroli tax would take
care of the matter very simply and very
easily.
A great many things could be said,
and will be said. MY only puorpose here
tonight is to urge Senators not to be
come pledged to some particular pro
gram and against some other particular
program I tikit
is entirly possil
that, before they are through, they may
find that there are no bargain days.
There are no discount stores. There is
no way we can get something cheaply.
The program will cost some mioney. it
Is true that a one-half of 1 percent
tax on payrolls would provide $1 billion;
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Sad someone says, "You cap have all a man who bad a good Job was taxed so tivity and of the ever larger number of
Of that for $135 million. All you have there might be unemployment insurance people that have well paid Jobs. It seems
to do Is take what Is in the bill now, for all. it will be found that those who to me weought to work our way upto a
For $135 million you get what $1 bil- made those pronouncements in the be- system of health care insurance so that
lion will buy."
ginning do not make them any more,
when elderly people come Into their hour
No. we do not. There is no royal and
We have just celebrated the 25th an- of need for medical eare there ia money
easy road to getting insurance protec- niversary of the Social Security System, in the till, so to speak. to pay for It (n an
tion for the people of the United States. When the first bills were passed, there insurance principle.
and I say to Senators that they hacd bet- were some ijretty harsh things said from
The thing that disturbs me. r can add
ter look at the whole figure and decide one side of the aisle; but when the 25th to my friend from New Mexico. is that
what we need,
anniversary arrived. I did riot see a sin- the very people who have criticized -us
I was Interested. in the question that gle Senator from the other side of the for fiscal irresponsibility are ignoring or
was asked, 'What about a rich man, a aisle stand up to recommend a repeal of pushing aside a conservative, Proven.
alan whose father might be a millionaIre, the whole Social Security System. Per- tested program of social security insur
a man whose wife might take hi roomn- haps they learned something In 25 years; ance that is a pay-as-you-go type of pro
era? Will he get the money to go to the and I suggest to them that if we estab- gram, Into a special fund out of which
hospital?" They would argue agalrnst lish this program and accept an amend- tax revenues are directed for a particular
that and strike down the whole social ment that will be offered which puts it purpose or Purposes.
security program. What about the Pres- on the social security principle for mediThey reject that. They go on to say,
Ident of a corporation who gets $600,000 cal care to the aged, in 25 years we shall 'Let us dip into the general revenues of
a year, but who comes under the social -see the same generalresult3. AndcI hope the Treasury for an undetermined
security program? Does anyone worry that will be the decision of the Senate. amount to increase Federal assistance to
Over whether he might have retirement
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will the States." Then they depend upon
Pay? I am told there are many Mem- the Senator yield?
State legislatures to act cooperatively to
bers of Congress who have money deMr. ANDERSON. I yield,
provide increased revenues from the
ducted from their pay for retirement
Mr. RANDOLPH. It was my privilege States for a medical assistance program
purposes, who have adequate income and earlier in the day to listen to the Sen- based upon a means test and the relief
resources, but who believe insurance is ator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR], and principle.
not a bad thing,
then to listen to the Senator from TenI cannot understand that. I think we
There are officers of corporations who nessee [Mr. GORE], and now to have should enact the Anderson Proposal or
are Paid many thousands of dollars a heard the Senator from New Mexico the McNamara proposal or the bill I In
year, many of them receiving more than [Mr. ANDERSON]1. I would not feel it troduced, which related only to hospital
a hundred thousand dollais. who still see propcr, after having expressed my ap- and nursing home care. The bills spon
to It that money Is deducted from their preciation to the Senator from Okla- sored by the Senator from New Mexico
pay, up to $4,800 of tkhcii earnings. We homa for his discussion of the action of [Mr. ANDEZSON!, the Senator from Min
do not suggest taking them off the 3-per- the Senate Finance Committee. if I nesota [Mr. McCARTvnl, the Senator
Cent tax. No one says that corporation failed to speak my appreciation for the from Indiana (Mr. HAavxul, and myself
offiers should not contribute to the pro- helpful and forthright manner in which had a common denominator, namely, the
gram In this way. However, if it is sug-. the Senators from Tennessee and New social security insurance principle. That
gested taking another quarter of I per- Mexico have spoken. I am sure their is the sound way to approach the prob
eent from the employer and another reasoning appeals to many of the Sen- lem. Those bills would provide free
quarter of 1 percent from the employee, ators in this body,
choice of hospitals. In the Instance in
that suddenly becomes fiscally irresponMr. ANDERSON. I thank the able which the McNamara bill relates to sur-.
sible and dangerous to the whole coun- Senator.
gical care, there Is provided a free choice
try. I do Cot believe It. I believe that
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President. will of doctors.
services for which the rich are taxed the Senator yield?
That would have provided a sensible.
are still all right because they provide
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield,
sane way to pay the bill. The bill would
for all the People of this country.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I ask the Senator have been paid not out of the general
I therefore hope we will not suddenly to yield primarily because I wish to com- re-renues, as the Finance Committee pro
decide in advance that we will not sup- mend the Senator from New Mexico. not posal indicates, but out of the special
port an amendment which will be of- only for the words he has uttered here social security fund on a sound, actuarial
fered. which would recognize the social today, but for the work on the part of basis.
security Principle. I believe a number the Senator from New Mexico and his
The Governors of the 50 States have
of Senators will be interested in having colleagues who voted with him for the indicatcd their overwhelming approval,
it Presented. I hope!I will be among social security principle in providing as the Seniator from New Mexico pointed
them, as I am sure other senators who medical care for the aged or elderly. I out. Every public opinion poll which
are now Present will be. Regardless, commend the Senator also for pointing has ever been taken on this subject has
there will be an Opportunity, when the out some of the weaknesses in the coin- indicated that more than two-thirds of
bill reaches the floor, to vote on that mittee proposal that are so very evident, the people favor applying the social secu
supplementary amendment, whien carWhat disturbs me about the proposal rity principle to medical care for the
ries out the desires of the Governors of is that it is nothing more or less than people who are recipients of social secu
30 States, which carries out the desires a "souped-up"~ old-age assistance pro- rity benefits. It seems to methat should
of the people across the country who gram with the means test applied a little be the approach.
have been watching the program for a More liberally than before. It does not
Mr. President, I shall do my best to
long'time,
get down to the solid principle of in- see to it that the Congress supports that
I began my first participation in this surance under the social security pro- principle. I shall do my best to see to it
program In 1936, when!I became a direc- gram,
that the Democratic Party stands up for
tor of the Employment Security AdmninisI jotted down a few thoughts relating it. since we are committed to it in the
tration In my home State. I had served to the action of the Finance Committee platform.
as a relief administrator prior to that in rejecting the sound principle of soSeveral Senators addressed the Chair.
time. I had served as a national youth cia! security insurance and in approving
Mr. ANDERSON. If my colleagues
administrator, as had our distinguished a modified version of additional Federal wiiI permit. I wish to conclude by saying
majority leader. We started our work arsistance to the States in order to carry that I am glad the able Senator has men
in the same way.
oin a medical care program on the basis tioned the problem of the means test. I
Through the years I have developed of need as determined by social workers had my first experience with this prob
some feeling on this question. I believe who investigate the economic status of lem as a county relief administrator. I
the Social Security System has been a each and every applicant for medical found that when we had case aids scat
fine thing; and if we will only go back to assistance.
tered all over the county we had to learn
the early days and listen to the proWe should get away froig this reliet whether they were reading the same
nouncementa issued against this "awful, concept. This Nation boabts of its pros- book or living up to the same standards.
pernicious insurance device,"- whereby perity. This Nation boasts of Its produc- for in one area family after family went
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on relief, while in another area practically no family was on relief. The only
way to solve that problem was to shift
the aids around and to establish
standards.
Subsequently I became a State relief
administrator, while I was trying to run
a private business at the same time. I
found that we had the same problem
with regard to individual counties that
I had found to exist on the case aids.
They had a different standard of need in
one county as compared to another
county,
Finally I became an administrator of
a program for several States, and I
found that the same thing was true with
reference to the various States.
That is why it bothers me when I read
such things as are found in section 1605:
An eligible Individual meanns any Inldividual (1) who 1s.65 years of age or over and
(2) whose Income and resources, taking into
account his other living requirements. as
determined by the State. are insuffcient to
meet the cost of his medical service.
That is open to as many interpretstions as there are States.
Shall we say that a man who has relatives who are rich has resources, or shall
we eliminate the relative responsibility.
as many States have done?
Shall we say that a man who owns his
own home has resources? Shall we take
it away from him piecemeaL item by
Item, as he needs medical care?
Shall we say that a man who has an
Income of $100 a month from social security has an income sufficient to live on?
Will we make him dip into that month
by month to pay a medical bill?
We may have as many variations on
this theme as there are States and State
administrators. As one who has seen
hundreds of variations in the same field.
I recognize- how that could occur.
One of the worst riots in which I ever
was caught in relief activity arose over a
case of lace curtains. The question was.
Should we give a relief. client lace curtain. in his house, and did he need lace
curtains? It was my privilege to be
called to the telephone in Salt Lake City.
where the regional headquarters were
then established. The Governor of Colrado at that time wac Gov. Ed Johnson.
He was being held inside his office by a
raging mob of hundreds of people who
demanded that he change the rules for
eligibility before they would release him.
He got out safely only when I was able
to Promise an additional sum of money
in the name of Mr. Hopkins. which was
to come to him a few days afterward.
If we want trouble, we can place this
assistance upon the basis of 50 different
States having 50 different living requirements and deciding whether people have
income and resources adequate to meet
the need,
I do not think we will have too much
trouble with regard to those who are
already under old-age assistance pro
grams. I believe we will have a great
deal of trouble when we try to create a
new class Of Indigency in America. the
Medically indigent. I say that Is a danSerous proposaL, and I hope we snall not
let it occur.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President. will
the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Would the Finance
Committee bill depend upon State appropriations In part?
Mr. ANDERSON. In part.
Mr. HUMPHREY.
Increased State
aPPiopriationa?
Mr. ANDERSON. In part.
Mr. HUMP1IrEY. Would thisi
lot
necessitate an increase in State taxes?
Mr. ANDERSON. I would rather not
try to answer that Question. I am not
opposed to what Is provided in the bill.
As the able Senator from Louisiana
pointed out earlier, in a State such as
Louisiana it might be possible to readjust
some of the overpayment which is already being made, over the $65 limit.
SO as to provide mcre medical care without any additional taxes. There are
Individual States in which that situation
would be true, and other states where it
would not be true,
I would rather have the Senator from
Minnesota ask me a general question,
as to which I could say that generally
speaking it is anticipated there will be
additional financial burdens on the
States.
Mr. HUMPHREY. In the State of
Minnesota we spend $20 million a year
on medical care for the aged. That is
a substant ial sum of money. I ask the
Senator from New Mexico if we are to
be asked to spend more money under the
Finance Committee bill,
Mr. ANDERSON. I have put away
the table which had the figure for Minnesota on it. I AM, not able to answer
the Senator's Question immediately, because I do not carry the figure for every
State in my mind.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The point I emphasize is that the real problem today ini
financing is a problem of local and State
governments.
Mr. ANDERSON. the Senator is
correct.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The State expenditures
have gone up as much as 300
Percen t .. Indebtedness of States has gone
up fantastically. I have been a mayor
Of a large city, and I have some idea of
the difficulty of operating local government with a limited taxing power,
Mr. ANDERSON. I have the table
again, and can now answer the Senator-s
question,
Mr. HUMPRHF.Y. I thank the Senator.
Mr. ANDERSON. For the State of
Minnesota. if I have the correct figure,
the average is $91.49. The maximum in
regard to which the Federal Go~vernment
participates is $65. 'Tinrefore, some of
the additional money Minnesota is now
Paying above the $65 might be turned
over to the fund and might Provide some
additional benefits,
I hope that answers the Senator's
question.
Mr. HUMPHREY. In other words, the
State might receive some additional
funds?
Mr. ANDERSON. From the first Part
of the bill, as the section is written, in
Mhe case Of Minnesota. there might be
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provided some additional money with
out additional taxes.
Mr. HUMPHREY. For what people?
Mr. ANDERSON. It would be for all
classes of people, but primarily it would
be for the people on old age assistance.
Mr. HUMPHREY. For those on old
age assistance?
Mr. ANDERSON. There could be
some additional money for the medical
indigent, once the State of Minnesota
amended its law to make that provision.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The point I feel
very strongly about. Mr. President, re
lates to the comment of the Senator
from New Mexico when he talked about
a new category of the medically indigent.
There are pcople today, in substantial
numbers in every State. who are receivIng assistance in the form of medical
care. That Is all to the good. There has
been a hard fight to have some of the
bills enacted Into law in the respective
State legislatures, to take care of this
problem.
However, what about the man who
has a $2,000 a year income, for example.
or slightly more? Let us say a man has
$2,500 a year income, from the social
security payments he receives and from
what he can make, with the present
limitation of $1,200. Is that man a
medical~y indigent person? Is that man
to be charged as one who will be the
recipient of State aid? Or is that man
to be put aside and be on his own?
If a person has $2,500 a year income
and is put in a hospital, that income is
practically nothing. All of us who have
families who have had chronic ilinesses
know of this.
The thing that disturbs me is that
Members of this Congrescan go to the
Bethesda Naval Hospital. or to Walter
Reed Hospital and we can get all the
medical attention we want. Every mem
ber of the Cabinet can get it. as can the
President of the United States and the
Vice President. When I speak of giving
aid to the elderly people, I do not mean
only the ones who are without money.
When one is 65 or 68. whatever age is
provided in the bill, and he is eligible for
social. security benefits, when we start
talking about patting that person under
a social security or a social insurance
system, somebody says it is wrong.
I do not want to see people classified
as medically indigent. I say that if such
a person is entitled to social se.curity
benefits, and if we can add on a social
security provision for medical care, paid
for by a contribution from the Individual
as well as the employer, or paid for by
the individual alone, if self-employed,
such is a sound provision. I do not see
any reason why we must hire another
10.000 social workers, even though I have
the highest regard for that group as a
profession, to go around investigating
whether somebody who is going into a
hospital for medical care meets the re'
quirements of a -~means test."
I wish to see the day in this country
when, if one Is eligible for social security
benefits, and if he is ill, he may go into a
hospital of his own choosing and receive
medical care. I think this is the way it
ought to be.
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Health. Education. and Welfare Buildthe bill, we might find the votes
I Understand It, is an improvement over ing. I had the privilege of attending vetoed
to override the veto. On other occasions
what we have. There is no doubt about the program. I wish the Senator had the
from Louisiana has been willit, and for that It is to be commended. had time to attend also. It was a very ing Senator
to
with amendments tp bills.
But we have arrived at a point in the his- interesting session. I assure the Senator, I havegoiiialong
mind
particularly the Sec.ial
tWry of this country when the problem of and it brought ba.lk memories, as it Security bill
of 1958, by which benefits
medical care for our elderly people is a would have to him, because he and I were for the aged and
the orphaned children
critical problem. j;=t as 25 years ago, both Members of the House of Repre- were to be materially
increased. The
when the social security law was enacted. sentatives at the time that was passed. junior Sena'tor
from Louisiana voted with
there was a critical problem of unemI think he would be. interested in those who made some reductions in what
PloYment.
knowing that Miss Perkins was present the committee would have liked to have
We have a rising rate of elderly people and made a very fine statement.
for the needy, the aged, and the orphan
In the population. We shall have a great discussed some of the problems of She
the
because he was certain that
increase in the population of the elderly, past, and some of the problems that the children
the bill would be vetoed, and in
and if we are going to try to take care of Senator has mentioned with respect to otherwise
all probability the Congress would have
this group on the basis of public assist- the new health program. There were adjourned
an opportunity of
ance. we shall have insurmountable problems at the time the Social Security even trying without
to override the veto of the
Problems. There is only one way to take Act was passed, and there are some prob- bill.
care of the problem and that is to pay lems involved in this biUl. I would not
Practically, that is where we stand tofor it under the social security system, say this afternoon that all the proposals day
regard to the various medical
where there is a fund, and where there the Senator has made are bad. I do not planswith
that will be offered. The probabili
is a levy made to pay for it, rather than think the bill is The answer to the prob- ties are
that we will not achieve action
waiting around to see whether or not lem. but we will discuss those details
we undertake to enlarge the social
money can be appropriated by a State when we get into the bill. It has some if
security plan and blanket everyone un
legislature every year, with the thousand merit.
der social security to obtain medical
and one demands on State legislatures.
Mr. Folsom, who was the main speaker benefits for the aged. On the other~
Including demands for new schools and this afternoon at the 25th anniversary, hand the proposal
that wxe have here is
neCw Colleges,
made an outstanding statement of this one that would provide immediate adIt Ls mid that in the next 10 years we program. As the Senator from New ditional assistance
to all the needy aged
must double the university plant of State Mexico well knows, he started a program in this country,
universities and colleges because of the in his own company in 1921. I think he to all persons and additional assistance
needing medical care for
population Increase. There is a fantas, is one of the most outstanding men in which they cannot
tic Increase In school enrollment. There this field and has been for many Years. presently classified pay and who are not
as needy in aUl 50
will be the-greatest increase in school en- 'the national program partially-I will States of the
Union.
rollment In the next 10 years, equnal to not say largely-was instituted through
This
measure
would
go into effect onl
that of the Past 50 Years. When State his urging and his background and abil1. It is a measure that we have
legislatures are asked to erect new ity in this field. He made an excellent October
every reason to expect the President to
schools, new universities, new highways. statement. I urge the Senator to obtain sign
into
It is the only rea! possi
or to clean up cities, we should look at a copy of it. He not only went into the bility of law.
of any consequence
the tax base of those States. WhatIs it? history of the act, but into the facts of being doneanything
between
now and the time the
Most Oa' the tax base of the States is the program, which has now gone next Congress has an
Property~real, tangible property. This through a shakedown process. I think on a social security opportunity to act
bill, if the next ConThe answi
oertaseems tmeisofndit
is regarded as a very stable and neces- gress should see fit to act on one.
TheAnser
o m. i t fidsary program, and one that means much
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will
a better meansItsees
of financing. That is to this
Nation,
the Senator yield?
what the comnuittee bill attempts to do.
I me'ition that event because I went
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
The committee bill does iiot provide that through some of the battles on that legisMr. CARLSQN. The Senator has
the people should not have medical care. lation with the distinguished Senator mentioned
the fact that the proposed
It provicies that they should have medi- from New Mexico in 1939 when we re- legislation, as
it will be reported by the
cal care. But It Provides for such care wrote the act. The Senator from New committee, would
probably receive the
On the'basis of Federal-State public as- Mexico is not a Johnny-come-lately in approval of the
sistanee. using the means tests for eligi- this field. He is to be complimented on law. I wonder President and become
there is not anbiltY. The difference between us is not his statement. We will discuss and de- other obstacle whether
to be considered in conwhether people should have medical bate some of the issues in the Program
with the enactment of legislaCare, but how they should have it. I. for when the bill is before us for considera- nection
tion of this kind. A somewhat similar
one, do not believe that it is a wise public tion.bilpsdthHoeofRrsnaiv.
poiyt peiaemeia ar o n
Mr. ANDERSON. I thank my long- with only 23 votes cast against it. I
ever-increasing number of People in this time friend,
wonder if the situation in the Ways
socet on the principle of thelimansstanest
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiMeans Committee-and I served oin
Wnd oneethe principero pbice asistanceg dent, as one who has supported every and
that committee and I know tlhe thinkingWe
a eereetrmiedfinncngsocial security bill, and I believe every of
the membership of that committeemeans in terms of a levy or a tax for a Pbi efr
ia
ela vr m
n ihol
3vtshvn encs
special fund so that the bill can be paidpulcwfaeblawelaevri-anwthoy23oesaigbenat
and the insurance principle applied.
PrOvement of either program that has against the bill in the House--I shall
this body during the last 12 years, check on it to make sure of the voteMr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will Passed
I am pleased to support the bill
which the is not another situation that we should
the Senator from New Mexico yield to Senate comnmittee reported. In myjudg-' keep
mind. berause the bill probably
me? I do not want the floor; I merely ment it is a good bill. It will go a long w;ouldinhave
to go to conference.
wish to Pa the Senator a compliment, Way toward Providing for the needs of
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Also, the
Mr. ANDERSON. I am happy to Yield the aged inl terms of medical care, and it proposal
to have an additional social
for that purpose,
is the only assistance that we are likely security
levied, and to blanket everyMr. CARILPON. -Iwish to say that the to get for the aged att any time soon. The one into tax
the medical care provisions for
Interest of the distinguished Senator junior Senator from Louisiana has on benefits for
which they hare not paid.
from. New Mexico in behalf of the social occasion urged amendments to legisla- would undoubtedly
run into trouble in
security program is not new.
tion when it was contended that such the Rules Committee- in the House.
Re. Mentioned earlier that we had this amendments Might lead to a veto of the Th.-t w~ould be
an additional obstacle.
Year celebrated the 25thi anniversary of legislation if they were adopted, and will As a practical matter,
many Senators
the signing Of the Original SoeLti Secu- do so again. In many instances it was who are supporting substitute
plans have
MiY Act, A program celebrating that his hope either that the President would told me and
others
in
the
event was held this afternoon at the not veto the bill, or that if the President that thiefe Is no Prospect at cloakrooms
all for those
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plans to be enacted at this session of
Congress. In some Instances the sponsors, know that this is a political issue.
and that they a,,e proposing a political
issue to take to the country, rathor than
supporting legislation which can become
effective immediately.
.A grtat deal has been said about. a
means test, about making people submit
to indignities in order to obtain the
Federal-Stat payment of medical bills
of those who. are over the age of 65.
The Junior Senator from Louisiana has
been opposed to anything that keeps a
larger number of aged people from receiving public assistance. In many
States there is the concept of relative
responsibility. The State of Louisiana
does not require It in order for a person
to be eligible for public assistance. The
relative responsibility' requirement usually relates to the fact that a son or
daughter or some other relative who is
able to provide for an aged person
should first provide for his relatives and
the old person is prevented fromt receiving public assistance if his relative is
able tohelp him.
As one who opposes this type of requiremient. the junior Senator from
Louisiana realizes that in many instances the relative responsibility requirement has prevented aged people
from receiving the public assistance to
which they are entitled because the
needy persons are ashamed to admit, or
ashamed to say under oath, that their
children cannot or will not support
them; and rather than ask their children . to say that they cannot support
the old folks, they simply decline to request any Public assistance, because they
are.too proud to do so.
In Louisiana we do not have a relative
responsibility provision in our public
welfare laws. The Federal law does not
require it, and the State of Louisiana
does not require it.
We are proud that we do not require
it. We believe tnat if the aged people
feel that they need assistance, they are
entitled to apply for It. and we feel that
they should not be prevented from receiving assistance because they have relatives who could if they would-in most
instances they would not-provide for
the old people.
The next provision which keeps a great
number of aged people irom receiving
public assistance is the so-called lien
requirement. This Is uslially a requirement whereby an aged perbson is asked to
sign a lien on whatever property he
Possesses, usually on real propierty, so
that the property can be seized by the
State and sold to get back the money
that has been paid to the p,.r person in
Public assistance after the person has
passed on.
Once again, many aged people-and I
believe this applies to a great majority
Of them-feel so close to their property.
and have always had the concept that
they must never part with their property,
that many. of them will not sign anyl
agreement that would permit their Prop
erty to be sold under foreclosure pro
cedure, even though It cannot be sold
Until after their dEcsth. They will not
sign It, That Is anothur way from keep-
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Ing old folks from getting assistanc e to
which they are entitled.
In Louisiana we do not have the poor
house approach to public assistance. A
person can have money In the bank, can
own a home, can own a small piece of
property. and can own an 'Insurance
policy, and still receive the maximum
amount of public assistance under a
Program in whic~h the Federal Govern
ment matches the States in order to
provide for that person.
In Louisiana 57 percent of the persons
over 65 years of agze receive some degree
of public assistance. The average Pay
mncrt is about $71 a month.
So far as all these people are con
ceifled. the binl makes it possible for the
Federal Government to match an addi
tional $12 per capita. The State of
Louisiana is already providing an extra
$6 a month, on the average, with no
Federal matching at all, in order to pro
vide for 57 percent of those who are over
65 in Louisiana and are at present
receiving public assistance.
Every other State can do the same
thing if it wishes to do so. If they do
not want to dispense with the relative
responsibility requirement for public
assistance, or do away with the lien re
quirement. they can still set up a sepa
rate category under the bill that we will
report to the Senate.
This can be a very'heral plan. It can
permit -people to have a substantial
amount of money in the bank, to own
homes, to hold insurance policies, and
still receive the State payment with a
Federal-aid program paying the entire
medical bill.
It has been said by the distinguished
Senator from Tennessee [Mr. Goaz].
that the People affected would have to
take a-pauper's oath before they could
apply for some sort of assistance. That
Is not so. They could go to the hosPital or go to the doctor, and get what
ever medical treatment they need, After
they had been In the hospital, whether
it be a day or thirty ditys or a hundred
days or a year. they would then simply
sign a statement that in their opinion
they were eligible to have their hospital
bill paid under +,his program.L
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
Mr. GORE. Is the Senator describ
ing the situation in Louisiana?
Mr. LODNG of Louisiana. Yes. That
would be true in Louisiana. However,
Tennessee. as the Senator knows, can
organize its medical program on an en
tirely different basis for those who are
under the old-age assistance program.
and permit them to have a liberal
amount of property in their names, or
have cash in the bank, and still receive
this type of assistance in the payment of
their medical bills.

August is
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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
1960
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent. I move that the Senate proceed
to the consideration of Calendar 1928,
H.R. 12580, the social security bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R.
12580) to extend and improve coverage
under the Federal old-age, survivors.
and disability insurance system and to
remove hardships and inequities, im
prove the financing of the trust funds,
and provide disability benefits to addi
tional individuals under such system; to
provide grants to States for medical care
for aged individuals of low income; to
amend the public assistance and ma
ternal and child welfare provisions of
the Social Security Act; to improve the
unemployment compensation provisions
of such act; and for other purposes.

1960
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion of
the Senator from Texas.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Scnal- proceeded to consider the bill,
which had been reported from the Coinmittee on Finance with amendments.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President. I have spoken with the chairman
of the Committee on Finance, the distinguished Senator from Virginia [Mr.
BYRD]: the ranking minority member of
the committee, the distinguished Senator from Delaware [Mr. WILLIAMS];
and the ranking majority member of the
committee, the distinguished Senator
from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR), the author
of the bill, who has reported an amendment relating to a medical plan. I am
Informed that they will be prepared to
present the bill, the report, and the discussion on the merits of the bill, as they
see it, tomorrow. They do not anticipate,
that there will be any yea-and-nay votes
tomorrow. We do not expect to have any
yea-and-nay votes tomorrow.
It Is planned to have the Senate convene early on Monday: and if further
discussion is desired before a vote, very
well. It is. however, hoped that we
may reach a vote as early as possible
consistent with a thorough consideration
of the bill.
I desire all Senators to be on notice
that we shall discuss the bill tomorrow.
It is not expected that there will be any
yea-and-nay votes, but Senators who de
sire to speak may do so.
It is planned to have the Senate con
vene at 10 o'clock on Monday morning.
We will come in early and stay late
every day next week, In the hope that
we may conclude action on the bill as
expeditiously as possible.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I yield.
Mr. President, I
Mr. DIRKSEN.
think it ought to be made definite that
there will be no votes, rather than to
say that no votes are anticipated. A
good many Senators have already left'
the city; others will be leaving. I think
there should be definite assurance that
under no circumstances will there be a
vote on any amendment tomorrow.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I cannot go
that far, because I do not control that
procedure. However, so far as the ma
jiority leader can control the procedure,
there will be no votes.
If 10 Senators decided now that they
wanted to vote, and the Senator from

from Oregon IMr.

MORSE]I

moved to ad

journ and asked for the yeas and nays.
and if I asked Senators not to hold up
their hands. but he was successful in
having them ordered, I would be com
pletely Powerless to prevent a vote. I
say that so far as the majority leader is
concerned, there will be no votes, and I
will do everything I can to resist them.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, if the
majority leader will yield, let me say I
hope he will not object If I make an
alternative suggestion; namely, ask
unanimous consent that no votes be
taken on Saturday.

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I wIll try to guarantee that, but I

-
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would not want to enter Into a unani
mous consent agreement on it.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I hope
that, whatever the course on tomorrow,
Senators will not have to be bothered
with apprehension or fear that a vote
will be taken then-because, after all,
that can be avoided.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I should
like to allay any Senator's apprehension
or fear. But I endure it all day long,
every day. Certainly I shall do my best,
and I think I have done reasonably well
in these 10 years.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Of course the Senator
from Texas has. But I think it impor
tant for Senators to know that no votes
will be taken tomorrow.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I wish to express my deep appre
ciation to the Senator from Utah (Mr.
Moss] for his patience and cooperation
in helping the Senate transact very im
portant business today and for with
holding his speech until this late hour.
It Is a precedent which I should like to
see more of our colleagues emulate, be
cause thus we were able to proceed with
important business of the Senate, by tak
ing action on two important measures.
I owe a great debt of gratitude to the
distinguished Senator from Utah.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President. I aPpre
ciate the kind words of the Senator from
Texas. I have been glad to postpone my
remarks until this point.
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SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF' 1960
The Senate resumed the condition of
the bill (H.R. 12580) to extend and Im
prove coverage under the Federal oldage, survivors, and disability insurance
system and to remove hardships and in
equities, improve the financing of the
trust funds, and provide disability bene
fits to additional individuals under such
system; to provide grants to States for
medical care for aged Individuals of low
income; to amend the public assistance
and maternal and child welfare pro
visions of the Social Security Act; to im
prove the unemployment compensation
provisions of such act; and for other
purposes.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may yield first
to the senior Senator from Kansas [Mr.
SCHOEPPELI, to the junior senator from
New York [Mr. KEATING] and then to the
Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD] to
make affirmative statements, without
losing my right to the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It is so ordered.
SOCIAL
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15 percent would use cash value of Insurance
or sell stocks and bonds. Fewer than oneMr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, third of thearespondents gave various other
I ask unanimous consent to have printed ways of paying such a large bill. Thus we
in the body of the REcoRD an article from can say that the modal aging person In the
the Wall Street Journal, entitled "1'The United States can cope with a large medical
Aging': Neither Indigent Nor Childlike, bill by conventional and personal means.
They Want Government Aid as Very We should note that the question specifically
Last, Not First, Resort."
Inquired about the method of payment In
Ther o beng
ojectontheartclecase there was no medical insurance. How
Ther obeng
ojectontheartcle
ever. 64 percent of our respondents did rewas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, port Insurance for medical purposes.
as follows:
The modal annual cash income reported
[From the Wall Street Journal. Aug. 18, 19601 was between $2,000 and $3,000. Half of the
"THE AGING": NEITHER INDIGENT NOR CHILD- respondents reported incomes in excess of
LIKE, THEY WANT GOVERNMENT AI AS VERY $2.000 per year, and 1 out of 20 reported
LAST, NOT FIRsT, RESORT
mo re than 810.000 annual Income.
One
(By Jams . igin and Helmut Scoc)Interviewer was uncertain of the applicable
Wiggis
Scheck)socioeconomic category when she found a
Seen from our sample, the aging popula- respondent who reported no cash income, but
tion of the United States enjoys a high level owned 300 acres of valuable farmland In a
of health. Some 90 percent of all respond- Mountain State. We assured the Interviewer
ents said they were in either good or fair that lack of cash Income did not place this
health. Two-thirds of our sample declared man In the lower class. Another respondent
themselves In good health. Only 10 percent reported his cash income as 8400 per year,
said they were In poor health,
and, when asked later what he did for the
The statements about their good health by community, replied that he helped the poor.
the respondents are supported by the con- The modal respondent reported that he had
eluding observations written by the Inter- no Income other than cash, but nearly oneviewers. Reading those final remarks, we see third did report other Income.
a profile of the aging that shows them to be
Cash Income Is, however, an inadequate
in good health and in cheerful moods: they measure of the financial position of any pop
appear self-reliant and disdainful of efforts ulation, and particularly the older popula
to single them out for special consideration. tion. Ownership of a fully furnished home,
About two-thirds of our respondents had the completion of responsibility for children,
neither seen a doctor nor talked with one on completion of premium payments on life
the telephone, In regard to their health, Insurance, and similar considerations enter
during the 4 weeks preceding the Interview, the picture.
Only 28 percent were planning to see a doctor
A very significant Index to financial inde
in connection with their health during the pendence is the statement of net worth.
2 weeks following the Interview.
The aging were asked to estimate their net
Almost 80 percent of the aging In our worth, that Is, the cash value of their as
sample had never heard from anyone that sets minus their liabilities. The modal aging
they might need certain things at their pres- respondent reported his cash-equivalent as
ent age which they did not need when they sets over liabilities to be In excess of 810.000.
were younger.
This figure referred to assets of the living
When we asked the respondents: "Do YOU respondent, not "estate at death," which
have any medical needs now that are not would have included life Insurance death
being taken care of2"-92 percent said, "No." benefits. Almost 60 percent of the sample
However, for the remaining 8 percent who made up this modal group.
knew of some unfilled medical needs, we have
Significantly, a large number of respond
to distinguish various reasons for the failure ents spontaneously and energetically stated
to relieve the need. Financial reasons were that they did not have any debts, and did
the least Important ones. Often the re- not believe In buying on credit. This rein
spondent would point out that a certain op- forces the data on medical and related debts
eration or artificial aids, such as glasses, described above.
teeth, or hearing equipment, had been recoinSince economic crisis may hit the aged as
mended but that some other doctor, or It does the young, respondents wore asked
friend, had advised against It as not worth where they might get a "lot of money for an
the risk or trouble,
emergency * IIwith least embarrassment."
MEETING AN EMERGENCY
The medal group (53.8 percent) listed chil
This picture of a healthy and well-cared-fo
dren and other relatives as preferred sources.
aging population In the United States Is fully Fins
hrhgopadldebohr
supported by the economic data on their came next, with 12 percent. The only Im
medical care. Only 5 percent of all respon- personal source suggested with any fre
dents In our sample had spent over $100 for quency was the small loan company.

themselves or their spouses during the month

preceding the Interview. In fact, of the 94.7
percent who reported expenditures for medicines and medical care below $100, the majority had either no expenses or only a few
dollars. Only 1 percent In our sample reported medical expenses in excess of $500.
So much for the realities. But how would
the modal (occurring oftenest) aged person
cope with a medical emergency? To receive
an answer to that question, the interviewer
had to phrase his question with regard to the
social class of the respondent. He asked:
"Suppose you had a large medical bill and
no medical insurance, how would you pay
the bill?" In the case of the lower class
respondent, he would specify: "Let us say, a
bill of $1,000"; for middle class people the
amount was $2,000: and for the upper class
person a hypothetical bill of $5,000.
Combining the responses from all three
social classes, 42 pbrcent of our respondents
would use cash or a check to pay the bill,
11 percent would mortgage their homes, at"

WORRIESsOVER INFLATION

Concern was expressed by many respond
ents over Inflation, even before the inter
viewer reached the question dealing with It.
The decade of the 1040's was the most fre
quently named period for the first signifi
cant awareness of the declining value of
money, The explanations given by the
aging for inflatlon have not yet been fully
analyzed, but the respondents usually cited
government, war, labor unions, and big busi
ness. The Individual who was blamed Inost
often by name was Franklin D. Roosevelt.
The modal member would expect the Gov
ermient to meet the minimum needs of the
genuinely destitute aging. But for this
group the proviso was added. "if there are
no children," or "if the children can't help."
When asked. where the respondent would
want to obtain housing In case he could not
finance It himself, the modal member of the
sample (43 percent) preferred housing under
chsfrch auspices. Lses than one-fourth chose
Government housing, even In case of great
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Therefore, a majority of the Demo
Finally It must be emphasized that, this
need. One Interviewer, a trained sociologist,
voted
reported that in his rural sample the mere paper does not deny that parts of Our POPu- cratic members of the committee all
the
suggestion of houeing by the State or Gov- lation. of all ages, including old age, ars de- in favor of the amendment, and
unemployed.
Ill,
and
ermient as a possibility often provoked a pendent, inadequate,
fa
I
it.
for
voted
members
Republican
for
sympathy
of
feelings
share
authors
The
fright reaction.
The modal two-thirds (66.4 percent) are such persons. The study here reported, how- vor enactment of this bill with the Kerramendment.
care
medical
Frear
in retired status, although a number In this ever, shows~that the aging, like others In our
The Federal-State plan proposed by
category are still gainfully employed. The population, are not characteristically dethe Finance Committee inaugurates a
.typical respiondent did not wish to continue pendent, Inadequate. Ill, or senile,
It is hoped that further research Into the medical care program for the aged in
working after retirement, but nearly half did
wish to continue. Of the 33.6 percent still normal can be carried out. Since all re- our country who are unable to pay their
Working, 70.4 percent are working on the sources are limited, whether of family, kin, medical bills when illness occurs or conprivate or public agencies, the recognitionti
Same job held prior to reaching age 65.
The modal person In our aging population that the dependent and helpless In our aging tiues. This program is established uin
has religious affiliation. Over 80 percent are population are limited in number will allow der title I of the Social Security Act. It
memhers of a church. If special cars was available resources to be applied with dis- provides additional matching funds to
new or
needed from outside the family, twice as crimination, with far greater hope of return the States to, first, establish acare
pro
improve their existing medical
many elderly Americans would prefer to get to the society and to Its people.
gram for those on the old-age assist
it from their church rather than from the,_________
pro
new
a
initiate
ance rolls and second,
State. However, they are far from being
dependent on the church. They would not SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS gram designed to furnish medical assist
ance to those needy elderly citizens who
OF 1960
want the church to assume or proffer family
or welfare functions.
are not eligible for old-age assistance
but who are financially unable to pay
for the medical and hospital care needed
Mr.~ BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, to preserve their health and prolong
ol
ln
the bf.Iistool
wud
Thstoldpa
ill, H.R. 12580, as amended by t he ilfe
th
65
aged
needy,
medically
all
cover
thus
many
makes
Finance,
on
Committee
adult
and
parents
the bond between aging
children. Moreover, it is a social relation- worthwhile improvements in the Social or over, whether or not they~are eligible
not
or
whether
or
ship of true reciprocity. When asked: "Do Security Act relating to the old-age and for old-age assistance
under
you ever help your children or other close survivors, and disability insurance, old- they are eligible for the benefits retire
relatives In any way?' 72 percent of our re- age assistance, aid to the blind, maternal the social security or any other
and child welfare, and unemployment ment program, subject only to the par
spondents replied "Yes."
Peter Townsend, reporting from his sur- compensation provisions. It liberalizes ticipation by the State of which they
resident.
vey In East London, did not find much "ha~rd telibltyrurmnsfoscale-are
eealSaepo
Patcptoei-h
ntha
apprsoximatly
elgbeneitsy rqies
uithe
evidence of neglect on the part of old peooptionto
iscmetely iteFeeal-withathepo
appoianeulga
workersan
Widespread fears of the 125it000editsab
ple's children.
h
pinlwt
scmltl
neulga
n
okr
breakdown of family loyalties and of mar- 1500dsbe
ried children's negligence seem to have no number of dependents may qualify for States, with each State determining the
program
own
Its
of
character
and
general basis in fact. Doctors, social work- benefits immediately irrespective of age. extent
I have placed on the desk of each and the standards of eligibility.
era and others who express such fears may
For those on the old-age assistance
sometimes forget they are in danger of gen- Member of the Senate a Finance Coinrolls, the Kerr-Frear amendment pro
eralizing from an extremely untypIcal sub- mittee pamphlet showing the major dif
for Federal matching of vendor
vides
section of the population or from a few ex- ferences in the present social security
medical care of $12 a month per recip
h
eotdb
150a
..
n
treme examples known personally to them,.a
Contrary to the usual stereotypes held to-

day, the aging, even in our large cities, are
far from being doomed to loneliness. Horizontal mobility, urbanization, the muchcited but rarely specified "social change"
have all failed to break or even to weaken

The Senate resumed the considera-

tion of the bill (H.R. 12580), the social
security amendments of 1960.

anHR.150sreotdbth
So far at least as the old are concerned,la
therefore, there is no justification for an Committee on Finance, the principal
attempt to supplant the family with state features of which I shall briefly summarize.
services."
First, however, I wish to say that this
5MPLERL
LUZIS SI

ient which would be in addition to the
Present $65 maximum for Federal
matching for old-age assistance; the
Federal share to be 50 to 80 percent de
income of the
Our data Indicate that very similar con- bill is the result of many months of study pending on the per capita
clusions can be drawn for the United States, and research on the subject of medical State, where the State monthly payment
In fact, when the respondents In our survey care for the aged. This has included is over $65, and 65 to 80 percent depend
were asked: "Do you believe that a new testimony presented in the extensive ing on the per capita income of the State
ne
weetemnhypyeti
department of Government could do somene
thing Important for you personally that is public hearings held by the House Corn- weetemnhypyetI
$65.
adthe
and
Means,
and
Ways
on
mittee
pernot being done now?" the majority (60
For the other medically needy Individ
ditional hearings by the Committee on
cent) said, "No."
Social workers and other interest groups Finance on the House-passed bill and uials, the Federal share would be 50 to 50
often Insist that modern life has become so certain other health care proposals which percent *with no dollar maximum for
complicated that our aging citizens need had been advanced in the Senate, The medical care.
There is no Federal limitation on med
someone else to tell them how to take care committee is cognizant of the many
of themselves. 33ut our survey suggests that problems which exist in this area and ical service Provided under the bill. The
Government will participate un
Federal
vanithe
upon
attendant
the majority of our older people do not seem the difficulties
Impressed by an increasing complexity of
matching formula in any pro
the
der
adbeen
have
which
approaches
ouis
life, nor do they expect this problem to loom
gram which provides any or all of the
large within the next 10 to 20 years. On the vanced.
The medical plan adopted by the Fi- following services:
contrary, they can think of many chores and
1, Inpatient hospital services;
problems of daily life that have become much nance Committee was proposed jointly
2, Skilled nursing-home services;
easier for them than they were for their own by the senior Senator from Oklahoma
parents and grandparents.
In conclusion, the data presented In this
stongl suport f
pape
a eexainaion
paper socetrongl sportse agnreaInatheUioned
It may be seriously questioned
States.
whether increasing age Is pathological per se,
as is implied by the alarm with which It Is
viewed by many researchers, professional
helpers, and policymnakers. While attempting to study the aging, the social ecientists may make them objecte, rather than
pesnand in so doing produce problems
where none previously existed. There seems
little doubt that the (widespread) caricature
of the aging derives from application of the
experience of a generation ago to a new type
of over-6S population.

[Mr. KERR) and the junior Senator from

Delaware [Mr. FREAR]. other members
of the committee who joined as cosponsors are the junior Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG]I; the junior Senator from
Florida [Mr. SMATHEssl; the senior
Senator from Delaware (Mr. WILLIAMS];
the junior Senator from Kansas [Mr.
CARLSON]; and the senior Senator from
Utah [Mr. BENNtETT]. This amendment

aotdbarerdveof1yas

wsaotdb

eodvt

f1

es

Six Democrats and six Republicans voted in favor of the amendment, and four Democrats voted against
It.
to 4 nays.

3. Physicians' services:
4. OutpatIent hospital services;
S Home health care services;
e Private duty nursing services;
7' Physical therapy and related services;
8. Dental services;
9. Laboratory and X-ray services;
10, Prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures,
and prosthetic devices;
11. Diagnostic, screening, and preventive
services; and
12. Any other medical care or remedial
eonzdudrSaelw
l
A State may, If It wishes, Include medical
services provided by osteopaths, chiroprac
tore, and optometrists, and remedial services
provided by Christian Science practitioners.

1960
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The medical plan advocated by the
Finance Committee represents a realistic
and workable plan. States can take advantage of Its provisions In part or In
whole beginning October 1, 1960.
The financial Incentive In the Finance
Committee plan should enable every
State to Improve the medical services
now provided under their old-age assistance programs and extend such services
to every other person over 65 years of age
who Is unable to secure medical services.
This would include those under the social security system, railroad retirement
system, civil service system, or any other
public or private retirement system,
whether such person Is retired or still
working Subject only to the standards
determined by the State. It would cover

the widows of such workers as well as
their dependents who meet the age 65
requirement and are unable to provide
for their medical care.
Under the revised title I, State plans.
with the aid of Federal matching funds.
could provide potential protection under
this new medical assistance program to
as many as 10 millIon persons aged 65
whose financial resources would be insufficient to cover sizable medical expenses. These 10 million would include
the vast majority of the 12 million individuals who are receiving social security
benefits. Also some 2.4 million people
on old-age assistance could receive medIcal care under the committee's bill.
In the first year after enactment before all States have been able to adopt

or extend such programs, an estimated
additional $60 million in Federal funds
would be expended for medical assistance for the aged. In addition, increased
Federal funds for matching vendor medIcal-care payments in respect to the 2.4
million old-age assistance recipients are
estimated at about $140 million. Thus
under both Programs combined the cost
would be $200 million. I ask unanimous
consent to Insert for the record a table
showing a State-by-State breakdown of
the estimated amount of Federal matching which would be provided for medical
care.
There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed in the Rxcoiw,
as follows:

TAsLz B.-Esitmated annual 1st-year costs under proposed program of medical assistance for the aged and for additional matching for

ventdor medical care payments under old-age assistance
(AB1figre In tbousandsl
Medical assistance
34r the aged'

Additional OAA
vendur medical
6osta

Additional costsboth proprams

Federal State and Federal State and Feddral 'Stateand
coat
Joel 0
cost
local cost
coo
Joel cost
United States-.
Abbanaa......
Als..a..------ hi.......
Ariis
_
Caiuthenl-..---ceuolo361Ccomectki..ut-_.
Delaware-------------DistrictofCellmbba.
Fo da.
Oem ga__.....
Nai.......

nlo........

ldaa....
lwa.......1.D.-Km%........n.
Kontuf ------ --Meals e-- -.----Mayoa_ __
mmebesat.....
Milcblgan ..........
Jne~a.......
3ktlp.....

36M0085.3?,
o
4

34
1
12
7
75-0U
S
3,31
33
75
296

6142.175
-' .5

M~7
----

832. 175
4.*
-

9
41...........419
1
62
FJ
6
63M
370
647
7
3,308............3,335
19,115
7310 11365 -----314
3,627 ------------ 3.688
2,318
10309--.----4,357
33
41
13
741
75
46
in~..
2
199
3,354------------5.6SW
14
45
4,60
ON
64
4,818
4
23 .............
71
3dh.........
4
17
673
707
3,1
5.611
S.,605.........- ...3.16
36013
2,013
580............2,607
3,215
87---,6
Ca
1,435 -.
2,6--3. 7
4
2,795
672
i
Z oI
i3
43
12,970 ...........
12,093
1m6
a
721.............837
a
in5
384.----1,206
4,751
4,751
3,683 ....
101,414
1,77
1.77
4,405 -----6,183
2612
1,843
2,943 .....
5.68
61
21
4,43
GU
,11
4,644

$5971
-

9
S2
376
7
7M
814
3,318
48
75
109
goo
42
'17
5.911
3,013
57
6739
678
48
03
322
4,761
1,773
1,348
1,L114

I Damixis tthenewom ofttbls programt. it is extremely dlfllcult to,.timatecexactly
which State will particiinte and to what extent, espectaly in the 1sA yewc aftr
enactment.

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. r shall defer
further discussion Of the Finance Coammittee medical care for the aged at this
time so that I may Point out some of
the other sualint features of the pending
bill.9A1110i 1111NC

Medical esalstance
fu the aged'a

AddItional OAA
iundsr medical
mete

Federal state mad Fedeal
out
Jocal Cost
cst
Missouri..............8175
$812
NM
n.........
26
Nebraka..............344
645
Nevada_................47
47
Now Hampshire --354
6m
New ese.......,89
4,5
New M9ic
4
Now York.......
....
12.416
13,416
North Carolina ---i
Is
North Dakota.
2--45
es
Ohio-----------------1.2
1,336
43
Oklahoma.___
5,313
as
Oregon----------------1,719
1,6353
ensyvea
2,461
2,451
hd=sad..........a9
396
South Carolina--6
2
South Dakota ----3
Teonuesee- --22
7
Tonas.................79
so
Utah..................234
Is
Vermont..-.-.-.........43
52
V riiI.........0
I
Was
%o......24812,431
Wes Vlgn
76
S
W=ssi.......2,6
2,473
Wyomdng-.---a
43

Additional coast
both prepgmus

State and Federal State and
local cost
cost
local cost

$54,502 ..8---4.7867
186
8153
216
712 ............
LOSS
137 -------------- 3
404............1.258
1,362 ............
6,241
37? ------------- 36
5.919........... 19.335
1,39------------1,959
7m -------LOIS
46430............
7,766
& Og9----------- 10.017
1,064...........2,783
,601............8,6052
485........... .1331
I1,6 ------...
... ,6

418

16

,934 - ---4,31
426
741 ......
20
I1.......
2,51?.----867 ...
,71)0

@27

9M
9
773
269
3

3,663

642
$ 3,70
2.1..
1

8152
584
545
47
am
4,37

4

12,416
18
85
1,336
633
1.550
2,41
390
2
I89
7
C
is
22
M6

2,4

28
2,4173
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NomL-Estimates were not made hr Gomun,Puerto Ricoo,nd ViIgln Ist"Ans
which can participate in these pregratur,any edaudllnni expenditures for these beds.
dictions would probably be relatively malL

miniation of one Period of disability, will
not be required to serve another 6-month
"waiting period" before they are again
eligible to receive benefits,

benefits at age 62 in the samne, manner
as widows and dependent mothers of
deceased workers now can qualify. it is
estimated that approximately 1.8 milliITMLSETTO
on men would be eligible to elect to
The Finance Committee added an retire immediately and receive reduced
5U*C 00*8
amendment to the House-passed bill
Thneft if they so desire.
Thsbill maikes three major changes which will Increase the earnings lii&
Teae than If thesretirement nocured
In the disability benefit provisions of title tion 'for social security benefits from grataer 5.n
becus theyreiemven lecscunds
3Mat the Bocdo' Security Act, as follows: $1.200 to $1,800 per year.
duringe that 3-ears pheyreiod.
ssfud
First Eliminates the 5O-year age reIdmay satehtht theeccupaneofoth
QUIrtment so as to enable approximately
Imasttthtteocpnofte
NituFR1MI"orWRMS20
2O.00 additionial workers who am chair, the distinguished junior senator
~
~ ~ O oam 3
taly
ald
from North Carolina (Mr. JOmDANeJ, was
mm -us. 1S80
qualify for beneit.
one of the Senators who offered that
Thsblprvdsfrt.pyeto
Sentrgue
th rw a
afhendment some monthls ago,
benefits to survivors of a worker who
800d he Sretsthns
eh__lia-acquired
six quarters of coverage and
tion aspmut of the disability program by zuumuron o asusimam4T Aux 701K ME0 O 62
idbf~14.Udrte13
DoInra1-month period of trial
Under another Finance Cmiteamenmenits survivors' monthly benefits
work, during which benefits are con- amendment men workers and dependent were payable only to survivors of workt[Mled for all disabled workers who at- husbanlds would be entitled to elect to
hsMPt to rettin to Work, rather than retire at age 62 with actuarially re- ers who died after 1939 About 25,06
lim1tin thisl trial Period to those under duced benefits, in the same way that people--most of them widows aged 75
tOm formal Federal-State vocational re- women workers and wives can now mnake or over-would be made.eligible for bene
hailtaao
W as in existing law.
such an election. Likewise, dpendent fits by this change. Benefits would be
Thud. Frovides that people who be- widowers and dependent fathers of de- payable only for months beginning after
*c0Me disiabledl within 5 years alter ter- ceased workers would qualify for full the month of eacmient,
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able for four or more years from the time
at which the special obligations are
issued. Current actuarial cost estimates
indicate that this change would, over the
long range, provide additional income to
the trust funds equivalent to 0.02 percent
of payroll on a level-premium basis.
The binl substitutes for the present requirement that the managing trustee
purchase marketable obligations unless
it is not in the public interest to do so,
a requirement that he purchase obligations issued exclusively to the trust funds
unless it is in the Public interest to

committee to the consideration of the
bill as a whole and the need for further
study and hearings on some of the com
plicated problems involved.
I shall not attempt to describe the
many other provisions of the bill which
will simplify and improve the operation
of the social security laws.
I repeat that I favor enactment of
this bill. with the ]Kerr-Frear medical
care for the aged amendment approved
by a 12 to 4 record vote of the commit
tee.
I ask unanimous consent that the corn

The bill also provides that the board of
Certain dependents and survivors of trustees as a whole shall have responsiInsured workers would also benefit by bility for reviewing the general policies
effecieon withlthed
monthe
oflenactmn- followed in managing the trust funds
effctie mothof
ithth
natmet-and that in keeping with
would first authorize benefits on the ities the trustees shall meetitsatresponsibilleast every
basis of certain invalid ceremonial mar- 6 mnonths.
riages contracted in good faith; and *
AM OM B~LIND
second, assure continuation of a child's
The committee adopted an amendment
right to a benefit based on the wage rec- t h
os-asdbl
oices
h
ord of his father, which is now voided if extemto
Hofse-arned binc omiealloed for
a stepfather was living with and sup-exmtoofereinoeaowdfrapewnbepntouthrmnPorting him at the time his father died, people receiving benefits under the aidor in a retirement or disability case, at to-the-blind State assistance program
the imewhenthechil apliedforfrom $50 a month, or $800 a year, to the
thnentim
hntecil
ple
o first $1,000 of earnings per year, plus
benefit.
COVZRAGZ
one-half of any additional earnings.
DIZ~This
exemption would be optional with
Another opportunity would be pro- the States beginning with the calendar
vided for an estimated 60,000 ministers quarter that starts after the date of
to be covered under the program,
enactment, but would be compulsory
If the States take advantage of the op- beginning on July 1, 1961.
portunity offered them, nearly 2½/mil
lion employees of State and local govAlso approved was the House proviernment~s could obtain, coverage for cer- sion extending from June 30. 1961, to
tain past years on a retroactive basis. June 30. 1964. the temporary legislation
The provision of the House bill coy- which relates to the approval by the See-

and the bill as so amended be open for
further amendments.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, a parlia
mentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
Senator from New York will state It
Mr. JAVITS. Do r correctly under
stand that If the request shall be agreed
to, every part of the bill, Including the
mnmnswihwl
aebe
amedoped,
beoeofrhaer
will
ic
amend

INCREASE Dr cEILDWI's IMNEfTM

The benefits -payable to the children
of deceasedl workers, which now can be
somewhat less than 75 percent of the
worker's benefit-epending on the number of children in the family-would be
75 Pe-rcent for all children, subject to
the family maximum of $254 a month, or
80 Percent of the worker's average
monthly wage if less. About 400,000
cahidren would get some izicrease as a
result of this amendment, effective for
benefits for the third month after the
month of enactment,
0THE

BENmZT IMRVEET

purchase obligations in the open market. mittee amendments be adopted en bloc.

ment?
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The Senator
is correct.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. JoR-

Dsx in the chair). That is the opinion

of the Chair.
Mr. JAVrTS. Mr. President, may we
have action on the request of the Sena
tor from Virginia?
The PRESI3DING OFFICER. With
out objection, the request Is agreed to.
The amendments agreed to en bloc are
as follows:
At the top of page 2,to atrike out:

ermyg American citizens employed in the retary of Health. Education, and Wel-

United States by foreign governments fare of certain State plans for aid to
was also approved, as was the Ho use pro- the blind-namely, those of Pennsylvision covering certain policemen and vania and Missouri.
firemen under retirement systems in my
MATURNAS.
AND CIU.D WEIZARS PEOcaASC
State of Virginia.
Both the House and Senate commitOther approved provisions would fa- tee bills authorize Increased annual apcllitate coverage for some of the non- propriations for the maternal and child
coveed
nn psitonsheath
eopeeploed
eploed srvie
coveed
psitonsheath
eope
srvie pogrms
pogrms rom$215
rom$215 mmlcovered by State and local retirement
lion to $25 million and the services for
systems and for 100,000 noncovered em- crippled children program from $20 milpiloyees of certain nonprofit organiza- lion to $25 million. The child welfare
ioos.
Program authorization was increased In
ciWRA
CF
uYazcIzw
the House bill S17 million to $20 million,
The provisions In the House bill ex- and further increased by the Finance
teding coverage to physicians have been Committee to $25 million, so as to assure
deleted because of lack of definitive in- services to more counties by providing
formation on whether a majority of doe- for more child welfare workers and
tors wish to come under the program,
equipping these workers through special
I have undertaken a poll of the phy- training to provide better services for
maclans In VirginIa to ascertain whether the mentally retarded children.
the desire to come under this program.
WNX1AnZ
C0oBIRlATI
use
Divier r vcarNUNS
comitee pproed he
ZETZ229W
O TRUT
FNDSThecommtte
aprovd th Hose
The bill would make certain changes provision improving the operation of the
In the Investment provisions relating to Federal unemployment account--the sothe Federal old-age and survivors insur- called George-Reed loan fund-by
ance trust fund and Flederal disability tightening the conditions pertaining to
Insurance trust fund so as to make in- eligibility for and repayment of adterest earnings an the Government obll- van~es to States with depleted reserve
gations held by the trust funds more accouts, In addition, the committee
nearly equivalent to the rate of return adopted an amendment to increase the
being received by people who buy Goy- amount authorized to be built up in this
ermient obligatioha in the open market, loan fund from $200 million to $500

`TXL

OP COTE

r~e1-cvrg
.,Se -,
tnno101. i forininsters to
elec coeae
"Sec. 102. Mtate and local goverantental emPlaysm.
D()felegation by Governor
ofcritsin uc
"b)
tiona.
(b)Rinploycees
transferred
fr- one reiemn
manS system to an
other,
"(c) Retroactive coverage.
-(d Piee
ond states'n
Limiation far emploer'
(a5M emplayea) con
tributions in ceti
'(f

Statute of limitations
for state and local
COverag,1.

Municipal and cnty
(h)hoepitals.
(h)Validation of coverage
for certain Uuseisaippl,
teach~er.
"Sec 106. XxteflaimOlof the progrml to Guam,
and
American
,SW 10 Docosat
of mkeuSanoa.
,..Sc

10

Sevf

a~
-

'Se. f

f.prn

for amn 01

Zwqyje c nonprodt organiss

tos
Sec. l0'1. Anmeican citizen employees of
foreign governments and later
The bill WMlrelate the Interest received million,
inattomel organizations,
an future obligations Issued exclusively
The committee did not approve the 'c. 106. fOlNAmet service sa caslual labor.
to the trust funds to the average market other proposed changes in the unem2Tit~ fl-4WMieba
for bezeits
heald of All marketable obligations of the ployment compensation p~rogram be- "Sec. 201. ahiwma hors or adopted after
United States that are not due or call- cuise ot the limited time afforded the
erns CCparent's disabillty.
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"Sec. 202. Continued dependency of step"Sec. 584. Fraternal beneficiary societies.
child on natural father.
agricultural organixations. vol,sec. 202. Payment of burial expenses.
tintary employees' beneficiary
"Sec. 204. Fiuly insured status,
sassocation. etc.
'See. 205. Survivors of Individuals who died "Sec. 535. Effective date.
prior to 1940 and of cer~tain "Part 4-Extension of Federal State Unemother Individuals.
ployment Compensation Program to Puerto
"Sec. 206. Crediting of quarters of coverage
Rico
for years before 1951.
"Sec. 541. Extension of titles MI. IXC and
"Sec. 207. Time needed to acquire status of
Xxr of the Social Security Act,
wife, child, or husband Ini cer- "S3ec. 542. Federal employees and ex-servicetam cases,
men.
"See. 206. Marriages subject to legal impedi- "Sec. 543. Extension of Federal Unemploymnent.
ment Tax Act.
"Sec. 20. Penalty deductions under foreign
"Title VI Medical sevices for the aged
work test."Sc20.Pnlyddcinunefoig
"Sec. 210. Extension of filing period for hus- "Sec. 601. Establishment of program. (Title
band's. utdower's.
rprn'
XVI of the Social Security Act.)
beeisI
orraiparent'
"Sec. 1601. Appropriation,
cae."See.
1602. State plans.
-Title rnZ-Benefits amounts
"See. 1603. Payments.
'Sec. 801. Increase in Insurance benefits of
"Sec. 1604. Operation of State
children of deceased workers.
plums
"See. 302. Mlaximum family benefits In cer"See. 1608. ElIgible
Individtain eases
uals
'Sec. 308. Computation and recomputations
"Sec. 1W60.Benefitsya.
of primary insurance amounts.'Se107
eetyer
"Sec. 804. Elimination of certaIn obsolete
Sec. 602. Improvement of medical care for
reoptain.old
age assistance recipients.
reco
puattos.
Sec.60.Planinggran& t Staes.tain
rtitle IV-Disabiliity insurance benefits and -Sec. 604. Technical amendment.
the disability freeze
17tl
'See. 401. ElImination of requirement of at- "Sec. 7r1n Investment of Trust Funds.
tainment of age fifty for disabil- ".Sec. 7o2. Survival of actions.
Ity insurance benefits.
'See. 402. Elimnination of the waiting period "Sec. 703. Periods of limitation ending on
foe disability insurance benefits
owr
as
In ceretain cases.Se70.
Advisory' Council on SocialSe
"Sec. 406. Period of trial work by disabled
curity Financing.
individual.
See. 705. Medical care guides and MelOrs
-Sec. 404. Special Insured status test In cerfor public assistance and meditain case for dsbltpu-cal
services for the aged,
diaiiypr
Sec. 706. Temporary extension of certain
" Pitsts-tmlpetz
rt
special provisions relating to
Iritte
VSm~lymen
secrityState
pnPIZJ for lud to the blind.
"Part I-short Title
'Sec. 707. Maternal and child welfare.
"sec. sci. short title.
"Sec. 706. Amendment preserving relation.
"pert 2-41ployment Security Administrashi
betweenrailroad retire.
ane Financing Amendmnnts
disability Insurance.
'Sec.. 521. Amendment of title IX of the So- -SeC. 709, Meaning of term 'Secrtary.
'Bc.i901.tployment
aseAnd, In lieu thereof. to Insert:
curity adminins"T*DLZ Wor Tu
tration. account.
"Title I-Coverage
8ec. 002. Transfer
between "'Sec.101. Extension of time for min,stees to
Federal
unemelect coverage.
Ployment
60
-Sec. 102. State and local governmental emcount and eniployees.
ployment, securi"(a) Delegation by Governorfud
tyadministration
of certification f'jnk..
"Sc.00. mounItasfr
tions.
lo Amuto
9 d
Strat.er"(b) Es playees;
transferred

~
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"Titie If-Bligibility for beneflts
"Sec. 201. Children born or adopted after
oue of parnt's disability.
'Sec. 202. Continued dependency of stepchild
on natursi father.
"Sec. 203. Payment of burial expenses.
"Sec. 204. Technical amendments with re
spect to fully Insured status.
"Sec. 205. Survivors of Individuals who died
Prior to 1940 and of certain other
individuals.
"Sec. 206. Crediting of quarters of coverage
.
for years before 1951.
"Sec. 207. MarrIages subject to legal Impedi
"Sc
m28
enaty.eutosune
oeg
work test.
'Sec. 209. Extension of filing period for hus
band's, widower's, or parent's
benefits In certain cases.
"Sec. 210. Actuarially reduced benefits for
men at age 62.
"Sec. 211. To increase the earned Income
Unitation.
Ttek18nfteeut
"e.31
nraei
nuac
eeiso
ec01Inraei
srnebeetso
children of deceased workers.
"Sec. 302. Maximum family benefits In cerCase.
"Sec. 303. Computations and recomputatlons
of primary insurance amounts.
"1-iclaeu
Sec. 304. Elimination of certain obsolete re
computations.
*itle IV-Disability insurance benefits and
ithe disabilityfretse
See. 401. Elimination of requirement of at
tainment of age fifty for disabi
ity insurance benefits.
"Sc 402 EliminatIon of the waiting period
for disability insurance benefits
In certain cases.
-Sec. 403. Period of trial work by disabled in

dividuml.

-'Sec. 404. Special insured status test In cer
tain cases for disability purposes.
"Title V-S9mployment security
"e.. 51
mnmnst
Xo h o
il
cial Security Act.
"Sec. 502. Amendment of title XII of the So
Ssa. 1201y~c.
AvnstoState
unemploy mean t,
fuds
"Sec. 1202. Repayment
by
States
at 5d
vace to state
unemploy m S n t
'Sec. 1203. Advances

to Fed-

and imemploy
ment account.

~Or

to another.
ernor.
(C) Retroactive coverage.
"See. 503. Amendments to the Federal Unem
"e.52Am detoftiutle XII
"d)
Policemen and firemen.
ployment Tel Act.
ciiSec ur2.Amnmnto
ity
Act.oeUo
(e) i~mitation on States' "sec. 504. Conorming amndment.
"Sea.
seuIto Adv.ances to Sortateoya
-Title Vi-Medicel services for the aged
u a e mployment
(nd Ousm 7"
oSc
Amnmnst
5"'.
il I of the So"Sc 2
yComm.
'Sec. 602. Increase In Lim-itations on Assist
,1at.I
b
(f)1statute at limitations for
ance Payment to Puerto Rico. the
States of
adState aNd local coverc~gin Islands.an Guam.
12 1 0 P10012011;
AeSec. 60. Technical amendment.
fu end pos en
'(g) Municipal and county "Sec. 604. Effective dates.
'S.10.Advances to Padhospitals.
TteVzRaelseu
"Sec. i~~~. ip~~~
"(h) Validation of coverage for
"il
I-tcleeo~
ersIt acacunt.
Wetaifl
Mississippi "Sec. 701. Investment of Trust Funds.
Inu con.teachers.
"Sec. 702. Survival of actions.
councssystem

3Sc
04. Unemployment

~,

Ifte IMLDefiitio
at OTmr
employment Tax Act.
"Sc 8.CnomigSnnmns
"Farft 38-.fRtensio at Coverage Under Unemploymet Compensation Program
"Sec. 831. Fedesal instrumntalities.
'See. 682 American aircrat.
"Sac. 88. rueal" oqanisations, etc.
"Sec. SM8 Anissausipate to

(i) Justices of the peecs pnd -Sea. 705. Periods of limitation ending on
Constables if the Saute
nonwork.days.
j Ir
n In th Statoe
ciaOfcu
aine.
'See 708. Medical care guides and reports for
-Sec. 108. 20ployees, of nonprofit organismpubia saaanslbea and medical
tione.
services for the sled.
"Sec 104. American citimn employees of for- "Sec. 7To. Temzporay extension of eetin
elgo ga -1Dnets.
5pecia Provisions reltin
to
'Sec 105. Domestic service and casual labor.
Stat plaw fUr aid Wnthe blind.
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'(g) (1) Section 211(a) of audh Act In
'(2) Section 101(d) of the Social Security
'Sec. 707. Maternal- and child welfare.
'Sec. 706. Amendment preserving relation- Act Amendments of 1950 and section 5(e) amended by striking out the period at the
end
of paragraph (7) and Inserting in lieu
Amendments
Act
Social
Security
of
the
(2)
retirement
railroad
ship between
and old-age survivors end dis- of 1952 are each amended by striking out thereof ': and', and by inserting after para.
'Puerto Rico. or the Virgin Islands' and in- graph (7) the following new paragraph:
ability insurance.
"'(8) The term 'possession of the United
aerting In lieu thereof 'the Commonwealth
"Sec. 709. Meaning of term 'Secretary'.
of Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands. Gusm. States" as used in sections 931 (relating to
"See. 710. Aid to the blind."
income from sources within possessions of
On page 6. line 16. after the word 'be'. to or American Samoa'.
'b)
Section 203(k) of the Social Security the United States) and 932 (relating to ciii
strike out 'lrrevocabie."- and insert 'lirreRico.
zens of possessions of the United States) of
Act is amended by striking out 'Puerto
vocable." at the top of page 7. to insert:
'(B) Notwithstanding the fret sentence or the Virgin Islands' and inserting In lieu the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall be
of subparagraph (A). *If an Individual Sled a thereof 'the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, deemed not t- Include the Virgin Islands.
certificate OnLor before the date of enact- the Virgin Islands. Guam. or American Guam. or American Samoa.'
"1(2) Clauses (v) and (vi) In the last sen
mnent of this subparagraph which (but for Samoa'. and by striking out 'Puerto Rico and
this subparagraph) Is effective only for the the Virgin Islands' and inserting in lieu tence of section 211(a) of such Act are each
first taxable year ending after 1956 and all thereof 'the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, amended by striking out 'paragraphs (1)
succeeding taxable years. such certificate the Virgin Islands. Guam. and American through (8)' and Inserting In lieu thereof
'paragraphs (1) through (6) and paragraph
shell be effective for his first taxable year Samoa'.
"(c) Section 210(a) (7) of such Act Is (8)'
ending after 1955 and all succeeding taxable
'(h) Section 211(b) of such Act Is
to read as follows:
ya f-amended
'(i) such individual files a supplemental a"'(7) Service performed In the employ of amended by striking out the last two sen
certificate after the date of enactment of this orState. or any political subdivision thereof. tences and inserting In lieu thereof the fol
instrumentality of any one or more lowing:.
subparagraph and on or before April 15. 1962. orany
ofthe foregoing which Is wholly owned "-'An Individual 'Who is not A citisen of the
"(U1) the tax under section 1401 In respect thereby, except that this paragraph shall not united States but who is A resident Of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. the Virgin
aply In the case ofof all such individual's self-employment In
"'I.(A) service included under an agree" Islands, Guam. or American Samoa shall not,
come (excep~t for underpayments of tax
for the purposes of this subsection, he con
attributable to errors made In good faith).I ment under section 218,
"'(B3) service which, under subsection sidered to be a nonresident alien individual.'
for his first taxable year ending after 1955
-(I) Section 218(b) (1) of such Act Is
(kt). constitutes covered transportation Am.v
Is paid on or before April 15, 1962. and
amned by Inserting '. Guam, or American
'(111) In any case where refund has been Ice, or
Samoa' Immediately before the period at the
"'(C) service In the enmploy of the Govermade of any such tax which (but for this
isnan overpayment, the ment of Guam or the Government of Amerl- end thereof.
subparagraph)
'(j) (1) Section 219 at such Act is re
thereaubdivision
political
Amount refunded (including any Interest can Samoa or any
paid under section 6811) Is repaid on or be- of. or of any instrumentality of any one or pealed.
"(2) (A) SectIon 210(3) of Such Act Is re
more of the foregoing which Is wholly owned
fore April 15. 1982. The provisions of sec
tion 6401 shall not apply to any payment thereby.-erformed by an officer or em- pealed.
"(B Subsections (k) through (o) of seec
polyee thereof (inClruing a member of the
or repayment described In this subp~arlegislature of any such Government or pollt- tion 210 of such jAct are redesignated as sub-.
graph.'
On page 10. line..12. after '1402 (e)'. to ical subdivision), and, for purposes of this sections (j) through (n), reapectively.
'(C) Sections 202(i). 215(h), (1). and
t
'1041.
;ln
pafter
18n
rt'() (B) or';i
"(3
Inserto
"'(i) any person whose service as such ana 217(e) (1). and the last paragraph of section
n 55 1.
r;
(3
()
(e',toInet
line 12 after '1402 (e)". to insert '(3) (B) offcer or employee Is not covered by a retire- 209. are each amended by striking out 'sec
or"; on Page 17. line S. after the word ment system established by a law of the tIon 210(m) (1)'- and inserting in lieu there
'before', to strike out 'the Arst; day of the United States shall not, with respect to such of'section 210(l) (1)'.
"(0) Section 202(t) (4) (D) of such Act
year following the year In which this para- service. be regarded as an officer or employee
Is amended
graph is enacted, or before the Stat; day Of' of the United States or any agency or lwm
and insert 'January, 1, 1957. or before Janu- mentality thereof, and
'(i) by striking out 'section 210(m) (2)'.
"'(U1) the remuneration for service deary of the third year preceding"; on page 29,
section 210(m) (8)' and 'sectiOft 210(m) (2)
ad
icuigfe emedtopave
I )inlden
scie ncas
after line 4, to Insert:
and (3)' and inserting In lieu thereof 'sec
toriba pbIc ofcial)shlbe
tlon 210(1) (2)', 'section 210 (1) (3)', and 'sec
Guame
torhv
the)shl be
t A Pabid
2TM
vU
OOX5TASLZ
M
FRA0ZAND
J 002OF
overnmeflt ofGumo
bee.2 ai by th
S.AI OF
the oovenmet
Amrica Saoa r b A ion210(1) (2) and (3)', respectively', and
the Governmentk of American Samoa or byeaa
,(I) Notwithstanding any provision of sec
'etin21()'ec
Act. the political subdivision thereof or an Instrystiinuu
to 21atthe Social Security
Neora218 en' mentality of any one or more of the fors- place It appears and inserting In lieu thereof
section 21(m)'.
going which iswhollyowned therebywhichbrsahn
the staefc
agreemento wiruth
'(U) Section 206 (p) (1) at such Act t
uhsection may. at ever is appropriate;'.
tedit usatt
mnedby striking out 'subsection (in) (1)'
.
(dSeto21a)fsuhAti
the option of such State. be modified so as
I
hro
sbeto
nle
u-Amndinertnd
uhAtI
to exclude services performed within such ther amended- 21 )o
striking out 'or' att the endubseofi()',
"(1) byndd
State by Individuals As justices of the peace
&rlngot''athendf()
" 1b
or constables, If Such individuals are com'(P) Sectiofl 209(3) of such Act In amended
pensated for such services on a fee bais paragraph (16),
by striking out the period at the end by striking out 'section 210(k) (1) (C)'I and
Any modification of such agreement pursant
paragraph (17) and inserting in lieu inserting In lieu thereof 'secton 210(3) (3)
totissbscioshalbeefetvewtho
(C).'
toths usetinshllb efetvewihthereof a semicolon, and
"(G) Section 218(c) (6) (C) of such Act to
"(3) by adding at the end thereof the
evcs
repc o efredatraneestriking out 'section 210(l)' and
aeddby
paragraph:
new
ivdaeseildisuhmdfctoe-following
Service performed In Guam by a inserting In lieu thereof 'section 210(k)'
o
e"'(18)
cetta
uc
aasal
'(3) Section 211(a) (6) of such Act is
resident of the Republic Of the Philippines
Athnter date 17of enactent o .
In Guam On a temporary basis as a amended to read as follows:
ftrln17toisr:while
"(6) A resident of the Coammonwealth of
nonimamigrant alien admitted to Guam pur'rACn s Be TMs BrA?. or MAWsm

'(3) Section 316 of the Social Security
Amendments of 1958 Is amended by sejiking
out 'July 1. 1360 and inserting In lieu
thereof 'July 1. !161'.".

After lIne 21, to strike out:
or TEm RGA TO Oeua AN
XXKM

SuAnt to section 101(a) (16) (H) (U) of the

Immigration and Nationality Act (S U.S.C.
1101(a) (15) (H)(U); or'.
'(e) Section 210(h) of such Act is amended

to read Wfollows:

"'StWe
th DIS
-"(h) The terna -StAt.- intd
ABEICI SAO
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of
a) () ()
low
03. Th nex totrict
othe last Puerto Rico, the Virgin Isiande, Guam. -- 4
-~16a 1 ()Tenx
sentence of Section 202(i) of the Social AmgmSma'end
(f) Section 210(i) of such Act lo
u
SeuiyAtIsaeddb 5rkn
'Puerto Rico. or the Virgin Isl-Ande and In- amended to read ASfollows:
aertng In lieu thereof 'the Commonwealth
I 'uaitdstates
of Puerto RICo% the Virgin Islands, Guam.
"(i) The tern 'United States" when
or American SaMoa'.
'AB) The last sentence of such section used in A geographical sense means the
202(i) Is Amended by striking out land of States9, the District of Columbia. the Corns-c
ates, or the District Of Columbia' and zoonwealth at Puerto Ric00, the Virgin Islande, Ouam. and American Samoa.'
Inserting In l1ie thereo" 'sny State'.

Puerto Rico shall coampute his net earnings

from self employment in the earsmane
as acithme of the United States but without
regard to the provisions of section 983 of the

Internal Revenue Code Of 1354'.
'(..)(1) Seetion 1402(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1964 (relating to definition
of net earning from Self-employment) is
amended by strikng out the period at the
of paragraph (a) and inserting in lieu
th-ercI and', and by Inserting after pera
graph (8) the following new paragraph:
"'(9) the ta -pomesenion of the United
Statesd- As ued In Sections 931 (relating to
income from sources wfithin poesemiona of
the United States) and 982 (relating to elti
mans of possessions at VWeUnited States)
shall be deemned not to Inelieds the Virgin
Islands, GUAM or American Samoa.
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"(2) Clauses (v) and (vi) in the last sentence of such section 1402(a) are each
amended by striking out 'paragraphs (1)
through (7)' and inserting in lieu thereof
'paragraphs (1) through (7) and paragraph
(9)'.
,(1) The last sentence of section 1402(b)
of such Code (relating to definition of selfemployment Income) Is amended by striking
out 'the Virgin Islands or a resident of Puerto
Rico' and Inserting In lieu thereof 'the Cornmouwam.h
or Pmerico RcteVriIsands.
Guam orAmeicanSama'.the
"(in) Section 1403(b) (2) of such Code
(relating to cross references) Is amended by
inserting ', Guam., American Samoa,' after
'Virgin Islands'.
"1(is) Section 3121 (b) (7) of such Code (relating todfnto
femployment) 13
amended to read as follows:
"' (7) service performed in the employ of a
state or any political subdivision thereof, or
WV, Instrumentality of any one or more of
the foregoing which Is wholly owned thereby.
excapt that. this paragraph Shall not apply
In the case of"I'(A) service which. under subsection (J),.
constitutes covered transportation service, or
- ' (B) service in the employ of the Government of Guam or the Government of American Samoa or any political subdivision
thereof, or of any Instrumentality of any
one or mmrw of the foregoing which is wholly
owned thereby, performed by an officer or
employee thereof (including a member of the
legislature of anay such Government or political subdivision), and, for Purposes of this
title with respect to the taxes Imposed by
this chapter'(I) any person whose service as such an
officer or employee Is not covered by a retirement system established by a law of the
United States shall not, with respect to such
service, be regarded as an employee of the
United States or any agency or instrumentality thereof, and
'1ti) the remuneration for service described In clauss (i) (including fees paid
to a public efficial) shall be deemed to have
been psid by the Government Of Guam or
the Government of American Samoa or by
a political subdivision thereof or an nustrumentality of any one or more of the fore
going which Is wholly owned thiereby, whichever Is appropriate;',
"(0) Section 3121(b) of such Code Is furtiher amended"(1) by strikiog
out 'ce at, the end of
paarp
16,ltn
pararap (1)
"(2) by Btikting on' the period at the
end of paragraph (17) and inserting In lieu
thro"
i~ok
a
"(8) by adding at Vhe OMd thereof the
following new paragrpmh:
'(18) service performed In Guam by a
resident of the Republic of the Philippines
,while In GUam on a temporary basis as a
nnmi
Rant
allen dmitted to Gumpursnttseto 11()1)(1)(aU)o
h
Immigration wad Nationality Act (S U.C1101(a) (15) (R) (it)
C e'.
"(p) Section 3121(c) of such Code (relat149 to definittion CCState, United States,
Sa iie)i eddt
edas follows:
-'(C) STW1E. UNSITE BTATE5, ANMCSYEN.Pul p'rposes of this chapter.
"'.'1) braIE-T1' em
"Stat." Includes
the District of Columbia, the Comamonwealth
of Puerto RIco the Virgn Islands, Guin,
and1 American Samoa.
"'.(2) UNtE DrAu5.L-"he term "United

Statesl when use

in a geographical sense
fPuerto P~ico.
Jslawlk OuaM, ard Am5'i5fl

inldsteCaaowst
the Virgi

111111100.strumentallty
An Indivkhua Who Is a eliten of the Corn1100weSSth Of Puerto io (but not other-

WIaSa cUinea of the United States) shall

-
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bL considered. for purposes of this section.
rs a citizen of the United States.'
iq) (1) Subichapter C of chapter 21 of
ZrCh Code (general provisions relating to tax
under Federal Insurance Contributions Act)
is amended by redesignatIng section 3125 as
section 3126. and by Inserting after section
3124 the following new section:
SEC. 3125. lRETruSs IN vaiz CAns or GovERNMENrAL
Exps~oymes
xx
GUAM AND AMsERICAN SAMOA.
J.a) GUAM.-The return and payment of
taxes imposed by this chapter on the
income of individuals who are officers or
employees of the Government of Guam or
any political subdivision thereof or of any
instrumentality of any one or more of the
foregoing which is wholly owned thereby.
and those imposed on such Government or
political subdivision or instrumentality with
respect to having such individuals In its
employ. may be made by the Governor of
Guam or by such agents as he may designate.
The person making such return may. for
convenience of administration, make payments of the tax Imposed under section 3111
with respect to the service of such individUais without regard to the $4.300 limitation
in section 3121 (a) (1).
"'(b) AMURICAN SAMsOA-The return and
payment of the taxes imposed by this chapter on the Income of individuals who are
officers or employees of the Government of
American Samoa or any poiitical subdivision
thereof or of any instrumentality of any one
or more of the foregoing which Is wholly
owned thereby, and those Imposed on such
Government or political subdivision or Instrumentality with respect to having such
Individuals in Its employ. may be made by
the Governor of American Samoa or by such
agents as he may designate. The person
making such return may, for convenience of
administration, make paymente of the tax
imposed under section 3111 with respect to
the service of such individuals without regard to the $4.300 limitation in sectien 3121
(a) (I).'
"(2) The table of sections for such subchapter C Is amended by striking out
"
32.hotile'an
'e.32.
hr
il.
and inserting In lieu thereof:
" Sec. 3125. Returns In the ease of governmental employees In Guam
and American Smoaon
"'See. 3126. Short title.'
"()l to)1adjutment
to
uhCd
of tax) is
amen
Cded r~bye
ltin toadjstmnt f tx)
s aendd
b
adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph:Trauyornyofcemleorgny
'(a) GUAM a AXEESCANI Samo AS ZM-"
ewyxEL-Por purposes of this subsection. In
the case of remuneration received during any
calendar year from the Government of Guam,
the Government of American Samnoa' a political subdivision of either, or any Instu
mentality of any one or more of the foregoing which Is wholly owned thereby, the
Governor of Guam. the Governor of Amerncan Samoa, and each agent- dpslgnateed by
either who makes a return pursuant to setion 3125 shall be deemed a Separate emtployer.'
"(2) Section 6413(a) of such Code (relating
to adjustment of tax) Is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new Parasgraph:
-"'(3) Guam at AcMAN
ASSmOSAs EMrLOTma.-For purpeees of this subsection, In
the case of remuneration received during
any calendar year from the Government Of
um the Governm-±t of American Samoa.
a politca subdhiision. of either, or' any inof any one or mare of the
foregoing which Is W4.o11y owned thereby, the
Governor of Guam, the Governor of Amert-

~~)o

can Samoa, and each agent designated by
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either who makes a return pursuant to sec
tion 3125 shall be deemed a separate em
ployer.'
" (3) Section 6413 (c) (2) of such Code (re
lating to applicability of special rules to
certain employment taxes) la amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
subparagraphs:
" '(D)
GOVzsRNssxNTAL
EMPt.OYEES
IN
GuAmS-In the case of remuneration received
from the Government of Guam or any po
litical subdivision thereof or from any in
strumentality of any one or more of the
foregoing which is wholly owned thereby.
during any calendar year. the Governor
Of Guam and each agent designated by him
who makes a return pursuant to section 3125
(a) shall, for purposes of this subsection, be
deemed a separate employer.
"'(5 GOVERNMENTArL EMPLOYEES SN AMSER
SCANSAMOA.-In the case of remuneration re
ceived from the Government of American
Samoa or any Political subdivision thereof
or from any Instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing which is wholly owned
thereby, during any calendar year. the Gov
ernor of American Samoa and each agent
designated by him who makes a return pur
suant to section 3125(b) shall, for purposes
of this subsection, be deemed a separate
employer.'
"(4) The heading of such section 8413(c)
(2) is amended by striking out 'AND EmPLOYZES OF CERTAIN FoszeseN CORPORATIONS'
and inserting in lieu thereof '. EMPLOYEES OF
CERTAIN FOREIGN CORPORATIONS. AND GOVERN
MENTAL EMPLOYEES IN Guam AND AMERICAN
SAMOA.'
"(a) Section 7213 of such Code (relating
to unauthorized disclosure of Information)
is amended by redesignating subsection (d)
as subsection (e) anid by inserting after sub
section. (c) the following new subsection:
"'(d) DmavLosiuaza aT CESTAim DsusEcATrs
OF Secarrsxz.-AlI provisions of law reistIng to the disclosure of Information, and all
provisions of law relating to penalties for
unauthorized disclosure of information.
which are applicable in respect of any func
tion under this title when performed by
officer or employee of the Treasury De
partmnent are likewise applicable In respect
of such function when performed by any
person who is a "delegate" within the mean
ing of section 7701 (a) (12) (B).'
"(t) Section 7701(a) (12) of such Code
(relating to definition of delegate) is
amended
read as follows:
'(12) to
DELEGATE.
"'(A) I51 GENEEAL.-The term 'Secretary or
his delegate' means the Secretary of the
of the Treasury Department duly authorized
by the Secretary (directly, or Indirectly 'by
one or more redelegations of authority) to
perform the function mentioned or de
scribed In the context, and the term "or his
delegate" when used In connection with any
other official of the United States shall be
similarly construed.
"'-(B) P FOmAncz 0F CERTAIN FUNCTIONs
II ewAme on AMERItaNcsaMA-oThe term
"-delegat'.. in relation to the performance
of functos nGumo
AerianSao
with respect to the taxes Imposed by chaptern 2 and 21. also includes any officer or
employee of any other department or agency
of the United States, or of any Possession
thereof, duly' authorized by the Secretary
(directly, or Indirectly by one or more redelegations of authority) to perform such
functions.'
-(u) Section 30 of the organic Act of
Guam- (48 U.S.C.. see. 1421h) Is amended by
inserting before the period at the end
thereof the following: ': except that nothing
in this Act shall be construed to apply to
any tax imposed by chapter 2 or 21 of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954,'
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(Y)(1) The amendments wadt by sub- to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico of the
setio (a) shall apply only with respect to Insurance system under title XXof such Act,
relnterments after the date of the enact- the manner or consequences of such extentsion. or the status of any Individual with reumit of this Act. The smendments m"ad
by subsections (b). (c). and if) shall apply spect to whom the provisions so eliminated
Cnl7 with respect to service performed after are applicable.
"Doctor of Medicine.los
1960; except that Insofar as the carrying on
fte
11c 8
1
eto
0.()
or a trade or business (other than performh
Sc 0.()()Scin21()()o
ance of service as an employee) Is concerned,
read
a.
to
Is
emended
Act
Security
case
Social
such amendments shall apply only In the
of taxable years heginning after 1960. follows:
'(5) The performance of service by an
The amendments made by subsections
(d). (1). (o), and (p) shsll apply only with Individual in the exercise of his prfsinmother
respect to service performed alter i9o. as a Christian Science practitioner.'
(2) Section 211 (c) of such Act is further
The amendments made by subsections (h)
and (I) shall apply only In the case of tax-. amended by striking out the lest two &en.
and Inserting in Uieu thereof the
lbe
tences
1200.
able years beginning alter
susecions(c)
folowng:of
mde(n.b
amenmens
n .,
ecin ()
amnmntqae)y.
"The provisions of paragraph (4) or (5)
(q.and (r) shall apply only with respect
to (1) service in the employ of the Govern- shall not apply to servces (other than service
by a member of a religious order
performed
ment of Guam or any political subdivision
thereof, or any Instrumentality of any one who has taken a vow of poverty ss a member
or more of the foregoing wholly owned of such order) performed by an Individual
thereby, which is performed after 1960 And during the period for which a certificate
Wied by him under section 1402(e) of the
after the calendar quarter In which the SecInternal Revenue Code of 1954 In in afecretary of the Ifreasury receives ALcertific"(b) Section 210(a) (6) (C) (tv) of such
tion by the Governor of Guam that legslion hb- been enacted by the Govenmnt Act Is amended by striking Out all that 101..
of Gutam expressing Its desire to have the lows '1947' and Inserting in lieu thereof '(reInsurance system established by tile II of lating to certain student employees of hosthe Social Security Act extended to the of" pitals of the Federal Government: S U.S.C.
fosand employees of such Government 1052). other than as a medical or dental

August 20

by subsections (b). (c). (f). and (g) shall
apply only with respect to services performed
after 1960.
Iservice of Parent for Son or Daughter
"Sm. 105. (a) Section 210(a) (2) of the
Social Security Act Is amended to read as
nmi
evieb
'3
A
evc performedbyaIni
3 A
vidual In the employ of his sp~ouse. and servIce performed by a child under the age of
twentyon In the employ of his father or
I''(B) Service not In the course of the
employer's trade or business, or domestic
service In a private home of the employer.
Performed by an individual In the employ
his son or daughter:..
Section 3121(b)(3) of the Inlterfle
"o-ug(b)
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to definition
of employment) is amended to read as
foliowa:
"'1(3) (A) service performed by an Indi
vidual In the employ of his spouse, and servIce performed by a child under the age of
21 In the employ of his father or mother;
(B1) service not In the course of the
employer's trade or business, or domestic
service in a private home of the employer,
performed by an individual in the employ
of his son or daughter;'.
"(c) The amendments made by subsec
tions (a) and (b) shall apply only with re

and such political subdivisions and 1-tru- Intern, or a medical or dental resident In spect to service performed after 1960.
On page 61. at the beginning of line 16. to
mentalities, and (2) service In the em- training'.'.
"(c) Section 210(a) (13) of such Act Is change the section number from "106" to
ploy of the Government of American Samtoa
or any political subdivision thereof, or any amended by striking out all that follows the "105"; on page 65. after line 18. to strike out:
"(d) (1) Section 8121(h) of such Code (reInstrumentality of any one or more Of the* first semicolon.
"(d) (1) Section 1402(c) (6) of the internal Waing to definition of American employer)
foregoing wholly owned thereby, which is
performed after 196 and after the calendar Revenue Code of 1954 (realting to definition Is amended by striking out 'or' at the end of
quarter in which the Secretsij of lbtheT s. of trade or business) Ia amended to read as paragraph (4). by striking out the period at
end of paragraph (5) and Inserting in
WeYreceives a Certification by the Governor folw:the
of American Samoa that the Uo ermient of flos
lieu
thereof I. or'. and by adding at the end
by
an
service
of
performance
'(5)
the
the
Insurto
have
desires
Amerlcsn Samoa
ance system established bysuch title II az- Individual In the exercise of his poe Sio s thereof the following new paragraph:
'(a) a labor organization created or or
ritinScience practitioner.I
tenlded to the aclcers and employees of such
gantized In the Conal Zone. If such organiza
(2) Section 1402(c) of such Code to fur
Government and such political sudvsos
organization
a labor
lion
Is chartered by 501(c)
last two
the
strikingIn out
by
ta thr amended
nd e
and Instumentalities. 21e
'5) and exempt
lieu thereof the (desrie In seo
and Inserting
tax: under section 501(a)) created or
made by subsections (g) and (k aaB appY setnearm
In the United State..'
only In the case of taxable years beinning folwn:organized
"(2) Section 210(e) of the Social Security
after 160 exceptb that, insofar as they In- - 'The provision of paragraph (4) or (5)
votve the nonappitcation of section 932 of shall not apply to service (other thast Werie Act Is amended by striking out 'or (a)' and
the Internal Revenue Code of 134 to the performed by a member of a rdligous order Inserting In lieu thereof '(6) '. and by InsertVhIrgn Xsisnda for purpose. of chapter 2 of who has taken a vow of poverty as a member Ing before the period at the end thereof the
such Code and section 211 of the Socia Se- of such order) performed by an individual foliowing: ',oi (7) a labor organization ere
curity Act. such amendments shaHl he effc- during the period for which a certificate filed ated or organized In the Canal Zone. If such
organization Is chartered by a labor o: gani
tive in the cm of all taxable years with re- by him under subsection (e) Is In effect.'
"(e) (1) Section 1402(e) (1) of such Code zation (described in section 501(C)(5) of the
spect to which sich chaptar 2 (and crre-I
sponding provisions of prior law) and such (relating to filing of waiver certificate by Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and exempt
section 211 are applicable. The amend- ministers members Of religious Orders, and from tax under section 501 (a) of such Code)
mangnt made by subsections (3). (r). and (t) Christian Science practitioners) Is emend- created or organised in the United States'.
I"(3) For purposes of title II of the Social
shall take effect on the date of the enact- ed by striking out 'extended to service' and
meat of this Act; and there am authorized all that follows and 1,seUZin In lieu thereof Security Act. If
'(A) a citizen of the United States Is paid
to he appropriated such sns as may he 'extended to service described in subsection
remunematin for service performed after
uesceeary for the performance by any offcer (c) (4) or (c) (5) performed by him.
-"(2) Clause (A) of section, 1402(e) (2) of 1954 and before 1961 as an employee of an
or employee Of functions delegated to him
by the Seeretmey of the Treasury In aCC09d" such Code (relating to time for fiing waiver American employer (as defined inLsection
is ameded to read as foliow: 210(e) (7) of such Act);
canertifct)
by
suich
saaf
amendment
the
sue. with
II~udn
(B amounts are paid, as taxes Imposed
'(A) the, due date of the return
subslection Mt.
sections 0101 and 2111 of the Internal
'(2) The amendments made by subsec- any extension thereof) for his seodtxbeby
tions Ce) and (n) shall hae- application only year ending after 195 for whc ehsntRevenue Code of 1951, with respect to any
as expressly provided therein. end determi- earnings from aelf-employment (computed part of the remuneration paid In any calen
nation as to whether an ocer-or employee without regard to subsections (c) (4) and (c) dar quarter to such individual for such seryat ths Government of Guam or the Govern- (6)) of5400 or mo.e Any Part Of which wa Lsicand part of such amsounts, have been,paid
msent of American BaMo NWaMmpolitical derived from the performance of service de- before the date at the mnacinient of this
subdivtIonW thereof, or of any -asrunntal- scribed in subsection (c) (4) or (c) (5); or'. Act; and
"(C) no claim for credit or refund of such
"(I Section 312(b) (6) (C) (iv) of such
fty of anymon or morm of the foregoing which
is Wholiy owned thereby is an emPloyee of Code (relating to definition of employment) amounts paid with respect to such calendar
the United State. Or sany agency or istru- is'amended by striking out all that follows quater (other than a claim which would he
mentality thereof within the meanin of '1947" and inserting In lieu thereof '(relat- allowed If such services constituted employmy Provision Of law not affecte'd by suCh lng to certain student employes" Of hospitals mint for purposes of chapter 21 of such
amendment., shall he made witheut any In- at the pederal Goverument: S U.8.C. 1052), Code) lo filed prior to the expiration of the
other than as a medical or dental intern, or a period prescribed In section 6611 for filing
feraseos drawn from such anamet.
claim for credit or refund.
"(S) 21b repeal (by subsection (3)41)) of medical or dental resident In training.'
'(g) Section 3121 (b) (13) of 5110k Code is then the remuneration pald la such calen
secitio 219 of the Socia Security Act, and
(C), (1)' amended by striking out all that follows de quarter with respect to which suc
the elimination (by subesetis
amounts are timely paid shall be deemed
(h). a) (2). and J)(2)) at otheir proviions the first ginloolon.
to eonsttuto remuneration for employment."
-(h) The amendments mad. by subaee
se
oeof soft Act makng reference to
On page 00. at thes beginning od line 106 to
tions (a), (d). and (a) shall apply only with
tion 213. shan not be eansirueI as ebasugb
VW GRive date respect- to taxable yeasr ending on or alter strike out "(0)"-and Insert "(d)"II; aftear lie
or OhUNWINe affectingth
specfied In sch section for the admdon Decemnber W1. 1960. The amendments made IS. to strike out:
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1(2) The amendments made by pars- linmediately preceding the day on which his
praphs (1) and (2) of subsection (d) shall application Is filed' and inserting in lieu
be effective with respect to service per- thereof 'not less than one year immediately
formed after December 31, 1960.'
preceding the day on which his application
At the beginning of line 17. to strike out 1s filed',
"(3)"-and Insert "1(2)";1 In line 20. after the
"(d) The amendments made by this sec.
word "subsections", to strike out "(b). (c).
.Ion shall apply only with respect to monthand (d) -and Insert "(b) and (c)"1on page ly benefits under section 202 or the Sociai Se61. In the heading, In line 2. to strike out curity Act for months beginning with the
,"AN DhmTRATIOU'IAL om5 raNATioNs"; at the month in which this Act is enacted on the
beginning of line 3, to change the section basis of applications filed In or after such
number from '107" to "104'; at the begin- month."ning of line 12. to strike out (1)"and InOn page '75. at the beginning of line 23. to
sert "(11) or"; In the same line, after "1(12)". change the section number from "-208" to
to strike out the comma and "or (15)"I; on "207"; on page 81. at the beginning of line
page 62. at the beginning of line 1, to strike S. to change the section number from "209"
out '(11)," and insert "(11) or"; In the same to "208"; at the beginning of line 19. to
line, after '(12)". to strike out "or (15)";
change the section number from "210" to
after line 13. to strike out:
"209"; on page 82. after line 18. to Insert:
"Sac. 108. (a) Paragraphs (2) and (3) of
seton20g)o
heScalScuiyAcGZ'~"
42
o MNA
are each amended by striking out. "*50" and
'~any
inserting in lieu thereof '41'."
"Svc. 210. (a) Section 216(a) of the Social
At the beginning of line 17. to strike out Security Act in amended to read as follows:
'(b) I and insert "Sec. 105. (a) "; in line 18.
"'Retirement aep
after the word "paragraph", to strike out
'(18l) (added by section 103 of this Act)"
"'(a) The term "retirement age' means
and Insert "(17)"; at the beginning of line age sixty-two-.
20 ut"(9)
t srie
ad
nsrt"(8);
`(b) Subsections (q), (r). and (a) of secaferlne2.
to strike out:"1)
n nsr
1).
tion 202 of such Act are amended to read aso
"(e) Subparagraphs (B) and (C) of section follows:
3121 (a) (7) of the Internal Revenue Code of ' 'Ad justment of otd-age, wife's, and hus1954 (relating to definition of wages) are
bend's insurance benelft amounts Inl cceach amended by strikting. Out 'O50' and incordance with age of beneftciary
serting In lieu thereof '425' "1.
"' (q) (1) The old-age Insurance benefit of
On page 63. at the beginning of line 3, to any individual for any month prior to the
strike out " (d)"I and insert " (b)"; In line 5, month in which such indivIdual attains the
after the. word "paragraph", to strike Out age of sixty-five shall be reduced by'(10) (added by section 108 of this Act) "
"'I(A) five-ninths of 1 per centum, muitiand insert " (17)";. at the beginning of line 7. plied by
to strike out ' (19) " an insert " (16) ": at the
" '(B) the number equal to the number
beginning of line ii,. to strike out " (e)- and of months In the period beginning with the
Insert '(c)"1.In the same line, after the first day of the first month for which such
amendment Just above lsated, to strike out Individual is entitled to an old-age insur"The smendmenta made by subsections (a)
ance benefit and ending with the last day
and (c) shall apply only with respect to of the month before the month In which
remuneration paid after 1960'"; in line 13. such individual would attain the age of
after the word "subsections", to strike out stity-fire,
"(b) and (d)"I and insert I'(a) and (b) ": on
"'(2) The wife's or husband's insurance
page 64, line 12. after the word "he", to in- benefit of any Individual for any month
srt&
'(A)"' In line 14. after the word "or", after the month preceding the month In
to Insert '(B)'; In line 18, after the word which such individual attains retirement age
'benefits", to Insert a comma and 'but only and prior to the month In which such mndlIf (i) Proceedings for such adoption of the vidual attains the age of sixty-fire shall be
child had been Instituted by such individual reduced byIn or before the month in which began the
" '(A) twenty-five thirty-sixths of 1 per
period Of disability of such Individual which centum, multiplied by
still exists at the time of such adoption or
"'(B) the number equal to the number
Inivisuch adote
schildt.- w astivn wthe such of
months in the period beginning with the
inivdul
uc mnt."
n
a te
ouoffrst
day of the first month for which such
Page O8, In the heading, to insert 'TacUNMCAL
Individual is entitled to such wife's or busAM2u1MOOT
Wrus amxs~cr To-; in line D. band's (as the case may be) insurance beneafter the word "each", to strike. out* "four" fit and ending with the last day of the
and Insrd't'"tho";on apeage6,lne2s
fe
month before the month in which such inth od'f.whr tapasthe first time. dividua would attain the age of sixty-five,
to asterthe word
'four',
tod setre
"tout "four"e except that in no event shall such period
3.aniner th "wor; on- pag 74.ik oute 'fo2r,
start earlier than the first day of the month
to strike out:
In which such individual attains retirement
age,
'1TI5 wNTO ACQUIRR STATUS OP W~m,
In the eas of an Individual entitled to wife's
CW.D. Oa IUnstsAI
IN CUTrAIN CASES
insurance benefits, the preceding provisions
'SWc.207. (a) Section 216(b) of the Social of this paragraph shall not apply to the
Security Act Is amended by Striking out 'not benefit for any month in which such Ink"e than three years Immediately preceding dividual has In her care (Individually or
the day on which her application In filed' and jointly with the Individual on whose wages
Inserting In lieu thereof 'not lAss than one and self-employment Income her wife's
year i-mditely preceding the day On Insurance benefit Is based) a child enwhIch her pp~licatiOfl is filed',
titled to child's insurance benefits .on the
"(b) lbs Anrt sentence of section 216 (5)
basis of such weags and self-employment
Of such Act Is amended to read as follows: income, Y'th respect to any month In the
721h, term 'child!" means (1) the child or period spcified in clause 4B) of the first
legally adopted child of an Individual, and sentence of this paragraph, If (in the case of
(2) a stepchild who has been such step. an individual entitied to wife's Insurancechild for not lss than on. year Immediately benefits) such individual does not have in
preceding the day on which application for such month such a child in her cars (Inchild' Rinsurance benefits in fled or (it the dividusily or jointly with the Individual on
tosUred Individual is deceased) the day on whose waese and self-employment income
which such individual diedl.'
har wife's Insurance benefit Is based), she
"(e) 1eetioU 116(f) Ot Such Act Is amended shall be deemed to have such a child In her
by sutre soft 'not ieee than thr~e Tear
care in such month gmr the purpoesm at the
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preceding sentence unless there is in effect
for Such month a certificates filied by her
with the Secretary. in accordance with regu
lations prescribed by him. In which she
elects to receive wife's insurance benefits re
duced as provided In this subsection. Any
certificate fled pursuant to the preceding
sentence shall be effective for purposes of
such sentence-
- '(1) for the month In which It is filed.
and for any month thereafter, if In such
month she does not have such a child in her
care (individually or jointly with the Indi
vidual on whose wages and self-employment
income her wife's insurance benefit Is based),
and
''(ii) for the period of one or more con
secuitIve months (not exceeding twelve) inm
mediately preceding the month In which
such certificate Is filed which i3 designated
by her (not Including as part of such period
month in which she had such a child
In her care (individually or jointly with the
individual on whose wages and self-employ
ment Income her wife's Insurance benefit is
bsd
bSd)

If such a certificate is fled, the period re
ferred to In clause (B) of the first sentence
thsprarp
shall commence with the
first
of the isfirst
month to(I)a for
which
such day
Individual
entitled
wife's
in
aurance benefit, (UI) which occurs after the
month preceding the month in which she
attains retirement age, and (lii) for which
such certificate is effective.
"'(3) In the case of any individual who
is entitled to an old-age insurance benefit to
which paragraph (1) Is applicable and who,
for the first month for which such Individual
Is so entitled (but not for any prior month)
or for any later month occurring before the
month In which such individual attains the
age of sixty-five. Is entitled to a wife's or
husband's insurance benefit to wnicns parsgraph (2) Is applicable, the amount of such
wife's or husband's Insurance benefit for
any month prior to the month In which such
IndividuAl attains the age of sixty-five shall,
In lieu of the reduction provided in pars
praph (2), be reduced by the Sum of
- '(A) an amount equal to the amount by
which such old-age Insurance beeneft for
such month Ia reduced under paragragh (1).
plus
"'(B) an -amunt equal to
"'(I) the number equal to the number of
months speified In clause (B) of paragraph
(2) .multiplied by
"'(U) twenty-five thirty-sixths of 1 per
centum, and further multiplied by
"'(iii) the excess of such wife's or hus
band's Insurance benefit (as the case may
be) prior to reduction under this subsection
over the old-age insurance benefit prior to
reduction under this subsection.
"(4) ins the case of any individual who 13
or was entitled to a wife's 3r hsad's
i
surance benefit to which paragraph (2) is
applicable and who, for any month after
the first month for which such Individual
Is or was so entitled (but not for such firt
month or any earlier month) occurring be
fore the month In which such Individual at
tains the age of sixty-five, Is entlitled to an
old-age Insurance berneft, the amount of
such old-age insurance benefit for any month
prior to the month In which Such Individual
attains the age of sixty-five shall, In lieu of
the reduction provided In paragraph (1),
be reduced by the sum&of
" I(A) an amount equal to the amount by
which such wife's or husband's (as ths case
may be) Insurance benefit Is reduced under
paragraph (2) for such month (or. If such
Individual Is not entitied to a wife's or busband's Insurance benefit for such month, -by
an amount equal to the amount by which
such besneft was reduced for the last month
for which such Indlividual was entitled to

Such a bluaaf) ,phmn
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- '(B) If the old-a~ge insurance benefit for
such month prior to reduction under this
subsection exceeds such wife's or husband's
(masthe case may be) insurance benefit prior
to reduction under this subsection, an
amount equal to.,..'(I) the number equal to the number of
months specified In clause (B) -of paragraph
(l). muitiplied by
"'(1i) five-ninthis of 1 per centum. and
frhrmlilebymonths,
"'(Iii) the excess of such old-age insurwife's or husbands (as
such
overcsema
Sace benefit thb)
nsracebeefther
e)
asemay
the
I' (5) in the case of any Individual who Is
for
entitled to an old-age Insurance benefit
th month in which much individual attains
the age of sixty-five or any month thratr
much benefit for such month shall, if such
Individual was also entitled to such benefit
for any one or more months prior to the
month in which such individual attained the
age Of sixty-five and such benefit for any
such prior month was reduced under paragraph (1) or (4), be reduced as provided In
such paragraph, except that there shaUl be
subtracted, fromn the number specified in
clause (B) of such paragraph"'(A) the number equal to the number of
months for which such benefit was reduced
under such paragraph, but for which such
benefit was subject to deductions under Paragraph (1) or (2) of section 203(b), and except that, In the case of any such benefit
under paragraph (4), there also shall
rduced
subtracted from the numer specified In
be
clause (B) of paragraph (2), for the purpome
of computing the amount referred to In
clause (A) of paragraph (4)I '(B) the number equal to the number of
months for which the wife's or husband's (as
the case may be) insurance benefit was reduced under such, paragraph (2), but for
which such benefit was subject to deductions
under paragraph (1) or (2) of section 203(b).
Under section 203(c), or under section
222(b),
"(C) in case of a wife's insurance benefit,
then number equal to the number of months
occurring after. the first month for which
such benefit was reduced under pnrsgraph

(2) In which such Individual had In her cars
(individually or jointly with the Individual

on whose wages and self-employment income
such benefit is based) a child of such Individual entitled to child's insurance benefits,
and
"'(D) the number equal to the numberf of
months for whidch such wife's or hUsband's
(as the case may be) Insurance benefit Was
reduced under much paragraph (2), but In
or after which such Individual's entitlement
to wife's or husband's insurance benefits
was terminated because such Individual's
spouse ceased to be under a disability, not
including in such number of months any
month after such termlnatiou in which Such
individual was entitled to wife's or husbands IMinsranc benefits,
Such Subtraction shall be made only It the
total of such months specified In clauses (A),
(B), (C), and (D) of the preceding sentence
Is not lba tha three, I'sr purposes of
clause (3) and (0) of thie paragraph, the
wife's Or husband's insurance benefit of an
individualshall not be considered terminated

far any reaon prior to the month In which
much~ individual 5tt5i1)s the age of sixty-five,
"'(6) in the case of any individual who
is entitled to a wife's or husband's insurmance benefit for the month In which much
individuSI attains the age of sixty-five or
any month thereafter, such benefit for such
month shall, if such individual was also entitled to such benefit for any one or more
months prior to the month In which such

individual attained the age of sixty-five and
such benefit for Sany such prior month was
reduce~d-under paragraPh. _(2) or (3). be
hedueed as provided In such paragreph, exnop that there shall be subtracted fro

the number specified in cliuse (B) of such
ParagraPh-"(A) the number equal to the number
of months for which such benefit was reduced under such paragraph, but for which
such benefit was subject to deductions under
section 203(b) (1) or (2). under section
203(c). or under section 222(b).hubn'
in case of a wife's Insurance bene-(B)
'
fit, the number equal to the number o
occurring after the first month for
which such benefit was reduced under such
Individual had In
paragraph, In which such
care (individually or jointly with the
nsuancebennt.benefit
individual on whose wages and selfpoy
ment income such benefit Is based) a child
of such Individual entitled to child's insur-

clause (A) or mclause (B) Of paragraph (8).
or under clause (A) or clause (B3) of Para
graph (4) Is not a multiple of *0.10. It shall
be reduced to the next lower multiple of

60.10.

"Pesme 1jiuta of applcation by indi
vidual cigi'ble for old-ey and wife's or
zsrceeeft
haeds~sruebnft

'(r) Any Individual who becomes entitled

to an old-age insurance bneft for any
month prior to the month in which such in
and who
dividual attains the age of sixty-fiveInsurance
wife's or husband's
Is eligible for a same
month shall be deemed
for the
ot
nsc
plcto
aeflda
t
thescas mayt
wife's or hsandps(ato
forhv
who
(a
Anyindvidale
hubendfis.
be) winesuorac
en~titled to a wife's or husband's
h
isrnebnftfraymnhpirt
attan the
ondividual
suchani
enewich
monthrnci
h
tan
hc uhidvda
mnhI
age cc sixty-five and who Is eligible for an
month
same
the
old-age Insurance benefit for
shell be deemed, unless (in the case of an
individual entitled to wife's insurance bene

nebnftadbecomes
'(C) the number equal to the number
of months for which such wife's or husband's
(as the case may be) insurance benefit was
reduced under such paragraph, but in or
after which such Individual's entitlement to
wife's or husband's Insurance benefits was
terminated because such individual's SPOUSe
individual has In such month In
ceased to be under a disability, not including fits) such (individually
or jointly with the
in such number of months any month after her care
wages and self-employ
such termination in which such Individual individual on whosewife's
insurance benefits
was entitled to wife's or husband's Insurazice ment income her entitled to child's insur
are baned) a child
benefits,
of such wages and
basis
the
on
benefits
ance
such
any
afld except that, In the case of
to, have filed an
benefit reduced under paragraph (3), there self-employment Income,
month for old-age In
also shall be subtracted from the number application In such
of this sub
purposes
For
benefits,
specified In claume (B) of paragraph (1), for aurance
shall be deemed eligible
an Individual
the amount re- section
of computing
the purpose
upon filing
if,
month
a
for
benefit
a
for
(3)_
f erred to in clause (A) of paragraph
ben entitledtto such
' (D) the numbe equial toth nube o apind tiouawtdhavefo
osc
enette
mnh.v
months for which the old-age insurance ben- benefitiuforuld
mnh
Wfit was reduced under such paragraph .1)befifosu
- ' Disability insurance beneficiary
but for which such benefit was subject to
'(a)(1) If any Individual becomes endeductions under paragraph (1) or (2) of
to a widow's Insurance benefit, widow
tited
sectiOn 208(b).
or parent's insurance
Such subtraction shall be made only If the er's insurance benefit, before
the month in
total Of such Months specified In clauses (A).* benefit for a month
attains the age of
Individual
such
which
(B), (C), and (D) Of the preceding Sentence
5hlLY-ave. or becomes entitled to an oldIs not Iem than three,
insurance bene
"'(7 In the case of an individual who is age Insurance benefit, wife's benefit for a
entitled to an old-age Insurance benefit to fit, or husband's Ininsurnce
in which such in
Which paragraph (5) is applicable and who, month before the month
sixty-five which is
for the month in which such Individual at- dividuSl attains the age of
of subsection
tains the age Of sixtY-fiVe (but not for any reduced under the provisions

prior month) Or for any later month, Is en-

(q). such indirldual may not thereafter be-

Insurance benefits, and husband's insurance
benefita after reduction unde section 203(a)
and application of section 215(g). If the
emmeat of many reduction acosputedt une
peragpaph (1), gode paragraph (2). under

"(0) Subeectian 202(3) (2) at such Act is
amended to read as follows:
-"'(2) Netwithstandlng the provisions of
paragraph (1). an Individual may, at his
tttllinien to old-age insur
Option, waive

entitled to disability insurance benefits
titled to a wife's or husband's iarnecome
benefit, the amount of such wie'les or hus- under this title.
" -(2) It an individual would, but for the,
band's insurance benefit for any month shall
(k) (2) (B) * be en
be reduced by an amount equal to the proyssions of subsection
month to a disability insar
aMMUnt by which the old-age insurance bene- titled for anyand
or husband's
wife's
to a
fit Is reduced under paragraph (5) for such ance benefit
Insurlhice benefit, subeection (q) shall be
Month.
or husband's In.
"'(8) In the cas of an Individual who is applicable to such wife's case may The) for
or was entitled to-4LWife's or husband's In- surance benefit (asto the
extent it exceeds
the
only
surance benefit to which paragraph (2) was such month
disability insurance benefit for such
applicable and who, for the month in which such
suich individual attains the age of sixty-five month_
.'(3) 'The entitlement of any individual to
(but not for any prior month) or for any
disability insurance benefits shall terminate
later month, Is entitled to an old-age inwith the month before the month in which
awrance benefit, the amount of such old-ag
becomes entitled to old-age
Insurance benefit for any month shall be much Individual
insurance benefits.
amount
the
to
reduced by an amount equal
"(c) So much of much section 20'l(b) (1) as
by which the wife's or -husband's (as the
Is amended by striking
c~se may be), insurance benefit Is reduced follows clause (C)entitled
to an old-age or
'she. becomes
out
If
under paragraph (6) for such month (or,
based on a pri
such Individual is not entitled to a wise's or disability insurance benefit
which la equal to or
husband's insurance benefit for such month, mary Insurance amount
or disability
old-age
an
of
by (i) an amount equal -to the amount by. exceeds One-half of her husband,'.
which such benefit for the ba~t month for iurcebenefit
"(d) (1) Clause (D) of subsection (a) (1)
which such individual was entitled thereto
by striking
-asreduced, or (11)If smuller, an amount at such section 202 Is amended
to an old-ag
equal to the amount by which such benefit out 'or he becoines entitled
Insurance benefit equal to or
would have been reduced unde pargraph- or disability
of the primary insurance
(6) for the month in which such iniiulexceeding one-half
Wife.',.
his
of
mossat
attained the age of sixty-five if entitlmet
"(2) Subeection (c) (3) of such section 202
to much beneflt had not terminated befor
Is amendedl by stulking out 'Such and In
such month),as provided
"(3) The preceding paragraphs shall be meltIng In lieu thereof 'Except
applied to old-ag insurance benefits, Wie's in subsectiofi (q). such'
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&nee bmensft, wife's Insurance benefits, or
husboind's insurance, benefits for any one or
more consecutive months which occur- (A) after the month before the month
in which such individual attains retirement
age,
- (B3) prior to the month In which such
individual attains the aeV of sixty-fire, and
I '(C) prior to the month In which such
individual Ailes anpplcation for such benefits;
and, In such case, such individual shall not
be considered as entitled to such benefits for
any such month or months before he flied
such application. An Individual Shall be
deemed to have waived such entitlement for
any such month for which such benefit
would, under the second sentence of parsgraph (1). be reduced to zero.'
' (f) Section 3121 (a) (9) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 la amended to read as
follows:
"'1(9) any payment (other than vacation
or-sick pay) made to an employee alter the
month In which he attains the age of sixytwo, If such employee did not work for the
employer in the period for which such payment Is made; or'.
"(g) (1) The amendment made by subuection (a) shall apply only In the case of
lump-sumt death payments under section
202(i) of the Social Security Act with re1860. ad
t
inthecseorrnmonthly Otbenefits
spec tod deathecseofurrngatery Otbere it
under title II of such Act for months after
October 1960 on the basis of applications
a"ie after the date of enactment of this
Act.
"(2) Forpurpoescoosection2l5(b) (3) (B)
at the Social Security Act (but subject to
Fpargrph (1) of this Subsection)"(A) a man who attains the age Of sixtytwo prior to November 1960 and who was
not eligible for old-age insurance benefits
under section, 202 of such Act (as in affect
prior to the enactment of this Act) for any
month prior to November 1960 shall be
deemed to have attained the age of sixtytwo In 1960 or. If earlier, the year in which
he died;
'(B an Individual shalI not, by reason
at the amendment made by subsection (a).
be deemed to be a fully Insured individual
befor November 1960 or the month in
wbich he died, whichever month is the
earlier; and
"(C) the amendment -mnade by subsection
(a) shall not be applicable in the case of
any individual who was eligible for old-age
insurnce benefits under such section 202
for any month prior to November 1960.
An individual shall, for purposes Of this
paragraph, be deemed eligible for old-age
insurance benefits under section 202 of the
Social Security Act for any month If he
werwould have been, upon Miing aPPlicatins therefor in such month, ent itled to
such benefits for such month.
"(2) For purposes of aecti-n 209 (i) of such
Act, the amendmenlt made ey subsection (a)
shall apply Only with respet to reSumuf
,a
tion paid after October 1960.
'(h) (I) The amendments made by subeactiodls (b) the'ough (a) shall take effect
November ., 1960, and shall be applicable
with respect to monwthly benefits under title
II of the SoCia Security Act for months
after October 1900.
"(2) The amendment made by subsec-.
tIOn1 (f) shall be effeCtive with respect to
21"Uneration paid after October 1960.
On pag 100, aftW line 13. to Inser:

"msanhan en Tin 558mm necose iLuarrAnzoN
"Sec. 211. (a) (1) Paragraphs (1) and (2
Of ebseetion 203(e) of the BociW Security
Act an eachi amended by striking out
'91.200 wherever it, appears therein and insorting in. ieu thereof '$I.800. and (2) such
PaZ56raphs and paragraph (1) of subsection
(9) Of Such section are each amended by
sikum" eat '*1100 timee' wherever it appears
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therein and Inserting in lieu thereof '3150 administration pursuant to agreements un
times'
der any Federal unemployment wompensa
*`(b)The amendments made by subsection law, except the Temporary Unemploy
tion (a) shall be effective, In the case of any ment Compensation Act of 1958. as
Individual, with respect to taxable years of amended).
such individual ending after 1960."
" . (ii) the establishment and maintenance
On page 101. line 22. after the word "sec- of systems of public employment offices In
tion'. to strike out "208" and Insert "207";
accordance with the Act of June 6. 1933. as
on page 102. line 4. after the word "section'. amended (29 U.S.C.. secs. 49-49n). and
to strike out "203" and Insert "207"; In
" '(11i) carrying Into effect section 2012 of
line 23, after the word "section". where It title 38 of the United States Code;
occurs the second time, to strike out "208
.
(B) such amounts as the Congress may
and Insert "207": on page 114. line 22, deem appropriate for the necessary expenses
after the word "of". to strike out "a woman" of the Department of Labor for the per
and Insert "an Individual"; on page 115. formance of Its functions under
line 2. after the word "Which", to strike out
" '(I) this title and titles M and XII of
"she" and Insert "such individual"; under this Act.
the heading "Title V-Employment Secur"I'(ii)
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act.
Ity". on page 131. after line 19. to strike
"'(III) the provisions of the Act of June
out:
6. 1933. as amended.
"Part I-Short title
"' (iv) subchapter II of chapter 41 (except
"Swc. 501. This title may be cited as the section 2012) of title 38 of the United States
'Employment Security Act of 1960'.
Code, and
"Pert 2-Employment securit, adinsta(v) any Federal unemployment compen
_atioalmwexstprtheTemporary
Unemploy
tive Ainancing amendments
mettntlw
Com
epeatioAthoe 98.amedd
XMISWD5WSOF TX2?LZ12 OF THE5 SOCIAL
" '(2) The Secretary of the Treasury Is di
AEUST
CT
rected to pay from the employment security
"Stw. 521. Title LX of the Social Security administration account Into the Treasury as
Act (42 US.C., sec. 1101 and following) Is miscellaneous receipts the amount estimated
amended to read as foliows:
by him which will be expended during a
r
mr-551cuLAwEous PflovisioNs as
three-mouth period by the Treasury Depart
ment for the performance of its functions
LA5TINGE
T0 ZMPLC MENTSE?5CUSIT'r
under"'Employmnent Security Administration
I"'(A) this title and titles MI and XI! of
account
this Act, including the expenses of banks for
" Establishment of account
servicing unemployment benefit payment and
"'Sw 901. (a) There is hereby established clearing accounts which are offset by the
In the U'nemployment Trust Fund an em- maintenance of balances of Treasury funds
pomn
euiyamnsrto
con.wt
uhbns
secrityeamenisrationaccoutewit-loymet
suchbanks
'Appropriations to account
an()d
s edrlUepoyetTxAt
-'(b) (l) There Is hereby appropriated to
I"'(C) any Federal unemployment compen
the Unemployment Trust Fund for credit cation law with. respect to which responsi
to the employment security administrability for administration IS vested in the
tiop account, out of any moneys in the Secretary of Labor.
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the In determining the expenses taken Into ac
fiscal year ending June 80. 1961. and for count -under subparagraphs (B) and (C).
each fiscal year thereafter, an amount equal there shall be excluded any amount attrib
'to 100 percent of the tax (including In- utable to the Temporary unemployment
tereat. penalties, and additions to the tax)
Compensation Act of 1958. as amended. Ifilt
received during the fiscal year under the subsequently appears that the estimates un
Federal Unemployment Tax Act and ccv- der this paragraph in any particular period
ered into the Treasury,
were too high or too low, appropriate adjust
"'(2) The amount appropriated by paraments shall be made by the Secretary of the
graph (1) shall be transferred at least Treasury in future payments.
monthly from the general fund of the 1,tress
"'Additional Tax Attributable to Reduced
ury to the Unemployment Trust Fund and
Creits
credited to the employment security admin
istration account. Each such transfer shall
(d) (1) The Secretary of the Treasury Is
be based on estimates made by the Secretary d'rected to transfer from the employment
of the Treasury of the amounts received in security administration account
the Treasury. Proper adjustments shall be
" (A) To the Federal unemployment ac
made In the amounts subsequently trans- count, an amount equal to the amount by
ferred. to the extent prior estimates (includ- which
ing estimates for the fiscal year ending June
(I) 100 per centum of the additional tax
30, 1960.) were in excess of or were less thuane received under the Federal Unemployment
the amounts required to be transferred.
Tax Act with respect to any State by reason
"'(3) The Secretary of the Treasury Is of the reduced credits provisions of section
directed to pay from time to time Zithe 3302(c) (2) or (3) of such Act and covered
employment security administration account Into the Treasury for the repayment of ad
into the Treasury, as repayments to the ac- vances made to the State under section 1201.
count for refunding internal revenue collecexceeds
tions, amounts equal to all refunds made
"'(U1) the amount transferred to the ac
after June 30. 1960. of amounts renceived as count of such State pursuant to subpara
tax under the Federal Unemployment Ta
graph (B) Of' his paragraph.
Act (including Interest, on such refuds).
Any amount transferred pursuant to this
'~Utt
subparagraph shall be credited against, and
shmnsraieEpndtrstall
operate to reduce, that balance of ad- '(c) (1) There are hereby authorized to
vances, made under section 1201 to the State.
be made available for expenditure out of the with respect to which employers paid such
employment security administration account additional tax.
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1961. and
"'-(B) To the account (in the Unemploy
for each fiscal year thereafterment Trust Fund) of the State with respect
"'I(A) such amounts (not In excess of to which employers paid such additional tax.
9330.000.000 for any fiscal year) as the Con- an, amount equal to the amount by which
gress may deem appropriate fcr the puirpx-e
such additional tax received and covered into
ofthe Treasury exceeds that balance of ad
-'it) assisting the States in the admin- vances, made under section 1201 to the Stale.
Irtration of their unemployment compemawith respect to which employers paid such
tion laws as provided In title MI (Includiog additional tax.

~
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If. for any taxable year. there In with&respect
to any State both a balance described In aec-tiOnl SS0(c) (2) of the Federal Unemploymeat33
Tax Act and a balance described in section
02(c) (3) of such Act, this paragraph
shall be applied separately with respect to
sectiOn 3302(c) (2) (and the
deecrlbed therein) and separately with respect
to sectIon 330(c) (3) (and the balance described therein).
"' (2) The Secretary of the Treasury Is dtrected to transfer from the employment security administration account"'(A) To the general fund of tk-.e Treasury,
an amount equal to the amount by which"'(1 100 per centum of the additional tax
receiVed under the Federal Unemployment
Tax Act with respect to any State by reason
Of the reduced credit provision of section 1014
of the Temporary Unemployment compensation Act of 1935. as amended, and covered
into the Treasury. exceds
"'(11) the amount transferred to the
account of such State pursuant to subparagrap
tis (B)of
pragrph.shall
pah(8) Tof this parounraph.
'()Th
con
i he Unemployment Truat Fund) of the State with respect
to which employers paid such additional tax,
an amount equal to the amount by which- MI such
additional tax received and
covered Into the Treasury, exceeds
- (U1)the total amount restorable to the
T
Ureauy
under section 104 of the Temporary
Unemployment Compensation Act of 1958. as
amended. an limited by Public Law 83--437.'
"(3) Transfers under thin subsection shall
be as Of the beginning of the month succeedlng. the month In which -the moneys were
credited to the employment security administrastion account pursuant to subsection
(b)
2).Of
((1.(a),-

-
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of Excess and Amount To
Be Retained in Employment Security Administration Account
"(f) (1) The Secretary of the Treasury
shall determine as of the close of each fiscal
year (beuinning with the fiscal year ending
June 30. 1961) the excess In the employment
security administration account.
"'(2) The excess In the employment secu-.
rity adminiatratton account as of the close
o1 any fiscal year In the amount by which
the net balance In such account as of such
time (after the application of section 902(b)
exceeds the net balance in the employment
se'curit' y adrninistration account as of the b~eginning of that fiscal year (including the
fiscal year for which the excess In being
computed) for which the net balance was
higher than as of the beginning of any other
suth fiscal year.
.. (3) If the entire amount of the excess
determined under paragraph (1) as of the
close of any fiscal year is not transferred
to the Federal unemployment account, there
be retained (as Of the beginning of the
succeeding fiscal year) In the employment
security administration account so much of
the remainder as does not increase the net
balance in such account (as of the beginning of such succeeding fiscal year) above
*2.5.OW.0."()1
"'(4 Pbs' the purposes of this section.
the net balance In the employment security
administration account as of any time is the
amount in such account as of such time
reduced by the sum of"'(A) the amounta then subject to transfer pursuant to subaection Id), and
" '(B) the balance of advances (plus Intereat accrued thereon) then repayable to the
revolving fund established by subhsection
-'Determination

tion of aection 1203 with respoct to the excess in the employment security admints
tration account as of the close of any fiscal
year. there remains any portion of such eX
cess. the remainder of such excess shall be
transferred (as of the beginning of the asuc
ceedinig fiscal year) to the accounts of the
States In the Unemployment Trust Fund.
'(2) Each State's share of the funds to
be transferred under this subsection as of
any July 1
" -(A) shall be determined by the Secre
tary of Labor and certified by him to the
Secretary of the Treasury before that date
on the basis of reports furnished by the
States to the Secretary of Labor before June
1. and
"' '(B) shall bear the samne ratio to the
total amount to be so transferred as the
amount of wager. subject to contributions
Under such Stats's unemployment Compen.
satlon law during the proceeding calendar
ycar which have been reported to the St-ate
before 16ay 1 bears to the total of wages subJect to contributions under all State unem
ployment Compensation laws during such
caiendar year whbich have been reported to
the Stntes before May 1.
"'Limitations on Transfers
"'b(1IfteSctayoLbrfid
h Sce
fLbrfn
that on July 1 of any fiscal year
"'(Al a Stat, Is not eligible for certifica
tion under section 303. or
"'.(B) the law of a State is not approvable
under section 3304 of thse Federal TUlemxployr.
ment Tax Act.
then the amount available for transfer to
such State's account shall, in lieu of being
so transferred, be transferred to the Federal
unemployment account as of the beginning
such July
during
the fiscal year
beginning
on 1.
suchHf.July
1, the
Secretary of
-')1)-'Revolving
Fund
The net balance in the employment se- Labor finds and certifies to the Secretary of
-'O()There is hereby established in curity administration account as of the be- the Treasury that such State is eligible for
the Treasury a revolving fund which shall ginning of any fiscal year shall be determined Certification under section 303. that the law
be availablea to make the advances autijorixed after the disposition of the excess In such of such State In approvable under such sec
by this subsection. There are hereby, au- account as of the close Gf the preceding tion 3304, or both, the Secretary or the
thorized to be appropriated, without fiscal fsca.l Year.
Treasury shalt transfer such amount from
year limitation, to such revolving fund much -'Tran~slers between Federal unemaploymenet the Federal unemployment account to the
amnounts as may be necessary for the purposes
account end employment security edmin- account of such State. If the Secretary
of this section.
istafioss account
of labor does not so find and certify to the
"'(2) The Secretary of the Treasury in di"'Transfers to Federal Unemployment
sertr
of the Treasury before the close
rected to advance from time to time from
Account
of such fiscal year then the amount which
the
evolingfundto
scu-was
t~emloymnt
available- for
such State's
rthe revoling futind tounthe emlo meuntets- Sac. 902, (a) Whenever the Secetar
of account as Of July 1transfer
Of such to
fiscal year shall
as may be necessary for the purposes of thI. the Tlreasury determines pursuant to sec (as of the close of auch fiscal year) become
section. If the net balance in the employ- tion 901(f) that there is an excess in the unrestricted as to use as part of the Federal
ment security administration account as of employment security admlnlatration account Unemployment account.
the beginning of any fiscal, year In $250.- as of the close of any fiscal year, there shaall
"'(2) The amount which, but for this
000.30, no advance may be made under thsb
transferred (as of the beginning of the paragraph, would be transferre to the ac
subsection during such fiscal year.
succeeding fiscal year) to the Federal ulnem- cuto
tt
ne
uscin()o
account the total amount of such pararap
O a 1f
thisUde subsection shall be
M()Avancea to the employment secu- excess Or so much thereof as In required
to Preduced (but noftbelo sum)byecthenbalance
rity administration account made under thin increase the amount In the Federal unem- ofedvaces made
ntbeo
Staalnde
the
)b
nsctio
subsection shaIl bear Interest until repaid at pOfetacut
owihvroftefl
21 Thessmadby whic Suche amunte
isre-to
a rate sque;. to the average rate of interest plowiengsth pesoutertoucede
shall-efo
(computed as of the end of the calendar lo-gI
h
rae:10.Te
u
ywihsc
muti
e
moth next Preceding the data of such ad"M(I SSO.0
or
be tranafesred toor retained in (as
vanc) llbrneby
nterst earng blia'(2) The amount (determined by the the '(A)
Case
may
be)
the
Federal
unemployment
a born
te
byall interesthbemfrming
obia
secretary of Labor and certified by him to account, and
paons af the pUnit edbtt:es ptthat where the Secretary of the Treasaury) equal to for
a '(B) be credited against, ad operate to
such sweag. rate In not a multIple of one- tentha of 1 per centumn 'af the total wages
ue
eighth of 1 per centum, the rate of interest subject to contributions under all StaterduSheal be the multiple of one-eighth of I e unemployment compensation law for th
"'(1 the
firt, any balance at advancee made
centums nex lower than such average rate.
fo
ie
eredn
uigte
fsayerbefore
date of the enactment of the Em
'(4 toth
Avace eplymet
eeorwhich the excess is determined,
ployment Security Act of 1960 to the State
mplymen sets-under
he
to
section 1201. and
uity administration account made under this - 'Trans~fers to Employment Security Admin"(ii)
second, any balance of advances
suassection, plus interest accrued thereon,
intratlon Account
mad. on or after such date to the state un
&banbe repalt! by the transfer from time to
"'(b
The amount, if any, by which the der section 1201,.
thme. IeIthe
employment; security admin- amount In the Federal unempIoym6.ut aC
Istratiam aeeosmt to thel revolving fund, of count as of the close of any fiscal year ex"'Use of Transferred Amounts
suc amounts Me the Secretary 01 the Trees- ceeds the preater of the amounte specified In
- (t) (1)
Mccept as provided in paragraph
WaY,In consultation withl the Secretar of PararaiPhs (1) and (2) of suheectlon (a) (2). amounts transferred to the account of a
LabU'r determines to he available la the em- shall he transferred to the employment as" State Pursuant to subsections (a) and ib)

~balance

~')ploymient

~(4)Advnce

piagmealt Seurity administration account curity administration account as of the
for such repayment- Any amount trans- close of such fiscal year,
fened as a repayment une this Paragraph - Assaoato trsawlerred to Stf
out
bshalbe eredited against, anid shill operate
- 'n
ereras"2)aStat
to reduns, any balance of advances (plusMkGn"1'2)ASaemy
aowuad Interest) repayable unde this sub- 'Se. 906. (a) (1) ftceptI
provided tit
890111
011be000111
(b). whenever, after the applies-

shell be used only In the payment of cash
benefits to Indilvidunat with respect to their
unemployment, oeziu
atveo
expenses of ad
ayoesin t
peii
usun oaseii
appropriation made by the legislative body
of the state. usa inone withdrawn from
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its scoumnt in the payment of expenses in-

Fund only on such terms sA to proyide an In-

curred by it for the admlfintratiofi of -its vestment yield not less than Ud 34isd VhiCh
uneMPloyment cOmpensatiOn law and pub- would be required In the case of spec" Ohligatlons if issued to the Fund upon the
Ut. employment offices if and only if-(A) the purposes and amounts were date of such acquisition. Advsnces made to
specified In the law msking the approPri- the Federal unemployment account pursuant
section 1203 shall not be invested.
"Ion.to
" Sale or Redemption of Obligations
- (B) the App~ropriation law did not aubythe
"c)
nyolgtnsaqie
tborixe the obligation of such money after
issudby
aq
obligations
wfth
oyarpridwhc b-Fud(ceptspeia
th coe
d(xetseilobiainsudeap
coe th dathe tofyenactmentiof thiceto the Fund) may be soid at the
ftea-clusively
aeo
ncmn
gai on th
such special obligations
arket prcand
the
propria~tion law,
a lsacuditrs.Smo
ph
a
erieemda
and
money
Is
withdra,'n
'(C) the
a lsacuditrssmo
yb eemda
expenses are Incurred after such date of
Interest
and Proceeds
of
"'Treatment
enactment, and
"'(d) The Interest on. and the proceeds
- (D) the appropriation law limits the
total amount which may be obligated during from the sale or redemption of. any obligaa fiscal year to an amount which does not tions held In the Fund shall be credited to
exceed the amount by which (I) the aggre- and form a part of the Fund.
h acpa-t
taserdt
g5Co
muth
Accounts
gae'fSheamunstrnseredtothBook
bInstdsa
'eTeFudsa
count of such State pursuant to subsections
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Federal Security Administrator. ot the, sec.

retary of Labor. and expenditures Omr the
administration of title XX of this Act. or of
the Federal Un,~mployment Tax Act. by the
Department of the Treasury. the Social Secu
rity Board, the Fcderal Security Adminis
trator. or the Secrevtry of Labor. For the
purposes of this subsection, there shall be
deducted from the totel amount of toles
collected prior to July 1, 1943. under title IX
of this Act, the sum of 640.56.886.43 which
was authorized to be appropricted by the Act
of August 24. 1937 (50 Stat. 754). and the
a ubrzdt
hc
1.5.4
a
uhrzdt
hc
I.5.4
be approptlated by section 11(b) of the Rail
road Unemployment Insurance Act.'"'
In line 6. after the word "conforming", to
stik out "amendments" and Insert -amend
ment"; after lIne 6. to strike out:
"Sec. 524. (a) Section 801 of the Social
Security Act is amended to read as foflo,&%:

"
"Os"
four precdinguin~sfiscal yearsexed and)the single fund, but the Secretary of the Treas... SIC. 301. The amounts made available
aggregateceofnthe~ amouns usedsb the State uiry Shall maintain a separate book account
pugrsuant tof this smubtseto aned cyheSarged for each State agency, the employment &e- pursuant to section 901(c) (1) (A) for the
the FederalpuosofaitngheStsinhedmagainst the amounts transferred[ to the ac- curity administration account,
unemployment account, the railroad unem- Istratlon of their unemployment compensa
sc urn sc
contoSae
uchfiv nsalployment Insurance account, and the rail- tiOn laws shall be used as hereinafter
o suh
cout Satedurng
road unemployment Insurance administra- provided.
y"M
At the beginning of line 14. to strike out
tion fund and shall credit quarterly (on
Iber the purposes of subparagraph (D).
N(O)" and Insert "Szc. 504."; In line I6. to
Magrch 31. June 30. September 30. and Decemamounts used by a State during any fiscal
year shali be charged against equivalent her 31. of each year) to each account, on the strike out "amnended-"' and insert amnend
amounts which were first transferred and basis 'of the average daily balance of such ad". after line 16, to strike out:
0(I by striking out subsection (b): and
an
fte
which hays not previously been so charged; aconaprprint1pr
"(2) by amending subsection (a) by stinkof the Fund for the quarter ending on
-iIgs
except that no amount obligaed fo d
latration during any fiscal year may be such date. For the purpose of this subsec- Ing out the heading and '(a)'. and",
On page 131. after line 12. to Insert:
eha~rgedagalnet any amount transferred dur- tion. the average daily balancesalb
1beESO A
cAMNDESssTaTilEU
lng a fiscal year earlier than the fourth pre- computed_
AC~
8Mn'Z
(1) In the case of any State account,
ceigfsa"5g
of the
"Src. 501. (a)11) Section 90(2()
byreducing (but not below zero) the amount
'"Uemnploymient trustflund
in the account by the baiance of advances Social Security Act Is amended by striking
I l3etabliasnmen~. etc.
out '*200.000.000' and inserting in lieu there%W.
TersIs
". &) hreb estblihedmade to the State under section 1201. and

~~

"(2) In the case of the Federal unem.
In the Trkessury of the United States A trust
ployment accountfund to be known as the "Unemnployment
by adding to the amount In the aC"'(A,
called
title
Trust FPund.". hereinafter In this
the "Fund." The Secretary of the 'rreasury count the aggregate of the reductions under
ts sauthorized and diIrected to receive and Paragraph (1). and
"'(B) by subtracting from the sum so obhold In the Fund all moneys deposited therelin by a State agency from a State unem- tamned the balance of advances madie under
ployment fund, or by the Railroad Retire- sectIon 1203 to the account,
gnisadRf
tt
maevt Board to the credit of the railroad un- "'amnsairadon
Agencies~ an
empoymntinsracetccontor herai-te
ReieetBad"'(B)
inrtatralinsurance
accout
roduemployment
) The Secretary of the Treasury Is autionFuendlormeotherinseradepoitdinisora
tionfun.
orothrwis deositd I orthorixed and directed to pay out of the Fund
oredited to the Fund or any account therein, to any State agency such amount as it may,
requisition, not exceedlog the amount
epsie ae ircty it teduly
Suh
my
Secretary of the Treasury, with any de- standing to the account of suck' state agency
-heSec eary
positary designated by him for such pun- at the time of such payment.
Of the Treasury to authorized and directed
pose, or with any Federal Reserve Bank,
make*such payments out of the railroad
"nesmnsto
- (b) It shall be the duty of the Secretary unemployment insurance account for the
of benefits, and out of the railroad
of
payment
such
portion
Invest
to
of the Tressury
insurance administration
the Fund as Is not, In his judgment. re- 'unemployment
quired to meet current withdrawals. such fund for the payment of administrative 01..
Investment may be made only In interest- penses. as the Railroad Retirement Board
bearing obligations of the United States or may duly certify, not exceeding the amount
In Obligations guaranteed as to both prin- standing to the credit of Such account or
cipul and Interest by the United States. Fur such fund, as the case may be. at the time
such purpose such obligations may be ac- Of such Payment.
Unemployment Account
- 'ederal
quired (1) on original issue at the issue
"(g) There Is hereby established in the
Price, or (2) by purchase of outstanding obaTrust Fund a Federal unUnemployment
ligations at the market price. The purposes
foe Which obligations of the United States employment account. There Is hereby aumay be Issued under the Second Liberty Bond thorized to be appropriated to such F4.Aeral
Act, as amended, wre hereby extended to sau- unemployment account a Sum equal to (1
thesis. the issuance at par of special obliga- the excess of taxes collected prior to July 1.
tiOnS exclusively to the FPund. Such special 1946. under title LK of this Act or under the
obligations shall bear interest at a rate Federal Unemployment Tax Act, over the
equal to the average rate of interest. coin- total unemployment administrative expendiPUte as Of the end Of the calendar month tuves made prior to July 1. 1946. plus (2) the
next Preceding the date of such issue. boYInOexesotascletdunrthFdrl
byU1 interest-bearing obligations of the Unemployment Tax Act after June 30. I06
omn part of the and prior to July 1, 1953, over the unecapoy
UntdSae te
pulceb;ecp htweesuch average ment administrative expenditures made after
rate la not a multiple of one-eighth of I per June 30. 1946, and prior to July 1. 1983. An
centum the rate of Interest of such special used in this subsection, the teem -unemployObligations shall be the mulIUple Of One- ment administrative expenditures' means ezpenditures for grants under tide M of this
el~hth CC I per cenium next lower than suchl
OVeSg rate. Obllgfati-n other than such Act, expenditures for the administration Of
speciall obligatloms may be acquired for the that tle by the, Soal Security 5.ed, the

~

Of '0500.000.000'.

"1(2) The last sentence of auch section 902
Is amended by Striking Out '120(e)' and in
aerttng in lieu thereof '1203'
"-(b) Section 903(b) Is amended to read as
follows:
"' (b) (1) If the Secretary of Labor finds
that on July I of any fiscal year.
"(A) a State is not eligibl, for certifiesunder section 303. or
the law of a State Is not approvable
under section 3304 of the Federall Unesploy
ment Tax Act.
reingto
then the amount ailbefor
such State's account shall, In lieu of being
so credited, be credited to the Federal umem
ployment account as of the beginning et such
July 1. If. during the fiscal year baginning
on such July 1. the Secretary of Labor finds
and certifies to the secretary of the Tsseasmry
that such State is eligible for certification
under secton 303. that the law of such State
Is app.-ovable under such section 3204. or
both, the Secretary of the Treasury shall
transfer such amount from the Federal un
employment, account to the account of such
State. If the Secretary of Labor doss not so
find and certify to the Secretary of the
Treasury before the close of such fiscal year
then the amount which was available for
credit to such Stats's account as of July I of
such fiscal year shall (as of the elose at such
fiscal Year) become unrestricted as to use as
part of the Federal unemployment account.
"'(2) The amount whichbut for this per
agraph. would be transferred to the account
of a State under subsection (a) or Paragraph
(1) at this subsection shall be reduced (but
not below zero) by the balance of advances
made to the State under section 1201. The
Suml by which Such amount Is reduced shall
"'(A) be credited to the Federal unmPloyment account. and
"'(5) De credIted againlst. NWl @perat to
reduce-
-'(1) firt, any balance of advances mad.,
before the date of the enactment of the Social
Security Amendments of 1960 to the Slate
unde median 1201 ant
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" (11) second, any balance of advances discrimination Is made against such instru- States.' and by inserting in lieu thereof the
made On or after such date to the State under mentality, so that If the rate of contribution following: 'or (13) on or In connection with
setion 1201.'
Is uniform upon all other persons aubject to ans American vessel or American aircraft
'(c) The last sentence of section 904(b) such law on account of having individuals under a contract of service which Is entered
Of such Act In amended by striking out In their employ. and upon all employees Of Into within the United States or during the
'120(W)and Inserting In Uieu thereof '1202'. such persons. respectively, the contributions performance of which and while the em
"(d) Section 904(e) (2) of such Act is required of such instrumentality or the Indi- ployee is employed on the vessel or aircraft
amended by striking out '1202(c)' and in- viduals In its employ shall not be at a It touches at a port In the United States, if
sorting In lieu thereof '1203'.
greater rate than Is required of auch other the employee is employed on and in connec
On page 153. line 15, to change the section persons and such employees, and if the rates tion with such vessel or aircraft when out
number from "522" to "502"; in line 25. after are determIned separately for different per- side the United States.%.
the word "sections". to strike out "901(d)
sons or classes of persons having Individuals
"1(b) Section 3308(c) (4) of such Code Is
(1) ."; on psge 156, line 16. after the word in their employ or for different Classes of amended to read as follows:
"title' and the period, to strike out "Whenemployees, the determination shall be based
"'.(4) service performed on or In connec
ever, after the application of section 901(f)
solely upon unemployment experience and tion with a vessel or aircraft not an Amern
(3 with respect to the excess In the employ- other factors bearing a direct relation to can vessel or American aircraft, If the em
ment security administration account as of unemployment risk. (B) only If such State ployee is employed on and in connection with
the close of any fiscal year. there remains any law makes provision for the refund of any such vessel or aircraft when outside the
portion of such excess, so much of such me- contributions required under such law from United States;'.
maindem as does not exceed the balance of an Instrumentality of the United States or
"(c) Section 3300(m) of such Code Is
advances made pursuant to this section shall Its employees for any year In the event such amended
be transferred to* the general fund of thxe State is not certified by the Secretary of
"(1) by striking out the heading and in
Treasury and shall be credited against, and Labor under section 3304 with respect to such seriting in lieu thereof the following:
shall operate to reduce, such balance of ad- year; and (C) only If such State law makes
"'.(in) AzawAxcN VassaL AND Ax~zacaor-';
vanca."
5,
le
provision for the payment of unemployment and
On 56
ap aferlin 9 to srkou:compensation to any employee of any suich
" (2) by striking out the period at the
pagetrne
out:of
ths United States in the end thereof and inserting In lieu thereof
estrik
".Increase, in Tax Rate
smamount, on the same terms, and subject a semicolon and the following: 'and the
"Szo. 523. (a) Section 3301 of the Internal to the -as Conditions as unemployment term "American aircraft" means an aircraft
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to rate of tax compensation Is payable to employees of registered under the laws of the United
under Federal Unemployment Tax Act) in other employers under the State unemploy- States.'
amendedment compensation law.'
"Feeder organizations. etc.
'(1) by striking out '1955' and inserting In
(b) The third sentence of section 3305
"Sac. 533. Section 3330(c) (8) of the In
lieu thereof '1901', and
(g
fsc
oeI
mne
ysrkn
enlRevenue Code of 1954 is amended to
"(2) by striking out '3 percent' and in- out 'not wholly' and inserting in lieu thereof reed as follows:
serting In lieu thereof '3.1 percent'.
'neither wholly nor partially'.
"'(0) service performed In the employ of
"(C) Section 3306(c) (6) of such Code Is a religious, charitable, educational, or other
"Computation of Credits Againrt Ta-x
amended to read as follows:
organization described in section 801 (c) (3)
On page 158, at the beginning of line 19.
"'(6) serice performed in the employ of whitch Is exempt from Income tax under sec
t* strike out " (b) " and insert "Szm 503."; In the United States Government or of an intio,' Sol(a);-.
'the same line, after the Word "Of". to strike stu
ntltofteUieSttswih"aers
necaySceisAiutrl
out 'Such Code" and Insert "the Internal
laruetl
-tdSae fte
hih.rtra
enfcaySc.ieArclua
Revenue Code of 1954"; on page 162, after
"'A
hlyo
atal
we
yte
OrganIzations, Voluntary Employsee Bene
line 4, to strike out:
United States. or
lM'.t
"'(1) RAys OF TAX DEEME TO ME 3 PM"'B
xmtfo
h
a
moe
y
"Sac. 534. Section 3300(c) (10) of the In
cxsrr-In applying subsection (c), the tax section 3301 by virtue of any provision of terdnasfl
Rvneo
oeof1wsi mnddt
Imoeysection 3301 shall be computed law which specifically refers to such section ra
sflos
imposed byeo
ecntI
iuo

"'(10) (A) service performed In any cal
attertf3prcn
nle
f81per
(or the Corresponding section of prior law)
endar quarter In the employ of any organ
cent."
ofIn
granting such exemption;'.
ztnexmtfo
icmAa udre
At the beginning ofline 9, to strike out
"(d) (l) Chapter 23 of such Code
l~aIon 501(a) (Ohrothnnomtan
ugndezation
nsr
"() n ();
ttebginn
famended by renumbering section 3303 as described In section 401(a)) or under sec
line 17, to strike out "(3) " and Insert " (2) ";
sectIon 3309 and by Inserting after section lion 521, If the remuneration for such serv
at the beginning of line 24, to strike out 3307 the following new section:
lesta85,o
" (4)"' and Insert " (3)"', on page 103, at theIcInesth
5,o
beginning of line 21, to strike out " (8)"Iand "SacW. 3303. Instrumentalities of the United
"'(B) service performed In the employ
insert "(4)"; on page 164. at the beinn
states.
of a school, college, or university. if such
of line 9, to strike out "(6)" and InserS
"'Notwithstanding any other provision of service ls performed by a student who Is
"(5)": at the beginning of line 13.to strike law (whether enacted before or alter the enrolled and Is regularly attending classes
out "(7)" and Insert I"(6)"; on page 165, at enactment of this section) which grats to at such school, college, or university','.
the beginning of line 1, to strike out "1(8)"I any Instrumentality of the United states an
"Effective Date
and insert "(7)";: beginning with line 2, to exemption from taxation. auch Instrumen"Svc. sa5. The amendments made by this
strike out:
tality shall not be exempt from the ta" Im-' Part (other than the amendments made by
'Zefctivs Date
posed by section 3301 unless such other pro- subsections (a) and (f) of section 531) shall
"(c) The amendments made by subsection vision of law grants a specific exemption, by apply with respect to remuneration paid
(a) shall apply only with respect to the Cal
reference to section 3301 (or the correspondalter 1961 for services performed after 1901.
endar year 1961 and calendar years there- Ing section of prior law),- from the t-" Im'
The amendments made by subsections (e)
y m by such section.'
posed
and (f) of section 531 shall apply with re
At the top of page 166. to strike out:
" (2) The table of sections for such chap- spect to any week of Unemployment which
tar la amended by striking out the last line begins alter December 31, 1960.
"pgrt 3-'Eztension of' cove.ego under u"nem- and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
4Etnin0
eea-tt
nm
pl delatIct mrumentaiots
eGsM
"'See. 3308. Instrumentalities of the United
ployingnt compensation program to puerto
FdrlIsumnaiisstates.
Rtco
lSe= 581. (a) Section 3305(b) of the In"'-Sec. 330. Short title.'
torn
194 I amnde
Reenu
to"Extension
o
Coe
of Tities M.I EC, and XII of the
tenlRvneCd
f15
saeddt
(c) So much of the first sentence of sacSocal Security AM-t
read as follows:
tion 1501(a) of the Social Security Act as
"S.54.EfcieoanatrJnuy
-'(b) FIMuAL 1N515U5WNTALATTE In OEM- precedes1 paragraph (1) is amended by stwik'SC
4.EfcieoanatrJnuy
mAxL-The legislature of any state may re- Ing out 'wholly' and inserting In lieu thereof 1, 1961, paragraphs (1) and (2) of section
quirle any instrumentality of the United 'wholly or partially'.
1(a
ofteSclScuiyAt
m
States (other than an Instrumentality to
"if) The first sentence of sect-on 1507(a)
amended to reed as follows:
which section 3306(c) (6) applies). and the ofteSca.Scrt.AtM
'1
The term "State", except where
mnddb
iondsviduals Iniemploymento make underibu
striking Out 'wholly' and inserting In lieu otherwise provided, includes the District of
Stasto anulomnemploympenstifund unde a
thereof 'wholly or partlallyr.
Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto
and when used In titles I, IV, v. VIZ.
.Am,
unmplomenncomenstionlawap-Rico.
proved by the Secretary of Labor under sacXA.enAl~t2
and XIV Includes the Virgin islands and
tlon 3304 and (except as Provided in section
ISac. 532. (a) So much Of section 3306(a) Guam.
5GM of the Revised Statutes, as amended (12 of the Interhal Revenue Code of 1984 as pr*"'(2) The term "United states, when
U.S.C., sec. 484), and as modified by subsec- cedes paragraph (1) there~of In amended by used In a geographical sense means, except
tIIs (e). tiComply otherwise with such law, striking out 'or (B) on or in connection with where 3therwise provided, the states, the
The Permisalon granted In this subsection an American vessei' and all that follows down District of Columbia. and the Commoa
shall apply (A) only to the extent that no through the phrase 'outside the united wealth of Puerto Rico.'

~
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"Ettension of redera Unemployment Tax
Act
"Sm. 543 (a) Effective with respect to r~emuneration paid after December 31. 1960. for
services performed after such date. section
3306(J) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
Is amended to read as follows:

"Fedeal Zmployeea and Es-Servicemen
542 (a) (1) Zfetv wit reptt
"80.
weeks of unemployment beinniing after December 31. 1968. section 1508(b) of such
Act is amended by striking out 'Puerto
Rico or.
"(2) Effective with respect to firs claims
"'(3) STAT*, UNITED STATES, AND Crrszn.filed after December 21. 1965, paragmrah (3)
of section 1504 of such Act is amended by For purposes of this chapter' (1) SraTzL-The term "State" Includes
striking out 'Puerto Rico or' wherevtr apthe District of Columbia end the Commonpesring therein,
"(b) (1) Effective on and after January wealth of Puerto Rico.
-'(2) UNITED STATE5s-The term "United
1. 1961 (but only in the case of weeks of
unamployrnent beginning before January 1, States' when used In a geographical sense
includes the States, the District of Colum1966)"(A) section 1502(b) of such Act is bia. and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
amended by strilring out '(b) Any' and In-" An Individual who is a citizen of the Comnaerting in lieu thereof '(b) (1) Except as monwealth of Puerto Rico (but not otherwise
provided in paragraph (2) * any., and by a citizen of the United States) shall be conadding at the end thereof the following new sidered, for purposes of this section. as a
ciien of the united States.'
paragraph:
c (b) The unemployment compensation
- 2~) In the case or the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico. the agreement shail provide law of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
that compensation will be paid by the Corn- shall be considered as meeting the requiremonwealth of Puerto Rico to any Federal ments of"(I) section 3304(a) (2) of the Federal
employee whose Federal service and Federal
wages are assigned under section 1504 to Unemployment Tax Act. if such law provides
such Commonwealth. with respect to Unemn- that no compensation Is payable with reployment after December 31. 1960 (but only spect to any day of unemployment occurring
In the cas of weeks of unemployment be- before January 1. 1959:
"(2) section 3304(a) (3) of the Federal
ginning before January 1. 1966). In the
same amount, on the same terms, and sub- Unemployment Tax Act and section 303(a)
I4) of the Social Security Act. if such law
ject to the same conditions as the compennatin wichwoud
b paybleto uchem-contains the provisions required by those
ploys. under the unemployment compen- sections and if It requires that, on or before
sation law of the District of Columbia if Februar 1. 1961. there be paid over to the
Secretary of the Treasury, for credit to the
such employee's Federal service and Federa wages had been Included as employ- Puerto Rico account in the ilnemployment
ment and wages under such law, ezcept that Trust Fund, an amount equal to the excess
If such employee, without regard to his of"(A) the aggregate of the moneys received
Federal service and Federal wages, has employment or wages sufficient to Qualify for in the Puerto Rico unemployment fund before January 1. 1961. over
any compensation during the benefit yea
*(B
Under such law, then payments of compen"()the
aggregate of the moneys paid
sation under this subsection shall be made
only on the basis of his Federal service and from such fund before January 1. 1961. as
compensation or as refunds
unemoploymnent
Federal wages. In applying thispagrh
he of contributions erroneously paid.
g50.as
orsbscio b)oscio
mzv-E~A
zvcass'iAE
wags under
b
andIM
orsbse.o epoymsent
o H am
im~cLsaz
'rr~
mlyetadwgsudr
Case. may
"Rstablishmenst of programn
the unemployment compensation law of the
"Smc. 601. The Social Security Act is
Combinwedawth ofedueral sRvice orllno bed
Feera sevic orFedralamended by adding at the end thereof the
combnedwit
following new title:
f~
wag)esecn!0(a
SERVICES FOR THE AE
amended by adding at the end thereof the "raXv1-uxDICsA
"Apoleontype
following: 'For the purpose of this subtepuriaton oenbng
Setin tetem"S~e"desnoAnpuepro0
fealn
"Sc.1.Frtepros
sethen
Comonealth oftte duesrnotRIncue
each State. as far as practicable under the
508(b) urof suchoAt, i
th(C)oSctonw
conditions in such State. to 5ssist aged In-'
amendedcytdiong atb the end hereof th
subsheind
shalleppl ine dividuals of low Income in meeting their
following: 'Thisg
meicl xpnssthreisheeb athried
respect of
Rconyt5Cmowath of Puerto to be appropriated for each fiscal year a sum
ICOnyIf such Commonwealth does not sufflicient to carry-out the purposea Of this
title. The sums made available under thi
have an agreement une this title with th
shall be used for making payments
Secreary!section
'(2) Wective on and after Janusary 1. 1961 to States which have submitted, and had Ap(but only In the case of firt clazfi~led be- proved by the Smecrtary. State plans for med
56o
uhIa
evcsfrteae.establishment
.1a)
ato
fore Jaur
la
- Imt
Act Is amended by adding after and below
1aepassadrsoamWtbssexptttth
paragraph (8) the following:
- 'Si.
1602. (a) A State plan for medical
'o
P- the purposes of paragraph (2). the
tbu "United States- does not include the services for the aged must-'(I) Isovide that It shall be In effect In
Commonwealth of Puerto aico '
ecftIve on and after January 1. all political subdivisions of the State, and,
NOa
If administered by them, be mandatory upon
186_
"(1 section 1503(d) of such Act Is amend- them:
"'(2) provide for fnancial participation by
6d by strikinlg Out 'PUert Rico and'. andi by
s111LkIng Ouit 'agencies' each place it appears the State;
" '(3) provide for the establishment or
ad inserting in lieu thereof 'agency'; and
"(2) section 1511 (e) at such Act Is amend- designation of a singie State agency to administer or supervise the admtalstration of
ed by striking out 'Puerto Rico or'.
"(d) The last sentence of section 1501(a) the plan:
"' (4) pr~ovide that medical services with
Of such Act Is amended to read as follows:
7- he Purpose VI paragraph (8) of this respect to which payments are made under
subsection, the term 'United States" when the plan stall include both institutional and
t5181 In the geographical sense means the noninstit'itlonal medical services:
"'(5) Include reasonable standards. conStates, the District of Columbia. the Coin..
monweeith Of Puerto RIMo and the Virgin sistent with the objectives of this title, for
the eligibility of individuals for
Islads..determining
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medical benefits under the plan and the
amounts thereof, and provide that no benefit under the plan would be furnished any
Individual who Is not an eligible Individual
(as defined In section 1605):
"I(6) provide that all Individuals wishing
to apply for medical benefits under the plan

shall have opportunity to do so. and that

such benefits shall be furnished with rca
sonable promptness to all individuals mak
Ing application therefor who are eligible for
medical benefits under the plan;
'1(7) provide that no benefits will be
furnished any Individual under the plan with
respect to any period with respect to which
he Is receiving old-age assistance Under the
State plan approved under section 2. aid
to dependent children under the State plan
approved under section 402, aid to the blind
under the State plan approved under sec
tion 1002. or aid to the permanently and
totally disabled under the State plan ap
proved under section 1402 (and for purposes
of this paragraph an Individual shall not
bea deemed to have received such assistance
or aid with respect to any month unless he
received such assistance or aid In the form
of money payments for such month, or In
the form of medical or any other type of
remedial care In such month (without regard to when the expenditures In the form
of such care were made ) ):
"' I(5) provide that no iten may be Imposed
against the property of any Individual prior
to his death on account of benefits paid or
to be paid on his behalf Under the plan (ex
cept pursuant to the judgment of a court
onl account of benefits Incorrectly paid on
behsalf of such individual). and that there
shall be no adjusunent or recovery (except.
alter the death of such individual and his
surviving spouse. if an,-, from such individ
uit's estats) of any benefits correctly paid
on behalf of any Individual under the plan;
.. (9) provide that no enrollment fee. premium, or similar charge will be Imposed as
a condition of any individual's eligibililty
for medical benefits under the plan;
-(10) provide that benefits under the
"e
plan shall not be greater in amount. duration, or scope than the assistance furnished
under a plan of such State approved under
section 2-.
'(A) In the form of medical or any other
of remedial care, and
"(B) in the form of money payments to
the' extent that amounts are included In
such payments because of the medical
needs of the recipients:
"'1)provide for grranting an oppor
tunity for a falr hearing before the State
agency to any Individual whose claim for
medical benefits under the plan is denied
or Is not acted upon with reasonable promptniess'
in
. (2 poiescmthdofa
adoinhe
suchmethods ofatn
'(12)iprovidelu
and maintenance of personnel
xetta
h
namrtbss
tnad
Secretary shall exercise no authority with
respect to the selection, tenure of office, and
compensation of any Individual employed in
accordance with such methods) as are found
by the Secretary to be necessary for the
proper and efficient operation of the plan:
'i13) provide safeguards which restrict
the use or disclosure of Information concernlng applicants for and recipients of benefits
under the plan to purpcses directly con
nected with the administration of the plan;
' (14) provide for establishment or des'igsation of a Slate authority or authorities
which shall be responsible for establishing
and maintaining standards for
"-(A) hospitals providing hospital Berlices.
I"'(3) nursing homes providing skilled
nursing home services, and
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"M(C agencies providing organized home
-(C) to, prescribed drugs (which do not following tp the extent determined by the
care 'mrice,
eowstitute inpatient hospital services) after physician to be medically necessary:
for which expenditures ar Rid. tinder the expe~nditlure. of 6200 have been made tar
-'(A) inpatient hospital services;
via=
much Indlyidual during such year.
- ' (B) skilled narming-home services:
"'(15) Include methoes for determining-'(b) Prior to the beginning of each
"(C physicians' services:
-'(A) rate. of payment for institutional quarter. the Secretary shall estimate the
"J'D) outpatient hospital services;
V1r05*and
amounts to be paid to each State under
'()organized
M
home care services;
"(13) achadules of fees or rates of pay- subsection (a) for such quarter, such eati" (F) private duty nursing services;
meat for other medical services,
maote. to be based on (1) a report flied by
"(G) therapeutic services:
for which expenditures are made under the the State containing Its estimate of the total
'C1E)major denta treatment;
plan,.
sum to be expended In such quarter In sc" (1) laboratory and X-ray services; and
'(16) to the extent required by regua- corciance with the provisions of such sub"'(J) prescribed drugs.
tiOna prescribed by the Secretary, Include section. snd stating the amount appropri"'(2) The term "medical services" does
prvsos(ofrig to such regulations) ated or made available by the State and Its not include.
wihrsett
h furnishing of medical Political subdivisions for such expenditures
-(A) services for any individual who is an
bnfttoei
ibl ndividuals who are real- In such quarter, and If such amount is less Inmate of a Public institution (except as a
detfteSaebtabsent
therefrom; and than the State's proportionate share of the patient, in a medical institution) or any In
"'(17) provide that the State agency winl total sum of much estimated expenditures, dividual who Is a patient In an institution
Make Such reports, in such form and conthe source or sources from which the dif- for tuberculosis or mental disease.: or
tamitng such Information, asthSerty
ference Is expected to be derived, and (2)
-'(B) services for any individual who is a
MAY from time to time require, and comply such other investigation as the Secretary patient In a medical institution as a result of
with such provisions as the Secretary may may find necessary. The amount so esti- a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis, with
trom. time to time find necessary to assure mated, reduced or incresasd to the, extent of respect to any period alter the individual
the correctness and verification of such re- any overpayment or underpayment which has been a patient In such an Institution, as
the Secretary determines was made Under a result of suci. diagnosis, for forty-two days.
Porte)TeSceayshl
prv
n
thhis section to such State for any prior
- (c) The term "Inpatient hospital serv
State plan which complies with the require.
qIuarte and with respect to which adjust- ices" means the following Items furnished
met o useto
()
xcp ha es
nlenit has not already been made under this to an inpaticnt by a hospItal
lnot approve any plan which Imposes as a
subsection, shall then be paid to the State.
"'(I) Bed and board (at'a rate not In ex
condition of eligibility for medical benefits through the disbursing facilities of the cmOf the rate for semiprivate accommo
udrtepa-Treasuiry
Department, In such installments dation)
" (l) an age requirement of more than as the Secretary may determine. The re"'1(2) Physicians' services: and
sixty-five years;
ductions under the preceding sentence shall
"'(3) Nursing services. Internse services.
"'(2) any citizenship requiremnwhc
include the pro rats share to 'which the laboratory and X-ray services, ambulance
fteUied
tats oric United States is equitably entitied. as de- service. and other services, drugs, and appil
mxdsayctie
exldsmy't(3)fteUntdSats.o
termined by the Secretary, of the net amount ances related to his care and treatment
"()any residence requirement which recovered by' the State or any political sub- (whether furnished
directly by the hospital
excludes any individual who resides In the division thereof with respect to medical or, by arrangement, through other persons).
State.
bnft
unse
ne
h
tt
ln
()Tetr
sildnrighm
"'(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b). the bnft
unse
ne
h
tt
ln
()Tetr
sildnrighm
Secretary shall not approve any State plan
- 'Opeateton of State plans
services" means the following Itema fur
for Medical services for the aged unless the
"'SEc. 1804. If the Secretary, after rea
nihed to an Inpatient In a nursing home:
State han established to his satisfaction that sonable notice and opportunity for hearing
"'(1) Skilled nursing care provided by a
the approval and operation of the plan will to the State agency administering or super- registered professional nurse or a licensed
not resul~Insa reduction in old-age assistance vising the administration of any State plan practical nurse which Is prescribed by. or
under the plan of such State approved under which has been approved by him under see- performed under the general direction of. a
section 2, aid to dependent children under tion 1602. findspyiin
the Plau of such State approved under sec"'(1) that the plan has been so changed
"'(2) Medical care and other services re
tion 402, aid to the blind under the plan of that It no longer complies with the prv-lated to such skilled nursing care: and
Such State approved under section 1002. or sions of section 1602, or
ri
.3)BdadbrdIcontonwh
aid to the permanently and totally disabled
"'(2) that In the administration of the the furnishing of such skilled nursing care.
under the plan of such State approred under plntee'safiurlolmlysbtn
-"'(e) The term "-physicians' services'
secioa102
wtheeL anfluet
suchspovisonmeans
opy
services provided In the exercise of his
42
-eto
n shalln
rotifysuciSaen gec
profession In any State by a physician 11
" Sac, 1600, (a) From the sums appro- that further payments will not be made to clan"e In such State: and the tem "physi
priated therefor. there shall be paid to each the State under section 1603 (or, In his dis-i'
o includes a0phscan wihi hemen
State which has a plan approved under sec- cretion. that payments will be limited to
"'f
h term "Outa)
inth(7)ale
tion 1602, for each calendar quarter, beginParts
o fece
ysc
o-lces"iftepa means medical and surgical caefur
king with the quarter commencing July 1, coimpliance) until the Secretary Is satisfied
nihdbc
optlt
nidvdalraea
"'(1) ithcaeoanSttotetan
that there is no longer any such noncompli- outpatienL
aseofheay Sateothr t
'(1)In
an nce. Until he is so satisfied, no further pay-'(g) The term 'organized home care
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. the Virmielits shall be made. to such State undersevcsmanvitngureevcead
gin Islands, and Guam. an amount equal to section 1603 (or paymenta ahail be limited physicias' maservicstand us services reated
the Federal percentage (as defined in section to parts of the plan not affected by such theretwichs
arewprescribed byrica phyilane
1101(a) (8)) of the total amounts expended noncompliance). For purposes of thls sec- and are provided In the home through a
during such quarter for medical benefits tion. a plan shall be treated as having been so public or private nonprofit agency operated
under the State plan:
changed that It no longer complies with the In accordance with medical policies estab
"'1(2) In the case of the Commonwealth of provisions of section 1602 If at any time lished by one or more physIcians (wrho are
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, the Secretary determines that, were such responsible for supervising the execution of
an amount equal to one-half of the total plan to be submitted at such tic~e for ap- such policies) to govern, such services,
amounts expended during such quarter for proval. he would be barred from approving
"'(hs) Itoe term "private duty nursing
medical benefits under the State plan; and such plan by reason of section 1602(c).
services' memos nursing care provided in the
I I($) In tile case of any State, an amount
"lgbeidvdashm
yargsee
rfsinlnreo
equal to one-half of the total Of the sums
1W.Forth
"'EU
purpodseof,
homensby pa reistrdpoesoal nurseudrt
e
oenra
expended during such quarter as found nec"Sc
65
orteproe
of li title, iesdpatclnre
ne
h
eea
essay
fr teb th Secetay
th
tem
"ligile
ndiidul"
mansany&~'direction
of
a
physician,
to a patient requir
aryb
h Sceayfrteproper
and
slil
niida"masayi"ig
thutr
nursing care OnLa fual-time basis,
efficient administration of the State plan; dividualI (i) The term "therapeutic services",
except that there shall not be. counted as an
"'(1) who is Asity-five years of age or over, fl55Sfl services prescribed by a physician for
expenditure for purposes of paragraph (1)
and
the treatment of disease or Injury by phymi
or (2) any amount expended for an mndi"'(2) whose linconte and resources. taking cal nonmedical means. including retraining
vidual during a benefit year of such in- Into acunt his other living requirements as for &heloss of speech.
dividualdetermined by the State. are Insufficient to
-(j) The term "major dental treatment(A) for inpatient hospital services after meet the cost of his medical service.,
means service. provided by a dentist, in the
expenditures have been made for the cost
"'Besfltft
exercise of his Profession, with reepect to a
of 120 days of such service. for such indiodtoofa
nvdut
ethorlcv
vtdulr drin
suc
yer. -Sc. SM.For he urpse o ths Ule-ity.
Or associated parts which has seriously
"'(B) for laboratory and X-ray services
-'(a) The term "medical benefits" means affected, Cr -AnYseriously affect, his general
(which do not constitute inpatient hospital payment%Of part or all of the cost of mied. healiih
As me In the preceding
services) after expendmitres of 6200 have Ica services On behalf of eligible Individuala, the term "dentist mens personsentence.
licensed
been made for suach Individual during such
- -(b) (1) Except as provided in paragrapab
to practice dentistry or dental surgery In the
year, or
(2). the term "medical service." means the State where the services are provided.

~ywt
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'(kt) The term 9laboratory and X-ray
services" includes only such sesrices peeeartbed by a physician.
I '(I) The teem "prescrihed drugs" meane
medicines which are presoribed by a phyat.
elan'
.. (in) Mme team 'bospltar means a hos-

pital (other than a mental or tuberculosis

hospital) licensed as such by the State In
which It is located or. In the case of a Stats
hospital, approved by the licensing agency of

the State.

I'(n) Tlbs term 'nursing home' means a
nursing home which Is licensed as such by
the Stat. In Which it is located, and which
(1) Is operated In connection with a hospital
or (2) has medical policies established by
one or more physicians (who are responsible
for supervising the execution of such policies) to govern the skilled nuraing care and
.elated medical care and other services which
It rovde&of
rgenejt year
S.10.FrteproeoftitilPlan
"So.
or IT.
he urpsesof histite.

be qualified for any quarter occurrIng (I)

after the quarter In which the Secretary Geteeminues, after notice and opportunity for
hearing: to the State agency administering
or aupervislng the administration Of the
Saute Pla of such state. that the improvemeat referred to In the fiast sentence of this
subsection haa (through a chang In the
plan or in its administration) Ceased to be a
significant Improvement. and (2) prio to
tbe quarter In which such Stats again qui-11
Aft as provided in the preceding sentences.
"'12) For the purposes of clause (3) (B)
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June 80, 1962. but has not been Used or obl
gated by such State for carrying out the
purpoee of this section Prior to the close of
such date, shall be returned to the United
States.
"(e As used In this section. the term
*State includes the District of Columbia. the
eanmnonweelth of Puerto M~on. the Virgin
islands, and Guam.
"echnical amendment

'Sec. 604. Efective July 1. 1961. section

1101l(a) (l) of the Social Security At (as
Of subsection (a). the additional expendi- amended by section 841 of this Act) Is
ture per recipient of old-age m--ance In amended by atriking out 'and XIV` and in
ansy State for any month means the excess vsrting In lieu thereof IXIV. and XVr.
OfOn page 195. after line 6, to Insert:
-'(A)
the quotient obtained by dividing
-Trr.
VIMNCT
SMZCC VOR TU
the total of the sums expended In such 'mendmenfs to title I1of the Social Security
months as old-age assistance under the StateAc
plan In the form of medical or any Other type
remedial care by the total number of
'Sze. 601. (a) The heading of title I of
reciplents of old-age assistance under such the Social Security Act is amended Ua read
for auch month, over
ts follows:
- (B) the quotient
by dividing -vxvgz I-aRwN= TO STrTm rca oLe-ac: asthe term 'benefit year" means. with respect the total of the sums obtained
expended In the last
SETrANCE AND 1KZnICAL aASSISTACZ FOS v1Zz
to any Individual, a period of 12 consecutive month which ended prior to the enactment
AcGEW
calenda months as deaignated by the Stats of this paragraph as old-age assistance under
"(b Sections I and 2 of such Act are
agency for the purposes of this title in SC
the Stat, plan In the form of medical or any amended to read as follows:
cordance, with regulations preecribed by the other type of remedial care by the total num
Secretary. Subject to regulations prescribed ber of recipients of old-age assistance under
"prpriations
by the Secretary. the State plan may permit such plan for such month'"Szcriwm 1. For the purpose (a) of enabling
the extension of a benefit year in order to
"(C) section 6 of such Act Is amended by each Stat. as far as practicable under the
avoid hardship.
striking out 'but does not Include' and all conditions In such State. to furnish financial
"Improuement of medical care Jor old-age that follows and inserting In lieu thereof assistance to aged needy individuals and of
assac
epens'but
does not include-encouraging each State. as far as practicable
"Sec. 802. (a) Sectio 3(a) of the Social
"'(1) any such payments to or care in under such conditions, to help such indi
Securtty Act is amended by striking out land behalf of any individual who Is an inmate vidualx attain self-care, and (b) of enabling
(3) In the ease of any Stat..' and inserting of a pubic Institution (except as a patient each State, as far as practicable under the
in lieu thereof the following: land (3) In the in a medical institution) or any individual conditions in such State. to furnish medical
case of mySs*which Is qualifled for suh Who Is a patient In an Institution for tuber  assitance OnLbehalf of aged Individuals who
q anye Stasdte
qndune
ubeo
mac
cuksaaa or mental diseases, or
are not recipients of old-age assistance but
qu.arte (asodetermine und5er subentumon th)
"'(2) any such payments to any Individ- whose income and resources are insufficient
total af the su.ms expended during such U&oswh has been diagnosed as baring tuber- to meet the costs of necessary medical serv
quateras
ld-ge nde th stte
ssitace
U1018Or paychasis and Is a patient In a ices, there Is hereby authorized to be approquar nter
as
r
oldeassistance
f
und
er
med icanstitution as a result thereof, or
printed for each fiscal year a sum sufficient
pa rthfomomecaorany te
"(3) any such care In behalf of any indi- to carry out the purposes of this title. The
typeaofempendial cre, not counetintoan mucth ,jdui who is a Patient In a 'medical insti- sumts made available under this section ahaUl
ofanexpeenditr
w
iihve
threspc tlo any monthe tutiOn as A result Of a diagnosis that he has be used for making payments to States which
masexeswihvrortefloigi
h
tUberculosis Or peychosla, With respect to any have submitted, and had approved by the
-(A)lr $
utpi
bthtoanu
erPeriod after the individual has been a patient Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
of(A
r
muipinsoolid-byate
tositalconumbe
in such an institution, AS a result Of auch (hereinafter referred to as the 'Secretary).
mofecpin.r
ofodaeassac
o uhdiagonosis for forty-two days.
State plans for old-age assistance, or for
mon)theo
adtnaepedtrprr(d) The amendments made by subsec- medical assistance for the aged, or for oldcipien athodae addistionalecniue
for
"--t
(a) and (b shal be effective only withL age assistance and medical assistance for the
ciinta
odae sisacefrsuch month respect to calendar quarters commencing on aged.
(as determined under subsection (C) (2I)),
or after Otbr1
90
h
mnmn
multiplied by the total number of recipients mae-~oe
.190
h
mnmn
"'State old-age avid medical assistance plans
of lagasitneorsc
ot;
m
b subsection (c) shall be effective
old-agIte easssaofo such month;,
only with respect to calendar quarters comn'Szc. 2. (a) A Slat. plan for old-age as
"()Seto
8o uc
nti
urhrmencing on or after July 1. 1961.
sistance. or for medical assitance for the
Nb) Atectin
I furheraged,
2of
sch
or for old-age assistance and medical
amended by adding at the end thereof th
'Planning grants to States
assistance for the aged must
following newsubsection:
"Sac. 60. (a) For the purpore of assisting
"'(1) provide that It &hali be In effect in
"'(a) (1) Far the purposes of clause (3) of the States to make plans and initiate adminall political subdivisions of the Slat., and.
subsection (a). a State shall be qualified Istrutlve arrangermenlts preparatory to par- if administered by them, be mandatory upon
for a quarter If the Stat. agency of such ticipation In the Federal-State program, Of them-.
State has submitted, In or prior to such medical services for the aged authorized by
"'(2) provide for financial participation
quarter (but In no event prior to the quar- title XVI of the Social Security Act, there by the State which shall, effective January 1.
ter In which this subsection Is enacted), a are hereby authorized to be appropriated for 1962, extend to all aspects of the Stats plan;
modification of the plan of such stats ap- making prants to the States such sums as
-(3
either provide for the establishment
proved Under this titie which the Secretary the Congress may determine,
or designation of a single Stat. agency to
Is satisfied would result in a significant tin-Ib) A prant under this section to any administer the plan, or provide for the estab
ProVement In old-age assiatanc in the fores Stat. shall be made only upon application 1ishmeatl or designation of a single Slate
Of medical or any other type of remedial care therefor which is submitted by a Stateagnytsueveth
adisrton
f
undr xcet
he la, hatinnoevet ayagency designated by the State to carry out the plan;
a State be qualified for a quarter prior to the the purpose of this section and is approved
'4)poiefranngnoprtiy
first quarter for which such modification is by the Secretary No such prant for any for4a faoirdeafrgrning
beo
nu
Staotsugncty
effective, Any determination under the pre- State may exceed 60 per centum of the costfoafarhwnbereteStegnc
ceding 5entenc5 with respect to any modifl- of carrying out such purpose in accordance to any Individual whose claim for assistance
cation Of & State Plan shal be based on a with such application,
under the plan Is denied or Is not acted upon
comparison With old-age assistance in the
"(ci Payment of any prant under this sec- with reasonable promptness:
form Of medical Or any other typ3 of reme- tion may be made In advance or by way of
'1(5) prov'Je such methods of adminis
dial care, If any, under the Plan during the reimbursement, and In such Installments, as tration (including methods relating to the
quarter Prior to the quarter In which this the Secretary may determine. The agg.e
establishment and maintenance of personnel
subsection was enacted, and in making such gtet amount paid to any State under thi- standards on a merit basis, except that the
deaterInation the Secrtary shall sake into section shall not exceed MsOODo
Secretary shall exercise no authority with
account the extent to which there would be
'id) Appropriations pursuant to this sac- respect to the selection, tentire of office,
any reduction in amounts, previously in- tion shall remain available for grants under compensation of any inillvidual employedand
In
cluded beesus of muedical needs In old-age this section only until the close of June 30. accordance with such methods) as are found
assistance under the plan in the form of 1I62 and any part of such a prant which by the Secretary to be necessary for the
money PaYments. Such gStat shall cease to hasi been paid to a Stats prior to the close of proper and efficient operation of the plan;
0V71-boa
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-'(6) provide that the State agency Wil who has resided therein give years during product of P41 multiplied by the total nu-nn
make such reporta, In such form and con- the nine years immediately preceding the ber of such recipients of old-age asaistance
tblug such information, as the Secretary application for old-age assistance and has for such month. or (UM)If smaller, the total
mbay from time to time require. and corn- resided therein continuously for one Year' expended as old-age assistance In the form
Ply With such provisions as the Secretary Immediately preceding the application, and of medical or any other type of remedial
may from time to time find necessary to (B) In the case of applicants for medical care with respect to such month plus the
smute the correctness and verification of assistance for the aged, excludes any idi- product of 635 multiplied by the total num
auch reports;
vidual who resides In the State; or
her of such recipIents, or (U1)15 per centum
.'47) provide safeguards which restrict the
'(3) any citizenship requirement which of the total of the sums expended during
UN Or disclosure of Information concerning excludes any citizen of the United States.' such quarter as old-age assistance under the
applicants and recipients to purposes di-~(c) Section 3(a) of such Act Is amended State plan in the form of medical or any
rety connected with the admlnlatratlon to read as follows:
other type of remedisl care not counting so
o: the state plan;
'Sacw.S. 'a) From the sums appropriated much of any expenditure with respect to any
"'(6) provide that all Individuals wiah- therefor. the Secretary of the Treasury shall month as exceeds the product of $O multiIng to make application for assistance under pay to each State which has a plan approved plied by the total number of such recipients
the plan shall have opportunity to do so, and under this title, for each quarter, beginning of old-age assistance for such month: and
that such assistance shall he furnished with with the quarter commencing October 1.
"' (3) in the case of any State. an amount
reasonable promptness to all eligible indi- 1060-equal to the Federal medical percentage (as
viduals;
"'(1) in the case of any State other than defined In section 6(c) of the total amounts
- (9) If the State plan Includes old-age
Puerto Rico. the Virgin Ialands. and Guam. expended during such quarter as medical
aodatance-an amount equal to the sum of the foliow- assistance for the aged under the State
-'(A) provide that the State agency shali. ing proportions of the total amounts ex- plan; and
In determining need for such assistance, take pended during such quarter as old-age assit"'-(4) In the case of any State. an amount
into consideration any other Income and re- ance under the State plan (including expen- equal to one-half of the total of the sums
sources of an Individual claiming old-age as- ditures for insurance premiums for medical expended during such quarter as found nec
sisance;
Or any other type of remedial care or the cm"ar by the Secretary of Health, Education.
'(3) provide reasonable standiards, con- cost thereof)and Welfare for the proper and efficent ad
slstent with the objectives of this title, for
"(A) four-fifths of such expenditures, not ministration Of the Stats plan. Including
determkining eligibility for and the extent counting so much of any expenditure with services which are Provided by the staff of
of such assistance;
respect to any month as exceeds the product the State agency (or of the local agency
- (C) provide a description of the serv- of 630 multiplied by the total number of administering the State plan In the political
Wu(if any) which the State agency makes recipients of old-age assistance for such subdivision) to applicanta for and recipients
available tu applicants for and recipients of month (which total number, for purposes of of old-age assistance to help them attain
such assistance to help them attain self-care, this subsection, means (1) the number of self-care.'
including a description of the steps taken to individuals who received old-age asaistance
"(d) Section 31b)(2)(B) of such Act is
assure, In the provision of such services. In the form of money payments far such amended by striking out 'Old-age assistance'
maximuam utilization of other agencies pro- month, plus (11) the number of other in- and Inserting in lieu thereof 'assisltance'.
viding similar or related services:
dividuals with respect to whom expenditures
"(e) Section 4 of such Act Is amended by
"'(10) provide, If the plan Includes pay- were made In such month as old-age aseist. striking out 'State plan for old-age assist
ments of old-age assistance to individuals in ance in the form of medical or any other type ance which has been approved' and Insert
private or public Institutions, for the estab- of remedial care): plus
Ing In lieu thereof 'State plan which has been
lishment or designation of a State authority
"'(13) the Pederal percentage (as defined approved under this tite'.
or authorities which shall be responsible for In section 1101(a) (5)) of the amount by
-(f) (1) Section 6 of such Act is amended
establishin and maintaining standards for which such expenditures exceed the maxl(A) by striking out 'tuberculosis or paysuch institutions:
mum which may he counted under clause choeis' and inserting In lieu thereof 'pul
"'(11) It the State plan includes medical (A), not counting so much of any expendl. monary tuberculosis or psychosis' (B) by
assistance for the agedture with respect to any month as exceeds striking out '(a)'I and inserting in lleu there
"'(A Provide for Inclusion of some in- the product of $65 multiplied by the total of '(1)', and (C) by striking out '(b)' and
stittutlonal and some noninstitutional. care number of such recipients of old-age assist- Inserting '(2)' in lieu thereof.
sNd services;
ance for such month; pins
`(2) Section 6 Is further amended by in
" (B) Provide that no enrollment fee,
-'(C) the larger of the foliowing: (i) the serting '(a)' Immediately after 'Sec. 6.' and
prMium, or simlar charge will he Imposed Federal medical percentage (as defined ii.
by adding after such section 6 the following
28 a eonditlon of any Individual's eligibility sectIon 6(c)) of the amount by which such new subsections:
for Medical assistance for the aged under expenditures exceed the maximum which
"'-(b) For purposes of this title, the term
the plan;
may be counted under clause (B), not countmedical assistance for the aged' means pay
' (0) provide for Inclusion, to the extent ing so much of any expenditure with respect ment of part or all of the cost of the followrequired by regulations prescribed by the to any month as exceeds (I) the product of ing care and services for Individuals sixtySeeretary. of provisions (conforming to such S77 multiplied by the totai number of such five years of age or older who are not re
segujations) with respect to the furnishing recipients of old-age assistance for such cipients of old-age assistance but whose Inat such assistance to Individuals who are month, or (U1) if smaller, the total expended come and resources are insufficient to meet
residents of the State but are absent there- as old-age assistance in the form of medical all of such cost
frrm.
or any other type of remedial care with re-"'
.(I) Inpatient hospital services;
I '(D) Include reasonable standards, con- spect to such month plus the product of 805
"'(2) skilled nursing-hom1e services;'
abltent with the objectives of this title, for multiplied by such total number of such
" '(3) physiclans'aervices:
determining eligibility for and the extent of recipients, or (U) 15 per centumn of the total
"'(4) outpatient hospital or clinic services;
such assistance;
of the sums expended during such quarter as
"'(5) home health care services;.
I"'(3) p..,,ide that no lien may be im- old-age assistance under the State plan In
"'(6) private duty nursing services;
posed agelnst the property of say individual the form -of medical or any other type of
"'('7) physical therapy and related serv
prior to his death on account of medical remedial care, not counting so much of any ices;
asitance for the aged paid or to he paid expenditure with respect to any month as
"'(8) dental services:
on his behalf under the plan (except pur- exceeds the product of1612 multiplied by the
"'(9) laboratory and X-ray servics
suamt to the judgment of a court on account tctal number of such recipients of old-age
"'(10) prescribed drugs, eyeglasses denat benefits incorrectly paid on behalf of such assistance for such month; and
tures. and prosthetic devices:
individual), and that there shall be no ad" '(2) In the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
"'(11) diagnostic, screening, and preven
juetment or recovery (except, after the death Islands. and Guam, an amount equal totive services: "an
of such individual and his surviving spouse,
-'(A) one-half of the total of the sums
"'(12) any other medical care or remedial
ia any, from such Individual's estate) of any expended during such quarter as old-age care recognized under State law:
medical assistance for the aged correctly assiscance under the Stats plan (Including except that such term shall not Include any
paid on behalf of such individual under the expenditures for Insurance premziums for payments with respect to care or services for
plan
medical or any other type of remedial care
any Individual who Is an Inmate of a public
-'b)
The Secretary shall approve any or the coat thereof), not counting so much institution (except as a patient in a medical
plani which fulfills the conditions specified of any expenditure with respect to any month inititution) or any individual (A) who is a
in subBeCtio (A).* except that he shall not as exceeds 635 multipled by the total nun-w patient in an institution for tuberculosis or
approve any plan which imposes, as a con- her of recipients of old-age assistance for mental diseases, or (B) who has been
ditio Of eligibility for assistance Under the such month; plus
diagnosed as having pulmonary tuberculosis
Plan-'(B3) the larger of the following amounts: or psychosis and is a patient in a medical in
1'(1) an age requirement of more than (1) one-half of the amount by which such atitutlon as a result thereof,
sixy-five Year; or
expenditures exceed the maximum which
"'(c) For purposes of this title, tile term
-'(2) any rmidence requirement which may be counted under clause (A), not 'Federal medical percentage' for any State
(A) In the ease of applicants for old-age as- counting so much of any expenditure with shall be 100 per centum less the Stste per
dstai&M excludes any resident of the State respect to any month as exceeds (1) the centage: and the State percentage shall be
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thtprentage which hears the aame ratio the old age, srwyivoMs and disability InsurThe PRESIDIN
OFFCER. The
to S0 p., ecetum as the square of the per ance program, the adequacy of beneflits under amendment will be received. and will be
capita income of such State heum to the the program. and eli other aset o1 th prmnted and will lie an the table.
square of %thpUr capita bncme of the con- programs."
tinental United States (Including Alaska)
On page 214. lan. 11. after the word "'Jed..
Mr. KER. Mr. President. will the
and Hawall: except that (1) the Federal med- teal". to strike out "Servime'~ and Ins.rt Senator from New York yield?
jeal percentage shall In no case be less than -Asasbtance-; In lUne 16. after the word "MdedMr. JAVITS. I yield.
S0 per centum or more than 80 per centum. teal". to strike out -Services~' and Insert
Mr. KERR. Mr. President. I ask
and (U1)the Federal medical percentage for 'Ass'stance"'; In Uine 23. after the word "med.
nnmu
osn
ta
uigtecn
puerto ftico. the Virgin Islands. and Guam icea". to strike out "aervices' and If5
naios
osntta
drnrtecn
shall be 50 pUr centum. The Federal med- 'assiatance'; on Page 215. line 4 'after to. sideratlon of the bill amending the Social
ical percentage for any State shall be de- word "tmedicalr, to strike out "services'~ an
Security Act, on Monday and thereafter.
termined and promulgated In maccrdance insert "asas'tance% on page 217. line 14. alter Miss Helen E. Livingston and Mr. Fredwith the provisions of aubparagraph (B) of the word "or'. to strike out `$20oo.000.000
crick S. Amer, assigned to the staff of
section 1101 (a) (8) (other than the proviso and Insert "625.000.000'. and on page 220. the Finance Committee, have the priv
at the end thereof): except that the Secre- alter line 13. to Insert:
ilege of the floor. in order to be available
tary shall, an soon as possible alter enact'i
otebida
ore
fIfraint
eaos
ment of the Social Security Amendments of
"i
otebida
ore fIfraint
eaos
1960. determine and promulgate the Federal
'Svc. 710. (a) Effective for the period beThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
medical percentage for each Stateginning with the first day of the calendar objection, it is so ordered.
' '(I) for the period beginnIng October 1. quarter which begins alter the date of enactMr. JAVITS. Mr. President. wili the
1960. and ending with the close of June 30, maent of this Act, and ending June 30. 1961.SeaofrmOlh
ainud
ihs
1oo1. which-pramulgation shall be based on clause (8) of section 1002(a) of the Soclal Seqenatorh
from eOkacomar nclude Snohisl
the sme data with respect toPperPita In- Security Act Is amended to read as followsreusthcifacayofheSil
come as the data used by the Secraetary in '(0) provide that the State agency shall. In Security Admninistration?
Promulgating the Federal percentage (under determining need, take into consideration
Mr. KERR. I thought that had
section 1101(a) (5)) for such state for the any other income and resources of the indl- already been done. But, if not. I am
fliscl year ending June 30. 196:1 (which v~dual claiming aid to the blind; except that, happy to linclude in the request Mr.
Promulgation of the Federal medical per- In making such determination, the State Robert J. Myers.
centage shall be conclusive for such period), agency shall disregard either (i) the first 650
and
pUr month of earned Income, or (U) the first.
Mr. JAVITS. I point out that the re
' (2) for the period beginning July 1,1961, $1.000 per annum of earned Income plus quest in regard to Mr. Myers applied
and ending with the close of June 50. 1963. one-half of earned Income In excess of *1.000 only to today, whereas I believe it desir
which promulgation shall be based on the per annum:',
able that he have the privilege of the
sine data with respect to pUr capita Income
"(b) Effective July 1. 1961. clause (8) Of floor during all of this debate.
as the data used by the Secretary In pro- such section 1002(a) Is amiended to read as
Mr. KERR. Certainly.
mulgating the Fedleral percentage (under follows: '(81)provide that the State agency
sectIon 1101 (a)(5) ) for such State for such shall, In determining need, take Into considThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
period (which promulgation of the Federal eratlon any other Income and resources of objection? Without objection. it Is so
medical percentage shall be conclusive for the Individual claimin aid to the blind; ordered.
such period).'
except that, in making such determination.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the ma
'Increase in limitations on assistac pa-the State agency &'%al1
disregard the first jor principle underlying all the measures
meat to Puerto Ricq, the Virgin Islands, 81.000 Per annum Of erdinoe
Plu One- in th~is field that now are. before us is
and Guara
half of earned Income In excess of $1.000 per now generally accepted-namely, that
"Sec. 602. Section 1106 of the Social Se- annum;..
Federal aid is necessary to provide our
curity Act Isamended byMr. JAVITS obtained the floor,
citizens over 65 with adequate health
"(1) striking out 18.50.00000' and Inserting
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President. I am care. Practically alE Members of the
In lieu thereof '09.000.000. of which $00.8000gaeu oteSntrfo
ignafrSnt
r gedo hspit
r
may be used only for payments certified with gaeu
oteSntrfo
ignafrSnt
r
gedo
hspit
r
rePect to section S(&) (2) (B)';
allowing me to get the floor, so that I President. The question before us now
"(2)'striking out '6300.000' and inserting might, as early as convenient, speak on really i6 how shall we do It. not whether
In lieu thereof .6315,000, of which $15.ooo a very important, principal amendment we shall do It at all. If there was any
may be used only for payments certified in which I desire to offer to the bill. I question about this, It was settled In the
respect to section 3 (a) (2) (B)';
desire to express my appreciation to him, policy planks adopted at the recent na
"(3) strKin out '*400,000' and Inserting Everyone knows that the distinguished tional conventions by both parties. The
In lieu thereof '*420.000. of which 620,000SeaofrmVriicolhaeporR
ubcnPrt
is ldgd ote
may be used only for payments certifted inSeaofrmVriicolhaeporR
ubcnPrt
Is ldgd ote
respect to section 3(a) (2) (B)'; and
recognition to almost any Member of this adoption of a contributory health pro
"4stiigot 'titles T. IV, X. and body except the leaders. I simply wished gram for the aged with Federal aid to
X',adisrigLa lieu thereof 'titles I to call attention to that fact,
give protection against burdensome
(Othr ta eto 3(a) (3) thereof), IV. X.,
Mr. President, I siend to the desk sun- costs of health care, and with the bene
and XMV.
dry amendments to the bill, and ask that ficiaries having the option of purchasing
"Technical amendeamnt
they lie on the desk and be printed. un- private health insurance. The Demo
'Sac. 603. (a) Section 618 of the Revenue der the rule. I submit the amendments cratic Party Pledge calls for the use of
Act'of 1951 (65 Stat. 569) Is amended by 0o1 behalf of myself and my colleague the contributory machinery of the Social
striking ou; 'title r and inserting in lieu from New York [Mr. ]KEATING]. The Security System to cover hospitalization
thereof) 'ilI(ohrtan
section 3(a) (3) amendments relate to the social security and other high cost medical services.
unemplo'rmient compensation aspects
Today. I wish to describe the amend-;
4b) `Zhe aniend-.ent made by, subsection and
of the bill.
ment I have sent to the desk, to be
(a) shali take effect October 1, 190
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The printed and to lie on the table. I hope
-Effective dae
amendment will be received, and will lie to call up the amendment before I con
~'Svc. 604. The amendments made by sec- on the table and will be printed.
clude my remarks. It Is suionitted by
bern 11601oanhi Act salletakenefets
o
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President. I also me. and Is jointly sponsored by eight
er1190enthamnmnsmade by send to the desk, on behalf of myself, the other Senators I have Inamed: and I be
section 602 shall be effective with respect to
ftCa years ending after 1960.",
Senator from Kentucky (Mr. Coopsai.l lieve our amendment is the best means
Under the heading -rsxr. VuMc~A
the Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr:, for accomplishing at this session Federal
l~5.o
ae28 ie1,atr-x.70.-, SCOTT], the Senator from Jrermont nor aid for health care for our older citizens.
tOsrk
u ():atrln
s ostrike Axui the Senator from Hawaii t[Mr. In that conn,.ction. I emphasize the
()Scinuso h oilScRiY
W11 FONGd, the Senator from New york (Mr. wcrd': "at this session." The principles
Anedei
f18 sfrhraeddby
Kzxrxwotl. the Senator from California of this amendment are incorporated in
tefloignew (Mr. KuCEElI the Senator from Ver- the bill introduced by me, with Senators
"'(f) The Advisory Coned- ppine mont [Mr. Puourvl. and the Senator COOPERa, Scov'r. Fo2W. AIKEN. KEATIaG.
'adr ueeto
()duig193si,~
from Massachusetts [Mr. SALToNsTALLI * and Paoux-r. as cosPonsors and in the
adiintoteohe idng
n
.
as cosponsors, an amendment to which I administration bill Introduced by Sena
~edtoatseur~omkicne
shall address my remaks. Iask that the tor SA~-isAZ I should like to point
wurepcto
adrcmedtnsaendment beOrnted adlie on the out that we have now arrived at a point,
tisliaothcveaget table,
with the Senator from Massachusetts
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[MrL Saswumzmr1. where my basic posi- actual need as shown in U.S. medical use
This alternative plan Provides for a
UMO
an this bill has been combined with statistics for our older citizens,
minimum of 120 days of hospitalization,
that of the administration, which had
This is a first cost program which puts up to a year of skilled nursing-home
Put forward its own bill by means of the individual in a position where he can services, and of organised home health
the Senator from Massachusetts; and obtain protection In advance of the haz- care services, and for surgical services in
therefore I am offering this, measure as ards of chronic illness. Everyone 65 the hospital--any or all to the extent of
a reconciliation of both points of view.
years of age or over is eligible to sub- 80 percent of the cost of the services
This amendment Provides basic Pre- scribe, if his income reported for income after Incurring expenses of $250 for any
ventive care regardless of whether the tax is not over $3.000 a year. for a single or all of such services In any one Year.
recipient is on social security, at a rea- person, and $4,500 for couples, and if he In other words, it is a coinsurance and
aonable cost to the Federal and State is not a beneficiary for medical care un- deductible plan of 80 Percent and $250.
Governments. It covers all over 65 of der the other provisions of the main but the State is free to reduce the de
modest Income: It gives preventive care, bill-in other words, if he is not a re- ductibility factor in the plan it offers.
including private physicians services; it cipient of old-age assistance payments
I wish to emphasize that both of the
Preserves the existing relation between or if he is not among the medically needy service benefit Packages which I have de
doctor and patient; it encourages exist- who already ane covered by the Kerr- scribed for preventive care and for cata
ing medical plans; and it assures fiscal Prear amendments which now are be- strophic illness establish minimum bene
security and responsibility,
fore us.
fits. The Maximums are regulated only
lirt. I should like to point out that I
There is no deductibility and there Is by the amount of money which the3 Fed
have not newly arrived at these princi- no coinsurance for basic preventive care eral Government will contribute as its
pies, nor have my colleagues. As far coverage. The subscriber gets the bene- share; and I will come to the financial
back as 1%949
over a decade ago. I in- fit of it at once.~as soon as he needs it; details in a few moments.
troduced in the Congress a National and, most Importantly, the program is
In add~tion to the two options which I
Health Act. My cosponsors include- fully adequate, from a medical point Of have described for the individual, there
tnterestingly enough-Vice President view, for the average health care needs Is a third option: A covered individual
Nixon, then a Member of the House of of the older citizens
over 65 who does not enroll in a State
Representatives, and Secretary of State
By giving priority to preventive care, administered medical plan may receive
Herter, who, also, was then a Memiber of as sound medical practice dictates, we do 50 percent of his premium expense for a
Ohm House of Representatives, together not run the dancer of overutilization of private health insurance policy approved
with Senator Case, Senator Scott, and hospital and other institutional facilities, by the State, but not in excess of $60 a
Senator Morton, who likewise at that
I digress to point out I cannot con- year.
time were Members of the House, and ceivably overemphasize that danger. I
These three options are available to all
now are Members of this body--as events point out the approach which is taken in over 65 with incomes under the maxi
have turned out. a rather impressive the Anderson amkendment--sincere as I mumn set forth, except those receiving
group of easponsors.
know It Is, and laudable in every sense, benefits under the -old-age assistance
The principles of the National Health because I know Senators. concerned in it program. I refer to the Kerr-Frear pro
Act were the same as the principles are Just as sincere to do something in visions.
which I and my cosponsors are now this field as I1am-the Anderson amendIt Is estimated that, aside from ..
espousing In this amendment. The 1949 Ment nevertheless concentrates Upon million over 65 receiving old-age assist
bill--and, Incidentally, let me say that hospital care. Anyone who has had ex- ance. coverage under our amendment
when I first came to this body, that bill perience with hospital institutionswlbeaialetItmlonfths
was sponsored by Senator Ives, of New especially in the big cities, and I under-:wl bver
5avahablexceto
oermillion
o hs
York-rested on the basic principle that stand even in smaller places In other Pepie over 65 who are not referred to in
Federal and State resources should be parts of the country than my own, knows thsefiue
T
used to make available membership in they are already chock full. There are ae fes.
Tey are the ones who
voluntary prepayment plans to everyone, already waiting lists and waiting lines, cane either very well off financially, and
cntake care of their medical care, or
regardless of age or financial condition, To add this staggering responsibility, theInietwhcoeudrterpo
and scaled to the subscribers' actual in- therefore-that In order to get beniefits a
Idiewhcoeuerterpcome, rather than to a flat-rate pre- Person just has to go to a hospital-will vsons of the Kerr-Frear bill. But, for
mines, Government funds would be break down the whole system. I ca practical purposes, the Senator from
used to make up the difference between ttiink of nothing more cruel than to offer NeW Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON]. the Sen
the aggregate subscribers' payments and too our elderly people a plan which we ator from Michigan (Mr. MCNAxARA],
the actual cost of furnishing health serv- k-now in advance had this basic defect,
myself, or any other senator who has an
ice
beefis hopitl
t exendbeynd
osptal
On
the hndphyicins
had. hyscias' areidea
on the
howaged,
to deal
the medical
icesbenfit
eyon
toextnd
O thhe oter
arecare for
will with
be dealing
with a
and major medical care. This bill was is practical and simple to obtain, and potential of 11 million people.
introduced as an alternative to the then physicians are niot compelled to send
AstthlaertebilwchsbEwing health plan which many will their Patients to hospitals in order to get
Astthlaerte
i wchIb
recall.the
treatment they need. The other fore Us would provide health care, or an
Mr. President, the amendment which Provisions all are designed to further the opportunity for care, to those 11 million
I have just now had printed is the only objectives of preventive medical cae people over 65. Again I wish to make it
one before us which places the emphasis despite the wide variation in medical perfectly clear that nothing in may
where It belongs; namely, on preventive facilities in each of the 50 States.
amendment will subtract or detract from
Car. I wish to emphasize that point:
Again, I should like to emphasize an- the health care provisions which are in
and I repeat that this amendment Is the other strong point of our amendment, the bill before us, the so-called Kerronly one which places the emphasis on It is based on what can be done in every Frear provisions.
medical care which is where the em- State sepidrately, treating the State as a.
I have referred, In describing these
pbis~is belongs. Under the option set unit. This, too, will take account of the benefit packages, to minimum so-vices
forth In my amendment. provision is medical facilities and capabilities in each in which the Federal Government would
made, as a minimum-and It is a mini- State, so that what we promise an indi- make Its contribution, as well as the
mum; and In a moment I shall explain vidual we will perform.
States, and, to a modest extent, the sub
what I mean In that connectIon-for 12
For the individual descr~ibed, who scriber.
home or office visits by a Physician; the feels that he can pay for his: own preThFeraGorn
ntudrou
first $100 Of ambulatory, diagnostic, lab. ventive care, but wants to protect himThFeraGorn ntudror
oratory or X-ray services; 24 visiting self cgalnst a lengthy illness there is an Plan, will be able to contribute to an ex
home nurse service calls as prescribed by option enabling him to subscribe to a. panded benefit package up to an aggre
a physician; and when 'eesyanplan
to pay for major portions of the gate cout of $128 a year.
Mr. President, I wish to point out that cost of long-term, catastrophic, or other
The minimum package which I have
by the words 'When necessary.', I mean expensive filness. This, it will be re. described Is estimated, generally,
an the certification of a Physlcian-21 called, was essentially the administra- throughout the country, for both pre
days of hoepital or equivalent nursing tion's approach, which!I have now added ventive carn and catastrophic illness, to
home cmr. These are benefits based on to my original bilLcst$0a.er
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An example of the maximum package, ft terms of the organization of our
at $128 a year. of maximulm medical country.
benefits under preventive care. would be:
Mr. President, I should like to interphysicians' services, 12 days offce and ject another thought. I know those who
home; inpatient hospital services, 45 favor the social security idea are men of
days; unlimited ambulatory X-ray and conscience, and I think they should relaboratory services; and unlimited or- flect on one item In this matter, namely.
ganized home health care services; is a social security system for medical
skilled anltL nursing home services, 135 care a -system which is apposite to the
days.
traditionis of and to the general attriThat Is the maximum possible. consid- butes of American life? Is it a system
ering the country as a whole, under the congenial to American life, to the Amer8128 cost, which would be the roof ell- ican way of living, to the American way
gible fgr Federal contribution,
of dealing with doctors and medical care
Similar maximum benefits under the generally?
long-term illes program, under this
I hasten to refute any Idea that a social
$128 ceiling, consist of hospital care, 180 security approach Is "un-American." Of
days; skilled and nursing home care, 365 course it is not. I only point out that
days or 1 year; organized home care the question of context, of the way in
service, the same, 385 days; surgical pro- which we live, our national attitudes, is
cedures; laboratory and X-ray services, an important consideration In making
UP to $200; physicians' services; dental what is really a very fundamental and
services; prescribed drugs, up to $350; a very important sociological decision,
private duty nurses and physical restora- I wish to emphasize that point. I shall
tion services,
not go to Bermuda. nor will grass grow
In short, that Is probably the most in the streets, If the Congress decides
elaborate package anyone has thought that way, but I think it would be a proabout for the aged to be available to an found and important departure from
individual over 65 years of age who feels any'thing we have ever done before, with
he does not need preventive care-he great sociological implications. I therecan look after that-who feels he can fore urge my colleagues who are thinking
look after the first $250 of his own costs, about it, and I know many are, to co'nin terms of catastrophic illness, and then Sider it in those terms as well,
he gets'60 percent of the cost of this
The contributory principle, which I
tremndou
pakageof enefts.have
adopted, is nothing new. It is in
tremendouthackgoft beauefitsIdcae
the bill now, as a matter of fact. The
thsIs
pon than outc bease itainordicates Kerr-Prear Proposals represent nothing
athisIsoa pla whitchn
istioedo tor sh- more than the extension of the conuagety not to wheactuacnweed dofotheagd tributory Principle, by which Federal and
aged, but tomteactua wneeso thevead.v
State governments contribute to a deThr
oewown
r
rvniesirable social welfare plain
care, from the first dollar cost, from the
Another difficulty, as I view the matword "go., They would be without an ter, with respect to the social security
coinsurance, without any deductibility Idea, relates to the fact that it Is interunder the law. There are others who esting to me to find that so many of my
cmn take care of themselves unless they liberal friends-not only my liberal
run Into a bad situation, and it Is for friends, but also may liberal brothers in
them we want to have a comprehensive arms-espouse the social security Idea,
package, and that Is the maximu pack- which seems to me to be a reversal of our
age I have offered.
own thinking, because the general revThere is no other proposal before this enue approach spreads the responsibility
session of the Congress which meets all among all the people who are able to
the desirable conditions and can provide Pay, in proportion to their ability to pay,
all the benefits to as many people and as whereas the social security approach Is
quickly as this amendment. First, It Practlcalty a sales tax approach. It will
builds upon what the States have in the tax those at the lowest end of the ecoway of facilities--and -they differ very nomic totem pole, who, we always say
materially among the States.
In terms of general welfare measures, are
Second. It Is a general revenue Plan, the least able to pay. Interestingly
notsa social security measure. Mr. Pres- enough, It would exclude an estimated
Ident, I' think the hard nut of the issue 40 percent of the income of individuals
is, Do We Wish to inangurate in the Social from any responsibility for a health care
security system what is, for all prac- program, That, in itself, seems to me to
tical purposes, a health care scheme? be inappropriate,
I would not say It Is exactly what the
I would say that the Kerr-prear proBritish do, but It is very much like It. Posals take that very principle Into conThe point is that we would for the fis sideration and carry it out to tne limited
time inaugurate a systemt by which we extent to which they endeavor to carry
would have a national responsibility for out the medical care program,
the health care of the people.
I observe that the Senator from Okl...
We are now starting with the aged homa, [Mr. KZRRl is present In the
over 68. but once we have imbedded it ;.) Chamber. I should like to repeat for
fundamentally into the responsibility of him whatrIsaid before. I am all for his
the Government in terms, at the very program. I think It Is absolutely essenbest, of a government Insurance pro- tial I thlnk wehave totake afurther
gram, of course It will &evelop, without step. I am trying to propose an addition,
an question. If the Congie~s makes using the same Principle. Since the
this very fundamental decision In prin- question of need Is not involved, this
ciple. it abould develop. I would be 011- represents, in an efficient way, the necesPosed to inauguratIng it in this way, sary next step. I think It is a very happy
because I think1 It Is Unsound and unwise thMn which the Senator has done for
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aUl of us, in stripping the bill of all the
argument about the old-age assstanee
people and the medically indigent people.
The Senator has done that and has dons
it very well. I think we are all content
with It.
We can go on. We can really econcen
trate upon the fundamental issue, which
I have stated to be this: There Is a great
body of Senators, in my opinion--per
haps it does include the Senator from
Oklahoma [Mr. KERR], but we all love
him, respect him, and have the greatest
respect for his sincerity-which I think
is a solid majority, who desire to do
something for the aged beyond what
would be done by the bill which has been
presented. I think the real Issue is going
to be whether we shall do It by the
social security route, breaking totally
new sociological ground, or whether we
shall do it by the traditional eontribu
tory system, which is the same system
employed by the Senator from Okla
homa. I am arguing fer the latter.
Strippied down, that is essentially my
case.
Mr. President, the cost question, of
'ourse. Is vitally important. We already
have an estimate of cost on the KerrFrear measure, which is now In the bill.
of $200 million a year. Under my pro..
gram, which is proposed in the amend
ment, the medium cost for the Federal
Government for the plan is estimated by
me-I shall give the estimate of the
techniCians in a minute-at $450 million
a year. The reason I differentiate my es
timlate from that of the technicians is
that the technicians give me a figure of
estimated participation of 75 percent.
which would mean the participation of
8.250.000 people. The technicians give
me a figure on the minimum package
which is referred to in my amendment
of about $360 million from the Federal
Government. They give me a figure, on
the maximum package, of about $462
millioji from the Federal Government.
Taking Into consideration all of the
uncertainties-whether 75 percent or
more will be covered--and the variations
among the several States as to the types
of plans which the States would propose,
I think a "fair shot" at It. which is per
haps a little on the high side, Is $450 mil
lion per annum as the cost of what I am
proposing to the Federal Government at
such time as there is full use of the po
tential participation involved.
There is one other point which I should
like to emphasize about my approach to
the problem. I call In the amendment
for some cost to the subscriber. Let us
remember that the medically indigent
and the old-age assistance people are to
be looked after. We are seeking to deal
with people who have some modest In
come. I call for a cost to the subscriber
which Is 10 percent of the cost of the
package.. We havesa right to assume that
will be somewhere between $9a year and
$12.80 a year. These are the lower and
upper limits of the package.
I should like tomake a point on the
question of subscription which I think
Is Important. Many people in this whole
situation are worried about the program
running away. The British had that ex
perience. People worry about the pro
gram becoming a matter of competition.
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Politically or otherwIse-probably politically. There may be a question of.
perhaps, who will do more in terms of
the benefit package. Some are worried
about malingering and lots of other
abuses,
It seems to me when we charge even a
modest amount to the subscriber we introduce a note of dignity, a note of personal responsibility, a note of insurance
participation which is very attractive,
In view of the fact that the amounts Involved are very small-I am thinking of
people with modest income when I say
"very smiall"-! think this gives us a desirable addition, and at the same time
gives us a little help as to the cost of the
Program.
Mr. P'ROXMIRE Mr. President. will
the Senator yield?
Mr. JAVITS I yield,
First, even though
Mr. PROX0M!R.
I oppose the Senator from New York on
this Issue, I wish to congratulate him
for this constructive and positive proposal. I think it represents an advance
which has a great deal of merit. I know
the Senator from New York is not one of
those who are coming forward with a
program because there Is a lot of pressure for a health Insurance program for
the aged. The Senator from New York
has been presenting this Program for
many years. As I understand, in 1949
the Senator Introduced a similar program when he was a Member of the
House Of Representatives. This is nothIng new for him.
I should like to ask the Senator from
New York whether the only eligibility
criterion would be Income. Would there
be any property criterion whatever?
Mr. JAVI'TS. None whatever,
Mr. FROXMIRE Any liens On
property?
Mr. JAVITS. None whatever,
It would be entirely
Mr. PROIVMIR
Income.
Mr. JAVITS. Entirely income.
Mr. PROXM]RE. The income would
be $80 a week for an Individual. if a
perSon earned or received less than $60
a week he would be eligible? The figure
would be $110 for a couple, roughly?
Mr. JAVITS. That is correct.
Wr PROXMIE.K If an Individual
received $65 a week or $75 a week or $80
a week, or his family received $100 or
more a week. he would not be eligible, is
that correct?
Mr. JAVITS. That Is correct,
Mr. PROXLIRE. So even If a person
were aflicted with an illness which cost
thousands of dollars a year, he could not
qualif under the Senator's program unless he could show that his income was
very modest-In the $80 or less a week
range?
Mr. JAVTS. That Is true. But Is it
not also true that then we would get
Into the range of People who are gen-,
Ermily covered? Remember that fifere
mllon People covered by variareW127
ous type of health Insurance, and we do
not expect the Federal Government to
shepherd them all,
I point out to the Senator that!I think
the Senator Is making entirely valid
points, and that the Senator is correct
actuarially speaking, that the overWhallnint maority Of those over 65 Come
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within the $3000 and the $4.500 limit s. enator stated It very clearly when he
The exclusion at the most is somiething said 'The bard nut of the issue is be
within the area of about 2%. million tWeen using the social security system
and not using IV. I think the Senator's
maximum,
So there are 23Y4 test Is a much more attractive test than
par. pROXmM!R
million. Americans who make more than the usual means test that the States
$60 a week or more than $90, with 're- apply with respect to property. insis~ting
spect to families, over 65 years of age, on liens and pauper's oaths. The Sen
who may have health problems, which so ator from New York very Properly does
many older people are likely to have, not insist upon that Procedure.
Mr. JAVITS. Will the Senator allow
who would not be covered under the
proposal of the Senator from New York? mncto interrupt to nail down that point.
Mr. JAVITS. They would not be I agree entirely with the Senator from
covered under my proposal. The only Wisconlsin and his fellow liberals on that
point I make is that they are people Point.
Mr. PROIMIRE. Nevertheless, the
who are able to be covered privately.
and it seems to me a governmental pro- Senator would apply an income test. An
posa involving under anyone's system individual would have to prove that not
important governmental contribution only his earnings but his income was less
should try to conflne Itself to some area than $3,000 a year.
Mr. JAVI'TS. Yes. Will the Senator
in Which people cannot otherwise help
allow ma to Qualify that statement. We
themselves.
Mr. PROXIMIE. Does the Senator have simplified the procedure greatly by
believe that the social security system relying solely on the Income tax return.
Itself, which provides a pension for every- and the bill so provides. If a ma files
one who works, whether he earns over an income tax return, that settles the
$60 a week or over $90 a week, whether question. if he violates the law, and
they have that kind of income after they does not fIle, we will not pursue that
get older or not, should be modified and point.
Also the mere certification In h1s
should apply only to those who can come
Income tax return that he shows no more
in and pass an income test?
Mr. .JAVITS. I point out to the Sen- than X dollars would be enough to quali
ator that if a person earns over $1,800 a fy him. He would not have to give us
year. even under the bill, he will not the return or anything else. The
amnment Is clear on that point. and
receive any social security,
Mr. PROXMIRE. The Senator knows it is a simple proposition. I only wanted
Perfectly well that under the social se- to clarify the procedure.
Mr. PROXMIRE. I think one of the
curity Program a man can have an income of $10,000 and receive his $10,000 most attractive and helpful features of
income provided he does not earn it as the Senator's approach is the one he
wages or salary. After 72, a man may mentioned last. He said the plan pro
go out and earn by the sweat of his vided a little dignity because the partici
brow any amount and he Is still eligible pants would be required to contribute.
10 percent of the cost of the Premium.
for soCia security; is that correct?
Mr. JAVITS. That is correct. But I think that is fine. However, the great
the Senator has glossed very quickly over advantage of the social security ap
the fact that If that Individual earns over proach, it seems to me, Is that it provides
a great deal of dignity to the person who
$1,80 a year, he gets no social security,
Mr. PROXMCRE. Between ages 65 participates in this program, because he
knows that he has earned it. He has;
and 72.
Mr. JAVITS. That is correct. That earned It by his own contribution over
applies to about 2 million people right his lifetime to social security. He has
now. So the numbers are roughly equiv- earned It because his employer in hiring
alent. It Is not an argumentative figure. him really, as part of his wage. has con
Iam trying to state my facts and figures tracted to pay Into the social security
authoritatively. So they just about bal- fund, and while initially people who had
ance out. It Is a fact now that about not made a contribution in this way
2 million people do not collect social se- would qualify over the years. all those
curity because they earn over $1,800 a who would receive this benefit would have
Year. So the social security system It- made the contribution themselves and
self-not that I admit it, is analogous-- would receive the benefits as a matter of
accommodates that kind of application. right. It would be theirs, because they
I think the applica- had made their contribution and had
Mr. PROX3MIR.
tions are very important. if a person earned it. There would be no element of
has an income from rent or from an charity. There would be no element of
annuity or from any of many kindsn of the State or the Federal Government
sources of income, which many older handing out money because they felt
People have, he still gets his social secur- sorry for people. Americans could be
ity check no matter how large his in- proud of the fact that during their life
come. if a person is over 72. he can earn time they had worked and contributed to
all the money he wishes by the sweat of the fund, and that they had earned the
his brow and still receive his social secur- right, when they retired, to have health
ItY check. And most important of aIll Insurance.
Mr. JAVITS. TYhe argument of the
of course, an elderly person can live on
a smalli income if he Is well. It Is when Senator from Wisconsin is ratlier surhe is III that he needs the additional help Prizing, because I have not heard him
and he needs it as desperately If he earns say that it is charity to giie high, fixed
$100 a week as if he earns $60 a week, if farm supports or check~s for the conser
vation of land. I have not heard him say
he suffers a prolonged costly illness.
I should like to coma to what!I think is that such support represents the fact that
the fundamental issue, and I think the the United States Is sorry for the Indi
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this is a worthy proposal although I am States. I should like to ask the Senator
inclined to disagree VLith it at the bow many States, in his Judgment, would
come through with a program this year
moment.
The Senator estimates that the plan and how many States would come
will cost about $450 million a year to through within the next 2 or 3 years
the Federal Government in addition to with a program of the kind he proposes.
the cost of the Kerr-Frear proposal, WThere would the money come from?
which I understand is $212 million, or a Many of' these States are in very seri
total of some $662 million a year addi- ous trouble. The State of the Senator
tional cost to the Federal Government. from New York is better off than most
Mr. JAVITS. I do not think the States, but many States are in a serious
Senator is correct about the cost of the plight. Many of them would have a very
Kerr-Frear proposal. It is estimated In difficult problem in raising the kind of
the RzcoaD to be $200 million. The money the Senator would have them try
to raise under his proposal.
Senator is close enough.
Mr. JAVITS. The figures for Wiscon
Mr. PROXMIRE. I conferred with
the Senator from Oklahoma. He told sin, upon which my estimates are based,
me It would be $142 million for the first show for the minimum package a State
part of his proposal and $70 million for contribution of $7.8 million, and for the
the second part. He said that the cost to maximum package a contribution of
the States for his program would be $12.3 million.
A median of $10
Mr. PROXNMIR.
approximately $71 million. The Senator from New York, I presume, assumes million.
Mr. JAVITS. That is fairly accurate.
the cost to the State would be $450 saillion for hi proposal. The Kerr-Frear Practically all the States have entered
proposal would cost the States $71 sIln- into the medical-care aspects of the oldlion. The Javits bill would be on top of age assistance program, and I believe
that. So the Javits approach according with all sincerity that the amounts are
to the author's estimates would be $520 not so large that they could not be found
million in added cost to the States. for so desirable a program which gives
Somehow, somewhere we will need to such great benefits to their people beyond
find an additional $1,182 million of Fled- the competence of the respective States.
In order to make clear the figures, I
eral and State money to pay for thi
Republican proposal. That means an ask unanimous consent that there may
increase of $662 million in Federal taxes be included in the RECORD at this point
a chart prepared for me by the Gov
and $520 million in State taxes.
ermient agencies, at my request, with
I wish to state to the Senator ft
New York that although I have gra out any implication as to their favoring
faith in our Wisconsin Governor. who 13 my amendment. based upon an 8/4 -moil
lion participation, of the total Govern
a close friend of mine and a Deort
and in the Wisconusin Legislature, all of
whom are sympathetic to the problems ment cost, the Federal cost, and the
State cost, based upon the minimum
of the old people, I am not so sueU
can come up with an additional $10 soil- package and the maximnum package
lion or $12 million for this purpose in referred toin myremarks.
There being no objection, the chart
Wisconsin.
I am sure, while this is true of Wis- was ordered to be printed in the Rzcoas.
consin, it Is true also of many other as follows:

viduals who are getting the checks.
There are all kinds of programs Costing
billions of dollars for which the Fedesal
Government is paying, and paying directly to people, programs which we all
fight for and think are right. They
represent no demeaning of the inodividuasa dignity,
My paint is that my approach would
give the Individual a vested stake In
where this money went. It does not fail
to have some terminal points in the sense
of responsibility with respect to It.
I will not say for a minute that there
is nothing to be said for the social
security approach, that It is all wrong.
and that It Is the greatest vice mankind
ever saw. Of course not. That is nonsense. The only point I make is that on
balance, taking all of the arguments for
the social security system and all of the
arguments for this system, and considerIng the sociological break with the past
which the social security system In
health would represent, I believe my program is preferable for our country.
In other words, I am not trying to
devastate the Senator from Wisconsin
with my argument. I think there Is an
answer to his particular point and! have
made It. But I also wished to point aut
that this Is one of the questions that he
and others like him will argue most
sincerely as being a strong paint in favor
of their plan,
Mr. PROXMIRE. May I say that
every farmer in Wiseonsin, every farmer
in New York, and every farmer In the
country deplores the bubsidy aspects of
our farm program and wants to get ant
from under subsidy as soon as possible,
hoping that it Is but a temporary exPedlent. Also, a farmer does not earnSider commodity credit loans entirely as
•asubsldy tohimself but asa way tosoive
a serious national problem.
I do not wish to detain the Senator.
I hae" a few more questions. I think
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Mr. PBOXMMZ, Is It not a fact that provides the greatest amounit of Personal an not 365 days? What do the older
at the recen Governor's eonferenee. tn dignity?
citizens really need?
Jun. the Governor of wisconsin led the
mr. JAvrmB I would not wish to
In that respect I point to a U.S. Na
successful fight to put the Governors on Characterize or give coloration to the tional
Health survey entitled
aeod or a majority of the Governors, degree of enthusiasm with which the Ization-Patlents Discharged"Hospital
at least, as favoring the social security Governor or the New York Times ap- Short Stay Hospitals," publishedFrom
in
approach and disapproving the Federal- proaches the social security method. June 1958. It shows why the program
State matching approach; or if not dis- However, there are many newspapers which I aim proposing with my cospon
approving the latter approach, at least which have earned great respect sors is so valuable and so clearly profavoring the social security approach? throughout the country which do not portioned to the need. It shows that
Is It not also a fact that the distin- favor that approach, but who are vio- less than 10
percent
the 16 million
guished Governor of the Senator's State. lently opposed to it. and state their pref- aged citizens who areofhospitalized-9.8
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, was one of the erence with sincerity, and say why they percent to be exact-actually need to stay
leaders In this fight, and that the dis- think they are right. Although it is an more than 31 days per year in the hos
tingulshed Governor of New York very item which the Senator has the right to pital. Ninety percent do not require
enthuslastically favors the social secur- mention, I do not believe it is decisive long hospital stays.
Government
ItY approach, and has stated so many in respect of the issue which Is before us. statistics show that theU.S.
average hospital
thoes?
Mr. PROXUMII
I thank the Sena- stay of this latter group is 14 days, with
Mr. ,TAV1TS. This question was tor from New York. Once again I would the general average stay being
21 days.
bound to'come up. and we might as well say that his bill has a great deal of
Mr. President, this shows that a proanswer it. It Is. of course, a fact. that merit, and of course, as always. he has gram like ours which is adjusted
to prethe Governors want to shed themselves presented masterful arguments in favor ventive care, meeting range between
of as much of the cost as they can. of It. I am not persuaded. However, I 21 days at a minimum, aand
45 days at a
That Is very understandable. They enjoy listening to his touching argu- maximum, in a hospital, without
any
would like to use the money for other ments.
precost of coinsurance, or anything else.
things, if they have it. So we can unMr. JAVITS. I am grateful to the is exactly what the people need. The
derstand their position. We wrestle Senator from Wisconsin. There is noth- great bulk of the people do not really
with It every day in the week. They in., which brings out a case better than need anything else. Therefore, why have
want more money here and they want questions. He is very able. He and I an enormous mountain of effort, so far
to spend less themselves,
have debated this question on television, as they are concerned, for the hospitaliWith respect to Governior Rockefel- I have enjoyed our debates very much. zation which Is represented by the Anlet, he has announced his position as His Performance here is well worthy Of derson amendment, when 95 percent of
favoring the social security approach, him,
them do not really need it?
with one very Important exception,
I should like to proceed now to a conMr. President, let us remember that
which Is not In the Anderson substitute. clusion of my remarks, very briefly,
more than 127 million Americans are now
Perhaps It will be some day, but it is
I had in mind pointing out what I am under some kind of medical care Insur
not in the substitute now. He is in sure others will point out: namely, the ance Program. These programs
may
favor of the social security approach if reason why this subject has become a provide only limited coverage, but they
It give the Individual subscriber the great Problem and a great issue in this help to cover some part of the health care
Option of getting hIds money in cash, so country,
expense. When I speak, as I do, about
that he May subscribe to a private
Since 1957, medical care costs have the Psychological departure
is inhealth plan. He hais made that point gone up more than 20 percent. 'When volved in the social securitywhich
system, I
very clear,
we remember what our older citizens have in mind the distortions, the maI speak of It so strongly because he must pay for medical care with what ter iImpairment-which should not
made it clear to me. This is an issue they earn, we can understand why this even be taken into account by
upon which he and I do not see eye to is burgeoning not only as a political we do, or seriously strained or anything
taxed by
eye. There are very few such Issues, Problem, but also as an economic and anything we do-in this enormous
sysGovernor Rockefeller and I are In great social problem.
tem which, in a typical American way,
agreement, certainly as great as anyOur older citizens. according to a 1957- the American people have built up to
body has with him. He is in favor of 58 study, spent, on the average. $177 help themselves.
the social -security approach, and has a year for health and medical expenses,
The plan which
proposed consaid so. I respect him for his views, al- compared with $84 spent on the average forms best, becauseICIthave
continues to leave
though I may not agree with them. He by the rest of the population,
a very large area for Private capacities
has pointed out that he Is only for it if
However, 16 percent of the older citi- which are represented by all the medical
It gives the subscriber or the bene- zens had to spend as much as $500 a year plans.
ficiary the cash option; Otherwise, he is for their health care. We must rememI should like to emphasize that the
not In favor of It.
ber. also. and must take into account Anderson plan starts to provide benefits
Mr. PROXNfM I understand. How- the fact-and I am deeply convinced of at age 68, or when
a person
3 years
ever, is It not true that the Governor this-that our older citizens are not get- older than under the plan whichis the
Sen..
has stated very eloquently that he is in ting the medical care they ought to be ate Is now considering.
favor of the socia security approach, getting. They, ought to be spending
I conclude on this note: Let us not
nMot merely because it would save the more than the already high amounts, overlook the fact
that with the enactstates money-and that may not be the However, these higher expenses come at ment of a major health
care bill by Con-.
most Important congideration, particu- a time when the earning power of the gress. an enormous burden
Wil be placed
larly In a State like New York state, men and women in this group has de- on the Natiozvs medical resources
and
which has a sound method of raisng clined so sharply that 60 percent. or 9.6 Personnel, no matter what safeguards
Money, and has been successful re- Million, in this group have less than a are included against overutilizafion.
cently--but because he feels that the so- thousand dollars a year to live on. while Nothing would be More tragic than to
ela security approach Is the more eff- 80 percent, or 12.8 million, have incomes compel old folks to go on a long waiting
cient and more comprehensive and more of $2,000 a year or less,
list to enter a hospital already subject to
dignified way to do It? Is that not why
It seems to me that Under these cir- overcrowding. We heirs
lighten that
also Agreat -'sewsaper in the Senator's cumstances we are bound to do some- burden by enabling cur toolder
citizens.
hous State, the New York Times, also thing about this situation,
ne yaedet
ogtpeetv
faosthtmtod sdesteWshBefore I conclude I should like to make care before they fall seriously ill, as the
lngtOR Post and so many other news- one further point, which Iss30 important bill which I sponsor provides. proposals
paPeft which are Objective InI their aP- to this whole debate. and that is this:
centered around hospitalization concen
proah to the Problem, and wbjch can
What Is the program which is Pro- trate that burden in many places to the
without any feeling of politics look at portioned to whst our older citizens breaking Point.
the IBMu and decide which make the need? Why, Is it 6. days in the hospital,
I hope very much that the fundamen
most Sound economic sense and which and not 30 days? Why is it 180 days, tal principles which I have advocated
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will be Incorporated in any health care Federal matching pereetatges under Jav'fts payment an behalf of an eligible Individua
4meaAdt"%& to H-A. 1*580 providinhl for of 80 per centum of the mest ahovs the de
Insurancei legislation adopted by Cdnmedical sevices for the aged--Continued ductible axmout IncWTOed by him to, the
gream. Theme wre the basic principles I
----5844 fMlowing inervices (hereinafter in this title
urge most strongly: Emphasis on Pre- Utah..-.-.-----------------for Vermont ------------------------ -66. 7 r~fealdto5 "Imedleal sefices") rendered
ae outr
atcpation
letv
eemndb h
f heVirginia------------------------ - a. 4 tohi to teetn
alwthth
oer65 pesrvtin
allove
wih te65 resrvaionof heWashington ----------------------- 47.3 &eding physician to be medically neces
doctor-patient relationship; State plans West Virginia ---------------------- * o3. sary (but subJect to the limItations In smc
ti524
on 1606)
---------------------....
with Federal matching so that we can. wb
I '(A) Inliatlent hospltal seryices for not
build on existing facilities; and payment Wyoming-------------------------- so.
one hundred and twenty days in
7uro~o----------out of general revenues.
Mr. President. I hope the Senate will Virgin Islands----------------------- .: any enrolimenlt year;
'MB surgical services provided to in
pan bil
urthr
wich tanillgo

pasablMhcilg

ute

hn~

the one so ably presented by the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR]I and
the Senator from Delaware [Mr. FREAKI.
which confines Itself essentially to medical indigents, and which. I think. is
acceptable to all, certainly to myself
and my cosponsors.
All our older citizens of modest lincome should have full consideration
from us in their older years. when they
need help to meet their medical ex-

penses. and they are entitled to It by
their service in the life of our country.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con-"
sent to have printedl In the RECORD as a
part of my remarks a table showing the
percentage of participation under my
amendment by the various States with
the Federal Government. I have previously secured unanimous consent to
heRCR a-sichart
have p~rinw inth REOR

analyzing the cost of the minimummaximumn package.
There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed In the Rzcomn,

r. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask

patient In a hoepital:

I'MC skilled flursing-.hom~e xervices;
unanimous consent that my amendment
"(D) or'ganiized home health cae sery
may be printed as a part of my remarks.
evcsa h
c ftefloin
There being no objection, the amend- lee3)s;
ecs thelitaon
o
eprnedI
teStt
may ecth(ubec tollwn
meI
a odre
h
iobnrntdI
staection elect
e
bet)-teiiain
Rxlnen was follows:
RCRa olw:i
eto N)
end The
of the
bill insert
theAct
following:
"M(1 physicians'
At
II(il)
outpatient services;
hospital eves
"SWc.the801.
Social
Security
is fur"'(ill) private duty nursing services;
ther amended by adding at the end thereof
"(1T) physical restorative services;
the following new title:
1v~zwa ZX~rr
TM TH
AGD
'1(v) dental treatment;
I.r
"'(vi) libmratory and X-ray sefl'ices to the
extent the cost thereof Innot In excess of
"A pproprfation
For thethepurpose
of assisting
in any enrollment year;
SEC..1601.
of aged P00
- '(vii) prescribed drugs to the extent the
the States
to improve
health care
individuals of low Incomes by enabling them cost thereof is not in ercess of 6050 In any
to secure, at cost reasonably related to their enrollment year, and
incomes, protection either against the ex- - '(vii) Inpatient hospital services in ex
penses of preventive and diagnostic services cess of one hundred and twenty days In any
and short-term illness treatment or against enrollment year; or
"'(3) private insurance benefits, which, for
long-term illness expenses, there are hereby
authorIzed to be appropriated for each fiscal purposes of this title. shall consist of pay
year such sums as the Congress may deter- ment on behalf of such Individual of one-half
mine. The sums made available under this of the premiums of a private health Insur
section shlxsi be used for making payments ance policy for him up to a maximum pay
-to States with State plans submitted by them ment for any year of $60;
" (c) provides for granting anopportunity
and approved under this title.
for a fair hearing before the State agency
- 'State pln

as fllos:
's~, ~m Th seretry sallappoveto any Individual whose claim for benefits
un derth planhas been dayeni fed: llen
Federal matching percenttages under Javits a State plan under this title whichiesfo
payabean rmoen ofreqenrollmens
" (a.) provides for establishment or desig- f'dees.
amendmea* to H.S. 12580 providing for
nation of a single State agency to administer fhees ptayabe mannuallyermore.b fequibe ntlya
medical servies for the aged

es. 7 or supervise the administration Of the State
Alahama.-------.----.-------0.0 plan:
Alaska..-------------------6
"1'(b) provides that each eligibl. IndivIdAuiso=na.-------------------------- 57.1
Azksnsas -- - ---------------- ------- 66.7 ual (as defined In sectioi. 1605 (a)). who ap.piles therefor (and only such an Individual)
California-------------------------5$7.5
Coloeado - - --.-.---------------------- 681.7 shall be furnished whichever of the following
33.3 he may elect:
Connect-icut ---------------"'I(1) preventive and diagnostic and shortDelaware-------------------------- 35.3
District of Columbia..----.---------- a'7.8a term illness benefits, which, for purposes of
Florida- - - - - ------------------------ 653.1 this Util., shall consist of payment on behalf
Cleorgi.
-------------------------- 64.2 of an eligible Individual of the cost incurred
-------------------- 64,4 by him for the following medical services
Hawall
- ---Idah----- -------------------- 69.4 rendered to him to the extent determined by
39.611 the attending9 physician to be medically necIlinis-------------- ---.
----- ~48.7 essfarY (but subject to the limitations in secTndianaft-- - -- ,-----------7.1 tion 1606)-.
Iowa -- - ,------------6-----s. 7
. '(A) Inpatient hospital services for not
NAMsas..,...------------------------------------66.0 to exceed twenty-one days In any enrollKentucky --louissana.-------------------------a.6 aenmet Year, except that at the request of the
68.3 Individual, days of skilled nursing-home
Maine --------------------Maryland.--.----------------- 46.6 services may be substituted for any or all
Massachusetts---------------------- 43.1 of such days of inpatient hoapl~.al services
Mchigan-.-.-.----------------------. ts. o at the rate of three days of skilled nursings
home care for one day Of inpatient hospital
l3nnesate- ------------------------- SC
WMlsalsppL------------------------ 66.7 services;
"'(8) Physicians service furnished outIflhlur..--- ---------------------- s1.7
------6-2.1 side of a hospital or skilled nursing home, on
Monstana
--not More than tWeive days during any enNebra"Is-k--------------------------657.2
3&9 rollment year,
Nevada..----------------------"'-(0) ambulatory diagnostic laboratory
New ft------------........4.1
........
,...-------.3
and X-ray services furnished outside of a hosNew *ersey. . . .....
60.0
pital
or- skilled nursing home to the extent
New Me~co.- - - - -..-----------------New York --------------------- -37.8 the cost thereof is not In excess of 6100 in
North Carolina---------------------- 66.4 any enrollment year;
'C
(D) organised 'home health care services
NOrth-DakotaI.- ----- .- ------------ 6. Oho----------------------- 44.4 for not more than twenty-four days in any
9,7 enrollment year. and
Okaoa,,,. .,....,.
-51.3
"(3) Mich other medical services as the
Oreon
- ----------------Penyvni-.....-------48.4 State may elect (subject to the limitations
Rhdlln..,..,-------49.2 in classes (Z), (vi). and (viU) of paragraph
Sot aoin-,..--------66. 7 (2) and to the limitations in section 1608);
-------::-------64.9 or
5011thDakoft
-I'(9 long-term Illness benefits, which.
Toungs" -- - --- -- ---------- -- 65.6
---------------66.
f&I
or Purpose of this tItle, shall consist QC

vidusla applying for long-term illness bene
fits or diagnostic and short-termn illness ben
ents under the plan, the amounts of such
fees to be determined by a schedule estabILshed by the State and approved by the Sac
retary as providing fees the lowest of which
Is equal to not less than 10 per centum of the
per capita cost for the enrollment year in
volved of the benefits provided, the re
maninder of which vary in relation to the in
come (as defined In sectIon 1605(b)) of the
individuals:
I '(e) Include provision for Increases in
enroliment fees, approved by the Secretary
for individuals who for the enrollment year
Involved, would not be elIgible individuals
but for the provisions of section 1605(a) (2):
" (f) Includes such methods of adminis
tration as are found by the Secretary to be
necessary for the proper and effcient opera
tion of the plan, IncludingI"'(I) methods relating to the establish
ment and maintenance of personnel stand
ardB on a merit basis, except that the Secre
tary shall exercise no authority with respect
to the selection, tenure of offce. or compen
satlon of any Individual employed In accord
anos with such Methods.
"'(2) methods to assure that the applica
tions of all Individuals applying for benefits
under the plan will be acted upon with rea
sonable promptness;
"'(3) methods relating to collection of en
roliment fees for long-term illness beneflt- or
diagnostic and short-term ilinesa benefits
under the plan except that the State may
not utilize the services of any nonpublic
agency or organization, In the collection of
such fees, and
"'(4) methods for dsteymining
-'(A) rates of payment fu~r institutional
evwan
- (B3)schedules oftfees or rates of payanent for other Modical servic-es,
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for which expenditures are made unde the

the Plang.for
adiitrn
PM (3
et orhcttra.ntInositn
t.m
I
with the provIsions of this title, for approval
h
mssPr0
bythe state agency. for purposes of the plan.
State
which haa a plan
priated
therfor
each
of private health insurance policies;
"'(h) provides that no benefits wili be approved under section 1602 saba! be entitled
futfllshed any Individual under the plan to receive, for each calendar quarter, bewih
t esec
ay eio wthrepet oginning with the quarter co mmencing July

whith

n
heispett reeiving

with-rese

ct to

uut2

-SNT

the plan and to pay the sa1me to the Stat
te pan;and
ageny aminiterng

1. 1961. an amount equal5 to (1) th P~ea

vidual for the preceding enrollment year.
(0) paid enrollment fees Under the plan
the preceding enrollment year or had a

private health Inaurance policy and the State
ate Plan toward
ne
h StClw()P
aepyet
the cost of the premiuma of the policy dur
ing such year.
I"I(b) For the purpornes of thin title, the
Income requirements of thes subsection are

met by any individual with respect to any

under the State plan approved under aection aharm for such Statc of the total amounts enrollment year Uf. for his lean taxable year
2. aid1 to dependent children under the State expended during such quarter by the State (for purposes of the Federal Itncomae tax)
pla aproeduner
ecion40. id o heunder the plan aa long-term Illness. diagnoa- ending before the beginning of auch enroll
tito
c and abort-term Hilness, or private Inaur- ment year
42 i t h
bidudrteSaeplan approved under
I"'(1) he did not pay any income tax or
Stoathe peaprmanentl ande ance benefits. plua (2) coe-balf of the total
abclond 1002.er aid
income did not exceed
1'(2) (A) hi
d of the sums. expended during mach quarter
Atiotal d002abredunde the petanenPlyaU
pand
norapas found necessary by the Secretary for the *3.000 in the case of an Individual who, at
proval dsed under
aeetSnt140
-proper and efficient ad-'-' tration of the th beg-innn of such enoollment year. wan
pofe
thndperapaph an i42(ndivda sho l poe
unmarried or was not living with hin spouse.
te plan.
othe eee torgh avereceivedualchaaaiaotance
or
sucnh unlesanhe
I*(b) Payment of teamounts due a Stt
or aiemdwtohavepectetovan
I '(3) the combined income of such Inoreceivd withrenainttoancy morinthunes he unde subsection (a) ahail be made In advance thereof on the beada of estimates made dividual and bin spouse did not exceed *4A50
of money uc
paymntanformach monthorm
by the Secretary, With such adjuatmente an in the cane of an Individual who. at the
pfymedica for any monthertp ofI
the for
cnauc mornth (wthhoutp of- may he necessary on account of overpayments beginning of such enrollment year. wee mar
rhe frfmediacr
pue
idadlvn
ihll
ro
uree
or underpaymentsdrn
the expenditures In the for
gard to whom
The term Income' as used In aub
In auch in- '()
audi payments may be made
ofand
staltents an the Secretary May dete.rmine. section (b) means the amount by which
ofasch care were made))
I(I) provides enfeguarda which restrict Adjustmenta under the preceding sentence the groea income (within the meaning of the
the use or disclosure of Information con- ahall include decrease in estimates equal to Internal ReeneCoeof 1954 zxceda the
ofbne- the pro rata, shame to which the United deductions allowable In determining adjunted
cer ndng theplcan taor andrpe ipentay
fit unerthepln
t prpocadircty cn-States Is equitably entitled, an determined by groan income under section 62 of such Code:
the Secretary, of the net amount recovered except that the following itema ahall he In
nected with the administration of the plan
- '(j) Includes (1)
prvinions, conformingb the State or any political subdivision cluded (an Items of gporn income):
ne
otl
nue=bnft
unse
,
obnft
to regulations of the Secretary, with respect thereof.wth epc
ile1 fthsAt
wthe rtaespect. toetbeneas fuernished
to the time within which Individuals desir- unde
... 1) Monthly ineurance benderthe under
O
the
rsl
Ing benefits under the plan may elect for of berntheStatedpan whethe rigan
n
7 n
gights
reeit aofther
oa Rtetirefmthnt Act. f13
e thet
beiieng abogf
ayenrollment year between the tye Of
.3
yte
stersl
frcvr
benefits available under the plan and may proo
(3)rVeeras penniona1.
appy enfit
fr he soelcte fr schrecipient from such other person. or because
year and (2) to the extent required by regu- such baeneflta were incorrectly furnished, or Determinations under thisnmotion shall be
(in the manner preacribed by the Sec
latlons of the Secretary. provisions, conform- frayohresnmade
retary by reguiatlons) by or under the euper
'I(c) For purpornes of subeection (a). (1)
ingto uchreglaton.
wth espct o te
furninhing of benefits described in paragraphStt eenyadinserngo
theSaeaec administainoftheilngo
penditures under a State plan In any viiotno
(1 r(2pfaracio b t lgible indf hpa
dmtioniarain
temporary abeencen from the caedryaap!einlddol
vidulsa during
62
eto
en- apoe
ne
they exceed the amount of theotesperovidingdter
Stextent
rollment fees collected In mach year under
for *
fte
oeuain
'w10.Sbjc
plnan
2exedtrsudr
I Ilk) provides o etablanuament or desig-th
'Sc16.Sbjttoeuainafth
hestateplnan(2exiedtrsuer
nation of a State authority or atoies
State plan for preventive diagnostic and Secretarywhich ah&II be reaponsible for esalniga
I 'Nedical services
and maintaining standards for any persons. short-term illness benefits or for long-term
Except an provided in paragraph
- '(a) (1)
Inatitutlons, and agencies providing medical ibmes benefits In excese of *128 multiplied
aervices for which expenditures are made un- by the number of individuals enrolled for (2). the term "medical services" means the
benefita under such plan in such year ahall following to the eztent determined by the
der the plan; an
physician to he medically necessary:
I '(I) provides that the State agency will not be counted,
" (A) Inpatient hospital aervicern:
I 'Opcertion 0f State plans
make such reports, In such form and con"'19) skIlled nursing-home services!
I60C If the Secretary, after reason''=
taMin audi information, an the Sertary
I '(C) phyalciana' aervtcs;
may frI
tim to time require. and comply able notice and opportunity for hearing to
- '(D) outpatient hospital aervicee;
with audb provinioca an the Secretary may the State agency administering or maperviln"'(E) organised home care aervices:
from time to time find necessary to -a-r log the administration of any State pla
"'(F) private duty nuraing aervices;
the crsctness and verification of such re- which has been approved under meotion 130
- (G)
therapeutic aervicee;.
porte. Notwithetanding the preceding pro- finds"'(11) major dental treatment;
I'll)
that the plan han been en changed
vinioes of thin section, the 8ewretary shall
"'(1) laboratory and X-ray services; and
not approve any State plan under thin title that it no longer complies with the prv
I"'(J) prescribed druga.
unims the State baa eatablinhed to his satin- aions of moction 1602; or
"'(2) The term "iedical services" does not
"'-(2) that In the administration of the
faction that the medical or any other type
of remedial care together with the amounts. plan there Is a failure to comply subatan- Include"'I(A) services for any individual who Is an
if any. Included In old-ae nansitance In the tnl~y with any such provision; the Secreform of mooney payments on recount of their tary shall notify mach State agency that Inmate of a public Inatitution (except an a
medical needs, for recipiente Of old-age an- further payments wml not be nude to the patient in a medical institution) or any In
niatMAnc under the State plan approved under State (or, in his discretion, that payments dividual who Is a patient In an institution for
title I will be at leant an preat In amount, wiui be limited to parts of the State plan tuberculoels or mental diseases: or
"'I(B) services, for any individual who is a
duration, and mcope an the diagnoetic and rot affected by auth failure) until the secabort-term illnesa benefita included under re"ar U satisfied that there Is no lodger patient In a medical institution an a result of
any sach noncompliance. 'Until, he Is en a diagnosis of tuberculosIs or peychoces, with
the State plan unde thin title,
satisfied, no further payments shall be made respect to any period after the Individual ban
- 'in
makes provision (1) authorizen
employees' pension or welfare funds to con- to such State (or payments shalh be limited been a patient In such an institution, as a
enrollment
fees
to parts of the State Plan not affected by result of such diagnosis, for forty-two days.
tribute to the payment of
optlsrie
-'nain
under the plan for or on behalf of eligible auch failure).
mrv-ce
'b
h em"npatient hospital
"'Igbeflliii
mesibers or beneficiaries of such funds, (2)
ev
h
em"nainhsia
-Mgbeidvdas"b
authorizing employers (including the State
'SWC.1605, (a) Pbr the purposes of thia ices" means the following Items furnished to
or any political subdivision thereof when
acting an an employer) to contribute to the title, the term "eligible Individual" means. an Inpatient by a hospiltal:
"'(1) Bed and board (at a rate not In ex
'with respect to any enrollment year for any
pamn
ftai
mlye'enrollment faee
ceas of the rate for aemiprivate accommnoda
ndrtepand(3) permitting any emn- Individual. an Individual whotiona):
"'(1) (A) Is 68 yearn of age or over.
playee, or member or beneficiary of an em"'(2) Phynicianea'ervicen; and
I"'(3) resides In the State at the beginning
ployeea' pension or welfare fund, to authorize

~

his employer (including the State or any
political subdivision thereof when acting an
an employer) or trustee or other goenn
body of such fund tot deduct from lia wages
or unsuch fund, an the case may be, an
Mount equal to hisa enrollment fees under

"'I(3) lursing aervices Interns' services
of such year. and
(0) meets, With respect to such year. laboratory and X-ray services amnbulance
the income requirements of subsection (b): service, and other aervicee, drugs, and ap
Or
" '(2) (A) resides In the State at the beginning of such year. (B) was an eligible Indi-

pliances related to his care and treatment
(whether furnished directly by the hospital
or, by arrangement, through other persons).
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accordance with regulations prescribed by
easthe
Secretary. Subject to regulations pre
ta
provied tro
an inpatin
"(1)
Mam scribed by the Secretary, the State plan may
.. ie
(a) peedrs
lnadiednt Meiiehhc
y
permit the extension of an enrollment year
In ta h rosptceheprovthan thoae
order to avoid hardship.
the tea
"ctl
flgi r tht hospia 5'Inclued in' phd -In
- 'Perivate Health InsurancePol
ciuding aral augm y. and surgical procedures
a
hoptr
en ahs
pital (Other than a mental or tuberculosIs
d7ttem-rve
health Insurance
proidd
a eerenc
n
I adocors 2"
or by a hospital to an outpatient.
hospital) which, Is (1) a Federal hospital. policy" means, with respect to any State. a
(2) licensed as a hospital by the State In policy, offered by a private insurance or
I IsWoed sueSiagJole servicer
.1'(d) the terms 'skilled nursIng-home which it is located, or (3) In the case of a ganization licensed to do business In the
sfervice." MeaS= the following items fur- State hospital, approved by the licensing state. which is approved by the State
agency (administering or supervising the ad
nihdto an Inpatient In a nursing home: agency Of the State,
- NrigPm
inistration of the plan approved. under
-()Skledndsn
care provided by a
'usn
oescin10)
registered professional nurse or a licensed
hc snnaclbeecp
-'(n) the term "nursing home' means a at the request of the insured individual or
practical nurse which Is prescribed by. or
performed under the general direction of. nursing home which Is licensed as such by for failure to pay the premitums when due
*the
State In which It.is8 located, and which and which Is available to all eligible Indi.
meialspevsoy
a* stl
services (1) Is operated In connection with a hoe- viduais in the State.
and other services related to such skilled
r()ha
eia
pMitetalse
,
nursing car as wre generally provided in by one or more physicians (who are respon
"1'(e) The per capita cost of long-term
hoes
vi"suh
kild urin
sble for supervising the execution of such
policies) to govern the skilled nursing care Illness benefita or diagnostsc and short-term
nursing bompovdn suhsildnrg
care: and
and related medical care and other services illness beneftts for any year or other period
shall be determined by the State. In accord
"'(8) Bed and board in connection with which It provides.
the furnishing at such skilled nursing care.
"'Micellneos deftnitions
ance with regulations of the Secretary, on
-'P gsiiaies' sevcs
'm
es
10.Fo
s
ti
,-.the
basis of estimates and such other data
asmySeprmteairuheeuatos
-'(a)
the term "physicians' services"
Fdea
'Election of medical services to be provided
means services provided In the exercise of
"'(a) (1) The "Federal share" with respect
b
tt
his profession in any State by a physician
b
tt
licensed In such State; and the term "phy- to any State means 100 per centum less that
"'So, 1608. Any election by a State pur
ailn
nldsapyiinwthin
th
percentage which bears the same ratio to
50 per centum as the per capita income of suant to the provisIons of clause (B) of par
smeaning o desection ysicia)(7)
-Ou0tpaticlnt "Ia
evcs
the United States, except that (A) the Fed(2) of section 1602(b) or of the second sen
-()the term "outpatient hoepital serv- eral share shall in no case be less tha
y3
tence of section 1602(b) shall be valid for
t
ioeee mean. medical and surgical care fur- per centum. nor more than 66%/ per centum,puossfthsileoraynolm
nlshed by a hospital to an Individual as an and (B) the Federal share with respect to year or other period determined by the Sec
Puerto 21on. the Virgin Isiands. .and Gua
retary only if an election is also made by
outpa.tientfo
ahSae
the State under the other of such provisions
- 'rgarvdhoecees
shall be 66% per centum.
'Orgaizedhomehealh
cm"'(2)
The Federal share fo
ahSaeso
that. In the judgment of the Secretary.
the per capita cost of benefits under para
- '(g) tbe teem "Orgsnimd home health shaUl be promulgated by the Secretry becare services" means (1) visiting nurse serv- tween July I and August 31 of each even- graph (1) of section 1602(b) and the per
ices and physicians' services, and services numbered year. on the basis of the average capita cost of benefits under paragraph (2)
related therato, which are prescribed by a per capita income or each State and or the of such section for ouch period after such
physician and ar provided In a home United States for the three most recent elections bear the same relationship to each
through a public Or private nonprofit agency calendar years for which satisfactory data other as the per capita coat of benefits under
each such paragraph for such period with
operated In accordance with medical policies are available from the Dspartment Of Coin
halb ocu
out such elections bear to each Other.
established by one or more physicians (who mec.Scmrougto
in
the
"'Advisory Council on Health Insurance
are responsible for supervising the execution slye for each of the eight quarters
I 'Sxc. 1609. (a) There shall be In the De
of such policies) to govern such services; and period beginning July I next succeeding
partment of Health. Education. and Welfare
(2) homemaker services of a nonmedical na- such promvilgatlons.
"'(3) As used in paragraphs (1) Snd (2), an Advisory Councdl on Medical Benefits for
ture which are prescribed by a physician and
the Aged (hereinafter referred to as the
are PRovde, through a public or private the term "United States" miean the Aftt
"Councu'") to advise the Secretary onk mat
nonprofit agency. In the home to a person States and the District of Columbia.
who is In need of and -in receipt of other"'eutbeAontrseligtoheeealpicsada
tr
eaigt
h
enrlplce
n
d
medical airvices,
eutbeAon
- uy
Yfstasa-~"(b)
The "deductible amount" for any ministration of this title. The Secretary
'()thr er
pivate
duty nursing
sevcs
individual for any enrollment year means shall secure the advice of the Council before
1(h)the'prvat
dut nuringan amount equal to 8250 of expenses for prescribing regulations under this title.
services mean nursing care provided in the medical services (determined without regard
"'(b) The Council shall consist of the
home by a registered professional nurse or to the limitations in clause (A) or (I) (vi) Surgeon General of the -ublic Health Servlicensed practical nurse, under the general or (vii) of section 1602(a) (2) which are In. Ice and the Commissioner of Sucial Security.
direction Of a physician, to a Patient requtir- cluded in the State plan and are incurred who shall be ex officio members (and one of
tag nursing care on a full-time basis. or pro- In such year by or on behalf of such madi- whom shall from time to time be designated
vided by such a nurse under such direction vidual, whether he Is married or sIngle. ex- by the Secretary to acnve as chairman), and
to a patient in a hospital who requires nurs- cept tha~t. in the case of an Individual who twelve other persons, not otherwise In the
is married and living with his spouse at the employ of the United States, appointed by
Ing care an a full-time basis,
I 'Physical restorative sevie
beginning of his enrollment year, it shall be the Secretary without regard to the civil"(i) the term "physical restorative serv
1anamount equal to @400 of expenses for service laws. Pour of the appointed memic
ices" means services prescribed by a physician Medical services (so determined) Incurred In hers Ehall be selected from among represent
for the treatment ot disease or injury by such year by or on behalf of such individual atives of various State or local government
physical nonmedical means, including re- or his spouse for the care or trestment of agencies concerned with the provision of
training for the lces of speech.
either of them, brut only if application of health care or Insurance against the coats
such $400 amount with respect to such In- thereof, four from among nongovernmental
"Denala treatment
dividual and his spouse would result in pay- peisons who are concerned with the provi
ment under the plan of a :arger share of the sion of such care or with such insurance.
- '() the term 'dental treatment" means
Servces provided 'y a dentist. In the exer- cost of their medical services incurred in and four from the general public, including
consumers of health care.
else of his profession, with respect to a con- such year. Subject to the limitations in
- '(c) Each member 3ppointed
by the
diton Of an Indlivduall teeth, oral cavity, or section 1608, the 825 amount referred to In
associated parts which hag affected, or -may the preceding sentence may be reduced for Secretary shall hold OffIce for a term of
affect. his geassal health. As used in the any State if such State so elects; and In 4 years. except that (1) any member ap
preceding sentenme. the term "dentist" means case of such an election the 6W0 amount pointed to ftil a vacancy occurring prior to
aLperson licensed to practice dentistry or referred to In such sentence shali be propor. the expiration of the term for which his
predecessor was appointed shall be appointed
dental stugery In the State where the serv.- tionately reduced.
for the remainder of such term, and (2) the
Ic$ t*-r
'elroMMumet yea
'Zsbrstrp
sevics
iiiX-ra"(a)terms
of the members first taking Office shall
expire as follocs: four shall expire 2 years
hm
laortory
and
with1(c The term "enrollment yea'M" "4
'(k te
X--ray,
.. (k 'abortor
tawandX-ry wihsuspect to any Individual, a period Of after the date of 'he enactment of this
services" Ineludes only such services gre- 12 consecutive months as designated by the title, four shall expire 4 years after such
Scribed by a pbhcaicin.
State agenc7 for the purposes of this title date, and four shall expire 6 years alter such
7W111.YkU
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dat.. as designated by the Secretary at the
ItIM of the appointment. None of the ap
pointed members shall be eligible for reapPOiI~tment within I year after the end of
hi* preceding term.
" (d) Appointed members of the CounCIL. Whie attending meetings or conferences
Of the Council. shali receive compensation
at a rate fixed by the Secretary but not ex
ceeding 850 a day. and while away from
their homes or regular places of business
they may be aliowed travel expenses, InCluding per diem In lieu of subsistence, as
authorized by law (6 U.S.C. 73b-2) for per
son5 in the Government serrice employed
Intermittently.
I 'Savings provision
"'Sm:. 1610. Nothing In this title shall
modify obligations assumed by the Federal
Government under other laws for the hos
pital and medical care of veterans or other
presently authorized recipients of hospital
anid medical care under Federal programs.'
"Plsaahtg greants to States
"Sxc. 802. (a) For the purpose of assist.
Ing the States to make plans and Initiate
administrative arrangem.ents preparatory to
participation In the Federal-State program
of medica beneftts for the aged authorized
by title XVI of the Social Security Act.
there are hereby authorized to be appro
priated for making prants to the States such
sums as the Congress may determine.
'(b) A prant under this section to any
State shall be made only upon application
thexefor which Is submitted by a State
agency designated by the State to carry out
the purpose of this section and is approved
by the Secretary. No such prant for any
State may exceed 5O per centurm of the
east of carrying out such purpose In accord
ance with such application.
'(a) Payment Of any prant under this
section may be made in advance or by way
of reimbursement. and in such installments:,
as the Becretary may determine. The ag
greg9ate smount paid to any State under
%his section shall not exceed 850.000.
"(d) Appropriations pursuant to this sec
tion shali reainl available for grants under
this section only until the close of June 30.
1962; and any part of such a grant which
has been paid to a State prior to the close
of June 30. 1062. but has not been used or
obligated by such State for carrying out
the purpose of this section pritor to the close
ot such date, shal be returned to the United
Statea.
'(e) As Used In this section, the term
'State' includes the District of Columbia. the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. the Virgin
Islands. and Guam.
'Fechnical emend ment
"Sac. 803. Effective July 1. 1961. section
1101 (a)(1) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 541 of this Act) is
amended by striking out land xIv- and in
setting Inlieu thereof 'XIv.and XIVI.'.'
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August 20

weak further. A vote would then be in
order.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. The Sen
ator from South Dakota has one or two
amendments In mind, but does not know
whether this Is an auspicious time to
offer them. The Senator from South
Dakota would wish to have a yea-and
nay vote If he were to offer the amend
ments.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Is open to amendment.
Does the Senator from Delaware
yield?
Mr. WILLIAAMS of Delaware. I will
yield In Just a moment.
I understand there was a statement
yesterday on the part of the majority
leader that ther- would be no votes
today, and I know we all will respect
that statement of the majority leader.
However. I understand that if there
are no amendments offered and if there
are no speakers we could proceed to a
third reading of the bill, and be ready
SOCIAL SECUR1ITY AMENDMENTS for a final vote Monday.
OF 1940
The PRESIDINO OFFICER. There
The Senate resumed the consideration has been no u-nanimous-consent agree
of the bill (EKR. 12580). the social secu- ment adopted.
rity amendments of 1960.
Mr. WnLI.AMS of Delaware. The
Mr. EHARTHE. Mr. President. will the Presiding Officer is correct.
Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICEI. As the
Mr. WmLLImS of Delaware I had Senator knows, the bill Is open to
indicated I would yield first to my friend amendment. If no amendment be pro
from South Dakota.
posed, the bill will be ready for third
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. raig
President. the Junior Senator from 9outh
Mr. ALLOTT and Mr. HARTKE ad
Dakota desires to make a parliamentary dressed the Chair.
inquiry.
Mr. WHLJAMS of Delaware. I yield
The PRESMIN
oPFcE. Doe to the Senator from Colorado.
the Senator from Delaware yield for
Mr. ALLO'IT. I thank the Senator.
thr, purpose?
Mr. President, since the quorum call
Mr. UJJMS
f Dlawae.
yild.was called off. I wish to have the RuCOmD
h. WRESLIAM G OfFeawr.ICE yield show that the senior Senator from ColoThenao wPREstDatOe
IE.
h rado was on the floor at the time of the
Senatory wilsat
i parliamentary call of the roll and Is now on the floor.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I eieThe senior Senator from Colorado is in
I eieWashington attending to the business of
to make this inquiry with the under- the Senate.
standing that the Senator from Delaaefl
httispriua
eso
ware Will not lose his right to the floor, of thaeSenttate wa unecsarycuand
is
thatio
Mr. President. my parliamentary in If whe haS gtenata downcetoryworkearle
quiry is, Does the Parliamentary situa- In the springotInteadow havin
tof
earllsrt
tion at this time Permit the Senate to i h pig nta fhvn l ot
proceed to a vote on anty amendment?
of delaying tactics and delaying speeches
The RFSDINGOppCE&on
floor,
couldthis.
haveNeverthe
had our
ThePRFIDIG
OFICR.There workthedone
longwebefore
is no amendment pending at the lstemjrt
okdIswli
mment.
Th ili
pnt
mn-spite of my vote, and we did recess until
ment.this
particular time.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Have
There are some of us who are running
the committee amendments been agee for oftie this fall. I note from the
to?
newspapers that my particular opponent
The FRESIDXNO OFFICER. The is out making political speeches to the
committee amendments have been peple of Colorado. which he is perfectly
agreed to en bloc.
entitled to do. but I should like to be
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Are the there in cool Colorado with my friends
committee amendments considered to be discussing the issues of the campaign
original text?
rather than driving around or being
The PRESIDING OPPICER. The present In the muggy heat of Wash
committee amendments have been ington.
agreed to en bloc with the understandSo it Is my hope that on this day we
ing that the committee amendments can make some progress. Some of us
willlbe treated as original text for the are anxious to leave. I state flatly that
purpose of amendment,
It is not going to be very long before this
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. if an Senator is going to leave, whether the
amendment were to be offered at -the senate is still in session or not, because I
present time, could a senator &akfor a feel that I have a right to go to my home
vote on the amendment?
State and acquaint my constituents and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The friends with the issues and do such cam
Senator could, If no Senator desired to paigning as must be done.
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It thank, the Senator fromn Delaware floor of the Senate. They were measures
very much for yieldlng andl Particularly which under normal circumstances
for the opportunity to show that I was would call for long debate and searching
present this Saturday morning, when I questions as to what would be done with
had foregone an opportunity to speak at the money after it had been approa very Influential gathering in my own priated.
State today in order to be here.
The point Is that the bills were passed,
Mr. WILLIJAMS of Delaware. I thank and the majority of Senators on this side
the Senator from Colorado. I know that of the aisle. including myself, voted for
the Senator from Colorado. as well as the bills.
,many Senators from this side, Including
I do not mind telling the Senator that
the Senator from Kansas (Mr. Scnozp- we winl meet the charge from RepubliFELl who Is sitting here beside me, had cans at home that we are big spenders
speaking engagements back in their because we have spent what the PresiStates, but they are in attendance today dent wants us to spend. We are big
because they wished to help expedite the spenders because we authorize money
business of the Senate. Again I com- the President wants us to spend. We
pliment and thank the Senator from New have held up the progress of Congress
York for his cooperation, because the when in one day we pass two bills which
only manner in which the Senate can the President describes as emergency
even proceed with speeches today is to measures in our international affairs.
have a quorum call withdrawn. ObI think it is right that when we hit the
viously there is not a quorum with so water's edge, partisan consideration
many Members of the majority party should cease. So far as I am concerned.
having already left town for the week- I have observed that principle, and I am
end..
sure many other Senators have also. I
Mr. EHARTKE. Mr. President. will the think other Senators in good conscience
Senator yield?
.should hold the line there also.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I thank
Mr. HARTKE. I point out to my good the Senator, and I assure him that I
friend from Delaware that I did not never for one moment thought that anymean to imply any criticism of the Vice thing he was saying about the Vice PresPresident for not being present last ident was in any way political or cribThursday or Saturday. On the con- cal. just as I would not want the Senatrary, I said that in all fairness his ab- tor from Indiana to think that anything
sence should be explained. I think the we are saying over on this side of the
Vice President has very Important duties, aisle is in any sense political. We all
and I think among those were campaign realize to what extent we are operating
appearances last Thursday and last Sat- in the U.S. Senate during this special
urday. which were of a political nature, session in a nonpolitical atmosphere.
but certainly in the interest of giving
I compliment and thank my good
the Vice President's vimw to the public friend from Indiana for his support yesso that the people of our country might terday of the President of the United
know about his position oim public mat- States. I believe I can assure him that
ters.
when he returns to his home State he
In regard to the subject of voting to- will not have much difficulty in explainday, I think in all fairness to Senators bing to his constituents satisfactorily at
who are present, there should be no mis- any time when he has supported the
unesadn.It was the minority that President of the United States. It is
practically insisted that the majority only when he has not supported him
leader assure the Senate that there would may he have a little more difficulty. I
be no votes today. I read fromn the hope that the spirit of cooperation in
Pecoan on pae197
which my friend from Indiana supported
Mr. Dinsxs. Mr. President. I hnkI the President of the United States yesought to be maedfnt
tte
wilb terday will carry through on the bill
no votes, rather than to my that no votes which is now pending. If he does. I am
ane anticipated. A good many senatoe, hav confident that he will again be on the
already Ieft the citr. other. wui be leaving, right track,
I think there should be definite awsrance
As to the charge that those who supthat under no Circumstances will there be a port the President are called big spendvote on any amendment tomorrow.
era, I think he is in error. It was at
11r. JORM1ON of 7Thzas. 1 cannot go that times When CengreSs tried to Spend much
far. because I do not ontrolthat
moerhaoteereidntsad.a necesLt
leadterican sary that Congress received criticism.
conrolItoprcedm
terewil b novots.On occasions. Senators on the other side
This procedure was not a matter of the Wasle have felt the Spending urge
initiated by the majority leader; this and have added to that which the Preswas a question of trying to work out an ident said was necessary, and such excess
agreeable procedure.
is what has caused the Senator's party to
I should like to say one thing further, receive the tag of big spenders,
because I am going to meet a Question
If you will stop trying to increase the
when I arrive home. Yesterday on a appropriations far shove the budgetary
rollesll I voted for two measures that requests you will be able to drop the label
were presented at the special request and of big spenders.
insistence of the President to authorize
Some Senators have too much enthuthe expenditure of $50 million for South slasm for these spending programs. If
America and $100 million for the Congo. they will only control that enthusiasm
Senators talk about cooperation with next week when we vote on some of the
the President. Certainly there was no programs that are being advocated here,
effort to delay procedures In order to pass I think we can all go home with the
those two measures yeserday on the compliments of our constituents,
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Mr. EHARTKE. I hope the Senator
from Delaware is correct. This bill is
a good example of what I have been talkbig about. The Congress should enact
a health plan based upon the social se
curity approach with contributions from
workers, and not go ahead auid raid the
Treasury Department, as is proposed by
the administration. The administration
proposal is to make a direct raid. a di
rect gift, and a subsidy to the people on
the basis that they need medical care.
I observed as I sat in the committee a
remarkable development in the fact that
there does not seem to be any difference
now between the approach of the admin
istration and the approach of those of us
on this side of the aisle in regard to the
need for medical care. The question
now is, How %Ill the bill be paid?
Frankly, we feel the bill should be paid in
the real American way--on an insurance
basis, by which individuals make cen
tributions. and later receive the benefits
from their payments. The administra
tion belleves that the Government should
make a direct subsidy. I know my dis
tinguished friend from Delaware, based
upon his constant observation of the
doctrine of avoiding subsidies to the peo
ple. will be on the side of those who feel
that we should pay as we go on the so
cial security approach. I am sorry he
will have to leave the approach of the
President. but I know in cases of nationa:
urgency he will feel that subsidies of this
nature cannot and should not be granted.
Mr. WILIIAMS of Delaware. I thank
my good friend from Indiana again.
I know his remarks are expressed in
all sincerity. What gives me some
concern is that my friend from Indiana
takes the attitude that the program
which he is advocating under the social
security approach will not cost the Amer
ican taxpayers anything, and would
cause no raid on the Treasury. Who
would pay the tax to which you so lightly
refer? The Senator from Indiana pro
poses to place the tax on the workers
of America. when he speaks of raiding
the Treasury, I ask him where the Treas
ury gets Its money? From the taxpayers
of America. Any program that Is adopt
ed will be a program that will be paid
for by the taxpayers of America. and
the only difference in approach is
whether we shall vote to adopt a program
which will increase the tax on the work
ers of America alone, or whether we shall
vote a program under which the cost will
be divided among all the people of Amer..
ica. That is the major point involved.
It is a Point which will be hrgued later,
and'into which I do not wish to go now.
because I know my friend, the Senator
from Michigan [Mr. McNWASAlA and my
friend from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON I
wish to get on with their speeches.
With such a program such as the Sen
ator has proposed there will oe a reduc
bion in the paycheck of evcry worker in
America. I emphasize I have had a great
respect for my friends on the other side
of the aisle, but I shudder at the casual
manner they use when talking about
increasing taxes.
Why do you get so enthusiastic every
time someone suggests raising taxes?
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Surely we are not to witness the revival
of that old New Deal philosophy of tax.
spend, and elect. I am not unmindful of
the fact that since we first put the Federal income tax law In effect. In 1913.
there have been 15 tax Increases, and
every one of those tax Increases except
2 were enacted by the Democratic
Party. It is this free and easy tax and
spending policy that distresses me. Some
even argue that it does not make any difference how much we raise taxes so long
as we give something back to the people.
If that is the program of this New Frontier coalition I do not like it.
On the other hand, 8 of the 10 tax
reductions given to the people have been
given to them by the Republican Party.
With respect to personal exemptions,
when the New Deal administration took
over, the personal exemption was Sl.000
for each individual, and $2,500 for a
married couple. That was in 1933. under the New Deal and Fair Deal these exemptions were whittled down to $500 by
1947. The Republican-controlled 80th
Congress, over the veto of the President,
Harr Truman increased the exemption
by $100. to the present $600. Throughout
the entire history of our Federal income
tax law the Democratic Party. when it
has been in power, has never raised the
exemption at any time. Oh. It promises
to raise these exemptions when campaigning but when in power they lower
them. The Democratic Party's platform
Is always pledged to raise the personal
exemption. But, the actions of the
Democratic Party in Congress show that
every time they have tampered with it,
they have decreased the exemption. The
whole record of the Democratic Party is
one of continuously raising taxes and
then staying awake nights to think of
new ways to spend.
It Is for those reasons that!I am concerned by what the Senator from Indiana has Just said. Do not forget that
whenever we vote money out of the
Treasury, whether it is for the social security program or for any other Federal
project, the cost Is assessed to the American taxpayers.
The Government has no mysterious
source of Income. The only money we.
can appropriate under any program Is
money which has first been taken either
directly or Indirectly out of the pockets
Of the American taxpayers. We do not
give the American people anything,
Now, again, I thank the Senator from
New York for not insisting on a live
quortum and thereby embarrassing our
friend from Massachusetts by having
the Rzcoan show that he is absent today.
Wr. KEATING. -Mr. President. will
the Senator yield?
Mdr. WILLIJAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. KEATING. I'do not wish to prolong the discussion on the bill which is
before the Senate, at -this point, but I
must express, not criticism, but certainly consternation and distress to hear
MY friend from Indiana, who usually
has guch a sympathetic attitude, say
that it Is a raid on the Treasury for
provision to be made for the elderly peoPle, for those who need the aid so badly.
It to almost universally agreed that
Something should be done for the older

people to meet their medical needs, particularly for those who need the help,
There are different viewpoints as to how
the problem should be approached.
However, to hear It called a raid on the
Treasury, or even a subsidy, distresses
me very much. I am surprised and distressed.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I thank
the Senator.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President. In
view of the administration's loudly proclaimed crusade for fiscal responsibility.
it is hard to understand their stubborn
shortsightedness in supporting a health
program for the aged that can cost the
taxpayers billions of dollars.
If it Is true that some 10 million aged
persons would be eligible for services under the bill approved by the Finance
Committee, this medical care program
could cost the States and the Federal
Government approximately $2.5 billion,
with the Federal share amounting to
$1.7 billion.
Perhaps the administration is not too
concerned about the cost because these
figures. really are not meaningful. The
blunt truth of the matter is that it would
be the miracle of the century if all Of
the States--or even a sizable nuimberwould be in a position to provide the
matching funds to make the Program
more than just a plan on paper.
Let us fact the fact that what would
really happen Is that the cost would be
kept low, and so would the number Of
aged persons receiving medical care.
Is this what we really want?
To apply a means test, to require the
surrendering of dignity and worldly possessions to become a charity patient, is
repugnant to the American concept and
desire for an abundant and secure retirement for its elderly citizens,
The social security approach applied
to a health insurance program is fiscally
sound.
It provides a pay-as-you-go system of
financing, does away with the humiliatIng means test, and avoids placing an
impossible financial burden On the
States.
At hearings of the Senate Subcomnmittee on Problems of the Aged and Aging
this Program received the endorsement
of the Nation's leading economists and
public health specialists.
The working people who would benefit
from this type of a program are willing
and anxious to pa.; for it during their
active working years, so that when the
time comes for them to retire, health insurance will be an earned right, not a
charity handout.
As a nation we can be proud of our
medical achievements.
Now let us find a way to make It possible for these benefits to come within
the reach Gf our aged.
In no field of public policy have so
many myths been employtd as instruments to confuse the public as in this
area of medical Insurance for our aged
citizens. Pressure groups with vested
interests have expended large sums to
distort Income statistics, have flaunted
hysterical slogans and have poured heavy
resources into advertising and pressure
campaigns.

With all this emotional effort they,
have lot been able to refute or wipe out
the Palain simple fact that the aged of
this Nation have costly medical needs,
have shamefully low Incomes and have
refused--as a group--to bend their knees
far charity to pay for medical bills.
They would rather suffer silently and,
in some eases, have literally died first.
The aged deserve and insist on dignity
in meeting medical costs. They assertas we do--that a system of medical in
surance operating through the estab
lished social security system Is the effec
tive, effcient, and dignified means to ac
complish this purpose.
Mr. President. let us take up these fic
tional arguments one by one early In
this debate and dispos of them once and
for all. We can then get on with an
intelligent discussion of the policy free
fr-om the vague, visceral slogans of the
mimeograph mind.
PT A" T~W
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First. Fiction: The aged have no spe
ciaI health problems. This has been
stated over and over again.
Facts: (a) persons 65 and older with
one or more chronic condition. 76 per
cent; persons of all ages with one or more
ch~ronic condition. 41.4 percent.
(b) Percent discharged from shortstay hospitals, aged. 12.1 percent; all
ages, 9.9 percent.
(c) Percent In hospital more than 30
days aged, 38.8 percent, all ages, 27.1
percent. Average number of days in
hospital, aged. 15: all ages. 9.
(d) More than half the aged who have
chronic conditions are limited in their
activity.
(e) Many have residual handicaps
that might have been prevented if the
disease or Injury had been adequately
treated at the outset.
(f) At any given moment, there are
about 750,000 cases of cancer, most of
which are In those over 65.
(g) While the aged make up only
about 9 percent of the total population.
they constitute 40 percent of all heart
disease cases.
(b) As of 1957-58, medical expendi
tures by the aged, on a per capita basis,
were 88 percent greater than those for
all ages. Since then the difference is
even greater in all likelihood. Hospital
costs have been increasing at an annual
rate of 8 percent. From 1952 to 1957
health expenditures for all ages in
creased 42 Percent, but 74 percent for
aged.
Second. Fiction: Older persons have
adqaeincomes to meet their medical
costs.
Facts: (a) For the same 5-year pe
riod-1952-57-income of families with
aged heads and of aged unrelated indi
viduals rose by only 20 percent.
(b) As of 1957-58, nearly one-half of
the aged In a health Information foun
dation study-47 percent-hiad no assets
at all or only one type of asset-home,
life insurance, savings, stocks, or help
from relatives-to pay, in whole or In
part, a medical bill of $500 or more.
(c) In 1958 Census Bureau figures
showed the following income data: First
for all aged Individuals, 60 percent-.6
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2111111011l-had Incomes of less than *1.000:
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(e~iOnly 14 percent of all beneficIary benefita, eac i
proelding insurance against
second, for families with aged heads--6 couplts had some or all of their medi- costs of IIopitaSL n3raiI1 horns and surgical
million families-half of them had no cal cm'sa covered by Insurance.
serics
_or __re Pron
une so.a ~se
orthn860Inoetirfr3.5
(f) Most Insured persons do riot have weo-.
millonnreatedIndvidulshalf
ged
the righ I. to convert group policies to In-______
adomoehn$99icm.dividual ones when they retired. Only
in Apo
No Total
d)Te19SuvyoCosmrFi- 30 percent have this right, In the Nation
so
opnn
nances. Federal Reserve Board-which as a whole.
_____
does not include aged of very lowest In(g) For those who do have the right. AUwrAmt.........o
ai
8 100
come and in Institutions, and so forth- the increase In the premium is 80 to 300 ii~toct.F.iuLae
78
la
7 100
shows that there are now more aged with percent of the preretirement group RepubikaE
- ----10
42
S
100
no liquid assets than there were in 1949: Premium,
Npryokln-_
rA
io
too
1949. at least 3.9 million spending units;
Fiction: Tihe American people are_______
-______
1959. at least 4.6 million spending units. against the social security approach.
P'iction: The, cost of the socia security
(e) The same survey of 1959 shows
Facts: (a) First of all, the vast ma- approach is enormously greater than
that 45 percent had less than $500 in jority of Americans approve and accept asetd
liquid assets. 30 percent had no liquid the 25-year-old system of social insurPcs
assets at all.
ance for meeting the hazards of old age.
Firct.s,
cs was computed care
NOTz.-1949-59 Survey of Consumer
(b) The two best and most reputable fully and with conservatism by the Chief
Finances statistics do not take into ac- national studies-by the University of Actuary of the Social Security Adminis
count changes in purchasing power of Michigan and by the National Opinion ia~
assets-nor Increase in aged's medical Research Center---how that themaSeond. Tecs sfgrdo
ee
costs--since 1949.
Jority of their national samples favor a peimbssadtksIt
con
(f) Since the new Anderson-Kennedy- government role in meeting the medical ncmium basithandxtae yaccoun
into
MeNamnara amendment applies only to cost problems of people,.nrae
o h et10yas
social security beneficiaries aged 68 and
University of Michigan study, 1956:
Tinclde reductionslofe1
coto
20
oerenoti
over, these kinds of figures on income 55 percent favor. 25 percent oppnose, 20 ovlue rall uctsoestima
5ted
by eperets ofth
and assets cited above would indicate percent no opinion.
Soerall Scursty
e
oillstrabyexetio
rhesl
of
worse financial conditions for the 68NORC study. 1957458: 54 prcent fa- fromia Semphaity on prevetive medicin
t
and-over aged population.
vor. 43 percent oppose. 3 percent no and low cost nonhospital care.
(g) The median Income of aged opinion.
Fut.Mpnitrsfrteery
males--including those working ful'
NOTE.-The questions used in thes
Fourth xedtrs
ron
0 theio early
forru
time -and those 65 to 68-was $1,488 in two surveys referred to doctors' fees, and yaswl s rud$0
ilo n
1958. And this figure does not ncuefor health care in generul for individuals yerevnu whill berovier abilliont
dollarser
aged men with no Income at all.
of all ages. The And*'rson-Kennedy- ya.Ti
rvdsapuetftr
(h) All these figures should be McNamara amendment applies oniy to reserve.
weighed against the statement by the beneficiaries 68 and older--and excludes
Fiction: This is only the beginning and
Secretary of HEW that, on the basis of payments for doctors' feez;.
will lead to national compulsory health
a very low-cost food budget, an Income
Cc) No really scientifi': study-with insurance.
of less than $2.560 for an elderly couple carefully worded questions asked of a
Fats:
Is uncomfortably low.
truly representative sample-has been
First~The aged have a special Prob(I) As of the end of 1958 only 1.5 per- done in the past 2 years co%ering the en- Iem today and this Is the one that we
so - 65 and older were on private pen- tire American population, sking ape- are attempting to solve.
sions.
cincally about approval of a social seSecond. We are not asserting an
Ci) In 1949 the median Income of fam- curitY program of benefits iach as pro- urgent need for covering the general
illes with aged heads was 60.6 percent vided in the A-K-M amendment for Population.
of the median for all U.S. families. but Older Persons.
Third. Under this argument, the
by 1958 it dropped to 52.4 percent.
(d) It Is interesting to note, however, parade of future horrors, we would
(k Even when we take Into account that in surveys conducted in ;.wo heavily never enact any programs to meet
the differences in family size, the in- Republican congressional Cistricts in Urgent needs.
come of the aged Is lower than that for 1960, using words and/or 'sampling"
Fiction: Social security will lead to
other families,
techniques that result In a bias against poor quality medicine.
Third, Fiction: The medical problemn such a proposal-the large mLjority still
Facts:
of the aged can be met through private favored the idea:
First. The quality of medical care is
insurnce.First,
Twenty-second District, Ohio, the responsibility of the medical profes
Fact:
()
Inludng
tosewithin-Mrs. BoLTox. with question asking about
sion and it will not abdicate this respon
adeqatepriateInsrane cverge.allmedical expenses, and the answers sibility.
adequa2te 4perivate insurane coverage, solicited and returned through a mailing
Second. The source of the funds re
only 42alto 4peracen ofThes aigued have technique:
ceived by the hospital will have no effect
only estimates by the Department of
Should the Social Security Act be amend- upon how that hospital cares for any
hHEisrnecopne.
n
d to Include the payment of all medical ex- given patient.
13W
ndth
nsracecipnclude
pens"s after retirement, the coat to be paid
Third. Over 5 percent of hospital bills
(b) These figures alsoinldem
by both employers and employees?-CoN-aeunidSor:AmicnHstl
Ployed older -people, who probably have GanssiasomA Rucoan, march 10. 1960:
assocnation reourt.: WhercnHospitals e
the highest percentage of coverage be-[IpectlAsiao
rot.Wehsias

caus they are more likely to be able
fi eenicelve
payments for these bills, it will
to afford Premiums, and their employer
Ipermit
them to improve services for all
Probably contributes. They als Inlao Against
....
theirptients,
optasno
ssr
elude the W65-7-yetir-olds who have-Forh
od osiasnw sue
greater private coverage than those 68 1919..........
X9
1±6
o0 that care of high quality is given in
and older.
15.......6Q.
3 ZO
7.7
tOO their institution.
Cc) Many Blue Cross plans suffer defi'
l
Fiction: 'There will be excessive use of
eits because of their inclusion of aged
Second. Fifth District, Minnesota. Mr. facilities.
persons at no extra premium or at JUDD, with question asking about surgical
Facts:
premiums not calculated to finance their benefits--not covered in A-K-M amendFirst. Admission and discharge to and
higher risks and higher costs.
ment--a11d Using a sampling technique from hospitals is controlled by the
(d) The social security 1957 survey based on telephone directory, which re- patient's physician
showed that among hospitalized insured duces number of low-income and aged
Second. The bill calls for a review of
aged beneficiaries, 73 percent had zero Persons:
long-&Wa came by a committee of physi
to One-half Of their mediiel costs met by
DO you favor increasing the lsca.1s aso- clans who are on the staff of the
insurance.
G"rlYl tall In Order to Provide additional hospital.
CVI-..los4
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iihlrd. The balanced set of benefits
Second. This program would remove
provided In the bill will tend to limit the the least profitable segment of their
use of expensive facilities and encourage business.
the use of less expensive facilities when
Third. it would permit them to
-these are appropriate for the patient.
charge younger people less because they
Fourth. Any increase In use will be wlU not be saddled with the cost of care
temporary as those who have Postponed for older people.
the need for care get It. When this
Fourth. Those older people who can
backlog has been dealt with. the amount afford it will be able to Purchase Insuof care given will level off.
ance for those benefits not provided in
Fifth. Older persons who have hospi- this blill and also have luxury care.
tal insurance stay in the hospital only
Fiction: There is no one who needs
half as long as those who don't have medical care who can't get It now,
hospital insurance.Per OASDI survey.
Facts:
Fiction: The social security approach
The health of the aged will be am
Is socaized medicine,
tained only by early examination and
Fcssoilzdmdcnmentattreatment, not when a bursting emerFat:gency
is at hand.
the dotor workie foricthe movernment.
First. There is one unknown diabetic
Hwcnthedtr
say fo that aboutethisepro
for every known one.
grwam hn thcysadoctoswl
bontthinupro
Second. Four percent of the people
beramd bye be
thei pidatietsundetected.
pactienswl
otnet
over 40 have glaucoma-three-fourths
thir
y
Second. This approach Is one of inThird. Six women in every, thousand
suranee, not of direct service. Ini this, run around with cancer of the cervix
it is much like the widely accepted vol- undetected.
untary health insurance programs-like
Fourth. These people need medical
Blue Cross.
care and can't get it now,
Third. The programn will not take
Fiction: Social security approach does
ove the hospitals and nursing homes; not cover everyone.
It will simply pay their bills.
First. Nine out of ten workers are coyFourth. There can be no govern- ered.
mental interference in the physicianSecond. With the passage of time,
patient relationship since the doctors more and more aged persona will be
eligible for the program and fewer and
ane not Included In the program,
fewer will have to rely on public assistFiction: Private insurance will be run ance.
out of business.
Third. At present. 9 mIllion of the
Facts:
US million over 68 are eligible for the
.First There has been a dramatic program; 1.3 million of the remainder
growth In life insurance and retirement are now receiving some medical care
annuities following passage of social through public assistance; a half million
security.
are covered by civil service or railroad
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retirement pensions and these can buy
Into the program: others may still be
employed full time and the remainder
can be helped by the medical indigency
programn until coverage as a right under
OASDI is more widespread.
Fiction: Social security Is compulsory
medicine.
Facts:
First. The only compulsion Involved in
this program is to pay the contribution.
Any public program involving tax
funds requires this much compulsion.
Second. The acceptance of benefits is
purely voluntary.
Third. Free choice of physician. hospital. or nursing home Is guaranteed.
Fourth. The bill specifically prohibits
interference in the practice of medicine
and indeed, physicians' services are not
covered at all.
Fiction: Social security approach does
not pinpoint the need.
Facts:
First. People often cannot recognize
the need for care since they do not
realize they may have a serious progressive disease.
Second. Financial need Is widespread
among the aged since 57 percent of them
have less than $1,000 per year cash
income.
Third. Nobody can tell when he will
have a huge medical bill and therefore
everybody requires health Insurance.
Fourth. Delay in receiving care raises
the total cost of taking care of the aged
Person.
Those medical care programs which
emphasize early diagnosis use 20 percent
fewer hospital days than do programs
which do not.

Busie data one
health status of aged
J. Cbroflc ailments (as opposed to octije ones) typify the aged popalatlon:
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Basic data on keaUk seadus qf aged--Continued
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MUSIC DATA0ONELT

Thbus the health care problem of the
aged Is sagravated by (a) their greater
frequency of chronic illnesses and hospital stays; (b) the higher cost of their
medical expenses: (c) the higher proPortion paid out of pocket by them; and
(d) their sharply lower financial ability
to finance medical expenses.
(a) While the Increase In health expenditures from 1952-53 to 1957458, for
all ages. was 42 percent. the increase for
the aged was 74 percent.
(b) The financial ability of the aged
hasl not grown by the same magnitude.

In the same 5:Year period, the Income
of families with aged heads and of aged
unrelated individuals increased only
about 20 percent.
According to the PFederal Reserve Bureau's 1958 survey among a sample of
three-fourths of the aged populationtypically in better financial status than
those not surveyed-45 percent had less
than $500 In liquid assets, 30 percent had
no liquid assets whatsoever,
Census Bureau estimates of the 1958
Income of the aged indicate that (a) f or
individuals, 60 percent-9.6 million-had
Incomes of less than $1,000; (b) for
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There being no objection, the tables
were ordered to be printed in the RECOaD,
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families with aged heads-6 million famflies--half had no more than $2.600 income In 1958; (C) for unrelated Imdi
viduals-3.5 million men and women
half had no more than $939 In that year.
Mr. President. many questions concerning this program have been raised.
A number of tables containing Informa
tion in reply to those Questions have been
prepared. I ask unanimous consent that
they be printed at this point In the
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health Insuance program for the aged or disability insurance benefits under the
as any Memberi of the Senate. I think existing social security program would
SmAV LAM
i0MENr- MAxM
400
his advice and piosition on this question be eligible to receive lifetime protection
Leou than 100:
deserve the particular attention of every without any means or income test
new Jersy-_
_
__.......
38 Senator.,
against the cost of certain types of health
~------The Senator from Michigan has been services. There are now about 9.185.000
District at
..............
47e~ the first ai)d the most enthusiastic advo- persons who are 68 years old and over.
Painnsylvaais................
cate of the social security approach to and who are receiving social security
Msryisn
------i
----------- 4B
------------- this problemn. He deserves great credit benefits. I ask unanimous consent to
new Tarks._
ss for it. .Iam certain that more important have printed at this point in the RsCORD.
Vrgnia ........
57 to him than any credit he would receive a table prepared by the Actuarial Branch
Con ----------------- 67 Is the prospect that we can succeed in of the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors
IndIana..----.-70 winning this fight. The speech he has Insurance which gives a State-by-State
NOW Hapr__
____
79 made and the documentation which he breakdown of these 9.185.000 aged per
Illiois.-----8 has placed in the RacoaD will. I hope, be sons.
Eh
.--------- B very carefully read by all Senators.
There being no objection, the table
100to 49:I
congratulate the Senator from Mich- was ordered to be printed in the RscoxD.
Nebraka -------------100 Igan on the outstanding work he has as follows:
ios done, not simply today. but during many old-age, survivors. and disability ihutrawweOhio-_ _----------106 long months.
Estimated number of persons aged 68 and
Mic --------hiig
.. 100
Mr. McNAMARA. I thank the Senover eligible /or monthly OASDI benefits,
Iowa ----- ------------il
ator from 'Wisconsin for his generous
by State, July 1. 1961
Motana ...---. -.------.------
112 remarks. Certainly they are overfiat-_ntosna
maime--------------------115Iintosdl
West
2
=na
tering.
aeo eidne
ub
an
...---
129
Mr. PROXaMIE. They are true.
StTeofa
residence
------------ 9b1
Idaho
...-------------- s3
Mr. McNAMARA. I have simply
Ttl---------.8
South
-1 ioa32..made a contribution to a cause about
Vermont..-----------133I
which I feel very strongly. I know that
Alabama ----------------------- 120
NOrth Dakota.-..-.-..
------.------- 135
WY~n"-----------------139
Minnesota---- ----- ------------- -142

Vtb- ------

147

150 to 129:
Plorida...-------------

the Senator from Wisconsin also feels
strongly about the same cause. I thank
him for his courtesy.

Mr. AN4DERSON. Mr. President, at
the very outset of my remarks. I. too.
Massachusetts..------------157 wish to compliment the able Senator
North Carolna -- - ..-~--------- --- 1eo from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] for the
176 excellent work he has done. He is in
200 to 239:
reality the leader of all of us in trying to
Tenenssee ------ -- ------------------2oprovide assistance and care for the aged.
Thesaennmntto.R__1580,whic
Nevaa ---20
Theamedmen toH.R.1250, wich
Kentwy____
......--------- 2
I have offered on behalf of myself, the
hm a--~..-----210
Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNeW MOS00-------------- - 211 lNziY], the Senator from Minnesota
Caicna..------215
(M~r. Huusemay], the Senator from 1111South Caroiina----------.--23 nois [Mr. DOUGLts], the Senator from
AM~aa~uf1L------- -

--------.......151

------- -----

25
Tennessee (Mr. Gloss] the Senator from
2------0- Michigan (Mr. MCNAMARAI. the Senator

Virin
Texas
- ------ C~oao

from Minnesota [Mr. McCARTHY], the

32S



~
Georgi ~~---------- ---------Puerto Rico----...3-----78
.,

-the

-

356

Oo....-----384
a
400 or more:
Al'is...----------

Miaaipl_
------
4
L~ub"IS--_
_ 37
Source: Social Security Bulletin, Oct.
1959. P. 28. data as of June 109bre
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. president. wiul
the Senator yield?
Mr. McNAMARA.
I yield,
Mr. FRO)MEIREL I commend the distinguished Senator from Michigan. He
ha aenteledi
teSnaei
hashetken
lad i theuteat
studying the Problems of the aged. He
has devoted endless hours and a tremiendous amount of work to this study.
I know, for example. that last spring
when most of us went horne to mend our:
fences and campaign-and the senior
Senator from Michigan has a tough camPaign ahead of him-rather ta
og
home and campvaign he stayed here,
held hearings. and deprived himself of
an opportunity to make some political
Progress. This Is on of many sacrflfls
hae has made.
The Senator from Michigan has devel-

Senator from Indiana [Mr. HaARTKE]
Senator frori WestVrgna[.

VirgniaMr.

RAxooLPH], and the Senator from California (Mr. ENoax] * extends the social
security mechanism to provide health
benefits for more than 9 mIllion of our
aged persons.
In offering this amendment, the text of

Alaska --------------------------

3

Arizona --------------------------- 4s
Arka~nsas-------------------93
California ---------------------- 736
Colorao-.--------------------7
Connecticut -------------151
Delawae--------------------21'

District Of Columbia-----------Si1
Florida.--------------------------- 298

Georgia------------------------125
Hawaii-----------------------16
Idaho ------------------------- 34

Illinois ---------------------554
Indiana--------------------272
Iowa ----------------------181
Kanss---------------------128
Kentucky---------------------__154
Louisiana------------------------ 93
Maine-----------------------aso
Maryland -------------------------

119g

MasschusettsC--------------542

Michigpi---------------------328
Minnesota -------------------193
Mlisissppi-------------------------- 85

Missouri----------- ------------ 263
537
Nebraska-------------------- 89
Montana --------------------

Nevada-----------------------------

9

New Hampshire---------------- 42
New Jersey ---------------------- 345
New Mexico--------------------- 22

which was printed in the CONGRESSIONAL
RzCORD of August 17. I also submitted a
New York-------------.004
umay
hc
North Crin---------166
brif salaryoffte heamendment,'whc
North Dakota --------------------- 32
also was printed In the RECORD. At this
Ohio---------------------------- 517
time, I should discuss in more detail the
Oklahoma ----------------------- 100
principal provisions of the amendment.
Oregon -------------------------- 114
First, the amendment is offered as an
Pennsylvania--------------------- 674
addition to the bill reported by the
Puerto Rico---------------46
Fnne
omtte
t snta
substiRhode Island --------------------- 58s
forithe
Cominanee.ICommitte blor
South Carolina --------------------- 72
tt
o h
iac
omte
ilo
South Dakota -------------------- 39
for any of its provisions. This amendTennessee ------------------------- 149
ment establishes a fully financed social
Texas --------------------------- 332
Insurance program on a contributory
Utah ---------------------------33
basis to cover the cost of certain type
Vermont------------------------- 26
of health services for more than 9 million
Virgin Islands----------------------- I
aged persons who are receiving OASDI
Virginlia ------------------------- 151
benefits. This amendment plus the
Washington ----------------------- 163
Ulan to go
est Virginia -------------------- 99
amendments reported by the Finance
Wisconsn------------------------- 244
Committee would provide help to all of
Wyoming------------------------- 14
the aged-t4hose who are under social
'Distribution by State eatimated.
security and thos who are not.
'Niciudee pereons residing outside the
PM~oma mmmxIL
United Stats..
Under this amendment all Persons Who
Source: Bureau of Old-Age and Survivora

oped, In my opinon as solid and firm an have attained the age of 68 and who Insurance, Divislon of Progra.'i
Understanding of what Is at issue in the are entitled to receive old-age, survivors. Actuarial Branch, August 1960.
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60 units would entitle him to only 120 nursing home would have to be operated
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. the days of skilled nursing home care, or 180 in agreement with State and local laws,
Cost of four essential types of health home health visits, or a combination of and would have to meet any standards
benefits would. subject to certain limits, the two. For each day less than the established by State and local authori
be Provided. These are:
120 days he remained in the hospital, ties. Under such agreements, payments
First. Hospital inpatient services: The however, he would be entitled to 2 ad- would be made for the reasonable cost
Mot of Inpatient hospital services for up ditional days in a nursing home or three of the service provided to eligible indi
to 120 days in a year in execess of the additional visits by a home health viduals.
first $75 would be provided. This first agency.
The amendment specifically provides
$75 would have to be paid by the indiFourth. Outpatient diagnostic hospital that the Secretary shall not by reason of
vidual in each benefit year.
services: Outpatient hospital diagnostic any provision thereof have supervision
Inhospital services which are covered services, such as diagnostic X-ray and or control over the practice of medicine
would include bed and board in the hos- laboratory services, are covered by this or the manner in which medical services
Vital in semiprivate accommodations and amendment. The inclusion of the cost are provided, or over the administration
those ancillary services, such as labora- of these services will be a great benefit to of any participating institutions.
tory, drugs, supplies, and nursing serv- all individuals in encouraging the early
The amendment also specifically pro
ices, as 'are generally furnished to in- diagnosis of an illness.
vides that any individual who is eligible
Patients In a hospital.
Payment for these services furnished under the program shall have the free
Second. Skilled nursing home services: to eligible individuals will be made only choice of any participating hospital,
Skilled nursing home recuperative care if such services are furnished after a skilled nursing home, or home health
for up to 240 days in a benefit year would physician has certified in writing that agency.
be covered. The definition of "skilled such hospital, nursing home, home
The amendment provides for a Medi
nursing home -services"is, however, quite health, or Outpatient diagnostic services cal Insurance Benefits Advisory Council,
limited. It is restricted. to those services are necessary. Continued recertification representing the public and persons who
which are furnished in a nursing facility, by the physician may be required bry the are outstanding in the hospital and
after the individual has been transferred Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel- health activities field. The Secretary is
to such facility from a hospital and a fare after the individual has been in the to consult such representative advisory
physician has certified that such nursing hospital or other institutions or has been councils In determining policy and pro
home care is required In connection with receiving the home health services for mulgating regulatiors.
the Condition for which he was hos- an extended period of time. The amendMr. President. the other day there was
Pitaltzed. This limited definition is es- ment also provides that in the case of an quite a celebration throughout the Na
sentla in order to keip costs within individual who is in the hospital for a tion. and particularly here in Washing
proper limits and to assure that the pro- continuous period in excess of 30 days. ton, D.C.. for the Social Security Act was
gram will not merely Pay for custodial the need for continued hospItalization 25 years old. According to the headline
care of aged Individuals,
shall be reviewed by a hospital committee published in one Washington newspaper.
Third. Home health services: Nursing that includes two or more physicians,
the Social Security Act was hailed as a
and other home health services are proCOTAND FINANCING~
bulwark. and the picture published with
vided in an individual's home for up to
Tea nd ntIhvofrdisulythe
newspaper article was that of Wil
36 ~iswti
eei ear. These financed and is actuarially sound. There 11amn L. Mitchell, Commissioner of the
services, which would include both pro- is included in the minority views of the Social Security Administration. That is
fessional nursing care, practical nursing Senate Finance Committee, correspond- very interesting to some of us who have
care, -and specified homemaker's serv- ence between the actuary for the Social been interested in the social security pro
Ices, would have to be provided through Security Administration and the Senator gram and the Social Security Act for a
a public or nonprofit agency,
period of 25 years. because there was a
The Blue Cross has issue ued
aboltfrom
Illinois [Mr.
DouGLus]of setting
forth
hnproso
nn ieo
hh
booletthe actuarial
estimates.
the cost
of tm
tm
hnproso
ieo
entitled 'Vost of Hospital Care inIn these benefits. As indicated in that cor- political aisle spoke in very disparaging
diaina, 1956." which reached MY office respondence, the level premium or long- terms of the whole social security pro
this morning. It deals with problems range cost of the program is estimated at gramn, just as I expect some of them to
which have arisen. I think it interesting
Tespeak a little disparagingly of this ap
that on page 35 of the booklet iti
.50 percent of taxable payrolls. The
ht hepolmo mdclcr
Pointed out that "this impact of the amendment provides that the full co
proachtoe thedpolmo.mdclcr
cot f eathcaen
aks
dsshall
be
met
by
Increasing
the
contri-fothagd
tiedsigfl-buton
ate. bginingwit th caenBut I have seen quite a change occur
east ofhealt caeretakies onaadded thgandrea
bton rates, beinin
folwith th ae-during these 25 years; and thus I was
40aPcewhnt one rhoealizes t 6atrewe than daaerof16,asflos
interested to observe that the Social Se40operentb sofethore ovef
hsiazare
6
ono One-fourth percent for employers adcurity Act, now 25 years old, was hailed
coveraned.ysm, orfhsitlzto
employees, and three-eighths of 1 per- as a bulwark of our economy by the pres
In other words, this writer of group cent for the self-employed, on earnings ent Commissioner of the Social Security
insurance points out that despite the up to $4,800 a year.
Administration, Mr. Mitchell: and I was
best it can do, there stiul are some gaps
Following the precedent established also interested to note in an article pub
in that program. A more recent study by 'this body by means of the program lished in the New York Times on Sunday,
might reveal slightly different figures.
for disability. insurance in 1956, my August 14. and dealing with how this
While I Indicated that inpatient has- amendment provides that these addi- 25th Year of the social security program
pital services would be provided for up. tional contributions would be set apart was marked,. that it was stated that
to 120 days, skilled nursing home re- in a separate trust fund, and that al "Roosevelt put his name on an act that
cueaiv
ae o pto20dasadPayments for the health benefits ro has changed the pattern of American
home health services for up to 365 visits, vided by the amendment are to be made life.'.
there is an overall cewlng on those bene- from that account.
Mr. President, as one who had the
fits Under the amendment, only 180
ADMUI1SsTRTIOiI
privilege of discussing w~th the then
units of serviceg are available to any inThe provisions of -thisamendment, like President Franklin D. Roosevelt his
dividual Within a single Year. A unit the social security program, are to be hopes, dreams, and aspirations for the
Of service is equal to 1 day of inpatient administered by the Secretary of Health, social security program, I think I can
hospital care, 2 days of skilled nursing Education, and Welfare,
say that virtually nothing in his entire
home car or three home health visits.
Agreements relating to the provision administration gave him the satisfaction
This ProvIsion Is intended to control the of services would be made with the pro- that he got from the realization that he
amount Of services furnished to any in- vider of services or with its authorized had devised and developed, under his
dividual. and to encourage the use of representative. The Secretary is re- administration, a program of social se
facilities less expensive than the hospital. quired to enter into an agreement with curity that was to remain a.part of our
For example, if an individual -received any qualified provider of service, such as American-system.
1in daYs of hospital care, he would have a hospital or skilled nursing home. To
Even though in the first -few years of
onlY 60 Units Of service remaining. Those be eligible to participate, a hospital or the program there were those who
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suggested that the act should be repealed through a system of grants to the States, ate expressing himself on this very
a. quickly as possible and a return should which would match the funds raised by subject. and I hope his comments and
be made to rugged Individualism. yet. Mr. the States themselves for this Purpose. contributions may become public before
President, after the passage of the years. Where the social security benefits are In- the debate Is concluded.
there Is now not a person In our political sufficient and where for any, reason an
Incidentally, this same Council recoinlife who suggests that those social secur- Individual 1s not covered by social insur- mended.
In 1949. that the social Insur
ity laws should be stricken from our ance. his'needs can be met through these ance system
should be extended to
statute books.
various public assistance Programs-old- permanent and total disability. cover
How
TMS NCME57
OF A SOCIAL. nUMAKC2 A
age assistance, aid to the blind. aid to ever, the Congress at that time did not
VZOAcE TO TRx PROSUCN or uzascs cumz dependent children, or ald to the permaaccept the advice of the Council, and
lORTUR I
nently disabled,
added another category of public assist
Mr. President. I have referred to the
Through the past 25 years the wisdom
for the permanently and totally dis
fact that only last week we celebrated of this basic decision to rely primarily ance
This is a decision somewhat par
the 25th anniversary of the signing of on social Insurance 'has been affirmed abled.
slied to that
some are now recomn
the Social Security Act. The signifi- many times. For example. In 1948 and mending as awhich
to meet the prob
canoe of the major decision which the 1949, a special Citizens' Advisory Comn- lem of medicalmethod
for the aged. In
Congress made 25 years ago in pertinent mittee to the Senate Finance Committee only a few shortcare
years the inappropri
to our discussions today. In 1935. we was established under the late distin- ateness of this approach
more
had already experienced 5 years of a guished Senator Eugene Millikin. of Col- evident, and In 1956 the became
ex
deep depression, with minlions of unem- orado. This committee was under the tended the social insuranceCongress
to
ployed and older people, especially, active chairmanship of the late Sumner cover PermAnent and totalprogram
disability.
facing stark destitution. We had strug- Slichter. Lamont University professor, And this program Is now working
%ith
gled mightily with the problem, and had Harvard University, and included among admirable success despite the dire warn
experimented with a number of ap- the representatives of labor, manage- ings we received from the American Mcd
Proaches. We had given grants to the ment, and the public such distinguished ical Association at that time thatits
States, through relief. We had insti- individuals as Dr. J. Douglas Brown, dean adoption would mean socialized medi
tuted vast work programs :tuder CWA of the faculty, Princeton University; cine In America.
and FWA. and we had distributed enor- Malcolm Bryan. of the Trust Co. of GeorIf a Person wanted to do so, he could
VmOUS amounts of surplus food&. Cities, gla; Mr. M. Albert Linton. president, call
back many rich and rewarding mem
counties, and States had added to that Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co.; ories. because,
In. a room just off the
effort.
and Marion B. Foisom, treasurer of East- Chamber of the Senate. there was a
Mr. President. I shall not repeat what man Kodak Co., and later Secretary of luncheon held one day in 1956 with the
I said a few days ago; but!I administered the Department of Health, Education, members of the Finance Committee of
a Program under the FERA, under the and Welfare, and, in my opinion, one of the Senate, In which this question was
SERA, under the CWA. under the WPA.. the truly fine men who have ever served carefully discussed. only after a great
and under the National Youth Admninis- this Government.
deal of perstuasion. and discussion and
tration. Therefore, when I speak of
in the unanimous report of ths com
and taking did we come out of
what the Program was 25 years ago, I mittee. there is the following statement: giving
there with a decision that we would pass
realise that I can bear personal testiThe Council favors an the smundatioa of the bill, and that :he great and able
Money to the fact that after people tihe social security system the into of
from CGeorgia, Mr. George. would
had goe through that long series of contributory social insurance with benefits Senator
his name on It and Permit It to come
relief programs, there was great rejoicing related to prior earnings and awarded with- Put
to the floor with his blessing and ap
among social workers and among the out a needs tes. ...
Under such a social provaL
recipients of social favor when an- Insurance system, the Individual earns
a
This decision has been reaffirmed by
nouneement was made that there would right to abenefit that Is related to his con- the groups
of consultants to the Secre
basoilscrty program that took
Public assistsnce payments
gi.ltary
of Health, Education. and. Welfare
It out of the category of plain awazfudstopesocehoar
fromngeea
In 1954 and by the Advisory Council on
and Put It on the better basin Of actuarial need have serious limitations as a way of Social Security Financing in 1959.
insurance, in orde:'. that their needs maintaining famsuy Income. oh~goi Is. so
My emphasis on the social insurance
might be eared for,
far as possible. to prevent dependency approach in not to decry the role of public
But the Council on Economic Security, through social insurance and thus
greatly assistance and the determination of need
which President Roosevelt appointed in reduce the need for assistance.
-ineach individual case that Is necessary
1934, aided by aLgroup of citizens adI call the Senate's attention to the fac to the pi'oper
of any
visory councils, undertook the problem that that recommendation does not come Public assistanceadministration
program. MY Point Is
of the longrun and permanent solution from some ultraliberal member of th- that this must always
considered the
to economic insecuritY for all American Senate or of the House of Representa- second line of defense: be
and to place our
citizens- who depended on their earned tives. The list which!I have read, I hope. chief reliance on this approach
in a pro
Income for a livelihood. The recommen- Will be regarded as an Impressive list, gra to meet the needs of the people
of
dation of this council, which was adopted headed by the late Senator Eugene Mii America
be to reverse the decision
by Congress and embedded in the first kin, a former chairman of the Senate so wisely would
made 25 years ago.
Social Security Act, was that we should Finance Committee, and one of the trul
With specific reference to the bill re
set UP a system of contributory social great brains ever to serve in the U.s. ported by
the Senate Finance Commit-,
insurance which wouild underwrite the Senate. It includes the late. great ecn tee, HJR. 12850,
the provisions of that bill
risks Of unemployment and lows of In- omnist, Sumner Slichter. whose views on for
grants-in-aid
to the States for meetcome, due to old age. Later the program economics were widely followed, and who Ing health needs of
older people are good
was revised to include loss of income re- told me one day, about a year or two ago, If taken Es supplementary
to a sound
suiting from the death of the family how he supplied several businessmen in medical insurance system. Placing
our
breadwinner, That program wasl to be other countries with a special letter on first reliance on the medical insurance
Our first line of defense against poverty economic conditions in the United States. system, such as contemplated in the
and economic insecurity, and those pro- for which, he told me, they paid him ex- Adrson-Kennedy amendment, and
visions were incorporated In title II of tremely well, and thereby permitted hi
theni
the provisions of HIL
the Social Security Act, which to this to Join in nil the folly he wished to in 12580 accPtin
as supplementary to that insur
day remains the heart of our whole social Pursuing economic theories The list anc Prga
in the only approach that
security system,
also -includes Marion BEL
Folsom,] former Ls consistent
the wise decisions
Recognizing, as President Roosevelt treasurer of Eastman Kodak Co.. and, as made by the with
of our social
said when he signed this act, that we can I1said, one of the truly wonderful men security system founders
1935.
never ins8ure 100 Percent of the people ever to serve the country, and a man wNr A aovBWxinnIn Psosasa
Op WALTH niagainst 100 percent of their Miks a m- who, only a few days ago, spoke out on
SUANI 15 UZZO Io OLD=5 Vame
Ond line of defense was set up through a the subject, and a manm who quite possihin the last several years a great deal
public assistance program, Operated b has written to Members of the Sell- of study has
beenf given to the problem
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of mneeting the costs of health care for
Older people. Out of these studies has
emerged almost universal agreement oh
numbro facs:
a nuberof act:
Pirst. Insurance is the soundest method of meeting the costs of medical care
for all people-young and old. The tremnendous expansion of coverage that has
taken place In the last 20 years attests
the acceptance of that principle,
Secod.
ae mre
lderpeole
n
Secod.
ae lderpeole
mre n
need of insurance protection than the
general population because (a) their incomes are sharply reduced at retirement
age, and (b) their health needs increase

adviser to former Governor Dewey. i aged personws annua medical bill, the averhave quoted Elliott Bell many times in Me~older couple spends 6140 a year on health
the Committee on Finance favorably and costs unrelated to hospitalization. "One out
pproingy, nd Iam ery app toof every six persons 65 years and older." says
aprovngl. ad
I
m vry
app toJAvrTs, "pays over $500 in medical bills anquote his remarks again and to say that Dually." Yet 60 percent of the old people
this man by no stretch of the imagina-

tion could be called a person influenced
by the more liberal elements of the Democratic Party. He has taken care of the
problem for us in his statement in a most
aceptble
ashonvoluntary
aceptble ashon.eral
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the entire article to which I

have annual incomes under *1.000 and can't
afford home or office care that might cut
down the length of hospitalization or f limi
nate It altogether.
J~vrrs would deal with the problem by a
program that would combine Fedand State subsidies, contributions scaled
to income by the aged themselves, and both
commercial and nonprofit insurance comn

have referred be printed in the RzcoRa

panies such as Blue Cross and Blue Shield.

at this point.
on the average nearly threefold.
There being no objection, the article
Third. Nongovernment insurance is was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
not able to provide the protection for as follows:
older people as well as it has for those in
their working years. This Is because all
commercial Insurance-and increasingly
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The program would not become operative In
any Stats until the State put up the money.
arranged with the insurance carriers, and
agreed
to certain standards for the program.
Although the Javits bill makes a hard
effort to provide a voluntary (and heavily

Health insurance for the aged Is fast be- subsIdized) program, It does not appear to
coming the No. 1 Issue facing Congress this meet the test of practicality. The program
noncommercial such as Blue Cross and year. And there's political dynamite in%It: would take a very long time to negotiate
Blue Shield-must set their rates ac- Any candidate suspected by the millions of with 50 individual Stats governmenta and
cording to the degree of risk involved in old people (and those concerned about their with insurance carriers-assuming that It
insuring the group or individual covered health problems) of taking a cold or know- would be Possible at all to get them Involved
* ndr
plly.Wih
gve
helo rsk nothing attitude toward the Issue Is likely irAa program whose costs are unpredictable.
undera plicy.Withthe
gien
mowresto be In serious trouble this election year.
Indeed, after studying Flemming's able re
groups constantly getting the
oe
One thing about the issue is clear: Al- port, and the arguments on all ::!des of this
favored rates, the high risk groups, though plenty of politicians mray see It as a issue, we are forced to conclude that the
notably the aged. are lef t with the choice vote-catching device, there io nothing syn- voluntary approach simply will not do the
between rates so high they cannot be thetic or phony about the problem. Every- job.
paid for out of meager retirement in- one who has seriously studied the situation
The problem basically Is that the aged are
comes, or protection so poor that it is has concluded that the provision of better high-coat, high-risk, low-Income customers.
almost wothless.
health care for the age Is a serious--and Their health needs can be met only by them
This fact Is attested by texrme
growing-problem. aged is Increasing
to medical rapidprog- selves
when they are young or by other
the
ext
remers, the number of Thanks
younger people who are still working.
The
reluctance of the commercial Insurance ly. In 1930. there were 6 million people only way to handle theiz health problem.
industry to reveal what actual progress over 65 In the United States; today there are therefore, Is to spread the risks and costs
has been made In extending health in- 16 million,
widely. And that can best be done through
surance among older people. There has
For far too many of these, long life has the social security system to which employ
been a real effort to sell such inuance. meant shrunken incomes. Increased sickness, ers and employees contribute regularly. By
and there has been no shortage of esti- loneliness, and the shams of being a candi- comparison with the heavily subsidized
mates b3;
for a handout from society. Health, schemes, this approach has the advantage of
rereenatve ofptheeindustsrofdate
i
EuctinantWlfreyereay
le
inkeeping old people from feeling that they
as to how well the job will be done and in his thorough report to the House Ways are beggars living off society's handouts.
the proportion of the older population and Means Committee last year. concluded
We do not pretend to know all the answers
that will be covered by 1970 or 1980. that three out of every four aged persons to the problem of enlarging the social secul
But there are no meaningful reports on would bs able to prove need in relation, to rity system to include a health Insurance
how well It Is being done now, This is hospital costs. That Is to say, they would program for the aged. Even a modest study
because there are built-in factors In be able to prove that they simply could not of the problem Immediately convinces any
competitive

nongovernment

Inuac

which make it Impossible to meet the
nleed.

Only a comprehensive,

compulsory

social Insurance program can provide
the mechanism which can spread the
cost of sickness In old age over a long
period of time and over the entire workinpopulationl.
Any -insurance system whrichs Is prac"

tical in this area must spread the costs
in both these dimensions. Private in
smurnce will never do It for the simple

reason that by its nature it cannot do
it. The social security mechanism is
the only practical way of meeting the
Problem. This was all summarized In A
few words from an editorial inBsns
Week, the issue of April 16, 19g0:
The problem basically Is that the aged are
high-cost, high-risk, low-income customers.
Their health needs can be met only by them-

afford to pay for the care they needed when
tknseriously ill,
The Iassue then. Is not whether there is a
problem but rather how to meet the problem.

TWO APPROACHES
Reresentative iusex FosaAND, Democrat. Of
Rhode Island, has proposed to deal with it
through a system of compulsory Federal in-

such demonstrated urgency and Importance.
The issue cannot be evaded and, before It
becomes a political football, the politicians
of both parties should accept responsibility

surance within the framework of the Social
Security Act. The Forand bill would provide insurance covering 60 days of hospital

for finding the best possible answer Ini ths
shortest possible time.
isHx QUMT!ON OF COMPULSION

nursing home care, together with surgical
services, to all those eligible for old age

Qe
qetion of compulsion.

care, or 120 days of combined hospital and

Next I come to the
We heard a

little bit about that the other day.- The
question Is asked. "'Why do you compel
taxes one-half percent-divided equally be- these people to belong if they do not
tween employees and employers,
wish to belong? Why do you compel
The Forand bill has been attacked for a them to come under the program if they
number of
by Medical
various Association,.
groups. es- are under
the social security
the reasons
pectally
American
aenthsttdt
ee system?"
ocm
initially, by boosting social security payroll

which sees it as the camel's nose of social-

ized medicine coming under the tent.
But the main weakness of the Forand bill,
as specialists in the health field see It. is not
that It doss too much but too Uittle. They
Condemn it as too narrow and as an encour-

uideiy. And that can best be done through
the social security system to which employ-

herent in many of our present voluntary
insurance programs, to put the Sick Into

ws -and employees contribute regularly.
Mr. President, that fine article fro

M~r. ANDERSON.

Insurance benefits. It would be financed,

selves when they are piung or by other
younger people who- a- still working. The
Only way to handem their health problem.

therefore, Is to spread the risks and costa

one of Its difficulty and compiexity. At this
point, we don't think that the complete an
swer to It has emerged.
Nevertheless, no democratic government
can refuse to grapple with a problem of

agement to '1hospitalitWI"-the tendency. In-

hospitals because there are no provisions
for covering treatment at home or In doctors'

Ihaentesaedorfrtocm

pulsory social Insurance, though I am
aware that In the battle of semantics
which has raged around our proposals
this term is considered a devastating
weapon.

Nowhere has this Issue been defined

more clearly than in a columrn by Walter
Lpmn
hc
perdi
h
ah
ippmann which
appard
ineHrl
the Wash

intnPotadTmsHrlonue
Busines
agazineis
Week enttied "
ofte
ns AYT.
9.a
BusiessWeekmamn
isenttle "A
he ill ponore by enaor Jvm.ReMr. Llppmann,. whose articles Ia
Challenge That Can't Be Ducked." The publican, of New York, strikes at this weak- sure we all read, says:
editor of this magazine, I believe, Is El- ness. As Javns points out, though hospitaliShaij it Ithe medical can. programl be
lIott Bell. who was,!I think the financial zation -tot comprise a large part of an financed by compulsory insurance, which
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means that throughout a personsl working

life he and his employer winl be taxed to proWIde an insurance fund for hi. medical needs
when he Is retired and Is no longer earning

an Inom? ...
ar Shanl the progra be financed, as the
administration Proposes, by charitable doles
to the very poor, paid for out of compulsory
taxe collected by the National and State
Governments?
e
.
.
.
.
Why does the President feel so strongly
Opposed to the principle of compulsory tnsuranIce for medical care to supplement the
Insurance, which already exists, for old age?

What Is wrong about its being compulsory

that a man should Insure, himself against the
needs ot his old age? What is so wonderful
about a Voluntary system under which a man
who doesn't save for his old age has to have
hIds doctors and his hospital bills paid for by
his children or public welfare funds? There
Is nothing un-American In the principle that
the imprudent shall be compelled to save so
that they do not become a burden to their
families and the local charities, so that they
Can meet the needs of their old age with
self-respect which comes from being entitled
to the benefits because they have paid the
cost out of their awn earnings

-

SENATE

an It wmu
of the Forand bill In the House. and
It has the support of the leading Democrats

and of Governor Itockefefler.
Or shali the program be financed. as the
admInIstration proposes, by charitable doles
to the very poor, paid for out of compulsory
taxes collected by the Nationai and the State
Governments?
Fur reasons which he has never explained.
the President regards compulsory social security taxes as unsound. socialistic. and
rather un-American; on the other hand he
regards compulsory taxes to pay for doles
based on a means teat as somehow more
voluntary, sounder, more worthy of a free

society and more American.

August 20

The Founding Fathers were not subjact
to such theoretical
ahgobgalla. In 1798
Congress set lop the firat medical Insurance
acheme under the US. Marine Hospital
Service. The scheme was financed by de
ducting fro seamenle wages contributions
to Pay for their hospital expenses.
If that was socislzed medicine, the gen
eration of the Founding Fathers was bland:
lY unaware of It.
Mr PROXMMIlE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. ANDERSON. I am happy to yield
to the Senator.

Mr. PROXMIRIE.

Mr. President, It

Under the McNamara bill, medical insur- seems to me the Senator from New
ance0 would be added to the existing old-ageMecosdiusngtehatndsl
insurance system. During his working life, ofMexioi difference btwee hisr scald se-l
each Person covered by the social security O h
ifrnebtenhssca
e
system would contribute an additional Curity Proposal and some at the other
amount, as would also his employer, to sup- type Proposals In regard to health In
plement his retirement income to Include surance. It think the philosophical dif
medical services.
ference Is extremely important, It Is a
It Is true that during the first few years difference raised by as fine a liberal Sen
benefits would be received by persona who ator as the distinguishied senior Senator
had not contributed because the system did fo
e
ok[r
anlti
on
not exist when they were earning their liv- fo
e
ok[r
hsm
Ing. These benefits would be paid for by in& who disagrees with the Senator from
the younger people. But as the younger New Mexico. The Senator from New

~rs

people would be buying their own Insur- York (Mr. Javirzs. and other Senattors
ance. there is littl. inequlty in this. No- feel that the compulsion In social security
body will lose anything, although those who is somehow, though not un-American.
are already too old to have, been contribu- something which clashes with present
Care for the Aged." published In the toe to an Insurance Plan will benefit.
in a American attitudes, That Is the feeling
Washington Post and Times Herald Of fe years everyone receiving the benefift of somne toward compulsion, In using
the
June 16. 1960, be printed in te
winl have paid his share.soalecrtapochfreahIn
at thsis point.,h
Rc~
Why does the President feel so stronglysoileurtapochfrelhin
Ther obeng
ojectontheartcleopposed to the principle of compulsory in- SUranle.
Thembeig
n obectln. he rtile
or medical care to supplement the
I1wish to ask the Senator from New
waso rdeed
b prnte intheRacaninsrace which already exiata. for old age? Mexico If this fundamental
ismu was not
as folows:
What Is wrong about Its being compulsory only setlt 25 years ago but alsoha
AGecaOsx,=.
UMhaa san should Insure himself agalnst Won anoet
weltg
f
o
hitall
W~o&zCumFMTMthe ned of his old age? what is so won- u animosapproval by allth
Vitamel(Dy Watter Lppmanan)
darft ab
sout a voluntary system under whichun im s.apolbyl
teA
rAlmost everyone realises that ILpest mass3 a man who doennt save for his old ag
a can People? People are now compelled.
Of the Old people do not have the savings, to have his doctor. and his hospital
bills whether they like It or not, If they work
and cannot depend upon their chuiren to paid for by his childrenor public welfare
a livng, to Save their money and to
Pay for the doctoes hospitals, nursing homes, funds? There Is nothing un-hmerican in for
Into the social security system
and drugs which, because they er aging, the principle that the Imprudent shall be contribute
so that they can receive pensions after
thsy need more than do younger people.
compelled to save so that they do not be- they retire That Was the fundamental
The rama few eccentries professing to come a burden to their famile and
decision which was made
be eonservatives who #thin that In a truly local charities, s that the c-mte:sta the philosophical otcret
r~adindvidalis
thse ilin ol pepleneeds of their old age with the self-respect
would do without medical care If they can't which comes from being entitled tth
~Mr. ANDROWN. Tes I thin It was,
pay -for It, or would make their children benefits because they have paid the cost
out
I came to this city In 1936, When some
mortgageI the future to pay the medical bills, of their own earningL,
of the final questions were being settled
DMt the country is not that ruggedly obThe President has been led to think, he as to social Insulrance, At that time
tetothe
fdnalsts
tofnieand acDmcrdingl both says, that compulsory insrac is "a very there were experts to whom we appealed.
the dmiisutlo
an th Deocrtic09-definite step In socialized medicine.'~Why? but they were not the members of the
Position Wseagreed that the need, which Is In a system of compulsoy Insurance the De- safwohv
epdu
eety
h
obvlom andW
uret,must be Met by Govern- pertmnet of Health, suCatn
sndaWelfare
have
advis
edinus
reryefnely
fahion
mtawhich
a
would administer the program. couldhaedvsduin
erfneaho.
Thus. this a ianlstration has prepered & and should use as Its agents private
- Mr. President, I wish to pay tribute
program VwhCh the Director of the Budget. Ixations like the National Blue Croes organ.,
Asso- at this time to Mr. Robert Myers for the
aMr nd , saswi2cot.5 billion by
1964p ethation Intsnegotiating with hospitals And wonderful Information he gave to us and
and855
y bllon
970 Fr te
emoras.nursing homes and In dealing
claims for the Speed With which he furnished
Senator UMcAXRA and some 19 Senators, In- and complaints, The system with
would be ~tm
eldn
muvSuseoand
Hose- financed as insurance. But it would be
That was not the situation 25yer
russ?, have Introdused a bill that would add worked not by a new Government aed u
medical Insurance to the existing old-ag
by the kind of private vlnayaoctin
ago. Mr. President. Some of the experts
insurance, After the Anrt year. the Coat of which the President otherwise beivsi.
we had available to us in toediscus
this Program would be $1.5 billion. Thus
In this connection It Is Interesting to sions could not even spea the Rnglish
the tuwo progrtam ar approximately of the remember that In the early 19301a when vol- langage They
were brought from
same oh
untary health Insurance plans were in' Germany. where there had been social
But bftUfen the two programsf there JO a augurated. our old fMend, the American hiai~
ehdt
motpol
basic l1nus at Principie, On onm side are Mtedical Asmociation, was declaring that they fromuother countrietbecauserwephadln
the President and his advisers On the other were communism and socialism and social-fo
te
ontis
eas
ehdn
21de are the Preponderant mms of the Demo- haed Dmediine Today, the American Medi- Amecrican experience
to base
erats and als a considerable minority Of the cal Association Is pointing to these samne our decisions, Becauseonwewhich
had
Republicans led by Governor Rockefeffler- voluntary insurance Plsns as the solution of rience. people almost Without no expe
number
They differ essentially on how the program our present n..ds and the proper alternative stood up to say. "This is un-Amerlcan.
shall_ be financed,
juu.tocmnloyold
compulsory
to
age medical car bmw- They started by Saying, -This is soclais
-ne. with
heafnese byatsomulsost insurtncc.~ ThisIscmmuDjstfic, This IS unhc
ae hne
tatdthroughpout a perl
Among sue opponents of mnedical Inaw- Amerlcan It is horrible to compel a
aan'
lie wokin
h an hi emloyr wll
ncethere seems to be a vague and uncomwnst
fltraa
i
betxdt
vd
nInsrac fund for fortahle feeling that it to a newfangled ma
wnDt
ful
i
hieia
ed hes. he is retired and ts theory, alie to the Amrcnway of lie moneyvW
to
Save
a little-to farce hMM to
no longe earning an..income? This is the end Imported, rsmblfo
Soviet Rus- save seine so tha he Wil hav samepstnsiple of teu meamers bill is the Senate. doa,
thing In hi. aud age I toIawful to Insis

Mr. President. r ask unanimous conSent that the entire article written by
Mr. Walter Llpprnsnn entitled "medical
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that a man has to put away alfew dollars him-he has earned a right to receive PmW-azwm lO xnIm*1`
W wmr
so that a child who Is born blind in his health Insurance In hia old age.
VWWD
oh 10 PS3mm *Z*Z*T aZTUU
family can get help. or so that a child
is It not true that If we rely on the
The Anderson-Eennedy amendment.
who Is born blind In the family of his kind of proposal made by those who op- In providing the Dw medical Insurance
neighbor can get help, because we are pose this approach-in other words, a benefits to persona who have already
stil our brothers, keepers. it is an awful broad national tax--that what will bgp, retired. Is following the precedent always
thing.'*
pen is that we shall wait a long, long followed by the Congress in liberalizing
But. somehow or other, the program time before there Is anything like the old-age, sUrvivors and disability
was started. Before long it was not pos- kind of comprehensive, full and adequate ance. New Or Improved benefits insur
have
Bible to find on the floor of the House or health insurance program for all the always been extended without additional
of the Senate people who would get UP American aged who need it?
contributions on their Part to persons
to say. 'SIt Is wrong to have compulsory
I should like to complete the question who had already retired or lost their
saving for old age."
by asking also how long we would have to husbands or become disabled. And the
I believe there are Members of the walt for an adequate pension system if estimated cost resulting from this policy
U.S. Senate who actually contribute to instead of having a social security tax, has
each time been included In cost esti
the retirement fund. Why do they do we had relied on general revenues to mates and has been met by higher con
no? It Is because It has been proved to provide the kind of social security pn tribution rates for those still at work.
be a desirable and wietIng to do. It sion which our people are receiving toFirst Three examples exist in connecIs not compulsory In the Congress, but day and blessing?
tion with disability benefits: (a) The new
there. is compulsion In Industry.
Mr ANDIEON. I think that thome disability benefits enacted in 1956
We have completely forgotten that it who argue for dipping into the Federal made available to 300.000 personswere
al
was considered to be so terrible for a Trreasury to take care of payments under ready disabled. Contribution rates were
man to be compelled to save money for the proposal should be consistent and go increased by one-fourth percent each
his old age, to be compelled to save down one road or the other all the way. for employers and employees, and placed
money for blindness or for aid to If they believe that the approach of ap- in a separate disability fund, as the Andependent children,
plying a payroll tax on a pay-as-you-go derson-Kennedy bill proposes: (b) in
Within the last few years, since 1956. basis for health for the aged Is
1958. their dependents
eligible.
We have found It is not so terrible to be thntewhud lose o reov ng
ai and so did certain otherbecame
disabled workcompelled to save for disability. That the rest of the social security taxes and ers; (c) the present Finance Committee
was once considered to be a terrible be absolutely consistent. Thbey should bill, like the House bill, extends disability
thing. That opened the door to the seek to make all such payments from benefits to persona under 50 and their
whole field of socialized medicine,
the Federal Trauy
dependents even though the disability
While I have had many appeals from
They know, of course. thant'en
i occurred before 1956.
doctors concerning the bill before the not get the kind of money from the ~~stsatr od tta
Senate, I do not think the number came Federal Treasury that would be needed, disability. It Is all wrong to doa it oin
close to the appeals which came to me If they came in and asked for billions some other way If a physician writes
from doctors about the disability provi- of dollars that would be requlred from letter and says, 'I do not like it. aI
sibns. That was real sure-enough poi- the Federal Treasury we would unbal- think that la socialized medicine.'
non In the wheels of our social service. ance the budget, and we would have to
Second. Increases ins monthly cash
Somehow, the program was established, face large-deficits year after year. vye benefits were made available to millions
Now not a single doctor Is telling me would, therefore, either defeat the pro of beneficiaries each time benefits were
how terrible It is that people who be gram by having Congress repeal it or improved for Persona currently emCome crippled and disabled have a by the amount of pressure we would get ployed. The following table shows the
chance to eat with some regularity. I to, make social security payments. So number of beneficiaries who, without
thank God that those doctors who have they will not go that route at all. They further contributions, immediately rewatched the program are kind enough will not take a step down that diatru ceived the advantage of cash benefit in
to admit that It has not harmed us. I path. They simply say that rather tha creases through the amendments enthink they will say the same about this, have this procedure adopted, we will take acted in the years
shown--based on
Pogram.
a little of this other systemn.
number of monthly benefits in currentI agree with the Senator from WisconZ say to the Senator from Wisconsin payment status at end of year, Social
sfin. I think the principle was settled that we tried that with disability. We Security Bulletin. Annual Statistic Sup
.25Years ago, as to the question of wheth- limped along for a few years unable to plement. 1968. page 13:M
=
er compulsion Is or Is not desirable, by face up to it, and then In 1956 we did 190----------------------------- 3.4
making Provision for old-age assistance, face up toit.
92
..
for aid to the blind, for aid to dependent
ihta
hs
h pnoe ht
1952 .------------------------------ 6.90
children, for retirement pay of all kids legislation would take the same attitude 1958------------------- ---- --- -----12.4
and for disability. Now, perhaps, we on the pending legislation. They are
swwia
9mlonppewh
shl aeprvso
orhatexactly
comparable. It would be very are eligible for benefits under this pro
Mr. PR0XMIRE. There are thoike nice if we had It that way.
who Oppose the position of the Senator
th
ordmnt
dIwul gram. We put in 12.4 million in 1958.
from Neve Mexico, of which position I like to dea with thi precedent of ex- Ta fisa
epnaibntll
a
son.Ta.a
approve. I approve of the amendment
fsarepniltY.
If we propose
ofte eatrfrmNe
exc adxtending new benefits under OASI to per- a payroll tax now, thatBut
does not dip into
oftexpet torvt fror itw Mentuisically. sons already retired. One of the big the Federal Treasury, that
is a very bad
Those who voppoefrIt saythesiarclly arguments that will be made, and one socialistic scheme.
favore wof
assstne forth
sage
whoy
are
I
of
the
arguments
that
was
made
in
the
f~vr o asisanc
fo th aed ho recommittee, was that through a payroll
a result of the 1950 amendments,
Ini11 ealthLtxadpyigImdae
eeisw theAsaverage
benefit for retired workers
They say they would prefer to pay for woulad gaivesomedhealth proteitio we rose from $26.36 in August to $46.62
in
the plan by a broad national tax onwolgiesm
helhpoetotoSpebr15.a
nesef77e
everybody through the taxing of income, people who had not paid ank*thing for Sept.onembrl 1950. aninceareof.
pr
rather than confining It to the social it. those who are already retired and who cent or58
n hearyavyeragefr.wrer
l
VAUrItY System, which Is a relatively are 68 years of age or over. They will ready retired was estimated by the Sen
and comparatively regressive ta. it get some money and they will not pay ate Finance Commigttee to be $4.75 a
Kemsin doingsowhat they fal to recog-. anything for It.
month, or $57 a year. This is about
aiae is that what the social security does
If the proponents of the plan wished three-fourths the cost of the proposed
Isto Provide an opportunity for everyone to be consistent, why did they not follow medical insurance beenefts,
to Inae his own contribution to his own that policy with reference to disability?
The effects of the cash benefit inretirement KWd to hIs own health so that It Is an interesting question, and we creases is illustrated by
the cane of a
he has aLright-nobody Is giving it to wonder why they did not,
worker who retired In 184 with the
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-averag benedt for that year of $22.60
a month. By now his benefit has become P5 ons wife or widow ha-, received proportionate increases. AiUowIng for' changes in prices. his b~ene~t
checInhapuchasng
rchsin
hapInreasd
Inreaed
chec
Power about 17 percent by December

spread dsvelioiment of Private plans In re- Also. It would take effect nationally at once.
cent yers-. we hope that the interasts now -while State cooperation might be far fran
Opposin thda extenalon of the social secu- unanimous and alOmslow In comning.
rity system will prove to be as wrong as
The administration bill, however. offers
they were in 1955.
substantially moare benefits than does the
Mr.ANDRSO.
M. Pesient I~ iskForand
But.beexcept
for the
persons
r. NDERON.Mr.Presden.
on relief,measure.
they couldn't
had until
sub
unanimous consent that an article from scribers themselves had paid *250 (couples
1959-4Social Security Administration, the New York Times of Tuesday, May sOm, for health care. in addition to their
Research and Statistics Note No. 8. 10. 1960. entitled "Health Aid for the *24 enrollment fee. And, after that. they
March 3. 1960.
Elderly.' be printed at this point. in my would have to pay 20 percent of all their
Unlike Commercial Insurance, social remarks,
subsequent expenses. The alternative of
Insurance is directed. to meeting social
There being no objection, the article Purchasing health insurance from private
goals related to the general welfare, was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, agerncies, even with a 50-50 &sasitfrom the
The Oki-age, survivors, and disability as follows:
governmets up to *60. would also be ex
Progam
eneits oesnot
iretlypensive.
ak
looks
as If
plan
prga osno
aebnftsdrclK~zALTn
Am ros THE ELDzaLv
would be 'Itused
moat
by the
thosevoluntary
who need
It
proportionate to earnings and contribuThe administration's program of health least.
tions. It has always been more liberal Insurane for those over 66 has laid the
Atsatisfactory measure would have to he
to low-income groups in regard to the main Issues right on the line. They are: less costly than the administration plain-but
proportion of lost earnings that are re- first, the use of the Federal social security provide more protection than does the FMand
placed. It has also had liberal eligibil- mechanism versus state administration with bili--f possible financially. And the Forand
itY requirenmets for newly covered Federal subsidies and, second, csimpulalon measure doesn't cover the 4 million or so
groups The trust fund, and the con- versus freedom of choice,
people over 65 who are not getting social
tributions to It, have met resultant costs.
Under the administration plan the various security. It is unfortunate that so little
AwhileStates
would he authorized to provide fna~n- time remains In the present session of Con
-wfeago
I asked to have printed in
ilal aid to elderly people in meeting the gress to hammer out a plan that will meet
the RECORD some editorials from DBusi- costs of hospItal and Medical care, either the need and the phenomenal public de
new Week and the Washington Post. directly or through private agencies. The mand. If that can't he done, this matter
I ask unanimous consent at this time Federal Government would share the costa should surely he made a must for the next
that there be printed in the REcoRD at of the whole operation with the States. Par- Congress when It meets.
this point of MY remarks an article from ticipation by individuals would be voluntary.
the New York Times entitled "Wider but limited to thos whose Incomes were
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. I ask
Usefoe SoialSecrit"
uderdat ofless than *2.500 in the previous
(couples unlanlimous Consent that there be printed
Uwfr ScialSecrity uner dte f *3.8100). On the other hand, theyear
widely sup- in the RECORD at this point in my re
TJun e be.160 nobetmteaicePorted
Foa-nd bill Provides that the entire marks an article from i~fe miagazine
Theeo eigbjctinth atile operation be carried on by the Federal Gov- under date of April 25. 1960, entitled
Was ordered to be printe4 in the RECORD. ermient as part of the well-established oldas follows:
age and survivors insurance system. WItI"Age. Health, and Politics": and an edi
Vlons ron
sue OCs, Szcwxr
eligibIlity for au ths eligible for reul
torial from the Washington Post of Nlb
OASI
ftt
ruary 20, 1960.
A ernvincing case for ussing the Federal
We believe that the arguments for using
There being no objection, the article
social slecuity s"stem to finance health In- social security are overwhelming. Governor and editora were ordered to be printed
Nuaineefo odeIsranpeopl ha s benmaeby
tockefeiles' has done well to sany that the in the RECORD, RS follows.
NaiowdeIsuace
t spersuasive not administration plan could result in "-a very
only becaume of the arguments used but &Ws serious fiscal situation, very high costa and
I Prom Wte. Apr. 26. 19601
becauss of its source.
c
mbrome administration' and to urge
AmE HEALTn. Axn FoLZrun
Nationwide has had a unique experience that medical care for the aged be an added
The hottest political potato so far In this
in algivigohepubi prOteiofamrin. Ioude by health feature of the social security system, election year Is this question: Are Americana
a usff pop
Oiofarer in196 a awith
those who benefit contributing to their
,.ovr6 entitled to Federal help to meet their
cooperative automobile insurance concern own protectIon,
hospital and doctor bills?
wit a capital of *10000. it has become one
The relatively high expense, per person
The Forand bill, which would raise St bil
Ot the largest Insurance operations In the covered, of the administration plean hag two lion for such care by a one-half of I percent
country. With assets of mom' than *30chief causes First Is the fantastic cost Of boost in the social security tax, has produced
mi111.0 it gives many kinds of coverage In setting up and operating new machinery
fod ffvrbeml
n
ie
h
eo
20Stalesn thoug mr ta
5mlloeot
of administration in possibly as many as crata an unexpected issue. Republicans.
haette I
0 different States, and second, the expense while pranting the need for aid, are trying to
The dectora of Nationwide haesae
n involved in checking on the incomes of ml-~ find a more private, voluntary alternative.
a falMa resolutiont that the health costs of lions of beneficiaries to prove eligibilitySince the issue Is Important. let's try to sepa
oldr people are not being met by Insurance, both at the start and, as incomes change. In rate Its social realities from Its politics and
that these over 65 haven't either thc tn-~ the future too. And the complexity and facts fromn principles.
come Or the assets to cover those expenses. diffusion of administration adcnrl
Unquestionably, many older Americana
ta tiwiefvrthueofthe social would be little short of bewildering.
(IS.8 mlilion are over 65) are in real need.
ascauIty principle to help meet their needs
An for the Issue of compulsion, it van
The average *72 a month they draw from
n.maespecihically, that it will support ishes, with just a little thought. The Onl
soilscrt
crel
rvdsfo
n
*'ppoglteleisaio"
o rvie
asccompulsion involved In the Forand plan shelter, much lets for the medical expenses
,heath inswurnce to those eligible for Fed
would be that of paying slightly Incr'eased which increase with age. Few are In a posi
Me social security benefits,
social security taxes. Beneficiaries would tinomethecsofhriclnssrm
A mem1orandum ably summarizes the sta-tontmethecsofhricIlssrm
tistical and historical evidence for the stand have a wide choice of hospitals approved which many suffer. Yet even to get charity
Nationwide has taken. It emphasizes a point by the Government as Part Of the Program. care-itself inadequate in quantity and often
which mam to be generally overlooked in (Under those circumstances who 'wouldn't inferior in quality-they must suffer the In
the clurent disciasions. Itcam
.want
to accept th, benefits?)
dignity of a pauper's oath.
from daumagng the interest Of private InasurAs a matter of fact, the administration bill
Can their need for medical aid be provided
alnea companies, the companIes 'Would have involves the same, but a less obvious, kind of by private, voluntary Blue Cross-type plans?
a broader, sounder market for voluntary in- compulsion. Taxpayers as a whole--includThese are expanding, but can never meet
GRsancE among our older people by building ing those not given protection-would be the whole need. Premiums for the aged as a
on the basic provisions of socoad tnszrsnce compellerl to cover the costs of State and Fed- separate group are prohibitively high. The
legialstIOUL
eral subsidies. The bogey of "aociallsm' in least burdensome method of Insurance Is for
The Nationwide memorandum also points social security health protection Is also easy the whole society to spread the costs over the
mut that before the establishment of the to dispel. Under the Forand bill neither whole working life cycle. The cheapest and
sodia! security system in 1935 the mendia hospitals nor surgeons taking care t-f hens- most logical way of doing this, whether by
socisties and many insurance companies op- liclartes would be under Government -3autrol. the Forand bill or a better one, Is by extend
Posad the program for maost of the same
There are many positive advantages in ing the existing system of social security.
reaOO" they now Oppose the social Insurance using social security. For example, it would
To provide this, aid need not be socialized
a. oae to health cars for the aged. But avoid what amounts to a maean test for ell- medicine. as opponents claim, since pay
the thre dscades of 'experience sinc then gibility-something abhorrent to Amen- mnents could be made through private chan
have shon that the mniumumk social sscu- cans-end would automatically relate pay- neai and patients select their own doctors

1itY Pendoi

"haVeR made Possible a wide-

mnents to ability to pay without investigation.

and hospitals as before,
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which the majority of the aged want and

Plenty of Incentive to save for the future,

In the Forand bill which would cost about
81 billion a year to be fnuanced with onefourth of 1 percent Increase in social security taxes. Like other old age benefits.
this would be paid for by a citizen, fhrogi
out his wage-earning years. with a matching
contribution by his employer. It would re-

ment to offer special help to its older citiZens. That principle was accented when social Security Itself became effective In 1937.

would offer Its usual doctrinaire opposition
to this Propoeal was as much to be expected as a bill from a doctor after a visit

individual.

though

served that the AXIA had "nothing to offer

The. first question of principle is whether
this form of aid will undermine the private
duty of providing for one's own old-age
through old-fashioned virtues like foresight

and thrift. Being a floor, not a ceiling. it
need not do so. Individuals wili still have
though less fear of it.
Another question of principle Is whether
It Is the proper function of a free govern-

The presumption against any extension of
F~edea

activity and expenditure,

Jeffersonian in origin, Is now championed,

though weakly, by the Itepublicans. who
don't want to be tagged as enemies of the
aged. But an extension of an establishe
system like social security Is not a violation
of principle. But there is also an issue of

deseve In this Nation today.

Because It does not provide assured
payments as a matter of right, It fails to
promote peace of mind or early preven
tive care.
Through reliance on a needs and in
Its
of
worst
lleve retirement of one of the
test, It fails to safeguard -the say
come
nightmares.
That the American Medical Associationl ings, Independence. and dignity of the
to his ollice.

Senator Mc~wa

but tired abuse."

ha

ob-

This Is not, by the wild-

I
I

so

sitneol

sdpnec

sdpnec
so sitneol
Occurs instead of helping prevent it.
The Finance Committee has done well
to integrate into title I all the proposed

est nlight of the moat neurotic fancy, so- provisions for medical care through Fed
cialized medicine or political medicine. It eral-State matching grants on a meansis Simply a system, If the AMA could but test basis. This avoids the confusion
calm Its nerves enough to realize It. which.aniefcecyttmghhversld
htmgthv etie
like Blue Cross or Group Hospitalization or adiefcec

Doubtlim the Porand bill can be improved,
Sne$200 Million could be saved simply by
risaing the eligible age from 65 to 68. moreover, many oldsters able and eager to work
could-better provide for their own security

It also removes any
doubt that the increased payments for
pital of his choice and pay the bills result- medical care would be administered by
Ing from the care he needs In old age. It the State and local welfare agencies.
They would need thousands of new
would help doctors, hoepitais, and medicine
In geerl And It would enable American employees to do the Job Properly, but
agethyardyavgetdifclyIs
old
men and women to retire in their
cuhen aledequave, wrealtrainedutyi sta-s
with More security and self-respect,
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I Our elderly citizens do not want to have
have taken a great deal of time, and I their income, other resources, and living
intend to take some more. Some qlues- requirements inquired into by overbur
tion has been raised about the medical dened employees of welfare agencies.
The task of making such a check would
care provisions of the committee bill.
The medical care provisions of the bill be especially difficult in the case of
approved by the committee are substan- elderly persons who move from State to
tially better than those of the House bill. State.
The medical care program in the com,
But the approach is nevertheless a public
bill Will not automatically become
mittee
be
assistance approach. States would
permitted to be less severe in their tests effective. The States must take positive
of medical indigency than the tests they action to provide additional funds, In
now impose for such payments, but the many States, Perhaps in the great major
Federal program assumes some proof of ity, additional legislation will be required
poverty or a means test, The specific before a new type of medical cost can be
paid for or before a new kind of test of
wording of the bill Is:

Security pensions.

vldtual (1) who Is 65 years of age or over

cost,
Not even the Democrats can extend the
welfare state without reference to the price

tag. Enough spending bills were introduced
in Congress last year to add $50 to *s0
billion to our existing $78.4 billion budget If

passed. Priorities, therefore, have to be determined. Health aid to the aged can be provided but Ithmay means fwer schools. highror
be
hetmay also
ins swehradt
wAy
oroather nueed whi
gent. Arltdqeto

the aged can be done without renewed Inflation. The aged, on Small and fixed Incomes, have been the chief sufferers from inBation, and this Is a good reso for giving
social security a high priority. By the same
token, any aid program that feeds infLation.
would defeat Its own purposes and fool Its
beneficiaries. So the costs of any plan
adopted must be carefully limited and
SontIoIXed.

If the $1.200 limitation. were raised on the in
ecoms they may earn without forfeiting social

But In principle, such aid is proper public
business, The issue Is therefore inavitably
and property a political one. It should be

any other Insurance program, would enable
a patient to go to thre doctor and the hos-

An eligible Individual means any mndi-

and (2) whose income and resources, taking
Into account his other living requirements.
as determined by the State. are Insufficient

from the House bill.

poverty can be applied.

A few fortunate states may be able to
more liberal assistance to their

give

elderly citizens on Octobber 1, but many

Will have to wait until after their legisla
year.
tures have taken action next the
Ti wrin nvle
elderly
If they fail to act, then
Ths wrdig ivolesno substantial
change from the present authority in citizens wifi have gained nothing. MY'
benefits
hospital
makes
title IL the old-age assistance provision, amendment
bynthessNainseetdrpeettvs
Important part of the Finance coin- available on July 1 of next year to 9
-The
for
lFeom the Washington Poet. Fleb. 20, 19601 mittee addition to the bill Is tbe UlberaUi- million aged persons without the needand
zation of the matching grants formula. action by 50 State legislatures
Rursmars6 NmnvNzmaxe
Everywhere in its travels around the coun- But additional money will not itself bring Governors.
The fact Federal money, is made avail
try, Senator McNsAXAXA'S Subcommittee on forth necessary State action. And the
Problems of 'the Aged and Aging heard proposal will not overcome the inherent able doss not necessarily result in State
'Under the present old-age as
action.
as
comanxiety expressed by older citizens as to limitations of public assistance
sistance provisions, 23 States and the
how they would pay for medical care in pared with social insurance.
fClmi alt aeavn
de oteDsrc
I oilisrneI
their retirement. How can anyone With
aeavn
alt
fClmi
oteDsrc
de
oilisrnei
i
foresight. old or young, fall to be anxious
shout this problem? while a Man Is em- committee bill, as my amendment pro- tage of all the Federal funds that are
their aged
for
use
poses, the majority of aged persons will offered to them for
ployed. he can- enjoy the protection of som
sort of group or private Insurance program not have to turn to public assistance, but citizens.
Experienct- through many years of
to cover Mhedical and hospital bills If he be- the minority who do will have better
all
comes Ill, The chances are, however, that care. The Finance Committee bill is a effort indicates ~that in most If notpas
when he retires he will no longer enjoy useful supplement If the major burden States, it Is very difficult to secure
and
amendments
liberalizing
of
sage
the
Then
such protection; yet this is the time. ob- is carried by social Insurance.
ncsaraporain.MnySts
noiywoneaiontebsso
viously. when he will need It most--when.
indeed, he Is certain to need It sooner ormioiywoneadontebssfncsaraporato.MnySts
now have tests of need, of residence, of
liberIt
more
secure
can
test
an
income
such
of
cost
the
makes
In
what
later, which
private insurance prohibitively high for the ally. But without health benefits fi- relatives' responsibility, and liens that
nanced through OASDI, most States are severe and that are the result of
aged.
The McNamara aubcommittee came to the cannot be expected to provide sufficient their own choice. More Federal funds
in a man
Conclusion that this problem should have funds to -paty for adequate medical serv- will not change these policies
tap priority for legislative consideration In ices either to present old-age recipients ner satisfactory to our retired citizens
thpir long
throughout
or to the proposed additional group of who have iestriven
116 anld recommended In Its report an ex
oaheeIdpnec
okn
niet
eial
pansion of the system of old-age, survivors,.h
rdpnec
civ
and disability insurance to Include health temdclyIdgn.wriglvst
Any approach involving a means test and self-respect.
Service benefits for all persons eligible for
The 1958 amendments to the Social,
OASDL we think this conclusion is in- and based on Federal grants to the States
esspable. The essence of it is embodied will not provide the kind of protection Security Act established an Advisory

decided according to the Nation's sense of
fproite
Jutce ranl.adchie
f pioitis I
Jm~e. rgecy.andchoce
the use of scarce resources--as Interpreted

to meet the cost of his medical service,
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Council on Public Assistance which, as reduce the tota cost of illness to all the
requested by the Congress. has submitted American people. because the amenda substantial report. That document ment provides for preventive care. Is
contains recommendations relevant to that correct?
the robem ndetconideatin.
YMr ANERSN.
es: nded i dos.
the
nde conideatin.
t rMr ANERSN.
es; nded I dos.
fers to "the serious gapsrobem
and inequities
Mr. PROXMI[RE Much more so than
that still remain In coverage, in ade- the bill would without the Anderson
qua~cy of public financial assistance and amendment added to it.
in availability of high quality services."
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes; I believe so.
Its comments on unmet medical need
Mr. PROXMIRE. Is
true that
justify Increased Federal grants for this. It is also designed to cutit not
down the expurpose. But the Council also warns:
cessive use of hospitals, the indiscrimiImprovements In medical care should not nate use of hospitals, at a time when we
be accomplished by reducing
ments to recipients,

money pay

The Council report also points out:

Not many States provide assistance for
comprehensive medical care, Some pay only
for sigle tem
for sigle tem

have great diffculty in providing an
adequate number of hospital beds?

August 20

bill Is Uimited to some slight Improvements
in the present public assistance program and
the creation of a. new "medically Indigent"
class . It would provide medical services
nly as a public charity and only on proof
of poverty. and then only in States that agree
to participate, and only it matching funds
from the Federal Treasury are appropriated
by the Congress.
The Anderson-Kennedy amendment would
provide health benefits as a matter of earned
right under the tried and tested aocial secu
rity system which requires no funds from the
Federal Treasury
or from the States. With
this addition to the committee bill, we would
be providing health care both for those In
the &ocial security system and for

those who
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes. The amend- do not presently qualify. By adding
such a
ment suggests that a person can get social
security provision, we would reduce the

adequate home care.
very important,

I think that is

number of people who would have to look to

public assistance for medical

care, with Its
Mr PROMIR.
Te iniviualhateful means test.
Mr
PROMIR.
Te
iniviual
This
is
one
of
the
most
vital
Even In regard to cash payments, the would pay the first $75. That would come before the U.S. Senate. Issues ever to
We can take a
Council found that "less than one-half discourage malingering or chiseling
by small step forward, or we can take significant
the States fully meet need by their own those who might abuse the system, by
action
and
bring
real
security
with
dignity to
standards for any of the federall aided those who would simply loaf in the hos- the lives of our senior Citizens.
categories." Total unmet need among pital. It would do so by charging the
have just celebrated the first 25 years
aged recipients Is estimated at $222 mil- hospitalized for at least a part of the of We
social security In America. The most fit
lion a Year. not counting medical care,
cost.
ting tribute we can pay to the foresight of
If aproresiveStae
I cosidring
Ml' ANERSN.
h~tis orrct,
tbe Congress 25 years ago is to build now
If aProresiveStat
Isconideing
. ADERON.Thstis orrct
upon our sound system of social Insurance.
establishing an adequate
Program, the
Mn. POXzMi. In what way
would The Anderson-Kennedy amendment
Is the
usual arguments Will be made that higher the Senator's amendment relieve the fi- way to dolit.
taxes will drive business elsewhere and nanclal burden on the States?MrAD
SN.
r.Peina
that high Payments will attract dependMr. ANDERSON. The people who will few dAysDago SOM.Jae Er. rStuart, prsa
ent People. The same barriers to ade- take advantage of the social security
dent
ofythe.Blue
CrossA.Stocartion wroesi
qiUacy under a State-by-State approach provisions are not going to make claims detof
e BleCosAocainwrt
will be encountered as in other social under other parts of the act. I believetme m urging
me
to modify my amendwelfare programs,
that is important. Two million people Lrent so as to
the Secretary of
Taxes will be as compulsory under the are on social security in New York State. the Departmentpermit
of Health, Education,
assistance programs as the contributions and 22,000 are on social security in New and Welfare to employ
private nonprofit
ar o nurne
oca
heOSIMexico. These are people who would organizations to pay hospitals
for serv
contributions are uniform throughout not necessarily and probably would not icesrneetobnfiire.ne
h
the country and are borne by Persons ever come to the State to ask for any
D
ereB
during their working years
special form of assistance. However, if
D. GereBehr, special medical
It has been argued that Federal funds we provide that in order to get
hielp consultant of the health insurance plan
financead from general revenues are from the Federal Treasury theyany
must be of Greater New York, and former presi
more progressive than the social irnsur- found to be medically indigent, then we
dent of the New York Academy of Medi
ance Payroll tax. But 58 percent of State must turn all the workers, case aids. dine,
wrote a letter to
in opposition
revenues are based on taxes,suhasle
and relief agencies to the task of exam': to that suggestion. I me
ask unanimous
taxes which fall very heavily on people ining into the question of whether these consentta
r ah' etrmyb
with low incomes, including the aged, People are medically indigent. They placed in the RECORD
at this point.
An Increase in these taxes, such as wol
may be medically indigent one month
There being no objection, the letter
be necessary In Practice, would cause ad- and not the next month.
a ree ob ritdi
h ion
ditlonal numbers of aged persons to have
Mr. PROXIRME. The amendment of asfollows:AUST4190
to turn to Public assistance,
the Senator from New Mexico is a care- Hon. CLINron P. ANDcasoNs,
The criticism of the payroll tax can ful and prudent amenaement. It would U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

readily be met by raising the wage-base

economize and eliminate chiseling

ceiling above $4,800 a year or even re- waste In the use of hospitalization;and
moving It entirely. The accompanying would provide for preventive Care,it
Increase In maximum benefits would thereby reducing the total cost of illness
overcome the lag of benefits behind ris to all Americans, and it would relieve to
ing earnings.
a significant extent the burden on the
The States are already having diE. States.
eulty mieeting the needs of expanding
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes,
populations for education, recreation.
Mr. George Meany, president of the
roads, and many types of community AFIr-Cl, has written to every Mealaber
facilities. Theys cannot easily provide of the Senate urging support for the
the additional funds that would be re- Anderson-Kennedy amendment to proQuirdo th
t tak Fedadantge vie helthbenfitsforthebe
uretotkadatgoftenew
elhbnft
o h aged as a
eral mastching grants unless my amend- vd
part of the social security system.
ment Is added.
I ask unanimous consent that Mr.
Now I should like to speak briefly on Meany's letter be Printed in the RECORD
the amendment Itef
at this point in my remarks,
Mr. PROXNMZR
Mr. President. will
There being no objection, the letter
theSentoryiedwas
ordered to be Printed in the RgCOaD,
the SeNatoRS yield?
I
sflos
Mr.
yeld NDESON.I as ollws:oprating
Mr. PROXMRE, I should like to
On behalf of over 13 mullion American
have the Senator yield atthspito
workers and their families, I urge you to
thispoin
onsupport
the Anderson-K~ennedy amendment
the benefits, which I consider to be one which will
be offered as en addition to the
Of the strong Points of the amendment. Finance Committee socia security bulL
in
As I understand, It would to some eztent the matter of health care for the aged this

'DZAR

SENATRo ANDeIaSON: In a letter dated

August 2, 1960. Mr. James ILStuart. presi

dent of the Blue Cross Association, urged
you to modify your proposed amendment to
H.R. 12580 so as to permit the Secretary of

the Department
Health.nonprofit
Education,
and
Welfare
to employofprivate
organi

rZtions to pa7 hospitals for servicee rendered
to beneficiaries under this act.
I write In opposltion to this Suggestionunless all of the Blue Crons plans through
out the country and their present apcnaoring
agency-the nlue Cross Association were to
united into
a homogeneous.
nationwide.
nonprofit
organization
established
under
Federal charter comparable to that of the
American National Red Cross.
The following are my reasons for opposing
the recommendations of the Blue Cross Asso

clation:
1. Multiplicity of local Blue Cross plans
which differ greatly from one another in
costs, premium rates, and Scope
of benefit coverage.
2.
Lack
of
of the Blue Cross MAso.
clation over control
the independent
local Blue
Cross plans.
3. Absence of control by Blue Cross plans,
over rising hospital costs.
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4.Inablilty of Blue Crows plans to curb
Mr. PROXMIRE. This Is a point
unnaecessary utilization of hospital facil- which has been puzzling a number of
ittes and other hospital abuse..
senators, and I have received no reliable
S.Absence of any power of Blue Cross to answer. The Forand bill. as I understand,
regulate hospital standards and quality of provides for this kind of health Insurhospital car.
Under the above circmstances. Blue Cross ance at the age of 65. The Mcliamara
0r any other private Insurance copay
Proposal, the Kennedy Proposal, and the
Would only serve as an unnecessary middle- Humphrey proposal, all of which, I premank to receive and pay hospital bills for sume. at one time or other, were checked
OASf and then submit claims to the Sec- with the responsible officials in the Deretary of the Department of HEW for reim- partulent of Health Education, and Welbursement. This would tend to Increase ad-

unltnitrative costs without compensating
advantages.

The middleman, acting as a

fiduciary agent for the Government. would
feel no obligation to exercise any restraint
upon the claimant hospitals whose lay and
medical representatives comprise the majorIty of the board of directors of the Blue
Cross plans.
It Is my opinion that the Government
agency which pays bills on behalf of Its
beneficiaries directly Is better able to en-

force.hoptlsadrsadcr

arid thereby covered millions more. At

Sincerely yours,

BAsERM
M.m..

special Medical Consultant, WOOlt

Insurance Plan of Greater New York.
IPACr aztze ON AjZuAQNs-XZNccDT

posal would cost, from one-half of 1 per
cent to eight-tenths of 1 percent. the
cost to be divided equally. In other
words, the employer would have to pay
four-tenths of 1 percent and the em
ployee four-tenths of 1 percent. in order
to make either program actuarially
sound. But to have provided for that
contribution would have meant such a
drastic increase that it was decided to
take the approach of the Senator from
New Mexico.

Mr. ANDERSON. That is correct. It

that time they were said to be actuarially is necessary to decide whether we want
sound with the same social security tax to get all of heaven in the first year or
the Senator from New Mexico now pro- try to find out if a certain principle
poses.
should be used. Even though it does not
The amendment of the Senator from cover everything that may be desirable
New Mexico-which I trust, because I re.- now. it is probably better to wait and
ly completely on his word; I am sure it is see What is most desirable.
always very good-as I understand, has
Mr. PROXMIRE. Many Senators
been trimmed down because it is impo-felt that people should be covered at the

optlsible to provide these kinds of benefits

I would be pleased to be recorded as su
porting your proposed amendment to H.R.
12580 In all Its provisions,
Gosoae

fare, provided for benefits at 65 not 68
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age of 65. It was felt that this cover

beginning at age 65 without having a
much heavier payroll tax than one-half
of I percent.

age should be provided almost at once.

revision is on the part of the individuals

of assurance cannot be given as can be

We have great confidence in Mr. Myers.
I have relied on him in the past. I
Was there some kind of revision on the know he is a very competent person, as
part of the actuaries .who created this are the other actuaries, but we felt that
tax and this change in the situation?
this is a completely new field. No one
Mr. ANDERSON. No. I think the really knows about it. The same kind

AxuarNDEsse
Mr. ANDERSON. Finally, I should
like to read a fact sheet on the AndersonKennedy amendment:

who made the proposals. If we included given with respect to social security
all the items which were included in the benefits. We do not know how many
Forand bill, we would include, not a people will be ill, especially under the
fourth from the employer and a fourth preventive programs. We do niot know

1. Number of persns eligible for benefits
July 1, 1961. 0. million. This Isthree out oi
four of all persons aged SO and over and
nearly three out of Aive aged 66 and over.
2. Cost In first funl year of operation:
about $80 per person. a total of V0W million,
or one-third of 1 percent of taxable payrolls,
3. Ths proposed Contributions Will exceed
benefit payments by one-third of a billion
dollars a year. The new medical Insurance
account Is estimated to equal *1 billion by
the end of 1962 and P2 billion in 1965.
4. The maximum contribution by any on
wage earner will be jis a year or 23 cents a
week. For persons with earnings below
4p,800, It will be less.
Mr. President, a great many organizations have written tome endorsin'-g the
amendment and making recommendstions. I wee no point In incluuding a comn.piete list o these organizations In the
Rzcomn. Nevertheless they represent
impressive testimony that these organitzatons realize that the social insurance
principle Is well established and proper in
this case.
I hope the amendment will be sup
ported on that basis.

from the employee, but I think we would what changes will take place in medical
have to include four-tenths from the science.
employer and four-tenths from the emSo it Is a kind of vague estimate. We
ployee; perhaps more than that,
wondered whether this was a firm, widely
Mr. PROXMIRE. It is my under- approved estimate, or if it was simply
standing that the original Forand bill an estimate of one person, which may
provided one-fourth from the employee be overly conservative.
and one-fourth from the employer.
Mr. ANDERSON. No. It is a firm.
Mr. ANDERSON. But the cost esti- widely approved estimate. The reason
atwareiewhniwadicved
ge6wsued
ashtteaeae
maewsrvsdweItwsdsoeedae6na
sdwsta
h
vrg
not to be actuarily adequate.
age of retirement Is now 68. We
Mr. PROXMIRE. It was my under- thought that instead of fishing around
standing that the McNamara bill also for an age, say, age 75 or age 73. we
Provided for one-fourth from the em- should take the average age at which
ployer and one-fourth from the em- persons now actually retire. Since peo
ployee.
ple will die anyway, we said we would
Mr. ANDERSON. The McNamara bill start with age 68 and see how the plan
Provides for service in a somewhat differ- worked.
ent fashion, but the rates are the same.
Mr. PROXMIRE. I thank the Sena
There is nothing particularly wrong tor from New Mexico.
with the McNamara bill, the Humphrey
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
bill, or any other bill. It was simply a of a quorum.
decision which sbme of us reached that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
we would prefer to go a little shorter on clerk will call the roll.
the number of hospital days. We have
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
used the exact figure which the admin- the roil.
Istration itself used-120 hospital days.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.

Mr. PROX]MIRE. Mr. President. wil
the Senator yield?
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield,
M~r. PROXCMIRE. Would the Senator's amendment be added to the bill?
Mr.-ANDERSON. Yes,
Mr. PROXMIRE. It would strike
nothing from the bill. Is that correct?
Mr. ANDERSON. It would strike
nothing at all. it accepts all there is in
the bill. It says that the work of the Finune Committee Is good, but this will.

In my original proposal provision was President. I ask unanimous consent that
made for 365 hospital days. I am per- the order for the quorum call be re
suaded that that figure is too high. Most scinded.
of us accepted the revised figure, sugThe PRESIDING OFFICER. With
gested by the Senator from Illinois [Mr. out objecton, it is so ordered.
DOUGLAs), and came down to a figure
What Is the pleasure of the Senate?
which would be fully met by the levies If no Senator wishes to address the Seawe would produce. In other words, .43 ate at this time, the Senate will proceed
percent will go. for hospital care; .01 in accordance with the order previously
Percent for nursing home; .05 percent entered.
for diagnostic outpatient hospital servMr. GORE. Mr. President. I suggest
Ices.
the absence of a quorum.
Mr. PROXMIRE. It Is my underThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
make It useful, and It will place primary standing that it was to be a more sub- clerk will call the roll.
reliance on the insurance system, and stantial, drastic change; that in view of
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
will allow the other provisions in the bill, the, new actuarial figures, the Forand the roll.
which cost about $130 million, to become bill'or the McNamara bill contains reMr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
sulpplementary to It.
vised estimates of how much each pro- dent, I ask unanimous consent -that the
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order for the quorum call be rescinded.
Mr. President, It Is my purpose on from New Mexico. above all, showed
The PRESMING OFFXCER. With- Monday or Tuesday to address the Sen- that this Is an efficient, businesslike ap
out obJection, It Is so ordered.
ate at greater-but. I hope, reasonableproach, an approach that will do the
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- length upon this subject.
Job, and will do It at modest cost.
dent. I understand that the distinHowever, today I wished to call atAbout all, running through the pres
guished Senator from Tennessee has a tention. at this point In the RzcoRD, to entation of the Senator from New Mexvery brief statement to make. When the exceedingly forceful and able ad- Ico, was the fact that the Anderson ap
he concludes his statement, we shall, dress delivered by the distinguished proach Is the American way, because it
under the order previously entered. go Junior Senator from New Mexico (Mr. permits the people who will benefit to
over until Monday, at 10 o'clock.
AiNnzsoxl, and also to the minority pay for the system themselves-no
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, today the views, which are printed In'connection handout, no charity, no all-powerful
Junior Senator from New Mexico [Mr. with the committee report.
state, no Big Brother, but an individual
ANDzsOm] delivered In the Senate an
Mr. PROX1'.RE. Mr. President, at contribution and an individual benefit,
exceptionally able and forceful address this point will the Senator from Tennes- in exactly the way the social security
on the subject of medical care and hos- se yield to me?
system has proven Itself In a full gen
pitalization for the elderly of today and
Mr. GORE. I yield.
eration of 25 years.
tepolm
oftomorrow. mhesi
Tihpriua
upob
Mr. PROXMIRE. I wish to join the
I agree with the statement Z have
tepolems of tomorrow.lo inThoetprob
distinguished junior Senator from Ten- heard from several pe-rsons that It is per
lemsof omorow
oomIn gomericnessee In commending the Senator
from haps the finest Presentation anybody has
proportions.
New Mxc[M.Azso]frteexmade on a bill that has been before the
I tusttht
bfor avot onths bllcellent quality of his presentation uin SeaeI
.oglong time.
I was deIs reached, Senators will afford them- favor of his amendment,
lighted I had the privilege and oppor
selves an opportunity to read the able
I think the Senator from New Mexico tunity lo~be on the.floor of the Senate to
address delivered by the Junior Senator was absolutely conrect when he anticl.- hear It.
from New Mexico.
pated that the heart of the opposition to
I thank the Senator from Tennessee
I also call attention to the statement the amendment Is based upon some kind 'for yielding to me.
of the minority views, which have been of a vague feeling that this is a radical,
Printed In connection with tie commit- costly, expensive, new departure, that It
tee report, beginning on page 274. It
will be found that those of us, mem- is going to be wasteful and extravagant,
bers of the F'inance Committee, who are and that it is the road to socialism.
Proposing an amendment to the pendThe Senator from New Mexico Quoted
Mng bill have stated at considerable from Business Week in approving the
length our views. It would be appreci- approach now under consideration. The
ated If the other Members of the Senate Senator from New Mexico pointed out
would do the minority members of the that the most thoughtful and conserva
committee the honor of studying our tive people in American life who are also
views with respect to this particular informed and expert on this matter apPiece of proposed legislation,
Proved this approach. The senator
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SOCIAL SECURIT ANMhDM]NTS
0F 1960

The PRESMDING OFFICER. is there
further morning business? If not, morn
ting business is concluded.
Without objection, the Chair lays be
fore the Senate the unfinished business.
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (HR. 12580). the social se
curity amendments of 1960.
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
It is my happy personal recollection that
25 years ago I was a Member of the Con
gress that overwhelmiingly enacted the
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most humane and advanced social leg- sire to Join the social security system?" latlonship between the individual and
Islation. In our Nation's history-the have voted in every instance in the af- his Goverrnment.
Social Security Act.
firmative as they did in Ohio by 68 perThe hope we all cherish Is an old age
I have stated before, and!I shall again, cent, expressing the will of the rank and free from care and want. To that end
that this Is one of the many imprints file of the medical men of the country to men and women toil patiently and live
Franklin D. Roosevelt has left upon the join the social security system. Despite closely, seeking to save something for the
pages of our Nation's history, an imprint this, the reactionary House of Delegates day when they can earn no more. The
that we hope and believe will endure of the American Medical Association is dignity of every American is involved in
forever,
constantly lobbying to prevent the inclu- the legislative proposals which we In the
Also, It Is a happy recollection that sion of physicians and surgeons under Senate shall be considering during the
later, as a member of the Committee on the beneficient provisions of our social present week.
Ways and Means of the House of Repre- security law.
The bill before us. as reported from
sentatives. I helped draft the present libIn fact, we have reached the situation the Committee on Finance of the Sen
eralized and expanded social security where practically the only group of pro- ate, provides a "means test." sometimes
Program. In fact, some of the pars- fessional men in the United States not called n "needs test." which would be ap
graphs that are now in the Social Se- included within the social security sys- plied before an individual could receivc
curity Act were originally in my own. tern are the physicians and surgeons,
some of the benefi'ts. Asick, elderly per
handwriting and produced as 25 of us.
Mr. President, I am one who believes son would be forced to acknowledge pub
Republicans and Democrats alike, sat in that our social security system should be licly that he himself could not afford to
a nonpartisan and a nonpolitical manner, made universal, that it should apply to take care of his medical and surgical
in our shirt sleeves, and helped draft the all employees and to all self -employed, needs before he could receive some of thc
amended and liberalized social security We should provide that upon retirement benefits under the act. In effect, he
law during the 81st Congress.
or upon disability those who are covered would be receiving charity, a handout
Mr. President, America has never been by the social security program will re- from our gcod Uncle Sam.
a Nation content to stand still and rest ceive not a mere handout but an adeMr. President. something deep inside a
on the laurels of the past.
Quate sum, In order that, with whatever person is offended if, after a lifetime of
It has been our tradition and our his- little savings they have been able to ac- productive effort, all a retired or disabled
tory always to move forward, always to Quire during lifetimes of constructive person gets is a handout.
take newer and greater steps in the in- effort, they may live in some comfort and
Charity should never be the answer or
terest of the welfare of the -American with dignity.AmrcnItlieeadseeofjpeople. Piecemeal, patchwork and afterThe simple fact, Mr. President, is that Amicant
ithelpolencm adses
of
jus-oyen
the-fact legislation has proved to be in- medical expenses rise with a pesnsand indigent old age.
adequate to meet the needs of our elderly years. At the same time, for most peoThGemnCacloBiarkhs
citizens. We must learn to anticipate ple, the ability to meet those needs de- bheen
ra
hnelo imrk a
needs, not to be tangled in the confusion clines rap-'idly once the person is off thft be regarded by some people
as the one
of Interpreting them long after they payroll as an employee..
who originated the first social security
have swept onto the scene.
Mr. President. it is a unique circum- system. The fact is that Thomas Paine,
Mr. President. in my judgment, the stance that in the other body a bill has the American Revolutionary War patriot,
legislative proposal reported from the been introduced to permit pyianes
in the5
whome fcperthe U g f.ombassador
Committee on Finance and now before and surgeons to be covered by social se-nesithhoefteU..Absar
the Senate, will not meet, nor dees It curity on an optional basis instead of on to France, James Monroe, wrote:
seriously attempt to meet, the needs of a compulsory basis. Think of that sort
To preserve the benefits of what is called
the day. It represents, however, a step of outrage which is sought to be perpe- civilized life and to remedy at the same time
In te rghtdirctin.
he
ameis
ruetrated
upon
our
social
security system, the evUl which
it has
produced,
ought ofto rebe
in Thesam
te riht is irecion
rueconsidered
as one
of the
first objects
with regard tc: the proposed
substitute
which all of us desire to continue to be form legislation.
offered by the distinguished senior Sena. actuarially, sound.
tor from New York (Mr. JAvrs].
Our social security system was actuHe then propesed to create a national
Frankly I do not particularly like the arially sound and is actuarially sound.
fund out of which a sum would be paid
approach of the substitute proposal, but
Of course, this proposal for optional each year to every person living at the
I Intend to be present and to listen to coverage for physicians and surgeons age of 50 years.
all of the arguments made for and will not get to first base. It winl be
It is noteworthy that in revolutionary
against it before the vote is taken,
shelved in the Committee on Ways and times. 50 years of age was considered
The bill before us at least recognizes Means of the House of Representatives, rather old. Just as noteworthy, in 1870,
the need for a medical care plan for the as It should be. Assuming any group of at the time that Otto von Bismarck was
aged. I suppose this is in itself some- professional men could get away with Chancellor of Germany. it was considered
what of an achievement, considering the going into the social security system on that 65 was elderly, and that the German
tremendous opposition to the concept an optional basis instead of on a compul- Government should step in and with a
from the American Medical Association sory basis, all the young men in that pro- social security program help the aged
and from other "'Ice age"' oriented fession would not be at all interested in man of 65.
groups,
doing so. Naturally they would wait unIn the Revolutionary War period age
DI speaking in this manner of the til they became 63!'s years of age to join 50 was considered old. In 1870, 65 was
American Medical Association, Mr. pres- the social security system. and then considered old. I know that the distin
Ident. I am not referring to the fine pro- would soon share in its benefits.
guiished junior Senator from Kansas [Mr.
feSSlonal Men who are the physicians
If the medical profession really has the CARLsoN1. who Is now presiding in the
aNd surgeons of the United States. I am audacity to claim it is entitled to that chair, will agree with the Junior Senator
referring to the House of Delegates of treatment, where would we stop? Why from Ohio, who has personally exceeded
the American Medical Association, the should not a garage mechanic or anyone 65 by some years, that 65 Is not
old
little group of willful men in control of elsaa be entitled to go into the system on a any more, As a trial lawyer whosoover
the American Medical AssRociation who voluntary basis instead of on a compul- the years has tried many, many per
operate one of the most powerful lobbies sory basis? Within 6 months' time the sonal Injury lawsuits Involving damages
In Washington, D.C.: men who are not souia security system would no longer be claimed for deaths or permanent injuries.
truly representative of the physicians actuarially sound,
and who has Introduced in evidence time
and surgeons of this country.
Mr. President, we sometimes lose sight and again the latest life insurance ex
The fact 13 that In my state of Ohio, of the fact that we are dealing with peo- pectancy tables, I say that In our lifetime
in the neighborhood State of Pennsyl- ple, with human beings instead of mere we have seen the life' expectancy of
vania, in the State of New Jersey, and I statistics. in this expanding system of Americans climb and climb, so that a
believe in the State of New York. and safegualrds against the hazards, the man or woman in his or her fifties has a
lsewhere, phYsicians aind surgeons on Crcruetie and the penalties of old age life expectancy far exceeding the life
everY Occasion. when a referendum has new concepts of security and human dig- expectancy of some years past. As soon
been taken on the question, "~Do you de- nity are Involved, asl well as a new re- as medical science discovers controls and
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cures for cancer and heart disease our
life expectancy will shoot even further
upward.
I am happy to say that there is every
reason to believe that we are on the verge
of making those discoveries,
Tonm Paine, back in the Revolutionary
period. proposed that there be established
a national fund that would provide the
sum of 15 pounds per annum. He wrote,
"This is not charity but a right, not a
bounty but Justice." We can say that today of the social security system of our
country. At that time Tom Paine, the
pioneer, was advocating 15 pounds a
year. which I estimate was a little over
$3Per month.
Mr. President, I have digressed for a
moment from what I had intended to say
to Point out that our American social security system was not obtained from
Bismarck of Gernmany, but that it can
be traced directly to an essay of Thomas
Paine, written In 1795.
The concept of our social security sys-.
tern applies to all alike. The wealthy
and the poor are equal before it.
All the millions of people who are
covered are policyholders In the greatest
insurance plan ever devised.
I recall distinctly that when we were
attempting to liberalize and extend this
act in the Committee on Ways and Means
of the House of Representatives, shortsighted executives, the. presidents of
various life insurance companies, appeared before the committee and said
that we were destroying private enterPrise. and that we were resorting to state
socialism,
Executives of Insurance companies
truly know now that the social security
program, which was devised first by
Franklin D. Roosevelt, enacted into law
by the Congress of the United States in
1935,. and signed on August 14, 1935, by
President Roosevelt, has caused the individuals covered to be security minded, to
give thought.-which frankly I was not
giving at that time-to an old age free
from care and want. At that time I was
living from day to day. happily. However, nowadays, due to the social mindedness and social security consciousness
of Young and old alike the business of the
Private insurance companies of the
United States has increased tenfold.
They have all prospered,
Some members of the house of delegates of the American Medical Associ-.
ation, the reactionary group heading the
association, still talk about socialized
medicine and about state socialism when
they refer to the social security law
which we enacted In the Congress 25
years ago. It is noteworthy that some
at that have sneeringly referred to this
Measure as a product of the New Deal
and as New Deal legislation which should
never have been enacted. When the
Grand Old FRArY, of which I am not a
Member. had a President and.control of
both branches of the Congress throughout 1953 and 1954 no attempt was made
to repeal this or any other so-called New
Deal law, and no candidate for the Presidenct Of the United States would even
think of criticising oar socia security
system and urg Its repeal. It Is a part
of the fundamental law of our Nation
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and it will endure forever for the welfare under this act. To a resident of Hawaii
of all Americans.
we would say. "Since you live in the
It Is not a mere pension system. state of Hawaii, you get such and such
Rather, it is a national Insurance plan. an amount." We would say to a person
an old-age and survivors and disability living in a State with a less adequate
system, not in competition with, but plan, -Since the general assembly of
complementary and supplementary to, your State is not as liberal as the State
private insurance plans. The benefits an of Hawaii or some of the other States.
individual receives from it are rightfully you will receive a lesser amount." It
his, not by reason of charity, but by rea- seems to me to be rather archaic in the
son of his premiums paid during his eco- space age to adopt this approach toward
nomically productive years.
the health and welfare of our aged.
It is partly because of that, Mr. PresiThat part of the bill which Provides
dent, that I look with some degree of medical care for the aged, as reported
apprehension on the pending legislative from the Committee on Finance, offers
proposal reported by the Committee on emnpty promises to some Americans. BY
Finance. I do not like to have any indi- innuendo, at least, it refutes the prin
vidual In this country, whether 65 years ciples on which our social security sys
of age or 68 years of age, when calamity tern is based and detracts from the fun
comes into the home, when surgery or damental American concept of the dig
hospitalization Is necessary, to be obliged nity of the individual.
to take a means test, or to sign an affiThe distinguished junior Senator from
davit as to his need. The thing to do is New Mexico [Mr. ANDEasori] has intro
to place this program under our social duced an amendment supplementary to
security system and to keep that system the committee proposal which is inI
actuarily sound. It is reported by actu- estimably more suited to handle thiis
aries of the Department of Health, Edu- problem. It would make medical care
cation, and Welfare that the system for those 68 and over presently covered
could be kept actuarily sound by increas- by social security a part of our overall
ing the premium by one-fourth of 1 per- social security Program. The amend
cent each year for employer and em- ment offered by the Senator from New
ployee, and by three-eighths of 1 per- Mexico would provide increased benefits
cent being added to the premium Of for hospitalization and for medical care
covered self-employed,
and nursing. It Would provide the basic
My view is that this Is the philosophy needed benefits: namely, hospitalization
whbich should apply to all medical care up to 120 days. nursing home care up
for the aged. It should be Made an in-. to 240 days, nursing and other health
tegral part of our social security system, services at home up to 360 days. and
Medical care should be the right of an outpatient diagnostic service.
elderly citizen for which he has paid and
These are the benefits which Amer
provided for in his earlier years. The ican people need and want. The pro
Federal Government would be doing posal which comes to us from the Coin
nothing more than providing the Insur- mnittee on Finance has many meritorious
ance system where private industry can-' aspects, but I hope that on the floor of
not do the Job adequately. To do other- the Senate as we proceed -throughout
wise would be to scuttle our concept of this week, we shall by amendment to
social security,
the committee bill further improve and
Mr. President, the committee proposal, expand the benefits which the aged men
It seems to me, is fiscally unsound, and women of our country are entitled
While It offers little, in some Instances to receive.
no more than $12 a month, it provides
Of course, any proposal we enact,
no means for raising the revenue for whether It be the committee proposal
the pitiful additional benefits It offers,
or the one offered by the Senator from
Incidentally, how much medical care New Mexico, will not be socialistic, de
will $12 a month bring?
spite statements made by a few reac
In reality, the pending proposa!, while tionary members of the house of dele
It has many meritorious features, is not gates of the American Medical Associa
the kind of truly national plan I should tion. who have wormed themselves into
like to have carry forward our social powcr over the physicians and surgeons
security system to greater heights, and of the country, and who maintain a
at the same time continue Itona
pweflobyiWshgt.Amr
actuarily sound basis,
on an po erful lobby contWsingetoen.o amer
First, It relies on action being taken have, the opportunity to be attended by
by the individual States before the Fed- the doctors of their choice.
eral Government can participate. We
Lest anyone think that I, a profes
would have 50 separate and distinct ~sional man myself, have any grievance
programs of medical care for the aged against physicians and surgeons, which
if and when all the States adopted some of course I da not, I wish always to have
plan or other,
physicians and surgeons decide for
Secondly, the plans would vary from themselves the right to accept or yeState to, State. We are saying to our fuse to attend an Individual. For exam
elderly citizens, who may desperately ple, if they choose not to go Out at
need surgical care and extended hospital night, to be taken from their homes, and
treatment, --If you live in such and such compelled to go a, great distance to at
a State, you will receive some help, small tend a sick person; that should be a
though It may be, but If you get sick in matter for the physician or surgeon to
another State, then you may not receive decide for himself.
any help."
Those who oppose this plan as re
For example, let us assume that the strictive are blind to the fact that It
State of Hawaii adopted a progra
helps provide for the future medical and
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surgical needs far more In keeping with tended to physicians and surgeons. The ate Committee on Finance in previous
our American ideals than handouts from Committee on Finance deleted this pro- years. self-employed lawyers might have
the Public Treasury. Private plans are vision on the ground that It could not been Included in the act, together with
inadequate and the costs are excessive, ascertain definitely whether a majorifty other self-employed persons, before they
Mr. President. there are salutary of physicians wished to come under this actually were.
I do not claim that my effort had any
amendments to the Social Security Act provision.
contained in the legislative proposal beIt appears to me that there may have thing to do with the result. but the fact
fore us, which I believe will help been a feeling among some of the mem- is that the view of the distinguished
strengthen our social security system. bers of the Committee on Finance, which Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG] and
Notable among them are three in which I share to an extent-and I am sorry other members of the committee pre
I have taken a special interest. While to say I am not a member of that com- vailed, and lawyers were, a few months
I shall hurry along in my remarks to- mittee. although I hope to be. because I afterward, included under social se
day, I may speak briefly on them a little enjoyed very much my service on the curity.
Because of the reactionary clique at
later on. and may have something fur- House Committee on Ways and Meansther to say on other meritorious aspects that so long as physicians and surgeons the head of the organization claiming to
of the United States choose to be repre- represent the physicians and surgeons
of the pending legislative proposal.
In the past we have dealt unrealis- sented by that small, reactionary group of the United States, it seems to me that
tically and without imagination with the at the top of the American Medical As- physicians and surgeons are the only
problem of disabled workers.
sociation, then it serves them right not group of professional men who are not
Disability l~fno less tragic at 30 than at to be included in the beneficent pro- included in social security. It is my hope,
50. no less final in destroying the ability visions of the social security program, that, perhaps, on the floor of the Senate
to work and earn a decent living. I am However, while I may have that thought, during this week the law may be amend
happy to see that the present bill elimil- I conclude, more properly, that it is not ed t., include them. It would be a re
nates this requirement and provides for right to punish the physicians and buke to the clique at the head of the
benefits to disabled workers covered by surgeons simply because they are Imis- American Medical Association. More
social security regardless of age.
represented at the top. Wherever a than that, it would afford proper recog
This is proper, of course, when a phy- referendum has been taken, doctors have nition of the fact that all self-employed
sician attends a workcr who has paid expressed a desire to be included within men and women, in any profession or in
his premium into the social security sys- the compulsory coverage of social secu- any line of work, should be included;
that our social security system should be
tem, whether that worker is 30 years old, rity.
35 years old, or whatever his age may be.
I am sorry I did not bring it to the made universal and apply to all selfIf he has paid his premium in a suffi- Senate Chamber with me today, but I employed persons. In addition to per
cient number of periods to be covered by have in my office a large, bulging Mie con- sons who are employees.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
social security, and if doctors agree that tamning telegrams and letters I have rehe is permanently and totally disabled, ceived from physicians and surgeons liv- dent, will the Senator from Ohio yield?
and will never again be able to be gain- ing in Ohio. urging me, their public servMr. YOUNG of Ohio. I yield to the
fully employed, it Is wrong to provide ant in Washington, to try my humble distinguished Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sena
that such a disabled person may not re- best-and I shaUl try-to have the phyceive any retirement benefit until he at- sicians and surgeons included within the tor from MOhi
was most gracious in his
tains the age of 50, if he lives that long. Social Security Act. Those communica- reference to me.
Permit me to say that while the Sen
I am happy that this problem has been tions are surprising. The views of those
taken care of in this proposal.
physicians and surgeons are exactly con-, ator from Ohio was serving as president
Then, also, increasing the earnings trary to the views of that little clique of his bar association, he did an out
limitation from $1,200 a year to $1,800 a which is in charge of the American Med- standing job in educating the lawyers of
year is a step In the right direction. ical Association; that little clique whose his State on the benefits available un
Personally,!I hope that, perhaps, on the thinking dates back to pre-William Mc- der social security and how the benefits
floor of the Senate we may compromise Kinley times, and who are not properly compared to the price to the lawyer.
royo-httme
otlayr
a
this matter further by increasing the representative of the views of the ph
not realized that, from an insurance
amun.
$,80
ro o 2,00 a lassicians and surgeons of the Nation.
Ten years ago, after I had been de-ponofvetrewsailbew,
to enable many, recipients of social sethmere was avaiablprtwo,
curity to enjoy greater dignity and com- feated for reelection as Representative at porintap
ofovie,
fort and a more decent standard of liv- Large, I resumed the practice of law in tor pnerhasfourl tiesuit asmuche prote
vate insurance plans. As the Senator
ing. it Is reallyacre punishmenttom home iyo lvln.Oi.Te
deny those who wish to work and ade- Cuyahoga County Bar Az.~oclation. com- from Ohio then pointed out to us on the
quately supplement their -incomes. the prised of some 1.800 members, some years committee, he saw to it that lawyers
right to do so. It was their work and later, honored me by electing me as its were appointed to study both sides, and
money which built this fund and which president. During that time, It was my to conduct a debate, and to show both
has helped to maintain It actuarially privilege to come before the Committee sides of the argument.. I believe the
sound to this good hour. Of course, It Is on Finance of the U.S. Senate. I re- result was that at a meeting attended
unrealistic to provide, as the present member distinctly that the chairman Of by a great number of lawyers in his
law does, that if they earn more than the committee, the distinguished senior State the lawyers-including the two
$1,200 a year. they cannot receive their Senator from Virginia (Mr. BYRD) was who had debated on the side against
present a part of the time when I was coverage-voted unanimously in favor
retirement benefits.
Another provision would allow men testifying. I remember also that the of coverage. The Senator from Ohio
to retire at the age of 62, if they chose distinguished junior Senator from Loui- knows as well as!I do that those who had
to do so. I cannot understand why any- siana [Mr. LONG], who is present in the been assigned the duty of collecting the
one would so choose. However, if a Chamber today, was present throughout facts against coverage and presenting
them and taking that side of the argu
worker or a self-employed person chooses the time I gave testimony. He litee
to retire at age 62, then It appears to me Intently to my testimony, although I ment would be very likely to realize that
to be sound to permit him to do so and cannot say that I persuaded him. I be- the overwhelimng argument favored
to reduce the benefits accordingly. This lieve it was mentioned at that time by coverage.
The junior Senator from Louisiana was
JRseatuarially sound, and is permitted for the distinguished Senator from L~iI5~
'Women today. Here is another forward- that!I was the very first president of any
Se
one of those who told the doctors on
looking amendment to the present social brasctinnth
ewudntvt ohv
security law. I hope It will be adopted. appear before a committee of Congress ocsota
Apart from medical care for the aged, and to urge that self-employed lawyers them placed under social security un
there Is one glaring deficiency, It seems be included under social security; and less and until they were prepared to
to me, In the committee proposal. In that had the lawyers of the Nation accept it. If and when the doctors of
the bill as It came from the House com- chosen to appear before the House Coin- MY State or the majority of the doctors
pulsory -coverage under the act was ex- mittee on Ways and Means and the Sen- of the Nation make Itclear that they are
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ready for coverage under the social
security system, I am prepared to vote
for such coverage for them.
But certainly in the past on the cornmDittee I have taken the attitude that I
was not prepared to vote for coverage
for the doctors until they indicated they
favored it. I felt It would be better to
leave things the way they were until the
dcetors became sufficiently educated
about the matter to take a stand similar
to that taken by the lawyers, who have
desired coverage under social securityParticularly after they be' ter understand the cost as compared to the
benefits. I believe that eventually that
wIll be the case Insofar as the doctors
are concerned; but It will take a little
time,
Mr. YOUNG of. Ohio. Mr. President.
I appreciate the coui~tesy and helpfulness
of the Senator from Louisiana in making
the statement he has just made.
The distinguished Senator from LouIsiana certainly manifests great intelligence and an excellent recollection.
Attending, as he has, so many meetings
of the Senate Finance Committee over
the years, and being regarded as one of
the hardest working members of that
committee, It strikes me as unusual when
he recalls the fact that the bar association of which I was president did, indeed,
hold a referendum. We held a debate on
the subject of whether lawyers should be
included within the provisions of the
social security system; and following that
debate-where the usual arguments were
made. such as "state socialism," and
"socialized medicine." our association
and the lawyers of Ohio did vote overwhelmingly In favor of being covered by
the social security system. APproximately 70 or SO pereent of them were in
favor of joining the social security Systemn; and the Cuyahoga Bar Association, of which I was then president, voted
unanimously to ask the Congress to inelude self-employed lawyers within the
social security system. We were included.
Now, Mr. President, the physicians and
surgeons of the country -have likewise
evidenced, whenever a poll has been
taken, their wish to be included. Certainly the distinguished Senator from
Louisiana and I agree that they will be
included, regardless of whether they are
actually Included this year.
I assure the distinguished Senator
from Louisiana, whom I hold in the high
est admiration and respect, that I realize
full well that he, likewise, wants our
social security system to be applied uni
versally--to all employed and all selfemployed, regardless of their occupation
or profession, X realize that he. too, is
Insistent that the system remagin actu
arially sound-as do all thoughtful citi
zens,
Mr. President, a moment ago I re
ferred to the position now being taken
by the American Medilcal Association in
regard to having doctors and surgeons
covered by the social security system.
Mr. President, It Is my belief that this
antiquated and reactionary organization
does not speak for the great majority of
doctors who desire, to be Included under
the adt and who ha"e publicly eapreused

this desire In polls and otherwise. In
fact, it speaks only for a small group of
willful doctors who have the time to
devote to its activities, rather than to
practicing medicine.
Mr. President, Insofar as amendments
to the Social Security Act are concerned,
this bill, while not fully satisfactory. is
at least an improvement upon existing
legislation.
It is my fervent hope that we shall
accept the amendment of the distin
guished junior Senator from New Mexico
(Mr. AinDESson], and thereby have a
truly realistic program under a stream
lined and up-to-date socia-1 security
system.
Mr. President. I have taken more time
than I intended to take on this subject.
At this point let me express, finally, my
very fervent hope that the Senate, when
it votes later in the week, will vote to
accept the amendment which has been
offered by the distinguished junior Sen
ator from New Mexico (Mr. ANDEssoN].
It is also my hope that we will adopt
other amendments which will improve
and expand this great system, of which
all of us are so proud; and that, as the
end result of our efforts during this ses
sion of Congress. we shall pass and shall
send to the White House a truly realis-.
tic act which will provide an up-to-date'
social security program, actuarially
sound. Such a bill will take care of the
elderly men and women of the Nation,
men and women who no longer are able
to be gainfully employed. In particular
it will take care of them when the ca
lamity of unexpected, prolonged illness
or of hospitalization and surgical care
comes into their homes, because, Mr.
President, we believe that colossal debt
should not be the penalty that American
men and women should have to pay when
these tragedies occur.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roil,.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
further proceedings under the quorum
call be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. TMe bill
Is open to amendment.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President. this, bill has been fully de
bated. This is the second day It has
been under consideration. If no Sena
tor wishes to offer an amendment. I am
wondering why we cannot proceed to the
disposition of this bill by having the
third reading.
We hear rumors that some Senators
who had amendments printed may have
decided not to offer those amendments.
Some of these amendments that are at
the desk have been ,submitted by Sena
tors on both aides of the aisle: but
if there is no disposition on the part
of their sponsors to offer them I ask
for the third reading of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to amendment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent. I agree with what the Senator
from Delaware has said. There Is no
other Democrat on the floor at present.
I find myself in the somewhat embar
rassing position of perhaps having to
suggest the absence of a quorum, al
though it seems to me Senators who wish
to offer amendments in the nature of a
substitute ought to offer them, and If
they are opposed to the bill, they ought
to be on the floor to speak in opposition
or to offer amendments.
After I suggest the absence of a quo
rum. I do hope we may insist that Sena
tors who wish to offer substitutes either
speak or discuss their substitutes or vote.
Iam ready to vote.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I hear
rumors around the cloakroom that some
Senators are thinking seriously of not
offering these amendments that have
been proposed. Perhaps they would
rather vote for the bill as It was reported
by the committee, which, frankly. I think
should be done.
I feel very strongly that if Senators
who have proposed these amendments
are not interested enough to be on the
floor, and present them they should not
delay the Senate.
I renew my request to have the third
reading of the bill and proceed to a
vote.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent. I find myself very much in sym
pathy with the position the Senator from
Delaware has taken, but I believe we
should perhaps offer some opportunity to
Senators who want to offer amendments
or substitutes, or to oppose the bill, -to
be present. So I suggest the absence of
a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk Proceeded to call

SOCIAL.SsCUiun AMENDMENIS OP the roll.

1960
1960
The Senate resumed the consideration of the bill. N.E. 12580. the social
security amendments of 1960.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President. a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator will state it.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware Is
there pending any amendment to the
bill?

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. I
ask unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
Pltoxm In the chaire). Without objeetion, it Is so ordered.
The bill Is open to further amendment.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I
Call UP my amendment to H.R. 12580.
The PRESIDING OFFICER, The
amendment of the Senator from New
Mae*ie wil be stated.
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The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. The Senator
from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSONI pro-

Poses

an

amendment identified
"B-1-60-A."the
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
heS atrro

Ne

the
romenaor
ew

Meio

as

Desiest

exio deireto

have his amendment read in full or

Ices. or home health services after one hundred and eighty unaits of services have been

furnished to him In any such period.

For

board In connection with the furnishing of

purpose of this paragraph a unit of servIce shall be equal to each day on which inhaimn hospital services are furnished to
im.each two days on which skilled nursing
home tervices are furnished to him, or each
three visits during which home health serv-

such skilled nursing care.
"(3) The term 'home health services'
means (A) professional nursing care by a

Printed In the RECORD?
Mr. ANDERSON. I ask unanimous Ices are furnished to him. Nor may payment
Cofisent that it be printed in the RECORD under this section for services furnished any
at this point In My remarks.
Individual during a benefit period be made
The PRSDN
FIE.Wt-foroutobEctinItNi so rERe.
tot". (A) Inpatient hospital services furnished
Oth amjeindment isooffereddyM. A
toR-hirm during such period after such servThe menmentoffred y M. ANER-Ices have been furnished him on once hunSON is as follows:
dred and twenty days during such period;
MEDsICAL
INSURANCE FOR THE AGED

"(B) skilled nursing home services furnished~to him during such period after such
srices have been furnished him on two
hundred and forty days after transfer from
ln22thfolwnne seto.
a hospital;
"sMEDICAL rNsuaANcE 9EnzITrs
"(C) home health services furnished to
'Enftitement to benelits
him during such period after such services
a
"Se
1)Eey
20
niiua
h-have
been furnished to him during three
'(A) has attained the age of sixty-eight, hundred and sixty-five visits In such period,
and
'(4) For purposes of this section. a'benefit
"(B) Is. entitled to monthly Insurance Period' with respect to an Individual means
benefits under section 202.
a period"(A) beginning with the first day (not Inshall be entitled to have payment made cluded In a previous benefit period) In which
under this section on his behalf for In- such individual both Is furnished any of the
patient, hospital services, skilled aursing following services: inpatient hospital servhome services, home health services, and Ices, skilled nursing home services, home
outpatient hospital diagnostic services, health services, or outpatient hospital diagfurnished la the United States On Or afte
air srie
adi
ntte o aepy
whicever of)the foll ayowin
dasiste
ncan made under this section with respect
laet
1 h is
a
fthe month in thereto, and
which he attains the age of sixty-eight, (U)
()ednwihtetrehnrdadgduenrssTetrm'opalsal
the first day of the first month for which sixy(B)rending withowthe tuhre hunretd and
he becomes eadctled to benefits under section
tyfut
dyfloinpuhfrsia,
202, L(III) In the case of inpatient hospital
'R-eview o1 determinactions
services July 1, 1961, or (tv) in the case of
"1(c) Any individual (other than a proall other services. January 1, 1982.
vider of services) dissatisfied with any de"(2) For purposes of this subsection, anL termination made by the Secretary as to
Individual shall be deemed entitled to whether he is entitled to have payment made
monthly bentefits under section 202 for the under this section for services furnished
month In 'which he died If he would have him, or as to the amount of such payment,
been entitled to such monthly benefits for shall be entitled to a hearing thereon by the
such month had he not died in such month. Secretary to the same extent as Is provided
'Umitatimuas n payment for services
in section 205(b) with respect to decisions
'(b) (1) Payment for services furnished of the Secretary, and to judicial review of
an Individual may be made only In acod
the Secretary's final decision after such hearsues with the provisions of subsection (e)
Ing as Is provided in section 205(g),
and only if"Description 0f medical inuac
benftts
'(A)writen
fied
or
sch
equst
ay.cians
n-(d) For the purpose
(A
rqetirte
fldfrsuhpy
of this section..
meat In such form, In such manner, within
" (1) The term 'inpatient hospital services'
such time, and by such person as the See
means the following items frihdt
real
y euato
a
reciead
hospital Inpatient: bed, and board In the
"(f3)ly
suhysericesn who fernifshed afite
hsiain
semiprivate accommodations unreera b apyscanwh
eriie i
ri-less they are unavailable, or other sceommoIng (and recertifias, where such services are dations are required for medical reasons, Or
furnished over a period of time, In such other accommodations not mor expensive
cae scndwt reuny
ste
a-than semiprivate are occupied at his reretary may by regulation prescribe) that quest; and such nursing, and other services.
such services (Other than outpatient boa- such use of hospital facilities, and such
pital dag-nostic services) am or were required drugs, supplies, and appliances, as aem cusfor his medical treatment or that In the tomartly furnished by the hospital for the
case of outpatient hospital dignostic serv- care and treatment of Inpatients while In
Ic esmach evices ar or were required for the hospital; including ambulance services
diagnostic study; aSept that such referral medically required, whether or not farnished
shall not be requjred for inpatient hospital by the hospital; and including laboratory,
seirvices lin eass of an emergency which makes diagnosti
X-ray, anesthesiology, physlo_
suck
itrefe slipracticalenptethospital
therapy, and other ancillary services which
epc
"()wt
iptetare
custoaniaily furnished to Inpatients
services for a continuous period In excess of either by the hospital or by another person
thirty days. such service aem furnished afe un'ler agreement with the hospital; but e
th onine
nedfr
hsptaietonhaeluding
clinical medical and surgical services
In saris came and at such intervals as th
e.wpt thaw rendered Jin the course of an
Secretary may by regulation prescribe, e
approved program of medical teaching'reviewed by a hospital committee that In"(2) T-he term 'skilled nursing home serveluess two or moare Physicians,
leg' ma-n the fobboing items furnished
"(2) Payment for inpatient hospital m5vto an inpatient by a skilled nursing facility
ices fVAnished an Individual during any ben- after transfer from a hospital and which
ellt period shahl be reduced (but not below Are certified by aLPhysician as being required
scro) by a deduction equal to PS,.
In connection with the condition or condi.
"(8) Paymetunder this Section for sewv- tiona for which he was hospitalized; (A)

SZC. 604. (a) Title II of the Social Se
cu0t22Athisomededbyading
teron
aewse ec

kmefurnishedl an individual during a benefit
period may not be made for any Inpatient
hoatal unesse skille nursing home aerv-
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services as are generally provided by skilled
nursing home facilities; and (C) bed and

skle
usn
aepoie
yaregiseae poesinlnus o
icne Prac~
tical urse (B) such medical and other

registered professional nurse or a licensed
practical nurse In a place of residence main
talred as an Individual's home, prescribed

by a physician and provided through a vis
iting nursing agency; and (B)

part-time

homemaker services physical and occupa
tional therapy, medical social services, die
tary coi'nsaiing. ambulance service and simi
lar allied services In an Individual's home.
prescribed by a physician and provided
through a homemakzer service agency.
"1(4) The term 'outpatient hospital ding
nostic services' means diagnostic X-ray and
laboratory services, and such other services.
drugs, and supplies as. are genrlypo
vided by hospitals to outpatients for tha
purpose of diagnostic study;
"(Si The term 'hospital' means an institl.!
tion which (A) Is operated In accordance
with the laws of the jursitoinwcht
is located pertaining to such facility and
In accordance with standards established by
the authorities responsible for such stand
ards In such jurisdiction; (B) Is primarily
engaged In providing diagnostic and thema
poutic facilities for surgical and medical
diagnosis, treatment, and care of injured
and sick persons by or under the supervision
of physicians or surgeons; (C) maintains
adequate medical records: and (1D) con
tinuously provides twenty-four-hour nursing
service rendered or supervised by registered
grdute
incurses
Th teclorm'hosptal' hshal
ntainlud;
ueclsso
etlhs
"6
h term 'skilled nursing facIlity'
means a facility Which (A) is operated to
provide skilled nursing services In accordance
with the laws of the Jurisdiction In which it
Is located pertainIng to such faculity and In
accordance with standards established by the
authorities responsible for such standards
in such jurisdiction; (B) baa beds for the
care of patients, who require continuing
planned medical and nursing care; (C) Is
under the continuous supervision of a regIstered nurse or physician; (D) is operated
In. connection with a hospital or has medical
Policies established by one or more physi-,
(who are responsible for the execution
of such
policies) to govern the skilled nur
sing ear and related medical cars and other
evcswihi
rvds
N
anan
adequate medical records;. and (F) continu
ously provides twenty-four-hour nursing
service by registered graduate nurses or
licensed practical nurses;
"()T.tr
'vsin
nueagcy
means a public or other nonprofit agency op
erated in accordance with medical policies
'Which are established by one or more physi
clans (who are rsponsblbe for supervising
the execution of such policies) and which
govern the visiting nurse services it pru
vldes:
"(8) The term 'homemaker service agency'
means a public or other nonprofit agency
thatemlyprsnltofnih
oe
help rervices to convalescent, or acutely or
chrnically itl. aged persons; and
"(9) Th. ter 'physicisz means an indi
iul(icuiga
hsca
wti
h
meaning of secioan 1101 (a) (7) ) licensed to
practice surgery or medicine by the State In
which he provides surgical or medical
services,
-Agrweemgts with rovider of services
"(e) (1) The Secretary of Flealth, FAuca
tion, and Welfarem shall. at the request of any
hospital, skilled nursing facility, visiting

nurse agency, or homemaker service agency
(hereinafter and In subsection (c) referred to
As a 'provider, at services'), enter Into an
agreement with such hospital, facility, or
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agency for payment for services furnished to only If such provider conforms to the standnecessary or appropriate to carry out such
individuals entitled to have such payment ards set forth In subsection (c) and the Secprovisions. and shall adopt reasonable rules
made under this section. Each such agree- retary determines that another Aigreement and regulations to regulate and provide for
ment shall contain such provisions, not in- with such provider will effectuate the pur- the nature and extent of the proofs and evi
consistent with the provisions of this sec- poses of this section.
dence and the method of taking and fur
tion. as may be mutually agreed to by the
"(5) The Secretary shall from time to time nishIng the same In order to establish the
Secretary and such provider of services,
determine the amount to be paid to each right of Individuals to medical Insurance
"(2) Any agreement entered Into pursuant provider of services under an agreement with benefits hereunder. The Secretary Is author
to paragraph (1) shall provide thatrespect to the services furnished and shall ized to utilize the services of appropriate
-(A) the provider of services will not certify such amounts to the Secretary of the public or private agencies In obtaining in
charge any Individual (or any other person) Treasury, except that such amount may be formation to assist him in performing his
for services for which such individual is en- reduced or Increased, as the case may be, by functions under this section."
titled to have payment made under this sec- any sum by which the Secretary finds that
MEIA DESU3SANCEACCOUNT?
tion, and will make adequate provision for the amount paid to such provider of services
return of any moneys Incorrectly collected for any prior period was greater or les than
(b) (l) Section 201 of the Social Security
from such Individual or other person:
the amount which should have been paid Act is amended by redesignating subsections
'(B) the Secretary will pay to any pro- to It for such period. The Secretary of the (b. (c). (d), (e), (f). (g). and (h) as (c).
vider of services the reasonable cost of serv- Treasury, prior to audit or settlement by the
(d). (e). (fI, (g). (1), and (j). respectively.
ices specified In subparagraph (A) (less the General Accounting Office, shall make Pay42) Section 201 of such Act Is further
deductions provided for In subsection (bi (2), ment from the medical Insurance account. amended by adding after subsection (a) the
but only It the provider of services furnishes at the time or times fixed by the Secretary, in following new subsection:
such Information at such time and In such accordance with such certification.
`(b) There Is hereby created In the Fled
form as the Secretsry may by regulation reeral Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
quire; the Secretary shall determine such
"FE CHIC BY PA~TIET
Fund an account to be known as the medical
reasonable costs and in making such deter"(f) Any individual entitled to have pay- insurance account. For the fiscal year endminations Is authorized to use such method ment made under this section for services Ing June 30, 1961. and for each fiscal year
or methods of estimating as he may by regu- furnished him may obtain inpatient hospital thereafter, out of moneys appropriated to
lation prescribe:
services, skilled nursing home services, home she trust fund pursuant to subsection (a).
"(C) no payment will be made to any Pro- health services, or outpatient hospital ding- there shall be credited from time to time to
vider of services for any service which such nOStIC services from any provider of services the medical Insurance account In such trust
provider Is obligated by a law of, or a con- which has entered Into an agreement with fund, amounts equal to the sum of
tract with, the United States to render at the Secretary and which admits such indi"(I) the amounts determined by multi
public expense;
vidusal or undertakes to provide him services, plying one-half of I per centum by the
"(D) where a provider of services fur'xzmc- r~r~c
sEzrr Aniot
amounts of wages (as certified to the Secre
uishes to an Individual at his request servCONI
tary of the Treasury for purposes of parsices which are described In subsection Ed).
graph (3) of subsection (a)) paid after De
an aeinexes
f rmoe xeniv ha
(g) For the purpose of advising the cember 31, 1960. and
tatd usallyI encsompassmoedb thpenservieth
Secretary In the formulation of policy and
"1(2) the amounts determined by multi
detscribed tenScrmasetaryshal payvito suc the promulgation of regulations In connecplying three-eights of I per centum. by the
pesroiedero. evcsolthe
equivrsal
alento
ofc tion with the administration of this section. amounts of self-employment Income (as car
thvie reonbecs of
serviceonyte
th
equsually
o
there Is hereby created a Medical Insurance
tified to the Secretary of the Treasury for
th0 reasncmassed andt tha the
perovider ofull Benefits Advisory Council which shall consist purpose of paragraph (4) of subsection
soervcsmpaysecarge suha individualdfr any of a -chairman and twelve appointed mem(a)) for any taxable year beginning after
serice
chrgesuh
ma
Idivdua fo Iat bers to be appointed by the Secretary. after December 31, 1909.'
additional cost of the service furnished a
February 2. 1961. and before April 1. 1961.
(3) Subsection (c) (redesignated as (d)
such request,. and
The chairman shall serve at the pleasure of byparagaph (1) of this subsection) of sec
"(31) -such agreement may be terminated the Secretary. Not less than four of the ap- to
0 fsc
c saeddb
netn
by (i) the provider of services at such time psointe member shall be representatives of to
0 fsc
c saeddb
and upon such notice to the Secretary and th
eea
ulc
n
h
eane
fafter
-Trust funds" In -paragraph (2) the
to the public as the Secretary may specify the appointed members shall be persons who follusowig "tIncludicangstheoeratiount
and
by regulations and (H) the Secretary at are outstanding in the feieds pertaining to
ttso
h
eialisrneacutI
suceh time and upon such notice to the pr-hsiasadhat
ciiis
aha-the
Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
lider of services as may be specified by reg- pointed membe sall~ hold offce for a term Trounst Fund)":d
by insen me(incalnudingcte
ulations. hut only after the Secretary ha
of four years. except that any member ap
mut
rdie
otemdia
nuac
determined that such provider of services pone
on
aac
curn
ro oaccount) - after "Trust funds" In parsgraph
Is not complying substantially with the Pro- the expiration of the term for which his ()a
mne
yscin71b
fti
visions of such agreement or that such pro- predecessor was appointed shall be appointed Act: by Inserting "(including the amounts
wIder no longer substantially meaets the for the remainder of such term. and the credited to and the charges made against
provisions of subsection (d) and has notl- terms of office of the members Anrt taking the medical Insurance account)" after
flied such provider of such determination,.
fiesalepr,
sdsrbdb
h
w - "Trut funds' the first time It appears In the
"(3) Nothing in this section shalltary at the time of appointment, three at the. penultimate sentence of such subsection: by
"(A) preclude the Secretary from making end of the first year, three at the end of the inserting "(Including the future amounts
Payment for the reasonable cost of services second year. three at the end of the third to be credited to and the future charges to
furnlished to an individual eligible to re- year, and three at the end of the fourth yerbe
made against the medical insurance ac
c-eive such services by any hospital which after the date of appointment. An appynedr count)' after "Trust funds' the second time
is not a party to an agreement under this mebrphlontbeeiibetosr
ed
cot appears in such sentence: and by inserting
subsection but only if (t) such services were tembuoushly o mor thanitwo
e
to ermsbu shall "(including the medical Insurance account)"
emergency services and (U1) the Secretary be eligible for reappointment if he has not after "Trust funds" the third time it appears
would be aulthorized to pay for auth sees- served immediately preceding his reappoint- Lu Au
Wseuaec-e.
ices had the Secrtar and such hosPital ment. The advisory council is authorized to
(4) Section 201 of such Act Is further
entered into an agreem~ent under this appoint such special advisory and tehia
amended by adding after subsection if)
section:
committees as may be useful inI carrying out (redesignated as (g) by paragraph (1) of this
"(3) preclude providers of services to be Iti functions. Appointed members of the subsection) the following new subsection:
represented by an individual, associationl, or advisory council and members of its ad"(h) (1) After the close of each fiscal
OrganiZatiOn authorized by such provider of risOry or technical committees, while serv- year. the Secretary of the Treasury shall de
services to act on Its behalf:
ing on business of the advisory council, shall termine the average .of the amnounts ir. thse
"(C be construed to give the Secretary receive compensation at rates fixed by the medical insurance account during such year
superison Or Control over the practice of Secretary, and shall also be entitied to re- for purposes of determining the amount of
medicne, the manner in which medicl caelve an allowance for actual and necessary interest that should be credited to such ac
seri=e are provided, or over the admii-t
travel and for subsistence expenses wIhile so count from the interest that was credited to
tetOnr operation the selection. tenure
serving away frum their places of residence, the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
C
Pr
mpesaio Of personnel Of any hOsPI- The advisory council shell meat as frequently Trust Fund during such fiscal year. There
tal. skilled nursing home, visiting nurse as the Secretary deems necessary, Upon re- shall be credited to the account from the
agency, Or homemaker service agency which quest of four or more members, it shall be amounts approprtated to the Federal Oldbaa entered Into sat agreement under this the duty of the Secretary to call a meeting age and Survivors Lunsurance Trust Fund an

section.
"(4) Where an agreement under this seetion .between A Provider of services and the
Secrtay has been terminated, the S~ertr
MAY, notwithstanding any other provision of
this section, enter Into another agreement
under -this section with such provider but

of the advisory councli.

~
~vs ay
'UZAW
OESO H ZXTR
(h) The Secretary shall have the power
and authority to make rules and regulations
and to establish procedures, not inconsistent
with the provisions of this section, which are

aon
o neetwihIntesm
ationtorth interest whcrdIte to theFaedea
ai oteItrs
rdtdt
h eea
Old-Age and Survivors Inmmrnce Trust Fund
for such fiscal year as the average of the
amounts in the medical insurance account
during such fiscal year Is to the average of
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the amounts
UIn the Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund during such
fiscal year.
" (2) The proper- share of the proceeds
from the sale or redemption of any obligalions in the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund which are credited to
such trust fund shall be credited to the
medical insurance account."
(5) Subsection (g) (redesignated as (i) by
Paragraph (1) of this subsection) of section
20 souch Act Is amended by striking out
the last two sentences of paragraph (1) and
inserting In lieu thereof the following:
"After the close of each fiscal year. the Sec
retary of Health. Education, and Welfare
shall analyxe the costs of adminaistration of
this title Incurred during such fiscal year~
In order to determine the portion of such
costs which should be borne by each of the
trust funds (including the cost which should
be charged against the medical Insurance
account) and shall certify to the! managing
trustee the amount. if any, which should be
transferred from one to the other of such
tusat funds (including the amount that
Should be charged in the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund against
the medical insurance account) In order to
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63i percent of the amount of the self- ted to the Congress not later than January
employment Income for such taxable year; 15. 1943. relating to (I) the adequacy of
and
existing facilities for health care of the aged;
"1(5) In the case of any taxable year begin(2) methods for encouraging the further de
nling after December 31. 1968, the tax shall velopment of efficient and economical forms
be equal to 7% percent of the amount of of health care for the aged which are a conthe self-employment income for such tax- Structive alternative to Inpatient hospital
able year."
care; (3) the feasiblllty of adding supple
TAX ON EMLYE
mentary types of medic3lIinsurance benefits
(b) Section 3101 of such Code (relating for the aged within the financial resources
traeotxonmpyesudrheFealprovided
-by this Act: ard (4) the effects of
Insurance Contributions Act) Is amended to the Initial deductible of $75 upon benefici
read as follows:
aries, hospitals, and the financing of the
"S c3101. RATS orTAx.
Jiogramn
"In addition to other taxes, there Is hereby
imposed on the Income of every Individual
a tax equal to the following percentages of
the wages (as defined In section 312(a) )
received by him with respect to employment
(as defined In section 3121(b) )
"(I) with respect to wages received during
the calendar year 1960, the rate shall be
3 percent:
"(2) with respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1961 and 1962. the rate
shaUl be 3'% percent:
"(3) with respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1963 to 1965. both Inclu-

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. tha
amendment is the one which I discussed
at some length on Sazurday afternoon.
Very few Senators were present at that
time. I do not intenxd to repeat at any

great length what I said then, but I again
wish to remark that the amendment Is
offered as an addition to the biln as re
ported by the Senate Finance Commit
tee. It is not a substitute for any of the
amendments presented by the Senate
Finance Committee or any of the pro
visions contained in the bill, but instead
insure that each of the trust funds (Includ- sive, the rate shall be 3% percent;
I salse
ul iacdsca
n
Chagedsuch.accout)e hasea
bore.orths broeen
'(4) with respect to wages received dur- surance program on a contributory basis.
chared
asthecas
ith ma be It prpering the calendar years 1966 to 1968. both
Ilstdith
RcozofSura
share of the costs of administration of this Inclusive, the rate shall be 4l% percent; tI numbeds of peope whcoomigtubedin
title incurred during such fiscal year. The and
tenmeso
epewomgtb
n
managing trustee Is authorized and directed
"(5) with respect t'n wages receIved after volved in this Plan in the various States,
to transfer any such amount from one to the December 31. 1968. the rate shall be 43% showing that in New York State, for
Other of such trust funds In accordanc
ih
pretxml.mr
hnImlinpol
any certification so madie."
pecent."
TceXwith
ewomlde, movredthnde th amilendmeople
(6) Subsection (g) (redesignated as (1) by
(C) Section 3111 of such Code (relating to that in Illinois approximately 550.000
Paragraph (I) of this subsectin) of section rate of tax on employers under the Federal people would be covered, and that in
201 of such Act Is further amended by in7 Insurance Contributions Act) Is amended to other States there would be correspond
serting immediately preceding the period at read as follows:
the end of paragraph (2) the following: ';
Sc31.R~tP~.I
ylrenmes
from the payment made from the Feea
"In.311. RtEot othr
Tax. s heeI b - I wa happy
numbers.
ou thti
n
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund
Inoyadditionstoootherrtaxestithererischere
the .Medical Insurance Account sall be by imposed on every emplyen-exis
vovssmter
seta
srie.I
charged with such amounts as the managing with respect to having Individuals in his would reduce the number of hospital
trustee determines as necessary for such Sc- employ, equal to the following percentages days Permitted by the original amend
coun tobeara
popersh,
Of sch ay-of the wages (as defined in section 3121 (a)) ment from 365 to 120. It proposes to cut
counts. tberapoeshrofucpy-paid
by him with respect to employment (as out the second $75 contribution in a year,
(7)Snis."
n(h rdeinae a
defined Lb section 3121(b))and that change would make possible
by paragraph (1) of this subsection) of sec.
"M with respect to wages paid during the addition of some other services. intion 201 of such Act Is amended b
the calendar Year 1960. the rate shall be hospital services are mado available.
immediately preceding the period at the end
Sildnrighm
evcswudb
theeofthefolowng:"an
i
the
cse
f
with respect
to wages
paidthe
during
Skailaled nursn home4 service
wol benei
therof
olloing
he "ad Inthecas ofthe (2)
calendar
years 1961
and 1962,
rateaviblupt20dysI1beft
payments required to be made under section shall be 3%' percent;
year. Rome health services, which
the. fnsuchepayments shale charged aganstrnc
"(3) with respect to wages paid during the would involve nursing and other home
thecfund, rdtd oteMdca nuac
calendar years 1963 to 1965. both Inclusive, nursing services, would be permitted up
AeuLthe
rate shall be 3% percent:
to 360 visits within the benefit year.
AMHBD5EEK TO TME DfrUAL 5Evtx=U cODE
"(4) with respect to wages paid during
Finally, as a fourth provision, out
OF 15544 CHANES ENTAX 5CREUL.. SET
the calendar years 1966 to 1968, both inclu- patient, diagnostic hospital services
EMP.OTMKSNT nicous TAX
Elve, the rate shall be 4%4percent; and
Sm. 606 (a) Section 1401 of the Internal
"(5) with respect to wages paid after De- would be provided.
Revenue Code of i954 (relating to rate of cember 31. 1968, the rate sabfll be 4%
One of the points which I had hoped
tax on self-employment Income) Is amended Percent."
Senators would remember is that we had
to read as follows:
STUo S A sRcMCsMsvKATONa
the problem with reference to disability.
"Sm. 1401. RaTe 0? Tr
Sw. 606. (a) Sectioni 702 of the soia SWe had a report from an advisory comn.
-In addition to other taxes, there shall be curity Act Is amended by Inserting ' (a),~ mittee suggesting that we adopt dis
Imoe for each taxable year. on the self- after .702-'; by adding at the end thereof the ability On a pay-as-you-go basis with
employment Income of every individual, a following:
conltribUtion&S
tSR as follows.'In connection with such study and ree-.
Congress deelded that VWanot the wise
'(I) In the case of any taxable year be- ommendations. the Secretary shall institute eourse and, adopted another program in
ginning aftSer December 31, 1959. and before and conduct appropriate demonstraton pr1950. But by the Year 1956 Congress
January 1,1961, the tax shall be equal to 414 grams relating to the health needs of such saw that was not the wsee course, and it
pernt of the amount of the self-employ- individuals and the manner and means by p~dsbnyo
a-syug
ai
meat Income for such taxable yew
which such needs May be fulfilled. The
u iailt
n&pyasyug
ai
"(2) In the case of any taxable year begin. Secretary Is authorised to provide fo the for the establishilmenit of a fund. The
nift after December 31. 1960. and before carrying on of such research studie par. very same prineiple which motivated the
January 1.1963. the tax shall be equal to 4% ta.ing, to health care and the adminisira Senate Finane Co~mmttee to take that
Percent CCthe mout Of the self-eploy- tlon Of such care as may be recommended action IQ 1956 should have moved the
aunt Incomne for sEWA taxable year'
byr the advisory council designated pursuant Senate Finance Colmtitee to take a
"(3) In the ease of any taxable year begin- to section 226(g). Such research Studies ewuparable aetln with reference to
aftg after December 31. 1962, and before may be carried on directly by the Depart.
aei
90
ihta
h
January 1,166 the0tax shall be equal to 5% ment of Health. Riucation, and Welfare by smedvices
cm igh haeI been rhase thn
percent of the mount of the self-employ- others une contract negotiated for, or snvie
ih
aebe
asdi
ftant inacene for such taxable yew.Brenta Msds by the Secretary, for such pur- support of the program n ow as were
In the ease of any tajiable yeer begin- pase."
raised in 1956. It is tue tha we do not
An$n aftsr December St.INS165 and before
(b) 'lbosSeretary ashal carry an studies easily ~dp measuMe of this tmpe It in
Januar 1. 1M.6 the taz shall be equal to end develop
o - -'natm
to be submt-lt tMu that In INS6 we had to have long

l(4)
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Mr. AIKEN. I can use $10,000 as an
example, or I can use $4,000. If that suits
the situation better. If a man has never
had social security, would he qualify un
der the Senator's amendment?
Mr. ANDERSON. He would not qual
ify if he has not gained entitlement to
social security benefits.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. To qualify
for benefits under the Senator's amend
ment it would be necessary to be entitled
to benefits under section 202, would it
not?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Section 202
benefits are not payable if the person has
an income of $1,200 a year.
Mr. ANDERSON. A person may earn
up to $1,200 a year under present law
without suffering any -reduction In re
tirement benefits. If H.R. 12580 is
passed that limitation will be $1,800.
Benefits are not stopped, but only pro
portionately reduced.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Yes. So
that a person getting over $1,800 a year.
under the amendment, or over $1,200, as
now, would not receive any benefits.
Mr. ANDERSON. No; that is not cor
rect. The important point I was trying
to bring out is that we do not single out
individuais. We put them in the social
security system. If they are entitled to
benefits under social security they will
be covered regardless of the income limi
tation with reference to retirement pay
ments.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. We are try
ing- to clarify what the bill does.
Mr;. AIKEN. I was trying to find out
what it does.
Mr. KCERR. Mr. President. I would be
happy if the Senator from New Jersey
and the Senator from Vermont would
give me their attention, because I should
like to ask some questions along the line
of their inquiries of the Senator from
New Mexico. When would the Senator's
amendment become effective?
Mr. ANDERSON. On January 1,1961.
Mr. KERR. I thought there was a
date in the amendment of July 1, 1961,
and another date of January 1, 1962.
Mr. ANDERSON. Well, we did some
revising, but I do not believe we changed
those dates.
The tax becomes effective on January
1, 1961.
Mr. KERR. If the Senator will ex
amine his amendment, I am sure he will
find that the tax becomes effective Jan
uary 1. 1961, but I do not believe the
benefits become effective until July 1.
1961, or January 1. 1962.
Mr ANDERSON. 'I am looking at sec
tion 604:

long conferences of the majority members of the Senate Finance Committee,
and those conferences were held.
I referred on Saturday afternoon to
the fact that a caucus was held in the
office of the Secretary of the Senate in
which the principle embodied in the
amendment was considered for a long
time, and it was finally agreed that the
committee would bring forth a bill containing a provision for contributions,
That same wise procedure, it seems
to me, might have been followed in this
regard and It might not require the intervening. intermediate steps of trying
to take the required money out of the
Federal Treasury first, and then some
years later come back and do the same
thing we did with respect to disability,
namely,-to put the program on a payas-you-go basis.
If we were to follow the principle we
learned on the subject of disability, we
would have that type of bill from the
Finance Committee at this time, I am
sure.
It is true that the proposed program
will cost some money. There are no bargain days or bargain basements or special discount stores in this field of health.
We cannot get a satisfactory program
for $130 million. It will cost at least
$700 million the first year, and eventually $1bfl1on...
That Is why we have tried to say we
might as well face the problem now instead of waiting several years and then
saying the program is too much of a
burden on the Treasury, and that we
must Put it On L. pay-as-you-go basis.
The amendment which has been introduced on behalf of the Senators stated
will provide for payment of one-quarter
percent by both employer and employee.
These Payments will Provide a surplus
the first year of 1961 of perhaps $300
millon, and start off a separate fund, as
VWaso Wisely done in 1956 on the pre-.
vious program relating to Injuries.
I hope that the Senate will spend some
time on the amendment. I believe the
Senator from New York [Mr. Jsvrrs].
when he arrives. will have a substitute
for the amendment which he desires to
Present. I hope we may have some discusslon of It throughout the day,
I also hope that we may reach a
Prompt vote.' But I do know that the
Program which was laid down relies upon
the social security Program as a first
line of defense, and public assistance as
a first line of defense, and public assistance as a second line of defense. If the
amendment Is not adopted, we have in
the bill before us only a second line of
defense, and we shall have omitted the
first line of defense that we think should
beIcue.Mr.

of his earnings. Could he still earn any
amount and qualify for benefits, or is
there a limitation on earnings involved
in the amendment?
Mr. ANDERSON. There Is a limitation on earnings involved in the tax, but
there is no provision in the bill which
requires that if a man earns $1,000. another $2,000. and another $3,000, and still
a fourth man earns $10,000, the man
earning $10,000 must be separated from
the others. A man who earns $500,000 as
head of a great corporation is covered
for social security benefits now, even
thoug-h he may be drawing that large
salary.
Mr. AIKEN. Up to the amount of
$4,800.
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes. Payments are
deducted from his earnings on the basis
of $4,800. He is not protected beyond
$4,800. The tax is on only $4,800 of his
pay.
Mr. AIKCEN. If he had a social security card, but even after the age of 68
he was earning $10,000, $15.000. or
$20,000 a year, would he still qualify for
the health benefits under the amendment of the Senator from New Mexico?
Mr. ANDERSON. Surely.
M~r. AIKEN. Then earnings under the
amendment make no difference.
Mr. ANDERSON. There is no means
test involved in the amendment,
Mr. AIKEN. There is no means test.
I thank the Senator.
Mr. ANDERSON. There is no means
test, because we learned very quickly in
the disability program that the means
test was not a satisfactory test, and we
did not put the program on the basis
of means. As I tried to point out the
other day, we have learned by long experience how some of the past programs
have worked. I remarked on Saturday
that I had been administrator under the
FERA, SERA. CWA, and the WPA, and
under the National Youth Administration. We learned in those early 1930's
that a program started as a public assistance program is thereafter proposed on a
pay-as-you-go basis. We adopted a social
security program. We can still have
various types of assistance which will
constitute a second line of defense, but
the primary line that must be depended
upon is the payroll tax
We have followed that Principle consistently in every step we have taken.
Even when we wavered frcm it, as we did
In connection with disability, we soon
came back to It. In other words, we can
dodge around it for awhile, but we have
to come back to It eventually. It is the
identical experience we had with aid to
children and aid to the biid,, and so
forth.

Mr. ANDERSON. I yield,
Mr. AIKEN. I have been discussing
the Proposed amendment of the Senator
from New Mexico. and the question arose
as to whether, If the holder of a social
security card was earning, we will say,
$10,000 or $12,000 a year, but was otherwise qualified for benefits under the
amendment of the Senator from new
Mexico. he would be disqualified because

It true that he would not qualify under cas of inpatient hospital services July 1,
the Senator's amendment?
1961, or In the case of all other services.
Mrt. ANDERSON. He would be barred, Jaur
1962.
unless he is entitled to social security
Mr. KERR. That is~ insofar as hos
benefits. He may be entitled to benefits pital services are concerned, benefits
and still not receive cash payments be- would become effective July 1, 1961, and
cause Of the earnings limitation. But all other services not until January 1.
he Is stllH covered under my amendment. 1962
Mr. CASE of NeW Jersey. Mr. PresiMr. ANDERSON. I think that Is
dent, will the Senator yield?
correct.

refstdyothmohinwihh

AIKEN. If a man earns $10,000 or attains the age of sixty-eight; the first day
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the $15,000 a year. and is 68 years of age, and of the first. month for which he becomes
Senator yield
not entitled to social security benefits, is entitled to benefit. under section 202, in the
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Mr. GORE. Mr. President. will the
Mr. XERR. When did we adopt the
Mr. KERR. With reference to the
application of the law. no one not under disability amendment which would make Senator yield?
Mr. ANDERSON. I had Intended to
social security would benefit by the Sen- benefits available to a worker 50 years of
age or older who may become disabled? yield the floor, but I am happy to yield
ator's amendment. Is that correct?
to the Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. ANDERSON. In 1956.
Mr. ANDERSON. That Is correct. I
Mr. GORE. The bill which the corn
Mr. KERR. That Is my reculiection.
believe the provisions of the House bill
Mr. ANDERSON. We had enacted a mittee reported provides only for those
as amended by the Senate committee
in States which provide matching funds.
provision previously, in 1950.
would take care of the other people,
Mr. KERR. I thought the Senator's and who later go to the welfare office
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, but I am talkremarks were addressed to the provision and. successfully claim they are poverty
ing about the Senator's amendment,
h a htte
we adotdiM15.sr.ckANDESN
Mr. ANDERSON. Ys
doptedDEiSN.1956.sstricken.e
Mr. KERR. With reference to those
Mr. A!NDERSON. That Is right. We are medically indigent.
Who are eligible, that is, if they are on
MrCOE Wadosmecayin
social security and 68 years of age, they started with a program in 1950. Then
os"eial
n
M.GR.Wa
would be eligible for the benefits of the subsequently we changed it in 1956. by digent"
mean?
en
a a
M.ADRO.I
Senator's amendment whether their in- adding a payroll tax. We put it on a
anhvemoe
come was $1,500 a year, 6900 a year, or payroll tapaxisborbasis.
Mr. KERR. With limited benefits torpa this boardsbuthat he cannhav mony
$100,000 a year.
sabad
thos
n h tehsia.Isyta
h ulfe swres
Mr. ANDERSON. That is what I said
sabad
e. optLIsyta
to the Senator from Vermont, and I be- had made a contribution to the socia
country.
indigency
In thiscompletely
new which
type of
lieve that is a correct statement. There security fund themselves,
will become
one
I think
Air. ANDERSON. Because we had a unsatisfactory to the people. It puts a
Is no limitation In the amendment demeans test on people who have means.
previous fund with money in It.
pendent on a man's earnings,
Mr. KERR. The 1956 amendment. It puts a property test on people wao
Mr. KE.RR. That is correct, and that
Is as I under-stand the Senator's amend- which the Senator said was similar in have property. They may have prop
ment. I am not criticizing ii; I am try- principle, did not make provision for ery but they can go to the welfare office
Ing to get into the RECORD what it would anyone disabled who did not qualify for and say, "But I can't go to a hos
do. It would make anyone on social the benefits by having a certain number pital. I can't pay my hospital bills. I
security, over 68 years of age, eligible of quarters of contribution to the OASI can't have nursing home care later on.
Therefore. I am a pauper medically.
for its benefits, regardless of how much fund.
Mr. ANDERSON. I shall not argue But I am not a pauper from the stand
the person earned; but no one not on
social security would be eligible for the that quest~ooL I simply say that when point of income."
I do not understand how one would
benefits, regardless of how little he we reached the item of disability, we
recognized that the same pay-as-you-go feel who said. "I am medically indigent.
earned,
Mr. ANDERSON. That is right, be- principle had to bie adopted which we are but I am perfectly able to pay all the
rest of my bills."
cause they have made no contribution trying to adopt here.
Mr. GORE. Did I hear the amend
Mr. XERR. We adopted a pay-asto the fund. This is a separate fund we
are speaking about for social secuity~ you-go principle, and we adopted a pro- ment which the able Senator from New
gram for the disabled, but we did not Mexico has offered, and of Which I am a
itinoturuesthat
make the benefits available to millions cosponsor, criticized because It would
Mr. ArKI. Isi o ru htay
one who had social security credit would of people who had made no contribution provide benefits to those who have paid
into the social security fund, but who
be eligible for benefit, even if he had an to the social security fund,
Mr. ANDERSON. In this case, we will have not paid a tax which has not been
income of 8100.000, but if he were actulevied, on the ground that somebody was
people
who
are
past
take
care
of
a
few
ally earning over $1,800 would he not
age of 68 and who are making no getting something for nothing? Was
be dS~uaedthe
Mr. KERR. He would not be eligible contributions today. All the people un- the Senator's amendment criticized on
for cash benefits, but would be for hos.- der 68 will be making a contribution. I that basis?
Mr. ANDERSON. Precisely. That, of
pital benefits, provided he were over believe the number who will have made
course, is the situation that obtained
contribution Is less than 500.000.
wudgttebn-no
age 68.
llthhrseo tebilinteemed
Mr. AIKEN. He wroRuAluner6dwllmaeaeit
MrXRR Alune68wlmaeawtalthrstotebi.Inhemnd
fits regardless of income, but there
ment of the Committee on Finance.
would be some limitation based on earn- contribution, or all under 65?
which has been adopted. It is right to
ANDERSON. All under 65.
ig.Mr.
Mr. KERR. In other words, as of now, do it If it Is done in the committee's
Mr. KERR. The limitation that ap..
plies Is with reference to cash payments, Or as Of the effective date of the Senator's bill: it is wrong if we dolit in this amend
but not with reference to benefits for amendment, the benefits which would be ment.
Mr. GORE. There is a big difference,
hospital and doctor care, as I understand provided beyond the effective date, which
the amendment. The Senator from would be July 2, 1961. with reference to though.. In the case of the Senator's
New Mexico said that the amendment hospital benefits, and January 1, 1962. amendment, a person who has paid into
was simlar to the program we put into with reference to all other benefits, apply the social security fund would become
not simnply to thosc making contributions cligblc for thL-s additional category of
effect for the disabled,
to the fund, but among the people who benefits which would be added to the
Mr. ANIDERSON. yes,
Mr.,KEMR To whom were the bene- would be eligible on the effective dates social security program, That benefit
of the Senator's amendment would be would be by right, and an old person
disability
the
AtU available under
those who had made no contribution to would not be subject to humiliation, if
amendment?
he asserted his poverty.
Mr. ANDERSON. The Senator from the medical care fund.
Mr. ANDERSON. I agree with the
Mr. ANDERSON. I thinkr some perOklahoma ought to know about It. He
had a great deal to do with the writing sons who will benefit under the Senator's Senator. I only say-and it is trueamendment, which is already in the bill, that for a short period of time a few
of it.
persons who have not contributed will
Mr. KE.RR Yes: I had a great. deal will have made no contribution,
Mr. KERR. I shall be glad to diwmus be getting money from the fund, But
to do with It. If the Senator will perthe
the People
beginning
that happened
a tyngt ieniykh
hal
mit
m A refresh his memory. I wiunerth tatpoint.
drewof un
Security In.
Act.
IatrngoidtfyheSocial
mlomn Cmesainwhnte
eatrsamnmnt
him if It Is not a fact that undernthe
hnte
mlyetcmesto
fteSntrsaedet
disability amendment the benefits were poiin
Mr. ANDERSON. Precisely becaime had made very trifling payments Into
available only to those who made themselves eligible with a certain amount of they rere below 65. If we are to take the fund.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the
care of the aged, we have to take care
personal contribution to the fund.
Senator yield?
Mr. A&9DRZSON. It seems to me we of the aged on an eve basis.
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield
Mr.
R.WThat Is what the Senator
dared with man type of fund, In 1950,
Mr. KERR. Does the Senator from
ankd there. was ome money available from Oklahoma thinks: and, that Is the
New Mexico say that when the Social
reason he offered his amendment.
in ItL
CYZI-06
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Security Act was made effective, It was "Entitlement to Benefits.," I read from over a 15-year period during the time the
available to no one who had not earned section 226(a) (1) :
law has been on the books?
at least six quarters' compensation?
Every individual who-.
Mr. ANqDERSON. Yes, that is clear.
Mr. ANDERSON. No: I say that pee(A) haa attained the 855 of sixty-eight.
Mr. AIKEN. It is clear, is it?
pie who had made trifling contributions and
to the fund nevertheless received unem(B) is entitled to monthly inuac
Mr. ANDERSEN. Yes.
ployment compensation. I stand on that benefits under section 202.
Mr. AIKEN. Perhaps the other may
statmen.
frm
Ola.become
Des
te
Snatr
stteet.Desth entr ro
klUnder section 202. as I understand. pro~eeds.a little cleared as the debate
homa contradict it?
anyone earning more than $1,800 a year
Mr. CHURCH. It is my understand
Mr. KERR. No: but that is the point could not qualify for benefits. I think ing that under the committee bill, the
'Which the Senator from Oklahoma that ought to be clarified, because from medical benefits would not be confined
makes. Under the amendment of the my inquiries from official sources, we find to those who are on public assistance.
Senator from New Mexico, millions of it is also a question as to what it means but would include others-those who are
people would be entitled to draw from the already as to whether a man earning medically indigent. Is it the under
social security medical program who had $40,000 a year could still qualify or not, standing of the Senator that, under the
made no.contributions to the social seMr. ANDERSON. Earnin~gs do not committee's bill, the declaration of med
curity medical care fund.
have any reflection on entitlement. ical Indigence which would qualify these
Mr. GORE. But they will havenmade Does the Senator think they have? A additional persons is something like the
contributions to the fund, and the person may be entitled to benefits under declaration that a veteran must make
amendment would add an additional section 202, but due to the earnings lim- when he seeks to obtain hospitalization
category of benefits to which they would itation he may not receive cash pay- in a veterans' hospital for a non-service
be entitled.
ments.
connected disability? That problem has
Mr. ANDERSON. They have made a
Mr. AIKEN.
Entitlement to social caused endless difficulty in the admin
contribution previously. They have met security benefits regardless of earnings? istration of the veterans' hospital Pro
the qualifications. The fund now has
Mr. ANDESENr. Yes.
gram.
over $20 billion In it. This proposal
Mr. AIKEN. The law today provides
Mr: ANDERSON. I believe the same
might take 81 million or $2 million out of that a person cannot earn more than general principle applies to both. It is
It. At least, it would not go broke.
$1,200. The bill, as I understand, pro- rather hard to establish what a mediif the system for paying interest were vides that he cannot earn more thallcls
idgntpro.s
uti sdfi
changed from the one we have, It would $1.800. If I had my way. I would take cauly ioetbih htandigent
i;bti
person sdfi
be possible to pick up a good many mil- off that limitation completely; but I do is; but it is difficult when the law includes
lion dollars. Money is credited to the not have my way.
a ew category which 'Would result In
social security fund on the 1st and 15th
Mr. ANDERSON. The point is that a teAeia
epebigtl."o
of each month. Interest is lost all the man who earns more than $1,800 a year.
Americanpleopleo
boei.ngod, "you
a
rest of the time.
or $1.200 now, Is entitled to Social Se may hav plenty0
hofemoneyu andyo maye
I received a figure the other day in curity benefits, but he Is not receiving a own a 20u00 inome,andwyou
u
ma
ave
the amount of $25 million. That is prob- them because of some other earnings he aogoothannualyincomee;sbutenow youesay
ably all the money which may be taken has, and the entitlement he has, which toau tat if00mdia
werisddnl
you l
haskedt
in the first year of this proposal. It is qualiffies him in- that respect, entitles pay aor2gag0 medica bill. youremight have
perfectly all right to chisel the fund of him to medical benefits.
toemodigageyou housgen."Teeoe o
$20 million for one particular purpose.
Mr. AIKEN. On earned income.
are moredicall iniersnt,
gteabet
but it is awful to take a few million delMr. ANDERSON. On earned Income.
Ofuccouse thatlerisionpamights be ablet
Mr. AIKEN. I know personally some reduce hielsevisiothn pamnots or soe-al
lars to pay persons who had reached the
age of 68, and who, as a matter of fact, judges in my State-I could name them, tindgelsadnhnnotemeial
wanted and needed. some medical care, but I shall not do so-who have retiredAsIndigent. pit
u h ohrdy
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the perhaps have retired under Social SeA
re opitotteohrdy
Senator yield one further time? Then curity-who go to work for 18 months, one of the problems in which we became
I shall desist.
or whatever number of quarters is re- involved when we were discussing the
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield.
quired, for someone else, in order to provision of relief, one time, was whether
Mr. GORE. This amendment provides qualify for Social Security. However, relief included a home; and I think
social Insurance. It is security based on that qualifies them aflter they have someone raised the question of whether
the mass contribution of the People. It reached a certain age. I simply wanted a proper home included lace curtains
is security based upon actuarial sound- to make certain that anyone earning The Administrator ruled that lace cur
ness. I ask the Senator: Does not the more than $1,800 would not be dis;' tains should not be Included. But there
amendment meet the test, based on the qualified, even though he might be en- was much opposition, and finally we in
contributions and the benefits. of actu- titled to it.
cluded lace curtains.
anal soundness?
Mr. ANDERSON. I tried to say, two
So the application of the definition
Mr. ANDERSON. Completely. It will or three times, that I am sure that the of the term "medically indigent" to
take a half percent to do this. The first person who Is entitled to it draws It, needy people will very likely vary from
year it will probably take only s'r00 mil- under this provision. I do not believe State to State.
lion. and the fund will collect $1 billion, any provision to the contrary is Included
Mr. CHURCH. I agree with the Sen-'
It will get a little cushion, a nest egg, in this measure. I realize that It Is nec- ator. and I think this particular provi
which will take care of such people as essary for us to make use of the drafting sion is open -to very serious abuse.
we are talking about. Thereafter, year service; but if this measure contains a
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
after year, the money will be collected by provision about which I do not know, I Senator from New Mex~ico yield to me?
a payroll tax. This proposal is actu- shall be very much surprised.
The PRESI3DING OFFICER (Mr.
arfaWl moind. No one has disputed that
But certainly this measure does not Youwa of Ohio In the chair). Does the
fact.
include any provision to the effect that Senator from New Mexico yield to the
Mr. A~IE.
Mr. president, will the reduced inedical care benefits shall be Senator from Pennsylvania?
Senator yield?
received byone who isnmaking a ssalryof
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield.
Mr. ANDERSON. I Yield.
815,000 or $20.000 a Year.
Mr. CLARK. My understading is
Mr. A1E8I. I do not believe we have
Mr- AIKEN. Then do I correctly that the Democratic Convention adopted,
quiute clarified the meaning of the word- understand that a social security card- as part of Its Platform, the following
Wn In the. Senator's amendment.
I holder who has been earning $4,80 a plank:
usked the division whether earnings had Year and has been Paying the tax on It
Wehalpo&mdil r bnftfr
anything to do with qualifying a person during the time this law has been on the the halla prtovid mhedticaae beneted soia
over age 68 for benefits from the pro- books would receive the same amount as security inurnc system we reject any
posnd legislation, On page 2 of the Sen- that received by a socia security card propoesi wh~ich would require such ciUsens
toea Mill under the heading 'Medical holder who has been earning $2,500 a to submit to the indpignty or. mezans test,
Insurance Buen~a~ and subheading year and has beeat paying the tax on It a "pauper's oath."
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The Senator's amendment compies
Mr. CASE of New Jersey,. I under- concern with the commnittee biln Is very,
with that plank in our platform. does It stand that; but Z also findgreat indeed. What troubles me. and
not?
Mr. ANDERSON. I can only say that what I press on the Senator from New
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, It does; and I while we were discussing it in the corn- Mexico Is. Why keep It? Why not revise
wish to tell the able Senator from Penn- mittee. the term "medically indigent" It at the same time we are doing It for
sYlvanIa abcut the situation when that was used time after time after time, as I those who are now on old-age and sur
Particular part of the platform was under am sure the Senator from Tennessee and vivors insurance, a program which, In my
consideration. I speak now as a member other Senators who were there will re- judgment, is much better?
of the committee which held the first call.
Mr. ANDERSON. That Is a fair ques
hearings; and then we had a drafting
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. My ques- tion. and I think!I should answer it. I
committee, of which I was a member, tion is why the Senator from New Mex- think the principal reason, in my own
which worked for several days, in a ico puts his proposal on top of the other mind, for doing that was that the comn
closed room, on the platform; and then one, instead of substituting his proposal mittee bill, particularly the amendment
I was part of the speakers' group which and also a provision to take care of the offered by the Senator from Oklahoma,
handled the platform at that point; and, objection being made to the committee the Senator from Delaware, and other
so far as I know, not one Democrat in bill, rather than to proceed in the other Senators, provided some Federal match
any Part of the hall rose and objected way.
ing money for those States which were
to that provision, When the platform
Mr. ANDERSON. On Saturday. I trying to match under public assistance
was brought before the full Democratic spent nearly 2 hours, here on the floor, casees. It Is true an additional number
Convention, there was objection to cer- trying to explain why that Is so. Let me might come In. I believe the estimate
tain Parts of the platform: but some of put the matter in this way: In the first was there might be 10 million who might
our friends very eloquently pleaded for place, although we do not criticize the come in, and maybe 500,000. or perhaps
this Part of it, and no one objected to this committee amendment, it may involve 1mIllion, would ask for assistance. Per
part of the platform,
some delay, and perhaps may never be sonally, I think when those individuals
Mr. CLARK. That Is my recollection, accepted.
ask for assistance, the States are going
too.
Many States do not provide for any to be reluctant to allow persons who
Mr. ANDERSON. However, it is re- medical care. Fifteen or more States are fairly well fixed financially to plead
markable to note what some persons will make only a trivial provision as regards poverty in order to get medical care.
do when such matters face them latet' medical care. Other States, such as Loui- The States might turn them down, or
OIL
siana have fine hospital benefits; but not establish standards sufficiently high to
Since It Is obvious that this way Is the every State does,
keep them out. I thought it better to
way.ln which this matter will ultimately
Therefore, some of us felt that In all take the Senate language we now have
have to be handled, I think it better to the States of the Union, those who quai- than to toss It out and write a new pro
proceed in this way now.
fy under social security and who reach vision in it.
Mr. CLARK. The committee bill does age 68 would be better served by this
This matter will go to conference. If
not conform to the Democratic platform, provision, without the requirement that there is any overlapping that has to be
does it?
the States dig up some more money.
adjusted, if these other amendments
Mr. ANDERSON. No. However. of
I point out to the Senator from New should go into the bill, then the con
course, one has a right to say that the Jersey, who is a stanch frend of social ferees can deal with It. But the amend
platform perhaps will commit subse- security legislation, that 30 of the Cloy- ment was adopted by the Senate comn
quent Members of Congress, but not ernors who recently attended the Clover- mittee. and was adopted in 5 seconds,
necessarily the present Members of Con- nors' conference spoke out specifically without a vote or discussion of any kind.
gress.
.against the provision of the committee Therefore, It is In the bill, and I would
Mr. CLAR.K The Javits proposal report, and asked that this provision for rather go to conference with it than
does not conform to the platform, does health care for the aged be made on a without It.
It?
pay-as-you-go badsis
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. The Sena
Mr. ANDERSON. It Is not yet before
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I understand tor from New Jersey appreciates the
Us.
that.
courtesy of the Senator and the time he
Mr. CLARK But It Is clear that It
Mr. ANDERSON. I understand the has taken to give this explanation of It.
does not conform to the platform, is it Senator's point of view. I only state It is a troublesome matter, and I would
not?
that the Governors had this problem like to see It worked out in a different
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
before them,
way, if It could be done.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. PresiI have to concede that the provision of
Mr. ANDERSON. I still recognize It is
dent, I think it clear that there should the bill Is very liberal, and the formula a troublesome matter. We spent quite
not be a means test. But what concerns worked out by the Senator from Okla- a bit of time discussing how It might be
me about the Senator's amendment Is homa should be jan Inducement to the handled. Many Senators felt there
that it does not state how the "mediealiy States to put up the necessary money. might be conflicts, as the Senator from
Indigent" requirement would be applied. But regardless of whether such an in- New Jersey feels. - Whatever the Senate
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, If the Sen- ducement Is created, some of the States does, the final decision goes to the con
ator will yield, let me say that the term are "up against the gun" as regards ference with the House. and all these
"medically Indigent" Is not included In raising more money; and today 15 or amendments will be in conference with
this proposed legislation,
more of the States still have very -low the House. We may find some better
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. But we un- payments of this sort.
solution than now proposed, but for the
derstand it Is an expression that is used
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I appreciate present I feel the bill is better with the
In connection with thie bill.
the Senator's explanation. However, se- Kerr-Frear amendments in it than with
Mr. KERR. But It Is not accurate to vere criticism has been made of the comn- out them.
say the term Is to be found In the bill; mittee bill by students of this subject.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
and!I hope that both the proponents and They criticize the committee bill on the Senator Yield'
the opponents of the bill will be mindful ground that It would Introduce a new
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield to the Sen
of the fact that the term Is not used in concept-whether It be called medically ator from Tennessee.
this bill, and no provision of the bill indigent or something else. They are
Mr. GORE. I should like to say to the
would Justify the use of that term,
.opposed
to that, because, In their Judg- distinguished Senator from New jersey
'Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I accept the ment, not only would It be -socially bad, that, as one of the cosponsors of the
comment'the Senator from Oklahoma but it might be almost Impossible of ad-* Anderson amendment, I earnestly hope
has made.
ministration.
.
that -the social insurance principle of
Mr. KERR. It was the purpose of the
I am thinking Immediately of the peo- providing medical care and hospitaltza
framers of the amendment to eliminate ple in my own State who administer the tion for our aged citizens, with this beentirely the possibility that that term old-age and survivors, program. It has ginning, will be broadened and extended
might be determinative In the mind of been very well administered and has, I until many of the people who will be
Senators.
think, worked extremely well. Their eligible for old-age assistance or public
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assistance under the committee bill will and are reduced on a ratio of a certain
Mr. YARBOROUGIH. That is my rec
no longer be required to take a means amount for each $80. A recipient is cut ollection.
test.
out of 1 month's pay for each $80 that
Mr. ANDERSON. There is some free
Perhaps we can never reach the period his annual earnings exceeds the sim of dom. but not much.
when some of our citizens will not need $1,200. Is that correct?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I comincrd the
public charity, but I surely hope that the
Mr. ANDERSON. The Senator Is en- distinguished Senator from New Mexico
beginning which the Anderson amend- tirely correct.
for his work in bringing the figure up to
ment would provide for the principle of
Mr. YARBOROUGH. From letters I $1,800. The Senator mentioned the dif
social insurance with medical care and have received and from what I have ferent figures offered, from $1,800 to
hospitalization can be broadened until heard. on visits in my State and other $3,600. I regret that the compromise
those dependent upon public charity will parts of the country, the greatest com- was on the basis of the !owest figure sug
be reduced to a much smaller number plaint, not only from the social security gested. I wish it had bc-en a little higher,
than will be covered under the commit- recipients, but from civic organizations at least $2,400.
tee amendments,
that are Interested In the problems of the
Mr. ANDERSON. I do not wish to
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. Presi- aged, is the law against retired persons have the Senator from Texas give me
dent, will the Senator yield so I may earning money.
credit for this. I am sure that every
make a comment?
Is it not a fact that if a person getting member of the Committee on Finance
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
social security payments has an income is in favor of increastng the amount.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I appreci- of $30,000 a year solely from investments. It Is simply a question of how far we
ate the comment of the Senator from the social security payments would not be ought to go.
Tennessee. I have very strong feeling cut 1 red cent?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. In the commit
on this.-subject. I think, however, we
Mr. ANDERSON. That Is correct.
tee report there is the statement:
ought to do that now, and not "mess up"
Mr. YAP-BOROUGH. The committee
Under the committee's bill a beneficiary
the operation of the public assistance has endeavored to improve this condi- would lose I month's benefits for every *80
programs nationallty. In many States, tion by'raising the annual earnings al- (or fraction thereof) by which his annual
particularly in New Jersey, it is going Itrwed to $1,800 a year without reducing earnings exceed *1.800. There would be no
to get us off on the wrong track, and social security benefits to retired per- change in tMe provision of existing law which
delay, rather than expedite, putting into sons. I have a bill pending raising that. guarantees tnat no bener-ts will be lost for
effet
tis
ealh oler
fo
ou
prgra aoun to$2.00.I
to$2,00.I cotemlat
ofer-anyless
month
In which a be~eftclary caearserv
*100
effet tis
fo ealh
ou oler
prgra aoun
cotemlat ofer-or
and doea not render substantial
people on an insurance basis across the ing it as an amendment.
ices in self-employment.
board.I
ask the Senator If it would not be
Mr. ANDERSON. I appreciate the beneficial to raise the amount that a
Why was not the monthly limitation
comment of the Senator from New Jer- person who is drawing social security raised from $100 a month to $150 a
sey, for whom I have tremendous respect, payments may earn to $2,400 rather than month, as the annual limitation was
It bothers him because it bothered me. have the limitation become $1,800.
raised from $1,200 to $1,800?
and It bothered the Senator from TenMr. ANDERSON. We tried every
Mr. ANDERSON. I think the best
nessee.
kind of scale we could imagine. inside answer is that the amendment simply
Mr. GORE. As a matter of fact, in the committee. I had a proposal which did not do it. I am sorry to say. We
committee I offered an amendment as a called for 32.000. The Senator from Zn- might as well be frank about it. The
substitute for what was finally approved diana [Mr. HARTKE] had the figure of members of the Committee on Finance
by the committee to do that which the $3,600, and had others all the way down are not absolutely perfect. It may be
Senator from New Jersey suggests. But to about $1,800. The able Senator from more logical- to do this as the Sqnator
we must start from where we are, and not Kanisas'(Mr. CARLsoN] pointed out that from Texas has suggested, but we did
from where we wish we were.
the senior Senator from Kansas 1Mr. not do so. Therefore, It is presented on
Mr. ANDERSON. I can say to the ScuozPErm] had a figure of $1,800. We this basis.
Senator from New Jersey that I, as well, had figures all over the landscape.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. In order to give
offered an amendment, very similar to
We did 'what legislators sometimes protection. If the matter involved I
the one before us, as a substitute for the have to do. We tried to find some corn- month only instead of the whole year,
one which is proposed. But we have to Promise figure which we could use as if a person worked I month for $150 but
operate by a majority on these matters, a first step. We hit upon $1,800, because did not earn 81,800 for the year. for that
and there were 12 votes .rne way and 5 that represented a 50-percent increase, month he would receive a deduction,
votes the other way.
We thought that was pretty good,
under the language of the report; is that
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President.
Personally, I would have liked to go not correct?
will the Senator yield?
to the $2,000 figure which I suggested
Mr. ANDERSON. I am afraid the
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield to the Sen but a majority of the committee felt that Senator from Texas is not correct, but I
ator from Texas.
we should settle upon the figure of $1,800. simply say this was a point which did not
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I thank the dis- This is partly a recognition of the In- occur to us. We were in a hurry. There
tinguished Senator from New Mexico for crease in the cost of living, and It Is was pressure to get the bill reported.
this very great effort to extend the cover- Partly a move in the direction the Sepia- We spent our time talking about the level
age contained in the committee amend- tor is now mentioning: namely, a desire and not about all of the refinements
ment that will grant some type of medical to free the people so that they can make afterward.
care to some of our elderly people as a some additional money.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. That is a minor
matter of right, and not as a matter of
Thswlletse.I
ilb ace
eal hc e can cure by amendment.
charity. I thinkr such aid should be carefully by the social security people.
Mr. ANDERSON. One of the great
granted to our citizens as a matter of I believe the Senator will find that the problems, when one starts to amend one
right, and we should not force an Indi- $1,800 move is a good move, and it may section of a bill, is that one does not al
vidual to endeavor to get medical care lead to a bigger move, which the Sena- ways recognize all of the sections which
on the basis of charity, which is detri- tor himself contemplates,
ought to be amended.
mental to the character of an Individual
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Actually. sin~
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I am not being
and to the higher Instincts of rran,
the $100 per month limitation on earn- critical. I hope that can be cured.
MY question to the Senator is directed togs was established, has not the cost
Mr. ANDERSON. The Senator has
moreV to the committee amendment than of living increased so much that the brought UP a good PoInt.
his amendment, because It goes back to Increase to $1,800 would virtually be
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President. will
the earnings that a social security recip- taken up by the increase in the cost of the Senator yield?
lent may be allowed before his social living since the $100 per month limits.
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield to the Sena
seceurity Payments are cut off.
tion was put into effect many years ago? tor from Kcapsas.
Under the law as it now stands, as I
Mr. ANDERSON. The figures which
Mr. CARLSON. I appreciate very
understand it, If a person on social so- I saw indicate, I think, not all of it would much the fact that the Senator has
cuiY earns More than $1200 a year, his be used up for, the' cost-of-livlzrg In- brought to our attention the increase in
soicia security payments are reduced crease,
the earnings limitation from $1,200 to
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$1,00. If the Senator from Texas win
Mr. GORE. Neither applies to the
give me his attention, I think it has been medical care and hospitalization aid
Well stated that every member of the contained in the Senator's amendment.
Senate Committee on Finance wished to
Mr. ANDERSON. That is correct.
do something in this field. There was no
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
question on that. The question related President, will the Senator yield?
to the amount, as the Senator from New
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
Mexico has mentioned,
the Senator from New Mexico yield to
One thing which I trust the distin- the Senator from South Dakota?
guishedi Senator from Texas will keep In
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield. I am try
Mind. if he desires to suggest that we in- li-, to yield the floor.
crease the amount to $2,400. is that we
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I think
learned the increase from si.2oo to $1,800 section 211. which would increase the
will cost the social security fund $400 earned income limitation from $1,200 to
million a year. If we should increase the $1,800 is one of the least publicized but
amount to $2,400, if I remember the fig- one of the most important features in
ure correctly, the cost will be $1.1 billion, the bill as reported. I say that with
Mr. ANDERSON. That is very close, conviction, because In both the 85th
Mr. CARLSON. That also enters into Congress and the 86th Congress. in Jan
the Picture.
uarY. as soon as possible after the Con
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I thank the gress, convened. I introduced bills to
distinguished Senator from Kansas for accomplish this very thing.
his contribution.
The language which Is used in at least
It seems to me there Isa grave inequity the first paragraph of section 211 in the
involved, when a person. reaches the age amendment is identical, I believe, with
of 65, If he retires under social security. the language of S. 699. which I Intro
His Payments, we will say, are $12.50 a duced in the 1st session of the 85th
month. People cannot live on that. Congress, on January 17. 1957, a part of
People may subsist, and may not starye, the legislative day of January 3. the first
but they cannot live on a normal standi. day Of the session. I also Introduced
ard of living of people who have homes S. 638 on January' 23. 1959, in the 1st
and who have to pay taxes at the pres- session of the 86th Congress, the present rate of school district taxes in Amer- eat Congress.
lea.. The Federal Government is doing
I am certainly in favor of increasing
nothng
ithregrd t suporingthe earned Income limitation, and I
ncothing withoo raegard
ver hihi
think the merits of it have been well
most districts in America. These- peo- cvrdb
h
eao
rmTxs
ple have to pay high taxesif they live Ttrin the day. as soon as I can be
in their own homes. They cannot live recognized, I desire to speak further on
on such an amount unless they are winl- this subject.
lng to give up. to move into an old perMr AND)ERSON. I thank the Sea
son's home. They have extremely dif- ator.
ficult times living on $111 or $112 a
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I thank
month. Most of those who are able tr
thre Senator for yielding.
to supplement their 'earnings. Some
have saved some money or have other
ineome. If they have saved enough
money or If they have enough other in
come, they can draw as much as $20,00
a mouth from . dividends--stock divi
dends, bond Interest, coupons, and so
on-and not have their social security
payments eut one red eent. However,
it these people should earn $110 a
month, then the social security pay
ments are cut because they are earning
too much money.
'Ibis puts a premium upon not workIng, to sto people who wish to help pay
their own way from working, In the
American spirit. It is said. -U you go
out to earn some money we will dock
Your social security payment." That Is
Unjust.
Mr. ANDERSON. I think perhaps I
gave the Senator from Texas the wrong
Impression awhile ago. If a person
should earn $112 In a single month he
would not be docked for that. unless he
should earn more than 81.100 in the
Year. A person can carn 8200 In a
nmoth, or 8250. or $M6. The $100 a
moonth Provision does not apply to It. so
long as the person does not earn 81.800
Per year. ,Or even after he reaches this
amount, ff In any one month he earns less
than $100 he Would be entitled to a
eheek for that mouth.
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SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1960
The Senate resumed the considera
tion of the bill (H.R. 12580) the Social
Security Amendments of 1960.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President.
I send to the desk an amendment to
H.R. 12580. and ask that it be printed.
The purp-ose of this amendment is to
add Texas to the list of States which are
Permitted to divide State and local re
tirement systems into two Parts for purPoses of obtaining social security cover
age under Federal-State agreement.
The State and local employees covered
by a retirement system are generally ex
cluded from coverage under social
security except where the members of a
retirement system by a majority vote
elect to take social security coverage for
the entire group. This is-thie'present
Situation In Texas. Many States. by
specific listing In the Social Security Act,
a-e, however, allowed to divide their
State and local retirement systems Into
the two groups of those desiring and
those not desiring the additional cover
age provided by social security.
The inclusion of Texas among these
States so listed would permit complete
freedom of choice for every Texas State
and local employee now covered by a re
tirement system, who would not other
wise be eligible for social security
coverage.
In other words, if Texas is included,
It would give to employees in Texas
privileges which are already enjoyed by
employees in many other States. with
each employee being able to elect
whether or not he wishes to come under
the Federal system.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent. will the Senator yield?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is my un
derstanding that the chairman of the
committee. as well as a majority of the
committee. is in agreement with the SeL.
ator's amendment, and that there will
be no serious resistance to It. There
fore. I suggest to the Senator that there
13sno need of printlngItL If he wll per..
mit It to Uie at the desk. then at such
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time as he Is In a position to call it up.
he will be able to do so. and I am-sure
it will be agreed to.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I accept the
suggestion of the Senator from Louisi
ana. and I request that the amendment
be not printed. I have spoken to the
chairman of the committee about it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, It Is so ordered.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Many Texas
public employees, particularly school
teachers, are very desirous of this amend
ment as It Is their only practical way
now of obtaining social security cover
age. So far as can be determined, all
interested groups in Texas favor the
passage of the amendment.
The amendment would not affect the
existing exclusion of policemen and fire
men from social security coverage.
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SCCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
1960
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 12580). the Social Security Amendments of 1960.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. Pres-

ident. a parlia-mentary question.

The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
Senator from South Dakota will state it;
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. What is
the pending business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment of the Senator from New

Mexico [Mr. ANDrRSoN] !s the pending
business,
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Would
it be in order for me to offer a perfecting

August 22

on January 7. 1957. the bill being known
as S. 699. While several other bills
were also introduced during that ses
sion to increase the annual test of earn
ings. my bill appears to have been the
first to propose an increase to the
$1,800 figure which is included in the
commnittee bill.
I again introduced such a bill at the
beginning of this Congress, and It is
known as S. 638. Therefore, I take
some small pride in having had a role in
initiating this particular amendment,
even though I am not a member of the
commnittee.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed at this point in my
remarks the portion of the committee
bill which appears at page 100 of the
present committee bill, and is entitled
"Increase in the Earned Income Limi-_
tation." being lines 14 through 24 of
section 211.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the Rzcoao,
as follows:
XCVS

NTSZRE

NOZLUTTO

NT5as4IenELrafO
ofc
211. (a) (1)
(1) and (2)
ofsubsection 203(e)Paragraphs
of the
Security
Act are each amended bySocial
striking out
"SI.200" wherever- It appears therein and

Inserting In IJl:"i thereof 'Si.500". and (2)
such paragraphs and paragraph (1) of sub

section (g) of au-h section are each
amended by striking out '"S100 tines"
wherever it appears therein and inserting in
lieu thereof -$150 times"!.
(b) The amendments made by subsection
(a) shall be effective, in the case of any ln
diviclual. with respect to taxable years of
such individual ending after 1900.

amendment at this time?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator may do so.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I offer an
MrCAEoSutDktaM.Pes
amendment in the nature of a perfecting
Mrn.ICASk unanioush aoseta
to. haves
amendment.iet
s
nnmu osn
ohv
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is that Printed at this point In the Rtcoata the
an aendent
o
te
Anersn
amnd-text
of
S.
699.
of
the
first
session
of
aamnment?
t h
nesnaed
the 85th Congress. which I introduced
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. N'i
on January 17. 1957. being the legis
is to the bill.
lative day of January 3, 1957.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Then it
There being no objection, the bill was
would not be in order unless it were to follows:
bepine
n h Rcaa
the pending Anderson amendment.
flos
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Is not
He it enacted by the Senate and House of
the Anderson amendment a substitute R~tepresentatives of the United states of
for he bll?
merica
in Congress essembled, That (a)
for he bll?(1)
paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The (e) of section 203 of the Social Security
Chair understands it is not.
Act are amended by Striking out `$1.200
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. In that wherever it appears therein and Inserting in
case. I shall withhold the amendment lieu thereof"1,0' and (2) such para
temporarily, but I should like to be recog- graphs and paragraph (I) of subsection (g)
fire onto he
peabllof
such section are amended by striking out
nizedtoo spak
the ill.
$O00 wherever It appears therein and In
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The serting in lieu thereof 'S150.%
Senator from South Dakota is recog(b) The amendments made by subsection
nizd.
(a) shall be effective, in the case of any
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. individual, with respect to taxable years of
President. I desire to call attention to such individual ending after the month In
what I regard as one of the most impor- which this Act Is enacted.
tant and least publicized sections of the
Mr. CASE of 'South Dakota.
Mr.
bill, namely, section 21 1. which is entitled President, I ask unanimous consent to
"Increase in the Earned Income Limita- have printed at this point In the Ercoxn
tion." and which appears at page 100 of the text of S. 638, which I Introduced on
the bill reported by the committee. This January 23. 1959, during the first session
paragraph would permit Persons between of the present-the 86tla-Congress.
the ages of 65 and 72 to increase the
There being no obJection, the bill
amount Of their earnings from $1,200 to ordered to be printed in the Recolm,was
as
$1,800 without forfeiting their entitle- follows:
ment to social security benefits.
Be it enacted by the Smoate and noasn
I have long advocated amending the of Representatives of the United States of
Social Security Act to this effect. In America in Congress sawebled,
That (a) (IL)
fact, I first introduced such a propogal paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a)
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of section 203 of the Social Security Act are Crease the limitatlq; to $1,800. as inamended by striking out *$l.2000* wherever chided in the bill .. ',,,.rted by the FiIt appears therein and inserting in lieu nance Committee.
thereof '61.800". and (2) such paragraphs
Thsiceswilnteiiaetebiyofstbsiganarnslmt
and paragraph (1) of subsection (g) of such
section are amended by striking out *'11OO"

Thsiceswilnteiiaetebiyofsalsiganarnslmt
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even our Bureau of thle Budget would be

loath to tackle.
When Congress assumed the responsi

inequities of the retirement test; but it tion. I believe it also assumed the respon
sibility of gearing it. and keeping it
geared, to our economy as a whole.
Since the $1,200 earnings limitation was
set. however, wages have increased by
about 20 percent. Personal income in
the United States increased a total of
whic
Ac isenaced.social
ths
security beneficiaries will be able 6 percent. in the 1 year between 1958 and
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. to earn a more respectable $2,680 a year 1959. We do not. I am sure, begrudge
President. it will be evident that the before losing all benefits. There will these increases, and the improvement in
text of the two bills which I introduced then unquestionably be more incentive well-being that they entail, to our people.
In the opening days of both the 85th for persons to keep on working after But we are by law begrudging our social
Congress and 86th Congress is identical they reach retirement age,
security beneficiaries similar improve
with the substitute provisions of section
Mr. President. recently, when I was at ments in their well-being, by neglactin'z
211 of the bill now reported by the home during the recess of Congress. I to increase a wage limitation that i-.
committee.
had this hardship of the present law wholly out of keeping with economic
It has been said that some 600,000 brought very forcefully to my attention realities.
persons over the age of 65 will be af- when I visited an old friend, a No. 1
In other words, in effect we are saying
fected by the proposed change. The im- carpenter; in fact, he is a cabinetmaker, to the social security beneficiaries, "You
pact of the bill upon my own State of He was called on to do some work for a cannot increase your earnings In keeping
South Dakota can only be estimated in person in my home town of Custer. My with the increased'earnings of the econ
terms of the overall figures. However, cabinetmaker friend found that by the omny as a whole."
based upon the fact that South Dakota time he had gotzen the rough part of the
For the older worker concerned, the
has a somewhat larger percentage of work well under way, he had reached lowi-retirement-test provision can entail
its total population in the age group the earnings limitation provided by the some very unpleasant alternatives. He
of 65 and over than has the Nation law. But at that point he -was reaching may feel forced to restrict his work ac
as a whole, it seems to me probable that the part of the work where his skill as a tivities. Worse, he may offer his services
there should be approximately 22,500 cabinetmaker was definitely called for. for substandard wages: or he may seek
persons In South Dakota who would As a result, at that intricate point in the a floor-sweeping job, rather than the
profit by this increase in earnings which work, my cabinetmaker friend either office job he is capable of performing.
is permitted.
had to turn the job over to another simply to keep his earnings low. Any
When the Social Security Act was worker or had to abandon the work for of these alternatives means frustration
passed in 1935, Congress, upon the advice the time being; and in the latter case, for the individual, and waste for society
of the Economic Security Council. in- the man who was having the work done as it does in the specific case of the cabi
cluded a provision excluding from bene- would have had to wait until the next netmaker-carpenter to whom I previ
fits persons who were gainfully employed, calendar year began. Certainly, it seems ously referred.
Just how this was to be defined was not ridiculous that a skilled cabinetmaker
Earlier I referred to the fact that an
specified, but a major purpose of the would have to do that. I told him that estimated 600.000 workers would benefit
provision was clear: It was to encourage we had pending legislation to correct immediately from the $600 increase in
older Persons to get out of the labor such a situation: and he certainly hoped the retirement test provided in the com
market and make way for young work- it would be enacted. And I hope it will mittee bill. This could be argument
ers.
be, too.
enough for adopting the proposal. But
Today we no longer have that purpose.
All of us are aware of how expensive this proposal is one of national benefit.
On the contrary, the Federal Govern- it is simply to provide for necessities, not only individual benefit.
mient Is now -spending millions of dollars these days. it -seems incredible, thereOur national strength is directly tied
each year trying to help those older per- fore, that we tell an older worker that to the strength of our people. Our coun
sons who are able and willing to continue when he earns S2.080 a year, we will cut try's productivity is dependent upon the
as active, working contributors to our off all his benefits, because theoretically productivity of each of our workers. If
country's welfare,
he is not retired and does not need them, a person can work more, produce more.
In this situation the present, absurdly
Let us use this S2,080 amount and build earn more, he should be encouraged to
low $1,200 limitation on earnings under up a hypothetical example. Let us say, do so, and not simply be told that he
social security is an anomaly. Little that both the worker and his wife are must "go on the shelf ."
wonder that our aging citizens tend to over age 65. and that this income is subThere is, I am happy to observe, strong
develop bad cases of cynicism long be- ject to no income taxes, either Federal congressional and public support for
fore they reach senility. They hear the or State, but is, ho'rever. subject to the changing the present retirement test. In
Government saying to them in one voice: 3-percent social security tax on earnings, the neighborhood of 100 bills which
"Please work if you can, we need Your They start out with S173.33 a month, would affect the existing provision have
skills your talents, your experience, and 'from which is dedducted $5.20 for social been introduced in the House and in
wisdom." But in a slightly louder security. We allow them $60 a month the Senate. Some of these bills would
voice--the voice of the law-they hear: for housing, another $60 for food-a very eliminate the retirement test altogether.
-Certainly, you can work. But don't modest amount. I may say--sll each for Most of them, taking into recognition
work Much. or earn much, or you won't medical and dental care, and $10 each for the very high cost of such a ste~p, provide
receive a penny of those social security clothing and personal needs. I am not only for an increase.
benefits You have been counting on.saying these amounts are really adeNot long ago, a cross section of Ameri
Mr. President, the limitation on e51'In. quate; but with care and luck, and Per- can adults of all ages. were questioned
ings was set at $1,200 in 1954. Many. haps with a garden, they might be by Gallup poll reporters on the subject
Persons thought It was too low then; and,
-nug
to get along on.
of the retirement test. Sixty-seven peras I have previously set forth. I introoghcent
maid they thought the law should
duced bills, In January of 1957, and again
But where is our couple now? They be changed. Only 23 percent were in
in January of 1959, to do exactly what have already accounted for $162 lor bare favor of keeping It in its present form.
sectIon 211 of this bill now proposes to necessities., They have left, only S6.13,
Every Member of Congress must have
do. In view of the wage, and the price which they must divide among costs for received, as I have, hundreds of letters.
levels which exist In this country today, transportation, ehurch contributions, urging us to do something to correct a
the $1.200 limitation on earnings is cer- Postage stamps, light bulbs, reading law ;which most of our older people re
tainly too low now; and there should be matter, and the like. I think, that bal, gard as unjust, ridiculous, and unsound
general SUPPort for the Provision to in- ancing this budget might be a job which In principle.
whc.-ever it appears therein and inserting ovill. alleviate them. In general, under
In Uieu thereof '1150'.
present law, a worker begins to lose bene(b) T7he amendments made by subsection fits when he earns more than $1,200
(a) shall be effective. in the case of any annually. When he earns as much as
individual, with respect to teaxable years of $2 080, he is subject to the loss of all of
shich thdisidactl endigacted,
th
t nthem. Under the proposed amendment,
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Public opinion Is strongly behind the it is an amendment, yve are happy about
Proposed action; and. as a noted Ameri- and hope to see ba~me law.
can aulthor of the 19th century observed:
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I apPublic opinion is stronger than the legis- preciate very much the kind remarks
lature. and nearly as strong aa the Ten corn- of the Senator from Kansas. I am In
mandments.
terested in his report that this particuNO one. I suggest, knows this better lar proposed change in the law was
than do the Members of Congress.
supported unanimously by the Commit
Oursould
ctios an mus, ~ tee on Finance. I also find
per
Ourshuld
ctios andmust besonal gratification, I suppose,a inlittle
the fact
guided by the great American publc that the figure which was proposed in
The needs of our people must not be vio the motion made by the Senator from
lated by law.
Kansas, namely. $1,800. happens to be
The Social Security Act was enacted to identical with the figure which I pro
Meet obvious need. In the 25 years of posed in a bill which I introduced in
Its existence. Congress has seen fit to January 1957. and again in January
amend it In many ways, to meet the new 159
and changing demands of a dynamic
I recognize that this bill, like most
society,
proposed legislation, and particularly
Now, as in 1939, 1950. 1952, and 1954. measures dealing with figures like these,
it is necessary to bring the retirement has the complication, which the Sen
test provisions up to date to meet the ator from Kansas has mentioned, of the
needs of our older people who are eager impact on the Treasury, and, in turn,
for an opportunity to help themselves, the impact on other related taxes, in
their families, and their country. I sin- come taxes, and so forth. It evidences
cerely hope that, whatever other changes how complicated legislation Is. par
may be made In the pending bill, the ticularly in the field of revenue.
Proposal of the Finance Committee to
However, to have the figure of $1,800
let people In ages between 65 and 72 be the magic figure, so to speak, and
help themselves will survive,
to win the unanimous vote of the Coin
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, winl mittee on Finance, gives me a little
the Senator yield?
comfort, because that was the figure I
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield to used in the two bills which I introduced,
the Senator from Kansas.
as I said, in January, at the opening
Mr. CARLSON. I commend the Sen- of the 85th Congress, in 1957, and again
ator from South Dakota for his active in 1959, at the opening of this Con
interest in an amendment, which was gress.
adopted unanimously by the Finance
I merely wish to add that I have
Committee, which would permit an in- thought possibly some of the estimates
crease in earnings from $1,200 to $1,800 of the Treasury were a little bit on the
a year as the exempt wages of those pessimistic side as to the effect of any
who are on social security payments. I chang-e on the Treasury. Actually, es
think there was a general feeling in com- pecially when it is proposed to enter the
mittee that Wthiwas not only a timely field of medical aid, It seems to me it is
&amendment,but that It was needed.
entirely, possible that there wili be some
There was considerable discussion of savings to the Treasury, by reason of the
Increasing the amount from $1,200 to fact that if people between the ages of
$1,800. The committee also voted on 65 and 72 are able to increase their
removing any limitation on the amount own earnings, their canl upon the medi
a person could earn, After voting on cal aid program which may be estab
varying amounts, the committee unani- lished will be lessened thereby.
mously agreed that $1,800 was the point
I am sure most people between the
where we ought to stop.ages of 65 and 72 who are able to earn
I had the pleasure and privilege of the money necessary to meet their medi
offering that provision, which was cal costs would rather provide for it
adopted, which increased the exemption themselves than call upon a cooperative
from $1,200 to $1,800. I think the Sen- plan of the Federal and State treas
ate should be very careful about increas- uries to supply that aid as a grant, or
ing the amount. As a matter of fact, something of that kind.
I am hopeful we can hold It in conferSo from every standpoint, Mr. Presi
ence, because this proposal is going to dent, it seems to me this particular
cost the fund $400 million. The figure of change in the present law, namely, to
$2,400 a year was suggested. If my Increase from $1,200 to $1,800 the
memory serves me correctly, that exemp- amount of earnings permitted as the re
tion would cost $1 billion. it is very tirement test, is Justified; and I hope
important that we keep the fund actu- that section 211 as proposed in the bill
arilsly strong, or as strong as possible. Will survive both action on the floor of
Therefore, we cannot accept a higher the Senate and the conference between

figure without giving consideration

to an

the Senate and the House.

increase in the rates to be contributed,
The PRES 3DING OFFICER (Mr.
As a matter of fact, in considering LAt75cHZ In the chair). The question is
the proposals, thought was given to the On agreeing to the amendment of the
possibility of an additionlal Increase in Senator from New Mexico.
the tax both on the employer and em
ployee. So It Is one of the considera
tions we must keep in mind In dealing
with this question.
I commend the Senator from South
Dakota. because he has had a very active
interest In this question for many years

August 22
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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENMENTS
OF 1960
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 12580), the Social Secu
rity Amendments of 1960.
mr. KEATING. Mr. President, I send
to the desk, for printing under the rule.
an amendment to House bill 12580 to
provide that taxes imposed under the
Federal old-age and survivors Insurance
system will not be Imposed on account
of service performed by Individuals who
have attained age 65. The amendment
reads as follows:
At the end of the reported bill, Insert the
following new title:
'TrrLs vUI-1E~AL oWo-AGz ANDm 3IO

'Systemn tax for persons over 65
-Sr. 801. That, effective with respect to
service performed after the calendar quarter
in which this Act Is enacted. section 8121(b)
of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to
the definition Of employment) Is amended
(1) by striking out 'or' at the end of Para
graph (16). (2) by striking out the period
at the end of narmnvsph (V7) &-d nrtg
in lieu thereof 1;or-. and (5) by adding the
following new paragraph: -(1S) Service per
formed by an Individual who has attained
the age of sixty-five.

The PRESMDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be received and printed,
and will lie on the table.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, this
amendment is one of several in which I1
am interested, which would benefit our
rapidly growing group of senior citizens.
Mr. President. social security was
originally conceived of as a primarily
self-supporting Government-run plan
for old-age insurance. On this premise.
it seems to me that after a main has paid
social security taxes for many years and
after his employer has paid a like
amount, when the employee reaches re
tirement age he should be able to re
ceive the benefits of those payments, and
not be forced to continue to pay taxes
to the Federal old-age and survivors in
surance fund.
Under our social security laws, when
a man reaches age 65. he is eligible for
benefits. If he elects to continue to
work, and thereby sacrifices all or a
part of his benefits, he Is still faced with
the fact that any additional taxpay
ments; he maesdo not serve to Increase
his benefit level to any significant ex
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tent. He Is being taxed because he is
working; for if he were not working. he
would not be taxed. This Is obviously
wrong; and, for this reason. I am hopeful the Senate will promptly act on my
amendment.
Mr. President. in the saine sense. I

have long felt that another unfair ele-
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remarks, a COPY of S. 3255, which I inThe amendment offered by Mr. jsvrrs
troduced several months ago, dealing for himself and other Senators is as
with the need for the Increase from follows:
$1,200 to $1.800. I also ask the privilege
At the end of the bill, add the following:
of having printed a statement which
SEC. 801. The Social Security Act is further
was given to the press at that time in amended by adding at the end thereof the
reference to the bill I have just men- following new title:

tioned.

'TTL

ZVI-MEDICAL DENZYMrrsR0

TUEr AGED

ment in our present social security sysThere being no objection, the bill and
APReOPRATIONe
tem is the earnings limitation on per- statement were ordered to be printed
"SEw. 1601. For the purpose of assisting the
sons over 65 years of age.
in the Rscono, as follows:
States to improve the health care of aged
The earnings limitation problem has
S. 325Individuals
of low incomes by enabling them
be meinprbytepending billAbltoaedtteUothSoileciy
to aecure. at cost reasonably related to their
beenilltmeten
iilepartheby thecuityincomes,
protection either against the ex
wherein the committee has adopted an
Act to increase to 81.500 the annual penses of preventive and diagnostic services
amendment ~o increase the limit on the
amount indivlduals are permitted to earn and short-term illness treatment or against
amount which such persons are entitled
'without deductions being made from the long-term Illness expenses, there are hereby
to earn without losing their benefits
insurance benefits payable to them under authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal
from. $1,200, or $100 a month, to $1,soo.
such title.yerscsu
athCogssmyde
Ihalogbeen my feeling that we 01 Repreentactcd by the Sencte Sates
Hous
mine. The sums made available under th!s
Ithasl lronid a uhhge
fRpeettso
h
ntdSae
fsection
shall
be
used for making payments
shudpovd
uc
ihrlimita- American in Congress assembledt, That (a) (1) to States with State
plans submidtted by them
tion. than this. I am hopeful that we paragraphs (I) and (2) of subsection (e) and approved under this title.
shall eventually do so. In my mind, of section 203 of the social Security Act
there should be no penalty for a person are amended by striking out -Sl,200" where"State plans
who works after he has reached age 65. ver It appears therein and inserting in lieu
"Sxc. 1602. The Secretary shall approve a

Perhaps the step being taken in thi
bill is all that
is ipossible
at the moment.
socil
scuriy
essntilly
nI
Soilscrtii setal
nsur
ance system, aind it seems to me that it
places an undue penalty on older persons who Wish to work. They are told
that If they continue to work beyond a
Certain point, they lose their benefits.
This Is not right and I fully believe
should be changed as soon as we POS'.
sib.lyecan.rs

sibly

an.

t

The amendment I have sent t

the

h
desk is related to a somewhat similar
subject. It concerns the provisions of
the Social Security Act which state that
a person over 65 years of age shall not
be taxed if he continues to wo1 r.
The Present situation PenalIzes one.
whocotiue
t wrkaferrechng
who contnues
to
workaferacing,
age 65. He is taxed forwoknbti
relieved of the tax if he stops working.
I hope that at the appropriate time
we may be able to discuss this matter
further. and that the Senate will take
favorable action upon it.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, a
thheaorfoaewYrsonldd
thefom
enatr
Nw Yok cncluedcare
If he has, I wish to suggest the absence
of a quortum.
Mr. KEATING. Yes; I yield,
Mr. DIRKSEN. Then. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum,

The PRESIDING
clerk will call the roll,

OFFCER. The

The legislative clerk poceeded toCl

the roll,

thereof "81.800", and (2) such paragraphs
and paragraph (1) of subsection (g) of such
section are amended by striking out "$100
times" wherever It appearc therein and Inserting In Uieu thereof "$150 times",
(b) The amendments made by subsectior
(a) shall be effective, In the case of any
individual, with respect to taxable years of
such Individual ending aftar 1960.

u..Sntr

?TsEdT"1

inxsrKs RAX o~pss and

osasr C. Bran of West Virginia are cosponsors of a bill, Senate 3255. Introduced
by the former to Increase to *1*800 the

State plan under this title which
"(a) provides for establishment or desig
nation of a single State agency to administer
or supervise the administration of the State
plan;
`(b) provides that each eligible individual
(as defined In section 1605(a)) who applies
thserefor (and only such an individual) shall
be furnished whichever of the following he
may elect:
rvnie
ignostic, and sot
term illness benefits, which, for purposes of
this title, shall consist of payment on behalf
of an eligible Individual of the coat Incurred

by him for the following medical services
annual amount individuals between the rendered to him to the extent determined
ages 65 and 72 would be permitted to earn by the attending physician to be medically
without suffering deductions from Insurance nccessary (but subject to the limitations in
benefits payable to them under the Social section 1606) 
Security system.
"(A) inpatient hospital services for not to
Under existing law the limitation is $1.200, exceed twenty-one days in any enrollment
and Senators ByaDoand R&NDoLpm said few year. except that at the request
of the incitizens between 6 and 72 years can main- vidual days of skilled nursing-home
services
taln an adequate standard of living on 81,200 may be substituted for any or .all of ruch.
plus social security benefits.
days of Inpatient hospital services at the
"Everyone is familiar with the inflationary rate of three days of skilled nursing-home
pressures which have especially forced hard- care for one day of inaantbnlarLvy
ships on people wills fixed Incomes or pen- ices;
slons.' they said, adding:
"(B1) physicians' services furnished outside
"Elsing costs of food, rent, and medical of a hospital or skilled nursing home, on not
have been particularly harsh on ou'
more than twelve days during any enroll
elderly citizens.
ment year:

"Many

social security recipients between

ages 65 and 72 are able and willing to work

and are in need of Income La excess of the
old-age insurance benefits for which they
aeeligible.
"rWemust not deny to our senior citizens

the)

aeItheiriht
goldean atyearst thfoe minimumin
aeitheifr
erig
roleyarbfoepnizg
thetiSfor

~
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I ask
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I call up
unnimous consent that further pro- my amendment designated, "8-20-60-ceedings under the quorum Cal be dis- A," which I. offer for myself and Sena-.
pensed with,.o
ops
cT.
IR.Pc
~y
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- ma.uim.Por.adSLOSA,
Out it Is so
y.andSALerSgLL
obetoas
a substitute for the Anderson amendMr. DIKEN
ask for the yeas and ment. and ask to have it stated.
nays on the Pending amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The yeas and nays were ordered,
amendment will be stated,
LU-ArxM OF PRES'4T $1.205 AMIIM.Lf Uv
The LEG=usrarvz CLERK It 13 proxsaRIGSze NMEEDTOas INXcZAsm 10 55AeO
posed, at the end of the bill, to add the
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, In followingthe ProPosals, Pending, there is rather
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I as
widea agreement that the $1,20 limita- unanimous consent that the reading of
tion on earnings should be increased to the amendment may be dispensed with,
$1,00 I listened With Interest to the The amendment has been printed. I
comments made by the Senator front have explained It in full.
New York [Mr. Kuzarzacm
o this subject,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With.
I ask unanimous consent to plic In out objection the reading of the amendthe HIcoa at this Point as a Fart of my ment Is dispensed with.

"(C) smbulatory diagnostic laboratory and
X-ray services furnished outside of a hospital
or skilled nursing home to the extent the
cost thereof Is not In excess of 8100 In any
erlmn
er
enr)olgent year;
ehalhcr srie
organizedehomeahealthtcare service
for not more than twenty-four days In any

enrollment year: and
(E) such additional medical services as
the State may elect (subject to the limita
tions in clauses (E) (vi) and (vil) of para
graph (2) and to the limitations in section

1608); or

(2) long-term illness benefits, which,
for purposes of this title, shall consist
of payment on behalf of an ellgible individ
ual of 50 per centum of the cost above the
deductible amount incurred by him for the
following services (hereinafter ini this title
referred to as 'Medical services') rendered to
him to the extent determined by the at
tending physician to be medically necessary
1606
oteliiain
ieto
-(A) inpatient hospital services for not to
exceed one hundred and twenty days in any
_xMiMe~nt year;
"(B) surgical services provided to in.

patients in a hospital;r

"(C) skilled nursing home services;

"(D) organized home health care services;
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"(I such of the following services as the
State May elect (subject to the limitations In
section lI05)"(1) physicians' services;
'(U) outpatient hospital services:
"(011) private duty nursing services;
"(IT) physical restorative services;
'(v) dental treatment;
(vi) laboratory and X-ray services to the
extent the cost thereof Is not In excess of
*200 In any enrollment year:
"(vii) prescribed drugs to the extent the
cost thereof Is not in excess of 6350 in any
enrollment year: and
'(Viil) Inpatient hospital services In excess
of one hundred and twenty days in any enroliment year; or
'(8) private Insurance benefits. which. for
purposes of this title, shall consist of paymeat on behalf of such Individual of onehalf of the premiums of a private health inaurance policy for him up to a maximum.
payment for any year of 860:
'(C) provides for pranting an opportunity
for a fair hearing before the State agency to
any Individual whose claim for benefits, under the plan has been denied;
"(d) provides for payment of enrollment
fees, payable annually or more frequently, as
the State may determine by eligible individuals applying for long-term illness bensfits or diagnostic and short-term Illness benlelite under the plan; the amounts of such
fees to be determined by a schedule est'eblIshed by the State and approved by the S3evretary as providing fees the lowest of which
Is equal to not less than 10 per centurn of the
per capita cost for the enrollment year Involved of the benefits provided and the remainader of which vary in relation to the
Income (as defined in section 1605(b)) of the
individuals;
"-(e) Includes provisions for individuals
who, for the enrollment year Involved, would
not be eligible individuals but for the Provisions of sectIon 1605(a) (2):
"(f) Includes such methods of admilnistr'ation as are found by the Secretary to be
necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the plan, including'(I) methods relating to the establishmeat and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, except that the Secertary sall& exercise no authority with fl5p5ct
to the selection, tenure of offie, or compensation of any Individual employed in Acod
ance with such methods:
"(2) methods to assure that the applicstions of all individuals applying for benefits
under the plan will be acted upon with reasonable promptness:
'(3) methods relating to collection of enrollment fees for long-term illness benefits
or diagnostic and short-term Illness benefits
under the plan, except that the State may
srvce o ay onubic
no uilzeth
agency or organization In the collection of
Such fees, an
'(4) methods for determining"(A) rates Of Payment for institutional
services, and
f'(B) schedules of fees or rates of payment
frother medical services,
for which expenditures are Made Under the
plan:
'(g) sesfrhcriteria, not inconsistent
with the provisions of this title, for approval
by the State agency, for purpose. of the plangec
of private health insurance policies;
-(11) provides that no benefits will be
furnished any individual under the plan
with respect to any period with respect to
which he is receiving old-age assistance
under the Stats plan approved under section.
2. aid to dependent children under the State
plan approved under section 402. aid to the
blind under the State plan approved under
section 1002. or aid to the permanently and
totally disabled under the State plan approved under section 1402 (and for purpoese
of this paragraph an individual shall not be

-
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deemed to have received such assistance or Ing such quarter as found necessary by the
aid with respect toeny month unless he re- Secretary for the proper and efficient ad
ceived such assistance or aid In the form of ministration of the State plan.
"(b) Payment of the amounts due a State
money payments for such month, or In the
form of medical or any other type of reme- under subsection (a) shall be made in ad
dial care in such month (without regard to vance thereof on the basis of estimates
when the expenditures In the form of such made by the Secretary, with such adjust
ments as may be necessary on account of
care were made)):
overpayments or underpayments during
'(I) provides safeguards which restrict
prior
quarters; and such payments may be
conof
Information
disclosure
the use or
mzade In such installments as the Secretary
cerning applicants for and recipients of benMay determine. Adjustments under the
efits under the plan to purposes directly
connected with the administration of the preceding sentence shall Include decreases
in estimates equal to the pro rata share to
plan:
'(J) includes (1) provisions, conforming which the United States is equitably en
titled, as determined by the Secretary, of
to regulations of the Secretary, with respect
the net amount recovered by the State or
to the time within which Individuals desirlog benefits under the plan may elect for any political subdivision thereof, with re
any enrollment year between the types of spcct to benefits furnished under the State
benefits available under the plan and may Plan, whether as the result of being subro
apply for the benefits so elected for euch year gated to the rights of the recipient of the
benefits against another person, or as the
and (2) to the extent required by regularesult of recovery by the recipient from
tions of the Secretary, provisions, conformlog to such regulations, with respect to the such other person, or because such benefits
furnishing of benefits described in pars- wcre incorrectly furnished, or for any other
reason.
graph (1) or (2) Of subsection (b) to eligi"(a) For purposes of subsection (a), (1)
ble individuals during temporary absences
expenditures under a State plan In any
from the State:
calendar year shall be Included only to the
"(k) provides for establishment or designation of a State authority or authorities extent they exceed the amount of the en
which shall bee responsible for establishing rollment fees collected In such year under
ann maintaining standards for any persons, the State plan, and (2) expenditures under
institutions, and agencies, providing med- a State plan for preventive diagnostic and
ical services for which expenditures are short-term Illness benefits or for long-term
Illness benefits in excess of 6128 multiplied
made under the plan; and
-(I) provides that the State agency winl by the number of Individuals enrolled for
make such reports, In such form and con- benefits under such plan In such year shall
not be counted.
taining such information, as the Secretary
-O~peration of Statet plans
may from-4,ijme to time require, and comply
Sixa 1604. If the Secretary, after reason
with such provisions as the Secretary may
fromn time to time find necessary to assure able notice and opportunity for hearing to
the correctness and verification of such re- the State agency administering or supervis
ports. Notwithstanding the preceding pro- ing the Administration of any State plan
Z
visions of thls_ section. the Secretary shallwhchabenprodudrsctn
not approve any Stats plan under this title whichhsnenaprvdsne scin62
ee
ochne
lnha
te
findshis
satto
has
established
unless the Stale
isfaction that the medical or any other that it no longer compiles with the provisions
type of remedial care, together with theofscin10;r
amounts, If any. Included In old-age Assist-ofscin12:r
"(2) that In the administration of the
fmnypyet
ntef
ac
opysbtn
safiuet
hr
account of their medical needs, for recipients pa
of old-age assistance under the State plan tially with any such provision;
State agency
notify
such
approved under title I will be at least as the Secretary shall
great in amount, duration, and scope as the that further payments will not be made to
diagnostic and short-term illness benefits the Stats (or, In his discretion, that pay
"""cld ud c th-c State plan under this mcnts wilU be limited to parts of the State
Plan not affected by such failure) until the
title,
"(m) makds provision (1) authorixing Secretary IS satisfied that there Is no longer
employees' pension or welfare funds to con- any such noncompliance. Until he is so
tribute to*the payment of enrollment fees satisfied, no further payments shall be made
under the Plan, for or on behalf of eligible to such State (or payments shall be limited
to parts of the State plan not affected by
members or beneficiaries of such funds. (2)
authorizing employers (including the State such failure).
'Eligibe individuals
or any, political subdivision thereof when
fti
"SEc. 1605. ()Frteproe
acting as an employer) to contribute to the
payment of their employees' enrollment fees title, the term 'eligible Individual' means.
under the plan, and (3) permitting any with respect to any enrollment year for any
employee, or member or beneficiary of ark individual, an individual who
vr
faeo
s6
er
'1
A
employees' pen-Mon or welfare fund, to au"()) reids In yhear oftage or overgnnn
thorize his employer (Including the Stat
einn
or any political subdivision thereof when of(suc yeresde indteSaea h
acting as an employer) or trustee or otherofscyeran
'(C) meets, with respect to such year, the
governing body of such fund to deduct from
requirements of subsection (b); or
his uugn or froM such fund, athcseIncome
e
h
nteSaea
A
eie
"2
may be. an amount equal to his enrollment
fees under the plan And to pay the same ginning of such year, (B) was an eligible
individual for the preceding enrollment year,
to the State aeyadistrgthp
and (C) paid enrollment fees under the
ln
ntslru h
'Pa
for the preceding enrollment year. or
Pamnsplan
"Sec. 1603. (a) Fro the sums appropri- had a private health insurance policy and
ated therefor. each State which has a plan the State made payments under the State
anproved under section 1602 shall be en- plan toward the coat of thepremum of the
*tited to recive, for each calendar quarter policy during such year.
"(b) For the purposes of this title, the
beginning with the quarter commencing
July 1. 1961. an amount equal to (1) the income requirements of this subsection are
Federal share for such State of the total met by any Individual with respect to any
amounts expended during such quarter by enrollment Year if. for his last taxable year
(for purposes of the Federal Income tax)
the State under the planl as long-term illaes, diagnostic and short-term iliness, or ending before the beginning of such enroll
private Insurance benefits pius (2) one- ment year
"(1) he did not pay any incoetax, at
half of the total af the sums expended dur-
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"(2) (A) his Income did not exceed 63.000
performed under the general direction of.
in the case of an individual who, at the bea physician;
ginning of such enrollment year. was unmar" (2) Such medical superviaory services
ried or was not living with his spouse, or
and other services related to sauch skilled
"(B) the combined income of auch In- nursing care as are generally provided in
dividual and his spouse did not exceed
nursing homes providing auch skilled nurs$4.50 In the case ofI an Individual who, at ing care; and
the beginning of such enrollment year. was
"(3) Bed and board In connection with
married and living with his spouse..
the furnishing of such skilled nursing care.
"1(c) The term 'Income' as used In subsec"hscas
evcs10.F.
tion (b) means the amount by which the
Psiin'erie
gross Income (within the meaning of the
`(e) The term 'physicians' services' means
Internal Revenue Code of 1954) exceeds the Eervicos p~ov:Iied In the exercise of his prodeductIons allowable In determining ad- fc-sion In any State by a physician licensed
Justed-grcss income under section 62 of such in such Sl,%te:. and the term 'physician' InCode; except that the following Items shall cludes a on-yseinin within the meaning of
*"cton
a) (7pperit~l
be included (as Items of gross Income):
-- to
1~)7.state
"( I)
Monthly Insurance bencfits under
"Outpatient Hospital' Services
title II of this Act.
"(f) The term 'outpatient hospital aerv"1(2) Monthly benefits under the Railroad Ices' means medical and surgical cars furRetirement Acts Of 1935 and 1937. and
nished by a hospital to an Individual as an
Determinteatins uendestios.scinsalb
outpatient,
mDete(inathen manner prissecribedha byte
"Organized Home Health Care Services
made(in
precrib
he
bythe"
mnne
Secretary by regulations) by or under the
"(g) The term 'organized home health
supervision of the State-agency administercare services' meansIng or supervising the administration of the
"(1) visiting nurse services and physiplan approved under section 1602.
clans' services, and services related thereto,
"Benellts
which are prescribed by a physician and are
provided in a home through a public or pri"Sec. 1606. Subject to -regulations of the vate nonprofit agency operated In accordance
Secretarywith medical policies established by one or
`(a) (1) Except as provided In paragraph
more physicians (who are responsible for
(2), the term 'medical services' means the supervising the execution of such policies)
following to the extent determined. by the to govern such services; and
physician to be medically necessary:
"(2) homemaker services of a nonmedical
"(A) Inpatient hospital services;
nature w7hich are prescribed by a physician
"(B) Skilled nursing-home services;,
and are provided, through a public or pri"(C) Physicians' services;
vate nonprofit agency, In the home to a per"(D) Outpatient hospital services;
son who 1s in need of and in receipt of other
"(N) Organized home care services:
medical services.
"(F) Private duty nursing services;
"(0) Therapeuticeservices;
"Private Duty Nursing Services '
"(H) Major dental treatment:
"(h) The term 'Private duty nursing serv'(I) Laborstory and X-ray services; and Ices' means nurs ing care provided In the
"(J) Prescribed drugs,
home by a registered professional nurse or
"(2) The term 'medical services' does not licensed practical nurse, under the general
Includedirection of a physician, to a patient requir"(A) services for any Individual who Is an ing nursing care on a full-time basis, or proinmat of a public Institution (except as a vided by such a nurse under such direction
patient in a medical Institution) or any to a patient In a hospital who requires
Individual who Is a patient In an institution
nursing care on a full-time basis,
for tuberculosis or mentas diseases: or
"Physical Restorative Services
"(B) services for any Individual who Is a
patient In a medical Institution as a result
"(I) The term 'physical restorative servof a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis, Ices' means services prescribed by a physician
with respect to any Period after the Indi- for the treatment of disease or injury by
vidual has been a patient in such an instltu.
physical nonmedical means, Including retion, as a result of such dWsgnosis. for fortytr-aining for the loss of speech,
two days.
"Dental Treatment
"Inpatient Hospital Services
"(j) The term 'dental treatment' means
"(3 Te trm'inatenthopitl erv~'services provided by a dentist, in the exercise
Means the following Items furmished to an of his profession, with respect to a condition
Inpatient by a hospital:
of an individual's teeth. oral cavity, or as"oBed and board (at a rate not In excess soclated parts which has affected, or may
at seiprvat
he atefo
acomodaion):affect, his general health. As used in the
'(2 Phsicans
sevics. ursng ervces
preceding sentence, the term 'dentist' means
"(2)tena
Pycin'servicesn , nrig
a person Uicensed to practice dentistry or
and) iNtersns sris.devcsdental
surgery in the State where the serv"()Nrigservices, Internals rie.Ices
are provided,
laboratory and X-ray services, ambulance
service, and other services, drugs, and appli"ILaboratory X-ray Services
ances related to his Carm and treatment
'I k) The term 'laboratory and X-ray serv(whether furnished directly by the hospital Ices' Includes only such services prescribed
Or, by arrangement, through other persons), by a physician.
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the State In which It Is located, and which
(1) Is operated In connection with a hospital
or (2) has medical policies established by
one or more physicians (who are responsible
for supervising the execution of such poli
cies) to govern the akilled nursing care and
related medical care and other services which
It provides.
'Miscllanecous deft nit ions
upsso
hstte
16.Fopuoesfthsile
"Federal Share
"()(1) The 'Federal share' with respect to
State meansa 100 per centum less that
anyp
percentage which bears the anme ratio to 50
centum, as the per capita income of such
bears to the per capita Income of the
United States, except that (A) the Federal
share shall In no case be less than 331; per
centum nor more than 668j per centum'. and
(B) the Federal share with respect to Puerta3
Riool the Virgin Islands. and Guam shall be
66i per certumn.
(2) The Federal share for each State shall
be pramulgated by the Secretary between
July 1 and August 31 of each even-numbered
year. on the basis of the average per capita
income of each State and of the United
States for the three most recent calendar
years for which satisfactory data are avail
able from the Department of Commerce.
Such promulgation shall be conclusive for
each of the eight quarters In the period
beginning July 1 next succeeding such pro
inulgatlons.
"1(3) As used In paragraphs (1) and (2),
the term 'United States' means the fifty
States and the District of Columbia.
"Deductible Amount
- (b) The 'deductible amount' for any in
dividusl. for any enrollment year means an
mount equal to 625 of expenses for Medical
services (determined without regard to the
lImitatIons in clause (A) or (E) (vi) or
(vii) of section 1602(a) (2) ) which are In
cluded In the Stats plan and are incurred In
such year by or on behalf of such Individual.
whether he Is married or single, except that,
In the case of an Individual who is married
and living with his spouse at the beginning
of his enrollment year. It shall be an amount
equal to $400 of expenses for medical services
(so determined) Incurred In such year by or
on behalf of such individ'sal or his spouse for
sthe car or treatment of either of them, but
only if application of such 6400 amount with
respect to such Individual and his spouse
would result In payment under the plan of a
larger share of the cost of their medical
services incurred In such year. Subject to
the limitations In section 1600, the 625
aon
eerdt
ntepeeigsnec
may be reduced for soy State If such State
so elects; and in cas of such an election the
640 amount referred to In such sentence
shall be proportionately reduced.
*'Knrollnmet Year
-(c) The term 'enrollment year' means.
with respect to any individual, a period of 12

consecutive months as designated by the
State agency for the purposes of this title In
aCc01daflce with regulations prescribed by
th Sertay Subject to regulations Pr
scribed by thse Secretary, the State plan may
permit the extension of an enrollment year
In order to avoid hardship.
p

'()Te
Suregica Services
men-()'h
precribe Drugs
NOTeterm 'surgical services'
en
'1
h term 'prescrie
drugs' means
surica Procedures Provided to an Inpatient medicines which ar prescribed by a phyin A hospital, other than those included in siclan.'PiaeHalhMsrneoiy
the term 'inpatient hospital services', in"Hospital
"(d) maW tem'jvate
health Insurance
eldn
rlSrey
adigeipoetres
"(n
h em'optl
en
optlpoller,
means, with respect to any Slate. a
ProvdedinOan surergencysrin dal roct' ed
(othe Usan aemlosi
m
eans a~ul
hopia
ply.offered by a private insurance orPOCbydhsialnt
In
amrgncy
f
pie(tal)
hna
etlortbrulsh
ganzastion licensed to do business In the
or toanoutatint.pl~l)which
y ihosita
In (1) a Federal hospital, ()
State. which Is approved by the State agency
"Skilled Nursing-Homrns evice
licensed as a hospital by the Stt nwih
(aministering or supervising the adminis
"(d) The term 'skilled nursing-home serv- It Is located. or (3) In the csof5Saetration
of the plan approved under section
LOss means the following Items furnished to hospital, approved by the lienin
gecy im
which Is nnmeaneelable except at the
"nIt)
Skiledti nursing haspovidde.
of the State,
request of the Insured indivldual or the fall'11) Skilled"Nursingcmpoiebya.411f Roe
e to pay Mhe pramluma when due and
registered professonal nurse or a Uicensed
"(n) 7The termn 'nursing home' mneans, a which In available to all eligible Individuals
Practical nurse which Is prescribed by, or nursing home which Is licensed as such by In the State,

~HethnsrcePly

~aienadotors
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'Cost
"Ce) The per capita cost of long-term tin*

presently authorized recipients of hospital
and medical care under Federal programs.

a bill for medical aid for the aged that
is grounded on the social security sys

Mllnss beneents for any year or other period
sh1all be determined by the State. In cod
the0 bwit-O resultimats and shotheSeredary. o
ahs ay ofpestmatted ind such oeultihnr

SE.11.()Frteppoefasstn
the States to make plans and initiate ad-

time he said it was at lfs last press

by State
"Sze. 1608. Any election by a State pursuant to the provisions of clause (El of
Paragraph (1) or the provisions of parsgraph (2) of section 1602(b) or of the secOnd sentence of section 1607(b) shail be
valid for purposes of this title for any enrollment year or other period determined by
the Secretary only It an election Is also made
by the State under the other of such provisions so that, In the judgment of the Seeretary. the per capita cost of benefits under
paragraph (i) of section 1602(b) and the
per capita cost of benefits under paragraph
(2) of such section for such period after
such elections bear the same relationship to
each other as the per capita cost of benefits
under each such paragraph for such period
without such elections bear to each other.
'Advisory Council on health Insurance
"Szc. 1609. (a) There shall be In the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
an Advisory Council on Medical Benefits for
the Aged (hereinafter referred to as the
'Councdll) to advise the Secretary on matters
relating to the general policies and adminisUtlbion of this title. The Secretary shall

are hereby authorized to be appropriated forqutd
making grants to the States such sums asqutd
Mr. President. this administration has
the Congress may determine.
"ib) A grant under this section to any prided itself on being budget conscious, yet
State shall be made only upon application it is sponsoring a medical care program for
therefor which is submitted by a State the aged that will make a sizable dent in
agency designated by the State to carry out the General Treasury, while the Democratic
the purpose of this section and Is approved leadership, which has been criticized In the
by the Secretary. No such grant for any past on apending issues, is sponsoring a soState may exceed 50 per centumn of the cost called self-funding plan, pay as you go. as
of carrying out such purpose in accordance they put It. Will you comment on that.
sir?
with such application.
"(c) Payment of any grant under this
The Presidcnt said:
section may be made in advance or by way
Well. I say this: I am for a plan that will
of reimbursement, and In such Installments.
as the Secretary may determine. The aggre- be truly helpful to the aged. particulariy
gate amount paid to any State under this against illnesses which become so expensive.
but one that Is freely accepted by the Indi
section shall not exceed 550.000.
"(d) Appropriations pursuant to this sec- vidual. I am against compulsory medicine.
tion shall remain available for grants under and that Is exactly what I san against, and
this section only until the close of June 30. 1 don't care If that does cost the Treasury a
1962: and any part of such a grant which little bit more money there. But after all.
has been paid to a State prior to the close the price of freedom is not always measured
of June 30. 1962. but has not been used or just In dollars,
Obligated by such State for carrying out the
Anybody who knows Dwight D. Eisen
Purpose Of this section prior to the close
of such date, shall be returned to the United hower, having heard a statement of

Usess benefits or diagnostic and short-term

n sch eguatins.
as my b pemited
'Election of medical services to be provided

secure the advice of the Council before prescribing regulations under this title.
~'(b) The Council shall consist of the
Surgeon General of the Public Health Service and the Commissioner of Social Security.

who shall be ex offilco members (and one of
whom shall from time to time be designated
by the Secretary to serve as chairman). and

twelve other persons, not otherwise In the
employ of the United.States, appointed by
the Secretary without regard to the civil

'Planning grants to States

temn. He has said that on a number of
very clearly. The last
ocsisnd

nrative, arrangements preparatory to
paa
articipation in the Federal-State program
of medical benefits for the aged authorized
by title XVI of the Social Security Act, there

conference. I think by now we ought
to take his word for it. At his last press
conference, on August 18. 1960. he was
asked this qucstion and made the arnswer

States,

principle, which is with him.Practically
an article of faith. I think would be
laboring under a very serious illusion.
and would expect the American people

"(e) As used In this section. the term
'State' includes the District of Columbia.
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the
Virginl Islands, and Guam.
'rechnsical amendment
"SEC. 1612. Effective July 1, 1961. section
1101(a)(1) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 841 of this Act) Is

amended by striking out land XZV' and
Inserting in lieu thereof 'XrV. and XVI'.

to share a very serious illusion, if they

expect he is going to sign into law a

social security plan for medical care for

the aged.

The President is a man of conscience.
He has not gone for my bill, either; and
the benefits which are contained In the
bill are far more extensive than the
benefits in the administration's approach

The table of contents on papa 4 is approservice laws. Four of the appointed memnbers shall be elected from among represents- priately amendiedi.
tives of various State or local government
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, every- and in the Saltonstall bill, which were
agencies concerned with the provision of
health care or Insurance against the costs body knows that the issue of medical testified to before the appropriate comn
-thereof. four from among nongovernmentati-car for the aged Is a very important mittee. There is nothing in my 'bill
persons who are concerned with the provi- issue before the country, and a great which runs counter to the fundamental
lion of such care or with such insurance.
and four from the general public, including deal Is going to be sought to be made of precepts of the criteria which the ad
it in this political season. Unfortu.- ministration has set, and therefore, it
consumers of heaith care.
~'(a) Each member appointed by the Sec- nately that Is true, but it is a fact of seems to me. I should specify those
retary shall hold ollices for a term of four American life, and that does not neces- criteria.
years except that (1) any member appointed Sarily Make it bad.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
TeeionqusonwchItnk
to AUla vacancy occurring prior to the exscounty andc go othn Senator yield, or does he desire to com
uThrgo outto
rde
piaio emfth o wihhi
his speech first?
ustgoouttothe cutyangoutplete
hs redpirtio
trm orwhih
o th
M.AV S.Iyed
cessor was appointed shall be appointed forcrsaclandttiWhtan
Iye.
M.JVT
the remsinder of such term, and (2) thecrsacla.adtti.Whtan
Mr. CLARK. I understand my friend's
terms of the members first taking office shall becme law? The people in our counexpire as follows: four shall expire two years try noDw are becoming sophisticated devotion and loyalty to the President of
after the date of the enactment of this title, enough to want the answer to that ques- the United States, and I respect him for
aorrmNw
four shall expire four years after such date. tion as they Judge a situation, and theyItbtIwneifheS
e
fteSntrfo
and four shall expire six years after such have to judge the pending issue by a ibtIwne
eoe
ork, who is a realist in these matters,
a
date, as designated by the Secretary at the~ relYoteqetoWa
rcia
osntaretattems
tim- of appointment. None of the ap- law?
Wen Mr. prsdet I thn the votes Way to provide health protection for
pointed members ihall be eligible for reapolder people is by the use of the coutrib
ooepooiin
polatment within one year after the end heewl hwta
oilscrt
h
ooepooiinuoymcieyo
hmwl hwta
of his preceding term.
"(d) Appointed members of the Council. is going to run away with all the votes, uytory machineuryaonte soeial hsecuityl
oeighsia
o nuac
while attending meetings or conferences of or even going to command enough votes sse
bills and other health aids. Is not that
the Council, shall receive compensation at atoverdavtowhhr
thprciawytodIt
from
New
the
Senator
rate fixed by the Secretary but not exceed- posal or that of
Mr. JAVIT1S. I do not think so. I
Ing *50 a day, and while away from their Mexico [Mr. ANazasoN].
The committee bill, standing by itself spent a considerable time on Saturday
homes or regular place of business they
may be allowed travel expenses, includingexlingwyIdnothks.Ian
n
o hn o
xliigwyId
per diem In lieu of subsistence. as authorized may well get a very substantial vote:,
by law IS U.S.C. .73b-2) for persona in the and there is little question that, unes swered a very distinguished colleague of
searching
asked
very
ntrittently, something comes up in connection with Ours, who I think
eva epoe
aoenet
the committee bill which we do not know questions, the Senator from Wisconsin
"Seeing. provisioa
-Sac. 1610. Nothing In this title shall about now, the Presidlent will sign it Into LMr. PltoXaulR]. I shail be very happy
to debate this subject again with the
modify obligations asue by th. Feea law if he gets it.
one thing the President of the United Senator from Pennsylvania. whom I not
Government under other laws for the hoepital and medical ears of veterans or other States has made clear; he will not a~pLga nly respect but aWm love as a friend.
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Perhaps if the Senator will permit me make them very seriously. No matter
Mr. CLARK. But almost correct?
to make some of the arguments, he will what we may do now with respect to the
Mr. JAVITS. I wish to make this
be inspired to ask some questions.
Anderson amendment, with its very lim- clear, because the Senator is entitled to
Mr. CLARK. I do not desire to detain ited benefits schedule and very strict the benefit of whatever it means, exactly.
either the Senator or the Senate. I hope conditions about age-for example, age
From the recent past the Senator
we can have a prompt vote upon the 68-this represents an important depar- knows, no matter what may happen, of
Senator's amendment. If the subject ture in national policy. We are opening my devotion to the Governor of my
was gone into on Saturday when I was up the social security system to a new State, who I think is a very great citizen
not present on the floor. I shall be glad concept, to a new purpose of health care, and whoin I backed when many people
to read the Senator's comments and not which I think puts us essentially in a thought I w.s foolhardy to do so. He
pursue the matter further.
national health schernie. It is bound to and I do not agree on this matter as to
Mr. JAVITS. I did not make the go further. Perhaps it will be extended the social security aspect, but I should
statement with any intention of shutting to all social security recipients, whatever like to point out, in fairness to him, that
off the Senator. If any questions occur may be their ages. We are starting a he, too, has a very important qualifica
to the Senator, as he hears me make com- system, a form of organization, a type of tion with respect to thL social security
ments. I ask him to forget about Satur- approach to medical care needs, which approach. He says that he wishes to fol
day. That is hard work. If the Sen- I think will take firm root as a new de- low the social security approach, but he
ator will simply ask me questions, I shall parture in American life,
desires an alternative, which is for the
be glad to try to answer.
If I were convinced that is the only recipient tc have cash, so that the recip
I really feel very deeply about this Pro- way to do it-since I am absolutely con- ient may buy health insurance or Coverposal. In fairness to myself, though it vinced we must have Federal legislation Page if he so chooses. This is a very Ira
may seem odd to the Senator that the for the aged-then I think I would be portant alternative.
approach advertised as the liberal ap- in favor of it. Perhaps I am too much
Governor Rockefeller thinks that this
proach is one with which I do not find of an egghead for my own good, but my alternative changes completely the bntuic
myself in accord on this issue, I explain difficulty is that I have been unable to principle of what is advocated in the
it as follows: I have been interested in be convinced that there is not a way to Anderson amendment. He may be in
this subject for a long- time. I intro- do this which is quite consistent with the correct, but, as I have said, that is what
duced a bill upon this question in 1949. pattern with which we have run our af- he thinks-, I know that, because I have
with the cosponsorship, interestingly fairs up to now, to satisfy fully every- had discussions with him myself.
enough, of the Vice President, who was thing one wishes to do so far as medical
The Senator i.k absolutely correct and
then a Member of the House of Repre- care for the aged is concerned, without Is entit!cri to all the benefit which comes
sentatives; of the Secretary of the State., going into the rather new sociological to his argument from the fact that my
who'was then a Member of the House of approach for us. which, In our country, own Gzvernor, for whom I have so much
Representatives; of the chairman of the does seem to be running counter to the regard, whom I backed so assiduously for
Republican National Committee, who grain of the way our people like to han- so long, believes the social security ap
was then a Member of the House of Rep- dle their medical care, their relation- proach is the better approach, with the
resentatives; of the Senator from New ships with doctors and hospitals. I do important difference between his con
Jersey (Mr. C~ssE, who was then a Mem- not know whether this is the result of cept and the Anderson amendment-this
ber of the House of Representatives: and the size of our country or the result of is not in the Anderson amendment, and
of the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. the nature of our people, who are not as it may be considered by its proponents to
SCOTT], who was then a Member of the homogeneous as the British.
be quite contrary to the amendmentHouse of Representatives. The bill
I think the social security approach that the beneficiary should have a cash
which was introduced adopted exactly will take us out of the mainstream of alternative to enable him to buy private
the Principle which is now contained In American life. In all fairness, this is coverage.
my proposal, which the administration the rationale of my thinking. ObviMr. CLARK. I point out to my friend
has adopted.
ously. I have deep feelings. Obviously, that under Blue Cross. under Blue Shield,
Over aUl the years I have received a I have thought about the subject a great and under various private insurance pol
great deal of correspondence. I have en- deal, because I have been living with the icies, it is almost always customary for
gaged in a great many conferences, and problem for a long time. In a sense, the insurance company to pay the ca~sh
I have done a great deal of research, on the whole thing has caught up with me, to the doctor or to the hospital and not
the Mlatter. I have been on many tele- rather than me Catching up with it.
to the patient so that he may do so. It
vision programs, On which I have been
I explain that to my colleague, because occurs to me that this Is a distinction
sharply CrZs-examined on the subject. I have so much deep feeling about the without much difference, so far as the
Not content with that, with the en- matter,
views of Governor Rockefeller are con
thUsiastic cooperation of the College of
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President. will the cerned.
PhYsicians and surgeons. I sponsored Senator Yield further?Mr. JAVITS. I think Governor Rocke
and conducted a seminar on medical
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
feller's views represent a very serious dif
care for the aged at the College of PhyMr. CLARK. Needless to say. I recog- ference, because it is quite a different
sicians and Surgeons Of Columbia Uni- nize the sincerity of my friend from thing for many plans to be negotiating
versity the Past spring.
New York as to his position. I also know on a local level with many hospitals and
All Of these discussions and Ideas--all he has thought long and deeply on this many dcctors from the Federal Gov
Of this fact gatherlng...over the years subject. I regret that while he and I ermient paying out Federal checks for
has led me to have, some rather deep are almost always in accord on objec- vendors' services. I think that is a very
feelings upon this subject In terms of tives., we ane occasionally in disagree- different thing. I doubt very much that
what I think Is the Proper way to ac- ment as to methods and Procedures, my Governor would agree with the Sena
Comlplish what we des5ire.
This is one of those occasions.
tor's statement that it Is not a serious
In Oddition, I have had to answer to
I do not challenge in any way my matter. I think he would consider it to
myself, to my Own conscience, in terms ftilend's conviction or, indeed, his right be very Important; He has always made
of this Issue, as to what Is the proper to his conviction. Unfortunately, I sim- the point to me that it is very important.
way to proceed,
ply happen to disagree with him. IC Governor Rockefeller is not for the so
I wish to state, in fairness to my col- think I have a little bit of support in his cial security approach as put forward by
leagues- In the Senate, the fundameftal camnp, because it is my understanding the proponents of the Anderson amend
rationale which has ainmated me In the that the distinguished Governor of New ment in the Senate. He belleves it is
matter. I feel there Is a very real and York tends to agree with me rather than the-best plan, provided it has this alter
very IMPOrtant sociological question In.. to agree with my friend the Senator from native which I mentioned.
vOlved In extending' the socia security New York [Mr. .Avrrs]. Is that not
Mr. CLARK. That may well be the
sysAe to Include medical care. I do not correct?
ease. I do not wish to detain the Sena
make these relfarkS In terms of "getting
Mr. JA!"XTE. 'Mat Is not quite cor- tor further. I shall now read assiduous
the camels nose under the tent." but I rect.
ly the Senator'. speech of last Saturday,
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Mr. IAVITS. I thank my colleague.
President has laid down as meeting bis out paying anything himself when he is
Def"s I had my colloquy with the Benl- 'views. I do not think any Senator will ill
stor from Pennsylvania, I was speakding argue that the President is riot sincere
Even under the Anderson Prop~osal.
an the question of what can be made law. or does not have the same right to his looking at it in practical terms, the sub
It seems to me -in respect of what can views as we have to ours. The people scriber must pay the first $75 of costs.
be made Into law, the Senate does not elected him President. and that fact is 'Under my plan he pays no initia medi
-have two alternatives. It has only one one of the factors -which must be con- cal care cost whatever. I think this is
choice. May I emphasize that again. sidered in respect of legislation,
-an extremely important part of this ProXn respect of -what can become law, the
It seems to me the proposal I put for- gramn which is before us in terms of
Senate does not have two alternatives; a-ard to meet these criteria is the only medical care for the aged, and well
ft has one choice,
one that has a chance-and I think an worthy of consideration, for this reason:
We know now that another authority excellent chance-to become law, and to
The evidence shows that about 90 perin our country which has a perfect right become law by virtue of the President's cent of all people who are over 65 and who
to Pass upon Federal legislation has al- Lignature,
have a greater incidence of illness than
ready declared as unequivocally as anyThe four criteria laid down by the ad- others-and they do--do not call for
one could declare the unacceptability of a ministration in the testimony of Secre- catastrophic illness care or chronic illness
social-security plan of medical care for tarY ef Health. Education, and Welfare care; on the whole their problems are
the aged. It seems to me the vote here Flemming are: First, that the plan problems of temporary illness. Although
'WiM -show that such a plan could not be should be voluntary; second, that it they spend more money than most people
Passed over a veto. Certainly, our ex- should be financed in part by the indi- do for medical care, they spend more
Derience in the House of Representatives. vidual: third, that it should be financed money because they are HIlmore often
if we needed any confirmlation of that on the part of government by a Federal- or they are ill for a longer time each
Probability with respect to this bill. State partnership; and fourth, that the year than people who are younger, but
demonstrates it beyond peradventure. financing by the Federal Government the overwhelming majority of them do
So those who would insist upon pre- should ccme out of the general revenues, not require catastrophic illness care.
senting the social security plan, anyhow, Those are the four criteria set down by
These are the figures which bear out
if it could ever complete all of its legis- the administration,
that point, and I think they are extreme
lative steps, which is very doubtful in itThe criteria set forth in my amend- ly important in our consideration of this
self, will invite the President to veto it ment to be laid side by side with those bill. Only 10 percent of the 16 million
with full knowledge that it simply cannot are, first, that it is voluntary. It is aged citizens, that is. those over 65 who
become law, as all practical considera- voluntary, as I shall describe In detail are hospitalized-9.8 percent to be ex
tions appear to us now. I think that is in a moment. Second, that some pay- act-actually need to stay 31 days a year
a very heavy responsibility, a responsi- ment should be made by the subscriber, or more in the hospital. In short. 90 per
bility which I believe people ought to which is provided, modest though that cent do not require long hospital stays.
think over very carefully before they as- payment may be; third, it should result For those 90 percent the average hospital
surne it. and which I thinkr prospective from Plans administered on the State stay is 14 days; the median hospital stay
beneficiaries will wish to think over very level, which It does: and fourth, that the is 21 days.
carefully as they assess the pluses and financing for it in the Federal establishFor the figures upon that subject we
the minuses which result for the very ments should come out of the general are Indebted to an omfcial survey en~tited
extended debate on this Issue.
revenue.
-Health Statistics, Hospitalization. Pa
On the other hand, perhaps one would
In addition to meeting these criteria, tients Discharged From Short-tay Hos
be justified In saying "'If that is the ony may plan goes one step further. It is the pitaiS. United States."~published by the
way to get effective medical car frteonly plan before us in a serious way U.S. Department of Health. Education.
refrtewhich gives
care to the bene- and Welfare. I ask unanimous
aged, we shall try It. We shall force it. ficiary and preventive
gives first cost care to the that tables numbered 5, 14. andconsent
15 of
We shall do our utmost, anyhow. If the beneficiary. In short, under my plan, that factual survey may be made a part
President vetoes, let him veto."
the beneficiary can get the benefit of of my remarks.
That Is where I come in, because my care which is not merely care for
There being no objection the tables
amendment demonstrates that it is pos- catastro)phic illness; and, second-and were ordered to be printed In the BSmoap.
sfble to follow the criteria which the very importantly-he can get care with- as follows:
Taazws 5.-Nunmbcr of patients discharqedl, numnber per 1,000 persons per year, and arerage lengih of stay by sexr, age, and race: Skoet-Stay
Hospitals, United States, July 19577-June 1958

[Data ametased on bsausehold1inteyrlewo duringr July l9.n-4une 1954. Data rrker to the eivilian nornlnstitution',l population of continental Unite states. Detallad fiesy
may mit add to tot.ls due to rounding. The survey design,. general qualiureions, and l1114umiain on Lbereliability ofthe tstizeatts wregiven in app, L. Aiafni~ioft of
gmco am given In app. 11.1
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14.-Percent distribution of patients discharged by length-of-stay internals according to aexr and age: Short-stay hospitals, United
States, July 1957-June 1958

[Data are based on household interviews during July 1957-JTune 196. Data refer to the elvilla4_nonolstitutionai population of continental United states. Detailed figures
may not add to totals due to rounding. The survey design general qzualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in app. 1. Definitions of
termis are given in app, 1Ill
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TABLE 15.-Number of hospital-days by sex, age, and length-of-stay intervals: Patients discharged from Short-stay hospitals, United

States, July 1957-June 1958
IData are based onhousehold interviews-3during July 1967-June 1968. Dsaarefer to the civiltan noninstitutional population of ontinental United Stales. Detailed figures
may not aiddto totalsdu to rounding. T1hesurvey design, generalqualificutions. and informaton on the reluibility of tueestimates aregiven inappendixL. Definitions
of terms are given In appendix 11.1
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Mr. JAVITS. This information shows
that for both sexes in the age group of
65 and over the average length of stay
in a hospital is 14.7 days. It shows that
9.8 Percent of those 65 and over spent
more than 31 days in a hospital in any
One Yeaw. It shows, furthermore, that
this 10 Percent accounts for about 40 percent of the total number of days spent in,
a hospital by all over 65. In other words,
those over 65 spent 25,809.000 days in
hospitals, and the 9.8 percent who stay
over 31 days represent 10,005,000 of that
figure. or about 40 percent.
This Is extremely Important as a factor
for this reason: The Anderson programn
which is Presented to us is essentially a

..----------------------

.

.

12
W
1---.001

.1--

catastrophic hospital program. It is
essentially Pitched to the person who
must stay for a very considerable time
under hospital care. It provides for 120
days of hospital care or 240 days of
nursing home care or 365 days. or a full
year. of general health services in the
home.
If we are going to legislate a program
which marks such a tremendous wrench
from the traditional way in which our
country has handled Its medical care
problems, we are at least entitled to the
comfort of knowing that this Is something essential to the overwhelming maJority of our people over 65. But essentially the thrust of this program for long-

V
33

3.7211
L 6

term hospital care applies to roughly 10
percent of those over 65.
I cite as authority for this point the
findings of experts who met in a seminar
which I conducted with the College of
Physicians and Surgeons in New York.
I will key the Senate to the report of
that very fine seminar, with the names
of those who participated, who are pirob
ably among the most eminent doctors in
the field of geriatrics in the United
States.
That report showed that what was very
desirable for our older people was pre-.
ventive health care of the kind which is
afforded by my -amendment, and which
is not afforded by the amendment of the
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When we were through I felt that the
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERMr. ANDERSON. I am happy to have consensus was that the voluntary plan
SON)., without any Invidious comment on
that score. except to show the thrust Of the able Senator from New York call my would preserve more eggs and break
attention to the seminar and the results fewer eggs, and particularly that what
these particular bills,
It seems to me. therefore, that If we of the seminar. I may not have a clear they wanted was a plan which was heav
are architecturally to design a pro- recollection, but it seems to me that ily premised on preventive care. I be
gram-and certainly that is what we when I read about it most of those pres- lieve the whole direction of the con
are trying to do here-for medical care ent at the seminar recommended the ference. and the remarkable competence
of all those people, was directed toward
for the aged, the least we should wish social security approach.
Mr. JAVITS. No; that is not correct. an emphasis on preventive care.
to reach in the first instance is the very
Mr. ANDERSON. I call attention to
broadest number of those who really That was not my impression of the
the page opposite to the page from
need what we will provide. I respect- seminar,
Mr. ANDERSON. They did discuss which the Senator has read.
fully submit that those who need it most
I read from page 142:
in terms of the broadest number to be the need for additional preventive mediDr. Steinberg made his own proposal
who
will
want
prevencine.
reached are those
which would earmark an increase in the
Mr. JAVITS. Yes.
tive care, which is given by my bill.
Mr. ANDERSON. The only thing I social security tax for placement in a Sep
I would strongly urge the Senator from
trust fund to provide hospital care
it*aththepieredtearate
New Mexico, for whom I have tremen- gtfo
frfrel
t
fo the aging In which the Federal Govern
gocia secmity
waps
ah
that they
wo s nthCamer
dos esecan
aasipit doesdonowowii
flparticipatepar
dous
isin rspect
th Cham
and ber,
ho
ocialsecurty aproachnthawould
the Hil-Burton Act.
to look at the report on the seminar that *as the proper approach.
osntsrrs
M.J~T.Ta
Mr. JAVITS. Not at all. I did not
which I conducted, and which is found
osntsrrs
M.JVT.Ta
ol
prcmrsin
at page 138 of the hearings entitled gtta
'Socal ecuityAmenmens o 190."ate the Senator's pointing out to me me at all, because, without having read
The part of the hearings on page 138 where in the discussion there was any even through all these statements, I was
to which I refer is entitled "Conference indication that the social security ap- positive that there were some persons
who felt as the Senator feels.
on the 'Role of the Flederal Government prahwas to be preferred.
Mr. ANDERSON. I am very happy to
RO.Wl,
rnlta
in Problems of Health and Medical Re- pro Ach
have the Senator discuss this point. I
Welfanltt
MrADESN
search,' Saturday. March i2, 1936, 9:30
was my impression that I gathered froma
it. I will have to check some more. I am happy, also, that he participated in
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the thn that was the result. I can only such a fine seminar. I only say that
there are many people who are very sern
Senator yield?
commend the able Senator from New
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
concerned about a program which
Mr. BUSH. Does the Senator feel York for providing such a seminar. itI ously
raises some question over a means test.
took great Joy out of the fact that
because that rules many of them out.
that the findings of the seminar to which seemed to confirm my opinion,
Mr. JAVITS. I would like to talk about
Mr. JAVITS. I believe I am a fair
he has called our attention are substantially in support of the Javits amend- kind of chairman, and that I tried the means test, if I may. We are faced.
In the discussion of the bill, with a very
ment?
Mr. JAvIrs. Yes. We had set out to fairly to summarize it. I would like to interesting anomaly. It seems to methat
develop the principles which I have been read to the Senator the last paragraph the position of the two political parties
espousing for many years We sought on page 143, which was the report at has been almost completely overturned
and reversed in a very interesting way.
to design an amendment rather ex- the time:
In his summary. Senator JAvrrs said that It may have some bearing on the merits
pressly to benefit from this fine body of
there coud be health coverage for the aged of our respective approaches. I might
expert testimony.
Inwihthe PFederal and State govern
Mr. BUSH. In the seminar, was the meatst would make some contribution as well say to the Senator that no matter how
substance Of the amendment Carefully as the individual concerned depending upon he or I may vote on this matter, he will
set forth, so the participants had a his income. Different plans for different sleep well and comfortably, and so will I.
chance to consider almost exactly what States were Indicated because of the widely because I believe that the Senator from
different range of costs, standards. and avail- Michigan [Mr. McNARAasa and the other
we are considering here today?
Mr. JAVITS. That is exactly correct, able facilities. The Federal share Ini any~ Senators who joined with both of us have
of tax. immeasurably moved our parties along
might be covered
by general
some form
with this exception. that we did not 9g plan
out of
revenuesbut appropriations
Into the detail of the number of days of making the program voluntary for the In- this road to the point where the aged will
care but laid before the- seminar the dividual rather than an added social secu- be well cared for no matter which
fundamental principles which I was rity tax making it. in effect. compulsory- amendment we vote tomorrow. I am
positive both parties' business is going to
espousing. The purpose was to find out seemed indicated,
I do not wish to put words Into the get done. I am Just as certain of that
whether it met the needs of the vast
mouth of everyone who participated, or as I am that I am standing here today.
majority of the aged.
Mr. BUSH. Did they endorse the in any way tie them into backing the So I think none of us has to apologize
four general principles of the Senator's principle of my program or supporting for our roles.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will the
my bill, but I did not think that at the
bill?
Mr. JAVITIS. I would not sany that, time this mnttcr was discussed I tried Se.nator yield?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
I would rather have the Senator come to not give a fair summary of the dlisMr. LAUSCHE. To make the record
cussion at the conclusion.
to his own conclusion.
I will say this to the Senator. I have complete about what was said at the
Mr. BUSH. I mean as to the Federal'little doubt that-if the Senator will seminar, I think there ought to be read
State participation principle,
Into the REcoatD several sentences follow
Mr. JAVITS. It was based more on look at the people who participatedthe substance of the program that would anyone will say that this was a loaded ing the sentence quoted by the Senator
from New Mexico. If the Senator from
be needed to take care of the whole Prob- seminar.Mr. ANDERSON. I did not say that. New York will Permit, I should like to
IeMs rather than the machinery. I inMr. JAVITS No. I have no doubt read what follows:
viethe Senator to read It. because he
Mr. JAVITS. I shall be delighted to
fid ealy gveOutstanding that among the many, who were present,
wil tey
whether
doctors or not--because somehaeteSnorfmOiods.
program
which
we
had
support to the
Mr. LAUSCHEk. I read from page 142
and to the program of preventive care as were specialists in the field, even though
they were not doctors--some may have of the hearings:
being the prime point,
Dr. Steinberg explained that his approach
Mr. BUSH. Is this In the RECOILD believed that the social security approach was preferable, or a better plan, differs from the Forand billiIn that the Oov
now?Mr. .JAVITS. It Is In the hearing at to the one that Isponsored. I have little ermient does Imot Pay for hospital service as
but purchases voluntary health insur
page138midsuccedig
pges
dout aoutit.such
on an actuarial basis. However it does
doutnaoutitance
pag 138 and suceednk pages
However, I do believe that that Is quite m1akL coverage mandatory since the GovernHSH te ento.
MrIthn
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will symptomnatic of the dIscussion raging Mont would buy Blue 0ross Insurance gor

the Senator yield?

In the Country,

the aged.
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Dr. Mc~uinness recommended that the
cost for such program come out of general
revenue or out of a compulsory tax. Dr.
Rappleye warned against Federal participa.
tion and said that Dr. Steinberg's approach
bad been rejected in LaGuardia's administration. Dr. Bourke cautioned against the
purely welfare approach to the problem and
called again for an integrated community
health program in which the contribution
to the system would come out of the general
revenue.
I assume, then, on that diverse approach. that the Senator from New York
made his final summary, which he read
a moment ago.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator is exactly
correct. I think it is fair to say that if
we tried to nail these doctors down-and
even the other individuals there-as to
whether they were for or against the
social security approach or were for
some other approach, we would be doIng an injustice to the purpose of the
seminar.
The purpose of the seminar really concerned the kind of health care which
would be the optimum for older people.
That Is, after all, what they were most
competent to judge, rather than the
sociological, political, and governmental
imlctoso o tsalbe
done.

salla
The only point in Implcatins
respect
of which I

cited the seminar as an authority is the
point that preventive care is. in the view
of these out~standing experts, the No. 1
priority. in their view, for a medical
care plan for the aged. I tie that to my
bill in pointing out that my bill does give
the prime emphasis to preventive care,
an o istcs
cr, ht
teefr.
being preventive care. I think that is
very heavily borne out and substantiated
by the seminar, and I have cited the
seminar as author, ty for that proposition
rather than the proposition that it shaUl
be done through social security, which
Is more or less our argument rather than the argument of the doctors. I would not want to bring the
doctors Into that particular hassle. as
to which their competence would not be
superior to that of any Member of this
body, as I am sure they would be the
first to agree,
I Shall finish the argument which I
began, and which I should like to reconstruct somewhat, so that we may keep its
lineaments. I started by saying that
what we who are deeply interested in
this subject, are interested in it, considering the division of voting and considertog the strong position of the President,
a President who, we know, does not know
any curlicues in the political game. and
has told us what he will do. I think
everyone Will agree upon one thing he
Will do. This raises, then, a very serious
question that if we want to act now. we
must act in accordance with reality on
some of these principles. I Point Out
that my Program follows some of $hose
Principles, and I am engaged in demonstrating that, because there is adequate
coverage for our older citizens, and that,
therefore, a departure from that pri-
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even if this Chamber should send to the time after time we voted on the floor
ot~her Chamber the social security ap- together on positions we knew were just
proach, we must remember that the other as hostile as they could be to the rules
Cabrhsarayatdqiecn
fteHueo
ersnaie.Ias
Cabrhsarayatdqiecn
fteHueo
ersnaie.Ias
trary to that approach in the bill it remind him that it was not too long
adopted; and that before there could be ago that a bill came from the House of
a law, even if we sent our bill to the Representatives which concerned certain
House, there would simply have to be an financial matters. especially interest
agreement with one of the legislative rates. The Senate went ahead and
Chambers, which has hardly shown itself, passed what we thought was desirable.
so far, to be congenial to the social secu- Some of the items found their way into
rity formula. Hence we have not only the law.
the Presidential situation, which is
So. much as I have respect for the
serious enough, but also the need for other body, and as fine a committee as
concurrence by the other Chamber. I think the Committee on Ways and
which I think is equally serious and at Means is-and I had the pleasure to
least equally valid,
serve on it-I think also that the Senate
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the should do its best, and trust the Holusc
Senator yield?
to do a good Piece of work along with us.
Mir. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator from New
Mr. BUSH. The conclusion seems in- !Jexico has made, in his usual splendid
escapable, then, that the social security style, the classic argument for doing
approach would probably never get to the what the Senator recognizes we should
President in this Congress.
do. I think, also, that we who are con
Air. JAVITS. It is very doubtful, to sidering the matter have a right to look
say the least, and one does not have to at the actualities, especially in this sea
guess about that. The record is replete son, remembering that we are at the tail
with such views.
end of one Presidential administration
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. will and are about to embark on a very
the Senator yield at that point?
sharply contested, exceedingly important
Mr. JAVITS. I yield,
presidential campaign. We are faced by
o howit

Mr. ANDERSON.

very unusual set of circumstances
The Senator from which
does not happen very often, and
does not happen, certainly, in connec

New York was a Member of the other
body, as I was. He knows that the Coinmittee on Ways and Means has the power
to report bills under a closed rule; an
when a bill is reported that way, there is
not a thing in the world that a Member
of the House can do about it.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator from New
Mexico and I have both served in the
House and have also seen the House turn
down a rule, on occasion, or amend a
rule.
Mr. ANDERSON. I know; but I can
count on the thumbs of one hand the
number of times I have seen the House
reject such a rule,
Mr. JAVITS. That is exactly correct,
I am glad the Senator said that, because he is a man of much greater experience than I am. having been a
Cabinet officer as well as a Member Of
the House.
We all know that this is a highly
political issue, on which, if ever the
House was going to undo the closed rule,
as we call it technically. they will do it.
But apparently there is not enough
muscle, in terms of votes, behind the idea
that after a closed rule-and the House
did accept a closed rule. notwithstanding
the fact that the Forand bill, as the Senator knows, which was the bill they were
considering there in very much the same
form as we are here considering the
amendment of the distinguished Senator from New Mexico. had been an
issue which had -been very hotly pursued
by many people throughout the country.
Nonetheless, the House Members went
along with the rule on a very limited bill.
It seems to me that was the vote on the
Forand bill. I am not claiming it as that.
but it seems to me that, for all practical
Purposes, that was so, and every MAem-

tion with our normal considerations;
and we wiUl pass a bill and hope for
the best.
Today, under the circumstances I have
described, and which all the world knuws.
w aet
aeapet
aeu oka
what we are doing in terms of its projec
tion into law. It may prove to be very
improbable and extremely prejudicial
for us. on far more grounds than are
concerned on the bill, to go forward and
say, -OK. We will pass this bill.
whether it becomes law or not, knowing
full well that when we vote for it. it will
not become law, and that the chances
are very much against its becoming law,"
I do not think the classic argument on
that score is applicable to the txisting
situation, unless one wishes to wear
blinkers; and I do not think the over
whelming majority of the Members of
this body want to wear blinkers.
I believe that all of us realize that
regardless of what is done on this
floor, this issue will be a major issue in
the political campaign and will have
large overtones and will be of importance
in our history, and even in the history
of the world.
so I believe that even those who be
lieve that, in addition to working on
these major issues, we should concen
trate our attention on the issues of war
or peace, will agree that this measure
and similar ones must be considered to
be on the most important levelIIr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator from New York yield.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
WILLIAMSs of New Jersey in the chair).
Does the Senator from New York yield
to the Senator from Kentucky?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.

ciple is unnecessary.
Then I shall go Into the factors of the ber knew it when he voted for the closed
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I wish
cost Of administration, and the argu- rule.
to say that I join the Senator from New
Mealt. Pro and con; then to the question
Mr. ANDERSON. I simply suggest to York in supportIng his amendment, and
of a Presidential veto, and point out that the able Senator from New York that I also join him in his concern in regard
CVr-lsoe
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to meeting the problems of medical care. New York states that his bill will cost
Mr. President, I come now to the de
Ifl addition. I am concerned--as are the Federal Government approximately tails of my amendment. I have already,
many of the people of the Nation, in $450 million a year.
dealt with the Lroad outlines of the
MY opimion-..that the problem involved
Mr. JAVITS. I used that figure. and philosophy which underlies the amend
in this issue and the problem of pro- in a moment I shall g i into detail and ment. and I have dealt with some of its
viding medical care for the aged-and shall explain both the upper limits and historical background.
these problems must be solved-have be- the lower limits.
My amendment provides that any,
come a sort of football in the political
Mr. McNAMARA. And the cost of the State-any one of the 50-may bring
campaign. I suppose that cannot be amendment to the States will be an into the Federal Government's program
avoided; and I suppose that when these equal amount, will it not?
a plan for giving health care to its older
bills are before us, we must vote on
Mr. JAVITS. That is correct. The people, which plan shall apply to those
them,
upper limit is approximately $460 mil. 65 years of age or older who otherwise
I do not say that in criticism of the lion: the lower limit is approximately wol not be benefited by this bill. In
Senator from New Mexico lMr. AxoER- $320 million,
other words, they are not in receipt of
SON), because year after year and month
Mr. McNAMARA. The so-called Kerr- old age assistance and they are not
after month he submits very worthwhile Frear bill would cost $300 million, would medically indigent. All over 65 years of
measures,
it not?
age whose income does not exceed $3,000.
But certainly it is rather cruel to the
Mr. JAVITS. $200 million is the esti- in the case of an individual, or $4,500.
older people of the country, who are mate set forth in the report,
in the case of a couple, will be eligible
seeking some congressional action in
Mr. McNAMARA. But I understand to comne under a State plan, regardless
this field, that an issue of the impor- that the cost the first year will be $300 of whether they are eligible for social
tance of this one has become a political million, and thereafter the cost will security. I point out that the age pro
football in connection with the cam- dr~op.
vision in my amendment is 65, as against
paign. I think that is very bad and
Ini short, we arrive at a figure of ap- 68 in the Anderson amendment.
indeed regrettable,
proximately $750 million.
ThL potential number of persons who
Mr. JAVITS. Certainly the Senator
Mr. JAVITS. No; a figure of $650 are eligible under my proposal is 11 mil
from Kentucky always voices both his million).
own conscience and the conscience of
Mr. McNAMARA. Does not the Sen- lion. I should like to account for these
a great many of us; and 1, too. depre- ator from New York think the President figures and also for the income brackets
cate the political situation in connection would as readily veto a bill which called concerned.
with this issue,
for that expenditure?
There are 16 million people in the
The bill which provides for medical
Mr. JAVITS. No, because-although country who are 65 years of age or over.
aid to the indigent who cannot meet I1do not have inside information-I have Of the 16 million, 2.400.000 are on old
their medical bills will, if enacted, go read to the Senate what the President age assistance. It is estimated that be
into effect on October 1 of this year said. At his press conference of the tween 500,000 and 1 million, in every
That will be a real step forward; an
other day-the last one he held-he year, will be the beneficiaries of the
certainly both parties have prgesdsaid:
medical Indigents aspect of the commit
a long way on this road. It seems to
Well. I say this. I am for a plan that win tee bill-the so-called Kerr-Frear plan.
me that both parties are materiall~y be truly helpful to the aged, particularly TIhat makes a total, in round figures, of
committed to providing material help against Illnesses which become so expensive, approximately 3 million, let us say.
and an excellent standard of care by the but one that Is freely accepted by the In'That leaves 13 million people who are
Federal Government to those over 65 and
dividual. I am against compulsory medicine, aged citizens. Again, It Is estimated that
that Ls exactly what Y am against, and of those 13 million people. approxi
years of age.
I don't care If that does cost the Treasury mtl
ilo
il o n esno
Howve,
sem i no tatthi isu . ttle bit more money there. But after another, whether by virtue of high inwill become involved in a political all, the price of freedom is not always mean-coerfrotrrasnalouid
wrangle in the country. I join the Sen- tired just in dollars.
come purvefof
myhe
ramendmnt
fleavuting
ator from Kentucky in deprecating that
Mr. President, given the principles 11 million eligible.
situation. It Is most regrettable, iiided. covered by my amendment--and they
'The 2 million figure Is a rather' inter
that this issue will be on the political are principles the administration has esting one. obviously it must be an
bargain counter; and I am very grate- ben for--and ntwithstanding the fact estimate. Based upon what we know
f ul that the Senator from Kentucky taexrcotiInvoleanthfct
botiom lmtsfrex
pew
(Mr. COOPER] and many of our col-thtetacsisivleanthfataotIom
lmtfrex
pe.w
leagues have the feeling that this Isu that the benefits under my amendment know that of the 16 million older citi
date
t 199,
bak wen hissubecLwill go considerably farther than the zens. only 4 million pay an income tax.
da tersbac hato1949, wheahs sbefoecthe administration has gone, it is my belief But the 2 millIon is a very interesting
Iongtersso. elh ae asbfr
that the President would sign a bill of figue because It Is exactly the number of
Mr. DIrPKSEN. Mr. President, will tha kind,
those who are entitled to social security.
the Senator from New York yield?
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, will baut do not draw it because they report
Mr. JAVITS. I yield,
the Senator from New York yield for greater earnings than those permitted
Mr. DIRKSEN. If the Senator fro
another question?
by the social security law. So that we
New York will yield, I should like toas
Mr'. JAVITS. I yield,
get a fairly compensatory relationship
that the yeas and nays be ordered on
Mr. McNAMARA. I read in today's in respect of the people who are ex.
the question of agreeing to hsis Proposa. newsnapers, with considerable Interest, eluded, except when we get Into the 65-68
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, It too that the Vice President approves that category, because that cuts down the po
request that the yeas and nay~s be or approach to the solution of this problem. tential of the Anderson amendment to
dered on the question of agreeing to my Does the Senator from New York have about SY4 million.
amendment.
the Vice President's assurance about
I think this Is a very serious and a
The PRESMDINGO FFICER. Is there that, or is it just newspaper talk?
very Important point, because the poten
a sufficient second?
Mr. JAVITS. I do not think It Is tial under miy amendment is then 24Y
The yeas and nays were ordered,
newspaper talk, at al. I stated to the milliont more merely by virtue of this
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, will press that it was my understanding that age limit..
the Senator from New York yield for a the Vice President supported this apThe age point Is a very Important point
question?
ProactL I1 understand from the presm In assessing why It is more desirable to
Mr. JAVITS. I yieldl.
that that was subsequently confirmed, have a plan like mine than the social
Mr. McNAMARAL From the remarks In his behalf. I have no doubt whatever security plain We are constantly in
of the senator from New York. I under- as to the vlldidty and the substance of bibited In the social security plan in
stand that he Is firmly of the belief that that Support.
terms of costiL because we do not want
the President will veto any bill which
Mr. McNAMARA. That is very Inter- the social security tame to get out of
takes a social, security approach, Both esting,
lile. Under the socia security taxes, a
the Senator and I are very much conMr. JAVITS. I thank the Senatolr burden Is put on only so percent of the
crned shout that. The Senator from from Michigan.
ieaome of the Individuals of the country.
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to develop this point before: Welfare, will cost $128 a year per person fact that I thinik It deals very InteMfAs between Democrats and Republi- covered,
gently with a problem of tremendous im
cans--the whole world is turned toPSY'Me Federal Government wfll-partlcl- Portance to the States; the problem of
turvy-the Democrats are for a pro- pate overall to the extent of 50 percent overutilizatlon
of hospital and other In
gram, on the whole-I do not say every of the cost which is involved within stitutional facilities.
I cannot begin to
one of them will vote that way-which those lower and upper limits of a mini- impress upon my colleagues
critical
puts this responsibility on the part of mum and maximum plan in the preven- importance of this paint. the
It will be
the population which Is in the lowest In- tive care package, and the $450 million noticed that the Anderson plan-as
eome level, and only on part of the popu- cost for the Federal Government, which true of the McNamara plan, the Forandis
lation. Hence, It becomes subject to the I have figured is the cost of the maxi- plan, and others-is essentially a has
very argument which has been made here mum package for individuals covered.
pital plan. These Plans give varying
so often against the sales tax as a method
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the degrees of coverage in hospitals.
of financing the Federal Establishment. Senator yield?
I think these plans give far more ex
The social security tax is put on about
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
tensive degrees of coverage than expe
'7O million payers who are responsible for
Mr. BUSH. In estimating the $90 rience indicates to be required, at the
60 percent of the income. On the other cost per person covered, and the $128
therefore, of reducing other types
hand, my plan puts the responsibility cost per person covered under the sec- cost,
of coverage which
be extremely
on the totality of the income of persons ond option, is It assumed, in arriving helpful to those whowould
are aged. In any
who pay income taxes, because it comes at those figures, that all who are elig-ible case, there Is substantial
hospital cover
out of the general revenues, and there- will participate In this plan?
age.
fore spreads the burden widely and upon
Mr. JAVITS. No. The Department
Mr. President, almost anywhere in the
the basis of ability to pay, rather than on of Health, Education, and Welfare told country-North, Soullh, East, West, and
the basis of wage brackets, which come us 75 percent is the fair estimate to as- certainly in the big cities-people can
Into consideration under social security. sume in considering plans of this char- check for themselves as to the experience
It seems to me in this case the roles of acter. So all our figures are tbased on of getting into a hospital. What will be
the parties have been reversed, and in 75-percent participation,
our situation. Mr. President, when 8i'4
quite an extraordinary way.
Mr. BUSH. I thank the Senator,
million people 68 years of age or over
To continue the description of my
Mr. JAVITS. We come now to the find that the only way in which they
amendment, a State, therefore, brings second option,
can get free service Is by an extended
In a plan eovering the people whom I
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will stay In a hospital?
have described as the ones who are eli- the Senator yield?
Mr. President, we know our country
gible. Here are the only restrictions
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
very well. Does anybody believe honestly
which are placed upon that plan by the
Mr. LAUSCHE. I aw~studying the that our hospitals will stand up under
amendment. The plan must give three amendment offered by the Senator from this burden
at least a tremendous
options: The option of preventive care, New York, 'and I am trying to get or- amount of until
and develop
the opticn of catastrophic care, the op-. ganized in my mind which of these sec- ment is doneconstruction
bring them abreast to
tion of enabling the Individual to par- tions deals with the minimum plan and the demand? to
our country, with 100
ticipate in the purchase of a health which deals with the maximum plan. I Senators and In
437 Representatives, we
Insurance Policy of his own.
am looking at page 4.
can Imagine the clamor which will go up
Those options are mutually exclusive.
Mr. JAVITS. The minimum plan from
older people If a bill has been
the individual Is entitled to take one of starts on page 2. under the heading, passedourand
into law for their
the three. Under his first option, the "State Plans"~; and the actual minimum benefit, undersigned
which they can go to a
option for Preventive care, the Federal services are set forth on page 3.
hospital if they are social security
Government participates in financing
Mr. LAUSCHR. Subsection (A)?
recipients or eligible for social security.
the cost between a minimum limit of
Mr. JAVITS. Yes; subparagraphs (A) yet they find, when the time comes to go
eare and a maximum limit of care, to (D), inclusive,
to the hospital, they cannot get in and
The minimum limit of care gives the
Then there is the seconl!option, which have to wait In line-and for Grod knows
beneficiary 12 home or office visits by a is set forth on page 4.
how long?
PhYsiclan-tIncidentally, the only one of
Mr. LAUSCHE. Beginning on line 5?
Mr. President. I can think of few
these Plans which gives direct physician
Mr. JAVITS. Yes. The third option
which could turn out to be as cruel
service. Second, It gives the Individual Is set forth on page S. beginng at line things
or disillusioning as that. I yield to no
the first $100 of ambulatory diagnostic 13.
one with respect to my, interest in pro
laboratory or X-ray service. It gives 24
Then we find the upper limits of these viding a medical care plan which the
additional home health care services as plans; and I will have one of my assist- aged can enjoy, which
will do them some
Prescribed by a physician and when nec- ants check It out and we will key the good. In addition, nothing
else will raise
esmay; 21 days of hospital or equivalent Senator to them,
such a backfire of opposition to the med..
nursing home care. I say "when necesMr. LAUSCHE. I thank the Senator. tcal care Plan, so as possibly to destroy
sarY' because the amendment provides it
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I come
before It gets off the ground. By doing
shall be done on certification of a phY- now to the second option, which Is the it
this, we may defeat the program.
afrian -as necessary.
catastrophic care option. I should like
Be it said to the
of all those who
That Is the minimal package. We es- to point out, before I leave option No, 1. say. "Let us have credit
a pretty good look at
timate that that Package will cost, tak- which In my opinion will prove to be the this thing." this
is one thing I certainly
lng the country as a whole, and based most popular option should the plan be hope we shall have
very good look at
upon 75 Percent Participation. In ac- adopted, that option No. 1 gives very before we break thea backs
of the hos
tuarial terms, $90 per person per year.
extensive benefits both in the minimum pitals, which arc already heavily over
The Maximum Package of Preventive and the maximum packages, and par- taxed, by placing a premium, as we
cae calls for physician's servIces 12 ticularly in the maximum package. It would,
an extended stay in the hos
days,' office -and home; Inpatient hos- gives very large benefits to the individ- pital. upon
I think that Is a most Important
Vital servIces, 45 days; ulimited am- ual which start at once, There is not point with respect
to anything we do.
bulatorY X-ray and laboratory services: any deductibility; that Is, no sum which I hope very much It will
have
Unlimited organized, home health care the beneficiary needs to expend. There consideration of my colleagues.the serious
services; and skilled nursing home serv- Is not any coinsurance; no expenditure
Mr. President, as I said, the second
Ics 35 day&
the beneficiary must contribute to the alternative In my plan is to pay for the
This Is an extremely valuable and a aggregate expenditure. It is absolutely cost of long-term,
catastrophic, or other
vey substantial coverage for the Indi- first care cost available Immediately for expensive
This alternative
vidual. on a first-cost basis, with heavy a Person who is Ill and needs any one plan providesIllnesses,
for
a
minimum of 120 days
eMPhasis On Its preventive charater,
of these services or any combination of of hospitalizatIon, up to a year of skilled
We estimate that Package, and I have them,
nursing-home services, and organized
worked out these estimates with the DeThe one thing which I wish to em- home health care
It'provides
Psrt~ent of Health. Education. and phasize about the first alternative Is the for surgical servicesservices,
in the hospital. All
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I believe there Is very little challenge
Percent of the cost after expenses of $250 of the packages which I have described, to be found in the validity of these cost
for any or all of such services in any that fee would range from $9 to $12.80 a figures. I believe HEW has done an
One Year are Incurred.
year for each person covered. That is excellent Job. I am sure they have given
In the second option, the catastrophic not a great deal. Mr. President. I do the very same estimates to the Senator
illness option, we do have the coinsur- not use the "great deal" in absolute from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON] and
ance, and we do have deductibility. I terms, for people of substantial earnings, others concerned as they have given to
Point out on the issue of deductibility I use it in terms of those very modest me. I believe this can be taken as an
that the Anderson plan has deductibility income persons who are concerned,
authoritative basis upon which we may
to the extent of $75. Second. I point out
Mr. President. this would give the in- proceed.
that I have set forth in terms of the dividual subscriber a sense of participatIn terms of the overall cost of the plan,
second alternative the minimal package. ing directly, a sense of a dignified part- if the entire potential of eligible in
A State has the right to propose a nership in respect, to such a plan as this. dividuals subscribed or. let us say, I1I
Package which is not less than the mini- It would give him. an interest in the plan million, we would have a contribution
muse, but it may also go to a very attrac- in terms of its operation, in terms of it- by individuals of roughly 10 percent of
tive maximum. I shall detail the maxi- cost, and in 'terms of its general conduct the whole package of cost. So it is easy
MUM package in a minute.
both for him and for others who might be enough to figure that costs would then
The brackets of cost, as we estimate covered.
be in the area of $1 billion.
them now, are $90 for the minimum and
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President. will the
It appears to me that my plan con
$128 for the maximum for each bene- Senator yield?
tains a highly desirable type of partici
ficlary each year.
Mr. JAVrrS. I yield.
pation, by which the subscriber himself
Mr. President, the State can, in lieu of
Mr. BUSH. Will the Senator repeat would have a feeling that he belonged.
improving its package to the maximum, for me the fee he mentioned?
I like that idea very, much. It has been
utilize the additional money which it can
Mr. JAVITS. The fee is 10 percent pointed out, for example, that as the
get from the Federal Government and of 'the cost of the package of coverage. years go on. the individual payer of
which it contributes to reduce the $250 The cost, in which the Federal and social security under the social security
deductibility, There is absolutely no in- State governments participate, ranges plan will ultimately come into his own
hibition on any State which prefers to from $90 to $128 as it is now provided in terms of collecting the benefits in
make Its minimu and maximum pack- in the proposal. That would mean the respect of medical care.
ages come closer together, in termsi of yearly cost for each subscriber would
I respectfully submit that that is not
benefits, and prefers to utilize the Fed- be somewhere between $9 a year and going to be true for a very considerable
eral contribution and the State contri- $12.80 a year.
time, because Senators will remember
bution in order to reduce the $250 de- "Mr. BUSH. So the subscriber would this tax will be levied upon everyone who
ductible Item. That is a very important be paying on the order of 10 percent pays social security taxes, no matter how
point, since it will give great flexibility of the total cost?
young, and that at least for some time
to the States,
r AIS
hti
xcl orc.
ayo hs
h ilb etn h
If,a tatechosesbenefits
n te oher and
will not have paid social security
to have the manximum benefits, to which
Mr. COPR Mr. President, will the txsfribcueI
htpa sso
the Federal Government contributes, Senator yield?
taessfuorit,will gointohefet
us
nown or next
without reducing the $250 deductible
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
year or some time near to now.
provision, keeping the 20 percent coinMr. COOPER. Perhaps the Senator
I still respectfully submit that when we
surance, then it can get the following has elaborated on this point already. if come to a medical care plan, which is
benefits in Its plan: Hospital care for 180 he has not, I should like for him to state susceptible to so many problems, diffi
days skilled nursing home care for a in his speech the facts upon which he culties, irritations, frustrations, and dis
full year. organized home care services has determined that the cost per person satisfactions, the current participation,
for a full year. surgical Procedures of under his minimum plan would be $90 the fact that the individual beneficiary
ftl kfinds, laboratory and X-ray services a year. and that the cost under the max- will be paying out a few dollars-say $9
up to $200 a year, physician's services, imum plan would be $120 in one case or $10 a year in order to obtain cover
dental services, prescribed drugs up to and $128 in another case.
age-is a very strong point in its favor,
$350, private day nursing, and physical
Mr. JAVITS. May I correct the Sen- Participation gives the plan a character
restoration services.
ator to say that it Is $128 in both cases? and body within the content of existing
Mr. President, there simply could not
The costs are ascertained by exten- operations in the medical care field,
be a more'attractive package of benefits sive surveys made by the IDepartment of which should I think be gratifying to the
than that. It is far more attractive than Health. Education, and Welfare, and individual, and should therefore enhance
anything which is offered to us in the they are authoritative figures from a the quality and character of the way in
Anderson plan, or In the Forand plan, or governmental agency which, without in which this whole operation is admin
in the MeNa-sara plan, or in any other any way affecting whatever might be istered.
Plan.
its position on the proposed legislation.
I believe that one of the very strong
Mr. President. this is a perfectly feasi- did the actuarial Job of ascertaining the points of my Plan is that we would not
ble option for the Individual or the family..cost.
in a sense lay aside the enormous struc
which is not very much worried about
Mr. COOPER. Is any assistance in ture of insurance, cooperative plans,
the first $250 of cost in respect to an' ascertaining the estimated cost to be group practice units, and pension plans
Hilness. These may be people of modest ggined from comparisons with the now in existence.
means, who can find $250 to look after charges of Private insurance?
For example, some retired teachers
themselves. What they are really worMr. JAVITS. Yes; I am sure that in were in the other day studyfng the pro
ried about Is a catastrophe which might coming to. Its estimate of figures the posed plan, and with the greatest sym
hit a member of the family, to lay him Department'had available the actuarial pathy, because under my amendment we
up for a long period of time. This com- experience of insurance companies. co- do not propose to discard every other
prehensive illness package is fantas- operatives, and group practice units, or- plan, and to make or plan a big national
ticaLly good on that particular Issue.
ganizations. such as the Health Insur- system. On the contrary, my amend
The third option is the option to draw anice Plan of New York, HIP, and other ment provides various types of coverage,
up to $80 a year as 50 percent of the cost plans of that character. A very exten- which make it attractive for people to
of any medical care policy or health in- sive body of experience is now being carry some Coverage on their own.
surance policy which the individual built up by the Federal Government
We would also open to every State the
might want. That represents the third health plan, which incidentally bears opportunity to contract with existing in
option under the bill.
.far more similarity to the Plan that I surance Plans and existing health plans
How would the subscriber fare with re- propose than to a socia security plan. to give a package of coverage somewhere
speet to It? The proposal 'Would adopt It also provides for options, requires between the minimum and the maxi
the principle of requiring the subscriber participation by the subsriber, and so mum. If that action cannot be aeomto pay a od sfeeIn order tojoin in the on.
Pliahied. we give the State the flexibility,
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to put such a plan into effect itself. My
plan is far more accommodating to that
approach than is the social security
approach. ebrta
l~et usrmmbrta
127 million
Americans, well over 70 percent of the
population, are now actually covered by
some form of health or medical care in
a private sense,
Mr. BUSH. Mr. Presldent, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. BUSH. The other day I observed
in the newspaper an article which stated
that the distinguished majority leader
had referred to the so-called social security plan, the Forand-type approach,
as being a pay-as-you-go plan. Is it not
true that the plan of the Senator from
New York is also spay-as-you-go plan?
I ask the question because as we use
the pay-as-you-go definition in ordinary
municipal and State finance, we contrast
pay-as-you-go through taxes as against
borrowing and then paying back later.
That is the classic definition of pay-asyou-go. It seems to me that this plan
Is as much a pay-as-you-go plan as the
social security approach, because It involves no borrowing. The taxes are
raised in the same year that they are presumably paid.
It Is the intention of the Senator from
New York that It should be that way?
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator is correct.
MY Plan Is far more qualifying under
the orthodox concept of what is meant
by pay as you go than is the social security Plan. because when one says "pay
as You go.' he contemplates current general revenues being utilized for governmental expenditure.
Mr. BUSE. Exactly.
Mr- ,RAVITS. To say that social securitY is pay as you go is something Of a
euphemism. The term falls outside the
context of what we usually mean when
We say "Pay as you go," because the
taxes, for example, are direct taxes. I
Pointed that out before. They come from
those who are not the recipients of the

Mr. ANDERSON. I wish to say, first
of all, that I would not enter Into a controversy with the Senator from New York
on the question of what is Pay as you go
and what is not pay as you go. I merely
remind him that under his plan $450
million must come from the States. The
States must get that from their taxes,
and that usually means increasing the
sales tax, which falls hardest of all on
the working classes,
Not long ago the Senator from New
York came to the Senate with a proposal
which appealed to me very much. It had
to do with the repeal of telephone tax,
He felt that the telephone tax should
be repealed as a Federal tax, and that the
telephone tax should be an available tax
to the States. I must say that it made a
great deal of sense.
We had some problems, of course,
which arose in the Committee on Fi-.
nance, which did not make it quite workable.
The great difficulty I have found with
the Senator's program-and I say this in
all kindness-is that many of the States
are having great difficulty in this connection, in not being able to meet all the
demands on them. The fact that the
great State of New York came here asking for the repeal of the telephone tax
indicated that the State has problems.
When we start to say to the States,
"Bring us another $25 million or $50
million of money for the operation of this
medical plan." we are running into some
difficulties; there,
Mr- BUSH. -Mr. PresIdent, will the
Senator from New York yield, so that I
may comment at this point?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield,
Mr. BUSH. I cannot weep too many
tears over the good State of New York,
because it has contemplated a tax reduction of 10 percent next year. as a result
of the substantial -surplus it has acquired under Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
Mr. ANDERSON. I have commended
Governor Rockefeller for that. IChave
also commended him on favoring the

that there is a real ease to be made for
the States Joining.
Perhaps the Senator from New Mex
ico was out of the Chamber when I
mentioned this earlier. There is such
a great diversity of medical facilities in
the various States that, quite apart
from what the Senate may do on his
measure or mine, I am deeply, concerned
by the fact that we will be giving an
offer of universality to older people
about which they may find themselves
clearly disillusioned, when we think of
the fact that under the Senator's
amendment a long-term stay in the
hospital is possible for many people who
are newly come to it, out of the eight
and a quarter million of the potential
which the Senator thinks would be coy
ered. and the fact that that Is a free
beniefit-and I say this honestly, *nd no
one need to be a malingerer, aft 4. '.7h
we have our share of them-there ". ,
be an inducement to go to the hospltLA
for almost anything.
I am frankly worried about the irn
pact upon our facilities. I question
whether most of the people will not be
very unhappy with us--myself and the
Senator from New Mexico-because we
cannot deliver what they think they can
have tomorrow afternoon at 5 o'clock.
He is a Senator of conscience, and it Is
a very serious point with respect to our
approach to this situation.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the RzcoaD at
this point in my remarks a table at page
145 of the hearings entitled "Prompt
ness of State Response to Grant Pro
grams." It bears out my statement,
made to the distinguished Senator from
New Mexico. that the States move with
alacrity with respect to these health
programs, I believe it Is fair to say that
they would move with great alacrity
with respect to the program which we
are discussing Dow.
There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed In the Rzcopv,
as follows:

toewho may ultimately receive the.
benefit.
In addition. I think the entire social
security establishment-and the Senator
from New Mexico [Mr. ANDER3ONl is a
far greater authority on this subject
than am I-has complex problems in it
as to financial viability, return on investment, and different types of trust
f"nds, It seems to me that pure pay as
YOU go. as we define the term, to mean
when we work for the benefit, or we feel
a Certain thing ought to be pay as you go,
means paY as You go out of general. revVnue appropriations. I am not challeng111g the right of the Senator from New
Mexico - [Mr. -Aseusuoil and his colleagues to claim that they bave a form
Of pay as YOU go. but I certainly do not'
feel that It Is fair to say that theirs is a
PAY-WsYOUI-go plan and mine I3 not.
M.BS.That Is exactly the Point
I wish to establish, and I than the SenlAtor for Confirming MY feeling In that
repc.field
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President~Mr. JAVIT& I Yield to the Senator
from New Mgexico

connection with the proposal before the
Senate, So we are able to commend him
both ways, and quite properly so.
Mr. JAVITS. I would point out that

programs

benefit, In the maim They come from direct social security tax

approach in

the social security tax will fail on those

Promptness ol State response to grant

Numnberof
Program and.yerebeglmen'

state

atcpt

in the lower income brackets Withouten
t-,
nd
any participation by the general public
who pay taxes, either to the States or to
TMs
the Federal Government.
I Introduced a schedule in the RxCORD G~eneynl
healthrrents, 9
An -.-
on Saturday, which I know the Senator Tubernieaulos control psa% 1944-----All
from New Mexico will exmne
eha
ne cntrlol grms
--45&All
not seen It already, showing that there Ilart disease control, i9so-------------- 48
AUl
win not be a verysapprciabledbrden on
lachifls c0n.
the States In temas of the plan. The Water polittion central. 1966----------- AU----RxcoRD indicates that in respect of these Votational education, 1915----------- Anl.....
health matters, for which there is an, Voctiona aduprrehnbi uttathkU2
?O...
3
Important public demand th ttes a
xt-nsionadiprvmn of voc46
Ways fidWays and mensof entering NainlDefense59.............ct (4~into these programs.
LlAhearyservices. 1959----------36
a
I have introduced in the RwcoRD preage assistance. 116---------------41.
so
vIOU3lY. and will again today, the analy- Aid to depeonlent children,, 19----5
41
siS which shows the adherence to Aid to the iermnafeally and totally
Federal-State programs in the health
dla1,1'
hatharva
X1
asbelng very rapidin the first
"936------------------------~
4
AU
year--all the States come in-ndphe
e'l childrenIsservicts. 1W--37
4
n-andthechi welfammIe s.1vke,IS------------93
40
desirability of State participation is so _____________
great In terms of citiesm of every State Izo.Inappieb.
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Mr. JAVITS. I should also like to call
Mr. CURTIS. But will the hospital
Air. ANDERSON. Yes. If the X-ray
attention to the Ricomn of Saturday. carry out those functions by using phy- work is done by a technician In the hios
when I made quite an extended speech sicians?
pital, then that function Is covered, be
on this subject, and included a table
Mr. ANDERSON. They may use phy- cause it is a part of the hospital bill.
which shows the responsibility of the sicians.
Mr. CURTIS. But suppose the tech
Individual States on the maximum and
Mr. CURTIS. Is it not the practice nicians are licensed physicians. Can the
minimum package basis. I respectfully that such things as diagnostic X-ray are billing still be done by the hospital?
suggest that as we go through these a duty to be performed by a recognized
Mr. ANDERSON. If a private hos
states, on the basis of a 75-percent par- physi cian?
pital has a contract with a physician.
ticiPatlon, which is the basis estimated
Mr. ANDERSON. In many cases a and the payment is made direct to the
for me by the Department of Health, hospital will have a person who is a hospital.
Education, and Welfare, It is found that. physiotherapist. In the next hospital
Mr. CURTIS. In that case, who
except In the very large States, it is by the work may be done by contract with selects the doctor?
no means a great burden which is a local physician. The hospital may
Mr. ANDERSON. There Is nothing in
Placed on the States, considering the have a local physician who is an expert the bill which has anything to do with
number of people who would be con- in physiotherapy. But my amendment the selection of the doctors. A person
cerned; and I believe these States wil does not contemplate the practice of pa-can go to a hospital. and the patient and
look with favor rather than with dis- ing physician engaged by the patient thehsoa
a
ak
uharne
approval upon this type of participation, give him services.
ments as they wish for anesthesia, for
I yield the floor.
r
UTS
ntenx
eto. diagnostic X-ray, and so forth. In gen
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President. I rise under the term "hospital." particularly era, diagnsticia X-crtainywor a notg done
to speak on the Anderson amendment, as set forth at the top of Page 8. the ia ti byo a physician-crtilyinalag
oe
hos
and I would appreciate It if the Senator terms used are "surgical and medicala pialrt Is nth donepbyal' physician., Itas
fro
Ne Meicowould give me the diagnosis, treatment, and care of injured aucparstakncr
of the hospital.ssrie
b
na
Information I seek. Does the Anderson and sick persons."' Does that call forantefowulcmendrhi
amendment provide for the payment of physicianswud
om ude ti
docor'seecr.anEsO?
ht sadfiiinphraseology.
doctrsTheesof
wAtDRSN
costttesahospial deiitisono
Mr. CURTIS. I think the distin
Mr. ANDERSON. It does not.Th
ofwacosiueahsptlitsnt
guished Senator from New Mexico will
committee bill makes provision for phy a definition of what constitutes a serv- find, if he investigates the operations of
sicians, but the amendment makes pro- ice covered by the amendment. It hospitals, that the matters about which
vision for hospital care, nursing home simply provides that a hospital is an in we are talking are medical services
services, and home health services, not stitution which is "Primarily engaged which require a licensed physician.
for physicians.
in providing diagnostic and therapeutic
Mr. ANDERSON. I may simply say
Mr. CURTIS. For a hospital to pro- facilities for surgical and medical dig- to the Senator from Nebraska that I
vide these services, It must have a con- nosis, treatment, and care of Injured and have been X-rayed many times, sometract with the Secretary of Health, Edu- sick persons." That applies topeletmsbaphicnadsmtmsnt
cation, and Welfare. Is that correct?
who come under social security, under by a physician. However, I think that I
Mr. ANDERSON. To get payments private care, or who simply happen to have not been X-rayed for at least 25
from the trust fund, a hospital has to go there or are taken there because of years by physicians; therefore, I assume
have an agreement with the Secretary an accident.
that persons other than doctors can take
of Health. Education, and Welfare.
That section tells what a hospital Is, X-rays.
Mr. CURTIS. I call attention to the but it is not an inclusive term as to the
Mr. CURTIS. But the amendment
Senator's amendment, first to page 6, provisions of the amendment,
uses the term "diagnostic X-ray." Cer
lines 14 to 17. This section defines InMr. CURTIS. I understand that; but tainly technicians who are not licensed
patient hospital services. On line 14, construing the two sections together, Is to practice medicine do not Interpret
page 6 It states:
it still the Senator's contention that the X-rays or perform the service required
including laboratory,. .diagnostic X-ray, amendment does not call for the serv- for diagnostic X-rays.
anesthesiology. physlotheropy. and other an- Ices of physicians, regardless of how they
Mr. ANDERSON. There Is a differ
cililary services which are customarily fur'. are paid or by whom they are hired? ence between the taking of an X-ray and
'iabed to Inpatients either by the hospital
Mr. ANDERSON. If a physician Is a the reading of it.
thebhnopther prouneagemtwihspecialist in physiotherapy and has a
Mr. CURI~rS. Yes.
thehowaLcontract
with a hospital to take care Of
Mr. ANDERSON. If the Senator will
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
all the people who come to the hospital, simply stay with the term "diagnostic
Mr. CURT'IS. At the top of page 8, his bill will not be-rendered to the pa- X-ray," he will be all right; but if he
lines I to 4, the language further defines tient, but will be rendered to the hos- starts to go into the question of what the
a hospital and provides:
Pital. and the hospital b1115 will be Paid physician does afterward, then he Is in
is primarily engaged In providing diag- under the amendment,
a diferent field. As a matter of fact, It
nostic and therapeutic facilities for surgical
Mr. CURTIS. Suppose an eligible Is contemplated that the patient will go
and medical diagnosis, treatment, and care person Is in a hospital for surgery, and to his own doctor and will ask his own
of injured and sick persona by or under the the surgeon requires that a licensed doctor if he needs to go to a hospital.
supervialm of physicians or surgeons.
physician must administer the anesthe- He can be admitted to the hospital only
Is It the intent of the distinguished sia. Is the anesthesiologist provided by if his doctor says he needs to go to the
Senator from New Mexico that the hos- the hospital? Is he a part of the hos- hospital, to be eligible for the care. So
pital services which I have mentioned- pital's staff?
his own doctor has full charge of the
X-rays. anaesthesiology. physiotherapy,
Mr. ANDERSON. If the Individual patient while he is going to the hospital.
diagnosis, treatment, and car of sick engages an anesthesiologist Is payment
Mr. CURTIS. But he must also go to
persons-shall bie carried on by private of the physician's fee covered under the a hospital which has a contract with the
physicians, or will they be carried on amendment? It is not.
Secretary of Health, Education. and
by nursing efforts?
Mr. CURTIS. The Physician Who ad- Welfare; and that hospital, to perform
M.ANDERSON. The Senator from ministers the anesthesia,
the services mentioned here, will have to
Mer.sk ha wthdscin.I
e
Mr. ANDERSON. The anesthetic can utilize doctors. There is no provision in
Nerakahs
wicedsetin.
f ebe taken care of by the hospital. If it is the bill that the patient has anything to
will stay on the first sections, It will be biled from the hospital, It becomes a do with the selection of those doctors.
easier.
Part Of the hospital bi1ll If the doctor Is not that Correct?
Mr. CURTIS. Anl right,
bills the Patient directly, the amount
Mr. ANDERSON. On the contrary,
Mr. ANDERS0ON. Laboratory, dia5- does not come out of this fund.
the patient has the fullest control over
nostic X-rays, &anaesthesiology. phystoMr. CURTIS. If that Is true, what Is the doctors who take care of himn. The
therapy, and other ancillary services will the situation 'with respect to X-raY Senator cannot find here a line which
be covered only If customarily provided treatment and diagnosis? Will the hos- says the patient must go to one physician
by the hospital.
pital be permitted to provide them?
or another phyakicin He Is allowed to
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select his own -physician and the doctor
can then decide whether he wants to
send the Patient to the hospital. If the
doctor wants to send the patient to a
hospital, he can send him to a hospital
which has a contract. If he does not
want to go to the hospital which has
a contract, he can go anywhere he
wishes. But if he goes to a hospital
where there is a contract, he can there
get anesthesia, he can get diagnostic
X-rays. he can get physiotherapy, and
other ancillary services,
Mr. CURTIS. Can he get. drugs?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. CURTIS. Someone decides that
he needs drugs, the kind, and in what
amount. Somebody interprets his'
X-rays. Somebody else administers the
anesthesia. All these functions require
doctors. I should like to have the distinguished Senator from New Mexico
point out the provision of the amnendment which gives the patient the right
to select his doctor.
Mr. ANDERSON. The Senator is putting his question on the wrong basis,
He ought to find the provision of the
bill which states that the patient cannot
select his doctor,
Mr. CURTIS. All right; I can.
Mr. ANDERSON. This provision relates not to medical service; it relates to
hospitals and similar institutions. If
the Senator will keep his mind on haspitals and get it off doctors, we will get
along all right. The patient selects his
own doctor, and the doctor decides
whether the patient should'-or shjuld
not go into a hospital.
I1went into a hospital not too long ago
because a doctor had looked at something and said. "It might be serious. I
want to take a picture of it." I did not
have to go to the hospital. I had that
small growth on my back for years. but
the doctor wanted to have it X-rayed
and taken out, and he did. No one told
me what doctor to go to. A patient,
under this amendment, is allowed to go
to his own doctor.
An attempt is apparently being made
to myl that this is socialized medicine,
It is not
Mr. CURTIS. I am niot trying to say
that. I am simply trying to have the
Senator point out where it is not,
Mr. ANDERSON. Of course it is extremely hard to prove a negative. Will
the Senator from Nebraska try to prove
a positive? Let him put his finger on
a line in the bill which says the patient
cannot have his own doctor.
Mr. CURTIS. It is not -only in the
b11lMr. ANDERSON. Where?
-Mr. CURTIS. But the distinguished
Senator has verified the statement,
Mr. ANDERSON. Where?
Mr. CURTIS. Let me finish, Please.-.
that the hospital must be one whtich has
a contract with the Secretary,
Mr. ANDERSON., That is right. We
.haveestablished that. But thatMr. CURTIS. All right; he must go to
that hospital. And once he gets into the
hospital, separate and apart from amy
freedom of choice. bgs_s entitled drugs
and to diagnostic X-rays and-to a-number of other things, as mentioned in this
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Measure, many of which will have to be
administered by licensed physicians,
The Secretary will have determined what
hospital the patient will go to-~--Mr. ANDERSON. Oh. no. no.
Mr. CURTIS. The hospital must have
a contract,
Mr. ANDERSON. That is right. and it
Will be found that every hospital will
have a contract. We will have no trouble at all with that situation.
But I ask the Senator whether he can
find anywhere in the bill any provision
to the effect that the patient's right to
select his own physician will be taken
away from him.
Mr. CURTIS. All right: let the Senator from New Mexico tell me where that
right is given to the patient, by means
of the provisions of the bill,
Mr. ANDERSON. This amendment
relates to hospital services.
Mr. CURTIS. I understand that, and
the hospitals will be vested with the
right to administer medicine, and the
medicine will have to be administered by
doctors. And is it not true that the hospital will select those doctors?
Mr. ANDERSON. No. it is not true
that the hospitals will select doctors to
administer medicine,
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator's bill does
provide that the doctor of the patient's
choice may diagnose and may take
X-rays. and all that will become part of
the hospital provision included in the
bill. is not that the Senator's intention?
Mr. ANDERSON. No.40We have been
over this point several times, but let us
go over it again: Even if the hospital has
a contract with some physician who
works in the hospital to do diagnostic
X-ray work-which ordinarily will be
done by an X-ray specialist, and if the
hospital specialist does that because the
patient chooses him as his private physician the bill for it will be part of the
patient's bill, and he will have to pay it.
Mr. CURTIS. But the X-ray diagnostic work will be done by the physician
or the specialist who had made the contract with the hospital.
Mr. ANDERSON.' Yes. If the Senator goes to the Naval Hospital, where
Members of Congress are entitled to go
and to receive the equivalent of hospital
care for a small fee. I do not believe
a vrto
thtteSntrfom'bak
decided who will take the X-ray Pictures of him. If he has, he is In a class
by himself, because I have been there
frequently to have X-ray pictures taken.
and I never decided who would take the
pictures. Someone comes. into the room,
puts me into an rnl-fitting suit, and takes
an X-ray picture of me. As an ex-member of the coronary club, along with some
other persons. I have an X-ray taken
of my heart every once in a while. But.
that X-ray picture is. not taken. by a
physician who is selected by me. in
stead, he is a student physician out
there.
Mr. CURTIS. I am pleased to have
the Senator's statement on that matter.
The hospital will make those provisions,
and the hospital will make Its contract
with the Secretary.
Now I wish to tWm to another matter,
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Mr. ANDERSON. But has the Sena
tor from Nebraska found in the bill any
provision which would make It Impos
sible for the patient to select his own
doctor?
Mr. CURTIS. There is nothing in the
bill to state that the patient can select
his own doctor; and as I understand the
statement of the Senator from New Me i
ico. the hospital will have the doctors
of its choice do that work.
Mr. ANDERSON. The patient can
have the head of Bellevue Hospital fly
down there and take the X-rays. if the
patient wants him to but those services
will not come under the amendment.
But if the patient wants to use the hos
pital's X-ray specialists, they will take
the X-rays and the X-rays will be paid
for under the amendment.
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. President. will
the Senator from New Mexico yield?
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Let me say that
that will be no different from the proce
dure under Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Mr. CURTIS. But a patient does not
have to subscribe to them unless he
wishes to do so.
Mr. McCARTHY. But the Senator is
talking about the control problem.
Mr. CURTIS. No. I am talking about
the practice of medicine which must take
place in a hospital and which cannot be
separated from the other hospital serv
ices. Nothing in this bill gives the pa
tient the right to select the doctors; and
the author of the bill says that is a pre
rogative of the hospital.
Mr. McCARTHY. But the original
choice is the patient's. The patient will
have the right to choose the doctor. If
a patient goes to Mayo Clinic, he does
not say. "When I enter your clinic, you
must have Dr. So-and-So take the Xrays of me."
I have a brother who is a surgeon in
a tlinic: and a patient who goes there
does not say; "Dr. McCarthy must take
the X-rays.`
lnctks"h
Oewoge ota
package"; and that is done everywhere
in the Nation today.
Mr. CURTIS. But that Is a Voluntary
"package."
Mr. ANDERSON. The Senator re
ferred to Blue Cross. Is one who goes
into a hospital under Blue Cross allowed
state who will take the X-rays of him
or who will give him physiotherapy?
Mr. CURTIS. I am talking about the
part of the services which must be per
formed by licensed physicians.
Mr. ANDERSON. That decision Is
made purely by the patient. and then
his physician decides whether he will
be aiven certain drugs or whether he will
receive physiotherapy: and no one else
has a word to say about It.
Mr. CURTIS. But according to the
bill he is entitled to receive certain serv
ices from the hospital.
Mr. ANDERSON. If his physician de
cides he needs physiotherapy, the pa
tient is entitled to that: Yes.Mr. CURTIS. Let that part of the
bill speak for Itself.
Now I wish to ask about page 2. lines
9 and 10. That provision pertains to
those who are entitled to benenits.
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Mr. ANDERSON. Certainly; I am
I predict that if this proposal is passed
Mr. ANDERSON. That Is correct.
Mr. CURTIS. Line 8 says the person glad to have the Senator from Minnesota It will be like every other social Pro
gram. It Is a beginning, and It will be
must have attained age 68; and line 9 do so.
Mr. McCARTHY. And if. following enlarged and go forward. That is the
and 10 use, the words: "is entitled to
monthly Insurance benefits under section my answer, the Senator from New Mexico history of such legislation. So if we
wishes to disagree with what!I have said, adopt the Anderson amendment. we are
202."
That does not mean that he has to of course, he will be at liberty to do so. starting a system whereby one entity
be drawing them, does it?
The language of the committee bill contracts with the Government, and
Mr. ANDERSON. That is corrcct.
refers to medically indigent,
that entity selects physicians, and pos
Mr. CURTIS. That is correct.
sibly surgeons, but at least physi
Mr. CUJRTIS. In other words, he
could be 69 years of age, and still workMr. McCARTHY. And the explana- ciansMr. GORE. Mr. President. will the
ing, and earning more than $1,200 or to ehdo tws tcvrdsm~
$1,800: and he would be entitled to re- who might not be indigent to the point Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield, briefly.
ceive these hospital benefits, would he? of receiving old-age assistance, but who
might be indigent insofar as being able
Mr. GORE. The Senator has made
Mr. ANDERSON. That is correct.
Mr. CURTIS. In other words, there to meet his medical expenses was con- some remarkable statements. I wonder
is no work test, as there is under OASI. cerned. In addition to the benefits pro- if the Senator is familiar with the medprograms
veterans.
Mr. ANDERSON. There is no work vided by the committee bill, If the Ander- IcalMr.
CURTIS.for In
general, yes.
Air. GORE. When a veteran goes into
test and there Is no means test; that is son amendment is adopted, it will take
optlbcueh
into account also whatever benefits the avtrn
ed
correct.
ed
optlbcueh
avtrn
Mr. CURTIS. This is my last ques- Patient would have through the social
approach. Therefore,
thi X-ray therapy, or osteopathic treat
tion: If the Anderson amendment is security
adoted
b itwil
inaddtin t th pr.;would be a layer which would fall below ment. or a tonsillectomy, or any one of
101 different things, does not the vet
adsopted, Ithwl e Inoaditte ion tol the prot
wic-sreomnddi tec
ittee bill,
isnecmindevdua inothe com- erans hospital either provide a Govern
vison ofNtE commTa i wiliantnhadhc
oret
niida ol o ment physician or call in a private phy
cret.
me
draNwRO.Thti
dobilladae
benefits, but: depending on sician qualified for the particular func
Mr. CURTIS. Will an individual bedadole
entitled to draw benefits under both State programs. I am sure they could fit tion needed by the veteran?
Mr. CURTIIS. Very definitely.
Parts. if both of them become law?
into this concepL If this amendment is
Mr. GORE. Does the Senator. call
Mr. ANDERSON. I would not think adopted, I am sure the intention will be
so, but I do not know what the States clear that there will not be double pay- that Government medicine?
Mr. CURTIS. Yes, it Is Government
would do. The States would have a right ments, and that the concept would come
to set up their own criteria. I'do not into effect only after an individual had medicine in a restricted sense, for a por
think it would be possible to draw bene- exhausted all his resources, Private tion of our population; but it Is Gov
fits both ways. The only way that a funds, Or social security or other plans, ermient medicine.
Mr. GORE. Does the Senator call
person on social security-if he was on and he would then be indigent and would
that socialized medicine?
public assistance, he would have no come under this plan.
Mr. CURT~IS. Not necessarily, be
problem-could draw benefits would be
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator from
if he were medically. Indigent and could Nebraska did not mean to use the term cause it Is for a special class, and it does
not obtain the benefits anywhere else. ".double benefits." or to imply it. The not spread to everyone. A veterans hos
But If he were on social security, he could Senator from Nebraska did not mean pital is Government medicine.
M.GR.Wa
stedfeec
not say he was medically indigent; and that two sources would pay the same
bnft.But it is Possible for a person between socialized medicine and Gov
therefore he could not draw both.
Mr. CURTIS. If a beneficiary under to qultifiy for benefits under the Ander- ermient medicine, according to the Sen
OASr had passed 68 years of age, but son amendment and still be in such fi- ator's definition?
UTS.Ta
sa
atro
was drawing the minimum benefit, he nancial condition as to get benefits, insemantics.
would be denied the right to have hi ce ludn h eeisune.h ofii
doctors' bills paid, under the committee
bl.Mr.
GORE. The Senator has been
Mr. ANDERSON. My attention has using terms rather eloquently, and I
bill, then, according to that explanation?
Mr. ANDERSON. First let me say ben called to page 6 of the report, just wonder what he means by them.
Mr. CURTIS. In a broad, general
that a moment ago I believe I gave an wherein is stated the following:
Incorrect answer. If an individual were
Benefits Under a State program may be sense, there is not much difference.
Mr. GORE. Then, Insofar as it af
receiving benefits under the social se- provided Only for Persons 65 Years of age
curity section. he might be eligible-and or over to the extent that they arn unable fects the Government, the doctor, and
several of my colleagues have tried to to pay the cost of their medical expenses
the patient, would the Senator say It is
point that out to me-under the other
If they had social security benefits both Government medicine and social
provisions as well.
and they were sufficient, they could not ized medicine?
Mr. CURTIS. I do not regard vet
Mr. CURTIS. Even If he did not run come under the State plan. If they were
.ermus'
care as socialized medicine, to the
out of funds, he would be eligible to re- not suffcient, they could.
ceive both at the same time, would, he
Mr. CURTIS. I thank the Senator, extent that it Is direct Government med
not?
I appreciate the expression by the au- ical treatment, and I believe that the
Mr. ANDERSON. No. First, he thor of the amendment of his views on vast majority of Americans recognize
the language. In what I shall say fur-. it as such and do not object to it.
would have to be medically indigent:
Mr. GORE. I am not raising the
Mr. CURTIS. Suppose a beneficiary ther I am not attempting to put -words
unde 0AS!, who was past 68 years of in his mouth or interpret his under- question of its advisability or inadvis
age, were drawing the minimum benefits, standing of it. I wish to state my own ability, but the Senator has said there is
If he availedhimself of the hospital serv- view of It. My view is this: I believe not much difference between socialized
lees provided under the Senator's amend- that if this amendment Is adopted-and medicine- and Government medicine.
ment. could not he-under the provi- experience will bear It out-we are inau- Would the Senator be so kind as to ex
sions of the bill-have his doctor's bill purating a system of Government medi- plain to the Junior Senator from Ten
paid?
cine hnnld thrughth
nesseels.
just what that difference is?
an place togie
hpyath aen
Mr. ANDERSON, I apologize to the under which a hospital must have a
Mo.er RTIme
senator from Nebraska; I was inter- contract with the Secretary, and th other tmy aefndilaeitogvets.Sn
r OE Iwudejo
rvt
rupted for a moment, and did not hear Secretary has a right, upon notice, to
prvthe
all of his question,
take the contract away, and that as a covrsatiOnE withlth Senator, bu
Mr CRTS.I
hik heanwe i prtOfthsehospital services thr wllt Senator has'been using prejudicial terms
'yes.
bbecertain categories of medical~
oa.nthe floor of the Senate to describe an
3d,, McCARTHY. Mr. President, If and it will be the hospital which isI.ne amendment of which I am a coauthor.
the Senator from New Mexico will yield, contract to the Secretary that winl sebect and!I would like to know what he means
by uhabe terms.
I shoul be glad to answer the question, thos documents,
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Mr. CURTIS. I mean exactly this: If
the Anderson amendment Is adopted. it
is the beginning of Government direction
of the practice of medicine and the
treatment of the Ill-not for a restricted
group of veterans, but for our population generally. It is the beginning of it.
I prefaced my statement, in thanking
the Senator for his remarks, by stating
anything further I said I did not attribute to him, but was stating rny belief.
Mr. President, to my mind perhaps the
greatest- indictment of the Anderson
proposal is that it would give medical
benefit to a part of our aged population
over 68 regardless of whether such persons have retired or not and regardless of
their income. The medical benefit would
be a rather generous one, and unless the
recipient is still working, he would have
paid nothing for it. For such people the
plan would not be a Contributory system,
At the same time the Anderson proposal excludes perhaps approximately 3
million or 3'/j million aged people, or
people beyond the age of 68. who will
draw nothing under the plan.
The Senate should remember that one
group will draw nothing. It is said that
they have not contributed. Unless one
over 65 Is still working in covered emPloYment and he does not happen to be
a beneficiary under the OASI. he will
get those benefits for which he has con
tributed nothing. it means a greater
burden on the young people, on the mid
dle aged, and on the people who are
working.
Next year, under the terms of the
amendment, a self-employed person. a
farmer, or a small businessman will pay
$234 social security taxes It he earns a
griss of $4.800. If we never add anOther amendment or increase the bene
fits after the Passage of the Anderson
bi1L, by 1969 such a farmer or profes
sional Man or businessman will be payIng $342 a Year for social security alone,
because he Pays at a rate of 1% times
what an employee Pays, An employee
will likewise have an increase in his
taxes If the Anderson, amendment is
Pamsed. He will have remaining less
mloney from his paycheck. The money
that is deducted will be used to pay
soMe People over 68 medical benefits re
gardless of need and regardless of
whether they are retired, and at the
same time will deny benefits to approxi
mately 3 or 3!j million people who are
Over 68. It is not a bill that can be
defended upon Its faimness, even if there
were no other objections to the proposal
that we have before us.
I believe that an -analysis of the bill
will Indicate that it is a pobitical hodgePOdge, It will not take care of our needy
aged, It will' not treat all of our aged
ailike. It will be the beginning of Gov
ernment medicine. It will lessen the
take-home pay of every worker In the
COuntrY and every self-employed persdn
without treating all of our aged uni
formaly.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
Mr. CARLSON. If the Senator will
Pemit,!I wish to commend the distin
gulahed senator from Nebraska for call-
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Ing the attention of the Senate to what
I believe Is one of the serious objections
to the Anderson amendment. Everyone
should realize that by adopting the
Anderson amendment we would place a
burden on '60 percent of the people of
this Nation who pay social security
taxes, not only to take care of building
a health program for themselves, but to
carry it as an additional tax to the gen
eral tax program levied on the people of
this country. I think it is unfair to place
this burden on the young people who are
raising families and educating their
children. The tax burden, as has already
been mentioned, Is 3 percent each on
employer and employee. That percent
age rises to 4!'j percent in 1969 or 1970.
In addition to that tax, it is proposed to
impose a tax for a health program. I
think it is a burden that we should not
ask our young people to carry.
Mr. CURTIS. I thank the dis-tin
guished Senator from Kansas. His
statement is particularly cogent when
we realize that this is not a program de
signed to take care of ali people over 68.
Its benefits will go only to some of the
people; 3 or V/2 million people would be
denied benefits. The Anderson amend
ment does not even provide a test that
the recipient must be retired.
I yield the floor.
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editorialists we are guilty of great unwisdom if we rush Into legislation in this
field at this time and during this session.
Mr. President, the first of the editorials
which I mention is from the Baltimore
Sun. It is headed "'Care and Votes."
I ask that the whole editorial be printed
in the Rzcoao at this point in my remarks,
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.

The second of the editorials Is from
the Washington Daily News. the ScrippsHoward paper In the National Capital.
It is beaded 'Get the Facts." I askc
unanimous consent that the whole edi
torisl be printed In the RECORD at this
point In my remarks.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as foflows:
Osrr vnx PACTS

as follows:

A former Cabinet officer. Marion B. Folsom.
has come up with the moat sensible proposal
yet for dealing with the complex problem of
medical care for the aged.
First. Mr. Foilsom. a former S-ecretary of
Henlth. Education, and Welfare, would have
the dying session of Congress drop Its ached
uled attempt to enact a medical care pro
gram.-besanse there is no emergency to
justify hasty legislation.
Then he would have an advisory commis
sion appointed to study the entire field of
health insurance for persons over 65. with
instructions to report by next March 1 to
the new Congress and new administration.
'The commission, he said, should include rep
resentativas of the medical profession. Insur
ance Industry, employers, labor unions and
the general public. To avoid partisanship.
the commission could be appointed jointly
by the Democratic chairmen of the Senate
Finance and Rouse Ways and Means Corn
mittees and the Republican Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare.
'This is the logical way of getting the best
possible program," Mr. Pblsomn says. "You
would be surprised how much agreement you
can get on a plan, once the facts are known."'

CAREAND VOTES
Medical care for the aged Is at this moment
the foremost Issue In the presidential camnpaign. Political leaders of both parties ia
the Senate. where the battle Is currently
waged, are guided, we may be sure, not so
much by what is good for the citizens affected as what Is moat likely to attract their
votes.
The Democratic platform calls for an extension of social security under which all
aged persons In that program would be ellgible for medical benefits regardless of financial status. The proposal incidentally Involves another deduction from the pay envelope.
The Republican alternative has been an
administration bill limited in scope, aimed
at helping the aged pay for catastrophic Illness. There Is a wide gap between It and
the Democratic offer. So long as Mr. Niiox
had nothing esie to offer he was handicapped In dealing with the issue of medical
care. He now has thrown his support to a
plan proposed by Senator JAvirrs of New
York, which would provide preventive came
and other medical aid to all persons over 65

years old excepting about 2 million with Incornea judged substantial. There Is every

rity Amendments of 1960.
Indication that the Javits proposal Is deMr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, if the signed to replace the administrat.ionbll (in
Seae iso
nIt
dcde
ha t sboth
the Federal contribution would come

We agree.
at hand to

Certainly not enough facts are
sty helter-skelter enactment

oflgsaino
uch
a-echnyaue
ofdlhegisactio.o suhe anofar-reachinghnture.
Ans ter acswhnknwnijstmihtb

Seaei
t
idmdcdsta
t~
from general funds). Mr. NxxoN's -support
ToEeyUiest
rfsos
o xm
either necessary or advisable at this time considerably strengthens his bid for the old
ToEoyUiest
rfsos
o xm
to pass legislation in this field, I shall folks' vote.
ple. have surveyed 1.500 persons over 65,

certainly favor and support the legislation reported from the committee and

Still another medical care plan, far less
ambitious, Is now before the Senate. having

Jusin probability sampling. and found only
8 percentowho, knew of somnD unfilled medical

Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD]. and

aion of a bill passed by the House but confneed to helping the Indigent and the medi-

hin the medical needs met.
Mlany facts should he turned up by the

Thus In the brief time left In the present

uled for January, which would be of preat

supported on the floor by the distin- been voted out favorably by the Finance Import Andof kofmne
resosgieafr
the
a
guished chairman of the committee, the Committee. It Is a somewhat stronger ver.Trato
h esosgvnfrnthv
the distinguished Senator from Okla-

homas [Mr. KERR], and various other

cally indigent.

Whit

sothw

Born Conference on Aging, ached

Senators. However, I think that most session the Senate is confronted with at assistance to an advisory commission such
of us are in trouble in our thinking least three medical-care proposals differing " Sggsthrred and ploliialymnedCn
about this whole subject. I know that widely as to details and relative costs. The
Ti are
n oiial
iddCn
insofar as the Senator from Florida Is time is too short for the careful considers- gres would do the country a preat service
concerned, he hias received ma'ny com- tion they deserve. It would be better if ac_ by heeding Mr. Folsom and permitting the
tion, were deferred until after the election, assemblage ofCfacts which would show just
unctosfrom young People 'Within leavin the repetive cadidates
to mak
how much and what kind of a medical care
his State complaining about the fact whatever political capital they may out of program Is needed.
that the Proposal to increase the social the proposals now in the air.
Mr. HOLLAND. I read only three
security taxes in order to put the proMr OLA .I
alqutf
sotpagap
ro thedoias
Posed program upon the Social Security
MrHOLN.Ihalqoefo
shtprgrp
rmteedorl
s
System would be hurtful to the young the editorial only the tirst and the last follows:
People at a time when they are faced paragraphs. which read as follows:
A former Cabinet office'. Marion B. Folsom.
with heavy responsibilities and heavy
Medical care for the age is at this moment
a come up with the most sensible proposal
expenses aLs they are rearing their the foremost. Issue In the presidential caml-ye for dealing with the complex problem of
faiis
paign. Political leaders of both parties In
Weialm
for the aged.
the Senate. where the battle is currentiy
First. 4r. Folsom,. a former Secertary of
I1know also that from my State. where waged,.r guided, we may bhe sure, not so Health Euncation. and Welfare,
would have
Isuspect the Percentage of elderly peo- much by ewhat Is good for the citizens af- the dying acuon of Congresa drop its ached 
p1e is as great as In any State in the fected as what Is most likely to attract their uled attempt to enact a medical carm proUnio
reatr, AndPeraps
as cme vte&gram,-becauss
there Is no emergency to
VoUnionuan peraplo sgreater,. has comea
Yes
still. boy legislationvoumnosmal
nths ujetagrat
Ten, in its closing paragraph, this
Then. proceeding with the suggestion
Preponderance of it coming from elderly fine editorial states the substance of the frteapiteto
navsr
People, Indicating that they do not want position of that paper, as follows:
for
the
~
bringingein
of
an
ecvioith tGoverimen sinteyrferei
to
thio ied
Thus in the brief time left In the present mendations of that group early next
At
tme
hi smpy rsetonote that session the Senate Isconfronted with at least
in a casual inspection of reputable news- three medcal care proposals differing widely sping. the editorial concludes the dis
papers today I have noted Quite a nium- as to details and rlative co,.',. The time is cussion with this paragraph:
ber of scholarly and well-informed edi- too short for the careful consideration they
This harried and politically mended Con
torlala calling attention to the fact that deserve. It WOUld be better If action were grm would do the country a great service
waae Proceeding too hastily in a mat. deferred until afe the election, leaving the by heedin B. VWisa= and permitting the
to fals
ra moracadthe
respective candidates to make whatever
oC fatls which would show just
ter reaf sch
imprtaceandthepolitical capital they may out of the pro- assemblage
how much and what kind of a medical care
further fact that In -the Judgment of the posais no in the air.
program is needed-.
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were confident that emergency sickneis ex- lemns of the aged with hundreds of local
penses could be taken cae of In one way or administrators-public and privateanother-by their Insurance, or by drawing working with the elderly right in their
communities in seven major cities
Upon the preliminary recommendations homes ghetirbng alccout.mortheiacidrn, thnd o
the country. We received corn
Of two very able professors at Emory homes gtighlfrmhercldnadacross
munications and recommendations from
on
ea
University in Atlanta. Ga.. an institution soeonr.nvest
hundreds and thousands of additional
of 'learning, of which I have the honor lTtle EnthyUsiasm rsmon these pfopldery%
aid-nd ahslotpor fear professionals in the field. In a unique
to be a graduate, and of which I have litternenthmedicalm
that excessive government spending would undertaking, we heard from the aged
been a trustee for many years.
spoke directly to us
I ask unanimous consent that the drain away what is left of the dollar's buy- themselves as they
at our hearings in the various cities. We
whole editorial, which appears in today's inIg power.
I digress to say that that very fear. made personal visits and spoke with resi
issue of the New York Daily News, be
the aged, housing
Printed in the RECORD at this point, as which is voiced as having been found by dents in homes for
these two able analysts in the minds of projects for the elderly, senior centers,
a Part of my remarks.
mtey nursing homes, rehabilitation hospitals.
There being no objection, the editorial smnyothelrypopew
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, interviewed among the 1,500. which theyanotefcites
As a result of these studies, hearings.
say is a fair cross section. appears in the
as follows:
majority of the letters, going into the a!nd reports. I should like to set forth
OLD FozLas ANDDocToas
field as guiide
"When we asked the respondents: "Do you hundreds, which I have received from the best thinking inofthe
health services.
a program
have any medical needs now that are not elderly people within the State of Flori- lines for
health proa
good
of
The objectives
htecsieGvrhyfa
a
being taken care of?"--92 percent said. "N.
However, for the remaining a percent who, ment spending will drain away what isgrmae
To prevent illness when pos
oe.First.
olrsbyn
knew of some unfilled medical needs, we have leto h
to limit disability by early diag
oe.sible;
olrsbyn
h
to distinguish various reasons for the failure leto chief
nosis.
exthese
all
to
objection
The
to relieve the need. Financial reasons were
Second. To provide acute treatment in
travagant and expensive programs which
the least Important ones."
The quotation is from a preliminary re- are being urged as a result of ultra hospitals.
htcnaecn
oasr
Tid
port on elderly Americans' medical needs, or liberal planning and current insistence.
Thid.rhbtatonassurevthat cnalesienti
lack of them, by Profs. James W. Wiggins is that the objectors believe greater in- anproehabilitatoy
r gvni
evie
and Helmut schoeck of Emory University. flatlon will result, and that the purchascare in
long-term
provide
To
Fourth.
cases
many
in
dollars.
their
of
power
ing
MDca
4.E
Alnow. MaNYSAa
saved by frugal living throughout their the patient's own home whenever pos-.
lieEilbetkeLwyLrreue
oninErvICAEws"it
D
NOe repor is4bas
Fifthr-To purchase these high-quality
elderly peo1,500 old people representing a cross-section such a measure as to deprive
esnbecss
evcsa
n
ftescrt
peadohrctzn
of our "senior citizen" population.
evcsaesnbecss
n
ftescrt
peadohrctzn
pe64
Of the 1.50 persons Interviewed.
Sixth. To finance the services through
cent had health insurance to meet medical the fruits of their labors.
I close the quotation from this able a prepaid insurance system which em
buis. AUl but the above-mentioned 81percent
phasizes independence and fie-aom.
were confident that emergency sicknees ex- editorial with this paragraph:
In achieving this, the following should
This report is respectfully recommended to
penses could be taken care of in one way or
another-by their insurance, or by drawing the attention of Members of Congress. in be avoided:
First. Interference with the current
parties. who are currently shrieking to
on their bank accounts, mortgag-ing their bothhigh
heavens that we've got to blanket
homes, getting help from their children, the
our "senior citizens" Into an overall social- pattern of medical care.
and so on.
Second. Excessive use of hospitaliza
The Emory University team found very ized medicine scheme or catastrophe will fol-

Mr. President. the third of the editoriAlS touches me even a little more close1Y than the other two, because it is bae

little enthusiasm among these people for

Government medical aid-and a lot of fear

toadayicniefrsc

low
-

'

to;adayicniefrsc

xesv

xesv

M~r. President. I believe these three use.
that excessive Government spending would
Third. Financial or other obstacles to
drain away what is left of the dollar's buy- editorials, Which are typical of many
which will be found in the current press early securing of medical care.
ing power.
Fourth. Unnecessary use of any single
This report Is respectfully recommended of the Nation. indicate that there is a
to the attention of Members of Congre~ss Inpofsachelhrfsinl.
elhpoesoas
group fsac
both parties, who are currently shrieking to strong ease now existing for postponeFifth. Encouragement of low quality
the high heavens that we've got to blanket ment of this whole matter until we can care.
our "senior citizens" into an overall social- have more light on it.
However, I1say again, if in the judg- .Sixth. Imposition of a mean's or char
sead medicine scheme or catastrophe will folment of a majority of the Senate the ity test to finance medical services.
low.
e
AsCT
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, it pressures of the moment and of the po-. Tie st5E15Ew PE55(5 MEDICAL DSVRN CE

With this experience and these guide
might be well to call special attention to litical campaign, which impinge on so
the text of that editorial, which is en- many here, are such that we must pass an lines in mind, we drafted and introduced
balanced program of medical
titled "Old Folks and Doctors" with-the act in this field. I hope it will be an act S. 3503 as abenefits
for retired personsbyline, -How Many Really Nee Medi- along the lines recommended by our able insurance
men 65 and over, women 62 and over.
Committee.
care?.
benefits to the re
its
Mr. MCNAMARA. Mr. President. we The bill extended
First, the editorial quotes from a re~system
port of the two able professors of Emory are now approaching the final days of tired aged outside of the OASDI

decision on how to meet effectively and
University:
-When we asked the respondents: 'Do you on a dignified basis the high cost of
have any medical needs now that am not medical care for the aged,
Several Senators have proposed solubeing taken care of?'-B2 percent said. 'No.'
However, for the remaining 8 percent who tions to this No. I problem of the
take this opknew of some unfilled medical needs, we aged and I should like to
have to distinguish various reasons for the portunity to present a brief evaluation
study
months'
IS
of them based on the
rea
failure, to relieve then need. Financial
sons were the least important ones."
Subcommittee
Senate
the
by
conducted
repreliminary
The quotation Is from a
port on elderly Americans' medical needs. oror Problems of the Aged and Aging, of
lack of them, by Profs. Jlames W. wiggins which I have the honor to serve as
and Helmut Schoeck of Emory University, chairiman,
In the course of our comprehensive
Atlanta. Gae.
Tb. report Is based on interviews with study. the members of the subcommittee
1,500 old people representing a cross seachtbnftoftekoleginonse-otimdcll
hathbeeioftekoldeadgse
at our 'eenior citizen" population.
ot the 1,500 persons Interviewed. 64 per- views of mainy scientists of the very first
Cent bad health insurance to meet medical rank in the field of gerontology. They
bille. AUl hut the shovei-mentioned 8 percent were also able to discuss health prob-

as well as to those eligible for social
security benefits. The system would be
financed primarily through social secu
rity with relatively small supplementalry
appropriations out of the general fund
to cover the costs of the non-OASI eli
gibles.
I was honored to have 23 other Sena
tor's join me as cosponsors in what I be
lieve-and as confirmed by communica
tions from outstanding students and
practitioners in this field and by hun
dreds of letters from the aged themEelves-as the soundest proposal sug
innily
n
m iclyndiacaly
bo
pride In
inordinate
be
may
I take what
this bilL since the final .draft was not
mine alone, but the thoughts. ideas, and
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worts of many minds. The bill is soundly
Second. It continues the means or cent participation: $450 million of this
financed through a one-quarter of I per- charity test approach which requires in- stum would come out of the Federal gen
cent increase in the social security tax on come and asset investigation.
eral revenue budget; $450 million from
the employer and employee in its first 10
Third. Being open ended, it would the States, and $100 million from the
years of operation, and an additional cost as much as S2ij billion a year-S1.7 individual aged. If the $450 million in
one-eighth of 1 percent on each after billion Federal-if all the States came Federal outlay were added to the cost
1972. In this respect it Is not bound by in and provided all of the benefits po- of the first year of full operation of both
the myth of the level-Premium concept tentially available to the 10 million Programs proposed by the Finance Coin
but rather by the more realistic and ef- eligibles.
mittee (around $300 million), there
fective recommendation of the Congress'
Fourth. First-year cost estimates un- would be a total expenditure by the Fed
Advisory Council on Social Security. der the bill-Federal. State. and local- eral Government of three-fourths of a
This official body recommended that are approximately SI116 million, which we billion dollars annually from the general
OASDI financing- be based on 15- to 20- estimate will cover a potential group of budget.
year estimates with congressional re- not more than 460.000 people over the
Fourth. The aged verson himself
view thereafter. It thus provided the entire country, of whom perhaps 46.000 would have to pay an enrollment fee an
maximum amount of health benefits at a will actually receive medical benefits, nually and would have to choose between
minimum cost at the earliest possible because .of insufficient income to meet a short-term care program or a catas
time, and on a sound, actuarial basis,
their medical bills.
trophic illness program. My view is that
However, I am now of the opinion-as
Fifth. When the program is in full the set of benefits should be balanced
we come down to a final decision-that operaticn. estimates indicate a cost Of betwreen these two objectives as in the
the present course of Practical wisdom $165 million. representing a total eligi- Anderson-Kennedy bill.
requires acceptance of a medical insur- Lle population of about 660.000 for the
It proposes a third Alternative that
ance bill limited, to a one-half of 1 per- Nation, with about 66,000 who would the Federal and State Governments may
cent Increase in the social security tax actually receive benefits as medical in- subsidize private insurance companies
on alevel-premium or long-run, esti- digents.
up to a maximum of $60 with the aged
mate--calculated to take into account
The Kerr-Frear bill thus is a proposal individual also paying $60.
eost changes over the next 100 years.
to assist less than I million potentially
I should like to summarize by saying
Because of this financial limitation, I medically needy outside of old-age as- that an approach which depends on new
have Joined Senator ANDERSON and Sena- sistance-leaving more than 12 million State taxes, which calls for the means
tor KENNEDY in cosponsoring an amend- unprotected.
or income test, which requires payments
ment to H.R. 12580 which I trust will
Sixth. At present approximately hail by the elderly themselves, and whichpass the Senate. The Anderson- the States are not able to match Federal when added to the Finance Committee
Kennedy, bill constitutes a sound, effec- funds for the medical care of their old- expenditures-wxill cost 8750 million a
tive Program for meeting the health age recipients in an adequate manner. year by the Federal Government, is not
costs of the aged on a dignified basis. Additional funds for the increased pay- a suitable alternative. The social se
It provides for diagnostic services to ments under the vendor payments pro- curity method of financing the medical
emphasize prevention; for adequate hos- vision combined with the needs of the costs of the elderly Is fiscally prudent
pital care and treatment; and for suit- medical indigency program would be ex- and humanly dignified.
able skilled nursing home care and home tremely difficult to secure. Such a deli- ADVANTAGES 0F THlE SOCIAL SECURITY METHOD
health services, thus emphasizing medi- sion at the State level might result in
After 25 years of successful operation
cal care in the community and. in the cuts in other necessary State services,
of the social security system. I do not
home. It thereby deemphasizes excesIn summary. I would like to repeat that feel that the relief-public assistancesive use of hospitalization and institu- the Kerr-Frear proposal is very helpful means test approach should be offered
tionalization. At this point I ask unani- for a small number of the most needy as a solution to this problem.
mous consent to Include a memorandum aged but can only meet the medical costs
The advantages of the social security
explaining the details of the bill.
of the aged effectively if the Anderson- approach are:
The Anderson-Kennedy bill is one K~ennedy social security bill is added to
First. An individual. during his work
that I am very happy to cosponsor since it. The Anderson-Kennedy amendment ing lifetime, pays a small premium for a
It meets the guidelines and criteria I set will not increase the cost on the Federal paid-up medical policy upon retirement.
forth earlier, but within the level pre- Treasury, since it will be financed solely
Second. He thereby can pay for his
umun
Of One-hall of I Percent of pay- through the social security system on anmeiacreIrtrmnthouhbrol
iiainrealtoewoinsurane bai.efits
which he receives as a matter of
have supported 8. 3503 and all other SenTHE JAVITS-HEW B"A
right regardless of his economic status.
atprsvto join inethunesiatc onKertedy
The other bill I would like to evaluate This is the dignified, self-reliant, selfapproval ofn thLnesn-end
s the amendment to H.R. 12580 proposed respecting way.
amnmnlast
week by Senator JAvrTs as repreThird. Contributions are paid by the
There are two other proposals on senting the new combined approach of person only while he is working, not
which I would like to comment.
Senator JAvrrs and the Department of while he is retired. Benefits will not
THE aiix-arix~_rHealth. Education, and Welfare. This is depend upon annual or biennial appro
The Kerr-Frear Proposal expands a proposal which I am sure is offered with priations in State legislatures but will
medical care for old-age recipients pri- sincerity and after extensive study, and come out of an insurance reserve.
marily by injectin more Federal funds has a number of sound medical features.
Fourth. The cost of administering a
into State programs. It also adds a new However. it has several over-riding plan. under social security is about one
category for medically indigent or medi- weaknesses which lead me to oppose the hal the combined administrative cost of
emaly needy outside of old-age assist.. bill:
Federal, State and local operation.
ane. This latter catpgory will be helpFirst. It depends on action by the
Fifth. The social security approach
ful to some extent and I shall support States to put the proposal into effect- would provide a basic medical insurance
theme Improvements in medical care un- State Governors have alreadyv voted plan for the aged, not a complete one.
der Public assistance. We need, however, 30 to 11 in favor of the social security It would thus allow private health in
to add-as a Complementary bill-the approach as against the Federal-State surance'to flourish as a supplementary
Anderon-Kennedy social security,. ap- grant approach.
program, similar to what occurred with
proadb.
Second. It calls, for the establishment private life insurance after the passage
Sgaminag alone the medical assistance of a national income test to be adopted of the Social Security Act. Supple
Part Of the Kerr-Prear Proposal has the by the States. Persons over 65 there- mentary policies for physician and surgfollowing weaknesses:
fore would have to prove that they are Ical services and for catastrophic illness
First. It Cannot go Into effect in any in need before being considered eligible could be made available to the aged at
Stat Until that State has authority to to receive medical payments.
very low rates. Premiums to younger age
raine the ncsayfunds to Match FedThird. It Is estimated to cost about groups could be lowered and health poli
eU1
$1ns.S
billion a year with only about 75 per- cies sold more widely.
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In other words, we arm talking only about
foundation of a sound and balanced health

Augumt 22

making here Is a choice between the degrading means test. charity approach

myrearsa ri? taemntonthsservices program, just as the old-age bene- of the administration, endorsed by the
subject which was published in the fits under the socIal security system itsl vice President, and the route to dignity
Washngto inurane
Nwsleter
f (hichwas25
yarsold
on August 14 Of adsl
epc hog
oilI=
Washigton
nsurace
Neslettr ofthis
year) established
a foundation for re- adsl
epc
hog
oilisr
Augulst 15. 1960.
tiremnent income, on top of which private ance, advocated by the junior Senator
There being no objection, the state- pension programs have Leen built and have from Massachusetts [Mr. KvuzNNEDl and
ment was ordered to be printed in the been expanding ever since. By using the the junior Senator from New Mexico
RECORD. as follows:
sm administratively emfcient and imex[Mr. ANDERtsoN.]
Titz SocsaL SECuMTr AppzoAcm
pensive mechanism of the social security
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. President, in the
(By .%T
Seator
Wc~uA")
system, working people would
)ACA5SAA)
(ByPA enatr



The August session of Congress has conVened with one of its major purposes being
the enactment of legislation creating a Gayeminlent-sponsored program of financing the
basic health needs of America's aged citisans. Responsible Senators and Congressmen, In both parties, all agree on the crucial
facts In support of the need for such legislation: (1) The Increase in health problems,
especially chronic illness, associated with

contributecorefthdbaewhrgrdote

while in their productive years toward acorefthdbaewhrgrdote
fund that would provide them with baisic amendments to the Social Security Act,
medical benefits when they have retired- a number of references have been made
but only basic benefits,
on the floor to a recent survey, or at
Payment for much, but not all. of the least what is called a survey, of the
ordinary (but expensive) coats of proper Medical needs and health attitudes of
medical attention would be made available the ared. The survey was made by a
through legislation to our aged citizens,
ubro
oilgsshae
yD.J
regardless of their finsncial means, withoutnubroscilgtshaeby
r.J
any degrading pauper's test. The effect Of W. Wiggins and Helmut Schoeck, of
such legislation is to open a wide area of Emory University, in Atlanta, Ga. The

the aging process: (2) the low Income status
of the aged, especially in the upper "old
age" brackets incurring much of the chronic
illnesses: and (3) the difficulty, if not the
Impossibility, of using unreplenished assets

activity for supplemental health and medtcal insurance through private channels,
Fromn a dollars-and-cents point of view. the
millions of older men and women with Inadequate protection today (or none at all)

protecting the vast majority of younger. employed persons and their families, I am
convinced that the ability of such programs
to provide truly adequate protection for the
aged population against their higher rik
and costs of health maintenance Is reaily
limIted. Both the Secretary of Health, Bidu-

protection, to protect themselves against
the many coats not provided through a
public program, Including the services cited
-In the list of benefits not provided by such
bills as S. 3503--and all the other major
legislative proposals, as a matter of fact.
It would thus be possible for millions of

interpretation of their findings is to the
effect that the vast majority of older
people have no unfilled medical needs.
ThiJs, if true, is in direct contradiction
of what has been found by at least two
to meat the high costs of adequate medical are not, In any realistic sense, potential
attention,
customers for meaningful private health in- esablished committees of Congress in
I1 have documented these points In a de- surance policies,
both the House and Senate, and, of
tailed speech in the Senate on June 2, 1960.
nut with a Government-sponsored pro
course. is contradictory of the findings
While fully recognizing the positive role gram, more of the aged of America would made by many sociologists throughout
played by nonpublic Insurance programs La then be able, to afford supplemental health the United States., Specifically, the

cation, and Welfare, and I are In agreement

authors state:

Nine of every ten older persons report
they have no unfilled medical needs and the
remainder lists lack of money as one of the
least Important reasons for failur, to reIleve the needs.

Tr'is statement was contained In a
press release piepared by Dr. Wiggins.
ti-nwlegislation can create the condlThis survey has been used as the basis
th"onsow
e
n
xanigrl
o
care, and truly catastrophic, major medical for a number of news stories and a news
privatefharth insuan e.paThenbakroundfo
expenses, from private Plans.
release of the American Medical Associ~
orschat
staltemn
insurasc.h bafo ground
There are other potential effects of Fed- atlon, It has been widely publicized
for ucha
sat
rentiredaperonos mdia
eral legislation for basic health protection and has been given attention throughUnder S. 3503 the rtrdpsosmiclof
the aged. For example, a Private prouttecutyadonteforoh
insurance bill Introduced by myself and 23 gram now covering the employed popula- Senathe.cutyada
h oro
h
a n this point.

As I will make clear later on, however,

older persons (and their adult children)

to purchase, for a very low cost. oldsters'
insurance for phyalcians, and surgeo'ns few
private hospital room coats, private nursing

other Senators In May, an aged person would
be entitled to the foilowing benefits:
It. Nllnety days of hospitalization per year.
2. One hundred and eighty days of skilied

tion, and also the retired workers previouslySeae
covered when employed, would be relieved
I have made a rather hurried study
of the extra costs due to the high Illness - of the report and have attempted to
rates of the retired. The Insurance Indus- study the interpretations which have

Itealth services, or 2% days for each unused

provement in such programs.eps

drugs and medicines.

to pay for wider protection now, This Is
so in the face of the growing
health consciousness ot the younger generations of America. As these generations
learn of the remarkable progress that Is now

nursing home car or two days for each try would than be in a Position to offer
unused hospital day, -
Improved policies for just tbs employed
3. Two hundred and forty days of home alone. And there Is always room fo im-

hospital day.

I am convinced aiso that it a worker
4 Outpatient diagnostic services (lab knows his future medical expenses during
tests andI-rays).retirement are assured, he Will be In a betS. A substantial portion of very expensive ter position. and he will be more milling
(Precise details to be

determined after several mnonths' study by certainly
Secretary Of HEW.)

This, In the opinion of the health experts
we consulted, should be the -basic core of a

health care program for the elderly, to be
financed through a combined one-half of
I percent of taxable payroll (three-eighths Of

1 percent for self-employed). It would provide a sound foundation-I repeat, a foundatione-fOr aLPreventive and rehabliutative

medica Aapproach to the health problems of
nearly AU1the aged of this country. The
provision of diagnostic services, skilled nurslng houses, and home health care would be
an incenative toward the rational and efficient
uso boptalbeds.
It souNbetht
ote
th baw~la, ro.to
v ite shml betnotped hatsthe brexample.
sided
l
are anotcomrgehensivfenFor examle,al hscasugen.fe
n
r xld
ad,
are dentists' charges; coats beyond so
days of hospital stay per year (or their
equivalents In nursing home days Or hom
haalth car) are not Provided; a portion at
the lost of druop end medicines would still
have to be jasi by the Patient,

ben put upon ILit.Itue, It would indi

cate that much of the Information which
Congress has been gathering throughout
e

yasI

o

acrt

n

teps
e
er sntacrt
n
formation because most of the studies
conducted by Congress, and the reports
which we have received from various
departments of the Government Indi-

Cate that there Is a great unfilled medIclne
mn h
le
epeo
ne
mn h le epeo uu
Popultion, Those studies and inquiries
possible In modern medicine, they will want indicate, too, that one of the principal
to exploit these Possibilities. And the insur- reasons why the unfilled needs of older
anCe approach, or course, Is the best way of people are not Met Is that such people
prepaying for the coats of ths new 20th lack adequate funds to pay hospital anid
century miracles,
medical costs,
What we are proposing In Congress today
I was somewhat surprised to learn that
Is merely the efficient financing of the costs
of basic medical cars for the aged. I op
the American Medicali Association would.
that the hospital and health, insurance in- fully endorse and publice the Wiggins
dustry of America will join other group~6s, urlvey. because on the basis of the great
and the general Public, along with Con- record of the medical profession in the
gress. In recognizing the traditional coam- United States, one expects them to deal
patibility of public and private solutions
ihoaciesadrscnen
national problems, in this case, the prob- ratherwihojcvesadrsone

lenm of financing the costs of basic medical lng any kind of survey or study. in my
care for our- rowing population of aged opinion, one could properly hope that
citisens.
tie American Medical Association would
Mr. McNAIIARA. mr. preweiiet, Iin apply the same standards which they apConcluding, I should lik to state this- ply In their own profession when they
Issue In Its starkest terms, The Senate examine the reports of sociologist, and
and the people of the Unlited States others who pursue Othe' studies and
need to know tlat the chiewe are other discipines.t
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Some. of my early Judgments on the formal paper nor the AMA story about based on what is called the Quota method,
report raise some question In my mind the formal paper bothered to mention the much discredited technique used in
whether the sociologists of the United this important point,
the famous 1948 Gallup poll and in pre
States. the men who are attempting to
An additional 20 percent refused to be vious inadequate surveys. Apparently,
make .a science of and to professionalize interviewed or were in the not-available the Emory sociologists merely got in
this field, are particularly happy about category,
touch with other colleagues around the
the nature of this report and the use to
If we add up all these figures. they country and asked them, for example, to
which these findings have been Put.
indicate that about 40 percent of the get them such data on such-and-such a
The survey supposedly represents, or population in the 65-or-over rge group number of white, non-public-assistance
at least it declares that it represents, a has not been adequately covered in the aged in their respective parts of the
sample of the attitude of the aged of the survey which is the basis of that report. country-in other words, to check on
United States and reporting data from If we assume that there is some over- this highly selective group. In short, de
some 1.500 interviews with older people, lapping among the various categories, spite the author's statement, it is not
The news release and commentaries and that approximately 35 pzircent of true that "Each person in the universe
do not indicate fully the nature of this the aged people in the United States from which the sample was taken had an
sampling or print any claims made by were not covered in this publicized let- equal chance to be included in the
those who have lent their names to it ter-at least, publicized as a scientific sample."
that there has been a complete study. survey of America's older citizens-I
Now I come to a most vulnerable
For a survey of this type to be ac- think it fair to say that in the 35 per- aspect of such "scientific" surveys. The
curate, it would have had to be done cent not covered are many-perhaps the Emory report emphasizes in the extreme
scientifically, and the sample chosen greater number--of those who have the the "high level of health" reported by
would have had to represent truly a greatest medical need.
the aged who were interviewed, and the
cross section of America's aged popula- aIf this report had been represented as same point is emphasized in the pub
tion.
astudy of the medical and health needs licity issued by way of news releases
Th
ppuaio
ae
f heUitdof that
of our aged population by the American Medical Association.
'Me gedpoplaton
o th Untedwhich issection
best able to meet its medical Apart
from the matter of the distorted
States Is made up of a certain percent- needs and health costs, it might have sample covered in the report, there is
age of
reopllsh arcertanpretage whdagbeen considered to be scientific; but, it still the highly important question about
assistance rol0acranpretg
h
has not been presented a's such a study. the ability of an individual in an inter
are on social security, and a percentage
Two claims of the Emory University view with sociologists to determine the
who are not receiving old-age assistance, study, by themselves, give. I think, if actual state of his physical or mental
and a percentage who are not on social not conclusive proof, at least reason for condition or whether he has or does not
security,
grave doubts as to whether or not the have any unmet health needs. For the
The population of persons over age 65 sample reported is representative of the ALMA to accept the statement that 90
in the United States has some variables aged of the United States.
per cent of the aged have no unfilled
with regard to national origin, with reThe authors assert, for example, that medical needs is to fly in the face of the
gard to race, and with regard to sex. 64 percent of their sample report some day-to-day clinical experiences of the
One would expect that any objective, form of health insurance. But even the doctors who are members of the AMA.
scientific study of these variables and insurance companies whose representaIt seems rather strange that the Amer
differences would have been given ade- tivres have testified before Congress have lean Medical Association would now per
quate attention and consideration, issued a statement with respect to health mit some 15 or 20 sociologists to report
However, by their own admission. Dr insurance among the aged members of on how many people in the population
Wiggins and Mr. Schoeck actually, did our population and claim no more than have unmet medical needs and how many
not conduct a survey, of a true cr0ss 49 percent. Secretary Flemming's De- do not have unmet medical needs. That
section of the 60 million people over age partment of Health, Education, and Wel- Is certainly contradictory of suggestions
65 In the United States, even If we as- fare estimates that only 42 percent of which come almost regularly from the
sumed that 1.500 was a large enough the aged have health insurance. Never- doctors and from the American Medical
sample number, to begin with--and theless the authors state that 64 percentAsoitn:
amlhtalpel.
there is grave reason to doubt whether ofsothetpeoplenwhomytheytstudiedohad
such a sample would be adequate,
health insurance. This would indicate whethcaerasick
tornoshyouldohav regular
For example, they, intentionally did some discrepancy, it seems to me, in themeiaex intosbdcorIup
not Interview anyone over age 65 who sampling; a discrepancy so obvious that pose the next step would be for the Amer
was receiving old-age assistance. So any sociologist having any claim to rec ican Medical Association to get out a sort
that entire group was eliminated in the ognition or a status in the medical pro: of "medical do it yourself kit," or to get
study. Yet this group represents 16 fession should have stopped short or at takecolgs
the
p osiio.n that
theyscooit
cae
percent of the aged people in our popu- least should have made a special pointtaehepsiotatheoclgss
lation.
and noted that thil was a highly selective could make a study of 1,500 people, and
Because they said they lacked funds, sample which was used as the basis of then could say. "None of them is sick:
they Intentionally omitted nonwhite this survey,
lthateste case.eIrthink todhemeialt. pro
People over age 65. Such people repreThe authors assert that 33.6 percent- testiIn shoul looIhik to he Americanro
sent 7 percent of the aged, and have almost 34 percent-Of the aged in their MedicaonAssociation, becauseAwercoul
very specIal Problems, as anyone knows, sample are in the labor force, but theMeiaAsoatn.bcuew cul
and as sociologists. in particular.,should Bureau of labor Statistics of the De expect such procedure to lead to a very
know,
partment of Labor reports only 20 per- dangerous trend in medical practice.
The Wiggins-Schoeck team intention- cent of the 65 and over population as
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
ally omitted from their survey aged per- being in the labor force -today. Here is Senator from Minnesota yield?
sons in hospitals, homes for the aged, another discrepancy, amounting to 14
Mr. McCARTHY. I yield.
nursing homes. and other institutions. percent.
Mr. GORE. I do not believe the state
Yet this group represents about 4. perAgain, that is an obvious indication ment made was "no one is sick." What
cent of the people who are over age 6s, that the sample was not truly selec- term was used? Was it "unmet"?
and certainly a grop in the population tive and did not represent a cross
Mr. McCARTHY. Yes. "unimet medi
having very Special medical problems.
section of the Population of the Nation. cal needs"; that was the language which
Dr. Wiggins admitted, but only after
It seems to me that at the very least, was used in the survey.
rather thorough questioning by other ProfessorsWiggins and Schoeck would
Mr. GORE. Would the Senator from
sociologists attending the International have checked such statistics to see how Minnesota compare that with unrequited
Oerontological Congress In San Fran- normal their sample really was.
love? [Laughter.]
cisco, where he first reported his findContrary to Professor Wiggins own
Mr. McCARTHY. I suppose the ques
Ings. that In his study -about 20 percent statement in his San Francisco report. tion would be whether the subject was
refused to be Interviewed or were In hi sample was -ot based on an area fully aware of What was happening to
the not-available category. Neither his probability selection. Instead, It was him, and I suppose In each case there
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would be a possible area of misunder- sociologists who said that the old perMr. McCARTHY. I yield.
standing and of failure to diagnose the sons they interviewed said they did not
Mr. GORE. I should like to read from
symptoms properly,
think anything was wrong with them, the committee report describing this bill.
I should like to read a statement which On the other hand, the scientific study an approach which the AMA supports:
has a bearing on this subject. I refer showed that 9 out of 10 of those who had
It would cover eli medically needy aged
to a monumental and rather far-reach- cancer did not know they had it when 65 or older; It would cover every such per
Ing medical science research project they were interviewed,
son including those under the social security
completed by the Commission on Chronic
AS another example, a third of the system. railroad retirement system, civil
Illness, and published in at least four cases of diabetes found through clinical rervice system. or any other public or pri
volumes of data and evaluation. Part of tests were not reported in the family vate retirement system whether such per
this Project deait withofthe
question interview,
son is retired or still working, subject only
te very
dscrpany
slf-valebtwen M. GRE.Mr.Preidet. illtheto
the participation In the program by the
of te dscrpany
slf-vala- btwen
M. GRE.Mr.Preidet.
illtheState of which they are resident; It would
tion of medical need and actual medical Senator from Minnesota yield further? cover the widows of such workers as well as
need as determined by thorough clinical
M~r. McCARTHY. I yield,
their dependents who meet the age 65 reexamination of the persons making their
Mr. GORE. If all that the AMA sur- quirement and are unable to provide for
own self-evaluation in oral interv`iews.
vey asserts is true, how does the Senator their medical care.
The results of this type of verification explain the concern we find so wideI turn to another sentence in the re
of self-reported diagnoses by actual spread throughout the country and in port:
clinical examinations have also been both Houses of Congress in regard to the
The State has wide latitude to establish
Published in a shorter article by three of enactment of a bill to deal with this the standar of need for medical assistance
the participating scientists in the studies subject?
as long as it 13 a reasonable standard conmade by the Commission on Chronic IllMr. McCARTHY. I say it is hard to Elstent with the objectives of the title.
ness. Dr. Ray E. Trussell. M.D.. M.P.H., tuiderstand how a study so obviously un
F.A.P.H.A., now of Columbia University; scientific and so superficial as that one
Does not the Senator think that de
Dr. Jack Elinson, -Ph. D.. a recognized could he proposed as deserving of serious scribes a comprehensive measure?
national expert on interviewing tech- consideration by the Senate. as it atMr. MCCARTHY. It certainly would
niques, and also now at Columbia Uni- tempt's to deal with the problem of pro- not justify our accepting the studies
versity; and Dr. Morton L. Levin. MD., viding better medical care for the elderly which came from Emory University.
assistant commissioner. New York State people in our population,
from the comments whiich have been
Department of Health. The article apMr. GORE. Mr. President, will the made in the last 2 days.
pears In the February 1956 Issue of the Senator from Minnesota yield further
Mr. GORE. If nobody needs this
American Journal of Public Health, to me?
care,'the committee has certainly shown
pages 173 to 182.
Mr. McCARTHY. I yield.
great concern for a need which has not
I ask unanimous, consent that the
M11r.
GORE. As further evidence of the been shown to exist.
article be printed k- the RECORD at the widespread concern, did not both na.Mr. MCCARTHY. The Senator is cor
conclusion of my remarks.
tional parties at their conventions give rect; the Senete, the regular commit
The PRESIDIING OFFICER. Without serious consideration to this subject, and tees, and the special committees have
objection, it Is so ordered.
did not both of them assert it was a mat- wasted a great deal of time.
(See exhibit 1.)
ter of Prime national concern?
Mr. GORE. The sentences I have
3&. cCARKY.
r. Pesidnt, n
Mr. McCARTHY. The Senator from read from the report are somewhat nul
brie testtcaeoily
CCfHY
.
President ul Tennessee is quite correct. Until this lified by other statements and para
bref teysttecaeorcalyth weflamazing study showed up within the last graphs in the report, which I must say
inaccuracy resulting from merely askas
hn twsgnrlya-I
idabtabgos
u.t
a h
Ing people to tell an interviewer how cepted
lew dy.Itiki
idabtabgos
a eealby the
c least
h
that the figures developed
of It. or the most of utit. the apend
their health is:
Special Senate Committee on the Prob- ing bill, which is one of wide scope and
For example:
lems of the Aged-and the committee one which has the support, less the
Less then one-fourth (22 percent) of the conducted hearings under the direction amendments added by the Senate, of an
conditions found by clinical evaluation was of the Senator from Michigan [Mr. overwhelming Proportion of the House
snathed with conditions reported ini th
McNss.A.4 I,-were correct. The coin- of Representatives, is a very costly bill.
family interview. This proportion of match mittee reported that among persons 65
Mr. MCCARTHY. That is correct,

is for clinically evaluated conditions be
ieved by the examining clinician to have years of age or older, 76 percent had one
been present In the period covered by -the or more chronic conditions; and among
family interview and which presumably persons of all ages. 41.percent had one
should have been reported.
or more chronic conildtions. Yet, in the
Ye hmrcnMdcal Associa- face of that 76 percent figure. which was
Ytio tendoresicansociogss
iqryreached after the most thorough studies.
which statres tat
aUotheoldgss persons a hand'ful of sociologists say that 9 out of
theyhinatervee thoughtl they wl eresfeel
10 of those interviewed think they are
theg itrelaivelywellthuhmhyweefe-i
good health--or, in other words, that
Ing wll.10
elaivey
percent of them had some kind of
The article also states:
disability which was needful of some
Six out of ten cases of clinically. evaluated medical care,
heart condterionswer not reported in We
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
fmliteve.Senator
yield?

in other words, 6 out of 10 were not
properly diagnosed, and their actual
condition was discovered only upon cliniical study or examination,
The article also states:
Nine out Of ten nueopzasmCin other words. In the na~ture of
cancer(benign&and malignant) esetblished by

;Nr. McCARTHY. I yield.
Mr. GORE. How would the Senator
rationalize the support of the committec

bill approach by the American Medica.l
Association If it believes in the accuracy
of the report to which the Senator is
addressing his remarks?
Mr. MCCARTHY. It would be difficultfor me to explain it. I would hope the
AMA itself might give some explanation
caml iniclervalaion weeU2S~ldh
ease I believe, it is now in a very
filineve.contbadictory
and Indefensible position.
Yet the American Medical Ass~oclaMr. GORE. Wil the Senator yield
tion was publicizing a study made by further?

something like $340 million without so
cial security.
Mr. GORE. And yet, according to
the report to which the Senator has
referred, it Is utterly unneeded.
Mr. MCCARTHY. As the Senator has
indicated, up until the last 2 days it was
accepted that there was a need for the
program. although there was disagree
ment as to what the nature of the pro
gram should be. But if we were to
accept this statement and the argument
relating to putting it under social secti
rity. we might carry It further and say

there Is no need for the other two pro
posals being considered by the Senate.
Mr. GORE.

I should like to ask the

Senator another question. Why is it
free enterprise and why is it free medi
cine for a State to pay the bill of a phy
sician out of funds which are provided
in large part, up to 80 percent. by the
Federal Government. but an amendMent providing assistance and medical
care and hospitalization, but no pay
ment of doctor fees, paid from the am
cial security fund is socialized medi
allse?
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Mr. McCARTHY. It is diffcult for
me to explain that, because, traditionally, one of the socialist tenets has been
that an Individual would be paid according to ability and would receive according to need. The Senator may
recall that we were-! will not say
shocked-somewhat surprised when the
Secretary of Health. Education, and
Welfare appeared before the Finance
Committee and said he was opposed to
Putting this Program On a pay-as-yougo basis by having it incorporated in the
social security system, because he
thought it should be Paid for out of genera1 revenues, which are obtained by
taxes, which are more progressive. So
he was advocating a social system of
collecting from the people on the basis
of their ability to pay, under a progressive tax system, and then paying out
those funds on the basis of need.
So I suppose one would have to say
that the Senator from Tennessee and I
were. conservative and somewhat antisocialistic because in this instance we
favr ncopoatig hissyte
into
favos~em
inorpoatigthe
social security system, into which people pay out of their earnings,
Mr. GORE. Does the Senator have
any explanation for this logic, or illogic?
Mr. MCCARTHY. They make some
very quick changes from one proposition
to another as they come before our comm~tte.
thetaxs
f wte lok
a- a
mitte.taes
th
f wtelok
a- a
ministration has proposed this year.
every tax the administration has proposed has been In the nature of an excise or transaction tax. We have no
proposals from the administration to
Improve the progressive scale, have we?
Mr. GORE. None.
Mr. MCCARTHY. None whatsoever,
When this bill is before us, they become
advocates, proponents, and defenders Of
the Income tax system.
.Mr. GORE. Does the Senator really
believe that the position of the administratlon turned on the theory of taxaMr. MCCARTHY, While I hesitate
to
attribute motives to the administration,
I think In this case their position with

SENATE

The National Health Survey's sampleIII Yet the news release. by the use of
of the older population is about eight my name as a professional sociologist (and
times larger than that of Wiggins- also the names of seversl other sociologIsts)
Schoeck. The results of that cniu cotn-endorse
undoubtedly
leaves the impression
thattheI
fte conclusions
presented In
ing survey are part of the Government's news relesse of the AMA. This in entirely
official documents.
misleading. I do nothing of the sort.
II
For example, 76 percent of those 65 it was quite obvious to me that the question
and older have at least one chronic naire sent to us was a very poor one, and
condition,
seemed to be devised by amateurs in re
Forty-two percent of the general Popui- search. But since we agreed to do the inter
lation are limited in activity because of viewing
for the project we completed the
assignment. If I had known that this study
chronic illness.
was to be used for political propaganda I
Older persons see physicians 40 per- should not have undertaken it at the outset.
cent more often and spend more than (From letter to AMA, Aug. 17, 1960.)
twice as many days in the general hos
pitals as people who make up the genThe following are comments by sociol
eral population,
ogists attending the meeting In San
Mr. President, I do not wish to be- Francisco where Dr. Wiggins presented
labor and prolong my critique of the hi Ihave
formlal
report:
read the paper and was In the au
Emory survey. There is much more I dience when Prof. Wiggins made his presen
could say about It, and I think the tation. Like severai of the others present,
sociologists will have much more to say I was astonished at the data and conciusions
about it as the discussion on the bill and reported. The basic figures on income. as
on the Issue continues,
sets, health status differ by as much as 100
I wish to quote from some of the lead- percent from those reported by -other studies
Ing sociologists in the field of aging who during the past decade and from figures
have made oe
remarks about the available through such standard sources as
ths
omethe
Bureau of the Census, the Current Popu
Wiggins-Schoeck survey at this time. I lation Survey, and the National Health Sur
ask unanimous consent that the full text veY. (Letter from Clark Tibbitta, chairman.
of the comments be printed in the executire committee for the Americas. Inter
REcoRv at the end of my statement,
national Association of Gerontology. Aug.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 19. 1960.)
objection to the request of the Seao
In reporting on their longitudinal' study
from Minnesota? The Chair hears logne, of occupational retirement, Profs. Gordon
ad itis o oderd.F.
Streib and Wayne E. Thompson (of Cornell
ad i isso rdeedUniversity)
have In all of their work stressed
(Sec exhibit 2.)
the fact that although their sample includes
Mr. McCARTHY. The reputation of people from throughout the country and
the men whom!I Intend to quote Is very from all walks of life, it cannot be considered
high in scientific circles- Many of them representative of the older population of the
are internationally known.
United States. They acknowledge that their
FrtIwstoqtefmPo.Nelsample
Isrelatively
and populaIn relaFirs I uot
ishtofro
Prf.
oelUvey better
healthmore
thanaffuent,
the older
Gist of the University of Missouri, listed tion. However, when the Corneli respondas one of the cooperating 5ociloogists lin ents were asked: "Do you think that most
the Emory project; who wrote letters to retired people are able to take care of their
his local newspaper, the Missourian medical expenses themselves?", more than
(which carried a news story about the one-hailf replied that they did not think so.
survey, based on the AMA news release). (From statement Prepared by Professors
and to the American Medical ASSOCla- Streib and Thompson, Aug. 17. 1960.)
tion:
Professor Thompson was a discussant
I adnothing to do with the planning aW of the Emory survey, at the San Fran
sam*ihad Procedures. the tabulation of data, cisco gerontology meetings.
or the formal presentation of conclusions.
And from the cochairman of that
Presumably the American Medical Associa- meeting, Prof. Leonard Breen:

regard to taxation was a matter of ex- tion was given access to the data to use
pediency. I think It was a part of the as It desired. The data ame being used demanifestation that they had no great ceptively for political puros.
. . the
spirit for the passage of any legislation persons Interviewed represented, in a sense,
In this fleld, and, as we had indicated, in the financial 'elite" of the older population.
th o lstda
tothy
av cmeu
or
The AMA news release, intentionally
theo agtwotheyhav
dy
com up
Or therwise, Ignored these qualifications.
with their Own Program:. known as the Instead, it has presented data on a limited
Javits Proposal, which was never pre- and restricted sample of older persons as if
sented .to us In committee, even though this sample were representative of the aged
w. finished hearings on this bill last population in generaL For tihis re.so th
week,
statements In the AMA news release are
Mr. GORE. Is that not another ex- both misleading and deceptive. The aerfample of a whole series of tardy acts?
age newspaper reader would probably not be
Mr MCRTYTe
eatris
suflIciently Informed to detect this deception.
Sobjeatorsnted. For.thMreasnsHstteThe
Itlt
~le.the
unauthorized Use Of my name in AM
There ame other studies by definitely propaganda. (Fro
letter to the Mfa..
established reputable agencies and re- sourian, Aug. 13. 1960.)
This morning's press carried a news story
search organiZa~tions Whose 11indings Pefut&and east strong doubt on the validity which, by Implication If not by expicit
Of the AMA-advertisged WirgginsSckhoeck statement. Indicated my endorsement of the
Paper. The National Health Sujrvey. for position of the American Medicai Association
eXample, was established by the Congress regarding medical care for the aged In thisl
to Collect aCCurate.-I repeat. accurae.
coutr. I .
Although I1 participated In
Infrmtin
n hehelt o te
ftstudy Of sgIng to the extent of suiperVising
Wof-atio
an he ealt Of he PPU-the interviewing of a samnple of rural resiRatkIL VtA techniques are the best dents in Minsourt, I assume no responllitii
known to sciece nd aret approved by ity whatever for any analyses ma. of the
a distinguished advisory Committee.
data or any edancluslons by other petsons,
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I did not see a copy of the final paper (by
Professor Wiggins) until August 10. 1960. the
day before It was read at the meeting of the
Congress (of gerontology). I must report
that I was appalled to read the paper which
I found to be of poor quality of zcientific re
search technique and writing. Indeed. I re
gretted at that point that I had been so naive
as to have accepted the paper without having
seen It In advance, especially since It would
be Presented before an audience of inter
nationally known scientists who might'think
of this as representing American sociology.
. . When the paper. was actually prethere was an Immediate reaction on
the part of the audience, attacking its uan
scientific character, and the ease with which
Wiggins and Schoeck Jumped to untenable
conclusions.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the RECORD an
editorial from the New York Times of
August 12, 1960, entitled 'Challenge to
Blue Cross"; an article written by
Lawrence T. King entitled 'America's
Powr." published In the Commonweal of
July 22. 1960; and an article written by
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Roger Green entitled "Milld-Mannered,
Bewildered old Folks Find s4elveS
Vulmped' Into Mental Institutions,
publshe
IntheSt.
aulPioeerPre
PubisedInth
S. au PonerPrss
Of August 21. 1960.
no objection, the
There being
Editorial and articles were ordered to
be Printed In the RacoRn. as follows:

on the Blue Cross Board of Directors, though

the families above and half below-was

the hospitals and. the medical profession atml
dominate.
The 7 millIon subscribers of Blue Crs
and the publIc, through Its interest in
better community health, await a revised
and prompt Blue Cross applicatIon with the
greatest concern-one, we hope, that winl
call for a good deal smaller rate increase.
I prom the Commonweal. July 22 90
AsseCAes POOR
(By lAwrence T. King)
Our present age of affluence Is replete
with contradictions. As the gross national
product soars to new heights and as personal
income keeps edging upward-last year's
advance Was 4 percent over 1948a-we And
it increasingly difficult to become disturbed
over the pockets of poverty which continue

85.300. and the model or moat frequent Income was 84.600. These figures are quite an
Improvement over those for 1947, when the
But
median income was around $3.000,
balanced against the shrinkage Ii purmhasIng power since 1947--an Income of 65.000
then was equivalent to *8.865 today.--At Is
apparent that the Increase in real Income is
not so spectacular as the Commerce Department figures would seem. to Indicate,
It is this constant shrinkage In the dollar-it Is now worth 47.6 centa in terms of
1940 buying power-which accentuates the
plight of those who remain in the lower income brackets. We may soothe our Consciences with statistics and tell ourselves we
never had it so good. but this does littie
to miltigate the misery of those who must
fight a daily battle to make ends meet,
Just who are these people, the American

the physically handicapped and infirm, who
cannot compete In a competitive job mar
ket: the farmworkers engaged In the most
basic of all labors but excluded from Fed
eral and State wage-hour laws and often
denied the protection of welfare aid and
educational and health facilities of the 10
calitles In which they work; the racial
minorities. "the last hired, the first fired."
who in many sections of the country are
barred from unions or placed in wage cate
goriea below those of the dominant group:
the victims of geography who have seen
once flourishing communities turned Into
depressed areas by technological advances.
changes in consumer demand, depletion of
natural resources and shift is n defense pro
curements or the location of military facil
ities.
The belief persists among many that these
people somehow are responsible for their own
condition. There are, of course, those who are
chronically unemployed because they lack
the drive which Is so Important in an acquis
itIve society and there are those who do not
possess necessary job skills because of edu
cational deficiencies or insufficient training.
For the most part, however, they are persons
victimized by conditions not of their own
making.
Take the case of racial minorities. The
hIgher Incidence of unemployment among
Negroes. the low wages paid to Puerto Ricans
in New yTork and elsewhere, the lack of
employment opportunities for American In
diana. the exploitation of Mexican-American
manpower in the Southwest. cannot be ex
plained solely In terms of lower leveis of skill
or other objective standards. Dual wage
standards for the same type of work. dis
criminatory hiring and firing policies, closing
of union ranks and apprenticeship oppor
to Negroes and other practices have
been definitely established as factors which
reduce certain minorities to the role of
drawers of water and hewers of wood.
Then there are those who live In areas
which have become depressed-coal miners
thrown out of work by automation and de
clining demand for coal, workers in wooltextile Industry towns where plants have
been closed as a result of competition from
cheaper synthetic fibers, miners and smelter
workers In areas where mineral resources
have become depleted. Men who have spent
a lifetime of productive labor in these fields
do not find it easy to adapt to new jobs and
skills, even when new jobs are available, and
in most cases the jobs simply are not there.
The problem we face has been complicated
by the fact that modern trends are operating
against labor mobility. Senator EuGENE
MCCARTHT'S Special Committee on tUnem
ployment Problems, which has just com
pleted a comprehensive study of the situa
tion. stated In Its report to the Senate:
"Theoretically, a supply of unemployed
workers attracts new enterprises to a localIty; and In the absence of new jobs, laid-off
workers are expected to move to a new
locality. A number of studies since World
War IM have shown that the labor market
does not actually operate in this way. The
pockets of high unemployment in many
localities have not diminished even though
new -heights
production has reached
throughout the Nation."
The commi~ttee suggests a number of rea
sons for dimninshing mobility: Increased
home ownership and Increased number of
children, personnel practices in hiring, and
high risks attendant upon moving to a new
locality. Fifty percent more families, for

affluence,
Perhaps our complacency can be explained

nationsl affuence?
They are the elderly living on sociai secu-

at the beginning of the century. The comn
mIttee has found that converting a tenant

ment. Even at the height of the recession
of 1958--when 7 percent of the labor force
was out of work-most Americans were Insulated from the effects of enforced unemployment since it was generally restricted to
certain geographical areas and occupational,
racial and age groups, a condition termed
"class unemployment" by the social scientists to distiniguish it from the mass unem1PromQ the New York Times. Aug. 12. 19601 ploYsnent or the depression years when as
uc as 25 percent of the labor force was
Idle.
CseALLENcE TO BLUE CROSS
Congress has given considerable attention
Superintendent of Insurance Thacher's
decision on the Blue Cross request for a 37- to this problem of class unemployment. The
Percent Increase in rates is sound. In deny- most ambitious attempts to deal with itIng It for the time being-and in his anal- area development legislation-have been
YZIS Of why he did so-Wr Tmacher has vetoed twice by President Eisenhower. and
shown exceptional discernment, both of the the Inability of Congre~ss to override the
weaknessts In the Blue Cross case and of Presadent has been Interpreted rightly or
the progress It has made In filling the needs wrongly as reluctance on the part of the Nation at large to undertake coatly Federal proOf the subscribing public.
Mr. Thacher's main objection to granting gramis to aid depressed areas. on the assumpthe full increase -was well taken. It in- tion that the increasing level of national
volves the new basis on which Blue Cross Prosperity eventually will catch up with the
payments would be made to the member problem.
Proponents of this view are quick to point
hospitals-the largest source of hospital income as well as the biggest item In the cost to the latest figures put out by the US.
of Blue Cross operation. On principle, of Commerce Department which show that
course, payments should be related to the bince 1947 the number of families and
varying costs of hospItal services given Blue unattached single persons with annual InCross subscribers-which they have not been comes of less than *2.000 has shrunk from
up to now but would be under the terms of 23 to 14 percent while those earning 82.000
to 63.999 have declined from 28 to 21 -perthe new application,
Mr. Thacher approves this principle but cent. On the other hand, they point out that
questions Its application as proposed by the number of families and unattached
Blue Cross in several important respects. sinigle persons making 84.000 to 65.999 has
They concerns, for example, the inclusion for Increased from 20 to 23 percent. those earnratemaking of such coats as medical train- Ing 86.000 to $?.99g have gone up from 9 to
18 percent. those In the *8.000 to 69.999
Ing, capital replacements and Improvements;
also emergency and outpatient care for the bracket from 3 to 10 percent. those In the
benefit of the general community. Also, *10.000 to 814.999 bracket from 3 to 9 perhe uightly points out that the cost basi~s cent, and those over 815.C00 from 2 to 5
.tunities
for rates without adequate safeguards might percnt.
These figures do show that more and more
result 'in penalizing efficiency and subedizIng waste.- The superintendent of insur- Americans are ascending the economic ladder
ance hasn't the- power under the law -to with fewer families left on the lower rungs.
Impose changes In Blue Cross operations. Cold statistics, however, have a way of maskbut presumably a revised request would be lug the human factors Involved,
It is of little comfort to those families
pranted If Mr. Thacher's objections are met.
His opinion adds impact to the rapidly Hs. earning less than 32.000 a year-7!j million.
Ing public demnand for the reduction of un- by Commerce Department estimates-to
necessary hospital costs-unwarranted ad- know that the general level of national Prosmissions, too-long patient stays, uncalled perity Is rising. And it Is not surprising that
for surgery. etc. As Mr Thacher suggests, those families with incomes of less than
Blue Cross could generate powerful pressure 84000-35 percent of the national totalto that end by the conditions for member- do not share the administration's economic
ship Imposed on the hospitals. But his optimism. especilsly when another Federal
opinion is far from purely critical. He agency Informs them that present living
costs require a weekly Income of 630.8? for
rightiy welcomes the increased coveragesuch as for infants and emotional dis- a worker with three dependents and *73.31
orders,-administrative Improvements and for a worker with no dependents.
The median Income for 1959.-with half
the increased representation of the public

to persist on the fringes of our national

by the fact that an entire generation has
came of age without any direct exporeriec
with the corroding effects of man unamplog-

poor consigned to live In the shadows of our

rity payments or small Axed incomes from
pensions. '74 percent of wham. have
an anual income of lIm than 84.00;

example, own

their

own homes today than

Into a homeowner tends to reduce his mo
bility. and that a home is not a liquid asset
In a Community which has became depresmed.
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A deftnlte link Is established between the
size of a family and a worker's mobility.
Families are much larger today than they
were 20 years ago, and figures based upon
the 1950 census show that the migration
rate among families with children is less
than half the migration rate of families
without children in comparable age groups.
Industrial and personnel practices are
also cited as factors tending to reduce labor
mobility. Insistence of industryoun reducing
job turnover and organized labor's success
in winning seniority rights, pension plans
and severance pay have all served to stabilize
the labor force at the expense of the migrating jobseeker.
"A worker takes obvious risks." the report
states. "In moving to a new locality. Usually
a person who becomes unemployed puts all
his efforts and financial resources into look,
Ing for work near home, relying on unemployment compensation for temporary support., By the time he decides there are no
local opportunities he Is near the end of.
his financial reserves. A West Virginia witness put the predicament this way: 'It's hard
to go some place when you ain't got no
money. It takes a little money to go some
place tohbunt ajob, too.' lHemay have heard
of jobs many miles away, but he knows from
the experience of others that he will be the
first fired in a layoff if he is the last hired.
If he Is an older worker, he will have dfl~culty In finding any work at all. He knows
that if he Is unsuccessful, he will have, In
addition to the expense of moving his famsIly to the new location, the expense of movIng hack, He knows, of course, he can go on
alone, but this means family separation
and perhaps family dislocation. Often he
Will have to spend everything he earns to
take care of his own living expenses In the
new location and have nothing to send
home."
In his appearance before Senator McCArrHY's committee, a district supervisor of
public assistance for live West Virginia
counties testified:
"I would -like to talk about the results of
unemployment. It is heartbreaking sometimes, as I talk to these people in need, that
our department Is in the position that we
cannot help them, They want work that
produces; they don't want work that is
merely set up as a plan Instead of assistance,
"A mant came Into the office not long ago
and said: 'Lady, I am not disabled, and I
don't want asistance, But I am 45 years
of age; I have two children In high school;
the rest of my children are in the grades,
and they can't go to. school because they
don't even have shoes,''.1
Teachers also testified and told of high
absenteeism and dropouts because the Children did not have the Shoes or proper clothIng. In schools fortunate enough to have
federally subsidized hot lunch programs--not
all schools have them because some lack
kitchen facilities--pupis often get their only
ful meal of the day there. one teacher said
most Of her pupils save portions of their
lunches and milk, for younger children at
home. Another told of her Pupils' dislike of
vacation periods because they never had
enough to eat at home, It Is little wonder
that Congressmen from the area have pressed
for a domestic point 4 program to aid their
people,
If. Poverty remains endemic to the dePressed mining areas, It Is by no means con-.
fined there. The lowest per capita Incomes
are stil to be found In the rural areas,
There unemployment Is not as great a probI~ saislaUnderemployment, which the DePertintent of Agriaulture defines as "-utilization at the human agent In economic activity
,thatresults in real earnings that are aignIfisantly less thas are reesved by comparable
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resources in other uses." It Is estimated that
1.200.000 farm males.-almost one-quarter of
the total number of farm males with income-are underemployed,
In a report published last year. the Department of Labor reported that despite Increases In earnings for nonagricultural
wor':ers the Income of farmworkers continued to decline. In 1957. annual average
earnings of migratory workers for 131 days
of farm and nonfarm labor was 8859. as compared with $898 and 147 days for nonmigratory workers. In the face of the greatest
burst of productivity in the Nation's history,
the relative economic status of hired farmworkers continues to deteriorate,
Behind the statistics there is a sordid story
of squalor, a story which was detailed at
length by the National Advisory Committee
on Farm Labor at a hearing held last Year in
Washington.
There was the minister from Pompano
Beach. Fla., who told of his experience among
the migrants. In that State: "Most camps
are dilapidated shacks with large families
living In one room with no windows. The
toilet facilities are the outdoor privy type
that are so filthy that many use the ground.
The water wipply Is outside faucets with no
water in the dwellings. Why should little
children be forced to live In such filthy surroundings just because they were born In a
migrant family?"
The chairman of the National Child Labor
Committee testified: "Children who work In
agriculture do not suffer from the harmful
effects of their labor alone, Their whole
way of life is deprised. They suffer from
poverty, community resection, inadequate
housing. unsanitary facilities. etc.
*
Nothing is done to help them occupationally-to give them the education, preparation
or special help they need to become produtiv ettons-.
A
A doctor from Corpus Christi, Texas. appeared: "The children of migrant parents
are born into a world completely of their
own.III
If the child lives to be of school
age, he could possibly go to many schools on
different occasions at different places but he
will never average more than 3 years of
schooling In his lifetime. His world will be
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the
Great Lakes to the Rio Grands. It will be
his world, however, In that the only piece
of property that he will ever own wiUl be
his grave, I I I may be here because I
am still haunted by the remembrance of a
day 10 years ago when I found a dead
mother with six children lying In the same
bed, all covered with blood from the hemorrhage of a dying tubercular mother,
The continued existence of poverty of this
sort In a nation that has amassed the greateat wealth In the history of the world must
remain an affront to the American conscience. The poor, of course, will always be
with us; but it is one thing to be poor be,
cause we live in a society In Which there Is
not enough to go around-it Is qulte a dif.
ferent matter when we know there is enough
to go around, when the poverty Is the direct
result of our national failure fully to utilize
and develop human material resources which
we have in abundance and which are the
true sources of wealth.
The migrants, for example, are not poor
because of the nature of their work, They
are migrant workers because they are poor.
And they are roaming country roads not because the farm economy needs them-they
have no historical precedent In American
life-but simply because of our failure to
solve some of the basic social and economic
problems of our time, Workers certainlY
would not subject themselves and their familles to the vicissitudes of migratory life If
other economic opportunities were available,
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They are there because there Is nowhere else
to go.
The casualizatlon of the rural labor force
has been given Its greatest Impetus by our
inability to solve the farm problem. Agri
cultural economists In Washington have cen
tered their efforts on reducing surpluses and
forcing prices upward by encouraging mar
ginal farmers to leave the land and seek jobs
elsewhere. Industry, however, has not been
able to absorb these displaced farmers, and
they have, Instead. joined the ranks of the
farm laborers.
We Americans are prodigious capital build.
era, but in our preoccupation with stocks and
bonds and corporate wealth we have con
centrated our efforts In fields where our In
vestments will produce the fastest and best
returns. As a result, our capital Investments
are unevenly dIstributed-esome areas are
booming, others are blighted, The problem
of the distressed areas must be seen In this
perspective, for the condition will persist as
long as we fail to expand the productive ap
paratus at our command by investment of
public capital to counteract the Imbalance
of private capital.
We can, of course, continue to subsidize
unproductive elements In our society
through relief and welfare grants and make
wor projects. But programs of this sort.
though necessary In a society beset by periOdlc economic readjustments. will never solve
the problem. What is needed is a compre
hensive social and economic program similar
In approach to the TVA concept, a program
which will upgrade an entire region and
provide opportunities where none existed
before,
it is futile to expect Industries to locate In
distressed areas unless there are economic
incentives for them to do so. Cheap and
abundant power and water, freedom from
alod and chustatorma. adequate transports
tion facilities and pleasant surroundings are
some of the Incentives which will attract
industires and provide the diversified eco
nomic base so vitally needed In blighted
rural and Industrial areas.
The programs which will provide such In
centives will not come from the private sec
tor of the economy, for its capital can be
invested much more advantageously else
where. It Is to the public sector of the
economy that these distressed areas must
look. The unhappy fate that has befallen
area redevelopment legislation should not
discourage Americana from pressing forward
for a bold, Imaginative national approach to
the problem of chronic poverty.
It Is time that we faced up to the fact that
the national economy Is not truly served by
budgetary considerations that block the full
development of our physical wealth, In the
long run, every dollar of public money in
vested in revitalizing undeveloped segments
Of Our economy will pay high dividends in
the creation of new wealth and opportuni
ties for the poor Americans who have been
left far behind In the Nation's march toward
afiluence.
[From the St. Paul, (Minn.) Sunday Pioneer
Press, Aug. 21, 19001
MnMo-MAxNNE-. BEWUnMERM GOLFOLKS FIND
Sz~vzs "Duss'u" ImSO MzsTAL bIsvrrumoaa
(By Roger Green)
One of the profound tragedies of Ameri
ca's mental hospital system Is tI' At thousands
upon thousands of old foIXs are being
dumped into psychiatric wards along with
the chronic insane,
In ward after ward at three huge public
mental Institutions, I saw gentle, mild-man
nered old people-.apparently quite normal
except for minor eccentricitles--aitting In
meek resignation among babbllng achIZ0
phrenics and brooding manic depressives.
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The rural survey was made under2 the
But It is also true, as noted by, Dr. Ewald
Many Of them are simply old, with no placeelse to go. no family willing to give them W. Busse, chairman of Duke University Medi- overAll direction of one of the authors who
cal Centersa Department of Psychiatry, that was serving also masdirector of the Hunterdon
shelter and care for their simple needs.
Some of them have had a mild stroke or 'the proportion of elderly people In our men- Medical Center. The National Opinion Re
their minds are confused by the effects of tal hospitals Is Increasing at an alarming search Center participation has been guided
by a senior study director.
Weility. But do they belong In a mental rate."
The survey findings are extensive and will
Dr. Leo H. Bartemeier. medical director at
Institution?
MOhusual pattern In this country seems Seton Psychiatric Institution In Baltimore, deal also with the large gap between needs.
as determined by team evaluation, and ac
to be for elderly patients, showing symptoms Mcd., says:
"The Increasing admissions of the aged to tual utillilaton. The data currently are
of delusional thinking, to come into a mentel hospital and remain until they die." says our mental hospitals create a staggering being assembled Into a sizable report which
probably will not appear In final form before
the American Psychiatric Association Jour- problem.",
Forty percent of all patients admitted to early summer of 1956. However, certain
.nal.
"ManIy (old) people are now being classi- mental hospitals are over 60 years old, methodologIcal facts are already evident.
Wleas psychotic who actually need nothing Thirty percent are over 65. In New York They are selected as of particular Interest.
more than attention to their physical needs. State. for example, nearly 30.000 out of the because of their relevance to our very realis
their food, cleanliness, and so on. They will State's 88.000 menial hospital patients are tic need for beiter epidemiologic understandlug of many long-term illnessee through ac
cause, nobody much trouble, so they can be over 65 years old.
What this means. in terms of human curate determination of prevalence and in
cared for quite easily In a facility other than
tragedy and expense to the Nation's taxpay- cidence in the population at large.
astate hospital.In the literature our present knowledge of
The APA, recognizing the red-hot contro- ers, is underscored by a simple statistIc: 94
percent of all mental patients over 65 will prevalence and incidence is an accumulation
Versy involved In the problem. adds:
of several apprwoaches. such as household in
"But there Is no better place to discharge remain in hospital until they die.
How many of these old folks are genuine terviews; study of physician, institutional.
our responsibility to the sick aged than
the State hospital. Lacking proper facilities cases of mental illness-and how many are and organizational records; and multiple
Mtuch usas
bnervenwad of datlay
(elsewhere), we are In no position to say merely custodial cases, heartlessly dumped pcreovined
a
thogrnenevewo$
Into the hospital as the cheapest and easiest
they do not belong In a public psychiatric
repondent by a nonmedical interviewer in
way out-is anybody's guess,
hospital."
home setting where the cooperation of the
Dr.Win re Ovrhoser.68.lontim suer-a
- Wilia
Onanohernot,
F.Sheley
D.
respondent has to be solicited and Is volunFvedera 8.lGovernmentsuper
ila
.Sey,declres:Wnindtofrted
OnA
projetchiefoe r
ovenmet'sSt.tary. Additional Information has been pro
APA rojct hie, dclars: nteden oftheFedeal
"The community Is settling more and Elizabeths Mental Hospital in Washington. vided by personal health diaries and by ques
tioning physicians who have been asked to
more senile persons into psychiatric wards D.C.. told the writer:
*'There is no question that the old folks confirm, alter, or supplement diagnoses re
formerly used only for younger mentally Ill
patients. Some of these elderly people have are increasing among our mental hospital ported by their patients In household Inter
psychosee or are pretty forgetful and con- patients. one reason is that our general views. Multi.ple screening of large numbers
fused. Most of them simply need an old population Is getting older and there are now of self-selected individuals, presumably well,

has yielded much data which- are suggestive
more old folks.
folks' home,
"More serious is the fact that we have a but difficult to evaluate.
"We must begin a ruthless pruning job.
How valid "ar the -statements made in
We must return to the community those per- citff-dwelling population, we live In apartsons who are not really treatable and those ments and row houses. So a slight disturb- household interviews and by physicians
ance by an older person leads to complaints named as attending the reported conditions?
who are not really (mentally) Ill."'
Several States, spurred by a combination and the family reacts by sending the offender What volume of disabling or potentially dis
abling conditions Is not suspected as the
of humanitarian motives and a desire to save off to a mental hospital."~
result of multiple screening? Can a Self4ax money, are taking active steps to weededsrbtdr
us~nar
elderly nonmental cases out of State mental
[Fr'om the February 1956. Issue of the Amer- a population at large and return useful but
fctr
tmsfrmh
Thospitals.
less expensively acquired data? Partial or
icn Journal of Public HealthlI
mondsey-savingfactorn Stemsfrmethe
fatthet
substantial answers to such questions are
fact hopthatldscersnonqunedf Inr aStaedmenM-ETHODS
O?
Errsemerging from the Hunterdon County and
te osialcnntqulfyfr
edrlCossPAassoNs Or VAacOU5
SKATING TM PREVALENCE or Ciesosic DISEASE Baltimore surveys. Three sets of observa
old age pension.
IN A COMMsUNlrY-Trse HUN'TKRDON COUNTrY tions now available from the rural study
However, If they are transferred to a nursare presented at this time.
STmv
ing home they promptly become entitled to
SURVEYED FOPULATION
Federal old-age benenits-and thus the State, (By Ray C. Trussell, MD., F-A.P.H.A.: Jack
itdhr
nuhdsrp~edt
ilb
Elinson, Pb. D.; and Morton L. Levin, M.D..
instead of paying for the care of old folks
tnouprovdescanpoverdalpitur of the popula-cr
F.A-P.HA.
In a State hospital, can shift part of the
oua
h
opoiea
vrl
pcueo
burden to the Federal Government,
Hunterdon- County covers
This Is a preliminary report upon a few tion studied.
An- Associated Press survey showed that
Kentucky and Ohio, among other States, are observations of methodological significance about 435 square miles stretching irregularly
to morbidity surveys. The findlings pre- along the Delaware River In northern New
moving in that direction,
fsented have resulted from a survey of the Jersey. It .is an area of farms, woodlands.
Ketck
ecnlytgheedis
oic
small boroughs, rural townships, and a few
prevalence and needs of individuals with ill
admitting toceStayteghoptalsd iys peronsco
barringsl
ness and disability In an essentially rural small industries. In the 1950 censu (tota
admittinwth metale hsinesandy
was conducted by the Population 42.73ii the 26 munIcipalities
population. It
a-g sufficient cause for admission,
Medical Center in Hunterdlon making up the county had populations rang
aeHunterdon
The Blue Grass State has also launched a County. N.J.. during a 3-year period. 1952- lng from 486 to 4.467 with oniy 2 of 2.500
program toplac elderly patients 55. The original plans for two such sur- people or more. The county seat of Flemingwho are Uot suffering from mental illness in veys--one urban and one rural-were de- ton Is located midway between New York
veloped for the commission on chronic ill- City and Philadelphla, 50 miles in either
boarding and nursing homes.
direction, and 23 miles north of Trenton,
In Ohio, Gov. Michael DiSalle Is pushing ness when one of the authors was director.'
The Hunterdion survey was one of the com- the State capital.
aprogram to transfer as many as possible of
The year covere by the survey as the
the State's 3.400 aged patients from State ponents of the long-range program of the
mental hospital to nursing homes where the Commission which sponsored this - rural primary study period was a year (midpoints
a evdb
nwihtecut
oslainadmnr13-2
itdwt
Psderal Government would pay about 52 per- suy
evdb
onyws
5)inWihte
cent of the cost. It would save the State stuynanciaspatic ipti onulandncarrid outo the
u
h
__acalr__pton
n crid
several milios dollars.
2Dr. 'rruselid Is executive officer, Columbia
Voicing concern over DiSalle's plc.D.parallel urban study in Baltimore, Md. The
Hobert A. Naines. Ohio director of mental H~nteron survey also was sponsored by and University School of Public Health and Ad
hygiene. says many patients were not sent assisted With extensive staff participation mtnistrative Medicine. New York. N.Y.; Dr.
to mental hospitals originslly because they from the New Jersey State Department osf Elinson is senior study director, National
were old but because they were mentally Health. A major portion of ali studies and Opinion Research center. Chicago. nil.- and
IIl-and that they grew old In the institu- analysis of findings, has been the responsibil- Dr. Levin Is assistant commissioner, State
at the National Opinion Research Center. Department Of Health, Albany, NT.Y
tions.ity
This paper was presented before a joint
inacia suportwasproide by
Ithatman
Wof oure. ofthePrimry
rue
ion of the dental health, epidemiology,
ofnancalt suppod whihasprovded by,
thet manyh one
th ePrimar
cI is, oftaCourse,-tru
chroic entl csesendtheyaretheone
th Comonealt Fud wichals mae aoccupational 4ealth. and statistics sections
with the least hope of recovery-grew old subsetan~tial grant to the commission to en- of American Public Health Asacciation at the
33d- annual meeting in Kansas City, Mo..
behind the wallt of State mental Institutions, able completion of the urban survey.
November 1Lk1665,
Many of them have been there for 30. 40, or
'Jack Ninas... ft. IL
'Morton L. avin. mm.
- yeafrs.,

~Iamnsee

~hou-going
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approximately 25 general practitioners. 12 on a flich larger acale except for the self- of 1952 when 600 volunteers delivered ques
school and public health nurses. 2 small administered questionnaire step, have been tionnaires to households throughout the
voluntary agencies (dental and turbercu- well documented elsewhere.
The added county. This was followed by 35 trained
blast) and a traveling mental hygiene clinic,. steps Made ponsible through the Hunterdon, Interviewers attempting to secure health
The county had no community hospital, no study are described in the following:
histories during the summer from a third of
health department, no diagnostic facilities.
Phase 4: From among the total number the families In the county; by communica
and no specialists practicing within Its of individuals listed in the household inter- tion with a sample of physicians named by
views. subeamples of Stratified groups were these families; by an intensive effort to
boundaries.
Detailed population analyses are not es- to he drawn representing the various kinds evaluate by team approach subsamples of
sential to the present report. However, by of Illness and disability reported, as weUl as the stratified Intervicwed population; and
comparison with the State as a whole. Hunt- individuals for whom no Illness was reported, by an invitation to go through multiple
erdon. residents were above the median age. A total of 1.000 individuals was to he exam- screening extended to all reportedly well peo
had a higher percent above age 65. a lower mred. These Individuals were to be offered pie (above age 16) In the same families.
percent of nonwhite, a slightly lower aver- a complete evaluation by a team consisting This process required 5 months of full-scale
age of persons per household, a lower median of physicians, social worker, and public planning and pretesting. 26 months of in
number of years in school. 10 percent less health nurse, together with such other con- tensive survey work, and 6 months of windengaged in manufacturing. $700 less per sultants as they might need. The objective Ing up. At least a year will be required for
family median Income and 11 percent more of the team was to define, with every resource analysis and report writing.
than the State median of families with In- available, the problems facing each of these
The productivity of the five steps was as
come of less than $2,000 annually. The 1.000 Individuals and their families: what follows: (1) From the 43.000 individuals to
county population was classified as rurial care they should have had In the past 12 whom self-administered questionnaires were
farm. 22.9 percent: rural nonfarm. 59.5 per- months; and what optimum care for them delivered. 23.900 were returned (56 per
cient; and urban. 17.6 percent. The popula- would consist of In the next 12 months. The cent); (2) 4.246 families (13.113 individuals)
tion Is not a homogeneous grouping of r'ural problems found were to he classified in a were interviewed representing 91 percent of
residents,
variety of ways in their relation to degree of all sought; (3) 329 physicians (by ques
SUrVEY PLANS
disability, rehabilitative potential. prevents- tionnaire regarding 1.569 patients) reported
The survey steps as planned and the prin- biliy, employment. income. school attend- conditions, 86 percent of the physicians to
cipal reasons for their inclusion are sum-~ ance, and other community concerns.
whom verification forms were mailed re
marized as follows;
Phase 5; From the 4,000 families not only plied. 70 percent of the total number of
Phae
: Te tilzaionofa seif-admin- the 1,00 Individuals referred to In thepreforms mailed out were returned filled out
istered questionnaire was undertaken for two ceding paragraph, but also 8.000 presumably bythcoprinpysias
486Id
reasons. First, to determine the usefulness
elidvdasaoeae1
ttm fitr
viduals representing 72 percent of the dif
of such a questionnaire; second, to give every view were to be offered multiple screening ferential coprblity seiamle soughtan were
resident In the county an equal opportunity in an effort to detect certain nonimanifest givng avacomplete medical,.67
soiandivnurls
to participate In the survey and thus in the chronic diseases,.
vlain
n
5
.7
niiul
development of policies governing their local
presumably well were Multiple screened
medical center based on findings of the surTHE 505VZT
from the seame families, representing 34 per
vey. This step required that a self-adminisOf basic importance to any such survey Is cent of the 7.953 whose participation was
tered questionnaire for each member of each the voluntary participation of the public. requested.
family In the county he delivered to each Without cooperation from adequate numbers
urrseToDOOGIooCAz OBSERVATIONS
household and returned on a voluntary basis, of Individuals, both lay and professional, the
It was estimated that there were about 13.0
reijsoasuvy
reflmtdvle
Three selected methodological observa
families with more than 43.000 members.
Prior to the five steps of the survey it wa
tns
whichy
have signifcancen fror
amorbiit
Phse2 Following the use of the self- necessary to obtain clearance with s.ppYO- suvy
aebe
hsnfo
mn
administered questionnaire, the county pop- priate groups, insure the general alerting many for presentation.
utation was to be surveyed on an area Prob- and cooperation of the public. followed by
I. Validation of a household interview by
ability sampling basis through the use of the steps of mapping, census taking, and written questionnaires sent to physicians
household interviews. The minimum goal division of. the county Into 900 areas as a named as having attended the reported con
for this step was to secure health histories basis for sampling.
ditionis.
from 4.000 family units. This number had
In summary, setting the stage for the surIt has heen common practice to request
been selected to give an estimated yield of vey involved securing approval of the board information from physicians named by re
st least 2.000 persons with "'chronic" dis- of wustems of the Hunterdon Medical Cen- spondents In household interviews. The
ease.
These famliles..since they woUld be ter. the county medical society, and the physician customarily has been told that
representative of the county, would form public health advisory committee of the what the patient said was wrong. He has
the base for the next three steps of the- medical center. Letters of endorsement were been asked to confirm or alter the patient's
survey. Each Interview was to encompass received fromn the American Medical Associa- diagnosis and to list or even checklist other
the entire family -health history within a tion, the American Hospital Association, and conditions that were present. This proce
Single folder. It would attempt to ascertain the State medical society. Five hundred dure of telling the physician what' the pa
for that family by a variety of question schoolchildren, teachers, and other volun- tient said has been questioned. Such a
teers brought up to date or created large- step has been regarded as destroying the
fpporatinh
valal
th
romxiugh
amosingle intescale maps of each of the 26 municipalities Independent nature of this way of securing
viewmabont avilalness disablity aindividialsri
an institution, deaths in the family. an
Among other built-in
and secured a census listing In each of 900 morbidity data.
variety of other details all pertaining to the areas into which the county was divided by steps, the Hunterdon study was designed to
12 months preceding the interview,
delimiting certain natural boundarie:. such examine this question of the contamination
Phase 3: In an attempt to ascertain the as roads, rivers, and ralroads. More than of criteria.
yield of Information which could be secured 40 public gatherings were addressed to orient
As the third step In the survey, the Inter
by questioning physicians attending a rurai organizations to the survey. Press and radio view folders from a sample of Interviewed
population the third step of the survey was support of the project was generous. The families were selected for medical verifica
to be confidential communication with the entire county medical society membership tion.- These were randomly divided Into two
physicians named by a sample of the Indi- signed a statement urging the public to groups of equal size and simple question
viduals reporting illnesses. The informa- cooperate and this document was photo- naires were prepared for each physician
tion, to be sought here was primarily ding- stated and published by all iocal newspapers, named as having attended the conditions re
wi~cth fin
fo Cdingsrpte
thrnd
theparseo
Every paper serving the area carried an edi. ported. The questionnaires were identical
admh indistere quesotionie,
personal interSl- torial encouraging public participation. The except that in half the cases the physician
view questionnaire, medical examinato, n
project was influenced by the fact that the was not advised of what the patient had re
mutpesreig
n nee tingnmethd, entire county was constructively Involved ported in the household Interview.
-ological step was that half of the physicians -in the creation of the Hunterdon Medical
Thus. 165 envelopes containing 651 ques
were told what had been reported in the Center to which at least 75 percent of fami- tionnaires (I for each condition) went to
household interview, the other half wef lies had contributed and which was now con- the 165 physicians named in half the family
not.
ducting th: Suvy
folders selected: these forms (form A) In
The three approaches to ascertaining the
With this as a background the five phases cluded thle patient's reported diagnosis. As a
health status of a population, as descibed, of the muvey were activated Ln the spring control. I"5 physicians received 687 forms
are not new Jin the field of Morbidity aw.
(form 8) representing the physician-at
veYin except for the completeness of the in('itdit by litle cannot be giren here to the tended illnesses In the second half of the
terview approach and certain built-in math- many staff members. coesuitants, sad vobun-fai
odloicl
tuie,
imlaepojct.wh,
Performed the surrey, but all nre faiy
folders, but were not told what had
WolllialiStUM
imiar roect- SMOappropriaiely recognized In the final report,
beenl eeported in the household Interviews.
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quently. The causes for these differences
cannot be documented. The data also will
be analyxed further In terms of selected
diseases. The Implications for morbidity
surveys, while not clear. deserve study.
2. Validation of household Interviews by
medical examinatIon of a sample of respond
ents.

according to rules which will be described In
detail In the full survey report. Table 1 auntmarizes the results of this part of the survey,
The most striking differences found were
that when the physician was not Informed
of the patient's reported diagnosis his own
diagnosis agreed with the patient less often
but he reported new conditions more fre-

Anl Physicians received Identical explanatory
and followup letters and returned the forms
with approximately equal degrees of cooperstionl.
The returns were matched according to a
code which allowed for aeven types of agreeMent. The mnatching was done by a physician and a statistician working as a team and

TABLEz l.-Retatire produdtivity of 2 types of written question naitca sent to physicians named in householdt intcrrriewsas havinig attended
respondent reported conditions
Form A-Physlceans Informsedl of diagnoses; reported by
Dereo -mptW~
aktadpatients
phsiL)

1. Perfeet---------------------------.-

2. Clams---------------------- -------------3. Oener&L -----4. Vague or cemote----------------------------5,NegatIve statement by physickus on diagtrstsb stated by patient.
5. Reported by patient only ----- -------------T. New condition reported by physician only--

Number of
conditions

Comment

Numbe of
conditions

Form B-Plhysiclans net informed of diagnoses reported by
pattenis
Comment

6
33D
confirused In some degree equal 73 percent.
2
1d4
confirmd Insm ere{m W ecn 
31So
een.
2..
n nsm .greeul9
1
17 J
4
10
14 not confirmed equal 25 perceni.
not confirmed equvsl Sperecnt------------------3814
1111 Eual 45 new conditions her every 100-patient
131 Equal 22 new coesditiomns for every 100-patient
seported cisiditlons.
reported conditions.

.NoT.-Thb tableisbased on astud~yof tbose formsureturned by physic-Lns
respectively.
A total of 4.246 Huniterdon famIlies were
Interviewed by 35 trained and supervised Interviewers. the interviews requiring from 30
minutes to 6 hours and averaging about Il2
hours. The questionnaires Used Inquired for
each member of the family about illness, injury, or other conditions on the day before
the interview, during the 4 weeks preceding
and during the past year. They then covered a lengthy symptoms list, persons In
Institutions, deaths, and a long list of dlseases by name.
The 13,113 Individuals were then divided
Into 6 strata, ranging from people in institutlmans to people with no complaints, and the
a groups were sampled at differential rates
for team evaluation. The goal was 1,0
examinees. the yield was 846 representing 72
percent of all whose names were drawn,
This degree of success was achieved after
lj years of hard Work. The story of rea'uitment of a sample for examinations is a
saga in itself but cannot be recounted here,

BothA and Bformiswere returnedit approslintety equal numhess-753anti 5percet,

The examinations were made In the Runterdon Medical Center by the fuall-time staff.
a group of accredited specialists with faculty
appointments In New York UnIversity-Benevue Medical Center. Responsibility for all
studies was carried by two specialists In Internal medicine and one in pediatrics. These
physicians had unlimited access to laborstory and radlologic services and informal and
formal consultationx from the other fulltime and visiting consultants. Par example.
a review of every 8th examination record
shows that for 105 persons there were (in
addition to routine pelvic examinations of
adult women by the gynecologist) 95 formal
consultations and 1.195 tests. Two hundred
families were the subject of detailed study

Is the basis for the next two comparisons
with data previously secured through house
htold Interviews.
Although the survey will report In large
measure on prevalence data and needs for
care. referealce Is made here only to some
problems of measuring morbidity. These
comparisons provide a substantial basis for
estimating overnumeration and undernu
meration in morbidity surveys when a multiapproach questionnaire is used in household
interviews,
A. Overreporting by the respondent in the
household interview. (This section records
how successful -the team was In verifying In
some degree what the lay respondents bad
reported to the Interviewers.)

in the home by experienced social workers.
All examinees were reviewed by the social
'Workers and the public health nurse consultsnt. Finally, a team conference resulted
in an extensive schedule of evaluation which

When famifly reported conditions are con
sidered In 21 major elasiflcations, the lol
lowing order In proportion ot match with
clinically evaluated conditions emerges as
presented in table 2.

TAUILz 2.-Validation of household intervicsrs by medical examination of a sample of respondenssj (toald 846)
A. PROPORTION-OF.MATCII FOR FAMILY REPORTED CONDITIONS WITH SUBSEQUENT51EDICAL DETERMINATION

Order

Clanriflcatlonofecondition (allecondlitions reported
In family interview)

Phferet Tonl esss
matching
reported
clinically
In family
evaluated Interview
conadltions
(mn(weghed) weighted)

Diseaseseof the eye-----------------------------menial, psychoneusotie, and personality disiodersDisbetes melliltus---------------- - ---
Rebumatie fever and heart diseases--------SNeopbasms.--- -------------------------------.a Other diseases of the cdrculatory system.--- 
----I Diseases of the eat ---------------------
a Diseases of the genitourinary system
* Allergic diseases--------------------------10 Other impalrments, including conseta ____
U1 Other endocrine. metalbolic, and nutritional dis.
eases-------------------------12 Diseases ef bones awd organs of movement
13 Dental and other diseases of buma caiy n
I
2
3
4

95
87
55
D
73
es
6i
6at----

145
45
25
16S
57
195

57,

ST1
975so I
lot

57
55

3
Lis

Order

C~issiflcation ofoondtltn (aileontlitlons reported
in family interview)

Other diseases of the digestive sse.,,.,
Diseases of the nervous aysteea-- ------------ - 
Diseases of the skin and celiular tlsoee.-----Symptoms, senility. and other ill-defined oequa.
tiens..-------------....
Ia Injuries and poionnings -------..
m .,2
I DIseases of the respiratory sym
2D Anemias and other diseasesofthehlaod -----21 Infective and parasitic dlseats-1sS
14
15
16
17

Total
--- - -- 

For convenienace and ease of reference we heart diseasea are family reports relatively
MAY arbirarily place all classifications Of "well", matched with clinical evaluation.
Acute conditions reported In the family
family repoated conditions Into four groupa
(according to overall Proportion of match): Interview cannot be expectedl to, match
ary clinically evaluated conditions established
ihr
welmthdSecno
20 months after the family Interview. We
m atched
percent: porlyghr
welmatthed-.S-7
nd, therefore, relatively "had" propormatced-0-79perent:pooly mtchd40-M paret-.andadlymathed-esstiona of match for Infective and parasitic
diseases, diseasea of the respiratory system,
than 40 peret..
injuries and poisoninogs, andi diseases of the
Under the above arbitrary limits we ca
say that only for diseases of the eye, men- skin,
Vaguely reported conditions, including
taL, peychofleurotic. and peraonallty disarders diabletes, and rheumatic fever and symptomatic descriptions, are alOmrelatively

'ibtallesses
Peen
maeiallf ,sporie
clinically In braily
earlimled Interview
(uns
codb
(Weighted) wasghted
45
4
6

in1
8
7

39
4

35
4

19

~
e--------n7

"badly' matched with. clinically evaluated
conditions.
Reported anemias,- too, are
relatively "badly" matcted.
Cndiionss which wee characterlsed In
el
neve
yom
n-o
tefml
u
thfaiynerewbsoendx.
ousnee, -such as "keeping a person frees
his ordinary activitles yesterday" or "leavbotherIng a handicap or defect' or "tll=
Insg'~ were tces likely to be averreported.
Similarly hoepitallzed and medically at
tended conditions were lees likely to be
overreported.
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TAaMz 3
D. PROPORTION-OF-M1ATCH FOR CONDITIONS FOUND BY MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF 646 PEOPLE wint CONDITIONS PREVIOULYSI
REPORTED BY FAMILY (FOR CONDITIONS BELIEVED BY CLINICIAN TO HAVE BEEN P'RESENT LN PERIOD COVERED BY FAMILY
INTERVIEW)
Percent
matching
Classsification of conitiion

Total
conditions

famly
codtin
(weighted)

fond by
valuation
(uin.
weighted)

Diabetes mellitus.----------------------------------------614
Diseakes of the ear ----------------------------------------56
Allergic diseases------------------------------------------5.4
Hlenn diseases and rheumatic fever--------------------------:03
Anemias and otlier diseases of the blood-----------------------39
IDistases of the rvspiratory system--------------------------- 39
Diseases of the nervous system------------------------------ 37
Injuries and poisoning'---------------------------- -------53
Other diseases of the digestive system-------------------------31
Diseases of bones and organs of movement---------------------50
Other diseases of circulatory system ----------------------- t
M.ental. psychoneurotic, and personality disoeer -------

30
83
.51
Iss
5
lOS
81
U
IRO
19?

famiy

fond

y

Peiff nt
Total
matching conditions
faily
found by
r
Iote linical
codtin
evaluation
(weighted).
(n
igtd

Classiflc'ation of conditi on

Diseases of the eye------------------------------------I
Infective and parasitic diseases-----------------------------I
Diseases of skin andcellular tissue-------------------J-------Dental and other diseases of barccalcavity arid msphagus -Diseases of genitourinary system-----------------------------II
Other impairments. Including congenital----------------o!
Neoplasmi-----------------------------------------------Other endocrine. metabolic. mad nutritional diaetseSymptoms. senililty, and other ill-derined conditions. u,!an
special esaminations-------------------------------------

0
I6
70
I.
I

4(
7
7!

l10g

k
LA;
is3
Ai

4

v-

I10

I-------------------------------------------------------3ti

13

Tot---2l

TABLE 4.-Comparison of thc tot'ul fimber of conditions reported iut fazmily jiutcreiews with the total nuinbcr of coniditionis found by medical
examnjnation of a eosaple of 846 rcaspondents (nicaeighted data)
Order

1

Classificti~on of con'!ition

I

_________

Number
reported

IDiseasesoftheeye-------------------------9 Mental, psychoneurutic. and le~Arnlity I
- disorder-----------------------------3 Diabetes meliltus-------------------4 Rtheurmstiofever andlitart disease
I epans--------------------1
tiOterdisessesothecircutorysstMI
7
SDisensesofthegenitutririticLysystcut ---::
9 Allergicdiseases---------------------i
10 Otetmsinsn iniiu~dinrgennllpoital-- I
II Other endocrior, sctairoiic. and nutri-~~
tional diseases---------------------------12 DOheawes
of bones ando(rgatias
ofnOfivemrit --

I

umber Difference

145~

I

3"

INumber

Classification ofeondittion

Jreported

470

&

+107
+2
+ M,
+84
It
321y
+±
-------5~essfbee----------5
+26
i
-i+_
5ai
-5
us0;
-35
4
'N

Order

jfound
153
SI)
2"u
171

1Li

+461i

Number
found

Dna and other diseases of bucral cavity
andersophagus; -------------------- ------ 127
Ot herdiseasessofthe digestivesystem....
171
Diseasesoftlschenervow systcrn---------------2
D~iseaaes oftbe skin andcetiul:.rtissue-....
74
Symptoms, senility, sandother ill-defbied
conditions-----------------------------...
20
IS Injuries and IgoisonhiD-s--------------------62
Disemnsofthen'spiraitorysystem ------------- 23
72D Aneniiasandotier disaeses of the blod ...
33
21 tnfretive and parasitiodiseases ------go
.13

24
1.5
I6
I7.

Total------------------------......------i

I

Difference

ir2
IN)
c'
76

+6
+9
+3
+2

vl
a3
10.t
8
73

-123
+21
-115
-25
-17

3.109 .....

________9

B3.Underreporting by the respondent in tion. Two-thirds of tue clinically evaluated
the household interview. (This section re- conditions believed to have existed In the
cords what proportion of conditions dis- family Interview year were considered by
covered by team evaluation had been clinicians as disabling in the sense described,
reported previously In the household interThe overall proportion-of-match for disview.)
abling clinically evaluated conditions was
As shown in table 3. less than one-fourth not importantly higher than for nondisa(22 percent) Of the conditions found by bling clinically evaluated conditions (24 perclinical evaluatIon was matched with concent as against 18 percent).
diltions reported In the family Interview.
Finally, table 4 Is presented to compare
This proportion-of-match Is. for clinically
the total number of conditions reported In
evaluated conditions believed by the examfamily' Interviews for 848 individuals camining cliniclan to have been present In the pared with what was found in medical experiod covered by the family interview amniuations. (The reader Is cautioned that
and which presumably should have been this is an unweighted table and cannot be
reported.
used for computation of ratesi or percentThe proportion-of-match for clinically ages.)
evaluated conditions varied greatly by type
COMUoox4T
of condition. For diabetes, one out of three
The data presented here are subject of
cases found by clinical evaluation was not course to much explanation which will be
reported In the family interview. Six out of included in the final report. While these
ten cases of clinically evaluated heart conobservations are brief (and much mare deditions were not reported In the family in- tailed analyses will be reported subseterview. Three-fourths of the clInically quently). they are tbought provoking with
evaluated "'mental, psychoneurotic, and perrespect to the problem of securing accurate
sons~ity disorders" were unreported in the morbidity data. Surveys such ast the Huntfamily interview. Nine out of ten neoplasms erdion and Baltimore studies are expensive.
established by clinical evaluation were un- time consuming, and difficult. No attempt
reported lin the family Interview,
is made In this brief report to discuss epiIt was felt that this rather low proportion- demiologic studies of long-term Illness, but
of-match was perhaps not entirely attributthe problems of acdurate measurement of
able to failure Of the family interview reprevalence and Incidence are evident and
spondent to report known conditions or even will require large-scale.planning and financto Ignorance of existing conditions, but that tug for their further elucidation.
a substantial part of the discrepancy might
The data at hand suggest that for chronic
be attributed to the thoroughness of the dsaehuhoditrew
mybec-in
clincal examinatton and the meticulousness dsaehueodItriw
a
eeof the clinicians In their reporting of minor pected at best to provide minimum esUand nimortat
In rde cnditons
to
ate of orbditmenct
cand unimportantl c ondtie ons eI oirderto
atsofmobdiy
condihethenS anmalyiston
the moresignificntEur
ws-mae acomarisn
btwee
condtios,
rW
2noninstitutionalized
clinical findings and family reports for those
CoLmmeia, Mo.. Augutst 15, 1960.
conditions only'which clini1cians considered To the NMlssoustAN:
to be."
a currently or potentlaliy dinThe Columbia Missourian of August 16
ablinge *"Or Which bad been disabling carried a news story concerning a research
In the year preceding the clinial emaminia- in agin in which I participated during the

~

past year. The story was based on Informa
tion Contained In a news release from the
American Mcdical Association. This news
release was presumably aent to many news
papers over the country. By use or my
name (and the names of other participating
sociologists) there is the Implication that
I support the conclusioni-of-the AMA; name
ly. that the study "'proves that the great
majority of Americana over 65 are capably
financing their own health care and prefer
to do it on their own, without Federal Gov
ermient Intervention." I did not authorize
the use of my name, nor doea the study sup
port such conclusions.
My participation In the research was. only
to the extent of supervising the Interviewing
of 80 persons living in rural sections of ceu
tral Missouri. This project was planned and
directed at Emory University, and I had
nothing to do with the planning and sanm
pling procedures, the tabulation of data, or
the formal presentation of conclusions. Fre
sumnably the American Medical Association
was given access to the data to use as It
desired. The data are being used decep
tively for Political Purpoasa.
The interviews in this study were entirely
with noninstitutIonalized. white persons
selected from different sections of the Courttry. This Meant that persons receiving oldage assistance, or In institutions for the
aged, were not included In the sample of
persons5 interviewed. Nor were Negroes.
Thus the persons interviewed represented.
a sense, the financal "elite" of the older
to.B
eiiintepoetsg
populato.B deitonheprsteg
of the aged group was exciuded from
the study. This io perfectly defensible if It
is clearly understood, and stated. thast the
white population does
not represent a cross-section of the older
people In the country.
The AMA
release, intentionally or
otherwise, ignored these qualliflcatons, In
stead, it has presented dastsaon a limited and

~am
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rtstrlcted sample of older persons as If this
sample were representative of the aged
Population In general. For this reason the
statements In the AMA news release are both
misleading and deceptive. The average
newspaper reader would probably not be suffclcently informed to detect this deception.
For the reasons stated above I object to
the unauthorized use of my name In AMA
propaganda,
Sincerely,
NOEL, P. GMT.,
Professorof Sociology,
AUGusT 17. 1960.
AMzasCAsr hMEDCALAssocuLTION.
Chicago. Ill.
GxsNTs"ssx: This morning's press carried
anews story which, by Implication if not
by explicit statement. indicated my endorsemnent of the position of the American MediCal Association regarding medical care for
the aged in this country. I have also seen a
COPY Of the news release, for August 15, upon
which the story was based. Although I participated In a study of aging to the extent of
supervising the Interviewing of a sample of
rural residents In Missouri, I assume no responsibility whatever for any analysts made
of the data or any conclusions by other persons.
Last fail Prof. James Wiggins. of Emory
University,. wrote me inquiring if I would
be willing to supervise the interviewing of
60 nonlnstitutionalized persona In rural coinmunities of central Missouri, using, he said.
a schedule that was under preparation In his
the specific purnot indicate
0c~es. He did pose
ofTIOaALGAsoTrTOz
psofthe study except to say that It wa
A national survey; nor did be indicate the
source of the funds, except that a grant had
been received from a foundation. I agreed
to have the interviews conducted, and used
the small stipend to employ my son and
daughter-in-law to do the actual Interviewing. We completed our part of the assignmeat, and returned the .chedules to him,
properly filled out, some time In April.
I1 had nothing to do with the tabulations
and analyses, nor did I swe any of the data
other than the information which we gath-.
ered in this ares. Therefore I do not necinsrily -support the conclusions that someO
have drawn fromn the study. Yet the news
release, by the use of my name as a professionat sociologist (and also the names of
undoubtedly
socGiologsts)
several othe
leaves the impression that I endors the co-Ilas of
the
news
cluslons presented in
the AMA. 'This Is entirely misleading. I
do nothing of the sort. I was at no time
consulted about the use of my name for
what Is clearly political propaganda of the
American Medical Association,
I do nLot know how adequate the sampling
procedures were In the study, since the
sample was Presumably drawn at Emory Uni.
vearsty, But It was quite obvious to us that
the questionnaire sent to us was a very poor
one, and seemed to be devised by amateurs
in research, But since we agreed to do ther
Interviewing for the project we completed
%bse assignment. If I had known that this
study was to be used for political propaganda
I should not have undertaken It at the out-

set

Very truly yours

Near, P. GMT.,

?Fojkswe of Bociaofo.
ca-et
VnoesRcsMaNALsva
OCUAINCORN=I 8"e~MY OFs*T
PO~P~5~s
TO10U11=W
"ody
in reporting an 'tMw logtuia
of Occupationl Detrsementr' Profs Gortion
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of life. It cannot be considered represent- and nativity, educational. and Income comn
ative of the older population of the United position of the study sample with the known
States. They acknowledge that their sample composition of the total older population as
Is relatively more affuent and In relatively revealed by well-tested and proven sources.
better health than the older population. At Then I believe the precise method of selectthe same time, the Cornell sample seems to Ing the sample geographically should be re
be similar to the Wiggins and Schoeck ported and the result compared with the
sample. For example, In the fourth wave of known geographical and urban-rural distri
the Cornell study, which Included responses bution of the older population. These are
from over 2.000 older persons, the question all matters which one would have expected
was asked: "How would you rate your health to find In the initial report of the survey. No
at the present time?" Sixty-five percent doubt they will be covered when final data
said "good" or 'excellent." 29 percent said are presented.
Data such as these are often used as bascs
"fair." 5 percent said "poor" or "very poor,".
and 1 percent did not reply. This compares for action on the part of public and volun
organizations. It Is essential, there
tary
10
percent.
and
29
percent,
percent.
with 61
respectlvcly. In the Wiggins and Schoeck fore, from the point of view of the older pop
paper. Also, like the Wiggins and Schoeck ulation and for the welfare of our whole so
study, the Cornell study Includes almost no ciety. that they be of irrcproachable sc
cur;acy.
one receiving public assistance, although
Sincerely.
unlike the Wiggins and Schoeck study this
CLAzK Tiaserurr
was not done Intentionally.
Chairman, Executive Committee
respondents
Corneil
the
when
However,
for thse Americas.
were asked: "Do you think that most retired
people are able to take care of their medical
LAFATETTE, INn., August 19,1960.
expenses themselves?" more than one-half
Senator PAT MCNAMCARA.
replied that they did not think so.
Moreover, when these people were asked: Chairman.Senate Committee on Aging,
"Who do you think should provide for the Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:
The New York Times, under a Chicago.
older person who has stopped working If he
needs help In meeting his meadical ex- August 14 dateline, carries a story by Austin
Penses?" the modal response was "the Fed- C. Wehrwein headlined. "Aged Said To Bar
eral Government," and a considerable major- U.S. Health Aid.' This story refers to and is
based upon a survey conducted by Prof s.
ity Indicated some form of governmental
James W. Wiggins and Helmut Schoeck of
support,-Federal. State. or local,
Emory University In Atlanta, Ga.. a report
AUGUS5T 17. 1960.
of which was presented at the recently con
Congress of
International
Fifthbald
cluded
S~~O
bv~nN
In San Francisco August
Gerontology
orv
7-12, 1960. Since I was the coorganizer of
EOTLG.
the section on "Population and Social Or
Ma. SINE SpCT
Chief Staff Investigator, U1.S. Senate Sub- ganization" In which the Wiggins-Schoeck
committee on Problems of the Aging and paper was presented. I feel compelled to tell
you something of the way in which the paper
Aged, Washington, D.C.
DEAa Ma. SPECTOS: This Is In reply to your came to be Included In the section. and the
of the scientists present at the Con
reaction
on
the
comment
for
an
evaluative
request
paper presented by Prof. James W. Wiggins gress who participated in the section. I
before the social research division of the should add that the other coorganizer of this
Fifth International Congress of Gerontology section was Dr. Pierre Naville of Paris,
Prance, who had nothing to do with the
held in San Francisco August 7 to 12.
I have read the paper and was in the Wiggins-Schoeck paper, nor was he even able
audience when Professor Wiggins made his to attend the conference. Thus, I was the
presentation. I was astonished at the data person solely responsible for including the
and conclusions reported. The basic figures paper In our section,
I first learned of the survey when one of
on income, assets, health status differ by as
much as 100 percent from those reported the survey Interviewers (from Denver).
by other studies during the past decade and wrote me suggesting that she might do a
from figures available through such StSndard paper on her section of the study. I wrote
sources or the Bureau of the Cenus, the back to her suggesting that for an Inter
Current Population Survey, and the National national meeting. such a paper might be
inappropriate, but that the report of the
Health Survey,
In view of the magnitude of these differ- total study might be of some interest to
ences. it seems to me that the results of us, and I then wrote to Professor Wiggins
the survey should be rigorously compared to that effect, On March 11, 1960, Professor
with data reported from commonly accepted Wiggins wrote me that they were "attemptsources, that the wording and farm the Ing to get an accurate picture of several as
questions asked should be reported and pects of the lives of Inormal' persons past 65.
studied and that the method and nature of through the use of a national sample of this
the sample should be subjected to caraful population." On March 29. 1960. I wrote
scrutiny. If It Is true, as has been re- Professor Wiggins Inviting him to present a
ported. that public asistance recipients, paper on his study at the International Con
nonwhite persons, and residents of inatitu- gress of Gerontology, and suggested that
tions were excluded, these facts should be "the very titie -'A Profile of the Aging
prominently stated.. Allowing for overlap. uS.A.' would seem to fit very well into an
among them, these three groups account for international meeting. I would hope your
close to 20 percent of the older population. paper would set out this profile, perhaps
since these groups have, alMOSt by defied- contrssting it with other work a la the 'na
tioss, the lowest Incomes, the least msets, tional, character' studies which were so popu
and the poorest health, their exclusion nec- lar during and shortly after World War UI."
On June 30, 1I6, I wrote Professor Wigl
essartly results in a mar-ked overstatement
at the heal1th and Income status of the glus acknowledging receipt of an abstract of
lila paper for inclusion In our. printed pro
older population.
Modemn social research methods, properly gram for the congress. Inl that abstract,.he
emnployed. lend themselves to obtaining valid said his paper would be "a preliminary re
and consistent results In most areas of in- port. of some conclusions fromt a national
quiry. It Is possible, also to subject moat are sample (Ratited States of America) Of
when- IACO noninstitutioniltsed persons age 65
procedures and results to severe
ever there Is a question as to accsmacy ot years of age and ower 0, 0' I did not swe a

~tas

Fp.Swtrel and Wayne N. Thompson have in
Ibe
the fact that al1- reults. As a AMrsstep in esaluating Ome copy Of the SUna Paper Until, August 10.
anit0 thelr w-i
thwjgi their sample includas' peopile Pm present study, It would easmesmential to 1060, the.day before it was read at the meet
ing at the Congress.
throughout the esuntsy and ftres all walks comp*ame th mae, ax, marital statue. eate.
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additional payroll

I must report that I was appalled to read
the paper which I found to be of poor quality

If you should like any further Information
from me on this matter. I would be happy

Ing. Indeed. I regretted at that point that
I had been so naive as to have accepted the
paper without having seen It In advance.

goal suitable to our society. namely, the

an audience of internationally known scientiats who might think of this as representing

findings.
I am a professional research
sociologist and professor of sociology, and

rity payroll tax will rise to 4Va percent
on both workers and employers. Pres

sional standards of research; if this must be
done by occasionally taking to task one of
my professional sociological colleagues, then
I feel that this must be done. I hope that
it Is not too late to rectify this matter in

further liberalization of the program
and to finance these improvements it

of sclenutifc research technique and writ-

especially since It would be presented before
American

sociology.

Fortunately.

I had

taken the precaution of appointing a wellknown, highly competent research sociologist as the discussant of the paper following
Its presentation (a standard procedure In
meetings of this kind),

I discovered also, that a press release had
been prepared and distributed prior to the
presentation of the paper: this press release had not been prepared by the press
staff of the congress, and I do not know now
Who did prepare it. The release was couched

to be of assistance to your committee to the
end of promoting what I believe to be the

formulation of public policy following wher-

ever possible upon sound scientific research
am Interested in the furtherance of profes-

by imposition of an

tax on workers and employers.
Mr. President. the financing of medical
care through the social security system
is not a sound or an equitable approach

to the problem. In 1969 the social secu

sures will increase in future years for
wl
encsayt
ihrices
h
wl encsayt
ihrices
h
payroll tax or the earnings base subject

to the tax. If medical care is added to
the program there will be another inIn the payroll tax of 1 percent
which will bring it to 10 percent of pay
rolls in 1969. There will undoubtedly be
demands to improve medical care bene
In such terms, however, which made it apPurdue Ulniversity, Lafayeitte Ind.
ft
n lwereligibility
oe
paret tat terewer
n isotf
motvatons
ad
requirements in
prentas othat there were moivsmiationin
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, the fts
future years. and the payroll
tax will go
scienti~fic knowledge.
members of the Senate Finance Coin- up again. No one can predict accurately
When the. paper was actually presented. mittee have done a commendable job where the tax will stop if medical care
there was an immediate reaction on the part in handling a difficult and controversial is added to the system.
of the audience, attacking Its unscientific subject. I support the committee's recWe should remember that the cost of
character, and the ease with which Wiggins ommendations on medical care. I am medical care wiil be imposed on those
and Schoeck jumped to untenable conclu- Sure that no one will consider the bill persons least able to pay if it is made a
stons. The survey was badly designed, poorly a perfect bill. Modifications and im- part of the social security program.
conceived, and completely misleading. Not provements in the program will un- One-half the burden of financing the
a single scientist present at the meeting rose
to support either Mr. Wiggins or his paper. doubtedly be required as experience program would faUl on earnings of $4,800
although some six persons. other than the dictates. However, I sincerely believe a year or less. The cost would be Inm
assigned discussant rose to take, exception that the committee has taken the right posed on everyone under the system
to him and the points he was trying to make, approach to handling the medical care whether they wanted to participate in
In sum, the study was totally discredited In problems of the aged,
the health benefits program or not.
the discussion which followed the presents.
Before I discuss the medical care fea- Under this approach there is no way to
tion of the paper. As the organizer for tures I wish to voice my approval of the give equitable treatment to persons who
that section of the congress. I have the re- poiini
h ilicesn
h i-poietruhhsiaiainisr
sponsibflity f~or reviewing all of the papers poiini
h
ilicesn
h i-poietruhhsiaiainisr
presented and passing judgment on them for itation on outside earnings of social ance or otherwise for financing their own
thcir possible Ilcels-lnn in a rolume of, mi-- security -recipients from $1,200 to $1,800 medical care. In all fairness to those
lected papers which were presented at the annually. In the last two Congresses I paying into the social security system it
congress to be published In the near future, sponsored legislation to remove the would' be preferable to distribute the
I had decided at the time of presentation Of earnings test entirely. I have always fiscal burden of a medical care program
the paper that Its quality was such as to felt that it Is unfair to penalize elderly on a broader basis. The distinguished
make Impossible its inclusion in such a citizens who have the initiative and de- Senator fronm Oklahoma [Mr. KCERR]
volume, since we wish to publish onlysietwokItinoanacpefatstdinhspnngpehonA
ut
scientifically acceptable papers. I mightsietwokItinoanacpefat
ttdinhspnngpehonA
ut
cite for you only two points which that one of the most difficult problems 15 that 40 percent of the national in
come to my mind Immediately. Wig- facing the elderly, active Individual be- come would make no contribution to the
gins and schoeck throughout the paper yond retirement age is the need to have medical care program if it were financed
refer to "moda.i statistics. Even the a sense of purpose and accomplishment through a social security tax. Paying
elementary student knows that a mode in his declining years. Continuing to for the program out of the general
is relatively meaningless without data on engage in productive employment gives revenues would take into account the in
the frequency distribution on that Item for the old person this sense of purpose, but herent advantages of the progressive in
which the mode Is reported. Wiggins andunethexsiglwhispnledcmtaadwoddsrbteheudn
Schoeck nowhere reported the frequenc
thexistn
cndeg
socal seuity benelizts cmoe eutab
n
oly. itibt
hebre
distribution. thus, in a distribution of 2 f00 by reducighssca euiybnft
oeeutby
responses to a given question. it Is conceiv. if he earns over $1,200 a year. I am
Aside from the method of financing
able that only two dozen responses of a given pleased that the committee has recog- there is a more fundamental issue in
sort could be the mode. This is obviously nlzed this problem and has taken a step volved in this subject. That is whether
totally misleading. Second. in the section to alleviate the burden on those who we want to further the trend toward
on method. Wiggins and Schoeck say they wish to continue to work after reaching centralization of power with the Federal
used 'area probability sampling" however, eligibility age. I would, of course. have Government or retain State and local
in-their footnote No. 13 they make It crystal
clear that they here In fact used quota Preferred that the limitation be removed authority over what is properly a State
sampling, a method which was discredited entirely. The committee's action will and local Problem. If the States are to
in the 124 public opinion polls. among at least help many who are caught in preserve some degree of authority and
other places. FInally, it would be perfectly this dilemma,
prestige under our Federal form of gov
appropriate to do a good study of the nonMr. President. I should now like to ermient they must provide those serv
Institutionalized older population, as long discuss briefLy the medical care pro- ices demanded by the public or else the
as It was absolutely clear that this was the visions in the bill. Every Member of this Federal Government will fil1 the vacuum
Intention and the focus of the rsarch.
This was not at all clear here, andraesel Ls body, I am sure, favors the establishment created by State inaction. Our citizens
mileasding' Indeed the title 'A Profile of the of a practical plan to provide needed are looking more and more to the Fed
Aging: U.SA"L makes it appear to be a medical services for the Nation's elderly eral Goverunment to fill those functions
study of the general population of older citizens. The Problem is not whether which should be Performed by State and
persons something which it is not,
we should do it. but how we should do it. local governments. The program for
I hope the above comments make clear
I believe that medical care for the health care which would be established
what I Intend; namely (a) we did not see aged is a responsibility of all of the by this bill will enable the States to prothe paper Prior to Ies presentation at the pol nti
onradta
h otvd
h
elhcr
eddb
u
congress, (b) It Is far below the quality e-pofla medical caunre prgamd
.
shoul bhe elsderl ctihen wiathoutrfutering theou
pected of a professional researcher. (c) it isofamdclcrprga
shudb
edry
izeswtututeinte
totally misleading, and (d) Lt was discredited distributed accordingly. The proper ap'- trend toward a national welfare state.
by the Professional research scientists pres- proach is that taken in the committee's To place medical care for the aged under
eut at the congress meeting where the paper bill. Medical services should be paid for the administration, direction. and conWas Iresented.
out of the general revenue rather than trol of the Federal Government would
the minds of those who must make public
policy In the field of the aging.
Very sincerely yours.
.crease
LEONARD Z. BREEN,
Associate Profcssor of Sociology and Co-.
ordinator of Research in Gerontology,
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erode even further the authority and
responsIbilIties of the State governments.
If Our citizens wish to live under a
Federal welfare state with the long arm
Of the Federal Government reaching into
their daily affairs more and more each
day. a Federal medical program will certainly hasten that unhappy result. The
big brother concept may not be too
far away if the Federal Government enters the Medical field. We cannot expect
to get this type of care through the Federal Government without giving up part
of our freedoms and liberty. Correspondingly, for every function of this
nature which the Federal Government
assumes, the State loses some of its authority.
The medical care program recoinmended by the Finance Committee provides the individual States with the
means to care for the health needs of
their aged citizens on a local level. The
States would be encouraged to set up
programs designed to fit the peculiar
needs of their own people. I think it is
without question that the State governments are better qualified than the Federal Government to determine the requirements of their own people for medical care. By following the time-tested
method of Federal grants we will also
prevent any further erosion of the
States power and prestige.
Mr. President, Arkansas is one of the
States which has a medical _program as
an integral element in its old-age assistance program. Every person in the State
receiving old-age assistance benefits is
eligible for medical care. At the present
time, there are over 55.000 persons eligible for medical care under the program.
Hospitalization, nursing-home care, and
drugs are some of the benefits available
under the program. There is no doubt
that the benefits under the program
should be expanded. The improved
grant formula authorized by the Senate
bill will go a long way toward improving
this system.
The existing formula for Federal
grants for medical services favors the
low-income States and Arkansas qualifies for the highest Federal contribution,
In 1959 Arkansas spent more than S3%~
million on its medical program. Of this.
65 percent came from the Federal Government and 35 percent was State funds.
Under the Senate bill the Federal contribution would be increased to 80 percent. This means that Arkansas could
receive approximately $525,000 more in
Federal funds without putting up any
additional money. If the State puts up
more money,. It would be matched at the
rate of 4 Federal dollars for every State
dollar. This new matching formula
should enable the State to improve the
effectiveness of the program and do a
better Job of providing for the health
needs of those unfortunates on the oldage assistance rolls.
Of even more Importance In reaching
the long-range goal of providing medical
ears for all elderly citizens Is the new
program which would be authorized outaids the old-age assistance program.
This new program would be financed -by

80 percent contributions from the Fed
eral Government and 20 percent from the
State government-the same 44-to1 ratio
under the new old-age assistance medical
care program. Each State is allowed
great latitude in establishing eligibility
standards and the scope of benefits in its
program. A program established under
this authority could include hospitaliza
tion, nursing home care, outpatient
treatment, drugs, doctor bills, and any
other medical services required. The
authority given the State in setting up
its prog-ram is extremely broad and may
be implemented in the manner best
suiled to its ovn requirements. The im
portant feature is that control and re
sponsibilities remain in the State-where
ii belongs. Thbis is far superior to a
centralized medical care program ad
ministered by Washington offcials who
have no pcrsonal knowledge or under
standing of local problems.
Mr. President, the underlying issue in
thiis debate is whether the Federal Gov
errunent or the State governments .are
best qualified to provide for the health
needs of our elderly citizens. The re
sponsibility for health care has tradi
tionally'been assumed first by the in
dividual. then by his family, and finally
by the State and local governments. I
know of no compelling reason why the
Federal Government should suddenly
assume this responsibility. The State
is uniquely qualified to administer to the
health needs of its citizens if it is given
reasonable financial assistance to do so.
The authority Provided in this bill will
enable the States to provide needed
medical services for the aged and it will
insure that this essential function re
mains with the State governments. If
we are to Preserve some degree of State
and local control over human affairs,
some means must be found to counter-.
act the trend toward centralization of
authority, in the Federal Government
over affairs which are niot properly a
subject for Federal responsibility. once
we open the door to Federal control in
the field of health care it will be impos
sible to close it. For every inch the door
opens the State winl lose an inch of
authority. There is no need to rob the
States of their authority in this instance.
The health care program recommended
by the committee is a sound and effec
tive solution to the problem of medical
care for the aged, and I hope that the
Senate will adopt the committee's recOmmendatiOns.

August 2f2
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SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1960
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bili tH.R. 12580), the Social Secu
rity Amendments of 1960.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President. I
iwish to address myself to the pending
business, which is the matter of health
care for the aged.
one of the pressing issues before us
during thesie final weeks of the 86th
Congress is the urgent necessity to find
a sound, workable system of providing
adequate health care for America's
elderly citizens.
I have been concerned about this sub
ject as long as I have been in public
life-first, as the mayor of the great city
of Minneapolis. when I presided as
chairman of the board of public welfare.
which board, of course, had to do with
the health care of our people. One of
my first acts as a Member of the Senate
was to Join with the great Senator from
Montana [Mr. MuRRaAY], in presenting
to Congress a bili to amenid the Social
Security Act to provide for hospitaliza
tion for those who were eligible for oldage and survivors insurance benefits un
der social security. So I can say with
frankness that I am not a Johnny-comec
lately to the subject of interest in and
concern and plans for the medical care
of our senior citizens. This is a sub
ject of continuing interest to me.
In more recent Congresses I have
presented bills along the lines of the
social security principle to include un
der the confines of the social security
program hospitalization and nursing
homes, diagnostic treatment, and care
under the social security program for
our elderly people.
We must protect our aged and elderly
citizens against the crushing, catastro
phic financial burden of serious illness
*and health care.
We must free these fine Americans
from nagging anxiety, from demoraliz
ing fear that even brief Illness may wipe
SOCIAL
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out the savings of a lifetime overnight,
leaving behind poverty, destitution, and
hopeless dependence on public relief
after the illnes IS past.
All of us know how well the social
security mechanism works in financing
retirement pensions, in helping widows
and disabled people. No reasonable person would suggest that we repeal or even
cut back the highly successful OASDI
social Insurance program.
It Is equally reasonable and proper. I
believe, that we pay for major health
costs of the elderly through this same
effective social insurance program.
Health benefits can, and should, be ineluded with social security benefits, not
as an act of charity but as an earned
right,just as social security pensions are
an earned right, earned by a lifetime of
contributions during the working years.
Who would deny that unmet health
needs exist among our senior citizens?
Retirement years do indeed bring leisure
time but these are also years of drastically reduced-income, just when health
Problems become more serious and more
frequent.
I am rather surprised to hear argument over the health needs of our senior
citizens. We do not need a great national survey. I ask any Senator to. go
to his own community or to visit the
comm-unity hospitals in any county in the
United States. One of the privileges of
public life is to be. able to identify one's
seif with the needs of the community or
the people.
When I travel in my home State of

social security insurance payments.
The amount has been raised from $1,200
to $1.800 by the action of the Senate
Finance Committee. I have advocated
this increase for some time. I submitted an amendment or a bill, which
was referred to the Senate Finance Coinmittee. on this particular item. It seems
rather foolish to me to have any limitation at all. Those limitations were expressed in the law during days of depression when social security was
looked upon as a. means of providing
sustenance for individuals so they would
not have to seek a job in the labor
market.
I look upon social security as a system of benefits earned, on the sounid
principle of insurance. But I am gratelul for the action of the commnittee, and
commend it for raising the income level
from $1.200 to $1,800.- The 'increase
means that the recipient of a social
sefturity benefit will be able to receive
the full bcnefit without any deductions
or~ any adjustmnent, 'and at the same
time will be able to add to income some
$1,800 a year, which will Lndeed provide
a better standard of living for those who
are under social security.
Wonderful advances in medical science promise eventual conquest Of
crippling and killing diseases such as
arthritis and heart ailments, but this
progress will be wasted if it is beyond the
limited means of our elderly Americans.
If medical research continues as Suecessfully as it has in the past 10 years.
we may have 30 or 40 million Americans

pital in a small community Just to say
"hello" to some people who have not had
a visitor for a long time. I like to visit
these fine hospitals that have been built
through the sacrifice of civic-minded
people and the generosity of citizens and
effective community organizations. I
like to see what has been done under the
Kil-Burton plan of hospital construetion. I have had my eyes opened as to
the health needs of our people.
I have a daughter who studied nurs-

expected in 1970.
Therefore, it is clear that the health
care needs of our older people in the
next decade will present a challenge and
a tremendous opportunity for construetive action.
Aprogram to provide effective medical
care for our senior citizens cannot be
left to chance-or to election year gimmicks. For years I have called for a
Program administered through our
existing, time-tested social security Sys-

Minnesota, I frequently stop at a hos- over 65 instead of the 20 million now

Ing and who has worked in hospitals for

I am a pharmacist myseveral years.
sl.moests.
self.
I have more than a
I bleethat
mere layman's interest in hospital care
and medical treatment. It is shocking
to me to hear anyone argue over the
needs of our elderly people in terms of
medical care. I say shocking in the
sense that the need exists. The only
question Is: How shall we provide for it?
I happen to believe that it is sounder and
more constructive-in a sense it is really
more conservative-to provide for health
and medical care or hospital care
through the social insurance system.
The average social security retirement
payment is less than $75 a month, and
four out of every five Americans over 65
years of -age have incomes less than
$2,000 a year. I do not think such incomes will Provide very much In the way
of health care after a retired person has
paid for food and shelter.
I am Pleased to note that the Finance
Committee has given favorable considerations and has taken favorable action on
raising the amount of permissible earned
income for those who are receiving

tein

and prudently

moeticessicessi
ents.be

financed

through

oilscrt euiypy
oia

a-

Such a program was proposed in the
85th Congress and again last year by
Representative AIME FORAND in the
House, and by myself in the Senate. My
own proposal was similar to the Forand
bill in providing hospitalization and
nursing home services but my bill
.
omitted surgical fees.
Earlier this year I Joined the senior
Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA]
in supporting an even more comprehensive bill to provide medical care for all
retired people.
The McNamara proposal is the best
proposal of them all, because it gets to
the root of the problem, and its coverage would affect all people 65 years of
age or over.
On June 30, I joined the junior
Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
ANIDERsON] in sponsoring an amendment
to H.R. 12580 to add health benefits to
the OASDI system, and I have again
Joined Senator ANDERSON in sponsoring
this revised and Improved version,
amendment 8-17-60-A,
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That is the amendment which is now
pending before the Senate. The re
vised amendment represents the think
ing of a number of us in the Senate
who wish at least. to get at a beginning
of medical care for our elderly people
under the social security system.
All these measures would function
through the time-tested system of social
security, and a person would obtain
medical benefits as a matter of right, not
as a recipient of charity.
I believe it is vitally important that
this Congress put health care for the
elderly into our social insurance pro
gram, and, therefore. I urge my col
leagues to support the revised Anderson
amendment.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that a brief summary of the revised
amendment may be printed In the REC
ORD at this Point. It is the amendment
tvhich is cosponsored by the Senator
from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY 1,
the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS),
the Seriator from Tennessee [Mr. GoaEi,
the Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMIARA], the Senator from Minnesota
[Mr. McbARTeY], the Senator from In
diana [Mr. HARTKEI, the Senator from
West Virginia IMr. R.ANDoLPH !. the Sen
ator from California [Mr. ENGLE]. and
myself.
The amendment represents a solid
and sound basis for a beginning for
medical care under the social security
system.
There being no objection, the sum
mary was ordered to be printed in -the
RECORD, as fo!llows:

UM'
Eligibility, g million me~n and women
aged 68 or more who are eligible for OASDI

benefits. or about 3 out of 5 persons over age
Benefits: Up to 120 days of hospital serv
ice, with the patient paying the first $75
each year.
Up to 240 days of skilled nursing home
care.
Up to 368 home health visits.
Diagnostic outpatient hospital services.
Including X-ray and laboratory services.

cost to
Costs and
taxable payrolls of
of I financing:
percent of Long-range
one-half
covered completely by increases of onefourth of 1 percent in contribution of em
ployera andi employees and three-eighths of
I percent for self-employed.
Administration: Any qualidied provider 0!
services could participate and patients would
have free choice. The Secretary of HEW!
or control of the practice
has no aupervision
of Medicine or the manner in which medicnl
services are provided, or over the administra
tion of participating Institutions.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, any
kind of degrading means test, any pro
gram which stigmatizes a person as a
pauper or an indigent person, any pro
gram which provides benefits as a char
ity handout injures the dignity and
self-respect of the recipient.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I should like to
finish my statement. Then I shall be
happy to yield.
That is why I favor this kind of med
ical care program financed through the
social security system, with contribu
tions; made during a persons working
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years so that benefits received in the re- well. we have learned to use the won- then only In States that agree to participate.
tirement Years are an earned right, ac- derf tii tool of social insurance to finance alid only It matching funds from the Federal
Treasury are appropriated by the Congress.
quired under a sound social Insurance retirement benefit fo mrcn.
amendment would
The Anderson-Kennedy
nlyreasonable commonsenise to provide
itis 0erca
proram
health benefits as a matter of earned
cti
pormus wetore1ldrl
it-use our Proven social security mecha- right under the tried and tested social 50
MutefoceedelyAerca
sells into overcrowded charity wards in nism to deal with the heavy financial curity system which requires no funds from
hospitals and nursing homes when the burdens of health care for elderly people. the Federal Treasury or from the States.
Health care today is just about in the WVith this addition to the committee bill. we
savings of a lifetime are wiped out by
unexpected sickness or hospitalization? same degree of urgency for our elderly would be providing health care both for those
aecurity system and for those
was in 1935. in in thedosocial
peoise
unjustiI say' this is disgraceful
qualify. By adding
not presently
ld-ge security
isurnceandwho
ichprouctve
ermsofas social
fledin and
ur cunty,
ermsof ld-ge isurnceandpensions, such a social security provision, we would
cunty.
fledin ur ich.Prouctve
people
who would have
nunibor
of
the
reduce
importance.
of
priority
It
is
a
matter
must
The conscience of our rich society
Only a person who deliberately blinds to look to public assistance for medical care.
face UP to the needs of our senior citizens--people who need more health care himself to the accomplishments of the with Its hat~eful means test.
This is one of the most vital issues ever
Just when their income is sharply re- last 25 ycars of expericnce with social
security would say, "The program does to come bcfore the U.S. Senate. We can
duced.
take a small step forward, or we can take
I Would like to point out that the An- not work. We should repeal it.,"
There are few People now who would significant action and bring real security
derson amendment has built-in protec.
tions against overutilization and abuse. attack sccial sccurity. but the voices of sits dignity to the lives of our senior citiWe hire just celebrated the first 25 years
A person who goes into a hospital must fear and foreboding are still with us.
Pay the first $75 of hospital costs each They have not yet learned the lesson of of social security in America. The most fit
tribute we can pay to the foresight of
cnn
thig
people
a
free
year. Furthermore, a patient can get American history, that
nursing home service only after transfcr increase and enhance individual secu- the Congress 25 years ago is to build now
from a hospital and certification by a rity and dignity and still maintain the upon our sound system of social insurance.
The Anderson-Kennedy amendment Is the
thm cngtfreedomis we checrish.
ptet
phscan
n
Mr. President. I wish my remarks towatodi.
home health services only as prescribed
Sincerely yours. GzORGE MEANT,
be clearly understood in their proper reby a physician,
President.
Also, units of hospital service. nursing lationship to the whole matter of our
v.LOGoLuian.M.Ps
home service, and home health care are care for needy people. Indeed, we canrLOGoLuian.M.Pei
rated on a scale to encourage use of .the not provide under the amendment I have
less expensive Services. Thus, a patient spoken on, the Anderson-Kennedy- dentMr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
would have an Incentive to choose the Humphrey amendment, medical care for
less costly services so he could get health all the elderly people. Therefore, we will am glad to yield to the Senator from
need the programs of the local govern- Louisiana.
benefits over a longer period of time.
MrLNGoLusan.Imsek
think this is a wise and reasonable ments and State governments on old-age
assistance, and we will need the help of Ing, recognition in my own right.
arrangement,
Mr. HUMPHREY. I Yield the floor.
I would also like to point out that the the voluntary agencies which do so much
WHiSoa
suLIs SHALL WE PAY?
revised Anderson amendment specifiecally to provide health care.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
However. I believe that the social se-statesthat a patient Is to have free choice
in selecting his physician, hospital, nur's- curity insurance principle will in the dent, much has been said about a needs
Ing home, diagnostic services, or home long run work not only to the benefit of test, and it has been said that it Is de
thepeople it affects, namely, our elderly grading for some persons to apply for
health services.
Our amendment also specifically for- citizens, but also to the benefit of the medical care on the basis that it Is needed
and that that person would have diff
bids the Secretary of Health, Education, entire American Community.
Today one of the heaviest costs in culty in paying a medical bill.
and Welfare from any supervision or
As one who supported provisions which
control over the practice of medicine or local and State government rests in
the administration of any hospital. nurs- medical care for the elderly. It 'a one ar~e in the committee bill, as one who
ingw home, visiting nurse agency, or of the great costs in State government in has a great Interest In the care of the
needy and aged and. in fact, as one who
every State of the Union.
hbinemaker service agency,
That cost is generally paid out of has proposed more frequently than
One of the real tests of the conscicnce
Of any, society is how it treats its aged property taxes, which themselves are in- others amendments to Increase aid to the
and elderly people. Do they have dig- equitable taxes. I Propose that we fi- aged in many different categories, the
nilty, status, and security? Or are they nance the program on a much more junior Senator from Louisiana finds it
difficult to agree with the arguments
shunted aside into shabby surroundings. sound basis.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con- being made to downgrade the care which
forced to exist without adequate health
care, often without adequate food and sent that a letter addressed to me by Mr. the committee bill proposes for the aged
George Meany. president of the API.- of this country.
shelter?
For example, the present amendment.
There are some people who say this CIO, urging action on the pending Anproblem does not concern them. They derson-Kennedy-Humphrey amendment, offered as a substitute, is being justified
say, "It's every, individual for himself." be printed at this point in the REcORD. on a needs basis; on the basis that old
There being no objection, the letter people need help; that it should be pro
They say every person has total responsibility to plan for his own retirement. was ordered to be printed in the Rzc- vided because they need it, and that we
should Pay for It. That is what the
I agree that we should all plan on an ORD, as follows:
committee bill Proposes to provide for
AMERICAN FzDEKAT!ON or
Individual basis to provide for our future
the care of those who need additional
LABORAND CONGRS~S Or
needs. But th.. best plans and the best
assistance to care for their medical bills.
ORGANIZATIONS,
IsNDUSTIUAL
preparations of all men can be crushed
assistance which is not at present
Waslsiigton. D.C.. August 19.1960.
by forces beyond their control. Disease.
available.
business conditions, and just plain bad Hon. HuBEBT H. HUM!PnREv.
The State of Louisiana is probably in
luck can make a mockery of even the Senate Office Budlding.
oPoiefrtemd
aPsto
Washington, D.C.
and
preparations.
wietinvestments
~~~DAsa
SENATOR HUMPHREEY: On behalf of as good apsto opoiefrtemd
wisest
We are now in the 25th Year of social over 13 millIon American workers and their ical care of its aged as is any other State
security, a program which has paid tre- families. I urge you to support the Anderson- In the Union. We have a very extensive
mendous dividends in human welfare Kennedy amendment which will be offered hospital system in addition to our public
and human dignity for American citizens as an addition to the Finance Committee welfare Program. The last time I com
by making many welfare benefits a social security bill. In the matter of health pared it. if we leave out veterans' hos
matter of earned right, not a matter of care for the aged this bill is limited to some
more than half
Improvements in the present public pias I should -saythat
chrtslight
program and the creation of a the hospital days in the State are spent
charity.assistance
of those hos
and
some
hospitals,
In
State
would
class.
it
indigentThe voices of fear and foreboding in new '-meaicauly
1935 have been proved wrong. Our so- provide medical services only as a public pitals are- better equipped than private
clal security system works, and It works charity and only on proof at poverty. and hospitals, and have the same kind of
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The Senator from MJinnesota. very one-half of 1 percent of the payroll. The
medical care available as Ls provided for
those who are cared for in private logically made a suggestion that he Anderson proposal would cost, eventu
would like us to eliminate any income ally, as much as the Gore proposal, be
hospitals.
A person in Louisiana does not have to restriction whatever for eligibility for cause the cost of doctors would be in
be the recipient of old-age assistance- social security retirement benefits. I cluded in the total amount, and in short
even though we have the most liberal should like to eliminate that require- order the program will be liberalized.
Mre GORE. Mr. President, will the
program in the United States-in order ment too. I should like to have It Proto receive care in those hospitals. vided that at age 63 anyone could make Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Let me
Fifty-seven percent of the old people re- as much money as that person was capable of making and still receive full re- answer the Senator's point. These pro
ceive old-age assistance payments.
In Its old-age assistance program. tirement benefits. But what would it posals have been justified on the basis
pensioner dispenses with the relative re- cost? it would cost about $1,600 Mil- of providing medical care for those who
need it, because those who need it are
sponsibility requirement in the case of lion a year to do it.
Among various ways in which we could not in a position to pay. They do not
a person who might have a relative who
could help support him. In some States sr-end revenues to the benefit of retired have to certify that they are needy be
such a person is required to certify that persons, there are quite a number of oth- yond that point. Persons can own their
the relative cannot help him. Louisiana er things I would propose be done beforc own homes. They can have relatives who
poprt lenreuie-we eliminate the proposal that a person are well able to pay the bills. They are
dipese wthth
ment. under which it is suggested that w'ould have his social security retire- in a position to have substantxal in
property should be seized and sold under ment income reduced if he were drawing come; and if the State will set up a plan,
the sheriff's hammer to get back some of more than $1,800 a year in other income, as we propose to do. they will be in a
the State's investment in Providing for Let us keep in mind that if a person were position to have medical care merely by
the needs of the aged person after he making $1,800 a year and were drawing stating that their income and resources
dies and that he must sign the hien when $100 a month, or if he were married and are insufficient to meet the cost of neces
drawing $150 a month in social security sary medical service. Does anyone re
he applies for assistance.
The program which is proposed in the income, that person would have net in- gard the same requirement in veterans'
committee bill goes beyond anything we come well over $3,000. As a practical legislation as being downgraaing. as
have In terms of- public assistance. It matter, he would be paying no income robbing the veterans of their pride and
proposes to say that if a person is draw- taxes on this income because of his high their self-respect? Not at all. Veterans
ing a social security payment of $100 a exemptions with regard to his outside are not embarrassed to come in and ask
month, and is drawing $1,800 a year in income, his retirement income, other for such assistance, and they get it.
Here we say only that If the income
terms of additional Income, which the than social security, and because he
bill would permit without any reduction would pay no tax under social security, and resources are not sufficient to meet
No one regards it as being downgrad- the cost of the necessary medical service,
of his.soclal security payment-between
the two, an Income of $3,000 a year-and ing or a shameful needs test if a person a person is eligible under this program.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President. will the
the person owns his own home and has certifies that he is eligible to draw social
relatives who could help if necessary. security benefits, although he is drawing Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
such a person would still be in,the poi an additional $1,800 a year in addition
MrW.GORE- The Senator has elo
to social security benefits. There is no
-ln"
.V.~.A -t
tinundcr the
adwhich I believe Louisiana will set shame about that. It Is simplthte quently made a point which has not
up-to receive assistance to pay his is eligible; and, if he had more Income heretofore been made in the debate, and
medical bill. He simply would state that. than that, he would not be eligible for one which I wish to emphasize. Before
doing so, let me say that I regard the
in his judgment, he is eligible to receive the itull amount of the benefits.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President. will the committee bill as entirely inadequate, for
assistance.
two reasons: First, it depends upon State
What difference Is there between that Senator from Louisiana yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield, is matching. Second, It requires a means
and the program for our veterans today.
test. However liberal that test may be,
Mr. GORE. I think there is moredi
who are admitted to veterans' hospitals
for non-service-connected sickness or tinction than that. Eligibility Is the it is required.
The Senator from Louisiana has said
dlsabilty? I have helped a great number test, and the test is eligibility. What
of veterans to get into veterans' hospitals is the test under the bill, as stated in the that so far as the means test is con
In Ljouisiana, and elsewhere around the bill and in tue report? One must be un- cerned, it Is not restrictive; that in his
Nation, because they felt they could get able, and must certify his inability, to State and in others, all one need do Is
sign a little certificate stating that his
pay for his medical care.
good care In such hospitals.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am reading resources are not enough to pay his hos
They wanted to get Into the modern
veterans' hospitals to be cared for. But from page 195, line 21, paragraph (b): pital bill.
Mr. GORE. The Senator has criti
(b of enabling each State. as far as pracIn applying for this care, a veteran must
ticable under the conditions in such State, cized the bill I Introduced, and he has
make some showing that he is in suc
etal,
the Androamn detalo
of
ciicized
medicai assistance on behalf
to furnish
aciacahoiin
Indiriduals who are not recipients ofcrtdrnam
hth isntalo beaed
osto hth
a iaca
it would cost, so he says, a vast
to pay, If he had to pay for it with his ca-g sitne-because
amount of money. If the Senator will
ldag
own income
What does that mean in Louisiana? be so kind as to yield, let me say that
I Aind no shame In saying that I have
in colloquy within the next few minutes
57
perin
the
helped relatives of my family to get into It means that one is not
veterans' hospitals. They have felt cent which are drawing public assistance I wish to demonstrate that if all States
not the leaibt bit of shame about getting wnder the old age assistance program, met the maximum requirements and if
Into veterans' hospitals on non-service- It means that a person is certifying that, each State had a director of such a pro
connected disabilities when there was for the purpose of drawing any type of gramn who was, let us say, of the turn
some showing that the person was not assistance from our State welfare de- of mind of the late Harry Hopkins. and
In a Position to meet the financial re- partinent, he cannot be classified as if the Federal administrator took the
same view, there would be virtually no
quirements of paying for the medical needy,
limits to the cost of the cemmittee bill.
The langu ge continues:
care which would be necessary otherI ask the Senator whether in the com
whose income and resources are Insuff-but
wise.
If we are to undertake to provide cient to meet the costs of necessary medical mittee bill there is any limit to the num
ber of days In the hospital a year.
health benefits even for a person who services.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No.
Mr. GORE. That is exactly what I
cuR wefll fORJ to pay or not, whether
Mr. GORE. But the Anderson amend
he ha*&al the resources and Income nec- said.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. How has this ment has such a limit.
esurY to Provide the best of care for
In the committee bill is there any limit
himself, it will tremendously increase program been justified? The Gore prothe eost of the program we,-*Ish to un- posa would take I percent of the pay- in regard to the number of days for
roll. The Anderson proposal would take which the Federal Government would be
dertake.
CYI-lOYS
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required to pay up to so percent of the
cost When a person over 65 years of age
Was in -a hospital?
Mr. LoNG of Louisiana. Permit me
to answer that question with a few more
words than those I used in answerhig the
last one. There is no such requirement.
But there is this difference: The bill being introduced by the Senator from Tennessee and also by the Senator from New
Mexico provides, in effect, "No matter
how much money you have, we shall provide for the most regressive taxation a
Person could think of, whereby the tax
would be levied only on the first $4,800.
In other words, we shall provide for the

kind of tax that hits the poor man the
hardest and hits the rich man the least;
and we shall provide for
the entire hospital bill for a
ber -of days. regardless of
patient needs to have the
pay his bill or not."~

payment for
certain numiwhether the
Government

SENATE

years of age, the cost will be astronomil
cal.
At this point I should like to read
from page 6 of the committee report,
where the committee bill is described.
I shall begin to read with the last par&
graph on that page, although the pre
vious paragraph is very enlightening:
A State may. If it wishes. disregard. in
whole or part, the existence of any income

pie, we shall soon have to take care of
all those who are retired or disabled.
Then there will be the drive to provide
medical care for everyone, it will follow. The medical costs for the Gore

as long as it is a reasonable standard con
sistent with the objectives of this title.

stopping at the $4,800 a year level. In
addition, the Anderson proposal would
add one-half of I percent; and with the
modifications of it-which certainly will
follow like those the Senator is suggesting-It would wind up costing at least
1 percent of payroll. With time, as the
Senator from-Arkansas and the Senator
from Minnesota has suggested from time
to time, and as I myself have suggested
on occasion-the requirement that such
a person cannot receive the full benefits
if his annual Income Ismore than $1,800,
and the elimination of that requirement
would add almost another 1 percent of
payroll to the cost. In the meantime
we would provide that the cost of providing such care for the aged who are
not now covered by social security should
be included, and that would add another
one-third of 1 percent of income.
So if we agree that the Federal Govermient will provide this medical care
for the aged, we previously had reached
the point where a 9-percent tax on payroll would be imposed on the workingman. Even if he paid only half of it
directly, inasmuch as it would operate In
the same fashion as a hidden sales tax
on every article he buys, to that extent
he would pay Lhe entire 9 percent. as a
consumer.
So. as I said, under the Gore proposal,
1 percent would be added-it would be
Y2 percent under the Anderson proposal,
to begin with; but by the time the doetors and the others were included. and
the age limit were reduced to age 65,
It Iperentfrom
oul cot
Itwud otIpecn.point
in addition, elimination of the requirement In regard to retirement age
would add three-fourths Of 1 Percent Of
payroll to the Cost; and to provide for
the care--out Of general revenues--of
those aged Persons not now covered by
the Social Security Act-as the Senators

Gr resources, of an Individual for medical

assistance.
If a State may disregard in whole or
in par the existence of any Income or
resources, then, if we examine the top
for the payment of benefits to those of page 7, we find this sentence:
who have retired, even if they are below
The State has wide latitude to establish
age 60. So once we adopt this princi- the standard of need for medical assistance

Consider how much this proposal bill benefits extended to everyone will
would cost. By 1969-9 years from the cost 4 percent of payroll.
present time--our existing benefits will
Consider how unbearable would be
cost 4i/2 percent for the employer and the total bill for such Medical Care. The
42percent for the- employee; and the total social security tax would be 15 perSenator knows as well as I do that the
social security tax will work like a hidden
sales tax; for the most part, it will be
passed on to the consumer. That will
amount to 9 percent tax on the payrolls,
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from Michigan and Tennessee have suggested and will suggest-would amount
to another one-half of 1 percent to be
derived from general revenues,
That represents a total of 11Y4 percent of Payroll.
Furthermore, in committee, as the
Senator well knows. Senators said It
makes no sense to provide such care
for a man 65 years of age who still
can work and still can help himself. if
no provision is made to take care of a
man 59 years of age who is totally and
permanently disabled.
The bill already contains provisions

Now I should like to read from the re
port which describes the Anderson

amendment:
The coat of four important types of health
service is covered. subject to certain limits
within I year:

12(a)yHs.ia nain
evcs o pt
cent by 1970-if other equally logicalecx
tensions of the program were voted It
Is there any such limitation in the
would cost 20 percent, or one-fifth of committee bill?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. There is not.
the average worker's entire income, so
far as the workingman was concerned.
Of course the States may, If they care

If we provide for the same benefits on to. impose such a limitation. But in the
the basis of providing such care for committee bill there is no such require
those who need it, and providing it on ment.
a liberal basis, with the States matching
Mr. GORE. Very well.
I continue to read from the report on
the cost, we shall be providing care for
those who need it but not by the most the Anderson amendment:
regressive type of taxation. I refer to
The individual pays the first $75 each
the most regressive type which hits year.
Is there any such requirement as that
hardest at the poor man, but says that
a rich man who makes $100.000 a yea in the committee proposal?
will not have to pay any social security
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No.
tax on any part of his income which exMr. GR
Very well.
ceeds $4,800 annually. if a rich man
I read further from the report on the
were writing the tax bill, such a taxAnesna nd nt
would be exactly the kind he would likeAnesna nd nt
to have included in the bill--but on the
(b) Skilled nursing home recuperative
other hand, if we use the approach tht care, up to 240 days.
general revenue will be used to pay for
Is there in the committle bill any limit
the medical care of those who need it, such as one of 240 daya on the skilled
we shall have a much fairer way of ap- recuperative care in nursing homes?
proaching the problem, and the cost will
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No, there Is
be paid very much more in accordance not, so far as I know.
with the ability to pay, and we shall be
Mr. GORE. I proceed:
providing such care for those who really
Home health services by a nonprofit or
need it, instead of providing very, cost- public agency up to 365 visits.
ly medical care to persons who are well
mti n ii
a.Hwmn
able to pay those costs themselves.'MtIon
stady.Nwm y
Furthermore, if the Federal Govern- visits a day can be made under the com
ment or the State government Is put in mittee bill?
the position of paying the entiremeia
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. There Is no
mdcllimit.
bill, the cost will be upward of 50 perMrGREIcotne
cent greater;. and I can prove that by
MrGOEIcotne
means of the experience in Loiin.
Diagnostic out-patient hospital services,
Mr. GORE. Mr. President. wilteincluiling X-ray and laboratory services.
Senator from Louisiana yield further to
Is there any limit on that?
me?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Not In the
bill.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
Mr. GORE I was hoping the Senator
Mr. GORE Now I should like to read
Louisiana would finally reach a the scope of the benefits under the comn
where we could discuss the cam- mittee bill, which, as the Senator has
mittee bill,
said, are without limits, except that the
This afternoon the Anderson amend- States must match. That is a very im
ment has been beaten all over the Sen- portent axception, but, anyway, I will
ate floor;, and just now the Senator from read:
Louisiana made the statement that if
(1) In-patient hospital services:
the Government pays all the medical
(2 Skilled nureing-home servicer:
bills of all the American people over 65
(8) Physicians' services;
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(4) Ckut-patient hospital services:
45) Romes health care services;
(6) Private duty nursing services:
(7) Physical therapy and related services:
(8) Dental services:
(9) Laboratory and X- "y services:.
(10) Prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures,
and prosthetic devices:
(11) Diagnostic, screening, and preventive
services--

the expense of that hospital bill is someMr. LONG of Louisiana. It does not
thing that is concerning that man. He make too much sense to me. Mr. Presi
wants to be back at work as soon as he dent, when we can hold down the cost to
can go back, and he wants to go back to a great extent by providing care when it

vides specific benefits, limited in scope,
limited in application, 'limited In definition. spelled out in the amendment; and
the amendment provides for an additional tax to raise the revenue,
Here, stiange as it may seem, the advocates of the Anderson amendment are
being condemned and banished into outer
darkness as being fiscally irresponsible
when we have a bill which, as the Senator from Louisiana has said, is without
limit, except that the States must provide a part of it., This is a remarkable
situation, and I am delighted that this
point has finally been brought out in
debate'
I hasten to add that I think. whether
we have a Democratic administrationwhich I anticipate--or whether we have
another Republican administrationwhich I would abhor-I believe that we
will have a Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare who will place reasonable limits in this Program. But no
reasonable limits are stated in the bill.
I think MY State would be unable to
meet them. I am happy that the State
of Loukfisina is able to meet them.
M1r. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President-.
Mr. GORE. Will the Senator yield
further?
Mr.'LONG of Louisiana. I would like
to have the floor back,
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HumPHRaZY in the chair). The Chair will recognize that the Senator from Louisiana
has the floor and that he is most gracIOUSIY Yielding to the Senator from
Tennessee.
Mr. GORE. The Senator's courtesy
has caused me to forget what I was about
to say.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
one of the advantages of courtesy,
Mr. GORE. So I will desist,
Mr. LOr1% of Louisiana. To the best
of my knowledge, I believe our program
In Louisiana, will compare favorably with
that of any State that is going to have
a Program under the Proposal brought
forth..
As to how long one stays in a State
hospital, he stays there until a doctor
says there is nothing more he can do. or
until the person is cured. Patients stay
about 50 percent longer than they stay
in Private hospitals. That is the Point
Iam getting at.
The big difference is that If a man
goes Into a private hospital for an operation, the minute the doctor tells him he
cmn go home, he Is going home, because

one's bill is paid completely at State expense, standing alone, even though the
pressure is on the State to try to keep
its costs in line with the costs of private
hospital treatment, means that the cost
of treatment in a State hospital will exceed the cost of treatment in a private
hospital, based cnly on the number of
hospital days. and nothing else,
Let us talk about the ag~ed for a monment. The same thing is true with respect to sending an aged person back to
a. home. Many of the diseases and illnesses that are associated with old age
are incurable. There is a limit to what
hospitals can do. At that point, they
have done all they can do for a while. If
the family is in a position to urge a person to stay where he is, or there is less
of a tendency on the part of a family to
accept a person back intu the home,
there is a natural tendency for that person to stay in-the hospital longer, so he
can eat good meals, and have good care,
Therefore, the cost is much greater than

Michigan?
Mr. McNAMt.RA. The Senator from
Tennessee read from page 7 of the re
port the "scope of benefits"' under the
committee bill. Has the Senator esti
mated the cost if all States provided all
these services to all the people who would
be eligible for them under the terms of
the bill?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I notice that
the cost is estimated to be $12.9 million
in Louisiana. My guess is that the
amount may be more money than we
will need to provide for the medical care
aged we have in our State, if the State
continues its present rate of expendi
tUres.
Mr. MNAcPMARA. For all of those
qualified?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I presume we
could provide for between 80 and 85
percent of the aged in the State for a
lesser amount of Federal funds than is
hereby proposed, unless the State should
reduce its expenditures.

The proposal may be limited to 120
days, but people will use those 120 days
if the old folks feel they would be burdens on their families for a short period
of time after they return. But there is
a difference in providing a program
under which we propose to provide all
the medical care necessary to anyone
who is not in a position to provide for
the cost. One factor that will help reduce the cost is that, from the point of
view of the State. the State having to
pay between 20 percent and 50 percent
of the cost, there is pressure on the
State administrators to help keep costs
down. On the other hand, if we are providing funds at the Federal level, and
all we Have to do is provide additional
incentives to try to provide higher benefits under the social security system, I
am sure that in short order we will provide hospitalization for those below 60
who are disabled, and, in short order, for
those who are below 60 who are not disabled. and after a while we will be providing hospitalization for people at any
age.
Starting with the premise of the Anderson amendment that the Government
pays for it whether the person is needy
or not, and a person has it available to
him whether he would want the program
or not, even persons in the high income
bracket would have the cost paid for by
the most regressive kind ef program,
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a question?

all States provided all the services listed
under section 3. "scope of benefits," the
cost would be S2.5 billion. The 32.5 bil
lion would be the cost to be split half
among the States and half to be paid by
the Federal -Government. It is fan
tastic. The listing in the report is simply
window dressing, as to physicians' serv
ices and all those things. This is fan
tastic. Nobody is going to provide $2.5
billion. If all the States should take all
these services, the estimated amount re
quired would be $2.5 billion. Of course.
the Anderson amendment is limited.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The figure
of $21 ~billion the Senator uses assumes
that the State will pay for all medical
services.
Mi'. MeNAMARA. For everyone who
would be eligible under the terms of the
bill.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It assumes
the person pays nothing under the bill.
Mr. McNAMARA. That is correct.
They would pay nothing.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In every
State there would be some limitation as
to who would be eligible to receive the
benefits. That is fundamental to the
bill reported by the committee.
In Louisiana probably 85 percent of
the people would be eligible. Perhaps
more would be eligible. I hope that the
State of Tennessee. so ably represented
by the distinguished junior Senator from,
Tennessee [Mr. GORE), who has a keen
Interest in the aged of his State and

his home and be under the care of his
family as soon as he can, because he
knows that hospital bill is very substantial. That man is going to go home as
soon as he can.
Allofthsethng
wihot
imtpls'
On the other hand, if hie is frleigta
in a State
hig wt caretes
out remeia,
lu hsiawtsh:rset
(12) Any other medical caeoeeilhispwifal oft the
burdsen
coft reeing
fo i
care recognized under State law.hiwieothbudnocaigfrhmblbemea.Mdclcreolde
as weUl as look af ter the children, and
The Anderson amendment has been with the State paying the expense, he
pummeled and criticized as being irre- will be inclined to stay where he is and
sponsible and extravagant. On the urge the doctors to permit him to stay.
contrary, the Anderson amendment proThe human factor of knowing that

for private medical care.

is needed. The committee bill would
provide, in every State, that the State
would be in a position immediately upon
the Passage of the bill to increase carc
for the aged by at least 100 percent. It
could be
without any addi
tt increased
aporaintemnt
h
ill became law.rMedicaio care conuld bhe
increased as much as 400 percent in some
States, compared to the medical care
which is being made available in the
States already.
I now yield to the Senator from

Mr. McNAMARA. I am advised that if
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Other States. would certainly undertake

vastly to liberalize the program. so that
an equally high percentage of persons
would be eligible for the care they need
to receive,
When we consider the administration
of this Program, we should get it closer to
the people, for the people are in a better
position to get away from arbitrary
standards and to look more at what a
Person actually needs. if the program
is to be administered from Washington,
D.C.. it is easier to have someone say
there should be an arbitrary number of
days Of hospital care than it is when the
People who are paying for it have an
interest in what they are paying for to
medical care. That is a practical thing
which would help reduce the cost.
We tend to reduce the cost of the program by having the States take a careful
look to determine whether the expenditure of the money is necessary, because
the States have to pay between 20 and
50 Percent of the cost of the program.
We also tend to get a better administration of the program when we get it closer
to the people who are paying for it, for
there Is more of a desire not to provide
service when the service is not neededwhen the person, under proper standards. should not be eligible to receive it.
The committee bill represents a tremendous increase in the hospitalization
available, as I have mentioned. It represents anywhere from a 100-percent
increase to a 400-percent increase, based
upon what the States are presently
doing,
I wish to make another point. lMr.
President. The social security program
cannot indefinitely stand these 1-percent
increases in the social security tax. It
is true that this is a hidden tax. Most
men have their social security taxes deducted from their pay before they ever
see their paychecks. One of these days.
however, they are going to have to start
thinking in terms of how much they can
afford. We are compelled to think in
those terms, when we ask, "Can we afford
to eliminate the $1,800-a-year earnedincome limitation?" If we eliminate the
$1,800 earned-income limitation, it will
mean a 1-percent additional hidden sales
tax on every family in America.
Mr. MCNAMARA. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. ONGof
I ieldouisana
M.LN
ofLusaa
Iyil,
Mr. McNAMARA. Is it not a fact that
the people who will have to pay the increase in the social security tax are the
ones who are advocating the social security approach?
Mr. LONG of Louisilana. That is wha
the Senator sa~d, and I heard him say
it, but I do not agree,
Mr. McNAMARA. I traveled from
coast to coast, and even held hearings
in Washington, D.C. We have reams of
testimony to show that these peopl
asked for It.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I have yet

to have a single workingman, be he a
member of an organized union or not,
other than the union leaders themselves,
suggest to me that he wished to have
the social asecurity tax Increased by
1 percent.
Mr. McNAMARA. It Is not 1 percent;
it would be one-fourth of 1 pereent.
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. One-fourth
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present system for social security pay

of 1 percent for the employee, and one- ments as it does for the additional
fourth of 1 percent for the employer, or one-fourth of 1 percent. Would the
a total of one-half of 1 percent. How- Senator advocate changing the whole
ever, this is only the beginning,
structure of our social security system,
Mr. McNAMARA.
The consumer so that everything would he paid out of
pays for both. The Senator knows that. the general revenues? If the. Senator
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes.
would not, then he should not desire to
Mr. McNAMARA. The manufacturer do that with regard to this one-fourth of
of the product or the producer of what- 1 percent.
ever service is provided will add that
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. What did
amount to the cost of the goods or to the the Senator advocate for persons not
cost of providing the service. The con- covered under social security?
sumer pays for that.
Mr. McNAMARA. My bill included
M~r. LONG of Louisiana. And the them.
consumer is the employee.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes. The
Mr. McNAM6AR.A. The people. gen- Senator himself provided that payment
erally speaking, Pay for it. but they wish for care of those not presently covered
to have this approach.
by social security should come from the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. So he is general revenues. At least, he was
getting it at both ends. There are many thinking with the junior Senator fromn
workingmen who are consumers.
Louisiana at that time.
Mr. McNAPAlAtA. And they wish to
He said that people who are not pres
have this program.
ently under the social security program
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Oh, no.
and who are not presently retired ought
Mr. McNAMARA. Yes; they do. to have their health care provided for,
They would like to have it as much as but he did not wish to tax the working
they wish to have the present social man to provide that service. Instead, he
security law.
preferred to take the money from the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am in a general revenues.
Position to tell a workingman in my
M!~r.HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
State. "My friend, we can do One of two the Senator yield?
things for You. We are considering one
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. We are
bill which will cost, in the first year. going to take care of those who are
$200 million. That is the estimated first already retired, but who have not paid
year cost. I can vote for that bil4l which anything into the fund for medical care
will not result in any increase in the tax purposes. The Senator was starting
on you. There is another bill which we from a beginning point by saying. "How
are considering. The estimated cost for can this care be provided?" By start
the first year is a billion dollars. I could ing to provide first for those most needy
vote for that bill. If that bill should out of the general revenues, and then
be pas "d. it would mean that in short for those not quite so needy, in my
order You would have to pay an addi- judgment eventually he would arrive at
tional hidden sales tax of 1 percent on the conclusion that the general fund
every dollar you make."
ought to provide benefits for those who
MY guess is that the average man I never paid initially, because- he would
know in my State-and I suspect this is wish to see the millionaire pay his share.
true in the Senator's State also-would
I know the Senator would not ordinar
say. "Just a minute. If it is a difference ily wish to have a tax imposed to care
of five to one. if it means a difference of for the needy or even to care for those
Paying five times as much, or an extra who are under social security, when the
1 Percent hidden sales tax, I ,would rich man making a million dollars a
rather settle for the proposal whereby I year would get a deduction for every
Pay only one-fourth as much.
tigoe
480
Mr. MCNAMARA. Mr. President. will tigoe
480
the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. McNAMARA. We have this pro
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
ga uner the social security law. If
Mr. McNAMARA. The Senator: says the law Is a bad law, let us change it.
thi isa reresivetax
s tat
hatIf
the law is not a bad law, let us
thisi
ersie
tax.toIscthatdwhatoperate this program that way.
teSntrcle
t
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is as reMr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sena
gressive as taxes can be.
tor is advocating the change. He seeks
Mr.. McNAMARA. Very well,
to Provide medical care fo'r people who
Mr. LONG Of Louisiana. It is non- do not need it, for people who are in a
Progressive. The richer a person is the position to take care of themselves. He
less he Pays, Proportionately.
The wishes to take care of a millionaire, even
poorer a person is the heavier 'the ta
though the millionaire is not interested
is On hi-in being cared for.
Mr. McNAMARA. I wish to ask the
Mr. McNAMARA. We do so now.
Senator a question.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Then the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. This tax ap- Senator proposes to pay for all these
plies against the man who cannot even benefits by means of a plan which ex
afford to pay income taxes.
empts the millionaire from taxes on ev

Mr. McNAMARA. Very well.
erything over $4,800?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. He gets no
Mr. McNAMARA. We fought overconsideration at all. He does not get that subject 25 years ago.
even a deduction for a wife or child.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It Is a hid
Mr. McNAMARA. Would the Senator den sales tax.
advocate that our whole social security
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President,
system go under the

general fund?

The same argument prevails as to the

will the Senator yield?

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
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Mr..HUMPHREY. The Senator asks
for an answer to this question: What
would be the responsibilities of the State
unde the committee proposal for medical care costs? What percentage of the
eost would the State be required to pay
under the terms of the committee bill?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. We are
talking only about people who are over
65.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In Louisiana
the cost would be around 30 percent. I
can determine what the cost would be
in Minnesota.
Mr. McNAMARA. It would be about
one-third.
Mr. HUMPHREY.
Therefore the
State would have to pay 41 percent. approximately,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Would that cost be

additional cost?

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As apractical
matter, the Federal Governmrent would
first be required to match what Minnesota is now paying,
The Senator from Minnesota said
that he had visited hospitals in Minnesota at whichi the State is providing care
for many of the aged. The Federal Gov-

erninent would be required to pay 60
percent of the total cost. The State
would be paying 40 percent. So the
State could immediately exfcrience an
increase in Minnesota of approximately,
let us say, 150 percent 'over and above
what the State is .presently providing,
evni the State did not put up an extra
5 cents,
Mr. HUMPHREY. How does the State
of Louisiana finance its medical care
Program? What kind of tr..c does it impose for that purpose?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Our public
welfare program has a vendor payment
scheme to It. which is only a small portion of the medical care that we provide
in Louisiana. That is paid from a sales
tax. We have also an income tax.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is a regressive tax.Is it not?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is not as
regressive as is the social security tax,
Mr. HUMPHREY. Would the Senator
say that a sales tax was a progressive
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Isiana. Is derived from almost all taxes,
whether they be the state income tax,
taxes imposed on corporations, or taxes
6n oil and gas severance. The money
comes from the general fund,
Mr. HUMPHREY. Would those. taxes
include the sales tax?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Actually the
sales tax, for all practical purposes. is
pretty much devoted to our welfare program,
Mr. HUMPHREY. Does that program
include health?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Some of it
does,
Mr. HUMPHREY. The point I am
trying to make is this: I wish to say,
first, that the Senator from Louisiana

As I recall, in Louisiana there are ex
emptions made in the sales tax for rent.
food. and medical care.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. There are
some exemptions. They are not as broad
as they once were.
Mr. HUMPHREY. It is inevitable that
as new requirements come upon the
States which have a limited taxing juris
diction. they must impose heavier and
heavier levies through existing types of
taxes.
State and local governments will have
a very diffcult time paying their fair
share under the committee bill, but the
committee bill, of course, does provide
assistance to States. and very valued as
sistance in terms of the Federal contri

has made some good arguments. Let bution.
me assure him again, as I have before.
The Senator makes a very persuasive
I believe, that the record of the State argumnent when he points out that there

of Louisiana in the field of welfare is is not much wrong with financing out of
primarily due to the great influence of the general revenues. There is merit
the Senator, his father, and those who to his argument. I must say that one
have supported him in his political pro- of the limitations of the Anderson
gram. I think it is one of the best pro- amendment, of which I am a cosponsor.
grams in the country, and it surely is is that it does not cover those who may
something which will stand as a living need medical care, and surely are as de
memorial to the Senator's late father serving of it as elderly citizens who are
and to himself. I say that most re-ritudrscasertyTheisna

spectfully.

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. My uncle
also had much to do with that program.
You did not mention him.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes; I wish to add
that the former Governor, Earl Long,
contributed also,
Many of the States do not have State
"irconuetaxes. Frequently State revenues
are acquired from excise taxes, which
are indirect sales taxes, or acquired from
sales taxes or from property taxes; and
of all the problems that face local and
State goverunments today, none is more
crucial or more difficult than local
financing. I have wondered where the
States would get the additional money
that they require.
In my State we have a State income
tax; and every business interest in the
State, with few exceptions, has said that
it drives business from Minnesota. It
does not, by the way, but those who feel
that way like to talk about it. If we did
not. have a State income tax, we would
have to get the funds from a sales tax
tax?
or from increased property taxes. PropMr. LONG of Louisiana. It is a re- erty is now taxed to the hilt, because the
gressive tax.
increases in State and local government
Mr. HUMPHREY. Then there are de- expenditures have been fantastic since
grees of progression and regression, is the war.
that not correct?
Th
te
a
u
oenrtsiidare
Mr. LONG of Louisiana, That is cor- before a committee of Congress, He is a
rect, but conisider the difference. When member of the Governors' conference
we imposed a sales tax to provide for that meets once a year. I believe State
welfare, we provided as much care as and local government comas have inwe could for those who needed it.
creased something, like 300 pcrcent since
Mr. HUMPHREY. I compliment the the end of World War II, which is a great
State of the Senator from Louisiana for increase. indebtedness has risen fanits fine program.
tastically in State and local government.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is true The burden of governmental cost, State
that while the needy and the aged in and local government, is very heavy,
Louisiana do pay some of the sales ta,
The worst feature and the most inpewuthat money, together with everything table part of that burden is that while
a rich person pays in that tax, goes to the financing of State and local governmatch funds of the Federal Government ments is not in every instance, unfair or
In an overall program to provide for the unjust, in many instances it is on a very
care of the needy persons. With regard unjust and unfair basis, relying upon the
to our hospital Program, which is the property tax, upon excise taxes, and upon

major part of our health care in Lou-
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State sales taxes,

sense a need in part for what the comn

mittee bill offers, at least in some por
tions of it, plus the provisions of the
Aniderson amendment, which contains
the social security provisions.
*We in Congress must face the fact that
if we are to have additional services for
our people, we must pay for them. The
point is that the working people of
America are heavily taxed. I think they
are disproportionately heavily taxed be
cause they get it coming and going.
They pay excise taxes, sales taxes, or a
taxc which is charged back into the cost
of an item of service they purchase.
Miost often such people can least afford to
pay those taxes. But we must face up to
it. If we want these extra services, the
bill must be paid, and that means that
revenues must be raised.
We cannot have more defense, a
greater education program, and a public
health program unless we are willing to
pay the bill, and it becomes fiscal irre
sponsibility if we are not willing to pay
th
il
I believe the Senator from Michigan
nade a very good argument. There are
W
good arguments throughout this debate
The Senator from Michigan asked if we
unwilling to apply the social security
tricibe to helhregrsietx eausc ith
Seemso
trombeoaiesiana
taxd,wyas
pl
theSeao
fromialuian
s
acrtypidpl
why odappl
the
surioia
iseurit rncipeitoef oldage ard
srivorws inuane
iuatself? Tat
ceci-r
so
a
elaqurere
ba
ofwa a croentry
ago. I sincerelybeivitwsapor
decision, particularly as we have ex
panded coverage and, may I add, as we
have increased the base upon which the
tax has been levied. At one time the
social security tax was levied upon in
come tax much lower than S4,800. Now
it has risen to the $4,800 level, and there
are those who have recommended that
that level be raised in order to give the
fund a greater amount of money and a

greater degree of solvency.
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If we depart entitled to some kind of insurance proCompletely from a standard eligibility tection.
Of course, If the insurance protection
entitling a person to have his bills paid
because he finds that his income is not runs out--and that can happen under
suffclent to meet those needs, the cost the Anderson amendment. because there
is going to be very much greater. We are limitations as to the duration of the
will Pay these bills even though we pro- stay in the hospital that is alloweld, or
vide--asLouiisiana provides and will con- the care in the nursing home that is altinue to do so--that we will not call upon lowed-we would have to come back to
hIds relatives, will not seize his home, will the principle of public assistance.
I do not want my argument to be Inniot seize his property, and will make no
effort to obtain reimbursement from the terpreted quite so strictly as my words
modest income that he has been draw- might seem to indicate.
I do not believe thiat we should get
ing either prior to or after his stay in
the hospital. When we take the posi- ourselves in the position where we would
tion that we will pay for these hospital say that public assistance, per se, is
costs. whether the person is in the posi- bad, because it is not. Many areas have
tion to take care of them himself, the been able to reduce the so-called recost Is going to be very much greater. quirements or the criteria for public
When we do that, we eliminate one of assistance, so that there really is not a
the greatest means of keeping down hos- great deal of difficulty in that regard.
pita!. costs, specifically the desire of the The Senator has pointed out that in
some areas there Is practically no means
patient himself to keep them down.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The argument test. Therefore, it would be a disservice
which the Senator made while I was to the cause of public welfare for anyone
temporarily occupying the position of to interpret my argument as being aimed
the Presiding Offier applies to either the against the principle of public assistAnderson amendment or the committee ance.
I consider social security a better way
bill. It is a factor with which we are
confronted in connection with public of providing for the needs of our people.
Payments, namely, that some supervision At the same time I also recognize the
Is needed to see to it that the service is fact that there are limitations to social
security. The Senator from Louisiana
not abused,
I have observed what is done in vet- has pointed out some of them. in the com-.
crans' hospitals. I have seen extraor- mittee bill. Therefore, the public assistdinarily good medical care, which is an ance concept may be supplementary. I
argument in behalf of the Senator's posi- thank the Senator for his generosity in
tion. However. I have seen doctors in yielding to me.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiVeterans' Administration hospitals, by
good professional treatment and care, dent. I might give the Senator a pracexpedite the discharge of the patient tical illustration of the difference befrom the hospital, without, of course, tween the cost of the proposal that is
being offered as the Anderson amendJeopardiking his health in any way,
We have seen, for example, in the ease ment and the other proposals. The
of mental patients, new medical care and Anderson proposal would provide medprocedures making it possible for mental ical services whether a person was in
patients to be released from the hospital need. Consider the case of a person who
months sooner than was the case several has a fairly modest hospital bill to Pay,
That is the ease In the majority of situayears ago.
The same situation is true with respect tions in which a person has a small medto other ailments. It is due to modern ical bill. In a great many cases emnploymedicine and modern medical treatment ers let the employee stay cni the payroll.
He is drawing some income, and he is
an odr drus
I invite the Senator's attention to the able to pay the bill.
That person, of course, would pay his
fact that there are very few people under
socia security who are millionaires, and medical bill. He would be the greatest
that few people have extra money. One ally in keeping the medical bill down,
of the reasons for the social security He would not be pressing the doctor to
principle is that if one Is compelled to go let him stay in the hospital. He would
to a hospital for medical treatment, it be eager to get out of the hospital and
is for the purpose of not forcing him to get back to work and get back to doing
utilize on medical care what limited something productive, particularly if he
fund he may have saved, and forcing had a job that he wanted to get back to.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
him later to accept public assistance.
in other words. this is preventive in- the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
surance. The purpose Is to see to it that
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator is reIf he has a house or some money in a
Federal savings and loan institution or feering to people who have Jobs. Not
in a local bank, he will not have to spend many persons 65 years and over have
all that money on hospital or medical jobs.
M.. LONG of Louisiana. A great
care. and that he will be given the advantage of some insurance protection many of them do.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes, but a larger
when he needs it, at a time when his
earning capacity is lowest. The record number do not. The Senator Is Quite
shows that four out of five people aged right If he Is talking about a person who
65 or over have an Income of under Is 55 or 45 or even 60.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I was talk$2,00 a year. That Is four out of five.
About one-third of our people aged 65 Ing about a man who had a job. That
was
my starting point. The average perIncome
of
under
$1,100
and over have an
ayear. Those ane the people who are son does not retire until age 68. the way
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the situation Is now. In other words,
most people prefer to work after they are
65. it is a fine thing If people can retire
when they want to. but a majority do
not, because they can make a great deal
more money by continuing to work.
There must be something to it. Perhaps
most of them enjoy the conditions of
work, to which they have become ac
customed all their lives, and they would
rather work than make the adjustment
to being nonproductive. Such a person
would be the greatest ally In seeing to it
that the medical services were kept at
at the lowest practicable, sensible, and
logical leveL There is the additional
fact that his family would be the great
est cooperator, by taking over where the
hospital left off. They would be desirous
to receive him back into the home. That
has been the experience in Louisiana,
with the same type of case taking much
longer in a State hospital than in a
-private hospital.
Let us take the case of a person who
has some assets. I would very much like
to see the Louisiana plan permit a per
son to have as much as a thousand
dollars; In liquid assets such as cash in a
bank. or Government bonds or various
stocks, in addition to his social security
entitlement. But if that person has
more than that, and if It Is well under
stood that if he spends some of his own
resources no one is going to seize his
home or take his automobile, or some
small amount of cash in thie bank, so
long, as he is looking to himself to make
the payments, he will be the greatest ally
in seeing to it that Medical expenses are
kept low.
The medical expenses become large
when a person has no responsibility to
keep them down. I very much feel that
if we depart completely from the conCept that we will pay the medical bills
of those who need help, as contrasted
with those who may not need It, the cost
will be very great.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator from
Louisiana makes a powerful argument
against the committee bill. The com
mittee bill has no limitations on how
long a person can be in the hospital.
The Anderson amendment, of which I
am a cosponsor, has limitations. It has.
first of all, a provision that the first $75
one pays by himself. It has limitations
as to the time one may be in a hospital
or how much time he may be in a nurs
in home. There are cutoff dates.
There are limitations. Furthermore, the
Anderson amendment is not relief; it is
social security. It is "prudential life in
surance.' After all. I suppose that when
one takes out an insurance policy with
a private company, it is really an unfair
trick to die early; he does not pay in
much. if he is to be real fair about
it. he ought to live a long time.
[Laughter.J
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I do not
know who we think will pay for these
benefits if it is not the workingman.
The Senator has Insisted that he will
have to pay for It, whether the person
getting the benefits needs them or not.
A person who is sick will be inclined to
stay In the hospital longer than neces
sary.
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mr. HUMPHREY. If a man goes to a
hospital under the social security program, the question will not be whether
he needs a payment or not; he will be
entitled to it. When he gets well, he
may have what he has saved up; he can
go on and livs, life again.
There are two different concepts. One
Is the concept of public assistance, under
which a man is down and out, or if not
down and out, has very limited, meager
resources. Out of sheer compassion, a
'desire to do social justice, and out of a
sense of decency, organized government
says: "This man is entitled to medical
care on the basis of need."
The other concept is the social security
principle, under which a man pays in
one-quarter of 1 percent of his income,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Oh, no; he
does not pay it: someone else pays it.
The man who gets the immediate benefit is not the one who does the paying,
Mr. HUMPHREY. It is actuarially
sound.
Mr.. LONG of Louisiana. It is actuarially sound, so far as we tax the workingman to pay for benefits that he is not
receiving,
Mr. HUMPHREY. But if the same
workinginan, at his age, needs medical
care, he gets It. It is like the man who
does not have an automobile accident,
He drives 5 years and never has an accident. He is paying for the fellow who is
constantly nipping fenders.
This program is all worked out.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is going to
make the workingman find himself taxed
an extra i percent. it is like a, hiddenx
sales. tax of an extra I percent of his
income.
Suppose he does not have any old
folks in his family, and his children are
sick. Suppose he has a child who has
been run over by an automobile, and he
has a $4,000 medical bill staring him In
the face. It will certainly do him little
good to know that while he is signing a
mortgage for $4,000 on, his house, it is
actuarially sound for him to pay 1 percent of his income for some aged person
to receive some medical care, even
though that person is well able to pay
for his own medical care.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The S9enator's
Plan-the committee bill-is not exactly
a gift from heaven. This is not manna
which falls down to those in need.
Somebody has to pay the bill. When
It is Paid, It Will be taken out of the
Property taxes on homes, it will be taken
Out Of sales taxes, it will be taken Out
of excise i;axes.
Who does the Senator think will pay
for the State Portions in States where
there is no State corporation income
tax? There are plenty of states like
that.
Mr. LONG Of Louisiana. When the
Senator talks about the Poor little man
Paying a tax-On his humble home, he is,
Of course, speaking of Minnesota. We.
do not have that situation in the State
of Louisiana.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I appreciate that.
Louisiana has no property taxes on
homes
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. We have
what are homestead exemptions,

Mr. HUMPHREY. Louisiana has the
homestead exemptions; but every home
is not a homestead. The Senator knows
that assessors look over the property
each time to see whether it qualifies
as such.
The Senator is a wise and prudent
man. He knows much about local govermient and State government. He
knows all' about the inequitable tax
structures in this Nation. Many of
them are to be found in local and State
governments. Why?) Because of charter restrictions and constitutional restrictions.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Not one of
those provisions is as inequitable or as
regressive in the raising of revenue for
general purposes as is the social security tax.
Mr. HUMPHREY. But the social
security tax does not raise revenue for
general purposes, it raises revenue for
specific commitments; and the people
who are brought into it know it. They
pay into a fund which is assigned and
relegated to a specific purpose.
The interesting part of the Senator's
argument is that people like social security: they do not believe the Senator's
argument, because the Senator's argument does not make sense to people in
our country who are self-reliant and
want to take care of themselves.
What the social security program does
is to provide a larger group whence to
derive revenues for a broader coverage
for the individual and public good. It
provides a system which is economically
Sound and is feasIble and workable. It
works. The Senator knows it works.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator from Minnesota has made two proposals, one of which we are debating,
the other of which I should like to see
done if we could afford it. I am talking
about the removal of the income limitation. on earned income. Between
those two proposais, there is a probable additional cost of 2 percent of payroll, a hidden sales tax on every workingman and his family in the United States,
Within 9 years, that man and his family
will be paying this hidden tax at 9 percent plus the 2 percent. The Senator
from Minnesota knows the social security
tax is based on such a tax, because such
a tax becomes a tax on the consumer.
Mr.
HUMPHREY. The
Senator
makes that generalization. I suppose
we might say that every tax is a tax on
the consumer. I might ask the Senator
to name for me -anyone who is not a
consumer. The only ones who are not
consuming are the dead.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It cannot
be said that every tax is a tax on the
consumer. The personal income tax is
one example. It happens to be the pmicipal source of revenue for the Governmeat. It is a tax that not every person
pays.
On the other hand, when a general
tax is put on industry, such as a tax of
a certain percentage of the payroll, industry will add that tax to the cost of
its product. If Industry cannot make a
profit over and above that point, It will
simply not produce any More of that
product.
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Mr. HUMPHREY. On that basis, we
ought to eliminate the corporation tax.
because corporations obviously will try
to pass that tax along to the consumer.
We could talk the tax argument down
the road of absurdity. Of course, there
will be some reflection of the tax cost
in the service or the product which will
be passed along to the consumer. But
the same man who pays it is also a
producer.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.
Will the
Senator show me how the personal in
come tax .is passed along to the general
consumer? The Senator has not ar
gued that in the 12 years I have been
in the Senate with him.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The most fair tax
is the personal income tax, provided it
is not riddled with loopholes and a few
other things. It is the most equitable
tax.
But when we speak of property taxes,
when a landlord rents a place, he ineludes the property tax in the rent. If
the property tax is raised, he passes the
increase right along to the person who
rents the apartment. If any kind of
excise tax is imposed, that tax Is passed
along.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It Is not
quite so easy, and I shall show the Seaa tor why it Is not.
Mr. HUMPHREY.
The Senator's
taxes are passed along, but mine are
not.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If a man
is in a position to buy his own home
at so much a month, he looks at the
amount* of the payment-S, the deferred
cost to buy that home, in comparison to
what it would cost -to rent a home or
rent an apartment.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. LONG of Louisianp. The landlord
is compelled to make his rent competi
tive with what it costs to buy a home.
That is one reason why I have been
against all the prcposed increases in in
terest rates. When the cost of interest
is increased for a man buying a home,
the landlord is put in a position to pass
along the increase in higher rent. But
when we make it less expensive for a
person to buy his own home, we also
tend to make it easier for him to pay
the rent.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator from
Louisiana makes a good argument. One
of the most disturbing parts of the de
bate over medical care is that we find
the Senator from Louisiana on the side
of the majority of the committee. In the
main, the economics of the Senator from
Louisiana is the kind of economics with
which I find myself in agreement. The
Senator from Louisiana is a considerate
man. He is .a just man. He has deep
concern for the welfare of those who are
or who have been mistreated or who are
in need of Justice.
I find some of his argument relating
to the committee bill very persuasive. I
only hope that by the time we are
through we shall be able to have the
better features of the committee bill, to
which the Senator from Louisiana has
applied his conscientious and skilled
hand, and that we shall be able to have
the Anderson amendment, which starts
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to apply the social security principle at some. if the bill ever passed the House.
age 68. with the limitations we have the President might veto it; and we have
written In; and that we can come away some indication that result would
from here with the beginnings--and I obtain If some of the proposed substitutes
think the Senator is right about this, I were accepted.
may SAY-of medical care. It Is not the
I make the point-which I began to
Omega; It Is the alpha. so to speak, of make at the beginning of my remarksthis structure. I hope we can have the that every State which has some proSenator from Louisiana with us. He is gram of medical care for the aged will
a Powerful advocate. He knows his busi- be in a position, under the committee bill,
ness and does good work,
to increase* that care at least 100 perMr. LOONG of Louisiana. I thank the cent, without any additional cost at all
Senator from Minnesota.
to the State, merely by means of the re.Mr. President. permit me to say that quirement that the Federal Government
we are facing the prospect of a social match what the States are now doing,
Security tax of between 15 and 20 per- Some States will then be in a position to
cent Of Income by the end of 1969. It Is increase by 400 percent the medical care
that Point which causes me to feel that they now are providing, without placing
we Make a better approach by means of any additional tax or anything of the
the committee bill, although we begin sort on the workinanman or his family,
with a large and extremely costly proSo far as concerns those who are not
gram,. regardless of which approach Is presently receiving any such assistance,
taken,
this bill proposes, as a standard, that
The approach of the committee bill those who are not now regarded as needy,
Wil result In a $240 million cost to the for any purpose, in a State-neither for
Federal Government the first year, and purpelses of public welfare nor for any
the cost will rapidly grow thereafter. If other purpose--can simply certify-and
that approach is taken, the cost under here I read that part of the bill--that
the committee bill within 5 or 6 years their income and resources are insufflfrom now may well amount to $1 billion. cient to meet the costs of necessary mediOn the other hand, if we use the ap- cal services.Proach of including all those over 65
Mr. President, I have represented relayears of age, regardless of whether they tives of my family and others who have
need such assistance, we begin with an had to discuss this matter with their
Increased cost of Si billion: and then we doctors time and time again, They have
shall have to apply the same approach had to ask, "What are we going to do
to those who are disabled, even though about the medical bill, which is going to
they are below 65 years of age, if they be very large? This relative is not in
feel that they need medicalcae andapoiontpy
the entire cost. So
such provisions will tremendously in- you wil not please reduce the bill or else
crease the cost,
allow a longer time in which to pay
go. merely as regards medical care, if it?" That often is asked In regard to a
we went the rest of the way, the cost doctor's bill or a hospital bill. On many
would be approximately 4 percent of occasions I have made that sort of reppayroll, which would be a tax on the resentation on behalf of someone to
workingmnan and his family-a tax twice whom I was related or on behalf of
as great as the entire social security someone in whom I was interested; and
program cost only 4 years ago. But that the person concerned never was embarwould not be the end. Just today we rassed by having to explain to the doctor
have heard three very able and effective that he did not have enough money with
Senators--one from the Midwest, one which to pay all of the bill at once, and
from the South, and also one on the that it would be necessary for the doctor
other side of the aisle--say, today, that to allow him a considerable length of
the Senate should remove the income time in which to pay the bill,
limitation in connection with the reBut this provision Is to the effect that
ceipt of social security income. If that the Federal Government will pay from
were done there would be an additional 50 percent to 80 percent of the cost,
cost of I percent of Payroll, or more.
merely on the person's statement that
So we are moving in the direction of his Income or other resources do not enmaking the social security tax 15 to 20 able him to meet the costs of his medical
percent; and even that would not be the care.
end, under all the Proposals, because at
This entire prog-ram is being "sold" on
least half the Members of the Senate a need basis. But I do not know of anyha"e some suggestions in regard to how one who is fully able to meet his mnedithey would like to see the social secu- cal-care bills who is asking the Governrity program further liberalized.
ment to take care of his medical-care
Mr. President, there is no need for us epne.daswt
to take such action for the benefi of
On the other hand, basedonmepthose who at the Present time are well rience. one who actually needs hellp In
able to pay their own hospital bills. In connection with the payment of his
that respect, certainly the Anderson bill medical bills will not have a false sense
would go to far
of pride in that connection. For exin addition, this program, which Is go- ample, when a veteran goes to a vetering to be enormously costly, is one which asns' hospital when he has some noncould better be approached gradually, service connected disability, he does the
rather than to try to go all the way at same thing, and he does not have any
one time.
sense of shame about it. As a matter of
Furthermore, I am not at allsure that fact, he feels somewhat proud that, as
any bill at all will be enacted, If the bill a veteran, he is eligible for such assistio made as costly as Is advocated by ance.
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Therefore. this Is not a program for
the indigent. The change called for by
the committee's approach has little to
do with the indigent. Under the comn
mittee bill, those who are in no sense
qualified to receive old age assistance can
simply state that their resources are in
sufincient to enable them to meet the
costs of such medical-care expenses or
services; and when they make that re
port, they will be in a position to have
their medical-care bills paid.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. JAVrITS. Mr. President, I have
heard with great interest the most en
lightening presentation by my friend
the Senator from Louisiana. I did not
interrupt his remarks, because I thought
the debate was very heavily concentrated
upon the committee bill versus the An
derson amendment; and earlier in the
day I had spent a considerable amount
of time debating my own substitute for
the Anderson amendment and also an
swvering many questions by Senators who
feel strongly about the Anderson amend
ment. Interestingly enough, many of
those questions were of the same gen
eral character.
I hope that, overnight. Senators will
read with special care the remarks of
the Senator from Louisiana about the
matter oi the strange change which has
taken place-with Republican Senators
who support my amendment advocating
the idea of a general revenue plan; and
with Democratic Senators, who generally
wish to equalize these burdens by charg
ing them to the whole of the taxpaying
capability of the country, concentrating
on the part of the taxpaying capabil
ity-I think the Senator made that
point very clear-which is much more
in the nature of a sales-tax approach
than we would normally expect to have
advocated by Senators on that side.
I very much appreciate the presenta
tion made by the Senator from Loui
siana and the details he has submitted
on that point; and his presentation
will be helpful to all of us, regardless
of how we vote on these amendments.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent. I trust that the Senator from New
York will forgive me for not understand
ing his plan. Let me point out that
three or four plans were before the comn
mittee, and the bill itself is not the
shortest or least complicated bill I have
ever seen. In fact, it runs to 184 pages
of legislative language.
Mr. JAVITS. Certainly.
Mr. President. It is now my purpose
to read into the REcoan a statement
issued today by the Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare. The statement
ypooa
hc
ilb
voted on at 2 o'clock tomorrow. I think
tesaeetIsalra
svr
tesaeetIsalra
svr m
portant, because today we have had a
great deal of debate about what measure
the President will be 'willing to sign or
what, measure he will not sign, and
about the terrible frustration of voting
for something which we know In advance
the President will not sign.
So the light which Is reflected on that
subject by the statement issued by the
Secretary of Health, Education and Wel
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fare and also the questioning undertaken
of him at his press conference are most
Important.
The statement reads as follows:
I have not yet discussed In full detail
with the President the proposal for medical care for the aged which was introduced

benefits provided, especially preventive
cat1e, which will do the job. and Ls the
only alternative which will do it,
I commend it to Senators supporting
the amendment, who I know are sincere,
Mr. President. I know one of our eolleagues has something to present to, the
Senate. So I shall suggest the absence
of a quorum; but before I do so. I ask

in the Senate on Saturday by Seiiator JAVZTS
on behalf of himself and eight other Senators,
The proposal, however, is consistent with
cnetohaeiludinpersona
unanimouscosntohviclddI
the basic principles which the adaninistraibshssae
hud efudi
n
r-the'RECORD at this point the statement
tionhasstatd
oundtitany ro-The
souldbe
grmo mdia care for the aged.
by Arthur S. Flemming. Secretary of
grh oulmdliketc
Health. Education, and Welfare on this
epa ht
I shudlk
orpa
htstateienet. subject.
because it is-so important:
There being no objection, the stateThe proposal, however. is consistent with Ment was ordered to be printed ain the
the basic principles which the administrat- RECORD. as follows:
tion has stated should be found tin any proNU
YATCU
LSMN
sp
gram for medical care for tue aged. rfise

proposal seats forth a prugram that meets
tihese four key requirements.
It would be voluntary,
It would provide for f inancial participation by the Individual.
It provides for a Federal-State partnership In dealing with this very impor.tant
problems.
.It would be financed from genieral rev-

enlues.

These ale the criteria which We kno0W
very well and which have been established by the adininistiation inl its testimony
oIts own plan.
Iietocxldym
soul
ato
th
dbae
ortoigt
it te olowng
pit:
Inbathe portoigrat v havhe pioploted
poins:
proramI
I th
hae poposd.
we would be able to give our Older citizens a group of benefits in medical care
of extraordinary cov'erage. including.
very Importantly, the preventivecare
hlhalthe

th ane

figties- bsnoW 90 prCent Os
arir
hs
hyne
theist
far ned
moe than thy need

long-term hospitalizaticon, and without
encouraging the breakdown of hospital
facilities., which will. be encouraged by
Providing in the Anderson plan, long

periods of hospitalization, with a whole
range of facilities, when 90 percent do

TARfY OF

HIEALTH.

FXIUCATION. AND WELFARE

I aentytdsusd
nfl
ealwt
the President the proposai for niedical care
for the aged which was introduced lis the
Senate onl Saturday by Senator JAVITS On
behalf of himself and eight other Senators.
The propvosail, however, is consirtent with the
basic principles which the administration
has stated should be found in any proprami

for medical cafe f.)r the aged. The proposal
sets forth a program that meets these four
key requirements.
It would be voluntary. The individual
would have the, opportunity of deciding for
himself whether or not lie desires to be a
particip~ant tIn the program.
toa would provide for flinancial particlipatlo by the individual. Persons who elect
ometie under the program would be reqlutred to make finnanchii contributions toward its cot

It provides fo,' a Federal-State partnernhip tin dealing writh this very Important

Droblem,

IL woulfd be fiuianced fromi general revenes. The Federali portion of the cost would
be piaid frons general fulids of the Treasury,
mnt by a seiltaK.th
Tice bill to amrieid tue Social Security Act
which was reported by the Sensate Finance
(Xonmaittee would provide medical care
beniefits to line needy aged and represents ani
nproveanent and expansion of the existing
the Fderal-creprtame
nowli ninsopeationune
them FeTalSae
ptibransspoistanc
lso
proFederal-Statte shanrinig of the costs of medical
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Under the Javits proposal. all persons 65
Or over who did not pay a Federal income
tax in the preceding year or whose Income
In the preceding year was S3.000 or less
($4.500 for a couple) could participate In the

program.
Approximately 11 million persons would
be eligible, of whom It has been estimated
8.2 million might participate. This estimate
does nlot Include the approximately 2.400.000
who are recipients of old-age assist
ane
bill provides for an enrollment fee for
1chl participant which would be fixed by the
tEstate according to the participant's income.
It would be la percent or more of the esti
mtated coat of the medical benefit plants pro
vided by the State.
Thie Federal and State governments would
hare the total cost of the three benefit planis.
lesATtheNenrollmentRfeS. collected.SThe Fed
les thae wnouldmnraneaogSaes
colce.TeFrom
percent. In the poorest State. to 33i',
percent. In the richest State. with an average
of 50 percent In all States. State adrsinis
trative expenses would be shared 50-5O by tue
Federal Goverahmsent and States.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President.
fgnt the absence of a quortur.

Vihe PRESIDING OFFICER.
clerk will call the roll.

I Fu.-'
The

The legislative cterk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mi'. GORE. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that further pro
ceedings under the quorum call be dia
penlsed wvith.
TePEIIGOFCR
ih
iePEINGO
ICR
WiOut objection. it. is so ordered.
Mr'. GORE. Mr. President, our efforts
ii1 the field of medical research and in
the developmnent of new techniques in
mtedical care ilust be vigorous and ceasel~If
eaet
uce
nurvl
tes ifstearewhic stcedillsunrroudsline
yerwic
silsuondte
catuses and the possibility of cure of
Sionic of the more deadly maladies which
daily snuff out the lives of thousands of
luiian beinags.

no ne i.bu
il b nvtd o~
Much progress lass already been made.
those facilities because they are free, exPartiticularly iii the last few decades.
cept for home care and nursing house
medicinal science has made giant strides
care, which iii many cases would be tiihi the constanlt battle against diseases
applicable, and to extend their hospital care for older persons who, while otherwise anti ailments which have plagued man
stay.
self-snffclent. need help tin meeting their kind through the years.
It seems to me the amendment which health care costs.
These advances in mediclinal scicnce,
I have proposed is the really pracicl
Under the program piroposed by Senator together withr a more nutritional diet.
atclJAv~rra participating States wotuld offer thebetrecaio
adhyen
wic
alternative before uts. because It sheets individual his choice of three benefit plants: lets'e accmatied adrisingstnderwhic
the criteria of the administration and
I* Diagnostic avid short-terni Illness beneaecopnidarsgstdrdf
has the best chance of becoming law,
fit 'plain. This Plain would 'provide (1) 21 livilig. have, ironically. made more acute
Again, We cannot Ovel look what hap- days of havspitalizattona for equivalent skilled tile probleli with wisich the Senate is
pened in the other body. Notwithstand- nursing homne services)I: (2) 12 physicianis' now called upon to deal. We are blessed
ing the Procedure, as it was developed visits tit tlse home or office; j3j diagnostic with a steadily lengthening life span.
between the senator fromt New Mexico laboratory and X-ray services up to $10
hs a
eule
nanicesigpr
(Mr. ANDERsoN Iadmseftdy
mind14 orgaisized houie healths care servicesTishsruleinaicesngp
whcao~a
nsue whsenlaruley. tip to 24 days.
cenitage of our population within those
whic ncwitaly
esue whe a ule s
2. Long-term illness benefit plan. This age brackets hi which physical infirmity
presented to the House on a bill CCM.- plaai would provide, after a deductible of is more prevalent, with consequent iii
mna from the Ways and Means Commit- $250. 8o perceast of the costs of (1) 120 days cr'eased need for medical care.
tee, It Is a fact that the House voted of hospitalization: (2) up to a year of skilled
Inaproveinents in the quality of me
heavily to Support the rule without eli- milrsilg horne services; 3s surgical services'
deavoring to undo it. Therefore. I and l4) organnized hoine health care services, dicinal care have been more thaii
think we have a right to assunie that
3. Optiunal private insurance beinefit plan, matched by increases In Its cost. Siunthe House has, for all practical pur'- This plami woulde provide reinibursement of ply stated, more and more elderly people
poses In this session, noepettono
percent of thle premiuni cost of private need more and more money to defray the
onsocial
a
exseurty tioikthe health insurance tip to a miaximum reins-cotfmreadbtrmdilcret
voting onasca
euiybl
ietebursement
of $60.cotfmreadbtrmdilcret
Forand bill which was before it.
4. If the pariicipatiusg Saises decided to a tine beyond the inconse-producing
I believe those who support the Ani- haprove the first two bentefit plans, the Fed- period of their lives. This is a big, cost
derson amendment must take cogni- eral Government would share In the coat of ly ordei'.
zance of the fact, if they wan tdothese Imsprovemeiits up to a coat of $128 per
Ousoiy.Itnkharecdte
soehnoad
tig
antlaw psdo Individual participatimig In the plans The
Ousoit.Ihnkharecdte
smthisg toedwhread nowinI haveprse- ninnnpasasotie
ol ct hp_ stage at which we should take steps to
In thsfedhr
n
r-proxtimately $90 per individual participating Insure that adequate medical care is
o.Ihv
sented an alternative, with substantial fii the plans.
available to aUl our retired citizens. It
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must be available in a manner which will must, by 1975. Increase by approxisustain the Individual pride and dignity mately 50 percent the number of annual
Of all old people and all citizens.
graduates of medical schools.
I am concerned that- this individual
Specifically, in 1959 our medical
pride and dignity be preserved and sus- schools turned out about 7.400 graduates.
tained. I am not one of those who is To maintain the present inadequate ratio
willing to say that the larger a per- we must Increase the annual out~irt to
centage of a State's population which is 11.000 by 1975. 1 quote from the report
On Old age assistance the better social as follows:
security progn 'n or medical care programn it has. In my way of thinking, this
Of the 3.600 needed additional graduates.
erodes the pride of our people. Instead existing and planned schools will provide 600
of eroding it, esol.utr
tss
by 1965. With adequate financing and conndwe soul nurureit, us-struction aid, present schools
tair
add about
tmIadpreserve
it and encourage 1,000 graduates. New 2-year could
programs could
it,

How should the cost be defrayed?
Upon whom should the burden rest? I

regard It as significant, and happily
so. that no responsible organization or
organized political group familiar with

add up to 800 first-year places for students
who could then go to existing clinical places
in 4-year schools. The balance of 1.000-
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The lack of physicians in adequate
numbers in the Southern States was
highlighted In an editorial in the Cornmercial Appeal of Memphis. Tenn., on
August 15. I ask unanimous consent
that this editorial be Inserted in the
RECORD at this point in my remarks.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RzcoRD,
as follows:
Mozz Docroas Nxxszb

There Is a limited reason for pride in Ten
nessee because of comparison with other
Southern States In educating more doctors.
Figures from the Southern Regional Education Board show this State Is outstanding
for the number of first-year medical students

1.500 graduates would need to come from new in proportion to personal income of the
4-year medicsl schools. This increase is state's residents. This "degree of effort In

equivalent to the output of 20-24 new 2-year
and 4-year schools,
An-increase in graduates sufi~cient to main-

providing medical education" Is 2V,2times as

th
owtkstepoiint.
much as the southern average. it is three
thnwtksth
at at
oiin tat 110
times 'as great as the national average of
Medical care program is needed Or that tain the present ratio of physicians to popu- effort.
action by the Congress is inappropriate. iation is a minimum essential to protect the
The South In general
making a
With substantial agreement on the need health of the people of the United States, substantial effort to catchhasupbeen
in training Its
for some kind of program, it behooves
d
own doctors. During the most recent 12
the Congress to enact legislation which
I igress from the report to say that years medical school enrollment has InIs adequate to meet that need and which the recommendation in the report is creased by 36 percent. while In the remainder
lies within the framework of responsible made on the basis of maintaining the of the Nation it was going up 28 percent.
and Proven principles of governmental present ratio of physicians to populaThere have been several changes for the
action.
tion. The present ratio is grossly inade- better, notably new schools of medicine for
At this point, Mr. President, and be- quate. even without the enactment of the University of Florida. the University
of
fore discussing the alternate legislative the pending bill, which, of course, would Kentucky. and the University of Miami. and
approaches to this problem from which greatly increase the demand and a expansion of 3-year schools to 4-year courses
the Senate will choose. I should like to source of funds to pay for medical serv- by State universities of Mississippi. North
Carolina, and West Virginia.
note the fact that, whatever type of pro- ices.
But there remains a substantial difference
gram of medical care for the aged may
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will between the South and the Nation In the
be enacted, we shall not have solved a the Senator yield?
number of doctors compared with popuia
problem which constitutes a fundamenMr. GORE. I yield.
tion. Leaving out doctors on the Federal
tal obstacle to the provision of adequate
Mr. ANDERSON. It certainly would payrolls, there was
of 101 doctors per
medical service, not only for the elderly increase the ability of the people to make 100.000 population aInratio
the South and 129 in
butalo
fr
ll
urpeole
a
al
upn
hos
srvies
wolditnot?
the
Natlon last year. The Tennessee figure
but lsofor
ll ur eopl. acallupo
thse
srvies,
oul it
of 106.1 was weUl below the national average.
It 13 Important to insure that no perMr. GORE. Yes, if the plan is Iimple- even though It compares
son shall go without medical care for mlelited. If only the committee bill is sas and 7833 in Mississppi. with 96.5 In Arkan
lack of funds with which to pay for it. adopted, however, unless States act, the
It Is very well to hope that
attenIt is futile to undertake to do so, how- proposed legislation may be only a glit- tion from cures to preventionshifting
will decrease
ever. unless we take steps to insure that tering Promise to Our old people,
the need for doctors, or to assume that nar
trained persons are available In adequate
I should like to continue to read from rowing the gap between southern Income and
numbers to render the service.
the report:
the national average income will be followed
more southern medical education.
Neither expert knowledge nor special
The 'Consultant Group Is convinced that by But
situation In the -present and for
research is required to support the state- the problem is of such magnitude and con- several the
years ahead is one of shortage of doc
ment that we do not today have as many cern that immediate concerted action by the tors in the South, especially
too few doctors
physicians as we should have. as are Nation as a whole Is Imperative. Delay will to serve rural areas and the mentally
Ill.
needed. Moreover, a geographic distri- serve only to increase the seriousness of the
Educating a doctor is very expensive for
bution of Physicians Is such that there situation,
both student and university but the South
is great disparity among States in the
If we are to achieve the goal which must find ways to pay for more of it.
ratio of physicians to population. For the Public Health Service describes as a
Mr. GORE. In addition to providing
example, in 1959 in the United States minimum, we Must begin promptly a pro- adequate school facilities,
steps must be
there were 141 physicians for each 100.- gramn to expand the capacity of existing taken to increase the number of qualified
000 people. This compares with 142 per medical schools and to build new ones, applicants for admission to medical
100.000 In 1940. and 143 in 1949. Within The report specifically recommends the school. According to the administration
individual States the ratio varies from appropriation of funds by the Federal report to which I have referred, the num
a low of 69 to a high of 188.
Government on a matching basis to meet ber of medical students per 1,000 persons
Let us sutipose that a State has only the construction needs of medical educa- In the age 20 population bracket
de
69 doctors for every 100,000 people and tion. We already have a program to clined from 10 in 1950 to 6.6 in 1958.
the State implements the pending bill assist in the construction of research The apparent decline in interest in ac
to the fullest. Would there be sufmcient facilities and in the construction of hos- quiring a medical education is attributed
doctors to extend the medical services to Pitals. There is presently no such Fed- to several factors, not the least of which
the benieficiaries?
eral Program to accelerate the construc- Is the high cost of medical education
In September 1959 the Public Health tion of teaching facilities, the essential and the lack of adequate
financial reService published a special report of the base for training more medical doctors, sources on the part of many who would
Surgeon General's Consultant Group on
I point out that we have the Hill- otherwise wish to enter. Forty percent
Medical Education. I commend this re- Burton Program to construct more hos- of our Medical students come
from the
Port to the attention of all who are in- Pitals. We have under consideration on -8p~ercent of our families having incomes
terested In adequate medical service for the floor of the Senate tonight a bill to in excess of $10,000.
our people. In summary, the report aid old people in obtaining medical servUnquestionably the financial deterent
states that to maintain the present ices. However, we have no program Is preventing many Qualified students
average ratio of physicians to popula- really to increase the number of quai- from entering medical school. The Na
tion, which we already observe is inade- fled people to extend this service and to tiOnal Defense Education Act Is not well
quate, even without the enactment of the serve as doctors in the hospitals which adapted to the provision of loan scholarProgram now under consideration, we we hope will be constructed.
ships In medical schools and little use
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has been made of it for that purpose. either reluctantly or enthusiastically, to
The Administration report specifically plead pauperism,
There are some things about the oprecommends the establishment of a Federal scholarship program to assist on the position to an adequate medical program
basis of merit and need those qualified within the framework of the Social Sepersons who wish to enter medical school. curity System which I find it difficult
The administration's attitude on this to understand.
Some groups, of which the American
problem appears somewhat inconsistent.
Both the need for and the use of medical Medical Association is perhaps the most
facilities have Increased markedly during vocal. oppose the social security method
recent years and can be expected to in- on the asserted basis that it constitutes
crease to -an even greater degree in the Socialized medicine, or a step in that difuture. The administration has now en- rection. Yet the AMA. so I understand,
dorsed the enactment of some kind of supports the type of program contained
medical care program for the aged. I in the House bill. I can find no logical
would assume that its recommendation basis whatever for such a position, and
in this regard is based upon its expec- surely a great many doctors disagree
tation that its program would be ef- with the AM-A.
Mr. LO0NG of Louisiana. Mr. Presifective. If so, it would increase the
demand on all kinds of medical facilities dent, will the Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. I yield.
and on those who render medical service.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator
If. on the other hand, an amendment
of which I am cosponsor is adopted the spcaks about pleading pauperism in
order to obtain assistance for medical
demand would be increased even more.
Yet the administration has not acted expenses. Does the Senator feel that a
to increase the availability of facilities Pcrson is pleading pauperism If at age
to train personnel. It has dragged its 65 he applies for social security benefits
feet on the HUIl-Burton Program for the and certifies his eligibility on the basis
construction of hospital facilities. Al- that he is making less than $1,800 a
though its report on the shortage of year, in addition to his social security
doctors was published almost a year ag-O, retirement payments?
Mr. GORE. No; I do not at all. The
it did not until June 16 of this year present a bill to do anything about increas- purpose of the social security program is
Ing facilities for physician training, to provide for security in retirement. A
This bill, presented too late for realistic person is not entitled to social security
opportunity of enactment during this annuities until he retires from employsession of Congress. authorized funds in ment which provides earned income,
amount that Is grossly inadequate to under the present law, of $1,200 a year
accomplish the minimum goals set forth or more,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Under the
in the administration's report. This
tardiness on the part of the administra- bill he would be allowed $1,800 a year.
Mr. GORE. Yes. The bill proposes
tion does not excuse the Congress from
an amendment, which I have supported,
an effort to solve the problem.
I have today introduced a bill (S. 3875) to raise to $1,800 the level of earned inproviding for a realistic grant-in-aid come which may be received without loss
program to assist in the construction of of social security benefits,
Let us assume that a business has an
new medical schools and in the construction of expanded facilities in existing employee whose salary is $6,000 a year.
medical schools. My bill would also He is fast approaching the age of 65.
establish a student loan pro~grama to en- His employer recognizes that the emcourage and assist qualified persons to ployee is no longer physically able to
enter the medical profession. By pre- perform fully the duties of the position
senting It. I hope to bring into sharp he holds.
Under the social security program, to
focus the overall problem of adequate
medical care. Unless my bill is acted which the employee and his employer
upon now, which I do not expect under have contributed through the years, the
thef circumstances.. I will urge prompt employee may retire and his salary stops
action by the Committee on Labor and completely. In consequence of the
Public Welfare and by the Senate early social security program the employee
does not have to assert his pauperism,
'next year..
I shall urge the new administration, So far as the law is concerned, he
whether It be under the Senator from might have a million dollars in GovernMassachusetts (Mr. KE~rmznl or Vice ment bonds irn the bank. However,
President Nixowg, to recomnmend and SUP- when he retires from remunerative employment at age 65, he is entitled by law
port action to meet this vital need.
With further reference to the bill now to the social security annuity in an
before the Senate, I repeat that the need amount in proportion to the contribufor a program to provide medical care tions which he has made to the fund.
Mr. LONG of Lousiana. He is not enfor the aged Is generally recognized.
The Senate must choose between a titled to it if he is drawing $3,000 a year
yprogam
wichmostallof ur eo-of income from some other source.
Mr. GORE. From earned income. I
Preogram byuwhchamst all ofouhe o
ax
illcome to that. Let us assume'a dit.,
ir wn
contributions, and those of their em- ferent situation. Let us a.jsume that the
Ployers a paid up policy to provide medi- employee at age 65 is still in robust
cal care'during their retirement years. or health, and he wishes to continue to
a Program which discourages individual work. So he keeps the Job at $6,000 a
contributions to old-age security in favor year. He Is not entitled to draw benefits.
Of complete reliance upon Government So long as he continues In the remunerahandouts to those who are willing. tive job, his entitlement is not vested. At
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the time the social security law was en
acted we had a vast amount of unem
ployment in the country. I recall it was
considered socially advisable to encour
age people to retire. Indeed, one of the
arguments for the passage of a congres
sional pension bill was that it would en
courage Senators to retire when they
reached a certain age.
To come to the point the Senator has
raised, if the employee who retires from
a job at $6,000 a year, or $10,000 a year,
desires to takc some part-time employ
ment, to write an article, or to make
some speeches, or occasionally to sub
stitute on his old job, he is still entitled
to his annuity, provided under the law
his earned income does not exceed $1,200
a year or. as the bill would provide, if en
acted, $1,800 a year.
In neither of those circumstances do I
consider that the man is asserting his
pauperism. Indeed, he asserts nothing
of the sort. He merely asserts the right
to his annuity-that he has retired and
that he is entitled, in consequence of this
social insurance policy, the purpose -of
which is to provide security in retire
ment, to the benefits of the program.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sena
tor certainly does not mean that a man
would retire because he is making SlOO
a month. HE could continue to work
and draw his retirement. Under the
bill he could continue to draw $150 a
month for 12 months and still draw the
retirement benefits without actually re
tiring. The point I have in mind is
that he Is either eligible to draw benefits
or he is not, and the eligibility depends
on whether he has presently $1,200 of
earned income, or, in the future, $1,800,
If the bill becomes law.
MY question is. When the man certi
fles that he is not drawing that mudh
income and therefore is eligible, does
the Senator feel that he is asserting his
Pauperism under the social security
program?
Mr. GORE. There is no test of re
sources, no test of wealth, no test for
certifying ability or inabililty to pay liv
ing expenses, under the social security
program.
It was not so conceived, and I -would
certainly resist the einactment of any
such test. The eligibility to which the
Senator refers is, in the case of the social
security program, compliance with the
law, which gives a legal entitlement un
der which rights are vested without re
spect to whether he owns a home or has
$100,000 in bonds, or what not. In the
case of the old age assistance program.
which the committee bill would greatly
broaden. one must certify his poverty in
order to establish eligibility. To me
that is vastly different. From what I
have heard the distinguished Senator
say today and on other occasions, he
seems to minimize the difference, but to
me there is a vast difference. I am not
one who thinks that the greater the
number of old age citizens who have
certified their poverty the better and
greater the State's social security
program.
Indeed. I might even go further In the
other direction. I think the larger the
percentage of our population who can
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in Pride, dignity, and right draw an annluity for their security and their medical care, the sounder will be the program
and the more uplifting, inspiring, and
sustaining will be Its effect upon our
Population.
On that point, apparently, the Senator
from Louisiana and I disagree.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator
does not seem to feel that a man is certifying his poverty when he certifies he
is not making $100 a month, and therefore is entitled to draw a social security
payment. He can be drawing a social
security payment and, in addition, get
$100 a month. This brings his income
up to $2,000 or $2,500 a year, and he can
then proceed to say that he is not able,
because he does not have the resources
and the income, to meet the high medical
bills which he incurs.
Why should that be a matter of certifying his poverty, a matter of degradIng him, as the Senator from Tennessee
seems to feel it would be? The Senator
seems to be content with the situation
that existed for a number of years. when
a person certified he did not have more
than $100 a month income.
Mr. GORE. I suggest to the Senator
from Louisiana that the $1,200 a year to
which he refers is earned income. That
can come from odd Jobs. It can come
from part-time employment. it can
come from the retired employee going
back to his old job for 1 day a week, or
perhaps a few weeks, to permit other
employees to take vacations. There are
many circumstances in which a retired
person can earn small amounts without
being employed full time in the main
stream of our economic life.
I think the committed is wise to raise
that amount to $1.800. However. I suggest again to the Senator that that is a
test and a measure based on the amount
of earned income. No certification is
required as to dividends, rental income,
interest Income or income from any
source of invested property; it is strictly
earned income,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. So the Senator feels that he is making a valid distinction; that the person might be drawing much more income than he actually
is, in that there is a difference between
earned income and other income, which
would not affect eligibility,
The man says, "I am eligible,. I do
not regard myself as being indigent, or
anything of that sort. I am simply
eligible to draw these benefits"; and after
age '12 he can have income in any amount
and still be eligible. After all, it is the
matter of eligibility which entitles him
to this additional assistance. He is entitled to it; therefore, he is eligible, and
he can so certify. Then he wlll receive
the assistance. Certainly in the case of
the great majority of those who will retire, they do not own any stock, and most
of them do not own any bonds; they
simply make it clear that they have no
more than S100 a month earned income;
therefore they are eligible. It can be
$150 of earned income in the future.
MrBf.GORE. They are eligible under
the social security program as a matter
of right.
Mr. LO0NG of Louisiana. Does the
sevator feel that veterans with non-
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service-connected disabilities who apply want to participate in a program, and
in
for admittance to veterans' hospitals the young people want to participate
take a pauper's oath when they apply a program. which will provide for them.
when they are old, rights which are
for treatment?
Mr. GORE. I do not believe that the vested, and not require them to be de
law, if I recall it correctly, requires the pendent upon a program which is essen
execution of a pauper's oath. I think tially, in char-acter, public charity.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Let us take
it requires the certification of economic
retired
inability to obtain the medical care an extreme case. the. case of a than
Si
lawyer, having assets of. more
needed.
He
il.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. What is the million. Suppose he becomes
has never paid toward a medical pro
difference?
gram and has never asked that the Gov
Mr. GORE. It is the same principle,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If medical ermient pay his medical bills. Let us
care is to be p-ovided for those who have assume he has invested his funds in
not paid for it in the past, why should it tax-exempt bonds or in other ways
be provided for persons who are well able which enable him to keep from paying
to provide for it themselves, and at the any tax at all. Why should a working
expense of others who are less able to pay man, whose wife and children may be
sick and may need these benefits, have
for it?
Mr. GORE. The last condition does to pay for benefits for that millionaire.
never expected to receive the benenot obtain. The amendment which the whoand
never-paid for them?
eioadfits
e
juirsntrfo
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, that is like
other Senators including myself, have
offered would add to the social security askingz me whether it was a great mis
program an additional category of bene- take for the Congress ever to pass the
fits, namely, medical care and hospital- Social Secdrity Act: or it is tantamount
ization, for which the employee who is to askuing me whether we should repeal
under covered employment in the social this program which is financed byema
sacurity program would make contribu- small tax on both employees and
tions along with his employer. and under ployers.
I say to the Senator from Louisiana
tofge6,
wihupnteaanm
is a
each person under the sccial security that the social security program taxes
program would be entitled by right to social insurance program. The
The
small.
the limited benefits spelled out in the levied on the individual are
benefits going to those who may need
bill,
Those bene fits are not without limit.' them may be very precious and out of
as I said to the Senator early in the de- all proportion to the contributions the
bate; they are very speeific. The bill individ,.al makes into the fund.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, Will
is carefully drawn. We have certifica-ion that it is actuarially sound. That the Senator from Tennessee yield?
'Mr. GORE. I yield.
is, the additional revenue which would
Dsr. ANDERSON. Did not we find out.
be raised by reason of the enactment
of the proposal would be sufficient to in the inauguration of the social secu
make payments out of the fund to pay rity system, that there were many more
there
for medical care for those who might poor people. on the average, than whom
become beneficiaries. That does' not were millionaire lawyers, about
been
has
Louisiana
from
mean that everyone will become a bene- the Senator
ficiary., I have paid fire insurance talking? And when we established the
premiums on buildings for 30 years. I social security system, were not we
have never had a fire. I hope I never more concerned with the millions of
will have. However. I am still buying needy people than we were with the rela
fire insurance. It may be that before lively small number of millionaires?
Mr. GORE. of course.
morning my home or my business will
Mr. ANDERSON. That is the system
burn. I hope not. They never have.
of course, it would be nice to have the the Sznator is dis,. issing. is it not?
Mr. GORE. I am talking for the mass
insurance companies refund me all the
premiums I have paid in the past 30 of the people, some of whom will need
years. But insurance does not operate this program. In order to provide these
like that. Neither does the Social Secu- benefits for those who may need themn
rity program. It was never envisioned and, incidentally, let me say that even
that every person who pays a small per- one who today may be a millionaire may
centage of his salary to the social secu- need these benefits a few years fromt
rity program would receive a benefit. I now.
Mr. ANDERSON. Recently there was
pay every year on self-employment. I
never expect to draw a social security sent to the penitentiary, by the Federal
annuity. Nevertheless, I am perfectly court in New Mexico. a man who a few
willing to contribute my small share in years ago inherited tens of millions of
order to provide insurance for those who dollars. But he found himself in great
may need that benefit-and, who knows, difficulty in the courts, and today is,
things being so uncertain, I might need penniless, and has been sent to the pen
it. ILaughter. I If I do, I shall be en- itentiary. No one ever knows whetner
titled to it by right. The right will be on the last day of his life he will wind
vested. I will not have to go, hast in u en iho or
sav
d
hand, to certify to some welfare officer upreinGRich or poor.
cha.
of us
GORE. And mhanyve
Mr.idnc
that I am poverty stricken and, therefore, need my old-age assistance check.cofdnetawesalevrbrih
I dare say that the Junior Senator
I would not wish to be put in that poition. I think there are literally millions from New Mexico never expects or hopes
of old people in this country who do not to receive any benefits from the social
wish to be put in that position. They security program.
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Mr. AIIDERSON. I assure the Senator from Tennessee that that Is correct. But I am very happy to add to the
fund contributions which may be of use
to someone who is in need. In fact,
eventually I, myself, might be in need,

provide for the extreme case, which I
admit Is extreme-in other words, to
provide medical came for a mimlonaire
lawyer, at the expense of the working
man who is earning 8100 or $150 a
month and is trying to support his wife

not need it, he will be the happier for

mind you, this program will even-

Mr. GORE. And if the Senator does and his children,
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25th anniversary of which we celebrated
a week ago Sunday. The program has
proved successful. It has been actuarial
ly sound. True, under that program
persons may receive benefits dispropor
tionate to the payments they made into
the fund. Those who began early to re
ceive benefits, after making payments in

t.tually
place a 4 percent tax on everyone, the amount of a small percentage of their
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
regardless of need or regardless of the wages, and after making those payments
Mr. FREAR. Mr. President. will the assistance that may be required. Why for only 2 years. for instance, received
Senator from Tennessee yield?
should we vote to have that tax placed benefits disproportionate to their per
Mr. GORE. I yield.
on people who would have to pay it but sonal contributions.
Mr. FREAR. Under the Senator's would not receive the benefits for many
Every beneficiary who receives full
program or plan. is it provided that no years. inasmuch as a great many of benefits to which he is entitled would
one need apply for the assistance that those who would receive the aid are possibly receive benefits larger than the
is offered, but that it will be automnatic- much better able to pay their doctors' total of his own individual contributions.
ally offered to him?
bills than Is the working man who would But that is the basis on which social in
Mr. GORE. He will be eligible to re- be paying this tax?
surance rests. AU will pay a small
ceive social security benefits; he will
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. will amount which, added up in gross sum
be eligible as a matter of right,
the Senator from Tennessee yield to me? to a fund, is adequate to provide bene
.Mr. FREAR. But that is not the
Mr. GORE. I yield,
fits to those who become entitled to bene
Question. Will he receive these benefits
Mr. ANDERSON. Does not the Sen- fits under the law. That is what it
automatically?
ator from Tennessee agree with me that is.
Mr. GORE. If the Senator means the claim that this will amount to a 4So when the Senator asks me why
t hateIo mydhose burnsudowne whether Percent tax is a little extravagant, in- we should do it with respect to an added
Ithavemtouavse thes inuraned
omnany asmuch as the Social Security Board category, he is asking me. Why do it
tht
oue y a brnd ow adsays one-fourth of 1 percent is enough? for social security at all?
that I am entitled to be paid the in- I did believe a little bit in the soundI fought here on the floor with the
surance. I would say yes-both as re- money policy: but 16 to 1 went out with junior Senator from Louisiana t3 make
gards social security and as regards Bryan and McKinley. [Laughter.)
it possible for one who was totally and
Private insurance.
M.LN
fLusaa
e epitpraetydsbe
oda
i ee
Mr. FREAR. Then the Senator from out hOwNth 4fperceintawul bet reached. ptmatenage 50ioramoe. to dam hsupport
Tennessee Could have said '-yes." in the
Mrhwh
GOE Firset, wolet
me ranseched
fins an amendmentnow. wIcI am suppre
first Place, and would have saved the exM.GR.Frt
e
ease
h
n naedetnw
hc
msr
pense of printing all those additional inquiry of my able friend, the junior tile junior Senator from Louisiana like
words in the RECORD. [Laughter.]
Senator from Louisiana. But. Mr. Pres- wise supports, to allow that employee,
Mr. GORE. Very well; the answer Is ident. before doing so. let me now ac- at any age, upon becoming permanently
yes.
knoWledge my admiration, of the very and totally disabled, to start receiving
Mr. FIREAR. Very well,
able junior Senator from Louisiana [Mr. the benefits to which he is entitled by
Mr. GORE. But the manner in which LoG .
reason of the contributions he has made.
he would apply would be different from
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. presi- even though. those contributions be
the manner in which he would apply dent, it is mutual. So let us dispense small, indeed. That is the theory; that is
under a Program which has the char- with any more of that, and get on with the basis. It is a sound theory and a
acteristic of charity,
the debate on the bill.
I
sound basis.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mir. PresiMr. GORE. Mr. President. I do not
For 25 years the fund has been sound.
dent, will the Senator from Tennessee wish to dispense with it right now, be- It is actuarially sound today, and we pro
yield?
cause upon an overwhelming proportion pose an amendment that would keep it
Mr. GORE. I yield,
of the issues, he and I vote alike; and actuarially sound.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. When the most of the time, in regard to causes on
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It can al
social security Program went into effect. which he is making a battle or causes on ways be actuarially sound if enough taxes
there were many Persons who could. well which I am making a battI2, we are in are Piled on the working man to pay
have used the social security retirement agreement.
for what is being paid out. It can al
Income. But they did not get It until
So, it is with regret that I find that ways be kept actuarially sound if the
they had paid for a certain length of the Senator from Louisiana is not in taxes are high enough to maintain the
time into the social security fund. agreement with me on the soundness of fund. But the question is basically the
When the fund first went into effect. I the social security program,
desirability of providing the payment of
believe payments for at least 1Ili years
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Just a min- medical bills of persons who have made
were necessary, even for the most aged ute. Mr. President; let me point out that no contribution to the fund and who
Person, For instance, for a man age 65 we are not talking about the soundness are well in position to pay their own
or 70, regardless of his health-before of the social security program. The Sen-. expenses.
he could come under the program and ator from Tennessee and I are talking
I was one who fought-and I was de
could receive the benefits he had to work about the soundness of something the lighted to have the Senator from Ten
and pay the tax for 18 months.
Senator from Tennessee wishes to add nessee with me-to provide benefits to
Today, we have approximately 10 MiU- to the social security program,
those totally and permanently disabled.
lion aged Persons, most of whom are reMr. GORE. But the Senator's ques- I was fighting to help a disabled man who
tired and no longer are contributing to tion is really a challenge to the sound- had an earned income of no more than
the fund.
ness of the social security program-to $100. or $150. I was not fighting to have
The Senator from Tennessee is Pro- the base on which It rests, to the theory the Social Security pay retirement bene
posing that the Senate vote that the on which it has proven so successful. fits to persons who had a substantial in
cost of Providing medical care for all The Seniator from Louisiana asked. es- come. A man who was receiving an in
those people be placed on the presently sentlally. wny we should tax the work- come of $300 or $400 a month would not
laboring man and his wife and children. ingmnan, in order to Pay benefits to go to have received those benefits. I did not
I am willing to vote that the medical someone else, inasmuch as some may be think it desirable, if he had a substan
cost be borne by the People of the coun- well fixed financially.
tial income, that others should be taxed
try if such persons need those benefits
Mr. President. one might ask why to pay for his expenses, when he could
and do not have sufficient resources with we should tax the workingman now. in afford to pay them himself.
which to pay thos bills,
order to provide retirement benefits for
In my judgment, it does not make too
But on the other hand. I ask the Sen- persons who may be well fixed financial- much sense for us to raise social security
ator again, why should we vote to im- ly. The same question would apply to taxes on persons who are working at this
pos this additional expense in order to the present social security-program. the time.
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The Question was raised as to how!I vidual doctors. It could be that the of the majority, tend to become legisla
get the amount up to 4 percent. I am AMA is no more representative of rank- tive history. I should like to read a
relying on the same calculations and the and-file doctors on this Issue than on few items from page 6 of the commit
same Calculator upon which other Sen- Inclusion of doctors Irn the social security, tee report.
ators are relying.
program.
Mr. GORE. This will describe the
Mr. GORE. I hope the Senator will
That reminds me. Mr. President. As committee bill'
not again go into the extrapolation of an Indication of whether or not working
Mr. ANDERSON. This will describe
Payroll taxes,
people desired to contribute small the committee bill.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Ander- amounts to the social security program,
Mr. GORE. Which Is supported by
son Proposal is not one-fourth percent: and thereby gain this social insurance those who describe the junior Senator
it is one-half percent. It is a tax of one- for themselves, consider the various from New Mexico as the "captain of the
fourth Percent of payroll to be matched groups who have petitioned the Con- spenders"?
by another one-fourth percent. all of gress to include them. Dentists, lawAir. ANDERSON. That is correct.
which Is going to be passed on as a hid- yers, ministers, employees of local. This is what those prudent people
den sales tax to the consumer.
State. and municipal governments, and would do. They say that the bill which
It is estimated that if the same Pro- many groups that were not originally they present would cover all medically
posal Is extended to everybody in the covered into the programn have volun- needy aged 65 or over.
country under social security, be they tarily sought inclusion. They have not
Mr. GORE. This is the report on the
above or below age 65. it would require fought this program, which levies a committee bill?
4 Percent of the payroll-which is about small tax on their income now to proMr. ANDERSON. Word for word.
what the whole social security progrpm vide benefits for those who are eligible
Mr. GORE. Approved by all the Re
Was Costing in 1954. after I had been in and have a right to benefits now, but publicans on the committee?
the Senate for 6 years. of course, the which would also entitle them to similar
Mr. ANDERSON. That is correct.
amendment here provides only for those benefits later. Instead of thinking this
Mr. GORE. And by six Democrats
68 and over. That is one way to keep was so onerous and regressive, they on the committee?
the costs down. If it becomes law, next have petitioned the Congress to lay its
Mr. ANDERSON. That is correct.
year we shall cut the age limit to 65 and heavy hand upon them, but to give them
Mr. GORE. And supported by the
include anl disabled people,
legal entitlement to benefits later.
Eisenhower administration?
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, as I
Similarily, Mr. President. I have diffiMr. ANDERSON. I now understand
started to say, some groups, of which the cults' in understanding the logic of the that the President is going to support
American Medical Association is perhaps administration's position. On other something else, but at the time It was
the most vocal, oppose the social secu- matters, such as our highway improve- beoeour committee we understood it
rity method on the asserted basis that it ment Program, it makes a fetish of what had the blessing of the administration.
constitutes socialized medicine, or a step it describes as fiscal responsibility. SpeMr. GORE. Was It not described
in that direction. Yet the AMA sup- cifically, President Eisenhower. in hi with a hyphen? I shall not use names.
ports the type of program contained in public pronouncements has warned
Mr. ANDERSON. It was described.
the House bill. I can find no logical against the reckless spenders. He has
Mr. GORE. The name Eisenhower.
basis whatever for such a position, and, made it clear that if the Congress en- though, was attached to the proposal;
surely, a great many individual doctors acts any new programs It had better was it not?
disagree with the AMA.
provide new revenue to meet the costs.
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, along with
In either case the patient will select Yet his administration rejects a program certain Democratic names.
his physician. In either case the physi- which would provide additional revenue
Mr. GORE. Orally?
clan will be paid by the Government. In in favor of one which would not.
Mr. ANDERSON. Orally. It was
either case the physician must establish
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, w*ill said:
the reasonableness of his charge in ac- the Senator yield?
It would cover all medically needy aged
cordance with regulations established
Mr. GORE. I yield.
65 or over;~It would cover every such person
by the administering Government
Mr. ANDERSON. I am very muh Including those under the social security
agency. On these points there is no dif interested in the "reckless spending"sstm
ference at all in the two plans. The ma- suggestion. Am I wrong in believing
It has been represented that this
jor difference, aside from the method of that the Senator from Tennessee has Would cost only $130 million, but when
determining who would be beneficiaries, raised some question as to the limits we single out only a Portion of it, the
Is in the source of the fund from which which might exist with reference to the social security system, the cost for that
payment is tobe made. Under the social committee bill? Did the Senator raise would be $1 million. Does the Senator
security approach the fund will be de- such a question?
understand that the whole Is usually the
rived from the premiums paid by the
M1r. GORE. I raised the question. awm of Its parts?
beneficiaries and their employers. Un- Before going into that question, I wish
Mr. GORE. I was taught that. I am
der the public assistance approach, the to say, as the Senator knows, that I not sure it always applies in Washing
fund is derived from the general reve- offered a substitute for these provisions, ton. D.C.
nues of the Federal Government and of In our meeting of Senators who wished
Mr. ANDERSON. Those rules are rethe States, and payment constitutes an to add social security benefits, after the Pealed now and then. We never know
outright subsidy to those who are, or bill had been reported-perhaps I am when it happens. If the social security
may successfully claim to be, poverty talking secrets out of school-I was one part will cost a bIllion dollars, how
stricken.
who thought we still should offer a sub- could the whole of it cost $130 million?
The AMA has the right to believe, If stitute of an adequate social security Does the Senator know?
it so chooses, that the social security program, but a majority of the group
Mr. GORE. I do not know, Let me
method is socialistic. But if it does, in felt we should offer an amendment add- ask the Senator a question.
fact, so believe. I do not understand how ing social security benefits to the bill.
Mr. ANDERSON. I asked my ques
it clothes the handout approach with accepting, though we regard it as of tion first.
enough of the attributes of private en- questionable soundness, the committee
Mr. GORE. I should like to ask the
terprIse to justify Its endorsement. bill, in the hope of laying a firm founda- author of the amendment if the bene
There is not that much difference.
tion which can later be improved upon. fits provided by his amendment are
I say it Is difficult to understand the
Mr. ANDERSON. I iam very happy to limited?
logic of the AMA's position. It would confirm in public what the Senator
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes. I was going
only make sense In the event the AMA from Tennessee has stated about his to invite the attention of the Senator
remains, In reality, opposed to any pro- part In this circumstance. I congratu- from Tennessee to that fact, He is
gram at all, but endorses the House bill late the Senator for sticking coura- completely correct.
because it would be less effective and geously to his ideals.
The "Scope of benefits" is listed on
would benefit fewer people. Such a posiThe Senator from Tennessee is f a- page 7 of the report. This Is not bmagi
tion. r am confident, would not represent millar with the fact that matters which nation. This is the wording of the of
the sentiments sand views of many mndi- go Into a report., particularly a report ficial report.
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Mr. GORE. The Senator Is referring
Mr. GORE.
The biUl provides no
to the "scope of benefits" of the commit- specific limitation to any benefit.
tee bill?
Mr. ANDERSON. The third item Is
Mr. ANDERSON. 'Yes, the committee "Physicians' services."
bill.
Mr. GORE. Oh. the Senator is about
Mr. GORE. Without the Anderson to refer to socialism,
Mr. ANDERSON. I will tell the Senamendment?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, without the ator nowAnderson amendment.
Mr. GORE. Wait a minute. If the
Mr. GORE. Will the Senator read social security program pays a doctor's
that?
fee, it is socialized medicine. I cite the
Mr. ANDERSON. The first Item, ac- AMA
cording to the legislative history. is"n
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
patient hospital services."
Mr. GORE.
But
the Senator's
Mr. GORE. Is there any limit?
amendment is now called socialized medMr. ANDERSON. Oh, no, there is no icine. though it is the committee bill
limit.
which proposes to pay doctors' fees.
Mr. ANDERSON. The payments are
Mr. GORE. Is there any limit as to
the days in a year in which those services unlimited.
Perhaps that is why the
could be obtained?
physicians like it. (Laughter.]
Mr. ANDERSON. 365 days out of the
The bill is completely unlimited. Any
yea ispefecly
llrigt.price
could be paid. There is no limit
yer.i peRfEctl all right,
ars
whatsoever. However, in the amendMr. GODRE.SOw.Id
m nyt
years.
I
ment which the Senator from Tennessee
Mr ADRSN.Idono no.
tand
I and others have offered, there is
could be 50 years. if a person could live no provision for a physician to be paid
that long. It could be 20 years, if the for his service at all.
Mer.oGoRE. Wet migthve aslnas5 ye:rs
We are accused of sponsoring socialtMrea.
IsRE
thee anmimithase to the ized medicine, and the people who leave
the provision absolutely open and unnumber of years?
limited are washed white as snow.
Mr. ANDERSON. None whatsoever
Mr. GORE. Not quite.
that I can find.
Mr. ANDERSON. Nearly. Is it not
Mr.IsORE
her an limt a tostrange that people who worry greatly
the number of days? Is there any limit about nonessential Federal expendito the number of months?
tures do not worry at all about this
Mr. ANDERSON. In the amendment program? This expense can be listed
to which the Senator from Tennessee at $130 million, and everybody takes the
and I Lmscribed oir names it is pro-vided figure for gi~arted and sas "That is all
that someone will have to pay the first it will be. because the States will not
$75. which will tend to keep people out put up any more money."
of the hospitals. I s--e no limit provided
Let us suppose that the States have a
in the bill, or any previous payment.
surprise party and do Put up some more
Mr. GORE. Is there any provision money. Has the Senator any idea what
for any payment whatsoever by the this might cost us if the States were
beneficiary?
really liberal with the program?
Mr. ANDERSON. No.
Mr. GORE. The staff members of the
Mr. GORE. Of any kind?
subcommittee which investigated the

Mr. ANDERSON. No.
Mr. GORE. To anybody?
Mr. ANDERSON. Not to anybody until we get down to a later provision,
For "hospital services." it is absolutely
unlimited,
I invite attention specifically to the
fact that it Is made a part of the legislative history that the bill covers "all
medically needy aged 65 or over; it
would cover every such person including those under the social security system, railroad retirement system, civil
service system, or any other public or
wilvate retirement system whether such
Person. is retired or still working, subject only to the participation in the
Program by the State of which they are
resident."
It would cover widows,
The report goes on to list long categories. Since it is wide open, the "hospital services!' are wide open.
Next we have the "skilled nursinghome services." There is a limitation
In the amendment which the Senator
and I have offered. I ask the Senator
from Tennessee, who. first called my attention to this situation, if he has as
yet found any limit on the "skilled
nursing-home services" available, under
the provisions of the bill.
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and the staff figure. If one figures that
80 percent of the maximum available
would receive the benefits, that might
bring the total to $2 billion. If one fig
ures a 65-percent minimum who would
receive the benefits, it would bring the
figure. to $1.7 billion.
Yet the Senator from Tennessee and
I are criticized for being fiscally irre
sponsible when we propose a system
that would not cost the Treasury of the
United States anything, but would meet
the cost by a tax upon the workers.
which, according to the record, they are
happy to assume.
Mr. GORE. I find it perplexing that
statements should be made by some that
the committee bill would extend benefits
to 10 million people. Is that what I am
to understand the Senator from New
Mexico to say?
Mr'. ANDERSON. The statement was
made that there were 10 million people
who would be eligible and possible cus
tomers of this special category of medi
cally indigent, but it was expected that
only 500,000 to a million of such people
would apply each year, although there
was no way of knowing that to be true.
I have the figure of 10 million only be
cause that was the figure that was used
in our committee meetings. in executive
sessions, and again on the floor of the
Senate.
Mr. GORE. On the other hand, we
received an estimate that the plan would
cost only $135 million a year.
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes. There are 9
mi-iiionpeo'l who are covered under the
social security system. We are told that
the plan which would embrace that sys
tem would cost $1 billion a year. I think
that it is one of the great marvels of this
system that a group of 9 million people
could account for a cost of $1 billion a
year. and yet service to a group of 10
million or 12 million people would cost
only $130 million. Again the whole is

problems of the aged and the aging smaller than one of its parts.
have estimated that if the States should
Mr. GORE. If the Senator will turn
provide matching funds in accordance to Page 11, perhaps he will see the basis
with the provisions of the committee on which this low estimate of cost is
bill, and if the Federal Government based. Does the Senator see the table
were to appropriate the funds to meet on page 1?
its legal obligations, the total would
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
amount to $2 ~ billion the first year.
Mr. GORE. If the Senator will look
Mr. ANDERSON. I find confirming at the figures for the State of New
evidence. I checked this point rather Mexico. he will find that all the benefits
carefully. In 1957 the Health Informa- wvhich are described in the report as
tion Foundation sponsored a study con- being available without limit winl be ex
ducted by the National Opinion Re- tended, according to this estimate, to
search Center. a reliable polling group the people in New Mexico at a cost to
at the University of Chicago. They the Federal Government of only $9,000.
found that the per capita expenses for
Mr. ANDERSON. That is the biggest
all health care for 65 and older popu- bargain we have had in a long time. I
lation was $177, and based upon the in- hope that it holds out. I think they
crease in medical costs since 1957 and probably got that figure by figuring the
other factors, admitting the 1957 figure State could not afford to contribute any
of $177, the medical economists now es- more money because the budget in
timate the 1960 figure to be $250. If we creased in the last 2-year period by $17
accept what was pointed out in the million. That increased amount is not
hearings, which the Senator from Ten- much in a large State, but it was large in
nessee heard as well as I, I am sure a small State.
there might be 10 million people who
Mr. GORE. That is the catch in this
would be available for the benefits un- bonanza. -This low estimate of cost is
der this bill. The figure was repeated based upon the estimate of the Social
by the able Senator from Oklahoma Security officials and the officials of the
[Mr. KNURl only a few days ago. Ten Health, Education, and Welfare De
million people at $250 a head is $21/j partment. It is estimated that the States
billion, There Is the Senator's figure will not or cannot provide the matching
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funds to make these benefits actually
available to bring them within reach of
the old people,.en
Mr. ANDERSON. Prom my standpoint
the figure which the Senator read means
that 52 People in New Mexico will take
advantage of this Plan-one a week. I
greatly fear that more of the aged in
New Mexico will need help than that. It
may be the State will not be able to
contribute more money than that, but
that is the measure of our failure to take
care Of Our People,
I CaUl the Senator's attention to the
fact that when we used the figures on
the social security brackets and tried
to estimate where the Si million was
coming from, we had a much higher
figure for New Mexico, and I think a
more realistic figure. if I know the State
In which I live. That is why I appreciate
the fact that the able Senator from
Tennessee put his finger on the point
when he asked, "Is it true that we will
get aUl of these things at a bargain
price?'
I have heard of cutrate stores, but I
have never heard of a cutrate store that
could sell $1 billion worth of medical aid
for the aged for $130 million.
Mr. GORE. A few minutes ago the
Senator started to read, but hie did not
quite finish the 12 benefits shown on
page 7. Will the Senator be so kind as
to read those 12 benefits, the 12 being
all inclusive?
Mr. ANDERSON. I was about to read
the eighth one. The eighth one is
dental services. it has been pointed out
that the amendment sponsored by the
Senator from Tennessee and the junior
Senator from New Mexico and others is
deficient because it does not take care
of all dental services. It is true that
we did not take care of physicians' servIces and dental services. But If these
are to be added, does the Senator from
Tennessee figure that the costs will go
down or go up?
Mr. GORE. The cost Is bound to go
up If any benefits are extended, but how
will thlis be done on $9,000 in New
Mexico?
Mr. ANDERSON. The State will not
be able to do more, probably,
Then we come to physiotherapy and
related services. We come next to laboratory and X-ray services. We come
to prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, and
dentures.
Then we come to the last Item, "Any
other medical or remedial service authrzd LdrState law"-in case anything was left out.
Mr. GORE. Permit me to read a
sentence:
A Stat may. If It Wishes. diaregard In
whole or in Part the existence of any Income
or reeourcea of an Individual for medical
asslstanc.

Mr. ANDERSON. That was written
to overcome some of the objections of
people whO, Were worried about the
means test. This Is to show that while
the means test was written into the law,
we do not mean what we mean when we
say It Is a means test.

-
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Mr. GORE. This anl adds up to the
fact that some States which have the
to do so will provide matching
funds and will make available these benefit~s. the Federal Government paying up
to 80 percent of the cost, while other
States will be unable to do so, and the
older people in those States will be denied
the benefits. On the other hand, the
amendment which the Senator from New
Mexico has offered will provide a uniform
system of benefits for those who are entitled to them, and they will be entitled
to them without State matching funds,
without considering the vagaries of State
legislatures, and they will be entitled to
the benefits as a matter of right, vested
under the law, and without a show of
poverty,
Mr. ANDERSON. May I say that I am
much more interested In one more sentence? It reads:
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going to happen, and that the cost of
the committee bill would be greater than
the cost of the Anderson amendment.
He is also suggesting that the States
would not do anything about it. It
seems to me that those answers cannot
both be correct. Does the Senator
agree?
Mr. GORE. They are two answers
that cannot both be logically reached:
First, that all the people will receive
these vast benefits; and, second, it is not
going to cost very much. Those are two
conclusions which cannot be logically
reached.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Let us agree
upon the last statement. With regard
to a State's ability to pay, the Senator
knows, does he not, that most States are
providirg a program, and in many States
it is a very substantial program, for
medical care of the aged and others?
The Federal Government will not particiMr. GORE. Yes; I know that. I also
pate as to aervices rendered In mental and know that there are several States, in
tuberculosis hospitals.
cluding my own, which are not now
It may be all right to leave out the matching all the funds already available
tuberculosis hospitals because we have under present law. Just what benefit
developed some very excellent drugs, we would confer upon the old people in
But we ought to include mental hospitals, a State in which the State government
because if the case aides must start ~; has not found it advisable or possible to
determine who among the 10 minlion peo- match even the present old-age assist
ple are needy and who are not, and who ance and medical-care program I leave
are medically indigent, or have no means, for the Senator to suggest.
we would have a fresh crop in the mental
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In Tennes
institutions of the United States.
see it is estimated that the Federal Gov
In the final analysis, Mr. President. ermient would increase its contribution
the arguments against a social security by $1,934,000, compared with the pres
medical insurance program, in my view, ent State program, which apparently Is
gives the appearance but not the sub- producing only about $7,000 a year with
stance of effective action,
respect to the care for the aged.
It may be that the major advantage of
I am surprised that the program in
the committee bill, in the eyes of some, Tennessee is so modest, ard almost non
is that few people would actually be existent. That would mean aii increase
covered by it. There are many obstacles of very great proportions when compared
in the path of full Participation. Not the with what the State is doing now.
least of these Is the fact that individual
Mr. GORE. Let me say this about my
action by the States would be reurd State. I have niot been in the State
The legislatures of various States would government for a long time. Before I
first have to decide that participation came to Congress I was in the cabinet of
would be desirable. Then, each State the State government. I feel that the
would have to devise and approve a plan State of Tennessee could possibly find
for implementation and obtain approval ways to do more: However, under our
of its plan by the Federal Government. constitution an income tax cannot be
Finally, each State would have to find levied. We do not have gushing oil wells
h
oe opyissaeo
h ot on which we can levy severance taxes.
The moneyn to ake y ssaeo the
cain'ost.We do have a 3-percent sales tax. We
Temr actintknb
the
NatilGoeron's
covfedo have a very heavy State tax burden to
ence this summer Illustrates that solu- bear. It is so heavy that the State leg
tion of the problems involved, insofar as islature has not seen fit to raise the
the States are concerned, will range from matching funds necessary to take full
near Impossible to very difficult.
advantage of the Federal old-age assist
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- ance funds already available under prnes
dent, will the Senator yield?
eat law.
Mr. GORE. I yield.Whtaem
opeferdbte
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator committee bill? More Federal funds,
knows that the logic cannot work both provided the State will raise even larger
ways: it cannot be that the cost wilb State matching funds, even though it has
astronomical In providing the benefitsbenualtopvdehemthg
udrtecmiteblo
h
n funds necessary, as I have said, to take
hundenr
tathe
Somtates wbi
onoth one advantage of the benefits already avail
tht an
hand
th Stteswillnotuseitable.
on the other.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
Mr. GORE. I belleve the logic works dent, the estimate Is that Tennes ee
not only both Ways, but in any way in would receive almost $2 million to assist
which a lossical conclusion can be in a program which is extremely meager
reached.
in Tennessee, and that It would exceed
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator very greatly what the State is presently
was suggesting that both things were contributing. I had hoped that the
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people of Tennessee and the Legislature
of Tennesee would take the attitude
that the junior Senator from Tennessee
takes on this subject, and show a willlngness to tax themselves to provide for
the care which the Senator feels is essential. and which I believe is essential in
those ease where a person is not able to
pay for it himself.
Mr. GORE. If the bill becomes law. I
shall be glad to suggest that the State
Legislature of Tennessee Invite the junior
Senator from Loulisiana to come down
and address them upon the subject of
increasing State taxes,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I have advocated some of these same things to the
Legislature of Louisiana and I have addressed myself to the committees of the
legislature urging taxes to pay for the
proposals before I came here.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. 0ORE. I yield.
Mr.-ANDERSON. One of the reasons
why we have some difficulty with the
committee bill is that the House bill
came to us with a limit on Its medical
benefits, as follows:

-
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mittee binl is the only solution. Let me
make it clear that I support the ex
pansion of title I so as to increase the
medical care available to old-age recip
ients, because I have been unable to
secure the adoption of a programn which
I regard sounder.
But. Mr. President. we should en
deavor to reduce the number of per
sons in need of this type of assistance.
That is the purpose of the Anderson
amendment. Indeed, that was, and is,
the purpose of the Social Security Act.
and it has been most effective In that
regard. The provisions of the commit
tee bill relating to medical care go in
the opposite direction. Should the comn
mittee bill prevail, without the Ander
son amendment, we will have more,
rather than fewer, people on the wel
fare rolls.
Much Is made of the "voluntary"
aspects of the provisions of the comn
mittee bill. But In what way they are
more voluntary is not readily apparent.
Taxes are no more voluntary when paid
into the general fund or to a State than
when paid into the social security fund.
I do not know of any taxes which are
voluntary: to me, they all seem to be
A State plan for medical services for th
aged musta bit compulsory. Perhaps the commit
*tee bil Is voluntary in the sense that
proride that benefits under the plan shall taxpayers In all States will pay for a
not be greater In amount, duration, or scope program that will operate only in some
than the assistance furnished under a plan of them. Perhaps there Is some moral
Value in inducing citizens to volunteer
of such State approved under section 2.
The Senate committee took out that a claim to poverty, but. if so, I am un
language and left it wide open. I be- able to perceive It.
lieve that Is why the Senator from TenThe real Question. Mr. President. Is
nessee and I find ourselves worried about whether we shall have a broadly based
what might happen under an open-end proram which will make available to
the g~reat mass of the aged the assur
plam
ance of adequate medical care, a. pro
Mr. GORE.
thank the Senator.
should like to conclude now with my pre- gram in which Individuals can participared statement, If I may.
Pate without loss of dignity and selfUnder the committee bill, even in respect. If this objective is to be met,
those states electing to participate, with we must enact a measure providing bene
the exception of those beneficiaries who fits to which the individual may become
are eligible by virtue of being recipients entitled as a matter of right, without
of old-age assistance payments, eligibility the necessity of submitting to the hu
will be dependent on varying standards miliation of a means test.
I urge the Senate to approve the
of 'need.' and benefits will vary according to the condition of state finances and amendment which the junior Senator
differing views of state planners in the from New Mexico and Others, including
the Junior Senator from Tennessee, have
several States,
Should all these obstacles be overcome, offered.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I sug
there'remains the necessity for a potential beneficiary to plead and prove to the gest the absence of a Quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
satisfaction of the welfare agent his inability to pay the cost of whatever catas- clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
trophe may have befallen him.
The means test may present little the roll.
problem for some of those wholly indi..
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
gent in an economic sense. But what of unanimous consent that the order for
the large group of the elderly who havethqurmclmabeesid.
re
Mr.nAe
managed to save a modest amount the PurESIDINGma ObIeR
(r
v
which, added to their social securit pay-SIIGOF1E
ments, permits a moderately comfort- DRO ntecar.Wtotojcin
able existence? Are we to require them it is so ordered.
first to spend all they have before they
qualiy? If so, they, too, will become
economically indigent, not only during
the course of an unfortunate illness, but
thereafter as well.
Regrettably, a substantial number of
the aged mom require public assistance.
For this group. grant-in-aid medical
car of the type proposed In the cornCYK-1ort

r
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security insurance system. we reject any
proposal which would require such citizein
to submit to the indignity of a means twsta pauper's Oath.
And again:
The most practicable way to provide
health protection for older people Is lo use
the contributory machinery of the social aecurity system for Insurance covering hospitai bills and other high-coat medical
services. For those relatively few of our
older people who have never been eligible
for social security coverage, we shall provide corresponding benefits by appropriations from the general revenue.
And again, under the subtitle "A Program for the Aging":
Health: As stated, we will provide an effective system for paid-up medical Inaurance upon retirement. financed during
working years through the social security
mechanisml and available to all retired perhsthing
prors ithou a en et
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community as Business Week summarime perfectly the case in support of the
Anderw.n-Kennfedy-mcNamara amendmen and In opposition to the Javits
amendment. Let me quote from it:
The problem basically Is that the aged are
high-coat, high-risk, low-income customers.
Their health needs can be met only by
themselves when they are young or by other
younger people who are still working. The
only way to handle their health problem.
therefore. is to spread the risks and costs
widely. And that can best be done through
the social security system to which employ
ers and employees contribute regularly.
This position taken by the conserva
tive Business Week has been supported
by the New York Times, the Washington
Post. the distinguished commentator
Walter Lippmannl. and a host of other
people who have really studied this
problem In the interest of getting someeffective done to help our older

people.
aethtpan e
MrioPrit dny
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
of
submit the overwhelming weight
el
ln
Mr rsdnItketa
OF 19w0
and commentator authority
ously. and I am sure that the over- newspaper
amend
Anderson
the
of
support
in
is
Democratic
my
of
majority
whelming
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
is indeed dflmcult ment and in opposition to the Javits
the unanimous-consent agreement, now colleagues do. too. It Democratic
Mem- amendment.
that the hour of 11 o'clock has arrived, for me to see how the
social security can do the job in
the Senate will resume the consideration bers of the Senate could fanl to support theonly
of medical care which so ur
field
before
Senate,
the
in
here
plank,
that
business,
unfinished
the
of
a month gently needs doing. Here are the reasons
The Senate resumed the consideration the end of August. scarcely
of the bill H.R. 12580. the Social Se after the platform was unanmusywhy:
First. only through social security
adopted, according to the ruling of th
curity Amendments of 1960.
can the risk be spread over virtually our
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- Chair, at Los Angeles.
As the Senator from New Mexico [Mrt. wholepouain
dent. I ask unanimous consent that at
ss
alationt.ofes
popu
eod
this time!I may suggest the absence of ANDERSON] said yesterday, I on u
Seond Socialmnsecourit offer aeryo
a quorum, and that the time required that never during the heainlgs befor
of perspymntI mothroug toheapero
the platform committee or during th whem
for It be charged equally' to both sides.
ot p ohv
by the weane ancpersn.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there consideration of the platformraised
noe
b~l ere
question
it Is so convention was any opostionto
objection? Without objection,
Third. Social security provides Its
hat
emoratin
ordeed.any
eftsaamterorihanr
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Then, Mr. plank.
I feel morally committed to Supr quires no humiliating means test.
President. I suggest the absence of a
There are many objections, on the
that plank, for which I voted as a delequorum,
other hand, to the administrationThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The gate. Other Democratic Senators w'll. Javits
proposal, which bypasses the so!
of course, be guided by their own conclerk will call the roll.
cial security system.
The legislative clerk Proceeded to call sciences.
Most States are not able now to pro
It is not only the Dlemocratic platthe roll.
the funds which would be required
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. I form on which we on this side of the videtheir
contribution. The recent Gov
as
amendthe
to
opposition
our
base
aisle
order
the
that
consent
ask unanimous
conference went on record
emiors'
the
friend,
good
my
by
submitted
ment
rescinded.
be
call
quorum
for the
the lines of both the
The PRESMDING OFFXCER. With- Senator from. New York (Mr. JAvftSJ. against Plans along
the
and our support of the Anderson amend- administration proposal and that of ad
out objection, It Is so ordered.
of Senator from New York. A leading
Mr. MAN4SFIEWD. Mr. President, I ment. The overwheiming majorityedi.vocate of the approach Incorporated
yield 10 minutes to the Senator from literate, intelligent, and modern
torial opinion throughout the country in the Anderson-Kennedy-McNamarm
Pennsylvania (Mr. CLARK].
amendment is the distinguished Gover
Mr. CLARK. I thank the Senator supports our position,
Much was made yesterday by my good nor of New York, Governor Rockefeller.
from Montana.
The administrative costs of the ad
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The friend the senior Senator from Florida
proposal would be
Senator from Pennsylvania is recognized [Mr. HOLLAND] of a couple of editorials ministration-Javits
Indicating that the Senate was acting fantastically wasteful. if not downright
for 10 minutes.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I rise in with undue haste and that the social prohibitive.
Governor Lawrence. of Pennsylvania.
opstototeavtamnmnand security approach was an erroneous one.
quoted from an editorial from. the has estimated that 700,000 people In our
fteAnesnKend-He
Inspot
expected to
mnmntt h pnigWall Street Journal, another one from Commonwealth might be Hundreds
Meaaa
of
Baltimore Sun, and a third from participate Immediately.
adtoalmdclthe
bil hchpoie
be hired to
to
have
would
caseworkers
News,
Daily
York
New
the
aed
the
for
care
A
These fine newspapers, of course, are investigate the required incomebetest.
My first point is that the Andersonagency would have to estabKennedy-McNamlara amendment clearly entitled to their own opinion, I some- collection
to collect. the $10 fee and other
is In accord with the Democratic na- times think If we wanted to find out how Ushed
If he payments which each participant would
tional platform adopted at Los Angeles Calvin Coolidge would have stood
have to make. A separate legal staff In
on July 12 of this year. On the other were confronted with these problems,
each State would have to be set up to
hand, the Javits amendment is In opo or how Warren Gamaliel Harding would
have stood If he were confronted with investigate fraudulent claims. There
sition to that platform.
would have to be additional office space.
For the record. I should like to quote the problems of today, we could do no equipment,
and supplies to do the Job.
to the editorial Pagm
the Pertinent parts of the Democratic better than turnpapers,
the Wall Street all of which would be expensive.
national platform plank which deals of those great
In contrast, placing medical car In
Journal and the Baltimore Sun.
with health, as follows:
security would require no such
ocial
by
taken
position
the
that
submt
I
for
biats
bsre
we sdal provide medwi cal
There
the aged as part of the tisn-tmeted soclial so conservative an organ of the business monumental new apparatus.
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would be no Income test-hence, no
State-employed caseworkers, no new
collection agency, a so forth. Socia
security would simply provide a medianism for payment, a mechanism which
Iaalreadyin existence.
7The Senator from New York his cornmented that the social security approach
Is practically a sales tax and that it taxes
mrost heavily those at the lower end of
the income scale. Letme point out that
his proposal depends substantially, on
State revenues, which are derived -sainly'
from sales and excise taxes. Most of the
State tax Increases since World War l1
have been In general sales taxes. Th
way to make the Impact of social secuifty
taxes more progressive Is to raise the
taxable wage base--as many of us would
favor doing-not to fall back on far more
regressive State tax systems5.
My attention has been canled to an excelent editorial In the Washington Post
of this morning. entitled "Security With
Dignity." which, generally speaking, supports the position I have just taken. I
thank the Senator from Michigan for
caligmyatetintoI. ndI
unanimous consent that the editorial
may appear at this point In the Rzcoaa.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed In the Rrcoan,
asfollows:
Savsm Wrnx DIGNIT
In the range of Its bensefta and Its emphasea on,preventive medicine. the plan proposed by Senator JAvrrs and endorsed by
Vice President VixoN for medical care for
the aged seems extremely appealing. it Is
now being put forward as a compromise -p-oposul on the theory,that It might be acceptable to President Eisenhower although it is
much mara generous and comprehensive in
Its coverage than the administration's "'medicae' program. It Is also markedly superior
In evey respect to the bill passed by th
Rouse and to the bill repiorted out by the
Senate FInance Committee.
To adopt the Javits plan would neverthelams be a misfortune, we behaeve. it embraces two serious defects. its benefits.
would be available only to persons over 65
Wit an annual income under $3.000 (64.500
bur aevruple)a reltativlyn geaneos
bu nvrtee~ntiintemast
for
eligibility. And It would be financed through
a complicated system of FIdrsi-SIIaS
macigrpants under which participation
wuddepend upon State legislatures a" he
subject 'to variations among the Mtates
The funds for the programz would have to
be appropetated each year by Congress and
State legislatures. Particpation.in the pin-
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at the cost of getting no progrram at an
thoghti short session of Congress. the
Demccrats should not settle for anything
lem

August 2S

any such health care program should be
voluntary, with contributions by the bene
ficiary' as wellsas by State and Federal gov
ernments. 72hese an, the major conclusions
that voy be drawn from the papers and dis

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, r yield cua at thos wh nae In the con
back the remainder~of my time.
~ frne
Mr. JAVrTS Mr. President. I yield
I th~ iti moratt note that the
IC minutes to my colleague from New
York [Mr. KEATING].
amendment of the Senator from New
TePEIIG
OFCR
h York meets those requaurements. It Is
Senator from New york is recognized for vlna7
trqie
otiuin
ICminutes.
from the individual. from the State, and
~N .M.
rsdn.~_
from the Flederal Government.
in support of the amendment which has
MresientIN.Ta svr re r
been offered and so ably presented by
I appreciate the fact that the distin
my distinguished colleague. I am happy guished Senator from Ka1nsas has
to be a cosponsor of this measure, which brought this out. Since he is a member
seems to me to be an extremely realistic of the committee which has considered
approach to the health needs of the aged, this entire matter. I know he speaks
I commend my distinguished colleague with a voice of authority.
for his sponsorship of this proposal and
I do not intend to dwell on the basic
for the depth of understanding which tenets of gover-nmental theory upon
he has displayed in the debate over the which the proposal now before us is,
past several days, during which he has base, nor do I Intend to repeat the ex
so vigorously presented the case in favor cellent arguments made yesterday by my'
of the amendment which is now before colleague o th a eltvemeisoth
the Senate.
two asi
rlcalapproachs tof the
Bsut it Is not simpl the arguments health needs of the aged, I prefer in
which my colleague has made here which stead to concentrate on a number of
are to be commended. He and the many practical considerations which I believe
experts In this field with whom he has should be taken Into account in reach
worked so diligently have devoted count- ing a decision on the Issue which Is be
les hours of hard thinking and respon- foreu,
sible planning to the framing of a healthFirst, I am convinced It would be a
insurance-for-the-aged progrmi which cruel hoax to pass a social security health
is consistent with the fundamental struc- insurance measure today unless we make
ture of our Federail system and Is geared It perfectly clear to everyone--and this
to the special health and medical needs ~dstoeodrctzn
h
ol
thagdbeimmluediathoeolydercitied-twhat
suchd
h
gd
eimdaeyafce-htsc
My colleague has placed before us a m~easure winl very likely not be signed
plan which consolidates the best think- into law this year. I Insis this should
ing of the President of the United States, be made clear. It would be unfair to do
the Vice President, Secretary Flemming, otherwise. Whether or not one is Iin
the leading health and medical spokes- agreement with the position which the
men In the Cabinet, experts from every President has taken, the President has
part of our Nation, and countless aged certainly made his Intentions extremely
persons who have written to us to tell clear.
us of their most pressing health needs
Purthermore, the House of Repre
and to suggest ways irk which they may sentatives undoubtedly would reject any
be met.
social security health insurance proposal
I recognize full well that many Mem- which we adopt. The powerful Ways
bu
ers support the alternative approach and Means Committee of that body has
which Is before us and which was intro- alreadiy turned down this approach, by
duced by the distinguished Senator from quite a decisive vote. Perhaps my col
New Mexico. I nevertheless feel that league from New York remembers what
the needs which have been expressed by the vote was in the House Committee on
the aged are best met by the program ways and means.
which has been Introduced by my colMr. JAviTS. Mr. President, if the
league.
Senator will yield. It is my recollection
p s,
r.Pedntwilhevewanolssha2tO1
pmabnftwolbevmtz
the SenatoDr yield?
Mr. KEATING. That Is my recollec
there would be nothing in the least volun
tary sbout the taxes levie to suppor it
Mr. UFATINGL I yield.
tion, that the vote was at least 2 to 1.
everyone would share in paying those.
Mr. CARLSON. I appreciate very The House as a whole was not able, al
Insurance agaInst the health hazards of much the Senator's yielding to me. r though it mar have wished to do so, to
old age seems to us an integral and inecp- think it is also important to point out a muster the necessary strength to reserve
able aspect of ocial security-logically a seminar was conducted by the College of the committee action.
part at the social security system which Pyiin
n
ugoserirti
ehv oeiec
htvrbfr
has helped to stsbablz the national econ-san
ugoseale
ehv
oevdnewatvrbfr
hs
any and safeguard the welfar of individua" year. I think the summaryin the mem- us, Mr. President, that the House would
Americans for the past quarter century. The oWanda, which is contained in the hear- now be prepared to accept what It has &I
covtionsch insurance would be moo Ings, If the Senator will permit me to do ready rejected out of handu
through a sligt increase in the payroll tax ac, should be read Into the Racoano.
Even If the House were to completely
levied equally upon wage earners and, wage
Mr. KE3ATINCI X am hapgy to have reverse Itself and to accept a social' se
payerIs and would give Americans. mas
a mat- the~ Semate do so.
curity measure along the terms of the
themsoealvespuei
rih-wtot
aig
ad
itoapov Mr. CARLSON. The summary of the Anderson prpposal. It is clear, It seems
temselvn es paupters-meia anemomandum
reads as follows:
to me, that the President would not ac
Such a program would, as AFL-CMO Pred..
dent George 1eany Put It the other day.
"bring real Security with dignity to the lives
at our s~mi citlimes." Senator Almocsoaft
amendment .would accomplish this. San

l1bs problem of health ewe for those as
years ohl-and over Is distinct fro the prb
lkm ot health care fortoe ne that age:
Federal assistance Is necessary In handling
any health care program for the aging- and

cpt it.

The President has made It abundantly
clea that he Is not prepared to accept
the socea security approach In any way.
shape, or form.
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Of course, I have no actual knowledge
as to what the President will do. I have
no secret pipeline to the White House. I
do not have a Dick Tracy two-way wrist
radio to keep in touch with the activities
of the President or of those around him,
I do not think anyone needs one. The
PIresident has made it altogether clear
that the social security approach is not
acceptable to him.
As I have said, whether or not one is
In agreement with our position, it certainly has been made clear that any such
approach will mean we shall have no legislation at this session.
Every Senator who votes for the Anderson amendment-and I do not by any
means suggest It is not an honest preference on his part-must recognize the
fact that in doing so he is saying to all
who would be eligible for the health insuratice that they will - have to wait a
couple of years longer for it. It may well
be that It would be worth waiting in
order to get a particular kind of Program. I do not think so. I am very
much convinced of the merits of the plan
which has been advanczii by the group,
led by my distinguished senior colleague,
For those who may still be undecided
as to the two alternatives, I point out
that ours is a proposal which can be
passed today and which, without much
qbetstion, would be acceptable to the
House of Representatives, and would be
signed by the President, to go into effect
shortly thereafter. Indeed, this is the
only plan which contemplates going into
-operation on October I of this year. All
of the other Plans are expected to be in
operation not before July 1 of next year.
This seems to me to be a very compelling practical argument in favor of the
passage of the amendment before us.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from New York has
expired..
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President. will my
colleague Yield me another 5 minutes?
Mr. TA'VITS. Mr. President, I yield 5
additional minutes to my colleague.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New York is recognized for
5 additional minutes.
Mr. KEATINO. M&r.President, another practical matter of Importance
which I want to stess relates to the reintive benefit packages of the two alternatives to be voted upon today.
I do not think anybody would dispute
the fact that the benefit package In the,
amendment offered by my colleague Is
far superior to that offered In the Anderson amendment or, for that- matter, to
that offered In any of the other alternatives proposed,
The amendment before us would give
the Individual the choice as to whether
he wishes to emphasize first cost coverage or insurance against long-rnm illness. or -what the administration bas
called catastrophic illness. One program,
might suit one person while the other
may he more appropriate for and suitable to his neighbor,
Within the two programis, our amendment would provide hospital care. physiclan's services,' surgical services, and
nulrsg h memcre and, In the cataatrmphic program, laboratory and X-ray
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services, drugs, dental services, and home
nursing,
The broad range of services in these
two benefit packages offers a number of
advantages. First, it is a "no fooling"
proposition. By this I mean it does not,
by promising only hospital care, ignore
or further aggravate the existing serious
national shortage of hospital facilities.
Mr. President, with a program limited
to hospital care we may well have to turn
a lot of people away from the doors. We
shall perhaps be turning away people
with very serious illnesses. to make way
for those with minor illnesses who want
to benefit under their insurance programi.
That seems very serious to me. If
everybody is to be given free hospitalization, it will naturally mean many will
go to the hospitals who normally would
be taken care of. as they could be under
the proposal offered by my colleague.
in a nursing home or by home care. In
fact, by specifically including home care,
home physician's services, and nursing
home care in the proposal offered by my
colleague [Mr. JAvrrs] we may prevent
people who are newly covered under a
plan, who formerly had more limited
plans, from going to hospitals when they
do not need to in order to take advantage of their insurance benefits. Under
the Anderson proposal those people
would have to go to the hospital to obtain
the benefits,
Good health insurance must be geared
to the special needs of the aged, and
must be varied in its benefit packages.
If a man needs a doctor we cannot say
to him, "Sorry, my friend, you are only
covered for hospitalization, so go lie
down for a while." Having a health-insurance-for-the-aged program which is
unduly limited as to types of benefit Is
like asking a man to hammer a nail 'with
a pair of pliers,
To sum up, I want to add my support
to the very fine arguments which have
'been presented by my senior colleague
during the past several days of debate.
At this moment, taking all present
circumstances into account, I feel
strongly that the best and most realistic
course for the Senate would be to pass
the very manageable and responsible
program which we have put forth. I
hope that any Senators who may still be
"on the fence" will think hard, and in
doing so, will recognize that of the available alternatives, the bill of which I am
a cosponsor offers the best and most imamediate solution to the health needs of
our Nation's senior citizens.
Mr. President, at this point, If I may
be permitted to do so. I should uWm to
address a couple of questions to my colleague, who has studied this subject so
thoroughly.
Am I correct that the proposd Andersen amendment would cover only those
who come under -the social security
system, and that anyone who did not
come under that system would not be
within the purview of the Anderson
amendment?
Mr. JAVrTS. That is my understandbIng, and I draw that from section 226(a),
page 2, of the Anderson amendment,
which Conditions entitlement upon attabinsig the age of 68. and enilement
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under section 202 for monthly insurance
benefits under OASI.
Mr. KEATING. Is it not true, fur.
thermore, that the benefits in the Sena
tor's plan would be extended to those
who are not under social security?
Mr. JAVITS. As well as for those who
are.
Mr. KEATING. The benefits would. I
feel, be superior to those contained in
the Anderson amendment as well as to
those contained in the Kerr bill.
Mr. JAVITS. I believe so. I point
out also that the fundamental direction.
as the experts tell us. is for preventive
care. At least the option for preventive
care is something better than is pro
vided under the Anderson amendment,
and the comprehensive care package in
the case of catastrophic illness is, I
believe, superior to it, too.
Mr. KEATING. Much has been made
here by the opponents of this plan and
those who favor the social security ap-.
proach, of the opposition of the Goy
ernors conference. Does not the Sen-.
ator from New York feel that it is a per
fectly natural reaction for a Governor
of a State, without in any way impugn
ing his motives, to prefer to have a
health plan handled through a Federal
system rather than one in which the
State would participate?
Mr. JAVITS. It seems to me that is
elementary. The State Governors are
not eager to raise money for the pur
pose of paying their share of these pro
grams if they can get them without do
ing so. So who would expect any other
reaction? We could hardly expect any
thing else but that the Governors should
say, "Sure, let the Federal Government
do it."
Mr. KEATING. Under the plan of
the senior Senator from New York, the
beneficiary has three options; am I cor
rect?
Mr. JAVITS. That Is correct.
Mr. KEATING.
He may select
whichever one he feels best fits the par
ticular problems which he faces and
which his family faces?
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator is exactly
correct.
Mr. KEATING. I think this answers
the questions I wanted to ask. After
the further presentation which my dis
tinguished colleague makes today, I may
have some further questions. In closIng, I again commend him for the very
great diligence which he has shown and
the very constructive Plan which he has
presented.
Mr, JAVITS. I am very grateful to
my dear friend and colleague, the Sena
tor from New York.
Mr. SALTONSTALJ. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. JAvrmTS. I yield 7 minutes to the
Senator from Massachusetts.
mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I support the amendment of the Sena.
tor from New York as an Improvement
en the administration bill. I believe
Mr. Flemming himself believes that the
amendment Is an improvement, and
supports the Javits amendment.
I1 think the essential feature of the
Javita amendment as opposed to the socalled:Anderson amendment Is that It Ls
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voluntary. I think the best forms of
medical care that we can have are those
which embody a combination of the voluntary desires on the part of the individual and the cooperation of the State
and the Nation.
The Federal Government can well
contribute help to America's aged citizens in meeting the cost of high-and in
some respects, as the technical experts
in the field term it, "catastrophic"medical expenses.
I have tried to make clear my own
beliefs about this need and to contribute
emphatically and directly to this end by
introducing the administration's proposal of broad benefits-the so-called
medicare bill, and cosponsoring the
more recent proposal embodying the
same basic principles filed by Senator
JAvITs. His proposal improves that
which I filed,
The number of people in the United
States age 65 and over is Increasing at
the rate of 1 million every 3 years.
There are today 16 million of these older
citizens-nearly 9 percent of our total
population. Income for older people is
drastically smaller than In the case of
lower age groups-a substantial portion
of our aged have personal incomes of
less than *1.000 annually. On the other
hand. the average old person has from
2 to 3 times as much chronic illness as
a typical Young citizen. Medical care
expenses of our old people are close to
two times as much as for the general
population. Gleneral medical costs have
gone up 46 Percent in the last 10 years;
mud twu-thirds of our aged nave no Private health insurance,
The problem of keeping healthy Is,
simply, compounded for older people.
First, their medical costs are more expensive than for younger age groups.
Second, since their so-called productive
years are drawing to a close or are already over, they have less money with
which to cover these costs,
Perhaps the most serious aspect of this
social problem Is the heavy insecurity
and apprehension, the depression and
despair suffered by people In their old
age, knowing that their illnesses may be
more serious and last longer than Previously and probably that there will be
less money to cover the costs.
Because of these striking facts there is
general agreement that some plan of
Federal assistance In this field should
be provided In addition to existing Federal programs providing grants-In-aid to
support State old-age assistance programs.. No one person, group, or one
political party has a monopoly on the
urgency of this issue or the conviction
that something must be done about it.
The question Is what Plan should it be;
how should this matter be approached.
S, 3784, the administration proposal
which I filed, Is based on the following
essential beliefs about Federal assistance
to cover-medical expenses of the aged: it
must be voluntary--that is, placed outside of compulsory social security
schemes, paid for out of general revenues
rather than by a special tax; it must not
be discriminatory: It must meet the
specific need of helping out cases of
chronic, long-term "Ines: It must In-

volve some participation on the part of
the individual In providing for his own
welfare; it must involve State sharing
and State administration of the program: and It must not act to clog already
Jammed medical facilities and Institutions.
The proposal which the Senator from
New York [Mr. JAvrrsl has Introduced
and which I and seven other Senators
cosponsored is essentially a blending of
the medicare concept and an earlier bill
introduced by the Senators from New
York [Mr. JAVITS and Mr. KEATING], the
Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. ScoTTi.
and Others.
I want to make it clear that far from
being inconsistent with S. 3784, the new
Javits proposal embodies the basic principles and provisions of that bill, as Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Flemming has recently made clear,
The Javits bill provides three optional
plans from which participants can select
the one they feel is best suited to their
individual need: First, a diagnostic and
short-term Illness benefit plan emphasizIng preventative medicine.
From my experience in studying this
plan, It Is always wiser to keep a man
healthy than to help him get well after
he is sick. A healthy man is an asset
to himself, to his State. and to his Nation. A sick man is not an asset either
to himself or to his Nation.
Second, a major medical services plan
emphasizing chronic and long-term illness; and third, an optional private insurance benefit plan, covering 50 percent
reimbursement of private program's cost
up to $60.
Those people over 65 years of age who
do not earn over $3,000 annuallycouples. $4.500--would be eligible under
this bill. Federal payments for the program would range, from two-thirds for
the poorest State to one-third for the
richest State, averaging 50 Percent and
paid for out of general revenues. The
annual Federal cost under this proposal
is estimated at from $320 million to $46
million; the State cost up to $520 million. The States would administer the
plan as outlined In the Medicare proposal.
The first two options under the Javits
measure constitute minimum requirements to qualify for the PFcderal-State
partnership. In addition to this, the
Federal Government would participate
in the cost of improving these plans up
to a per capita cost of $128 per year for
beneftts-that. is. up to the level of bene
fits provided by the administration's
original bill.
The Javits plan calls for individual
enrollment fees to be determined by the
States according to the participant's in-.
come and with the approval of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. Its third opLion-the major longterma Illness benefits plan-requires payment by the Individual participant of 20
percent of costs after a deductible of
$250, as under S. 3784.
What we now have under the new proposal is a more flexible plan both in
terms of the type of benefits offered aind
the level of beneftts covered; an aged
medical care program which directly and
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specifically meets the particular kind of
need involved, which allows wide free
dom of choice for the individual, and
which stresses ability to pay in both par
ticipating States and individuals.
The first Medicare program has been
criticized because It faced the danger of
States withholding their participation in
a broad and expensive program of high
benefits, and because it put heavy em
phasis on covering the cost of chronic ill
nesses without sufficient treatment for
cases of short-term illness. The new
measure has answered these questions,
while following the basic principles of
the earlier proposal which I have out
lined. The States can now accept a Laim
ited version of the earlier plan or scale
the benefits upward, according to their
financial ability. The citizens of States
agreeing to participate can select the
first option under the program if they
feel first-dollar costs for short-term and
preventative treatment is more helpful
in their particular cawe.
The Javits proposal represents sub
stantial progress in finding legislation to
answer the question before us.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 10 minmtes to the distinguished
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
at the outset I state with all the em
phasis I can muster that I support H.R.
12580, the bill to amend the social
security law. I support it, although I
hope later in the day or tomorrow to vote
for amendments which will make it a
better bill than it is in the form renorted
by the Committee on Finance. At 2
o'clock today I propose to vote against
the Jivits amendment, and at 6 o'clock
this evening I propose to vote in favor
of the Anderson amendment.
The amendment which we are con
sidering. offered by the distinguished
senior Senator from New York (Mr.
jAvrTS]. is a step backward, In my judg
ment, although it certainly has merito
rious features.
The Democratic National Convention
this year adopted a platform which is
designated '_The Rights of Man." That
platform was adopted a few short weeks
ag-O. In It there is an obligation which
the Junior Senator from Ohio recognizes
and intends to adhere to. It is my hope
that the Senators of my party, the
Democratic Party, will recognize the ob
ligation of the Democratic platform. I
should like to read a few excerpts from
it:
Illness Ls expensive. Many Americans
have neither Incomes
protec
tion to enable them nor
to insurance
pay for modern
health care. 'he problem is particularly
acute with our older citizens, among whom
serloua illness strikes most often.

Mr. President, protracted "Inesor ex
tne
ugcladhsia
aesol
tne
ugcladhsia
aesol
not be a financial calamity allicting citi
zen who are. 68 years of age and over.
Stupendous debt should not be the
penalty that the aged and the relatives
of the aged should have to pay when
serious illness comes Into their homes.
The social security system should be per
fected and amended to take care of this
situation.
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Th'le platform then goes on to provide:
We shall provide medical came benefits fo
the aged an part of the time-tested social
security insurance system. we reject any
proposa which would require such citizens
to submit to the Indignity of a means testa"Pauper's oath."
The amendment of the senior Senator
front New York requires a means test
sometimes called a needs test, compelling
Our aged to take that humiliating step.
The platform goes on to say:
Foe young and old alike. we need more
medical schools, more hospitals. more re-

search laboratories to apeed the final con-,
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Thbe
amendment will be received and printed.
and will lie on the table.
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr.-President.
I have made It clear that I support the
Anderson amendment and shall vote for
it at 6 o'clock tonight. I shall vote for
'other liberalizing amendments, also,
Mr. President. when on August 14.
1935, Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the
social security bill, the old a~ge. survivors. and disability insurance program
became the greatest law for the welfare
of the American people ever enacted by
Congress. We want to maintain this
program. It is actuarially sound, and
we propose to keep it so.
IPresident Roosevelt stated on the day
he signed the act:

quest of major killers,
I Will read one more paragraph from
our Democratic platform, because I feel
there is an obligation on the part of
-Senatorswho are members of the DemioThis is a cornerstone In a structure which
cratic Party to support that platform. Is being built but which Is by no means
Ifwihi wek
afe w ae o hotcomplete. what we are doing is good, but
down the platform of our Democratic itI o odeogIn
Convention, or today vote against the
It is well known that at that time
social security concept by supporting the the most powerful lobby opposing soJaVits amendment, let no one point to cial security and urging its defeat, just
the Jumior Senator from Ohio and say as it is the most powerful lobby today,
his was the assassin's bullet.
urging the adoption of the Javits;
The Democratic platform states--and amendment, was the American Medical
I feel an obligation to support it, and Association,
I want to support it, and I am glad to
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
support itSenator yield?
The most practicable way to provide
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. I shall be happy
health protection for older people is to us to yrield a little later,
the contributory machinery of the social
Mr. JAVITS. I shall yield a minute
security system for Insurance covering hoe- of my time to the Senator from Ohio.
Pital bills and other high-Cost medical servMr. YOUNG of Ohio. I shall yield in
ices For those relatively few of our older a moment. If the American Medical
People who have never been eligible forAsoito
Isntopsn
th aisT
social security coverage, we shall provideAsoatoisntopsn
thJvi
corresponding benefits by appropriations amendment, which we are now debating,
fromt the general revenue.
I shall be very glad to learn that. I consider that there are many
That Is a clear-cut pledge. The features in the proposal of meritorious
the senior
amendment we will vote on at 2 o'clock. Senator from New York. I have so
in my Judgment, Is a violation of that stated. However, I oppose the Senator's
Pledge. The 87th Congress convenes in amendment because it is not tied to the
-about 4 months. In January 1981, for social security system, which even the
the welfare Of the Nation and for the Governor of the State of New York has
peace of the World. if the bill reported declared is the proper approach. I now
by the committee, as amended, does not yield to the distinguished senio: Senator
take satisfactory care of the elderly from New York.
People Who are not now covered by social
Mr. JAVrTS. I yield the Senator from
security, it will be a very simple thing to Ohio 1 minute. I know the Senator
act a few months from now. The Presi- from Ohio, and have great affection for
tientlal veto, which now hangs over the him I know he would not wish to be
Senate Will not then be hanging over the unfair. The American Medical Associ..
Senate, I am thankful to state.
ation is not backing my proposal. The
We shall, for those relatively few of only clue I have to their attitude is that
our elderly People Who have never been the Senator from WVisconsin [Mr. Paoxeligible for social security coverage, pro- seats and I debated with Dr. Annis, of
vide corresponding benefits by appro- Florida. on a television program relating
priations fromt the general revenue. I to this type of legislation. I think the
support the committee bill, but I submit Senator from Wisconsin will bear out
at this time an amendmentMY statement that from what we could
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The learn, Dr. Annis was clearly opposed to
time of the Senator from Ohio has ex- the Anderson proposal and to my own,
pfred.
.Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. The fact that
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I the American medical Association-that
yield -to the Senator from Ohio the time is, the ruling clique of delegates in connecessary for him to conclude his state- erol of it.-Is not supporting the Javits
mfeilt.
amendment enhances my present opinMr.- YOUNG of Ohio. I thank the ion of the Senator's amendment.
hg
Seao rmMcia.many
good features. Nevertheless, I
Mr. President, I submit an amend- hope it will be defeated because I believe
ment to -the Pending blil. The aniend& the Anderson amendment Is a better
ment would extend the coverage of the amendment; and I believe we can adopt
Social Security Act to the physicians the better amendment on the floor of th
and surgeons -of the Nation.' I ask senate later today.
unanimous consent that the amendment
Mr. President, the house. of delegates
lie o the table and be printed,
of the Amertean medical Association has
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been operating in a high-handed, arbi
trary. dictatorial manner. In my State
of Ohio and in the States of Pennsyl
vania, New York, and New Jersey, phy
siclans and surgeons have asked to be
included within the beneficent provi-.
sions of the Social Security Act. I hold
in my hand, for example, many talegrams and letters-almost 40-which I
have received in the last few days from
physicians and surgeons in all parts of
Ohio. They all contain messages simi
lar to those Which I now read:
Pleaae vote to support amendments to re

store physician coverage in social security.

Doctors desire that.

Please use your influence to reatore cov
erage of phy'siciana.
Vote for social security coverage for phy
aiclanis.

Here is a package of telegrams.
Although the physlcians and surgeons,
referenda taken in various States.
have expressed a wish to be included
within the Social Security Act, those
willful men, holding onto their jobs and
Operating the American Medical Associ
ation as their own private property, have
succeeded in having coverage for doctors
stricken out of the bill reported by the
Senate Committee on Finance.
The pending bill has many good fea
tures. It permits those who are covered
by social security to earn $1,800 per an
num after retirement instead of only
$1,200; and even the $1,800 will, we hope,
be liberalized a little later today. Dis
ability benefits now commence at age 50.
tisamfruefrmnadwmn
T
tisamfruefrmnadwmn
who have been gainfully employed, who
have paid premiums Into the social se
curity fund, but who have then sud
denly become stricken at age 30. 35. or
40 and are totally and permanently dis
abled and may never again be gainfully
employed. At the present time, under
the social security system, such unfor
tunate persons must wait unftil they
reach the age of 50-if they live that
long-b4efore Participating in retirement
benefits. Under the amendment of the
committee such payments would begin
imm~ledlately, regardless Of a PersOn's
age.
The American Medical Association has
made it very difficult for the aged of our
country, who are not in good circum
stances, to pay from their own f unds
for hospitalization, surgical and medical
expenses. The little group ofwillful men.
who run the American Medical Associa
tion have upped the requirements for
admission to medical schools. They
-have, In fact, so acted that there is an
acute shortage of medical schools and
medical departments in our universities.
The fact is that due to the actions,
over the years, of the leaders of the
American Medical Association. there is
an acute shortage of trained physicians
and surgeons in every section of the
United States. The situation is becomIng more acute. As it becomes more
acute, the cost of medical and surgical
attention mooms uipward.
Mr. President. I should not admit this
publicly, but as a young. lawyer, with a
youing wife, In my first year In the prac
tiee of law in my home State of Ohio.
Inmade $710. Todaywhen aman leaves-
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medical school as a practicing physician
and surgeon. he does not have to struggle. as the present Presiding Officer of
the Senate. the distinguilshed Junior
Senator from North Dakota [Mr. Busicicl, and other Senators. as young
lawyers. -struggled in their earlier years.
Immediately, the income of a young
physician or surgeon is very substantial
and rises rapidly,
The highest paid group of professional
men in the country are physicians and
surgeons. Now the dictators of the
American Medical Association are seekIng to Impose restrictions which would
bar doctors from foreign nations. despite their training, and admission to
the practice of medicine in their own
countries, from employment in hospitals
In the United -States in any capacity;
this despite their training and experience in their own countries.
Twenty-five Years ago the American
Medical Association lobbied against and
fought the social security proposal. It
denounced it as state socialism and socialised medicine. Mr. President,. social
security was and Is neither.
Despite the fact that physicians and
surgeons In Ohio and other States have
voiced, by overwhelming vote on every
referendum taken, their desire to have
the benefit of coverage In our social
security program, during recent years
the American Medical Association lobby
has opposed coverage under this beneficent program for physicians and surgeons of the United States. -That is the
present voiley of that small eliaueDespite their wishes, physicians and
surgeons form the only 'professional
group who do not pay social security,
premiums and are not covered by annuitles purchased In the Old-Age and
Survivors' insurance System, affectionately known to millions of Americans as
our social security system,
.This AMA group fought the Pbrand
bill and was Instrumental in causing its
defeat In the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives,
and Is fighting libelialization of the
asoca security system to provide some
hospitalization, nursing, and surgical
benefits for elderly retired -persons in
need. It did that despite the fact that
there wa's nothing In the Forand bill. or
In any other seriously considered legislative proposal to liberalize the social
security law, which would prevent individuals from employing the physi-.
clans and surgeons of their own choos-.
Ing, or would prevent physicians and
surgeons fro
choosing not to be so
employed by any Individual they may
not desire to attend, .the
Mr. President, the bill now before us
Is a. good one. .It Is an extension of
our sociall security system. The actuarlea of the Department of Health. Edu.cation, and Welfare, wh a.see under
tedhreetion of the Secretary, a nember of President Eisenhower's Cabinet,
amee that'this bill Is a good one, and
point out that the Anderson amendment
Wil be actuarially sound and will eontUne to be so, with Its small Increase of
rsn Ah premium--an adiinlin
one-fourth of I Perenat padb
uloyer and employees and the-ihh
of I Percent paid by the sefemryd,

SENATE

Mr. President. the United Sttes is the
only important nation in the entire world
in which there is not some form of, ur4-.
versal state insurance for sick, aged
people.
Anyone with a sense of history realizes
that the social security system will always remain with us. Since the time
when President Franklin D. Roosevelt
first proposed It to the Congress and
since he signed the Social Security Act
in 1935. not nne Republican presidential
candidate has ever advocated repeal of
the Social Security Act, although Republican candidates for the presidency like
to orate against the New Deal. I doubt
that any presidential candidate will ever
advocate its repeal,
It is a fact that officials of the Eisenhower administration have adopted the
theory of private old-age health insurance on a voluntary basis. Governor
Nelson Rockefeller very accurately stated
that this proposal Is fiscally unsound.
His position on this tremendously Inmportant subject is that the social security
law should be amended and liberalized,
and that surgical and hospital care and
attention for our aged should not be on
a Government-grant basis, at the tapayers' expense, but should be tied to
the Old-Age and Survivors' Insurance
System.
We of the majority In the Congress.
have all along proposed that.
Mr. President. let us liberalize and
amend the Social Security Act in the
ways provided by the Anderson amendment- Leti~usrjc

tha .Y..its amend-
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over 65 are capable of financing their own
health care and are prepared to do so on their
own. without Flederal Government inter
vention.
The release also states:
The study disproves some dangerous mis
conceptions about the aged. Dr. Larson said

It shows that most of these persons are In
good health, not sick, and are in moderately
good financial condition, not hardship cases.

The release goes on to cite a number
of participants or. in the study at least.
persons who were said to be participants
by Mr. Wiggins and Mr. Schoeck, the au
thors of the report.
On August 18 the Wall Street Journal
published an article by the same two
men. Mr. James Wiggins and Mr. Helmut
1-choeck. I must note that the article
was published on the editorial page of
the Wall Street Journal, and on that
page the Wail Street Journal does not
always follow the same standards of ob
jectivity that it follows on its financial
pages. and does not seem to impose upon
its editors and those who contribute to
its editorial page the same objective
standards that it imposes upon its Wash
ington reporters.
But, In any case, the Wall Street
journal published an article based on
the so-called scientific study which was
the object of the release by the American
Medical Association.
Mr. President. on yesterday I inserted
in the RECORD comments by a number of
sociologists who, according to Mr. Wig
gins and Mr. Schoeck, are said to have
participated in the study. I should like
to quote from a few statements made by
some of those sociologists, who have
commented since the release was made.
One of them, Professor Noel P. Gist.
professor of sociology at the University
of Missouri, wrote as follows:
The AREA news release, Intentionally or
otherwise. Ignored these qualifications. in
stead, It has presented data on a limited and
restricted sample of older persons as if this
sample were representative of the aged
population In general. For this reason- the
statements In the AMA news release are both
misleading and deceptive. The average

ment. Then, let us go forward and provide hospital care and attention for our
aged, but not on the basis of a Government grant at the expense of the taxPayers. Instead, let us tie this program
to the Old-Age and Survivors' Insurance
System, as is proposed in the Anderson
amendment,
Whether the physicians and surgeons
In the Nation are included under social
security is a matter of relatively little
concern, to be frank, to some Members
of Congress who over the years have
been amazed at the failure ofthHos
of Delegates of the American Medical newspaperIfrmeade wouldeproabl nots be su
Association to respond to the wishes of fcetyIfre
odtc hsdcpin
the majority of the physicians and surMr. Leonard Z. Breen, associate pro
geons of the Country. The intelligent fessor of sociology and coordinator of
and forward-looking physicians and research In gerontology at Purdue Uni
surgeons who have been clamoring for versity, at Lafayette, Ind.. wrote to the
social security coverage, many of whom Senator from Michigan [Mr. MCNAXARAI,
have been sending me telegrams in the chairman of the Senate Subcommit
which they ask to be included, are not tee on the Aged, a letter from which I
properly represented by that little group quote the following:
of dictators.
I must report that I was appalled to read
Mr. MCCARTHY. Mr. President, will the paper which I found to be of poo qualty
Senator from Ohio yield to me?
of scientific researelh technique sad writ
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Yes. Mr P'..
ng~ Indeed. I regretted at that point that
dent: I yield to the distinguished junior Ipaper without av
ohaeacpe
h
having seenit In advance,
Senator from Minnesota.
especalaly since It would be presented before
Mr. McCARTHY. I thank the Sena- an audience of internationally known scien
tor from Ohio for yielding to me.
tists who might think of this as representing
Mr. president, I Wish to add to coin- Amaericaz sociology. P-tunately. I. had
ments I made on yesterday in regard take the precaution of appointing a wella somcaled s lentific aeogiastd
owhighly competent research sociolo
which was the subjectof a--gist.,
as thediusatOthppefolwn
a
I" presentatio* (a standard procedurs In
by the American -Medicalhmeamao
.eftnofug
thiskind).
Monday, August 15. The
relesred
I discovered also that a prens release had
part as follows:
peenarepud and. dIstributed pdri. to the
An I dependont national my"r Just eg.
~atdby unvuiy o
teig empbstiesny
ovs thast the grat insoty at AMOeae
eam

Presentation of the pawe: this press re
lese" had zWebee prepared by the press
sin
*atthecogrss and I do not&know now
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Who did prepare It. The release was couched groups, They moved on down, eliminat- or couple Income when they state -Tho
In Mach terms, however, which made It ap- ing one group after another, after hay- modal cash Income reported was between
parS8 that there wers Motivations in it
rIngsaid that if one is going to study *200 and $3.000. Half of the respondents
relese othe than t
dissemilnation
peso
vr65yaso
ge n hud reported Incomea In excess of *2.000 per year
scietifc kowldge
Peronsove
65yeas ofage on shuldand 1 of 20 reported more than $10.000 anscetfcknwegtake
into account the fact that they
'vary nual income (p. 9).
I read further from the sanme letter to greatly one from another.
Income data is usually reported In terms
the Senator from Michigan:
The wire continues:
of medians rather than modal categories.
I hope the above comments make clear
I am concerned, however, about certain In our study we reported a median Income
what I Intend: namely (a) we did not see of the findings In the Wiggins and Schoeck of *1.935 for men and $880 for women. In
the paper prior to its presentation at the paper which are In disagreeemen with find- describing these medians we said:
congress, (b) It Is far below the quality ex- lags from the study of. the Thealth needs Of
--The median income of persons 65 years
pented of a professional researcher, (c) It la older people with which I am associated, Of age and older with money Income In 1956
tOtally misleading, and (d) It was discredited My concern stems from Wiggins and asmeprein
thihadsom
survey wasco.300
themr
.by the professional research scientists pres- Schoeck's claims that "each person In themewhhasoeonyncetement at the congress meeting where the paper universe from which the sample was taken diau was *1.935. for women it was *880.
was presented.
had an equal chance to be included In the These medians derived from the National
Mr tsessrnet
esample."
Opinion Research Center sample are prob
M.President, tsesstag.om
ably somewhat higher than the true figures,
that the American Medical Association
That is an elaborate statement:
as a result of the methods of tabulation
would give publicity to such a report.
Each person in the universe from which used, that is, wherein husband and wife both
which Indicated that 90 percent of the the sample was taken had an equal chance received income from social Insurance propeope oer
ge aveno
5 yarsof t beincude inthesamle.grams
or from public assistance, the total
medicle povler s
t eIclddintesmpe
Inyacomeehaen
for the couple was reported as the
A alofuwelkwtemedicalprbes
The sample was not taken from the husband's Income because of the difficulty
prfssI1on has beel nver paticuediar
uves, I assure the Senator from Ohio. In differentiating between the amounts reprofeContinuingen
withpattheltelegram:rseceived by each member of the couple. The
opposing attempts of amateurs- to diag-Cniun
ih h
eerm
Census Bureau for the year 1956 reports a
pose disease. The medical profession
And that "respondents were found through median Income of *1.421 for men with Ingenerally argues that a Pero
the use of area probability sampling- in our come and a median income of *738 for
beeamndbyaomptn mme
sofl
study; also, every older person In the non- women with Income.
bte exmnedal professton.Bt
a
hemerewe Institutional population had an equal chance
-themedial
rofesion
Bu her weof being located and interviewed, and our
These figures are in direct contradic
find the American Medical Association, respondents were located through the tion to those which
were included in the
apparently without any hesitation, tak- use of area probability methods. Theoreti- Wiggins and Schoeck report.
ftr the word of a group of sociologists callY. If In both studies the samples repreI ask unanimous consent that the re

that only 10 percent of people over age sent all older people, and all such persons
65 have any medical problems,
have equal chances of being located and InIha
ugestemeicl rfesin terviewed, differences between the two Sam..
Ioo
sugso tathe
Amrcnmedical Aprofeso plea should fall within the range of sampling
lookto
Aerian
he
Asod-error. in
Opinion Researchi
atlan about this matter, Mdicl
because if such Center studytheourNational
findings on the utilization
an attitude. is continued, the point of health resources have been copared with
might -Comne when the American- Medi- the reports of the national health survey;
cal Association woquld recommend a self our reports on income have been compared
diagnosis and a. kind of "do it yourself with the reports of the U.S. Census Bureau
kit" so that a person would not need to and the Social Security Administration.
cosl
otra
l.Both
the health survey and the Census
conslt atall.Bureau
adoctr
employ area probability samples. in
This morning another wire was re- all of these
comparisons, the degree of agree.
ceived. addressed to the Senator from ment has been good between our reports and
Michigan (Ufr. McN~xA&Aa, again mak- these independent studies,
ing comment on this same study. The
I am therefore concerned
find major
aulthor of that telegram 1s Miss Ethel areas of disagreement betweento Wiggins
and
Shavus, senior study director of the Schoeck and our own research. By dIsagree..

mainder of the telegram from Dr. Ethel
Shanas. senior study director of the Na-
tional Opinion Research Center, be in
cluded at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the re
mainder of the telegram was ordered to
be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
ovrnetidfalprss
Ovroetidfalprsn85ndvr

ndvr

reporting money Income In this survey had

Inacomesa Of less than $1,000 a year in 1956 if
persons with no money Income of their Own
(Including wives whose total income Is re
ported by the husband) are added to that
group whose money Income was less than
*1,000 a year. it may be estimated that about
one-half (52 percent) of all persons aged 65
years and over had money Incomes of less
Naioa OiioesarhCetr.~
ment. I do not necessarily mean cntradic- than *1.000 in 1956 (Ethel Shanas. "Financial
ahoud
o red
lke fom his eleram tions between wiggins and Schoeck's Anud-Reorsoftegi."HahInrmtn
atudM
point:am
o this
edfo
ings and our findings. I would consider as Foundation. p. 3).
at hisPoit:a
disagreement any difference in. the mgi
Unpublished data from our study Indicate
At the request of Senator MCN*AXAaA I tude of the replies to comparable questos
that In 1956 the median Income for couples
am sending you a brief statement on the where such a difference In magnitdl
ol
both of whom were 65 years of age or over
paper, 'A Profile of the Aging: U.S.A., by not be explained by sampling Varain
was *2.21 for couples where the male head
Jaune W. Wiggins and Helmut Schoeck.
Careful reading of the Wiggins and wast 65 years of age or older and the wife
]h general, I agree with Professors Wig- Schoeck paper, however, leads me to believe under 65, the median income was *2,'628 our
glins and Schoeck that the "aged" cananot be that the authors have not employed an modal Income categories for couples, based
considered as a single homogeneous group. area probability sample as the term 1s COM- on 1966 data, was *1.000 to *1,999.
lPersons 5 years of age and over may differ moaly used In the literature. What they
In conclusion, because of the limitations
peatly fromnone another, Wiggin and have Is a quota sample drawn In 25 different of the Wiggins and Schoeck sample, finding
Schoeckt have Siads this point in an admira- areas of the United States. They personhm
fro tehei ianotbergestngranzd sgeto
vetot
bi3n0
fashion,
fore, not correct In saying "Every pesoi
dearcouaninotfb gheUnelited toathestta
the universe from which the sample was oleYopulation oftely
iedSats
'That Is an obvious~
point, X think it Is taken had an equal chance to be Included
generally accepted that one aged Person in the sample (P fi) -. Because of the difETHEL SHNAS,
Is not like every other aged person. The ferences in sampling technique, the Wiggins
Senior study dfretor, National Opin
Senator would agree; would he not?
and Schoeck findings cannot be comarped
ion Research Center.
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. That Is correc& with those of the National Opinion ReMr. MCCARTHY, Mr. President, any
Mr
study. The
Wigglns
and Member of Congress who has taken note
31dr cATY.Bttefati
McARTY.
lkitthefactIs htsearch
hatSchoeck Center
study apparently
Is based
on What
the Wiggins and Schoeck study did not the statistician Edward Doeming has called
of the AMA release or anyone who has
really cover acos section of the aged. a "Chunk" of the population. (W. E. riemin& been moved by the Wail Street Journal
After making this fine arid rather Gb- 1950, Some Theories of Sampling New York: article should look at these figures and
vious -staensent, they then sorted out Jobn W11ey &sons, p. a). The National snote the contradiction.
about :5 percent of the aged arid Made Opinion Research Center study, on the conMr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President, I

their stdy oan. that particular group,
Ureapethyddnttake Into acPbrxampe.
lay
aidsistaneThey
a
l-g
s idtanote
dCut i
eude in thelir study any7 e6cpting Pe0"
pie aver 65 who were members of the
white race.. They Ieft out all. other

trary. reseabWladi

general design the de. express my complete agreement with the
statement made by the Senator front
D taagencies.
toM neta
Because
hl ofomn
the limited
nyo
tim- havailable
iacat
I ask this question of the distinguished
data In the Wiglgins and Bchoc paper. x Senator from%Minnesota. He and I were
am not clear from the paper whether the both delegates at the Democratic Na
authors are speaking of individusi Incom tional Convention a few weeks ago. I
sign used by the Census Bureau and Other
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was a humble delegate at large from the
State of Ohio. The distinguished Sen-

offering an amendment, which would be
an amendment to the committee bill.

ator from Minnesota has been acclaimed calling for the establishment of such a

throughout the Nation as having made
one of the greatest nominating speeches
ever made In a national convention of
any political party in the history of this
Nation.
Does not the junior Senator from Minnesota feel that now, a few weeks after
this convention, and for all time, there
is a moral obligation on the members of
the Democratic Party in the Senate to
support the social-security approach and
to expand and liberalize the social
security system?
Mr. MCCARTHY. If the proposal to
develop a medical aid program as a part

of the social security system had been
initiated only at the convention, I would
say we should come back in the next
session and enact it Into law. But this
whole concept has been before Congress
for a long time. We have had hearings
on It and have had statements from
manny persons who are concerned with
the problems of the aging, so I -think
we have an obligation in that regard-an
obligation which was also sustained in
adoption of the platform at zse convention.
Those who are so critical of the welfare
state seem to be in a position of suggesting, instead of the welfare state. a sort of.
hand-out state. If I must make a choice
between the two. I will take the welfare
state.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
1.0 mlinutes to the Senator from Connec-

ticu (Mr Bus].
The PRESMn~IN
OFIE
The
Senator from Connecticut is recognized
for 10 minutes.
Mr. BUSHf. Mr. president, f regret
very much that we are rushiinna
poitcllncage.tmspeet
vt
a
pon tianissuaofsuc atrmopeend tous vore
tance to the people of the United States,

August 23

Mr. BUSH. Mr. President. I think
the senior Senator from New York (Mr.

Jsmsls has rendered a very real service
to the country in connection with this

commission by law, but after appraising
the political situation in the Senate I entire subject. This is not a new sub
concluded it would be an Idle gesture and ject for him. As he pointed out him
would get nowhere, so I shall not offer self, he introduced a bill more than 10
the amendment.
years ago very similar to the pending
However. I ask unanimous consent to amendment upon which we are going to
have the article from the Hartford Times vote at 2 o'clock. I venture to say the
printed in the REcoRID at this point.
Senator from New York has more back
There being no objection, the article ground on this subject than any other
was ordered to be printed in the RECCRD. M4ember of the Senate of the United
as follows:
States. I am grateful to him for his
FOLSOM VOICES CAUTION AGAINST PMI cA
exposition of his own amendment, which
AEDRUSH
to me. In the limited amount of time
(By Paul Martin)
I have had to grasp the detaiis of this
WAsHINGwoN-Formaer Welfare Secretary important matter, makes a lot of sense.
Marion S. Folsom urged Congress yesterday
First, we must realize It is quite clear
to defer action on a Federal health insur- that the House of Representatives will
ance Plan for old folks until after the 960 niot support the so-called social secu
election.
rity approach to this issue. The House
He said this Is no time to be enacting far- has said so in its own proposed legisla
reaching legislation "in a political atmoto.I
ol
eil
o
s nm
phre which would have a profound ef-.tn
Iuget.
touldabe idle fomausrei my
fconthe future. He also saId Congressjugettopsscham
srb
has not given adequate study to the situa- cause it would -simply mean there would,
tion.
be no legislation at all this year. If we
"There Is no rush," Mr. Folsom declared. are going to approach the issue in good
"This problem has been coming on us for faith and try to get, a bill passed. I
years. There is no emergency to justify think we should support the commit
hasty legislation. We ought to give plenty tee bill, which I certainly Intend to do.
do anythiing."
thsIt
is equally clear, of course, that the
Instead of rushing Into a new program President would veto a compulsory plan.
in an election year. Mr. Foisom suggested How do we know that? He has said
that an advisory commission be appointed so. He said so plainly in his press con
to study the entire field of health insurance ference a few days ago. Therefore, as
for persons over 65 years of age, with in- I have sajd. I intend to support the coin
structions to report by next March 1, to the mittee bill as the first step In the right
next Congress and the new administration, direction, because It would provide for

lucli a commission, he said, should in
fession. insurance industry, employers and
of the other alternatives which have
labor unions and the public. It should be been submitted, the Javits amendment
given an appropriation and an adequate staff appeals to me principally, and moreto conduct the study,
than the others, because it Is, first, a
To avoid political partisanship, he said voluntary plan. It Is designed for those
the commission might be appointed jointly who are 65 years of age and older who
by the chairmen of the Senate Finance and
Rouse Ways and Means Committee. both
t
epoetdaanthat
Democrats, and the secretary of Health. hazards but who cannot afford the full
especially the older people.
Education and Welfare in the Eisenhower cost of such insurance.
A few days ago I came across an article administration, a Republican.
Secondly, It is a program In which the
published in the Hartford Times, the
'This is the logical way of getting the subscriber himself pays a Modest fee
headline of which is "Folsom Voices Cau- best possible program," Mr. Folsom observed, toward the cost of his protection. This
tin MdialAi
gans
Rsh"rTids
is a complicated business.
should fee the Senator from New York has esti
TheAariclesay thdiat the fRmerhSee
go about It as we have the SocialWeSecurity
mtdt
ag rm$
o$28
e
Theaysthattheforer
rtile
ee-Act in the past. You would be surprised mtdt
ag
rm$
o$28
e
retary of Health, Education, and Wel- how much agreement you can get on a plan. year at the start.
fare, who succeeded Mrs Hobby in that once the facts are known."
Third, the plan would be participated
Job, said,. "This Is no time to be enactThe Democratic nominees for 1960, Sen- in by the State governments and Fed
ing far-reaching legislation 'in a politi- atcrs JOHN F. HEzNRDT of Massachusetts eral Government. This is important, I
cal atmosphere which would have a pro- and LrTenoN B. JoseNsowe of Texas. have think, because it stresses the responsi
found effect on the future."
listed a compussory health Insurance pTo'- bility of the States in this matter. The
He also said. "Congress has not given gust'
l~egilaio fo thi boti
asso States are closer to the people than the
adequate study to the situation."
Of Congress.
deaGorn
ntIbeevInhi
I agree with that. Mr. President. I do
However, the House haa passed and the kind of welfare program the States
not think this Problem has been given Senate Finance Committee has approved a -should have control over the administra
adequate study. I have In my hand the limited program of medical care for old tion of the programt. The Javits amend
record of the hearings, on the committee folks, to be handled by the States and n- ment clearly places the responsibility
bils efreth
hih
Snaeenth
uanced out of the Treasury general fund. for administration upon the States. it
whole subject. There were 2 day -of as proposed by Pfesident Eisenhower.
ams gives each State the option of buy
Mr. Jounseose wants to make health in
ing Insurance under the plan. if that
hearings, on June 28 and June 30. I- surnmce the next order of business in the seens to be the most logical
way for the
submit that with regard to an issue of Senate, after the pending minimum wage
this magnitude this Is entirely inadequate buil. aer. Kowwu has threatened a Soar Saeto handle its respongibiLlltes.
treatment. It is most unfortunate that fight to expand the program and put It
Fo~urtIL the Javits proposal appeals
we find ourselves in a position of having under social security taxes, as demtanded by because it would be finanmeed from the
to vote upon this serious matter at th'- labor unilons.
gieneal revenutes. The budget of the
time.
me. Pbim.00 now a direto, of the East- Departmen of Health.3 Education and

Mr.Prsienm
heariceorodtek
Co., Rochester, NT.Y. is reMartforesdTientgvethe vices of Mr. gar aas an authority on health sad wsHarfor
giesthevies
'ime
f M. fprogrms. He helped draft thes esgi
Folsom. He suggests the appointment of na&96Sca euiyAt n evdo
anomPartisan colmmission to study and two advisowy commnissdons une Presidents
to report back by March L I considered Roosevelt and 'Tumama

Welfare Is now about $ %1billion a year.
Itis tmu the Javits amendment would
M somethling on the order of $450
mIllion a year to that budget. But, Mr.
President. It emas to me this approach
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to the Federal Government's participa- President NixoN, Secretary of State hesitancy in endorsing the Javits bill which
tiOn In the program Is correct. because Herter. and the Junior Senator from would amend a measure voted out by the
it would put the burden of assistance Kentucky [Mr. MoaroxI in _offering a Senate Finance Comailttee.
upon all the taxpayers. and not pri- health care bill which eIbodied the bai
Flemming estimated that the Javits bill
mari'Iy upon the lower income workers principles and approach of the present woulddcotfo $020 million
Stots $960 milorn.
in the social security system. It would Javits amendment,
pares to a cost estimate of $1,200 million
not exempt a very large group of taxI do not want to repeat what has been for the administration's original medicare
payers who would be those best able to so ably presented by my colleague, the insurance package offered last spring as an
afford It. namely, those whose incomes senior Senator from New York [Mr. alternative to the Democratic-backed social
are larger than the $4,800 a year which JAVITSI-althoulgh I am sure more time security proposal.
Is the highest amount upon which social is needed to permit a better. understad
The HEW Secretary said the Javits plan
secrit
aid taes
Evrybdy
re
n Ig o wht te
vit am ndmen also differs from the administration's origi
thuiytxsaePid
vrbd
nIgo
wa
h
aisaede
nt al plan In that It provides an optional
teUnited States would have a part in offers-and particularly to offset the plan for diagnostic service and short-term
the welfare program, exactly as we par- widespread promotion of the Forand- illness benefits. The old plan focused en
ticiPate in the entire budget of the De- type legislation.
tirely on Insurance for long-term cats
Partment of Health, Education, and
The two amendments before us today atropblc illnesses.
Welfare.
rep~resent a conflict of philosophies:
Mr. SCOTTr. The Javits amendment
This is a welfare measure. It is for
The Javits amendment would preserve does encompass the administration pro
the welfare of individuals and it is for the dignity of the individual to selectPoafutemripovdsa
oe
the welfare of the country. For that and contribute to his ownLcare. the copos.frthermieovrge,it provsidesrabmor
reason, Mr. President, the burden should established right of the State to admin- lscompeesivt
oeaeatcnieal
be borne as a national one in the budget ister and participate-if it so desiresWith all due respect for the sincerity
of the United States.
in a program designed to utilize profes- of my colleagues who are sponsoring the
I have objected to the social security sional and commercial services through Anderson amendment and who endorse
apprOach because it would exclude many normal and established channels. It the social security approach-it is my
People from the program and it would builds on existing agencies.
conviction through contact with thou
also exclude many people from supportThe Anderson amendment would force sands of older citizens and through ob
tog the program who, in my view, if a program of compulsory participation servation of the public relations job done.
there Is to be such a program, have a in health insurance upon a large seg by those favoring the increased social
responsibility to it which they are wefl ment of workers through increased taxa- security tax approach-that they are de
able to discharge.
tion upon employer and employee; it luding those who will be forced to par
Mr. President. one thing which ap- would foster a superstructure of bureau- ticipate, and misleading millions who
Peals to me Particularly about the Javits cratic expansion; it would benefit (at need to benefit, but will not.
approach Is the emphasis upon Preven- this point) millions who have made no
To supersede upon the old-age and
tive medicine,
contribution to their health insurance; survivors insurance program, paid for
As I have said repeatedly, if we can and it would establish for the future a by the employer and the employee, an
keep People out of hospitals, we shall do socialized medical program, forced upon enforced participation in a health in
them a greater 'service than we could by both the professional medical men and surance program, which will Immedi
taking care of such people while they the working public.
ately benefit between 11 and 12 million
are in hospitals. That is one of the
There are certain points I would like to over 65's, who have never contributed a
strongest points in the Javits approach emphasize,
cent to the program, is in my opinion
to this whole issue.
Some doubts have been expressed that a windfall-the cost of which should be
Finally, it has been very clearly indi- the Javits amendment may not have liome by all taxpayers and not Just by
Cated that the Javits amendment is ac- the endorsement of both President Risen- those employers and employees who are
cePtable to the President of the United hower and Vice President NixoN.
preseatly paying into the social security
Btates. It seems most likely he would
I believe those doubts were dispelled by fund.
sign the bill with that amendment, the announcements made by the SecreThe combined social security tax is
Therefore if we really want legislation tary of Health, Education, and Welfare now 6percent. It will increase to 9 per
and not a Political issue, the Senate at his press conference yesterday- cent within a few years. I do not think
should vote to agree to the Javits amtend- which appeared in all of the newspapers for a moment that the one-half of 1 per
ment today. We have assurance from this morning,
cent additional tax which it is estimated
the President and the Secretary of
I ask unanimous consent that a part of will take care of the Anderson amend
Health. Education, and Welfare, who has that report be printed in the RscoRD at ment health Program will do so, or that
given months of exhaustive attention to this point in my remarks,
it will remain static any more than the
this subject, that the Javits approach is
There being no objection, the excerpt present social security tax has done.
In line with their th~inking.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
It has been brought out earlier that
I shall support the committee bill and as follows:
the fundamental difference between the
the amendment offered by the distinArthur S. Flemming. Secretary of Health. Javits-administration approach and tihe
g111shed Senator from New York [Mr. Education, and Welfare. today joined Vice Anderson or Forand approach is recog
JAVivs]. and I am grateful to the Senator President NIxoN in endorsing a scaled-down nition of the dignity of the individual
for yielding to me this time.
version
of plan
the administration's original Fed
eral-State
for medical care for the aged. and his desire to shoulder what he can
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator
Fleosming threw his support behind a o his own health program.
from Connecticut. Will the Senator medical aid bill introduced by Senator
In my opinion, this is a very impor
Yield back the remainder of his time? JAcos K. JAvrrs. Republican of New York. tant consideration. Our older citizen is
Mr. BUSH. I Yield back the re- and eight other Senators on Saturday.
still anl important thinking and acting
Mainder of the time allotted to me.
"I like the Plan.' Flemnming told a ne'vs part of our economy. He wants to be
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield conference. He said that he had noW dis- able to select his own plan of coverage
10 minutes to the Senator from Pena.. cussed It with President Eisenhower In detail and his own medical doctor or medical
sylvania.
but he added that the President had -made
Mr.SCTT
Mr Pesden.
hveit clear" to him that the Javits bili was services. The problems is that PresentMr. SOTT.Mr.
Pesidnt.
conseistent with the general prinaciples en- day medical costs have made it lImpossi
been associated with health Insurance dorse byteabnsrto
ntemdclRle
for him to afford the amount or even
legislation since my early days as a Mem- cars battle,
the kind of medical care he needs most.
ber of the House of Representatives.
Flemming repeated hisl view that the basic
To hold out.as a bonanza a federally
I have cosponsored the Javits amend- issue involved in the controversy is whether enforced social security tax health in
met since Its inception, because of my the Nation would be "regimented" or whethez surance plan to the 58 million workers
conviction that we must recognise the old people should be given an option to join who are now covered under old-age and
needs of millions of our older citizens financed
a voluntary
medical
vr nuac
suacismlednPop
by both
FederalInsurance
and State program
general survvm
sm~edn
rD
for adequate health care.
tax revenues.
aganda. A person who would pay Into
In 1949 I Joined with the senior SenaFlemming maid he had met with Nizoig OASI today for health Insurancetar from New York [Mr. JAMrSl. Vice earlier today and that NixoN had shown nO might continue to do So for 30, 40, or 50
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years before attaining age 68, and the
privilege of participating In Its benefits.
Andhe
beefi
ay
Ifdeah
evenverbenfitif
ver
And e myeat
ove-

This would be desirable, but I do not
think it will be the outcome.
sate
hae
mansoffinding
Mot
tats
hve
ean ofgrowing-by
Mst

It Is not simply that there are so many
of these peop*l-a percent of the popala
lIOn. It is not even 'that their number is
about 1,00 dally--eo that by

him, when for a decade or a half century

this insurance. Certainly it will be a
gradual development, and not one that
will bring a sudden impact upon the taxfacilitieci,
payer,
and upon our medical
n etimtedFedeal
ostof
'50
-o
An
stiate
Feera
cot
million for the Javits amendment. plu
en estimated 3200 million under te
committee bill for the public assistance
--nd medically indigent aspects-paid for

ame the high and Increasing east of Medical
care particularly drugs and medicines, and
persons have
fact that
the
to devote
partgoofmany
their younger
Incomes to the sup
port of aged relatives who can no longer
support themselves,
AVCNE

matching funds for an attractive pro- 1975 there will be 20 million In 'this age
takes him before reaching that age,
Why should we delude the younger gram, but It is impossible to estimate how gop
Two other factors aggravate the issue.
worker into thinking this program is for many persons will apply or subscribe for
he may be paying Into a fund for the
benefit of the older retired worker who
and
happens to be covered
survvor
th bytieold-age
inurace
o encta

meat?

survvor
t te

tmeinuracef enct-

And let us not delude our older citilzens over 65 who have not been covered
by old-age and survivors insurance, or

emotionally as well as economically.

They

,5N
Moreover. It Is precisely In the 65-and-over

group that the most acute need Is felt
peple forallof he eo-age
thos
eplomen
wokerwhse
isnotby alll of th
for hospital and nursing care, and for the
woker
isnotby
te peple fo al ofthepeo
thos
mplymenwhse
Covered by social security. There are plc-is not to be compared with the marvelous but costly drugs of the postwar
weight of paying for a social security- era. Most people spend about 619 a year for
millions,
The Anderson amendment does not Federal superstructure and an increased drugs; those over 65 spend about 842 a year.
Paying for such services and medications
cover any worker not covered under so- tax burden upon the covered workers
cial security, and It does not apply to any alone, who are already heavily tax- Is a real problem for many oldsters, about
or
ofAlmost
whom2.500.00
have Incomes
of 81,000
olde
r oerwhoIs
peson no
nt 65brdeed.half
are oldAmericana
olde
orove,
peronnow
wh Is 5ot urdeedless.
And who will the worker, now con- age assistance recipients; they are officially
Insured under old-age and survivors intributing to old-age and survivors insur- paupers. An undetermined number-estl
surance.
mated an high as 10 mi~llon-are not needy
What of those over 65 dependent upon ance, be paying for?
Mr. President. there is no way pro- in a strict sense but probably could not pay
Small Incomes or upon their families,
who would not qualify under the Ander- vided under the Anderson amendment stiff medical bills.
Private insurance helps those who can
son amendment, or might not qualify for excluding- the wealthy, the millionafford it-hut
not enough. About 35 to 40
under the indigent requirements of the aire, the comfortably fixed person, who percent
of persons over 65 were reported In
Kerr-Prear Provisions of H.R. 12530. as is thoroughly capable of paying for any sured for health care In 1956 by the Census
Bureau.
reported; for example, teachers, farmers, kind of medical insurance he desires.
Soest States provide varying levels of medi
Thiere is no way of excluding high incivil service workers, railroad em~ployees,
and phybicians, as well as many other come people from benefItting under the cal services for the aged-from the approxi
plan as laid down in the Anderson mately 817.000 a year spent by Alabama and
smaller groups?
I say this with all due regard for the amendment. Limitation on earned in- Montana to the *26 mIllion expended by
TRwUZ
PLAN
Provisions contained In the committee come is the only limitation placed upon New York.
ent eat pn tmro
h
bill, which covers those who are on public recipients of old-age and survivors in
assistance, or those whose incomes are so surance. Income received from invest- therewllbthr enae debaei poponsas eachro
small as to make medical care an im. ments-be it in the millions-does not backed by powerful segments of public opin
ion and political influence. Here are the
exclude the i-nsured.
possibility.
What will be the reaction of the low provisions and the arguments for And
The Javits-adminti~stration proposal
takes the "bitter pill" out of these prob- Income worker when he realizes that he against each.
First. The cesmlittee bill: This Is a
is contributing to benefits for those who
abilities.
It adds to the committee amendment a can well afford to pay for it themselves? measure originated In the House Ways and
volutarymedcal nsurnceThe

Javits amendment has an income
Program-ate

tailored by means of three options to the limitation for participation of $3,000 for
different categories of medical care and the individual. $4,500 for the married
services the subscriber may require or couple. We want to reach and serve the
older citizen living on a reduced income,
select,
PrioityIs
ive to revntie crewhich cannot stretch to cover the cost
expensive or extensive medical care.
pracievenivectares
too
Pricsority
Msegivenat
Me Javits amendment far surpasses
whchsun
edcl rctc dcatsto
forestall the hazards of chronic illness,
and which emphasizes Physicians' care any proposal yet before us in Srving
rather than overutillzation of hospital those who have served us in the prime of
and institutional facilities. This option their life-and who deserve a better
Is available at once to the subscriber, share in the benefits and comforts which
with no deductibility and no ecinsurance. medical science can offer.
Mr. President, I am very eager that
For the Individual who can p~ay his
own preventive care but wants to protect we secure a proper, fair, and just medical
our older citizens. I believe
theress
care
bWl forth
himself against long-term
thatrof
ilnes
l h programs submitted, the
the option wherein the Federal and thto
State Governments pay the major cost Javits program best fits the nefeds.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous conof lengthy hospitalization and related
services after the individual Ianus med., sent to have printed in the RzcoaD at
this point, as a part of my remarks, an
teal-expensesof $250.
ThIrd. is the option for the person who article entitled "Congress: Medical
wants to purchase his ow insurance Issue:' published in the New York Times
Sate

Committee
and expanded
SenMeans
It has by
the the
backing
Finance
Committee.

of powerful Senate conservatives in both
parties, with southern Democrats providing
a basic core of support.
This bill would provIde Federal partici
pation in a State payment of 812 a month.
specifically for medical care, to 2.400,000 per
sons on old-age a~sestance--slthough not all
Of them would need It. it a!su would per
mIt Federal participation In State payments
toodrprosntonmdaeassac

but unable to pay medical bills-probably
less than 1 million of them.
The cost to the Federal Oovernment would
be 630 million In this fiscal year. and 8160
million in the first full year. to be paid from
thatrit would cove npotnmany morentha ou
ou
nots
oppnent porethnt
geneal reveulcoes.
mi~llon needy oldsters, would be dependent
upon recurring appropriations at both State
and Federal levels and would Impose a 'de
grading' means test upon beneficiaries.
Its supporters contend that It help. only
those who need help and spreads the coat
Among all taxpayers. The plan appeals to
ithbigrellef rolls, and isput
Coveagedmiisasie fom
f Agust21.PoorStaes.
te
as one that President Eisenhower
coveage
he tat asde
acminirom o Auust21.forward
There being no objection, the article would not veto,
tered plan.. He may receive 50 percent
2:1219m wraV
ef his premium expense for a private was ordered to be printed in the Rzcoan,
Th scileurtapoc:
health InsuRanCe policy-not to exceed as follows:
Coesa:Mrnwrcas Issuc-Tem= Pz~ A.. This Is embodied In the Kennedy-Anderson
$30 per year.
amendment, which liberal Democrats will
Paoposco vo DeAL, Wrns IAscasmaae Nzs
to the committee bilL It la
or' Cuss Psaocoa FM Exas-ru Ixusuascs mek to a
I commend my colleague, the tenior
h
eao az
.Kuer
akdb
(y~
Wc~
Senator from New York on the maxiJOnominee; ad b the
bacemordc preSienatial
BTikr
mum estimates he has submitted in con
bth
August 19.-The. Schate ofDecrtpidat&none.n
wtmwith his amendment, I thinro.
the United States comes to grip. next week Democratic platfonm.
utieesiats
Ibsd
ashen
thyar
The plan would Imapose an Additional,
utsde stiate, bsed ashewith what many believe to be the moat
thaam
hag said upon full participation by all potent political Issue In domestie Polities: one-quarter of 1 peroent tax on employers
States and almost anl of the estimated the high eost of medical care for the Na, and employees to build up a fund from
utoch medical benefltd would be paid, when
Uoa8 s16 milio persons over as.
legibl persoris.
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needed, to those who are eligible to receive.
Old-age and survivors Insurance payments
and Who are over 68. There are about
6.500.000 of these persons, but not all are
rfeeving OASx payments,
The soeia security approach would not
reach the needy aged, but its proponents
seek to combine It with the committee bill,

which would. Those who received social security medical benefits would get them regardlesa of their means. They could choose
their Own doctors, hospitals and nursing
howes, and payments would be made directly
from the Government to these vendors of
medical care.
Benefits would Include 120 clays' hospital
care. .240 days' home nursing care. 360 home
health visits and diagnostic outpatient hospital services.
The plan would be fully self-financed. except that hospital patients would pay the
first 767of costs. There would be no drain
ou the Federal Treasury and no depend
ence on State appropriations.

V&r IRTXDmyself
President Eisenhower calls thls .'Compulsory medicine' and threatens a veto. Ofthers
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measure than the committee bill has been taken by the. fear that her money will
passed alresdy. 7hey acknowledge that not last until the end of her life.
President 11senhower has plainly signified
his intent to veto a compulsory medicine
It is only when we look at the financial
bill,
aspects of medical care for the aged that
CLZAR BrATG
we can see clearly how great our prob
But their strategy Is clear. They will go lems are.
to the country as the friends of the old folks.
Expenditures for medical care are
If their bill becomes law they can point more unevenly distributed among the
with pride. If President Eisenhower vetoes aged than among younger persons. Very
it. they can view with alarm. If they can- large expenditures for medical care
not pans It. they w-IlI try to blame the Repuboccur about one and one-half times
licans.
more frequently for the aged than for
The latter course. If It becomes necessary,.
may take some doing. For the real balance the total population. The costs of in
of power is held by the fiscal conservatives.
surance and other prepayment for the
most of whom are southern Democrats, aged generally are higher than for
Their strategy Is the simplest of all. They Younger Persons.
will vote against any and all liberalizing
Persons age 65 and over require more
amendments to the committee bill-Senator days of hospital care per capita than
KENNEDT and the Democratic platform not- any other age group. Available data on
withstanding,
hospital use by the aged population show

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President. I yield
15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont is recognized for 15

considerably more hospital use for per

sons '70 and over than for those 65 to
69. There are widely varying estimates
of the annual number of days of hos
point out- that It puts the burden on the minutes.
pital care per 1,000 aged, but It is safe
70 million participants in social security, and
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President. Con- to say that those 65 and over have more
that those who are already receiving OASI gress and the American people generally than twice as many days of hospitali
payments would contribute nothing for the can ignore no longer the fact that one zation per 1,000 population as does the
new med-ical benefits. The American Medi- of the most important problems facing population as a whole.
cal Association calls the plan socialized med- this Nation is how to provide adequate
More than 20 percent of all patients
kIcIn
health care for our growing number of in nervous and mental hospitals are 65
The social. security approach, however, has
powerful labor union. University and public senior citizens.
and over. In private mental hospitals.,
Support.
There are approximately 15 million about 42 percent are 65 and over.
3. Contributory Insurance: Originally pro- Persons now age 65 and over in the conIn 1955 the tuberculosis case rate for
posed by President EIsenhower. 'this ap- tinlental United States,-or about 8 per- persons age 65 and over was 83.2 per
proach wIll be put forward by Senstor JAcoa cent of the population. Every day the 100.000 as compared to 46.4 per 100.000
IL Avrrs and other liberal Republicans In a number increases by about 1.000.
for the total population.
somewhat altered form. It would provide
it is currently estimated that by 1970
Data from a 1954 survey of patients
Pdefray Sthe otfprymvate, vohlu ntaryihealth we can expect to have approximately 20 in chronic disease hospitals in five States
nsuray hcose o rvt.vlnayhat
million persons In the United States age showed an average length of stay for
Those subscribing could choose a major 65 and over-about 9 percent of the aUl patients of 15 mionths; however, one
medical. services plan, a preventive and POPUlation, Roughly two-thirds of the out of six patients had been in the hos
short-term medical option, or payment of aged are between 65 and 75. and one- pital for 5 years. The median age of
part~of the cost of Lanexisting private insur- third are over 75. More than 2 million these patients was 70 years
ance policy. The cost to the participating are over SO.
Nnt
ecn fteptet
npo
iniiulswudvryacrig oter
Census Bureau estimates of the 1958 prietary nursing homes are 65 years of
means. The minimum would be 10 percent. income of the aged show that 60 percent age or over; and the average age of
Persons over 65 would be eligible to par- of the individuals over the age of 65 had nursing home patients is 80 years.
ticipate. except those with annual incomes
over 63.000 individually or $4.500 for couples. incomes of less than 81.000. Census figTenme
fpyiinvst
e
and those needy aged covered by the com- ures also show that half of the families
Thp nmersoofiphysician2visits
pehghfr
mittee bill-to which the Javits plan would with older persons at the head had no personis 1.5d to25
timoes as high for
be added. Senator Jsvrrs estimated that more than $2,600 income in 1958.
geersosage
65pu
atind oveproasporto the
about 11 millon would -be eligible, in addiHow do the 15 million people of this ageneralsopulaition
The proporthyiiono
tion to those Covered by the Committee country, past 65. most of whom are with- cagedpes-honso wfithe15er yeore phsicanms
bill. The cost to the Federal Government out jobs, and living on small incomes
twcallshomeorl offie-goperyari. ams
would be about *450 million yearly,
meet the costs of medical care? Onlytwcthtoalaggrus
Beneficiaries would Choose their own med- aot4peenofhseeplhve
Mr. President. I think the facts which
kWa vendors with payments made Cm'such as absoute4hoperetalztof theserapeopl have I have given make it urnmistakably clear
in ordinary private health insuranc plans, some hospeitalizationduinsuatancesnotBenefits Would, vary according to the basic withstanding the fact that voluntary in- that theonresmust beaproducd attisl sies
option chosen by the participant.
surance coverage for the aged has been sia ofeteCogessalt
lawr whiho
to
llagved
--.
2=.c
increasing proportionately more rapidly agetrhat
rtcint
h gd
ar arythan for all age groups.
Basically,
there
are
three
approaches
The original battle lines thus
Drailaeonhuaiharmnlfyheto
the health-care problem which have
clear.- In the final analysts, however, much
D.WlaDnhe
himno
h
enpeetdt
h eae
ti
la
depends upon the attitude of liberal Repub- division of gerontology at the University beo tenpresente stotmnso
Sente.Itis
the
la
lcans. If they fall to put across the Javits of Michigan. says thatfo
h ulcsaeet
ftePei
insursnce amendment, will they support
Many old people neglect chronic Illnes* dent that he would be willing to give his
the liberal Democrats In the soclial security
(with greater cost later), others obtain med- approval to two of these proposals and,
approach. or rest content with the committee teal care by sacrificing other essentials of that he would flatly reject the third.
bull?
hsalthful living, or turn to relatives for help
No one has any doubt about the fact
if the former, they will have to buck the
p-that either the Javits proposal, of which
opposition of Vice President NEmoN, their
She believes the mounting number of I am a cosponsor, or the committeepresidential nominee, Who has Conaisten~ly admissions of older patients to mental reported bill would be acceptable to the
opposed sodial security as a vehicle for medi- hospitals is one example of the effects of White House. There Is no clearcut divi
cal benefits. If the latter. they will be ac- worry and leck of preventive and re-sinosetm
tInheS
aewic
cepting lese than they -desire and opening storative medical care of this group.sonfsetetInheeaewhc
the way for the Democrats to exploit the Many elderly people and .even some would give one of the proposals a subIsOwe against ther Party in the fall cam.. middle-aged persons are. emotionally stantial margin of support not enjoyed
Liealp Deort
ocd hyneed a beset by fears of becoming sick and not by the others. However, one thing canfew Republican votes to put over the soca, being able to pay for medical care.TisntbcoracedndhtIsheft
security plan. They also know that a socisliInsecurity, Dr. Donahue says, is the basis that a bill for medical aid for the aged.
aseurty bill would face tough going in the for what is called widows' disease, in founded on the social security system.
Rouge of Bepresentatives. where a narrower which an elderly woman becomes over- has no hope of becoming a law.
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It Is my understanding that In the
Listen to 'what the President of the
United States said at his most recent highly unlikely event that the Anderpress conference if you have any doubt son amendment were approved by the
aboutthis
ituaion:
useover Senate and by the W1Vte
abou thi sitatio: .. ouseand
I am for a plan that will be truly helpful House that the wealthy people in the
to the aged, particularly against illnesses country would pay very little toward a
which become so expensive, but one that is program of health care for the aged.
This is what the distinguished senior
freely accepted by the Individual. I am
against compulsory medicine, and that is Senator from Oklahoma had to say on
exactly what I am against..-and I don't the point when he addressed the Senate
care if that does cost the Treasury a Uittle
.bit more money there. But after all the
price of freedom Is not always measured
just In dollars.

on August 15:
I am advised by the representatives of the
Department of Health. Education. and Welfare
*
that about 40 percent of the na-

Augu~st 23

try has bandied its medical care probleams
we are at least entitled to the Comfort of
knowing that this is something essential to
the overwhelming majority of our people
65. But essentially the thrust of this
program for long-term hospital care applies
to roughly 10 percent of those over 65.
I cite as authority for this point the AindIn." of experts who met In a seminar which
I conducted with the College of Physicians
and surgeons in New York. I will key the
Senate to the report of that very fine sem
nr with the names of those who partici.
pated, who are probably among the most
eminent doctors In the field of geriatrics In
the United States.

That report showed that what Was very
The President is firm in his position tional income would make no contribution
and will not yield on the basic issue of to the fund if It were secured from a social desirable for our older people was preventive
health care of the kind which Is afforded by
the compulsory approach versus the voi- security tax,
amendment, andof which
Is notfrom
afforded
Sch
sitatin
sems
o
m
hihly
righly
ndeson
o.
hat
menhe
untay
eel. ad
aproch.He
prhas
Sch asitatin
semsto
e hghl
bytheamendment
the Senator
New
riehtl and prhoals ltke itdewoul bmenthe discriminatory because the cost of the Mexico [Mr. ANDEsSoreJ without any invid.
m tadpoofsalliet
co
opulsor
ntiona Anderson program would fall on those ious comment on that score, except to show
the thrust of these particular bills.
ainlwho can least afford to pay for it.
corilerstone ofacmusr
The administration has been forthhealth scheme which once applied to
Mr. President, another Important ad
the aged would soon be made applicable right in advising Congress with respect
to a health care program for the aged, vantage of the Javits proposal over the
to all Americans regardless of age.
For -the last two decades Republican The President has set down four criteria Anderson amendment lies in the fact
Members of Congress have brought forth which should be met in any health care that all those over 65 years of age may
take advantage of the Javits health care
countless health insurance and related bill.
Le us look for a moment at the program while on the other hand the
proposals for financing personal health
dervised onAlvolut aryo baesis haeben- criteria approved by the administration. Anderson amendment applies only to
bais.Thein-First, that the plan should be voluntary; those 68 years of age and over. WeUl
n
avolntar
devied
terest of our party in providing health second, that it should be financed in part ovner 2opsomillion toldetreapersn wialltb
care to take cawe of the cost of. major by the Individual; third, that it should be daene oproretuonity toegetngreather hihealt
the
higherprpoal
Illness is without equal in legislative financed in part by Federal-State co- care protetIon b esno
history. During the years 1949 through operatioii; and, fourth, that the FederalaglitinheAdropoos.
The distinguished senior Senator from
1955 Senators Flanders and Ives fought Govermnent's share of the ~c
for the enactment of a voluntary pre- should come from the general revenues. Ne York made it remarkably obvious
payment program for the entire populaIt is the President's philosophy that yesterday why his plan is superior to the
tion with Federal subsidy where needed. the greatest in terms of wealth should social security approach when he said:
We are constantly inhibited In the social
During those same years the distin- help to pay for medical services needed
security plan in terms of co-sts. becau"- we
guisghed sen-ior Senator from Vermont by those in the lowest income brackets.
h do not want the social security taxes to get
Ihv rvosypitdotta
and the distinguised senior Senator
euiytxs
u fln.Udrtesca
nderson amendment wil be~paid for lin
from Alabama also fought for thirow
billwhih
vluntry
wuldbrig
ealh lrgemeaure y tosewhoe icoms aburden is put on only 00 percent of the
large measure
less,
ewosicoe
income of the individuals of the country.
b wthewul brineolnachyo helowrn
I started to develop this point befora: As
insurance within teraho
o-n
r 480o es

come families.

In other respects the Anderson pro-

Between 1946 and 1949 the beloved posal is prejudicial to the welfare of
Senator Taft of Ohio Pushed a State-OP- those with small1 incomes.
Under the Anderson amendment the
erated program for the medically in
diget.
sbscrberthat
yoin, ntt.cstbsrbe must pay the first $75 of
of
the Javits proposal which I
Senator Huint. ofWoig
nr-cssUnder
duced a national voluntary health in-' have cosponsored, the individual pays no
surance plan for persons With incomes initial medical care costs whatsoever.
Reliable figures furnished by the De-.
under 35.000.
As early as 1940. 20 years ago, the partment of Health, Education, and WelRepublican candidate for the Vice Pres- fare bring sharply to focus the fact that
idency. Henry Cabot Lodge, advocated 90 percent of those over the age of 65
grants to the States to subsidize certain who are hospitalized have stays averaghigh-cost drugs and medical services.
ing about 14 days. The median hospital
Regrettably, all of these voluntary stay for all aged citizens Is 21 days.
health care proposals met with little,
Thowse of us who support the Javits
if any, action. Had any of the major amendment feel that it is crefully
ones been adopted, we would not be hay- drawn to meet the needs of older persons
y
.
astechvoeemeeae
ing the problems we are facing tolday.
ofv Hen
eealth dcainb thelDd
alhuh
hr s oo
asthent
ateto
elh
dcto.adWl
Mr. Prsdn
lhuhteei
of talk about pushing on to new fron- fare and other responsible sources,
tiers. I am reminded about the parable
Basically, the Anderson Program Is one
which formed the basis for the great geared to catastrophe and not designed
speech of Russell Conwell entitled to take care of the typical problem of
'Acres of Diamonds." Senators will re- the older pefats
member that the Principal charctr
I say this because the Anderson Prothis speech traveled all the way around gramn provides for 120 days of hospital
the world In search of a fortune Only care or 240 days of nursing home ca
to later find that a fortune was there for or 365 days of health services In the
home.
the taking in his ownbacyaird.
The distinguished senior Senator from
Pbi 20 years excellent voluntary
health-care proposals have been sitting Nqew York spotlighted the shtortcomings
right In the backyard of the Senate of the Anderson bill when h~e UN:
If we are going to legiulate a Pnm
and the Javita amendment, which Is befare the Senate, embodies tooe best of which marks such a usmendosm wrench
these proposal.

ivram the tradtionatway in whith ow coun-

between Democrats and Republicans--the
whole world Is turned topsy-turvy--the
Democrats are for a program, on the wholeI do not say every one of them will vote

way-whIch puts this responsibility on

the part of the population which is In the
lowest income level, and only on part of the
population. Hence. -At becomes subject to
the very argument which has been made here
so often against the sales tax as a method Of
fnancing the Federal bstablishinent. The
social security tax is put on about 70 million

payerswoaersosbl o 0pxeto
utthe
in
esp.onsbltn the
othr
tandty planh
punaote ofprsponsibltwon the tnotait thxes
because It comas out of the general revenues,
and therefore spreads the burden widely
and upon the basis of ability to pay, rather
than on the basis of wage brackets, which
into consideration under social secu
rthe It seems to me In this can5 the r0le5 of
h parties have been reversed. and In quite
an extraordinary way.
UnethJatsPosl.fwicI
nethJaisposlfwihI
am a cosponsor, an Individual will have
an opportunity to choose the approach
areb
lemst santd tofisnpersoal
sau healt
thees andtionancial sthavtus. There are
herptosudreh aia ln 1
the optiont of preventive care: (2) the
option of catastrophic care; (3) the op
tioit enablillg the Individual to particiPate In the presentation of a health In
surance poliey Of his own.
Under the first, option In the Javits
amenldment. the individual gets VeW
large benenits which begin. at amo
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There Is no deductible to discourage him not fit into the old-age assistance or
from getting the preventive medical care medically indigent categories. Notwithstanding their modest meant, however.
he needs,
Contrast this with the Anderson plan, they would be given no help by the
the McNamara bill, and the Forand-type Anderson amendment or the Kerr bill.
Under the Javits proposal, they could
Plan which tend to promote hospitalization and deemphasize the importance of take out health insurance with some degree of Federal and State assistance.
preventive treatment.
In closing. Mr. President. may I point
Mr. President. the second option In
the Javits plan takes cognizance of the out that I support the Javits proposal
fact tiat millions of Americans over the because its cost would be shared by the
age of 65 can afford a part of the cost of general population while the cost of Lhe
catastrophic illness but could not bear Anderson proposal would be carried
the major portion of such illness. Under principally by those in the lower income
the second Javits option which is geared groups.
I favor the Javits proposal because It
to the needs of those with a modest in
come. an Individual would have to pay emphasizes the importance of preventive
his lirst $250 of the cost of a catastrophic medicine and makes it possible for an
illness and 80 percent of the remainder older person without funds to get care
would be absorbed by Federal and State immediately-in contrast to the Anderson amendment which requires the older
contributions,
There are still other Americans, Mr. person to scrape up a deductible.
I favor the Javits proposal because it
Prsien,
howoldlie o elctthir
own medical care or health insurance contains three options, any one of which
Policy. For these older citizens, the the individual may choose according to
Javits amendment presents a third op- the lights of his needs and financial retion which would embody a govern- sources,
I favor the Javits proposal because it
mental contribution of up to $60 a year
to help them pay for the policy they s-in permit 2¾ million inidividuals between the ages of 65 and 68 to get help
deem appropriate for themselves.
Mr. President, every time a program of In securing health care protection while
Federal-State cooperation is presented the Anderson amendment would deny
In the House or Senate there are always pepeIMhiraeoyasitne.yedt
aeoyassac.
those who say. "Let the Federal Govern- pol nti
I favor the Javits proposal because it
ment do the entire Job; the States miht
laid down by the adcriteria
the
not want to participate." To those who meets
make this bland assertion I would sa mninistrationk and stands a good chance
that the record of the States in their of becoming a law,
Lastly. I favor the Javits Proposal beresponse to grant programs is a superb
It will not be the cornerstone for
The. gnrlcause
Tegnrlhealth grant program be- any compulsory national medical scheme
gan In 1936. Before the program had but represents instead another hallmark
been in operation 1 year all States were in the longstanding tradition of Feerl
participating. The same is true of the State cooperation in meeting pressing
tuberculosis control program, the water problems,
I think the Senate can have every
pollution program, and the hospital and
medical facilities construction program. confidence that if the Javits proposal is
The cancer control and mental health adopted, it will be approved by the White
programs were instituted In 1948. By the House. This confidence is based on a
end of the first year 49 States were par- statement Issued by the Secretary of
ticipating In the cancer program and 45 Health, Education, and Welfare at his
most recent Press conference. This ls
States in the mental health program.
The maternal and child health serv- what the Secretary had to say:
I have noat yet discussed In full detail With
ices program was initiated In 19,36. By
the end of 1 year 47 States were par- the President the proposal for medical caeI
ndbyth ed f yar alSenate on Saturday by Senator JtAvxrs. on
tiiptig
behalf of himself and eight other Senators.
States were giving full cooperation.
These figures and facts should put to The proposal, however. is consistent with the
rest the doubts of those who feel that basic principles which ithe administration
the States are negligent in facing up to has stated should be found In any program
responsibilities in health care and related for medical care for the aged.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
flelds.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I wish to
I do not know whether the junior
Senator from. Massachusetts has- ever thank the Senator from Pennsylvania
been Under Social security but if such [Mr. ScoTTn-I was not in the Chamber
should be the case, he would certainly be when he completed his remarks--and the
entitled to benefits under the Anderson Senator from Vermont [Mr. p~touryl
amendment, the Cost Of Which Would be for the most eloquent way in which they
absorbed by those principally in the have explained their stand for my
lower income brackets. The same would amendment, and also for understanding
it so well. I think this demonstrates,
be true of other wealthy people.
Mr. President, I think it'is significant too, the fact that my amendment Is a
too that there are millions of farmers clear and understandable alternative and
gouthtwytthcotr
h
who retired before those in agricultural
occupations were covered by social se-shudgouthtwytthconr
curity. They would be given some pro- as we talk on It here today.
Mr. President. a parliamentary Intection under the committee reported
bill If they are in-receipt of old-age as- Quiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
hlstmnce or are medically indigent. But,
Mr. President, some of these farmers do Senator from New York will state It.
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Mr. JAVrrS. May I be informed as
to the time which has been consumed?
The PRESEDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New York has 33 mInutes
remaining; the other side has 36 minutes
remaining.
Mr. JAVrrS. May I suggest that per
haps the Senator from Michigan [Mr.
McNAIIASA] might use some time?
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con
sent that there may be a call for a quo
rum, without the time being charged to
either side.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it is so ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll..
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call may be rescinded, and
that the time taken for the quorum call
may be charged equally to both sides.
The PRESIQDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it Is so ordered.
Mr. EHARTHE Mr. President. I should
like to speak for 10 minutes in the time
of the opponents of the Javit~s amend
ment.
r.PeintI
CAARA
M.
h Senato Mrom Peindeana. as
eao rmIdaaa
yedt h
much time as he needs to make his Pres
entation.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President. we are.
in my judgment, now debating one of
the most important and crucial domestic
Issues to confront the Congress in a
quarter of a century.
It was just 25 years ago when the Con
gress and the President. working to
gether. succeeded In enacting into law a
program providing some semblance of
security to our citizens.
Of course, at that time, there were
great cries of socialism, welfare state.
and other such epithets that tended to
becloud the issue. But a great President
and a great Congress refused to be
"-bullied."~ intimated, or swayed from car
rying out its constitutional responsibility
of providing for the general welfare--and
mean the welfare of all of our citizens.
But when this great social security pro
gram was enacted, our leaders foresaw
that it was a new system, that It was Just
a foundation, and that time would indi
cate the weaknesses and strengths of it.
and experience would guide congressional
action in improving it.
There are in this body today Senators
who were serving in Congress 25 years
ago when this program was debated and
approved. They will, I am sure, recall
the words used in the Senate report in
1935. in which it was stated that Inse
curity of the American citizen and reli
ance on public charity stem from four
sources: First, unemployment: second,
old age; third, disability and loss of the
wage earner; and fourth, lflness.
Cnresovrheea.hsatd
Cnresovrheea.hsatd
boldly in meeting some of these threats
to the security of the individual.
We have provided a system of unem
ployment compensation which has been
Improved periodically.
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We have attempted to remove the fear tion. and Welfare would present to Con- if all of these conditions were accepted.
Of growing old, by permitting retirement gress. At that time. I believe we were would you recommend to the President that
under the social security program. And Playing follow the leader, and Vice Prest he veto such a bill?
maydd
bnefts
hat e povied
tn- entNIXO son threaterendosedthe
cretsryftPLMMXNG. I normally don't dis
l ma adbeefis
tht w prvide
udnt NxoNsoo threater ndosedthecumcommunications that 3Ieither send or
der this program as a matter of right, administration proposal,
might think in terms of sending to the
not charity.
Now we Play the game In the reverse President on a matter that is properly be
We have provided a system of disabil- order: The Senator from New York of- fore the President. The President has stated
ity insurance which we hope will be Im- fered his proposal; the Vice President, time and again that he will not indicate
proved by the provision In the pending we'are told, endorsed It; and the Presi- what he will do with a piece of legislation
social security bill permitting the totally dent at the 11th hour, just yesterday, uni
It Is on hisfor
desk.
Certainly
It would
beinappropriate
mne as
a member
of his
-and permanently disabled to retire at any announced that it has his support.
administration to comment on a hypothetiage if certain basic requirements are met.
This situation Is, of course, confusing Cal situation as to whether or not I would
And this, too, is a matter of-right, not to many of us. The President never did recommend or not recommend.
charity,
submit a bill embodying his recommenSenator HARTKE. Let me change It then:
Time--a quarter of a century-has dations. When the President submitted Would you be very strongly opposed to It
shown the wisdom of the bold action his budget proposal, the message did not to such an extent that you would feel It
take in193. A
butthemos
skpti
eve cotemlat anyproramof
eWwould be unacceptable legislation from the
takete In193.
mst Al
bt
kepieen ontmplte ny rogam f mdi-viewpoint of the secretary of Health, Educa
cal--and there are some-admit that this cal care for the aged. The President's tion, and Welfare?
program has been one of the greatest state of the Union message did not mensecretary Ps~zsamzso. I stated to Senator
humanitarian programs in the history of tion the need for such a program.
DOVGLASs and I have stated to you that I
our Nation.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will would be opposed to the legislation. I stand
But. Mr. President. great as this pro- my distinguished colleague yield to me? on that.
gram has been, it Is still sadly deficient
Mr. HARTIKE. Mr. President, I am
The truth is the administration is
in meeting one of the grave threats to delighted to yield to the distinguished using the veto threat and clever parlia
economic and personal security-the fear Senator from West Virginia.
mentary manipulations in an all-out
of illness In old age, when income Is seMr. RANDOLPH. I do not wish to effort to prevent any really workable
verely limited, and when illness and the interrupt the Senator's presentation of medical-care program for the aged.
need of medical care are the greatest,
the various plans, including the one now That threat runs through all the veins
There is a grave human need, Mr. reluctantly approved by, the White of this debate; and if one had any doubt
President; and I challenge anyone here House. But when the Senator from In-. about it. the doubt was completely dis
today to prove otherwise.
diana mentions the threat of veto, It 1s pelled when the current issue of Busi
I do not believe it necessary to go necessary to call attention again to the ness Week tipped the hand of the ad
through all of the elaborate statistics in fact that proposed legislation passed by ministration, as follows:
order to prove that there is a pressing the Congress goes to the President, either
NixoN's original measure to provide *1.4
human need. The administration ad- for his approval or for his disapproval, billion annually from the Treasury funds
mits it. The Democrats admit It. The If he disapproves a measure which has for "catastrophic"' Illnesses has found
aged and their families agree. And the been passed by the Congress, he returns meager support in the Senate. However.
experts In health and medical economics it to the Congress with his veto message, the measure may be put forward as a lasthave proven Itt.
in which he states his objections to the ditch effort to try to block a social security
AUl of these accept the facts of the action by the Congress.
nuanced program.
special health needs of aged Americans.
But constantly during this administraSo that is the last-ditch effort that
their limited financial means to pay for tion we have been faced with the Presi- is coming before us.
these basic needs, and the limited role dential threat-and I use that word adMr. President, I did not mean to be
of insurance companies in solving the visedly-that if the Congress does not diverted from my remarks on the two
problem.
write proposed legislation in a certain possible alternatives. However, It does
So what we are really debating here.,-manner, It will be subject to a veto; We become disconcerting to see this matter
M0r. President, Is not whether there is a have been told that either directly or by made a political football. I should
pressing and critical human need, but, implication.
like to comment briefly on the two ap
rather. howwe an tofill it.
I thinkIt Is clear that there has been proaches. In doing so, I am trying to
At this Point, Mr. President. I want to arrogated to themselves by those on consider on a purely human-need basis
emphasize my support for the medical Pennsylvania Avenue a power which uin- this problem of health Insurance for
car amendment approved by the Senate der the Constitution is not possessed by the aged.
Finance Committee, and authored by the Executive under the checks-and-balI think the issue has been resolved
MY good friends and colleagues on the ances system under which we operate, to three questions:
committee, the distinguished senior BenMr. HARTKE. Mr. President, cerFirst. Who shall benefit from such a
ator from Oklahoma (Mr. KZRaJ and the tainly the distinguished Senator from program?
distinguished Junior Senator from Dela- West Virginia has spoken the truth. ,
Second. Shall eligibility be a matter
ware (Mr. Famal. I compliment them
In substantiation of the point he haes of right or a matter of charity?
for Improving the old-age-assistance made, let me point out that at the hearThird. How shall the program be fi
program and for providing for additional togs held by the Finance Committee, I nanced?
fuide for other needy individuals,
had the following colloquy with the SecNow. I propose to answer these ques
But, Mr. President, that measure dqes retary of Health, Education, and Wel- tions as logically and dispassionately as
not provide an adequate medical care fare, as appears in the hearings on page posbe
Program for all of our senior citizens. 178:
Fist. Anyone who chooses to should
3t must be supplemented. We can'do
senator Hasvxz. since you state the need hv h ih
obnftJs
say
that In either one of two ways: We can is so great and that pederal action isaneche riho osbes eisJsthay
accept the Eisenhower-Nizon-Javits msary, if the Congress should accept thne
s h ihtt
no
Public charity approach, or we can ac- benefits which you propose, and If we ac- social security retirement benefits. The
cept the dignified, time-tested, prepaid cepted the deductible provisions which you social security program is the only one
Socilaproah.have
scuriy
proposed and if we extended the cover- which treats all Americans
and
soia aac.age
scuit
to help thos who are not covered under in which virtually every alike
American
I do not wish to be critical of our great the social security program, but either in worker today participatesa. It provides
President. But I would like to ask who one of two fashions put on an attachment the nearest-perfect base for this health
Is leading whom.,
that the payment be by social msecuity or insurance program.
IHI 11eall correctly, earlier this session by Payroll ~tax. would your oversensitivity toP
the Senator fro New York ubitdathis
particular approach be such that you
Shall we deny to the senior citizens
Woslwhich was similar to te
stil oppose this legislation?ofIdafrIntcethbneisf
teoe would
Secretary
FuZm5atw.
Iso
Indicated
to
Sen.
a
health Insurance program simply be-.
n" ow
pndg Soon thereafter the Firm- &torDovraLAS and I will Indicate again.
cause a State
administration has not
Ident said he had a program of his own
smntor H~wrim Ana in your opiniom. the cnerne or the energy or the ability
which this Secretar Of Health, Educa- would you recommend to the President that to set up a program? We have seen
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tM this Congress that the Federal-State
These are the words used In the rity are attempting to build up the
system of rural libraries has no partici- 1930's. How familiar they seem today. edifice.
Patton in Indiana, and about one MU- Yet. self-help, thrift, and forethought
President. we cannot simply look
hion citizens of my State are. thus. de- still fit Into the scheme of things today. at Mr.
cold statistics when we consider this
Died access to libraries.
And social security has worked, Is work- problem,
Second. I see old age health insur- lug. and will continue to work.
No citizen of this great Nation Is a
anc as something which ought of right
Mr. MCCARTHY. Mr. President, Wil Mere Statistic.
to be available for every American. the Senator yield?
Had our great Founding Fathers been
Every plan except social security plans
Mr. HARTKE. I am happy to yield to Influenced
statistics we never would
Puts a needs test upon the Individual the Senator who is a member of the have becomebythe
great democracy we are
who applies. It calls upon one who Finance Committee,
today-the greatest nation In the world.
has; paid for his home to sacrifice that
Mr. McCARTHY. Is not the Senator
We have become great because we bebefore he can be eligible. It calls upon aware of the fact that approximately 18 lieve in the human dignity of man. We
a senior citizen to beg for assistance.
to 20 mIllion veterans either have avail- consider all men as individuals. This is
Let Us recall for a moment what able or actually do use the veterans' medwe are different from some other
Franklin Delano Roosevelt said about leal care program? Is there any indica- why
nations of the world.
the social security program:
tion that their incentive or their
I can only refer those who fear every
r see la America where those who have can spirit has In any way been Ameridulled action we take in providing for the wel
reached tbe evening of their lUfe shall live as a, result of that program?
fare of our citizenls to our Constitution.
out their years in peace. in security, where
Mr. HARTKE. To the contrary, their Have they so little faith in that great
pe nsin an atnsr at cigh *ifl
incentive has been strengthened and document and the safeguards it coil
iventair
ben
Uho
thrUgh aaumatters
long life ofrightnetowthoselabor ' hiave servedthifureasbnlghndwthetheir families and their Nation so we.
gard to their ailments and medical care. ans
Mr. President, we cannot be misled.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Does the Senator We cannot afford to avoid the challenge.
DUd Jesus tell the sick and the poor think
it Is un-American for veterans to We must act now. And we must act
to Pawn their clothes before the coM- receive medical care under the veterans' boldly. Meeting this challenge and reInfnity would help them? Did Isaiah program?
moving one more fear of growing old is
tell the people to cast off the aged and
Mr. HARTIKE. Not only is it not un- democracy at its finest. Let us permit
let them shift for themselves? Did they American, but it Is a part of the spirit our citizens to help themselves. And let
Put aLprice tag on mercy and Justice and a part of the American way of life, us follow the dignified approach embod
and righteousness?
cATY
thsnthdayle
norsca euiyporm
Charity medicine, I submit. Is Poor ~Mr. MCRH.I
a o a n
e norsca euiyporm
medicine.
efcot uponl their spirit of patriotism. or
If we do not, we shall still have a proThird. In the matter of financing, their dedication to the free enterprise gram under
only two groups in our
much has been said. Much of what has system, and aUl the other elements that society todaywhich
can afford to be sick when
been said merely clouds the issme
go to make up the American way of life, they are old--one must be destitute, or
I think we can aln agree on certain has it?
one must be rich. That Is not the proper
facits If a Person is eligible for benefits
Mr. HARTKE. The Senator from
to Provide for our people.
and he must be confined to a hospital Minnesota, as he usually does, has stated Way
I should like to ask my distinguished
for aLgoiter operation, for Instance, the th case quite well. So far as the oppo- friend,
the Senator from New York, a
eost Is the same--exactly the same-no nents of the social security approach are few questions.
Is it not true that, with
matter how the hospitalization and sur- concerned, they do not want to Meet the respect
to the enrollment fee which the
gery are paid for. it costs a certain type of challenge which the Senator, in Senator has
Provided in his proposal.
amount whether the individual pays a few words, has stated,
there Is a provision for either $9 or $12,
himself, whether It is through an Insur-.
I car not whether a specific bill is but such a fee is the minimum fee, and
01111e carrier, whether the State pays, as called the Forand bill, the McNamara the States could set a higher fee if they
the administration Proposes, or whether bill, the Anderson bill, or the Kennedy so desired?
It Is financed through social security, bill so long as its program is sound.
JAVITS. That Is correct; that is
There is no bargain basement, no fire They are alike in that they all would theMr.
fee which stipulated. I think it is
sae for health insurance. it is foolish Provide guaranteed, definite, and self- fair to say we isestimate
that to be about
to state that one plan Is less costly than respecting programs of medical benefits the optimum amount which
would be
Another. The only way any plan can for millions of senior Americans through charged to the individual.
be less costly is to eliminate benefi- a system of self-financed, pay-as-youMr. HARTKE. Would not my distinlaries or benefits, In any case, it has work hospitalization and related insur- guished friend agree
that this is, in and
nothing to do with flnaneinig.
ance.
of Itself, a heavy tax on an unemployed
If. Indeed, any 'financing plan Is less
Mr. President, the Issue, simply put, retired group, and that it is equal to or
antly, It should be social security be- is this: The Nixon charity approach, More than the -social security tax of $12
cause the necessary administration is based on Inadequate State welfare
annually to be paid by a full-time emset up and In operation. only the so-' grams and payments out of pocket produr- ployed Younger worker under the Ander'
cial security Program Is one In which ing retirement, versus the social secuiuty son Proposal?
virtuall every Worker participates and approach, based on contributions while
Mr.
I do not agree. I think
would be In Position to lay -aside in one is working and then benefits-as a both ofJAVITS.
us have already agreed that the
e=eOw OAamount for Protection of his right-when one is retired.
Kerr-Wrear approach would look after
health In the evening of his life when
The principle of social security is well the people who have no capability at all
health needs grow and Income declines, established. I doubt there Is one in thi in respect
to health care. Therefore, we
Here we are in 1960 quibbling over Chamber who favors the repeal of this are now talking,
about the
facts and figures. lIstening to the same great and humanitarian act. We cannot, people who have realistically,
some capability. I do
old record of those who have eyes, but however, overlook the fact that there are not see there is any
with regard
seeth not; of thos who have hearts and those who-would tear down the principle to the effectiveness ofbarrier
the plan involved
nnesf but do not feel. The old pho- of social security--the edifice upon which in the very modest fee.
nograph record spins, but the labeI is It is built, Those who would circumvent
Mr. HARTKE. I should like to ask
that of 1935. When social security was this social security system In a health my distinguished friend
from New York
debated In 1835. the-record proclaimed:
with regard to page 16903 of
'When individuals realize that the cninsurance program for the aged would athequestion
CoNcaszssxom RzcomD for Saturday,
definitely count upon public monear tear down social Security, because such August
on which page there Is printed
aid except in eases of adversity, the i-cucumvention defeats the very principle a table 20,
showing the number people It
centive for Individual self-help, thrift. of social aecurIty-PrePaid assistance for Is estimated will participate of
In the proand forethought is weakened; and In- the aged as a matter of right. In dignity, gram under the javits plan, and
cost
Creasing! prOportions of the population We who favor financing a health pro- estimate3 for the States and the the
Federal
receve support from public funds.
gramn for the aged through -social secu- Government.
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How was the assumption of175 percent assistance recipients through federally
Mr. JAVrITS. I1 respectfully submit
participation by the 11 million persons aided public assistance vendor payments, that the Federal Government would not
eligible to participate In the program
How many States have taken full ad- know, either. I would rather have the
factually arrived at?
vantage of the Federal grant?
citizens run their own business than be
Mr. JAVITS. It is strictly an estimate
Mr. JAVITS. I had a, chart printed led around by the hand by somebody in
of the Department of Health. Education, in the RECORD in that regard. I could Washington. D.C.
and Welfare. The expert from the De- show it to the Senator. I do not wish
Mr. IIARTKE. This is exactly the
partment is serving the Senator's side as to use the Senator's time, because I1do point. Under the social security pro
actively as he Is serving our side. We not think he has too much time remain- gram we would not have the Federal
are all using the same figures. which I ing.
Government calling doctors and hos
think Is a good thing.
Mr. HARTKE. That Is the chart on pitals. The doctors and hospitals would
Mr. HARTKE. Assuming that is cor- page 282 of the report of the Finance determine the care. No Government
rect. how were the cost estimates factu- Committee. It is not In the RECORD. I agency would teli the people what to do
ally determined?
believe the Senator will find It on page under the social security approach. The
Mr. JAVITS. In exactly the same way. 282 of the report.
doctors would have freedom of choice.
the cotesatimantesf Harethe Estimatesof,
Mr. JAVITS. When I speak affirma- without socialized medicine.
f eath Euctin.tively I will answer the Senator's questheDearmet
If s'.ch a person were to have a catas
and Welfare. Again I wish to have my tion. I do not wish to intrude upon the trophic illness, how would he switch
colleague note that I think our actuaries Senator's time, because I do not think from option No. 1 to option No. 2. or
made the cost estimates in regard to the he has much time remaining.
could he?
Anderson proposal exactly as they made
Mr. HARTKE. I think my distinMr. JAVITS. He could switch in dif
t r ATE
he
nlyear
ootetiae
th inge.ws
guished friend would agree with me that ferent years if he decided his circum
Mr. ARTE.
he nly hin I ishthe States are not fully Participating at stances were such that he wished to take
topoint out is that in the State ofthe present time, is that not correct?
another typ3e of insurance.
Kansas it is estimated there will
Mr. HARTKE. let us assume that
116.000 participants, though there is a
Mr. JAVITYS. I should like to supply thsManwlr ie.o
eid
Syas
total aged population of nearly 250,000. that fact when I speak.
ti
a illv o
eido 5yas
This would not provide anything for the
Mr. HARTKE. Does my distinguished That is the average number of years a
addiionl 10.00.
fien diagre wth m aserton hatman is expected to live at the age of 65.
add~ionl 10.00.
fien diagre wth m aserton hatLet us assume that in each year he has
In New York. there is an estimated the States are not fully participating at a chronic illness which costs him about
actual aged population of 1.6 million, this time?
$400. Which of the options should he
and the estimate for -participation n
Mr. JAVITS. I Will Say to MY deatr take, In the opinion of my distinguished
this program is 924.000.
colleague, his distinguished friend simply friend?
Mr. JAVITS. I think, if my colleague does not know at the minute. When he
Mr. JAVITS. I did not understand
will allow me to sav so, we would not get knows he will state the answer, the Senator's question.
anywhere if we tried to argue about the (Laughter.]
Mr. HARTKE. A man ordinarily has
validity or the Invalidity of the figur~es
Mr. HARTKE. I have a great admi- a life expectancy of about 15 years when
which have been equally made available ration for the Senator. The Senator he reaches the age of 65. That is the
to us. upon which both of us have figured knows that,
anticipation at the present time. In
our examples. I am -not prepared to
Do not a large percentage of the aged each of these years let us assume a man
argue that the figures are invalid. I persons have medical expenses each year has a chronic 'Ilnes which costs him
have accepted them. I have premised amounting to more than $500?
$400 annually. Whitch option should he
my ease upon them. I think the other
Mr. JAVITS. I can answer that ques- take?
side has done the same. It would be 'tion. According to the figures of the
Mr. JAVITS. I think that all de
futile to get into that Question. I do Department of Health, Education, and pends upon his circumstances. He
not think either of us could win.
Welfare 15 percent of the persons who would determine what kind of an insur
Mr. HARTKE. In other words, so far are over 65, or 2.250,000. have total med- ance policy he would buy, or any other
as we are concerned, we cannot really Ical expenditures on the average of $700 kind of protection. He could not fore
come to a good conclusion as to the ap- per year. not including nursing home cast the future. I do not think anybody
parent difference between those figures? care, and that Is quite regardless of in- in Washington, D.C.. Is in a better posi
Mr. JAVITS. I do not feel that way come. It is 15 percent of the totality of tion to do it than the person himself.
at all. I feel that both of us have relied those over 65.
Mr. HARIKE. How would thisma
on the most authoritative Information
Mr. HARTNE. Assuming that Is a at .65 know he would live for 15 years?
we could obtain from people who know, fact,, and I am not disputing the fact. How could he anticipate that, so as to
who appear to be acting with great ob- how would a person know whether he make an intelligent decision?
jectivity. I have relied upon the figures. would be better off, under the Senator's
Wr. JAVIrT. In the first place, the
I strongly commend to my colleague that proposal, to take optioni No. 1 or option coverage under may plan would cover the
his side must do the same. Otherwise, No. 2? In other words, how would he man for the rest of his life. There Is no
both of us will get nowhere.
know he Would be better off to take the argument about that. Whatever plan
Mr. ELARTKE. The point is, it re- so-called preventive medicine option as he should choose would depend upon his
mains true that in the States of New opposed to the catastrophic "Ines OP- circumstances. He could change his
York, with 1.6 million people In this cate- tion?
mind every year. It seems to me that
gory, under the Senator's proposal only
Mr. JAVITS. I think that is one of the freedom of choice is very much more
924,000 would be covered,
virtues of my proposal. The individual commendable than tying the man down
Mr. JAVITS. New York may have spe-. can determine for himself in his own to some plan which the Glovernment
cial circumstances. There Is disability circumstances which option he requires thinks is good for him.
Insurance and all kinds of State pro- for his own protection. I believe a perMr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I yield
grams which have an effect as to the son with a very small income would want the floor.
number participating. That is why I the preventive care. I would say a perMr. JAV~r1.
Mr. President, I yield 5
think the Department of Health, Edu- son with a modest income would desire minutes to the distinguished Senator
cation, and Welfare Is a. better judge the catastrophic "ines plan. I think from Hawaii [Mr. PonG).
than we are,
that Is one of the advantages given a
Mr. FONG. Mr. President, today
Mr. HARTKE.
I should like to as
person, a choice based upon his own cir- nearly 16 million Americans are 65 years
the Senator a question In regard to an- cumstances.
of age or older. Through the miracle of
other point. Since the date of the InitiMr. HARTEN. He would not know modern medicine, by 1970 there may be
ation of the Federal-State programs the what might happeni to him in the future. 20 million in this age bracket.
old-age assistance Program has included He would not know whether he would
Paradoxically, the blessing of longer
a form- of cash payment. There has have a catastrophe or need preventive life is mixed with special problems of a
been medical care- Ivailabla to old-age care.
serious nature. sueh as healt eans for
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the aged. When these people most need
medical attention, they may be least
able to afford It.
Both major political parties this year
acknowledged in their platforms that
this is a national problem. And now the
Senate of the United States is deliberating various proposals to meet that national problem.
It Is my privilege and pleasure to cosponsor with eight of my colleagues a
comprehensive amendment which adds
on to the pending Kerr-Frear proposal
recommended by, the Senate Finance
Committee.
Mr. President. the senior Senator from
New York [Mr. JAvrra] on Saturday
made a detailed presentation of our
amendment. I shall not burden the record with repeating the various details
of the preventive care option, of the
long-term illness option, and of the option for private health insurance. The
minimum and maximum packages under these options are set forth quite
clearly on pages 16900 and 16901 of the
CoxGaEtxssoNAL REcoaD for August 20.
Mr. President, my purpose in speaking
today is to emphasize that the benefits
wnder the Javits amendment are very
generous, even in the minimum package.
Furthermore, there is every expectation
that time and experience will lead to improvements.
The medical care benefits are realistic-t.hey will meet actual needs of our
older citizens which are revealed by
U.S. medical use statistics. And, the
benefits provided meet the widely differing needs of our people age 65 and over,
For example, in the preventive medical care option, the minimum package
Includes 12 home or office visits by a
physician. It includes the first $100 of
ambulatory, diagnostic, laboratory, or
X-ray services. It includes 24 home
nurse service calls as prescribed by a
physician. When necessary, on the certification of a physician, it provides 21
days of hospital or equivalent nursing
home care.
This is a first cost program; there is
no deductibility and there is no coinsurance. The individual gets the benefit at
once, as soon as he needs it. enabling
him to obtain protection before chronic
Illnes has set in,
Mr. Presidenit. I point out that this is
the only proposal before the Senate
which provides for preventive medical
care.
in addition to generous and realistic
benefits, our amendment Is eminently
practical. It uses existing facilities, yet
avoids the defect of some other pending
amendments which would overload our
hospitals. It recognizes that different
Individuals have different, medical care
needs. 'It recognizes the different individuals have differing preferences, including a preference for private health
insurance.
Oujr amendment recognizes the variations that exist among States, as well
as among people,
Our 180 mIllion Americans are not all
cast in the same mold. We are each individuals In our own right. We live dif 
fermntlY from each other. We work differenitly. What would be an excellent

medical care Plan for one person might
not meet the needs of another person.
Therefore. we cosponsors of this amendment believe we should have several options to enable each individual to choose
the plan most appropriate and suitable
for himself. Furthermore, we provide
that he may from time to time have the
opportunity to subscribe to one of the
options if he wishes to make a change,
Similarly, our States are not all 50
identical miniatures of a Central Govermient here in Washington. Our
States differ, too, and the Javits amendment recognizes that fact of life. There
are those who contend that a plan
which depends on State cooperation
will not provide the necessary medical
care because some States may not rise
to the occasion to meet the needs of
their prople. This same argument could
have been made about the many Federal-State grant programs and the
many Federal-State cooperative programs.
But the States have Joined in these
national programs and I am confident
they will in such an urgent program as
that of medical care for their senior
citizens.
Apart from the 2.4 million persons on
old-age assistance who will receive added
medical care beniefits under the Pending
bill, our amendment will cover 11 million persons, a greater number than are
covered wider the Anderson social security amendment.
Our amendment has a further advantage besides generous, realistic benefits,
a choice of programs, flexibility, and
broad coverage: the cost is. minimal, to
the Federal Government. to the States,
and to the Individual,
Furthermore, these costs are widely
spread. In the case of the Federal Govermient, the program would be financed
out of general revenues to which all taxpayers contribute. Social security, financing would lay all the Federal burden
on the limited number of persons who
pay social security taxes-and it would
put an unwarrantedly heavy burden on
those in the lower economic pay scales,
The weight of equity is on the side
of general-revenue financing. Let all
taxpayers share the cost of the medical
care program. More and more people
are living longer. it is only proper, In
my opinion, for these costs to be borne by
the greatest number of persons Possible,
Our amendment has the further advantage of avoiding property criterion
for eligibility In the program, and of
avoiding the need for a pauper's oath
which is so repugnant to our people. Our
amendment bases eligibility solely on income reported on their Federal income
tax forms. Terms of the amendment, as
I have already stated, would permit coyerage of an estimated 11 million persons
age 65 or over.
Today, we In the Senate are not confronted with a partisan issue,
We are faced with the question of how
best to meet the medical care needs of
those citizens over. 65 years of age,
The amendment before us, which I
have cosponsored. gives greater coverage and greater benefits to more people
than any other proposal now before the
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Senate. It includes the medically comn
mended preventive care option which no
other plan contains. The cost Is modest
and Is spread widely so that the burden
Is not excnssive on any one person or any
one group. our amendment offers free
dom of choice to elderly persons in need
of medical care and is in the finest tra
dition of our American system of meeting
human needs.
I urge adoption of the Javits amend
menit.
I thank my colleague for yielding to
me.
Mr. JAVITS. I thank my colleague
for his fine statement.
Is there a speaker on the other side
who wishes to address the Senate? If
not. I yield myself 5 minutes. First I
yield to the Senator from West Virginia
[Mr. RANDOLPH]. who wishes to ask a
question.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I am
grateful to the Senator from New York
for yielding. I do not wish to be argu
mentative. I am attempting to be ob
jective in the questions I shall a3k.
WThat would be the total administra
tive costs under the plan advanced by
the Senator from New York [Mr. JAvrrs!
with the support of other Senators?
Mr. JAVITS. I have had no estimate
of the State cost of administration be
yond the experience which the States
have had in respect to old age assistance.
I would not, of course, claim an analogy
between the two. Therefore I must tell
the Senator that I do not have an esti
mate of the administrative cost.
I should like to ask the Senator from
West Virginia in turn to give me an
estimate of administrative costs under
the proposed social security plan.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I shall be glad to
do so. Before I do. however, I wish to
indicate thzt the Federal. State. and
local costs naturally should be combined
in calculating the total administrative
cost. The present social security cost, as
the Senator knows, is approximately 2
percent; the medical care program as ad
vanced under the Anderson amendment.
joined in by nine other Senators, includ
ing the Senator from West Virginia. is
estimated very conservatively at ap
proximately 5 percent.
In answer to the qtestion which the
Senator from New York did not answer
in detail. I believe that the plan proposed
by the Senator from New York would cost
not 5 percent. 'but approximately 11 per
cent. I believe that to be true. I think
it would be more costly because of the
collection of enrollment fees from the
aged. I believe that there would be
added coats which would come from the
detailed and oftentimes difficult explanas
tions which frankly would have to be
made. The option of buying private
insurance. I believe would cause the ad
ministrative cost to be increased.
I have Indicated my belief that the
cost of his plan wobld be approximately
11 percent, while the cost of the so-called
Anderson plan, with which I am in ac
cord, would be 5 percent or less.
Mr. ~JAVIT8& Of course, the cost of
the Anderson plan would be borne by the
Federal Government alone, and what
ever cost there would be. would be shared
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by the States under my plan. I shall address mysel!' to that subject later.
I yield back the remainder of the time
I have yielded myself. I yield 5 minutes
to the distinguished Senator from Kentucky [Mr. Coons].
Mr. COOPER
Mr. President, I
strongly support the amendment offered
by the senior Senator from New York,
[Mr. JAvrxs]. as a substitute for the
amendment offered by the junior Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON].
Both of these amendments offer a medical care plan. When we vote, we will
express our choice between these plans.
our Judgment of their merits, and of
their ability to provide an adequate
medical care plan for persons over 65
years of age. Let us never forget that
It is those who need medical care that
should be the only object of our consid-eration, not the interest of either political party, or any advantage that may be
drawn from what we do in this special
session of Congress,
I am a cosponsor of the Javits aeqendment. I support It because I believe It
does offer a better medical care plan
than the Anderson amendment. Yesterday, Senator Javits made a magnificent
analysis of his amendment, and there
Is no need for me to repeat much of
what he said,
Comparing the Javits and Anderson
aendments with respect to the benefits
offered those who need medical care, I
do make these points:
First, the Javits amendment would
provide benefits for persons when they,
reach the age of 65, while under the
Anderson amendment, benefits would
not be available, until the age of 68. I
do not need to argue that in this respect the Javits amendment is superior.
Second, the medical care benefits provided by the Javits amendment are
much more adequate and appropriate to
the needs of those who must have medical care than are the benefits which
would be provided by the Anderson
amendment. The Anderson plan does
not provide for the payment of physiclans-for calls at home, In the doctor's
office, or in the hospital. It does not
provide for the payment of drugs--of
medicine--and every person knows their
cost. The Anderson amendment provides payment of hospital and nursing
home costs. No provision Is made for
th. less serious ailments-or for preventive care. It has been estimated that
It would reach only 15-20 percent of
those Who need medical care-that Is,
those who must spend a Protracted Period in hospitals or nursing homes.
BY comparison, the Javits amendment
Provides for doctor's care at home or In
the doctor's oftie, for preventive medical care, for diagnostic and laboratory
costs, drugs, nursing care and hospitallzation. It Provides for every needed
kind of medical care,
The cost of the Javits amendment, to
thos who actually need help, is certainly moderate. If his plan should be
chosen-and as I have shown, It is cerWWInl more generous than the Anderson
hospitaliztion
provision-the
coat
would be approximately $10 per year per
infdivduL If a second option is chosen
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under the Javits- amendment, one offer- makeshift medical care plan. Frankly.
Ing wide benefitts and provision for long I do not think that the subject of medi
illnesses and serious operations, the cost cal care ha.s had the consideration, the
would be $12.80 per year per individual, analyses, the care that it deserves--and
For those who pay no income tax, no that the people it will serve deserve. In
payment would be required,
the atmosphere of this special sessionOf course a basic difference between one preceding a presidential campaign.
these two plans is In their method of and when it is generally considered that
providing funds to pay for medical bene- medical care has been brought up for Its
fits. The Anderson plan would furnish political effect upon the presidential
assistance only to those who have met campaign-I believe it impossible to conthe requirements of the social security aider fully and objectively this most
system--some 8.500,000 persons-and important subject.
then only limited medical care. The
It is wrong not to deal fully and fairly
Javits plan would be available to ap- with this subject. And It Is cruel and
proximately 11 mIllion individuals whose cynical to treat people over 65 as footincome does not exceed $3,000 and for bails in a political ca.'paign. The Con
couples, $4,500. Objections are raised gress can and will pass an adequate med
against the Anderson social security sys- ical care plan, on Its merits, in the early
tern plan, or any social security, plan, part of the next session-for the bene
upon the basis that It Is nonvoluntary. fit of the older people and not as a voteI recognize this objection. But I say for getting issue in this political campaign.
myself that, unlike some who oppose
The best interests of our country, and
medical care plans based on the social of those people over 65 who desperately
security system, I do not take the posi- need medical aid, will be best served by
tion that the social security system voting for the Javits plan, which at least
should not be used in a comprehensive has been carefully considered, and by
medical care Plan. It may be found by voting against the Anderson amend
the Congress, after thorough considera- ment,
tion, that the social security system is
I make it clear again that I support
a proper element in a comprehensive med~ical care for the aged-but I object
Plan to reach aJI people- over 65 years of to its political use in this session.
age; and if proof develops that this is
Mr. JAVI'TS. Mr. President, I am
true, I would not oppose it.veygafutomcoegefrmKn
My chief concern Is that a pla be verky.grteu to mylnolleagutefo Sen-t
adopted which will serve the greatest that I have only the highest regard and
number of people, and which will most deep affection for him. He more often
effectively meet their needs for medical than anyone else bespeaks the con
care. I recognize that the social se- science of the Senate as frequently and
curity system plan could be more easily in as timeless a way as the Senator from
put into effect and administered, but I Knuk
a utdn.Iakwa
believe there Is great merit in a Pla
the state of the time Is, by way of a
which calls for contributions by the Fed- primnayiqiy
eral Government. by State governments. pariaentarySinqu
OFIry.T
and for small contributions by indiThenao PrEomDNGw YorkFhCs
mnthes
.
viduals who can pay.
Seatr. fromS Anew
York ohas sinuehs.
So much for the merits, which I can
M.JVT.Adteohrsd
a
discuss only in this brief fashion at thi how much time?
time. I turn now to another issue. One
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question to which we must direct our at- other side has 4 minutes remaining.
tention is whether it Is possible to secure
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 5 min
a carefully considered medical aid bill at utes. I should like, in the remaining
this session.
minutes of the debate to address myself
The Javits amendment Is sound, and to a few questions which have been
has been carefully developed. If it is raised with respect to my amendment,
adopted today by the Senate, and the by way of rebuttal.
House concurs, I believe there Is a good
First and foremost, I am deeply con
chance that It will become law.
cerned and affected by the complete mixI respect wholly Senator ANEsoq hi up in the minds of some speakers be
sincerity and his constructive efforts. tween the plan contained in the bill and
But the Anderson medical care plan is a my plan, and the Indiscriminate refer
makeshift, and does not meet adequately ence to both of them as a means test
the needs of those who require medical plan or a charity plan, One of the
care. If it should be adopted, I assume speakers even called it the Nixon char
it would be vetoed. If this is true, and I ity plan. That Just is not true.
think it Is. we will end up with no billI do not believe the committee plan
not even the bill passed by the House Is a charity plan. Every recipient under
which, while it is in no sense an ade- the old age assistance program would
quate medical care bill, would provide resent any such label, -which in that case,
aid to millions of our needy, particularly of course, would apply to him for receivth6se on old-age assistance, and both Ing old age assistance, as well as the
those who support the Javits amendment additional benefits; and my plan Is not
and those who support the Anderson a charity or a means test plan either.
amendment accept the bill voted by the
It would be Just as cruel-and I would
House of Representatives-because they never do this, of course--to say to Sena
are offered as amendments to it
tor ANmissoN, "Why do you cruelly ex
I want an adequate medical aid pli clude those between age 65 and age 68,
Eut Ihave been concerned that we would Instead of letting them Into this fine
adopt at this special session, without full program, when we all know they need
consideration and thorough knowledge, a UtT' One would never do that. because
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we realize .that the Senator from New
Mexico Is architecting: a plan according
to the means available,
Now let us look at the facts. In my
amendment we set up the qualification
Of a -a or woman who does not pay
any Income tax. I refer to page 13. line
.15 of the amendment. If the person
did not pay an income tax, that is it;
he Ls immediately eligible,
That applies probably to 80 percent
of all the GIder people in the country.
If his income did not exceed $3,000, as
an Individual, or $4,500. as a married
Man, or a couple, such person is eligible,
It Is based strictly on the income tax return, and I am sure any person would
be happy to certify that he did or did
not file a tax return,
If there are to be any slurs cast upon
those in need, I should like to ask the
Proponents of the Anderson amendMent: 'Is It all right to have a means
test for the benefits, but not have a
means test for the payoff?"
The proponents would tax -those who
do not earn more than $4,500. Is that
a means test? Is mine a means test?
That is nonsense.
Mr. LDON of Louisiana. Mr. President, will, the Senator yield?
Mr. JAVrI'.
I yield..
Mr. IONG of Louisiana. Under social security we are taxing those who
Pay no Income tax at all, as In the case
ot a man.and wife who make $125 a
month.
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator
from Louisiana. As long as he has InterJected this fine bit of. Information, I
would. say that he touched a chord last
night that was extraordinary.
What he said was, "What did you do
whern the social security system came
Into effect? Did you cover folks who
bhad Paid nothing?" Of course we did
no.The
Only 4 percent of those who were over
63 an August 14, 1935, when the social
security system took effect, participated
In the system, because Congress imposed
strict rules as to eligibility based upon a
payment of at least six quarters of coyerage.
Of the 1,957,000 persons aged 65 or
over In the United States, only 4 per.cent, or' 340,000, who were over 65 particpate In the system When it Was first
established. I think that is a significant
point, as It bears upon the fact that this
does not do any such thing. This em.bodies them all right into the system
-andlets the rest pay the bill,
This Is the big difference between myself andths on the other side. I say.
certainly, we have a responsibility for
the aged: but. It is-s. responsibility of all
-ofus, not merely of the people who pay
social security taxes. Let us all pay the
bill. let us all pay the bill for welfare
both In the States and In the Federal
Government.
One other Point which I think Is very
important has Just came up In the debate, Wheni the Federal Government
decided to -adopt a plan for its emplayes me would have thought it would
Pick the best and wises plan for them,
What plan did It pick? It picked the
-kindat planI am now advocating. The
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employees contribute Just about half the
cost of the low option plan. They contribute something like five-eighths of
the cost of the high option plan. The
coverage is bought from private agencies. The Federal Government selected
exactly the plan I am advocating. I
think that is significant when we discuss
whether this proposal is a gimmick for a
campaign year or is a deeply entertained
Plan based on honest conviction,
I think this is the clincher. No one
has yet stood up and stated whether It
is 85 percent or 90 percent of the older
people, or 84 percent or 93 percent. The
fact is that the overwhelming majority
of the older people do not need 120 days
in a hospital. What they need is the
kind of care they will get under my
program. They need the care of physiclans and the care of nurses. They need
ambulatory and X-ray services. They
need drugs. They do not need 120 days
in a hospital. In other words, we will
legislate a plan for 10, 13, or 16 percent
of the aged, instead of a plan for 85 or
90 percent simply because it is felt that
they -should come under social security,
I am as good a liberal as any other
Senator. I do not have to get It under
social security. I can use my head and
my 11 years of experience In Congress to
find a better way.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that there may be a quorum call,
the time for the quorum call to be
charged to neither side,
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, If
the Senator will withhold his request,
I should like to ask unanimous consent
that a technical expert on health, education and welfare from the General
Counsel's Office may be permitted to
be on the floor of the Senate during the
discussion of the so-called Anderson
amendment.
PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, an1d
It is so ordered.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, may I
inquire how much time remains?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New York has 3 minutes
remaining; the opponents have 3 minutes
remaining.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I suggest to the Senator from Montana that
there be a quorum call, the time for the
quorum call to be charged to neither
side.
Mr. MANSFIEW. Mr. President, I1
should like to yield the remaining time
on our side to the Senator from Minnesota.
The. PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Minnesota Is recognized
for 3 minutes.
Mr. HUMPHREY Mr.. President, I
shall use the 3 minutes to make a summary in relation, to the javits amendment which provides a medical service
plan for the aged. What I shall say ha
undoubtedily been emphasized in other
parts of the debate.hicoonrs
What disturbs -me about the proposal
of the distinguished senator from New
York, who is well known for his genuine
hua itranism, Is that his proposal,
up until today, has lacked, through its
Preliminary stages, any of the support
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which it now seems to enlist as a last
minute effort. I inquire if we are really
to believe that the administration is
sincere In the endorsement of this pro
posal, because it seems to me to have
every mark of a political maneuver. I
say this in the light of 2 years of stall
ing by the administration and the lack
of any kind of support for any kind of
workable medical program for the
elderly.
On June 29 of this year the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, when
he appeared before the Committee on
Finance, did not support the proposal
which is before us; instead, he favored
a bill which bad not even been born, a
bill which had not even been written, a
bill which had not even been presented
before the committee.
The Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, Mr. Maurice Stans, on July 12,
1960, in a letter to the chairman of the
Committee on Finance, the distinguished
Senator from Virginia (Mr. Bysar), dif
fered with Secretary Flemming on the
provisions of the House bill for medical
services for the medically indigent. Mr.
Stans feared that the cost would be ex
travagant. Yet the Javits proposal, in
the main, is at least In a form simila to
the bill to which I referred. which had
been introduced in the House.
So far as I know, this particular pro
posal, the Javits proposal, up unti to
day, has not had the support of asingle
one of the many organizations which
are concerned about medical care for
the elderly.
It is a fact, of course, that the Ander
son amendment has the support -of the
AFL-CIO-_of organized labor; it has the
support of the American Nurses Associa
tion and of the American Public Welfare
Association.
However, the proposal before the Sen
ate, with all due respect for it. does not
Command the support of the American
Medical Association, the American
Nurses Association. and the American
Public Health Association. So far as I
know, It does not command the support
of a single organized group, including
the Blue Cross Association.
This body has been lectured repeat
edly. and Congress has been scolded
often, by the administration for fiscal
irresponsibility. The committee bill will
cost somewhere in the neighborhood of
$300 million: the Javits amendment,
about $450 million. I say, most respect
fully, that -not one bit of financing has
been Provided for the proposal before us.
Fiscal irresponsibility means appro
priating money which we do not have.
Piscal
mrepnibility means suggesting
to the Public that we will do things for
which we cannot pay.
Mr. President, the only fiscally respon
sbepooa steoewihhsbe
offlepred oslbytheditnguwishe hs benar
oferom New Mhexdsgico[
mshedSeandr
hismcopNsors ThexpMroposalsoth Sand
beppsaofteS 
ator from New York- [Mr. JAMal lacks
not ,only fiscal responsibility; it lacks
organized support, as well.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
myself the remaIning 3 minutes. The
Senator from Minnesota in entitled to
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an answer to the

question he has raised,

D-orshak

and I think It is a fitting point upon Eatln
whc
tedbaeenier
tln
whchtoen tedebte
The administration
came to my plan Egl
Ervin
very slowly. I cannot say right now that Fon
I have the support of the administration. Frear
Goldwater
From what I know from the Secretary Gore
of Health. Education, and Welfare and Green
frmteVc
rsdnwoespotIGruening
frm heVcePrsdet.whs sppr
IHat
have, I assume that the President would Hartke
very likely sign such a bill if it were Hayden
passed.

Hickenlooper
Hill

Keating

Kefauver

If I have won something of a fight for
my own party and within the administratlon, I think that is great. I have
won something of which I would not
want to deprive or shortchange myself.
Second, as to the element

Of support,

certainly the American Medical Associa-

tion does not support my program. It

does not support any program, other
than that for the needy, in which the
Federal Government participates. Most
of the welfare organizations have been
supporting the social security approach.
But, Mr. President. the virtue of my
Program is that It follows the fundamen.
tal Principle In which we* have admin1stered medical care. and will be administering it, even under the bill. Under
the Prear-Kerr proposal in this bill, the
States will simply have to extend what
they are going to do anyhow in order to
encompass my program, whereas under
the social security scheme we have a
brandnew sociological design. The bill
which I have proposed provides better
benefits, benefits which are more closely
apportioned to what the American people
need, than does the Anderson program,
both In terms of eligibility at age 65 and
In terms of a fine package of preventive
care, with no deductibility of $75. or
anything else, as would have to be paid
under the Anderson proposal. My program will meet the first-cost medical
care to Provide for the individual who
must have it when he needs it.
th . Pansresidnt It Ishatpla entey
temistemowhtwhae been
doing brand intos unncesarly tomaew h
shr ra
noattlynwand un-i
tried area Of social security, because we
can do all the things we want to do
under this program,
I hope my amendment will be successfuLsas
Tihe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time available to the Senator from New
York has expired.
Mr. DIRtKSEN. Mr. President, I auggest the absence of a quorum,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the
fcllowlng Senators answered to their
name.
Alken
Aliott
Anderson

Bartlett
Bells

Bennett

Bible

Surdlek

~

[No. 304j
Bush
Butler

Case. S. Dsk.
churech

Byrd. Va

Clark

Byrd, W. Va.
Cwann
Capehar.,

Case. Xi.

Cooper
cotton
Curtis
Drsn
eann
Dougis

Prut
Pai

Anderson
Bartlett

ih
RoMio

Lausche
Long. Hawaii

Long. La.
Lusk
McCamty
McClellan
McGee
McNamiara
Magnuson

R~useBudc
Saltonstai
ShboqI,
Scott
Smtbr
Smit
Sparkman
Stni
STMIngwa~

Mansfield
Monroney

l555adge
Thurmond

ayBennett

Johnson. Te.Fusi
Jordan
O'Mah~oney

-uut-

Pastore&Y-

Kuchel

Let us remember that the administra- Holland
Morse
tion developed to this position by the Hruslka
Morton
fact that it presented its own programra.Jackson
Humphrey
Moss
Mundt
InwihImsefpnhdhoe na-Jais
Mra
Inwhc Imsefpuchdhols
avt
Vac
xMrry

count of its deductibility feature, grants.
and the lack of preventive care.
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Yon

ButlrdVa
Byrd.,WVa.
Cannon
Carroll
Ca S. Dak.
Church
Clark

Monroney
Morse
mmr
ayden
Murray
i
Mkl
Holand
OMuakie
Humphrey
Pastore
Jamchren
Pasoxmre
Johnson, Tex. Randolph
Jordan
Robertson
Kefauver
Russell
iennedy
Smathers
Kerr
Spark--n

Curtis
Dod

Lausche
Long. Hawaii

il

Wiley
Williams. Del
Williamns.
NJ:
Tarcosb
orng.
Oi

Oruening

Bule

Duls
Duls
Eastland
Ellender
Engle

Erwin
rear
Gore
Green

HRut

Barthe

Ln.L.
Ln.L.
Lusk
McCarthy
McClellan

McGee
McNamara
idagnuson
Mansfield

Stennls
Symingiton

Tlag

Tlag
Thurmond
Williams. Del.

Wiutiams. N.J.

Yarborough
Young. Ohio

Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that
the Senator from New Mexico (Mr.
NOT VOTING-s
CaeAvxz]. the Senator from Arkansas Chavrz
Hennings
Martin
[Wr. FULBRIGHT], and the Senator from Fu~brlght
Johnston. S.C.
South Carolina [Mr. JOHNsTOII, are5
So the amendment offered by Mr.
absent on official business.
JAvrIs for himself and other Senators
I also announce that the Senator wa rjctd
from Missouri [Mr. HrNimNGsl is absent
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Pres
because of illness.
teiet
mv orcnie
h oeb
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that
wihthe
adentdmenmoveat
reosdrtecvtedby
Senator from Iowa [Mr. MmmlJN is abM.KR.M.Peiet
oet
sent, by leave of the Senate. 0on official lay thaEmoio on.thestaben.Imoet
business.lathtmioonheab.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. CAit.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. CANtNON in the chair). A quorum is present. NON in the chair). The question is on
The yeas and nays have been orerd agreeing to the motion to lay on the
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. a Par table the motion to reconsider.
liamentary inquiry.
The motion to lay on the table was
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The agreed to.
Senator from Illinois will state it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. DIRKSEN. What is the pending pending question now is on agreeing to
question on which the Senate is about to the so-called Anderson amendment.
vote?
The agreement Is that the vote will come
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The at 6 o'clock. The time Is to be equally
question is on agreeing to the amendment divided. The Senator from New Mex
proposed by the Senator from New York ico [Mr. ANDERSON] controls the time in
[Mr. JAVITSl. on behalf of hise an
favor of the amendment, and the minor
certain other Senators.
ity leader [Mr. DuatszitNl controls the
On this question, the yeas an By time in opposition.
have been ordered: and the clerk will
Mr. KEIR.. Mr. President, a parlia
call the roll.
mentary inquiry.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that Senator will state it.
the Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
Mr. KERR. Is it the unanimous-con
CHAvEz] * the Senator from Arkansas sent agreement that we shall vote at
[Mr. PULBRIGHTI. and the Senator from 6 o'clock, or is it that we shall vote not
South Carolina (Mr. JOHNSTON] are ab- later than 6 o'clock?
sent on official business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Not
The Senator from Missouri (Mr. later than 6 o'clock.
HEN~rNGaSl is absent because of illness.
Mr. KERR. In other words, if ali
Sntr
h eietm aeue h
I further announce that if present an Sienators wihtodesie, time hvoe cused the
voting. the Senator from New Mexicotiehywshouehevecodo
(Mr. CHtv~zz. the Senator from Arkan- cur prior to 6 o'clock?
(Mr. FULBRIGHrrI, and the Senator
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
from Missouri [Mr. HzsNeNcs]. would Senator is correct. The vote could oc
each vote "nay"
cur before 6 o'clock.
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Mr. ANDERSON. Wr. President. I
Senator from Iowa [Mr. MmmlUN is ab- yield 2 minutes to the Senator from Mon
sent by leave of the Senate on offcial tana (Mr. MANsFiELD I.
business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The result was announced-yeas .23, Senator from Montana is recognized for
nays 67. as follows:
2mlinutes.
[No. 3051
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in
YZS--=the
past several years. my dist~inguished

Alken
Allott
Besi
Budes"
Bush
Capehart
Carison

Drksen
Dwtorahak
Flung

Gotts.,

Morton

af NJ.

Goldwater

Hickent
My'Bk

Javits

etig

Mundt
Prouty
Saltonstan

aden
Sam~

Afcome

vwai

Th& "'

L

senior colleague [Mr. MuRasTi and I
have cosponsored legislation which
would provide a more equitable method
for computing the self-employment In
nerte
e
of farmers udrteSociAlSe
curity Act. Sinc the time that the
farmers were brought in under the self
emnallyed category of the Social Security
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Act we have received a number of cornplaints from farmers who feel Vhey are
nlot receiving equitable treatment.
Only the other day a constituent
Wrote to me advissing that he had recently. become completely disabled at
the age of 60 but he Is being denied dis
ability payments because he did not
make a profit on his farming operation
during 1956. which gave him only 16
units In the past 5 years as a self-em
ployed farmer, and his previous credits
under the Social Security Act as an emiPloyee are not being considered.
I think that there is some justification
in my constituent's complaint about the
disability provision of the act, since he
is totally disabled with 44 units of credit.
He should be able to draw retirement
With this record of contribution to the
social security fund. He points out that
others with as low as six units to their
credit are receiving benefits.
I would like to ask the distinguished
chairman of the Senate Finance Com
mittee, the Senator from Virginia [Mr.
BYRD], If there are any proposed changes
in the status of farmers under the Social
Security Act contained in the general
Provisions of H.R. 12580?
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. There are no
changes with respect to -the farmers
which are not applicable to all other
social security coverage. As the Senator
from Montana no doubt knows, the dis
ability provisions have been changed so
as to make people eligible whenever they
become disabled, Instead of at the age
of 50. There have been no basic changes
relating to farmers.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I thank the chair
man of the committee.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President. wini the
Senator yield?
Mr.MANSFIELD. I yield to the Sena
tor from Nebraska.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Montana has
expired.
Mr. ANDERSON.
Mr. President, I
yield 2 additional minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Montana is recognized for
2 additional minutes.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President. I beIleve the record will show that when
the disability benefits were originally
put Into the act It was pointed out by
the-Senator from Nebraska that farm
ers were discriminated against because
they did not have previous service upon
Which to rely. The Senator has pointed
UiP aProblem which exists. I hope at
the'earliest Practical time the farmers
can be given parity with other People.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
express MY thanks to the Senator from
Nebraska for his Interest In this matter.
I know, since the Senator comes from
the State of Nebraska. he Is aware of the
problem Involved.
I should like now to direct a question
to the Wabe Junior Senator from New
Mexico (Mr. ANDzasox). Will farmers
who qualify under the self-employed
category be included among those eligi
ble for benefits under the medical care
program as proposed in the Anderson
amendment to .R. 125507
Mr. ANDERSON. The answer is

-
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Mr. MANSFIELD. I thank the Ser
ator.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. because he desires to speak upon a diflerent subject. I yield 3 minutes to the
able Senator from Ohio [Mr. L.Auscics].
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SOCIL SCURIY
AENDMNTS
SOCILSEURIT
A
MNTS
OF 1960
The Senate resumed the consideration

of the bill (H.R. 12580). the Social Security Amendeamts of 1960.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I
yield 10 minutes to the able senior Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNSARuAI.
who Is a leader in the field of care for
the aged, and who has the respect of all
of us.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
thank the distinguished Senator from
New Mexico.
Much has been said In the past few
daava about the estimated cost to indi-
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viduals under the social security ap
proach in order to help solve the prob
lems of medical care for the aged.
Strangely, those who would pay the
cost are strongest for the social security
approach to the problem before the
Senate. If we analyze the subject, it is
not hard to understand why. The par
ticipant would pay one quarter of 1 per
cent of $4,800 per year. which I under
stand is about $12. Twelve dollars a
year would represent less than the cost
of a pack of cigarettes a week.
The working people of this country.
who are now covered by social security.
believe that the program that has been
offered in the bill, supplemented by the
program embraced in the Anderson
amendment, is well worth the cost to the
individual.
The bill and the Anderson amendment
would not only take care of those who
are not covered by social security when
their time to retire comes, but it would
also help to take care of those who have
been covered by social security and are
now retired.
Certainly the plan is a bargain.
The charge of opponents of the Ander
son amendment that the cost of. onequarter of 1 percent under the social
security system approach is of alarming
concern to the working people of this
country is a gross exaggeration. r am
sure.
I repeat that it would cost the indi
vidual less than the cost of a pack of
cigarettes a week to provide the pro
posed insurance, not only for himself.
but for those who are now retired and
were formerly covered under the social
security system.
The subcommittee of the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare which is
charged with carrying on studies of the
health problems of the aged, as well as
many other problems of the aged, in the
past 18 months has traveled throughout
the country and has held a series of
hearings in Washington. The members
of the committee then took to the road
and heard the testimony of hundreds
of older people themselves.
Everywhere we went outside Wash
ington we devoted part of our hearings
to direct testimony from older folks
themselves. They had an opportunity
to be heard: consequently we know their
problems firsthand.
We found that the greatest mental
anguish of older folks is caused by worry
over health and the high cost of health
care in declining years. This is their
No. I problem. There are many other
problems, but this Is the one with which
we in the Senate are concerned at this
time. Everywhere we went that point

was emphasized. The aged want medi
cal costs paid for, or to have the assurance that they will be paid for if they
run into a serious illness that requires
hospitalization.
Mr. R.ANDOLPH. Will the Senator
yield?
Mr. McNAMARA. I am happy to yield
to the distinguished Senator from West
Virginia, who traveled with the subcommnittee around the country, and who was
probably our most active member.
It wrs certainly good to have him on
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thes assignments. His great Interest In

mnents we' vowing an aUl-out fight to rescue
by experien..e. I steefcet
the subject has been most helpful to the their bill, but odds admittedly are against tested
eIettemtod
Ishol
bhe extcended
entire committee and the stthem.
to include the financing of the basic
Mr. RANDOLPH. I thank my ccThis, then. Is what ia causing joy in Re
col publican circles-the prospects of a bitter medical needs of the aged.
egufrmMichigan. I will not labor
struggle between conservative and liberal
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
the Recoaa on the Particular point Democrats and eventual defeat
which Is being discussed by the Senator

to the party's
leaders immediately before they take their
presidential campaign to the American

from Michigan, who Is not only a Student, but an expert In this field. I use people.
the word "expert" advisedly.
As we see It. there Is only one fly In the
I believe It Is Important that the GOP ointment-the voters and their right
Rzcoan show that prior to the vote on to speak out on November S. Should KEN.the Javits amendment, It was pointed NEDY lose his fight, he must appeal to the
outheaings
in he wich wee heldelectorate on this issue, for there is no cornouthering
n th
whih wre. el
parison between
two measures, The
throughout the country that there was PDemocatic bill willthe
provide the medical care
practically unanimous approval of the that 13 needed. The administration plan is

program which would place the responsibility for medical care within the
framework of our social security system,

Senator yield?
Mr. McNAMARA. I am happy to yield
to MY colleague.

Mr. CLARK. I should like to buttress

what my friend from Michigan Just told

the Senate about the conclusions of the
pca omte nteAe n g
Seial Cofmmittehe oaen the
Aged yandlAg
lgo
hc
ehsbe
h
eyal
chairman.
I had the honor of serving on that
committee and to participate in some of

a sham and plays directly Into the hands of the hearings and deliberations of the
the American Medical Association, which has committee. I had occasion to hold a
fought the whole Idea of medical care for hearing in Pittsburgh. in my State,
That information was brought to us by the aged from its inception.
persons who are themselves authorities
"Our older people.'" KENNEDY has said "do slightly over a year ago, which was abso
Inti iladwocm
eoe the not want charity. They do not deserve, t lutely swarming with elderly citizens, de
bentreted Uk chariyacase.hTheyshouldmandlg the social security approach to
sbof
mte otsiyo
the
problemsgingbe eligible for health benefits. the way they the health and elderly problem. I do
ofth
Si ge
ainare
eligible for retirement benefits-e-s a not have much doubt that the findings of
Also I wish to reinforce the statement right they have earned.',
our committee, which have been stated
of the Senator from Michigan. chairman
Defeat of the liberal Democratic bill to Pro- by the Senator from Michigan, are
of the subcommittee, with respect to the tect our senior citizens in times of sickness amply and overwhelmingly supported by
anguish and the concern, regarding med- Will provide KENNEDY with dramatic and the testimony which I heard.
Ical costs of the aged of our country, forceful ammunition In the campaign
which was the Paramount Problem pre- ahead-just the sort of human issue
that
Inmy Judgment, the so-called survey
sented in all the hearings,
could snatch victory from defeat,
made
by a couple of people from Emory
University,
In Atlanta, Ga.. purporting to
I again commend our subcommittee
I ask unanimous consent to place, at show that the
elderly people do not want
chairman for his intense interest in this this point in my remarks, the following aid for their health problems, and
do not
subject and his enlightened thinking, telegram,
want aid through social security, Is com
We Oppose the medieval concept of charThere being no objection, the telegram pletely unscientific and absolutely
tty, but would make workable a plan was ordered to be printed In the RECORD, wrong, and should be given no credence
where the employer and the employee as follows:
by Senators as they make up their minds
would assume the necessary costs. In Hon ...... NG RANDOLPH.
on how to vote on the pending amend
the twilight years- of their lives I want u.s. Scnator,
ment.
our aged, though they walk the earth Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:
The PRESIDflIG OFFICER, The
with slow and measured steps--to take
On behalf of over 2,400 registered pro- time of the Senator from Michigan has
them with dignity.
fessional nurse members of the West Virginia expired.
'Xbelieve the editorial approval Of the Nurses Association, Inc.. I urge your support
Mr ANDERSON. I yield 5 additional
socilfameorkwithn
scurty
wichof
the extension
andInsuanc
Improvement
Of the nmJnutes to the Senator
socalfameor
ecrit
wihi
whchcontributory
social
oinclude
from Michigan.
to begin a Medical care program, as health insurance for beneficianarilestof old age
Mr. McNAMA.A.. The Senator from
advocated in the Charleston, W. Va. survivors and disability insurance and nurs- Pennsylvania bas made aLfine contribu
CGazeftte of yesterday, Is valid. Our ing service, including nursing caui- In the tion to the debate, I thank him for it
State's largest newspaper In circulation home , as a benefit of any prepald health and for his contribution In the hearings
and geographical coverage said:
insurnce program.
and In the preparation of the report,
As many Republican editorialists are gleesoit
xctv
A.wor West 7i
fill
hes noing
das thre 9 a pli In
ginia Nures. Association, Charleston, had reached following the hearings,
ahDm ocai Party
on certain issues. The
W.V4
Certainly, the senior citizens with whom
social security bill with respect to a decent,
we talked throughout the country, as
adequate medical care and hospitalization
Mr. McNAMARA. I thank the Sen- well as the children of those senior citi
program for the aged Is aLPerfect ezainple. ator from West Virginia. His remarks zens, indicated over and over again that
At their convention'In Los Angeles the indicate his enthusiasm for the program, they do not want charity, but want to
Deocatcdeegte
dote apogam~
I should like to point out some of the live their declining years in dignity, as
eIpeetdthroughtheI
pregular soa
setiypocmswihhaegolerthecyars conclusions we reached after the study Americans are entitled to live,
Panve feasible and fiscally sound In the that took place throughout the. country.
The proposal to make paupers out of
h-andln and distribution of other welfare
The first conclusion was that the aged people because they are what Is called
programs. The Democratic nominees for have high potential and actual disability medically
indigent is a step backward.
Prsaldent and Vice President--senator Jaca and heavy costs of medical care.
It is really a step back toward the poor
?.Kmr
ad eatr veaw ,50w
Second. the aged, especially the re- house. We got rid of poorhouses gen
eam--ae supporting the action taken at the tired, have markedly reduced Incomes erally In this country,
starting in the
convntio.
. and limited liquid assets which are not 1900's. That Is what the old folks had
The Eitsenhower administration also has a replenishable.
to
look
forward
to-"-~over
the hill to the
Program to help our senior citizens. Coverhrpiaeisrneplce
a..pohue"Ta
a
hett
o
ame Is Hlmted, and payment will be' dependTbrPiaensrneolcecn-prhue
htwsatratos
e5t upon State participation, because the not meet their needs, either In terms of ciety and a weakness of our social system
Federal and stats Governments ar to shr costs or benefits,
in those days, We have gone a long way
Cot. Incidentally, speaking of splits, Gov.
Fourth, the -aged should not be re- since
under our present social se
Nelson A. Rockatener, the GOP Governor af quired to undergo the humiliation of curity then
law.
New TOM, has denounced the subsidy pro- meeting medical costs through the charNow it Is proposed to make paupers
posla of the admiitration Pl=anas fiscal ity approach,
out of people before they willl get any
the aged and the aging prefer medical assistance In their declining
Oftletur a~espnsmuyFifth,
to Washington atter the conven-tootimeiabeflstruha
yas.T
tisatpbck
rdrmte
Sam, the Senate Finance Committee, conUofled by southern Democrats and conserve:
Ift- Vfulicas.. scape the prga ov.
Whalmingly endorsed at Los Angees an
VIts eat the admainistration measure, Kme-

=wn Sad JOrnue01m through use of amend-

ooti
eia
eeistruha
er.Ta
tase
akadfo
h
insurance system to which they them- advances we' base made since the days
selves contribute and receive benefits as. of "over the hill to the poorhouse."
a matter of right,
I certainly hope that this county, In

The system of OASDI now covers 3 out 1960 will be inae concerned with the
of 10 working Ameriana It has been human dignity of elderly Americans, who
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have made a great contribution to our Off." I suspect these have been Unspired grading and as charity by opponents of
economic structure as well as to our so- by some pressure group, and while not the committee's bilL So we are told we
cial heritage, and will treskt them better explicit they infer preference for a medi- must Impose this program on all of our
tha has been proposed by the opponents cal care bill tied to the social security workers under the Social Security Act
program. Generally, however. I have to give people a. right to medical care
of the Anderson amendment.
I support the Anderson amendment, not received mail in sumfcient volume to whether they have a need or not.
KU5OPEAN EXEIEN~TS Wrfl SOCIALIZED
and I support the social security ap- indicate there Is any great ground swell
mm
preach. In so doing I am convinced that demanding the enactment of a particI am following the dictates of the peo- ular medical care program. In fact.
If we adopt the social security ap
ple we camne In contact with throughout most of the mail received from my State
the country, not only the older people has indicated just the opposite-that proach, we lose sight of needs and sub
and the retired people, but also the chil- there is no emergency which would re- stitute rights which could produce a
program far more extensive and costly
dren and grandchildren of these people. quire a crash program in this area.
Perhaps my own State of Utah, be- than necessary and lead us rapidly down
who at last are conscious of the fact that
cause of its historical development, has the road to national medical socialism.
it can happen to them too.
I yield back the remainder of my largely taken care of the needs of its In this regard, we should look at what
aged population in an exemplary man- has happened in a number of European
time,
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. I ner. This has been accomplished not countries where medical care programs
through the State health and wel- have been instituted. - In England and
only
to
the
distinguished
Yield 15 minutes
fare department, but through osir in- in the Scandinavian countries, experi
Senator from Utah.
Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President. I have dividual families, and through the very ences with socialized medicine have been
listened with Interest to my colleagues effective and extensive welfare program both costly and disappointing. Only re
cently Sweden has had to Impose an
discussing the merits of the. various ap.. of the Mormon Church.
One of the most recent and compre- additional 4 percent sales tax on top
preaches to solve the medical care problems of our aged. It is my Intention to hensive studies to be made on the medi- of other taxes to help finance their
confine my remarks to the bill which Cal needs of the Nation was recently lagging medical care program. Dis
has been favorably reported to the floor completed by Drs. James W. Wiggins and illusionment with these experiments in
by the Senate Finance Committee and Helmut Schoeck. Dr. Wiggins presented socialized medicine has been expressed
the substitute proposal offered by the a paper entitled "A Profile of the Aging'. not only by the recipients, but also by
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANoER- to the Fifth Congress of the Interna- Goverrnment leaders who first sponsored
SON]. However, before taking up the tional Association of Gerontology, at these plans. The rosy glow Is now turncomparison of these two bills, I would San Francisco. Calif., on Augu~st 11 In to gray disappointment, and Euro
lik to'discuss the implications of a The following pertinent facts have been peans are realizing that governmental
control of medicine Is for the most part
word which has been thrown around extracted from the Wiggins report:
Nine of every ten older persons report they a complete flop.
freely by those who oppose the Senate
MAJOR RIASONS Yon SUPPORTING VIKANCZ
Finance Committee bill. That word Is have no unniled medical needs.
COMBUTTEZ; BILL
percent of thoae 65 or over reported
ned'Ninety
There are four major reasons why I
Essentially, we should approach this they enjoy good orf151 healthsixty-eight percent said they could pay for prefer the approach contained In the
problem from two points of view-national, need--and individual need. Na- a&medical emergency out of their ownl means. bill reported by the Senate Finance
of the persons queried reported in- Cmite
tional
Is, f course
ned
thealf
i, oned
corsethe51111 ttalcome In excess of P2.000 per year; one out of Cmite
tionl
First. It takes care of everyone over
In excess of sioooo.
had
Ia ioe
of Individual needs, as furthe moife
abet at the aged reported net worth in 65 on the same basis. This Is the fkir
by measurement of the extent to which
est
way and is In the best American
of
*1Ooo.0O
existing
excess
being
met
by
they are not now
Sixty percent did not think a new Federal tradition.
programs to care for medical problems
Second. It Provides the most benefits
program could do anything for them perof the aged.
for all of the aged at the least cost and
There has been no real showing of the tonally.
much easier forispraovrtebadttxbseoh
life wasn
Majority
existence of a, pressing national unimet them
parents.Issraovrtebadttxbseoh
than Indicated
for their aged
Ninety percent could think of no medical Federal and State.
.need that demnands Immediate action.
Third. It uses existing State systems
There are 16 million persons In the need, that were not being taken care of.
Eighty percent are members of a church. for handling public health and welfare
United States 65 or over, only one-half
million of Whom can be classified as su~f- If special care was needed from outside the problems and preserves the greatest
fering from chronic illness. According family, twice as many elderly hnlericanrn freedom of choice for the aged them
to the Health Insurance Association of would prefer to get such assistance from selves.
Fourth. It will provide a permanent
AmerIca 49 percent of persons 65 or over their church rather than from the Governh
rolms htCn
ane now covered by health and medical ment.ouint
gsoluiolnoto theapobem so thate Con
reportedofInolde
the reswlnohaetbefcd
of what
has been
Much
Insurance.
ih
and welfare
the health
about
past
Unquestionably there Is a small seg- persona Is based upon Inaccurate data de- enacting new legislation each session.
Let us look at each of these four areas
mant of the aged who are chronically rived from the experiences of a generation
Ill who do not have the financial means ago or from the studies of the hospitalIzed In detail.
TAKE
a. TRu ,IAwNCS cousErrESx sn- WELL
to meet high medical expenses. This or chronically depcfldcnt.
CARs OF VERToN1s ON TUB sale aSUN
We cam therefore conclude from the
group can and should be provided for
First, Everyone uses same local
and their needs will be met under the Wiggins report that the great majority
bill reported by the Senate Finance of Americans over 65 are capably 11* agency.
Scn.Sm ytmwrsfreey
nanming their own health care and preCommittee.
fer to do It without Federal Government one over 65.
so POPULAR GROUND SWL
Third. Will actually develop figures to
During the months In which this legis- Intervntioi.
determine need.
BUIOA
lation has been pending before Congress.
.Under the Anderson bifi there will be:
What then Is the extent of the nationI have received from constituents in
First. Two parallel agencies In each
Utah only a 'handful of what I would aI need for medical care? What are the
consider personally written letters urg- existing programs to meet this need? community-one State-operated and
one Federal.
lng the adoption of a medical care pro- And how much unmet need is there?
Second. Some people will always use
The most practical way -to answer
gram tied to social security. It is true
that I have received several hundred these questions is by using the approach a State agency.
Third. Others will use State agencies
identical form letters inspired by labor suggested In the Flinane Committee bill
uimlns and othier pressure groups urging and actually measure needs of individ- at ages 65 to 63, social security there
approval of the Forand approach to this uasa for muedical care. This can only be after.
Fourth. Others will use social security
problem. I have also received a great determined by a program which within
many postal cards. all from the State of itself measures individual needs In In- until limited benefits are exhausted.
icga.with a caption 'Cast Me Not dividual eases. But this is decried as de- then return to State agency.
CYI-.-1"t1
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Fifth. The actual needs of our aged who are now receiving social security will
may never be knwn for certain under receive a gratuity for which they have
the Anderso= plan.
contributed absolutely nothing to the
Z* VNICS viux FlNANCE COMMITTEE BILL. THE social security fund for the benefits which
mERUvin
DENGEFIS AMS PROVIDED FOR Tat
they receive. To make UP this deficiency,
MOGT 34KOPLS AT THE LEAST COST. srsEsD
those who are now employed will have to
OVZ2 THE USOABEATTAXDASS
contribute a larger share to the fund,
First. Provides almost complete bene- This would mean every six workers would
fits: Inpatient hospital services, skilled have to. in addition to their own share,
nursing home services, physician serv- pay the cost or give a free ride to one
Ices, outpatient hospital services. organ- person who is already retired,
ized home care services, private duty III. THE SENATE FINANCE COSMIMTrEE DILL Pro.

Third. To increase the rate of tax.
For instance, the Health Insurance As
sociation of America says the Anderson
bill level premium cost of 0.50 percent of
Payroll is completely unrealistic and
should be at least 1.40 Percent to meet
the medical costs Which will be encoun
tered under the plan.
Fourth. Although the Anderson plan
does not now include doctors, it could be
expanded to doctors as proposed in the
Gore bill and then the door would be

nursing

wide open for socialized medicine.

services, therapeutic

services.

major dental treatment, laboratory and
X-ray services, and prescribed drugs.
Second. Costs are related directly to

need-no excess "entitlement" to encourage overuse,
'Third. Spreads cost over broadest tax
base.-full range of shared Federal and
State taxes.
Fourth. It Is a real pay-as-you-go
system.
On the other hand, the Anderson proposal:
First. Has serious limits in that it
only covers those persons over 68 and
leaves a gap of those in the age bracket
from 65 to 68. This plan also entails a
$75 deductible feature which would place
an undue burden on those most urgentlyv
In need of medical care. In addition,
coverage is limited to 180 units each cornpared to unlimited coverage under the

rrots FOR USE OF EXISTING SYSTEMS AND CAN

First. Except for Veterans' Administration. all personal health problems are

every other day. When the visiting corn-

mittee went to call on him one day, they
found him In bed with his clothes on.
TheY chided him for it and asked him
why. His answer has been ringing

Fifth. When private local hospitals

now handled by State and local authorities..
Second. Local agencies already existmanned by experienced People-which
can absorb this new burden with least
difficulty,
Third. The needs test Is an accepted
part of many Federal programs-Veterans' Administration, farmers disaster
loans, small business loans, assistance to
blind, aid to permanently disabled, oldage assistance.
.Anderson
Fourth. The system can be put into
effect immediately--October i-without
any delay for State enabling legislation,
The Anderson plan would not go into
effect before July 1, 1961, for hospital

services and January 1, 1962. for all other
Finance Committee bill.
Outpatient services.
service and diagnostic treatment are also
On the other hand, the Anderson prolimited.
posal would:
Second. This plan would substitute enFirst. Put a new Federal ag-ency In
titlement by "right" in- place of actual the local health field.
need and would thus encourage overuse
Second. Require parallel organizaand abuse of the system.
tions.
I have always remembered a perThird. bestroy present social security
sonal experience I had 25 or 30 years relationship with beneficiaries. Beneago. A little company with which I was fits are now paid directly to the beneconnected instituted a system to provide ficlaries. but under medical care will be
sick benefts for employees. one em- paid to hospitals doctors, and so forth,
ployee suddenly became sick almost Benefits are now based on contributions

The

Gore bill was before the Finance Corn
mittee and was rejected at that time.

LL&PUT INTO EFFECT IMMEDIATELY

and other services fail to meet priorities.
pressure for separate social security
hospitals will build up. We already have
separate VA hospitals for the same
reason.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed following my re
marks a letter I have received from the
Health Insurance Association of Amer
ica. This letter indicates that the 0.50
percent of payroll cost estimated for the
Plan is fair too low and unreal
istic. Based on historical records of the
health insurance companies of America,
which have had broad experience in
dealing with the medical problems of the
aged, the cost of the amended Anderson
-

Proposal should be set at 1.40 percent of
payroll. This would indicate what I
have already stated, that we can expect
the cost of this new medical care pro
gram to rise tremendously in the years
ahead it the Anderson p1lan ir. adopted.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed In the RECORD,
as follows:
HZLT

INSUMANce

AssocIATIoN or AMERICA.

Senator `WAshngtoP.

D.C.Nugst19T160

Senate WOffAc
Bu.ldEnNETT
Washingtoun. D.C.
beneficiary has paid into fund, but under
DL~a SENATOR BENNETT: You have invited
Anderson plan, persons will receive bene- our attention to the amendment to H.R.
fits without regard to contributions.
12580 submitted by Senator DoUGLAs at page
Fourth. Destroy traditional doctor- 16231 In the CONREcaSSIONAL. REcoi for Au
ptetrltosi
yitretn
ly gust 11. 1960. and have requested our com
prtient reltinhipd pary,ithusjleaing to- mnent on the coat figures submitted by Mr.
ernmnt
thrds arty ths ledin toRobert J. Myers. Chief Actuary of the Soclia

through my mind ever since.
He saId. 'I means to have my share." poorer medical service.
Security Adminiatration in connection with
viam ciltertai toheeare manyr phaersons
Fifth. Require compulsory contribu- this proposal. in addition, you have re
wh wllatemt
ohae her hae ntions for a service that may never be quested that we give you a cost estimate on
the basis of entitlement rather than needed__or for which other private in the proposed amendment to H.R. 12550. as
Third.

Th

nesnpa

ol

o-srnearneet

Thir
pan 7b
wuldcon
Anersn

centrate the entire cost on a narrow Flederal tax basis of the first $4,800 of

welter's Income.

Inasmuch as social

security- taxes are already due to rise to
9 percent of the payroll by 1969. this
would pisee a tremendous burden on the
low-Incom31e workers of the Nation. Sec-.
retary ot Health, Education, and Welfare Arthur Fl~enming testified -before
the Senate Finance Committee that if
medical car Is tied to the social securMy program, It Wil not be long before
PAsvolitaxes willtrise to 20peeet
Pburtl, In reality, Contrary to statements of advocates of the Anderson
plan, this system would not be a pay..asYOU-go pVIM but In fact, Is a real handout to thos Over 65 and will be paid for
by apgwculmetely 58 millIon workers
covred by sodial security who are now
under 65 The5 m illion persons over SS

suanc

arangeent

aebe

hae

ben

ae

adeof

I1v. IT WILL ProvIDE A PUMANESINT SOLUTION To
THU P5051KM, BECAUSE IT 15 RAMi ON UK
ISTINO PROGRAM

presented by Senator ANuansouN at page 16545
the CONGREssIONAl,

Rmc.3

for August 17.

1960.
Our staff has carefully reviewed the esti
mates given by Mr. Myers In connection

The Senate Finance Committee pro- with the Douglasa proposal. In presenting
posal can operate indefinitely with ony cation
his cost estimates. Mr. Myers gives no indi
the bases upon which such eSti
minor changes to existing medical care mtates of
have been developed., We assume.
programs now In operation in the various therefore, in view of the order of magnitude
States. Such 13 not the Case With the of his estimates, that simila methodology
Anderson proposal, since this is only

was employed

as is contained in prior coat

the first step down the road to complete estimates developed, by the Department of
socializatloni of all medicine. It Is a Health. Education, and Welfare in connec
"foot in the door," the opening wedge tioll with other propose legislation In the
-'- thsewhowat
b
sndseek to same field.Is e~g.
HR. 4700. The Insurance
driven bthswowatndbusiness
already on reei* with respect
Socialize not only medics. al e. but many to Its critique of such vnethodology. may I
other traditional American intttoi.direct your attention to the testimony of

Based on

present experience with the

social security Program, we can expect
the liberals to exert politia prsur:
Fist T rdue1heae
ras 8 o 2,I
Pint Toredce
te ae fom 8 toox
Second, To Increase the range of bene1it.

Mr. U J. Faulkner, representing the three
Insurance associations, given before the

House Ways and WM=n Committee on July
particular,
I callstatement
your~ attenion tothe appendix
of this
be
ginning on page 2001t the enclosed repr
auction,

1960
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Zmlployring simllar methodology tor the
If this bill Is allowed to go through, not
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President. how
amendment proposed by Senator DOvGLAs. only will the people who ame COvered ZIOW Much time did the Senator from UtJah
with appropriat, adjustment for the effect under this new plan suffer, but oilr childrenyilbak
on hospltelization costs of a *75 deductible, and grandchildren for the rest of their lives
el bck
we would estimate the cost of the program
It Is umdemocratic to Impose such a thing
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
as follows:
on the people (for their own good).
Senator from Utah yielded back 3 min
(a) For the first year. a coat of *1.331
We do not want communism In America. utes.
miiHon which Is equivalent to 0.61 percent but this bill Is as near to communism as we
Mr. CARLSON. I thank the Chair. IE
OftxblePyol
will ever get and not be under the direct now yield 15 minutes to the distinguished
(b)
bA lee rmu coat of' 1.60 percent rule of a Russian leader.
Sntrfo
ot
aoia
dsrbuted as follows: hospItalizatIon 1.30.
Who Is to say who needs this help and who Sntrfo
ot aoia
nursing home .10. home care .06. and diag- doesn't?
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President. Al
nostic outpatient hospital servIce .14.
l am a widow without financial help from exander Dumas once said. "Thlere are
It Will be noted that our level premium anyone. I did not even receive social secu- virtues which become crimes by exag
cost estimate Is about 3 times that of Mr. rity when my husband died. I have taught geration." Current political concern for
Myers and that our first year coat estimate school and reared two sons. Everyone knows the medical care available to the Na
is almost double his.
what kind of a living every teacher has been tion's aged, it seems to Me. Is now in
Turning to the proposed amendment of able to make up until now--and even now,
danger of falling into this category.
Senator ANeozasoNs, We would estimate the
cost of that program as follows:
(a) For the first year A cost of *1.242
million which Is equivalent to 0.57 percent

of taxable payroll.

(b) A level p-emium-of 1.4 percent of

I have no way of knowing how I will live
when I retire, and I still owe thousands of
dollars on my small home, but I will fight
this proposed bill with every ounce of blood

In my body.

Now, let's look at another

side of this

Payr-lL
I trust we have answered your questions
specifically and we will be happy to provide

situation:
Can anyone deny the fact that the minute
a person knows he is going to be able to go
to the doctor or hospital any time he needs

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed In the RECORD,
as follows:

would atop saving for this particular situ-

Aln unequivocal recognition of respoll
sibililty for the welfare of the inc~aPael
tated, whether from causes of age, youth.

disease, or misfortune, has long been
deemed a distinguishing mark of a truly
cvlzdscey
Ciiiedposoieilty.

h

uflmn

fti

The fniiualsiof
vithis
pniiiyb
ni0dasl
ite
any additional fartual material should you
When exaggerated and distorted by the
desire,
to or decides to. that he will atop striving to extreme heat of the political arena, the
Very truly yours,
take care of himself?
resultant excesses are not only crimes
RourT Ri.NZW..
I know of many people that save all their against society, but are barbaric.
lives to be able to take care of themselves
TeSnt'
osdrto
fpo
Mrt. EENNETr. Mr. President, I ask when they are old.
Thsae foSediale'
bensieraitfor the agedoI
unaimuscoset o av pinedat
They pay for life Insurance policies, buy both ill-timed and premature. It Is Illthis point In the RECORD a letter from a war bonds, patch clothes, go without, andtiebcaeofhepxmtyote
widow In Utah which, to me, Is a most work like slaves to achieve security.tiebcasofhepxmtyote
powerful appeal for the defeat of the
Anyone who would stop to think seriously presidential election, when the course
social security approach to this problem. about this matter would know that people that best lends Itself to a slogan with

MMuUs. UTAN.
August 17. 1m6.

Senator WALLAct P. BznrexS

Wasshington. D.C.
Dun Ma. Basumm I am not writing this
letter as a Republican or as a Democrat, but
as an American citizen who loves her country
very much. I hope and pray that for the
benefit of hundreds of thousands of citizens
all over America that this letter can be read
in Congress.
I listened to every word and every action

that took place at both the Democratc and

emotional appeal might well constitute
an irresistible temptation to forsake the
action dictated by the facts and sound
a "don't care--easy come attitude,"
Judgment. It is premature because the
Does this not do away with the very thing many facts which will contribute to a
that has made America great--the desire knowledgeable decision on this Issue will
to stand on one's own feet and go ahead? be forthcoming In the White House Con
No one knows when sickness or an acci
dont will striks. But what about the bum.s ference on the Problems of the Aned, to
the drunkards, the leeches, the spendthrifts. be held next January.
and the lying hypocrites? Are the perseverJudging from the discussion of this
Ing. saving, and hard-working people of matter in the press and the debate here
America going to be made to sacrifice their on the Senate floor, some obvious mis
lives and money for these people?
conceptions as to the problems of the
I may be wrong, but every bit of Intenti
cgeiprevail. The advances in medical
gence I possess, and every beat of my heart 6 ec
tells me I am right.
senein
the past few decades bave
I pray to Clod that this undemocratic, d5- caused a marked increase in the num
moralizng bill will never be imposed on any ber of citizens of advanced age In our
Intelligent, hard-working citizen,
society. At the same time, the useful
I appeal to you-men of foresight-leaders and productive portion of lie has; In
of our beautiful 'United States-fight this creased proportionately to the Increase
bill with all the determination that the men of the life span Itself. As the average
that made our great constitution had--when age of the population rises, we must
we became aLfIee and Independent country.brnousletoheeaiti
ht
am sue that If the public will investigat
the time has come to reappraise upthis bill and Aind out what It wl ot
their lives their self-respect, anr heilr lu ward our conception of the age at which
atlon.
ThIs will destroy their morals, end create

Republican conventions. I stood up In my.
own livin room When the "Star Spangled
Bannee' was played at the opening In Los
Angeles and Pledged allegiance to our Slag.
Tomei ran down my cheeks. No matter how
important or uimportant we are, no matter
how rich or how poor we are, we are all eliUmenus of this great land of ours, and what
affects any person who carries a social seculiy ffc
sd eer
il
ore i Aeic
that carries one.
I have 1311nawake nights wonrying aboUt
the proposed bill for medical ald to the aged. tegrity, that they would also feel as I do.
Inlcapflcitationl for work and Income
that ts proposed by Mr. Keremy and the
Let us pray that they can become properly production becomes Prevalent. It would
Democrats. I have atudied It from every Infomed. I appreciate the privilege of being he a serious mistake to assume that the
angise and I sincerely feel that to allow this able to write to such a fine and Intelligent group Incapacitated by advanced age
bill to be passed. Mamd
by doing so, without leader, and I hope that this letter will not has increased disproportionately to the
the consent at the people, would be the most be In vain.
disastrous thing that has ever been impoe
ryta
~ pepewho
epegnrlpplto
on the American
public.
I ry
ht to keepl
ay America
thegeeapoutin
Contes
tosadsofpepe ho---right
to help
free have
will hear
It would he equally fallacious to asCounles thusads
o peplewhoarethis sincere and heartfelt plea from just meaume that all, or even a large ptopor,
atrsandy
whnenay
preparedto tae carsdofe citien In hopes that it will help to keep our tion, of those who are retired or are
thmsielvs. the
M
heyya
Goverment of the people-for the People- within the brackets of what we con
'alewudb
ndwaabuthpormnwo
ed by the people' the way_ it was meant to beasteriemnagwefaca
An
hequireh or a woIstxd
for free citizens who do not Wish to have celve a h eieetaeaefnnil
to death? Can he afford to pay out lam6 their privileges. and liberties taken away tro
ly unable to provide medical care for

sums of money for the rest of his working te.themselv'es.
years? What if he died before he was re-thm
tired? Would all the thousands of dollars
Respectfully yours,
be has beem forced to pay out do him any
NomDX
EL TRussAam.
good? Would this money go back to his wife
Mr. BENNET. M~r. president. for the
and children, or Into a general fund?
reasons I have stated. I urge the Senate
I am in favor of some foam or medical aid
to the aged. but on an individual buto

t

eetteAdro

mnmn

n

Neither would At be cor
rect to assume that advanced age Is al
wans accompanied by an upsurge of 11ll
nesses requiring medical care and treat
mert.
nterpoe

esetv.tecd

eetteAdros.nmn
n
n hi rprprpcie
h at
Zach person. shouli be allowed to decide approve the bill as reported by the Fl- of medical cmr for other than the In
whether he wants, it or not and to pay rianee Comm~littee.
stitutislallsed patient are but am dle
acodnl.I
yied back the remalinderof my time, ment of the eost at living. Unienltbly.
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medical care for the aged. on the av-

erage, accounts for a larger percentage
of the family or individual budget than
It does In the budget of younger persons. This Is not due solely to increased Illnesses, however, but is also
due to other shifts in need, due to
changed circumstances. The elderly
citizen has usually completed the financial effort that accompanies the raising
of a fsmily, and finds interests in activities less expensive than those which appeal to the younger.
The cost of medical care is increasing.
as are the costs of all services and coinmodities. Medical costs have risen
either more or less than costs of other
services and commodities, depending on
the base period for which the increase in
costs Is computed. In the period 193656, the per diem cost of hospital care
increased 265 percent; and from 1956
to September 1959, another 22 percent.
Yet there is every indication that the
actual service through hospital care has
also increased, as is illustrated by the
-decline In the number of hospital days
per patient Illness from 12.6 days in the
.1928-43 period to 8.6 days in the 1957-58
period,
Since medical care is one element of
the cost of living, it is prudent to examine, in the initial stages of the approach
to this problem, the income of the aged
as a group. In doing so, we should be
cautious to avoid a common error of
accepting statistics for more than they
amW worth. Repeatedly it has been asserteed-end correctly, to the best of my
knowledge-that three-fifths of all persons aged 65 and over have money
Incomes less than $1,000. True as this
Is. It proves nothing. The wife of an
elderly $50,000 per year executive, who
has no income of her own, falls into the
class of persons over 65 who have income
less than $1,000. One would hardly
class her, however, as in -dire need of
funds for medical care or other necessities
It must also be taken into consideration that a person over 65 has an advantage In disposable income over a younger
person with equal Income. A young
couple with two children and earnings
of $4,000 pays approximately S365 in
Federal income. and FICA taxes. while a
couple over 65 with $2,000 from social
security and 52.000 income from other
sources would pay no Federal taxes on
the $4,000 Income.
Another factor which bears on any
appraisal of income of the aged ag a
group in their assets. A mortgage-free
home releases income for purposes other
than housing. Currently, over 70 percent of old-age and survivors disability
insurance beneficiaries own'their own
homes, and 87 percent of these are mortgage free. In the 6 years from 1951 to
1957, the median net worth of a retired
worker and his wife Increased from
$5,610 to 59,616, or 71 percent. In additlion. no other age bracket shows as favorable-a liquid asset position as does
the group aged 65 and over. According
to the census figures, the average income
for all persons over 65, including those
On Public assistance, was $2,100 for males
and $800 for women,

When considered in the light of a general decrease In several areas of financial
responsibility that accompanies retirement, the decreased tax bite of the National Government. and the cushion provided by the increasing existence of substantlal assets, these income figures do
not justify the picture of gloom and
doom that is being presented to the publice, both at home and abroad. in regard
to the status of our elder citizens' fimancial ability to meet their physical needs,
including medical care. When cOnsid..
ered objectively, the situation is not
really so calamitous: and, even more encouraging, it is improving,
Today, over 19 million workers are
covered by private pension plans which
have total assets of nearly $40 billion,
By 1965. these are expected to have assets
of $77 billion. According to Health Insurance of America, about 43 percent Of
Americans over 65 are now covered by
some form of health insurance. Furthermore, it is estimated that the proPortioon
of coverage of those who want and need
it will reach 75 percent by 1965. and 90
percent by 1970..
Thbis, then, is the other side of the coin
picturing the existence of a catastrophic
emergency in the form of Inability of all
persons over 65 to afford medical care.
The need for medical-care programs at
the hand of the Government cannot be
tied to the nonhomogeneous group Of
persons over 65 referred to as the '~aged.'
Of the 15.4 million persons in the
United States over 65 years of age, about
16 Percent, or 2.5 million, receive some
form of public assistance. Since public
assistance Programs, in widely varying
degrees, are conditioned on need, it is
safe to assume that this group of elder
citizens is financially incapable of meeting the general cost of living, including
costs of medical care, without Public assistance. It may also be assumed that
there is an additional group with sufflcient income to meet normal costs of living. including medical care, that would
be financially incapaule of meeting a
prolonged or catastrophic illness.
Even with the group so defined, the
situation is not as desperate as one
might be led to believe. Forty States
have some form of medical-care Provisions in their old-age assistance Plans,
and 16 States have direct or money Payments for all essential items of medical
care. South Carolina's Program Provides for direct payments for hospital
care and nursing-home care. These
statistics illustrate conclusively that an
all-inclusive, compulsory medical-care
program directed by the Governmeiat in
not needed. They sals illustrate that
considerable additional Information is
essential for an objective appi~alsal of
the scope, seriousness, and complesitY of
the overall problem.- It would be much
the better part of ww~om. for the Congress to snake further determinations of
fact, before. proceeding from a halfcocked position to a new program.L
Although there is too little infoemation available to make it possible to determine the actual breadth of the problens of lack of means to securing medfical care for those within the group aged
65 and over, there Is an overabundance
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of Information and facts to illustrate
the foolhardiness of any approach to the
problem which utilizes the framework of
the old-age and disability insurance
program.
Mr. President, I cannot escape the
conclusion that the overwhelming ma
jority of Americans today suffer from
the illusion that the social security pro
gram is financed along insurance prin
ciples. We know, of course, that nothing
could be further from the truth. Insur
ance programs set aside the premiums
that are paid by the insured, or at least
a substantial portion thereof, in a trust
fund or reserve which accumulates in
terest to provide the funds which even
tually will be utilized to pay the benefits
guaranteed by the insurance policy.
The old-age and survivors disability in
surance program, on the other hand.
does not hold intact the contributions
of workers and their employers, but, on
the contrary, utilizes these payments in
the first priority for payments of bene
fits of workers already retired in the
year *in which the contributions are
made. In some years. contributions do
not even balance benefit payments, much
less administrative expenses. For in
stance, in 1959, total contributions were
$8.52 billion, while benefit payments to
retirees were $9.84 billion, and admin
istrative expenses were $184 million.
Therefore, for the year 1959, there was
a deficit of $275 million. Since current
contributions are utilized to meet cur
rent benefit liabilities, the trust fund
remains at a meager level, and the in
terest on the trust fund is a relatively
minor factor in the accrual of financing
benefits, compared to interest on re
serves in a true insurance program.
In 1939, when the OASDI program
was inaugurated, the basic concept on
which the Congress accepted the pro
gram was hinged to the principle that
benefits would be payable in fixed dol
lar amounts. The system was also de
signed so that it would be workable
under conditions of an expanding
economy. In other words, the benefits
schedule is so arranged and calculated
that there must be an increasing num
ber of salaries on which taxes are
levied. in order to meet current benefit
liabilities. When originally discussed
in the Congress. the social security pro
gram was conceived as one in which the
benefits payable through the program.
would remain constant, as would the
rates of contribution as originally
established. All of us are quite aware
that repeatedly Congress has increased
the benefits, as was essential if the innlation which we have experienced was
to be offset and total impotency of the.
pic~rarn to be avoided. These increases
in benefits required a compensating in
crease in contribution rates directly
and/or an increase In the salary base
on which they were levied.
Contrary to many of the statements
made on the 25th anniversary of the
system, the OASDI program has really
not yet provided its financial soundness.
We know very well that both political
and inflationary forces will repeatedly
demand -further increased benefits. In
the absence of complete irresponsibility.
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additional contributions must be re- the fund to bankruptcy from possibly hope that the Senate of the United States
qizired to meet the increases. At some even a mild, extended recession of the will at least reject the Forand proposal.
Point, however, we shall reach the economy.
if it will not take the even wiser course
breaking point, for total contributions
Mr. President. we have no right to of postponing any action on this subject
are already scheduled to reach 9 per- jeopardize the OASDI program by until a more objective and better in
cent of the first $4,800 of wages. Al- grafting on this new concept of guar- formed consideration can be obtained.
though it Is impossible to foretell at Just anteeing services, In addition to dollar Our actions and discussions in this fish
what Point the break will come. It is benefits. Rather than weaken this Pro- bowl arena are more than ever in the
Obvious that the cycle of increased gramn, we should concentrate on check- eyes of the entire public, both American
benefits and increased contributions Ing the inflation which nullifies the pur- and foreign, and I cannot conceive that
must come to a halt, for at some point chasing power of fixed dollar benefits, in our actions and debate on this political.
the Wage earners, even If not the poll- order that the confidence of the millions as contrasted to legislative, issue are well
*ticians. will rebel at further tax levies of contributors to the system will not be designed to promote respect and high re
On Wages. This situation Could easily betrayed.
gard for this parliamentary body.
become even more crucial should our
I cannot comment on this Forand
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-.
economy suffer a serious recession or proposal. Mr. president. without restat- ator's time has expired.
depression, for the system is designed ing that it is socialized medicine, for It
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, may I
to operate successfully only in an ex- does not seek to provide the funds with inquire how much time the proponents
Paending economy. Even so. Under a which to obtain medical care; but, on have and how much time the opponents
high coat estimate, the old-age and sur- the contrary, it seeks to provide medl- have on the pending amendment?
vivors Insurance trust fund will decrease cal service itself. In any approach of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pro
from a muaximum of about $55 billion this sort, the Federal Government must ponents have 86 minutes; the opponents
in 20 to 25 years from now until it is control the disbursement of funds. it have 82 minutes.
exhaVste in 1997.
must decide the benefits to be provided.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. I
Mr. President. millions of Americans It must set the rates of compensation yield 10 minutes to the Senator from
have Placed their complete confidence in for hospitals, nursing homes, dentists. Indiana [Mr. HsARnzl.
the old-age and survivors Insurance and doctors. It must audit and control
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
system to. provide them with funds for Government expenditures to hospitals. ator from Indiana Is recognized for 10
retirement in their latter years. In re- nursing homes, and patients. It must minutes.
hence on this system, not only have establish and enforce standards of hosMr. HARTICE. Mr. President, I rise
they neglected to establish retirement pital care and medical care. These are to support the Anderson amendment, of
Plans In private sources, but, indeed, they but the basic and usual safeguards that which I am a cosponsor. There is a
have had no choice but to place such accompany the spending of tax funds. present, pressing, and timely need for
funds as they earn for this -Purpose In Is anyone so naive as to believe that the this proposal. That need has been en
the old-age and survivors Insurance pro- National Government could exercise forced by statements made by the ad
gram. A failure in the program would these responsibilities without affecting ministration. Secretary Fiemming, and
literally mean the economic destruction the quality of medical care received? b practically every person who has
of millions of Americans. Although the The Government. not the patient and spoken on the floor.
soundness of the program, in my opin- physician, will determine the quality,
I tink there is a minority still living
Ion, Yet remains to be proved, we should and extent of medical care under the in the country who feels there is no
at the very least treat the program In Forand proposal, and this is
problem, but I think we can dispense
the mianner best calculated to insure Its medicine,
with that viewpoint by the generally ac
continued solvency.
The disadvantages Of socialized med- cepted knowledge that there Is a real
Mhe medical care Proposals which Icine are not merely reprehensible bie- problem which exists now. In that con
would Utilize the framework of social se- cause there is a bad connotation placed nection I can agree with the distin
Curity arn not-only unneeded, but, if en- on the word "socialized," The evil lies guished Secretary of Health, Education,
acted, would materially decrease the in the deterioration of the quality, of and Welfare, Mr. Flemming, that we
Probability of continued solvency of the service which inevitably results, to the must act, and should act, In this Con
syxat -. The proposal for medical-care detriment of the patient, from the CloV. gress; that we should not wait.
-benefit within the OABDI Program--to ermient's efforts to standardize a servI asked him specifically, at the hear
which, for lack of a better name, I shall ice which is by its very nature a per'sonal thes whither
Houe Chonference. Hetisaide
refer toe as the Foraund proposaL, since sevce, and must so remain If It Is to the. Whie tHought wofeenhd cie. t facts
apparently It was first introduced by' be of a high quality,
tNo.enabe thushto coe toan ientelligets
Rersnaie
b~awud COinMr. President. in this discussion of decision.
Vklfte change the original concept of the proposals before us, I have refrained
Baialteusiocmsdwno
Abe OA13DI program from one guaran- from utilizing either the constitutional the fact we have 10 millilon -people
teein fixed dollar benefits to one which or philosophical approach, and have at- - 'who are In need of medical care. No one
guarantees specified services. The fixed- tempted to dicsth
vaou
ai5
onedtatlltse1miinar
dollar-benefit concept has the advantage from the standpincsthesun
vaiudgmeant. condientso that all these 10 million are
of being resistant; to inflation, although need, and practicality. I realize, of paupers. The problem before us Is
we must dmAit that In times of inflation course, that my approach to the prob- whether we are going to take care of
there is 5 likelihood that it will not pro. lem is conservative--as is my philos.' most of these people, or only those who
vide the resources In purchasing power ophy--and consequently, I have sought are Indigent or who are paupers and
for which It was originally intended, to examine the problem in the- light of need medical cafe, or whether we are
'Th guaranteeing of services, as eon- .,the facts, removed from the utopian going to go further.
teasted to fixed dol~lar benefits. would- dreamworld of radical thought that apI previously stated I intended to sup
noe withstand the-ravages of In
.topears
to-be Prevalent In our political so- port and am in agreement with the coinbut would be-mrked by Increasing Costs cietY. I.could also Just as well have- mittee approach as sponsored by the
of beneMt as the cost of services them- adopted a constitutional approach, for Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. Run]l and
I onehaeft5. and would tremendouslW I am convinced that the Forand. Pro- the Senator from Delaware [Mr. Faun).
increase the Pressures for edditiotal con.. Posal in repugnant to the intent and bat there was a lady in my offie the
tenautllns to keep the fund solvent. Ispirit of the Constitution.
other day. I asked her, "How do you
8Sucha chang In concept would materi- .In speaking at all, I am -fully aware feel about the medical care bill?" She
ally hasten the day when the Point Of that I am Joining in what we all know said, "WeIll I thinkc we will have to wait
rebellion. at fUrther Increased contribu-. is an exercise In futility, for regardless and see how it comes out. I know these
tiom would -be reaehed. Whereas the of the outcome of the Senate-s votes on people need help. I know thes aged
Ptesmnt asatsm, based on fixed dollar the various proposals, there is very little people cannot meet their medical bills."'
benefits, might be Impaired by a. rela-  likelihood thatwe will create more than a
Mr. President, she has faith that this
tively serins depression in the economy, -Political issue, If that. Perhaps It is op. group of elected representatives are
the lbeand-type concept, Would subject timism on joy part to harbor a sincere, going. to do what they think Is right;
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they are going to do something In the fashion, and we can prevent the prob- orderly method of Insurance, insteod of
interest of the people; they are going to lem. rather than deal with it after it what might be related to political con
siderations. they will support the Ander
do what is best for giving us a program occurs.
This is a question of whether we want son amendment.
of medical care for the aged-not what
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I
Is best for any particular group. not an insurance programn or merely a relief
yield 3 minutes to the Senator from
what Is best for the doctors. hospitals. progam.
I call attention to the resolution which Ohio (Mr. Ltuscsez].
or nurses, not what is best for any ParMr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I wish
ticulsar selfish group which is interested was adopted at the Governors' conferin keeping these people at their mercy ence on June 29, 1960. Thirty Goyer- to miake a. few comments about the
nors signed the resolution, asking that amendment now pending before the
and forcing them to beg for help.
If we do not provide a satisfactory the social security approach be adopted. Senate. Before I do so I should like to
answer at this session, or very shortly These people know that their States ask the sponsor of the amendment, the
in the coming session, then there will cannot stand an additional drain on Senator from New Mexico (Mr. ANDER
be a very serious reproach coming from their finances, and that the best ap- SON), a Question.
In the event the Anderson amendment
these. people, which none of us wants to proach is the orderly procedure of contributions from employees during their Is agreed to. what will be the situation
hapen.
.So I think the question Is: Do we ac- working years. I read from the resolu- with respect to those elderly citizens
who are not now within the purview
cept the principle of social security, or tion:
Whereas the Governors' conference for of the social security law?
do we not accept It? If we do not acMr. ANDERSON. I think those per
cept the principle of social security, then many years has been acutely aware of the
we cannot accept the principle of the growing number and complexity of prob sons would be adequately covered under
Anderson amendment. But if we do ac- lems faced by our increasing population of the provisions of the committee bill and
cept the principle of social security, and senior citizens, including health and medi- under the so-called Kerr amendment.
ti
h
oiino
.LUCE
agree that the social security program cal care, employment and income maintenance. provision of suitable housing, and enhas worked well, then this approachi h srichment
New Mexico that his
theMr.LUC
Senator from.Itithpotonf
of leisure time activities; and
Whereas the moat pressing of these prob- amendment would provide coverage for
the answer to this particular problem.
some persons say this is the same odlems is the financing of adequate health and all elderly persons who are iiow within
the operations of the social security
story year alter year. This is not the medical care: Now, therefore, be It
Resolved by the 524 annual meeting Of law?
same old story. This Is a story that is
Mr. ANDERSON. Who are past the
going to become Increasingly new. th~e Governors' conference. That Congress5 be
8yas
Every child born today has' a right to urged to enact legialation providing for aaeo
Mgr. 6 yearsC. Woaeps h g
know the answer. One of every four health Insurance plan for persons 65 yearas
M.LUCM Woaeps h g
of them can expect to live to the age of of age and over to be financed principally
83 teotertre anexet oattain through the contributory plan and frame- Of 68?
Mr. ANDERSON.' That is correct.
work of the oild-age survivors and disability
83; thee
he thecn epec to
Mr. IAUSCHE. Those who are not
at least the age of 63. There will be Insurance aystem; and be it further
Resolved, That the States support and par- under the coverage of the social security
children of the age of 60 who will have
parents living. If science continues its ticipate actively in the forthcoming White law who are past the age of 65 will be
advances, there probably will be more House Conference on Aging to the end that covered by the committee recommenda
people reaching the age of 100. So the public and private agencies be stimulated
number of people who are going to need and encouraged to develop approacnes to all tions?
Mr. ANDERSON. Provided the State
meia aeI
h uuei on othe problems of the aging.
its appropriation.
wetreicanngtomakes
meicrase constantly.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Yes.
think wecnsummarize the points
isIr
Thceaequestionty
Mr. President. since 1945. In discuss
The
uesionis:Arewe going to put of the program very briefly. These printhis burden on the general tax revenues? cipal points can be made as to why thi. ing social security laws. numerous have
been the times when I have declared
Are we going to raid the Treasury for approach is the best approach,
First, contributions would be collected my concept of what ought to be done
the money that will be needed? Or are
we going to proceed in an orderly fash from nearly all persons who work for a with respect to the Government providion, on a pay-as-you-go method, inling
Ing social security. In effect, I have
will paymne,
Into thelvig
which younger
Contributions would be payable, under repeatedly stated I did not subscribe to
O
fud
he people
hie
ae arin
fundwhie
tey re ernig mney sothis amendment, only while the individ- the philosophy of giving doles and sub
sidies, but I believed in a system which
we can mtake sure that a person does not ual is employed.
paedna
Cotiuinudrtiamnmnwscuralyon,
have a specter hovering over him, the
w Inhpay
Contributevedions under tiamendmreCont, wasiactuarikmalnyesoundoerae
question of. "Whben I get sick, will my
e mannruderou whic pay-un
aityopy.measrecm-bsinesslik
children be able or be willing to provide wonuldabe leied insoe
u
fafn
eet
emd
et
blt
opy
h
home
mnuaewt
my
for me. or will I have to sell
Contributions, under the amendment, which was built up through joint con
and, hat In hand, ask the Federal Govermient or State government to give me would be levied in the individual's work- tributlons by employers and employees.
That philosophy has been with me, I
help?" That Is really what the problem ing lifetime, not during the period he is
would say, for. at least 15 years. I be
earning or is in retirement,
1.not
Contributions, under the amendment. lieve a fund created in that manner in
So far as the old-age and survivors'
insurance program is concerned, I thn would not be related to the number of all probability will be prudently man
aged, since it places a joint responsi
It Is-a good Program. It just does not dcpcndents a person has,
The employer would be required by binty on the employer and the employee.
go far enough. If medical care Is to
be extended to help the aged, it will have the amendment to pay one-half of the and In all probability It will be based
to be paid for either out of the Treasury cost. Under some other plans the em- upon a sound actuarial foundation and
or from the earnings Of working people. ployer would pay part of the cost, and will be conducted with businesslike op
Some persons say one method Is less under some plans the employer would be erations.
my belief is that the elderly people
expensive than another. The least ex- required to pay all of the cost.
The.benefits under this plan would not of our Nation are In need of this type
Pensive method Is the social security
approach, because the machinery is al- be cancellable. The benefits under this of service. I think not only of the in
ready established. Another establish- amendment would not be limited during digent but also of those who through
meat does niot have to be created. In- a person's lifetime. Under the amend- prudence and thrift have accumulated
vestigators do not have to be sent out ment, the benefits would be more ade- a modest estate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
to learn whether a man has the means quate than under many private plans.
Finally, the cost of administering the time of the Senator from Ohio has ex
to Pay for his medical care or not.
Those Items will be added expenses plan under our amendment would be pired.
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield the Sen
under aNW other method than soial less than the cost of administering existator 3 more Minutes.
Ing private life insurance'plans.
scurity.
Th~e PRWSDING OFFICER. The
I sincerely believe that if Senators wiJI
Under this approech, every one of the
70 -MIllion people covered by social se- vote upon the measure based upon Senator from Ohio is recognized for 3
rusilty can be provided for. in orderly whether they feel it will provide for an additional minutes
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Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, it Is of a life devoted to the study of the needs the days when she could qualify for
&rather dominant and frightening pros-- of the people. I thank him and compli- social security, but I am afraid before
pect for an elderly person to find, in ment him for that.
the days when she could qualify for
the twilight days of life, that whatever
Mr. LAUSCEE. Mr. President, will retirement funds in my State as well. I
he has accumulated through prudence the Senator yield me 2 additional min- know that she does not have very much
1s to be dissipated as a result of the utes?
on which to live; but she could not
huge Costs which come in caring for
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield,
qualify for the old age health insurance
One's self. especially during an illness
Mr. IAUSCHE. The position which provided In the Anderson amendment.
in the Mature years of one's life. I have I have taken here is completely consistThe younger sister of that teacher.
in Mind specific instances when people ent with the positions I have advocated who is 77 years old, lives there also.
have told me. for instance. "I have as- on this floor-with respect to subsidies.
I think she receives some teacher's re
sembled enough to have a modest home.
There are entirely too many subsidies tjrement pay, though it is inadequate.
I am Proud of my home. I do not wish paid by all the taxpayers who are being Nevertheless, she retired, too, in the days
to see It dissipated, but I cannot see MY taxed. The speed with which we are before teachers were eligible for social
way clear to save it iZ'I have to carry passing such subsidy bills is growing, security benefits.
these Inordinate medical expenses."
My position on the bill is completely conGoing into the town I found a man
The costs of living for the aged. es- sistent with what I have declared to be who has been self-employed most of his
PeciallY those to fight disease, have be- my concept of free government. It is life, and who has helped other People
come extraordinarily large. I need not consistent with my fear that we are try- in performing public spirited work for
discuss that, because it is generally un- Ing to buy votes by passing bills to pro- the town. I know that he is critically ill.
derstood that medical expenses, includ- vide subsidies. I do not claim that to be I know also that his medical expenses
ing drug costs and nursing services, are the purpose of the committee Proposal. must have run into hundreds, or even
beyond the ability of the ordinary perI repeat that in my judgment we thousands of dollars during the last year
son to carry,
should not have had this special session. or two. I cannot say for sure that he
.On that foundation, it is my judg- Politics are permeating it from beginning is not covered, that he has no social
ment that the program of providing to end. What I have said is consistent security card, but I do not think he
medical service cannot be avoided,
with what I espoused during the entire has.
Next I shall discuss the question of 3 ,12years I have been in the Senate.
There are, then, the firemen and
whether I should support the Anderson
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the policemen who have retired on a pension
amendment. I assume, on the basis of Senator yield?
of perhaps $1,200 or $1,500 a year. Fire
what I have said, If!I did not. support
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield 7 minutes to men and policemen have been eligible
It I would be belying every one of these the Senator from Vermont.
for social security in my State only dur
statements which I have made in the
Mr. AIKEN. It is always very diffcult ing the last few months, when Congress
last decade and a half,
for me to disagree with my friend, the made them eligible. They would be left
I am not giving my support to the able junior Senator from New Mexico. out of any beufi~ts proposed by the
proposal on the basis of Its political im- with whom I have worked very closely Anderson amendment.
plIcations. I am not giving it my slup- since the days when he was one of our
I have other neighbors who would
port on the basis of the threats which truly great Secretaries of Agriculture, qualify. One man lives a short distance
are being made in the reception room However, when I discovered that under from me. He worked at a place where
against those who do not support It.
the social security approach to the prob- I know he had a social security card.
I recognize that support is being given lem which we are now considering only This last summer, however, he inherited,
to that measure on this floor by Sen- about 50 percent of the people of my as I am informed, approximately $1
ators who have espoused a social security State over the age of 65 could qualify million. He has given up the Job that he
philosophy tiat is entirely inconsistent for benefits, there was nothing left for had and is self-employed at the present
with the method suggested in the Aminanme to do except to oppose 'that approach time: he probably will be self-employed
Ing of the program by the amendment of to this problem,
the rest of his life. Of course, he can
the Senator from New Mexico.
I think most of us in considering mat- keep up his social security payments
To reiterate and to summarize, it is ters of this kind reduce our feelings to on up to $4,800 of his earnings a year if
my firm conviction that the funds out human terms and go a little further than he wishes to. Nevertheless, if he does
of which payments should be made for that, perhaps, to reduce it to an individ- not wish to. when he reaches the age of
the social security approach should be ual human effect. I take that approach 68 under the proposal before us, he may
accumulated through current contribu- myself very frequently, In the case of receive the full' benefits without paying
tions jointly made by employers and em- the amendment offered by the Senator another nickel.
ployees or earmarked taxes, Funds from New Mexico, I simply started down
Another of my neighbors is the most
should not be established for that pur- the road from my home to see how the prosperous farmer in town. After 1950
pose except where It is inescapable, as proposal would affect my neighbors who he incorporated his farm and paid him
it is in the situation before us, in which are of the age of 65 or over,
self a salary of $4,200 a year, which was
we would find ourselves with a large
'As I went down the road, the first case the maximum social security earning
number of people uncovered under the to which I came was that of a man who base at that time. He will qualify for
law unless the committee proposal were is 86 years old. He was a farmer, but the benefits. However. dozens of other
adopted. I think we would encounter hie has, not beeni able to work his farm neitthbors who are operating marginal
danger if we created this fund solely for a living since the time before which farms did not have the money to incorpo
out of general taxpayers' money,
farmers could qualify for social security, rate, and did not even have the money
it Is on -that basis that I1shaUl vote Thberefore he has no social security card. to pay into social security. They would
for the Anderson amendment. My vote
Farther along the road there was an- not qualify under the Anderson amend
would be cast clearly on. the basis of the other man who is 74 years of age. He ment.
principles which I have established in has spent most of his life as a farm
As I said, only about 50 percent of the
my own mind as to the manner in which laborer, having worked on one farm or People over 65 in my State would qualify
these funds ought to be established,
another. However, approximately 10 for benefits proposed by the Anderson
I thank the Senator from New Mexico years ago arthritis afflicted him and he amendment. Some of the remaining 50
for yielding to me.
had to atop work. He cannot have a percent I am sure would qualify under
Mr. ANqDERSON., Mr. President, I1 social security card because he could not the Kerr-Frear bill. I cannot say how
yield to myself 1 minute. In that 1 miii- qualify for one after he became techni- many, Now let us come a little closer to
ute I wish to say that when I yielded cally eligible,
the Senate. The proposal we are asktied
time to the Senator from Ohio I had no
Going down the valley a mile or so to vote on is discriminatory, and we do
idea on which side of this question he farther. I came to the first school not have to go outsidei the Senate Chain
would speak, I appreciate more than teacher I ever had in my life. She is ber to find discrimination. Some of the
he can ever understand his statement still living and Isabout 90 years old. As Members of the Senate have social se
that he is not taking his position on the far as!I know, she is in fair physical con- curity cards, and others do not. They
basis of political motives but on the basis ditlton, but she retired not only before arepaid $22,50 a year, and some of them
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could qualify for benefits under the AnMany older persons have written
deron disposal, and some of them could through the years expressing a desire
not.
for increased social security money
When I think of these people back benefits, no question about that. This

home, who have worked aUl their Lives, undoubtedly is the No. 1problem on the

August 23

enal and-I quote-"greatly preferable
to Government-administered compulsory
health insurance."
The Los Angeles Times says that-

We

think the Insurance companies. en

but who cannot qualify for social secu- minds of our needy elder citizens-- couraged by business, endorsed by an un
rity, and therefore would not be eligible enough funds to enable them to lead splintered medical fraternity, and supported
for benefits under the amendment we their lives in dignity and in security, by the whole public, can do better with
are asked to adopt now, then I believe I Further burdening the Social Security health and medical care, and that Americans.
would be rather coldblooded if I voted System with a medical program financed young and old, will be better for the private
to enact legislation which excludes them by ever higher social security taxes can effort.
from the benefits
only postpone and make more unlikely
The Chattanooga Times states:
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the any increase in regular benefits.
we hope and we believe that these very
Senator yield very briefly?
The Secretary of Health, Education, real needs can be met through private, vol.
Mr. AIKEN. Yes; I am happy to and Welfare has predicted that these unteer initiative, which has worked a near
yield, even though I do not know how taxes could rise in the foreseeable fu- miracle through the Blue Cross, Blue Shields,
much time I have.
ture to 15 or 20 percent of taxable in- and Other plans largely since World War 3[I.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Thbe come, if health care benefits are brought
I could go on and on, quoting from
Senator has 1 minute remaining,
into the program. He noted-with rea- newspapers in city after city, both Demo
Mr. CURTIS. The distinguished Sen- son-that Americans would rebel at such cratic and Republican journals. Here
ator from Vermont Is making a very a tax piled on their already tremendous is just a random list of newspapers
fine point. The .proposal would pay Federal and State income taxes.
that have attacked a social security
benefits to many people who do not need
During the past year or so, Members health Plan: The Houston Chronicle,
them at all, and it would reduce the take- of the Senate have had a fishn Wall Street Journal, Uittle Rock Demo
home pay of everyone in the country.,
look at the Problem through the hear- crat, New York Daily News, Los Angeles
Mr. AIKEN. I am tslking only about ings by the special Senate Labor Sub- Herald-Express, New York Herald Trib
ease with which I am famiiar. I can- committee on Problems of the Aging. une, Denver Post, Honolulu Star Bulletin,
not go into the details. Many of these This subcommittee, headed by the es- Chicago Suin-Times, New Orleans Timespeople have been covered, or will be coy- teemed senior Senator from Michigan, Picayune, Baltimore Sun, and so forth.
ered. I realize that the heaviest par went all over the country to sample, on A rolicall of most of the great news
of the east will be placed on those who the spot, the opinions of older people,
papers of America.
are 20 to 40 years of agc and arc raising
Town-meeting-like forunms were held
The New York Daily News summed up
families. It has been explained here that at which members of the audience were the major arguments against the social
imillionairet; would escape paying any Invited to stand up and tell the Senators security plan about as well as any, The
Important part of the cost of the pro.. how they felt about the Problems of catches in this approach, the News says.
gram, whereas a young man, between aging, and what solutions they sought, are:
the age of 20 and 40. who may have sev- Here surely was a fine time and opporI. ThtI
olinesoilzdmdcn
eral children, will not only have to pay tunity for the aged to demonstrate their a
aot
IntheUS
woul
ocilze.edcn
his share of this health insurance pro- enthusiasmn for a social security health
2. Would cost so much as endanger the
gram, but will also have to carry insur-. bill, or for any new Federal health pro- entire social security setup; to
and
ance to carry him and his family, and gram, for that matter,
a. Would most likely lead to extensions of
will not only have to pay the $10 fee, but
But some of the meetings, despite free medical care to other groups as time
also the $150, at a time when the family much advance newspaper publicity, were went on-meaning heavier and heavier costs
can least afford to do so.
ill attended. At some relatively few each year.
Finally, I say we would be very fool- spectators were on hand. And of those
Mr. President, the committee bill
Ish to undertake to legislate this pro- that did speak their minds, a majority avoids these pitfalls. It relies on estab
gram at a time when it cannot fail to did not even mention health care financ- lished channels of aid for the needy of
be a political matter. I believe we ought ing as a major problem, And I am in- our country, Some have referred to the
to consider It at the beginning of the formed only a small fraction of the older bill as moderate, or cut down, strange
next session, when we will have a new people who did talk about health called adjectives to use for the expenditures
Congress, and when the election will not for asocial security approach,
of hundreds of millions of dollars to give
be impending, and at a time when we
One responsible segment of our popu- a helping hand to old persons who do
can act sanely and put through legis- lation has already made Its views On not have the means to pay their medical
latlon which will cover all the people the subject known, and very forcefully, bills.
and require all the people to pay the cost That Is the Nation's newspapers, the
The humanitarian committee bill sets
of the program. There Is much more I great bulk of which have been outspoken no limits on the amount of health-care
could sany, but I know that time is In about their opposition to bringing ALbnft h erneyae
ol e
dm d.health
Program under the social secu- ceive as does the socal security plan.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The time ritY system. Some 5.000 editorials have It epitomizes the "help thy neighbor"
of the Senator has expired,
been written In the past year or so urging philosophy of the Federal-State public
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President. I yield the Congress to reject the social security assistance -program-to help those who
4mInuntes to the Senator from Coloraoo. plan. The Washington Star put It well are in need of assistance, the proper and
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I be- when it said:
11ting role of Government.
lieve In helping thos who need help.
Both the young and old may someday
Mr. President, I should like to make
I voted for the Javits approach and will question the Price of Insurance rewritten by some comments on how the proposal
support the committee bill because uncle Sam in election year.
wudafc n
tt.O
ore
elthet -represents a. more realistic proffc n Sae
f ore
gram of medical car tha thi,
,ob
Even the Washington Post, one of the speak of my own State, the great State
tailed" amendment now before us op- few newspapers to support the social of Colorado. In Colorado, according to
ponients of the committee bill would security approach, has decided that the a communication which I have In my
have It appear thene Is a gret grun
heat and passions of the election-minded hand, written to me by Guy IL Justis,
sweJl of sentiment among the elderly. Congress is not the best atmosphere in director of the department of public
Indeed among People of all ages, for a which to develop sound and lasting leg- welfare, there are 144,700 persons in Col
social secrity health program. ,T islas~tion, and said the whole matter orado over the age of 65. They repre
problem. we are to unesad has should be put off until next year.
sent 8.1 percent of the total population
popped12up suddenly In a Presidential
The Christian Science Monitor calls of the State.
election campaigni after apparently ly.. the Social security plan 'a way to overAs of February 28, 1959, the Depart
Ing dormant for many years. Contrary load sochia security.' The growth of -ent of Health, Education, end Welfare
to this, tt haa been with us for some private, voluntary health insurance, this reported a total of 59.344 persons in
tenwaprdeclareshas
been phenom- Colorado who were receiving OAhM, or
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social security. Relating this figure to dents aged 65 and over are not receiving that comes
the total estimated population aged 65 either OASI or old-age pension or a comnbi- somehow or kip again and again Is that
other the proposal in the
and over, we find that slightly more than nation thereof. Thus 39.9 percent of per- Adro
mnmn sfrscaie
40Preto
ooaorsdnsae 5sonl over 65 would not be covered by a bill Adro
mnmn
.40
ofColoado
Pl~t;;t
rsidebasaed
6
b.edon social security. Since only abut medicine, and that the sfrscaie
in
and Over are receiving OASI.
595344 persons aged 65 and over in Colorado the committee bill, or whatalternative,
was proposed
Therefore, approximately 39 percent are receiving 0ASI. the
remaining 87.358 in the Javits amendment, escapes the
Of Colorado old-agge pensioners 65 and would be dependent upon their own re- brand of socialism. Yet
I note again, ini
over wvere also receiving OASI. A total tources or the Colorado old-age pension,
reviewing the debate, that the arguments
Of 548 Class B Pensioners-those between
5. The Colorado old-age pension medical made in favor of the other proposals
the age of 60 and 65-also were receiv- care plan is limited by constitutionalsee osolhtams
vr
iie
ing ithro OA diabilty ay-amendment to an expenditure of $10 million see toe shountythao aimst everyth
OSI
Ing
QASithe
AS dsabiity ay-In each fiscal year. To summarize, the cur- i h onr
h soe h g citieo6
f6
menits. The 546 or
class B pensioners rc- rent medical
care plan, as approved by the vvill be covered under
the program, which
.Ceiving. such payments represente
14 State Board of Public Welfare. includes the is essentially a Government program.
al
percent of the 3.769 cases.
following benefits for recipients of old-age though in part ft involves the participaOn the basis of the figures which I pension sn Colorado.
tion of the State governments.
h&ve Obtained from the Colorado recia) Hospitalization, drugs, and physicians'
never seen a definition of socialOrds, It would appear that 58,570 Colo- services in the hospital tincluding surgery).- ismI have
which would establish the distinc
radoresdens
5 ad oeraedre ot
bNuringhom cae fr pnsiner who
patients In nursing homes approved by tion that if it is done by the Federal
receiving either OASI or old-age pen--entare
the Colorado State Department
of Public Government it is socialistic, but if it is
8101M5 Or a Combination thereof.
Health,
done by a State government it is someThe PRESIODNGc
OFFICER. The
Under this program a pensioner who is a how unsocialistic.
time of the Senator has expired,
patient in a nursing home pays $100 toward
In
case. the program is a Govern Mr. CARLSON. I yield I additional the cost of such care from his monthly old- ment each
program. The laws are enacted by
minute to the Senator from Colorado.
age pension payment or from his pension
Mr. ALLOTT. Thus, 39.9 percent of payment plus any other income. such as legislatures, either
State or Federal, and
He Is allowed to retain $6
distinction is not
one of socialism as
persons over 65 would not be covered by OASI.
to me'et his own personal needs, a month the
against antisocialism or some other form
A bill based on social security, such as the
His payment to the nursing home is sup- of political or economic ideology.
Present amendment offers. Many of plemented by vendor payments from the
Javits amendment, for example,
these are the ones who need help most. old-age pension medical care fund which wasThe
as one which would cover
To say that such a bill solves the prob- are mades directly to the nursing borne. The someproposed
11 million people over the age of
lem la a farce and a fraud upon our elder amount of such payments io related to the
citizens,
quality of service offered by the nursing 65 in addition toor outside of the 2.4 milInhat
oderhe igurs ma behome and the amount of care required by lion
who were covered under the present
Inore
tatte
igrs
ay~
the Individual
The maximum old-age
assistance program.
spelled out In more detail, as well as to amount of the pensioner.
vendor payment is 893 a
The
second point which has been
show additional Information on the month. This amount, added to the $100 raised-and
much attention has been
medical plan now provided for those paid by the pensioner, makes
Of gvnt
hspiti
hto
h re
undler the Public assistance program, 8195 a month that can be paida maximum
to a nursing give torlack pofntfreedom on theparteof
anid sent to me by the very capable di- home through the Colorado old-age pensiondo orlcofreomnthpatf
rector of the Department of Public Wel- program,
the patient to select his own doctor.
fareof I oloado
in nursing hames also a"e eligi- think we should make an honest. realis-I
fareof
oloado
I ak
sk uaniouscon
nanmou coblePensioners
for a certain
amount of physicians, serv- tic examination of the current practice
sent that his letter, dated May S. 1,960, ices and for drugs prescribed by physicians,
in the United States with respect to the
be included in the. Racomn at this point
(c) A limited program of physicians, home selection of a doctor.
as a Part of my remarks.
and office calls for pensioners living in their
In the first place, as the distinguished
There being no objection, the letter
homes.
Was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, own
Id) Transportation allowance to enable Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDER
as follows:
pensioners to receive medical care.
has established repeatedly, his
To supplement this brief summary of the soN)
amendment in no way sets any limit
STAys OV COLORADO.
Colorado old-age pension medical came proupon the freedom of a person who may
Dzri'rrumyN or POuLzC WzLPASS.
gram, we are enclosing a reprint of an arti- participate-unider
the social security
Denveer. Colo., May S. 1960.
dcl by A. Paul Shermack, assistant executive
medical aid program to select his own
Bon. GORDONe
ALtoTT,
director of Colorado Medical Service (Blue doctor. However,
let us examine the
U.S. Senate.
Shield plan) Which appeared In the Rocky
Washington. fl.C.
Mountain medical Journal for January l~w general practice today. How much freeDams SzsKATOn ALLOrr: Ink response to your This article goes Into More detail concerning dom does an individual
have in the se
letter of April 28. 1960. concerning the impact the background and content of the
old-age lection of a doctor? How far afield can
of the Forand bill or other related legislation pension medical care program.
he go? How many doctors has he availupon Colorado. we are glad to send you the
With respect to the last question in your able from whom he can make
a choice?
1.Aowaring
Inomtioan etmt
fte
1
heather if somenbill were passed which tied In almost every small town there is only
1.AorStatetPlanng eDivats of ther amlo heltphmnsuaneof
ASI, the Colorado State one doctor, and he is the doctor of every
14,0
esn nClrado
agede 65 onand
r th Dprmeto
uivis is
Public Welfare would look body in that town. One may, under
146.01)
InColradoaged65
ersos
ad upn tisnsurance
as a
which our
over. On the basis
of this estimate, persons
old-age pensioners wouldresource
be expected to some circumstances, go to the next town
65 and over represent 8.1 percent at the make use of before they would
be eligible to to find a general practitioner. Usually.
totAl popuato ofray28 the
9
Deat
receive medical care benerits under the Colb- however, that kind of selection is not
-. ast ofHebruaryEd
8.a195n. the Depfart
rrado old-age pension medical care program. made upon any medical basis, but inmen atoftHalthodctinfadWefRee
This policy would be similar to our present volves some kind of personal
touch or
pteatoaof59.544 persons In Colorado policy in that an applicant
for old-age pen- personal reason.
who were receiving OASL Relating this sion I isnaed to apply for OASI
if it appears
ongestaclihemyav
fiur
hetoa
t etiatdPoulton age
he may be eligible for social security benefits. hi own doctor introduce him to the
66 sand over, slightly more than 40 percent
was good to hear from you and I hopecln.Aa
or Colorado residents aged 65 and over "ae theIt Information
which we have
compiled
Atll great clinic, such as the
fleiig
AS.be
-of assistance to you In evaluating the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., for
s.In March 1960. MA.N Colorado old impact of
legislation upon aged example, one does not say. as he moves
age pensison recipients also were receiving residents of proposed
Colorado.
along through all the various examinaGAs payments. The total number ofpenSincerely us.to,"IwnDr
AD.B.rD.C"
sioners; 66 and over in. March 1960 was
y
TursJ.STtiOne.
oi wnits hr.se Ao tre e,ortDr who
47,s15. Therefore, approximately s9. percen.tY~i.
Oecomt
hmeftoteepet
h
of Colorado old-ege pensioners 65 and aver
Director,
say, "We wilt have You examined by
Weream IceiVing OASL A total of 546
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr.: President, I doctors who are specialists, by doctors
clan B pensioners, (those. between the ages Yield 10 minutes to the Senator from who know the
most about this particular
of so and 65) also were receiving eitherMinst.polmtisarcurdsbltyorhi
OAS1 or OASDI payments. The 548; class U
inst.polm
hspriua
iaiiy
rti
pengionera recIiving such payments repreMr. MCCARTHY. Mr. President, I particular ailment:~
mated 14 percent of the 3,789 cases,
have tried to follow the debate during
That
is
true
not
only
In
the
great
4. onamth basis of the figures cited above, the 3 days the Senate has been consider- clinics, but also
in the clinic which have
as would appoes that 8BA70 Colorado resd- lMg the pending business, The
charge developed In all the 10edium-sized towns
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of America. As a result, the patients grams, the practice Is fully established
receive better treatment than they did of having payment made directly by the
when their entire care and treatment Government agency or the Insurance

4.

DocrosS' szavlCs--clmtinued
Average charge per billing for honpital service ------------------ *232.79

rested in the hands of one general practi- company to the hospital or to the doctor S.Rome and offce calls, 6-month
tioner or one family doctor. So the issue who has provided service to the patient.6 6.Types
period----------------------of cases most frequently
of freedom of choice to select one's doctor So we are not introducing any new idea
Is. in the first place, as it has been raised by attempting to establish a medical aid
and presented here, as misrepresented as program which is based upon the social
the Anderson amendment itself.
In the second place. the issue is unrelated to the question of good medical
care and to the growing practice of medicine in the United States. Some of the
great industrial plants anl great railroads have their own hospitals and their
own doctors. Many of the great indus-

sccurity program, under which, when a
Person receives hospital care or medical
care, payment may be made directly
from the social security fund to the
hospital or to the clinic which rendered
the service to the patient.
As a matter of fact, what we recoinmend or propose is a practice which has

programs and their own doctors. No
one, so far as I know, has protested here
against those practices or has said there
is interference with freedom of choice on
the part of the patient. The American
Medical Association, so far as I know.
does not forbid its doctors to participate
or take employment In industrial medi-

medical profession and by the private
insurance companies of the Nation.
Mr. CARROLL. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
'
Mr. McCARTHY. I yield.
Mr. CARROLL. I think the able
Senator from Minnesota would like to
know, if he does not already know, that

trial corporations have their own medical

bcen established and accepted by the

cineorrilradsforsioershad
mplymet wth
cnorepomnwihrirasorthe
State of Colorado has one of the

the care of railroad employees,
finest old-age pensioners' health and
Flour or five issues have been raised medical care programs in the Nation.
with regard to the bill which really have The total number of Coloradans who
no objective relationship to the problem received old-age pensions in 1959 was
with which we are trying to deal. Our 58.393; 32.733, or almost 56 percent. of
basic problem is that of trying to help the Colorado pensioners participated In
citiens
Uner
mend
te Aderon
th meicalcar prgra.
-M. Pesi
citiens
ndesonamedhe mdicl cre rogam.-Mr PrsiUner he
ment, people over age 68 would receive dent, I ask unanimous consent that
assistance to meet the cost of better there be printed at this point in the
medical care, the cost of medication, and RECORD, a chart I have prepared entitled
the cost of hospitalization. We are told "Colorado's Old-Age Pension. Health
that we will destroy the traditional and Medical Care Program. 1959."1

Cases

39.

III

treated by doctors:

la Medical:

Circulatory diseases-------- 4.003
Digestive ------------------ 2.367
Respiratory --------------- 2.149
Nervous aystem------------ 1,244
lb) Surgical:
Digestive----------------2.225
Musculoskeletal
system----2,341
Integumentary system---2.514
Urinary aystem ------------ i1.0o4
7. Coast of doctors' services:
la) Services to patients In hos.
pitals ------------------- $1,268.129
Ib) Home and .offce calis_.
133.240
c). Nursing home calls------- 63.497
Total --------------- 1. 461,W66
I

disosHOSPIAL CARE

1Adssiones to hospitals (some penmission) :sin more than one adWomen -------------------Men ------------------------

Ad

migs-

13, 52
8.8 91

Total ------------------- 22. 113
2. 64 hospitals participated.
3. Days of hospitalization. 261,32.
4.Average length of admissIon, 11.8 days.
5. Average cost per day. *20.53.
G. Cost per hospital admission, *24.63.
7. 7858 percent (if hospital payments were
for stays less than 30 days (*4.287.543).
8. 19 percent of hospital payments were for
stays of 30 to 70 days 4*1I.08.612).

There being no ohjection, the chart
9. Two percent of hiospital payments were
The Anderson amendment will not in- was ordered to be printe in the Rscoan. for SitaropOerce70 ofy(*111spial92).
s
treewttegeunfundamental.
as follows:
1.
ypreto
)
ams
tedroererwt thoesgenionareainhi
esOLRD
Ions were for less than 10 days; 94 percent
awend proprs
proesionalsreltionsip
n
be'oo~
S OLD-AGE PENSION. HEALTH AND of the admissions were for less than 30 days.
interfere with the way in which doctorsMEIACAEPOR,19
1.Prniatyeofdsas unghs
are chosen and the way in which proper eian.
Total pensioners receiving old-sge pen- pitalizatton:
53,393,
Ia) CIrculatory. 4.758 cases. 21 percent.
care Is given to patients. It will not
Total pensioners receiring medical care.
(b) Digestive. 3.465 cases. 16 percent.
doctor-patient relationship.

Introduce any new practice with respect
to a method by which doctors are paid
by their patients.
The practice has been established under some Insurance programs, such as
the Blue Cross-Blue Shield, of having

32.733. 56 percent.
Total pensioners requiring hospitalization.
14.26. 24.4 percent.

(c) Accidents. 2.835 case. 23 percent.
(d) RespIratory. 2.341 cams 23 percent.

Total pensioners requiring nursing home
care, 4,907. 8.4 percent.

.enopam

.Vnopamtswrmdeonuig

Twenty-five percent of pensioners used home for 2,318 persons per month.
sevcs
(Each
a nursing
a pensioner
month toIn the
home home
from paid
his
CALZNIMXA
YEAR 1O3O pension).

th nuac
opn
hhe hspial*100
optldoctors' home and ofic
ay
the a
nsuancecomany
costs, the medical costs, and even the
EXPEN"ITURES DURING
doctors' fees. This practice has come to
be accepted in the United States. in
Tylxwoffrrn
adtoithol-age assistance pro____________
gram, 2 or 3 years ago we were asked to

change the law so that the Flederal or

OEcum

tswrmdonuig

I1,Oliblacure ....................
Ntirshir lhoate crei.....'....

Esipaidi-

Pwnteni
__

$SIB.
i
K731
I. mn,514,4

M.~

'A. 7

2. Average.monthly payment to a nursing

home per patient was:

rom pensioner ------------------ $100 00
Vendorpaymet_--------------_---___
Vedrpamn---------48

J5.-er..rs'sA-rvievt.._............l.. 46i.SiwA
K-0
Total ----------------16.4.4
the doctor tothethecostospitalthe-co--of-the---------..153943
of the services, or Ditrus for imivrnis in- gsi~ng
.
3. Number of nursing homes being used.
to hehopial
hecot
f te
ericsTrasimmqarl..it ------------------.
lA 145
.iM
144.
which they had rendered to the old-age
--.
0
assistance recipients. Until that time,
T,,tl ----------------l---- P
Mr. CARROLL, I do not wish to in
the Practice had been to give the money
terrulpt the speech of the Senator froin
to the old-age recipients, who in turn
DOCroe
Ad1~
innesota-.
paid their doctors or their hospitals. 1. Services to pensioners In private
Mr. KcCARTHY. I am glad to have
However, the request was that there be
hospitals:
the comments of the Senator from Col.~
a State agency or a Government agncflu---------rado, n thispo*n
to make the Payments directly, so as
Medical care--------------------14.20 .
TimeofRteSenator fom innesta -has
not to have payments made through the
other (anesthesia, X-ray, lab.
ieo
h eao rmhlneoa a
patient. It was provided that the doctor
etc.) ------------------- 860 expiredL
or hospital could say, "T1his is the meas---A&. McCARTHY. I'yield myself an
reocotfrtesriewehave given,
Ttl--------------------88additional 5 minnuths.
so we ask the Fe~deral Government or 2. Seryice. to pensioners iln Colorado
__
Mr. CARROIMa Our old-agre Pensionthe State government" - whichever
Oenera an Deve Geea
1,7i8 en arr
dniiain
ad.7
ageney was handling the matter--to S. Typse of hospital eare:
Percc t
C51thei Iowtidotors Cand.
Tdeniy
------------------------------- ----31 choeterondcosadIetf
Pay the bill directly to us, without its
jedjca cae----------------4 themselves with their card.. The doctor
going through theliands of the patients."
otha (anesthesinia. a X-ray,
determines whether such a Pensioner
In the casn of Government programs
etc.) ----- --------2T shall go to a hospital; whether It isl Deom
and In the ease of private Insurance pro.
eary to have Inpatient or outpatient

State government could pay directly to
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treatment. The Colorado medical care
Program~Pays the doctor and/or the hoaVital. it is a vendor payment.
The point I wis to underscore, and
Which is being made by the Senator from
Minnesota, is that the Colorado old-age
medical care program does not pay the
pensioner, and. the pensioner does not
Pay the doctor. The doctor is paid by
the Blue Shield authorities in the area,
and this takes place under a contract
negotiated with the department of public
Welfare of the State of Colorado. The
doctors have accepted and work successfufly under this system. Blue Cross-Blue
Shield Is contracted with to administer
the program. But my point is that while
the doctor-patient relationship is carefully Preserved, the patient does no't pay.
The Blue Cross-Blue Shield pays; and
the State of Colorado. in turn, pays Blue
Cross-Blue Shield,
Mr. McCARTHY. The Senator from
Colorado Isquite correct.
Mr. CARROUL. Let me ask the Senator from Minnesota another question.
As I understand the Anderson-Kennedy
bill. It does not have -anything at all to
'do with the payment of doctors' bills.
Mr. McCARTHY. The Senator is quite
correct,
Mr. CARRtOLL. In Colorado, we make
maximum-payments to our old-age pensioners of $106 a month. For an example, let us take a social security recipient
who Is receiving $74 a month. If such a
person can qualiy on the basis of need
he can come under our Colorado pension
program and we give him another $31;
and, in addition, such a person is then
qualified for medical care,
We now have approximately 20,000
people In Colorado who in addition to
social security benefits also qualify for
payments from the Colorado pension
fund because their social security paymtsaelsthn$0amot.
should like to ask this question for the
record-would benefits received under
the Anderson-Kennedy amendment in
any way diminish the benefits a recipient may be entil~ed to receive under a
Mr.t old-Age meialcr
Y Iko
plan?
Mr CCRHY no
f owy
in which the benefits to which they are
entitled will be diminished. It might
very well have the effect of reducing
the cost of State prorams, because this
will establish on top. I think wre could
say, of the old-age-assistance medical
Program, another program, which will
be based upon the social security program or the social security principle:
and it leaves the way open to the third
Program, which has been incorporated
in the Kerr amendment and is in the
bill which we are seeking to amend by
adding the Anderson amendment.
Mr. CARROULL Mr. President, wiln
the senator from Minnesota yield
further?
Mr. McCARTHY. I Yield,
Mr. CARROUL I see on the floor the
able Senator from New Mexico IMr.
AzNDa3owl. eam of the sponsors of the
Ansderson-Kennedy
amendment.
I
should like to ask him: "Will the Anderson-Kennedy amendment benefits supplemnent rather than supplant benefts
received une a State medical care program?"

For example in Colorado there are 5.1most 19.000 persons who are drawing
both social security and Co~rao oldage pension benefits. These persons
would be entitled to certain medical
benefits under the Aaderson-Kennedy
amendment.
Colorado's old-age pension program
is much more liberal than the AndersonKennedy Proposal. However it is possible that the State welfare ollcials may
require that a pensioner who is also on
social security use the Anderson-Kennedy benefits.
In such a case Is it the Intention of
the sponsors of this amendment that
the social security recipient be entitled
to have whatever other benefits he can
get through the State's old-age assistance program?
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, If
the Senator from Minnesota will permit
me to reply, the answer is "Yes."
Mr. CARROILL For example. in my
-State. I am confronted with this Problem-to state the matter a little differently: Our Colorado old-age Pension
programn is more liberal than the Kennedy-Anderson program; and I do not
wish to have those 20,000 people in Colorado who are social security recipients
taken out of our State medical care program which I think is more comprehensive and more progressive, and thrown
into a Federal program because they
happen to be beneficiaries under thi"
amendment.
Mr. ANDERSON. If the Senator from
Minnesota will permit me to reply, I ca
say to the senator from Colorado that
the Anderson-Kennedy amendment will
not affect that situation in any way,
Mr. McCARTHY. It can do nothing
but improve the program; it Cannot hurt
ILtI

Mr. CARROLL In all categories?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
available to the Senator from Minnesota
has expired.
Mr. McCARTHY. I should lie to
have a few additional minutes. if I may.
Mr, ANDERSON. I yield 2 more minutes to the Senator from Minnesota.
TePEIIGOFCR
h
TePEIIGOFCR
h
Senator from Minnesota Is recognized
for 2 additional minutes.
Mr. McCARTHY. I thank the Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. CARROLL Then let mc say. if
the Senator from Minnesota will permit,
that the Anderson-Keninedy amendment
provides that the first $75 of the medical
care bill shall be paid by the recipient of
the medical treatment. Would this provisiont prohibit the Colorado Welfare Department from paying the $75 out of Its
medical car e fund?
Mr. ANDERSON. The answer is "No.Mr. CARROLL. The aged in Colorado
who are 65 years or over are eligible to
receive old-age Pensions, and at this time
they are also eligible to receive niedical
care. The same age limit applies, also,
to the Kerr-Flrear bill.
But the Anderson-Kennedy amendmeat benefits will go to such persons beginning at age 68.-How can a Colorado
person age 66 who Is on social sedurtty,
but isnot on a Colorado old-age Pension,
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qualify to receive benefits under the
Kerr.Prear WI?
Mr. ANDERSON. It will be uip to
Colorado to establish the yardsticks
under which such persons would qualify.
Mr. CARROLL Does that mean a
,person must be indigent? Is this to be
a need test?
Wr. ANDERSON. The requirement is
that he must be needy, yes. But the
State can establish its own standards.
Mr. McCARTHY. But there is a need
test principle Involved.
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. CARROLL That is the point.
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. CARROLL In other words, he
must show that he does not have the
money and is in need;. is that correct?
Mr. McCARTHY. The term used is
"medically indigenL"
Mr. CARROLL Yes. If he draws
medical care benefits, when he becomes
age 68 will he be excluded from the oldage-assistance program ana automati
cally be forced Into the social security
program?
Mr. ANDERSON. Not if he still has
remaining needs.
Mr. CARROLL So if he is over 68
years of age and if there Is a basis of
need, he may stay under the State
medical care plan?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. McCARTHY. And the State plan
could supplement the Federal program.
Mr. President. I should like to point
out that throughout this debate the
question of socialized medicine has come
up again and again; and it has been in
dicated that, somehow or other, anyone
who participated in such a program
would lose his freedom.
Ithn wesolntetatdy
thereare aspoxldmntel
31a tilona
AmrcnIh r ivle
naFd
eral program of medical care, and this
Includes more than 22 million veterans
of all our wars. Does anyone who is
opposing the Anderson approach say
we should back up. since this is so
dangerous?
The PRESIDrNG) OFFICE& The
time yielded to the Senator from Min
eoahseprd
eoahseprd
Mr. McCARTHY. May I have 2 more
minutes?
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield 2 additional
minutes to the Senator from Minnesota.
The PRESIDING OFCFICE
The
Senator from Minnesota is recognized
for 2 additional minutes.
Mr. MCCARTHY.
I was asking
whether anyone who is opposing the An
derson amendment approach says that
we should back away from the medical
benefits we have provided for our veter
aml.S
In addition to the more than 22 maillion veterans, there are approximately
10 mIllion more people who are under
Federal programs of owe kind or an
other; and this group, of course. includes
the President and the members of his
Cabinet, many of whom have taken ad
vantage. of the "socialized~' medical fa
culities available In the Washington area
during the last 8 years. In addition,
there are approximately 2 million per
sons unde old-age assistance pragrams.
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who are eligible to receive some kind of
benefits under the various State programs.
Mr. President. the arguments being
made against the Anderson amendment
are much the same as the ones made
against the Social Security. Act in 1935
and 1936.
We have been told by some that we
should delay taking action on the program now proposed. Ini connection with
that argument, let me read what was
stated in 1936: I read now from a
pamphlet which was put out by the Republican National Committee in the 1936
campaign:,

The way they're rigged this thing and
rushed It through Congress. It appears to me
that they fpigre a lot of us are willing to
trade our votes for a counterfeit insurance

-
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able to pay the medical bills in those extra, years. It 13 a two-pronged problem:
Our older citizens have more medical
expenses than most people do. and they
generally have less money with which
to pay for their
That is why I regard medical caie for
the aged as a must for this session of
Congress.
The proposal recommended by the
Senate Finance Committee is a sound
and effective means of meeting this
problem. It will provide comprehensive
medical care assistance to all persons
over 65 who need it, whether they have
social security or not.

The committee proposal, like the
JaVits amendment which I supported as
a logical and consistent improvement Of
it. is both voluntary and comprehensive,

August 23

designed to finance the health came of
the aged through increasing social secu
rity taxes.
Let us look briefly at what has hap
pened up to now. It was in 1957 that
the Forand bill to provide a compulsory
payroll tax was introduced, and I under
stand that the sponsor of this legislation
acknowledged that it was drafted by the
American Federation of Labor and Con
gress of Industrial Organizations' social
welfare experts, who are well known to
some Members of this body. I do not
question the sincerity of the sponsor of
this type of legislation, but I am in
formed that sponsoring witnesses before

the House Committee on Ways and
Means admitted that their motive be
hind the compulscry tax health proposal
is to open the door to ultimate federal

policy.
They recognize the responsibility of the ization of the practice of medicine. hos
Mr. President. the charge of politics States and the safeguards which will pitalization. and all the various phases
has been raised against this measure, flow from State participation. They of caring for the health needs of the
and It has been charged that we are try- stress diagnostic and preventive care. Nation,
ing to rush the bill through Congress. and avoid an unwise overemphasis on
If this Congress should enact and the
The same charge was made in 1936. hospital care alone.
President approve a bill to provide a
about the social security program.
I am unalterably opposed to the An- payroll deduction plan to care for the
I read now another charge madte in derson-Kennedy amendment, which, like aged needy, we can look down the road
1936: It was part of a spot broadcast the Forand bill, is tied to the social se- of the future and foresee in every elec
by the Republican National Committee curity system, and benefits only those tion year a new drive to expand the pro
durig
136 cmpagn:who
te
are entitled to social security, gram to a broad national health care
durin aclthes
193 cam
hi atIon hvbe
Furthermore, the Anderson-Kennedy, package. I do not believe this social
-enggdb
alties Reputhisanstationhae Con
amendment would aid only those aged 68 ization of health care will be beneficial
mnittee In order to make the following an- and over, A glance at the figures for to the country. I believe quite the con
nouncement: 'Under Aoosevelt, so-called so- my own State of New Hampshire shows trary.
cial securiy. in lear yob- will be assigned a the gaps it would leave and the discrimiThscutyuneteextigs
nme:hawilbyornmewhrernations it would create.
tem. has been most fortunate. our
Your work. as long an you live-no name.
There are s-total of 68.000 persons 65 cetss dcos n ohr
nae
Just a Noew Deal number,
and over in New Hampshire, but only scetss-otradohr
nae
mn caring for the health of our people
That was supposed to frighten people 42.000 would be covered by the benefts have given us the highest quality medical
away from social security In 1935
of the Anderson-Kennedy amendment. care in the world. Rapid strides have
I1now quote another statement made Twenty-six thousand, or 38 percent. been made In preventing diseases that
In 1936:
would be excluded, left out In the cold- once harassed mankind. I shall not list
This Is the largest tax bWlin history. And in other words, all who are not eligible all the phenomenal accomplishments
to Cafl It "social security', is a fraud on the for social security and more than 4,0 that medicine has made since the turn of
workin-gni
persons who get social security but arhe
etr.
u
s
entr olo
in the 65-68 age gap created by thethceur.btIakenortolk
Mr. President. I say to you that many amendment. Those covered by the at our growing population of aged peo
of the arguments made in 1936 against amendment would get the benefits Pie and the splendid health of our worksocial security and many of the argu- whether they need them or not, whether mng and young people. We cannot but
ments made today against the Anderson- te
r eie
rnt
n reardessscientists
eaus
praise theanddedicated
and
theyareretied
rItno.is like
ad
all others physicians
involved in pro
Kennedy amendment axe the same, and of their incomes.
shootfg
teting ouaelhfrteslni
o
hae
aouus te am sbsane oblunderbuss full of birdshot In the hope they have done.
t~hem when they am applied to the An- that afew wll hit the target.
IP ml,amendment as they had when
This scatter-shot method would deNow let us get back to the compulsory
theY Were applied to the Social Security stroy voluntary insurance, Crowd the payroll type of legislation that Is being
Act when It was proposed in 1936.
hospitals with needless; cases, and balloon sponsored here to a great extent to carry
Mr. President, I thank the Senator the costs out of all reason. It would out a political pledge In the 1960 presi
from New Mexico for yielding me this saddle the social security system with the dential campaign. The able Ways and
time.
crushing weight of a health pogram it Means Committee of the House of Repre
Mr. DIRKBEN. Mr. President, I yield was never designed to carry.
sentatives held hearings on the Forand
1Lminute to the dis~tinguished SenAtor
Adoption of the Anderson-Kennedy bill more than a year ago. During the
from New. Hampshire (Mr. CoTrox).
amendment would also jeopardize enact- present session it spent many weeks
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ment of the whole social security bill. in- working hard on this legislation and pro
Benator from New Hampshire is recog- cluding the committee's medical car posalS of the administration. Many
nized for I minute.
program, and other Improvements like alternative proposals were considered.
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, our Na- the -sorelyneeded increase in the amun The entire problem was studied carefully.
then' elderly stand In a class by them- social security recipients can earn with- Experts were summoned and their advice
selves, Our complex economy has placed out having their benefits reduced.
considered.
Despite strong political
a special burden an them. Every time
I hope It will be rejected,
pressure from various groups, that com
the Government laimebsea a warship.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mdr. President, I yield mittee rejected the compulsory payroll
shits a satellite, buys surplus wheat, or 5 minutes to the distinguished Senator tax proposal 17 to S. It then approved
bouils a flood control dam, it scrapes a from Maryland [Mr. BvrL=J.
what Is known as the Mills bill. The
little thinner the dollar they have kept in
71%e PRSDN
OffCE.
House passed this bill on June 23 by a
the stockin for old ane.
Senator from Maryland is recognized vote of 381 to 23.
Furthermore, the finest health care In for 5 miuts.
Brief hearings were held on this ineas
the world has helped to give the average
Mr. BUTI'ELE
Mr. President, I urge uire by the Senate Finance Committee
American an extra 22 years of life ex- the passage of .H.L 12580, as amended and it was expanded to include the
peotane since 1900, and at the same by the Senate Finance Committee. I amendment of our distinguished Col

tlime, has left man

of our elderly

un-

urge the rejection of aiV amendments

league, the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr.

1960
Kin]t.
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After rejecting the compulsory
Payroll tax proposal, the vote on the
Kerr Alnendment was 12 to 4.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator's time has expired.
Mr. BUTLER. May I have I additional Minute?
Mr. CARLSON. I yield 1 additional
Minute to the Senator from Maryland.
Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, I am

SENATE

we could have people who cannot appreciate what has been accomplished under
our fine system and without bureaucrats
directing everything from birth to
death. There is one thing certain,
Bureaucrats may be able to doctor their
reports. but they cannot doctor the people when they are sick. And I do not
believe any bureaucrat is capable of telling a physician how to doctor his pa-
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Nor are the British the only ones who
have been told their program would be
actuarially sound. Projections made in
1935 for our social security program
show that dollar payments in 1960 were
estimated at only one-eighth of the
amounts actually paid. Put another
way, dollar payments made under the
OASDI program this year will be about
eight times more than the "actuarially

informed that when Senator KEia was tients.
sound" prediction made in 1935. Now.
Governor of his State, he instituted a
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President. I we all know that the probable reason
welfare program for the aged needy that yield 2 minutes to the Senator from for this prediction being so far off was
has been most satisfactory, and that he Nebraska l16r. HRUSKALI
that the program has been liberalized.
Is quietly proud of this accomplishment.
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The But I raise the questions: Will the pro
And well he might be. What I wish to Senator from Nebraska is recognized for gram envisaged by the Anderson-Ken
Impress upon my colleagues is that the 2 minutes.
nedy amendment actually cost us three
Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR]
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President. I rise and one-half or four times the amount
wrote his amendment from a background to oppose the Anderson-Keninedy amend- estimated-as under the British sys
Of experience and knowledge, and since ment.
tem-to make it actuarially sound?
he did so, I feel sure that he believes his
Much has been said to the effect that Will we liberalize the program in the
amendment included in the Mills bill is medical care programs for the aged future so as to make the cost eight times
the correct answer to the problem. I under social security can be provided by the amount necessary to make it actu
am equally convinced that if the distin- an increase of one-half of 1 percent in arially sound? Congress has repeatedly.
guished Senator from Oklahoma thought the social security tax. We are told that and with a virtual 2-year regularity. lib
the compulsory payroll tax plan was the a1tax of that size would make the pro- eralized social security benefits. There is
solution, he would have sponsored it. gramn actu~arially sound. While I will no reason to believe this same pro
But he did not, and I agree with him readily admit to being mystified at the cedure will not be used in the health
that to tax the working men and women skill Of actuaries to estimate the cost of care area.
to pay for the aged Ill through payroll Programs 20. or even 100 years hence. I
Heretofore the scocial security pro
tax deductions is hardly fair to them am even more amazed at the ability of gram has been dealing in dollar benie
and their employers. The problem of this one-half of 1 percent to support fits. The only variable was the num
the aged sick is not solely a financing different programs.
ber of beneficiaries. Thus, we had two
problem for the workers and their emThe Forand bill would have provided numbers--one a guesstimate as to what
players, but a responsibility all the tax- 60 days of hospitalization, or a combina- the program would cost. Under the
payers should share. Furthermore. the tion of hospital-nursing home care for Anderson-Kennedy amendment, and
Mil's-Kerr program would be effective in 120 days, and surgical services for one- other social security approaches, we
October, and it is my belief that Senators half of 1 percent of payroll up to $4,800. would establish a service program.
who vote for a social security tax increase
The McNamara bill, for the same thereby giving us two variables: How
to pay for an aged health program actu- amount of money, would provide 90 days many social security beneficiaries will
ally will be voting against the enactment of hospitalization, 180 days of nursing get sick and what kind of services will
of any health legislation at this session, home care. 240 days of home health they need? It will take a wiser man
The administration has fought the com- services, diagnostic outpatient services, than I to make these guesstimates.
pulsory payroll tax proposal before the and very expensive drugs.
On the other hand, the Mills bill, as
responsible committees of Congress. and
The Anderson amendment would pro- modified by the Kerr-Frear amendment.
df the administration is consistent in its vide 365 days of hospitalization-subject is based on actual experience gained ini
views--and I believe it is--the probabil- to two deductibles totaling $ 150-180 the previous year.
ity of a veto Is Imminent. Now, if the days in a nursing home, plus 365 days of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
sponsors of the compulsory payroll tax visiting nurse services,
time of the Senator has expired.
route want a political issue Instead of
The new Anderson-Kennedy amendMr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, will
legislation, they can vote for It. But if ment would provide 120 days of hospital- the acting minority leader yield me a
they really want legislation to help the ization--subject to a 875 deductible-up half a minute?
needy aged, then they can support the to 240 days in a nursing home. 365 home
Mr. CARLSON. I yield half a min
Mills-Ken bill.
health visits and outpatient hospital ute to the Senator from Nebraska.
Congress authorized the expenditure diagnostic services.
Mr. HRUSKA. I ask unanimous con
of funds for this study, and I am inTruly, this is an exceptionally capable sent to have printed at this point in the
formed that hundreds of experts on the and versatile one-half of 1 percent of REcoaD, with reference to what the
health problem have been devoting the payroll,
source of the one-half of 1 percent in
past 2 years to it. It does not seem
While I have not, as I have already crease in social security tax will amount
reasonable to me to have Congress, un- admitted, been initiated into the intrica- to. the colloquy between the Senator
der Political pressure, embark on a so- cies of actutarialism. I have had an OP- from Oklahoma [.Mr. KisRRI. the Sena
cial security payroll deduction plan portunity to read history. Through no tor from Vermont (Mr. AIKEN), the Sen
without giving due consideration to the fault of the actuaries, I am sure, their ator from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND). and
report of the 'White House Conference, record as it applies to social welfare the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DxaRcsEN I.
which is due in January. Once a so- schemes has been poor indeed,
as found at Pages 16428 and 16434 of
cial security payroll, tax increase for the
Mr. President, did you know that the the RECORD of August 15, 1960.
health of the aged Is written into law it British Ministry of Health in February
There being no objection, the extracts
could hardly be eliminated by a subse- 1945 estimated that the cost of the na- were ordered to be printed in the REC
quent act of Congress. no matter how tional health program would cost over a ORD, as follows:
big a Mistake it could. be. Personally, 20-year Period, ending in 1965. 1179
Mr. AmE N. Mr. President. will the Senator
I1want to be certain of what we may get million? In this particular ease, the yield?
into. I think I know from what the prediction of the actuaries proved to be
Mr. Kmz. I yield to the Senator from.
advocates of this legislation outside of in error the very first year. Rather Vermont.
this body have been saying. Their goal than 1179 million, the program cost £242
Mr. Atazw. I am seeking information. Can
is nationalization of medicine. Once million in the first year of operation. the Senator from Oklahoma advise the Seamedicine Is nationalized, the march to- By 1959. when the program wasmoate what part of the national income Is rep
warsoiaizaio
oftheenireNaionfld,
ervce reucd ad
Momina resented by those having incomes of 64.800
wardsocalbtio atin
oftheentre
fld. ervcesredcedandnomnalor
In other words, If we adopt the soand all its economic structure niaturally charges made, the program was Costing ctallese?
security approach in connection with
would follow. It is beyond MtYunder- annually 1700 mllllon.-about four times proposed legislation. in this field what part
standingr how In this counUtr of our as much as the original estimate,
of the national income will escape paying
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older who need medical care and need
help In paying for that medical care.
I am sure that we are ali In favor of
Ir. Dmsms. The plan would not be doing this. But I do fear that differences
financed out of general revenues but from
over how this is going to be done will end
funds made available In the forms of grns
In-aid to the States that qualify under the UP with nothing being done. I am afraid
anto
needed
are
which
tion and statistics
the Nation's elderly citizens who need
swer the question, that about 40 percent Of program?
Mr. Kee. 1 am sure It would not be help are going to be left holding the bag.
the national Income would make no contriof
I fear that the only thing they will have
out
taxes.
earmarked
out
of
fnuanced
bution to the fund if It were secured from
the cost of the old ago health insuranlc
progrmm? I believe we ought to hae" that
information.
Mr. Kxms. I am advised by the representstive of the Department of Health. Education,
and Welfare, who has access to the Informa-

dent's message, lIberalIzing It In the hope
of making It adequate?
Mr. Kmo. The statement Isaccurate.

revenue secured from the general tax struc- to look forward to Is more political proma social security tax,
orsb
r
'ie.Pltclpoie
Mr. mxEN. About 40 percent:' That would ture.
Mr. Dmaistrr. Out of general revenues ap- stitute for real help. I, for one, believe
be fr hemotpatthwl-t-d pope
te
of the country, who would escape paying a propriatted for that purpose.thsolflswudraerav
Mr. Kzsa The Senator Lscorrect.thsolflkwudraeravte
part of the coat of the program. Is that corthe
promises.
than
care
medical
In
Mr. DlSaNq. A State Is free to come
rect?
We must look at the legislative situa
Mr. Kx~sa. It would mean that that part of or stay out.
tion realistically. It appears to me that
Mr. Rena. The Senator Is correct.
the national Income would not make any
Mr. DmIsK5E. T7here are enough Incentives it Ls obvious that a biUl closely follow
contribution to the fund.
Mr. Anmin. The entire cost of the program In the bill to make one properly assume that ing the recommendations of the Senate
State would want to come In under Finance Committee is the only legisla
every
$40
was
Income
whose
on
those
would fall
this program.
or less?
Mr Krex. I believe that It would result In tion In this field that stands any chance
Mr. Kma. It would fall on a percentage
becoming law this year.
of those whose earnings are not in excess of that hapein.Of
Addition of any amendment utilizing
Mr. Drazain. The estimate with respect
$4,800.
social security mechanism will mean
the
to the House bill was that If all States ParMr. AmxN. I thank the Senator.
il heSe-ticipated. the combined Federal-State cost that there will be no legislation enacted
reidn.
Mr HLL~D.Mr

ator yield?

iedtote
MrEa.

eatrfrm

Flrd.what
Mr&.HouLAstD. Does the Senator have available figures which he can place In the lzc-

oRa at thia time to Indicate the added percentage of tax which would have to be Imposed on those who are under the social
security system If the other program, the
one based upon the social security system
alone, were followed,. rather than the program the Senator from Oklahoma Is explaining?
Mr. Km-. I am advised that an additional
1 percent tax on payrolls subject to the sOcial
security tax would amount to *2 billion a
year.
Mr. HOLLAND. I

thank the Senator. I have

would aggregate about $325 million. Can
the Senator give us a rounded figure as to
this program would cost?

It

a

hsya opoiemdclcr

for elderly persons who need help. Can
didates may have a campaign issue. But

Mr. KER. I believe that the estimate Of
cost of the bill as passed by the House for there will be no help for those old people
title XVi. which Was the initial coverage, who really need help In financing their
would be about *30 million a year. soon go- medical costs.
I believe that the time has come to
Ing UP to *165 million, which would be the
Federal cost. That would call for matching quit raising the hopes of our elderly citi
funds by the States, so that when It went zerns with. promises. I believe t hat in-
,ef
into effect, after a year or so. the total coststathyholbeferdaou
to both State and local governments withstnthyholbeoerdaouef
the
for
provide
reference to both title XVI and the slight ficient program that will

expansion of coverage under title I of the

medical care needs of those who need
help.
Therefore, I wholeheartedly support

every person over 65. whether on social se-

Finance Committee.

existing law, would be about the amount
named by the Senator from nllinois.
Mr. DmxszN. It Is my understanding that

an.R.

12580 as reported by the Senate

And I am going

received a number of letters, complaining
letters, from young people In Industries covered by the social security program, under

curity or not, who Is in need would be eli- to vote against any amendment which
hns.
gible for the benefits provided In this plan.utiesheocascrtym
crtymhnsm
Mr. Km. The Senator Is correct.utlzshesia

social security tex, and they state that in
their Judgment any program which Is based
upon an Increase in the social security tax
would be unfair to the younger workers In
the country. I-wonder If the Senator has3
any observation to-make on that point.
Mr. Kmu. As I said a while ago. I believe
a program for a group of people, Including
all of our citizens within a certain category,
If Congresa decides it Is needed and should
be provided, should be provided out of revenues secured from taxes on an equal basis
and leveled on all the people, not secured by
an additional tax on the workers in our
country.
Wr. ROLLA"e. Mr. President. will the Sen-

that this program could be put Into effcct there are many-for opposing such an
on or about the lst of October of this year. amendment. I would do so because I am
If enacted into law in this session, as dis- convinced that addition of a social se
tinguished from alternative programs, which curity provision would kill this entire
would require additional State legislation, medical care program so far as this Conand could probably not become effective un- gress is concerned.
til some time in the middle or latter pahromitebllebdestpo
moisapo
Tecmitebl
of 1961.
Mr. Kmt. As I understand It, every substi- gram of complete medical care for all
need helpwho
persons
tilts offered to the committee for its con- those elderly
sideration had In It a provision which would those receiving social security payments,
have prevented the amendment from be- those receiving monthly assistance pay
coming effective before the middle of 1901. ments, and all others who need help in
If enacted.
Mr. Dumsaxt. The proposed program makes financing their health care costs.
In the committee bill, there are no
no Provision for a fee by a participent in

which both employers and employees pay the

ator yield
Ikr.K=a.

Iyield.

Mr. NOLLATID. IF not this the gist of the

point that the Senator makes, namely, that

If the system Is based upon social security
alone, and based upon a tax levied upon that
group, obviously the complaint of the young
people under social security whom I have

mentioned Is well founded?

Mr.Kam ItIs indeed.ned.IotewrshecnpMr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator.
Mr. Kmse. I thank my good friend from

Delawae.The
3&, D=uxZ. Mr. President, wnlu the sen-.
atar yield?
3dr. Kmn.!I yield to the Sienator from
111111o11.
Ir. Dra~saw. The Senator has ma5de an
exceptional exposition. I know he lass been
an his toset for quite a while. I ask him If
he Would yield for a little catechizing In order
to place the whole subject Insa Psckage.
Firat, the proposed legislation preserves
the general principle set forth in the Pred-

Mr. DmaKsix. It is my understanding aso

If there were no other reasons-eand

the program. or any kind of action that
might put a lien upon the property of a

limitations such as maximums of 120

the law,

one good Package. I congratulate the Senator on his mafgnifIcent presentation.
Mr. Kin, I yield the floort

provide the health care services which
are needed in each individual case with
otayabtaymxmmapial
iardtotei
without reg
n patbitsar
ou
ro
dttheir
needs pIenothe witoutrds,

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
PRESIDING OFFXCU. The
Senator from Kansas is recognised for 5
minutes.
Mr. CARLSON.' Mr. President,!I rise
to speak On the purpose of H.R. 12510 as
amended by the Senate Finance CommitItse toetainmcofti
uho hi
em om htI
e.I
debate we are losing sight of the main
purpose of this worthwhile legislation,
And what Is its purpose? It Is simply
to help those persons 68 Years of age and

vided under the committee program
would be tailored to the patient; and not
the treatment tailored to the patientwhich on the face of It, Is an absurdity.
Under the legislation recommended by
the Finance Committee, the health care
services would Include: Inpatient hospi
tal services, skilled nursing home care.
phiinsrveouatntoptl
uptethsl
evcs
hsca
services, home health care, private duty
nursing care, Physical therapy and re
lated services. dentures and other dental
CMre laboratory tests and X-nays, pre

recipient of the benefits. Is that correct?
Mr. KM. Not by reason of anything In
Mr. Draxarr.

Thai puts this matter Int

days of hospitaiJzation or 240 days of
nursing home care following hospitaliZation. The Committee's program would
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scribed drugs..eyeglasses, and sundry dl- reported by the committee is as far as Education, and Welfare to employ private
agnostic screening and preventive aerv- we ought to go atthis time.
nonprofit organizations to pay hospitals for
Ie.Mr.
Presientat sestmeIt
s a services rendered to beneficiaries under this
On the other hand, what medical care pretty broad and big step even to support
I write In opposition to this suggestionis Provided for in the proposed plans the committee bill, which proposes for unless all of the Blue Cross plans through
that wouild be financed through a comn- the first time to have the Federal Gov- out the country and their present sponsor
Pulsory payroll tax? AUl of them offer ermient accept responsibility for for- ing agency-the Blue Crass Associationonly limited health care. None would mulating and paying for the major part were to be united into a homogeneous. na
Provide for all the medical needs of an of the program of medical care for those tionwide. nonprofit organization established
aged Person.
citizens over 65 who are in need. To go under Federal charter comparable to that of
One of the amendments rejected by further would throw a very great bur- the American lRed Cross.
the Senate Finance Committee would den upon the Treasury. If we accepted
The following are my reasons for opposing
Provide only for hospitalization. nurs- a modified pay-as-you-go plan, as pro- solthereommndain:fteBu
rs
s
Ing home care and visiting nursing serv- posed by the Anderson-Kennedy amend1. Multiplicity of local Blue Cross plalls
Ices. But there is no provision for drugs, ment. it seems to me it would set UP a which differ greatly from one another In
a doctor's services, X-rays, and the discriminatory system which would work operating costs, premium rates, and scope of
other treatments and care required for unequally with regard to various people. benefit coverage.
various illnesses. And the patient would as the Senator from Vermiont [Mr.
2. Lack of control of the Blue Cross Asso
be required to pay $75 or $150 of the AsxxNs so ably pointed out.
ciation over the independent local Blue
hospital costs.
As I understand It. the committee bill Cross plans.
Another of the proposed social secu- will cost the Federal Treasury $212 U
3. Absence of control by Blue Cross plans
ritY-approach amendments defeated in lion and will cost the States an addi4.e rnaising hospitlu Croas.
ln ocr
the Finance Committee would provide tional $71 million. The Javits amiend- u.nnecsabiutlity
ofio
hleCosspitlfans
litoicur
for 90 days of hospitalization a year, 180 ment would have added $450 million to and other hospital abuses.
days of nursing home care. 240 days of the Federal cost and would have added
5. Absence of any power of Blue Cross to
home health services, diagnostic outpa- about $500 million to the cost of the regulate hospital standards and quality of
tient services and "very expensive States.
hospital care.
drugs." True, this is somewhnt closer
Mr. President, there are many deUnder the above circumstances. Blue Cross
to well-rounded medical care. But when mands upon the treasuries of the States or any other private insurance company
woulitbe
toouroldr
vaiabl
cii- nd f te Fderl Gvermen toaywould only serve as an unnecessary middleweuld NoeoI
tb
eforiabe
theou olater partit seem tofm the
ta
ceea teedbil man to receive and pay hospital bills for
ovrmmit
zens te Noe
ltteo itbefoe
pat Itsees
t metha thecomitte
bll
ASI and then submit claims to the secre
of, next year, and some of it not until is as far as we ought to go.
tary of the Departmeat of HEW for reim
1963.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bursement. This Would tend to increase ad
A third amendment calling for an in- time of the Senator from Kansas has mitnistrative costs without compensating
crease In taxes on the pay of the Na- expired,
advantages. The middleman, acting as a,
tion's workers, and also voted down byt
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President. I yield feduciar agengt for thexGoersanm entrawoul
the Finance Committee, added surgical myself 2 additional minutes.
eelnnoeoblaimantio toseerit
seany
retaint
services-which,inietlyIuneM.CS ofSuhDka.fte
medical representatives comprise the ma
stand, is not a major medical problem other Programs were entirely self financ- jority of the board of directors of the Blue
of elderly persons. But various benefits ing and not discriminaitory in nature. I Cross plans.
under this plan also would not be avail- should still desire to consider the quesIt is my opinion that the Government
able until later dates extending from tion of whether we ought to have a com- agency which pays bills on behalf of its
the latter part of next year to 1963.
pulsory medical program. I do not think bnfirchsitariesdietlydars betteurabl hospitl
All of these plans calling for an in- we ought to go that far that fast at thi forcehspia tnad
n
ubhsia
crease in the payroll tax have two fac-- time. Therefore. I shall vote against the atrS
tors In common: First, medical care Andersn-Kennedy amendment, as I
Mr. President. I yield myself 1 addi
would be limited; second, even this limit- voted against the .Javits amendment.
tional minute.
ed carn would not be available until late
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, the
Mr. President, the distinguished Dr.
next year or even later. If it were not Senator from South Dakota has had Baehr has made is quite clear that he
such a serious matter. I would suggest many years of legislative experience. He and his friends favor having a Govern
that these compulsory Government has demonstrated again his usual sound ment agency-the Social Security Ad-.
health ineurance plans attempt, in ef judgment in arriving at a decision on the ministration-control the operation of
feet, to tell our older citizens how sick matter pending before the Senate.
hospitals and other health-care facili
they can afford to get and when they canl
Mr. President, on August 4. 1960. Dr. ties. He favors Federal control of the
afford to become Ill
George Baehr. one. of America's distin- costs of health services. He wants Fed
'The Senate Finance Committee acted guished physicians-and one of Ameri- eral standards for controlling the Qual
wisely in rejecting all three, of these ca's most outspoken exponents of a large ity of medical care. In short Dr. Baehr
proposes amendments. I believe. And I role for the Government in medicine- has tipped the hand of those who want.
urge the Senate to abide by the commit- pointed out why he thinks it is important Government control of medical care.
tee's considered Judgment and vote down to enact legislation which will put the
Mr. President. Dr. Baehr's letter of
the one that is being offered again in a Social Security Administration squarely August, 4 presents clear-cut evidence
modified form on the floor,
in the business of paying hospital and that the supporters of the Anderson
Let us not forget what we want to do nursing home bills for our senior citizens, amendment have concluded that they
Is to provide Medical care for our elderly In his letter of August 4 to the distin- must put the facts on the table. They
citizens who really need help. The way guished junior Senator from New Mex- apparently are convinced that Private
to provide it, Is to vote for H.R. 12580 as ico, Dr. Baehr opposed the suggestion of effort and State effort-and a combina
reported by the Senate Finance Coin- Mr. James E. VWJb~ Stuart, president of tion of Federal. State, and private ef 
mittee.
the Blue Cross Assinciation. that the Gov- fort-cannot succeed. They seem to be
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. ermient..would do well to permit Blue lieve that the Federal Government can
President, will the Senator yield?
Cross to act as an agent for the Govern- not depend on Private organizationsmr. CARLSON. I yield to the Senator ment in carrying out the provisions of even as contractors-to serve the public.
from South Dakota.
the Anderson-Kenniedy proposal to pro- What they believe-and, Mr. President.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. vide hospital benefits for OASDI benefi- I admire Dr. Baehr for saying so-is that
President, the Senator from South Da- ciaries. In his letter, Dr. Baehr said:
the Social Security Administration is our
kota has been listening to the arugmnentiIn alte
ae
uut2
90 ~
ae
only hope for controlling the spiralling
today with a great deal of interest. He E. Stuart, president of the Blue Cross Asso-inraeintecssomeclcr.
bas read the debate and the speeches elation, Urged you tO modify your proposed This. I submit. is the philosophy of those
he has not been able to hear. He has amendment to H.R. 125MO so as to permit who want State medicine and are willcome to the conclusion that the bill as the Secretary ot the Department of. Health, ing to take any route to it
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Mr. President,!I wish to address an
Inquiry to the distinguished Senator
from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR]. I wonder
If I may have the Senator's attention,
The PRESIDDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Kansas has
expired. Does the Senator yield additional time?
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, I yield
myself 1 minute.
On page 205 of H.R. 12580. subparagraph (b) lines 6 to 11. inclusive reads:
(b) Fobr purposes of thIs title, the term
'medical assistance for the aged" means payment or part or all of the cost of the followIng care and services for individuals sixtynve years of age or older who are not recipients of old-age assistance but whose income
and resources are insuMcient to meet all of
Suh
~should
Mr. KERR. Will the Senator please
repeat the page and the line?
Mr. CARLSON. At page 205 of H.R.
12580, subparagraph (b) * lines 6 to 11.
I had concluded reading those lines. 
The following lines of that subparagraph Itemize the services which are
available to those who are eligible for
medical assistance, including dental
services,
I should 'like to ask the distinguished
Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. KERR] if
It Is not his understanding that the term
"dental services" means services under
the direction and supervision of a Practicing dentist?
Mr. KERR. The Senator Is entirely
correct. Dental services would include
things such as fillings, surgery, dentures
and so forth.
Mr. CARLSON. I thank the Senator
from Oklahoma.
Mr. President. I wonder If the Senator
Irom. New Mexico would care to yield
time at this time,
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. I
yield 8 minutes to the Senator from
Illinols [Mr. DoucrLAs],
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Illinois Is recognized for 8
minutes.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President. the
Eisenhower-Kerr bill has many crucial
weaknesses. One, of course, is the fact
that man of the States may not accept
the measure because of the added finaneial burden It will cause them, and
therefore the so-called medical assistance for the aged may not take effect In
a number of States. It should be remeinbered that many States are in bad
financial straits and Will not want to
take on new and indeterminate burdeng.
hnother crucial weakness Is the fact
that It will require the needy aged to
subject themselves to a rigorous "means
test' before they can get medical assistmace. Like applicants for old-age assistancee the sick will have to apply at the
local public welfare oMces for relief.
The social workers attached to those offlees Wil then be required by, State law
In most States to give the sick old folks
a very tough probing as to what are
their own financial resources and what
are their ether expenditures. For Loulslanm and Oklahoma with their lax requirements are the exceptions and not.
the rule,

The welfare workers can deny medical
assistance or can reduce medical assistance if they feel that the aged person
spends too much on his clothing, on his.
rent, on his food, or his amusements or
anything else, so that in effect, under
the power of supervision, the entire
budget of the applicant hitherto not a
recipient of Federal relief will be gone
over, scrutinized, and in part controlled,
The amount of property which the applicant has will be checked and, aside
from his home, most of it will have to be
liquidated before relief can be given,
Then if the aged sick have children,
which I suppose most of them do have,
these, too, will be subjected to a thorough going over to see how much they
can contribute and how much they
contribute. The most intimate
details of personal and family life will
be probed by outsiders and subjected to
a somewhat ruthless and impersonal
judgment,
Mr. President. this Is probably necessary in a relief program in order to prevent a few "deadbeats" from taking advantage of the taxpayers,
I shall not criticize that method as appiled to relief recipients. But the point
I want to make Is that self-respecting
Americans ought not to be compelled to
subject themselves to such humiliation,
The majority of the aged will not, however, so subject themselves and the program will therefore fail to reach those
who need It most. Those who do will inevitably lose some of their precious independence and self-respect and the programn will make them more and more
wards of the state. Political pressures
can also ultimately be brought upon
them. It Is indeed extraordinary to find
that our Republican friends who talk SO
much about these qualities of independence and who profess their abhorrence at
making men and women dependent on
the State should gleefully adopt this proposal in preference to self-respecting insurance which would give definite rights
to hospital and nursing care without the
older citizen being compelled to get down
on his knees and beg for aid from welfare
workers. For these, with the best intentions in the world-and I wish to credit
them with fine intentions-will in turnh
be largely controlled by the political
forces behind them.
Under the social security system, we
have adopted unemployment compensation. retirement benefits and bnecilts for
survivors, dependents and the disabled
as the best method of making people
less dependent upon public and private
charity which even at Its best, Is humii.
ating, inadequate and uncertain. Why
should we force the aged sick to seek
these relief handouts and to take almost
the equivalent of a pauper's oath?
Should not our first line of defense be to
provide nursing and hospital care as a
matter of right, as a matter of entitlement. without requiring the sick to more
or less grovel in order to get help. In-.
aurance is the only way to do this and the
Anderson-Kennedy amendment of which
I have the honor to be a cosponsor does
just that. People as a,whole contribute
minute amounts Individually to build up
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funds from which the great losses which
fall upon a minority are met. This is
the whole principle of insurance. In
addition men and women in their
younger and more thoughtless years will
lay up reserves to meet the risks and
burdens of the winter which comes to
most of them.
It is too late for people to wait until
they reach the age of 65 to make provi
sion against the heavy medical Costs
which fall upon them, because at that
time their income goes down and their
medical costs go up. If they lose their
jobs, It is almost impossible to find oth
ers. We know, for example, that 60 per
cent of the 16 million aged have a cash
income of less than $20 a week, and that
approximately three-quarters have cash
incomes of less than $30 a week. At the
time their incomes are decreasing, their
sickness costs are rising to from two to
three times the average. We must there
fore have an accumnulation of contribu
tions from a broader group and from
people in their younger years to help
meet these costs which will come upon
those in the later years.
And to the Republican cry that this is
compulsory. may I point out that they,
would institute a worse form of comopul
slon, namely, they would compel selfrespecting men and women to go to re
lief offces for help and lose much of their
independence in the process,
It should also be understood that there
is no fixing of doctors' fees under the
Anderson amendment. which deals only
with nursing and hospital cars and diag
nosis, but there Is such a fixing under the
Eisenhower-Kerr Proposal. For if the
doctors think they can get by without
the States fixing the fees they are to re
ceive either directly or Indirectly under
medical assistance they are sadly mis
taken. For the States will have to ap
prove the schedule of medical charges for
medical assistance just as they now do
for medical care under old-age assist
ance. To head off self-respecting pay
ment of hospital and nursing care the
AMA Is therefore Willing to have doctors
fees regulated by the State. This is
jumping with a vengence from a non
existent frying pan Into the fire.
Another paradox is that we have con
stantly heard complaints from our RePublican friends across the aisle that the
budget is In very serious condition, that
we cannot afford money to increase
teachers' salaries, that we cannot afford
money for housing, and that we cannot
afford money for various welfare pur
poses. But now they propose to increase
the burden upon the Flederal Treasury
by having the taxpayers meet these proPosed costs instead of having them met
by the time-honored principle of social
security. 'So I believe our Republican
friends have put themselves Into a per
fectly irresponsible position. I hope that
very few on our side of the aisle will join
them.
Finally, I ask unanimous consent that
the minority views of the Senate Finance
Committee as contained on pages 214
to 301 of the report be printed In the
Rzcoaa at the conclusion of my remarks.
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-place them in the Ignominious Position Ot
having to take their hat in hand and go to
a welfara agent and plead their poverty befoereceiving aid of which they are In need.
'One would gather, from several remarks
ad on the floor of the Slenate this afternoon. that this country made a great mistake when It enacted the social security program. It was with considerable surprise that
I heard In the Senate, 1 day after the 25th
anniversary of this, the greatest step In 50'
ctal security that mankind ever made, that
It was wrong to have a program of compulsory Insurance.'
Furthermore, the record of the past few
decades Is clear that medical care provided
on a charity basis is of a low quality and
Iwore typically on the basis of a philosophy
Of medicine that rejects a preventive medicine approach.
The time has come when action must be
taken by the Congress to meet the health
needs of tho aged on a dignified Insurance
basis. This action can be effective only If
the long-eatablished and successful scOcial
insurance system is made the basis for fi.
nancing medical care for our senior citizens.
The plan that would be provided by the bill
approved by the other members Of the cornmittee i3 certainly not the answer,
No plan that Is based on a humiliating and
degrading means test can satisfactorily meet
the problem of the health needs of the aged.
It Is unthinkable to subject older workers
and their families to a pauper's oath In order
that they can get the medical care they need,
We are surprised that after the 25 years of
successful operation of the social security
system there are those who would still have
us rely on poor relief and public assistance
methods as the sole governmental approach
to meeting a major economic hazard of universal occurrence,
The '70 million workers covered under sodelS security should be given the opportunity

MINeOaRIVIcws owt HEALTH BzNzrmS won
Tiux AoU
Tesra of systematic study, Intensive analyal. and debate have been devoted to the
problem of financing the costs of medical
care for the aged. Dozens of volumes of research reports, of hearings, of recommendstiona have laid a factual foundation for the
following conclusions:
1. The aged have high potential and actual
disability and heavy costs of medical care.
2. The aged--especially the retired-have
Markedly reduced Incomes and limited liquid
assets which are not replenishable.
S. Private Insurance policies cannot meet
their needs either In terms of costs or benefits.
.4. The aged should not be required to undergo the humIliation of meeting medical
costs through the charity approach,
8. The aged and the aging prefer to obtain
medical benefits through an insurance Systam to which they themselves contribute
and receive benefits as a matter of right.
6. The system of OASDI now covers 9 out
of 10 working Americans:. It has been tested
by experience; It is- the efficient, effective
Method, mand should he extended to Include
the fnneeng of the basic medical needs of
the aged.
After all of this study and concentrated
attention and In the face of increasing demand not only by America's senior citizens,
but by their children as well, we are deeply
perturbed and disappointed that the majority of the Senate Finance Committee rejected, the sound, dignified way of meeting
the cost &imedical care for the aged. Have
the American people labored so long only
to receive so puny a mouse? We can only
raise the question: Is this the way this major
is~se ends, -not with a bang, but a whim- to contribute now, while working, toward
per?"
paid-up medical-care protection In old age
2HX BASaC SauiC mEoss Tiii CONGoESS
for themselves, their wives, and widows, so
The problems of the aged today are not security ofethesretiredage woul be metonoi
the same as they were at the turn of the a plannedo and ordetrly baged-woulbemtbeng
century. Today there are 16 millIon persons a drain on the general revenues of Federal.
aged 65 and over; 10 million of them 70 or State. and local governments and In a way
Older. Life expectancy is rising. The aged that supports the rights, dignity and freedom
populatiosi has increased, and will continue ofpltyhntiaddincoeumaitenanczpro
iievision
'to mnesseng at a rate greater than any other Ofteidvda
It Is not true, as implied by some, that
age segment of our total society.
The "problems" of the aged in the second only a small proportion of wage earners and
hal of the 20th century are not an old and salaried persons would cont.ribute to such a
fai
toy a New trends are emerging program. All-we repeat. all-70 million
ieblh
ould"Resolved
of the United States of the need for pro- of their wages and Salaries. Thus, for a
grams and policies appropriate to these maximum of 81 a month, they would be Pre.
tsends. In 1960, men and women in hirpy their
terhahpoecinnolaghealth
Woe-retired. or about to retUre-are faced
When asked the question In proper terms,
with the potential or actual burden of sup- the majority of all Americans prefer this
porting parents or. other relatives aged 80 and logical and practical solution,
over.
We do not oppose the changes In the bill
Poe every 100 Americans aged 60 to 64. which Improve the program of old-age assistthere are 34 aged 80 and over-most olf ance under title I of the Social Security Act,
thm women. By 1980. the latter age group But we believe the committee, In addition to
will rise to 44 for every 100 aged 60-45-.by these Improvements they would accept for
,-.ea 20N0,6'?.
these groups, should have. recommended a
The committee's bill does not reflect the new program of health benefits for the aged
implcictions. of these and related trends,
through the old-age, survivors, and disability
As for the Specific Ielle now -under consid- insurance System.
.
sration, the question of financing adequate
The problem of insecurity arising from
medeal care, we all concur in the statement the high coat of medical care during the
hy Senator OORz, made on August 18 on the years of retirement Is not primarily the
Bloor of the Senate:
.problem of the very poor or the medically
"I h1elleve there are- still old people In Indigent. The objective should be to reAmerica, and I hops that when my children Move for all the aged . (and their adult
are old there will Stil be old people in children) the haunting fear that -an expen.
Aameics, who hav, Sufficient pride that they sive illness will wipe out a lietime aCwrill, not humble themselves by seeking pub- Cumulation Of savings, threaten the ownerHie alms. The committee bill follows the Ship of a home, or make a person, after a
pubnce-charity -approach. The bill provides lifetime of Independence. submit to the
to public Charity. It gives no old person humiliation of a -test of need.
an entitlement, a right. Owrs is a proud
Our goal Is, so far as possible, to prevent
people. Ut modes the pride of our people to dependency rather than to deal with It at

~
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the expense of the general taxpayer after it
has occurred. By contributing additional
email amounts from their earnings to the
nearly universal social security system, work
ers could gain Insurance protection against
medical care costs In retirement and their
possible future dependency could be prerented. Since about 95 percent of the
American labor force, Including farmers and
self-employed. wilU get retirement benefite
under the self-financed contributory social
security program, and aince the wives and
widows of workers are also covered, the ad
dition of this type of protection to social
security would mean that In the future
almost all. elderly people would be protected.
The need for protection against the colst
o
eia
aei
o etitdt
hs
aged persons who are deatitute or who have
practically no resources. But under the
plan approved by the committee many per
sons in need of medical protection would be
denied such protection because (a) States
would not be able to finance their medical
needs, or (b) the standard for eligibility
as determined by each of the 50 separate
States would make them Ineligible. In con
trast, the social insurance approach has the
distinct advantage of providing medical care
Insurance to almost all the aged. No other
plan can offer this Important advantage.
We wish to remind the Senate of the pub
lic position taken on June 29. 1960. by 30
Governors whose States represent more than
two-thirds of our national population. In
their resolution, they cited the inadequacy
of the Federal-State matching formula as a
basic solution to the need for financing
health Insurance for the aged, and Instead
urged the Congress to adopt the social In
surance approach.
The Senate should give full weight to the
views of these Governors as to the fluancial
resources of their States which are available
for the purpose of meeting this problem.
TEXT

OF RESOLUTION ApSOVEo ST GOVERNORS'

CONFERENCE, oNE: as.1s9e0, ONeTHE SUaJECT
"psoaz. ax Or ves AGINeG"
"Whereas the Governors! conference for
many years has been acutely aware of the
growdng numbrnrand compulexity ofprnoblm
fcizeds
byourdincrheasing pouaind medca saenio
cmptizens.icuighat
Inand e
manedincal care,
of suitable housing, and enrichment
of leisure time activities; and
"'Whereas the most pressing of these prob
leMS Is the financing of adequate health and
medcal care: Now, therefore, be it
by fhe S2d annual meeting of
fhe Governors, conference, That Congress be
urged to enact legislation providing for a
insurance Plan for persons 65 years
of age and over to be fnaanced principally
through the contributory plan and frame
work of the Old-Age Survivors and Disability
Insurance System; and be it further
"Resolved, That the States support and
participate active ly in the forthcomingWhite House Conference on Aging to the endthat public and private agencies be stimu
lated and encouraged to develop approaches
to all the problems of the aging.
"Voted for (30): Patterson. Alabama;
Egan, Alaska;a Fannin. Arizona; Faubus, Ar
kansas; Brown. California; McNichols, Cola
rado; Ribicoff, Connecticut; Collins, Florida;
Docking, Kansas; Combs. Kentucky; Reed,
Maine; Furcolo, Massachusetts; Williams,.
Mcia:Femn
inst;Mi.Ms
cia;Femn
inst;mi.Hs
souri, Aronson. Montana. Brooks. Nebraska.
Sawyer, Nevada; Meyner. New Jersey: Burroughs. New Mexico; Rockefeller. New York;
DI Salle. Ohio; Edlmondson. Oklahoma: Del
Sesto, Rhode Island; Herseth, South Dakota;
r-11lngto-. Tennessee; Daniel. Texas: Stafford.
Vermont; Hosellnid Washington; Nelson.
Wisconsin.
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-Voted against (13): Bloggs. Delaware;
Vandiver. Georgia; 5mplie. Idaho; Stratton.
Illinois; Handley. Indiana: Powell. New
Hampshire; Hodges. North Carolina; 1101lings. South Carolina; Clyde. Utah: Almond.
Virginia: Underwood. West Virginia; Cole.
man. American Samoa; Merwin. Virgin Islands,
'Absent or not voting (11): Quinn. Hawail; Loveless. Iowa; Davis. Louisiana; Tawes.
Maryland; Barnett. Mississippi; Davis. North
Dakota; Hatfield. Oregon: Lawrence. Pennsylvania; Hickey. Wyoming; Boss (acting
Governor). Guam; Mufloz-Marin. Puerto
RICO.
tethey
unerige
atedigth
5d
Annue GoverunoersigCnfer teneiuge that you
Andua
y oerourscommiteeraende Hr.g158tha ou
prd ovid heal
ith
enet umnde theR pr50oviin
pofvthe oeld-ag
eefurivos, andethdisabiitynourance systaem. suchvosanprogrambwoldt enable the citizens of our country to contribute
small amounts during their working lives
and have as a matter of right a paid-up
health Insurance policy to protect them durIng retirement years when their medical
needs are likely to be greatest and income
lowest,
'Governors. signing: James T. Blair, Jr.
Governor of Missouri: Edmund G. Brown'
Governor of California: LeRoy Collins. Gov:
ernor of Florida; Bert Combs, Governor of
Kentucky; Michael V. Di21alle. Governor of
Ohio: George Docking, Governor of KansasWilliam A. Egan. Governor o.f Alaska; Orval
E. Faubus. Governor of Arkansas; Orville L.
Freeman, Governor of Minnesota; Poster
Furcolo. Governor of Massachusetts; Ralph
Herseth. Governor of South Dakota: Luther
EL
o Noth
Hdge. Crolna;the
Gvernr
GverorofNoth
H.
odes
arlia:
Herschel C. Loveless. Governor of Iowa: Steve
McNlchols. Governor of Colorado; Robert B.
Meyner. Governor of New Jersey; Gaylord A.
Neblcon. Governor of Wiconsneciu; Albertha D:
Ribooelini Governor of
Wasneington;
GranrtD
oSawerlk.Glovernor of Neadha;ton. Meanne
Wilamse,
Governor of Michian:0 Mehnneur
roughams Governor of NewcMeica:o;n Bufrrouigton, Governor of TennMessee: andfohn
Panttron. Governor of Alabamee:a.
doh

Insofar as individuals have the resources
to purchase private insurance. they would
then be able to build such Individual protection around the basic social insurance
program. Contrary to fears that have been
expressed, the development of social insurance has not Interfered with the growth of
commercial Insurance; a tremendous growth
of private protection has accompanied the
development of the old-age, survivor, and
disability Insurance system. We anticipate
a similar result If medical care benefits are
added to the 0ASDI program.
FREEDMo
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Public Assistance." S. Doc. 93, M6h Gng..
2d aes.. Mar. 28. 1960. p. 69.) Since the
majority recommendation makes available
only *140 million additional under their pro
posal. their plan-will still result In a short
age of about $128 million In necessary funds.
Moreover, there Is also an additional short
age of between *774 million to *786 millon
in funds to bring the money payments for
old-age assistance recipients up to a decent
minimum level. Together, these shortages
amount to over *900 mIllion annually.
These estimates are only for aged persons
presently on the old-age assistance rolls:
do not Include the medically needy.
The tax that would support medical beneThe provisions approved by the committee
fits under the social Insurance plan would would not prevent or even significally reduce
b o usory. of course, as are all taxes. Insecurity. On the other hand. if protection
including existing social' security taxes. Any against medical care costs were provided
program financed, In whole or In part, by under the OASI system, eligibility for such
Government will require tax revenues.
benefits would go along with eligibility for
Uiauer any amendment, Individuals would monthly cash benefits under the system, and
continue to exercise whatever choice they each person would know where he stands.
now have in regard to the persons or Insti- Thus, the distress and anxiety caused by
tutions from whom they obtain care. Our periods of Illness would not be aggravated by
amendment would In no way Impair the uncertainty about eligibility as It would be
freedom of physicians to practice as they under a Public assistance type of program..
choose. Nor would It affect their responsiThe public assistance approach Is much
bility for recommending -and certifying the more expensive to administer than is social
type of care necessary, whether In a hospital. Insurance. Each application for medical as
a skilled nursing home, or the patient's own- sistance would have to be checked In rela
home. On both physicians and hospitals tion to the Income, resources, and living re
would continue to rest responsibility for de- quirements of the Individual. This would
veloping Improved methods of caring for throw a tremendous additional load ont the
aged persons, utilizing less expensive forms State and local welfare agencies who would
of care when they would prove constructive, administer the new program along with
and speeding rehabilitation so as to avoid their existing relief programs. The task of
permanent invalidism.
checking on income, resources. and living
pusuic AssISaNlCle is Nor -rHE smoexa A~eswu requirements Would be especially difficult In
case of the large number of persons who
Only the socIal security systemn nan pro- move from State to State.
vide medical care Insurance for the aged
The present wording of title I of the So
in a satisfactory manner. If medical care clal Security Act permits the States to set
coats are not met by social insurance, In- their own standards of need. It is their own
creasingly they will have to be met through decision which has made them severe and
the less satisfactory method of relief, Al- restrictive as to assistance levels, 'The rec
most $400 million a year is now being spent
rmmended Increase In Federal matching
by Federal. State, and local governments for grants will make It easier for some States to
medical care under the old-age assistance expand their aid to public assistance re
program: the committee bill would Increase cipients. But experience indicates that in
this to close to about a billion dollars, and many States those who want to liberalise
PattersoCn. GoenoUrACf AI'bP5OACUISa
this would be just the beginning. In the Public assistance programs have great diffT 9Contrib SUtRyNEAPOC
SAPOE
absence of social insurance protection the Culty In securing liberalizing amendments
ONS
present drain on general revenues Will more and necessary State appropriatIons.
Conribte"social Insurance has been than double In the next several peers. A
The provisions of the pending bill. al
applied with great success to the need for total of $2 billion to $2.5 billion In Federal
though putting a big additional burden on
Income maintenance in retirement, for sur
and State funds would be required to meet general revenues, wili in our opinion satis
vivors after the death of the chief bread- the total need.
factorily resolve the problem, Few States
winner In the family, and for the family
We wonder Ufthe majority has adequately are In a position to raise the large amounts
after the disability of the worker, The gen- considered this particular implication of an of money necessary to meet their share of
eral taxpayer has been saved billions of aging population: The category of "medical the costs under the matching formula set
dollars a year. anid the self-respect and In- IndIgents," If not buttressed by a social In- up In the proposal.
dependence of American workers have been auranca program for health care for the
An analysis of the present provisions for
greatly strengthened by this approach to aged. wili continue to mount at a rapid pace providing payments to the suppliers of medthe problem of security planning,
and will constltute-ea it- already does In Ical care under State old-age assistance Plans
There Is every reason to take the same many communities--the major portion of shows that
approach with regard to, the expenses of State and local relief programs.
1. There are only 16 States which pay for
medical cars after retirement. The cash
Although_ we support Improvements In all essential medical Items.
benefit alone Is not enough to provide se- medical care assistance under title I. we
2. Eight States make no direct payments
curity. The monthly amounts paid under believe that the method of assistance Is for medical services for needy aged persons.
social security are quito inadequate (the greatly Inferior to social Insurance and that
3. Most other States have imited medical
average workees benefit Is now 673 a the need for such assistance should be re- caepogas
month) and most retired people have barely duced as much as possible, Instead of being
Table 1 presents the list of States showing
enough to meet everyday living expenses, increased. It Is necessary to recognize the the extent to which they do or do not pro
The cash benefit, designed to meet every- inadequacies of any approach based on an vide direct payments for medical services to
day living expenses, needs to be coupled Income or means test, using 50 separate and needy aged persons. Table A summarizes
with protection against the unforeseeable different State laws, and financIng the. cs
the provisions of the State pians for mnedicosta of illness. The retirement plan can- out of general revenues, with a large part Cal care for the needy aged. Table B pre.
not give security Ufretired persons have no of the burden placed upon the States. which sents the State expenditures for direct pay
Protection against the cost of medical care are already burdened with heavy costs for ments for medical care for old-ag
ws
and have to face the costs currently at a education and other public services.
sistance. These tables Indicate the grossly
time whenk their Incomes are greatly re'The committee bill will result in a large inadequate situation as far Asthe States are
duced and the Incidence and cost of Illness burden remaining on the States and on the concerned.
ureauly Inceased.
State welfare programs for the care of the
The social Insurance approach would asf- aged.
BUICART O? PROVISIONS OF O11 PacOP111
sure that benefits would definitelybeail
An offcia.1 study by the Department of
AODBEN?
b vl-Health. 5ducation. and Welfare of the RaftThe amendment we MMlsupport an the
able, that the indfividual could count on lasted Increased amount' needed for medical ftoor of the Senate adds hospital and
Fe
his e11111bllity for them, and that these care for old-ag assistance recipients In 1986, lated health benefits to old-ae, survivors
benefits wokild be supported by adequate, showed that this wamsabout *06 millIon, and disability insurance for person aged IS
advanc, financing..
(Source: "Report of the Advisory Council. on or more. The provisions are directd to
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keeping within a long-range level-premilum can people would thus be enabled to con.
coat Of 0.5 percent oJ payrolls, and contribu- tribute during their working years for health
U011 AnInceasd
t met esisuficentyrotctin ln thir ld ge.More
mtisaed
inraedsfiietytometst-poecinInterolmg.edical
Social Insusrance Is Utilized as the first Uin. TAsrx I.-Medical care provisions of state
Of defense. In accordance with a quarterodaeassaneP
I
century of congressional practice. No means
No direct payments made for medical
or income test would be required, nor any care (8): Alabama. Alaska. Arizona. Deascontributions after retirement, so that the ware. Georgia. Kentucky (to be changed Jan
dignity and the meager Incomes of the aged 1. 1960). South Dakota. Texas.
would be protected. The burden on public
Diet payments for hospital care only
assistance and general funds of the States (3): MlssourI. North Carolina. Tennessee.
would be dimiInished, and they would be
Direct payments for nursing-home care
able to provide more generous aid as the last only (2): Idaho, Vermont. (New Jersey &IS
resort of those for whom social insurance is makes Vendor payments for nursing home
un"available or Insufficient,
care.)
All financing would be through contribuDirect payments for hospital ,care and
tions during years of employment on earnnursing-home care only (4): Maine. Neings UP to 54.800 a year. equal to one-quarter
braska. South Carolina. Virginia.
Of I Percent each by employers and employees
Direct payments for other Items-no more
and three-eighths of I percent by the self- than 2 (4): Florida (hospital cars and
eployed. The great majority of the Amern- drugs). Hawaii (hospital care and other, not
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specified). Iowa (practitioner and drugs).
Montana (practitioner and drugs).
than 2 but less than comprehensive
care through direct payments (13):
AknaClfri.
ooao
oiin.
Michigan. Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico.'
Oklahoma. Pennsylvania.' Utah.' Weat Virginla.' Wyoming.
Direct or money payments for all essential
Items (16): Connecticut, Illinois. Indiana.
lansas, Maryland. Massachusetts. Minne
Boat. New Hampshire. New Jersey. New York.
North Dakota. Ohio. Oregon. Rhode Island.
Washington. Wisconsin.
h Hospital care provided through public
hospitals.
' Scope of services defined broadly, but
quantity very low.
Source: Bureau of Public Assistance. So
cial Security Administration. June 196.

TABLE A.-Summaary information on medical care ava ilable to old-age asistiance recipients through federally aided public assistancev'cnilor
payments, and other resources (based on informationsupplied by Bureau of Public Assistance, June 1960)
VendorVendor
pay
meal
meibod
med

Slate

Alabama -----

Alaska

......------

Adz=m.---- ----

Practitioner

payments

Uospltelization
(including controls
or lmltsiionson
hospitul days)

Drugs

Nursing home
cm

aterrsousiformanc
bAA)recaalplentis
l
sitn OA)ecpes

Other

N----No.------

0 ------------- -No----------X*
-o...........--No-......Maximum OAA money payment of $753
may be exceeded
up to Silo for nursing home care. Recipient In hospital
econtnues to receive money payment. State has proStart fi bosPitalltation for medically Indigent, admin
eedby Stale health department.
---------------------- No----- NO ----o------4o- ------ Maxicawn OAA money payment of $to0 available for
miighome cas Fo nnatie BlSepormf
asssiace
s uedto meet mediclnes nld
hoptlzainadnursling-convalescent hoecare
501
i themone
et
payentto the rediint
o
nadv. Brea
ofIndin Ajlr Isa resourcefomeia

o .-...

NO.-.--

-o-----a-

oa- ------

-o

I

'-----O.-.------------ -No-----

Nursing home care Providled through money Payment up
toN0aximum of S$lOfor OAA recipients. Reitelients in
hospital cOtetinue to receive money payment. HospitalItaian an geerall msedical care arc county responsIbIlity.
PetservAtiOB Indiana -Indian Health Service Is a

I I
Arkansas

-

Ta-...Yw...Yes'.- ---

As recommended

's' 3-

Caiionia - YesYes

$90 maxsimum,

-

Yes-----

Ye

-

SA

Colorado-....

Yes.-I Yesa--

conetelest..~-

Ta-.__Yea-.....All recommuended

All
41 recomtmended
by physIcian,
except for pur-.
pose of diannods only.
General rule:
30 Iiam exten
s__
ion

No,

DIek5 ofCe.

d-k

Yes-e_

is~b

'Anolleah ofnly Ifl-meer

posmible.

Xuring omecareprovded hrogh mneyayymetno

SIU or$95 mas1-lmn (depeading en reedpient's Income).
Hospitalization availsbl Inalocations from eun ty

Yes------Money payment
Yes.....
8106. plus SW to
Su V.nd&r paymenthbasedeen
imailonts seeds.
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Yes------No -------------- Yes.------Nursing home care provided through money peayment to

physician-----or-Noecihoent

Al
m

-

cay
bugtroyidedii
trughtmpponey
ae
xisum
Eeuudltilsauedi- o
stteeported a.

--t-a--rg- No'------ No--- -------- TndmeialIrcat

L..---

Nursing home eam provided through money payment.t
madmian, lusaSIofor vesos needs. Drepote asal

thri-d-b
---rlemsedialeeserviceso sectio--for o------e----r pymentmay b made rPappianes,
Mmr
detarug moervcy
salnotico
am andgothamoagot
opuli teme
Wmdb
Zhscan,
hosptal, 88or
dinicwhen such
rugs00
availa-l

aSome dnsprovidedby vendor payenat when iisflprnewmilhospital ho conliaMlien Of t"re0Alm atfo discharge of a Pstrk= alba has rceizv L.iniastimnicm orthe

wihs east Is the ageney through other servIces
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TAwsLz A.Sarr-imamteeon medical core availabLe to old-age aasislmnc reefipients through federally aided public assistance vendor

Pallriesst, use Iether resoreees (based on information supplied by Bureau of Public Assistance, June I.960)-(.ontinszcd
Venndorymnt
Viie
_
_O__

State

aetbod

_

__

I___
_er__

Hosnpitalizationit

Pfthfii""

otel

a" .X..-

lMited

I Nursing home
__

Drugs

_

__

__

goqurcs for medical care available to old-age
amlesstante (OAA) recipients

-1

Ote

acute

bapist days)~
Fleorgia.......---Ye..o....

No. ....

ntdt

..-....eteYo

Xo*---------------o ------

="d,sources
(Otu

--------

Na-...j

ll...Yes.....
....

Ivao-----------No-......No-------------I
.-.

Xe.-.----.AU mrecmended INo-......No ........
by Physician
.
.

Idabo..-.-.-------

Na..._

No....

No

..

-

-~--

s

No..-o-pta---

aiu.

No......
hr

I

-~7me

Alrcomtedonded Yes......
reu.
nsms.wit
limiat~n

-

Inwa...--------

Ye....1

ospitalization furnised under annual contract with
tositasin some counties;
asattc
mecdallcare. Pub c asistan" recip
ent
toedical
institutton can continuc to receive

~~private
sued

sssay.

onmeytpnyeedto
Yes..
=. gdeerinedb
rawcountyates
eah cunity.

TMes..... .---- No..........n-Yes ......
in.............eetstefo
Maadinena

ahome
cand potherdedthical careyavaila
menthrIg
s ovunmeunt wheeictL besplmetdfow t

Yes-.....Nursing borne cars provided through money, payment.
.
.State
agency and medical camsprovisions bring rrorsau
aILburae drstolitead State paid physlrmans

.

misalm
Mcs......Yes ..... Yes .....

Nursing home cars poidoeldethrough money l'aymetnt to
M5masimum. which1may, be supplemented frownother
up to mimmrate.dtrie o commuitedy.talzto

---.Y---

....
_

Yes....

Noi r---------ded

..

4Soeo

Y

---

_______

NAB.reommnde

Yes-.....
No .............
p~yus~.
Imese

Yes....----

'Juigoen cam peovided1 through money pasyment tn
budetaydedi owe
rescien
rue SOD tlue lmountlra.
addUmiati
onsat ew~daesonended.Hoptlzin
rta

Ye-----

K

N nighome weo provided through money payetn

ICo;ve
I
____

LenAOL------Ye....

Ye.....N........

___

No

___

___

Yes -- - ----

--.-------

S

____

__

umaxium
pm 8 ess

----.

____

__

ADltypeseof medical cure to limited amount.
Seam counties make contributions in local hospitals for
e ofneedy.

Yes......Practitioner services paid by vendor payment Innro n
Ibassometiesolly:
inotheretircumstatnres. provided through

paan
rn~onet

e...

N......

Aan......
recommended

No.------

dons aim
ye,
Dtmyhni.....

Yes....

Yes-...,..

Alli eamemadend
31 hsble
IN dashS

pyut

ma-,Imu--money pay.
by=vno

Yes__...No --------

YU_Ye

~mm~

s_

.....

YeS.-..

AMaubs

is.__.__.....
einii

available through

Tl........es

Nesn homewe prvided through money payment up
to $141J11
hr t
w.
cal
ofslnu
$190il.
810. intO
(idn
opIt
which county Is classified) on
inlet

y paymnt4
hr ot

needs of recipient.

e.=*.
Yes............eenmne
a~mmaTe
a
AD
either mewdlesi

1111s1.
MkbN......

optalization

Other medical care must be mert by recliplent from money
payment. OAA m-aximums is 15Q.

n~glen.1*em
manebin~tin.

yt~tvtalcuisi

weiu aoeemndb nlrla
onisI
needcet"se at SOpusaoutsO
crs
eedd.iloptttyztinRaailes
ndIwailleeit ositn

______
___

KM=tue-y--------

M

c. eo.n....ers.eeriel

______IthouhgeerlNnstne

KIowa.

~for

Appicable
eNbid
WM 1111W

o......

Applicable
eaeemmse
111e1.111
bee

Numsng home we

evisde

....

rn

aSIoa

mbee fends to mxmmregional rate ($010
to1751). Practitioner
u tote
In eny
payment.
O_
AA mawadmwam
OIL
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A.~-.Summamry informalioss on ,sedicrsl care avanilable to old-age assistance recipientls through fedcrally aiderl pubflic assistance rendor
payjments, arnd other resources (based on insformationt supplied by Bureaue of Public Assistoance, June 1960)-Continued

VendorVendor
Sae
Ste

payeant
method
med

Hospitalization
PracItitiner (includtng control
or limtatl.so
hospital days)

Msinnesota-.....Yes....Ye ......

payments
Other reourve's for medical mmravailable to old-ane
Nursing bomne

Drugs

car

All recommended Yfs......
physiianpayment.
daximom:
30vendor
days; extension
On ecmmen
datina of
county medical
advoy corm

603by money
plus
up to
10.mybe
excedd

Other

assblsance

(OAA) recipients

Yes .....

adminhisratvemaximum; may be supplemented iron.
locl
r pivtefuns o 150 maximum. Some hosPI=
=
avaiablethrough State subsidies. Some
conIesn
lrthute.
XJ9l1roui ......

Yes__No.

....

______Vitlal

Montana.-----yes.---yes.....

Nebrelta ....... Yes....No ......
_ __
_

Nevada--

_

New Hamopehlre.

Newiereay-..

_

Yes.
Ys.....

Ye-......
es

y or acute tillness
and
whe reor
meddby
Lasimum: 14
days per hos.
admission.
LImIted to geme.
dial eye care.

No........-- o -------------- No......

Yes.....-

No .............

Yes....Yes......All recommended Yes......No ............. Yes......Nusingbhome care provided through money payment. $1lO
byLhIcrl rulen:14
*may ho exceeded In unusual circumstances.
days, extension
a

-NO....Ya
..... No

----

......
-- Noo...o .

Yu....

Ya
.....
Yu...Ye

Yua...

eaO..__

Y_
es.-..

Yes.........

No..

Al reconumended I ea ---days.

OW .......

1180 basic; $110,
Including physi.
dean and PM~

No .......

S

Yes.....

maximum on
money pay.
must lurs

All medical care except nursing home provided through
moneyrpayment. Nomaximum.

All recommuided Yes.-----Bates set locall.
Yes......Counties have opt'on as to method of payment for earh of
by physiia.
Personal nedsth
services provided subject to State approval.
Noday-lma.met
by morey
tim.
Payment.

North Cerobma.. Yea..,... No......... All recommended

North l~akoea...

No......Nursing home caue and sUlother medical care provided
trough money payment, 181maxImunm. "Medical corn.
poAa of nursing home care paId through general as.
=
'ane
Vendor payment method limifted to prventiou
ofblndes and restoration of sigt.

AU recommended No ...--Meet budgetary
No......Practitioner services and other medical services ore us
physiia,4"
defieit up to fee
money payment up to VV maximum for OAA.
nuaralrule: 31
raje negoti.
days- extension
agdIn each
)W
county._
__
_
_
_
_
.............
yes......No ............. Yes.......Nursing home cae=rvided through mooney payment 113i
maimum. plus1 for personal needs. RCspljailzat inIs
nspillMy otonunty coimmisioners. Hospitalitedrev
etplants may eontinne to receive money payments to 175

Nsm Meslco..... Yua....Yes......Allezoept elective. Yes.......
No maximum;
?dayawith re
Now Yerk.

Nursing home cane provided through mone pyent, g6.;
aimm
"nTyexetI0 o cmltl
lieist ndtotally
he.
te
eia oeby money payment.
Provision beIng revised.

All recommended

.

No---'%
...... ........

.0. . ......

Weet budgetary

Yes .....

Nrighmcaepoddtruhmny

met

Sew100to
Yes.-----No
by pbydaimeet.......... ... Yu ......

Nuruing Tie care provided through money payment to
bu~'wdeficit har care needed up to approved

ary only. ox.

okbboma....

Yea....

Yu

_..... Uimied to Nben. No ......
.NE6 maximum on
Idanetag o.meyapovidad
ditlons and con1.5 f
4licspm
e.vendor
pay.
laft alavat
smeat
tag blindnes.;
Z3 days per
adindieni.

Yes......

ospitalization limited; no specific Items of niediced mer
In budgeting for money paymentl.
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TARnLz A.-Summary ietfornialion on inedical carec
oanilabl to old-age assistance recipients through federally aided public assistance vendor

paymnteus, and other resources (bascd on inforiuatioa supplied by Bur.*u of Public Assistance, Jun. 1960)-Continued
Vyonder paymoerts

I
State

ml"
method
umed

II
Practitioner (In1c1111u=igoiio
or hlimtations an I

Drugp

FT

T

lNursha home
ewe

I

hospital da s

Oreton ......

Yes....Ye.......All recommended Yes-.....$124 to $184
bF physician,
acoording to
o maXImu.
carensw
reOuThoiato
uPersonal
Items
every 7 days.
In mousy pay-

Othermoersm Ommsedico]
aneavailable to old-age
asstln
eisance (OAA) recipints

Othe

I

_ _

_

_

IYes-----

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

In lieuof nurslng-home core, bousekeepine ornuralng serv.
iee In own booze prodided to special payment directly to
recdpwent

Pennsylvania_..

Yes.---Yes..-...No-------------- Yes-...o.

. ..........------

Puerto Rim...--

No-....

Noa-------------- -No------- Medical services of all types available from resources of
pubie health department.

Rhode IslandY
.....
ea

No........

No-------------- -

...

Yes-----

Yes......All recommended VW......No-----------...Y es.....
by pysldtn
dioaywit pruovismcfSW
*n-

South Carolina... Yes....INo-......Acute Illum and
inur. days
mimum

Norrutn-bome care provided through money payrment. Situ
to $161maximum. according to type of care; plus I for
pesnlneeds In money payment. Hoitlzio
toghState-owned and State-aided hostls.

.Nursing-home core provided through money payment. Si182
maxium. depending on tytn of c-ate.
plus 66kwtclothing
a1nd
personal needs.

No-.....(1) For motinuNo-......Medicine provided through money payment; OAA ms.:i
laxcae, money
mum. SW)
payment to 860
from other
gmce (2)tsr
pitolised up to
anendorpaymeat.

South Dakota_..

No-.-... No .......

ZNo.-------.---

No .... No . ..............

No------Nursing home care provided through money puyment ofS7
Ia 865epeitogen
ype01 w neded hoptalize-'

jyryturmtIIIunmy
tiopo
vided

tennese.........

Yes..... No

b soposentocoStetaseraredZ.Me
1
payment.
do
fr ony

~massmecp

t
o us

A~tUlre som
elnde e ....No------........... Ys-----NurIng
o.
mee
provided thrug money payment ofS
by pysidnk
fffistinsaxon
proulaystuplfemoey anheutro
e entdam
Gum
sourcei~sto Mi pelsowncenereds.onolohrItems.

&VW extend"n
VeYes.No...No _ie

N-------No
.....

.......

e........... 8165
horskIlled
nursin cuen;
Um #r per.
500mg

NO.......

No--------es.............

Vk9lag __a......

NO-..-....

Extanslan 0
NO,.--..---8U0 ma1im1m
YTWAW.;
pica so money
pa~z
yment for
to hospital cma
personal Items.
affective July 1.
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A.-Smugulntry informuation ott umcdicel verea vailiable to old-age assiattanee recipienta through feder liiy aidled public, uisist

al11ce vendor paymenD~dtsA
and other rtcsoitrveg (based onfiteri-ation aupplied by Bureau of Public Assistance, June 1960)--Con.
Voider payments
DugPNray.boneOther

Vw~o
Prcttane
used
test Virginia. ...

Y

mto Prciinr(including
I,
at limitations on
hospital days)

.Yes......Limited

to acute

ususnghm

Yes ..........

Illnss.

N0....-------Yes------Nursing

ame-I

diateurgey.
dlagoete se,-

I

el-re
lio; reohr.needed;
Zaston stp.nerotiated
lasted.

Wyoming.....

Yes....I Yes .....

All recommendedi
thody lundta-

home care provided through money payment.

84 maximnum a person, 1615
a household. snpplemented
general aslistance under specified conditions.
titloner services through money payment.

Iby

Prac.

rae orl-r
rates
in
each county.
Allowance for
personal needs

So........48 maximum
money payment
for mainte

bypiiysletsas

r sores for inedical i-ire available to oldt-age
I
rc~et

Other

care

men

No.-----

Othver iiicdksias~rvices arc r.-.ponsibiliiy of counties.

_________ ___

up to

TABL.E B.-Old-age assistance:, Papntenitsfor enude., snedical bills: Total autount, anuosunt for ti-Ihici type of sern-ice wras riot reportcd, ad
aumounst in GU States reportingfor specifiedl type of scorieri-, by State, fiscal year 1059 (supplied by the Bureas it of Public Assistance)I

I

MuTtl
_

_

__

_

__

_

4a

TypeoOs
Inot reported

_

_

TOta----------------------------------------- 8327496935

_

all States reporting for sp~c'fled type of service

________In

PractItIoners'
srives

Hostritatisa.
tione

INusnad

Drugs and

suppie

convalecnt

$24.915.70M

Other

cm

_home

21.344.
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T.aULl B.--Old-age assistance: Payments for vendor medical bills: Total amount, amount for which type of service gmanad reported, and
amount in alt .'talec reportingfor specified type ofservice. byState,fiscal year 19J9 (supplied by the Bureau of Public Assistance)-Con.
Ia all States reporting for specified type ofaervtes
state

TensoutD e t----------------------

Total

------

,3

UTah.

Teofserve
Totrepotd

4-------------------------------

59,9
548

---------------: -------------------------Vermon---------------- - ------------------- - -

lI tosllza.
don

Proctitioners'
serrime

---

Drugs wAn
supplies

1..K 9.-------

----- ---------------7,
------------------------

(b) Skilled nursing home., recuperative

care.up
ays.Alabama-------------------------t 240
eruto40dy.Alaska----it) Rome health services by a nonprofit
or public agency, up to 368 vIsits.
(d) Diagnostic outpatient hospital 56rV.
ces, Including X-ray and laburatory GerviceS
(e) The0 first three types of benefits have
Interchangeable features with an overall
celling. A total of 180 units of services ar
availahle In 1 year. A unit of service Is
equal to 1 day of Inpatient hospital care, 2
days of Skilled nursing home care, or thin
hame health visits. This provision Is In-'
tenedto keep9 downS costs and encourage
nsa of other facilitiles than a haspital.
2. Costs end ftnancing

fThe program would be fully financed and
actuarially mound. according to Roet J.
Myers, the Chief Actuary of theSca
e
curity Administration. it would requir, no
appropriations from general revenues nor any
contributitons by the aged after they have
retired and stopped working.
(a) The level-premium or long-range cast
is estimatted as50 percent of taxable payrolls.
(b) Contribution rates would be increased
In 1961 as follows: one-fourth of 1 percet
far employers andemlysan the.
eighths of 1 percent for the self-employed
on earnings up to WACO a year.
(c) Theme addlitional contributions would
a~r na
the
acutin
beS tset
sepa
ramwict n amet
for maedical services would be made.
4. Administration

(a) The 3semtSZY at HEW would consult
with a representative advisory condio
policy and regulations, thus asuig~
amlainwt
e~
aln
osu mer
groips affiected.
(b) Agreements relatting to the provision
at smrices would be made with the provier
Of s110191ee CC with Its autbesised representa



~

S&N

i~

4~.v.....
1.07342041
19,715-----------------

913.701

40.3------------------73.4710309

Nearly three out of four persons 63 years tire. Any qualified provider of services
or older would automatically be entitled to would have the right to participate, and Inthe new benefits next year. Other groups divIduals could choose among them. Paycould be covered by separate legislatton. ments would be based on the reasonable cost
with special financing,
of rendering services.
1. Persons eligible
(c) There ls a specific provision that
in the act shall be construed to give
Allgbefrodae
esn
uvvrnothing
AUddirsons einsurane
bo
ldaenefisurwhoare the Secretary supervision or control of the
aged 68 ort mosreawocl recefive lifetime practice of medicine or the manner in which
agedlth seric poroectiondwithout anyetmean
medical services are provided, or over the
healh
potetio.
srvie
wthot ay mansadministration of participating institutions.
or Income test. Nine million persons would
(d) The Secretary Is to carry on studies
be eligible next year. or nearly three out of and make recommnendations on problems refive of all persona over age 65. Table 2 pre. lated to the operation and Improvement of
sents. the number eligible for health service the programa
benefits by States.WetVrii-----------9
2. Health service benefits
TA~ 2.-Zatitmted number of' pereona aged
68 and over eligible for health service bene117hs cost of four Important types of health
fits under the monthly OASDI program, by
service, Is covered. subject to certain limits
State, July 1, 1961
within 1 year:
(a) Hospital Inpatient services, for up to[Ithuad]AuryoteScileuiyAdisra
120 days. The Individual pays the first $73 State of residence:
Number
each year.
Total: --------------- -------- 9.188

Other

----------------

1----,3---- ------------ -------

Virgin Issands.-----------------3,7
367
367--------------
3.7---------------------------------Virginia---------------------------------~55--------------------4450---------------- --------------Washineton---------------------------------------5,.32 4,48---------------1,84,036
4.II&405
West vfrrntia-----------------------------74.6---------------113,96
.........
I924
S91,3931
Wisconsin...----------------------12.
6199
I
12, 619.592---------------------------
Wyoming----- ---------------------------------

"rInan
coenvameen

9928

97

383133
2D. 91

615-----------------

Teniz 2.-Estimated number of persons aged
68 and over eligible for health service bene
fits under the monthly OASDZ program, by
State, July 1. 1M.1--Continued
State of residence--Continued
South Carolina--------------------- 72
South Dakota -------------39
Tennessee ------------------------- 149
Texass------------------------------332
Utah ------------------------------- 33
Vermont-------------------------- 26
Virgini sla-ds------------------5
Virginia-- ------------------------ 163
Wesh irgtoni-----------------------163
Wisconsin -------------------244
Wyoming ----------------14
The actuarial and financial soundness of
orpooa
satse
ob h
he
ournpthpusands
SoilCeuithdinesra
attActuaryoof
the
tion in the following letters:
AuCurr 15. 1960.
Mr. Hoaxer J. M~zms.

120 SociallSecurity Admninistration,
.
Wsigo.DC
-------SWouadhoungtonlyD.C.
45
DICSa Ma.Mzs
Wudyukidygv
Arkansa.---------------------93
me estimates on the cost of the attached
California_. ---------------------- '136 proposal for providing health benefits 'for
Colorado--------------------------- 77 the aged as part of the o34-age, survivors.
Connecticut -------------151 and disability insurance systemn?
Delaware----------------21
My objective Is to provide a constructive
District of Columbia...--------------- 31 program which can be adequately financed
Florida---------------------293 by addittional contributions of one-fourth
Georgia --------------------------- 125 percent by employers, one-fourth percent by
Hawaii--------------1-6 employees, and three-eighths percent by the
Idaho --;------------------34 self-employed on earnings up to. 41AC.
nilinois------------------------- These contributions vrould start in 1961, and
Indiana------------------:_
------ 272 benefits would be payable July 1.
Iowa--------------------------- -- 181
I would appreciate knowing (1) the level
In-------------------Aln

Kansas ----------------------- -- 128
Kentucky ------------------- -154
Louisiana-------------------------- 93
Mie-----68
a--landI1l9
-Massachusts---------------342
Michigan------------ -- ----- -398
Minnesota -------------------193
Mississlppl --------------------- -85
3mi5urt ------------------------ 268
Montana----------------------------37
Nevradka--------------- -------------89
New------------------------------ 4
New Jamrshiey------------------- -4
I~ 8
------- -----NwYr----------1.004
Newt Yaorklina
-.
-ort---C-r-lin-------166
North Dakota--------------32
Ohio ----------------------517
Okiahoma --------------------- ---- 19
Oregon -------------------------- 1214
Pennsylvania ---------------------- 674
Puierto Rico ---------------------- 4
Rhode Isand------------------------ M
'Distribution by State estimtated,
22zcludes persona residing outside the
United States.

premium cost by Item, and the early-year
cost in percent of payrolls and In dollars:
(2) whether the proposal can be considered
atuaial
sound.
WIt beetwihs
Faithfully yours. PU .DULS
P~l .DULS
Enelnmwrp to letter follows,)
Proposal on health, benefits to cost 0.5 per
cen ofe payrolls
rsotns eligible: OABDI eligibles at age 681.
1. Hospital care up to 120 days with an
initial deductible of $75.
2. Skle
usn-oercpr~ec
upon transfer from the hospital up to 120
days with an additional 1% days for each day
of unused day of hospital care but not to
exceed 240 days.
- Home health services by nonprofit or
pbi

oehat

m isaec

pt

pubic
"As o
hath servicisre agcy
u puetdyof12
visits with bu
vists for each nuedvaytof
d0
h4pla careotibutpatlet
to eased 860viscts.
Finacin: One-fourth percent contribu
tion by employers and eomployees, and threeeighths percent by the saelf-employed. StartIng In 1961, with a special- account or trust
fund.
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Auvsra 15. 196.
NROn.PAVLH. Doua.
U1.S. Senate, Wasiust;n, D.C.
DEAR SENATOS DOluGLAs: T7his Is In response
to your letter of August 15 requesting actuarial cost estimates for a proposal for
Providing health benefits for alt eligibles of
the old-age, survivors, and disability Insur-

SENATE

such employment. Another 15 percent or so
have medical Insurance of a less adequate
nature-usually a policy, which. for exampie. pal-a only $10 a day toward a hospital
roam which costs $20 or more. Even very
Inadequate protection costs an aged couple
something like $13 per month,
THE ADMINST
PLAN Is UNsATISpACTO5y

~RATON'S
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for which they and other taxpayers in their
earller years have paid the coats. For these
unfortunates It Is compulsory dependence
upon public charity.
S. The proposed premium or enrollment
fee, covering about one-fifth or so QCthe
coats of this so-called voluntary insurance.
and the option of electing a private Insur

befnacdbya nces i
h crWe also want to take this opportniy
coe contract, would Mislead many people
bine emloyr-eploee
ontibuionratejoi th comitee n rjecing
tuenpla sub
into falling to act in their own beat Interjoi th comiteeIn
ejctig te pansub
c~s.Because of the fee some would not
ofprcet
nehal an a orespndng
mitted by Secretary Flemming for the admin- participate and thus would refuse the bene
icesIntecnrbto
raefrteIstratlon
(S. 3754).
fIts which had been paid for by their own
self-employed), to go tnto.a specialacon
In 1958 the House Committee on Ways taxes. At the same time the $24 fee would
Or trust fund.
and Means requested the Secretary of Health, be a barrier to voluntary election by the
Under the proposal, benefits would first be Education, and Welfare to report on methods
eylwsInoegup.Titohaa
.available for July 1961. while. the additional of providing Insurance against the coat of ceryulsowyestancmearoks.hs o
a
contributions would begin in January 1961. hospital and nursing home care for old-age,.oployerak
Thefirt oul
bneit behopitl cre p survivors, and disability Insurance benefici6. There Is no way to know when, If ever.
to a maximum of 120 days per year, With aries. A substantial report on the matter theto
agedeof theN
latin.
wouldhinalyge prob
Sninitial deductible of $,75:.this ha a ee-was
submitted
the House
on done
tcinudrtepa.Ntigcudb
Apri to3.959.Tesimon
frm committee
a ide
until a State was able to find revenue
cosretimacote, aofr0.4 preto
g
ofe
Itreithe
of witnesses was heard In 1958 and In July resources to pay Its Share of the costs.
scond benefimte
would. bersiledto arolh
1959. On July 13. 1959, the Secretary Of Thus In many States It might take years
scnbeetwolbesildnursing home Hat.duainan
Wefrasrdusbefore
ways were found to raise the neces
reupraiv
creupn
rasfr
ro
hs-that
he would continue studying possible sary revenues to permit the State to enter
Pital UP to a maximum of 240 days per year approaches and would report the results of the plan.
(but with the maximum being reuced by his studies as soon as possible. No recoin- ADVANTrAGES
07 TsIK OASIt APPROACH AS COM
I % days for each Of the first 80 days of
miendations were received from him, howPARED WrrK TUE VOLUNTART APPROACH
hospital care used-or in other Words, this ever. until May 4. 1960. The House commitThe OASDI approach In our amendment
maxi~mum could never fall below 120 days); tee had by then been considering health has a number of very important advantages
the level-premium Cost la 0.01 percent. The problems of the aged and other social secu- over the voluntary approach. These advan
thrdbeeft
oud e om halh erics
ity amendments for more than a month.
tages are as follows:
(by aLnonprofit or public agency) for a maxiThe proposals of the administration were
1. Contributions are collected from nearly
Mum Of 860 visits per year (but with the discussed by the House committee at somealpesnwhwokfraivgudrte
maximum beingl creduced)by: vstse foI ec
length but did not win Its support, nor were bill: This results In a large number of perday
hositalcareused:th
o
level prethey ever embodied in legislative languagesoscnrbtgwhuthedvs
ee
fitwum cos
d
disa.1genot.c oThterfurt bn-until
after the Senate Committee on Finance lio that tends to accompany voluntary
fit dagnotic
ouldbe
utpaienthospital had concluded its public hearings. The adiommniypasThsrdcsteCtpe
Services (without any limits prescribed); the ministration plan Is unsatisfactory for the cmuiypas
bsrdcstecs
e
level-Preriduum cost Is 0.05 percent.
following reasons:
person and assures a strong finan cial base to
The total level-premium cost for the
1. The Idea on which this plan Is based,
the whole program.
above Proposal is thus 0.50 percent Of Pay- that protection against medical care costs
2. Contributions are payable under our
roll which Is exactly the same as the addi- for the aged Is necessary only for persons amendment only while the Individual Is
tional contributions provided, so that the with Incomes of less than $2,50 a year is employed: Since contributions are payable
Proposal as It stands can be considered to be comnpletely untenable, A single Illnes may In relation to eatrnings, an Inidividual does
fully finnced and thus actuarially sound. cost several thousand dollars. and metn
ot a
o n
eidi
hc
ebsn
The total cost of the proposal In the first such costs would be completely
meeting
th paynnfor asnyt
period
w
gIn
vocuhetasrn
full year of operation is estimated at $69
means of most retired persons
beyon thve
lnisg
rn conr isunot working.
ifo Indvouna
million, which is equivalent to 0.33 percent come enough to bar them from help under viduals whether they are earning or not.
of payroll,
the plan.
3. Contributions under our amendment
Sincerely yours.
2. The plan would place a huge additional are levied In some measure with ability to
HONEST J. MYESs.
burden on the general budgets of local. State, pay: In voluntary plans, contributions cus
Chief Actuiaryi.
and Federal governments amounting to over tomarilY are On a fiat basis in relation to
PRIVATE INSURANCE CANNOT MEET THE PEOBLEN
a billion dollars to begin with and several number of dependents. Thus, In a volun
Private Insurance cannot meet the prob.
billion dollars later. All this without con- tary plan, an Individual earning $2,000 a
Ism Of the great maJOrity of the aged. I~s
sideration of where the money will come year and an Individual earning $6,000 a year
ically the Problem for private insurance Is from and at a time when It Is widely recog- both pay the same premium. Unequala are
that the costs Of medical Care for the aged nized that the services of many State and treated equally. In our amendment, since
are high and retired people cannot afford to lclgovernments are badtly outmoded and contributions are a uniform percentage of
pay the necessary premiums. Persons aged taxiresources for their improvement severely earings up to a limit of $4,800 a year. the
65 and Over are sick in bed an average of limited and uncertain.
$2,000 Individual would pay only two-flfths
more than 16 days per year. Persons under
3. Al though putting a large additional the amount the $4,800 or higher individual
68 average only 7 days. Six times s many burden on the general taxpayer, the plan would pay.
persons aged 65 and over haveasserious
would nevertheless leave the first $250 of
4. Contributions In our amendment av!
chronic conditions as does the population medical care costs each year to the retired levied over the individual's working lifetiane
below tht age
person sad require him to pay 20 percent and are not paid during the period when he
A program based on contributions over a of all costs above this amount. Such a Ls not earning and is retired: Under mo~t.
working lifetime for paid-up protection In large deductible plus coinsurance, while roluntary plans, the Individuals must con
retirement la nut, offered by privat Inu-perhaps appropriate for employed per~ortlnue to pay their premiumes sftcr thoy re
ance. The possibility of Inflation an as
of middle income, offers Uittle if any secu- tire and until they die. Where employers
the possibility of changes in medical cot
rity to people living on the low Income typi- contribute toward the coat of voluntary pro
arising fromt other factors make it imprac- cal of the retirement years.
tection prior to retirement, such contribu
tilcble for Private insurers to undertake to
4. The administration has taken as a basic tions usually cease on termination of em
inur aaistacua
epese a smefu
pincple that a plan must be voluntary.. ployment. This is burdensome to many old
ture date. On the other hand, a contract But there Is really nothing voluntary shout er people whose incomes are sharply reduced
providing for Protection In terms of a fixed the Plan which they have proposed. Under when they retire. The result is that as peo
number of dollars would not give the pro- that Plan the general taxpayer Is compelled pie grow older they may drop their volun
tection needed, Moreover a requirement to pay huge costs (except for the premium tary insurance In order to Conserve their lim
that commercial premium be paid over a or enrollment fee paid by the beneficiary)
lied funds. If they retain their voluntary
working lifetime means that no one obtalhs and yet the old person will not be allowed
Insurance. the flat rate premiu.m takes a very
protection until several decades have gone to participate In the benefit side of the plan high proportion of a email Income. Our
by.
unless he submits to and meets an income amendment alms to solve these diffiulties
But little o the medical costs of the aged teat of 0.500 a year. For people with re- by requiring Individuals and their employers
are now Paid through Insurance. Only one- tirement Incomes above $2A,50 therefore, to pay small amounta, In relation to their
fourth of the aged have even as complete there Is no choice but to have paid taxes, earnings, over an entire working lifetime and
medical Insurance coverage as a Blue Cross with no opportunity for benefits. The only then to forgo any contributions when the
policy would provide. Most of this group sense in which the plan is voluntary is that Individual has no earnings and is retired.
are little over the age of 65 and are still those who have retirement Incomes below The result Is a financing arrangement better
employed, with their protection based on $2,50 a year can refuse to take the benefits adapted to the lifetime earning pattern.
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5. Contributions in our amendment are
3. The logical anid certain Method for cannot afford it without some such asnot related to the number of dependenta: meeting the need is through the
contribu-. s'stance. Furthermore, the bill as re
In voluntary plans, the contributions Usual- tory social Insurance provisions of the
ly Increase with the number of dependents, security system.Potdboucmiteprvesuh social potdb-urc'steprvdssc
Thus. In a typical plan. there Is one uniform
4. We believe that the American people assistance under the already established
rate for an Individual. a higher rate for an. favor this additional prtcin
State agencies on a cost sharing
individual and spouse, and a still higher
5. They will gladly pay the modest between the Federal Government basis
and
rate for a family. The result is that the in- amounts Involved during their working years the States.
dividual with the family has to pay a higher In order not only to provide protection for
In
the
interest
of
good
sound
legisla
proportion of income for his protection than those now old but to spread the coats of that tion in
this field I think that both these
the Individual without a family. From a protection over workers sand employers as a
wsocapoint or view, this Is not only Unde- group rather than baring It fall unevenly on proposals
should be rejected by the
sirable. but unnecessary. The individual those young people who have retired parenots Senate.
with the family has the coat of maintaining and other relatives who get sick.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President,
and educating his family and, since hia
6. Most of all we believe is in the best yield 2 minutes to the Senator fromI
health coats rise In relation to the size of American tradition to make Itprior
provision
Texas.
his family but not in relation to his esrn- for the future Dy Du"in anm now young
M.YROOG.M.Peiet
ings. he Is doubly penallized. In our amend- start buying Paidup Insurance protection to
M.YROOG.M.Peiet
meat since contributions are a uniform per- be added to their ca'sh benefit when they this
2d session of the 85th Congress
centage of earnings, there Is no such double retire.
ls considering Many serious problems af
penalty on the family earner.
Therefore, we support the Anderson-Ken- fecting the well-being of the
citizens of
6. The employer Isrequired by our amnend- nedy amendment insuring health costs of the United
States, but no other Issue
meat to pay one-half of the coat: Under the aged on the dignified social
Insurance
touches
the
heartstrings,
the
pocket
many voluntary plans, the employer pays basis,
books, and physical and mental pain
part of the cost, and In some voluntary plans
CLearro,
P.
Axzzasoir.
and anguish of so many millions, as does
the employer pays all of the coat. However,
PAUL, B. D)OEUGAS.
this trend is spotty. In many plans the emALaze Goz
this Medical Care Act.
ployer makes no contribution. Under our
neazxz J. McCCArm
Our work here today Is watched with
amendment, the employer would be required
VANC, HiAXT
mingled anguish, suspense, and hope.
to pay one-half of the coat. The existing law
Orpolmhr
oa
st
e
permits employers to pay a larger proporMr. DIRJKSEN. Mr. President, I
u the
rbe
ee oa st
tion-orallof
he he
mplyer
e
ostif iel
5 inues o te dstiguihedwhether
social
organization
of
society
tiones.or alIf the cost-ifeetobtheemplye yieldtor
frminuestoate dsigiedkeeps some semblance of pace with the
wishesor
and thpoysis soneedctor by ethve
em-eao rmDlwradvance
of science. Civilized

people
plyradepoe
ycnrc rc~cle
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr have advanced from pastoral and sprarbargaining. Thus, where
the employer now President,
in My opinion the floor of theiasoetsthuganndtrlre
payse albtecot
th
is
oud ot e is U.S. Senate Is not the place to legislate lution into the scientific age, but our
7. Benefits are not cancelable under our on problems as complicated as one which governmental and
amendment: In many private plans bene- deals with setting up an entirely new been so much slowersocial advance has
than our scientific
fits are cancelable at the optiorn or the In. Medical progrmM for our aged.
avneta
h
ahnr fsceyi
aurance carrier or the employer. They can
I voted against the Javits amendment advtneathatsothelahneyoyoceyi
be terminated by action of the Insured and will vote against the Anderson nThgeruedsmioothly.
tyig o e
when sufficient Income Is not available to amendment
on the basis that neither
Thle qurestodyion whetaretryin tor re-a
pay the premiums. Whatever may be the proposal as offered here
today
has
ever
sole
heretodve
resrwsenthtier,
ofreehow,a
ressona for these actions, they inevitablyhaco
itecose
nan Ido helcivrpr~ve
ofrem ,
result In public agencles having to bear the na otmtinkthey
arsierfully ondeatndId
we
will
act
to
see
that
social
progress
coat of the care of those persons who can-nthikhearfuludrso.
-kep
micuosmdm
not finance their medical care. This is un.
It is true that both the Senator from meeics paewt
pacgeswts
mrclos.mdr
desirable. Our amendment provides for a New York (Mr. JAvITsl and the Se
edcanrores
PaIdup policy with the backing of the Fed- tor from New Mexico iMr. Amzasoirl
One of the proudest achievements of
eral Government, It gives patients and offered somewhat siia prpsl
to American medical science is that it has
hoapItala amsurance of payment and pro- the
for consideration, but lengthened the lifespan of our people.
tection superior to that of moat private Since committee
that tm
ohhv
Today there are 16 million Americans,
6.Bneft ne u mndetaenttal
chaned fromthehar oregna
sbtext
1 out of every It
who are
11. eneitsunde
ou
no amndmnt
tillychaned romther orginl txt.over 65 years of age. cItizens,
By 1980 there will
limited during a persons
lifetime: a Under
This Is an entirely new field uponbe2miloAercnIntsovMany private plans benefits are limited not which the Government is being askedcan
toths
oer
only In terms of days of hospitalization per venture and we cannot afford to be
year but also In terms of total dollars over wrong. The Anderson amendment alone 6-eraegop
America as a nation Is proud

a peroon's lifettme. This completely undermines the security provided in the plan,
Under our amendment
no such lifetime
limit Is provided nor is it necessary. Thus,
the OABDI approach is much superior to
the private plan.

have
involves the question of addiing a new the finest physicians and hospitaltofacili
billion-dla
oploymdclcr
isi h itr
fmn
u tI o
-dllrcoplsrymdiacretesi
thehitr ofamn.Bt
tawith is notr
program over and above the Provisionspru ofteacthtwhalor
of the bill as approved by the Finance great medical advances, we have not
Committee,

Yet worked out a plan by which the

to let the. whole question Of medical car
go over Until next year, at which time

to meet the medical costs that are sure

maThe preelection political atmosphere Jority of elderly Americans can afford
which surrounds us here today is cer- medical care. Until
we take corrective
tainly no place In which to approve or actionl. medical achievement
made in
to consdraggni
e
ilo-olrtenm
fhmnt
s oavr
ag
e
ilo-olrtegname
dsdraggnirofhumaonity is,
thosa
wery
lang
compulsory health program,
degreet progrhes opyr ortoscwo.a
For thiis reason, withiout qusining afr opytepie
the sincerity of any of the sponsors of
We do not need to launch some new
these two proposals, and without at- and untried program
In order to bring
tempting to dlgcuss either the merits or decent medical care within
the reach
demerits of their plans, I thn It would of Amer.'cans. It seems clear to
me that
be thbeerptofwso
toeec the general answer is a prepay
plan
the betderson
r ofn aisdoto rejec where the people can put aside money
salomen or acquisition costs as In Privateinterpouivad
elhyas
insurance. The savings in administrative rejected the Javits amendment, and then interpouivadhalyyas
costs would make It poesible to pay the samea

9. Benefits under our amendment in many
chases are more adequate than under many
private plas=: In many voluntary plans.
bowspia Insurance benefits are limited to
50 to 60 days or have a Axied doliar limit on
payments per day of hospital cae
10. The cost of administering the plan in
our amendment would be less than the administrative coats under ezisting private insurance plans: since contributions would
be collected as a pert of the regular social
security contributions, It would not requ
any new machinery. There would bebn
benefits as Private insurance at lees coat, or
Move adequate benefits at the same cost,

SUMMeARY
gn summary, It Invery clear that.1. There is a great ne for protection
A1gainst medical costs for the aged,
2. 'be Provisions in the proposed bill wiln
not mee this need.

we can have more time to give to the
various suggeste programs and give
them more careful scrutiny.
I point out that the committee bill
as reported provides adequate protection
for medical eare for all the aged In
America who need mach aid and who

to come later. Under the leadership of
the late great President Franklin D.
Roosevelt the great system of social
security, the plan for "security with
dignity.' was; adopted by the Congress
a Quarter of a century ago.
We amw commnemoratIng the first quar
ter centurY of that acecomplIshment.
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nIt s entirely logical, reasonable, and
vital that we apply this principle to
medical care for the aged.
The Anderson amendment performs
this task by calling for an extension of
the social security system. It seeks to
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Direct or money payments for an1 essen- bases this conclusion and several others
tinS Items (16): Connecticut, nlhlnola. In- which are contrary to existing evidence on
daKansas. Maryland. Massachusetts. new research performed by a team, headed
Minnsot,
Nw
Hmpsire.NewJereyNewby
aprofessor of sociology of Emory Unifork, North Dakota. Ohio. Oregon. Rthode versity In Atlants
who la also a consultant
Wsand. Washington. Wisconszin.
to the American Medical Association. Dr.

Larson also said --Congress should take note"*

eliminate wasteful expenses and proceMr. YARBOROUGH. The table shows of this new report.
dural roadblocks that would develop in that direct payments for hospital care
In my view, neither Congress nor anyone
the creation of new agencies In many are made by only three States, and Only else should take note of the report until
of the 50 States, each with its own two States make direct payments for there has been time to subject It to scientific
method of operation and its individual nursing home care. Only four States review.
standards,
make direct payments for hospital care
Th timing of this report; ust before a
In the Senate on a health Insurance
The Anderson amendment would set and nursing home care only. Four vote
bill for older citizens, smacks of public re
UP no new, untried, and costly measure. States make direct payments for other lations rather than scientific inquiry.
The Anderson amendment Is a finan- Items. Only 16 States make conmpreA second and more important point is
dially sound pay-as-you-go plan. Funds hensive medical payments under the that the results Of this survey as reported In
would be placed in a separate medtical present permissive payments of the old- the Times contradict the statistics of the
Insurance account in the present old_ age pension plan.
Department of Health, Education, and Wel
age End survivors Insurance fund: addi-'
Less than one-third of our States pro- fare and findings of independent studies.
tional administration would be kept at vide full coverage: eight States make no
During the past 2 years. Senator McNA
t
mAsP~s Subcommittee on Problems of the
ILminimum, while the process of collect- direct payments
for medical care at all. Aged and Aging has received thousands
of
ing and disbursing funds would be han- The citizens of the 34 States not blessed pages of testimony on the financial status
died by Persons already experienced in with comprehensive programs deserve of the aged, the number of persons enrolled
such procedures. In brief, this exteni- some measure of immediate relief. Right in voluntary health Insurance plans, and
sion of the Social Security Act would now the older citizens of my own State the actual health status of the aged. The
enable over 9 millIon elderly citizens to of Texas are losing $19.7 million a year Conclusions Which Can be drawn from the
secure financial aid for medical care- from their old-age assistance checks testimony (and which conflict with the
Medical AssociatIon consultant's
in 1961-without forcing our citizens to. because the State has been unwilling to American
study) are:
Pa6Y the cost of unnecessary ad~inir~stra- match Federal funds already appropriM~ost people over age 65 have a money in
tive practices.
ated and waiting In the U.S. Treasury, come of less than 61.000 a year.
Just how badly needed this program
Other Sitates are in the same condition.
Moat people over age 65 have no health
Is Can be graphically illustrated by the I am unwilling, to make these old people insurance.
Present failure of our States to provide suffer just because they live in a State
Moat people over age 65 who do bare
adequate medical programs for the aged, with a government slow to meet its social health
insurance have coverage which will
It
uppseunealsticto
i
esposiblites.pay
for only a PortIon of a hospital or
Iti
nelsi
ospoethat every rsoibltedoctor's
bill.
State Will appropriate adequate sumsThe Anderson amendment insures that
The health status of most people over
from Its already overtaxed treasury to In 1961. all the 9.185.000 citizens over 68 age 65 Lspoor compared with that of per
match Federal grants. The record years of age eligible for social security sons in younger age groups.
shows they have not done this in the benefits will be certain of financial aid
The cost of medical care for persons over
past. The following statistics from the for medical care, regardless of the eCo- ago 65 la. on an average, three times that
minority report of the Senate Finance niomic condition of the State in which of the population at large. This Is the
Committee report, August 19, 1960, at they reside.
result of higher Incidence of Illness and
page 282, speak for themselves, and I
Mr. President, the urgency of thi slt.. prolongation of illness.
ask unanimous consent to have thi uation demands action. The amended
P~r vAi Drsx.
matter Printed in the Ricoss.
version of H.R. 12580. as presented by the
Mr. YARBOROUGHL Professor Van
There being no objection, the matter Finance Committee, although helpful Dyke states:
Was ordered to be printed in the RzcoRs
and a vast improvement over the House
Moat people over age 65 have a money in
as follows:
*bill,
does not go far enough.
come of less than Sl.000 a year.
2MMcAL CARK FaOVIUCOreS OF STATZ Oas.Acz
Our 18 million citizens over 65 years
That means more than half the peohmAiaSTANCR PLANS
of age are in a dire situation. With 3 Ple over age 65 have a money income of
(Source: Sureaut at Publla Asitne out of every 5 Individuals in this age less than a thousand dollars a year.
Social security AdministratIOn. June 1960) range having a yearly income of less than
PrfsoVaDyelostes
No direct payments made for medical car, $1,000, and with over 50 percent of the
Prf~esoplea ovker 65s h tatesn eat
(eight) : Alabama, Alaska, Arziona. Delaware. married couples having a combined In- insutne.peoe
5hv
ohat
Georgia. Kentucky (to be changed January come Of less than $2,600, when one con- Isrne
11.1961), South Dakota, and Texas.
siders that the average hospital bill for
That means over half of them.
Direct payments for hospital care only patients from 65 to 69 is $406. the situaMost people over age 65 who do hare
(three): MIssouri, North Carolina, Tennes- tion becomes even more critical. That health Insurance have coverage
which will
does not include catastrophic Illnesses.
for only a portion of a hospital or doc
Direct payments for nursing home care
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- pay
tor's
bill.
only (two): Idaho. Vermont (New Jersey alsoThhelhstuofmt
op
vrag
makes vendor payments, for nursing home sent to have printed In the REcoan at this
Thei healt stmatuswtmsPeplersover
ofta
agn
to.point
a letter to the New York 'nines youngepor cg gompardwts ht.fprosi
Direct payments for hospital care and written by Frank Van Dyke. assistant
The cost of medical
for persons Over
nursing home care only (four): Maine, professor, School of Pulblic Health and age 65 is, on an average,care
three times that of
liebasaka, South Carolina, and Virginia,
Administrative Medicine. Columabia Uni- the population at large.
Direct payments for other items--no more versity. published in the New York Times
The PRESIING OFFICER. The
than two (four): Florida (hospital cars and of August 22.
drugp). Hawaii (hospital cars and other, not
There being no objection, the letter time of the Senator has expired.
specified), Iowa (practitioner and drugs), to the editor was ordered to be printed
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
and Montana (practitioner and drugs).
theImremnue
ma
More than two but lea than compreheni- inteRECOaRD, as follows:
Mr.Ayhaved1
DRSN
I
more minute
give medical caws through, direct payments [From the New York Times, Aug. 22, 19601 uet h
eao rmTxs
(13): Arkanssas. Caliornia, Colorado. LouiP
utcsCSEJOtore-vsmthe
r
Senator
four
L Txseno. t
glang,' Michigan. Nebrsa"s Nevada, New
Asmacajw Mnscax, Assocuarsow HEAD D5 -U~
is
m
noms e hi
Mexico.' Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,'
West VIrginia.' and Wyouring.

Utah.'

VJE
Th the Easrn& or Tmx Nrw Yogi

zn

aeOmte

noe.

e

hi

T'urn:
medical expenses are the moat costly.
Thes Times of August 15 reports that Dr These are people who are eligible for
'Hospital~Cars provided through public Leonard Larson, president-elect
of the Amer. help now: if H.P. 12580 Is enacted as
hospitals,
Ilean Medical Associatin, stated that -mogt reported, some would have to wait Until
'Seeps at services dsoaed broadly. but personsamoe the age- of 65 do not want a their State could plan, present. and
quantity very low.
Government program of health Care." He finance some type of program.
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But, even then. Mr. President, a de- same inpatient hospital services, skilled
basing indignity would await every citi- nursing home services, health services
zen who might desire aid for medical and outpatient hospital diagnostic servcare. our senior citizens should not ices as would be provided under the
have to put themselves in a classification Anderson-Kennedy amendments which
of indigency in order to receive neces- are about to be voted upon. I have consary benefits for their survival.
ferred with the Senator from New MexThe Anderson amendment provides a ico and the Senator from Massachusetts
financially sound and realistically con- who are most anxious to extend these
ceived program to provide medical care benefits to those eligible to receive railfor all eligible citizens over 68 years old road retirement benefits in the manner
who need it. Its coverage is extensive, that I am proposing. Because of the
and it is a concrete coverage, not a hY- parliamentary situation, it is not my
pothetical estimate. Over 9 million cit- present intention to offer these railroad
izens will be able to receive medical aid retirement amendments to the Andersonin 1961at age 68. In the future alarger Kennedy amendments prior to the vote
and larger percentage of our population which will be held shortly. I am. howwill automatically become eligible for ever, serving notice upon the Senate that
this assistance.
adoption of the Anderson-Kennedy
These people will not have to await amendments will afford the membership
the oiling of rusty State machinery be- the opportunity to provide for similar
fore securing the means to' a healthy benefits to those under the railroad reexistence.
tirement system.
The Anderson amendment is not a
I expect to describe these amendments
substitute. Mr. President. It is an in- in more detail later at the appropriate
surance policy that guarantees to at time. However, I think one point should
least 9 million people the unqualified be noted with respect to the method of
right to financial assistance for medical financing these new benefits. The new
care.
program would be financed by raising
Everything provided In the Kerr the rate of employment taxes on rail
aedetis still available unimpaired road workers and employers by the same
if the Anderson amendment is adopted. number of percentage points as the emThe States will have every opportu- ployment taxes would be raised on te
nit t esabishaditina prgrms orcovered social security workers and theitr
those who are not eligible for social se- employers. This device has the enthusicurity benefits. I am convinced that the astic backing of the Railroad Brotherfully financed plan proposed by Senator hoods who represent the bulk of the emANDZZRON, which allows Individuals to ployees in question, and I am informed
Provide for their future medical needs. is that the carriers have interposed no ob-~
a badly needed Improvement on the pro- jection to having railroad employees
posals now before us. I therefore urge treated similarly to employees under the
the adoption of this amendment,
social security system with respect to
Mr. President. this is not charity. The the benefits under question. Moreover,
amendment creates a right. It is vital- It has the virtue of appealing to all those
1y important. that that point be estab- interested in a proper increase in benelisbed, The Anderson amendment would fits to railroad workers and those who
establish medical care as a matter of are retired under the Railroad Retireright. We know that prior to the estab- ment system.
lishment of the Railroad Retirement Act
I think this statement ought to be
it was a Question whether a man could made before the vote, because many
get on the pension roll as a matter of questions are being raised as to whether
charity, because there was usually a we would be discriminating against the
strange way In which the man would lose railroad workers of the country, if we
Out at the last minute Just before he was did not add my amendments to the bill
entitled to retirement, State laws have if the Anderson-Kennedy amendment
a way of being administered in the same passs. My amendment will see to It
way. Under social security the old peo- that they receive the same fair treatPIe will get assistance as a matter of ment as others receive under the Anderright: they will not have to come in. son-Kennedy amendment.
cringing, begging for help. We know
Mr. President. I shall vote to support
that some Qf these investigators run the Anderson-Kennedy amendment,
their fingers under the table and bay,
Early In 1958 I was the first to sub'YOU are chewing gum. That is a lux- mit in the Senate the companion bill
ury. We must cut. your payments.-'
to the Porand bill in the House. For
We ought to vote aessistance as a mat- many years I have fought for the Pbrter of right. so that people can come in and-morse principle In the Senate. I
as a matter of right, and not as a mat- prefer the principle of the Forandter of charity.
Worse bill, enlarged by the McNaniara
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield 3 minutes to bill, to the bill we are going to vote on
ttie Senator from Oregon.
this afternoon,
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I rise
It has been my position that all peofor the Purpose of making an announce- ple over the age of 65 should as a matter
ment which will be of Interest to all of right receive medical care as a par
Senators who believe in the soundness of our social security system. The P'orand importance of the Railroad Retire- and-Morse bill does just that. The Mcment system and who are in favor of Namara bill also covers those persons
increasing the benefits to those who are who are not under social security. I
eligible,
strongly favor that policy as a matter of
I have On MY desk amendments to the social and economic justice to the aged.
Railroad Retirement Act. The purpose However, we all know that the ForandOf these amendments la to provide the Morse bill and the McNamnara bill do not
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have a ghost of a chance passing in this
short session of Congress. Wc have
counted noses and the votes are not
here. The Anderson-Kcennedy amend
ment is the best we can do now and we
have only a slim chance of passing it.
Here, again. I am a realist, as I was
the other day, when the Senate was de
bating the minimum wage bill. We must
move as rapidly as we can toward an
objective whic~h I think all constitutional
liberals have In mind; namely, to do
those things necessary legislatively to
promote and protect the welfare of all
of our people as a total population.
The Anderson-Kennedy amendment is
the only step which we have any chance
of taking at this session of Congress
which will bring the principle of medical
assistance to the aged under the social
security system. Without Its being un
der the social security system, I think
any law of this kind would be unwise.
To me. this is a simple issue. It raises.
again, the principle for which I stand
in the Senate; namely, seeking to work
for that proposal which will translate
into legislation the moral obligations
which we owe to the people of the coun
try Here, again, Is another example
of our doing for the economic weak what
the economic strong, under the! private
enterprsesyte, sould be expetdt
do. Here, again, is sn obligation of
democratic government to make certain
that the specter of fear which hovers
over the housetops of millions of homes
of the aged will be removed-the fear
that their life earnings will be wiped out
with one serious Illness under that roof
top.
ow
en htti
orlisei
Dowmentathsorliues
one to which we bow our heads on Sun
day, but which we will not put into prac
tice on this Tuesday In the Senate of the
Untaed States? The rollcall, about to
taeplace will put Senators on the rec
ord. The people must hold them re
sponsible in the November elections. I
amn sure they will not forget the record
made in the rollcall about to be held.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I yield
7 miue to the distinguished Senator
from New York.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, now that
the vote has been taken on my alterna
tive Plan to the Anderson amendment
and the strictly party line nature of this
Issue here Is clear, I wish to make some
observations with respect to my vote on
1,he Anderson amendment which is now
pending. First, to stress the affrmatlve.
I am convinced that. an effective plan
giin adequate medical care to our older
citizens over 65 is now assured, whether
it takes place at this brief session of
Congress or early in the next session.
The backing of both candidates for the
presidency and the support which Is evi
dent on the Relpublican side for my pro
posal and which I have little doubt will
be evident on the Democratic side for
the Anderson proposal. assure It; namely.
that the older citizens of our country will
have a very effective, very adequate medIca care plan within the very near
future.
At the very least, what has been at
tained is general agreement on the Prop
ositlon that the rank and fie of older
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citizens are entitled to and will receive
help from the Federal Government in
Obtaining an optimum standard of
health care. Under these circumsstanlces
and being deeply motivated to bring
about such a program myself, I have
given the most careful consideration to
the question of how to vote on the Anderson amendment, and I have concluded that at this time, under the intensely political circumstances of this
brief session-which I would be blind
niot to see, and so would the American
people-I must vote against it. My reasons are as follows:
First, it is by no means the best plan
which can be developed, even on a social
security basis, and shows clear indications of an effort to make a showing in
this perfervid political atmosphere.
This is confirmed by three points. An
effort Is made to trim benefits and therefore to trim costs by setting the efigibility age at 68. but there is no evidence
that age 68 meets the need which is just
as great at 65. In its emphasis upon
hospItalizatIon, the Anderson plan taxes
further the already overburdened hospital facilities In practically every place
in the country. Aside from creating
frustration and dissatisfaction there is
even the danger of physical harm in
overtaxing the hospitals with older citizens on long waiting lists for the hospital
beds Uncle 8am promised. - In its failure
to emphasize preventive care, the Anderson plan fails to satisfy the absolutely
essential need of 85 to 90 percent of the
aged in order to meet the needs of the
remaining 10 percent.
Second. the Anderson plan Is not based
upon the varying medical facilities and
opportunities available In the different

States, but strives for a national program
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Ing thereby, only 60 percent of the country's taxable Income instead of spreadIng the tax load on the whole population for a benefit to the aged population
through appropriations from the general
revenue. In addition, for some time the
people who get the benefits will not have
done the paying under the social security system, yet the system as 01 iginally
designed made at least an effort to do
that and not even an effort is being
made here.
Fifth, it makes a profound sociological change in our country, inauguratinga national health scheme in practical
effect which is quite inconsistent with
our private concept of health care, and
yet there is inadequate preparation for
it and a program heavily imbalanced in
hospital not preventive care. And notwithstanding the open and practically
universal opposition of the doctors, this
is to be done in a highly political atmosphere when the time in which the
beneficiaries can enjoy, the plan probably cannot be accelerated at all and
will have to await a new administration
which could very much more thoughtfully recommend the details of a plan
of its own.
Finally, it is for all practical purposes an invitation to vote-an invitation which will do no one any good and
everyone great harm because the whole
bill will have to be vetoed; hence, social
security improvements and the medical
plan for the 2.400,000 on old-age assistance and the 500,000 to 1 million who
could be benefited by the medically indigent provisions will go down the drain.
too.
r cannot see under these circumstances how the path of resgonsibility

can lead to

any other than a negative
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of an imminent presidential campaignthe early benefit to those among them
who are truly in the most urgent need
of medical care and who will get mate
rial help if at least the committee bill
becomes law.
I do not think anyone can be doctri
naire about this matter, least of all my
self. It may be that we shall find, as I
said, a proper meeting ground between
the ideas of the Senator from New Mex
ico [Mr. ANDERSON] and myself. But.
Mr. President. after looking at the vote
on my proposal. I think all the country
can see what is happening here. This
will be a straight political issue-Demo
crats against Republicans-with very
little chance of anything else happening.
I do not wish to be a party to seeing our
elder people caught at those swords'
points. I do not think it is necessary. I
think they can be absolutely certain that
they will have an adequate plan for medi
cal care in view of the positions of both
parties and both presidential candidates
on this issue.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent, since we have come
down to the last speakers, that I may
suggest the absence of a quorum, the
time for the quorum call to be charged
to neither side.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it is so ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
and the following Senators answered to
their names:
INO. 30I
Aiken

Fang

2tllott

Frearf

Anderton
Bartlett
Bennett

Gold water
Gore
Green

Tdonroney
Morse

Morten
Moss
Mundt

which at the very least in view of the vote. I realize and feel very keenly that Bible
Gruentng
Murray
Bridges
aR..
Muskite
unequal nature of medical facilities in many of our older citizens want very Burdick
Harike
O'Mahoney
different Parts of the counltry must lead much to have the bill passed at this ses- Bush
Hayden
Pastore
to inherent discrimination, injustice, and sion with a social security approach. I Butler
Hickealooper
Prouty
frstain dl,.~
n hno
he
adbeieethtByrd.
ya.
HUI
Prointire
furaigdls.respect
n
oo
hmadbleeta
Bvrd. W. VA
Holland
Randolph
7ftrd, It falls to preserve effectively the whole matter of medical care for Cinnon
Eruska
Robertson
the existing structure of medical care the aged has now been brought to such Capehart
Humphrey
Russell
unde
mer
whch
Jacson
saltonstall
une hc
vr17mlis
mr- ver127
a pointillonwhere an adequate and truly Carson
Caron
.7vt
Scitoeppel
eams-72 percent of the population-are responsible plan will without question case. Nj.
Johnson. Tex. Scott
now the beneficiaries. Indeed, this is become Federal law soon after a new Case. S. Dak. Jordan
Smnathers
shown most markedly by the failure to administration takes over. In this con- Church
Chave7
K~eating
Smith
Kefauver
Sparkman
give the benieficiary a cash alternative nlection I restate the principles of such Clark
Kcnnedy
Stennis
enabling him to acquire his as. health a plan which I have supported and which Cooper
Kerr
Symington
protection or pay for his own health serv- I will continue to support as the basis for Cotton
Kucliel
Talmadge
yausehe
Thurunond
iees. This would seem to be elementary at sound and complcte plan-but Without Curtis
DoLrksen
Long. Haw~td Wiley
if the' concept of social security were being doctrinaire even about that.
Dodd
Long. La.
Wliasms. Del.
really being carried out. It Is also noteEmphasis on preventive care with Douglas
Lusk
Williams. N.J.
D-ZormbhMcCarthy
Yrboaougl.
worthy that the cash option is a vital physicians services and first-cost cover- Eastland
Mc1le~llan
Young. M.Dak.
element In the approval of the social age.
allender
-McNamams
Young. Ohio
security approach by Governor RtockeEligibility for all over 65.
Engle
Magnulson
feller of New York--and It yildhu to no
Voluntary participation.
Irvan
Man5seid
one in my respect for the Governor of
State plans with Federal matching so
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quo
my State-w-hich his been cited so often that we can build on existing facilities,
rum is present.
her as authority for the Anderson p0s1Federal help out of general revenues.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. I
tion.
These are the basic principles of the yield 8 minutes to the distinguished Sen
Mr KEATING. Mdr. President. will medical care plan for the aged I urge ator from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY].
the Senator yield?
most strongly.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
Mr. JAVITS. I- yield.
Whatever may be the strong feelings dent, may we have order in the Chain
Mr. KEATING. That alternative. if among many older citizens on this sub- ber, please.
I understanl~d correctly, Is the third al- ject, they are neither improvident nor
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
ternative In the proposal advanced by'my unfair; hence, I believe they should see Senate will be in order. The Senator
distInguished colleague from New York, the logic and justice of this position. from Massachusetts is recognized for 8
Mr. JAViTS. The Senator is exactly Besides, Itdo not believe that they would minutes.
correct. I thank the Senator.
wish to see endangered by a veto which
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I think
tiburth.~it tame the population at the the President would most regretfully this vote involves a most Important prin
liwest end at the earnings scale, reach- have to make--at this stage in the face ciple. I listened with great interest to
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the speech of the Senator from New York
[Mr. JAvrs] whom I regard as one of
the most constructive Members of this
body. He did state a political truththat this Congress meets in highly Political circumstances. He did suggest it
appears that on this issue there may be
a party line vote.
I will say to the Senate. I believe it
will be Impossible for us to secure the
passage of this amendment-or at least
It will make It diflicult-as well as other
pieces of proposed legislation, unless we
can receive the support of at least five or
six of the Senators on the other side of
the aisle.- If the Senators on the other
side of the aisle vote a straight party
vote on this Issue, I would say we 8hall
have an uphill fight, and I would say it
would be difficult for the Anderson
amendment to pass. I hope that will not
be true, because if that is true then I
think we are really stating that this Congress cannot really move in the next 2
weeks, that we cannot pass legislation
because of disputes between our parties
as to the coming elections, the difficulties
involved In the procedures between the
House and Senate, and the fact of having
a President of the opposite party to the
dominant party In the Congress.
It may be that the Senator from New
York is correct. I do not in any sense
criticize him. He may be stating facts.
If he is stating facts. I think we can
determine it on this vote. If we cannot
pass the Anderson amendment, in my
Judgment. I think it means we are going
to have an extremely difficult time pass-.
ing any progressive legislation in this
session of Congress. Then I think we
should take the matter to the people of
this country In October and November,
in the election, to let them make the decision as to which way they wish so go.
Then we can come back to congress in
January, Whoever Is President I hope
will commit himself to the social security
principle, which I regard as essential.
I Can Imagine nothing more unwise
than for this Congress to pass the pending bill and to accept the principle that
the Federal Government and the States
Will operate with all the different standards which are going to be set up in the
various States, with some States partic-.
ipating and many not participating.
That would not solve the problem at all,
We Use the phrase in the report that
people Wil get such assistance if they
are medically indigent, but we do not saywhat the standard Is. If a couple has
saved $1,000, and the wife happens to
get cancer and is sick for 6 months or
7 months, do the couple have to spend

It may be that we shall not pass this
measure tonight. It may be that If we
did we could not get an agreement in
conference. It may be that if we got an
agreement in conference the President
would not sign the bill. There is not
any doubt that the roadblocks in the
face of this proposed legislation in the
next 2 weeks are hard. Therefore. I do
not go into this vote on this measure in a
spirit of high optimism, but I say we
might as well vote. We might as well
determine whether this Congress is going
to move in this session or whether perhaps we should go home, whether we
then should Put it up to the people to
make their determination, and come
back in January and commit ourselves
on that occasion to the social security
principle.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Illinois is recognized.
Mr. DIRKSEN. I should like to ask
the distinguished Senator from New
Mexico if he has other speakers.
Mr. ANDERSON. There are other
speakers, but the Senator fromnIlinois
has more time remaining. Therefore, I
yield to the Senator.
Mr. DIRKSEN. The difficulty arises
from the fact that the unanimnous-consent agreement requires a vote at 6
o'clock. The time otherwise would run
beyond 6 o'clock. because the qUor728
call was not chargeable to either side.
I think we ought to keep the RzCORD
straight,
Mr. ANDERSON. I thought the understanding was we would go beyond 6
o'clock. in view of the quorum call.
Mr. DIIRKSEN. I would have no obJeCtion.
Mr. ANDERSON. We had a definite
time. T-he Senator from New Mexico
had 24 minutes and yielded 8 minutes to
the Senator from Massachusetts, so he
now has 16 minutes remaining. The
Senator from Illinois has about 30 mmnutes remaining,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair will state that there remain 38
minutes to the opponents and 19 minutes to the proponents, if the time for
the quorum call is not charged to either
side,
The unanimous-consent agreement
states that the vote will be taken not
later than 6 o'clock p.m. A request in
that regard was not included in the Senator's request that the tume for the
quorum call not be charged to either
side. There was no request to modify
the votftng time.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas, Mr. Presi-

their savings before they are eligible for

dent, that was my understanding.

assistance? In some States they will,
In some States they win not.
We have a chance to do what was done
in 1935-to place this under a system the
people themselves will pay for, to make
It- self-liquidating rather than tola
downa
whih
brdeculdThe
udn hc cudconceivably,
dona
if the principle were fully Implemented,
coat $2 billion a Year for both the Federal
Government and the States,
7he people themselves will pay for
the program under the social security
prineinle,

I

came to the desk and inquired, and I
was informed that the quorum call had
been made and the time would not be
charged to either side, but would merely
be added to the time at 6 o'clock. How
long would it require?
PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Illinois requested that the
time for the quorum call not be charged
to either side, but the Senator neglected
to make the request that the time be
added on to the time at 6 o'clock for the
vote. The quorum call required 22 mmutes.
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Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, if
we stop the time at 6 o'clock we are
charging the time.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. I
raised the question only after a discus
sion with the Parliamentarian.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, there is no dispute about the mat
ter. May we have unanimous consent
that the vote come at 6:22 p-m.?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Texas? The Chairs hears none.
and it is so ordered.
Mr. DERKSEN. Mr. President. I yield
30 minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR].
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Oklahoma is recognized for
30 minutes.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President. I thank
the Senator from Dllinois.
I am happy to have the opportunity
to discuss the issues involved in the bill
and in the Anderson amendment.
I have the greatest of respect for the
sponsors of the amendment. I know
they are sincere. I know they are
earnest. I know they are fighting for
what they believe to be the welfare of
the people of the United States.
I will say to my good friend from
Massachusetts [Mr. lzxtim~yl that the
term "medically indigent" Is not in the
bill. The proposed legislation Is not
limited to persons who could qualify
under the term "medically indigent."
The provisions of the amendment
which is in the committee bill are avail
able to every citizen in this country 65
years of age or older If he comes under
a program adopted by his own State. if
medical, hospital, doctor or dental care
is needed by him or by her. I remind
Senators that is not the case with refer.
ence to the provisions of the Anderson
amendment.
It has been said on the floor that med..
ical. care should be available to the aged
as a matter of right. I remind Senators
of the great number of people to whom
medical care would not be available as
a matter of right under the Anderson
amendment. It would not be available
to any citizen unless he or she were on
the social security rolls, no matter how
great the need might be. It would not
be available to any citizen unless such
citizen were 68 years of age, not 65, no
matter how great the need might be.
It, would not be availatble to an~y citizen
until July -1,1961, and then for hospital
care only, and then for 120 days only.
with the beneficiary paying the first $75
of the cost of such hospital care.
The additional benefits under the bill.

other than hospital care, for not to ex
ceed 120 days, in which the beneficiary,
would pay the first $75 of cost, would not
be available to any citizen until January
1. 1962.
I say to my great friend, the Senator
from Massachusetts [Mr. KacZNNWl, for
whom I have as much respect as for any
other Senator, that he is my standard
bearer. I am supporting him. But he
does not need to talk about the incon
venlence of having to come back here
neat year to add additional benefits to
toeprovided In the committee bill be
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cause the amendment he sponsored amendment. That would not be So. howwould Provide no benefits until 6 months ever, If the Anderson amendment were
after the beginning of the new year, and agreed to and sent to the"Whlte House.
then buta very limited number of bene- because both it and the committee bill
fits.
would be vetoed,
The benefits provided by the commitThe Kerr-Frear or committee amendtee bill would be available on October 1. ment provides. a program for every State
1960. Even after January 1. 1962. the that adopts it. and incentives are presonly additional benefits provided by the ent in the bill that the States would find
Anderson amendment would be nursing difficult to resist. It can be passed this
home services upon transfer from the year and it can become law this year.
hospital for not to exceed 240 days, less
My great friend the senior Senator
twice the number of days the beneficiary from Illinois [Mr. DoUGLASI said that
had to spend in the hospital. foif which horrors would be inflicted upon the aged
the beneficiary would have had to pay and sick, for they would be required to
the first $75 in cost; home health serv- get down on their knees to get hospital
ices, including visiting nurse services; and nursing care. I say that statement
Practical nurse or occupational ther- is not founded upon reality, because if
apist; and outpatient diagnostic services, the amendment that the Senator from
In other words, if the Anderson Illinois is sponsoring were agreed to,
amendment becomes law, it will not every aged person not on social security
provide a doctor for the beneficiary, a would still be left on his knees. He
surgeon for the beneficiary, or a dentist would still leave every person beyond
for the beneficiary, unless the doctor, 65. and not yet 68. on his knees,
surgeon, or dentist would give those servThe fact is that the committee b.Ul
Ices as a part of the hospital care. Sen- would take people up off of their knees
ators know that such services on an ade- and let them look the world in the face
quate basis are not available as a part of and know that under the terms of the
the hospital care. Under the committee committee bill that is now before the
bill, on the contrary, those services would Senate they can have hospital care,
be available to every aged person in every medical care, doctor's care. surgeon's
State that would accept and implement care, and dental care, which are not prothis program, including inpatient hospi- vided in the Anderson amendment,
tal services without the $120 limitation
There are many other provisions in
and without requiring the patient to pay the bill. The bill would remove the age
the first $75; skilled nursing home serv- 50 eligibility requirement for disability
ices, without limitation or chargeoff by benefits. It would enable 250.000 persons
reason of having spent some time in a to draw benefits immediately. That
hospital; physicians' services; outpatient benefit would go down the drain if the
hospital services; home health care serv- Anderson amendment should become a
Ices; private duty nursing services; phys- part of the bill and goes to the White
Leal therapy; and related services, dental House. It would increase children's benservices, laboratory and X-ray services, efits and the OASI Program from 50 perprescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, cent of the father's benefit to 75 percent.
and prosthetic devices; diagnostic Flour hundred thousand children will
screening, preventive services, and any benefit by that provision. It would go
other medical care or remedial care down the drain if the Anderson amendrecognized under State law, so that a ment should become a part of the bill
State may, if it wishes to do so, include and goes to the White House.
medical services provided by osteopaths,
The bill would liberalize what those
chiropractors, optometrists, and reme- on social security can earn free of pendial services provided by Christian alty with reference to their social secuScience practitioners.
rity benefits by Increasing the limi~tfromn
We are not alone confronted with $1,200 to $1,800 per year. Every memvoting on the Anderson amendment. We ber of the committee voted for that proare confronted with the certainty that vision. I believe every Senator would
If the Anderson amendment is agreed to like to see it become law. Yet that proand sent as a part of the proposed legis- vision would go down the drain insofar
lation to the President. we shall have no as the bill is concerned Ii the Anderson
legislation this year. Is there a Senator amendment should become a part of the
who believes that the President of the bill before it goes to the~WhIte House.
United States would sign the bill if the Increased coverage under the OASI for
Anderson amendment were made a part thousands of persons, Including 60,000
of ft? Then we are carrying out plat- ministers and 100,000 employees in nonform pledges or campaign pledges or Profit institutions is provided, together
convlqtions that we have for need, if we with other liberalizing provisions. includendaniger-a truly great bill by adding to Ing increased authorization for child
It a provision which, if agreed to by Con- welfare programs for retarded children
gress. would not only be self-defeating, in our States.
so far as the provision Itself is concerned,
That provision, which is one of the
but for the bill fIn Its entirety?
most Progressive elements in the bill,
The distinguished Senator from Ohio likewise would go down the drain if the
asked the Senator from New Mexico, Anderson amendment were added to the
What about the aged~not covered by the b~lLltherebykil~lngItIf It should go to
Anderson amendment?
My great the White House. I ask- again whether
friend, the Senator from New Mexico any Senator feels that the proposed
[Mr. Ahozusoxl, said that they would legislation would be signed If the Anderbe provided for by the Kerr-Frear son amendment should accompany it to
amendment, meaning the committee the White House as a part of the bill?
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My friend the Senator from Illinois
rMr. DouGL~ss said this is the Eisen
hower-Kerr bill.
One of the best things about the bill
is that it Is bipartisan in origin. It has
been made clear that this is not the first
choice either of the Republican nominee
for President or the Democratic nominee
for President. However, both nominees
do favor the provisions of the committee
bill, in their language. "as far as it
goes."
If we can achieve this bill on the basis
of that bipartisan support, we will have
gone a long way to show that this is a re
sponsible Congress, that we have met a
great responsibility in providing a great
program which can be passed and which
can become law, and shall have done so
on the basis that, while it is not the
first choice of either candidate for
President, and while it might not be the
first choice of either political party, the
provisions in it. as the committee brought
the bill to the floor, has the approval
of both parties.
My friend the Senator from Massa
chusetts-and I again wish to acknowl
edge my respect and esteem and affection
for him-said that the committee bill
does not go far enough. The members
of the committee would be the first to
recognize that. I do not know what
the first minimum wage bill required as
to the amount.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Twenty-five cents.
Mr. KERR. Some Senators now in the
Chamber were Members of Congress
when that bill Wam passed. Did they op
pose it because it did not go far enough?
I remember the additions we have made
to it down through the years. My friend
the Senator from M.1innesota [Mr. McCARTHYI talked about the adoption of
the social security bill in eloquent lan
guage, showing a remarkable memory
and understanding of it. He spoke of
what a great thing it was.
If we apply the test that it does not
go far enough, we could have said the
same thing about the original social se
curity bill. When the Saviour of the
earth was crucified, did any one object
to it because it did not go far enough, on
the basis that the Resurrection would
also have to occur in order to make sal
vation available to all mankind around
the world?
Of course the bill does not go far
enough. But since when has a legisla
tive body in a free society turned down
constructive legislation, bearing the ap
proval of both political parties and of
both nominees for President, and of
great men and women everywhere, be
cause it did not go far enough? In my
judgment our duty Is to go as far as we
can. We know we can pass the provi
aions of the committee billl, and we be
lieve it will be accepted by the House
and approved by the President. I pre
sume it is not a violent assumption to
believe that we will be here another year.
If there are provisions which will im
prove it. and If there are provisions that
would add to it, we can look at them
another year. The Anderson amend
ment would not become effective, if
adopted and made law, until July 1 next
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year, in part, and January 1, 1962, In
The average annual coat of medical in good conscience. deny the value of
part. No one. not even its sponsors, care and hospitalization in the United the amendment of the Senator from New
would claim that even it goes far enough States for a person 65 years of age and Mexico and the Senator from Massa
to meet all the objectives that they have over is $250. One can do his own cal- chusetts. Why? Because It moves into
in mind. Therefore, how can we jeop- culating. If the bill should be fully a new field.
ardize a great bill, which we can pass, implemented, the cost would be $2 bilIt extends coverage in a new field, a
because it does not go far enough?
lion in the first year.
field which many States, which are not
If we add the Anderson amendment
But there is a very interesting reason financially capable, have not been able to
to the bill, we will not be bothered by why, as the able Senator acknowledges, cover through sound medical care pro
the Presidential action; we ourselves, by the committee bill does not go far grams for needy people.
our action, will have pronounced the enough. The States must implement
I listened with great respect to the
Judgment of its own destruction.
the program and provide matching statement of the distinguished Senator
I submit that the committee bill is not funds. My Governor tells me today that from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR] about the
enough, but it Is a beginning from which Tennessee is not now able to match all medical indigents. There would be no
we can look forward to a greater future the assistance funds which are already State medical program in Colorado un
and a brighter day for all our- people. available to Tennessee. even though the less a need basis were established. This
We must remember the millions that it Federal share under present law is 65 is the real issue in this fight. The able
will help, and remember that, if passed. percent.
Senator from Massachusetts ha~s said it.
it will go into effect on October 1 of
What benefit will this bill make avaUlFor 10 years we have been trying to
this year. and that it can be made avail- able to the State of Tennessee? In what provide medical assistance through the
able to every State in the Union, with way will it benefit the State of West social security program. This Is a basic
the tremendous incentive of up to 80 Virginia and other States? The Social issue. Of course, I accept the Kerrpercent of the cost.
Security Administration has told me Frear amendment; but to make it more
Therefore, In the sense of the highest that one-half of the States are now un- fully effective and equitable throughout
responsibility. in the sense of rising able to match in full the funds already the Nation, it is necessary to attach to it
\abovo political differences, in the sense available, most of It on practically a the Anderson-Kennedy amendment.
of marching in the direction Of meet- 2-to-i basis. Yes, there is an interestThe Kerr-Frear amendment is really
ing.-the needs of 16 million aged in lng reason why the bill does not go far an effort to sweeten and expand the pub
our country, let us pass the committee enough. Fortunately, some States are lic welfare program year after year after
bill as it Is before us, and then look for- blessed with abundant economic re- year; to escape what some think are the
ward to another day for such amend- sources. For them, the bill will be a sinist~er consequences of bringing our
ments or improvements as any of us bonanza. For the old people in 25 people abruptly into a contributory sys
hopes might be made.
States, it may be an empty and hollow tem to provide for theIr own health
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I promise.
needs.
yield 5 minutes to the Senator, from
The Senator from Oklahoma has critI say, in answer to the Senator from
Tennessee (Mr. GORE].
icized the Anderson amendment. We Oklahoma, Let the President veto the
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, my warm, have found flaws In the committee bill. bill. The aged of this country, have suf
great friend, the Senator from Okla- But it is only by a combination of the fered through the years. They will be
homa. has stated that the committee two that we can make this program truly patient while we carry the Issue to the
bill does not go far enough. That Is a national in character,
country. Then we will come back here
very interesting statement. If we look
Mr. President, those of us who and enact a comprehensive program.
at page 6 of the committee report we aesos
find, In the fourth paragraph, that the aepooring the Anderson-Kennedy This is the way to fight the issue. Let us
bilovewold
"ll
ediall nedyamendment are not trying to deny to go to the people. We will come back
bill6
woul over."al
eial
ed the old people of Louisiana or of Okla- in January. I believe the people will be
Iadgreds6torsa tatthrp.ae'i
homa or of any other State any of the on the side of those who will sustain
Il
Idigressto isa
that thedphrase bmed-bnftProvided in the committee bill. the Anderson-Kennedy amendment.
as the Senator from Oklahoma has said. Then why are they not so generous with
I commend the able Senator from
but the term "medically neediy" s used us? If we are not trying, as we are not Oklahoma and the able Senator from
In the report. I looked at the definition trying, to substitute the Anderson Delaware for their amendment. It is
of "Indigent" In Webster's Dictionary amendment for the committee amend- a good amendment. It would greatly
an hedfiiin fthtw
rd
ment: if we are seeking only to add the help my State. But I also want to help
Andrso
amndmntdofteiommtteoth 45062peplein ywSatewhoar
I should liet
edtresnecsamendment, thereby providing benefits receiving social security old-age benefits
fro thoul lieptoreat
hresntne
and making medical care available to but who do not meet the medical needs
frmterpr:the
old In all 50 States, where Is their test and hence do not qualify for any
It, would cover all medically needy age generosity? Where Is their concern for medical care program. can I deny them
55 or ouerthe national character of the social this sort of program? Can I vote against
Now I skip to the first sentence in the security program?
Providing them an Opportunity to par
next paragraph:
Mr. President, I call upon Senators ticipate in a medical program which
A Stat. may. If It wishes dsre r La across the aisle not to consider this as would meet their needs? That Is what
whol, or Part, the existence of any income a partisan question. I ask them to think I would be doing unless I accepted the
Or resource., of an individual for medical of the welfare of the 9 million old Anderson-Kennedy amendment.
auuisaftane-_
people in need of medical care.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, how
Now I turn to the top of page 7, beThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The much time remains on my aide?
ginning with the first full sentence:
time of the Senator from Tennessee has
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Thke state has a wide iatitude to esaeauls
expired.
Senator from Illinois has 18 minutes
the Standard Of need for medical assistance
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I remaining.
aslong at It Is a reasonable standard con-. Yield 3 minutes to the Senator from
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I yield
813tent with the objectives of the title.
Colorado [Mr. CA*bosLJ1.
5 minutes to the distinguished Senator
NOW I tur to Page 9 of the report.
Mr. CARROLL M1r. President, I as- from Louisiana.
I wish to raise the question of how re- sociate myself with the remarks of the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
markable It Is that the co imittee bill able Senator from Tennessee. Colorado dent, I believe the debate has made it
does not go far enough. At the top of Is one of the fortunate States about perfectly clear that the issue before us
page 9 we find this language:
which the Senator from Tennessee has is whether we shall give the aged peo
Undr hereise
ttl 1 Sateplns(Wthspoken. We have a far more compre- pie of the country,
are unable to
U~w ndertche
revisedttI,) coutd plovnd poi- hensive medical care programn than is pay medical 'bills, a who
medical program;
tential protectoa under the new prga
contained In the bill. The Kerr-Frear or whether we shall give them a pollt
of msedical assistance for the aged to amamendment would be of great benefit to cal issue between now and next Janu
Manty as 10 millnon persona aged a en
my'State. Nevertheles lIke the able ary. The issue can still be taken to the
Over.
Senator from Tennessee, I could not. country. Both sides canl discuss the
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will be vetoed by the President, and
which even If it became law will not pay
anyone's medical bills between now and

SENATE

bills? The cost would not be any
cheaper merely because a man was taxed
to pay his medical bill than it would be
if he were allowed to pay his own medi-

June of next year, during which time cal bill.
Generally speaking, I am constrained
Congress can act again, if it cares to
to believe that most persons who are well
act?
The bill before us would place ev~ery
State In the Nation in a position to do
at least twice as much for the aged as
it Is doing at present.
The poorer States, which complain
that they are not as well able to put
up the money as are States which
have a higher per capita income, would
be in a position to have the Federal
Government contribute as much as 80
Percent of the cost. They could increase what they are doing for their
agedby
40
mchaaevn
pecen,
ss mch
evn
agedby
40 pecen,
though they did not contribute an additional nickel over and above what
they are contributing at this time.
There are indications in the commnittee
report as to how that would be done.
In some States, the funds made availbecesar.
moe
ablewoud
tan
e oretha
abl wold ncesary
even if the States do not increase apPropriation to take care of the aged in
those Stts
What Is now proposed to be added to
the bill? Something which will contribute an important controversial is
sue of compulsory health insurance.
This Is something which should be taken
to the people. They should have an
opportunity to pass upon it, because under the proposal all working people
would be taxed in order to take care of
some of the aged, because of all those
who are aged and retired today, only a
-portion are under social security,
Those who are not under social security, no matter how needy they may
be, would not be assisted by the An-.
derson amendment which is sought to be
added to the- bill.
For example, the Anderson amendment would put a tax on a workingman
and his family having an income of $100
a month. They would be taxed one-half
of 1 percent of the Payroll. It would
sales tax.
The conwr
keahidden wor
liesacandidates
sumers would pay the whole thing,
They would be paying one-half of 1 per..
cent of their income to pay for the medical assistance In many cases to someone
who is well able to pay his own medical
bill.
I know of large numbers of pcople who
have substantial incomes and who are
wefl able to pay their medical bills. I
am sure that it a close relative of any
Member of this body sustained a large
medical bill. that relative would receive
assistance from the Member. The same
would be true of Members of the House
and of members of other professions
Itth Satswish to do so. they can
provide that such persons need not be
eared for by relatives who are welk'able
to pay. However, merely because the
Federal Government will pay the bill
does not mean that -we will escape paying om share If we vote for this proposal. we shall vote to impose more taxes
on ouzrselves In order to pay that bill,
How wagpeople would rather pay
their own Wsl than to have the Federal
Government tax everyone to pay the
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Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President. I
yield such time as he may need to the
Senator from Idaho [Mr. CiruatcwJ
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President. ICask

unanimous consent to have a statement
by me in support of the Anderson
amendment printed at this point in the

able to take care of their own medical RECOar~.
There being no objection, the state
expenses would just as soon do it as to
have Uncle Sam be the middle man and ment was ordered to be printed in the
charge them extra taxes plus the ex- RECORD, as follows:
I STATEmENFT BT SUVATOR CHURCH
pense of collecting the money, and then
I support the Anderson-Kennedy amend
lack money to pay the bill under Federal standards.
Under the Anderson ment. I should like to explain briefly some
amendment, the poor man will have to of my reasons for doing so.
In my own State of Idaho. as in the rest
dig down into his own pocket and take
money needed for his wife and children of the United States, the percentage of
in order to pay an extra social security population over 65 Is Increasing. There. as
tax to provide for many persons who elsewhere, the aged have more need of medi
than to
the
as a group
hve
payyoung,
for It.andMedical
and they
hoeikeare care
less able
rel ned
ned tt al.
al. Ishold
Ishold ikecal
hve oo rel
to see something done to extend this as- pital costs hnve skyrocketed. Private In
sistance to those who need it particu- surance has not met the needs of the aged
larly to those in mental hospitals. But group, either in terms of coverage or bene
the approach based on providing such fits.
In 1959. medical assistance under the Fed
care to those who need it is the approach
taken by this bill; and that is all we shall eral public assistance program in the State
only a little over $24.000.
ext
of Idaho totaled home
beabl todo etwen ow nd nxtyear.
care. This pittance
all for nursing
b abe t d bewee nw ad
I would rather see that done, rather demonstrates the extent of our need for a
than to have such payments made to medical care program worthy of the name.
In Idaho, as in other States, public-spirited
those who may not need them.
As a matter of fact, I know that in my citizens and organizations have concentrated
own State. 57 percent of the people over time, effort, and money on the problem of
Some of
our
medical care
for the aged. hospitals
65 receiving such old-age assistance are counties
which
have tax-supported
today in a position to pay and automati- do what they can. Some of our churches
cally receive the benefits of this bill. and lodges operate worthy private welfare
We should provide that others who need programs for their own membership, and
to have their medical bills paid can re- some of these include medical assistance.
ceive this aid. That is all we can do at Individual doctors give freely of their time
and their professional skills to attend to
this timle,
charity
cases.
Certainly the best thing we can do urgent
of this
effort, both in public and
Blut all
now is to provide for the g-iving of this In the private sector, is based upon the
aid to those who need it. rather thanl charity approach. it is not premised on
provide a political issue for the next 9 entitlement as a matter of right. Neither
Is the committee bill. Such an approach.
months,
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. I yield however well motivated. Inevitably results
2 minutes to the Senator from New in a vast disparity in coverage from State
and quality
as well
as In thetoextent
to
Hampshire [Mr. BaIDGESI.
extended
the individual.
of State,
assistance
The
Now, for the first time, we stand united.
The PRESIDING, OFFICER.
Senator from New Hampshire is recog- as a people and In the Congress, that the
Federal Government bears a responsibility
nized for 2 minutes.
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I think in this field. The platforms of both parties.
the Senator from Louisiana has stated and sponsorship of the various amendments
our presidential
speechesanof awareness
the Issue very clearly. The issu is before us. the
of the
all bespeak
whether we have medical care for the problem and a desire to solve it.
The central question Is: Shall we adopt the
aged or whether we have a political Issue.
For myself, I will support a medical- charity approach or the insurance approach?
I prefer the insurance approach. and
aid plan for the aged of the Nation; andrI
compliment the Senator from Oklahoma that is why I support this amendment.
The premise of the Anderson-Kennedy
IMr. KERR] and the other Senators who
amnendment L-that Vt~c =;ed thculd ncol he
havc Jolncdl him in sponsoring the cul
mittee's bill for coming forward with a required to undergo the humiliation of seekthat an
they
should
charity,
rather
bill which the Senator from OklahomaIng
through
Insurance
oraobtain
medicalbut
benefits
says frankly may -not be adequate, but system, to which they themselves contribute.
nevertheless the long step in the right and from which they receive benefits as a
direction, and I believe will Provide the matter of right.
Any program which Is based upon a means
medical care immediately and will put
the administration into the hands of the test, or a needs test, is heir to all the abuses
States, rather than establish another which have plagued publlc relief programs
at
inception.
whetherlevel
efrom coutity.
their earliest
great Federal bureaucracy, as wol
city. State.
or Federal
woldbethe
done under the Anderson amendment There will be the proud who will never seek
help, while freeloaders bring the program inor the Forand.bill, as we know it.
ICsupported the plan proposed by the to disrepute.
We have only to look at the so-called
distinguished Senator from New York
!Mr. JAViTsl because I thought it Was pauper's oath used in our veterans hos
Pitats to see how this elastic device leads
a sound one. I still think it is.
andnever
hospital
medleal
ieebl:toin:carethebyacceptance
BtnwIspothecm
get
well-to-do of
people
who'd
he cmmitee
But ow Isuport
and I hope that the great majority of by In the charity ward of a private hospital.
For the 9 out of 10 working Americans who
the Members of the Senate will support
the committee bill and will oppose the are now covered under the socia security
system, the Anderson-Kennedy amendment
Anderson amendment.
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will add a new benefit; namely, provisioni
for meeting their basic medical needs after

they have reached the age of 68. This program Is actuarially sound. Contributions to
It are levied over an individual's working
lifetime, while he is employed. Benefits are
noncancellable, either for age or after a bene-

fit limit has been reached.
Since contributions would he collected as
a part of the regular social security contributions. no new machinery for collection
would be required.
The program is minimal. It does not

preempt a legitimate field of private in-

surance any more than the provision for
early retirement for disability which the Congrews added to the social security system in
1956 preempted such a field. On the contrary. there is strong evidence that the pri-

vate Insurance business will be stimulated

by this kind of Federal program. Private
lUfe insurance was helped rather than hurt

by the Government's national service life
Insurance program.
For these reasons. I believe the Andersonpuelnedynamestndmn to bre rqIredobythen
puli Iteetan
Iureit
aopio,

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I now
yield 2 minutes to the Senator from New
York [Mr. JAVIrS].

So we have made some very real prog-

ress; and certainly we are indebted, I

believe. to the members of the Finance
Committee for that progress,
So the question now is the means by
which we shall obtain that program.
The Anderson amendment provides for
the kind of strengthening of the comnmittee bill that is required by the situao
tinmhlnesnaedeti

This morning we were told that the
administration was in favor of the Javits
amendment, but that word came only
this morning. I do not think anyone can
be at all sure what measure the President
will sign.
But. Mr. President. when I hear it said
that "This is not the season" to jois
with us in supporting the Anderson
aedet
odrwoi
lyn

to.TeAdro
mnmn
sntaedet
a substitute for the committee bill. As Politics.

has been repeatedly stated, the Ander-

son amendment -ASsupplementary to the
committee bill; and the only check on
the committee bill, in terms of fiscal resosblt.i
h
oilscrt
rn
sosblt.i
h
oilscrt
rn

ciple which is written into the Anderson
amendment, which provides a means of
financing the portion of the medical care
which will come under the telins of the
Anderson amendment,
The committee bill plus the Anderson
amendment will provide for the medical
care of those who are in need of it because of their age or because they should
receive it as a matter of right, under
social security, both because of the com-

odrwoi

lyn

Mr. President. let me make it quite

clear that I thought social security was

no longer a Partisan issue. I thought
that even those who had fought it to the
toto
hi
blt
a eetd
toto

hi

blt

a

eetd

Today, social security is supposedly
and all in the world that
the Anderson amendment means is the
application of the time-tested, proven
principle of social security to a limited
type of medical-aid program that is safe
and sound. I submit this is the kind
of program the people of the United
States want. We shall thus provide for
the financing, and we shall also provide
limitations as to the amount of care they
nonpartisan;

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I rise to passionate aspects and because of the will be entitled to receive under the pro
oppose the Anderson amendment.
principle of legal right under a paid-up, gramn. That is to be done now, because
The Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. prepaid insurance program under social every Member of the Senate knows that
KEnmzDY] has appealed for some Re- security,
the entire job cannot be done all at once.
Actually. Mr. President, three out of
The Anderson amendment provides
publican votes. But I should like to explain why he faces this difficulty today. four' people over 68 years of age are for an approach that is reasonable and
On the Monroney amendment to the covered by the Anderson amendment. sensible.
minimum wage bill, which was tabled, The benefits will start 6 months after
Finally, Mr. President, let me say that
the Senator from Massachusetts had 6 the fund begins to accumulate-whbich I hope Senators will not allow their
Republican votes because we were work- means financial responsibility,
actions to be governed by the views of
ing together to put through a minimum
I heard the argument, today, about some Persons who believe that the re
wage program in which both the ideas the wonderful benefits of the committee sponsibility for taking action in this field
of the Senator from Massachusetts and bill, as compared to those of the Ander- lies at the door of 1600 Pennsylvania
my Ideas were represented.
son amendment. The interesting point Avenue. Let there be no mistake about
In the present case, I happen to, think is that one can paint a beautiful picture that situation, Mr. President: The people
that my health bill is more liberal than of the supposed benefits under the com- of the United States will hold to ac
the Anderson proposal. 'but the Pro- mittee bill, and that will entice the votes count the Members of Congress and the
poinents off tie AndersonL am~euumeLt of those who want to do good.- But administration for the provision of
think otherwise. So that is the way the then one can say to those who are econ- proper and adequate care for the aged.
situation Is.
omy minded, "Don't worry too much
I believe the Anderson amendment
But now the Senator from Massachu- about that, because all of it depends on Provides the sane and the sensible and.
setts asks us to endorse the Anderson- whether the States authorize the pro- if I may add, the conservative and re
Kennedy amendment. I am sorry, but gram." In other words, both sides of sPonsible Way to provide medical care
for those who should have it by right,
this is not the season for that.
the street woul d thus be played.
I repeat that it seems assured that the
MrPrsdniwetkalthbee
bcueofhirgatotiuinss
agedwil
hav anadeqatemedial-areproductive
citizens in the American
plan, because both the Senator from fits outilned under the committee bill as economy.
Massachusetts and the Vice President a recognizable, realizable fact, fiscal reMr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I yield
have absolutely assured that, as have 28 sponsibility has been written off. But 2 minutes to the Senator from Vermont
votes'on this side, and I know that an if we take the limitations which would [Mr. AIXEN].
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
enormous number of votes on the other come about by means of the failure of
aide will also be cast for the Anderson the State legislatures really to establish Senator from Vermont is recognised for
aendment.
such a Program, then medical care has 2 rmiutes.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, after
But, unhappily, the Senator from been written off for a large number of
listening to the dtebate this afternoon, I
Massachusetts cannot ask liberal Re- those who need it.
So the Anderson amendment is the wonder what has become of our concern
publican Senators just to "sign here."'
when their ideas and their views and only hope of providing adequate medical for the small farmer.
It is true, as I pointed out earlier this
their deeply held convictions are not re- care under what might be called a
fiected In the paper they are asked to definite program under social security, afternoon, that every corporation farmer
sign.
Mr. President, I wish to leave one will be eligible for benefits under this
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I other thought with my colleagues: It has proposed amendment if he has received
yield 5 minutes to the Senator from been stated here that if we add the An- a salary from his incorporated farm. it.
MnsoaM.Hupg].derson amendment, the bill will be is equally true that a good share of the
SnTorfomMne
sotaIINisER
recognized
d-in short, will be an invitation to family farmers or marginal farmers can
Thenao PrESIDinneotOFiCER Thogiedvetoed Wh nw ht
a noenot qualify for benefits under this proa noe posal. and undoubtedly will not qualify
for 5 minutes.
ateohh
kosta?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President,' one had a messge from the President ofth in the future. How can a farmer earn
of the gratifying developments in this United States today, saying that he Is ing $2,000 or $2,500 a year from his farm,
situation Is that the Issue is not whether going to veto this measure? By the way, gross income in many cases, pay himself
we should have a program of medical has anyone received from the President a $4,200 salary, as a corporation farmer
cae. Instead, the question Is how- best mnessage saying that he will sign the can? Or how can he deduct 4%
5 percent,
committee bill?
as presently Provided, or 5 V4percent in
to provide for such a program.
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the next year or two. and still more in
the future as the statutory rate of tax

inCreases? He just cannot put himself
In a Position to qualify.
I have been amazed at the lack of concern for the small farmer of the country who does not have a social security
card, Why should that farmer be left
out in the cold in this type. of unfortunate and discriminatory legislation? I
would like, for once, to get the politics
out of the issue and really try to consider
the matter on Its merits, as it should be.
I have been ashamed at some of the
things that have been said in this debate,
and the obvious political overtones that
have Just smothered the question. Why

can we not be decent about it?
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I yield
2 minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Nebraska [Mr. CnR~is].
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Nebraska is recognized for
2 minutes.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I think
In dealing with any social legislation we
should be compassionate about it. One
cannot accept the philosophy of the Anderson measure in the spirit of comnpassion, In the first place, It is a plan
that would give nothing to 3 V2million
people over 68. It would give something:
It would blanket in some 8 or 9 million
people over 68 who are already on social
security, and there would be no provision
that they contribute anything to this
particular fund,
The other day a prominent businessman from Nebraska called on me. He is
73 years of age. He Is one of our wealthy
men. He is a beneficiary of social security, drawing $175 a month. He does
not have to retire. He will draw medical
benefits under the Anderson plan, if it
is passed. Yet, the most destitute individual in Nebraska will draw nothing,
Who are the aged who are not beneficiaries under OASI? They are the people who have been unable to work for
a great number of years.
This program will not take care of the
people who need to be taken care of at
this time.
If the Anderson proposal were not a
failure. if it were not a mistake, It would
never be offered as an addition to the
bill as reported from the committee. It
is offered as an addition, and not as a
susiue
eas tde
o ette
problcm that is in the minds of people
everywhere, and that is the provisions of

at age 68. but the bill does not include
payment for doctor bills. If this amend-

ment goes into effect, we know that next
year the law will Include payment for
doctor bills. Then, the age will be reduced to 65. Then, the retirement age
will be rediuced to 60. Then, the people
who have to pay their own medical bills
will say. "How about us?" Probably
within 10 years we will have to cover
everybody else's medical bills by this
-compulsory approach. We know what
the cost is going to be. The cost is
going to be 4 percent of the payrolls,
That is about $8 billion a year. That is
assuming the costs are kept down once
Uncle Sam pays the entire tab.
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posals that were offered by the Senator
from New York [Mr. JAVMs.

With respect to the pending Anderson
proposal, I have to judge only from the
statements the President has made to me
privately and the statements he has
made publicly with respect to the in
clusion of a medicare program within the
tax frame of social security. It Is my
considered judgment that if the proposal
went to the White House. if it got over
every other obstacle, it would invite a
veto. And when we go home and con
front our senior citizens, and they say.
"~What did you give us?" we can only say.
"We gave you a veto." And when they
ask, "Why did you not stay there and

I suggest that Senators go to the peo- finish the job?" we can only say, "We
ple and see whether they would want were in a hurry to go home."
to Pay their own medical bills if they
The President is elected by all the peo
can afford it or have someone pay for ple, and he is a part of the legislative
them with their tax money,
Procedure, because the Constitution
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, winl gives him that authority.
the Senator yield half a minute to me, so
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
I may address a question to the Senator time of the Senator has expired.
from New Mexico?
Mr. DIRESEN. If we want some
Mr, ANDERSON. Mr. President, I bread, this is the time to get it by vot
yield half a minute to the Senator from ing down the Anderson proposal.
Washington.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The thank my colleagues who have tried to
Senator from Washington is recognized help. We knew from the beginning this
for half a minute.
would be an uphill fight.
Mr. MAGNUSON. I wanted to ask
I was a little surprised to hear the
'the Senator from New Mexico a question, statement that this was medical care
As all lawyers know, residence Is a mat- for the aged on a political issue. I ask
ter of intent, and involves the physical Senators to look at pages 378 and 379
appearance of the person with the intent. of the hearings, where they will see that
If we did not have a uniform plan, as the finest body of social workers in
proposed by the amendment of the Sena- America has labeled this a proper meth
tor from New Mexico, and the State of od by which to proceed.
Washington took advantage of it and
As to the Political issue, I ask Sena
had a liberal program, to the hilt, as far tors to'look at page 161, to see the names
as it could go, and the State of Idaho, of 30 Governors. It is true that they
if my friend had his way, had a similar said we should follow the social security
program, but some people in some States principle. A great many of them were
did not like the program, and thos Democrats, but among them was Nelson
States had no such program under as is Rockefeller of New York. who had quite
proposed, would it not mean that aged or a time at the Republican Convention, as
retired People would move to a Stt I remember it. I do not believe this is
where they could take advantage of the a political issue.
liberal Provisions of the law?
ALSO, it takes time to get benefits. I
Mr. ANDERSON. That is possible un- remember that in 1936 I was an admin
der the bill. It is not. only Possible, but trator for this very sort of program. We
I have been a relief administrator in a colected money for a long time before
State, a county, and a region of States,
startedthat
paying
benefits.
Is it re
temarkable
we should
start collecting
and that is what happened over and over moneunrthpogmJaayI
again. If Senators want to start bidding ade
ne h
rga
aur
for the indigent, this is the wa tdoi.handnt?
pybnft
o
hl fe
Mr. MAGNUSON. California and
I hopc thc Congress will staiul by Whe
Florida will be loaded. [Laughter.1
social security principle. We have done
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Each it in the case of disability. We have
adequate medical assistance for the side has 2 minutes remaining,
done it for old-age assistance and var
people who are unable to provide It for
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. It al- ious other things. Why stop now? This
themselves.
ways takes me so much longer to unfold is and has been a successful program.
The PRESIDiNG OFFICER, The tuime and expand than 2 minutes will allow, I urge 'Senators not to abandon it. I
of the Senator has expired.
but I will say the Senator from Okla- certainly urge Senators not to abandon
uthes SemanatrfomIlnoshs.
homa has Put his finger on the question it under the threat of a veto.
tereannbefore
us: Do we want an issue or a bill?
I have seen the Congress pass housing
Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield 1 minute to Th bill must yet negotiate a conference. bills, public works bills, and bills of every
the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. Lo~c].ntr.wt
h taeet
W ilps
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The The House has not considered thisntlewihhesamn,"Wwllas
amendent.a
proper bill, and then the President irill
Senator from Louisiana Is recognized aedet
If it successfully neo have
to do his proper duty.
for I miue
tiates a conference, It must go to the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- White House,
time of the Senator from New Mexico
dent, we should remember that this is
I have been rather circumspect about has expired.
an issue which should go to the people. talking to the President, I could say toAll time has expired.
It Is an Issue that will go to the people, day unequivocally, because I made inThe question Is on agreeing to the
because they should decide who is to be quiry. that the President would have ac- amendment offered by the Senator from
included under the bill. Benefits start cepted and would have signed the pro- New Mexico [Mr. Axgamsoml, for himself
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behalf for the services referred to in the
next preceding sentence shall be the same
as those of individuals to whom section 226
of the Social Security Act applies and this
section shall be administered by the Board
as if the provisions of such section 226 were
applicable, references to the Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare were to the
Board, references to the Medical Insurance
Account were to the Railroad Retirement

,.e.
I withhold my vote.
Mr. MANSFIELDn. I announce that

Account, references to the United States or a

the Senator from Arkansas IMr. FUL.BRIGT] frmnd Suthof
te
Snatr
BRIGT] frmnd Suthsection.
te Snatr

Carolina [Mr. JOHNSTON] are absent on
official business,
I also announce that the Senator from
Missouri [Mr. HENNINGS] is absent because of illness,
I further announce that, if present

INo. 3071
Bible

Byrd. W. Va.

Cannon
Carroll
Cas. N.J.
Chavez
Church -

Clark
Dodd

Douglas
Engle
Gore
Green
Aiken
Allott
Beall
Bennett
Bridges
Bush

Butler

Byrd. Vs.
Capeblart

Carlson
Case. S. Dak.

Gruenllng
Hart

YZS-4OF
Magnusco
Mansfield

Hayden
Humphrey

mass
Murray

Kennedy
Lausche
Long. Hawaii

Proxmire
Randolph
Syminglons

HUIl

Schoeppei

Javita

Smith

Hartke

moms

Jackson
Muakie
Johnson. Te.O'Mahouey
Kefauver
Pastore

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
1960
The Senate resumed the consideration

Scott
Smathers

mcination with respect to the rights of anl
individual under this section shall, except in
annuity.
"'lb) Except as otherwise provided In this

every individual who
'(A) has attained the age of sixty-eight.
and
'" (B) ii) Is entitled to an annuity. or (III
would be entitled to an annuity had he
ceased compensated service and, in the case
a spouse, had such spouse's husband or
ceased compensated service, or (lii) had
been awarded a pension under section 6. or
(iv) bears a relationship to an employee
which. by reason of section 3(e). has been.

owrwould be, taken Into account In calculat
ing the amount of an annuity of such em.
poe rhiuvvr

of the bill (H.R. 12580), the Social Secu-

plyeohisuvor
shall be entitled to have payment made for

this afternoon I announced that In Case
the Anderson-Kennedy amendment was

herein provided for shall be made from the
Railroad Retirement Account (in accordance

rity Amendments of 1960.
the services referred to in subsection (a).
and in accordance with the provisions of
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President. earlier' such subsection. The payments for services
agreed to. -I would then offer certain
amendments which would also cover

Lusk
Williams. N.J.
ciieswoaenriladetem
t
McCarthy
Yarborough
rira
eieet
McGee
young. Ohio
so that they would receive equality of
McNamrstreatment
with those covered by the
NAYS-Si1
Anderson-Kennedy amendment.
Now
11lender
Morton
that the Anderson-Kennedy amendment
Ervin
Mundt
has failed, I submit those amendments
Fong
Prouty
only for the record, for future reference,
Frear
RIiobeto
so that the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD W~ill
Goldwater
RussellprvddpruntohelwIefctn
Hickenlooper
Saltontasll
show what the amendments would have
Holland
Hruska

State Inciuded Canada or a subdivision
thereof, and the provisions of subsection (g)
such section 226 were not Included in such
For purposes of section 11. a deter

the case of a provider of services, be con
sidered to be a decision with respect to an

and fom
otig, issurisection.
he
enatr
and
otin,
rom th issoriSentor
[Mr. H~zoiNGs] would vote "yea."
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Iowa [Mr. MARTIN] is absent by leave of the Senate on official
business.of
busiesswife
The result was announced-yeas. 44.
nrays 51, as follows:

Anderson
Bartlett
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and other Senators. On this question
the yeas and nay have been ordered,
and the clerk will call the roll,
The Chief Clerk called the roll.
Mr. BURDICK. On this vote I have
a pair with the Senator from Arkansas
IMr. FULBRIGHTI.
If he were present
and voting. he ":ould vote "nay." If I
were at liberty to vote, I would vote

been.

I ask unanimous consent that
they be printed in the RECORD at this
Point in my remarks, together with a

Jordan
Sparkman
statement of explanation of the proCooper
Keating
Stennis
Cotton
Kerr
T..imadge
Posed amendments to the Railroad ReCutsKce
hrod
tirement Act.
Durtise
Kuche
Log
WleyffDO
Dorhkse
Long.lelan
Wileyms De.
There being no objection, the amendNastland
Monroney
Youngi. N,.Da
ments and explanation were ordered to
NOT VOTING-4
be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
Burdick
Hennings
Meartin
AMILDEzarS TO H.R. 1258o
ruibight
Johnton.B.C.services
Pubih
ontn
..
Add the following after section 607 of
So Mr. AzetaNguos amendment was M.P. 12580:

rejected.
"AIIZ5EOIENTS TO THE RAttLZOAD wrrtimmTEN
Mr. DIRESEN. Mr. President. I moeACT
to reconsider the vote by which the
*SEC. 608. The Railroad Retirement Act is
amenmentwas
ejeced.amended
by adding after section 20 the folaedetwsrecelowing
new section:
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I move to
,,
lay that motion on the table.
-NtA
~u&c Errsfor
The motion to lay on the table was
'.SEC. 21(a). Pbr~the purposes of this sec.
agreed to
tIon. and subject to the conditions hereinafter Provided, the Board shali have the same
authority to determine the rights of ludividuasis described in subsection (b) of this
section to have payment made on their behalf for Inpatient hospital services, skilled
nursing home services, home health services,
and outpatient hospital diagnostic services
within the meaning of section 226 of the
Social Security Act as the Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare has under
such section 226 with respect to individuals
to whom such section applies. The rights
of individuals described in subeection (b) of
this section to have payment made on their

with, and subject to, the conditions appli
cable under section 10(b) In making pay.

ment of other benefits) to the hospital.
siieswoaeo
killed nursing facility. visiting nurse agency
or homemaker service agency providing such
services, Including such services provided in
Canada to Individuals to whom this subsec
tion applies, but oniy to the extent that the
amount of payments for services otherwise
hereunder provided for anl Indivldual cx
ceeds the amount payable for like services
poie

usatt
Caaaweescin
the

lawc

erviect are

furnished.
"'(c) No Individual shall be entitled in

any benefit period as defined in section 226

of the Social Security Act to have payment
made for services provided for In this sec
tion under both this section and section 226
of the Social Security Act. In any case in
which an individual would, but for the pre.
ceding sentence, be entitled to have payment
for such services made under both this sec
tion and such section 226. payment for such
whichpursuant
such Individual
Is entitled
shall be tomade
to certification
of
the Board or the Secretary of Health. Edu
cation, and Welfare, whichever first deter
mines that the Individual Is entitled to have
such services paid for. It shaUl be the duty
of the Board and the Secretary with respect
to such cases jointly to establish procedures
designed to minimize dupications of requests
payment for services and determinations
and to assign administrative functions be
tween them so as to promote the greatest
facility an4 efficiency of administration of
this section and section 226 of the social
Security Act.
"'(d) Any agreement entered Into by the
Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare
pursuant to section 226 of the Social Secu
rity Act shall be entered Into on behaif of
both such Secretary and the Board. The
preceding sentence shall not be construed
to limit the 'authority of the Board to enter
on Its own behalf Into any such agreement
relating to services provided In Canada or
In any facility devoted primarily to railroad
employees
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.'(e) A request for payment for services
filed under this section shall be deemed to
be a request for payment for services filed
as Of the same time under sect'on 226 of the
Social Security Act, and a request for paymfeat for services filed under such section
226 shall be deemed to be a request for payment for services filed as of the same time
under this section.
"'(f) The Board and the Secretary of
Health. Edugation, and Welfare shall furnish
each Other with such Information, records,
and documents as may be conalder~ed necessary. to the administration of this section
Or section 226 of the Social Security Act.'
"AM"WDENTS, TO rTHE RAIL.ROAD RETIREM.-T
TAX
ACTSocial
TAX ACTelIgibility

"SMc. 609(a). Section 3201 of the Railroad
Retirement Tax Act Is amended by striking
':ProvfidedF and inserting In lieu thereof the
following: 1. -With respect to compensation
Paid for services rendered after the date with
respect to which the rates of taxes imposed
by section 31o1 of the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act are Increased with respect
tO wages by section 606(b) of the Act which
amnended the Social Security Act by adding
section 226. the rates of tax imposed by this
section shall be Increased, with respect only
to compensation paid for services rendered
before January 1, 1965. by the number of
percentage points (including fractional
Paints) that the rates of taxes Imposed by
such section 3101 are so Increased with respect to wages: Provided'.
"(b) Section 3211 of the Railroad Retirement Tax Act is amended by striking
': Provlded'sandInserting in lieu thereof the
following:
With respect to compensation
paid for services rendered after the date with
respect to which the rates of taxes imposed
by section 3101 of the Federal Insurance Con1tribUtioUs Act are increased with respect to
wages by section 606(b) -of the Act which
amended the Social Security Act by adding
section 226. the rates of tax Imposed by this
section Shall be increased, with respect only
to compensation paid for services rendered
before January 1, 1965. by twice the number
of percentage points (including fractional
points) that the rates of taxes imposed by
such section 3101 are so Increased with respect to wages: Provided'.
N(O Section 3221 of the Railroad Retirement Max Act Is amended by inserting after
'*40 the first time It appears the followIng:
With respect to compensation paid
for services rendere after the date with respect to which the rates of taxes imposed by
section 3111 of the Federal Insurance Contributions Act are increased with respect to
wages by section 606(c) of the Act which
amended the Social Security Act by adding
section 226. the rates of tax Imposed by this
section shall be increased, with respect only
to compensaston paid for services rendered
before January 1. 1965, by the rnumber of
percentage points (including fractional
points) that the rates of taxes Imposed by
such section 2111 are so increased with re-

specStoW ages...

ZZMANAT2bOF(0

R-AILOAD

RCEIISEMEN

Aawstrcm-ucs
The amnendments to the Railroad Retire.
went Act would provide for payment on
behalf of aged railroad workers and their
aged dependents for the same Inpatient hospital services. skilled nursing home ser'~ces
homne health services and outpatient hospital
dagnostc services as would be provided
unde the Anderson-Kennedly amendments
for aged Workere and their aged dependents
un~der the social security system. The coycage under the raloaed retirement amend-

ounts Is the same an under the Anderson-

Kennedy amendmnents, that Is. both amnendmeants would eover workers and dependents.
age U8 or over. inclading only those who

-

Mr. YARBOROUGH.
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are eligible frImmediate payment of
monthly benefits, or annuities, or would be
but for not having stopped work. The railroad retirement amendments would Include
an employee's relatives or dependents who.
though not directly eligible for annuities.
would be eligible for monthly bent fits under'
the social security system If railroad service
were covered by the social security system.
An example of such relatives or dependents
would be the employee's dependent parents
who are not eligible for annuities under the
Railroad Retirement Act when the em
ployee's widow or child Is eligible for a
monthly annuity but which parents would
be eligible for monthly benefits under the
Security Act, without regard to the
of the widow or child, if the emn
ployee's raIlroad employment had br-en cov
ered by the Social Security Act.
Special provision would be made to prevent
duplIcation of benefits.
This new benefit prograns for railroad
workers would be administered by the Rail
road Retirement Board through the Incor
poration in the Railroad Retirement Act of
the provisions for payment of hospital and
other health services under the Social Se
curity Act. in the same way, and under the
same conditions, generally, as the program
for social security workers would be admiln
istered by those In charge of the social se
curity system, except that the railroad pro
gram would extend to Canadian employees
of American railroads Insofar as the cost of
these new benefits would exceed that re
quired to be supplied by Canadian law.
AU agreements with providers of service.
that is. with hospitals, skilled nursing fa
cilties. visiting nurse agencies, and home
maker service agencies. regulating the care
to be provided and the pay for services fur
nished. would be made by the secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare on behalf of
the Secretary and the Board; and the Board
would make such agreements only with rail
road hospitals and facilities with which the
Secretary might not have an agreement and
with
Canadian
hospitals and health
agencies.
Provision would also be made to pay for
this new program by raising the rate of
employment tax ona railroad workers and
employers by the same number of percen
tage points as the employment taxes would
be raised on covered social security workers
and their employers. The present financial
Interchange provisions of the Railroad Re
tirement Act would operatte also with re
spect to this new program since the hospi
tal and health benefits under the social se
curity system would be paid for out of the
medical insurance account which would be
only a part of the Federal old-age and sur
vivors insurance trust fund, and while in
creased taxes would be levied to pay for
these new social security benefits, the pro
ceads would be appropriated Into thc Fad
eral old-age and survivors Insurance trust
fund, although Into a special account in
that fund.

Mr. BYRD. of Virginia.

Mr. President,
the proposed amendment applies only to
the State of Texas. I accept the amend
mn

n

iltk

tt

ofrne

mn n
iltk
tt
ofrne
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the amendment
offered by the Senator from Texas.
The amendment was agreed to.

Mr. President.

I call up my amendment to H.R. 12580

and ask that it be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
amendment of the Senator from Texas
(Mr. YARBOaOUGH I will be stated.
The LzczsLATrvE CLERIC. On page 29.
between linies 21 and 22. it Is proposed to
ins
rtth following new subsection:
INCLUSION 01 TEXAS AMoNo STATES WHIcH Ant
PERMITT
TO DIVIDE THEIR USTrIENXIST STS
TENS IN4TO TWO PARTS 106 PURPOSES or 05TAINIII
SOCIAL 5EC051T
COVOAGe UjDesmo

IEDE5AL-STATE AGRKEEMENTOF10
(k) Section 218(d) (6) (C) of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting `Texas."

before "Vermiont.-

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS

i

.The Senate resumed the considera
than Of the bill H.R. 12580. the Social
Security Amendments of 1960.
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Mr. DIRICSEN. Mr. President. I
should like to ask the distinguished
chairman of the committee whether it is
proposed to complete consideration of
the pending bill tonight. If so, how
many amendments are at the desk, and
are they of a major or minor character?
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. There are
quite a number of amendments, and

-
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the committee, with the minority, and is that? The record shows that in a
with the Senator from Delaware. The State hospital there is little money avail
committee is ready to accept the amend- able for such cases. It averages about
ment. It permits the correction of a $3 a person per day, or $90 a month.
technical error. I offer it on that basis.
Ninety dollars a month. Think of it.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The amend- Ninety dollars a month to take care of
ment refers only to the State of Call- people who are mentally sick people In
fornia. I will accept the amendment the mental hospitals. Think of the tre
and take It to conference.
mendous expense which devolves upon

probably it would be better not to finish
the bill tonight. There are about 10 or
15 amendments, and their consideration
probably will require a considerable
length of time. Therefore it may be

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on agreeing to the amendment by the Senator from California
(Mr. ENGLE).

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, on behalf of myself and the Senator from Florida [Mr. SKAVAERS]. I
offer the amendment which I send to the
desk and ask to have stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. Beginning on
page 204. line 21. It is proposed to strike
out all through line 2 on page 205. and
insert in lieu thereof the following:
(f) (1) Section 6 of such Act is amended

better not to finish the bill tonight.
Mr. DImKSE.N. If I correctly understand the distinguished Senator from
Virginia, there are approximately 15
amendments at the desk, some of them
of a major character, and therefore it
Is unlikely, in his opinion, that consideration of the bill can be completed tonight.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. That is correct. I believe it would require some
time.

relatives on the one hand or the unmet
need on the other.
If we get them into a U.S. public

health hospital, a veterans' hospital,
a marine hospital, or some other
hospital where Uncle Sam will foot the
bill, the Federal Government pays be
tween $15 and $16 a day to provide for
such persons.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota, Mr.
President. will the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. What
would be the effect of the Senator's
amendment on patients who are in a
State hospital? For example my. State
has a tuberculosis sanitarium which is

located near my home town. South
Dakota also has a State hospital for the
Mentally sick. Would aid be available
to pay the costs which otherwise would
devolve upon the individuals in the
between lines 21 and 22,'it is proposed
counties, or the people who are of re
Insert the following new subsection:
On page 206. beginning with the word quired age?
CERTAIN ZMLTX IN THE STATEOF
"or!' on line 6. it is proposed to strike
Mr. LONG of Louisiana, My amend
CAL]3~zNIAout all through the word "'thereof" on ment provides that the age requirement
(k) Notwithstanding any provision of sec- line 9.
would be available just as it would be in
Mr. ENGLE.

Mr. President. I offer an

by striking out "or any individual (a) who
Is a patient In an institution for tuberculosts or mental diseases, or (b) who has been
diagnosed as having tuberculosis or psychoi anis a
paslttientInameicl"n.iu
tion sarsl
hrO

tion 216 of the Social Security Act. tihe agree-

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, the purpose of the amendment is
to correct what I believe is a gross overSight in the committee amendment. In
committee I was one of those who joined
as cosponsors of the committee amend-.
ment. because I believed the Federal
Government should do what it can do
to provide assistance for those who are
not able to provide it for themselves.

any other hospital in the Senator's
State. The State hospital, the county
hospital, or the city hospital Is subject
to matching in the case of any disease
from which a person is suffering, except
mental illess or tuberculosis. Why ex
clude those diseases?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I do not
believe they should be excluded. Cer

for it will be surprised to find that the
committee bill does not Provide for those

illnesses. I think the Senator's amend
ment should be adopted.

(1) after January 1, 1957; but before January 1. 1940. such individual has, In his
capacity as an employee In such a position,
participated In a referendum conducted in
accordance with the requirements contained

who are mentally sick.

Mr. CARLSON.
the Senator yield?

In subsection (d) (3) of such section, and
(2) prior to July 1, 1940, such State ha.

ease

amendment and ask that it be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated,
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 29.

ment with the Stste of California heretofore
entered Into pursuant to such section may.

at the Option of such State, be Modified, at

any time prior to 1962. pursuant to sub(c) (4) of such section 218 so as
to apply to services performed by any Indi.
vidual who, on or after January 1. 1957. and
on or before December 31, 1959. was employed
by such State (or any political subdivision
thereof) In any hospital employee's post.
tIon which, on September 1. 1954. was covsection

sered by a retirement system, but which, prior
to 1960. was removed from Coverage by such
retirement system If

In good faith, paid to the Secretary of the

Treasaury, with respect to any of the services
performed by such individual In any such
position, the sums prescribed pursuant to

subsection (a)( 1) of such section 218. Nntwithstanding the provisions of subsection (f)
of such section 218. such modification shall
be effective with respect to (A) all servicts
performed by such individual In any. such
position on or after the date of enactment
of this subsection, and (B) all such services.
performed before such date, with respect to
which such State has paid to the Secretary,
of the Treasury the sums prescribed pursuant
to subsection (0) of such section 218. at the
time or times established pursuant to such
subsection,

Mr. ENOLE. Mr. President, this is a
very technical amendment, which permits the Inclusion of some people in
the El Centro Community Hospital.
Through a technical error, they were
excluded from the provisions of the bill,
I have cleared the amendment with the
Committee staXf with the chairman of

A great number of Senators who voted

Mental sickness affects 165,000 people,

who are in mental institutions today.

Ninety percent of them are not able to
pay their medical bills. This is a diswhich

in

many

instances

incurable.
Weaetlthtwtthprsustoeovrge6.H
of mod
odta
ih
h

is

tainly. tuberculosis and mental sick
ness should be regarded as any other

Mr. President, will

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. CARLSON. Does the Senator's
amendment apply only to those over age
65?

Mr. LONG of Louisiana.
rsue

hseoe

g

5

Only to

eeIpinot

owvr

on

u

omdem times the disease Will occur
far more frequently in the future. Yet

again. that mental illness tends to be an
old man's illness. Compare the situa

Why is that exception made?

percent of the population.

Cases of the mentally sick are the most
crying cases of need of all. Young vet-

in some instances, the person's mind
simply begins to wear out. He may have

erans have come to me-young men who
have Just graduated from college-to
tell me that they and their brothers and
sisters had spent every nickel they could
lay their hands on to look after their
father or mother in a mental institution.
They have sought my help to have them
taken care of In a U.S. hospital why

hardening of the arteries, which affects
the brain cells and other parts of the
body, thus tending to make mental ill
ness occur later In life rather than ear
lier.
M1r. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.

the committee bill, while it would hcp tlon with that in my own StaLe. in
take care of most of those who cannot Louisiana State hospitals, we find that
afford to pay their bills while sick, those over age 65 are nearly 10 percent
does nothing for the mentally sick or of those who are in the hospitals. But
for those who suffer from tuberculosis, in our mental hospitals, the figure is 20
It is Particularly unfortunate that
I repeat: Mental illness tends to be
those People should be left out. Why an old person's disease. It arises, in
should people who are mentally sick or creases with the passage of time, and the
who have tuberculosis be left out? The Pressure Of circumstances. I suppose
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Mr. MAGNUSON. Not only does it
occur later in life; but the Senator from
Louisiana knows that the Senator from
Washington has participated in many
health programs. Great progress is being- made in the curing of all kinds of
diseases. But the charts Indicate that
mental illness is constantly rising in the
United States.
As the Senator knows, I im the chairman of the Subcommittee on Appropriations which handles the appropriation
for the Veterans' Administration. Every
other bed in the veterans' hospital is
occupied by a mental. case. The charts
indicate that cases of mental illness in
private hospitals are constantly rising,
whereas some progress is being made in
overcoming other types of disease.
Mental illness is something we have
not considered as much as we should.
The cases of mental disease in veterans'
hospitals In the United States alone cost
more than $500 million annually simply
for care.
IMr. LONG of Louisiana. I agree with
the Senator from Washington. Suppose
the Senate does not accept this amendment. Consider the ridiculous position
in which we will find ourselves,
To provide old-age assistance the Federal Government will put up as much as
80 percent of the money for health care.
If the aged people are placed in a mental
institution where bills run the highest,
because in many cases the disease is
completely incurable. it Is not possible
to obtain any Federal help. The State
has to assume the whole load by itself.
Consider an old person, 65 or 66 years
old, who is drawing old-age assistance.
The Federal Government pays anywhere
from 60 to 80 percent of the entire cost
of his old-age assistance. But the minute that person becomes mentally ill and
must be in an institution for care, then
all the Federal assistance is cut off.
What kind of sense does that make?
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mrf ON
oisaa.Iyil.
Mr. SMATHERS. First, I congratulate the able Junior Senator from Lou-

isiana for presenting this amendment,

-
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able to get proper treatment. So I congratulate the Senator from Louisiana
upon his amendment. I hope the Senate
will adopt it. I should like to think the
chairman of the Committee on Finance
will accept the amendment. I think that
it was the intention of the committee,
in good conscience, to have such a proposal in the original bill,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, as one who voted for the cornmittee bill and for the Kerr amendment,
I thought the mentally ill were included.
I never dreamed that it was proposed to
look after the poor but not to include
the mentally ill. I can think of no logical reason why they should not be included.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
Mr. RANDOLPH. I shall vote for the
amendment offered by the Senator from
Louisiana and the Senator from Florida.
I feel we have given attention to the
problems of the physically handicapped
in practically all of the legislation in this
area which we have passed and are discussing this afternoon. Now I should
like to believe that it is Proper and right
that those who are mentally ill should be
given the same coverage,
We are dealing here with the welfare
of people, not with portions or segments
of the person. In this respect we cannot well separate the mind from the
body in the total functioning of the individual.
A Person who suffers from mental disability to the extent that he or she has
been hospitalized for a psychosis is just
as undeniably in need and is as equally
deserving of the provisions of this act
ats are the physically handicapped.
I have been conversant with the problems of the mentally ill and have been
deeply concerned with them for some
time, especially since the American
Legion in West Virginia has taken the
lead in my State in helping to bring
public attention to bear on the question.
I am therefore pleased to join with

my distinguished colleagues from Florida
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hospital-day basis, about $15 a day is
the average cost of treatment in the
State hospitals, but not in the mental
hospitals. If a person is so unfortunate
as to be confined to a mental hospital.
the treatment money is $3 a day, or about
$1 compared with the $5 which would
be spent to treat a person if he were in
some other type of hospital. One reason
for that is that illnesses of other kinds
are easier to treat and shorter in dura
tion.
Louisiana has one hospital where a
special effort is made to treat people
whose illness is thought to be curable.
Thle cost is $9.41 a day.
What can be done with $1 as com
pared with the $5 spent in other gen
eral hospitals? About the best most
mental hospitals can hope to do is to
feed such patients and provide them with
a change of bed linen. What kind of
treatment can be expected on $3 a day?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr, President.
will the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yesterday
the
Senator from Louisiana discussed this
question privately with some of his col
leagues. I fully concur in the proposal
he is offering. There is no area in which
there is a greater need. The greatest
tragedy. I suppose, of all medical cases.
is in the field of mental health. The
Senator's proposal at least makes a de
termined effort to do something about
providing modern care for the heart
rending cases in the field of mental sick
ness. I compliment the Senator, as I
told himn last night. It Is always good
to be on his side in efforts to improve
the social welfare structure, because in
the main I find the Senator from Loui
siana is always doing what I think is the
proper thing. Not only that, but he sets
a mighty good standard for his col
leagues.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thank the
Senator from Minnesota.
MrMGNSN
M.Pesdn.wl
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.

I yield.

Mr. MAGNUSON. The good thing

31hisamedmet
o nt rmemer
end ouiian insuportofthis very about this amendment is that we find
donot ricsememberrethi amendmenth
bem- aind oisicana
pinc o suppoitrtiof
le
that when we can get the mental cases
mittg discussedoat gret lengthei th e om- saignifcn pic fhmntra
el
to a proper place to use the new drugs.
mitwstheeicsin.I
sens
ftemedoit
tofm thate
tin
especially the tranquilizer type of drugs.
itws
sneh fth
ajrtyo te
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thank the it has been possible to take care of mental
committee that they wanted to do some- Senator from West Virginia. To -howhelhcssadurtem
Pevoly
thiorelery
I tisfild eope.Noho
tis role
afets people, I am such cases drifted along for many years.
one can rightly distinguish between a familiar with the situation in my own
MrLOGoLuian.Ishc
person who is so old that he cannot move State of Louisiana. There is great diffMr
N
oLuian.Ishc
because of rheumatism or dyspepsia, or culty on the part of any State govern- treatment is provided, a great number of
something of that nature, and who will ment to spend its money where it will go mental disease cases can be completely
be helped by the Federal Government, the furthest. Therefore, in Louisiana- cured in a short time.
and a person who Is suffering mental ill- and Louisiana has very liberal requireMr. MAGNUSON. But it Is necessary
ness will not be given such help;, he will ments for entrance and eligibility-if to soeid such cases to institutions where

be denied treatment.
I do not, believe it was the Intention
of the members of the committee, and I
do not believe it is the intention of the
Senate, to distinguish among illnesses,
As I understand, the purpose of the bill
is to help all aged people who are needy,
who are In institutions, and who are not
getting the proper kind of treatment,
The whole purpose of the so-called
Finance Committee proposal was to help
elderly People who found themselves un-

sick people are admitted to a State general hospital for the treatment of tuberculosis or for a tonsilectomy, or anything
else which needs medical care, the State
knows that its case burden will be relieved In short order, and the State,
therefore, is disposed to spend money for
private care on a par with the kind of
care that the person would receive in
private institutions,
I have before me the averages of the
cost per hospital day in Louisiana. On a

they can properly be taken care of.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I think the best
evidence for the Senator's argument is
what happens in Veterans' Administra
tion hospitals, where the record of inm
provement in the condition of so-called
mental health patients, or patients hay
ing mental sickness Is phenomenal. Vet
erans' Administrationl hospitals have
done remarkable work. Why? Because
they had the facilities, the modern
drugs, and all the many new treatments,
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such as the Senator has described, one Ident, the provision of aid to those In this
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi

of them being shock treatment. The group should be the starting point; they dent, the Senator from Louisiana has
Veterans' hospitals have had everything should not be the last ones to be pro- already spoken for a certain length of
to work with. That is an Indication that vided for.
time on his amendment. Will he agree
when the proper facilities and personnel,
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, to the following limitation to be applied
and drugs and care are available. prog- earlier I heard the Senator say that of to the further consideration ef his
ress can be made. The Senator's amend- all the illnesses that really take their amendment: 10 minutes for the propo
ment Is directed toward that purpose. If toll on the income of either the individ- nents and 15 minutes for the opponents?
we do nothing else than do something ual or the family or the family friends. If so. I make that proposal.
In this field, together with what we have none has a more harmful effect than
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Or if the
done in the treatments at the National so-called mental sickness does. Cer- Senator from Texas prefers, he can re
Institutes of Health for research in the tainly. that is true; and yet everyone quest 5 minutes for the proponents and
field of mental health care, we will be knows that not one State or county or 10 minutes for the opponents.
making very commendable progress.
city in the Nation has adequate faciliMr. JOHNSON of Texas. Very well.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- ties for the mental illness cases which Mr. President; then I ask for 5 minutes
dent. I wish to say only one or two already have been diagnosed. As a for the proponents and 10 minutes for
words about the so-called administra- matter of fact, there is not one State in the opponents.
tive objections. So far as I can ascer- the Union that does not need to double
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
tain, they are not objections on the part the available hospital space for its so- objection? Without objection, it is so
of President Eisenhower. In fact, they called mental sickness patients or men- ordered.
are so ridiculous that I do not believe tal health patients.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
they deserve to be associated with either
Mr President, the argument the Sen- dent, at this point I ask unanimous con
theVic Prsidnt
r te Screaryof
torfrom Louisiana has been making sent that the time required for these re
Health, Education, and Welfare.
cannot be refuted. The only argument quests not be charged to the time avail
However, within the hidebound bu- which can be made against his amend- able to either side under the agreement
reaucracy In the departments, some ob- ment is that it will cost some money. already entered.
jections are found. It is said, in the But on the basis of that argument, Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
first place, that the Federal Govern- President, the whole bill could be op- objection, it Is so ordered.
ment never has done anything for a pro- posed.M.JHSNoTea.Ihv
gram of this type. But what sort of
M.JHSNo
ea.Ihv
argument is that? It was only a year or
It is also argued that if this amend- talked with the chairman of the com
twoagotha
th Feera Goernentment Is agreed to. perhaps the States mittee and also with the minority
twoviago taty thediedeal
caeadovenmyntw will reduce the assistance they already leader; and in that connection I now
provided
aanyumedical ccare, tand'onlytnow
Is It proposed that the Federal Gover-are providing. But- Mr. Presiden.h
akunioscsethtdbten
ment help to provide medical care for same argument could be made against any other amendments which may be
almost all persons who need it.
the entire bill,
offered be limited to 20 minutes, to be
it Is 'said that if the Federal GovernIf it is said that we cannot afford to divided equally between the proponents
ment makes provisions for such a pro- make the provision which the Long- and the opponents, and controlled. re
gram, the States might reduce the con- Smathers amendment calls for. I point spectively. by the proponent of the
tributions they already are making for out that there is no illness that takes a amendment and the majority leader.
the aid of these persons. The same greater toll in terms of production in
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
argument could be made against any the economy than does mental Illness, objection? Without objection, it is so
Federal program in any field in which We have found that in some of the ordered.
the States also take a part.
hospitals where there is an extensive
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I also ask
Such arguments are completely spurt- program of providing care for those who unanimous consent that there be a limi
ous; there is no logic at all to them. In ar
etally ill, it has been made pos-.tto f3
iueso h ute
e
fact. I believe that any bureaucrat who sible for such Illness to be cured and bate on the bill, to be divided equally
Presented such an argument to Presi- for those who suffer from mental illness between the proponents and the oppo
dent Eisenhower would be told he was ~
eome once more Productive, usefulnet.adctrldesctvyb
stupid,
citizens and make real contributions to the chairman of the committee and the
This amendment will provide perhaps the community and to the economy,
minority leader.
$120 million a year for the needy people
In short, Mr. President, I do not othobecPREiDInG
FIE.
WtIssth-erd
of the country who are suffering from think this amendment will actually cost out JObjectONti sof oreeda.M.Pei
mental illness or tuberculosis. Many of one dime; and I speak with some knowlMr, JOHnSounc ofaTexsas. l Prtesi
them can be cured; and if this measure is edge of this situation, because I saw det, Iomanneounc tactio we shabllattemp
enacted, Many of them will be cured,
h eut en otie
ntect
night. I ask that all Senators be on no
On the other hand, if we do not take of Minneapolis, where the care provided tice. I hope we shall not have to hold
the action called for by my amendment, was such as to make it possible for per- up any yea-and-nay votes because Sen
but, nevertheless, provide for some med- sons suffering from mental illness to be ators are away from the Capitol. In
ical care, we shall find that we have pro- returned to gainful employment and view of the 20-minute limitation on
vided for all the groups except the very Productive occupations.
amendments which has been ordered.
group,Which has the most crying need for
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- Senators should either remain in the
medical care,
dent, on the question of agreeing to this Chamber or should be in their offices,
Furthermore, Mr. President. although amendment, I ask for the yeas and nays. where they can be notified.
we understand that the President is willMr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. PresiMr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will
Jng to go along with a bill which will dent, I hope the yeas and nays will be the Senator from Texas yield to me?
cost $1,200 million, the way It now ordered. Several Senators have engageMr. JOHNSON of Texas. I Yield.
stands, yet some object to extending the ments: and if the yeas and nays are
Mr. DIRKSEN. Is it possible to as
bill to cover those who have the most ordered on the question of agreeing to certain how many Senators have amend
crying needs of all, even though this log- this amendment, we can inform Sena- ments which are yet to be called up?
Ical extension-would add only a small in- tors of that, and also can arrange for
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Pres
crease, comparatively, to the cost of the the Procedure for the remainder of the ident. I now ask how many Senators have
bill.
Mr. President. the State I represent evening,
amendments which are yet to be called
will benefit greatly from this bill, even
So, Mr. President,.I. ask for the yeas up? I am informed now that there will
without this amendment. But I state and nays on the question of agreeing to be four.
frankly that I would rather have my, the Long-Smaithers amendment.
State receive less Federal aid in the other
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BuRcategories and have some aid provided to DnicK in the Chair). Is there a sufficient
those In Lousisina, who, in my opinion, second?
are the most neglected of aIL. Mr. PresThe yeas and nays were ordered.
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46th for taking care of mentally ill when
I was elected Governor, and it Is now
No. I in the Nation,
I am not concerned with the cost of
the amendment, but if we want to disrupt the mental health programs of the
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1960
The Senate resumed the consideration of the bill H.R. 12580. the Social
Security Amendments of 1960.
The PRESIDING OFIFICER. Does
any Senator wish to address the Senate
at this time on the Long-Smathers
amendment?
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, who is
in charge of the time in opposition to
the amendment?
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I am, but
I Yield to the Senator.
Mr. KERR. B&r. President, I yield
Myself 5 minutes in opposition to the
amendment,
I want to say to my distinguished
friend from Louisiana that he has discussed a matter which is near and dear
to my heart, as I believe it is to his,
and as I believe it is to every other Mem-.
ber of the Senate. But the Senator
from Louisiana has not indicated what
he thinks will be the cost of his amiendIment. He has not indicated what he
thinks will be the effect of it upon the
opertion of institutions in the several
States.
The distinguished Senator from Minnesota said that In every State, in every
coutmy. In every city are worthy eases of
People who need medical care either because they are mentally ill or tubercu.
lar; and I have no fault to find with
that,
The problem has not been studied by
any committee. There are no estimates
of what the amendment would mean in
terms of dollars and cents. We spent
several days on the Anderson amendment, which had the earnest support of
nearly half the Members of this body.
The Senator from Oklahoma took the
Position, as did the committee, that it
would be unwise to attach the amend-ment to the bill, because the result
would be the certain veto of the bill,
I must say to the Senator from Louisiana that I,fear to take the amendment
and let It become a part of the bill, be.Cause I think It would Jeopardize the
other Provisions In the bill. No one did
any more work to put the bill In its
Present form than did the great Senator from Louisiana. Nobody studied it
more. Nobody made more preparation
on the Proposal and the very amendment
that has now been approved by the Senate. Therefore, I know he wants to protect the bill and all the features in it.
Yet he offers an amendment that is as
broad as the United States, with cases
In every community, every county, every
State. It would more than doubler the
cost of the bill, In my Judgment, the
very first 2 Years.
Mr. CARLSON, Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. KERR I Yield to the Senator
from KNsAs.
Mt.CARLSON. I Yield to no one when
It comesl to taking care of the interests
QC memtll if people. Our State was

States,

in which States hire mental
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needy at all. Are Senators going to tell
the people they voted to help those who
could not afford to pay for their medical
care, when they know, every time they
say so, that they left out those who suffer
from mental illness or tuberculosis?
Those who suffer mental illness are the

health specialists at high salaries, and most trying types of cases, with the pos
which have their programs under way, sible exception of victims of cancer.
bringing the social sccurity people into Senators tell me that care is provided
this field will surely disrupt those pro- in the latter cases, whereas in mental
grams. I think it would be one of the illness or tuberculosis cases nothing is
most disastrous things that could hap- provided.
pen. It is not the dollars involved or the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
threat of a veto that concerns me, but time of the Senator has expired.
the fact that it would disrupt the State
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
programs and be disastrous to them,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. The Senator from WashMr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield my
ington (Mr. ?v4Guo] talked about self 1 minute. and I yield to the Senator
servicemen being mentally ill and hos- from Texas.
pitals being overcrowded with those paMr. YARBOROUGH. I commend the
tients. I say that is a matter which we Senator from Louisiana for his leader
should take care of In appropriations for ship in offering this amendment to cover
veterans. I yield to no Senator in the a great gap left in the bill. I ask the
efforts I have taken to provide adequate Senator if it is not a fact that public
facilities for our veterans, and I have health officers say one of the greatest
done it with all the energy I have, but I dangers to Public health comes from
do not believe in taking this provision people who have tuberculosis and who
when neither I nor any of its sponsors work around food establishments be
know what will be the effect of it., If cause they cannot do heavier work?
we are to expand our veterans' programs, Would it not be foolish not to give those
we should do it under the guise or head- persons an opportunity to get well, so
ing or identity of a veterans' program, they will not be a hazard to the public
and not in a bill on which the Senate health?
and House committees have worked for
Mr. LONG of Louisiarna. The Sena
many, many weeks.
tor is correct. The only reason why
After we have brought the bill here In tuberculosis was put In the same cate
workable form, it is sought to add an gory as mental health is that the word
amendment which. in MY opinion, would "tuberculosis" had-historically appeared
cost more than all the benefits provided In the same place in the law as the
in the bill in the first 2 Years of Its oper- words "mental illness or psychosis."
ation. with. what I believe to be the very
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
certain result of Jeopardizing or losing time of the Senator has expired.
the entire- bill. I hope the amendment
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, if 1 out of
will not be agreed to.
every 12 living Americans is going to be
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi--c-onfined to a mental Institution during
dent, I yield myself 2 minutes.
his lifetime. where is the Senator who
The statement has been made that thinks that problem can be taken care
there is no estimate of cost. The de- of with $120 million a year?
partmental adviser sits two seats from
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Oklahoma. He has the Senator yield I minute to me?
been sitting near him throughout the deMr. KERR. I yield 1 minute to the
bate. He is the same adviser who ad- Senator from Ohio.
vised us what the cost of the Kerr
Mr. LAUSCHE. Historically and
amendment would be. He came up with traditionally, the States have carried
a cost of $210 million for the Kerr the responsibility of care for their
amendment, which I believe to be con- mentally Ill. In 25 out of the last 30
servative. It Is going to be more than years the Government has had deficit
that if the States match the Federal operations. The burden of carrying the
funds. That is the samne source on which responsibility of national defense Is one
we rely for the Federal cost of the Long- of tremendous weight and significance.
Smathers amendment, and that esti- There has been a constant trend of
mate Is $120 million.
State governments wanting to give up
I voted for the Kerr amendment and those responsibilities which are his
supported it. While we were providing toricallY and traditionally theirs. As
medical care for adults who needed It, it. they ask the Federal Government to
was my impression in the committee that give up their own responsibility, the Ceii
it included assistance for patient-, suf- tral Government grows bigger and big.
fering from tuberculosis or mental ill- ger and mightier and niightler.
ness.
I -respectfully submit to the Senator
The best estimates from the psychia- from Louisiana that this responsibility
trists is that 1 person out of 12 is ought to be left with the States.
going to require confinement in a menMr. HOLLAND. Mr. President. will
tal Institution during his lifetime. Why the Senator yield me 1 minute?
turn our backs on those people? Why
Mr. KERR. I Yield I minute to the
lrepose the burden of large medical bills Senotor from Florida.
on the families of those victims, when
Mr. HOLLAND. Is It not true that
we are doing so much for others?
not only Is the responsibility historical
The provisions of this bill are going ly one which the States have assumed
to cost $1,400 million. It provides many but also one which Involves the exer
costly benefits to persons who are not cise of the police power? Incarceration
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Is required in most cases. This represents one of the heavy burdens for the
local officias,1s particularly the county
judges who have to pass upon questions
of lunacy. They are repeatedly called
upon to try to figure out what cases
should be handled, in the public interest,
at the State's expense.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The Senator is completely correct.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, how much time have I remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Louisiana has 2 minutes
remaining. The opponents have 3 ninutes.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I will say to the Senators who
voted for the Anderson amendment that
they voted to take care of the mentally
sick when they voted for the Anderson
amendment. It was my impression that
the Anderson amendment provided care
for all the sick, and made no distinction
as to whether one was mentally sick or
otherwise sick,
I believe many Senators who voted
for the Kerr amendment, as I did in
the committee-I think the Senator
from Florida [Mr. SMATHERSI believed
the same as I in the committeethought we were voting to provide for
all sick people not in a position to pay
their bills, not merely for those who
were not suffering from mental diseases
or tuberculosis,

ana said, for a coverage of those in menI further announce that, if present and
tal and tubercular hospitals, that on voting, the Senator from Missouri [mr.
page 8, line 7 of the Anderson amend- HEN~NIGS], the Senator from Montana
ment these words appear, "The term [Mr. MURRAY), the Senator from Wyo
'hospital' shall not include a tubercu- ming [Mr. O'MAHoNEYJ, and the Sen
losis or mental hospital."
ator from Missouri (Mir. SYMINGON)a,
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will would each vote "yea."
the Senator yield me 1 minute?
Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the
Mr. KERR. I yield 1 minute to the Senator from Iowa fMl'. MARTIN) is ab
Senator from Florida.
sent by leave of the Senate on official
Mr. HOLLAND. I have had the re- business.
sponsibility of serving as a county judge
The Senator from Hawaii [Mr. FONG]
in my State for 8 years. I know the is detained on official business.
cases which are the most pitiful ones
The Senator from California [Mr.
clear through that office or through KUCHEL] is necessarily absent, and his
similar offices in the various States,
pair has been previously announced.
The Senator from Louisiana comes
The result was announced-yeas 51,
from a State which has one of the finest nays 38, as follows:
organizations of any State to take care
INo. 3081
of the mentally ill. Insofar as my own
YEAS-51
State is concerned, our procedures are Anderson
Gruening
Morse
such that many people much prefer to Bartlett
Hartke
Moss
send the mentally ill to oui' State inSti  Bible
Hill
Mundt
tutions rather than to any of the pri- Burdick
Humphrey
Muskle
vate institutions which are available leByrd.
WV.
Va. Javits
Jackson
Pastore
anon
Proxmire
To make such a fine effort an apparent Carroll
Johnson, Tex. Randolph
effort to unload from the State a respon- Case, S. Dlak. Keating
Russell
sibility which has always been its re- Church
Kefauver
Scott
Clark
Kennedy
Smathera
sponsibility, and one of its drivlng re- Cooper
Long. Hawaii Smith
sponsibilities, I think is the wrong thing Dodd
Long, La.
Sparkman
to do. It will undoubtedly load this Douglas
McCarthy
'Talmadge
Eastland
McGee
Williams. N.J.
bill, which is not intended to cover that Ellender
McNamara
Yarborough
kind of case. I hope the amendment Engle
Mlagnuson
Young, N.flak.
will not prevail.
Gore
monroney
Young, Ohio
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. PresiNAYS-38
dent, has all time been consumed?
Aiken
Dlrksen
Lausche
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. One Allott
Diworshak
Lusk
wil
omefr
h
Snto
0se-Beall
ied
Ervin
McClellan
wilteSntryedt
efr3
e-minute remains for the opponents.
Bennett
Frear
Mortn
onds for a question?
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- Bridges
Goldwater
Prouty
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
dent. I suggest the absence of a quorum. Bush
Green
Robertson
Mr
h
ABRUH
tButler
Hart
Baltonatali
M.YRRUG.Tesatement
The PRESIDING OFFICER..
The Byrd. Vs.
Hayden
Schoeppel
has been made that cases of mental ill- clerk will call the roll.
Capehart
Hickenlooper Stennis
ness often lead to incarceration. That
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the Carlson
Holland
Thurmond
Isoeoftepobes
heepolerl.case.
N.J.
Hruska
Wiley
ison Tes
o te pope
roles
ol.Cotton
Jordan
Wllliamsa, Del.
aentrciigtete.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- Curtis
Kerr
I have been a member of the Public dent, I ask unanimous consent that furNOT VOTMNG-l1
Health Subcommittee, and from my ex- thter proceedings under the quorum call Chavez
Johnston. $.C. Murray
perience on the committee have learned be dispensed with.
Fong
Kuchel
O'Mahoney
that psychiatrists and other doctors feel
Th
RSDN
FIE.WtotFulbrlght
Mansafeld
Syminaton
that if we would treat the mentally ill, ojcin
ti oodrd.i~ilS
Mri
an overwhelming majority, some four-obetniisoorrd.
fifths of them, could be cured. I see
The question is on agreeing to the
So the amendment of Mr. LoNG of
the distinguished chairman of the Pub- amendment offered by the Senator from Louisiana was agreed to.
lic Health Subcommittee, who knows Louisiana [Mr. LoNG I. All time has exMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
more about medicine than any other pired. The yeas and nays have been. dent. I move to reconsider the vote by
Member of this body, the distinguished ordered, and the clerk w~ill call the roll. which the amendment was agreed to.
senior Senator from Alabama [ Ml'. HILL 1.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
Isndigareet
hnw
afthe
roll.
dent, I move to lay that motion on the
and do not provide treatment, the end
Mr. MANSFIELD (when his name w able
result is incarceration for those people. called). Mr. President. on this vote I
The motion to lay on the table was
Then the family or the Stattc or someone have a pair with the Seisatur from Cahl- ar.reed to.
has to pay for many years of conflne- fornia [Mr. KUCHELI. If he were presMr KERR. Mr. President, I send
ment. Those people are totally lost. If ent and voting he would vote "nay"; if I technical amendments to the desk. I
they were treated in time four out of five Were at liberty to vote. I would vote ask unanimous consent that they be not
of the mentally ill could be restored to "yea." I therefore withhold my vote,
stated, but printed in the RECOaD at this
society, restored to active life, to a useful
The rollcall was concluded.
.
point.
life in the community.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
If we fail to give proper treatment, I the Senator from New Mexico [Mr'. out objection, it is so ordered.
think we shali be acting in a very short- CHAVEZ], the Senator from Arkansas
The amendments, ordered to be printed
sighted way. We shall be denying these IFMr. F'ULDRIGHTI,. and the Senator from in the RECORD. are as follows:
people the right to be cured, the right to South Carolina [Mr. JOHNSTON], are
On page 153, lHne 25. strike out "908(b)
return to society as useful members of absent on official business.
(2)." and Insert in Lieu thereof "903(b) (2)"'
society,
I also announce that the Senator from
On page 156, line 3, after "Src. 1202." in
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I yield my- Missouri [Mr. HEaNrNINS Is absent be-. sert In lieu thereof "(a) ".
self 30 seconds,
cause of illness.
On page 156. after line II. insert:
I rom
sa tothe
innsota
enaor I urter anouce tat
he enatr
-t"b)(1) There are hereby appropriated
Isyto the Senator from
Louisian
ana,
It
from
tMontanno[Mr. MtRat] the Sena-o
to the Unemployment Trust Fund for credit
toouiian,
te Snatr ad
fom t

other Senators who think that when
they voted for the Anderson amendment
they voted, as the Senator from Loulsi-

fro

Motan

[M.

MRRA],

he

ena

tor from Wyoming [Mir. O'MAHONEYJ.
and the Senator from Missouri [Mr.
SYMINGTON), are necessarily absent,

tothe Federal unemployment account. out

of any moneys In the Treasury not other
wise appropriated, amounts equal to the
amounts by which-
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'(A) 100 per centurm of the additional
(b) Subsection (d) of bectios uS Of such Intent and purpose of the present BoCdS!
tax lecaived under the Ted"rs Unemploy- Act Is amended by adding at the end thereof security law Is carried out regarding benefits
ment,Tax Act by reason of the reduced cred- the following new paragraph:
to dependents of insured Individuals. The
Its provisions of section 3302(c) (2) or (3)
-"(7) A child shall be deemet dependent proposed amendment would permit a child
of such Act and covered into the Treasury. upon the individual who stands In loco to receive survivor benefits on the record
exceeds
parentis with respect to such child at th. of an Individual who stood In Place of the
"(B) the amounts appropriated by pars- time specified In paragraph .(2) C) It. at. parent for not less than 5 years. The quall
graph (2). Any amount appropriated by such time, the Child Was living With and W"ticatlon for such a condition of dependency
this Paragraph shall be credited against, and receiving at least three-fourths of his sup- is that the insured Individual mus% have
shall operate to reduce, that balance of ad- port from such Individual."
contributed at least three-fourths of the
vanCes. made under amvtion 120 to the State.
support of the child Involved and that the
With respect to which employers paid such
Mr. KERR, The amendment was di1g- child must have been living with that worker
additional tax..
cussed in committee; it was probably at the time of death.
"(2) Whenever the amount of such addi- due to an oversight that it was not conIt seems only fair -that If an Individual
tional tax received and covered Into the sidered and approved. I have discussedi has fulfilled the financial obligations of a
Treasury exceeds that balance of advances. It with the chairman of the comteparent
for a period as long as 5 years the
mad
201to
uner ecton
he tat, wth
nd t I
tht
ctemmeritent Child involved ought to be eligible to receive
mad Ude201toth
setin
Stte Wth
ndItIsagreeable thtteaedetfinancial
benefits from the Insurance of such
respect to which employers paid such ad- be accepted,
a person. In other words, If the Individual
ditional tax, there io hereby appropriated to
r
AIS
r
rsdnI5kI
omtigo
fnnilprn"t
h
MrJAIS
MrPrsdn
the 'Unemployment Trust Fund for credit
I
issmtngoa"facalpet'oth
to the account of such state. out of any unanimous consent to have a statement child, It is only, equitable and reasonable on
moneys in the Treasury not otherwise ap. on the purposes of the amendment the Individual a death that this relationship
propriated. an amount equal to such excess. pr~inted in the RECORD at this point.
ought to be recognized. This measure is
"(3)11,forany
ear theeaxale
i
Thre bingno bjetion th stte-hardly an extension of the social security
wi3th I.fraytabeya.teei
Thrben
noojcinteste-system
into a new area; In reality, It is
Wihrespect to any State both a balance menit was ordered to be Printed In the little more than a grant of benefits toa
described In section 3302(c) (2) Of the' Fed- RECORD, a3 follows:
group who, In the spirit of the present law,
eral Unemployment Tax Act and a balance
rmzrra
zsoaJveIfntIthleerfi.aedsgat
s
descibedIn
(3)of uchectinctbeneficiaries
302(c
of survivor's benefits.
paragraphs (1), and (2) shall be applied
Purpose: This amendment Would permilt a
If children lose their means of support.
separately with respect to section 3302 (c) (2) child to receive survivor benefits on the wehrI
eaprn
roewohssre
(and the balance described therein) and record of the individual who sto In~
wheter ataparent
bf
or
onm.tey
whob haselpleds
separately with respect to section 3302(c) parentis (in the place of the parent) fora aad parnt ferorthnem, athebaein
hepiesso
(3) (and the balance described therein),
not less than 5 years Immediatelyprcdn
many of the necessities of life. This provi
"(4 The amounts appropriated by Pars- the day on which the individual died. It ala yoesvr
on
hide.a
ela
graphs (1) and (2) shall be transferred at also requires that the child mu"t have been those who have reached their teenage years
the Close of-the month In which the moneys living with the worker at the time of deathe and are somewhat more capable of compre
were covered into the Treasury to the un- and have been receiving at least three- hending and maeeting the situation with
employment Trust Fund for credit to the fourths of his support from such worker,
which they are faced. There Is no earthly
Federal. unemployment account or to the ac.
Cost: The Department of Health. Educa- reason why these children who, goodness
count of the State. as the case may be, as of tion. and Welfare estimates the coat to be knows, have suffered enough In not being
the first day of the succeeding month,"
negligible,
able to have their natural parents to care
*On page 189. line 6. strike out "Employ.
Departmental position: The Department for them should further be punished by
ment Security Act of 19000," and insert: --So.
of Health. Education, and Welfare favors this being depraved of what little they might
cial Security Amendments of 19030.".
amendment and recommends Its enactment, derive in benefits from the insurance of those
*On page 160. line 6, strike out "Employ. This report appears ont page 486 of the Sen- who were kind enough to aid them.
ment Security Act of 1900," and Insert: .. o* ate hearings. and Indicates certain amendThe Department of Health, Education, and
clal Security Amendments of 198(0,".
ments which the Department proposes. In. Welfare has expressed its support of this
the main, these are based upon certini
amendment and, indeed, has suggested say
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, in redraft. other provisions, such as length of a child's erial, changes which, wouid even further axIng the bill to Conform to the decisions residence with the worker, with which the tend Its benefits. They have recommended
of the Committee on Finance, the pro. House bill dealt In other aspects of social that the amendment be modified to provide
vi~sions for placing the additional taxes security. However, as the Pimntoe Commit- for payment in cases where a worker Is dis
for the repayment of a loan in the Fed. tee deleted the provisions referred to. the shied or retired, not only when he has died.
erl neplymntAcout er
amendments have not been adopted. The Department further asked that the test
vertnly
UnemplokmentAcun
ee
n
In addition, the Department has suggested of dependency be lowered from three-fourths
vertntlovelooed.that
receipt of one-half support front the to one-half of the financia support of a
The technical amendments would re- worker, rather than three-fourths, would be child. Present law employs one-half sup

~.proposed

store these Provisions to section 1202, suifficlent.
with such modifications as are necessary to Conform to the changes in the

.

port as a test of dependency, and there Is

Background: A similar amendment was
included In the 1950 Social Security Amend-

no reason to believe that the present requiremeat Is not an adequate one for the purposes

heybesuggested to Me by a cons~tiftet, Mr. SI.
Chas. Eueckwald, of Watertown. N.Y., who
has been the guardian and sole support of
the children of his sister-in-law for many
years, and who expressed concern that, in

requirement of residence with the Insured
Individual from 5 years to 1 year. wicheb the
Department feesis is sufficient time to amure
that benefits wonld hp ppld only In cases In
which the worker had actually assumed the

provisions for the repayment of loan. ments, as passed by the Senate. but was de- of this amendment. Another recommeada
an ak naiou
cnsnttatthy
eleted in the conference conmnistee. It was tion, of the Department is a change In tbe
widaskunaunos cnset

tat

adopted.
The PRESIMING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendments.

The amendments were agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President. I call up
.yamendment identified
as "8-20SlY
60-Z" and ask that It may be stated.
The PRESI3DING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stAted.
The 1,GISLATIVE CLERKc. On page 100.
following line 24. It is proposed to insert
the followIng:
SW., 212. (s) Clause (3) of the first santenes, of subsection. (a) of section 216 of the

Social Security Act la amended to read as
follows: "(5 In the eas Of a deceased mndi-

vidual. (A) a stepchild who has been such
stepehild for not lese than one year 1mmedtately preceding the day on which such
individual died, or (b) a child with respect
to whama an individual has stood In loco
parentis for not lees than five years Imma.
diately preceding the day an which such
individual died."

the event of his death, they would have no support of the child.
aurvivorship rights.
Considering the provisions of this amend
The PRSDN
OFJC
e maent.
all of there modifications.
which Including
would have the effect of extending

question Is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from New
York.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KEATING.

Mr. President, I ask

coverag evnfrher, n owihIgv
my whoichearted support, the Department
of Health. Education, and Welfare estimates
that the cost of these provisions would be
negligible.

tiaioscnett unanmou
laldd~
I believe
we have an obllgatlcon to correct
cosen to aveIncude inthis
inequity which has resulted from a legal
the RhcoitD a statement withi regai'd to loophole, and not from any clear legislative
the amendment. I express my apprecla- Intent. The children Involved in this mess
tion to the chairman of the eomnhittee uire are clearly a group that the social secu.
and other members of the committee for rity program was Intended to benefit.
accepting the amendment.
r
ILASo
e
esy
r
Teebign
betot.sae-MPrmet.
on bealfofNeWyeselfan My
mheen wabrered
noobje PI ste
tate  coreaguent fombewal Jermseyf (Snator
metWsodrdt ePitdi
k* cnau.fo
e
esy(eao
Ecomn,.asfollowa:
CA. I send anl amendment to the desk
&rAtZSimT ay SpnavotxsAMM
and ask that It be stated.
The amendment now before the Se~ate Io
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
one which Is designed to ftsr thatl tbe amendment Wil be stated.
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The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. on page 100. work 26 quarters to become eligible for
The effect of this on these people
after line 13. insert the following new social security benefits as a public em- would be a substantial reduction in in
.paragraph:
ployee. Perhaps he has already worked come through loss of pension from the
(4) For purposes of section 2141a) of 23 quarters, or 3 short of eligibility. State of New JTersey.
such Act (as It would be amended by this If the bill is passed in present form.
To prevent this calamitous loss of
Act), the amendment made by subsection he would need only 20 quarters for eligi- much needed, and justly anticipated.
(a) shall. not apply in the case of any In- bility. Thus he would automatically be- income by many of our most deserving
dividual who on. before, or after the date come subject to a reduction in his New senior citizens. Senator WILLIAMs and I
of enactment of this Act, becomes entitled Jre
eso
yteaon
fhsjityitoue
nJn
4a
to retirement benefits under the Teachers Jre
eso
yteaon
fhsjityitoue
nJn
4a
Pension and Annuity Fund of the State of social security benefits. This loss for amendment to section 204(a) of H.R.
New Jersey or to retirement benefits under teachers would amount to an average of 12580 which would protect members of
the Public Employees Retirement System of S1.300 a year. The loss for public em- the New Jersey teachers pension and
the State of New Jersey.
ployees would amount to an average of annuity fund and the New Jersey public
.
employees retirement system against
Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. I
Mr. President. the amendment of my the adverse effects of the proposed
earnestly hope the Senate will. accept colleague and I would simply retain, for reduction of eligibility requirements.
thios. aendment.ia Theuiyo
hopes, expets the male members of the New Jersey However, after careful study of this
tins adfi~acalseuit o unresteachers and public employees pension amendment and several alternative proof dedicated New Jersey teachers and systems, the same number of quarters POsals. Officials of the Department of
MubliPemploees. depend upon it.
necessary for eligibility under the exist- Health. Education, and Welfare exMr
rsdn.Iws
osythat
I in a.pressed
their opposition to this ap
sturesongysupr
theePosedliberlingdment- to
It will in no way affect anyone else proach. Other than deletion from see
thre ofiatheseuropose Amedmnt.t
in the country. Nor will it prevent New tion 204(a) of the proposal to cut in
Bthe
Scam Scurfidety At.aheS
Jersey teachers or public employees from half the nuniber of quarters of coverage
Bu mcn~en htteSnate.' in retiring at age 62 if they wish. It will required there appeared to be no Fed
lauberalnzing thesact wofuld not wish a simply require that they have the same eral approach, acceptable to the Depart
ceaus financia lossreds ofup toe$1300y
w
number of quarters that they needed ment, assuring New Jersey teachers and
yeachrs
fo any hundrcedslofyeweJs.
e
for eligibility under the existing law,
public employees they would receive the
teachrsunandyha
pb icemployees.
ap
Mr. President, I wish only to point benefits they have been promised.
Unotnteyta i
htwi
a-out
that the older New Jersey teachers
The social security bill reported out by
pen if the bill In its present form is joined in this integrated program on the the Senate Finance Committee does not
doThedaedettatm.olau
understanding that they would be able contain a proposal to cut in half the
The amendmeosnt th
latmy leagu
to avoid the State offset and receive number of quarters of coverage required.
adIrepooigrltsto
the both their full pensions and social Se- By deleting this provision the committee
liberalization of the retirement age re- curity-benefits. Well publicized official has, in effect. carried out the intent of the
quirement for mea from the age of 65
to 62.
manuals gave careful instructions on the Williams-Case amendment, and acted to
Our ropoed
aendmnt wdates
by which time they would have to protect the interests of New Jersey
Orpooeamnmnwould not retire to avoid the reduction.
teachers and Public employees.
in any way adversely affect or work
MrPeietouamnmnwol
HwvrheFaceC
mteebl
hardship on anyone in the United States
M.Peiet
u mnmn
ol
oeeteFnneCmitebl
who would benefit from the reduction in simply protect them from this reduction does contain a new proposal to lower the
because of the proposed change in the retirement age for men from 65 to 62.
eligibility age from 65 to 62.
It would, however, protect New Jer- Federal law. I hope the Senate will Because eligibility requirements are di
3ey's male teachers and public employees accept it.
rectly related to retirement age, this
from a serious loss in their retirement
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. Presi- would cause men to become fully insured
allowances that would occur because of denlt, on June 24, 1960. my colleague with fewer quarters of coverage than are
the reduction in age,
from New Jersey and I brought to the required under present law. As the
Mr. President, I will try, briefly, to attention of the Senate the plight of retirement age for women is already 62,
describe how this problem ha arsn
approximately 3.400 New Jersey teach- they would not be affected.
Beaue
helasofNe Jrsypro- ers and other public employees.
The net effect of the Finance Corn
Biecause the lnegawso of
New Jersey
These people have retired or are mittee action on H.R. 12580 to date would
SOiadeforithe in
stegrto oft theFedea
shortly eligible to r~etire under a plan be to prevent loss of income on the part
serial seacuerity synst
ith
the
anewit
which permits the State of New Jersey of women teachers and public employees
Jerseyn teaher'swpension andli
annit
to reduce the retirement allowance pay- in New Jersey but to leave men still faced
fund andthremNewt Jerstey, publiSaem-s able by the State pension fund if the with the prospect of reduced benefits.
Poermtesdrtiremuent ytm
the
Smutatfenis employees earned a social security beneThe amendment which Senator WIL
permittoed toreuethee amount opn-fit
thInough New Jersey public employ- uLxms and I now propose to the Finance
zinI
wst
hs
rusof
people ment.
Any social security benefit Committee bill will eliminate the re
by the amount of social security benefit
forwhih
he ndiidal ecoeseligi- eained through such employment is maining threat of loss of income for
fote wicndviua bcoes
used to relieve the State of all or a por- these deserving teachers and public em
ble through New* Jersey public employ- tion of its obligation to pay a pension ployees. At the same time, it will permit
ment.
to a retired Public employee,
a reasonable liberalization of eligibility
Because of this Provision, man teachMany of these people who have al- requirements. It will also permit a man
ers and Public employees have retired or ready retired had purposely advanced to receive benefits 3 years earlier than
have planned their retirements in ad- the dates of their retirement in order to under the present social security law.
vance of the date on which they would avoid earning a social security benefit And, most importantly, it does not affect
become eligible for social security bene- through Public employment in New Jer- adversely any person or group.
fits as Public employees, thus avoiding sey. Others who are still working have
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I have not
the reduction mn their retirement allow- long Planned to take the same course. had time to digest the amendment;
ances that would result if they earned The ability to do this was held out to the neither have the other members of the
the necessary number of quarters as New Jersey teachers and other employ- committee. However, in view of the fact
Public employees to make them eligible ees as an inducement when they voted that they have stated it relates only to
for social security benefits.
to come under the Federal social secu- New Jersey, I hope it will be accepted
Now, however, the pending bill pro- rity program and it was a part of the and taken to conference. If it is found
Poses to reduce the age requirement for terms of the service they have rendered there to be objectionable, it can be taken
men from 65 to 62. This change will since that time. section 204(a) of HR.L
have the effect of reducing the number 12580. however, proposed to cut eligi- out of the bill.
of Quarters of employment needed to be- bility requirements to such a degree
Mr. WULIAMS of New Jersey. I ex
come eligible for benefits. To take a that all of these people would be con- press my gratitude for the graciousness
specific example, under the existing law. sidered as having earned their Social of my friend from Oklahoma.
aLmale teacher in New Jersey who was security benefit through New Jersey
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I. too, thank

born In January 1899 would have to public employment.

the agnator from Oklahoma.
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The
questlon Is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from New
Jersey (Mr~.WILLumSU.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. JAVrITS. Mr. President, I call up
M~Yamendment identified as "8S-20-60D.~
I ask unanimous consent that the
amnendment be not read, but printed in
the RECORD at this point.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It is so ordered.
The amendment, ordered to be printed
In the RECORD, IS as follows:
on page 171, following line 12, Insert the
following:
Pa 4ExN!N
eESLTTEU-

SENATE

Puerto Rico shall riot be combined with Fed-
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KENNEDY! and the Senator from New

eral service or Federal wages.'
"M~ section 1503(a) of such Act Is

York (Mr. KEATINGI. The purposeof the
amendment is to conform our bill to
amended by adding at the end thereof the the House bill in extending the Federal
followlng:
'For "State"
the purposes
of this
subsec-Saeuepomn
opnainpo
tion,
the term
does not
include
opnainpo
the
tt
nmlyet
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.'
gram to Puerto Rico. This provision is
-(C) Section 1503(b) of such Act is contained in the House bill, and if we
amended by adding at the end thereof the should enact the Senate bill tonight.
following: 'This subsection shall apply in with the amendment included, the prorespect of the Commonwealth of Puerto -'ision would definitely be in the bill
Rico only If such Commonwealth does not which will go to the President.
have
an agreement under this title with the
It does not represent an additional
Secretary.'
"12) Effective on aind after January 1. 1961 cost or burden. It merely harmonizes
(but only Iin the case o1 first claims filed be- the relationships between our country
fore January 1, 1966), section 1504 Of such
and the Commonwealth in this very im
Act is amended by adding after and below portant respect. It is a matter which
Paragraph (3) the following:
the people of Puerto Rico value very
"'For the purposes of paragraph (2). the highly. I hope the committee will see fit
"PA=lL ETzex siox Eor TIOE&PocSTAs UN
term "United States" does not include the to accept the amendment.
SPOWUZN
COPENATIO
PRGRA
TOCommonwealth of Puerto Rico.'
PUURTO Rico
"(C Effective on and after January 1,
I ask unanimous consent to insert in
`Xztenflson 01 titles III, ZX, and XII 01 the 1961the RECORD at this point a statement on
Social Security Act
"(1) section 1503(d) of such Act Is the subject which appears in the House
"SEC, 541, Effective on and after January amended by striking out 'Puerto Rico and', committee report, at page 57.
1, 1961, paragraphs (1) and (2) of section and by striking out 'agencies' each place It
There being no objection, the state
1101(a) of the Social Security Act are appears and Inserting In lIeu thereof ment was- ordered to be printed in the
amended to read as follows:
'agency'; and
"'(1
The term "state",, except where
"(2) section 1511(e) of such Act Is RECORD, as follows:
nitherwise provided, includes the District Of amended by striking out 'Puerto Rico or'.
PART 4. ExCTENSION Or FEDERAL-STATE UINEN
Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto
"(d) The last sentence of section 1501 (a)
PLOTMEZ4T cOMPENsATION TO PUERTO RICO
Pico, and when used In titles 1. IV. V. viz. of such Act Is amended to read as follows:
Part 4 of tit-e V provides that Puerto Rico
X. and XIV includes the Virgin Islands and
"'For the purpose of paragraph (5) of this wiil be treated as a State for purposes Of
Guam.
subsection, the term "UnIted States" when
the several provisions of the Social Security
"'1(2) The term "United States" when used used In the geographical sense means the Act dealing with unemployment compensa
In a geographical sense means, except where States, the District of Columbia, the Cointion and the Federal Unemployment Tax
Otherwise provided, the States the District monwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Act, At the prevent time, the Common
Of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Islands.'
wealth of Puerto Rico has an unemploy
Puerto RICO.'
"Extension oj Federal Unemployment Tax ment compensation program completely
"Federal emaployees and ex-servicemen
Act
outside of the Federal-State unemployment
"Sc.54.Rtetie
a)(1
it rspctto
"Szc. 543. (a) Effective with respect to recompensation system. Employers in Puerto
weeks of unemployment beginning after De
muneration paid after December 31, 190
Rico are not sujca
o hleerluel
camber 31. 1965, section 1503(b) of such for services performed after such date, Rec'
ployment tax and Puerto Rico Is not en
Ac saeddb tiigot'Puerto
Ric
tloii 3306(j) of the Internal Revenue oe
titled to Federal grants to corer the ad
or'.
of 1954 Is amended to read as follows: Cd
mInistrative expenses of its unemployment
"(2) Effective with respect to first claim
-"'(3) STATE, UNITED STATES, AN
catompensaction prgrm
By50soepaedratele
filed after December 31, 1965, paragraph (3)
CITIEN.-For purposes of this chapterlto
nce
n15,hwvr
eea
of ecton150
ct s menedby
o suh
1)STAE.ThCtem "tae"
ncudes grants were authorized to cover the costs of
ofsetioing out4
'fuert
Ric or' wherdeve by-th Distric ofColuembi andathe" ncmon
the employment service In Puerto Rico. it
peerking otheruein.
Rio
ehaevr
thlp- oftrcPurof Coumico.
is estimated that the Federal unemployment
teComn
" (b) (1) Zfective on and after January 1,
"'(2) Uxum= S'rAvts.The term "Unite
taxes colletef dminiPuertRico whillunmeepll
1961 (but only In the case of weeks of un- States" when used In a geographIcal sense
tecssoadionistringra thertunemploe
n
employment beginning before January I. Includes the States, the District of Columbia,
met compensat~o
rga
n
ato
h
1966)and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
coats of the employment service.
'(A)Secion150(bi
f sch
ct s A Indvidal ho s acitien f te CrnPart
4 Includes provisions relating to the
"(A)Secion150b1
f sch At I
Anindvidal
ho i a itien f te Cin-operation in Puerto Rico of title XV of the
amended by strikting out '(b) Any' and In- monweslth of Puerto Rico (but not other- Social Security Act which deals with payserting in lieu thereof '(b) (1) mxcept as wise a citizen of the United States) shall be meat of unemployment compensation to
Provided in Paragraph (2), any', and by add- considered, for purposes of this section, as Federal employees and ex-servicemen. At
Ing at the end thereof the following new a citizea of the United States.'
present, title XV provides generally that un
paragraph:
"(b The unemployment compensation
epoe
eea
mlye
n
xsrie
'" (2) In the case of the Commonwealth law of the Commonwealth of Puerto RICO mempwloyl Federal uemployees nd az-eseric
of Puerto Rico, the agreement shall provide shall be considered as mreeting the requiretion paid for by the Federal Government but
that compensation will be paid by the Coin- ments ofdetermined under the law of the particular
monweasth of Puerto Rico to any Federal
"(1) Section 3304(a) (2i of the Federal State in which the Individual last worked
employee whose Federal service and Federal Unemployment Tax Act, if such law provides
(In the case of Federal employees) or Iii
wages are assigned under sectIon Isot to that no compensation is payable with re- which the indivIdual resides (in the case of
such Commonwealth, with respect to unem- spect to any day of unemployment occurring el-servicemen).
Title XV presently Pro
plovmenet after December 31. 1960 (but only before January 1, 1959.
vIdes also that unemployment compensation
In the cas of weeks of unemployment be'(2) Section 3304(a) (3) of the Federal to Federal employees and ax-servicemen in

ginnig before January 1, 1966), In the same
amount, on the same terms, and subject to

Unemployment Tax Act and section 303(a)
(4) of the Social Security Act. if such law

the same conditions as the compensation contains the provisions required by those
which would be payable to such employee sections and If It requires that, on or beunder the unemployment compensation law fore February 1. 1961, there be Paid Over to
of the District of Columbia If such em- the Secretary of the Treasury, for credit to
ployees Federal service and Federal wages the Puerto Rico account In the Unemployhad been included as employment and wages ment Trust Fund, an amount equal to the
udrsuch law, except that if such employee, excess ofwithout regard to hisl Federal service land
"(A) the aggregate of the moneys received
Federal wages, has employment or wages suf- In the Puerto Rico unemployment fund
Alenst to qualify for any compensation dur- before January 1, 1961, over
WSgthe benefit year under such law. -than
"(8) the aggregate of the moneys paid
payments of compensation under this sub- from such fund before January 1, 1961, as
section shall he made only an the hasis of his unemployment compensation or as refunds
Federal sevift and Federal wages. In ap- of contributions erroneously paid."
plyinag Othi Paragraph or suhsection (b) Of
meatiolawi116 as the ease may be, emplocyMr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I cali up
masit and wages under the unemployment the amendment on behalf of myself and
volvmpenstiazi law ot the Commonwealth of the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.

Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands is to b?

computed under the law of the District of
Columbia. Since Puerto Rico is to be con
sidered a State for purposes of the unem
ployment compensation laws, your commit
tee believes that an Indefinite continuation
of this use of the District of Columbia law
for Federai employees and ax-servicemen Iin
Puerto Rico Is inappropriate. However, in
view of the low level of Puerto Rican bene
fits, which (as of June 1, 1960) provided a
malimum weekly amount of $12 sod a max
imum duration of 7 weeks, It does appear
appropriate, for a transItion period, to con
tinue to determine the unemployment comn
pensation payable to Federal employees and
ax-servicemen In Puerto Rico under the law
of the District of Columbia, and part 4 so

provides.

For weeks of unemployment be

ginning after December 31, 1965, Federal
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civilian employees and ex-servicemen In
Puerto Rico will be paid unemployment
compensation land Pertoe uneplomen

the Senator from New York [Mr. JAvxTs]
for himaself and other Senators.
The amendment was agreed to.
copnain
a
fPeroRc.Mr.
JAVITS. Mr. President. I call
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, will the up my amendment designated "8-20Sznator yield?
60-B." I ask unanimous consent that
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
the reading of the amendment be waived,
Mr. KEATING. I express my complete but that the amendment be printed at
support of this amendment and join with this point in the Rzcoae.
my colleague from New York in the hope
There being no objection, the amendthat the committee will accept it.
ment was ordered to be printed in the
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- RrcaRD, as follows:
sent to have printed at this point in the
On page 165. following line 21. It is proREOR
tteet hv peardwith
respect to the amendment,
There being no objection,- the state-

posed to insert the following;

FOS REDUCEDRATEOF
CONTRMXMTONS

'-CONDITONS

ment was ordered to be printed in the
"Src. 505. Section 3303(c) of the Federal
RECORD, as follows:
Unemployment Tax Act is hereby amended
STATEMENT BY SENATOR KEATING

The amendment to extend the unemnployMent compensation program to Puerto Ritco
is one which. I feel, deserves our immediate
action. This provision was accepted as a
part of the House bill, and Is a measure
which my colleague. the senior Senator from

New York, and I have given a great deal of
consideration,
Bringing Puerto Rico under the unemployment compensation system would be a
benefit both to the commonwealth of Puerto

Rico and to the Nation as a whole. in it
status as a Commonwealth. which it has held
since 1952, Puerto Rico Is subject to the
.Federal la1ws of the Unite Stts
ad
follows from this that the Commonwealth
ought to be encompassed in any Federal program of the nature of the unemployment
compensation system.prbesIamudrniluinabu

of the managers of the bill.

the remainder of my time,

I yield back

dren-and 350.000 of them are affected-

attend schools and colleges, and really
muched thihelntina irgnteres tht thery

suhould
thae ait.
sheul hamendmet.

liteetthtte

hc
hv
o
caled uperopoest thatch Idave noat

by adding at the end thereof a new pars-calduPoseththirn
tu
graph as follows:
ally attending schools or colleges, who
"'(9) Personreally need this help, shall have it. not
"'The term "person' shall not include any withstanding the fact that they have
organization, service for which is excepted attained the age 18. until they are 21
from employment under paragraph (8) of years old.
section 3306(c).~"
By way of support for this proposal,
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I have I call the attention of the Senator from
two other amendments at the desk. I Oklahoma to a resolution adopted by the
shall not put them to a vote. I simply American Legion in national convention
ws
oepesarqett
h o-a
inaoi.Mn.
nAgs
4t
ws
oepesarqett
h
o-a
inaoi.Mn.
nAgs
4t
mittee in connection with them. I shall August 27, 1958, favoring exactly such
detain the Senate for only a minute on an amendment to the social security law.
each amendment. I should like to have
Again, I know this is not the kind of
the attention of the manager on thepnartprosltaonshudektoav
of the committee,' the Senator from adopted in an oppositional sense. I
Oklahcma [Mr. KERR].
simply ask most earnestly, that the

These amendments concern two urgent

Puerto Rico is covered under other
prbes.Iasndrn-ilsosbu
pects of the social security program, and having them adopted, because the comthere Is no reason why It should not be in- mittee is not ready to adopt them,
clUded in this one. I am told that the cost However, I ask the committee to exOf such action would Involve only a slight amine into them in the interval between
expenditure, and In fact would be virtually now and next year.
negligible, I believe this is a measure which
The amendment I have just called up
clearly ought to be enacted, and I hope the is one of great interest to the State of
Senate will do so.
New York. It seeks to redefine the word
Mr. CHAVEZ. Mr. President, will the "'person"~ in the Unemployment CoinSenator from New York yield?
pensation Act, so as to permit nonprofit
Mr.-KEATING. I-yield,
organizations-and there is an enormous
Mr. CHAVEZ. I Join with the dis- number of them in the State of New
tinguished senior Senator from New York, employing 350.000 people-to
York and the distinguished junior Sen- come under the Unemployment Coinator from New York in supporting the pensation Act without paying the tax,
amendment. I hope it will be adopted. but 011 a reimbursable basis, To achieve
It Is about time, when we are taking care this pui'pose will require both State and
of everyone else in the world, that we Federal action. Therefore, the State
begin to take. care of the Puerto Ricans. wiUl have the option of deciding whether
I favor the amendment,
to permit such action in the case of a
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, I ex- particular nonprofit organization or not.
press MY gratitude to the distinguished We feel strongly about this proposal in
Senator from New Mexico for his valiant New York.
support of the amendment. I know of
I hope the Senator from Oklahoma
hbis nterest in this problem, and I com- will agree-and I shall withdraw the
mend him for It.
amendment in a moment-to have the
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I am committee examine into the question
grateful to my colleagues, especially the carefully, to see if perhaps next year
distngushe
Seatorfro Vigin
the proposal might not receive favorable
ditnuse eao
rmVriia
[Mr. consideration,
BYRD) and theditnuse
Senator

from Oklahoma distinguished
[M.Ks.who
I1am Prepared to yield back the remainder Of my time, if that is agreeable,
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, there is no
OPPosition to the amendment on the part

August 23

Mr. President, the other amend
ment which I should like to have smin
larly considered-and I hope that the
committee will actually put its staff to
work on it-is one which I think will
commend itself to many Senators. It
appears that when a child is entitled to
benefits by virtue of the coverage of his
Parent under the social security sys
tera, and the child attains the age of 18.
he receives no further Payments. Be
tween the ages of 18 and 21. many chil

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, as one
hopes he will be here next year and
will be a member of the committee, and
after speaking to my distinguished colleague from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], who,
the Lord willing, will be here, I may say
that it will be a pleasure for us to hear
the Senator from New York discuss the

The RESDIN
Al OFICER
tie
aendmnt o wichhe hs rfered,
The RES INGOFPCER
Alltim
amndmnt o whch e hs rfered
has been yielded back. The question Is
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator
.n agreeing to the amendment offered by from Oklahoma.

committee examine into the question.
anhaeissafeanentiaso

.ndthae itse sthatth Sexamie into Ict,alo.
In h
oeta
h
eaemyato

the proposal next Year.

Mr. President, I point out that both of
these amendments are offered with the
sponsorship of my colleague from New
York [Mr. KEAriNGc.Mr. KEATING.

the Senator yield?

Mr. President, will

Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, I am
in accord with the judgment of my dis
tinguished colleague from New York in

not pressing for these amendments at
this time. I join in the hope that the
committee will approve them.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed at this point in tlle
RECORD, a statement in explanation of
the amendment.
There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STAIEmzm

ay SENATOR KEATING

The amendment to the Social Security
Amendments Act of 1900 which my colleague.
the senior senator from New York. and I hare
introduced deais with a problem which. I
believe, urgently demands action. 'Me pro
posed amendment would permit children
eligible to receive old-age and survivor's in
surance benefits under the social security
program to continue to receive such benefits
unIlI they reach the age of 21, if they remain
cuo'ntinuousiy in school or college from the
time the age of 18 was attained until they
have reached age 21. The law presently pro
vides that such benefits must be discon
tinued when a chtid reaches the age of 18.
The purpose of the amendment Is. quite
clearly,
to enable students who would other
wIse be forced to discontinue their education
fworlack of financial resources to carm on
to a college degree. Under the present setup.
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the sudden withdrawal of benefits when a
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator
child4 turns 18 frequently Imposes so over~. from Oklahoma.
whelming a financial burden on the widow
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conthat any thought of further education must
be badond.Thi
brdn
ndsent to haepitdat
i ufai,
this point in the
there are very good reasons, both from the RECORD the text of the resolution of the
viewpoint of the just claims of the indi- American Legion in national convention.
viduals Involved and from the standpoint of to which I referred In my remarks.
the general Welfare of the Nation, why It
There being no objection, the resoluahould be eliminated, or at least, somewhat tion was ordered to be printed in the
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ment be dispensed with, but that it be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the amend

alleviated.

RECORD, as follows:

ment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
On page 83 It Is proposed to strike out line
1 and everything that follows down to and
Including line 13 on page 100. and Insert in
lieu thereof the following:
--- ETREMENT AGE

First, benefits were discontinued at the age
of 18 because it was presumed that upon
graduation from secondary school and the
attairnment of the age of 18. the child would
bein to earn his keep and would become
financially Independent. However, an 18-,

Whereas one of the major objectives of
the American Legion's education and scholarship committee Is to help make It possible
for the children of veterans who have the
ability and desire to receive an education

"' (a) The term "retirement age" means
age sixty-two.'
"1(b) (1) Subsection (q) of section 202 of
such Act Is amended to read as follows:
"'A*UTBVN
OF OLD-AGE, WIFE'S, AND SIUS

19-, Or 20-year-old who remains a student

is not any more Independent financially
than a 17-year-old. In fact, in most cases
education beyond aecondary school Involves
additional financial expenditure, so that the
general financial situation of the family Is
worsened. The discontinuance of survivor's
benefits only serves to make a bad situation
even more impossible.
It Is clear beyond a doubt that children
who remain In school or college past the age
of 18 are at least as much, In need of benefits
as those younger than 18. Most likely, their
need Is greater. And it is just as manifest
that they are entitled to these benefits, because their financial situation and theLr
status with regard to dependence on their
rematining parent. Is the same as that of a
child under 18. If such Is the case, the disUnction now being made at age 18 must be
viewed as a purely arbitrary one. bearing no
relationship to the conditions under which

the Individuals involved must live,
That the extension of benefits to this

vitally Important group bears significant relevance to the national welfare is a point that
ought hardly to be necessary to make. When

beyond high school: and

Whereas present provisions of the Social
Security Act, title II, terminates benefits to
children of deceased wage earners when they
attain the age of 18: and
Whereas It is at this age when the continuatton of social security benefits would,
in many Instances, be the determining factor as to whether or not children would be
financially able to continue their education
beyond high school: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, by the American Legion in national conrenstion asssembledf af Minneapolis,
Minsn., August 24-27, 1959. That the Amer'.
can Legion actively support legislation
which would amend title II of the Social
Security Act In a manner which would authorize the continuance of payments to children aflter they reach age 18 while unmnarried
and enrolled In an approved school, but not
beyond the age of 21.

Mr. JAV1T5. Mr. President, I withdraw my amendment.
Mr. JAVIT'S subsequently said: Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
I may make a brief statement as a part
of the debate on amendments on the
Social security bill relating to mniscellaneous matters, not on medical care.

we deprive youngsters who are Interested In
and capable of pursuing their education to
a point where they can contribute s1Vg18.'.
cantly to our society, we are depriving our
country of something we can Ill afford to
I now read the statement:
throw away. At a time when the events
It has been proposed by a number of
which take place every day in the world organizations of civil service and post
emphasize and reemphasize the overwhelm- Office employees in New York, that there
Ing Importance of fulfilling our maximum be included in the social security bill
potential as a nation and, with that In mind, a provision permitting such employees to
of giving our youth every opportunity to participate in the social security system,
develop Its potential to the fullest, we must on the same basis as self-employed pernot slacken In our efforts with regard to any
group of potential leaders.
sons, in addition to their participation
Iam told that some 115.000 young people under their own retirement system.
woul beefi
amndmnt.The
fro th prposd tak th poitiment
woud
he enfitfrm
roosd aenmet.
he tke hepoiton that employees
which would provide, on the average, ank of State and local governments have
additional e5071
annually. Among that 115,- been permitted to participate in the sys000 may be some of our most distinguished tem on a voluntary basis to supplement
leaders of the future. if they are given the their own benefits and that many perchane, l
candce. cantafr
o ogv
sons covered by private industry retireThe cost Involved in this measure would ment funds also have such additional
be 0.08 percent of the payroll on a level eoverage. They are, of course, not askpremium basisestimated at about *75 mul- Ing the Federal Government to contribUion for the children, and $30 million for the ute to this coverage in addition to their
contionued benefits to the mothers. I believe ownm-rather they suggest that they be
this cost-only 0.06 percent of the payroll subjected, on an optional basis, to the
taxable under the old-age, survivors, and self-employment tax. This is a most indisability insurance programns-is indeed teetn
rpsl
nm
pnoadIfor
miniad
he hrptniaeeeftdrecn
believe that it is worthy of the commitsideredulations
Mr. President, the extension of benefits so tees study and consideration. I Would,
that qualified and needy youth who deserve therefore, trust that the chairman of the
survivor's beniefit may conrtiue their edu- committee will give consideration prior
cation Is a responsibility of the utmoet Im-. to the time the Senate next considers
portance. and I strongly urge that the Sen.. the matter of social security to this quesate as all early date consider this amend.. tion of stwh coverage,
ment.
Mr.1WR
of West Virginia.M
Mr. KEPR. Mr. President, the com- President, I call up my amendment desmittee Wil be very happy to study the ignated I'S-22-60-C' and ask for Its im- I.
amendment, as the Senators from New mediate consideration. I ask unanimous

York have suggested,

eonsmnt that the reading of the amend'.

BNSISRNEBNFTAONSI
5~
NUAC
EE~ MUT
CORDAISCEWrTH AGE OF BENEFISCIARY

C
NA'

"I'(q) (1) The old-age Insurance benefit of
any Individual for any month prior to the
month In which such individual attains the
age of sixty-five shall be reduced by
" '(A) five-ninths of 1 per centurn, multi
plied by
-. -(B) the number equal to the number of
months irk the period beginning with the
first day of the first month for which such
Individual is entitled to an old-age Insur
ance benefit and ending with the last day of
the month before the month In which such
Individual would attain the age of sixty-five.
"'1(2) The wife's or husband's Insurance
benefit of any individual for any month
after the month preceding the month In
'Which such individual attains retirement age
and prior to such Individual's attainment
month (as defined In paragraph (10)) shall
be reduced by

"'I(A) twenty-five thirty-sixths of 1 par
centum. multiplied by
". IB) the number equal to the number
of months In the period beginning with

the first day of the first month for which
such individual Is entitled to such wife's

or husband's insurance benefit and ending
with the l9as dsy of the month before such
Individual's attainment month, except that
In no event shall such period start earlier
than the first day of the month in which
such individual attains retirement age,
In the case of a woman entitled to wife's
insurance benefits, the preceding provisions
of this paragraph shall not apply to the
benefit for any month in which she has In
hrcr
Idvdal
rjitywt
h
hrcr
idvdal
rjitywt
h
Individual on whose wages and self-employIncome her wife's Insurance benefit is
based) a child entitled to child's insurance
benefits on the basis of such wages and
self-employment Income. With respect to
any month In the period specified in clause
(B3)of the first sentence of this paragraph,
If tin the ease of a woman entitled to wife's
Insurance
she does not have in
such monthbenefits)
such a child In her care (in
dividually or jointly with the Individual on
whose wages and self-employment income
her wife's insurance benefit is based), she
shall be deemed to have such a child in her
rare In such month for the purposes of the
preceding sentence unless there is in effect
such month a certiflcate filed by her
with the Secretary, In accordance with regprescribed by him, In which she
elects to receive wife's insurance benefits as
provided In this subsection. Any certificate
filed pursuant to the preceding sentence
shalt be effective for purposes of such sen
tenc
- -(i) for t~e mollith in which It Is filed,
and for any month thereafter. If In such
month she doe" not have such a child In
her care (individuaily or jointly with the
ndividual on whose wages and self-employ'.
ment Income her wife's insurance benefit Is

based), and
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"(UI) for the period of one or more consecutive months (not exceeding twelve) immediately preceding the month In which
such certificate Ia filed which Is designated
by her (not Including as part of such period
any month In which she had such a child
In her care (Individually or jointly with
the Individual on whose wages and selfemployment income her wife's insurance
benefit Is based)),
If such a certificate Is filed, the period referred to In clause (B) of the first sentence
of this paragraph shall commence with the
first day of the first month (1) for which
she is entitled to a wile's Insurance benefit.
(ii) which occurs after the month preceding
the month In which she attains retirement
a"e, and (ii) for which such certificate Is
effective,
"'(3) In the case of any individual who
is or was entitled to a wife's or husband's
insurance benefit to which.paragraph (2) is
applicable and who, for any month after the
first month for which such Individual is or
was so entitled (but not for such first month
or any earlier month) occurring prior to such
individual's attainment month, Is entitied to
an old-age insurance benefit, the amount of
such old-age Insurance benefit for any
month prior to such attainment month,
shall (in lieu of the reduction provided In
paragraph (1) in any case in which such
paragraph would otherwise have applied tc,
such old-age insurance benefit) be reduced
by the sum of'I '(A) an amount equal to the amount by
which such wife's or husband's (as the case
may be) inaur-ance benefit is reduced under
paragraph (2) for such month (or. if such
individual is not entitled to a wife's or hiusband's insurance benefit for such month, by
an amount equal to the amount by which
such benefit for the last month for which
such Individual was entitled to such a benefit was reduced), plus
I"'(B) If the old-age insurance benefit for
such month prior to reduction under this
subsection exceeds such wife's or husband's
(as the case may be) insurance benefit prior
to reduction under this subsection and If
paragraph (I1 applied to such old-a-gee in
surance benefit, an amount equal to- (i) the number equal to the number of
months specified in clause (B) of pnragraphL
(1), muitiplied by
"'(11) five-ninthas of I per centumn. and
further multiplied by
(Wi) the excess of such old-age Insurance benefit over such wile's or husband's
(as the case may be) insurance benefit,
''(4) In the case of any individual who
is entitled to an old-age insurance benefit
and who, for the first month for which such
Individual is so entitled (but not for any
prior month) or for any later month occurring prior to such individual's attainment
.month, is entitled to a wile's-or husband's
insurance benefit to which paragraph (2)
Is applicable, the amount of such wife's or
husband's insurance benefit for any month
prior to such attainment month, shall, in
lieu of the reduction provided in paragraph
(2). be reduced by the sum of"'(A) an amount equal to the amount by
which such old-age insurance benefit for
such -onth is reduced under paragraph (1)
or (5) (if such paragraph applied to such
old-age insurance benefit), plus
" '(B) an amount equal to"'(I) the number equal to the number of
months specified in clause (B) of paragraph
(2), multiplied by
"'(U twentY-five thirty-sixths of I per
Centum,. and further multiplied by
-01Ii) the excess of such wife's or husband's Insurance benefit (as the case may
be) prior to reduction under this subsection
ovrthe Old-age insurance benefit prior to
reduction under this subsection,
"(5) In the case of any individual who
Is entitled to an old-age Insurance benefit
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for the month In which such Individual at"'(C) the number equal to the number
tains the age of sixty-five or any month of months for which such wife's or hus
thereafter, such benefit for such month shall. band's (as the case may be) insurance bene
If such Individual was also entitled to such fit was reduced under such paragraph, but
benefit for any one or more months prior to in or after which such Individual's entitle
the month in which such individual at- ment to wife's or husband's Insurance bene
tained the age of aixty-five and such benefit fits was terminated because such Individual's
for any such prior month was reduced under spouse ceased to be under a disability, not
paragraph (1) or (3), be reduced as provided Including In such number of months any
in such paragraph, except that there shall month after such termination In which such
be subtracted, from the number specified In individual was eintitled to wife's or husband's
clause (B) of such paragraphInsurance benefits,
''I(A) the number equal to the number and except that, in the case of any such
of months for which such benefit was rebenefit reduced under paragraph (4), there
duced under such paragraph, but for which also shall be subtracted from the number
such benefit was subject to deductions specified in clause (B) of paragraph (1).
under paragraph (1 or (2) of section 203 for the purpose of computing the amount
(b),
referred to In clause (A) of paragraph (4)
and except that, In the case of any such
"'(D) the number equal to the number
benefit reduced under paragraph (3), there of months for which the oid-age Insurance
also shaUl be subtracted from the number benefit was reduced under such paragraph
specified in clause (B) of paragraph (2), for (1) but for which such benefit was subject
the purpose of computing the amount reto deductions under paragraph (1) or (2)
ferred to in clause (A) of paragraph (3)of section 203(b).
"iB)
the number equal to the number "'Such subtraction ahall be made only if
of months for which the wife's or husband's the totai of such months specified In clauses
(as the case may be) insurance benefit was (A).()
C
adD
othprcin
(B),nc (C) and (Ds ofa three peedn
reduced under such paragraph (2), but for
which auch benefit was subject to deduc
tions under paragraph (1) or (2) of section orwa
ntheicase
tof an
windividrusald'
woIs
203(b), under section 203(c), or under sec- ourwasc bentfite to awhife' oaragahusband'sin
tion 222(b).
suplncabebeneftt which paragraph
(nd)viwals
"'(C) in case of a wife's insurance benefit,aplcbendwofrsuhndvdis
the number equal to the number of montiis attainment month (but not for any, prior
occurring after the first month for which month) or for any later month, Is entitled
such benefit was reduced under paragraph to an old-age Insurance benefit, the amount
121 !n which she had in her care (individ- of such old-age Insurance benefit for any
ually or jointly with the lndtvidual on whose month shall be reduced by an amount equal
wages and self-employment Income such to the amount by which the wife's or htts
benefit is based) a chiid of such individual band's (as the case may be). insurance baneentitled to child's Insurance benefits, and
fit is reduced under paragraph (6) for such
"'(D) the number equai to the number month (or, if such individual Is not entitled
of months for which such wife's or husband's to a, wife's or husband's insurance benefit
(as the case may be) Insurance benefit was for such month, by (1) an amount equal to
reduced under such paragraph (2), but in the amount by which such benefit for the
or after which such Individual's entitlement last month for which such individual was
to wife's or husband's insurance benefits was entitled thereto was reduced, or (ii) If
terminated because such individuai's spouse smaller, an amount equal to the amount by
ceased to be under a disability, not includi ng which such benefit would have been reduced
in such number of months any month after under pargaraph (6) for such Individual's
sc
terelnation Ul which such indlvtdual a-ttainment month If entitlement to such
was entitled to wife's or husband's Insurance
benefit had not terminated before such
benefits,
month).
Such subtraction shall be made only If the
"'(8) In the case of an Individual who is
total of such months specified In clauses entitled to an old-age Insurance benefit to
(A), (B), (C). and (D) of the preceding which paragraph (5) is applIcable and who.
sentence is not less than three. For pur- for such individual's attainment month,
poses of clauses (B) and (C) of this para- (but not for any prior month) or for any
graph, the wife's or husband's Insurance later month, Is entitled to a wife's or hus
benefit of an individual shall not be con- band's insurance benefit, the amount of
Eidered terminated for any reason prior to such wife's or husband's insurance benefit
such individual's attainment month,
for any month shall be reduced by an
-"'i6 In the case of any individual who amount equal to the amount by which such
Is entitled to a wife's or husband's Insurance old-age Insurance benefit for such month is
benefit for such Individual's attainment reduced under paragraph (5),
month, or any month thereafter, such benefit
"'(9) The preceding paragraphs shall be
for such month shall, If such Individual was applied to old-age insurance benefits, wife's
also entitled to such benefit for any one or insurance benefits. and husband's Insurance
more months prior to such attainment
benefits after reduction under section
month and such benefit for any such prior 203(R) and application of section 215(g).
month was reduced under paragraph (2) or If the amount of any reduction computed
(41 be reduced as provided In such parsgraph, except that there shall be subtracted under paragraph (1), under paragraph (2).
from the number specified In clause (B) of under clause (A) or clause (B) of paragraph
suck. paragraph(3), or under clause (A) or clause (B) of
" '(A) the number equal to the number of paragraph (4) is not a multiple of $0.10. It
months for which such benefit was reduced shall be reduced to the next lower multiple
under such paragraph, but for which such of $0l.10
benefit was subject to deductions under sec"'(10) For purposes of this subsection,
tiont V)3(b) (1) or (2i, under section 203(c), an individual's "attainment month"' means.-
or under section 222(b).
' I(A) In the case of a man entitled to
" (B) In case of a wife's Insurance benefit, husband's Insurance benefits, the month In
the number equal to the number of months, which he attains, or would attain, the age
occurring after the tkrat month for which of sixty-five;
such benefit was reduced under such pars13inteceofawmnettd
graph, In which she had in her care (inB
ntecs
fawmnette
dividually or jointly with the Individual on to wife's Insurance benefits, the month In
whose wages and self-employment Income which she attains, or would attain, the age
such benefit is based) a child of such indi- of sixty-five, or, if later, the month In which
vidual entitled to child's insurance benefits, the Individual (if entitled to Oid-age insur
and
ance benefits) on the basis of whose wages
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and self-employment Income she Is entitled
to such'benefits attains, or would attain, the
age of sixty-five.'
"(2) Subsection (r) of section 202 of
such Act Is hereby repealed.
"(5) Subsection (a) of section 202 of such
Act is amended to read as follows:
flISUMA5JCE BENEFICIARY
"'ia~r

"(s))

()and,
If any Individual becomes en-

titled to a widow's Insurance benefit, widower's insurance benefit, or parent's insurance
benefit for a month before the month In
which such Individual attains the age Of
sixty-five, or becomes entitled to an old-age

insurance benefit, wife's insurance benefit,
or husband's Insurance benefit for a month

before the month in which such Individual

attiuins the age of sixty-fire which is reduced

sixty-five or, If later, the month In which
the individual (if entitled to old-age Insurance benefits) on the basis of whose wages
and self-employment income she is entitled
to wife's Insurance benefits attains the age
of sixty-five, and
"' (C) prior to the month In which such
Individual files application for such benefits,
in such case, such individual shall not

be considered as entitled to such benefits for

any such month or months before he filed
such application. An individual shall be
deemed to have waived such entitlement for
any such month for which such benefit
would, under the second sentence of pars-

graph (1). be reduced to zero.'
' f i Section 203(b) (3) is amended to read
aS folows:
"'-(3) in which such Individual, If a wife

under the provisions of subsection (q), such entitled to wife's insurance benefits, did not
individual may not thereafter become en- have In her care (individually or jointly
titled to disability insurance benefits under with her husband) a child of her husband
entitled to a child's insurance benefit and
nidiiulwolbt.oh
tift
"'(2)
U n wold.butforthesuch wife's Insurance benefit for such month
"'(2
Idivdua
provisions of subsection (k) (2) (B). be en- was not reduced under the provisions of
titled for any month to a disability insur- section 202(q) and such month occurred
ance benefit and to a wife's or husband's in- prior to the month In which she attained
sUrance benefits, subsection (q) shall be the age of sixty-five or, if later, the month
applicable to such wife's or husband's In- in which her husband (if entitled to old-age
surance benefit (as the case may be) for insurance benefits) attained the age of sixtysuch month only to the extent It exceeds five: or'.

such disability insurance benefit for such
month.
"'(3) The entitlement of any Individual to
disability insurance benefits shall terminate
with the month before the month In which
such Individual becomes entitled to old-age
Insurance benefits.'
" (c) (1) Clause (C) of section 202(b) (1)
Is amended to reed as follows:
-(C) Is not entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits or is entitled to
old-age or disability Insurance benefits based
ona&primary insurance amount which Is less
than one-half .of the Primary Insurance
amount of her husband.'
"(2) So much of such section 202(b) (1)
as follows clause (C) Is amended by striking
out 'she becomes entitled to an old-age or
disability insurance benefit based on a primary Insurance amount which Is equal to or
exceeds one-half of an old-age Insurance
benefit of her husband,'.
"(3) Subsection (b) (2) of such secto 22
dis
t'l-aeor
ismnddbysriig u
ailtinsurance benefit' and inserting In
teef'rmrinuacamu'.
abliey
lidu (1)eo prlause In)ofsubsnectiount(c'.
ree1a
suchsection
20 scmnddt
1ClueD)of
'd
follows:
- (D) Is not entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits, or Is entitled to
old-age or disability Insurance benefits based
an a primary insurance amount which is less
than One-half of the primary insurance
amount of his wife,',
"(2) So much of such section 202(b) (1)
as follows clause (D) Is amended by striking
out 'or he becomes entitled to an old-age or

disability insurance benefit equal to or exceeding one-hal of the primary insurance
amount of his wife.',
"(3) Subsection (c) (2) of such section 202
Is amended by striking out 'Such' and inaerting in lieu, thereof 'tesept as provided in
subsection (q), such'.
"(e) Subsection 202(3) (2) of such Act is
amended to read as follows:
"'(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of
parigpaph (1), an individual may, at his option., waive entitlement to old-age insurance
benefits, wife's. insurance benefits or huebahi's insurance btenefts for any One Or
mm~rconsecutive months which occur.- '(A) after the month before the month
-in which such individual attains retirement
age,
"'(3) prior to (i) In the case of a man.
.the month In which he attains the age of
sixty-five, or (U)l In the cas of a woman,
the mouth lIe which she attains the age of
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"(g) Section 3121 (a) (9) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 Is amended to read as
follows:
"'1(9) any psyment (other than vacation
or sick pay) made to an employee after the
month In which he attains the age of sixtytwo, If such employee did not work for the
employer in the period for which such payment Is made; or'.
"'(h)(1) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply only In the case of
lump-sum death payments under section

"(2) The amendment made by subsection
(g) shaUl be effective with respect to re
muneration paid after October IWO."
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President. the Senators know that the

Senate Finance Committee adopted an
amendment offered by me and cospon
sored by 21 other Senators to Permit

men. to voluntarily retire and receive

actuarially reduced benefits at age 62

in the same way as such benefits are
presently available to women at age 62.
Following the adoption of the amend

ment, Mr. Robert Myers, Chief Actuary
of the Social Security Administration,
and other social security experts in the

Department, discovered a technical de
ficiency in the language of the amend
ment. This technilcal deficiency must be
is to carry out
rectified if the language
the intent and purpose of the Senators
cosponsoring the amendment and the in
tent and purpose of the committee in
h
ne h agaeo
t
aotn
aotn

t

ne

h

agaeo

h

bill as it is presently written, the wife of
a retired worker would suffer a double
reduction in her benefit, One reduc
tion would be based on her being under
65, and the other reduction would be
based on her husband's being under 65.
I am advised by the Chief Actuary of the
Social Security Administration that,
from an actuarial standpoint, It is nec

essary and proper that there be only
one reduction in the wife's benefit. The
amendment I am now offering is a per
fecting amendment and it would cor
rect the inequity that would result from
202(i) of the Social Security Act With respect the present language of the bill and
safeguard the wife's benefit
would
and
to deaths occurring after October 1960.
In the case of monthly benefits under title against the double reduction. This
ix of such Act for months after October 1960
on the basis of applications filed in or after amendment will provide that the single
actuarial reduction be based on the
the month In which this Act Is enacted,
"(2) For purposes of section 215(b) (3) (B) wife's age, or, on the husban~d's age, if
of the Social Security Act (but subject to he is the younger of the two.
I have discussed this perfecting
paragraph (1) of this subsection) 
"(A) a man who attains the age of sixty- amendment with Senator Kcsat and Sen
two prior to November 1960 and who was not ator FarAR and with the ehairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, Senator
eligible for old-age Insurance benefits under
fVriiadIbleeta
section 202 of such Act (as In effect prior BR
fVriiadIbleeta
BR
month
any
for
Act)
to the enactment of this
prior to November 1950 shall be deemed to they have agreed to accept the amendteSntewl
have attained the age of sixty-two In 1960me.Itfltha
adopt it.
or, if earlier, the year In which he died:
that the
President,
Mr.
hope,
also
I
`(B) a man shall not, by reason of the
amendment made by subsection (a), be House conferees wil accept the amienddeemed to be a fully insured individual be- Ment permitting male Workers to VolUn
fore November 1960 or the month In which tarily retire at age 62. Wives who now
he died, whichever month Is the earlier; Must wait until the breadwinner in the
family reaches age 65 before receiving
and
"(C) the amendment made by subsection
benefits, may also benefit from the
of
case
the
(a) shaUl not be applicable in
any man who was eligible for old-age ~I,- amendment, because it will make pos
surance benefits under such section 202 for sible the payment of benefits to wives
who reach age 62 when the retired hus
any month prior to November 19o0.
A man shall, for purposes of this paragraph, band worker has reached age 62, if he
be deemed eligible for old-age insurance and she so elect to apply,

benefits .under section 202 of the Social

Security Act for any month If he was or
would have been, upon filng application
therefor In such month, entitled to such
benefits for such month.
"(3) For purposes of section 209(i) of
such Act, the amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply only with respect to
remuneration paid after October 1960.
"(i) (1) The amendments made by subsections (b) through (f) shall take effect
November 1. 1900 and shall be applicable
with respect to monthly benefits under title
II of the Social Security Act for months
after October 1960 and with respect to lumpsum death payments, for deaths occurring
after October 1900.

Mr. President, I have discussed the

itn
h
efcigaedetwt
Virinhthias[Mr.
Smenatorfro
BYaD], chairman of the Committee on
perecinhe

Finance. I believe he has no obJection to
it. I hope the Senate will adopt it.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, the Sena
tor from West Virginia Is correct, The
Committee believes the amendment
should be approved.
r
fWs ~gna
M.BR
r
igiii
Mr.e YDosWs
Peident, I yield back the remainder of
my time.
Mr. KERR. I yield back the remain
der of my time.
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The PRESIDING
OFFICER. AU
time has been yielded back. The qluestion is on agreeing to the amendment of

diffilcult. If not Impossible. for persons of ad- from being used to meet his basic needs;
vanced age to obtain employment In these 50 percent of the balance or *200 of his
unemployment areas. This optional retire. earnings would also be exempt; this would
th rmentr et
igii.ment
will allow persons of 62 to obtalns. leave $200 of his earnings not exempt and
the amendtrrm Went
wasrgreedit.
measure of comfort,
this amount would then be used to meet his
Th
mnmetwsagedt.basic
needs to reduce his public assistance
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I ask STATESIENT BY SENATOR IAsRTKEIN SUPPORT grant-so that he would receive not $900
unanimous consent to have several stateor PROVIsioN RELATING TO THE BLIND
public assistance but 8700; and with each
ments by me printed at this point in the
Among the social security amendments ap- additional dollar of his earnings 50 cents
RECORD.
proved by the Finance Committee is an will be used to reduce his public assistance
There being no objection, the state- amendment I introduced to help the blind, check. When this man's Income, from his
ments were ordered to be printed in the A man who loses his sight when he Is 25 years newsstand amounts to $2,800 a year. he will
RECORD, as follows:
of age-or 35 or 45-should not be on public receive no public assistance at all.
STTsE'
TSNTRHRK
NSUPPORT
assistance for the rest of his life.
So. Instead of public assistance merely
OTATEROVISIOSN
TR
AGTE INAsman
who is still In his working years. helping to feed this man, It is so structured
orPoximREmoviNG AEREQUIREMENT wobcomes blind, does not have to be on by my amendment as to help him to even
PoRMRrANENT
i' BECAUSEITOTOA
JDpublic assistance the rest of his life.
He tually escape from public assistance.
sAE'DsaLIYshould
be working and earning his own livAnd. I use the word "escape", with the
Elarlier this session I introduced legislation Ing. Many blind men and women today are knowledge that as of April 1960. the average
to remove the age 50 requirement contained
doing just this--providing for themselves blind aid check for 107.787 blind persons Was
In the disability Insurance program. I am and their families, contributing to their $72.42 a month.
happy that this amendment was approved community life, strengthening the economy
Last week, we declared by action of this
by the House of Representatives and the of the Nation.
Chamber that a man has a minimum need of
Senate Finance.Committee. This provision
A man who becomes blind may have to $1.25 an hour and should receive it. What
Is contained In the pending social security accept the help of public assistance tempo- of the blind aid recipient? Hte has the same
bill.
rarily to feed himself and his family-but needs; he too must eat, must pay rent, and
The age 50 requirement was included this help needs to be only temporary If it is buy clothes-and he must make these pur
under the disability Insurance program as geared to assist him to work his way off chases at the same stores used by everyone
part of Its conservative program in '1956 public assistance and Into economic self- eisa. How does he make these purchases?
when It acknowledged that Individuals per- sufficiency. In 1950. the Congress recognized He does it all-or more than 100.000 of them
maently and totally dlssbled should be that blind and recipients did not have to be do-on a current monthly average of $72.42.
able to draw benefits to sassist them and permanent public charges, by including in or an average of $18.10 a week or, figuring
their families when disability fell uponl title X. the Aid to the Blind title of the It on a 40-hour-week basis, the blind aid
them.
Social Security Act, the earned Income ex- recipient has an average hourly income of
Sufficient experience has now been gained emption concept.
$0.45 to pay all his living costs.
to warrant the removal of the age requireThis concept brought rehabilitation Into
X do not act forth these figures as an
ment. Thisa will benefit an estimated 125..
the Federal-State blind aid programs. It pro- argument for Increased public assistance
000 disabled workers immediately and a like videct tnat a blind person-receiving aid could Ifunds; . stt
t..ei sotht
l w
ndr
number of their dependents.
earn up to $50 a month-up to $12 a weekstand why blind men and women who are
The removal of this restriction will enable
without having these earnings used to reduce on public assistance want and need release
may of these people to be removed from the amount he received during that period from public assistance, want and need the
public assistance rotls. According to the from public assistance; if he earned, not $50 opportunity to get off public assistance.
committee report the first year's savings In a month. hut $75. then the $25 exceas
My amendment gives them this Chancein public assistance will be $28 million,
over the exempted amount would be used to to work their way from dependence upon
This follows once again the great Ambert- diminish his public assistance check,
public aid to economic Independence; It
can principle of self-reliance. of permitting
This put rehabilitation into the public provides a means, It provides a gradual
an Individual to pay Into an Insurance fund assistance for the blind-and It was a fine, transition from complete reliance upon
from which he may benefit when he retires 't, magnificent action-it was government public funds, to complete independence of
or when he becomes disabled and is no longer help of the highest caliber, a help to disad- public funds.
capable of working.
vantaged men and women who had the
I urge that my amendment be allowed to
This is a great step forward because when spirit the determination and the willing- remain in the form in which I submitted
ayounger worker becomes disabled he Is ness to rebuitld Lheir lives-but couldn't do It It There is no need for controis, or limita
not the only one who suffers. This group alone.
tIons on a blind town's earnings-the blind
of Individuals usually have families who deTon years have changed very much the person's own initiative will In itself be a
pendl upon them for support. Now, If they value of $50.and the action taken by the control, his own ambitions a limitation-for
are under 50, they must rely on public as- Congress In 1950 has become meaningless as as his earnings increase, his public aid will
aistance.
Under the committee-approved
the value of $50 has shrunk to a mere shad- decrease until One happy day, one wonderful
bill they will become eligible to begin draw- ow in purchasing power.
day, the blind Worker will discover he Is
Ing benefits under the disability insurance
I believed there was need to bring the again his own man, free of public aid, free
program of the social security system.
action of 1950 up to date-to bring the re- because he has earned his freedom through
habililtation principle incorporated Into the his own efforts.
STATEmENT UTrSENATOR ;HARTKE IN SUPPORT OF
PROvrsION LOWERING TNE SOCIAL SECURITY
RETIREMENT AGE FOR MEN To 62

aid to the blind title In 1950 up to dateto make It commensurate with today's values. with today's needs.

Among the social security amendments before us Is one which would allow retirement
of men at age 62 at benefits somewhat lower
than those at age 65. I am an author of the
Senate amendment to accomplish this and.
therefore. I am extremely gratified that the
Senate Finance Committee approved thi
liberallration.
Actually, this is In the nature of an equaliztng amendment. The privilege of retirement

I therefore proposed an amendment to
title X of the Social Security Act, which
I am gratified that the Senate Finance
would change the present $800 annualCmitesircgnzdta
hr
sa
earned Income exemption for blind aid re- Commuitteenhas preognize sohal thereisy lan
cipients to $1,000 a year plus 50 percent Of winequiitysi
the paresent soial seurietyoa
Income in excess of this amount. Iamrati- which limits. the earnintes ofs appretieedt
tied that It was accepted by the Senate $20aya.Tecmitehsapoe
Finance Committee and that it Is include
ani inreaseion ths limntatioen toe
$180,endin
In the pending bill. This is not a grab bag ti
rvso
scnandi
h
edn
for the blind,
bill.
This provision does not mean that a blind
The increase to $1.800 is an improvement.

STATEMENT ST SENATOR HAsTKE IN SUPPORT
OF PROVISION. INCREASING THE SOCIAL. SECURrr EARNINGS LIMITATION

som

time.h Itsbeenactormed to boena leas
person may earn $100,000 a year and still but I feel that a larger Increase Is justified.
sometim
Itseem tome t beat lastdraw public assistance. It doss mean that
Early this year I Introduced legislation re
of equal Importance to permit a wage earner a limit should be placed on the earnings moving the earnings limitation. When the
to retire at age 62 If he must because of IIIl of a blind aid recipient so as to be sure that House acted on the social security revision
ness or other reasons which would deem it this can't and won't happen. It can't and bill I submitted several amendments designed
advisable for him to quit working,
won't happen with the amendment as I have to remove or Increase the $1,200 earnings
There will be little. if any, cost to the so- proposed It-as It was adopted by the Finance limitation. One amendment completely re
cial security trust fund with this earlier op- Committee,
moved the ceiling. Another provided for
tional, retirement. The benefits available to
Let me give you an example: A blind mangrdareolovrXPidof5yrs
one who chooses to retire at age 62 would applies for public assistance and It Is deter- graua
ohrInremoval over a period
tof
6years.
be 80 percent of the amount to which he mined by the authorities that he has need Teohr
nrae
h iiaint
480
would be entitled at age 65. The percentage for 875 a month or $90 a year to6 meet his *3.600. *3.000. $2,400, and sti.0.
would rise five-ninths of 1 percent for each basic needs. Thia man has a newsstand and
This in stil far short of the goal which I
month beyond age 62.
he earns, let us say, $1.400 a yew.' according feel we should work for-that Is the Complete
IR areas of high unemployment especially
this will be of Immeasurable value. It Is

to my amendment the first $1,000 of this
man's earnings would be exempt-exempt

removal of the income limitation On earned
Income.
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absent, by leave of the Senate, on offcial
business,
The Senator from California CMr.
individual may receive from insurance.
MY Colleagues are aware. I am sure, that
there Is no limitation 0on the amount an
bonds, dividends. rents. etc.

The provision

adopted by the Senate simply will place those
wishing to continue work and supplement
their meager social security check on the
same level as those. receiving income from

KUCHEL] is necessarily absent.

If present and voting, he would vote "yea."

The result was announced-yeas 91.

nays 2, as follows:

so-called unearned sources.

o.39aprga

This great social security program was enacted to provide some measure of security
Protection. It penalizes our great American

initiative. we cannot continue to penalize

ofrnt.O

[No. 391

for our elderly citizens. So long as this Aiken
earnings limitation remains we are rewarding Allott
th enlzig
rchad
hoewh ralynedAnderson
th ihadpnlzn
hs
h elyne
Bartlett

Beall

Bennett

the health and vigorous members of our Bible
society Who would l11ke to continue working Bridges
In jobs for which they are qualified and Burdickt
u-Bush
neeInodrtsupeettebr
neeInodrosupeettebrsu-Butler
sistence Income they receive under social Byrd. Va.

Engle

Magnuson

Green
Onrusning

Moss

Ervin
Fong
Frear
Clore

Hart
Hartike
Hayden
Hickenlooper
Hill

Mansfield
Monroney
morse
Morton

Robertson

Byrd. W. Va.

Holland

this provision. I would like to quote from the

Cap~hart

Humphrey

Hruska

Russell

Clark

Kennedy

Symlngton

November 1959 issue of Nation's Business. in
an article entitled "Let's Take the Brakes Of
it
Growth."
is stated:Case.
Is stated:Case.
Growth.'
It

"Permission for older people to work may
often mean the difference between comfort
and

penury, self-confidence

and

despair.

Cannon

Carlson
Carroll
N.J.
S. Dakc.
Chavez
Church

thcnrry

Iaveprogra do grepants.l On the icontrry
tahave uredamendaedlystas th ieinome

amended
t esonas t5 giearsome
maueo
eift
esn
over
and
those
who are5yaso
assisting
age
and
such persons.
mcnicdta
h
M.Peiet
h
M.Peiet
mcnicdta
necessity for increased Federal inter
vention in this area diminishes with the
taxeawsube

Mundt
Muskie
Pastoregrwhopivtpesnplsadad
Proutygrwhoprvtpesnplsada
Proxmnire
ditional. concern by the State govern
Randolph
ments. Today over 19 million workers

security.

in urging the Senate conferees to Insist on
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elder citizens. The medical problems of
many of these citizens are genuilne and
real, and I have repeatedly urged appro
priate legislative action by the Congress
to assist them in their financial prob
lems. However, the assistance which I
have urged has not been in the form of

aecvrdb

aecvrdb

rvt

rvt

eso

eso

ln

ln

which have total assets of nearly $40
Schoeppel
billion. By 1965 these are expected to
Jackson
Javits
Scott
have assets of $77 billion. habensi
Johnson, Tex. SmathersMrPesdn.mc
Jordan
SmithMrPesdnmc
habenai
about a program of Medical care for the
Keating
Sparkman
Kefauver
S9tennis
aged which can be administered to all
Saltonstall

Cooper
Kerr
Talmadge
success, and failure.
Lausche
Wiley
"For both economic and psychological rea- Cotton
Long, Hawaii Williams. Del.
sons. changes in our old-age pension systems Curtis
Dirksen
Mong. La.
Williams. N.J.
Lusk
Yarborough
Dodd
are sorely needed."
Yu.N.D.
caty
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Young, Ohio
DwrsMkcClellan
McGee
Is open to further amendment. If there Eastland
McNamara
be no further amendment to be pro- Ellender
NAYS-2
posed, the question is on the engrossColdwater
Thurmond
ment of the amendments and the third
NOCT VOTrsNG-7
reading of the bill.
Kuchel
Murray
The amendments were ordered to be FuibrIght
Martin
O'Mahoney
engrossed and the bill to be read a third Hennings
Johnston. S.C.
time.
So the bill (H.R. 12580) Was passed.
The bill was read the third time.

persons who have reached retirement

age and retain a measure of dignity to
the program. In my opinion, there can
be no Program administered by the Fed
eral Government which can attain the
mark of dignity which accompaniesa
Pormo
elhisrneamns
perogra
of heialth insurances andminis
which the elder citizen has himself vol
untarily provided. Our citizens are not
as insensitive to their future needs as
the proponents of Federal programs for
the aged would seem to believe. AccordIng to Health Insurance Association of
America, about 43 percent of Americans

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. I move over 65 are now covered by some
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President. I ask for the yeas and nays; on the to reconsider the vote by which the bill form of health insurance. This per
centage will continue to increase in pro
was passed.
passage of the bill.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. portion to our standard of living until
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- President. I move to lay that motion on the necessity for Intervention by govern
ment will be completely eliminated.
dent. I yield back the remainder of My the table.
Mr. President, the States of this Union
The motion to lay on the table was
time on the bill, on condition that the
agreed to.
have not ignored the medical and finan
minority leader will do likewise.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. Presicient, cial problems of their elder citizens.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I yield
I ask unanimous consent that the Secre- Forty States have some form of Medicalback the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill tary of the Senate be authorized to make care provisions In their old age assist
having been read the third time, the appropriate corrections in section and ance plans, and 16 States have di
rect money payments for all essential
question Is, Shall it pass? The yeas paragraph numbers.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Items of medical care. My own State of
and nlays have been ordered, and the
South Carolina has a program which
objection, it is so ordered.
clerk will call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I ask unani- provides for direct payments for hospital
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that mous consent that the bill as passed, care and nursing home care. Any fed
the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. Fun.- showing Senate amendments, be printed. erally financed program of medical care
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without for the aged will Increase the necessity
maicT] and the Senator from South
for additional Federal revenues, dimin
Carolina [Mr. Jolxs~soNJ are absent on objection, it is so ordered,
oftia
busiess.ish
sources of revenue from which the
BYRD of Virginia. I move that States could draw, and thereby hamper
ofiilbsns.Mr.
ICalso announce that the Senator from the Senate insist on Its amendments and additional efforts by the States to ex
Missouri [Mr. H&NNINGS] Is absent be- ask for a conference with the House pand their present programs of medical
thereon, and that the Chair appoint the care for the aged.
eause of Illness,
I further announce that the Senator conferees on the part of the Senate.MrPesdniwamyicreop
ro Mota[M.Maalad
The motion was agreed to: and the ..hat the welfare clause of the Constitu
the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. Presiding Offilcer appointed Mr. BYRD Of tion would not be further expanded to
Virginia. Mr. KERR, Mr. FRiZAR. Mr. LONG the extent proposed by H.R. 12580.
O'MAeoxryl are necessarily absent.
1 further announce that, If present of Louisiana. Mr. WuLLAwes of Delaware.
and voting, the Senator from Arkansas and Mr. CARLSON conferees on the part
[Mr. PULBRIGUT], the Senator from mis- of the Senate.
Mr. THURMOND subsequently said:
souri (Mr. HuemraNsl, the Senator from
South Carolina EMr. JOHNeSTON]. the Mr. President, I was compelled to vote
Senator from Montana [Mr. MvaRAY]. against this program which Is financed
and the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. by the Federal Government in whole or
In part. My position on this issue was
O1MusoigzT] would each vote "yea.",
Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the not taken with any degree of insensitiv
Senator from Iowa [Mr. MAmyssel Is ity or callousness to the plight of our
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conferees: Messrs.- MiLL, Flom". EwaO
Of California, O'EuzN Of Illinois, MASONr.
]BYaNE

AMENM ENTS
SOCIAL SECUR=T
I. or 1960
Mr.MILLS. Mr. Speaker.! ask unanImous consent to take from the Speak
er's table the bill (H.R. 12580) to extend
and improve coverage under the Federal
old-age, survivors, and disability Insur
ance system and to remove hardships.
and Inequities, improve the financlng of
the trust funds, and provide disability
benefits to additional Individuals under
such system: to provide grants to States
for medical care for aged individuals of
low income; to amend the public assist
ance 'and maternal and child welfare
provisions of the Social Security Act; to
improve the unemployment compensa
tion provisions of such act; and for
other purposes,. together with Senate
amendments thereto, disagree to the
Senate amendments and agree to the
conference requested by the Senate.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ar
kansas? EAfter a-pause.] The chair
hears hone and appinsthe following

of WisConsin, and

BAMn.

86THl CONGRESS
2D SESSION

H o.

Ro 12

8

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
AUGUST 23 (legislative day, AUGUST 22), 1960

Ordered to be printed with the amendments of the Senate numibered

AN ACT
To extend and improve coverage under the Federal Old-Age,
Survivors, and Disability Insurance System and to remove
hardships and inequities, improve the financing of the trust
funds, and provide disability benefits to additional individuals
under such system; to provide grants to States for medical
care for aged individuals of low income; to amend the public
assistance and maternal and child welfare provisions of the
Social Security Act; to improve the unemployment com
pensation provisions of such Act; and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 That this Act, divided into titles and sections according to
4 the following table of contents, may be cited as the "Social
5 Security Amendments of 1960".
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1

TITLE I-COVERAGE

2

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR MINISTERS TO ELECT COVERAGE

3

SEC. 101.

(a) Clause

(B)

of section 1402 (e) (2)

4 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to time
5 for filing waiver certificate)

is amended by striking out

6 "1956" and inserting in lieu thereof "19,59".
7

(b)

Section 1402 (e) (3)

of such Code (relating to

8 effective date of certificate) is amended to read as follows:
9

" (3) (2) (A)

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CERTIFICATE.

10

A certificate filed pursuant to this subsection shall be ef

11

fective for the taxable year immediately preceding the

12

earliest taxable year for which, at the time the certificate

13

is filed, the period for filing a return (including any ex

14

tension thereof) has not expired, and for all succeeding

15

taxable years.

16

section shall be (3)ife-veeftbe-."- irrevocabile.

An election made pursuant to this sub

7
1

"(B) Notwithstanding the first sentence of sub

2

paragraph (A), if an individual filed a certificate

3

on or before the date of enactment of this sub

4

paragraph which (but for this subparagraph) is

5

effective only for the first taxable year ending after

6

1956' and all succeeding taxable years, such cer

7

tificate shall be effective for his first taxable year

8

ending after 1955 and all succeeding taxable years

9

if

10

"(i) such individual fliles a supplemental

11

certificate after the date of enactment of this

12

subparagraphand on or before April 15, 1962,

13

"(ii) the tax under section 1401 in respect

14

of all such individual's self-employment income

15

(except for underpayments of tax attributable

16

to errorsmade in good faith), for his first taxable

.17

year ending after 1955 is paid on or befoire

18

April 15, 1962, and

19

"(iii) in any case where refund has been

20

made of any such tax which (but for this sub

21

paragraph) is an overpayment;,,the amount re

22

funded (including any interest paid under sec

23

tion 6611) is repaid on or before April 1.5,

24

1,9362.

8
1

The provisions of section 65401 shall not apply to

2

any payment or repayment described in

3

paragraph."

4

this sub

(c) Section 1402 (e) of such Code is further amended
5by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

6

" (5)

OPTIONAL PROVISION FOR CERTAIN CER

7

TIFICATES FILED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 15, 1962.-Tn

8

any case where an individual has derived earnings, in

9

any taxable year ending after 1954 and before 1960,

10

from the performance of service described in subsection

11

(c) (4) , or in subsection (c) (5)

12

to the enactment of this paragraph) insofar as it related

13

to the performance of service by an individual in the

14

exercise of his profession as a Christian Science practi

15

tioner, and has reported such earnings as self-employ

16

ment income on a return filed on or before the date of

17

the enactment of this paragraph and on or before the

18

due date prescribed for fi~ling such return (including any

19

extension thereof)

(as in effect prior

-

20

" (A) a certificate filed by such individual (or

21

a fiduciary acting for such individual or his estate,

22

or his survivor within the meaning of section 205
23

(c) (1) (C) of the Social Security Act) after the

24

date of the enactment of this paragraph and on or

25

before April 15, 1962, may be effective, at the eleo

9
1

tion of the person filing such certificate, for the first

2

taxable year ending after 1954 and before 1960

3

for which such a return was filed, and for all

4

succeeding taxable years, rather than for the period

5

prescribed in paragraph (3), and

6

" (B) a certificate filed by such individual on

7

or before -the date of the enactment of this

8

paragraph which (but for this subparagraph) is

9

ineffective for the first taxable year ending after

10

1954 and before 1959 for which such a return was

11

filed shall be effective for such first taxable year,

12

and for all succeeding taxable years, provided a sup

13

plemental certificate is filed by such individual (or

14

a fiduciary acting for such individual or his estate,

15

or his survivor within the meaning of section 205

16

(c) (1) (0) of the Social Security Act) after the

17

date of the enactment of this paragraph and on or

18

before April 15, 1962,

19
20

but only if
" (i) the tax under section 1401 in respect of

21

all such individual's self-employment income (ex

22

cept for underpayments of tax attributable to errors

23

made in good faith), for each such year ending

24

before 1960 in the case of a certificate described in

25

subparagraph (A) or for each such year ending

10
1

before 1959 in the case of a certificate described in

2

subparagraph (B), is paid on or before April 15,

3

1962, and

4

" (ii) in any case where refund has been made

5

of any such tax which (but for this paragraph) is.an

6

overpayment, the amount refunded (including any

7

interest paid under section 6611) is repaid on or

8

before April 15, 1962.

9

The provisions of section 6401 shall not apply to any

10

payment or repayment described in this paragraph."

11

(d) In the case of a certificate or supplemental certifi

12 cate filed pursuant to section 1402 (e) (4)(3) (B) or (5) of
13 the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
14

(1) for purposes of computing interest, the dume

15

date for the payment of the tax under section 1401

16

which is due for any taxable year ending before 1959

17

solely by reason of the filing of a certificate which is

18

effective under such section 1042 (e) (5)(3) (B) or (5)

19

shall be April 15, 1962;

20

(2) the statutory period for the assessment of any

21

tax for any such year which is attributable to the

22

fiing of such certificate shall not expire before the

23

expiration of 3 years from such due date; and

24

(3) for purposes of section 6651 of such Code (re

25

lating to addition to tax for failure to file tax return.),

1

the amount of tax required to be shown on the return

2

shall not include such tax under section 1401.

3

(e) The provisions of section 205 (c) (5) (F) of the

4 Social Security Act, insofa~r as they prohibit inclusion in the
5 records of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
6 of sell-employment income for a taxable year when the return
7 or statement including such income is filed after the time
8 limitation following such taxable year, shall not be applicable
9 to earnings which are derived in any taxable year ending
10 before 1960 and which constitute self-employment income
11

solely by rea-son of the filing of a certificate which is effective

12 under section 1402 (e) (6)(3) (B) or (5) of the Internal
13
14
15

Revenue Code of 1954.
(f) The amendments made by this section shall be
applicable

(except

as

otherwise

specifically

indicated

16 therein) only with respect to certificates (and supplemental
17

certificates) filed pursuant to section 1402 (e) of the Internal

18 Revenue Code of 1954 after the date of the enactment of
19 this Act; except that no monthly benefits under title II of
20 the Social Security Act for the month in which this Act is
21 enacted or any prior month shall be payable or increased, by
22

reason of such amendments, and no lump-sum death payment

23 under such title shall be payable or increased by reason of
24

such amendments in the case of any individual who died prior

25 to the date of the enactment of this Act.

12
1

STATE ANDI LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES

2

Delegation by Governor of Certification Functions

3

SEC. 102. (a) (1) Section 218 (d) (3) of the Social

4

Security Act is amended by inserting

",

or an official of the

5 State designated by him for the purpose," after "the governor
6 of the State".
7

(2)

Section 218 (d) (7)

of such Act is amended

8 by inserting " (or an official of the State designated by him
9 for the purpose) " after "by the governor", and by inserting
10 "c(or the official so designated) " after "if the governor".
11 Employees Transferred From One Retirement System to
12
13

Another
(b) (1) Sectiob 218 (d) (6) (0) of the Social Secu

141 rity Act is further amended by adding at the end thereof
15 the following new sentence: "If, in the case of a separate
16 retirement system which is deemed to exist by reason of
17 subparagraph (A) and which has been divided into two
18 divisions or parts pursuant to the first sentence of this sub
19 paragraph, individuals become members of such system by
20 reason of action taken by a political subdivision after cover
21 age under an agreement under this section has been extended
22 to the division or part thereof composed of positions of indi
23 viduals who desire such coverage, the positions of such indi
24 viduals who become members of such retirement system by
25 reason of the action so taken shall be included in the division

13
1 or part of such system composed of positions of members who
2 do not desire such coverage if (i) such individuals, on the
3 day before becoming such members, were in the division or
4 part of another separate retirement system (deemed to exist
5 by reason of subparagraph

(A)

) composed of positions

6 of members of such system who do not desire coverage under
7 an agreement under this section, and (ii) all of the positions
8

in the separate retirement system of which such individuals
9so become members and all of the positions in the separate

10

retirement system referred to in clause (i) would have been

11

covered by a single retirement system if the State had not

12

taken action to provide for separate retirement systems un

13

der this paragraph."

14

(2) The amendment made by paragraph

(1)

shafl

15

apply in the case of transfers of positions (as described

16

therein) which occur on or after the date of enactment of

17 this Act.

Such amendment shall also apply in the case of

18such transfers in any State which occurred prior to such date,
19

but only upon request of the Governor (or other official

20

designated by him for the purpose) ifiled with the Secretary

21

of Health, Education, and Welfare before July 1, 1961; and,

22

in the case of any such request, such amendment shall apply

23 only with respect to wages paid on and after the date on
24 which such request is ifiled.

14
1
2

Retroactive Coverage
(c) (1) Section 218 (f) (1) of the Social Security Act

3 is amended by striking out all that follows the first semi
4 colon and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "except
5 that such date may not be earlier than the last day of the
6 sixth calendar year preceding the year in 'which such agree
7 ment or modification, as the case may be, is agreed to by
8 the Secretary and the State."
9

(2) Section 218 (d) (6) (A) of such Act is amended

10 by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:
11 "Where a retirement system covering positions of employees
12 of a State and positions of employees of one or more politi
13 cal subdivisions of the State, or covering positions of em.
14 ployees of two or more political subdivisions of the State,
15 is not divided into separate retirement systems pursuant to
16 the preceding sentence or pursuant to subparagraph (C),
17 then the State may, for purposes of subsection (f) only,
18 deem the system to be a separate retirement system with
190 respect to any one or more of the political subdivisions con
20 cerned and, where the retirement system c~overs positions
21 of employees of the State, a separate retirement system with
22 respect to the State or with respect to the State and any
23 one or more of the political subdivisions concerned."
24

(3) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall

*25 apply in the case of any agreement or modification of an

15
1 agreement under section 218 of the Socia~l Security Act
2 which is agreed to on or after January 1, 1960; except that
3 in the case of any such agreement or modification agreed to
4 before January 1, 1961, the effective date specified therein
.5

shall not be earlier than December 31, 1955.

6 ment

made

by

paragraph

(2)

shall

The amend

apply

in

the

7 case of any such agreement or modification which is agreed
8 to on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.
9
10

Policemen and Firemen
(d) Section 218 (p)

of the Social Security Act is

11 amended by inserting "Haw,~aii," after "Georgia,"; and by
12 striking out "Washington, or Territory of Hawaii" and
13

inserting in lieu thereof "Virginia, or Washington".

14 Limitation on States' Liability for Employer
15
16

(and Em

ployee) Contributions in Certain Cases
(e) (1)

Section 218 (e) of the Social Security Act is

17 a-mended by inserting " (1) " immediately after " (e)
18 redesignating paragraphs
19

(1)

and (2)

",

by

as subparagraphs

(A) and (B), respectively, and by adding at the end

20 thereof the following new paragraph:
21

"(2)

Where

22

"(A) an individual in any calendar year performs

23

services to which an agreement under this section is

24

applicable (i) as the employee of two or more political

25

subdivisions of a State or (ii) as the employee of a

1E6

1

State and one or more political subdivisions of such

2

State; and

3

"(B) such State provides all of the funds for the

4

payment of those amounts referred to in paragraph

5

(1) (A) 'which are equivalent to the taxes imposed

6

by section 3111 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

7

with respect to wages paid to such individual for such

8

services; and

9

"(C) the political subdivision or subdivisions in

10

volved do not reimburse such State for the payment

11

of such amounts or, in the case of services described in

12

subparagraph (A) (ii), for the payment of so much

13

of such amounts as is attributable to employment by

14

such subdivision or subdivisions;

15 then, notwithstanding paragraph (1), the agreement under
16 this section with such State may provide (either in the origi
17 nal agreement or by a modification thereof)

that the

18 amounts referred to in paragraph (1) (A) may be computed
19 as though the wages paid to such individual for the services
20 referred to in clause (A) of this paragraph were paid by
21 one political subdivision for services performed in its em
22 ploy; but the provisions of this paragraph shall be applicable
23 only where such State complies with such regulations as
24 the Secretary may prescribe to carry out the purposes of this
25 paragraph. The preceding sentence shall be applicable with

17
1 respect to wages paid after an effective date specified in such
2 agreement or modification, but in no event with respect to
3 wages paid before (7)the flintf
da o the yeai' f6ellowig the
4 yeff ift whieh thi pfaigi--,ph is etooeted, eiw befe the fint fkty
5 of January1, 1957, or before January 1 of the third year pr~e
6 ceding the year in which such agreement or modification is
7 mailed or delivered by other means to the Secretary, which
8 ever such day is the later."
9

(2)

Section 218 (f) (1)

of such Act is amended by

10 striking out "Any agreement" and inserting in lieu thereof
11

"Except as provided in subsection (e) (2), any agreement".

12

Statute of Limitations for State and Local Coverage

13

(f) (1)

Section 218 of the Social Security Act is

14

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

15

subsections:

16
17
18

"Time Limitation on Assessments
"(q) (1)

Where a State is liable for an a-mount due

under an agreement pursuant to this section, such State shall

19 remain so liable until the Secretary is satisfied that the
20

amount due has been paid to the Secretary of the Treasury.

21

" (2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), a State shall not

22 be liable for an amount due under an agreement pursuant to
23

this section, with respect to the wages paid to individuals,

24 after the expiration of the latest of the following periods~
H. R. 12580-2

I18
1

2

3
4

"(A) three years, three months, and fifteen days
after the year in which such wages were paid, or
" (B)

three years after the date on which such

amount became due, or

5

" (C) three years, three months, and fifteen days

6

after the year following the year in which this subsection

7

is enacted,

8 unless prior to the expiration of such period the Secretary
9 makes an assessment of the ai-ount due.
10

" (3)

For purposes of this subsection and section

11

205 (c), an assessment of an a-mount due is made when the

12

Secretary mails or otherwise delivers to the State a notice

13

stating the amount he has determined to be due under an

14

agreement pursuant to this section and the basis for such

15

determination.

16

" (4) An assessment of an amount due made by the

17

Secretary after the expiration of the period specified in para

18 graph (2) shall nevertheless be deemed to have been made
19

within such period if

.20

" (A) before the expiration of such period (or, if

21

it has previously been extended under this paragraph,

22

of such period as so extended) , the State and the

23

Secretary agree in writing to an extension of such period

24.

(or extended period) and, subject to such conditions as

19
I

may be agreed upon, the Secretary makes the assess

2

ment prior to the expiration of such extension; or
" (B) within

3

the

365 days

immediately

pre

(or extended

4

ceding the expiration of such period

5

period) the State pays to the Secretary of the Treasury

6

less than the correct amount due under an agreement

7

pursuant t~o this section with respect to wages paid to

8

individuals in any calendar quarters as members of a cov

9

erage group, and the Secretary of Health, Education, and

10

Welfare makes the assessment, adjusted to take into ac

1i

count the amount paid by the State, no later than the

12

3 65th day after the day the State made payment to the

13

Secretary of the Treasury; but the Secretary of Health,

14

Education, and Welfare shall make such assessment only

1.5

with respect to the wages paid to such individuals in such

16

calendar quarters as members of such coverage group;

17

or

18

" (C) pursuant to subparagraph (A) or (B) of

19

section 2050 (c) (5) he includes in his records an entry

20

with respect to wages for an individual, but only if such

21

assessment is limited to the amount due with respect to

22

such wages and is made within the period such entry

23

could be made in such records under such subparagraph.

24

"(5) If the Secretary allows a claim for a credit or

20
1 refund of an overpayment by a State under an agreement
2 pursuant to this section, with respect to wages paid or alleged
3 to have been paid to an individual in a calendar year for serv
4 ices as a member of a coverage group, arrd if as a. result of
5 the facts on which such allowance is based there is an aniount
6 due from the State, with respect to wages paid to such indi
7 vidual in such calendar year for services performed as a
8 member of a coverage group, for which amount the State
9 is not liable by reason of paragraph (2), then notwithstand
10 ing paragraph (2) the State shall be liable for such amount
11 due if the Secretary makes an assessment of such amount
12 due at the time of or prior to notification to the State of the
13 allowance of such claim.

For purposes of this paragraph

14 and paragraph (6) , interest as provided for in subsection
15
16

(j)

shall not be included in determining the amount due.
" (6) The Secretary shall accept wage reports filed by

17 a State under an agreement pursuant to this section or
18 regulations of the Secretary thereunder, after the expiration
19 of the period specified in paragraph (2) or such period as
20 extended pursuant to paragraph (4), with respect to wages
21 which are paid to individuals performing services as em
22 ployees in a coverage group included in the agreement and
23 for payment in connection with which the State is not liable
24 by reason of paragraph (2), only if the State-

21

1

"(A)

pays to the Secretary of the Treasury the

2

amount due under such agreement with respect to such

3

wages, and

4

" (B)

agrees in writing with the Secretary of

5

Health, Education, and Welfare to an extension of

6

the period

7

spect to wages paid to all individuals performing

8

services as employees in such coverage group in the

9

calendar quarters designated by the State in such wage

10

reports as the periods in which such wages were paid.

11

If the State so agrees, the period specified in paragraph

12

(2), or such period as extended pursuant to paragraph

13

(4), shall be extended until such time as the Secretary

14

notifies the State that such wage reports have been

15

accepted.

16

" (7) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this

17

subsection, where there is an amount due by a State under

18

an agreement pursuant to this section and there has been a

19

fraudulent attempt on the part of an officer or employee of

20

the State or any political subdivision thereof to defeat or

21

evade payment of such amount due, the State shall be liable

22

for such amount due without regard to the provisions of para

specified

in paragraph

(2)

with re

23i graph (2), and the Secretary may make an assessment of

24

such amount due at any time.

22
1
2

"Time Limitation on Credits and Refunds
"(r) (1) No credit or refund of an overpayment by a

3 State under an agreement pursuant to this section with re
4

spect to wages paid or alleged to have been paid to an indi

5 vidual. as a member of a coverage group in a calendar quarter
6 shall be allowed after the expiration of the latest of the fol

7 lowing periods
8

" (A) three years, three months, and fifteen days

9

after the year in which occurred the calendar quarter

10

in which such wages were paid or alleged to have been

11

paid, or

12

" (B) three years after the date the payment which

13

included such overpayment became due under such

14

agreement with respect to the wages paid or alleged to

15

have been paid to such individual as a member of such

16

coverage group in such calendar quarter, or

17
18C

" (C) two years after such overpayment was made
to the Secretary of the Treasury, or

10

"(D) three years, three months, and fifteen days

20

after the year following the year in which this subsection

21

is enacted,

22 unless prior to the expiration of such period a claim for such
23

credit or refund is filed with the Secretary of Health, Educa

24 tion, and Welfare by the State.

23'a
1

"(2) A claim for a credit or refund filed by a State

2 after the expiration of the period specified by paragraph (1)
3 shall nevertheless be deemed to have been filed within such
4 period if
5

" (A) before the expiration of such period (or,

6

if it has previously been extended under this subpara

7

graph, of such period as so extended) the State and

8

the Secretary agree in writing to an extension of such

9

period (or extended period) and the claim is filed with

10

the Secretary by the State prior to the expiration of such

11

extension; but any claim for a credit or refund valid

12

because of this subparagraph shall be allowed only to the

13

extent authorized by the conditions provided for in the

14

agreement for such extension, or

15

" (B) the Secretary deletes from his records an

16

-entry with respect to wages of an individual pursuant

17

to the provisions of subparagraph (A), (B), or (E)

18

of section 205 (c) (5) , but only with respect to the

19

entry so deleted.

20
21

"Review by Secretary
"(s) Where the Secretary has made an assessment of

22 an amount due by a State under an agreement pursuant to
23 this section, disallowed a State's claim for a credit or refund
24

of an overpayment under such agreement, or allowed a

24.
1 State a credit or refund of an overpayment under such

2 agreement, he shall review'such assessment, disallowance,
3 or allowance if a written request for such review is filed
4 with him by the State within 90 days (or within such further
5 time as he may allow) after notification to the State of such
6 assessment, disallowance, or allowance. On the basis of the
7 evidence obtained by or submitted to the Secretary, he shall
8 render a decision affirming, modifying, or reversing such
9 assessment, disallowance, or allowance.

In notifying the

10 State of his dlecision, the Secretary shall state the basis
11 theref or.
12
13

"Review by Court
"(t) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this

14 title any State, irrespective of the amount in controversy,
15 may file, within two years after the mailing to such State of
16 the notice of any decision by the Secretary pursuant to sub
17 section (s) affecting such State, or within such further time
18 as the Secretary may allow, a civil action for a redetermnina
19 tion of the correctness of the assessment of the amount due.
20 the disallowance of the claim for a refund or credit, or
21 the allowance of the refund or credit, as the case may be,
22 with respect to which the Secretary has rendered such deci
23 sion. Such action shall be brought in the district court of
24 the United States for the judicial district in which is located
25 the capital of such State, or, if such action is brought by an

25
1 instrumentality of two or more States, the principal office
2 of such instrumentality.
3

The judgment of the court shall

be final, except that it shall be subject to review in the

4 same manner as judgments of such court in other civil
5 actions. Any action filed under this subsection shall survive
6 notwithstanding any change in the person occupying the
7 office of Secretary or any vacancy in such office.
8

"(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 2411 of

9 title 28, United States Code, no interest shall accrue to a
10 State after final judgment with respect to a credit or refund
11 of an overpayment made under an agreement pursuant to
12 this section.
13

" (3) The first sentence of section 2414 of title 28,

14

United States Code, shall not apply to final judgments

15 rendered by district courts of the United States in civil
16 actions filed under this subsection.

In such cases, the pay

17 ment of a-mounts due to States pursuant to such final judg
18 ments shall be adjusted in accordance with the provisions of
19 this section and with regulations promulgated by the
20 Secretary."
21

(2) Section 205 (c) (5) (F) of such Act is amended to

22 read as follows:
23
24
25

"(F) to conform his records to
" (i) tax returns or portions thereof (including
information returns and other written statements)

26~
1

filed with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

2

under title VIII of the Social Security Act, under

3

subchapter E of chapter 1 or subchapter A of chap

4

ter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939, under

5

chapter 2 or 21 of the Internal Revenue Code of

6

1954, or under regulations made under authority

7

of such title, subchapter, or chapter;

8

(i)wage reports filed by a State pursuant

9

to an agreement under section 218 or regulations

10

of the Secretary thereunder; or

11

" (iii) assessments of amounts due under an

12

agreement pursuant to section 218, if such assess

13

ments are made within the period specified in sub

14

section (q) of such section, or allowances of credits

15

or refunds of overpayments by a State under an

16

agreement pursuant to such section;

17

except that no amount of self-employment income of an

18

individual for any taxable year (if such return or state

19

ment was filed after the expiration of the time limitation

20

following the taxable year) shall be included in the

21

Secretary's records pursuant to this subparagraph;".

22

(3) (A) The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and

23

(2) shall become effective on the first day of the second cal

24 endar year following the year in which this Act is enacted.

27
1

(B) In any case in which the Secretary of Health,

2 Education, and Welfare has notified a State prior to the
3 beginning of such second calendar year that there is an
4 amount due by such State, that such State's claim for a
5 credit or refund of an overpayment is disallowed, or that such

6 State has been allowed a credit or refund of an overpayment,
7 under an agreement pursuant to section 218 of the Social Se
8 curity Act, then the Secretary shall be deemed to have made
9 an assessment of such amount due as provided in section
10 218 (q) of such Act or notified the State of such allowance
11 or disallowance, as the case may be, on the first day of such
12 second calendar year. In such a case the 90-day limitation
13 in section 218 (s)

of such Act shall not be applicable

14 with respect to the assessment so deemed to have been made
15

or the notification of allowance or disallowance so deemed to

16 have been given the State. However, the preceding sen
17 tences

of this

subparagraph

shall not

apply if the

18 Secretary makes an assessment of such amount due or noti
19

fies the State of such allowance or disallowance on or after

20 the first day of the second calendar year following the

21 year in which this Act is enacted and within the period
22

specified in section 218 (q) of the Social Security Act or the

23

period specified in section 218 (r) of such Act, as the case

24 may be.
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1

Municipal and County Hospitals

2

(g) Section 218 (d) (6) (B) of the Social Security Act

3

is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

4 sentence: "If a retirement system covers positions of em
5

ployees of a hospital which is an integral part of a political

6 subdivision, then, for purposes of the preceding paragraphs
7

there shall, if the State so desires, be deemed to be a separate

8

retirement system for the employees of such hospital."

9

Validation of Coverage for Certain Mississippi Teachers

10

(h) For purposes of the agreement under section 218

11

of the Social Security Act entered into by the State of Mis

12

sissippi, services of teachers in such State performed after

13 February 28, 1951, and prior to October 1, 1959, shall be
14

deemed to have been performed by such teachers as em

15

ployees of the State.

16

preceding sentence means

17

The term "teacher" as used in the

(1) any individual who is licensed to serve in the

18

capacity of teacher, librarian, registrar, supervisor, prin

19

cipal, or superintendent and who is principally engaged

20

in the public elementary or secondary school system of

21

the State in any one or more of such capacities;

22

(2) any employee in the office of the county super

23

intendent of education or the county school supervisor,

29
1

or in the office of the principal of any county or munici

2

pal public elementary or secondary school in the State;

3

and

4

(3) any individual licensed to serve in the ca

5

pacity of teacher who is engaged in any educational

6

capacity in any day or night school conducted under

7

the supervision of the State department of educa

8

tion as a part of the adult education program provided

9

for under the laws of Mississippi or under the laws of

10
11
12
13

the United States.
(8)JUSTICES

OF THE PEA GE AND

CONSTABLES

IN THIE

STATE OF NEBRASKA

(i) Notwithstanding any provision of section 218 of

14 the Social Security Act, the agreement with the State Of
15 Nebraska entered into pursuant to such section may, at the
16 option of such State, be modified so as to exclude services
17 performed within such State by individuals as justices of
18

the peace or constables, if such individuals are compensated

19 for such services on a fee basis. Any modification of such
20 agreement pursuant to this subsection shall be effective with
21 respect to services performed -afteran effective date specified in
22 such modification, except that such date shall not be earlier
23' than the date of enactment of this Act.

1
2

(9)TEACHERS

IN THE STATE OF MUAINE

(j) Section 316' of the Social Security Amendments of

3 1958 is amended by striking out "July 1, 1960" and insert
4 ing in lieu thereof "July 1, 1961".
5
6

(10)CERTAIN

EMPLOYEES

IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

(k) Notwithstanding any provision of section 218 of the

7 Social Security Act, the agreement with the State of CaliS fornia heretofore entered into pursuant to such section may,
9

at the option of such State be modified, at any time prior to

10 1962, pursuant to subsection (c) (4) of such section 218 so
11

as to apply to services performed by any individual who, on

12 or after January 1, 1957, and on. or before December 31,

13 1959, was employed by such State (or any political subdil
14 vision thereof) in any hospital emnployee's position which, on
15

September 1, 195-4, was covered by a retirement system, but

16

which, prior to 1960, was removed from coverage by such

17

retirement system if

18

(1) after January 1, 1957, but before January1,

19

1960, such individual has, in his capacity as an employee

20

in such a position, participated in a referendum con

21

ducted in accordance with the requirements contained in

22

subsection (d) (3) of such section, and

23

(2) prior to July 1, 1960, such State has, in good

24

faith, paid to the Secretary of the Treasury, with respect

25

to any of the services performed by such individual in

31

1

any such position, the sums prescribed pursuant to sub

2

section (e) (1) of such section 218.

3 Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection

(f) of such

4 section 218, such modification shall be effective with respect to
5 (A) all services performed by such individual in any such
6 position on or after the date of enactment of this subsection,
7

and (B) all such services, performed before such date, with

8 respect to which such State has paid to the Secretary of the
9 Treasury the sums prescribed pursuant to subsection (e) of
10 such section 218, at the time or times established pursuant to
11 such subsection.
12 (1

1)INCLUSION

OF TEXAS

AMONG

STATES

WHICH ARE

13-

PERMITTED TO DIVIDE THEIR RETIREMENT

14

INTO

15

SOCIAL SECURITY

16

AGREEMENT

17

(1) Section 218(d) (6) (C) of the Social Security

TIVO

PARTS

FOR

PURPOSES

COVERAGE

OF

SYSTEMS

OBTAINING

UNDER FEDERAL-STATE

18 Act is amended by inserting "Texas," before "Vermont".

19

(12)E*-:TBSiE9N OF THE1 PROGhk

20
21

TO 6UAM AND

AE]eNSM
13

-(*)-(Ay-(a)

T4)-~e flex* to~the IeA~ setenee of

22 seetion 202(i)- of the S~eeWi

Seetfiy A4e

23 strfiini out "!Puter4a IieeT or' the V~fii

is aenRedIe

by

isleffids" ffd

Iin

24 seftin~in~Kiett he-eef ~4e Ceffflneii&L of Puierzte Iieeq
25 the Vfgin island~s, Gua&m e* Arme*4en Some&!!.
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1

seetien 202 (i)- is

{B)T e 1os4 sefitefee of su&el

2 ftfeie

by stihi

eta L

fty4 sueh Sgtffe&, of the Distfiei

3 O~f GOtfiuobift- faRd ifisef-tifg if' lIe

thefeof 'u4y Satelt"

4

-(2±+Seetion 4-04-(d)- of the Seeia~Seettfit-y Act Amend

5

ffetits of 49-50 atfd seetion &-(e)-(--) of the SoeejA Seetifiy

6 4A4e Amendei

et~s of 4-92 ftfe efth eaiiended by- stfilifg eAt

7 "PAtefte 1~~of die Xlifg i*Islands' oiid ifteeeting ift liet
8

thef-of i4hO (Commweehh of Nker-to Rieo-, 4ie -N7ifgi+

9 ]slaads, Guef~fl, or Afnaieaftel
10

4b* Seetiof

Saffkos.

2O3 (4)- of the Socia

Seettyity Act is

o.+efided by st-i~kifig ota ~"t eio Rieo-, of the Apif
12 islands" effd inseftingt ift lIe therfeo 1the Cofmrnonwealt of

11

the Vifgift islands,

Guam,

f

Am ere

13

Ate~ft7 o IRiee

14

Saffift" affd by stfikiog eaft 4kiefto Rico a**ad the LV~ifgin

15

isleads" a&a inseftieg inu liet thefreof 'the Cofffnmonwe&lt

16

Aterto Rwieo

17

Samoa".

1s
19

20
21

the Vzifgiff Islefi~ds, Gjkaffib

of

fmad Afoefieati

-(4*Seetion 2I4-(a)-(-7)- of s1*el AAt is smended to Fead
as follows:~

'1(--) Sefviee jpei4efaed ilf the em*ploy of a State-

Off

anty politiea1 subdiision thereof, oiF any fswntay

22

~ofany ote of mofeofthefor-egon

23)

owined thereby- exeept thatt th

24

a-pply iftthe ease of

whieh is whelh
hsaam
ohl not
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1
2
3
4
5

.~-~-(A.) seenee inelude4. ade* ea agreemfen ifw
def seetieft 24-8-,
"(B) sef',ee

w4ieh,

adef subseeetion -(k)-,

eonsitutes eoivefe4 f~p~fif

serviee, of

L±-(C- sef-viee if th~e emcpl.&y of thre Goeoenmeff

6

Of Gutffm o* the Gee~nF of A-~ifeefieo

7

effiy politieal subi4visi

8

mfentftlity of a-Hy

9

is who4

OHOe

See of

thefeof, of of an*y instfti

of~ mofe of the fereggekg whiek

owed Teb ebypefforme

by

ea Afee
of the

10

of emfployee the-eof -(-kekadifg a fentefib

11

legislatuffe of any stweh Go~vemmwfeft o* politieeA

12

sttbdivisieft)-, offd4- for puiposes of this title
'--(-) any per-son whose seiwiee as saseh an

13

emfpleyee is noet eovefed by a fetk1e

14

offee*

15

mneft systems established by a law of the U~nited

16

Staes shal Hot-, with f-espeet to sueh senviee, be

17

f-egafded as an*ofieef of employee of the Untited

18

States of ffliy ageney of isfaet

19

anfd

20

~.5L(i4

Of

the .:em"'2er-ati'

yteef

fef gefvO

de

21

sei4bed int elense - (in)eluding fees paid to a

22

pablie o4fieivA1

23

paid by the G efei
HI. R. 12580-3

shall be deemed to have been
of Gna

or the
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1

Govermfiep of Arntefieaft Satiie or by a politi

2

eal suwhdi-Aisoi thereo for-f
an

3

anty onfe or mere of the for-egoing whiel is

4

wholl

5

pyriate;Z.

owled thereby, whiehever is appro

6

-)-Seetion

7

-(--by etfifkig oa lif

9

4-)-9+by st*4king o

10

stfttffenttlity- of

24- (-a)- of sueh -Aetis farther-a-ended
at the end of paragraph

the pe

a teend of para-&

graph -(1-7-) anRd inserting in hett thereof a seff eolefl, anfd

11

-(a)

12

parafgr-faph:

13

by adding aft th-e eRd thereof the fellewing new

IL-14%) Servi~ee per-formied in± Guaif by at resident of

14

t~

15

Re~publie of t-~ Philppine

eweaf

asaa

wh4e4

in Guam oa a

alien~admitt~ed to

16

Guam

17

1 mifigraftiont anfd Nationality Aet -(-8 U.-S.C I401-(a)

19

pufsaanti to seetioni10
44}(ai) (

-- t4ii-)

of the

(e)-Seetion 240-(-h)- of sueh A-et is amfended to reatd

20 asfollows:*
21
22

"State
~

-(4)

The termf 'State' ineliudes the ~Distfiet of Ginba

23 the Cffnfwa

of Puer-to Rieeo

24 Gtiamy an:d Amieriea-n Saiinoa,.

the Vingi

slands,
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1

-()Seeti~on

20()

seh

Ai

a-mendedto featd

2 as follows:~
"±fitedStates

3

T-4
he teizifi ':Uftited SteAes' when

4

5 gfaphiea sense
6 the Cfme

seed ift a gee

ei~ieas the Stfttes, thie PDistfet of C-oeittiia,
eefh

A-eeito Rieo-, the Vifg i~slands,

7 Ga&En al itfd Anr*erieaa Samea."
8

-* -(4-)Seeieft2h(-a) of eteh Aetisamended by

9 stfikiig

Oeta

the pe-iod att the end of pai-agia-p

10 ser-ting if lien ther~e f

-(7.) and ifn

atdL-, anfd by insem-inig after

11 -pafagfaph -(-.) the fellowing new pafagfatph.-
12

q.-48.) T~ie tem~i 'possession of the Unfited States' as

13

nsed ift seetions 91 -(rela-ting to inteofe from soufees

14

within

15

lating to eitieiis of possioso the United States)- of

16

th+e Intemal Rev-efte Code of 4q54 shall be deemed noet

17

to iftelnude the Vifgin Islands, Guan+,

18

Samoa.

19

-(2-) Clauses -(*-Nand4 -(vi) in the last seintenee of see

osesfn of the

fthited S~tates)- antd 9

-(We

of Afaer-ieaa

20 tion 244-(a)- of sntek Ae are eateh amended by stfiking out
21 4cpa-mgmV6h -(4)- thfonigh -f)~and inser-tifg int lien thefe

23

-(.) Seetion 244-(.b.) of sueh A-et is am~fended by str4iikg
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4
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5 v~il!griti b-a++ftid

Gutifaa Of AMfieiaf Saffoa shal Hot-, fe* the
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8
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eniploynmenft)

is affliefded by striking out the -pefiod at the
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22 tien of State, TJ4iited States, anfd eitizep)- is affended to F-ea
23

felos

24

±i{4

J

25 poses of this eha-pter

T--

$ST-AE

AN~D OfqIZ

.- ~~

l

41

1

i

}ST-ATE.

2 he tefm. iStale~influkdes the
T
Disri~et

2

of celumbiae he ConfeteMof Puertieo- he

3

V9 iFgki slan~ds, Gua~,ftff~d Amefieaii ga-moea

4

"~(2 U3wrTED STATES.

he te~ 'Ufifte4 States'

5

whieflUsed in

6

weaflth of Ptiefte Riee,, the Vh4gi

7

Amlefieafl S~maffb.

eg-ahe4sesftkdsteCeff
Guaflld5
affd

8 Aft ifidividual whe is a eitizenl of the Cewe-iwa
9 Th*ere Rie-o +~btA no ethefwise ft eitL-ei

of

of the United

10 States)- shell be eoosidered, fof puifpeses of this seetieft e's
11 at eitizefi of the 'United States."
12

-(q)--(-)- 84~ehaptef C¶ of ehaptei -24 of sueh Code -(-gen

13 er-4 provisions feeinting to ta-x timdef Feder-a1 insarftnee Cos
14

tribiitioefl A~et) is amiefded by redesigsntifig seetion 4-3-2- as

15 seetien 3426, ftnd by inseiting eftfer seetion 8124 the fo;
16 lowing new seetion-:
17

!~SEC. 835- BET-URNS IN TIIE CASE O~F GOVE'RNMEN T AT

18

19

EPOE

~

-44-

IN GUAM AND AMERIAN SAMOA.

The rettim~anfd paymfent of the taxes im

20 posed b~y this ehaptef- on th~e ineomfe of ifdivduads who
21 aife offeer-s of emiployees of the Govemnment of G'uam of
22 ainy politieal sudiision ther-eo of of atny iIst~niefttftty
23 of aniy- one of *nore of the feregoing whieh is wholly ownled
24 thereby, and those imposed on stieh Goeeemnnent of politieal
25

stibdi-i~sion of if*tsfI&mentality with iespeet to having stiek

42
1

iiidividuias ift its emploey, maiy be matfde by the Gve~nio of

2

Gtiaftf of ~by sffeh agen~ts fts h-e may designette. The pemean

3 mafkiftg sffeh fetftfR ffftz- f~ covncc
4

ftake paymfents 4f the t

e4 aas~

im~posed tide~seetion -34-14 with

5 r'espeet te the sefie-e 4f saeh in-adiidals withotA f-ega~d te
6 the $4,8O0 lifinitaotie iff seetieat 3I244aft)-(W.

7

~

-- 4-Af~~ NS~*meA.-Th~e iretinra and paymfenit of

8 the taxes iimposed by this ehapt i- en th~e iOfm

mift

9 vidtabs wheo fffe offieers of einployees 4~thre Geeeninef4 of
10 Aiier-eptf

Saftio

ef aiii psltiead stibdivisieni thefe4 eif 4

11 ani- ifstfFteetalit- 4f aiiy ene of~fao-e 4f the fef~egeiag
12

hieh s wYhelly ewned thefeby, and theose ifinposed enf si~eh

13 Goer~enieitt of pelitiea1 snbdi4sfien oi ifnsuimentality wi~th
14

irespeet to ba~4ng stieh ifidi,4dhaes in its einp~oy- fmay be

15

mad~e by the Goemei

of4 Amerieftn SainE~a er-by stteh agefits

16 ats he mfay designate. The person fneiing stiek fetilff may-,
17 foiF covncc
18

22

nstain makle paymfents of the ta*k

ifinpesed undef seetien 34-I4 with f-esjpeet te the ser-vie 4f

19 stwk individtial

21

4of

witheott -fegard te the $4,8O0 limtitatien in

+(2}+The tftble 4f seetiens feif stiee

subehapter-

4

is

ffmended by stfiviing out
1iseer

9425. Shoet title."

23 anid 4tsefifisg in liea thereeeP
1
ASeer

3126 Retuns it* the ease 4 gee-tm-iempleyees

43
1
2

-9-(4} Seetion 6205-{f4 of sueh Code 4r-elatifg to

adjustment of ta*-) is amended by adding at the end4 thereo

3 the following new psaFgraph4
4

aI43)

G+R4M EOR AM0ERleAN SAMO0A AS EMIPLOYERTL

5

4-or purfposes of this sabseetien, inthe ease of renianera

6

Pien reeiewe during anfy eatlendar year froff the Govern

7

menft of Guan+, the Geverfnmenft of Amferiea-n Stamoa 5, fb

8

pelitieal S~dti-,siont of either, or an isruetaiy

9

any one or mere of the foregoing whiek is whelit ewned

of

10

thereby, the Goitrtor of Gtiaffi the Goiemrn

11

eant samea aend eaeh atgen3

12

makies a returfn pur-suant to seetionf 34-2-& shal be deemfed

13

a separate emjployer-.

14

-(4) Seetion 641344(a)-

desgnte

of Amem4

by eithe wh-o

of steek Code -(r-elatinig

to

15 adjustment of tan)- is atmended by ad~ding at the end4 thereof
16the fo
17

woving new patragrafph-*

Ha-GUAM

eR

AMNWI3IHAN

SAMOA

-AS EM

18

pioE.Ff

ptifpses of this subseetion, iii the ease

19

of .- fm~ft'-t2Lo 1

20

frma the Governmenit of Gttantl

21

Armeniean Samoa1, a pohitieal4 su-bdi-vsien of either-, or

r-eeeved dur-ing an~y ealendtr- year
the Governmfentt of

23 goiftg whisk is wholly owied therebyt the Governof
24

of Guam, the Gtrverao

25

agn

esg

e

of Amferiefan Samoa1, andt oaeh

by either who makes a retarn purf

-44
1

siuaa

to seetion ~42

2

empleyer,"

3

-(43)

shal

be deemed a sepafate

Seetion 6413-(e) (-2*)of stieh Gode

(i-elating to

4 applieability of speeie4 flues to ee-r-aift..employmneft tftxes)
5 is amfended by addift at the end ther-eo the fellowifi

-Hew

6spagrps
7

" ~(P1)

GOVEH3i:.;ENT*f7 E2ILYE

I-&

-

8

In the easie of r-emnenr-ation f-eeeived from the GE'P

9

emment of Gttfamf of anyl

pohitieal suibdivisioft thereof

10

off ffo&m f&uy

11

forfegoini

12

ealeluda yeau2 , the Geveffmefit of Guaa

13

designated by himf who mafkes afetlu
r-w

14

seetion 8125~(a)- sha4l1, fff ptwposes of this stibseetieii

15

be deemied a separate efnployer

16

finsrmnai

of an*y ofte of

ififlor

of the

whieh is wholly owned thereby, dttrinuu aRy

i4+GVRfMT-

and eaeh ageiA
pfffsuaf4 to

~,PORS N

17

s~me*-4n!i the ease of f-eufnerfattin r-eeeiwed from

18

the Goemeftt of Amnerieall Samoae

19

sdivisieft t-her-eo of from any iaetufimentg~iy of any

20

ofte of fner-e of the for-eoif

whie

21

ther~eby, dtfiuug anfiy ealefida

yeau 2 -, the Goveu~me

22

Amerieftn Samoae and efteh agen designated by him who

23

mafkesa ftrettifa puf-stant to seetiou* 34-26-(-b.)-

24

ptHposes of this suhbseetioii he deemed a separate em

25

-ployen"

of

any. pelitieal

is wholly ovffed
of

fef

45
1

-(4)

Th~e heading of steb seetien

644-3-(e) (-2*)is

2 affiended by stiiking out

~

3

FOREIGN COIRORnATJ-ONS" and it+,eRfgg in

lieifthe-eof ",FM

4

PEOYERS~ 0f' GEfRT*N

6

-(s) Seetion 7,M=

FORIGNO+

eOF~'~
GERkN

CORPORATIONS, AND~GE

of sueb Codle (-(elating to uffauthe*

8 su*bseetion -4)-" as eseetien -(e)- and by insefting after
9 subseetien -(4- the, fellowing new subseetion=:
10
11

'±4)

ESeLes+RES BY CERTAIN DBEEGATH

RETARY.All f

eP SE-e

.4son of lkw relating to the dielesunfe

12 of infermatient7 a-Rd all pirovisions of law relating to penalties

14 plieable in r-espeet

of a-ay funetion undertn

title when

15

performffed by an offleer of employee of the Treasur-y

16

pertinent a-re likewise applieable in r-espeet of stieb funetion

17

when performed by any per-son who is a 'delegate' iiithin

)e-.

18 th-e meaning of seetient 7701-(a)- (12)--(B),
19
20

22

-()

Seetien

-77O4(a) (14-2 of stiek Godle -(relating to

definitien of delegate)- is amended to read as follws-i

£ (A)~IN*EiENinA.

The term 'See~et&ry or

23

his delegate' means the Seerety of the Treasury,

24

of any offeer, employee, of ageney of the Treasy

25

Dprmn

duly antherised by the- Seeretary

46
fidfeed by on

1dieey,

efeo

oefedeega

fiefts of ati+her-ity)- to peffefmf 4ie fitnetion men

2
3

4efed of desefibed int the eefitest aftd the tefffl ~of

4

h~is delegate' wheni wued int eontneetion with aniy

3

e4hef offieial of the United States shall be sifiniai~e

6

eonsti-tted

7

iL4-B+ PEnRFORM-LNcE OF CERTfN FUeT-IE)NO
SAMe*-A.he

tef

4delee

8

*N

9

gateL, in faeletion to the pegefmonfee of funtioneefs in

10

Giuan of Affiefieff Sefoa with f-espeet to the taiies

11

iffipesed by ehaptei-s -2 and 24-, also ineludes a"y

12

ofe~e ef

1a

agentey of the United States, efof any pseso

14

thereof, dul &uthofied by the Seer-etar-y

15

of indieetly by onte of ffOfeOeeeaioso

16

i)-to peffe~

17

UA

OR AeM -RC;-k

employee of any othief deamn.of

&eetiy,
uhr

steh funetiens"

-(a-Seetioin 80 of the Or-ganie ,Aet of 4Giat

-(48

18 U.S.C. see 44241i)- is amended by insefting bef Sf0 the
19 pefied a the enid thef-eo
20

the following:~

e~eept that

nlothing i thi Aet shall be eeonstfued to apply to any taR

21 imposed by ehaptef 2 of 24 of the liatefnal R~evenue Goe&
22

23

of .964!.

(v)IH4
(1)

he aedensmade by smbseetion -(a shol

24 apply only with f-espeet to feinteifmefits aftef the dlate of the
25

eoefen

this Aet

!The amfimnsmade by subsee

47
1 ton
2

+b*

*

sha

oly

it

resjpeet to sefviee fpei4ofmed afte 19.6 0; exeejpt flhat iinsof

3 as the e~iffying on of a trade of b siess-(e-ohef than pe*
4 fefmanee of sefviee as an emfployee)- is eonieemed, sueh
5 aedens

hell apply on~ly in the ease of taomble years
6 beiiinn
ar 190.

7 tios 4~and-,~

Te afiefi~ie

adsfea

by siabsee

eft 4*shall piythlfeits

8 to sef-viee Vei4ofmed aeft-

1960. T1hve amnm

repeet

smade by

9 stthseetietis -(I) and -() shall apply onily ini the ease of tax
10 able iyeafs

e

f

ft

11 by subseetionts
12

96

Teaedleismade

-(-r)+an
aiiii-~~- shall apply ontly

with fespeet to -(4)- seiwiee in the employ of the Go,,ef

13 mfent of Gttm of anly pohltiea4 siubdi-vision tlhefeof, of aniy
14 ifistffinetality of anly onte of mofe of thfe fofegoing wholly
15

owned thereby, whieh is pe*4efffed afte* 943,0 affii aftef the

16 eandaid

qnafte ftj

whieh the Seefe fafy of th~e T-reasffry

17 r-eeeives a ee~ftiPeation by th+e Goveffo~o Guftfn that le-gis
18 lation hase been enae ed by the Gove-F'nMent1
19 iiw, its desiie to ha-ve the ins

eeeSystem established by 4ite

20 1I of the Soeial Seetrity Aet eitede
21

of Oiiam e-.,pfess

employees of stieh G'ovef~fenft andi

to the offieefs anfd

steh politieal subdit4

22 sionfs and ifitfafqentalities, antd -(2-) sen-iee in the, employ of
23 the 0'ovem~mefft of Amfefiean Samoae

of anty politiea-l sbdi

24 vzision thereof, of anfy instramefitality of any onie of m~eofe
25 the fefegoing wholl ownie thefeby, wh-ieh is peffonRed aft-ef

48
1 4-96 and aftfef the eaknida

qnaitef in whieh the Seer-etafay

2

of the Tiesasi~y -eeei-es et eertifieatieft by the Gwemo~ni

3

Affer4eaa Samoae that the Goweffiefft of -Amfefiean Sfamoa

4

4esir-es to h~iwe the kisufanee system estab14~hed by sueh titl

of

5 14 e~tended to the offeem-s eand employees of stteh Goefem
sttek poltieal stib4ivisioiis and instrumfintaities.

6 mient andt

7 The affendmefits fnad

by subseetions -(g

antd -(4)- shft4

8 apply oflyin the eese of toaable years beinnfte*-" 960

10

seetion 99

11

ViF4gA1

of the ifitefna Rei-efue Gode of

lslands

fef

ptb-pEoses

of

12 Gode aftd seetiefi 244 of the Soeia
13 a-fii
14 yer
15

2

of

stteh

Seeum-ty A-et- sewh

eii~feit-s shllA h6e effeetive ii± the ease of all tana-ble
wit

respec

to whieh stieh eha-pte~ 2 -(aRd eefe

spend ing provisiens of pri~oi law)-fftand eh seetion 244

16 atpplieeble.
17

eha-ptef

9-954 to the

The amendments madfte b~y subseetiefif 4+j,

ftfe

fs}

fl4 t* shA4 taje efeet eft the date of the enaetmeft of this

18 A-et- aAdth-e ftre aitheiizedtohbe fprrit
effm

stue-h stms

19

as mfay he neeessafy fff the

eeby anly oeflef

20

employee of fiffetions delegated to him by the S4eretfeey

21

of the Tf-easwry inl aeeoiidanee with the efieden.mad-e by

22 etteh3 s seetion t-(W
23

.{2+) The oeimetsmade -by stibseetiefs -(a)

and

24 -(a) shal ha-N,-e a-pplieatioa only as e~ressly pre~ided thef e
25 in-, and detem*4natio

as -towhether-an o~ffieei of emfpleyee

49
1 ef he GoennefA

fGuam ofthe Goemftof Ame-i

2 eane Samee op any pe4itiea

wbidivision the-eef, of of anly

3 aAnmeitliyofa-Hy oneofmre of the feregoing whieh is
4 wholly owned they-eby, is an employee of the U"ited States
5 ef afy ageneyof nttet*yte-ow

i

h

6 of any provisionof law ot afeetedby stieh ennmn
7 shall be made witheot any infefenees dfiwn k-om stleh

9

-(3*) The repei -(by s~bseetion -(j)-(4)-)

of seetion

10 2419 of the Seejal Seenatiy A++t- and the

-(miaio
-by

11 s~sheetiens *e)- #()-,-(hi- )-,(- 2.)- anfd -(j)-(3) )- of other
12 pr~sosof seeh -Aet makding refer-enee to saeh seetion
13 2~shoal not be eoeistrued as eha-nging Of otherwise affeetifg
14 the effeetive dlate speeified in sueh seetion for the ei~tension
15

to the Comrmofwak' of INierto Rieo of th-e ifssnranee sy-s

16

tem afdert4&llof suhA-et-,the fnanerofreieune

17 of sette extensian., or the statuis of anty individuef1 with respeet
18 to whom the resiosso elki iated are apjplieale.
19
20
21
22

(13)Doeeoes ep m~meiN
gSoe 104- -(a)-{-)- geetieii 244-(e) (-5)- of the Soeea
-eenrity A-et isa amended to read as Wolws
af4-T~!Ihe pe-emneof sefiee by an indiviu

23

in the eaer-eise of his profession as a Chiistian Seienee

24

praetitioner722
H. RI. 12580-A4

50

1

-(2+ Seetion 244-(e)- of sateh Aet is fniffhe amended

2 by striking out the lost two seuteenees anid ii er-tin

in liett

3 thereof th~e fOllowifig
4 ±LTIe provsins ofprfg-ph 44* of
5 to ser--ee -thef lifn

shallnotapply

seniee perfeffe by-a member of a

6 Fehigftus orde+ who hoes tatke- a now of povefty as a mneflier
7 ofsuehor-der)e4opmedby f-ft idivi~dtifmg the prefid
8 fof whieh a ee~tifreate
9 of theiier-ne

10

-(-b*) Seetief

4 1e4

evoeiteGo

by him under seetion 4402-(e.)
4-9
of

"is ifteffee&

210(a)H-6) (C) -(iv-

of

sifeh

A-et

is

11 amfetided by stfiliing out Al dhf follows "1947." afid insert
12 mfg if* lieH thereof L-(-elatt*+g toE eei-tai~n st-udeint employees of
13 hospitals of the Feder-a! Governent-; 6 U-S.C.

-052-)

14

othier thani as a medieal or dental intern-f or at mfedieal or

15

dental re-sident in tainn

16

-{e) Seetion

2104t)(l1-o)

of stteh A-et is amended

17 by str-ilin oAt all thaft follows the firt4 seffieoleii
18

-(H4)--(

Seetiai l42 (-e)(-5- of th+e intternal Reveiiae

19 Co&e of RI954 -(felaiig to det+initie of trade or busintess)- is

20 atmenided to reatd as follows-i
21

£%5'* th~e jprifornn

ee of service by anf inidivididal

22

in th-e exercise of his pro!Efessioan as a Chr~istiati Seieffee

23

paetitionerf'

24

(2{Section 4402 (-e)- of sttch Gode is fir-ther amended

51
1 by stfi4 ]-in

out the last two seniteffees9 aaf4 ifiser-tio

ift

2 het* thefeof the followin~g:
3 i4he pfeo4eisios of paxagrftph -(4) of~ -(4 shal Hot apply to
4 sey-wiee -(othef thaaf sef-,4ee peffo-ffme

by at flieffbef of a

5 rehgiotis of4 ef who hats taken at vow of po~ve ty as- ft ffiefi~ber
6 of sifeh or-der-) pei4fmied by a~ft in&44ttal dtifing the pefied
7 lf~whieh a eer-tffiea~te filed by himanu~def subseetioa -(4- is
8 i

fet
(e"-4)

9

SeetioRt 1402(e=)-(4)

of seeh Go&o (-(elatin~

10 to f4iiag of waive* eefltifieate by miaistefs, memblefs of
11 feligiou

ofdefs,, ea+d (Thfp4ist*

12 aendRe4 by str~ikini

Seieftee -pi-eetitioiie4- is

eut "-extended to ser-viee" afd all that

llIe
13 follows alid inse14fn ftg

thef-eof "eite*ded to, seriee

14 desef-ibed ifl sabseetioi -(e)--(4)- of -(e) 6)- pefefmed by
15
16

kiff.)
-(Q) Olaase +9+ of seetioit 402-(e-(-2*) of stiek Go4e

17 -(fla~tiilg to timie ife filifig waiveI eeftifieate)- is3 affended to
18

fead as fdllows:" -(A)- the due date of the fetemlu (-ineluding

19

afiy exteiisien thefef)- fef his seeond taxable yeai2 enRding

20 afef 4-964 fef~ whieh he hats net earnings fronm self-enwpley
21

nent -(eonftited wit-hout fegafd to subseetions -{e)--(4)- and

22 -(e) (-5)±)of $400 of moe anly paA~ of whiek was defived
ser-iiee desri~bed int subseetion

23 ffeon the peffmeof
24 -(e)--{4)- of (e) (6)--

orei4

52

1

-4-Seetion 32 (b)
(6)-(C)+(iv

of stieh Goede 4iTe

2 kting to definitioft of effiployffefit) is amenided by stf~ikifg
3 oifflall that fellows "1917-" cfnd insei4ing in lieu thereof

4 " (Felatini ta eef-tain stiudeet empoyees of hospitals of the
5 Feder-a

Goefmn- & U-S0 4-062), efthe* thfan as a

6 medieed of denta iitefa of a medieal of dentl i-esidefit in

7 tfaiftig."
8

-(-)

Seetion 34-24-(-b)--(148

of sueh Co& is a-mended

9 by striking eat all thiat follows the fifst semieolon.

11 and -(e)- shagl apply ofnly iw4t fespeet to taxable yeaes ending
12 on of aftef lPeeemblef M1 1960. TIhe aedeismade by
13 subseetions -(b) -(e -(+(, and -fg)- shall apply only with
14 f-espeet to seri4ees peif-ofmned afteir 1960.
15

(14)&i~n~qoe

16

Se-. 4-0&- -(-a) Seetien 24-O(a)--(-3* of the Soeia Se

or,PnENT Fen 8eN on~DAUGHTER

17 eatiy4A-isaendedtodafed sfllewq:
18

" (3)(Ay- SeFviee pei~fomed by an iftdi~idaal inl

19

the employ of his sipuse, and efyiee VeI4efmed by a,

20

ehild tmde the ag of twenty-one int the employ of bis

21

fat-he~ Of fflethefj;

22

!±{B) Sefviee not in, the eoufse of the employerf's

23

tmde of business, of domfestie Seeiwee in ab pfiate h-ome

24

of the employer-, peiiefmed by an individiu

25

employ of his son of daughteir-j!.

in the

53
Seetio*n 81Thb)-(h)3*- 4 the Inemnad Rev~enue Go&e

{)

1

3 to

dfflion

re4-ig to

2 of #"

f

is amended

mpoye

&4asfellawa

4

(-3.) (A)- sefviee peffemed by aflHidivi~al m

5

the employ of his spose, an*d sefviee per-ofmed by a

6

ebild ane the W of24 iftthe employof his fahef

7

of mether;

8
9

.

s-(}eewiee net in the eomr-se 4f the empbeyefs

tfade of basiness, of demestie sefi'iee ift a -pfiatehome
ift the

10

4f the employef, perfe~med by an individua

11

employ of his son of daiighter-;j9~

12

4(e) T1he aedeismade by ebseetions -(a) fend

13

%() shall apply onl

-with respeet to eSf~fiee

peffefled

14 aftef 4-960.

15

EMPLOYEES OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

16

SEc. (15)1O6 103. (a) (1) The first sentence of section

17

3121 (k) (1) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

18

(relating to waiver of exemption by religious, charitable, and

19 certain other organizations)

is amended by striking out

20

"and that at least two-thirds of its employees concur in the

21

filing of the certificate".

22

(2) The second sentence of such section 3121 (k) (1)

23

(A) is amended by inserting "(if any) " after "each em

24 ployee".
25

(3)

Section

3121 (k) (1) (E)

of

such

Code

is
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1

amended by striking out the last two sentences and in

2 serting in lieu thereof: "An organization which has so di
3

vided its employees into two groups may file a certificate

4

pursuant to subparagraph (A) with respect to the employees

5 in either group, or may ifile a separate certificate pursuant
6 to such subparagraph with respect to the employees in each
7 group."
8

(b) (1) If

9

(A) an individual performed service in the-employ

10

of an organization after 1950 with respect to which

11

remuneration was paid before July 1, 1960, and such

12

service is excepted from employment under section

13

210 (a) (8) (B) of the Social Security Act,

14

(B) such service would have constituted employ

15

ment as defined in section 210 of such Act if the require

16

nments of section 3121 (k) (1) of the Internal Revenue

17

Code of 1954 (or corresponding provisions of prior law)

18

were satisfied,

19

(C) such organization paid before August 11, 1960,

20

any amount, as taxes imposed by sections 3101 and

21

3111 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or corre

22

sponding provisions of prior law), with respect to such

23

remuneration paid by the organization to the individual

24

for such service,

25

(D) such individual (or a fiduciary acting for such
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1

individual or his estate, or his survivor (within the

2

meaning of section 205 (c) (1) (C) of the Social Secu

3

rity Act)

4

(to constitute remuneration for employment for purposes

5

of title II of the Social Security Act, and

6

) requests that such remuneration be deemed

(E) the request is made in such form and manner,

7

and with such official, as may be prescribed by regula

8

tions made by the Secretary of Hlealth, Education, and

9

Welfare,

10 then, subject to the conditions stated in paragraphs
11

(2),

(3), and (4), the remuneration with respect to which the

1-2 amount has been paid as taxes shall be deemed to constitute
13 remuneration for employment for purposes of title II of the
14 Social Security Act.
15

(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to an

16 individual unless the organization referred to in paragraph
17

(1) (A) -

18

(A) on or before the date on which the request de

19

scribed in paragraph (1) is made, has filed a certificate

20

pursuant to section 3121 (k) (1) of the Internal Rleve

21

nue Code of 1954 (or corresponding provisions of prior

22

law) , or

23
24
25

(B) no longer has any individual in its employ
for remuneration at the time such request is made.
(3) Paragraph (1) shall not. apply with respect to an

-1 individual who was in the employ of the organization re
2

ferred to in paragraph (2) (A) at any time during the 24

3 month period following the calendar quarter in which the
4

certificate was ifiled, unless the organization paid an amount

5 as taxes under sections 3101 and 3111 of the Internal Rev
6 enue Code of 1954 (or corresponding provisions of prior
7 law) with respect to remuneration paid by the organization
8 to the employee during some portion of such 24-month
9 period.
10

(4) If credit or refund of any portion of the amount

11 referred to in paragraph (1) (C)

(other than a credit or

12 refund which would be allowed if the service constituted
13 employment for purposes of chapter 21 of the Internal Reve
14 nue Code, of 1954) has been obtained, paragraph (1) shall
15 not apply with respect to the individual unless the amount
16 credited or refunded (including any interest under section
17 6611) is repaid before January 1, 1963.
18

(5) If

19

(A) any remuneration for service performed by

20

an individual is deemed pursuant to paragraph (1) to

21

constitute remuneration for employment for purposes

22

of title II of the Social Security Act,

23

(B) such individual performs service, on or after
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1

the date on which the request is made, in the employ

2

of the organization referred to in paragraph (1) (A) ,

3

and

4

(C) the certificate filed by such organization pur

5

suant to section 3121 (k) (1) of the Internal Revenue

6

Code of 1954 (or corresponding provisions -of prior law)

7

is not effective with respect to service performed by

8

such individual before the first day of the calendar

9

quarter following the quarter in which the request is

10

made,

11 then, for purposes of clauses (ii) and (iii) of section 210
12

(a) (8) (B) of the Social Security Act and of clauses (ii)

13 and (iii)

of section 3121 (b) (8) (B)

of the Internal

14 Revenue Code of 1954, such individual shall be deemed to
15 have become an employee of such organization (or to have
16 become a member of a group described in section 3121
17

(k) (1) (E) of such Code) on the first day of the calendar

18 quarter following the quarter in which the request is made.
19

(6) Section 403 (a) of the Social Security Amend

20 ments of 1954 is amended by striking out "filed in such
21 form and manmer" and inserting in lieu thereof "filed on or
22 before the date of the enactment of the Social Security
23 Amendments of 1960 and in such form and manner".
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1

(c) (1) Section 1402 of such Code is further amended

2 by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
3

" (g) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN REMUJNERATION ER

4 RONEOJSILY REPORTED As NET EARNINGs FROM SELF
5 EMPLOYMENT.-If
6

" (1) an amount is erroneously paid as tax under

7

section 1401, for any taxable year ending after 1954

8

and before 1962, with respect to remuneration for serv

9

ice described in section 3121 (b) (8) (other than service

) , and such re

10

described in section 3121 (b) (8) (A)

11

muneration is reported as self-employment income on a

12

return filed on or before the due date prescribed for

13

filing such return (including any extension thereof),

14

" (2.)

the individual who paid such amount (or a

15

fiduciary acting for such individual or his estate, or his

16

survivor (within the meaning of section 205 (c) (1)

17

(C) of the Social Security Act) ) requests that such

18

remuneration be deemed to constitute net earnings from

19

self-employment,

20

" (3) such request is filed after the date of the enact

21

ment of this paragraph and on or before April 15, 1962,

22

"(4) such remuneration was paid to such individual

23

for services performed in the employ of an organiza

24

tion which, on or before the date on. which such re
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1

quest is filed, has filed a certificate pursuant to section

2

3121 (k), and

3

" (5) no credit or refund of any portion of the

4

amount erroneously paid for such taxable year as tax

5

under section 1401 (other than a credit or refund which

6

would be allowable if such tax were applicable with re

7

spect to such remuneration) has- been obtained before

8

the date on which such request is filed or, if obtained,

9

the amount credited or refunded (including any interest

10

under section 6611) is repaid on or before such date,

11 then, for purposes of this chapter and chapter 21, any
12 amount of such remuneration which is paid to such in
13 dividual before the calendar quarter in which such request
14 is ifiled (or before the succeeding quarter if such certificate
15

first becomes ellective with respect to services performed by

16

such individual in such succeeding quarter), and with re

17 spect to which no tax (other than an amount erroneously
18 paid as tax) has been paid under chapter 21, shall be deemed
19

to constitute net earnings from sell-employment and not

20 remuneration for employment.
21

For purposes of section 3121

(b) (8) (B) (ii) a~nd (iii) , if the certificate filed by such

22 organization pursuant to section 3121 (k) is not effective
23 with respect to services performed by such individual on or
24 before the first day of the calendar quarter in which the re
25

quest is filed, such individual shall be deemed to have become

1 an employee of such organization (or to have become a mem
2 ber of a group described in section 3121 (k) (1) (E) ) on the
3first day of the succeeding quarter."
4

(2)

Remuneration which is deemed under section

5 1402 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to con
6 stitute net earnings from self-employment and not remunera
7 tion for employment shall also be deemed, for purposes of

8 title II of the Social Security Act, to constitute net earnings
9 from self-employment and not remuneration for employ
10 ment. If, pursuant to the last sentence of section 1402 (g)
11 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, an individual is
12 deemed to have become an employee of an organization (or
13 to have become a member of a group) on the first day of a
14 calendar quarter, such individual shall likewise be deemed,
15 for purposes of clause (ii) or (iii) of section 210 (a) (8) (B)
16 of the Social Security Act, to have become an employee of
17 such organization (or to have become a member of such
18 group) on such day.
19 (16) (4) (t)- Seetio* 3I2-(h~)- of suk (lode -(Meltiig tu defi
20 niit
21

fAmriatepoe- is afen

y t~

t

e!:~at~th*e en4 of paamh-(4)-, by -striking oi4 the -period

22 M the end of preagftph -5)-and inserting int lieu thefeef
23 oif,2 pnl by adding fit the end thefeof the followignew para-&
24
25

m

:
e, hbeforatimatio erea-ted
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3

empt from tax ande*-seetion* O1 (a)-) er-eated or e~gan

4

ised ina the United Staes."

5
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6 by Aangot Eff
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16
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17
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19
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20
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21
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noefeekim

1

ef e-eio

fuof

siieh a

meun

2

p.4 4 wit f-espeet te sffeh et1iJett

3

elalm w-ih we~id be allowed if stweh ~eieee eetitated

for

4

Pufsebsefehapt

qiar-ter--(other-than a

244 seh Cde) is

5

file p*'iof to the eapirettieft of the pefiod pifesefibed

6

in eeetieni 6514 fef filhin elaim fef efedi of -ftd

'7 thein the reueff-aeftieft pal4 ift effeh eal~eftd

quaMr-ef with

f

-e

8 speet to whil eaeh aneims &e teimely pffid shall he deemaed
9 to eonstitate Feman~eratieft fff efnpeyfaee~t
10 (17)-(ec-(d) (1) The amendments made by subsection (a.)
11 shall apply only with respect to certificates filed under sec
12 lion 3121 (k) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
13 after the date of -the enactment of this Act.

15 of mIbseetiei -(1) shall he effeetive with respeet toseve
16perfernne dtefe J

e

fee
84-, I96O0

17 (19)-(..)(2) No monthly benefits under title'II of the Social
18 Security Act for the month in which this Act is enacted or
19 any prior month shall be payable or increased by reason of
20 the provisions of subsections (20)-(+b)
21

-(6)-y .tj4 -(4)

(b) and

(c) of this section or the amendments made by such subsec

22 tions, and no lumnp-sum death payment under such title shall
23 be payable or increased by reason of such provisions or
24 amendments in the case of any individual who died prior to
25

the date of the enactment of this Act.

6~3

1
2

AMERICAN CITIZEN EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

(21)A?4*~

~

'A

3SEC. (22)1O7 104. (a)

21:2~"

.

Section 211 (c) (2)

of the

4 Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:
5
6

" (2) The performance of service by an individual
as an employee, other than

7

" (A) service described in sect-ion 210 (a) (14)

8

(B) performed by an individual who has attained

9

the age of eighteen,

10

"(B) service described in section 210 (a) (16),

11

"t(0) service described in section 210 (a)

12

( 2 3 )-(4 4 -),

13

in the United States by a citizen of the United

14

States, and

15
16
17

"(D)

(11) or (12) (24),--ef -(1-5) performed

service described in paragraph

(4)

of this subsection;".
(b) Section 1402 (c) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code

18 of 1954 (relating to definition of trade or business) is
19 amended to read as follows:
20
21
22

" (2) the performance of service by an individual as
an employee, other than
"(A)

service described in section 3121 (b)

23

(14) (B) performed by an individual who has

24

attained the age of 18,

25

" (B) service described in section 3121(b) (1 6),

O4
1

"(C)

service de'scribed in section 3121 (b)

2

(25)-(41-)

(11) or (12), (26)ef -(4.5) performed

3

in the United States (as defined in section 3121

4

(e) (2) ) by a citizen of the United States, and
"(D) service described in paragraph (4) of

5

this subsection;".

6
7

(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply

8 only with respect to taxable years ending on or after IDe
9 cember 31, 1960; except that for purposes of section 203
10 of the Social Security Act, the amendment made by subsec
11 tion (a) shall apply only with respect to taxable years (of
12 the individual performing the service involved) beginning
13 after the date of the enactment of this Act.
14

]DOM[ESTIC SERVICE AND CASUAL LABOR

15 (27)SEe-. 1W.8 -(o4 Pf(s.)-ph +2
16

nd +(3*)of oeeti~ 241)

{g-of th Seeial Seeuiity A-et mie eaeh aaended :by abpik

17 ing Ot 460 an insefing it lieu ther-e
18 (28)-tb)

~426".

SEC. 105. (a) Section 210 (a) of such Act is

19amended by adding after paragraph (29) (18) -(added by
20 seetioft 444 of thi Ae,)- (17) the following new paragraph:
21
22

"(30)-(1-9- (18) Service not in the course of the em
ployer's trade or business, or domestic service in a
23private home of the employer, performed by an indi

24:

vidual under the age of sixteen."

25 (31)-fe)-tb~amh

-{B*)aind -(C)- of seetie*n 3421
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1

(ae)-(-7)- of the lfltejmja4 RevZente Code of 49"4f6

(elating to

2 deffition of wages) aire fteh amaeoded by stiking oua 450!
3 amd inserting ift lieu thefeoaf

£425.

4 (32)-(4) (b) Section 3121 (b) of such Code (relating to
5 definition of employment) is amended by adding after para
6 graph (33)1-8)- (-added by seetion 4-03 of this Aet)- (17)
7 the following new paragraph:
8

"(34)-44*-) (18) service not in the course of the em

9

ployer's trade or business, or domestic service in a

10

private home of the employer, performed by an indi

11

vidual under the age of sixteen."

12 (35)-(-e)-, (c) (36)The, amettdffents madfe by fiabeetiefi -(-o}
13

ezRd -(--) sehl apply ofly wi-th fespeet to r-em nfati.

14

aftkei 1960.

is

eff4 -(A

paid

The amendments made by subsections (37)-(b*)

(a) and (b) shall apply only with respect to service

16 performed after 19.60.
17

TITLE II-ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS

18

CHILDREN BORN OR ADOPTED AFTER ONSET OF PARENT'S

19

DISABILITY

20
21
22
23
24

SEC. 201. (a) Section 202 (d) (1) (C) of the Social
Security Act is amended to read as follows:
"(C) was dependent upon such individual
" (i) if such individual is living, at the time such
application was ifiled,
HI. R. 12580-5
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1
2

"(ii) if such individual has died, at the time of
such death, or

3

" (iii) if such individual had a period of disabil

4

ity which continued until he became entitled to old

5

age or disability insurance benefits, or (if he has

6

died) until the month of his death, at the beginning

'7

of such period of disability or at t~he time he became

8

entitled to such benefits,".

9

(b) Section 202 (d) (1) of such Act is further amended

10 by adding at the end thereof the following new sen
11 tence: "In the case of an individual entitled to disability
12 insurance benefits, the provisions of clause (i) of subpara
13 graph (C) of this paragraph shall not apply to a child of
14 such individual unless he (38)(A) is the natural child or
15 stepchild of such individual (including such a child who was
16 legally adopted by such individual) or (39)(B) was legally
17 adopted by such individual before the end of the twenty-four
18 month period beginning with the month after the month in
19 which such individual most recently became entitled to dis
20 ability insurance benefits (40), but only if (i) proceedings

21 for' such adoption of the child had been instituted by such in
22 dividual in or before the month in which began the period of
23 disability of such individual which still exeists at the time of
24 such adoption or (ii) such adopted child was living with such
25 individual in such month."
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(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply

1

2 as though this Act had been enacted on August 28, 1958,
3 and with respect to monthly benefits under section 202 of the
4 Social Security Act for months after August 1958 based on
5 applications for such benefits filed on or after August 28,
6 1958.
7

CONTINUJED DEPENDENCY OF STEPCHILD ON NATURAL

8

FATHBR

9

SEC. 202. (a) Section 202 (d) (3) of the Social Security

10 Act is amended by striking out subparagraph (C), and by
11 striking out

",

or" at the end of subparagraph (B) and

12 inserting in lieu thereof a period.
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall

13

14 apply with respect to monthly benefits under section 2.02 of
15 the Social Security Act for months beginning with the month
-16 in which this Act is enacted, but only if an application for
17 such benefits is filed in or after such month.
18

19

PAYMENT OF BURIAL EXPENSES

SEc. 203. (a) The second and third sentences of section

20 202 (i) of the Social Security Act are amended to read
21 as follows: "If there is no such person, or if such person
22 dies before receiving payment, then such amount shall be
23 paid
24

" (1) if all or part of the burial expenses of such

25

insured individual which are incurred by or through a

1

funeral home or funeral homes remains unpaid, to such

2

funeral home or funeral homes to the extent of such un

3

paid expenses, but only if (A) any person who as

4

sumed the responsibility for the payment of all or any

5

part of such burial expenses ifes an application, prior to

6

the expiration of two years after the date of death of such

7

insured individual, requesting that such payment, be

8

made to such funeral home or funeral homes, or (B)

9

at least 90 days have elapsed after the date of death of

10

such insured individual and prior to the expiration of

11

such 90 days no person has assumed responsibility for

12

the payment of any of such burial expenses;

13

" (2) if all of the burial expenses of such insured

14

individual which were incurred by or through a funeral

15

home or funeral homes have been paid (including pay

16

ments made under clause (1) ), to any person or per

17

sons, equitably entitled thereto, to the extent and in the

18

proportions that he or they shall have paid such burial
1? expenses; or

20

" (3) if any part of the amount payable under this

21

subsection remains after payments have been made pur

-22

suant to clauses (1) and (2), to any person or persons,

23

equitably entitled thereto, to the extent and in the pro

24

portions that he or they shall have paid other expenses
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1

in connection with the burial of such insured individual,

2

in the following order of priority: (A) expenses of open

3

ing and closing the grave of such insured individual,

4

(B) expenses of providing the burial plot of such insured

.5

individual, and (C) any remaining expenses in connec

6

tion with the burial of such insured individual.

7 No payment

(except a payment authorized pursuant to

8 clause (1) (A) of the preceding sentence) shall be made
9 to any person under this subsection unless application there
10 for shall have been filed, by or on behalf of such person
11

(whether or not legally competent), prior to the expiration

12

of two years after the date of death of such insured individual,

13 or unless such person was entitled to wife's or husband's
14 insurance benefits, on the basis of the wages and self-employ
15 ment income of such insured individual, for the month pre
16
17

ceding the month in which such individual died."
(b)

The amendment made by subsection

(a) shall

18 applya
19

(1) in the case of the death of an individual oc

20

curring on or after the date of the enactment of this

21

Act, and

22

(2) in the case of the death of an individual oc

23

curring prior to such date, but only if no application

24

for a lump-sum death payment under section 202 (i)
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1

of the Social Security Act is filed on the basis of -such

2

individual's wages and self-employment income prior

3

to the third calendar month beginning after such date.

4

(41)iuE-h

i~~Ri sT~tpus

5

TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

6

INSURED

7

WITH RESPECT TO FULLY
STATUS

SEC. 204. (a) Section 214 (a) of the Social Security

8 Act is amended to read as follows:
9
10

"Fully Insured Individual
"(a) The term 'fully insured individual' means any in

11 dividual who had not less than
12
13
14

" (1) one quarter of coverage (whenever acquired)
for each (42)fettii. tIwo of the quarters elapsingm
"(.A)

after (i) December 31, 1950, or (ii)

15

if later, December 31 of the year in which he at

16

tained the age of twenty-one, and

17

"(B) prior to (i) the year in which he died,

18

or (ii) if earlier, the year in which he attained re

19

tirement age,

20

except. that in no case shall an individual be a fuly

21

insured individual unless he has at least six quarters of

22

coverage; or

23

" (2) forty quarters of coverage; or

24

" (3) in the case of an individual who died prior

25

to 1951, six quarters of coverage;

71
1 vaot counting as an elapsed quarter for purposes of paragraph
2

(1) any quarter any part of which wa~s included in a period

3 of disability (as defined in section 216 (i) ) unless such
4 quarter was a quarter of coverage. When the number of
5 elapsed quarters referred to in paragraph (1) is not a muli
6 tiple of (43)two, such number shall, for purposes of such
7 paragraph, be reduced to the next lower multiple of (44)
8 foiff two."

9

(b) The primary insurance amount (for purposes of

10 title II of the Social Security Act) of any individual who
11 died after 1939 and prior to 1951 shall be determined as
12 provided in section 215 (a.) (2) of such Act.
13

(c) Section 109 (b) of the Social Security Amend

14 ments of 1954 is amended by inserting immediately before
15 the period at the end of such subsection "and in or prior
16 to the month in which the Social Security Amendments
17 of 1960 are enacted".
18

(d) (1) The amendments made by subsections (a) and

19

(b) of this section shall be applicable (A) in the case of

20 monthly bene~its under title II of the Social Security Act
21 for months after the month in which this Act is enacted, on
22 the basis of applications ifiled in or after such month, (B)
23 in the case of lump-sum death payments under such title
24 with respect to deaths occurring after such month, and (C)
25 in the case of an application for a disability determination
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1 with respect to a period of disability (as defined in section
2

216 (i) of the Social Security Act) filed after such month.

3

(2) For the purposes of determining (A) entitlement

4 to monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security Act
5 for the month in which this Act is enacted and prior months
6 with respect to the wages and self-employment income of an
7 individual and
8

(B)

an individual's closing date prior to

1960 under section 215 (b) (3) (B) of the Social Security

9 Act, the provisions of section 214 (a) of the Social Security
10 Act in effect prior to the date of the enactment of this Act
11

and the provisions of section 109 of the Social. Security

12

Amendments of 1954 in effect prior to such date shall apply.

13

SURVI'VOIRS OF iNDivIDUALS WHO DIED PRIOR TO 1940 AND

14

OF CERTAIN OTHER IN~DIVTDUALS

15

SEC. 205. (a)Subsections (d)(1), (e)(1), (g)(1),

16 and (h)(1)of section 202 of the Social Security Act are
1'7 each a-mended by striking out "after 1939".
18

(b)That part of section 202 (f)(1)of such Act which

19 precedes subparagraph (A) isamended by striking out
20 "eafter August 1950".
21

(c) The primary insurance amount (for purposes

22 of title II of the Social Security Act) of any individual
23 who died prior to 1940, and who had not less than six
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1 quarters of coverage (as defined in section 213 of such Act),
2 shall be computed under section 215 (a) (2) of such Act.
3

(d) The preceding provisions of this section and the

4 amendments made thereby shall apply only in the case
5 of monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security
6 Act for months after the month in which this Act is enacted,
7 on the basis of applications ifiled in or after such month.
8

CREDITING OF QUARTERS OF COVERAGE FOR YEARS

9

BEFORE 1951

10

SEC. 206. (a) Section 213 (a) (2)

of the Social Secu

11

rity Act is amended by striking out all that precedes

12

"$3,600 in the case of a calendar year after 1950 and be

13

fore 1955" in clause (ii) of subparagraph (B) and inserting

14 in lieu thereof the following:
15

" (2) The term 'quarter of coverage' means a quarter

16

in which the individual has been paid $50 or more in wages

17

(except wages for agricultural labor paid after 1954) or for

18 which he has been credited (as determined under section
19

212) with $100 or more of self-employment income, except

20

that-

21

"(i) no quarter after the quarter in which such in

22

dividual died shall be a quarter of coverage, and no quar

23

ter any part of which was included in a period of dis

7I-i4
1

ability (other than the initial quarter and the last

2

quarter of such period) shall be a quarter of coverage;

3

" (ii) if the wages paid to any individual in any

4

calendar year equal $3,000 in the case of a calendar

5

year before 1951, or".

6

(b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the

'7 amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply only in the
8 case of monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security
9 Act, and the lump-sum death payment under section 202
10 of such Act, based on the wages and self-employment income
11 of an individual
12

(A) who becomes entitled to benefits under section

13

202 (a) or 223 of such Act on the basis of an application

14

filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted;

15

or

16

(B) who is (or would, but for the provisions of

17

section 215 (f) (6)

18

entitled to a recomputation of his primary insurance

19

amount under section 215 (f) (2) (A) of such Act on

20

the basis of an application filed in or after the month in

21

which this Act is enacted; or

of the Social Security Act, be)

22

(C) who dies without becoming entitled to benefits

23

under section 202 (a) or 223 of the Social Security Act,

24

and (unless he dies a currently insured individual but

25

not a fully insured individual (as those terms are defined
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1

in section 214 of such Act) ) without leaving any

2

individual entitled (on the basis of his wages and self

3

employment income) to survivor's benefits or a lump

4

sum death payment under section 202 of such Act on

5

the basis of an application filed prior to the month in

6

which this Act is enacted; or

7

(D) who dies in or after the month in which this

8

Act is enacted and whose survivors are (or would, but

9

for the provisions of section 215 (f) (6) of the Social

10

Security Act, be) entitled to a recomputation of his

11

primary insurance amount under section 215 (f) (4) (A)

12

of such Act; or

13

(E) who dies prior to the month in which this Act

14

is enacted and (i) whose survivors are (or would, but

15

for the provisions of section 215 (f) (6) of the Social

16

Security Act, be) entitled to a recomputation of his pri

17'

mary insurance amount under section 215 (f) (4) (A)

18

of such Act, and (ii) on the basis of whose wages and

19

self-employment income no individual was entitled to

20

survivor's benefits or a lump-sum death payment under

21

section 202 of such Act on the basis of an application

22

filed. prior to the month in which this Act is enacted

23

(and no individual was entitled to such a benefit, with

24

out the filing of an application, for any month prior to

25

the month in which this Act is enacted) ; or
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1

(F) who files an application for a recomputation

2

under section 102 (f) (2) (B) of the Social Security

3

Amendments of 1954 in or after the month in which

4

this Act is enacted and is (or would, but for the fact

5

that such recomputation would not result in a higher

6

primary insurance amount, be)

7

primary insurance amount recomputed under such sub

8

paragraph; or

entitled to have his

9

(G) who dies and whose survivors are (or would,

10

but for the fact that such recomputation would not result

11

in a higher primary insurance amount for such individ

12

ual1, be) entitled, on the basis of an application filed

13

in or after the month in which this Act is enacted, to

14

have his primary insurance amount recomputed under

15

section 102 (f) (2) (B) of the Social Security Amend

16

ments of 1954.

17

(2) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall also

18

be applicable in the case of applications for disability deter

19

mination under section 216 (i) of the Social Security Act

20 filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.
21

(3) Notwithstandiing any other provision of this sub

22

section, in the case of any individual who would not be a

23

fully insured individual under section 214 (a) of the Social

24 Security Act except for the enactment of this -section, no
25

benefits shall be payable on the basis of his wages and self
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1 employment income for any month prior to the month in
2

which this Act is enacted.
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MARRIAGES SUBJECT TO LEGAL IMPEDIMENT

Sec. (46)2-09 207. (a) Section 216 (h) (1) of the Social

5 Security Act is amended by inserting " (A) " after " (1)

",

6 and by adding at the end thereof the following new sub
7 paragraph:
8

" (B) In any case where under subparagraph (A) an

9 applicant is not (and is not deemed to be) the wife, widow,
10 husband, or widower of a fully or currently insured indi
11 vidual, or where under subsection (b) , (c) , (f, or (g) such
12 applicant is not the wife, widow, husband, or widower
13 of such individual, but it is established to the satisfaction
14 of the Secretary that such applicant in good faith went
15 through a marriage ceremony with such individual re
16 suiting in a purported marriage between them which,
17 but for a legal impediment not known to the appi
18 cant at the time of such ceremony, would have been a valid
19 marriage, and such applicant and the insured individual were
20 living in the same household at the time of the death of
2-1 such insured individual or (if such insured individual is
22 living) at the time such applicant files the application, then,
23 for purposes of subparagraph (A) and subsections (b) , (c) ,
24

(f), and (g), such purported marriage shall be deemed

25 to be a valid marriage. The provisions of the preceding
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1 sentence shall not apply (i) if another person is or has
2 been entitled to a benefit under subsection (b) , (c) , (e) ,
3

(f), or (g) of section 202 on the basis of the wages and

4 self-employment income of such insured individual and such
5 other person is (or is deemed to be) a wife, widow, hus
6 band, or widower of such insured individual under sub
'7 paragraph (A) at the time such applicant files the applica
8 tion, or (ii) if the Secretary determines, on the basis of
9 information brought to his attention, that such applicant
10 entered into such purported marriage with such insured
11 individual with knowledge that it would not be a valid mar
12 riage. The entitlement to' a monthly benefit under sub
13

section (b) , (c) , (e) , (f) , or (g) of section 202, based

14 on the wages and self-employment income of such insured

15 individual, of a person who would not be deemed to be a wife,
16 widow, husband, or widower of such insured individual
17 but for this subparagraph, shail end with the month before
18

the month (i) in which the Secretary certifies,. pursuant

19 to section 205 (i) , that another person is entitled to a
20 benefit under subsection (b),
21

(c),

(e), (f), or (g) of

section 202 on the basis of the wages and self-employment

22 income of such insured individual, if such other person is
23

(or is deemed to be) the wife, widow, husband, or widower

24 of such insured individual under subparagraph (A) , or
25

(ii) if the applicant is entitled to a monthly benefit under
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1

subsection (b) or (c) of section 202, in which such appli

2 cant entered into a marriage, valid without regard to this
3 subparagraph, with a person other than such insured indi
4 vidual.

For purposes of this subparagraph, a legal impedi

5 ment to the validity of a purported marriage includes only
6 an impediment (i) resulting from the lack of dissolution
7 of a previous marriage or otherwise arising out of such
8 previous marriage or its dissolution, or (ii) resulting from a
9 defect in the procedure followed in connection with such
10o purported marriage."
ii

(b) Section 216 (h) (2) of such Act is amended by in

12~ serting "(A)"

after " (2)

",

and by adding, at the end

.13 thereof the following new subparagraph:
14

"(B) If an applicant is a son or daughter of a fully or

15 currently insured individual but is not (and is not deemed to
.16 be) the child of such insured individual under subparagraph
17

(A), such applicant shall nevertheless be deemed to be the

18 child of such insured individual if such insured individual and
19 the mother or father, as the case may be, of such applicant
20 went through a marriage ceremony resulting in a purported
21 marriage between them which, but for a legal impediment de
22 scribed in the last sentence of paragraph (1) (B), would have
23 been a valid marriage."
24

(c) Section 216 (e) of such Act is a-mended by adding

1 at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For pur
2 poses of clause (2), a person who is not the stepchild of
3 an individual shall be deemed the stepchild of such
4 individual if such individual was not the mother or adopting
5 mother or the father or adopting father of such person and
6 such fndividua~l and the mother or adopting mother, or the
7 father or adopting father, as the case may be, of such person
8 went through a marriage ceremony resulting in a purported
9 marriage between them which, but for a legal impediment
10 described in the last sentence of subsection (h) (1) (B),
11
12

would have been a valid marriage."
(d) Section 202 (d) (3) of such Act (as amended by

13 section 202 of this Act) is amended by adding after and be
14 low subparagraph (B) the following new sentence:
15 "For purposes of this paragraph, a child deemed to be a
16 child of a fully or currently insured individual pursuant to
17 section 216 (h) (2) (B) shall, if such individual is the
18 child's father, be deemed to be the legitimate child of such
19 individual."
20
21

(e) Where
(1) one or more persons were entitled (without

(j) (1) of the Social

22

the application of section 202

23

Security Act) to monthly benefits under section 202 of
HI. R. 12580-6
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1

such Act for the month. before the month in which thi-F

2

A&ct is enacted on the basis of the wages and self

3

employment income of an individual; and

4

(2) any person is entitled to benefits under subsec

5

tion (b) , (c) , (d) , (e) I (f) , or (g) of section 202 of

6

the Social Security Act for any subsequent month on

7

the basis of such individual's wages and self-employment

8

income and such person would not be entitled to suchb

9

benefits but for the enactment of this section; and

10

(3) the total of the benefits to which all persons

11

are entitled under section 202 of the Social Security Act

12)

on the basis of such individual's wages and self-employ

13

ment income for such subsequent month is reduced

14

by reason of the application of section 203 (a) of such

15

Act,

16 then the a-mount of the benefit to which each person re
17

ferred to in paragraph (1) of this subsection is entitled. for

18

such subsequent month shall not, after the application of

19 such section 203 (a), be less than the amount it would have
20 been (determined without regard to section 301) if no per
21

son referred to in paragraph (2) of this subsection was en

22 titled to a benefit referred to in such paragraph for such
23 subsequent month on the basis of such wages and self
24 employment income of such individual.
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1

(f) The amendments made by the preceding provisions

2 of this section shall be applicable (1) with respect to
3 monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security Act for
4 months beginning with the month in which this Act is enacted
5 on the basis of an application filed in or after such month,
6 and (2) in the case of a lump-sum death payment under
'7 such title based on an application filed in or after such
8 month, but only if no person, other than the person filing
9 such application, ha~s filed an application for a lump-sum
10

death payment under such title prior to the date of the

11 enactment of this Act with respect to the death of the same
12
13

individual.
PENALTY

DEDUCTIONS

UNDER

FOREIGN

WORK TEST

14

SEc. (47)24GO 208. (a) Section 203 (f) of the Social

15

Security Act is amended by striking out "or (c) " wherever

16

it appears and by striking out "or (c) (1) ".

17

(b) No deduction shall be imposed on or after the

18 date of the enactment of this Act under section 203 (f)
19 of the Social Security Act, as in effect prior to such date, on
20 account of failure to file a report of an event described in
21

section 203 (c) of such Act; and no such deduction imposed

22 prior to such date shall be collected after such date.
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1

EXTENSION OF FILING PERIOD FOR HrUSBAND'S, WIDOWER')S,

2

OR PARENT'IS BENEFITS IN CERTAIN CASES

3

SEC. (48)-240 209. (a) In the case of any husband who

4 would not be entitled to husband's insurance benefits under
5 section 202 (c) of the Social Security Act except for the
6 enactment of this Act, the requirement in section 202 (c)
7

(1) (C) of the Social Security Act relating to the time

8 within which proof of support must be filed shall not apply
9 if such proof of support is filed within two years after the
10 month in which this Act is enacted.
11

(b) In the case of any widower who would not be

12 entitled to widower's insurance benefits under section 202 (f)
13 of the Social Security Act except for the enactment of this
14 Act, the requirement in section 202 (f) (1) (D)

of the

15 Social Security Act relating to the time within which
16 proof of support must be filed shall not apply if such proof of
17 support. is ifiled within two years after the month in which
18 this Act is enacted.
19

(c) In the case of any parent who would not be entitled

20 to parent's insurance benefits under section 202 (h) of the
21. Social Security Act except for the enactment of this Act,
22 the requirement in section 202 (h) (1) (B) of the Social
23 Security Act relating to the time within which proof of sup
24 port must be filed shall not apply if such proof of support is
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1

filed within two years after the month in which this Act is

2

enacted.

3

(49)ACTUARIALLY

REDUCED BENEFITS FOR MEN AT

4
5

AGE 61

SEC. 210. (a) Section 216(a) of the Social Security

6 Act is amended to read as follows:
7

"Retirement Age

8

"(a) The term 'retirement age' means age sixty-two."

9

(b) (1) Subsection (q) of section 202 of such Act is

10 amended to read as follows:
11

"tADJUSTMENT OF OLD-AGE,

WIFE'S, AND HUSBAND'S IN

12

SURANCE

13

AGE OF BENEFICIARY

14

"(q) (1) The old-age insurance benefit of any individual

15

for any month prior to the month in which such individual

BENEFIT AMOUNTS

IN ACCORDANCE

WITH

16 attains the age of sixty-five shall be reduced by
17

"(A) five-n inths of 1 per centum, multiplied by

18

" (B) the number equal to the number of months in

19

the period beginning with the first day of the first month

20

for which such individual is entitled to an old-age insur

21

ance benefit and ending with the last day of the month

22

before the month in which such individual would attain

23

the age of sixty-five.

24

"(2) The wife's or husband'sinsurancebenefit of any in
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1

-dividualfor any month after the month preceding the month

2- in which such individual attains retirement age and prior -to
3 such individual's attainment month (as defined in paragraph
4
5
6

(10)) shall be reduced by
"-(A) twenty-five thirty-sixths of 1 per centum, miu]
tiplied by

7

"(B) the number equal to the number of months in

8

the period beginning with the first day of the first month

9

for which such individual is entitled to such wife's or

10

husband's insurance benefit and ending with the last

11

day of the month before such individual's attainment

12

month, except that in no event shall such period start
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earlier than the first day of the month in which such

14

individual attains retirement age.

15 In the case of a woman entitled to wife's insurance benefits,
16 the preceding provisions of this paragraphshall not apply to
17 the benefit for any month in which she has in her care
18

(individually or jointly with the individual on whose wages

19 and self-employment income her wife's insurance benefit is
20 based) a child en titled to child's insurance benefits on the
21 basis of such wages and self-employment income.

With re

22 speCt to any month in the period specified in clause (B) of
23 the first sentence of this paragraph, if (in the, case of a
24 woman entitled to wife's insurance benefits) she does not
25 have in such month such a child in her care (individually
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1 or jointly with the, individual on whose wages and self
.2

employment income her

'wi'fe~.s

insurance benefit is based),

3 she shall be deemed to have such a child in her car~e in such
4 month fOr the purposes of the preceding sentence unless
5 there is in effect for such month a certificate filed by her with
6 the Secretary, 'in accordance with regulations prescribed by
7

him, in which she elects to receive wuife's insurance benefits

8 as provided in this subsection. Any certificate flled pursuavt
9

to the preceding sentence shall be effective for purposes of

10 such sentence
11

"(i) for the vionth in w~hich it is filied, and for any

12

month thereafter. if in. such month she does not. have

13

such a child in her care (individually or jointly with the

14

i-ndiridutal on wthose 'wages and self-employment -income

15

her wi/vis in.su-ranee benefit is based), and

16

"(ii) for the period of one or more consecutive

17

months (not -eceeding twelve) immediatdly preceding

18

the mnonth in which such certificate is filed -which is
19 designated by her (not including as part of such period
20 any month in which she had such a child in her care,

21

(individually or jointly u'ith the ihdividual on whose

22

wivges and self-employment income her wife's insurance~
23 benefit is basedI)-.

24 If such a certificate is filed, the period referred to in clause?
25

(B) of the first senteni~e of this. paragraphshall commmene
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1 with the first day of the first month (i) for which she is
2

entitled to a wife's insurance benefit, (ii) which occurs after

3 the month preceding the month in which she attains retire
4 ment-age, and (iii) for which such certificate is effective.
5
6

"(3) In the case of any individual who is or was en
titled to a wife's or husband's insurance benefit to which

7 paragraph (2) is applicable and who, for any month after
8

the first month for which such individual is or was so en

9 titled (but not for such first month or any earlier month)
10 occurring prior to such individual's attainment month, is
11

entitled to an old-age insurance benefit, the amount of such

12

old-age insurance benefit for any month prior to such attain

13 ment month, shall (in lieu of the reduction provided in para
14

graph (1) in any case in which such paragraphwould other

15

wise have applied to such' old-age insurance benefit) be re

16 duced-by the sum of
17

"(A) an amount equal to the amount by.which such

18

wife's8 or husband's (as the case may be) insurance bene

19

fit is reduced under paragraph(2) for such month (or,

20

if such individual is not entitled to a wife's or husband's

21

insurance benefit for such month, by an amount equal to

22

the amount by which such benefit for-the laot month for

23

which such individual was entitled to such a benefit was
24 reduced), plus8

25

" (I)

if the old-age insurance benefit -for such
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1

month prior to reduction under this subsection exceeds

2

such wife's or husband's (as the case may be) insur

3

ance benefit prior to reduction under this subsection and

4

if paragraph (1) applied to such old-age insurance

5

benefit, an amount equal to

6

"(i) the number equal to the number of months

7

specified in clause (B) of paragraph (1), multi

8

plied by

9

"(ii) five-ninths of 1 per centum,, and further

10

multiplied by

11

"(iii) the excess of such old-age insurance

12.

benefit over such wife's or husband's (as the case

13

may be) insurance benefit.

14

"(4) In the case of any individual who is entitled to

15 an old-age insurance benefit and who, for the first month
16 for which such individualis so entitled (but not for any prior

17 month) or for any later month occurring prior to such indi
18 vidual's attainment month, is entitled to a wife's or hus

19 band's insurance benefit to which paragraph (2) is applica
20

ble, the amount of such wife's or husband's insurance benefit

2.1 for any month prior to such attainment month, shall, in lieu
22 of the red'wtion provided in paragraph (2), be reduced
23 by theaummof
24

"(A)
25-

an amount equal to the amount by which

auch okd-affe insurance benefit for such month is reduced
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1tinder paragraph (1) or (5)

(if such paragraph ap

2plied to such old-age insurance benefit), plus
3

4

"(B) an amount equal to
"(i) the number equal to the number of months

5
6

specified in clause (B) of paragraph (2), multi
plied by

7

"(ii) twenty-five thirty-sixeths of 1 per cen turn,

8

and further multiplied by

9

"(iii) the excess of such wife's or husband's

10

insurance benefit (as the case mayf be) prior to

.11

reduction under this su hsection over the old-agqe

12

insurance benefit prior to reduction under this subL

section.

14

"(5) In the case of avi, idilvidutal wrho is entitled to

15

an, old-age ?insurance beneflt for thc month in. which such

16 individual attains the age of sixty-flre or any month there
17

after, such benefit for such month shall, if such individu~al

18

was also entitled to such benefit for any one or more months

19 prior to the month in which such individual attained the
20

age of sixty-five and such benefit for any such prior month

21

was reduced under paragraph (1) or (3), be reduced a's

22 provided in such -paragraph,except that there shall be sub-.
23

tracted from the number specified in clause (B) of such

24 paragraph
25

"(A) the number equal to the number of month~
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1

for which such benefit was reduced under such para

2

graph, but for which such be-nefit was subject to deduc

3

tions under paragraph (1) or (2) of section 203(b),

4

and except that, in the case of any such benefit reduced under

5 paragraph (3), there also shall be subtracted from, the nurn
6 ber specified in clause (B) of paragraph(2), for the purpose

7 of computing the amount referred to in clause (A) of para
8 graph (3)
9

"(B) the number equal to the number of nwnths for

10

which the wife's or husband's (as the case may be) in

.11

sitrance be-nefit was reduced under such -paragraph (2),

12

but for which such benefit was subject to deductions

13

under paragraph (1) or (2) of section 203(b), under

14

section 203 (c), or under section 2,22 (b),

15

"(C) incase of a wife's insurance benefit, the num

16

ber equal to the number of months occurring after the first

17

month for which such benefit was reduced under para

18

graph (2) in which she had in her care (individually

19

or jointly with the individual on, whose wages and self

20

employment income such benefit is based) a child of such

21

individual entitled to child's insurance benefits, and

22

"(D) the number equal to the number of months for

23

which such wife's or husband's (as the case may be)
24insurance

benefit

was reduced under such para

25graph .(2), but in or after which such individual's en
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I

titlement to wife's or husband's insurance benefits was

2

terminated because such individual's spouse' ceased to be

3

under a disability, not including in such number of

4

mnonths any month after such termination in which such

5

individual was entitled to wife's or husband's insurance

6

benefits.

7 Such subtraction shall be made only if the total of such
8 months specified in clauses (A), (B), (C), and (D) of the
9 preceding sentence is not less than three. For purposes of
10 clauses (B) and (C) of this paragraph, the wife's or
11 husband's insurance benefit of an individual shall not be
12

considered terminated -for any reason prior to such individ

-13 ual's attainment month.
14

"(6) In the case of any individual who is entittled to

15

a wife's or husband's insurance benefit for such individual's

16

attainment month, or any month thereafter, such benefit for

17

such month shall, if such individual was also entitled to

18

such benefit for any one or more months prior to such

19

attainment month and such benefit for any such prior month

20

was reduced under paragraph (2) or (4) be reduced as

21provided in such paragraph, except that there shall be sub
22

tracted from the number- specified in clause (B) of such

23 paragraph
2425

"(A) the number equal to the number of months

for which such benefit was reduced under such para
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graph, but for which such benefit was subject to deduc

2

tions under section 203(b) (1) or (2), under section

3

203 (c), or under section 222(b),

4

"(B)

in case of a wife's insurance benefit, the

5

number equal to the number of months, occurring after

6

the first month for which such benefit was reduced under

.7

such paragraph,in which she had in her care (individu

8

ally or jointly with the individual on whose wages and

9

self-employment income such benefit is based) a child

10

of such individual entitled to child's insurance benefits,

11

and

12

"(C) the number equal to the number of months

13

for which such wife's or husband's (as the case may be)

14

insurance benefit was reduced under such paragraph,but

15

in or after which such individual's entitlement to wife'9s

16

or husband's insurance benefits was terminated because

17

such individual's spouse ceased to be under a disability,

18

'not including in such number of months any month after

19

such termination in which such individual was entitled

20

to wife's or husband's insurance benefits,

21

and ex~cept that, in the case of any such benefit reduced under

22

paragraph(4), there also shall be subtracted from the num

23 ber specified in clause (B) of paragraph (1), for the pur
24

pose of computing the amount referred to in clause (A) of

25 paragraph (4)
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"(D) the number equal to the number of months

2

for which the old-age insurance benefit was reduced

3

under such paragraph (1) but for which such benefit

4

was subject to deductions under paragraph (1) or (2)

5

of section 203(b).

6

Such subtractio~n shall be made only if the total of such

7

months specified in clauses (A).~(B), (C), and (D) of

8 the preceding sentence is not less than three.
9

"(7) In the case of an individual who is or was entitled

10 to a wife's or husband's insurancebenefit to which paragraph
11

(6) was applicableand who, for such individual's attainment

12 mQnth (but not for any prior month) or for any later month,
13 is entitled to an old-age insurance benefit, the amount of such
14

old-age insurance benefit for any month shall be reduced

15 ~by an amount equal to the amount by which the wife's or
16

husband's (as the case may be) insurance benefit is re

17

duced under paragraph (6) for such month (or, if such

18

individual is not entitled to a wife's or husband's insurance

19

benefit for such month, by (i) an amount equal to the

20

amount by which such benefit for the last month for which

21

such individual was entitled thereto was reduced, or (ii) if

22

smaller, an amount equal to the amount by which such

23

benefit would have been reduced under paragraph (6) for

24 such individual's attainment month if entitlement to such
25

benefit had not terminated before such month).

1

"(8) In the case of an individual who is entitled to an

2 old-age insurance benefit to which paragraph (5) is appli
3 cable and who, for such individual's attainment month (but
4 not for any prior mionth) or for any later mionth, is entitled
5 to a wife's or hus~band's insurance benefit, the amount of
6 such wife's or hutsband's insurance benefit for any mionth
7 shall be reduced by an amount equal to the amiount by which
8 such old-age insurance benefit for such mnonth is reduced
9 under paragraph (5).
10

"(9) The preceding paragraphsshall be applied to old-

11 age insurance benefits, uife's, insurance benefits, and hus
12

band's insurance benefits after reduction under section 203

13

(a) and application of section 215(g).

If the amount of

14 any reduction computed under paragraph (1), under para
15 graph (2), under clause (A) or clause (B) of paragraph
16

(3), or under clause (A) or clause (B) of paragraph (4)

17 is not a multiple of $0.10, it shall be reduced to the next
18 lower multiple of $0.10.
19

"(10) For purposes of this subsection, an individual's

20 'attainment month' means
21

"(A) in the case of a man entitled to husband's

22

insurance beveflts, the month in which he attains, or7

23

would attain, the age of sixty-five;

24

"(B) in the case of a woman entitled to wife's insur
25

ance benefits, the -month in which she attains, or would

1

attain the age of sixty-five, or, if later, the month in

2

which the individual (if entitled to old-age insurance

3

benefits) on the basis of whose wages and self-employ

4

ment income she is entitled to such benefits attains, or

5

would attain, the age of sixty-five."

6

(2) Subsection (r) of section 202 of such Act is hereby

7 repealed.
8

(3) Subsection (s)

of section 202 of such Act is

9 amended to read asfollows:
10
11

"tDISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFICJIARY

"(s) (1) If any individual becomes entitled to a.widow's

12 insurance benefit, widower's insurance benefit, or parent's
13

insurance benefit for a month before the month in which

-14 such individual attains the age of sixty-five, or becomes en
15

t'itled to an old-age insurance benefit, wife's insurance bene

16 fit, or husband's insurance benefit for a mionth before the
17 month in which such individual attains the age of sixty-five
18

which is reduced under the provisions of subsection (q),

19 such individual may not thereafter become entitled to dis
20
21

ability insurance benefits under this title.
"(2) If an individual would, but for the provisions of

22 subsection (k) (2) (B), be entitled for any month to a dis-

23 ability insurance benefit and to a wife's or husband's insur
24 ance benefit, subsection (q) shall be applicable to such wife's
25 or husband's insurance benefit (as the cage may be) for such
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1 month only to the extent it exceeds such disability insurance
2 benefit for such month.
3

" (3) The entitlement of any individual to disability in

4 surance benefits shall terminate with the month before the
5 month in which such individual becomes entitled to old-age
6 insurance benefits."
7

(c) (1) Clause (C) of section 2029,(b) (1) is amended to

8 read as follows:
9

"(C) is not entitled to old-age or disability insur

10

ance benefits or is entitled to old-age or disability insur

11

ance benefits based on a primary insurance amount

12

which is less than one-half of the primary insurance

13

amount of her husband,"

14

(2) So much of such section 202(b) (1) as follows

15

clause (C) is a-mended by striking out "she becomes en

16 titled to an old-age or disability insurance benefit based on a
17

primary insuranjce amount which is equal to or exceeds one-

18 half of an old-age insurance ben~efit of her husband,".
19

(3) Subsection (b) (2) of such section 202 is amended

20 by striking out "old-age or disability insurance benefit" and
21 inserting in lieu thereof "primary insurance amount".
22
23"a
24

(d) (1) Clause (D) of subsection (c) (1) of such sec
tion 202 is amended to read as follows:
" (D) is not entitled to old-age or disability inH. R. 12580-7
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surance benefits, or is entitled to old-age or disability

2

insurance benefits based on a primary insurance amount

3

which is less than one-half of the primary insurance

4

amount of his wife,".

5

(2) So much of such section 2029(b) (1) as follows

6 clause (D) is amended by striking out "or he becomes en
'7 titled to an old-age or disability insurance benefit equal to
8 or exceeding one-half of the primary insurance amount of
9 his wife,".
10

(3) Subsection (c) (3) of such section 202 is-amended

11 by striking out "Such" and inserting in lieut thereof "Ex
12
13
14
15

cept as provided in subsection (q), such".
(e) Subsection 202 (j) (3) of such Act is amended to
read as follows:
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1),

16

an individual may, at his option, waive entitlement to old

17

age insurance benefits, wife' s insurance benefits, or husband's

18

insurance benefits for any one or more consecutive months

19

which occur

20
21

"(A) after the month before the month in which
such individual attains retirement age,

22

"(B) prior to (i) in the case of a man, the month

23

in which he attains the age of sixty-five, or (ii) in the
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case of a woman, the month in which she attains the age

2

of sixty-five or, if later, the month in which the individ

3

ual (if entitled to old-age insurance benefits) on the

4

basis of whose wages and self-employment income she

5

is -entitled to wife's insurance benefits attains the age of

6

sixty-five, and
"(C) prior to the month in which such individual

'7

8

files applicationfor such benefits,

9 and, in such case, such individual shall not be considered as
10 entitled to such benefits for any such month or months be
ll

fore he filed such application. An individual shall be

12 deemed to have waived such entitlement for any such month
13

for which such benefit would, under the second sentence of

14

paragraph(1), be reduced to zero."

15
16
17

(f) Section 203(b) (3) is amended to read as fol
lows:
"(3) in which such individual, if a wife entitled to

18

wife's insurance benefits, did not have in her care (in

19

dividually or jointly with her husband) a child of her

20

husband entitled to a child's insurance benefit and such

21

wife's insurance benefit for such month was not reduced

22

under the provisions of section 202(q) and such month

23

occurred prior to the month in which she attained the
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age of sixty-five or, if later, the month in which her

2

husband (if entitled to old-age insurance benefits) at

3

taimed the age of sixty-fi~ve; or".

4

(g)

Section 3121 (a) (9)

of the Internal Revenue

5 Code of 1954 is amended to read as follows:
6

"(9) any payment (other than vacation or sick

7

pay) made to an employee afier the month in which

8

he attains the age of sixty-two, 'if such employee did

9

not work for the employer in the period for 'Which such

10

payment is made; or".

11

(h) (1) The amendm~ent made by subsection (a) shall

12 apply only in the case of lump-sum death payments under
13 section 202(i) of the Social Security Act with respect to
14 deaths occurring after October 1960, and in the case of
15

monthly benefits under title II of such Act for months after

16

October 1960 on the basis of applications filed in or after

17

the month in which this Act is enacted.
18

19

(2) For purposes of section 2151(b) (3) (B) of the

Social Security Act (but subject to paragraph (1) of this
20subsection) 

21

(A) a man who attains the age of sixty-two prior
22

to November 1960 and who was not eligible for old
23 age insurance benefits under section 202 of such Act

24

(as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act) for
25

any month prior to November 1960 shall be deemed to
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have attained the age of sixty-two in 1960 or, if earlier,

2

the year in which he died;

3

(B) a man shall not, by reason of the amendment

4

made by subsection (a), be deemed to be a fully insured

5

individual before November 1960 or the months in which

6

he died, whichever month is the earlier;and

7

(C) the amendment made by subsection (a) shall

8

not be applicable in the case of any man who was eligi

9

ble for old-age insurance benefits under such section 202

10

for any month prior to November 1960.

11 A man shall, for purposes of this paragraph, be deemed
12 eligible for old-age insurance benefits under section 202 of
13 the Social Security Act for any month if he was or would
14 have been, upon filing application therefor 'in such month,
15 entitled to such benefits for such month.
16

(3) For purposes of section 2909(i) of such Act, the

17

amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply only with

i8

respect to remunerationpaid after October 1960.

19

(i) (1) The

20 through
21

amendments made

by

subsection (b)

(f) shall take effect November 1, 1960, and shall

be applicable with respect to monthly benefits under title

22 II of the Social Security Act for months after October 1960
23 and with respect to lump-sum death payments, for deaths
24 occurring after October 1960.
25

(2) The amendment made by subsection (g) shall be
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1 effective with respect to remuneration paid after October
2 1960.
K3

(4) For purposes of section 214(a) of such Act (as
4 it would be amended by this Act), thd amendment made
5 by subsection (a) shall not apply in the case of any individual
6 who on, before, or after the date of enactment of this Act,
7 becomes entitled to retirement benefits under the Teachers
8 Pension and Annuity Fund of the State of New Jersey

9 or to retirement benefits under the Public Employees Retire
10 ment System of the State of New Jersey.

11
12

(50)INCREASE

IN THE EARNED INCOME LIMITATION

SEC. 211. (a) (1) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of sub

13 section 203(e) of the Social Security Act are each amended

14 by striking out "$1,200" wherever it appearstherein and in
15 serting in lieu thereof "$1,800", and (2) such paragraphs
16 and paragraph (1) of subsection (g) of such section are each
17 amended by striking out "$100 times" wherever it appears
18 therein and insertingin lieu thereof "$150 times"
19

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be

20

effective, in the case of any individual, with respect to tax

21

able years of such individual ending after 1960.

22

(51)SEc. 212. (a) Clause (3) of the first sentence of sub

23 section (e) of section 216 of the Social Security Act is
24

amended to read as follows: "(3) in the case of a deceased
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1 individual (A) a stepchild who has been such stepchild for
2 not less than one year immediately preceding the day on
3 which such individual died, or (B) a child with respect to
4 whom an individual has stood in loco parentis for not less

5 than five years immediately preceding the day on which such
6 individual died."
7

(b)

Subsection (d) of section 202 of such Act is

8 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
9 paragraph:

10

"(7) A child shall be deemed dependent upon the in

11

dividual who stands in loco parentis with respect to such

12

child at the time specified in paragraph (1) (C) if, at such

13

time, the child was living with and was receiving at least

14 three-fourths of his support from such individual."
15

TITLE III-BENEFIT AMOUNTS

16

INCREASE IN INSURANCE BENEFITS OF CmL~DREN OF

17

DECEASED WORKES

18

SEC. 301. (a) The second sentence of section 202 (d)

19

(2) of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:

20 "Such child's insurance benefit for each month shall, if such
21 individual has died in or prior to such month, be equal to
22 three-fourths of the primary insurance amount of such indi
23 vidual.,,
24

(b) The amendment made by this section shall apply
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1 only with respect to monthly benefits under section 202 of the
2 Social Security Act for months after the second month fol
lowing the month 'in which this Act is enacted.

~3

4

(c) Where

5

(1) one or more persons were entitled (without

(j) (1) of the Social

6

the application of section 202

7

Security Act) to monthly benefits under section 202

8

of such Act for the second month following the month

9

in which this Act is enacted on the basis of the wages

10

and self-employment income of a deceased individual

11

(but not including any person who became so entitled

12

by reason of section (52)2-09 207 of this Act) ; and

13

(2) no, person, other than (i) those persons re

14

ferred to in paragraph (1) of this subsection and (Hii)

15

those persons who are entitled to'benefits under section

16

202 (d) , (e) , (f),o (g) of the Social Security Act
17

but would not be so entitled except for the enactment

18

of section (53)2108 207 of this Act, is entitled to benefits

19

uinder such section 202 on the basis of such individual's

20

wages and 'Self-employment income for any subsequent

21

month or for any month after the second month follow
22ing the month in which thi's Act is' enacled'and ,prior

23
24
25

to such subsequent month; and
(3) the total of the benefits to which all person's
referred to in-paragraph (1) of this subsection are en
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titled under section 202 of the Social Security Act on

2

the basis of such individua~l's wages and sell-employment

3

income for such subsequent month exceeds the maxi

4

mum of benefits payable, as provided in section 203 (a)

5

of such Act, on the basis of such wages and self-

6

employment income,

7 then the amount of the benefit to which each such person
8 referred to in paragraph (1) of this subsection is entitled
9 for such subsequent month shall be determined
10

.(4)

in case such person is entitled to benefits

11

under section 202 (e) , (f ), (g), or (h) , as though

12

this section and section (54)2.0O8 207 had not been

13

enacted, or

14

(5) in case such person is entitled to benefits

15

under section 202 (d), as though (i) no person is

16

entitled to benefits under section 202 (e) , (f) , (g) , or

17

(h) for such subsequent month, and (ii) the maximum

18

of benefits payable, as described in paragraph (3), is

19

such maximum less the amount of each person's benefit

20

for such month determined pursuant to paragraph (4).

21

22

MAXIMUJM FAMILY BENEFITS IN CERTAIN CASES

SEC. 302. (a) Section 203 (a) (3) of the Social Seca

23 rity Act is amended
24

(1) by striking out "and is not less than $68, then

25

such total of benefits shall not be reduced to less than the
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smaller of" and inserting in lieu thereof

2

total of benefits shall not be reduced to less than $99.10

3

if such primary insurance amount is $66, to less than

4

$102.40 if such primary insurance amount is $67, to

5

less than $106.50 if such primary insurance amount is

6

$68, or, if such primary insurance amount is higher

7

than $68, to less than the smaller of"; and

",

then such

8

(2) by striking out "the last figure in column V of

9

the table appearing in section 215 (a) " and inserting

10

in lieu thereof "the amount determined under this sub

11

section without regard to this paragraph, or $206.60,

12

whichever is larger".

13

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall

14 apply only in the case of monthly benefits under section 202
15 or section 223 of the Social Security Act for months after the
16 month following the month in which this Act is enacted, and
17 then only (1) if the insured individual on the basis of whose
18 wages and self-employment income such monthly benefits are
19 payable became entitled (without the application of section
20 202

(j) (1) or section 223 (b) of such Act) to benefits un

21 der section 202 (a) or section 223 of such Act after the
22 month following the month in which this Act is enacted, or
23

(2) if such insured "individual died before becoming so en

24 titled and no person was entitled (without the application of
25 section 202

(j) (1) or section 223 (b) of such Act) on the
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2

benefits under title II of the Social Security Act for the

S month following the month in which this Act is enacted or
4 any prior month.
5

COMPUTATIONS

6

7

AND RECOMPUTATIONS

OF PRIMARY

INSURANCE AMOUNTS

SEC. 303. (a) Section 215 (b) of the Social Security

8 Act is amended to read as follows:
9

" (b) (1) For the purposes of column III of the table

10 appearing in subsection (a) of this section, an individual's
11 'average monthly wage' shall be the quotient obtained by
12 dividing
13

" (A) the total of his wages paid in and self-em

14

ployment income credited to his 'benefit computation

15

years' (determined tinder paragraph (2)

16
17

),by

"(B) the number of months in such years.
"(2) (A) The number of an individual's 'benefit com

18 putation years' shall be equal to the number of elapsed years
19

(determined under paragraph (3) of this subsection), re

20 duced by five; except that the number of a~n individual's
21 benefit computation years shall in no case be less than two.
22

"(B) An individual's 'benefit computation years' shall

23 be those computation base years, equal in number to the
24 number determined under subparagraph (A), for which the
25 total of his wages and self-employment income is the largest.
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"(C) For the purposes of subparagraph

(B), 'corn

2 putation base years' include only calendar years occurring
3

"(i) after December 31, 1950, and

4

"(ii) prior to the year in which the individual be

5

came entitled to old-age insurance benefits or died,

6

whichever first occurred;

7 except that the year in which the individual became entitled
8 to old-age insurance benefits or died, as the case may be,
9 shall be included as a computation base year if the Secretary
10 determines, on the basis of evidence available to him at the
11 time of the computation of the primary insurance amnounat
12 for such individual, tha~t the inclusion of such year would
13

result in a higher primary insurance amount. Any calendar

14

year all of wvhich is included in a period of disability shall not

15

be included as a computation base year.

16
17

" (3) For the purposes of paragraph (2), an individual's
'elapsed years' shall be the number of calendar years

18

" (A) after (i) December 31, 1950, or (ii)

19

later, December 31 of the year in which lie attained the

20

a~ge of twenty-one, and

21

if

" (B) prior to (i) the year in which he died, or

) if earlier, the first year after December 31, 1960,

22

(ii

23

in which he both was fully insured and had attained re

24

tirement age.

25 For the purposes of the preceding sentence, any calendar
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1 year any part of which was included in a period of disa
2 bility shall not be included in such number of calendar years.
3

" (4) The provisions of this subsection shall be appli

4 cable only in the case of an individual with respect to whom
5 not less than six of the quarters elapsing after 1950 are
6 quarters of coverage, and
7

"(A) who becomes entitled to benefits after De

8

cember. 1960 under section 202 (a) or section 223; 'or

9

"(B) who dies after December 1960 without being

10

entitled to benefits under section 202 (a) or section

11

223; or

12

"(C) who ifiles an application for a recomputatioti

13

under subsection (f) (2) (A) after December 1960 and

14

is (or would, but for the provisions of subsection (f)

15

(6), be) entitled to have his primary insurance amount

16

recomputed under subsection (f) (2) (A) ; or

17

"(D) who dies after December 1960 and whose

18

survivors are (or would, but for the provisions of sub

.19

section (f) (6), be). entitled to a recomputation. of his

_20

primary insurance amount under subsection 7(f) (4).

21

"(5) In the case of any individual

22
_2324
25

"(A)

to whom the provision's of this subsection

are not made applicable by paragraph.- -(4), but
"(B) (i) prior to 1961, met. the requirements of
this paragraph (including subparagraph (E) thereof)
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as in effect prior to the enactment of the Social

2

Security Amendments of 1960, or (ii) after 1960, meets

3

the conditions of subparagraph (E) of this paragraph as

4

in effect prior to such enactment,

5 then the provisions of this subsection as in effect prior to
6 such enactment shall apply to such individual for the pur
7 poses of column III of the table appearing in subsection (a)
8 of this section."
9

(b) Section 215 (c) (2) (B) of such Act is amended

10 to read as follows:
11

" (B) to whom the provisions of neither paragraph

12

(4) nor paragraph (5) of subsection (b) are appli

13

cable."

14

(c) (1) Section 215 (d) (1) (A) of such Act is amended

15 to read as follows:

16

" (A) In the computation of such benefit, such in

17

dividual's average monthly wage shall (in lieu of being

18

determined under section 209 (f) of this title as in

19

effect prior to the enactment of such amendments) be

20

determined as provided in subsection (b) of this sec

21

tion (but without regard to paragraphs (4) and (5)

22

thereof) , except that for the purposes of paragraphs

23

(2) (C) (i) and (3) (A) (i) of subsection (b) , De

1

comber 31, 1936, shall be used instead of December 31,

2

1950.")

3

(2) Section 215(d) (1) (C) of such &ct is amended

4 by striking out "dany pae't and inserting in lieu thereof "all";
5 and by striking out the last sentence thereof.
,6

(3) Section 215 (d) (2) (B) of such Act is,amended by

7 striking out "paragraph (5~." and inserting in lieu thereof
8 "paragraph (4)"
9

(4) Section 215 (d) of such Act is further a-mended

10 by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph.:
11

" (3) The provisions of this subsection as in effect prior

12

to the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1960

13

shall be applicable in the case of an individual who meets the

14 requirements of subsection (b) (5) (as in effect after such
15

enactment) but without regard to whether such individual

.16 has six quarters of coverage after 1950."
17

(d) (1) Effective with respect to individuals who be

18

come entitled to benefits under section 202 (a) of the Social

19 Security Act after 1960, section 215 (e) (3) of such Act is
20 a-mended to read as follows:
21

" (3) if an individual has self-employment income in

22

a taxable year which begins prior to the calendar year

23

in which he becomes entitled to old-age insurance bone
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fits and ends after the last day of the month preceding

2

the month in which he becomes so entitled, his self-

3

employment income in such taxable year shall not be

4

counted in determining his benefit computation years,

5

except as provided in subsection (f) (3) (C)

6

(2) Effective with respect to individuals who meet any

."

7 of the subparagraphs of paragraph (4) of section 215 (b)
8 of the Social Security Act, as amended by this Act, section
9 215 (e) of the Social Security Act is further amended by
10 inserting "and" after the semicolon at the end of paragraph
11
12

(2) and by striking out paragraph (4).
(e) (1) Effective with respect to applications' for re

13 computation under section 215 (f) (2) of the Social Security
14 Act filed after 1960, section 215 (f) (2) of such Act is
15 amended by striking out "1954" the first time it appears
16 and inserting in lieu thereof "1960", and by striking out
17 "no earlier than six months" in subparagraph (A) (iii).
18

(2) Section 215 (f) (2) (B) of such Act is amended to

19 read as follows:
20

"(B) A recomputation pursuant to subparagraph (A)

21 shall be made
22

" (i) only as provided in subsection (a) (1), if the

23

provisions of subsection (b), as amended by the Social

24

Security Amendments of 1960, were applicable to the,
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1

last previous computation of the individual's primary

2

insurance amount, or

3
4

" (ii) as provided in subsection (a)

(1) and (3),

in all other cases.

5 Such recomputation shall be made as though the individual
6 became entitled to old-age insurance benefits in the month in
7 which he filed the application for such recomputation, except
8 that if clause (i) of this subparagraph is applicable to such
9 recomputation, the computation base years referred to in sub
10 section (b) (2) shall include only calendar years occurring
11 prior to the year in which he filed his application for such
12 recomputation."
13

(3) Section 215 (f) (3) of such Act is amended to read

14 as follows:
15
16
17
18

"(3) (A) Upon application by an individual
" (i)

who became entitled to old-age insurance

benefits under section 202 (a) after December 1960, or
" (ii) whose primary insurance amount was recoin
(2) (B) (ii) of this

19

puted as provided in paragraph

20

subsection on the basis of an application filed, after

21

December 1960,

22

the Secretary shall recompute his primary insurance amount

23 if such application is filed after the calendar year in which
IFI. R. 12580-8
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1 he became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or in
2 which he ifiled application for the recomputation of his
3 primary insurance amount under clause (ii) of this sentence,
4 whichever is the later. Such recomputation under this sub
5 paragraph shall be made as provided in subsection (a) (1)
6 and (3) of this section, except that such individual's com
7 putation base years referred to in. subsection (b) (2) shall
8 include the calendar year referred to in the preceding sen
9 tence. Such recomputation. under this subparagraph shall be
10 effective for and after the first month for which his last pre
-11 vious computation of his primary insurance amount was
12 effective, but in no event for any month prior to the twenty
13 fourth month before the month in which the application for
14 such recomputation is filed.
15

" (B) In the case of an individual who dies after

16 December 1960 and
17
18
19
20
21

" (i) who, at the time of death was not entitled to
old-age insurance benefits under section 202 (a), or
"(ii) who became entitled to such old-age insurance
benefits after December 1960, or
" (iii) whose primary insurance amount was re-w

22

computed under paragraph (2) of this subsection of the

23

basis of an application filed after December 1960, or

24
25

"(iv) whose primary insurance amount was re
computed under paragraph (4) of this subsection,
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1 the Secretary shall recompute his primary insurance amount
2 upon the filing of an application by a person entitled to
3 monthly benefits or a lump-sum death payment on the basis
4 of such individual's wages and self-employment income.
5 Such recomputation shall be made as provided in subsection

6

(a)

(1) and (3)

of this section, except that such in

7 dividual's computation base years referred to in subsection
8

(b) (2) shall include the calendar year in which he died

9 in the case of an individual who was not entitled to old-age
10 insurance benefits at the time of death or whose primary
11 insurance amount was recomputed under paragraph (4) of
12 this subsection, or in all other cases, the calendar year
13 in which he filed his application for the last previous
14 computation of his primary insurance amount. In the
15 case of monthly benefits, such recomputation shall be
16 effective for and after the month in which the person en
17 titled to such monthly benefits became so entitled, but in no
18 event for any month prior to the twenty-fourth month before
19 the month in which the application for such recomputation
20 is filed.
21

" (C) In the case of an individual who becomes en

22 titled to old-age insurance benefits in a calendar year after
23

1960, if such individual has self-employment income in a tax

24 able year which begins prior to such calendar year and ends
25 aft-or the last day of the month preceding the month in which
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1 he became so entitled, the Secretary shall recompute such
2 individual's primary insurance amount after the close of
3 such taxable year and shall take into account in determining
4 the individual's benefit computation years only such self5 employment income in such taxable year as is credited, pur
6 suanat to section 212, to the year preceding the year in which
7 he became so entitled. Such recomputation shall be effective
8 for and after the first month in which he became entitled to
9 old-age insurance benefits."
10

(4) (A) Section 215 (f) (4) of such Act is amended

11 by striking out "1954" in the first sentence and inserting
12 in lieu thereof "1960", and by striking out the second and
13 third sentences and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
14 "If the recomputation is permitted by subparagraph (A),
15 the recomputation shall be made (if at all) as though he had
16 ifiled application for a recomputation under paragraph (2)
17

(A) in the month in which he died. If the recomputation is

18 permitted by subparagraph

(B) , the recomputation shall

19 take into account only the wages and self-employment in
20 come which were considered in the last previous computation
21 of his primary insurance amount and the compensation (de
22 scribed in section 205 (o) ) paid to him in the Iyears in
23 which such wages were paid or to which such self-employ
24 ment income was credited.
25

(B) Effective in the case of deaths occurring on or after
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1 the date of the enactment of this Act, the first sentence of
2 such section 215 (f) (4) is further amended by striking out
3 " (without the application of clause (iii) thereof)
4

".

(f) Effective with respect to individuals who become

5 entitled to benefits under section 223 of the Social Security
6 Act after 1960, section 223 (a) (2) of such Act (as amended
7

by section 402 (b) of this Act) is amended to read as

8 follows:
9

" (2) Such individual's disability insurance benefit for

10 any month shall be equal to his primary insurance amount
11 for such month determined under section 215 as though he
12 had attained retirement age in
13

" (A) the first month of his waiting period, or

14

" (B) in any case in which clause (ii) of para

15

graph (1) of this subsection is applicable, the first month

16

for which he becomes entitled to such disability insurance

17

b enefits-,

18 and as though he had become entitled to old-age insurance
19

benefits in the month in which he filed his application for

20

disability insurance benefits.

21

ceding -sentence,in the case of (55),a wofftf,, an individualwho

22

both was fully insured and had attained retirement age in

23

or before the first month referred to in subparagraph (A)

24

or (B) of such sentence, as the case may be, the elapsed

25

years referred to in section 215 (b) (3) shall not include the

For the purposes of the pre
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I first year in which (56$ihe such individual both was fully in
2 sured and had attained retirement age, or any year there
3 alter."
4

(g) (1) In the case of any individual who both was

5 fully insured and had attained retirement age prior to 1961
6 and (A) who becomes entitled to old-age insurance benefits
7 after 1960, or (B) who dies after -1960 without being en
8 titled to such benefits, then, notwithstanding the amendments
9 made by the preceding subsections of this section, the Secre
10 tary shall also compute such individual's primary insurance
11 amount on the basis of such individual's average monthly
12 wage determined under the provisions of section 215 of the
13 Social Security Act in effect prior to the enactment of this
14 Act with a closing date determined under section 215 (b)
15

(3) (B) of such Act as then in effect, but only if such closing

16 date would have been applicable to such computation had this
17 section not been enacted.

If the primary insurance amount

18 resulting from the use of such an average monthly wage is
19 higher than the primary insurance amount resulting from the
20 use of an average monthly wage determined pursuant to the
21 provisions of section 215 of the Social Security Act, as
22 amended by the Social Security Amendments of 1960, such
23 higher primary insurance amount shall be the individual's
24 primary insurance amount for purposes of such section 215.
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1 The terms used in this subsection shall have the meaning
2 assigned to them by title II of the Social Security Act.
3

(2) Notwithstanding the amendments made by the

4 preceding subsections of this section, in the case of any
5 individual who was entitled (without regard to the provi
6 sions of section 223 (b) of the Social Security Act) to a
'7 disability insurance benefit under such section 223 for the
8 month before the month in which he became entitled to an
9 old-age insurance benefit under section 202 (a) of such Act,
10 or in which he died, and such disability insurance benefit was
.11 based upon a primary insurance amount determined under
12 the provisions of section 215 of the Social Security Act in
13 effect prior to the enactment of this Act, the Secretary shall,
14 in applying the provisions of such section 215 (a) (except
15 paragraph (4) thereof), for purposes of determining benefits
16 payable under section 202 of such Act on the basis of such
17 individual's wages and sell-employment income, determine
18 such individual's average monthly wage under the provisions
19 of section 215 of the Social Security Act in effect prior to the
20 enactment of this Act. The provisions of this paragraph
21 shall not apply with respect to any such individual, entitled to
22 such old-age insurance benefits, (i) who applies, after 1960,
23 for a recomputation (to which he is entitled) of his primary
24 insurance amount under section 215 (f) (2) of such Act, or
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1

(ii) who dies after 1960 and meets the conditions for a

2 recomputation of his primary insurance amount under section
3

4

215 (f) (4) of such Act.
(li) In any case where application for recomputation

5 under section 215 (f) (3) of the Social Security Act is ifiled
6 on or after the date of the enactment of this Act with
'7 respect to an individual for whom the last previous corn
8 putation of the primary insurance amount was based on an
9 application filed prior to 1961, or who died before 1961,
10 the provisions of section 215 of such Act as in effect prior
11 to the enactment of this Act shall apply except that-.
12

(1) such recomputation'shall. be made as provided

13

in section 215 (a) of the Social Security Act (as in

14

effect prior to the enactment of this Act) and as though

15

such individual first became entitled to old-age insur

16

ance benefits in the month in which he filed his applica

17

tion for such recomputation or died without filing such

18

an application, and his closing date for such purposes

19

shall be as specified in such section 215 (f) (3) ; and

20

(2) the provisions of sect.ion 215 (b) (4) of the

21

Social Security Act (as in effect prior to the enactment

22

of this Act) shall apply only if they were applicable to

23

the last previous computation of such individual's pri

24

mary insurance amount, or would have been applicable
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1

to such computation if there had been tak~en into

2

account

3

(A) his wages and self-employment income in

4

the year in which he became entitled to old-age

5

insurance benefits or filed application for the last

6

previous recomputation of his primary insurance

7

amount, where he is living at the time of the appli

8

cation for recomputation under this subsection, or

9

(B) his wages and self-employment income in

10

the year in which he died without becoming entitled

11

to old-age insurance benefits, or (if he was entitled

12

to such benefits) the year in which application was

13

filed for the last previous computation of his primary

14

insurance amount or in which he died, whichever

15

first occurred, where he has died at the time of the

16

application for such recomputation.

17

If the primary insurance a-mount of an individual was re

18

computed under section 215 (f) (3) of the Social Security

19

Act as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act, and such

20

amount would have been larger if the recomputation had been

21 made under such section as modified by this subsection, then
22 the Secretary
23

shall recompute such primary insurance

amount under such section a~s so modified, but only 'if

24 an application for such recomputation is filed on or after the
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1 date of the enactment of this Act. A recomputation under
2 the preceding sentence shall be effective for and after the first
3 month for which the last previous recomputation of such in.
4 dividua~l's primary insurance amount under such section 215
5 was effective, but in no event for any month prior to the
6 twenty-fourth month before the month in which the applica
7 tion for a recomputation is ifiled under the preceding sentence.
8

(i) (1) In the case of an application for a recomputa

9 tion under section 215 (f) (2) of the Social Security Act
10 filed after 1954 and prior to 1961, the provisions of section
11 215 (f) (2) of such Act in effect prior to the enactment of
12 this Act shall apply.
13

(2) In the case of an individual who died after 1954

14 and prior to 1961 and who was entitled to an old-age in
15

surance benefit under section 202 (a) at the time of his death,

16 the provisions of section 215 (f) (4) of the Social Security
17 Act in effect prior to the enactment of this Act shall apply.
18

(j) In the case of an individual whose average monthly

19 wage is computed under the provisions of section 215 (b)
20 of the Social Security Act, as amended by this Act, and
21

(1) who is entitled, by reason of the provisions

(j) (1) or section 223 (b) of the Social

22

of section 202

23

Security Act, to a monthly benefit for any month prior

24

to January 1961, or

25

(2) who is (or would, but for the fact that such
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1

recomputation would not result in a higher primary

2

insurance amount for such individual, be) entitled, by

3

reason of section 215 (f) of the Social Security Act, to

4

have his primary insurance amount recomputed effective

5

for a month prior to January 1961,

6 his average monthly wage as determined under the provi
7 sions of such section 215 (b) shall be his average monthly
8 wage for the purposes of determining his primary insurance
9 amount for such prior month.
10

(k--

Section 102 (f) (2) (B)

of the Social Security

11 Amendments of 1954 is amended by inserting after "Social
12 Security Act" in the second sentence thereof "as in effect
13 prior to the enactment of the Social Security Amendments
14 of 1960"; and by striking out "bond" and inserting in lieu
15 thereof "month".
16

17

ELIMINATION

OF CERTAIN

OBSOLETE

RECOMPUTATIONS

SEC. 304. (a) The first sentence of section 215 (f) (5)

18 of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out "after
19 -the close of such taxable year by such individual or (if he
20 died without filling such application) " and inserting in lieu
21 thereof the following: "by such individual after the close
22 of such taxable year and prior to January 19-61 or (if he
23 died without filing such application and such death occurred
24 prior to January 1961)
25

".

(b) Section 102 (e) (5) of the Social Security Amend
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1L ments of 1954 is amended by adding at the end thereof the
2 following new subparagraph:
3

" (D) Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraphs

4

(A), (B), and (C), the primaly insurance amount of a~n

5 individual shall not be recomputed under such provisions un
6

less such individual ifiles the application referred to in sub

7

paragraph (A) or (B) prior to January 1961 or, if he dies

8

without filing such application, his death occurred prior to

9 January 1961."
10
11

(c) Section 102 (e) (8) of the Social Security Amend
ments of 1954 is amended by inserting before the period at

12 the end thereof "but only if such individual files the applica
13 tion referred to in subparagraph (A) of such section prior to
14 January 1961 or (if he dies without filing such application)
15
.16

his death occurred prior to January 1961".
(d)

Section 5 (c) (1)

of the Social Security A~ct

17

Amendments of 1952 is amended by adding at the end

18

thereof the following new sentence: "Notwithstanding the

19

preceding provisions of this paragraph, the primary insur

20 ance amount of an individual shall not be recomputed under
21

such provisions unless such individual files the application

22 referred to in clause (A) of the first sentence of this para
23 graph prior to January 1961 or, if he dies without filing such
24

application, his death occurred prior to January 1961."
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1

TITLE IV-DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS

2

AND THE DISABILITY FREEZE

3

ELIMINATION OF REQUIREMENT OF ATTAINMENT OF AGE

4

FPIFTY FOR DISABILITY INiSURANCE BENEFITS

5

SEC. 401. (a) Section 223 (a) (1) (B) of the Social

6 Security Act is amended by striking out "has attained the
7 age of fifty and".
8

(b) The last sentence of section 223 (c) (3) of such

9 Act is amended by striking out the semicolon and al that
10 follows and inserting in lieu thereof a period.
II

(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply

12 only with respect to monthly benefits under sections 202 and
13 223 of the Social Security Act for months after the
14 month following the month in which this Act is enacted
15 which are based on the wages and self-employment income
16 of an individual who did not attain the age of fifty in or
17 prior to the month following the month in which this Act
18 is enacted, but only where applications for such benefits are
19 filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.
20

ELIMINATION OF THE WAITING PERIOD FOR DISABILITY

21

INSURANCE BENEFITS IN CERTAIN CASES

22
23

SEC. 402. (a) Section 223 (a) (1) of the Social Secu
rity Act is amended by striking out "shall be entitled to a

24 disability insurance benefit for each month, beginning
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1 with the first month after his waiting period (as defined
2 in subsection (c) (3) ) in which he becomes so entitled
3 to such insurance benefits" and inserting in lieu thereof
4 the following: "shall be -entitled to a disability insurance
5 benefit (i) for each month beginning with the first month
6 after his waiting period (as defined in subsection (c) (3) )
7 in which he becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits,
8 or (ii) for each month beginning with the first month dur
9 ing all of which he is under a disability and in which he
10 becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits, but only if
11 he was entitled to disability insurance benefits which ter
12 minated, or had a period of disability (as defined in section
13 216 (i) ) which ceased, within the 60-month period preceding
14 the first month in which he is under such disability,".
15

(b) Section 223 (a) (2) of such Act is amended to

16 read as follows:
17

" (2) Such individual's disability insurance benefit for

18 any month shall be equal to his primary insurance amount
19 for such month determined under section 215 as though he
20 became entitled to old-age insurance benefits in
21

"(A) the first month of his waiting period, or

22

"(B) in any case in which clause (ii) of para

23

graph (1) of this subsection is applicable, the first
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1

month for which he becomes so entitled to such dis

2

ability insurance benefits."

3

(c) The first sentence of section 223 (b) of such Act

4 is amended to read as follows: "No application for dis
5 ability insurance benefits shall be accepted as a valid appli
6 cation for purposes of this section (1) if it is filed more than
'7 nine months before the first month for which the applicant
8 becomes entitled to such benefits, or (2) in any case :in
9 which clause (ii) of paragraph (1) of subsection (a) is
10 applicable, if it is filed more than six months before the
11 first month for which the applicant becomes entitled to such
12 benefits; and any application filed within such nine months'
13 period or six months' period, as the case may be, shall
14 be deemed to have been filed in such first month."
15

(d) The second sentence of section 223 (b) of such

16 Act is amended by striking out "if he files application
17 therefor" and inserting in lieu thereof "if he is continuously
18 under a disability after such month and until he ifiles appli
19 cation therefor, and he files such application".
20

(e) (1) The first sentence of section 216 (i) (2)

21 of such Act is amended to read as follows:

"The

22 term 'period of disability' means a continuous period (be
23 ginning and ending as hereinafter provided in this subsec,
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.1 tion) during which an individual wa~under a disability (as
2 defined in paragraph (1) ), but only if such period is of not
3 less than six full calendar months' duration or such individual
4 was entitled to benefits under section- 223 for one or more
5 months in such period."
6

(2) (A) The fifth sentence of such section 216 (i) (2)

7 is amended by inserting
8

",

or, in any case in which clause

(ii) of section 223 (a) (1) is applicable, more than six

9 months before the first month for which such applicant be
10 comes entitled to benefits under section 223," after " (as
11 determined under this paragraph)
12

".

(B) Such section 216 (i) (2) is further amended by

13 adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Any
14 application for a disability determination which is filed within
15 such three months' period or six months' period shall be
16 deemed to have been ifiled on such first day or in such first
17 month, as the case may be."
18

(f) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)
19shall apply only with respect to benefits under section 223

20 of the Social Security Act for the month in which this Act
21 is enacted and subsequent months.

The amendment made

22 by subsection (c) shall apply only in the case of applications
23 for benefits under such section 223 filed alter the seventh
24 month before the month in which this Act is enacted. The
25 amendment made by subsection (d) shall apply only in the
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I. case of applications for benefits under such section 223 filed
2 in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.
3 amendment made by subsection

(e)

The

shall apply only in

4 the case of individuals who become entitled to benefits under
5 such section 223 in or after the month in which this Act
6 is enacted.
7

PERIOD OF TRIAL WORK BY DISABLED INDIVIDUIAL

8

SEc. 403. (a) Section 222 of the Social Security Act is

9 amended by striking out subsection (c) and inserting in lieu
10 thereof the following:
11
12

"Period of Trial Work
"(c) (1) The term 'period of trial work', with respect

13 to an individual entitled to benefits under section 223 or
14 202 (d), means a period of months beginning and ending as
15

provided in paragraphs (3) and (4).

16

" (2) For purposes of sections 216 (i) and 223, any

17

services rendered by an individual during a period of trial

IS work shall be deemed not to have been rendered by such in
19

dividual in determining whether his disability has ceased in

20 a month during such period. For purposes of this subsection
21

the term 'services' means activity which is performed for

22

remuneration or gain or is determined by the Secretary to

23

be of a type normally performed for remuneration or gain.

24

" (3) A period of trial work for any individual shall
R. Ri. 12580-9
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1begin with the month in which he becomes entitled t~o dis
2

ability insurance benefits, or, in the case of an individual

3 entitled to benefits under section 202 (d)

who has at

4 tained the age of eighteen, with the month in which
5 he becomes entitled to such benefits or the month in
6 which he attains the age of eighteen, whichever is later.
7 Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, no period of trial
8

work may begin for any individual prior to the beginning of

9 the month following the month in which this paragraph is
10 enacted; and no such period may begin for an individual
11 in a period of disability of such individual in which he had
12 a previous period of trial work.
13

"(4)

A period of trial work for any individual shall

14

end with the close of whichever of the following months is

15

the earlier:

16

" (A) the ninth month, beginning on or after the

17

first day of such period, in which the individual renders

18

services (whether or not such nine months are consecu

19

tive) ; or

20

" (B) the month in which his disability (as defined

) ceases (as determined after ap

21

in section 223 (c) (2)

22

plication of paragraph (2) of this subsection).

23

" (5) In the case of an individual who becomes entitled

24

to benefits under section 223 for any month as provided in

25

clause (ii) of subsection (a) (1) of such section, the pre
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1 ceding provisions of this subsection shall not apply with
2 respect to services in any month beginning with the first
3 month for which he is so entitled and ending with the first
4 month thereafter for which he is not entitled to benefits under,
5 section 223."
6

(b)

Section 223 (a) (1)

of such Act is amended

7 by striking out. "the first month in which any of the
8 following occurs: his disability ceases, he dies, or he at
9 tains the age of sixty-five" and inserting in lieu thereof
10

"whichever of the following months is the earliest: the month

11 in which he dies, the month in which he attains the age of
12 sixty-five, or the third month following the month in which
13
14

his disability ceases".
(c)

The fourth sentence of section 216 (i) (2)

of

15

such Act is amended by striking out "the first month

16

in which either the disability ceases or the individual

17

attains the age of sixty-five" and inserting in lieu thereof "the

18

month preceding whichever of the following months is the

19

earlier: the month in which the individual attains age sixty-

20 five or the third month following the month in which the
21

disability ceases"

22

(d) (1)

23

The first sentence of section 202 (d) (1)

of

such Act is amended by inserting "or" before "attains

24 the age of eighteen and is not under a disability
25 defined in section 223 (c) )

(as

which began before he at
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1taimed such age" and by striking out

",

or ceases to be under

2 a disability (as so defined) on or after the day on which he
3 attains age eighteen"
4

(2) Such section 202 (d) (1) is further amended by

5 inserting after the first sentence the following new sentence:
6 "Entitlement of any child to benefits under this subsection
7 shall also end with the month preceding the, third month

8 following the month in which he ceases to be under a dis.
9 ability (as so defined) after the month in which he attains
10 age eighteen."
11

(e) (1) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

12

be effective only with respect to months beginning after the

13

month in -which this Act is enacted.

14
15

(2) The amendments made by subsections (b) and
(d)

shall apply only with respect to benefits under

16 section 223 (a) or 202 (d) of the Social Security Act for
17 months after the month in which this Act is enacted in the
18case of individuals who, without regard to such amendments,
19

would have been entitled to such benefits for the month in

20 which this Act is enacted or for any succeeding month.
21
22

(3)

The amendment made by subsection (c)

shall

apply only in the case of individuals who have a period

23 of disability (as defined in section 216 (i) of the Social. Secu
24 rity Act) beginning on or after the date of the enactment
25 of this Act, or beginning before such date and continuing,
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1

without regard to such amendment, beyond the end of the

2

month in which this Act is enacted.

3

SPECIAL INSURED STATUS TEST IN CERTAIN CASES FOR.

4

DISABILITY PURPOSES

5

SEC. 404. (a) In the case of any individual who does

6 not meet the requirements of section 216 (i) (3)

of the

'7 Social Security Act with respect to any quarter, or who
8 is not insured for disability insurance benefits as deter
9 mined under

section

223 (c) (1)

of

such Act

with

10 respect to any month in a quarter, such individual shall be
11 deemed to have met such requirements with respect to such
12 quarter or to be so insured with respect to such month of such
13 quarter, as the case may be, if
14

(1) he had a total of not less than twenty quar

15

ters of coverage (as defined in section 213 of such

16

Act) during the period ending with the close of such

17

quarter, and

18

(2) all. of the quarters elapsing after 1950 and up

19

to but excluding such quarter were quarters of coverage

20

with respect to him and there were not fewer than six

21

such quarters of coverage.

22

(b) Subsection (a) shall apply only in the case of ap

23

plications for disability insurance benefits under section 223

24

of the Social Security Act, or for disability determinations

25 under section 216 (i) of such Act, filed in or after the month

1 in which this Act is enacted, and then only with respect to an
2 individual who, but for such subsection (a) , would not meet

3 the requirements for a period of disability under section
4 216 (i) with respect to the quarter in which this Act is
5 enacted or any prior quarter and would not meet the re

6 quirements for benefits under section 223 with respect to the
7 month in which this Act is enacted or any prior month. No

8 benefits under title II of the Social Security Act for the
9 month in which this Act is enacted or. any prior month shall
10 be payable or increased by reason of the amendment made
11 by such subsection.
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1

AMENDMENTS TO TITLE IX OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY

2

ACT

3

SEC. 501. (a) (1) Section 902(2) of the Social Se

4 curity Act is amended by striking out "$200,000,000" and
5 inserting in lieu thereof "$500,000,000".
6

(2) The last sentence of such section 902 is amended by

7 striking out "1202(c)" and inserting in lieu thereof "1203".
8

-(b) Section 903(b) is amended to read as follows:

9

"(b) (1) If the Secretary of Labor finds that on July 1

10 of any fiscal year
11
12
13
14
15

"(A) a State is not eligible for certification under
section 303, or

"(B) the law of a State is not approvable under sec
tion 3304 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act,

then the amount available for crediting to such State's ac

16 count shall, in lieu of being so credited, be credited to the
17

Federal unemployment account as of the beginning of such

18 July 1. If, during the fiscal year beginning on such July 1,
19 the Secretary of Labor finds and certifies to the Secretary of
20 the Treasury that such State is eligible for certification under
21

section 303, that the law of such State is approvable under
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1 such section 3304, or both, the Secretary of the Treasury
2 shall transfer such amount fronm the Federal unemployment
3 account to the account of such State.

If-the Secretary of

4 Labor does not so find and certify to the Secretary of the
5 Treasury before the close of such fiscal year then the amount
6 which was available for credit to such -State's account as of
7 July 1 of such fiscal year shall (as of the close of such fiscal
8 year) become unrestricted as to use as part of the Federal
9 unemployment account.
10

"(2) The amount which, but for this paragraph,would

11 be transferred to the account of a State under subsection
12

(a) or paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be reduced

13

(but not below zero) by the balance of advances made to

14

the State under section 1201. The sum by which such amount

15 is reduced shall
16

"(A)

17

account, and

18
19

be credited to the Federal unemployment

"(B) be credited against, and operate to reduce

"(i) first, any balance of advances made be

20

fore the date of the enactment of the Social Security

21

Amendments of 1960 to the State under section

22

1201, and

-

23

"(ii) second, any balance of advances made

24

on or after such date to the State under section

25

1201."p
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1

(c) The last sentence of section 904(b) of such .,ctis

2 amended by striking out "1202(c)" and inserting in lieu
3 thereof "1203".
4

(d) Section 904(e) (2) of such Act is amended by strik

5 ing out "1202(c)" and inserting in lieu thereof "1203".
6

AMENDMENT OF TITLE XII OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

7

SE~C. (58)6-2-2 502. (a) Title XII of the Social Security

8 Act (42 U.S.C., sec. 1321 and following) is amended to
9 read as follows:
10 "TITLE XIJ-ADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOY
11

MENT FUNDS

12

"4ADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS

13

"SEC. 1201. (a) (1) Advances shall be made to the

14 States from the Federal unemployment account in the Unem
15 ployment Trust Fund as provided in this section, and shall
16 be repayable, without interest, in the manner provided in
17 sections (59)901(d4)(-1)- 9143(-) 2-)- 903(b) (2) and 1202.
18 An advance to a State for the payment of compensation in
19 any month may be made if
20

" (A) the Governor of the S~tate applies therefor

21

no earlier than the first day of the preceding month, and

22

" (B) he furnishes to the Secretary of Labor his

23

estimate of the amount of an advance which will be
required by the State for the payment of compensation
25 in such month.
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1
2

"(2)

In the case of any application for, an advance

under this section to any State for any month, the Secretary

3 of Labor shall
4

"(A) determine the amount, (if any) which he

5

finds will be required by such State for the payment of

6

compensation in such month, and

7

" (B) certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the

8

amount (not greater than the amount estimated by the

9

Governor of the State) determined under suliparagraph

10

(A).

11 The aggregate of the amounts certified by the Secretary of
12 Labor with respect to any month shall not exceed the amount
13 which the Secretary of the Treasury reports to the Secretary
14 of Labor is available in the Federal unemployment account
15 for advances with respect to such month.
16

"(3) For purposes of this subsection

17

" (A) an application for an advance shall be made

18

on such forms, and shall contain such information and

19

data (fiscal and otherwise) concerning the operation

20

and administration of the State unemployment com

21

pensation law, as the Secretary of Labor deems neces-~

22

sary or relevant to the performance of his duties under

23

this title,

24

"(B) the amount required by any State for the
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1

payment of compensation in any month shall be deter

2

mined with due allowance for contingencies and taking

3

into account all other amounts that will be available

4

in the State's unemployment fund for the payment of

5

compensation in such month, and

6

" (0) the term 'compensation' means cash benefits

7

payable to individuals with respect to their unemploy

8

ment, exclusive of expenses of administration.

9

" (b) The Secretary of the Treasury shall, prior to audit

10 or settlement by the General Accounting Office, transfer
11 from the Federal unemployment account to the account of
12 the State in the Unemployment Trust Fund the amount
13 certified under subsection (a) by the Secretary of Labor
14

(but not exceeding that portion of the balance in the Federal

15

unemployment account at the time of the transfer which is

16 not restricted as to use pursuant to section 903 (b) (1)) .
17 itREPAYMENr1Y
18
19

BY STATES OF ADVANCES TO STATE 1JNEM
PLOYMENT FUNDS

"SEc. 1202. (60)(a) The Governor of any State may at

20 any time request that funds be transferred from the account
21 of such State to the Federal unemployment account in re
22 payment of part or all of that balance of advances, made to
203 such State under section 1201, specified in the request. The
24 Secretary of Labor shall certify to the Secretary of the
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1

Treasury the amount and balance specified in the request;

2 and the Secretary of the Treasury shall promptly transfer
3

such amount in reduction of such balance.

4 (61)" (b) (1) There are hereby appropriated to the Unem

5 ployment Trust Fund for credit to the Federal unemploy
6 ment account, out of any moneys in the Treasury not
7 otherwise appropriated, amounts equal to the amounts by
8 which
9

"(A) 100 per centum of the additionaltax received

10

under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act by reason

11

of the reduced credits provisions of section 3 3 02(c) (2)

12

or (3) of such Act and covered into the Treasury,

13

exceeds

14

"(B) the amounts appropriatedby paragraph (2).

15

Any amount appropriated by this paragraph shall be

16 credited against, and shall operate to reduce, that balance of
17

advances, made under section 1201 to the State, with respect

18

to which employers paid such additionaltax.

19

"(2) Whenever the amount of such additional tax re-

20 received and covered into the Treasury exceeds that balance
21

of advances, made under section 1201 to the State, with

22 respect to which employers paid such additional tax, there
23

is hereby appropriatedto the Unemployment Trust Fund for

24 credit to the account of such State, out of any moneys in
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1

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, an amount equal

2 to such excess.
3

"(3) If, for any taxable year, there is with respect to

4 any State both a balance described in section 3302 (c) (2) of
5 the Federal Unemployment Tax Act and a balance described
6 in section 3302(c) (3) of such Act, paragraphs (1) and
7

(2) shall be applied separately with respect to section 3302

8

(c) (2) (and the balance described therein) and separately

9 withi respect to section 3302(c) (3) (and the balance de
10 scribed therein).
11

"(4) The amounts appropriatedby paragraphs(1) and

12

(2) shall be transferredat the close of the month in which the

13 moneys were covered into the Treasury to the Unemployment
14

Trust Fund for credit to the jederal unemployment account

15

or to the account of the State, as the case may be, as of the

16

first day of the succeeding month."

17
18

"tADVANCES TO FEDERAL UJNEMPLOYMENT ACCOUNT

"SEc. 1203. There are hereby authorized to be appropri

19 ated to the Federal unemployment account, as repayable ad
20

vances (without interest),I such sums as may be necessary to

21

carry out the purposes of this title. (62)Wheie~ver-, afteff

22 the, appie½~
23

of seetion90 ()O4-43---3)
with r-espeet te the

e*eese if the empleymeA seeemity -adwkiifstyatie ft eeetfimfts
H. R. 12580-11
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1 of the elose of ftiy-fisefl year-, tliefe refainft1fai-y pofstieo of
2 stieh e~Eeess, fso mueh of etteh f-eetaiidef aR does R4o exeeed the
3

boloiiee o odiees
~f
mfade ptffsoaat to this seetieo sheI ~be

4 tr-afsfefed to the genef A fttfd of the Tr-easo ead Ohell be
5 ei-edite4 agoist, a-H4 shel oper-e~e to r-ed~ee,
6

7
8

ti~e1 bealanee of

adates
"tDEFINITION OF GOVERNOR

"(SEC. 1204. When used in this title, the term 'Governor'

9 includes the Commissioners of the District of Columbia."
10

(b) (1) No amount shall be transferred on or after the

11 date of the enactment of this Act from the Federal unem
12 ployment account to the account of any State in the Unem
13

ployment Trust Fund pursuant to any application made

14

under section 1201 (a) of the Social Security Act as in effect

15

before such date; except that, if

16

(A) some but not all of an amount certified by the

17

Secretary of Labor to the Secretary of the Treasury for

18

transfer to the account of any State was transferred to

19

such account before such date, and

20

(B) the Governor of such State, after the date of

21

the enactment of this Act, requests the Secretary of the

22

Treasury to transfer all or any part of the remainder to

23

such account,

24 the Secretary of the Treasury shall, prior to audit or set
25

tlement by the General Accounting Office, transfer from the
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1

Federal unemployment account to the account of such State

2 in the Unemployment Trust Fund the amount so requested
3 or (if smaller) the amount available in the Federal unem
4 ployment account at the time of the transfer.

No such

5 amount shall be transferred under this paragraph after the
6 one-year period beginning on the date of the enactment of
7 this Act.
(2) For purposes of section 3302 (c) of the Federal

8

9 Unemployment Tax Act and titles IX and XII of the Social
10 Security Act, if any amount is transferred pursuant to para
11

graph (1) to the unemployment account of any State, such

112

amount shall be treated as an advance made before the

13

date of the enactment of this Act.

14

AMENDMENTS TO THM FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX ACT

(63)Thfef-ease int

15
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Smc. 503. Section 3302 of (65)ffaeh Code the

25Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (yelating to credits against
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1

tax) is amended by striking out subsection (c) and inserting

2 in lieu thereof the following new subsections:
3

"(c) L~iMIT ON TOTAL CREDITS.

4

" (1) The total credits allowed to a taxpayer under

5

this section shall not exceed 90 percent of the tax

6

against which such credits are allowable.

7

"(2) If an advance or advances have been made to

8

the unemployment account of a State under title XII

9

of the Social Security Act before the date of the enact

10

ment of the (66)E ftlayffieiit Seetty-ty Ae4 of 49W-j

11

Social Security Amiendments of 1960, then the total

12

credits (after applying subsections (a) and (b) and

13

paragraph (1) of this subsection) otherwise allowable

14

under this section for the taxable year in the case

15

of a taxpayer subject to the unemployment compensa

16

tion law of such State shall be reduced

17

" (A) in the ease of a taxable year beginning

1s

with the fourth consecutive January 1 as of the

19

beginning of which there, is a balance of such

20

advances, by 5 percent of the tax imposed by sec

21

tion 3301 with respect to the wages paid by such

22

taxpayer during such taxable year which are attrib

23

utable to such State; and

24
25

" (B) in the case of any succeeding taxable year
beginning with a consecutive January 1 as of the be
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1

ginning of which there is a balance of such advances,

2

by an additional 5 percent, for each such succeeding

3

taxable year, of the tax imposed by section 3301

4

with respect to the wages paid by such taxpayer

5

during such taxable yea~r which are attributable to

6

such State.

7

" (3) If an advance or advances have been made

8

to the unemployment account of a State under title XII

9

of the Social Security Act on or after the date of the

10

enactment of the (67)Effployffient Seeffiity Aet of

11

4-96O., Social Security Amewndments of 1960, then

12

the total

13

and (b) and paragraphs

14

section) otherwise allowable under this section for the

15

taxable year in the case of a taxpayer subject to the un

16

employment compensation law of such State shall be

17

reduced

18

credits

(after applying
(1)

subsections

and (2)

(a)

of this sub

" (A) (i) in the case of a taxable year begin

19

ning with the second consecutive January 1 as of

20

the beginning of which there is a balance of such

21

advances, by 10 percent of the tax imposed by sec

22

tion 3301 with respect to the wages paid by such

23

taxpayer du-ring such taxable year which are at

24

tributable to such State; and

25

" (i)

in the case of any succeeding taxable

.d nA

100

1

year beginning with a consecutive January 1 as of

2

the beginning of which there is a balance of such

3

advances, by an additional 10 percent, for each such

4

succeeding taxable year, of the tax imposed by

5

section 3301 with respcct to the wages paid by

6

such taxpayer during such taxable year which are

'7

attributable to such State;

8

" (B) in the case of a taxable year beginning

9

with the third or fourth consecutive January 1 as

10

of the beginning of which there is a balance of such

11

advances, by the amount determined by multiplying

12

the wages paid by such taxpayer during such taxable

13

year which are attributable to such State by the

14

percentage (if any) by which

15

" (i) 2.7 percent, exceeds

16

" (ii) the average employer contribution

17

rate for such State for the calendar year pre

18

ceding such taxable year; and

19

" (C) in the case of a taxable year beginning

20

with the fifth or any succeeding consecutive January

21

1 as of the beginning of which there is a balance

22

of such advances, by the amount determined by

23

multiplying the wages paid by such taxpayer during

24

such taxable year which are attributable to such

25

State by the percentage (if any) by which
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1

"(i) the 5-year benefit cost rate applicable

2

to such State for such taxable year or (if

3

higher) 2.7 percent, exceeds

4

"(ii) the average employer contribution

5

rate for such State for the calendar year pre

6

ceding such taxable year.

7

"(d) DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES RELATING

8 TO SUBSECTION (C).
9

1 TAP
(68) (-1± RAT OF

DEEMED

TEO BE

)-S

PERCENT-.

10

Ini a-4ying eibseetieft -(-e)-, the ta~ ifflpesed by seetieft

11

981seb

12

of 84 pemeieet.

13

ept

"(69)-(2) (1)

tteraeo

e-etinle

WAGES ATTIRIBUTAB3LE TO A PAR

14

TICUIJAR STATE.-For purposes of subsection (c), wages

15

shall be attributable, to a particular State if they are sub

16

ject to the unemployment compensation law of the State,

17

or (if not subject to the unemployment compensation

18

law of any State) if they are determined (under rules or

19

regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate)

20

to be attributable to such State.

21

"(70)+(3*) (2)

ADDITIONAL TAXES INAPPICABLIE

22

WHERE ADVANCES ARE REPAID BEFORE NOVEMBER 10

23

OF TAXABLE YEAR.-IParagraph

24

tion (c) shall not apply with respect to any State for

25

the taxable year if (as of the beginning of Nov~mrnber 10

(2) or (3) of subsec
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1

of such year) there is no balance of advances referred to

2

in such paragraph.

3

"(71)-(-4)

(3)

AVERAGE EMPLOYER CONTRIBIT

4

TION]RATE.-For purposes of subparagraphs (B) and (C)

5

of subsection (c) (3) , the average employer contribu

6

tion rate for any State for any calendar year is that per

7

centage obtained by dividing

8

" (A) the total of the contributions paid intlo,

9

the State unemployment fund with respect to such
calendar year, by

10
11

1

" (B) the total of the remuneration subject to

12

contributions under the State unemployment corn

13

pensation law with respect to such calendar year.

14

For purposes of subparagraph (C) of subsection (c)

15

(3), if the average employer contribution rate for any

16

State for any calendar year (determined without regard

17

to this sentence) equals or exceeds 2.7 percent, such rate

18

shall be determined by increasing the amount taken

19

into account under subparagraph (A) of the preceding

20

sentence by the aggregate amount of employee pay

21

ments (if any) into the unemployment fund of such

22

State with respect to such calendar year which are

23

to be used solely in the payment of unemployment
24 compensation.

25

"(72)-44) (41)

5-YEAR BENNEFIT COST.

RATE.-For pur
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1

poses of subparagraph (C) of subsection (c) (3), the 5

2

year benefit cost rate applicable to any State for any tax

3

able year is that percentage obtained by dividing

4

" (A) one-fifth of the total of the compensa

5

tion paid under the Sta~te unemployment compensa

6

tion law during- the 5-year period ending at the

7

close of the second calendar year preceding such

8

taxable year, by

9

" (B) the total of the remuneration subject to

10

contributions under the State unemployment corn

11

pensation law with respect to the first calendar

12

year preceding such taxable year.

(5)

13

"(73D)-Y--

14

to in either subparagraph (B) or (C) of subsection

15

(c) (3)

ROLUTNDING.-If

any percentage referred

is not a multiple of .1 percent, it shall be

16

rounded to the nearest multiple of .1 percent.

17

"(74)4-7+ (6)

18

OF PERCENTAGES.-The

19

tion (c) (3)

20

State having a balance referred to therein shall be de

21

termined by the Secretary of Labor, and shall be certi

22

fled by him to the Secretary of the Treasury before

23

Ji~ne 1 of such year, on the basis of a report furnished

24

by such State to the Secretary of Labor before May 1

25

of such year.

DETERMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

percentage referred to in subsec

(B) or (C) for any taxable year for any

Any such State report shall be made as
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1

of the close of March 31 of the taxable year, and shall

2

be made on such forms, and shall contain such infor
mation, as the Secretary of Labor deems necessary to
the performance of his duties under this section.

4

5"(75)-(-.)(7)

CROSS REFERENCE.

"For reduction of total credits allowable under sub
section (c), see section 104 of the Temporary Unemploy
ment Compensation Act of 1958."

6

(76)Effeetive Pftt-e
7

4e) The fmendment-s ffade by sbseetieo* 44 shel

~}apply enly wi~h r-espeet to the efd&e*daf yeaf 4-94C4 aad eelo

10

endaf yea~ thereafter
CONFORMING

11(78),8i~, -24,

(77-IDMNSAMENDMIENT

+4 Seetioi -34Iof the, Soeit Seeffity Aet is

12 atmefided to fetd as follows
13
14

ccAPRrOPRlIATIONS
"Se -304-7 The amounts made &#aila14e pufsuaat to see

15 tioft -904-(e)-(4)-(-(A) fef the6 pmpese of assistifg the States
16 i-n th-e administfatienf of theif tmfefinpleyment4 eoinpensfttion
17

la-ws shal be wHee as hefeifleftefr pfovided."

18

(79)-Eb)

19

ployment Compensation Act of 1958,

SEC. 0504. Section 104 of the Temporary Unem

20 (80)atffieiided21
22
23

as amended, is

amended

(81)-(I) by-sfihiiieg out subseetieii 4(4-, aft-d
+24+by &eAtn

~si

efa4(-4*byst' iiin

out

the headifg anfd " ~(-a) " antd by striking out "by D)e
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1

cember 1" and inserting in lieu thereof "before Novem

2

her 10".

3 (82)IŽ*ART 3 Ex-TENSION
4

rLYETC-0MPE?,-AqlO:N ]PR~EWAM

5
6
7
8

OFPOVEA6OP UN-DR 4R-M

FEDERATi RNSTRUME-T-ARETEEIE

S~e. 531,4 - ) Seetion &3f0-(b-) of the, itheraale Revenup.

oe~eof 4-54 is&ended tereadafsfellows-:

{ii4

FEDERAE

N

IJ2AIf~

IN GENERA+.

9 Th-e legishl*ftt-e of any S4tate mafy-r-equire &anynstramelitality
10 of the United States -(other-thpai anffiiittmoeftalit-y to whieb
11 seetieOf83~06(e) (-6y)applies),~ and the indi-viduft4s int its
12 empley, to make eentr-il*titi
13

s to an, atmeffiplkyfent faund

nader- a Statte uniemfploymient eomfpenskiate law a-pproeved b-y

1.4 the Seer-etai-v of 14abo under seetion 8-3,04 and -(e~eept as
15

provi4ded i-n seetion M40 of the Revised Satkutes, as a-mended

16 +l-(- T.S.C., see- 4S4)-, and as modified by stibseetien-(e+-)
17 to eeomply o~therwise with s**eh kfw-. The pemsingranfted
18 i-F this sulreetie
19

shaAl applty -(-) only to the eNtef4 thatt

no diserifninatienf is madet

against seh ist

so

20 that if the fate of eentrihution is tnifrem apon al ether
21 persons subjeet to sueh law- ont Feeetifit of having inidividuals
22 int their em~ploy-, anfd upon al emfployees of stieh per-sons
23 r-espeeti-velyo

the eoftrfibutions remquifed of sateh inistrumen

24 tftlity orthe indi~viduain its employ shAllnet be4atagreater
25 rate thanf is requtired of sueh otherl per-sons anfd siueh em
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1 ployees, and if the fates afe detenfmifed sepamtAely fff
2 diffrefet pefsoins of elasses of per-sons having inidividtials in
3 theif- emfploy ff fof difer-ent elasses of empleyees, the de

5 perienee and egierfetetes beofing a difeet felatien t-otimem
6 ploeymett fisk-; -(B) esly if sueh State law,, makes

fvso

7 fef the f-eftud of anfy ee tibatiefts fefpfed atdef sueli law
8 fr-&m an ifistrdffeiftalit-yof tlhe Ti4Ated Stattes of its employees
9 fefffi-y yefithe eshensffeh&tte i ettifed

by the

10 Seer-etaify of Tiabo*f tndef seetioni 9-34 with fespeet to siele
11

mea, and

-(f3

ontly if sette

State law- mAes pyfovision fef

12 the patymfent of tunemploymaent eompensatieon to any em
13 pleye eof any sttel instfainentait-y of the Un~ited States in
14 the sameaoit
15

on th~e samffe teirms, an~d subjeet to the

samffe eoiiditions as aneffployment eowem esatien is payable

16 to employee-s of othef employefs5 ifef the State unemploy
17 monti eomfpenasation law-.
18

-(4±) Tho thied sentenee of seetion 33O5-(g)- ot sueh Goee

19

is amfended by st44,img out -net wielIy-" and inseeiting in lieti

20 thereef 4*ethef wholl Oflf paftiftily".
21

-(-e Seetion 9-3G (e) ()4~-o

sette

Code is amend~ed to

22 fead as follows:*
23
24

i~-4)

semwiee -performed inH the employ of the

L{iited Stattes Goemtnto
25the Uthited Stattes wvhieli ii

ofan inistrumnentality o
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"()w

1

U
y the

holly ffpft~glyeowdb

Pited

States, of

2

ifta*
pesed by seetiee

41+B) e~empt f-remF the

3

by virtef faey pfoeefla-w whie sfe-,

4&64
5

eifieplly r-efes te stieh seetieft -(.e* the eoe-res-peii4.h-.

6

seetie
-()()Cat

7

la-w) ift gtaftntifg stieh eepi

of prioe

2

o

th

8 Runeiiseetien &g-0g e~ setio

sfmid

840

a

yre

by inertin

9 aft-ei seetion 9.307= the fellewieg new seetieft:
10

"SC

3808 iN
I

TRUMEN'FALTIrFT

OF THE UNIT~ED STATES.

"Xtvahtfdfgfny ether pfi-ezs~e of aw- -(-wethe*

11

12 enete4 b~efe ff after the eiiaetmient e4 this seetien.) whe
13

gi-ents ta aiy- instfnnientftity 4f the Initted States an eE

14 enmptien fromn ta~ation, su*eh instfamentfr~ity sheal ne he
15 e~enmpt frem th~e tft- imnposed b6y seetie-n 9~30I neles siieh
16 ethef prev4sien f law gfefits a speeifie e~emption, by fefer
17 eftee te seetien -3O0I -(-e* the eeffespe-nditwg seetien4 pfpi'e
18
19

la)-v-

4omn the ta-n imposed by sueh seetiem 2"
-(2.) The tfabe of seetiens for suieh ehaptef is aimended

20 by stfik-ig enft the last linte ezfd ifiser-ting ini lie

ther-eef the

21 fellewiing
iisee. 99O8. TnJrmrthtz

22

4 the Uflite4 States.

-(-e)KSe miush of the first sefiteniee of seetien 4-504-(a) of

23 the Seeia4 Seeafi~ty A:et as pireeedes pafagr-aph -(-1.)

is

1L714
1 eamnended by stf-iking out "wholly" antd ifseitng in lieu&
2 they-eef "whelly of pet-iiAlly".
3

-(4-he fi+-st sentenee of seetieft 1507-(a)- of the Seeia

4 Seeu4ity Aet is amfended b-y st4kiing out "wholly" and insei4
5 iflg in lieut ther-ee "whelly of paftiaely"
6
7

(83)A4-Eue-A

en-ic---F

S-Ec- &,321 -4k go HRueh of seetion 3306-(e4 of the Thf

8 te*nial R~eveonte Go&e of 4#554 as pr-eeedes pa*fagfaph -(4-)
9 thee-eo isaededby stilio
10

eat oF(B)on of ifeon

fteetion with an Anm~eraen vessel" ezfd Al thett follows down

11 theough th~e phfase "eutside the Uniited States," and by in

12 se-i~ing int lieu thef-ef the following: Lof

-(s)-e oneift

eon

13 neetian with aft Amefieant vessel of -Afefieanhairemf afndef
14 a eentenet of serviee whieh is entefed infto within the United
15

States Of dufing th~e peffemiia-nee of whieh anfd while the

16

emiployee is enmployed en the vessel of aireffla it touehes at a

17

port in th+e 'United States, if the employee is eniplo~yed on antd

18

int eop.neetien3 with sueh vessel of aleti-faft when ouitside the

19 'United States,"
20

-(b-) Seetion 8306(e)--(4* of suteh node is amiended te

21 feud as feolows-*
22

'-~(-4 se-viee peffeffaed on Of in eonnfeetien with a
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vessel of aft-e-ftft not anf Aniefiean vessel of Ameriea

24

ai-ef-a tif the emcployee is einployed off antd inl eofmee
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1

ties with seeh vessel of~fifef-aft when outside the Uiiited

3

-e-Seetien 83O6 (fi)i -of sffeh (Ge~e is am~ended
(1)by stfikiftoftte hehgRafd ifseftin ift

4+4
5

4mn thef-eo the Wowino4g

6

"i(m)} AME~e*

VESSEL AN

by s)-hiki

7

AImtORAvT.

";

and

out the perod atthe endthef-eo

8

and insei-ting in lieu thefee f seo4eelen apd the follow

9

iWg- ~EoR4 the tem~ 4mner-iean aifefaf~ fteans an air

10

eimAt fegisteire t~de* the laws of the Unlited States."

12

S&e, &3- Seetiei 83O6 (e44S} of thes lfttem

13 Godeof 944isamende td
1.4

follws:~

edasfo

'(s=-eeviee pei-feimed ift the eniploy of a ~e4i

~

-

15

Rev~eu

of other of-ganizectiot de

ehemitabl~ednain1

16

ser4hed int seetion 504-(e.)-(-3y) whieh is exenmpt ffewm

17

inoetax afidef seetioef*0f-(a)

18 (85)

n

.

Fiel'~

SeeIETIES, AG'eULTUR-E

19

ORGANizA71TIONS2

20

elRv

21

Se-. &,34- Seetion 88306-(e)--(14-

22
23

VOLNTf-4*R

BMETIO*EES'

i3N-EF 

S efq1O~,, -Ew
of the Ii~ternal Reve

ffeeGodeof I4Ais an ended tofead as fe11ews
" iL(A.0){A

sefw-iee

peigoirmed- int

any

ealendsf

24

quaftef int the epapley of an:,y of-ganization exempt ffeff

25

ineetan iandef seetion 504-(a)- -(thef- thfff an oe-
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1

gani~iiotte desefibed iin seetien 404-(et)-)- Of UMd4

2

&29--l- if the r-emtmer-f4in fff sueh sef-,4ee is kess then

3

$~of

4

" -)seft4e

seetien

peffenned in -~he emnpley of tt sehool,

5

eel1egge, or ffvefsity, if st+eh servee is perofefm

6

fb student whio is enrelled and is f-egulafly ftttenffig

7

elasses att sueh sehooI, eollege, of univer-sity;".

8
9

by

(86)ErrrEcT-ivnE D-TR~
S-e 435 Th+e amen inenits HwAde by-ti

a~

10 thfh the amehndfiii.s madfte by- sseetienis -(e) an

-(othe*
() of

11 seetio&n &34-) shall atpl7y- w4h± fegpeet to remancr-atieff paid
12 Sftef 44)43 foi ser-vees jpe+4eemedi

aft~efi 4494

13 ments Hmade by subseetiefis -,e)- anid -(4)-

Thme amend
seetion bb- shall

14 afpply with f-espeet to ftny week- of tffemipleytneft whieh
15

17

18

begifl afttef- 4eeenhe

PLOY2J1E--T CjO-PE--~cSATIOŽ VPnOGR1-:AM T-12E
ExTENSION

19

OF FyEDERAL-STATE

PENSATION PROGRAM

20 ()ET~

T

UNEMPLOYMENT

TO PUERTO

O' F THITEES Hf- {,

21
22

14~
9430

Riee

COM

RICO

ANnD Xff OF THE SEeefAfL

SeFRIT~AC

S

544,.

etie on anid afte-f Jannafy 4-, 1-D346

aia

23 graq3hs -(1-) andA 42-- of setion 444-(*) of the Seeia S-een
24 ri~ty Aet are amenided to rfond a
25

L(4

-Il

tef

*tate-~-

e4w
exeept where otherfwise
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the 1Pistie~ of Col1fibip aftd the

1

pr-evided, it+eifela

2

C-effnoweft1h of Vaer-te 4iee*- u~d whefi used ift 6i4es

3

1-

4

fr~d Guam-;

;,

-4,XffdX4V4eue

-

k

i-

sad

5

"i-2) !The tefi-f 'Uttited Stfke,, wheni fsed ini a

6

ge~rth-Jseise mfeans, e~ieep~wheiie ote4rewise p±e~

7

v4ded, the States, dhe Disri~e~ of Coluffia, effd the
aefe Riee&
4of,~u~t

8
9

EXTENSION

OF TITLES III, IX, AND XII OF THE SOCIAL

10
11

SECURITY
SEC.

ACT

505. Effectirc on and a//cer January 1, 1961,

12 paragraphs (1) and (2?)

of secition -1101(a) of the Social

13 Security Act are amtended to read ais follows:
14

"(1)

The term 'State', except 'where otherwise

15

provided, includes the District of Columbia and the

16

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and when used in titles

17

I, IV, V, VII, X, and XIV includes the Virgin Islands

18

and Guam.

19

"(2) The termn '11nited States' whenr used fin a

20

geographical sense means, except where otherwise pro

21

vided, the States, the District of Columbia, and the

22

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico."
II1. Rt. 12580-12
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1

(89)i-EERni:

2

E-mpLoyEEf~AND Ex sERTICmEN

SEG- 6429, -(f)--(-)- Effeetive with r-espeet to weeks of

3 tineployffen+ beginnin~ fft-ef Ieeenhe* 84- I965, seetion
4 I503 (-b) of siieh -Aet is te~ndted by strikin~ ottt "1ei~te
5 Riee oi4!
6

-- }Elf eetive with ifespe

7 -Peeembe~-4-, 1-945,pt-apgr-ap

to fir-A elaiffis filed altef+
-43

of seetiont 4-50

8 steek A-et is ftfiended by strikinkg ota "ti~er-o

of

Rieo otL

9 w+er-eve* tpjpearing ther-ein.
-(b)-(-1)- Effeetive on and afftef jantiafy 4-, 9414 (biat

10

11 onl ift the eatse of weekis of anemployment begHinnfig boefoe

13-()

Seetien 4-502-(ib)

of sueh Aet is amended

oiA II-(b) Amty

and kserting int riet the~eef

14

by strkingi

15

i5(-)-4} E~eept as pr-ovided in paiengfaph

16

antd by adding att the entd ther-eo

18

"2 -2}Inthe
eeseof the Cofinekof

19

the fellowing new

aeft 4oeieo

the ftgreement shagl provide thatt eoffipefisation will be paid

20 by the Cmeielh
21

ftnA!

fPe-oRe

of~

ee-e

ploy-ee whose Fedela sefiee antd Feder-al wages ar~e assigned

22 ffndeif seetiot 1404 to stiee
4
23 ifftef poyffifft
afftef Peeenibe* -4-,

with Fsett
940O -(biA o*l

in the

24 ease of weekis of unemployffeit 4e44nning~befer-e JAnufti
25

4-,

49663)~ini the samne ftmothnt, onf the saffe tefms, and subjeet
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1 tdehesae eenditiois as the opnai

3 sotie

hewod

e

kaw 4f the Distfiet of Coltmbia if sueh employee's

4 F~edeiral ser-vee a-nd Fede~a wages had4 been inteladed as em
5 pleyffenit anfd watges andef sueb kw-, eieept thawt if sueh em
6 pleyee, witheat fegafd to his Fedeft

ser-iee end Federal

7 wages, hats emplaoymen~of wa-ges suaileient to fqualify fof a*Iy

9 payffents 4eel

pnainudf"

sbetefseb

10 made e*onln the batsis 4f his Fedefal serwiee anfd Fedefal
11 wagtes.; TR aplying this pafgahof subseetien -(13 of see
12 tien 4-0O1 as the ease mafy be-, eanyifeitod wages ande*
113 the tf

1.emlyfflent eempeiisatient kw of the

emn

ah

14

of Puerto I4eo shall not be eeinb~ine with Federfa serei~ee or

15

Fedrft wages."

16

-fI)- Seetion

103 (a)- of stteh Aet is afenided by

17

adding att the end thefee the following-: L4e

18

poses of this stibseetion, the tern 'State' does not intelade

19

the CoffimnweaL 4 Puerto Xieo.

the pur

20

-(C* Seetion 4-503-fb) of stteh Aet is amended by

21

adding at the entd theiree the fellewing-* "This sabseetion

22

shaUllaly iftrespeet ofthe

23

Riee onl if sueli Cenmonweeath does net have a* agree

24

ment unde tis
f ite wth the Seer-etafy.;"

25

-(-2 Effeetitze on and aftkel! Januf

em

iae

of Paeft

4-, 1-96f -(bt o*l

I80
1 int the ease of first elatins fied befere JanuiTy 4-, 1966)- see-
2 toin 4-504 of sueh Aet is ftniended by addinig aftef-and below
3 pafegrfph -(-4 the followifng
4 LT4of the ptffpeses of pfagiagph -(--tle

teymf

:Uftited

5 States' doe&s tiot inehtide the Ceffimonweakh of P~ueite Rieeo"
6

eeti-e ent anfd aftef' Janiauay 4- 41964

-(4

7

+1-(+ seetien 450-(d) of sueh 4et is amfenided by

8

stfih-ifg eta '4Taeire R4eo aftd!L and by st-rikitgeeta

10

9 gagedniiees eateh plaee t ajppears anad inseiting in liea
the-eof 1"ageney".; atnd

11

+(2-)- seetien 4-41-1(-e)- of siueh Aet is amaended by

12

stfih-ing oat "Plief-te 1Ree ei4L

13

-(4) The k4s senttenee of seetient -l-0f4(a)- of snueh A~et

14 is aifended to fead as follows:e
15

L'Fff 4the ptffpes of jpa

-Fa-h)-* of this subseetioi-, the

17 Hieans thke States, the IPistf-iet of Cehtmbia 7 the cowiffie
18 weealth of Vttieete 1Riee~ and4 the Virg inslands."
19

20

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND EX-SERV~ICEMEN

SEC. 506. (a) (1) Effective with respect to weeks of

21 unemployment beginning after December 31, 1965, section
22 1503(b) of such Act is amended by striking out "Puerto
23 Rico or".
24

(2) Effective with respect to first claims filed after

25 December 31, .1965, paragraph (3) of section 1504 of

181.
1 such Act is amended by striking out "Puerto Rico or"
2 wherever appearing therein.
3

(b) (1) Effective on. and after January 1, 1961 (but

4 only in the case of weeks of unemployment beginning before
5 January 1, 1966)
6

(A)

Section 1502(b) of such Act is amended

7

by striking out " (b) Any" and insertingin lieu, thereof

8

"(b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), any",

9

and by adding at the end thereof the following new

10.

paragraph:

11

"(2) lin the case of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,

12

the agreement shall provide that compensation will be paid

13' by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico to any Federal em
14 ployee whose Federalservice and Federal wages are assigned
15

under section 1504 to such Commonwealth, with respect to

16

unemployment after December 31, 1960 (but only in the

17 case of weeks of unemployment beginning before January 1,
18 1966), in the same amount, on the same terms, and subject
19 to the same conditions as the compensation which would be
20 paylable to such employee under the unemployment cornpen
21 sation law of the, District of Columbia if such employee's
22 Federal service and Federal wages had been included as em
23 ployment and wages under such law, except that if such em
24 ployee, withou~t regard to his Federal -service and Federal
25 wages, has employment or wages sufficient to qualify for any

4182
1 compensation during the benefit year under such law, then
2 payments of compensation under this subsection shall be
3 made only on the basis of his Federal sewvice and Federal
4 wages.

In applying this paragraph or subsection (b) of

5 section 1503, as the case may be, employment and wages

6 under the unemployment compensation law of the Common
7 wealth of Puerto Rico shall not be combined with Federal
8 service or Federalwages."
9

(B) Section 1503 (a) of such Act is amended by

10

adding at the end thereof the following: "For the pur

11

poses of this subsection, the term 'State' does not include

12

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico."

13

(C) Section 1503(b) of such Act is amended by

1.4

adding at th~e end thereof the following: "This subsec

15

tion shall apply in respect of the Commonwealth of

16

Puerto Rico only if such Commonwealth does not have

17

an agreement under this title with the Secretary."

18

(2) Effective on and after January 1, 1961 (but only

19

in the case of first claims filed before January1, 1966), sec

20

tion 1504 of such Act is amended by adding after and below

21

paragraph (3) the following:

22

"For the purposes of paragraph (2), the term 'United

23 States' does not include the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.""
24
25

(c) Effective on and after January1, 1961
(1) section 1503(d) of such Act is amended by
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1

striking out "Puerto Rico and", and by striking out

2

"agencies" each place it appears and inserting in lieu

3

thereof "agency"; and

4

(2) section 15.11 (e) of such Act is amended by

5

striking out "Puerto Rico or".

6

(d) The last sentence of section 1501 (a) of such Act

7 is amended to read as follows:
8

"For the purpose of paragraph (5) of this subsection, the

9 term 'United States' when used in the geographical sense

10 means the States, the District of Columbia, the Common
11

wealth of Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands."

13

SE-e-. 54&-(-e )- Effeetive wit-h i-espee~te rcemuner-ation

14 pad aft-fef D~eeemfbef X4-, 4-960, iff sefi4ees Jpefefme4 fteft,
15

ffaeh 4&to-e, seetieft .3306-(-j) of the intemea

Revenue Goee

16 of4WAisamnedtoFdasfolos
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18 pu~s
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S*A-s

.l)CTZ-T

fthseatr
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E4
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eri4Celambi an4 the Commonwe
of
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-TAE The ter~m 'Sta4,e.

S

UNTE

TTS

h

incek4es the P4~
of Pue~e~o

eg

e

U4Jte4 gtae~es

22

wefue

23

thePitr-iet of Celumbia, ani4 the CeffeieMof

24

NfeRe

25 A~

nivddwoi

f

eg-pia

iie

es

feue

fteCyn-ie

h

t~W

of

12tier-tE

Rieo 1-1( fit4 Ethefwiee at eitizen o4 the Thited

2 States)- shAl b-e eonsidker-ed fef -pau-poses of this seetieoft,
3 at eitizen of the U~nited States."
4

-(4+) T4+e ttmffiloyme{t ee

enstif4+o law of the (Coff

5 finonweakili of Pitei-fe R-ieo shell be eomisider-ed fae meetifg thep
6 r-eqaireffe+ts of-
7

+1+ Seetion -3O44a-)-4)--

of the Fedef-Al TUJem

8

ployffeit Tiax Amet- if -,eh lew jpfeovdes that Ro eofn

9

pensatieii is patyable with fespeet to any day of tinem

10
11

ployimefit oeetin-fng befof-e Jantiafy 4-, 49-9.
+(2}+Seetio

3O--a--3)

of the Fedeffi4 Ineff

12

pleymeii T4ai Ac4 and seetion 30-(a) (4)- of the Soeift!

13

geetti~t

14

qur-d h

15

befor-Febf4aafy 4-, 4-944- there be patid ieve to the, See

16

reto~y of the Tr-eftstty- fe* er-edit to thee Ptier-to Rise

17

aeeotimt in the ITiiemploffent T-P&st Fmid, a

18

eqttal to the exeess of-

19

A-et-, if stieh latw eontaiins the p
fioe eeins t4

if t rhiae

fios*
ht-on

ff

pamom

{A) the atggf-egate of the monteys *eeeived in

20

the Atee-to Rise unemfploymfent fund befo*'e Janjit

21

a-py 4-, 4964- oeve

22

4*

the atggr-egete of the monteys paid k-om

23

sueh fifnd befere JAnittaiy 4-, 1-961-v as fimefnploy

24

moent eepnaefof

25

e~reteontsly paid.

a

fuosof

eeiI fibtioiis
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1
2

(90)EXTENSION OF FEDERAL UNE.1IPLOYMENT TAX ACT

SEC. 507. (a) Effective with respect to remuneration

3 paid after December .31, 1960, for services performned after
4 such date, section 3306(j) of the Internal Revenue Code
5 of 1954 is amended to read as follows:

6

"(1)

STATE,

UNITED STATES, AND CITIZEN .- For

'7 purposes of this chapter

8

"(1) STATE.-The term 'State' includes the Dis

9

trict of Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

10

"(2) UNITED STATES.-The term 'United States'

11

when used in a geographical sense includes the States,

12

the District of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of

13

Puerto Rico.

14 An individual uwho is a citizen of the Comnmonwealth of
15 Puerto Rico (but not otherwise a citizen of the United
16 States) shall be considered, for purposes of this section, as
17 a citizen of the United States."
18

(b) The unemployment compensation law of the Coin

19 monwealth of Puerto Rico shall be considered as mneeting the
20 requirements of
21

(1) Section 3304 (a) (2) of the Federal Unem

22

ployment Tax Act, if such law provides that no corn

23

pensation is payable with respect to any day of unem

24

ployment occurringbefore January1, 1959.

25

(2) Section 3304(a) (3) of the Federal Unern
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1

ployment Tax Act- and section 303 (a) (4) of the Social

2

Security Act, if such law contains the provisions re

3

quired by those sections and if it requires that, on or

4

before February1, 1961, there be paid over to the Sec

5

retary of the Treasury, for credit to the Puerto Rico ac

6

count in the Unemployment Trust Fund, an amount

7

equal to the excess of

8

(A) the aggregate of the moneys received in

9

the Puerto Rico unemployment fund before Janu

10

ary 1, 1961, over

11

(B) the aggregate of the moneys paid from

12

such fund before January 1, 1961, as unemploy

13

merit compensation or as refunds of contributions

14

erroneously paid.

15 (91)4TITL
16

VI MEDICAL SERVICES FO
AE

17

ESTAflLISIMEN T O

PROGRM

20 "TITLE XVI MEDICAL SERVICES F21
22
23

THE

THE AGED

itAPPROPRIA:TIEW
'*Erm 1601 Ff th pafppe~of ena~bling eaeh St&~e,
m f

pfeeteable andef the ee dition in ie~h State, toe

24 afis ftgoed ki*ivid'&al of low ineeoine ifi meet4in flw4i fnedi
25 6a*J emPemeee, thef if)heireby &atihoi4zedt-e be apora
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1 fei' eaeh fisefd year a sum stiffeient ta eay out the pffpoese
2 4f this titke-

!Ihe samei made available asde thi seetifii

3 shell be used Ifei makint

ppayments to States whie

4 subffitted, and had ftppf-Eved by the Seer-eta

ha-ve

, State p1sas

5 feiF fedieal sevi~ees fef the gd
6
7

it

TAT

PANSr

"-Sme 1602 -(4)--A State plan fef med e4 se~viees fff

8 the aged mast
9

" pfevzide thfttit shAlbe in efeet iftag olitieal

10

suhdivisienls of the State, and-, if adinistefed by them

12
13
14

i(2} pr-ev-de fef flfnaneiftd pa4 eipatie

by the

state
!L~4~

pr-e-,Fde fff the estabblishnilent ff designation

15

4f a single State ageney te ftdmifisstei eif sapeiwise the

17

£L44 )rpfe-de that medieal sefr-iees with f-espeet

18

to whieh payments atfe madleandej the plan shall inelude

19

both institatienafl and neniinstitutie-nffl medieal ewe

20

L'-f.) ifielade feasenable standafds, eensistent with
ing the eligib~ility

21

the ebjeetives of thi ti+1e- fef de'fI

22

of iindiidiuals fe* Mediea

23

the amnotnts thereof, and previde tat no benefts an~def

24

the Plan wil be fatmished anly intdiv-idual who is neot ean

25

eligible individua -(as defined in seetien 4 -O05) ;

benefits andlef the plan and
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1

±L(6) fwoi~de

tha4 el

di;4dnal~

i"ngto pply

2

ff mledieal beefiets undel th]e plant shagl bftae op-por

3

tuniiy to de o- eotfad th4 ffaneh benefits ehal be ftinieihed

4

with feasonable pfomptness to all indi-Adiials mAking

5

a-pplieattien thereefe who aire eligible fff medieal benefits

6
7

ef&Pthe planit
!±-(-R pirew4de that Ho befiefis will be famished any

8

individualtffidefhepawihepetoanpeidwh

9

f-espeet to wbieh he is feeeiving old age assistantee unadef

10

the State plant appr-eied timdef seetion -21 atid to depenid

11

eftt ehildr-en tuade the State phian appfoived "nde* see

12
13

tion 402-, atid to the blind4 andef the State plant approvzed
"de* seetion 4-002 of aid to the pefmfaiiendl and ttl

.14

disa-bled unde* the Statte planH appireved ufide* seetioni

15

44-04 -fend fef piifposes o thi-s poffagFajph anf inditlne

16

e64l Ftet be deemed to hai---e reeeived sueh assistftnee of

17

aid with f-espeet to any month tinless he meeeved stuek

18

assistanee of aid int the foinn of mioney pa-yments fof stieh

19

fmof1h,

20

refedie1 eai-e int stteh mtonth -(-wi~fhot regar4 to whten

21

the ei~penitaes in the feffm of suieh eiuze wee0 ft

22

of Hi

the fofa of ftediea Oft
o4 ay othef typee of

-Lfg)~p*rovide thatt foien mei
ay he imiposed atgainst

23

the prepei-t

24

aeeeitof 4ene~As paid of' to 4be paid onf his behtlf undef

25

the plant (eyceept pufenant to. ~he jtudgefit of a eour-t

of any iniiulpfief to lns d-eat

ont
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1

tef atweount 4 beftef+s ifteofeei~ y paid oft behalf 4 stnel

2

indi-,4dtift}., ftd dhea

3

f~ee ef~ -(e-!Eeept, a~fi~i the deafth f4 stieh iidividtte anfd

4

his eur-4s~ig spoeuse,- if anyt~- k-&n* sueh individiia~s

5

eftate)- efffty beftef-t-s eerresetly pafid oft behalof4 any

6

individua4 tutde-r dhe plai-Bmy

7
8
9
10

!.L(*
~

iaf

previde thfA iie eirolfellef4 Le,-, pf-emiu~m ef
ehaf!-,e wi-A bec iitapse

a~s at eedi~tiet 64 anty

individuftlls eligibilty fef maediea1 benefits aftdef the
oti
" (44)~prev4de thtt4 benefits utide~ the plea shel te~t

11
12

4±ee-e shall be iie a jtsueiait or

be 4,Y-fttff ift

J+Htefit-

dOaie~Ef Seepe theft the

ttssistaftee ftifiished m~de* a plaft 4 sueli State ttpproe~
14

tfidei seetieft 2=
o
" (A)ifthe f~iam

15

4f Y-emedWa eaTe-, anfd

16
17

edileai±fafy thef type

~

iLB+. ifi the fe~ffi of ineney payments te the

18

eiteftt that a-motifis afe i nAded in stneh payments

19

beeatts~e 4 the ffiedieali needs 4f the reeipietits;

20

±i(4!)~penvide fo+ gft-itsg anf epper-tunity feif a faiif

21

hteftift~ befefe the State ageniey to antiy id'4f&Wtial whosse

22

elaimf fe* mediea benefrts ttfdeif the plaft is deftied eof is

23

tiet at~ed spoR with -feasenable pr-femptfiess-ji

24
25

2)p-idsh

etdso

daiisrgn4i

fd main
oteetabibfet andnfitesr-lti
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1

teiaftee of per-seftnel stfndffds on fb mefit hasis- ex-eept

2

thaAt the Seef-etary shall exer-eie no &athofitywith re-c

3

speet to the seleetioiitenure ooeffieeefdemendai

4

of anty indwvidiaft

5

methods)- as ffe fotund by the Seeretftwy to be neeessafy

6

fef the pr-ope a-nd eflieieni eper-ation of the plan-;

7

"~(-13)-

employed ini aeeeofdanmee with suieh

provide saflegiiaafds whieh iestfiet the use of~

8

diselosinfe of imnformatio~menee.n

9

feelpients of benefits tifdei the plaR to pnifposes dirfeetly

10
11

W
"(I4)

h

diitaino

appi eatfAs fof anfd

h

lf

pfov,4de fofesalsfetodsinto

f

12

a State auuthority of aithef~l~oes whieh shal befeps

13

ble fof establishing enfd nafintaining stafidards fof-

14

±(A)- hospitals Pi-evidintg hospita eiwee

15

NB

16

i iianng homes pr-ovidin~ skilWe

hoe emees, and

17
18
19

usn

pLr-~ees~oviding ogfgeized home eafe
eles
for~whieh expenditufes afe mftde Rfidef the planj

20

6)4.ineltide

21

" (A). rfates of -payment fof institutional see'

22
23
24
25

P~edO fo-deeilmtig

ioese ffnd
iL{B=) sehedules of fees of fates of paymen for
othef Faedies

eie

for whieh expenditiffes ajre made umndef the plan-;
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1

"(

)

othe edietrqieby
atiegaios

m

2

seribed by the Seer-etafy, itielde prvso

4

of medieal benefi s to eligible ifdi*4ividal wheo fwe fesi

5

4effts of the State htA absefit thefeffem; and*

6

±(47}

Proido

8

as the SeefetaT-y

9

eeffpip

-(eeHefm

e that the State aggetey will Make guelh

Hftfay

k-oai time to time fequiie and

with sueh pf-ov-siei~s ats the SeeFetetfy fmay froem

10

time to time find neeesaytio affiffe the eo~freaffies and

11

vefifleatiof* of sueh repof4s.

12

Lh) The Seer-etatfy shal approve way State plan whiek

13 eomp1ies wit

the

iiemfg of sabseetien -(+,) exeept

14 thatt he hAAll net ppfeve any plan whie imposes as it eon
15

dition of eligib~ility fef mnedien benefits tnlk the -plan

16
17
18
19
20
21

an age fenieet

of mere than sixty &ie

years-;
L-(2+ anfy eitizeinship fenfmat whiek exeludee
any eitizeftof thelUfited States; of
L+4 ffi)y reiec

x

whiek exhahes way

individuial who resides in the State.
22K ~ Nowithta~dfigsubseetioni 4b-

23 shel noet ftppfoi'e any State plaftf fef mediefhf

the Seeretafy
seiwiee fff

24 the aged unless the State has established to his satisfate
25

that the appre~a anfd epefatien of the plan will not fesult in
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1 a f-edttetioi ift old-age a-sssaeftaee t~tde the plan of sueh
2 State appr~oved ttfdei seetion 2- aid to dependenit ehildr-en
3 tffde~the plane of sueh State appr-eved tifder seetion 4O2-,
4 aid to the blintd tuidei the planf of sueh State approved tuder
5 seetion 4O02~of aid to the pefaetyand tetally lismbed
6 uftdef the planf of stteb State a-ppizoved jnde seetion 1402.

7
8

"rkAY.MENTS

"gS~e. 4-60~-(a-.
44

en+ the sfffsapp-piae

heese

9 there shfl4 be paid to eaek State whiel has a plan appreved
10 wider- seetion 4-6027 fo* eae

ealenda

qure-,bgfaine

11 with the qiar-e* eonning J*l 4-, I96
12

"

nthe ease 6

fy Stateothe then the

1.3

Cowdmonwcath of 12ttefte 1ieeo, the ,ir-g inslands, and

14

Guam, an affietfft eqtwl to the Feder-el per-eentage -*a

15

defimed ini seetion 4401-(et)- 8-) of th~e total amnotiits

16

expenided dufifg sineh quartef fof miedieal benefits jinde

17

the Stae" plaft-;

18

if-(-in
the ease of the Ccxm.co 1 wer1M of IVaefto

19

Rieoj the -Vi gini iSlands, anfd Guam, oan anmotint equal

20

to one-hlft

21

quafte* fef inedieal beieits

22

of the total a-mounts ex-pended dafi~n sueh
inde* the State plani; and

q*iftthe easeof any Statenfiamount equal to

23

one-haft

of the total of the sam eipended duwifg stieb

24

qnafte* as feunfd neeessary by the Seer-eta

25

pr-ope* anRd effeient ad~nsr~etof the State pleni,

feis the
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1

e~eept that there 6bali no be eetffited ait fff e~kpe dittfe

2 fff jpu1peses of pafiagi-aph -(4} of ~-(3

a" ameafit e~pefide

fef a~a indiid~a1 dafig a, benefit yeaif of sueh ifidivdiua1
" (A) fer iftpatient hospita

.4

ser-vees afte* ejpendi

ser-viees for siieh if4idivdual dm4in sieh year-, or'

6

"-+for laberatery a~d X -ray sef-iees -fwieh de

7
8

Hot eenstitue inpatient hospiWa seizviees)~after e-xpefdi

9

tae-es of $204) h&"e beeft made&feif stteh indid aa dufifig

10

sehe Year-, f

12

mfpatien lhspita4 ser-vees)- &fteiT expenditufes ef $2200

13

lia-i~ beeff made fer st*eh individ1aa4 dffIi13g siieh year,

14

.-.Lb}.iff eto the

eek~fi
feaehqi"ar-eFthe Seefe

15

taify shall estimate the ameiiffs t-o be paid to eateh State

16

fimdei sbseetieR -(&)- for sateh quarter- stteh estimates te

17 -bebased ot I)-(- a e-efort hled Vythe State eetiiiits
18

estimate ef the tetal sm te be expeiaded ift sueh quart¶e fm

19 aeeefdanee w,4h the p~~s
20 statift

e~ 4 stueh sffb-eetiop,

the amfeun a-ppr-epfi4ted of miade azy-filfrbl

afid

by the

dii-isiefis fe* stteh expendiffuewes, iin

21 State afid its pelitiea s

quarter- afid if sueli affiatit is less th-an the State's

22

stte

23

p-jErt~lteSfreO

h

O

fsthetmt

x

24 pendituTaes, the setffeefei seur-ees ffem whieh the differeftee is
R. R. 12580-13
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1 e~Epeeted to he deiived, antd 4+-L stek other inivestigation as
2 the See-tiry mfa-y finid neeessarT-

!The amount so estimated,

3 redueed( oifnereased to the extefnt of any
4

o

re~ynfto

Kffa---whielji the Seer-etary determinies wa

made

5 unfder this seetion to sash State for any prior quarer and
6 with retest to whiek adjufstmlenit has noet already beent
7 made under thus sabseetiot, shall then be paid to the state,
8 through the disbur-sin

faeil~iies of the Tr-easurfy

ea

en

9 ini sash instalflmenits as the Seer-etary may determine. The
10 r-edtaetionis ander the jpr-eeeding senttenee shal inelade thepr
11

fAta share to wihieli the Thited States is equitably entitled,

12 as deternfiied by the Seer-etatrt of the net aimount r-eeovered
13 by the State or any political subdivision thereof with respeet
14

15

to mfedical benefits fuanished under the State plain
"OPE-RATION OF STATE PErANS

16

"Sne. 1604. 1f the Seer-etart, aft-er reasonable noetise

17

and opportunity for her-ring to the State ageneyaflfitr
inig orsuer4sn th adminstrtio of anBY State plan whisk

18

19 hafs been approved by himf unader seetioni 4602, finids
20

"44that the plan has beefnso ehange fhat itnHe

21

loniger eomplies with the pr-ovisions of seetion 4-602, or

22

23

"42- thatt int the administratio

of the Plan there is

a failurfe to eomply substanilywthayse

roiaio

24

the Seeretarfy shall notif

25

paym~ents will n-ot be miade to the State underf seetion 46O3

saseh State ageney that fur-ther
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1 -(or- ifi his diseiretion, that p

eats will be lifited to paAts

3 i-etar'y is satisfied that th-ei~ is f*o longef &*y sueh aaefeompli
4 anee. U44

betissoiseisftised fi uhe pfayefits ehAlbe

5made to sush State tifdef seetiea 4"O -(e* pyesshL

b

6 lifnited to pa~4s of the plan fiet affeeted by sueh iaoaeomf4i-l
7 anee) .T-ff

pmzpeses of thisg seetion, a plan shall be treated

8 as ha-vifg been so ehaged thait it ft lefigef eoffilies wih the
9 pr~ovisions of seetion 46O42 if at say ftime the Seer-etary deter
10 Baines that-, were sueh plani to be suwbmtted at sueh tiffie ffr
11 ajpfweval; he would be bcfrred 4fno

aprotig

ah p~ift

12 by reasoa of seetioa 4602-(e)
13

" ELIGIBLE iND

LI>E

14

1~ee4605. For the puiposes of thi

15

'eligible individaal mfesas say indiiiduaol

title-, the term

16

i(}who is si~Ety fie yes of age or ev~er- sad

17

±()-whose iaeome sad r-esom'fees, takn

18

eoimt his other liv4 ag rqreeto

19

Saeaeifsfeinto

20

kite ae

asdeeiedbth

meet the eost of his medieel

eee

22

"'S~e. 460. F-or the purfposes of this title

23

1-a-4 The term 'medieal befiefts' mesas paymenut of

25

~iadiiaels.

£(b) (*
2 ter

-Exeept fts pfo-ev~iie

paarp

Cffedieed serx4 ee-'ffieaas the fo11wing to the e~teiit

3 4etefmiked by the -physiei~te be Rediea~ly neeessafy
4 ~~~-(4)f-patieft hospit4eiee
5

"

6

±~G-physieia~ns'

'7

i~(-e~ftithespiWa

*skilled

iitisitig-home s~ie
ei-ees
e~ie~

8

oL-gftnL-

9

piate dnty neiysifig siie
VL~

hoh

seexe e

10

£(G

11

iL(R
1 ). matjei- denita treatmeftt-;

12

!LW 4)aefattefy anfd X.*ay ser-viees-; anfd

13

L(J* pireseibe

hfpai

ewes

4mg-s

14

14

16

ofa publie ifsiatio

17

41itnatie+)- o* any indiiAidi±4 who is a patienit int an

18
19

Th-e ten

itistiteni

4ifedieed sefviees' does net iffehide

(eyzeep

asf patietit iftamFediea

foi+ tbernlosis oif mental diseases; of~

iL43) se-Fie feir any individtte whio is at patient in

20

a meiteal ist4antiet as a result of at diagnfosts of tuber

21

eulosis of psyehosis, with r-esjpee to any period aftep

22

the intdividna hfts beeni a patient in stteh anisitte

23

as a restlt of sueh diagnosis for forty-two datys-.

24

q±-e) The term 4"fptient hospia seri4ees' meansi the

25 following items furniished to atn inipatient by a hsia
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1

e4+
Bed

2

loMbfifd 4ftt a f~ fa if exreess of the

pete feif semipfiate emodtns

3

±L-2 Physieiaeffs sefyviees; and

4

!.L} Nrsing sefviees, ifntens' ser-iees, 1bef-atery

5

&nid X Fay seiwiees, a bilane see*vee, an4d ethie* sefw

6

iees- diugsaa

9

E+Wd The tem ±skH4e4 faT-siflg-home seFviees' meafs

ad
eplieffees
r*elae4e te his eafe fafid ~eat

10 *he iole44whg i4en+s fffi~sehe

12

iff at ffhi

to eff inpatiei

i4.-Skilled wra-siig eare previded by &tregist~ere

13
14

prefessioiWa mm-se of~at eets-ed py-aetieft nur-se whieh is
preseribed. b-&emd ~e ~egaea ~eii

15

o aphysieian

16

ffi(* Ateie4 ear-e fffd othe* sefve*~e

17

sw**eh ghkilled ftIarsiftg eftre; aftf4
iL(* -3}B aodl,

18

19
20

Mea~ed to

beefd ift

emmef)-n* w~eb the fu*f

nishint of seeh 44le nuning ear-e
~

4

h

ter-i+ 'pyieiffis.

i4e~
ftififs

0*

21

presvided in the eier-eise of his prefe festin
ia aay Stf4e

22

physieiat lieensee

ift stteh State-ji aat

by~

the te~m lphysieiati+

23 iftelides it physieiaaf within the meaniig of seeiefifi444
24

()()

at
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fftedief~ aftd suffgieftl eafe fufni~sW by at hosjpi a4 4o atift&i

1

2 vidiieJ as aft oupalient.
£g).The teCffli .4ofgani~e heffe eaf-e seri4ees.' Baeafis

3

er-iees aa~e
shsein

4 isiiing ftaine ffeiwees atnd
5

-eat~e4 t~her-et

6

ff

w-hieh aff

I!t4e

pfeseribed by t jphysieia

ae.ad

fwovi4ed ift the heffe thfough at publie of pRfa~e nief

7 pifeki age-Rey operftte

in aeeof-dftflee wvih fnedieel jpelieies

8 establishaed by ofte of maere physieieffis* -(who afe rsei
s*

9 I&1 forsnef

the eyceetitiet 4f sehel polieies)- to govter

10' sue.h s~e
Ti4.
:Te tefRm qpri~a

11

dntyt

fffisifig senviees' means

12 nursing ear-e pr-ovided int the home by a registered pr-ofes
13 sional nurse of licensed praeetieea nur-se; ander the generalJ
14 di-eii 4 a physieinw to a patienit r-eqttiringg fHfar-iftg eaife
15

on a fuliffle4&~~sis-.

16

iL*j

The termt 'ther-apeuti-e serv-iees.'

mneans s

4e

17 pr-eseribed by at physieiaa for the tr-eatment of disease or
18 iinjmiy by jphysieal ineniedieA4 fneatns, mineding r~etr-aining
19 for the loss of speeeh
The termf 4mtjof dental treatmnent.' meanis

20

r4e

21 prov4ded by at dentist, in th-e exer-eise of his profession, wit

22 r-epe

to a eotd~iefio of an

tee-horal

:_,t~da,

23 f~ftseeiated pafts wvhieh hats ser-iousl
24 offsly vafet, his general healith.
25

as ty

affeeted, or mafy sen4

As nesed int the pr-eeeding

sentenee, the term 41entiWt means La person lieensed to pfae,
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1 tiee deni~tsty of deital sum-geiy ift the State wher~e the ser
2 iees aire twoviede
±-(4)T~he tenm 4aboratoFy aflf X -ra sef-viees' ilfeludes

3

fst-b

4 o~y sehsefvie
5

~

L~The

terfif

siefftB

yphy

dnigs'

'preseribed
y apheiao

6 whiefedbyphecie

meants inediekies

.

(nim)- The tefi 'hespita4' mieans at hospita -(-ethef thatn

7

8 a mental of tuber-eulesis hpi)-lieensed ats sash by the
9 State in w-hi
10 ftppfo3,ev
11

..

i

dioeeae o- fa thees

faftehe hspital,

by the lieensing ageniey of the State,
n}The tefm 'ntfsig hoe'ie means a fifflifIf~home

12 whihis lieensed as suehbythe atin

whe

itis loeated,

13 and whieh -(1-) is eper-ated in eoofffeetien with a hospital of
14 42} has medieal polieies established by one o* more physi
15 eioas -(who fafe fespoasible fof swfpefvising tihe exeetftiont of
16 stieb polieies)- to goven the skilled nfttsng eafe a-nd Meated
17 mediea

eafe anfd othef sefwiees whiek it pfeovides.

18
19

BENFIF

"~SEe. 1607. -of

YEA

the pttfposes of this title-, the teirm

20 ibeneflt yearl meafts, with fespeet to anfy indiiidud, a pefiod
21 of I4 eonseenti-ve ealendaftmonths as designated by the State.
.22. ageney fef the fmiposes of this tite in aceeofdanee wit fegil
23 lations pf-esetibed by the Seer-etaff~y

Subjeet to egua-tionts

24, presetibed by the Seer-etafy, the State plant may pei~i the
25

exteiision of a befiefi y~eff in ofdeif to avoid hafdship.

1 (92)R-poA Ew
2
3

-T opF

ASIS-

iee-~
OHRe-

-(4
# &etoii X(4a

S~E&. 6

4 ims amuended h~z styila"

ARE

oti ~l

FO
i

T

of th~e Soeie4 SeeffF4t- Aet
4

in the etse of aay

5 Stftte," a+4 iB-eeftg in* lieu thereef the f4ovv~-wii

7 fittai-e~

-(s

8

eq-ao

amemti

deter-mined

EDG

Lfod

mndef sihseetion +~,
-(e)(---)

to .5 pef een+ttuff of the total of the sunis

9 expend4ed diirki

su~ek *iiffte-f as old-age assistan*ee uffdef

10 the State plft *if the fofm of medieal of afty ot.ef type of
11

efnem&d4 ea-re-, fot eetiiiting so muieh of aay epef distaft

12 with fespeet to aoy meff~t as ex-eeed whiehevef of the o14
13 lowhin is the sumAler
14
15

(A

$5 failtip!We

hi'- the totAl numbe* of re-,

eipients of old age ffsisitanee fof sueh mieith of

16

±L±i4} th+e addiioflal eipenditdiHe per Y-eeipe1i.t of

17

olage assistajiee foi- -stigh ffonth -(.as determ~ined tundef

18

%-~sei e4<2

19

ifeeipelnts of old-atge assistan-ee I-OF sueb moenth;

20
21

5

, wiyUkiied by the tota numbef of

"a 4 iiithe etse of &nySterte,"
4(-4 &-egeti

-3of stieh Aet is ftlfth-ef afnefded by eAdhig

22 at the end thefeo-f the following ew subseetioia:

23
24

'(-e) (-1) - oif the pffypoees of elause
&- tga

hUbetti

-(a)

of ~~seeti

doi-aqatrifteSaegee
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1 of sueh, State has subm~fitted, in or priff to fiteh quartei -(but

3 en~etete)-, a medifteatien of the plen of sueb State approeied
4 uftdef this titde whieli the Seef-etary is satisfied wetad fesukt
5 inf a signilleatnt imr~

e-ft in old age assistanee int the

6 form of fnedie&4ofe ay stheir type of remnedia eafe iffder the
'7 plan-,eyceept hat iftnoevent fiay fState beq"alied fofa

9 is

effee~z0

2

4

rij~

detefmination under the pi-eeedn

sef

10 tenee with respeet te any medifieatien of a State plan shal

11 -bebasedon a

ihodag

12 of nediea of~any other type of mmea&ei

13 the plan duiang the qtaxte* pf

15

Of

siteentefm
eare-, if any- andei

te the quar4ei int wie4h this

the Seeretairy shag take int aeeetmt the extent to whieh

16 there0 would he any f-edjetion in a-mounts previoius

iftelded

1'7 beewase of meieedel needs in old-age assistaeffe uadef the
18 plan in the feirn of moneya

pay~ments. Sueli State shaM eease

19 to be quaoifed fof any qualef oeeulffifg -(4-) aifte the quar
~20

te& int whieh the Seef-etafy detem~nesi aftel! notie eand ep

21 poittniit-y for bear-in

to the State agenley a-anseigof

22 suewiigth+e admiisti-atien of the State plan of sueb,
23 State, that the
24

*pfiPeAn feferfed to in the. fist snee

of this subseetien has-(threughaehange intthe plan orifiita
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-ro to the quef4ee

2 .{2=)-

in whieh eueh State agaifi quialifies

3 as pr-ovied ift the pr-eeedg sefitefiees.
4

i-

Fe* the ptffposes of ela-use -(3-)-(B)- of subeetifi~

5 -(a)-the adiioe~ad exetiwpe e f eipieat ofeold age
6 assista-Ree in ainy State for any moneth maeans the eneess of
7

-(4) the quotient obtained by ditrding the tota of

8

the stimn extended int steh menth as old-age assistawee

9

tde

teStake plmiathe feig~aofnedieA or ffy othe*

10

type of *emedial eafe by the toWRta

11

of old age assistaftee mnde sueh planf fe* sueh month

12

mobe* or *eeipients

e

13 ~

L-B~)~the quetient obtained by dividing the total of

14

the sumfs epenided int the last monith whish endedpio

15

to the enaetment of this par-ag"ah ase old-age assistanee

16

under-the State plant in the femi of mnediea or any othe*

17

type of remedia eaie by the toal iiufnbe* of *eeipiefits

18

of old eage assistaniee thnde* sueh platn fff smeh menth."

19

-(e)- Seetion 6 of sette Aet is amended by stfiking out

20 *tit does not inelode" and all thatt fellews and iftsefting int
21 lien thereof 44bu does not inelide
22

-(4)-ay ueh payments to orear-e ifbehag of a"

23

indei44d*4 who is an innmate of a publie institution -(e*

24

eept as a patient int a medi el iftstitatioit) ef anmy Bn-
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1

dividual who is a patient in an

2

or menitl diseasesor

intitutien fef tIabef-ealesis

4ha bee dianoseas having titber-et~esis or psyehesis
5

emd is a patient in at medieo4

6

there~or
o

7

intitatie

as a result

±-(-* any saeh eafe in behI of aiiy individuoel who

8

is apatient inamdiel intton as a esul~to adia-g

9

nasis that he has tabefeulesis or psyehesis- with r-espeet

10

to any jperio

11

in sieh aftnstittition, as a fesiiof suehd4ifgnesis, fff

12

forty-two days.

13

after the inlivi~duftl has been a patient

-(4) ~The amnm~smade by s4bseetiens -a)-an

14 {b-shell be effeetive onl
15 teff

omeien

with r-esjpeet to ealefida quar

on of aftrOetebe

16 amnmn.made by sabseetien

4-, 96O.

(a-hllbe efeetive

17 with respeet to ealenidar quartersORo

Tle

onl
te

18 July-, 4 9 6 f

20

S-e-. 603- -(a)-ofo the purpose of assising the States
21 oa4
mke
lafs
iitite
dfff~sr-an-eafffigmens.pye

22 pam~tory to -pati4eif~Ai~ol in the Feder-el-State p~rogrewn of
23 mediea serviees for the aged an-thorized by title XV4 of
24 the Seeil Seeaui~ty 4e6W thr are her-eby afthorized to be
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1

prpitdifmkf

rat

oteSae

ue

ua

2 as the C~ongf-es Hmay dete~ffinie.
3

% -A gfantdle thisseetie

t any State shAlbe

4 made o*l uponl appliea-tion therefef whiehis submitted by
5 a State ageney desi4gnated by the State to eaffy out the
6 punrpese of this seetion and is appfeoved by the Seer-etary.
7 No sueh gF&Rt fe* aniy State mfa-y e~Eeeed 50 peif eenitumn
8 of the eest of eaffyng out stieh pffpose in ateeofdanee w"t
9 such applieatiefiz
10

f)-Payment of many gfant imdef this seetieni maiz be

11 made int ftdv-efee of by waty of feimfbiu-seffteint

andi

in stue-h

12 insta4Iments-, as the Seef-etaFy fmay deteifmiie. TPhe atggfe~
13 gate amounft paid to any State mide thi seetionf shall not
14
15

emeeed $50,000.
-(--) Appfopr~at4ions ptifstiait to this seetiont shall re-,

16 maintf ffaiaitble fof gfanits und~ef this seetiont offly unitil the
17 elose of J*ne -3 4fM, j and any peat of stieh a gfait whieh
18

ha~s befpai4 toaStte p~ef to lethekse of JOtfe4- 962,

19 but has neot beent fs-ed or obligatted by sueh State fofeaffy
20 out the ptffpose of thi seetion pfiof to the elose of sueli
21
22

du-t,-, shal be rettifned to the Utnited States.
4-(e) A-s ffsed in this seto~the terffi "State" inelueh

s

23 4the Disoi~et of Golianbiat~the Gofflnoiwealth of Puerto Fdteo-,
24 the Vifgin islands, and (Gnanft
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1

(4TE~
Sete. 604- EMeeti-e July 4-, I964-, seeien 4401-(a)--(44

2

3 of the Soeei Seeufi~t

A-et 4ta~afmefded by seetieti &4I e

4 this A-et) is &:nended by sri~kifg eua !1aftd XIV-" &adifi
5 sert

ifg&u
lien ]+i~e LX4--

&d XVP~

6 (95)TITLE VI-MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE
7

AGED

8

Amendments to Title I of the Social Security Act

9 (96)SEc. 601. (a) The, heading of title I of the Social Se
10 curity Act is amended to readas follows:
11

"TITLE I-GRANTS TO STATES FOR OLD-AGE
AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

12

ASSISTANCE

13

FOR THE AGED"1

14

(b) Sections 1 and 2 of such Act are amended to read as

15 follows:
16

17

"4APPROPRIATION

"SECTION 1. For the purpose (a) of enabling each State

18

as far as practicableunder the conditions in such State, to fur

19

nish financial assistance to aged needy individuals and of en

20 couragiing each State, as far as practicableunder such condi
21

tions, to help such individuals attain self-care, and (b) of

22

enablingeach State, as far as practicableunder the conditionsin

23 such State, to furnish medical assistanceon behalf of aged indi
24 viduals who are not recipients of old-age assistance but whose
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1

income and resources are insufficient to meet the costs of neces

2 sary medical services, there is hereby authorized to be appro
3 priated for each fiscal year a sum sufflicient to carry out the

4 purposes of this title. The sums made available under this sec
5 tion shall be used for making payments to States which have

6 submitted, and had approved by the Secretary of Health, Edu

7 eation, and Welfare (hereinafter referred to as the 'Secre,
8 tary'), State plans for old-age assistance, or for medical
9 assistance for the aged, or for old-age assistance and medical
10 assistance for the aged.
11

"tSTATE OLD-AGE AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PLANS

12

"SEC.

2. (a) A State plan for old-age assistance, or for

13 medical assistance for the aged, or for old-age assistance and
14

medical assistancefor the agedmust

15

"(1) provide that it shall be in effect in all political

16

subdivisions of the State and, if administered by them, be

17

mandatory upon them;

18

"(2) provide for financial participationby the State

19

which shall, effective January 1, 1962, extend to all

20

aspects of the State plan;

21

"(3) either provide for the establishment or designa

22

tion of a "single State agency to administer the plan, or

23

provide for the establishment or designation of a single

24

State agency to supervise the administrationof the plan;
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1

"(4) provide for grantingan opportunity for a fair

2

hearing before the State agency to any individual whose

3

claim for assistance under the plan is denied or is not

4

acted upon with reasonable promptness;

5

"(5) provide such methods of administration (in

6

cluding methods relating to the establishment and main

7

tenance of personncl standards on a merit basis, except

8

that the Secretary shall exercise no authority with respect

9

to the selection, tenure of office, and compensation of any

10

individual employed in accordance with such methods)

11

as are found by the Secretary to be necessary for the

12

proper and efficient operation of the plan;

13

"(6) provide that the State agency will make such

14

reports, in such form and containing such information,

15

as the Secretary may from time to time require, and

16

comply with such provisions as the Secretary may from

17

time to time find necessary to assure the correctness and

18

verification of such reports;

19

"(7) provide safeguards which restrict the use or

20

disclosure of information concerning applicants and re

21

cipients to purposes directly connected with the admin

22

istration of the State plan;

23'
24

"(8) provide that all individuals wishing to make
application for assistance under the plan shall have op

I.

portunity to do so, and that such assistance shall be

2

furnished with reasonable promptness to all eligible in

3

dividuals;

4
5

"(9) if the State plan includes old-age assistance
"(A) provide that the State agency shall, in

6

determining need for such assistance, take into con

'7

sideration any other income and resources of an in

8

dividual claiming old-age assistance;

9

"(B) provide reasonable standards, consistent

10

with the objectives of this title, for determining eli

11

gibility for and the extent of such assistance;

12

"(C) provide a description of the services (if

13

any) which the State agency makes available to ap

14

plicants for and recipients of such assistance to help

15

them attain self-care, including a description of the

16

steps taken to assuare, in the provision of such serv

17

ices, maximum utilization of other agencies provid

18

ing similar or relatedservices;

19

"(10) provide, if the plan includes payments of

20

old-age assistance to individuals in private or public

21

institutions, for the establishment or designation of a

22

State authority or authorities which shall be responsible

23

for establishing and maintaining standards for such in
24 stitutions;
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1
2
3
4

"(11) if the State plan includes medical assistance
for the aged
"(A) provide for inclusion of some institutional
and some noni~nstitutionalcare and services;

5

"(B) provide that no enrollment fee, premium,

6

or similar charge will be imposed as a condition of

7

any individual's eligibility for medical assistance for

8

the aged under the plan;

9

"(C) provide for inclusion, to the extent re

10

quired by regulationsprescribed by the Secretary, of

11

provisions (conforming to such regulations) with re

12

spect to the furnishing of such assistance to individ

13

uals who are residents of the State but are absent

114

therefrom;

15

"(D) include reasonable standards, consistent

16

with the objectives of this title, for determining eli

17

gibility for and the extent of such assistance;

18

"(E) provide that no lien may be imposed

19

against the property of any individual prior to his

20

death on account of medical assistance for the aged

21

paid or to be paid on his behalf under the plan

22

(except pursuant to the judgment of a court on ac

23

count of benefits incorrectly paid on behalf of such

H. R. 12580-14
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1

individual), and that there shall be no adjustment

2

or recovery (except, after the death of such indi

3

vidual and his surviving spouse, if any, from such

4

individual'sestate) of any medical assistancefor the

5

aged correctly paid on behalf of such individual

6

under the plan.

7

"(b) The Secretary shall approve any plan which fulfills

8 the conditions specified in subsection (a), except that he
9 shall not approve any plan which imposes, as a condition of
10 eligibility for assistanceunder the plan
11
12

"(1) an age requirement of more than six~ty-five
years; or

13

"(2) any residence requirement which ~'A) in the

14

case of applicants for old-age assistance, excludes any

15

resident of the State who has resided therein five years

16

during the nine years immediately preceding the applica

17

tion for old-age assistance and has resided therein con

18

tinuously for one year immediately preceding the appli

19

cation, and (B) in the case of applicants for medical.

20

assistance for the aged, excludes any individual who re

21

sides in the State; or

22

"(3) any citizenship requirement which excludes

23

any citizen of the United States."

24

(c) Section 3(a) of such Act is amended to read as

25 follows:
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1

"SEc. 3. (a) From, the sums appropriatedtherefor, the

2 Secretary of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has
3 a plan approved under this title, for each quarter, beginning
4 with the quartercommencing October 1, 1960
5

"(1) in the case of any State other than Puerto

6

Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, an amount equal

7

to the sum of the following proportions of the total

8

amounts expended during such quarter as old-age assist

9

ance under the State plan (including expenditures for

.10

insurance premiums for medical or any other type -of

11

remedial care or the cost thereof) 

12

"(A) four-fifths of such expenditures, not count

13

ing so much of any expenditure with respect to any

14

month as exceeds the product of $30 multiplied by

15

the total number of recipients of' old-age assistance

16

for such month (which Itotal number, for purposes

17

of this subsection, means :(i) the number of indi

18

viduals who received old-age assistance in the form

19

of money payments for sut~h month, plus (ii) the

20

number of other 'individuals with respect to whom

21

expenditures were made in such month as old-age

22

assistance in the form of medical or any other type

23

of remedial care); plus

24
25

"(B) the Federalpercentage (as defined in sec
tion 1101 (a) (8)) of the amount by which such
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1

expenditures exceed the maximum which may be

2

counted under clause (A), not counting so much of

3

any expenditure with respect to any month as ex

4

ceeds the Product of $65 multiplied by the total num

5

ber of such recipients of old-age assistance for such

6

month; plus

7

"(C) the larger of the following: (i) the Fed

8

eral medical percentage (as defined in section 6(c))

9

of the amount by which such expenditures exceed the

10

maximum which may be counted under clause (B),

11

not counting so much of any expenditure with respect

12

to any month as exceeds (I)

13

multiplied by the total number of such recipients of

14

old-age assistancefor such month, or (II) if smaller,

15

the total expended as old-age assistance in the form

16

of medical or any other type of remedial care with-

17

respect to such month plus the product of $65 multi

18

plied by such total number of such recipients, or (ii)

19

15 per centum of the total of the sums expended dur

20

ing such quarter as old-age assistance under the

21

State plan in the form of medical or any other type

22

of remedial care, not counting so much of any

2
24

130expenditure

the product of $77

with respect to any month as exceeds
the product of $12 multiplied by the total number of
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1

such recipients of old-age assistance for such month;

2

and

3

"(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin

4

Islands, and Guam, an amount equal to

5

"(A) one-half of the total of the sums expended

6

during such quarter as old-age assistance under the

7

State plan (including expenditures for insurance

8

premiums for medical or any other type of remedial

9

care or the cost thereof), not counting so much of

10

any expenditure with respect to any month as ex,

11

ceeds $35 multiplied by the total number of recipi

12

ents of old-age assistance for such month; plus

13

" (B) the larger of the following amounts: (i)

14

one-half of the amount by which such expenditures

15

exceed the maximum which may be counted under

16

clause (A), not counting so much of any expendi

17

ture with respect to any month as exceeds (I) the

18

product of $41 multiplied by the total number of

19

such recipients of old-age assistance for such month,

20

or (II)

21

assistance in the form of medical or any other type

22

of remedial care with respect to such month plus

23

the product of $35 multiplied by the total number of

24

such recipients, or (ii) 15 per centum, of the total of

if smaller, the total expended as old-age
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1

the sums expended during such quarter as old-age

2

assistance under the State plan in the form of medi

3

cal or any other type of remedial care, not count

4

ing so much of any expenditure with respect to any

5

month as exceeds the product of $6 multiplied by

6

the total number of such recipients of old-age assist

7

ance for such month; and

8

" (3) in the case of any State, an amount equal

9

to the Federal medical percentage (as defined in sec

10

tion 6(c)) of the total amounts expended during such

11

quarter as medical assistance for the aged under the

12

State plan; and

13

"(4) in the case of any State, an amount equal to

14

one-half of the total of the sums expended during such

15

quarter as found necessary by the Secretary of Health,

16

Education, and Welfare for the proper and efficient

17

administration of the- State plan, including services

18

which are provided by the staff of the State agency (or

19

of the local agency administering the State plan in the

20

political subdivision) to applicants for and recipients

21

of old-age assistance to help them attain self-care."

22

(d) Section 3(b) (2) (B) of such Act is amended by

23 striking out "old-age assistance" and inserting in lieu thereof
24
25

"assistance"
(e) Section 4 of such Act is amended by striking out
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1 "State plan for old-age assistance which has been approved"
2 and inserting in lieu thereof "State plan which has been
3 approved under this title".
4

(f) (1) Section 6 of such Act is amended by striking out

5 "~or any individual (a) who is a patient in an institution for
6

tuberculosis or mental diseases, or (b) who has been diag

7 nosed as having tuberculosis or psychosis and is a patient in
8 a medical institution as a result thereof'.
9

(2) Section 6 is further amended by inserting "t(a)"

10 immediately after "SEC. 6." and by adding after such section
11 6 the following new subsections:
12

"(b) For purposes of this title, the term 'medical assist

13 ance for the aged' means payment of part or all of the cost
14 of the following care and services for individuals sixty-five

15 years of age or older who are not recipients of old-age assist
16 ance but whose income and resources are insufficient to meet
17 all of such cost
18

"(1) 'inpatient hospital services;

19

"(2) skilled nursing-home services;

20

"(3) physicians' services.

21

"(4) outpatient hospital or clinic services;

22

"(5) home health care services;

23

"(6) private dutty nursing services;

24

"(7) physical therapy and related services;

25

"(8) dental services;
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I

"(9) laboratory and X-ray services;

2

"(10) prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, and

3
4

prosthetic devices;

"(11) diagnostic, screening, and preventive serv

5
6
7

ices; and
"(12) any other medical care or remedial care
recognized under State law;

8 except that such term shall not include any payments with

9 respect to care or services for any individual who is an in

10 mate of a public institution (except as a patient in a medi
11 cal institution).
12

"(c) For purposes of this title, the term 'Federalmedi

13 cal percentage' for any State shall be 100 per centurn less
14

the State percentage; and the State percentage shall be that
15preentage which bears the same ratio to 50 per centum, as
16the square of the per capita income of such State bears to

17

the square of the per capita income of the continental United

18

States (including Alaska) and Hawaii; except that (i) the

19 Federal medical percentage shall in no case be less than 50

20 per centum, or more than 80 per centum, and (ii) the Fed
21

eral medical percentage for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is

22

lands, and Guam shall be 50 per centum.

The Federal

23 medical percentagefor any State shall be determined and pro
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1 mulgated in accordance with the provisions of subparagraph
2

(B) of section 1101 (a) (8) (other than the proviso at the end

3

thereof); except that the Secretary shall, as soon as possible

4 after enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1960,
5 determine and promulgate the Federalmedical percentage for
6 each State
7

"(1) for the period beginning October 1, 1960,

8

and ending with the close of June 30, 1961, which

9

promulgation shall be based on the same data with re

10

spect to per capita income as the data used by the Secre

11

tary in promulgating the Federal percentage (under

12

section 1101 (a) (8) ) for sitch State

13

ending June 30, 1961 (which promulgation of the Fed

14

eral medical percentage shall be conclusive for such

15

period), and

16

.for the

fiscal year

"(2) for the period beginning July 1, 1961, and

17

ending with the close of June 30, 1963, which promulga

18

tion shall be based on the same data with respect to per

19

capita income as the data used by the Secretary in pro

20

mulgating the Federal percentage (under section 1101

21

(a) (8)) for such State for such period (which promul

22

gation of the Federal medical percentage shall be con

23

clusive for such period) ."
HI. RI. 12580-15
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1
2

3
4

IN LIM1ITA.TIONS

(97)i.7cREASE

TO PUERTO RICO,

ON ASSISTANCE PAYMENT

THE VIRGIN ISLANDS,

AND GUAM

SEC. 602. Section 1108 of the Social Security Act is
amended by

5

(1) striking out "$8,500,000" and inserting in lieu

6

thereof "$9,000,000, of which $500,000 may be used

7

only for payments certified with respect to section 3(a)

8

(2) (B)"Y ;

9

(2) striking out ".$300,000" and inserting in lieu

10

thereof "$315,000, of which $15,000 may be used only

11

for payments certified in respect to section 3(a) (2) (B) ";

12

(3) striking out "$400,000" and inserting in lieu

13

thereof "$420,000, of which $20,000 may be used only

14

for payments certified in respect to section 3(a) (2)

15

(B)"9 ; and

16

(4) striking out "titles I,

IV, X, and,XIV", and

17

inserting in lieu thereof "titles I (other than section

18

3(a)(3) thereof), IV, X, and XIV".

19

(98)TECHNICAL

AMENDMENT

20

SEC. 603. (a) Section 618 of the Revenue Act of 1951

21

(65 Stat. 569) is amended by striking out "title I" and

22

inserting in lieu thereof "title I (other than section 3(a) (3)

23

thereof)".

24
25

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take
effect October 1, 1960.
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1
2

(99)EFFECTIVE DATES

SEC. 604. The amendments made by section 601 of this

3 Act shall take effect October 1, 1960, and the amendments
4 made by section 602 shall be effective with respect to fiscal

5 years ending after 1960.
6

TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

7

INVESTMENT OF TRUST FUNDS

8

SEC. 701.

(a) Section 201 (c) of the Social Security

9 Act is amended by inserting after the third sentence the
10 following new sentence: "The Board of Trustees shall meet
11 not less frequently than once each six months."
12

(b) Section 201 (c) (3) of such Act is amended to

13 read as follows:
14

"(3) Report immediately to the Congress when
15 ever the Board of Trustees is of the opinion that the

16

amount of either of the Trust Funds is unduly small;".

17

(c) Section 201 (c) of such Act is further amended by

18 striking out the period at the end of paragraph (4) and in
19 serting in lieu thereof

";

and", and by inseirting after para

20 graph (4) the following new paragraph:
21

" (5) Review the general policies followed in man

22,

aging the Trust Funds, and recommend changes in such

23

policies, including necessary changes in the provisions

24

of the law which govern the way in which the Trust

25

Funds are to be managed."
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1

(d) Section 201 (d) of such Act is amended to read as

2 follows:
3

"(d) It shall be the duty of the Managing Trustee to

4 invest such portion of the Trust Funds as is not, in his judg
5 ment, required to meet current withdrawals.

Such invest

6 ments may be made only in interest-bearing obligations of
7 the United States or in obligations guaranteed as to both
8 principal and interest by the United States. For such pur
9 pose such obligations may be acquired (1) on original issue

10 at the issue price, or (2) by purchase of outstanding obliga
11 tions at the market price. The purposes for which obliga
12 tions of the United States may be issued under the Second
13 Liberty Bond Act, as amended, are hereby extended to au
14 thorize the issuance at par of public-debt obligation for pur
15 chase by the Trust Funds. Such obligations issued for
16 purchase by the Trust Funds shall have maturities fixed with
17 due regard for the needs of the Trust Funds and 'shall bear
18 interest at a rate equal to the average market yield (coin
19 puted by the Managing Trustee on the basis of market quo
20 tations as of the end of the calendar month next preceding
21 the date of such issue) on all marketable interest-bearing
22 obligations of the United States then forming a part of the
23 public debt which are not due or callable until after the
24 expiration of four years from the end of such calendar month;
25 except that where such average market yield is not a multiple
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1 of one-eighth of 1 per centmn, the rate of interest of such
2

obligations shall be the multiple of one-eighth of 1 per centum

3 nearest such market yield.

The Managing Trustee may pur

4 chase other interest-bearing obligations of the United States
5 or obligations guaranteed as to both principal and interest
6 by the United States, on original issue or at the market price,
7 only where he determines that the purchase of such other
8 obligations is in the public interest."
9

(e) Section 201 (e) of such Act is amended by striking

10 out "special obligations" each place it appears and inserting
11

in lieu thereof "public-debt obligations"

12

(f) The amendments made by this section shall take

13

effect on the first day of the first month beginning after

14

the date of the enactment of this Act.

115

16

SURVIVAL OF ACTIONS

SEC. 702. (a)

Section 205 (g) of the Social Security

17

Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

18

new sentence: "Any action instituted in accordance with this

19 subsection shall survive notwithstanding any change in the
20 person occupying the office of Secretary or any vacancy in
21
22

such office."
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall ap

23 ply to actions which are pending in court on the date of the
24

enactment of this Act or are commenced after such date,
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1
2

PERIODS (r' LIMITATION ENDING ON NON'WORK DAYS

SEm. 703. Section 216 of the 'Social Security Act is

3 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
4 subsection:
5
6

"Periods of Limitation Ending on Nonwork Days

"(j)

Where this title, any provision

of another

'7 law of the United States (other than the Internal Revenue
8 Code of 1954) relating to or changing the effect of this
9 title, or any regulation issued by the Secretary pursuant
10 thereto provides for a period within which an act is required
11 to be done which affects eligibility for or the amount of any
12 benefit or payment under this title or is necessary to estab
13

lish or protect any rights under this title, and such period

14 ends on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, or on any
15

other day all or part of which is declared to be a nonwork

16 day for Federal employees by statute or Executive order,
17

then such act shall be considcred as done within such period

18 if it is done on the first day thereafter which is not a Satur
19 day, Sunday, or legal holiday or any other day all or part of
20 which is declared to be a nonw~ork day for Federal employees
21 by statute or Executive order. For purposes of this subsee
22 tion, the day on which a period ends shall include the day on
23 which an extension of such period, as authorized by law or
24 by the Secretary pursuant to law, ends. The provisions of
25 this subsection shall not extend the period during which bene
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1 fits under tmis title may (pursuant to section 202
2

(j) (1)

or 223 (b) ) be paid for months prior to the day application

3 for such benefits is filed, or during which an application for
4 benefits under this title may (pursuant to section 202

(j) (2)

5 or 223 (b) ) be accepted as such."
6

7

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING

SEC.

704. (100)-{a)

Section 116 (e)

of the Socia~l

8 Security Amendments of 1956 is amended to read as follows:
9

" (e) During 1963, 1966, and every fifth year there

10 after, the Secretary shall appoint an Advisory Council on
11

Social Security Financing, with the same functions, and

12

constituted in the same manner, as prescribed in the preced

13

ing subsections of this section.

Each such Council shall

14 report its findings and recommendations, as prescribed in
15

subsection

(d), not later than January 1 of the second

16

year after the year in which it is appointed, after which

17

date such Council shall cease to exist, and such report and

18

recommendations shall be included in the annual report of

19

the Board of Trustees to be submitted to the Congress not

20 later than the March 1 following such January 1."
21

(101)-(4+ Seetion 4-1-6 of the Seeiftl Seeufity Amfen A~effts of

22 4956 is fifthe~amei~ded by addf ing at the efid thef-ee the
23 following new stiiseetion-:

24

Ti4..~he Advieofy getineil appo~ited tmde~siuhseetiofl

25 -*e)- dwifig I4-6

shall in a ddtion to the ethef fl*ffings aind
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fteeei

f~~*ti

feftuied to fftatke, fkiehld in its -eipeft

2 its fiftd4+gsand4fefffinaifi

gt

3 of the eoeveage of the ol.d fge, su*ffSivf~

e

t

Anin

eRd diniability kinsu

4 otfie pfogr-amfi the 4edetiotey of bene~ts iffief the pfeg-a-Rij
5 a~df4oioheff ftspeets of the pfogr-am&s.
6

MEDICAL CARE GUIDES AND REPORTS FOR PUBLIC ASSIST

7

ANCE AND MEDICAL (102)SneE-R4E

8

THE AGED

9

SEC. 705. Title XI of the Social Security Act is amended

ASSISTANCE FOR

10 by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

11"MEDICAL

CALRE GUIDES AND REPORTS FOR PUBLIC ASSIST

'1ES ASSISTANCE FOR

12

ANCE AND MEDICAL (103)s-R

13

THE AGED

14

"SEC. 1112. In order to assist the States to extend the

15

scope and content, and improve the quality, of medical care

16

and medical services for which payments are made to or on

17 behalf of needy and low-income individuals under this Act
18

and in order to promote better public understanding about

19

medical care and medical (104)sefviee~s assistance for needy

20

and low-income individuals, the Secretary shall develop and

21

revise from time to time gu'ides or recommended standards as

22

to the level, content, and quality of medical care and medical

23

services for the use of the States in evaluating and improving

24

their public assistance medical care programs and their pro

25

grams of medical (105)sefviees assistance for the aged.;
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1 shall secure periodic reports from the States on items in
2 cluded in, and the quantity of, medical care and medical
3 services for which expenditures under such programs are
4 made; and shall from time to time publish data secured froni
5 these reports and other information necessary to carry out
6 the purposes of this section."
7

TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF CERTAIN SPECIAL PROVISIONS

8

RELATING TO STATE PLANS FOR AID TO THE BLIND

9

SEC. 706. Section 344 (b) of the Social Security Act

10 Amendments of 1950 is amended by striking out "June 30,
11

1961"y and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30, 1964".

12

MATERNAL AND CHIILD WELFARE

13

SEC. 707. (a.) (1) (A) Section 501 of the Social Secu

14

rity Act is amended by striking out "for each fiscal year

15

beginning after June 30, 1958, the sum of $21,500,000" and

16

inserting in lieu thereof "for each fiscal year beginning after

17 June 30, 1960, the sum of $25,000,000".
18

(B) Section 502 (a) (2) of such Act is amended by

19

striking out "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30,

20

1958. the Secretary shall allot $10,750,000 as follows: lie

21

shall allot to each State $60,000 (even though the amount

22

appropriated for such year is less than $21,500,000), and

23

shall allot each State such part of the remainder of the

24

$10,750,000"1

and inserting in lieu thereof "for each fiscal
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1 year beginning after June 30, 1960, the Secretary shall
2 allot $12,500,000 as follows: He shall allot to each State
3 $70,000 (even though the amount appropriated for such
4 year is less than $25,000,000), and shall allot each State
5 such part of the remainder of the $12,500,000".
6

(0) The first sentence of section 502 (b) of such Act

7 is amended by striking out "for each fiscal year beginning
8 after June 30, 1958, the sum of $10,750,000" and inserting
9 in lieu thereof "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30,
10 1960, the sum of $12,500,000".
11

(2) (A) Section 511 of such Act is amended by striking

12 out "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1958,
13 the sum of $20,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "for
14 each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1960, the sum
15 of $25,000,000".
16

(B) Section 512 (a) (2) of such Act is amended by

17 -striking out "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30,
18 1958, the Secretary shall allot $10,000,000 as follows: He
19 shall allot to each State $60,000 (even though the amount
20 appropriated for such year is less than $20,000,000) and
21 shall allot the remainder of the $10,000,000" and inserting
22 in lieu thereof "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30,
23 1960, the Secretary shall allot $12,500,000 as follows: Hle
24 shall allot to each State $70,000 (even though the amount
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1 appropriated for such year is less than $25,000,000)
2

and

shall allot the remainder of the $12,500,000".

3

(C) The first sentence of section 512 (b) of such Act is

4

amended by striking out "for each fiscal year beginning after

5 June 30, 1958, the sum of $10,000,000" and inserting in
6 lieu thereof "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30,
'7 1960, the sum of $12,500,000".
8

(3) (A) Section 521 of such Act is amended by striking

9 out "for each fiscal year, beginning with the fiscal year
10 ending June 30, 1959, the sum of $17,000,000" and insert
11

ing in lieu thereof "for each fiscal year, beginning with the

12 fiscal year ending June 30, 1961, the suim of (106)$,2O0,0O3

13 000 $25,000,000."
14

(B)

15

striking out

16

"$70,000".

Section 522 (a)
"$60,000"

of such Act is a-mended by
a~nd inserting in lieu thereof

17

(b) (1) (A) The second sentence of section 502 (b) of

18

such Act is amended by inserting "from time to time" after

19

"shall be allotted", and by inserting before the period at the

20

end thereof the following: "; except that not more than 25

21

per centum. of such sums shall be available for grants to

22

State health agencies

23

administration of a State plan approved under section 503),

(administering or supervising the

24 and to public or other nonprofit institutions of higher learning
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1

(situated in any State) , for special projects of regional or

2 national significance which may contribute to the advance
3
4

ment of maternal and child health".
(B) Section 504 (c) of such Act is axci--nded by adding

z) at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Payments
6 of grants for special1 projects under section 502 (b) may be
7 made in advance or by way of reimbursement, and in such
8 installments, as the Secretary may determine; and shall
9 be made on such conditions as the Secretary finds necessary
110

11

to carry out the purposes of the grants."
(2) (A)

The second sentence of section 512 (b) of

12

such Act is amended by inserting "from time to time"

13

after "shall be allotted", and by inserting before the period

14

at the end thereof the following: "; except that not more

13

than 25 per centum of such sums shall be available for

1.6

grants to State agencies (administering or supervising the

17

administration of a State plan approved under section 513),

18

and to public or other nonprofit institutions of higher learn

19

ing (situated in any State) , for special projects of regional

20

or national significance which may contribute to the advance

21

ment of services for crippled children"

22

(B) Section 514 (c) of such Act is amended by adding

22

at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Payments

24 of grants for special projects under section 512 (b)

may
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1

be made in advance or by way of reimbursement, and in

2 such installments, as the Secretary may determine; and
3

shall be made on such conditions as the Secretary finds

4 necessary to carry out the purposes of the grants."
5

(3) Part 3 of title V of such Act is amended by in

6 serting at the end thereof the following new section:
7
8

itRESEARCH

OR DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

"SEC. 526. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap

9 propriated for each fiscal year such sums as the Congress
10 may determine for grants by the Secretary to public or
11

other nonprofit institutions of higher learning, and to pub

12

lic or other nonprofit agencies and organizations engaged

13

in research or child welfare activities, for special research

14

or demonstration projects in the field of child welfare which

15

are of regional or national significance and for special proj

16 ects for the demonstration of new methods or facilities
17

which show promise of substantial contribution to the ad

18

vancement of child welfaxe.

19

" (b)

Payments of grants for special projects under

20

this section may be made in advance or by way of reim

21

bursement, and in such installments, as the Secretary may

22

determine; and shall be made on such conditions as the

23

Secretary finds necessary to carry out the purposes of the

24 grants."
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1

(c) The amendments made by this section shall be

2 effective only with respect to fiscal years beginning after
3 June 30, 1960.
4 AMENDMENT PRESERVING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RAII
5

]ROAD RETIREMINENT AND OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DIS

6

ABILITY INSURANCE

7

SEC. 708. Section 1 (q) of the Railroad Retirement Act

8

of 1937 is amended by striking out "1958" and inserting in

9 lieu thereof "1960".

10
11

MEANING OF TERM "cSECRETARY"JP
SEC. 709. As used in this Act and the provisions of the

12

Social Security Act amended by this Act the term "Secre

13

tary", unless the context otherwise requires, means the

14 Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
15

16

(107)AID TO THE BLIND

SEC. 710. (a) Effective for the period beginning with

17 the first day of the calendar quarter which begins after the
18 date of enactment of this Act, ending June 30, 1961,
19 clause (8) of section 1002(a) of the Social Security Act
20 is amended to read-as follows "(8) provide that the State
21 agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration any
22 other income and resources of the individual claiming aid to
23 the blind; except that, in making such determination, the State
24 agency shall disregard either (i) the first $50 per month of
25 earned income, or (ii) the first $1,000 per annum of earned
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1 income plus one-half of earned income in excess of $1,000
2 per annum:".
3

(b) Effective July 1, 1961, clause (8) of such section

4 1002(a) is amended to read as follows: "(8) provide that

5 the State agency shall, in determining need, take into con
6 sideration any other income and resourcesof the individual

'7 claiming aid to the blind; except that, in making such deter
8 mination, the State agency shall disregardthe first $1,000 per
9 annum of earned income plus one-half of earned income in
10 excess of $1,000 per annum;".

Passed the House of Representatives June 23, 1960.
Attest:

RALPH R. ROBERTS,
Clerk.

Passed the Senate with amendments August 23 (legis
lative day, August 22), 1960.
Attest:

FELTON Mk.JOHNSTON,
Secretary.
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Mr. MILLS, from the conmnittee of conference, submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 12580]
The committee of conference on'the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 12580) to
extend and improve coverage under the Federal Old-Age, Survivors,
and Disability Insurance System and to remove hardships and
inequities, improve the financing of the trust funds, and provide dis
ability benefits to additional individuals under such system; to pro
vide grants to States for medical care for aged individuals of low
income; to amend the public assistance and maternal and child welfare
provisions of the Social Security Act; to improve the unemployment
compensation provisions of such Act; and for other purposes, having
met, after full and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do
recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 21, 23, 24,
25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 45, 46, 4.8, 49, 51, 52,
53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72,
73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 100, and 101.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments of
the Senate numbered 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, il, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 38,
39, 40, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, 102, 103, 104, and 105, and agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 1:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 1, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:

57006-60
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Amendment numbered 7:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 7, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
Omit the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment,
restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend
ment, and on page 15 of the House engrossed bill strike out lines 11
through 15 and insert the following: wages paid before (i) January 1,
1957, in the case of an agreement or modification which is mailed or
delivered by other means to the Secretary before January1, 1962, or (ii)
the first day of the year in which the, agremntormdificationis mailed
or delivered by other means to the Secretary, in the case of an agreement
or m,)diflcation which is so mailed or delivered on or after January 1,
1962."; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 10:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 10, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
Certain Employees in the State of California
(k) Notwithstandingany provision of section 218 of the Social Security
Act, the agreement with the State of California heretofore entered into
pursuartto such section may at the option of such State be modified, at
any time priorto 1962, pursuantto subsection (c) (4)- of such section 218,
so as to apply to services performed by any individual who, on or after
January 1, 1957, and on or before December 31, 1959, was employed by
such State (or any politicalsubdivision thereof) in any hospitalemployee's
position which, on September 1, 1954, was covered by a retirement
system, but which, prior to 1960, was removed from coverage by such
retirement system if, prior to July 1, 1960, there have been paid in good
faith to the Secretary of the Treasury, with respect to any of th( services
performed by such individual in any such position, amounts equivalent
to the sum of the taxes which would have been imposed by sections 3101
and 3111 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 if such services had
constituted employment for purposes of chapter 21 of such Code at the
time they were performed. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection
(f) of such section 218 such modification shall be effective with respect
-to (1) all services performed by such individual in any such position on
or after January 1, 1960, and (2) all such services, performed before
such date, with respect to which amounts equivalent to such taxes have,
prior to the date of enactment of this subsection, been paid.
'And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 12:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 12 , and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, andOn page 28, line 4, of the House engrossed bill, strike out the
comma after "Puerto Rico".
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On page 30, line 4, of the House engrossed bill, strike out-"a semi
colon" and insert: ; or
On page 30, line 12, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "(; ory)
and insert a period.
On page 35, line 25, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "a semi
colon," and insert: ; or
On page 36, line 8, of the House engrossed bill, strike out ( ; or"
and insert a period.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 14:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 14, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and on page 48, line 5, of the House engrossed bill,
stri'ke out "105" and insert the following: 104
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 15:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 15, and agree to the same with an amendment
as followvs:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 105
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 22:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 22, and agree to the samie with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted bv the Senate anmend
ment insert the following: 106
And the Senate a~gree to the same.
Amendment numbered 27:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 27, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment , and in the House engrossed bill, beginning with page
59, line 22, strike out all through line 23 on page 60.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 42:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 42, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: three
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendhuent numibered 43:
rrhat the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 43, and agree to the same 'with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: three
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 44:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amiendment of
the Senate numbered 44, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: three
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 47:
That the H-ouse recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 47, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
Omit the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment,
restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend
ment, andOn page 78 of the House engrossed bill, strike out lines 19 through
21 and insert the following:
SEc. 209. (a) The subsection of section 203 of the Social Security Act
redesignated as subsection (g) by section 211 (c) of this Act is amended
by striking out " (b) or (c) " wherever it appears and inserting in lieu
thereof " (c) "; and by striking out "(other than an event specified in
subsection (b)(1) or (c)(1))".
On page 79, line 1, of the House engrossed bill, after "Act", insert
the following: , as in effect prior to such date
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 50:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 50, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
INCBEASE

SEC.

IN

THE EARNED

INCOME LIMITATION

211. (a) Subsection (b) of section 203 of the Social Security Act

is amended to read asfollows:
"Deductions On Account of Work
"(b) Deductions, in such amounts-and at such time or times as the
Secretary shall determine, shall be made from any payment or payments
under this title to which an individual is entitled, andfrom,any payment
or payments to which any other persons are entitled on the basis of suck
individual's wages and self-employment income, until the total of such
deductions equals-,
"(1) such individual's benefit or benefits under section 202 for
any month, and
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"(2) if such individual was entitled to old-age insurance benefits
under section 202(a) for such month, the benefit or benefits of all
other personsfor such month under section 202 based on such indi
vidual's wages and self-employment income,
if for such month he is charged with excess earnings, under the provisions
of subsection (f ) of this section, equal to the total of benefts referred to in
clauses (1) and (2). If the excess earnings so charged are less than such
totl f enfits, such deductions with respect to such month shall be equal
only to the amount of such excess earnings. If a child who has attained
the age of 18 and is entitled to child's insurancebenefits, or a person who
is entitled to mother's insurance benefits, is married to an indiiidual en
titled to old-age insurance benefits under section 202(a), such child or
such person, as the case may be, shall,for the purposes of this subsection
and subsection (f), be deemed to be entitled to such benefits on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of such individual entitled
to old-age insurance benefits. If a deduction has already been made
under this subsection with respect to a person's benefit or benefits under
section 202 for a month, he shall be deemed entitled to payments under
such section for such month for purposes of further deductions under
this subsection, and for purposes of charging of each person's excess
earnings under subsection (f), only to the extent of the total of his bene
_fits remaining after such earlier deductions have been made. For pur
poses of this subsection and subsection (f)
"(A) an individual shall be deemed to be entitled to payments
under section 202 equal to the amount of the benefit or benefits to
which hie is entitled under such section after the application of sub
section (a) of this section, but without the applicationof the penulti
mate sentence thereof; and
-(B) if a deduction is made with respect to an individual'sbene
fit or benefits under section 202 because of the occurrence in any
month of an event specified in subsection, (c) or (d) of this section, or
in section 222(b), such individual shall not be considered to be en
titled to any benefits under such section 202for such month."
(b) Susbsection (c) of section 203 of such Act is amended to read as
"follows:
"Deductions on Account of Noncovered Work Outside the United States
or Failure to Have Child in Care

"(c) Deductions, in such amounts and at such time or times as the
Secretary shall determine, shall be made from any payment or payments
under this title to which an individual is entitled, until the total of such
deductions euuals such individual's benefit or benefits under section 202
]or any month
"(1) in which such individual is under the age of seventy-two
and on seven or more different calendar'daysof which he engaged in
noncovered remunerati'eactivity outside the United States; or
"(2) in which such individual, if a wnfe under age sixty-five en
titled to a wife 's insurance benefit, did not have in her care (indi.
vidually or jointly with her husband) a child of her husband entitled
to a child's insurance benefit and such wnfe's insurance benefit for
such month was not reduced under the provisions of section 202(q); or
"(3) in which such individual, if a widow entitled to a mother's
insurance benefit, did not have in her care a child of her deceased
,husbandentitled to a child's insurance benefit; or
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"(4) in which such individual, if a former wife divorced,entitled
to a mother's insurance benefit, did not have in her care a child of
her deceasedformer husband who (A) is her son, daughter, or legally
adopted child and (B) is entitled to a child's insurance benefit on
the basis of the wages and self-employment income of her deceased
former husband.
For purposes of paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of this subsection, a child
shall not be considered to be entitled to a child's insurance benefit for
any month in which an event specified in section 222(b) occurs with
respect to such child. No deduction shall be made under this subsection
from any child's insurance benefit for the month in which the child en
titled to such benefit attained the age of eighteen or any sub.3equent month."
(c) Section 203 of such Act is amended by redesignating subsections
(d), (e),f(f), (g), and (h) as subsections (e), (f), (g), (h), and (i), respectively,
and by inserting after subsection (c) the following new subsection:
"Deductions From Dependents' Benefits on Account of Noncovered W'orkc
Outside the United States by Old-Age Insurance Beneficiary
"(d)(1) Deductions shall be made from any wife's, husband's, or child's
insurance benefit, based on the wages and sey-employment income of an
individual entitled to old-age insurance benefits, to which a wife, husband,
or child is entitled, until the total of such deductions equals such wife's,
husband's, or child's insurance benefit or benefits under section 202 for
any month in which such individual is under the age of seventy-two and on
seven or more different calendar days of which he engaged in noncovered
remunerative activity outside the United States.
"(2) Deductions shall' be made from any child's insurance benefit to
which a child who has attained the age of eighteen is entitled, or from
any mother's insurance benefit to which a person is entitled, until the
total of such deductions equals such child's insurance benefit or benefits
or mother's insurance benefit or benefits under section 202 for any month
in which such child or person entitled, to mother's insurance benefits is
married to an individual who is entitled to old-age insurance ben~e-its
andl on seven or more different calendar days of which such individual
engaged in noncocered remunerative activi*ty outside the United States."
(d) The subsection, of section 203 of such Act redesignated,as~
sub
section (e) by subsection (c) of this section, is amended to read as follows:
"Occurrence of More Than One Event
"(e) If more than, one of the events specified in subhsections (c) and
(d) and section 2022(b) occurs in any one month which would occasion
deductions equal to a -benefit for such month, only an amount equal to
such benefit shall be deducted."
(e) The subsection of section 293 of such Act redesignatedas subsection
Uf) by subsection (c) of this section is amended to read as follows:
"iV'onths to Which Earnings Are Charged

"(J) For purposes of subsection (b)
"(1) The amount of an individual's excess earnings (as defined
in paragraph(3)) shall be charged to month~s asfollows: There shall
be charged to the first month of such taxable year an amount of his
excess earnings equal to the sum of the payments to which he and all
other persons are entitled for such month under section 202 on the
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basis of his wages and self-employment income (or the total of his
excess earningsif such excess earningsare less than such sum), and
the balance, if any, of such excess earnings shall be charged to each
succeeding month in such year to the extent, in the case of each such
month, of the sum of the payments to which such individual and all
other persons are entitled for such month under section 202 on the
basis of his wages and self-employment income, until the total of
such excess has been so charged. Where an individual is entitled
to bene~fi-ts under section 202(a) and other persons are entitled to
benefits under section 202 (b), (c), or (d) on the basis of the wages
and self-employment income of such individual, the excess earnings
of such individualfor any taxable year shall be charged in accordance
with the provisions of this subsection before the excess earnings of
such personsfor a taxable year are charged to months in such indi
vidual's taxable year. Notwithstanding the preceding provision's of
this paragraph,no part of the excess earnings of an individual shall
be charged to any month (A) for which such individual was not
entitled to a benefit under this title, (B) in which such individual was
age seventy-two or over, (C) in which such individual, if a child en
titled to child's insurancebenefits, has attainedthe age of 18, or (D) in
which such individualdid not engage in self-employment and did not
renderservicesfor wages (determined as provided in paragraph(5) of
this subsection) of more than $100.
"(2) As used in paragraph (1), the term 'first month of such tax
able year' means the earliestmonth in such year to which the charging
of excess earnings described in such paragraphis not prohibited by
the applicationof clauses (A), (B), (C), and (D) thereof.
"(3) F1or purposes of paragraph (1) and subsection (h), an indi
vidual's excess earningsfor a taxable year shall be his earningsfor
such year in excess of the product of $100 mnultiplied by the number of
months in such year, except that of the first $300 of such excess (or all
of such excess if it is less than $300), an amount equal to one-half
thereof shall not be included. The excess earnings as derived under
the preceding sentence, if not a multiple of $1, shall be reduced to the
next lower multiple of $1.
"()For purposes of clause (D) of paragraph(1)
"(A) An individual will be presumed, with respect to any
month, to have been engaged in self-employment in such month
until it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary that such
individual rendered no substantial services in such month with
respect to any trade or business the net income or loss of which is
'includible in computing (as provided in paragraph(5) of this
subsection) hi's net earnings or net loss from self-employment
for any taxable year. The Secretary shall by regulationspre
scribe the methods and criteriafor determiningwhether or not an
individual has rendered substantialservices with respect to any
trade or business.
" (B) An individual will be presumed, with respect to any
month, to have rendered servicesfor wages (determined as pro
vided in paragraph (5) of this subsection) of more than $100
until it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary that such
individual did not render such services in such month for more
than such amount.
H. Rept. 2165, 86-2-2
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"(5)(A) An individual's earningsfor a taxable year shall be (i)
the sum of his wages for services rendered in such year and his net
earningsfrom self-employment for buch year, minus (ii) any net
loss from self-employment 'for such year.
" (B) In determining an individual's net earnings from selfemployment and his net loss from self-employment for purposes of
subparagraph(A) of this paragraphand paragraph (4), the provi
sions of section 211, other than paragraphs(1), (4j), and (5) of sub
section (c), shall be applicable; and any excess of income over de
ductions resultingfrom such a computation shall be his net earnings
from self-employment and any excess of deductions over income so
resulting shall be his net lossjfrom sel~f-employment.
"(C) For purposes of this subsection, an individual's wages shall
be computed without regard to the limitations as to amounts of
remuneration speci~fied in subsections (a), (g) (2), (g) (3), (h) (2),
and (j) of section 209; and in making such computation services
which do not constitute employment as defined in section 210, per
formed within the United States by the individual as an employee or
performed outside the United States in the active military or naval
service of the United States, shall be deemed to be employment as so
defined if the remunerationfor such services is not includible in
computing his net earningsor net loss from self-employment.
"(6) For purposes of this subsection, wages (determined as pro
vided in paragraph(5) (C)) which, according to reports received by
the Secretary, are paid to an individual during a taxable year shall
be presumed to have been paid to him for services performed in such
year until it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary that they
were paid for services performed in another taxable year. If such
reports with respect to an individual show his wages for a calendar
year, such individual'staxable year shall be presumed to be a calendar
yearfor purposes of this subsection until it is shown to the satisfac
tion of the Secretary that his taxable year is not a calendaryear.
"(7) Where an individual's excess earnings are charged to a
month and the excess earningsso charged are less than the total of the
payments (without regardto such charging) to which all persons are
entitled under section 202 for such month on the basis of his wages
and self-employment income, the difference between such total and
the excess so charged to such month shall be paid (if it is otherwise
payable under this title) to such individual and other persons in the
proportion that the benefit to which each of them is entitled (without
regardto such,charging, without the application of section 202(k) (3),
and priorto the applicationof section 203(a)) bears to the total of the
benefits to which all of them are entitled."
(f) The subsection of section 203 of such Act redesignatedas subsection
(h) by subsection (c) of this section is amended (1) by striking out "para
graph (4) of 'subsection (e) " wherever it appears and inserting in lieu
thereof "paragraph (5) of subsection (f)'7 , (2) by striking out in sub
paragraph(B) of paragraph (1) "paragraph(3) of subsection (g)" and
insertingin lieu thereof "paragraph(3) of this subsection", (3) by striking
out "(b) (1) " wherever it appears and inserting in. lieu thereof "(b) ", and
(4) by striking out in paragraph (3) "suspend the payment" and insert
in lieu thereof "suspend the total or less than the total payment".
(g) The subsection of section 203 of such Act redesignatedas subsection.
(i) by subsection (c) of this section is amended by striking out "subsection
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(b), (f), or (g) of this section" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection
(b), (c), (g), or (h) of this section".
(h) Subsection (1) of section 203 of such Act is amended by strik-ing
out ",subsection, (f) or (g) (1) (A)" and inserting in lieu thereof "Subsection
(g) or (h)(1)(A)".
(i) The last sentence of section 202(n) (1) of such Act is amended by
striking out "Section 203 (b) and (c)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"Section 203 (b), (c), and (d)".
(j) (1) Clause (A) of section 202(q) (5) of such Act is amended by
striking out "paragraph (1) or (2) of" and by inserting before the comma
at the end thereof "or paragraph (1) of section 203(c)".
(2) Clause (B) of such section 2 02(q) (5) is amended by striking out
"paragraph (1) or (2) of section 203(b), under section 203(c)" and in
serting in lieu thereof "section 203(b), under section 203(c) (1), under
section 203 (d) (1)".
(k) (1) Clause (A) of section 202(q) (6) of such Act is amended by
striking out "section 203(b) (1) or (2), under section 203(c)" and in
serting in lieu thereof "section 203(b), under section 203(c) (1), under
section 203(d) (1)"
(2) Clause (D) of such section 202(q) (6) is amended by striking out
:paragraph(1) or (2) of" and by inserting immediately before the period
"orparagraph (1) of section 203(c)".
(1) Section 202(t) (7) of such Act is amended by striking out "Sub
sections (b) and (c) of section 203" and inserting in lieu thereof "Sub
sections (b), (c), and (d) of section 203".
(in) Section 208(a)(3) of such Act is amended by striking out "section
203(e)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 203(f)".
(n) Section 215(g) of such Act is amended by striking out "203(a)"
and inserting in lieu thereof "203(a) and deductions under section
203(b)"
(o) (1) Section 3(e) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 is amended
by striking out "subsections (J) and (g) (2) of section 203 of the Social
Security Act" and in~erting in lieu thereof "subsections (g) and (h) (2)
of section 203 of the Social Security Act".
(2) Section5i)()i) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 is
amended
(A) by striking out "section 203(e)" each place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof " section 203(_f)";
(B) by striking out "section 203(g) (3)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "section 203(h) (3)"; and
(C) by striking out "earnings" each place it appears and insert
ing in lieu thereof "excess earnings
(p) Section 203 (c), (d), (e), (g), and (i) of the Social Security Act as
amended by this Act shall be effective with respect to monthly benefits
for months after December 1960.
(q) Section 203 (b), (f),, and (h) of the Social Security Act as amended
by this Act shall be effective with respect to taxable years beginning after
December 1960.
(r) Section 203(l) of the Social Security Act as amended by this Act,
to the extent that it applies to section 2 O3(g) of the Social Security Act as
amended by this Act, shall be effective 'with respect to monthly benefits for
months after December 1960 and, to the extent that it applies to section
203(h) (1) (A) of the Social Security Act as amended by this Act, shall
be effective with respect to taxable years beginning after December 1960.
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(s) The amendments made by subsections (i), (.j), (k), (1), (in), (n),
and (o) of this section, to the extent that they makce changes in references
to provisions of section 203 of the Social Security Act, shall ta/ke effect
in the manner provided in subsections (p) and (q) of this section for the
provisions of such section 203 to which the respective references so changed
relate.
(t) In any case where
(1) an individual has earnings (as defined in section 203(e) (4)
of the Social Security Act as in effect prior to the enactment of this
Act) in a taxable year which begins before 1961 and ends in 1961
(but not on December 31, 1961), and
(2) such individual's spouse or child entitled to monthly benefits
on the basis of such individual's self-employment income has excess
earnings (as defined in section 203(J) (3) of the Social Security Act
as amended by this Act) in a taxable year which begins after 1960, and
(3) one or more months in the taxable year specified in paragraph
(2) are included in the taxable year specified in paragraph(1),
then, if a deduction is imposed against the benefits payable to such
individual with respect to a month described in paragraph (3), such
spouse or child, as the case may be, shall not, for purposes of subsections
(b) and (f) of section 203 of the Social Security Act as amended by this
Act, be entitled to a payment for such month.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 55:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 55, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
Omit the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment,
restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend
ment, and on page 93, line 14, of the House engrossed bill, insert
quotation marks after the period; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 82:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 82, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and on page 146 of the House engrossed bill, after line 10,
insert the following:
(g) Notwithstanding section 203(b) of the Farm Credit Act of 1959,
sections 3305(b), 3306(c) (6), and 3308 of the Internal Revenue Code qf
1954 and sections 1501 (a) and 1507(a) of the Social Security Act shall
be applicable, according to their terms, to the Federal land ban/c.Q, Federal
intermediate credit ban/cs, and ban/csfor cooperatives.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 90:
That: the House recede from its disagreement. to the ain-enddment of
the Senate numbered 90, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
Omit the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment,
restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend
ment, and on page 153 of the House engrossed bill, after line 25, insert
the following:
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(c.) Effective on and after January 1, 1961, section 5(b) of the Act of
June 6, 1933, as amended (29 U.S.C., sec. 49d(b)), is amended by striking
out "Puerto Rico, Guam," and inserting in lieu thereof "Guam".
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 96:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 96, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
On page 43 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines 10,
11, and 12, and insert:
"(2) provideforfinancialparticipationby the State;
On page 44 of the Senate engrossed amendments, after line 18,
insert:
" (9) provide, if the plan includes assistance for or on behalf oqf
individuals in private or public institutions,for the establishment or
designation of a State authority or authoritieswhich shall be respon
sible for establishing and maintaining standardsfor such institu
tions;
On page 44, line 19, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"(9)" and insert (10)
On page 44, line 24, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"provide" and insert include
On page 45, line 2, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"assistance;", insert and
On page 45, line 9, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"services ;", insert and
On page 45 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out line 10
and all that follows through line 15.
itOn page 46, line 7, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"assistance;", insert and
On page 47 of the Senate engrossed amendments, line 11, strike out
the quotation marks and, after line 11, insert:
"(c) Nothing in this title shall be construed to permit a State to have in
effect with respect to any period more than one State plan approved under
this title."
On page 50 of the Senate engrossed amendments, line 23, insert
before the semicolon: (including expenditures for insurance premiums
for medical or any other type of remedialcare or the cost thereof)
On page 51 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
15 through 19 and insert:
(f)(1) Section 6 of such Act is amended by striking out "but does not
include" and all that follows and inserting in lieu thereof "but does not
include
" (1) any such payments to or care in behalf of any individual
who is an inmate of a public institution (except as a patient in a
medical institution) or any individual who is a patient in an institu
tion for tuberculosis or mental diseases, or
" (2) any such payments to any individualwho has been diagnosed
as having tuberculosis or psychosis and is a patient in a medical
institution as a result thereof, or
" (3) any such care in behalf of any individual, who is a patient
in a medical institution as a result of a diagnosis that he has tuber
culosis or psychosis, with respect to any period after the individual
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has been a patientin such ani institution,as a result of such diagnosis,
for forty-two days."
On page 52 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
19 through 22 and insert: except that such term does not include any
such payments with -respectto
" (A) care or services for any individual who is an inmate of a
public i'nstitution (except as a patient in a medical institution) or
any individual who is a patient in an institutionfor tuberculosis or
mental diseases; or
" (B) care or services for any individual, who is a patient in a
medical institution as a result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or
psychosis, with respect to any period after the individual has been a
patient in such an institution, as a result of such diagnosis, for
forty-two days.
Anid the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 106:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 106, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
Omit the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend
ment, insert the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment, and on page 181 of the House engrossed b;ill strike out lines 8
through 10 and insert the following:
(B) Section 522(a) of such Act is amended by strikingout "such portion
of $60,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$50,000 or, if greater, Ruch
portion of $70,000".
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 107:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 107, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
AID TO THE BLIND
SEC.

710. (a) Effective for the period beginning with the first day of

the calendar quarter which begins after the date of enactment of this Act,

and ending with the close of June 30, 1962, clause (8) of section 1002(a)
of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows: "(8) provide,
that the State agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration
any other income and resources of the individualclaiming aid to the blind;
except that, in making such determination, the State agency shall dis
regard either (i) the first $50 per month of earned income, or (ii) the first
$85 per month of earned income plus one-half of earnedincome in excess
of $86 per month;".
(b) Effective July 1, 1962, clause (8) of such section 1002(a) is amended
to read asfollows: "(8) provide that the State agency shall, in determining
need, take into consideration any other income and resources Of the in
dividual claiming aid to the blind; except that, in making such determina
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tion, the State agency shall disregard the first $85 per month qf earned
income, plus one-half of earned income in excess of $85 per month;".

And the Senate agree to the same.
W. D.

MILLS,

AiME J. FORAND,
CECIL R. KING,
THOMAS J. O'BRIEN,
N. M. MASON,
JOHN W. BYRNES,
HOWARD H. BAKER,

Managers on the Part of the House.
HARRY F. BYRD,
ROBT. S. KERR,
J. ALLEN FREAR,
JOHN J. WILLIAMS,
FRANK CARLSON,

Managers on the Partof the Senate.

STATEMENT OF THE MANAGERS ON THE PART OF THE
HOUSE
The managers on the part of the House at the conference on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate
to the bill (H.R. 12580) to extend and improve coverage under the
Federal Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance System and to
remove hardships and inequities, improve the financing of the trust
funds, and provide disability benefits to additional individuals under
such system; to provide grants to States for medical care for aged
individuals of low income; to amend the public assistance and maternal
and child welfare provisions of the Social Security Act; to improve
the unemployment compensation provisions of such Act; and for
other purposes, submit the following statement in explanation of
the effect of the action agreed upon by the conferees and recommended
in the accompanying conference report:
The following Senate amendments made technical, clerical, clarify
ing, or conforming changes: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
25, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 92, 94, 95, 98, 100, 102, 103, 104, and 105. With
respect to these amendments (1) the House either recedes or recedes
with amendments which are technical, clerical, clarifying, or conform
ing in nature, or (2) the Senate recedes in order to conform to other
action agreed upon by the committee of conference.
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR MINISTERS TO ELECT COVERAGE

Amendment No. 3: The Senate amendment added to section
101 (b) of the House bill a new provision amending section 1402(e) (3)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. It would under certain condi
tions permit a minister who, before the enactment of the amendment,
had filed a certificate electing to be covered under the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance program effective beginning with
his first taxable year ending after 1956, to file a supplemental certificate
making the original certificate effective beginning with his first taxable
year ending after 1955. The House recedes.
LIMITATION ON STATES'7 LIABILITY UNDER COVERAGE AGREEMENT IN
CERTAIN CASES

Amendment No. 7: Section 102(e) of the House bill amended
section 218(e) of the Social Security Act so as to permit a coverage
agreement between the Secretary and a State to treat the wages of
an individual who during the course of a year is an employee both of
the State and a political subdivision or subdivisions, or of more than
one subdivision, as though such wages had been paid to him by a
single employer, in order to limit the State's liability for employer
contributions on such individual's wages to the maximum amount
(presently $4,800 a year) creditable for old-age, survivors, and dis
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ability insurance purposes, provided the State has borne the entire
cost of such contributions and is not reimbursed; but these new
provisions could not be made applicable with respect to wages paid
before the year in which the Secretary receives the agreement or
modificatioii which makes them effective (and in no case with respect
to wages paid before 1961). The Senate amendment permitted these
new provisions to be made applicable with respect to wages paid on
or after January 1, 1957, or January 1 of the third year preceding the
year in which the agreement or modification is delivered to the
Secretary, whichever is later. The House recedes with an aniend
ment under which the new provisions can be made applicable w',ith
respect to wages paid on or after January 1, 1957, if the agreement
or modification is delivered to the Secretary before 1962, but only
with respect to wages paid on or after the first day of the year in
which the agreement or modification is delivered to the Secretary
(as provided in the House bill) if the agreement or modification is
delivered to the Secretary after 1961.
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE AND CONSTABLES

IN NEBRASKA

Amendment No. 8: This amendment added to section 102 of the
House bill a new subsection (i), which would permit the State of
Nebraska to modify its coverage agreement with the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare under sect~ion 218 of the Social
Security Act to remove from coverage justices of the peace and
constables paid on a fee basis. The House recedes.
TEACHERS

IN MAINE

Amendment No. 9: This amendment added to section 102 of the
House bill a new subsection (j), which would extend from July 1,
1960, to July 1, 1961, the period during which the State of Maine is
permitted (under sec. 316 of the Social Security Amendments of 1958)
to treat teaching and nonteaching employees as being covered by
separate retirement systems for purposes of extending old-age, sur
vivors, and disability insurance coverage to such employees. The
House recedes.
CERTAIN EMPLOYEES IN CALIFORNIA

Amendment No. 10: This amendment added to section 102 of the
House bill a. new subsection (k), which would permit the State of
California, at any time prior to 1962, to modify its coverage agreement
with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare under section
218 of the Social Security Act to extend old-age, survivors, and dis
ability insurance coverage to certain employees of State and local
hospitals in California who have beemi removed from coverage under
a State or local retirement system. The House recedes with a
technical amendment.
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ADDITION OF TEXAS TO LIST OF STATES ELIGIBLE TO SPLIT RETIREMENT
SYSTEMS

Amendment No. 11: This amendment added to section 102 of the
House bill a new subsection (1), which would add the State of Texas
to the list of States which are permitted (under sec. 218(d) (6) (C) of
the Social Security Act) to divide a retirement system into two parts
for purposes of obtaining old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
-coverage for only those employees in the system who desire it. The
House recedes.
EXTENSION OF COVERAGE TO GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA

Amendment No. 12: Section 103 of the House bill extensively
amended title II of the Social Security Act, the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, and related laws so as to extend coverage under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program to employees
and self-employed individuals in Guam and American Samoa and
to provide for the effective administration of the program as so
extended. The Senate amendment deleted this section of the House
bill. The conference agreement provides (with technical amend
ments) for the extension of coverage under the program to Guam
and American Sa~noa as contained in the House bill.
DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

Amendment No. 13: Section 104 of the House bill amended section
211(c) of the Social Security Act and section 1402 (c) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 so as to extend coverage under the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system to earnings derived by selfemployed doctors from the practice of medicine. It also amended
section 2 10(a) of the Social Security Act and section 3121(b) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to extend coverage to services per
formed by medical and dental interns in the same manner as for other
employees of training schools and hospitals for which they are em
ployed. The Senate amendment deleted this provision of the House
bill, thereby continuing in effect the present exclusions from coverage
of self-employed physicians and interns. The House recedes.
SERVICE OF PARENT FOR SON OR DAUGHTER

Amendment No. 14: Section 105 of the House bill amended section
-210(a) (3) of the Social Security Act and section 3121 (b) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to provide coverage under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program for service (other
than domestic service or casual labor) performed by an individual in
the employ of his son or daughter. The Senate amendment deleted
this section of the House bill. The conference agreement (with a
technical amendment) follows the House bill and extends coverage to
individuals performing service of this type.
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IN THE CANAL ZONE

Amendment No. 16: Section 106(d) of the House bill amended
section 210(e) of the Social Security Act and section 3121(h) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to include in the definition of
"American employer" certain tax-exempt labor organizations created
or organized in the Canal Zone, if they are chartered by labor organi
zations created or organized in the United States. This provision of
the House bill would have extended coverage to service performed
-outside the United States by U.S. citizens in the employ of such
organizations. The provision would also have permitted the valida
tion of certain remuneration erroneously reported by an organization
which qualifies as an "American employer" under the provision. The
Senate amendment deleted this provision of the House bill. The
House recedes.
AMERICAN CITIZEN EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS AND INTER
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Amendments Nos. 24 and 26: Section 107 of the House bill amended
section 211(c) (2) of the Social Security Act and section 1402(c) (2)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 in order to provide coverage as
self-employed individuals for American citizen employees of foreign
governments, wholly owned foreign government instrumentalities, and
international organizations. The Senate amendment deleted the
provisions of this section which extended such coverage to employees
of international organizations. The Senate recedes.
DOMESTIC SERVICE AND CASUAL LABOR

Amendments Nos. 27 and 31: Section 108 of the House bill reduced
from $50 to $25 the amount of cash wages which an individual must
receive in a calendar quarter for domestic service in a private home or
for service not in the course of the employer's trade or business in
order to be covered under the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program, and excluded from coverage all earnings in such
domestic service and casual labor performed by persons who are
under age 16. The Senate amendment deleted the provision reducing
the cash wage requirement. The House recedes with an amendment
deleting the provision excluding earnings in such domestic service and
casual labor performed by persons who are under age 16.
ADOPTED CHILDREN OF DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFICIARIES

Amendment No. 40: Section 201 (b) of the House bill amended
section 202(d) (1) of the Social Security Act so as to permit a child
who was born to, was adopted by, or became a stepchild of a worker,
after the worker became entitled to disability insurance benefits, to
qua'ify for benefits; except that in the case of an adopted child the
adoption must have been completed within 2 years of the time as of
which the worker became entitled to disability insurance benefits.
The Senate amendment added an additional requirement with respect
to adopted children so that in order for such a child to get benefits the
worker must have instituted adoption proceedings in or before the
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month in which his period of disability began- or the child must have
been living with him in such month. The House recedes.
INSURED

STATUS

Amendment No. 42: Section 204(a) of the House bill amended
section 214(a) of the Social Security Act to provide that a person
would be a fully insured individual under the old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance program if he has one quarter of coverage (no
matter when acquired) for every four elapsed quarters (i.e., for every
four quarters elapsing after December 31, 1950 (or, if later, after the
year in which the person reaches age 21) and~before the year in which
the person died (or, if earlier, the year in which he reached retirement
age)) rather than only if he has one quarter of coverage for each two
elapsed quarters as under present law. U~nder the Senate amend
ment the requirement for fully insured status would have remained
as in present law; that is, one quarter of coverage for each two elapsed
quarters. The House recedes with an amendment providing that a
person will be fully insured under the program if he has one quarter
of coverage for each three elapsed quarters.
TIME NEEDED

TO ACQUIRE

STATUS OF WIFE,
CERTAIN CASES

CHILD,7 OR HUSBAND

IN

Amendment No. 45: Section 207 of the House bill amended section
216 of the Social Security Act so as to reduce the duration-of-relation
ship requirements for entitlement to wife's, child's, and husband's
benefits in cases' where the worker is alive from 3 years to 1 year, the
same as the requirement that is presently applicable for purposes of
entitlement to survivors' benefits where the worker is deceased. The
Senate amendment deleted this section of the bill. The Senate
recedes.
ACTUARIALLY

REDUCED

BENEFITS

FOR MEN

AT AGE 62

Amendment No. 49: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (sec. 210) amending section 216(a) of the Social
Security Act to reduce retirement age for men to 62 (the age already
applicable in the case of women), and amending sect~ion 202(q) and
other provisions of such act to provide that where a man elects to
receive his benefits before attaining age 65 such benefits will be
actuarially reduced in substantially the same way as is done under
present law in the case of a woman who elects to receive her old-age
benefits before attaining age 65. The Senate recedes.
EARNED INCOME LIMITATION

Amendment No. 50: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section 211, under which the amount of yearly earnings
which a beneficiary can have and still get all of his benefits for the
year would be increased from $1,200 to $1,800; under the Senate
amendment (as under existing law) the beneficiary would lose 1
month's benefit, regardless of its amount, for each $80 or fraction
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thereof by which his earnings exceed the specified dollar limit. The
House rec'edes with an amendment which provides as follows:
(1) if the beneficiary earns $1,200 or less in a year, no benefits
will be withheld (just as under present law),
(2) if the beneficiary earns between $1,200 and $1,500, 50
cents in benefits will be withheld for each $1 of earnings above
$1,200, and
(3) if the beneficiary earns more than $1,500, 50 cents in bene
fits will be withheld for each $1 of earnings between $1,200 and
$1,500

($150 withheld on account of the $300 of earnings), and

$1 in benefits will be withheld for each $1 of earnings above
$1,500.
Under the conference agreement, as under existing law, no benefit
would be withheld in any case for any month in which the beneficiary
earns $100 or less in wages and does not engage in self-employment.
CHILDREN OF INDIVIDUALS IN LOCO PARENTIS

Amendment No. 51: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (sec. 212) amending sections 216(e)(3) and 202(d)
of the Social Security Act so as to permit a child with respect to whom
an insured individual has stood in loco parentis for at least 5 years to
qualify for child's insurance benefits on such individual's wage record
even thugh such child is neither the natural, adopted, or stepchild of
such individual. The Senate recedes.
THE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PROGRAM

Amendments Nos. 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69,
70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82,7 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88,
89, and 90:
The bill as passed the House contained a number of amendments
affecting the Federal-State program of employment security. These
included: (1) a raise in the Federal unemployment tax rate from 3.0
percent to 3.1 percent; (2) provisions governing financing of the ad
ministrative expenses of the Federal-State employment security pro
gram;- (3) improvements in the operation of the Federal unemploy
ment account (the loan fund) by tightening the conditions pertaining
to eligibility for and repayment of advances to States with depleted
reserve accounts; (4) extension of coverage of the unemployment
compensation program to several groups of workers; and (5) treating
Puerto Rico as a State for the purposes of the unemployment compen
sation program.
The Senate. amendments adopted only one of these changes-the
one relating to eligibility for andl repayment of adivances. In addi
tion, the Senate amendments provided for a larger loan fund bv in
creasing the amount authorized to be built up in the Federal uniem
ployment account from $200 million to $500 million (under the bill as
passed the House the Federal unemployment account would be per
mnitted to inraeto
$550 million or, if greater, four-tenths of 1 per
cent of the total wages subject to contributions under all State unem
ployment compensation laws for the applicable calendar year).
'the conference agreement contains the provisions of the bill as
passed the House with two technical amendments.
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MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED

Amendments Nos. 91, 96, and 99:
The House bill.-The bill as passed the House added a new title
XVI to the Social Security Act for the purpose of establishing a new
Federal-State grants-in-aid 'program to help the States assist lowincome aged individuals who need assistance in meeting their medical
expenses. Participation in the program would begin after June 1961,
upon approval of a plan meeting the general requirements specified
in the bill. Participation in the Federal-State program would be
completely optional with the States, with each State determining the
extent and character of its own program, including (within broad
limits) standards of eligibility and scope of benefits.
Persons 65 years of age and over, whose income and resources.
(taking into account their other living requirements as determined by
a State) are insufficient to meet the cost of their medical services,
would be eligible under the program. Persons eligible to participate
under this program would not include those persons participating
under the other Federal-State public assistance programs.
The scope of medical benefits and services provided would be
determined by the States. The Federal Government, however, would
participate undei the matching formula in any program providing
any or all of the following services (where limits are applicable they
are specified), provided both institutional and noninstitutional services
are available:
(A) Inpatient hospital services up to 120 days per year:
(B) Skilled nursing-bome services;
(C) Physicians services;
(D) Outpatient hospital services;
(E) Organized home care services;
(F) Private duty nursing services;
(G) Therapeutic services;
(H) Major dental treatment;
(I) Laboratory and X-ray services up to $200 per year:
(J) Prescribed drugs up to $200 per year.
The Federal Government would provide funds for payments for
medical benefits under an approved State plan in accordance with
an equalization formula under which the Federal share would be
between 50 percent and 65 percent of the costs depending upon the
per capita income of the State. This is the same matching formula
which applies now on that part of the average old-age assistance
payments between $30 and $65 a month.
The payments under this program would be made directly to
providers of the medical services.
Under the House bill, contingent upon a showing of a significant
improvement in their medical payment programs for old-age assist
ance recipients, States would get somewhat more favorable Federal
matching, effective October 1960, for additional expenditures up to
an average of $5 per recipient in medical payments.
Sena~te amendmeals.-Senate ametidment INo. 91 strikes ouL the
new title XVI added to the Social Security Act by the House bill.
Senate amendment No. 96 makes amendments to title I of the Social
Security Act (1) to provide for increased Federal financial participa
tion in expenditures by the States for payments to persons providing
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medical services to recipients of old-age assistance, and (2) to assist
the States in furnishing medical assistance on behalf of aged indi
viduals who are not recipients of old-age assistance but whose income
and resources are insufficient to meet the costs of necessary medical
services. Senate amendment No. 99 makes these changes in title I
of the Social Security Act effective October 1, 1960.
The provisions of the Senate amendments in this area are in sub
stance the same as the provisions contained in the accompanying
conference report which are explained below, with the exceptions
noted in the explanation which follows.
Conference agreement.- Under the conference agreement, section 601
of the bill amends title I of the Social Security Act so as to provide for
Federal financial participation in approved State plans for old-age
assistance or for medical assistance for the aged or for both old-age
assistance and medical assistance for the aged. Title I of the Social
Security Act now authorizes such participation only in St~ate plans for
old-age assistance.
Subsection (a) of section 601 changes the heading of title I of the
Social Security Act to reflect the expansion of that title to include
medical assistance for the aged.
Subsection (b) of section 601 revises sections 1 and 2 of the Social
Security Act. Section 1 now states the purpose of title I of the act
and authorizes appropriations therefor. Under the conference agree
ment this section is amended to state the additional purpose of ena
bling the States, as far as practicable under the conditions existing
therein, to furnish medical assistance for the aged who are not recipi
ents of old-age assistance but whose income and resources are insuffi
cient to meet the cost of necessary medical services.
Section 2 of the Social Security Act now sets forth the conditions
which a State plan for old-age assistance must m~eet in order to be
approved by the Secretary and thereby qualify for Federal financial
participation in expenditures under the plan.
Under the conference agreement section 2 contains the requirements
which State plans must meet in order to qualify for Federal participa
tion. These requirements may be divided into three categories: (a)
Those which apply to both old-age assistance and medical assistance
for the aged; (b) those which apply only to old-age assistance; and
(c) those which apply only to medical assistance for the aged.
(a) Requirements applyn to both old-age assistance and medical
assistance for the aged.
A State plan must
(1) Provide that it will be in effect in all political subdivisions
and be mandatory upon those subdivisions if administered by
them;
(2) Provide for financial participation by the State;
(3) Provide for establishment or designation of a single State
agency to administer or supervise administration of the plan;
(4) Provide for giving claimants a fair hearing if their claims
are denied or not acted upon with reasonable promptness;
(5) Provide methods of administr'ation found necessary for
the proper and efficient operation of the plan-these must include
a merit system for personnel;
(6) Provide for making of necessary reports to the Secretary;
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(7) Provide safeguards against use and disclosure of informa
tion concerning applicants for and recipients of assistance, except
for purposes directly connected with the administration of the
plan;
(8) Provide all individuals wishing to do so an opportunity to
apply for assistance, and provide that assistance will be furnished
wiith reasonable promptness to those who are eligible; and
(9) Provide, if the plan includes assistance for or on behalf of
individuals in private or public institutions, for the establish
ment or designation of a State authority or authorities to be
responsible for establishing and maintaining standards for such
institutions.
These conditions appear in virtually identical form and substance
in the existing law, but apply only with respect to old-age assistance.
In addition, these conditions appear in virtually identical form and
substance in the Senate amendments, with two exceptions. The
first exception is that section 2(a) (2) of the Social Security Act, as
amended by the Senate amendments, reads as follows:
(2) provide for financial participation by the State
which shall, effective January 1, 1962, extend to all
aspect~s of the State plan;
The second exception is that the condition set forth in paragraph
(9) above was, under the Senate amendments, applicable only in the
case of old-age assistance; whereas, under the conference agreement
it is applicable also with respect to medical assistance for the aged.
(b) Requirements applying only to old-age assistance.
A State plan must
(1) Provide for taking into consideration any other income and
resources of an individual claiming old-age assistance in deter
mining his need therefor;
(2) Include reasonable standards, consistent with the objectives
of title I of the Social Security Act, for determining the eligblt
Of individuals for old-age assistance and the extent of such
assistance; and
(3) Provide a description of the services made available to
help applicants and recipients attain self-care.
Items 1 and 3 are the same as provisions now included in section 2
of the Social Security Act. The language of item 2 is not included
in existing law.
(c) Requirements applying only to medical assistance for the aged.
(These requirements do not appea~r in existing law.)
AState plan must
(1) Provide for inclusion of some institutional and some
noninstitutional care;
(2) Prohibit enrollment fees, premiums, and similar charges as
a condition of eligibility;
(3) Include provisions, to the extent required by the Secretary's
regulations, provision for the furnishing of assistance to residents
of the State who are te~mporarily absent therefrom;
(4) Include reasonable standards for determining eligibility
for assistance and the extent of assistance which are consistent
with the objectives of the amended title I; and
(5) Provide that property liens will not be imposed on account
of benefits received under the plan during a recipient's lifetime
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(except pursuant to a court judgment on account of benefits
incorrectly paid), and limit recovery o~f benefits correctly paid to
recovery from the recipient's estate after the death of his surviving
spouse, if any.
Subsection (b) of section 2 of the Social Security Act, as amended
under the conference agreement, requires the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to approve any State plan which fulfills the
conditions specified above, except that he may not approve a plan
which imposes as a condition of eligibility for assistance under the
plan an age requirement of more than 65 years or a citizenship require
ment which excludes any citizen of the United States. These Iiinita
tions are contained in existing law. Also carried over from existing
law is the prohibition of approval of a plan which, as to old-age
assistance applicants, includes any residence requirement which
excludes any resident of the State who has resided therein for 5 years
during the 9 years immediately preceding his application and who has
resided therein continuously for 1 year immediately preceding his
application. A different limitation is to be applied to the residence
requirements which a State, whose plan includes medical assistance
for the aged, could impose as a condition of eligibility for such assist
ance. In the case of such a plan, approval would be prohibited if it
includes any residence requirement which excludes any individual
(applying for medical assistance for the aged) who resides in the State.
Subsection (c) of the new section 2 of the Social Security Act pro
vides that nothing in the amended title I is to be construed to permit
a State to have in effect with respect to any period more than one
State plan approved under such title. This subsection is not contained
in the Senate amendments.
Section 601 (c) of the bill as agreed to in conference amends section
3 (a) of the Social Security Act. This section sets forth the formula by
which Federal payments to States with approved plans under title I
are determined. Under the new section 3(a) a State would continue,
as under existing law, to receive Federal payments equal to four-fif ths
of the first $30 of its average monthly payment for each recipient
(including old-age assistance in the form of cash payments to the
individual and old-age assistance in the form of medica~l or other
remedial care on his behalf) plus an amount equal to the Federal
percentage (described below) of the remainder of the average monthly
payment, but excluding that part in excess of $65.
In addition, the State would receive the Federal medical percentage
(described belowv) of the, excess over the above-mientioned $65 average
monthly payment. for each recipient, excluding that. part of the
average payment in excess of $77; except that if a State's vendor
medical care expenditures under old-age assistance for a month
average less than $12 per recipient, this $77 would be reduced by the
amount by which such expenditures are less than $12. Thus, if a
State is spending an average of $75 per month per recipient for old-age
assistance, of which $8 is for vendor medical care, the State would
receive, inaddition to four-fif ths of the first $30 of its average payment
plus the Federal percentage of the next $35 thereof, the Federal
medical percentage of the next $8.
States with average monthly payments per recipient under old-age
assistance of more than $65 would, in lieu of the additional amount
described in the preceding paragraph, receive 15 percent of the first
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$12 of their average vendor medical care payments for each recipient
if this is larger. An example of where this alternative would apply is
a State with a Federal percentage (and, therefore, a Federal medical
percentage) of 60 percent that is spending an average of $66 per month
per recipient for old-age assistance, of which $12 is for vendor medical
care. Such a State would receive, in addition to four-fifths of the first
$30 of its average payment plus 60 percent of the next $35 thereof,
15 percent of $12 for each recipient or an additional payment of $1.80
(as against an additional payment of 60 percent of $1 or $0.60 under
the formula described in the preceding paragraph).
States with average monthly payments per recipient under oldage assistance of $65 or less would also receive additional Federal funds
in connection with their vendor medical care programs. These States
would receive the same proportions of their average payments as are
provided under existing law, plus an additional 15 percent of the
first $12 of their average vendor medical care payments for each
recipient. Thus, a State with an average monthly payment per
recipient of $55, of which $10 is for vendor medical care, would receive
four-fifths of the first $30 of the average payment for each recipient,
plus the Federal percentage of the next $25 for each recipient, plus
an additional 15 percent of $10 for each recipient.
(The above pre visions would not be applicable to Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and Guam. However, a comparable liberalization of
the formula applicable to them is also included in the bill.)
It is expected that these additional old-age assistance vendor
medical care funds will result in the improvement of programs for such
-care, or for initiating programs of medical assistance for the aged, or
both.
Under existing law the Federal percentages for the several States
vary inversely with the square of their respective per capita incomes,
but with a minimum of 50 percent and a maximum of 65 percent.
The Federal medical percentage would be determined in the same
way except that the maximum would be 80 percent instead of 65
percent.
For al States which have approved programs for medical assistance
for aged persons who are not recipients of old-age assistance, the
Federal payments would be equal to the Federal medical percentage
of the total amounts expended under these programs.
Also (as under existing law), all States would continue to receive
Federal payments equal to one-half of their expenditures for necessary
and proper administration of their State plans.
Section 601 (d) is a conforming amendment to section 3 (b) (2) (B)
of the act, striking out "old-age assistance" and inserting in lieu
thereof "assistance".
Section 601(e) is a conforming amendment to section 4 of the act
under which the Secretary could suspend or deny Federal payments
to States whose plans do not conform to the requirements of the act
or whose programs are operated in contravention. of the provisions of
the State plan.
Section 601 (f) amends section 6 of the act. Existing section 6
becomes subsection (a) of section 6 and two new subsections (b) and
(c) are added. The new subsection (a) continues the present definition
of "old-age assistance," except that it (in effect) permits Federal
-financial participation in State expenditures for medical care on
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behalf of -an individual who is a patient in a medical institution, as
the result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis, for 42 days
(whether or not consecutive) after such diagnosis. (Under the
Senate amendments, the definition of "old-age assistance" included
money payments to, or medical care on behalf of or any type of
remedial care recognized under State law on behalf of, individuals
who are patients in institutions for tuberculosis or mental diseases
and individuals who have been diagnosed as having tuberculosis or
psychosis and are patients in medical institutions as a result thereof.)
The new subsection (b) of section 6 defines "medical assistance for
the aged". This term is defined to mean payments for medical
-services to persons 65 years of age or over who are not recipients of
old-age assistance, but whose income and resources are insufficient to
meet the cost of the following c~are and services:
(1) Inpatient hospital services;
(2) Skilled nursing-home services;
(3) Physicians' services;
(4) Outpatient hospital or clinic services;
(5) Home health care services;
(6) Private duty nursing services;
(7) Physical therapy and related services;
(8) Dental services;
(9) Laboratory and X-ray services;
(10) Prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, and prosthetic
devices;
(11) Diagnostic, screening, and preventive services; and
(12) Any other medical care or re-medial care recognized under
State law.
The term "medical assistance for the aged" does not include services
for any individual who is an inmate of a public institution except as
a patient in a medical institution; nor does it include services for any
individual who is a patient in a tuberculosis or mental institution.
In the case of an individual who is a patient in a medical institution
(other than a tuberculosis or mental institution) as a result of a
diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis, services provided him after he
has been such a patient in the institution for 42 days (whether or not
consecutive) as a result of this diagnosis are also not included. (Un
der the Senate amendments, the term "medical assistance for the
aged" did not exclude payments with respect to care or services for
individuals who are patients in institutions for tuberculosis or mental
diseases, and did not exclude individuals who have been diagnosed as
having tuberculosis or psychosis and are patients in medical institu
tions as a result thereof.)
The new section 6 (c) defines the term "Federal medical percentage".
The Federal medical percentage for any State would be 100 percent
minus the percentage which bears the same relationship to 50 percent
as the square of the per capita income of the State bears to the square
of .he per capita income of the 50 States. The Federal medical per
centage could not, however, be less than 50 percent or more than 80
percent. Also, this percentage for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam would be set at 50 percent.
As under the Senate amendments, these changes in title I of the
Social Security Act will take effect on October 1, 1960.
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PLANNING GRANTS TO STATES

Amendment No. 93: Section 603 of the House bill authorized a
2-year program of grants to the States to cover one-half of their costs,
up to a maximum Federal payment of $50,000, of making plans and
initiating administrative arrangements for operations under the new
title XVI of the Social Security Act (relating to medical services for the
aged). The Senate amendment deleted this provision of the House
bill. The House recedes.
INCREASE IN LIMITATIONS ON ASSISTANCE PAYMENT
THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND GUAM

TO PUERTO RICO,

Amendment. No. 97: Senate amendment numbered 97 added to the
bill amendments to sect-ion 1108 of the Social Security Act. This
section of the act places dollar limitations on the amounts which may
be paid to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam under titles I,
IV, X, and XIV of the act.. The Senate amendment increased these
dollar amiounts. No comparable provision was included in the House
bill. The House recedes.
Under the conference agreemient, section 1 108 of the Social Security
Act is amended to increase the dolla~r limitations described above as
follows:
Puerto Rico-from $8,500,000 to $9 million per fiscal year;
Virgin Islands-from $300,000 to $315,000 per fiscal year; and
Guanm-fromi $400,000 to $420,000 per fiscal year.
These increases mav be used only for payments certifi'ed under sect-ion
3(a)(2)(B) of the act (relating to Federal matching for old-age assist
ance expenditures in excess of the present maximum of $35 per month
per beneficiary). However, the dollar limits would not apply to
payments under the new section 3 (a.) (3) of the act. (relating to Federal
payments for medical assistance for the aged).
ADVISORY

COUNCIL

ON SOCIAL SECURITY

FINANCING

Amendment No. 101: Section 704(b) of the House bill amended
section 116 of the Socia~l Securit~y Amendments of 19,56 so as to direct
the Advisory Council on Social Security Financing which will be ap
pointed during 1963 (under sec. 116(e)' of the 1956 amendments as
amended by sec. 704(a) of the bill) to make findings and recommen
da-tions with11 respect, to extensions of coverage, adequacy of benefits,
and all aspect~s of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance pro
gram in addition to the other findings and recommendations (relative
to financing) which it is required to make under such section 116.
The Senate 0amendment. deleted this provision of the House bill. The
Senate recedes.
CHILD-WELFARE

SERVICES

Amendment No. 106: Section 707(a)(3)(A) of the, House bill
amended section 521 of t~he Social Security Act. so as to increase from
$17 million to $20 million the amount authorized to be appropriated
each year t~o enable t~he Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to make grants to State agencies for child-welfare services. The
Senate amendment increased this amount to $25 million. The House
recedes, with an amendment providing that the uniform amount in
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the allotments to each State. as prescribed by the present child-welfare
services law (which is based on the ratio between the amount author
ized and the amount appropriated for child-welfare purposes, applied
to a dollar amount which is increased from $60,000 to $70,000 by the
bill) shall in no case be less than $50,000.
AID TO THE BLIND

Amendment No. 107: This amendment added to the House bill a
new section 710, amending section 1002 (a) (8) of the Social Security
Act to provide that the State agency administering aid to the blind,
in taking an individual's income and resources into consideration for
purposes of determining his need for such aid, may either disregard
the first $1,000 of his earned income per year plus one-half of the
excess over $1,000 or continue to disregard the first $50 per month
of earned income as it is directed to do under existing law, with the
further provision that effective July 1, 1961, the State agency must
disregard the first $1,000 Of the individual's earned income each year
plus one-half of his earned income in excess of that figure. The,
House recedes with an amendment which places the new earned income
exemption on a monthly basis as in existing law rather than on an
annual basis as in the Senate amendment, and provides that the new
exemption will become mandatory on the States on July 1, 1962;
under the conference agreement the State agency, in determining
need, is permitted either to disregard the first $85 of the individual's
earned income per month plus one-half of his earned income in excess
of that figure or to continue to apply the existing $50 per month
exemption until the 1962 date, after which it must disregard the first
$85 of earned income per month plus one-half of earned income in
excess of that figure.
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CECIL R. KING,
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Mr. AUIL.
Mr. Speaker, I call up
the Conference report on the bill (H.R.
12580) to extend and Improve coverage
under the Federal old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance system arnd tore
move hardships and inequities; imrprove
the finanlcing of the trust funds; and
Prvie ratstoStte
fr
~ialcae
proviede grntsitodSatesoflor meincal car
fo aedIniidal
o lwInom; o"(1)
amiend the publlc assistance and maternal and child welfare provisions of the
Social Security Act: to improve the unemployment compensation provisions of
such act; and for other purposes, and
ask unanimous consent that the statemeat of the managers on the part of the
House be read In lieu of the report.
"Sec.
The Clerk read the title of the bill,
The SPEAKCER. Is there objection to "Sec.
the request of the gentleman from
Arkansas?
"Sec.
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the statement.
"Sec.
The conference report and statement
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'(g) Municipal and county hospitals.
'()Validation
of coverage
for certain Mississippi

",Sec.821. Amendment of title rX of the
Social Security Act.
Sec. 301. Employment security
ad-InInstration account.

teachers.
Sec. 902. Transfers between Fed
'(1) Justices of the peace and
eral unemployment account
constables in the State
and employment security ad
of Nebraska.
ministration account.
"(3) Teachers In the State of
Sec. 903. Amounts transferred
Maine.
to State accounts.
(k) Certain employees in the
Sec. 904. Unemployment Trust
State of California.
Fund.
Inclusion of Texas among "Sec. 622. Amendment of title XII of the
States which are perSocial Security Act.
mitted to divide their
Se.121 Advances to State
reieetsses~ounemployment
funds.
two perts for purposes of
Sec. 1202. Repayment by State
obtaining social security
of advances to State unem
coverage under Federalployment funds.
State agreement.
Sec. 1202. Advances to Federal
103. ExtensIon of the program to Guam
unemployment account.
and American: Samoa.
See. 1204. D~eflintion of Gover
104. Service of parent for son or
nr
daughter.
'SeC. 2. Amendments to the Federal Un
108. Employees of nonprofit organizaemployment Tax Act.
tions.
'Sec. 824. Conforming amendments.
106. American citizen employees of "Part 3-Extension of Coverage Under Un-.
foreign governments and Interemployment Compensation Program
are as follows:
national organizations.
"Sec. 531. Federal instrumentalities.
CoMVZEKCX REPOsT (H. RE". No 26)
"Title ZI-Eitgibiiity for Beneflts
"Sec. 532. American aircraft.
The Committee of conference on the dils- "Sec. 201. Children born or adopted after "SeC. 833 Feeder Organizations, etc.
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
onset of parent's disability.
"Sec. 534. Fraternal beneficiary societies.
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. "Sec. 202. Continued dependency of stepagricultural organizations. vol12580) to extend and improve coverage under
child on natural father.
Untary employees' beneficiary
the Federal Old-Age. Survivors, and Disabil- "Sec. 203. Payment of burial expenses.
ass
ee5,tEoecti
edat
ity Insurance System and to remove hard- ".Sec. 204. Fully Insured status.
"e.55
fetv ae
shipe and inequities. Improve the financing "Sc 0.Srioso
Idvdaswode
Part 4-Extension of Federal-State 'Unem
of the trust funds, and provide disability "e.25
uvvr fidvdaswode
ployment Compensation Program to
benefits to additional Individuals under such
prior to 1940 and of certain
Puerto Rico
system; to provide grants to States for medother individuals.
Sc84.EtnonftilsI.I.ad
iclcr nivdaso
orae
lwicm:"Sec. 206. Crediting of quarters of coverage
XXX of the Social Security Act.
to a-end the public assistance and maternal
for years before 1951."Sc84.edrlmpoesad
xsev
and child, welf are provisions of the Social Se- "Secc207.2TieFneeded teacquire stats of
Icemen
curity Act; to Improve the unemployment "Se 27
.
heldd tor hcuiren st ar-s
"Sef 83.extensi.o
eea
nmly
compensation provisions of such Act; and for
wf.cid rhsadL
e-.
W 4.Etnino
eea
nmly
other purposes, having met, after full and
tsain cases.
ment Tax Act.
free conference, have agreed to recommend "Sec. 208. Marrlages subject to legal ImpediTil
-NSSUdcal Seric
for t e Age
and do recommend to their respective Houses
meat.
rce
ge
as follows:
"Sec. 209. Penalty deductions under foreign "Sec. 601. Amendments to title I of the
That the Senate recede from its amendwork test.
Social Security Aft,
meats numbered 21. 23. 24, 25. 26. 28. 29. 36. .Se. 210. Extension of fiig period for hus- "Sec. 602. Increase In limitations on aessist
31. 32. 33. S4. 85. 36. 37. 41. 45. 46, 48. 49,
rpaen'sV*U
ance payme'.
Ilnt todPueromic.
81, 82. 88. 84, 86, 87, 88, 59, 60. 61, 62
bads6wdwr',o
Prn'
the
anGum
St. 85, so. 67. 68. 69. 70. 71. 72 73. 74. 75
benefits La certain case.
"Sec. 603. Technical amendment.
76. 'n. 73, 79. 80. 81, 83, 84. 85, 88, 87, ea, "Sec. 211. Increase In the earned Income "e. 64Efciedts
99. 100. and 101.
limitation.'S0.Efci des
That the House recede from Its disagree'Title IlZ-Benefit Amoungts
Trule V1I-Miscefleneous
ment to the amendments of the Senate num"m
0.Ivsmn
fTutFns
bered 2. 3, 4. 5. S. 8, 9. It. 13, 16. 17. 18. "Sec. 201. Increase In insurance benefits Of "e. 71 netet
fTutFns
19.20,38.39.40.91.92,93.94.95.97.98,children of deceased workers.
'Sec. 702. Survival of actions.
99. 102. 103, 104. and 105. and agree to the "Sec. 302. Maximum family benefits in cer, "Sec. 703. Pertods of limitation ending on
sm.tan
cases.
nonwork days.
Amendment numbered 1: That the House
Cmuainsadrcmpttoa
"Se.ee
. '704. Advisory
Council on Social
recede from Its disagreement to the amendof primary Insurance amounts.
Seuit
ianig
ment of the Senate numbered 1. and agree to
"Sec. 708. Medical caue guides and reports
the smme with an amendment as follows: In ,Sec. 304. EliminatIon of certain obsolete
for public assistance and medllieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by
recmpuitetions,
Cal assitance for the aged.
the Senate amendment Insert the following: 'itlf
I'V.-.Dsebility Insurance Benefits and -Sec. 706. Temporary extension of certain
TABLE or CONTEXTS
the Disability Freem
specia provisions relating to
'Title 1--coverave
-See. 401. Bliminatiou at requirement of atState plans for aid to the blind.
lSec. 101. Extension of time for ministers to

tainnient of age fifty for disabil-

'Sec. 102. State and local governmental gin-

,Sec. 402. EMimination of the waiting period

elect coverage.

Plye.for
'(a) Delegation by Governor of
certification functions.
ab
Eployees
transferred
trom one retirement ayetem to another.
'e) Retroactive Coverage.
"(Il) Policemen and firemen.
'(0) Uimitaion On States' liabity for employer (and
mpoe)contributions
incrtpayin
-(I) S1tatute of limitations for
,Itateand local coverage.

Ity Insursace benefits.

'Sec. 707. Maternal and child welfare.

"Sec. 708. AmiendmElt preserving relation
ahip between

railroad

retlre

dllsabillity Insurance benefits
meat and old-age. survivors, and
in Wetain ass.
ab~lIlty Insismasce.
-Sec. 402. Period of trial work by disabled "Sec. 709. Meanig of teI 'Secretary'.
Individual.
"Sec. 710. Aid to the blind."
"Sc 404. Spe~cial Inue alo tes In
h-And the Senate agree to the same.
tanCssfrdsblt
u.
Amendment numbered ?: Thar.the Mous
ticaefodsbliyP
recede from Its disaueetmenit to the amendPOW
meat ot the Senate numbered 7. and agree
'Title V-amployaseat Security
to the smme with amendments an follows:
'Part I-Eshort'Title
(Oritthe matter proposed to be Inserted by
the Senate amuendment. restore the matter
', See. SOL Short title,
rpsd4
esice
out by the Senate
"Part 2-41mployment Security Admlnlatra.. amindment. and on page 18 of the House on
tive Financing Amendments
pausedx Wi strike out lines 11 through 1a
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and Insert the following: "wages paid be- loving: '105'; and the Senate agree to the 202(s) for such month, the benefit or bene
fore (I) January I1.1957, In the case of an same,
fits of all other persona for such month
agreement or nssdification which is matled or
Amendment numbered 22: That the House uinder section 202 based on such individual's
delivered by other means to the Secretary recede frmIts disagreement to the amend- wages and self-employment Income.
before January 1, 1962. or (ii) the first day ment of the Senate numbered 22, and agree if for such month he Is charged with excess
of the year in which the agreement or modito the same with an amendment as follows: earnings, under the provisions of subsection
fication Is mailed or delivered by other means' In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
(f) of this section. equal to thle total of bene
to the Secretary. in the case of an agreeby the Senate amendment Insert the follow- fits referred to In clauses (1) and (2). If
ment or modification which Is so mailed or Ing: "106'-, and the Senate agree to the same, the excess earnings so charged are less than
delivered on or after January 1. 1962."'; and
Amendment numbered 27: That the House sucI total of benefits, such deductions with
the Senate agree to the same,
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- respect to auch month shall be equal only
Amendment numbered 10: That the House ment of the Senate numbered 27. and agree to the amount of such excess earnings. If a
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- to the same with amendments as follows: child Who has attained thle age of 18 and is
ment of the Senate numbered 10. and agree Restore the matter proposed to be stricken entitled to child's insurance benefits, or a
to the same with an amendment as follows:
out by the Senate amendment, and In the person who Is entitled to mother's insurance
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted House engrossed bill, beginning with page benefits, Is married to an Individual entitled
by the Senate amendment Insert the follow- 59. line 22. strike out all through line 23 on to old-age insurance benefits under section
Ing:
page 60; and the Senate agree to the same. 202 (a). such child or such person, as the case
'Certain Employees in the State of California
Amendment numbered 42: That the House may be. shall. for the purposes of this sub
"(k) Notwithstanding any provision
frcd
section
and tosubsection
(f), on
be the
deemed
afment
ofrmisdsgemn
the Senate numbered oteaed
42. and agree be
entitled
such benefits
basis to
of
section 218 of the Social Security Act, the to the same with an amendment
as follows:thwaeansl-mpo
eticmef
agreement with the State of California hereIn lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted suhe indiviadua senilfedptoyol-aen Incorance
tooe needitpruntt
uc
etion by the Senate amendment Insert the follow- benefits. If a deduction has already been
may at the option of such State be modified, Ing: 'three'% and the Senate agree to the made under this subsection with respect
at any time prior to 1962. pursuant to sub- same.toapsn'befioreeisudrscin
f uh
seton()
4 etin28.s
a o
Amendment numbered 43: That the House 202 for a month, he shall be deemed entitled
apply to services performed by any Individual recede from Its disagreement to the amend- to payments under such section for such
who. on or after January 1. 1957. and on or ment of the Senate numbered 43. and agree month for purposes of further deductions
before December 31. 1959, was employed by to the same with an amendment as follows:
under this subsection, and for purposes of
such State (or any political subdivision In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted charging of each person's excess earnings
thereof) in'any hospital employee's position by the Senate amendment Insert the follow- under subsection (f). only to the extent of
which, on September 1. 1954. was covered by Ing, "three.; and the Senate agree to the the total of his benefits remaining after such
a retirement system. but which, prior to 1960, same,
earlier deductions have been made. For pur
was removed from coverage by such retireAmendment numbered 44: That the Houze pses of this subsection and subsection
-ment system if. prior to July 1. 1960. there recede from its disagreement to the amnendPfO
hae
ai iee oo fih
o h Scr-ment
of the Senate numbered 44, and agree
"'(A) an Individual shall be deemed to be
tary of the Treasury, with respect to any of to the same with an amendment as follows: entitled to payments under section 202 equal
the services performed by such individual In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted to the amount of the benefit or benefits to
In any such position, amounts equivalent to by the Senate amendment Insert the follow- v'rh'ch he Is entitled under such section after
the SUM Of the taxes which would have been tog: -tsree'; and the Senate agree to the th aplcainosuecon()fthse
Imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 of the same.ti.buwthu
the applicationofsbetn(a
of thisec
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 If such servAmendment numbered 47: That the Rous
tin. umte sentence theref
apiatind
o
h
ices bad constituted employment for Pur- recede from Its disagreement to the amend- I(B) if a deduction Is made with respect
poses Of Chapter 21 Of such Code at the time ment of the Senate numbered 47. and 2"
to an Individualrs benefit or benefits under
'they were Performed. Notwithatanding the to the same with amendments- as follows: section 202 because of the occurrence In any
provisions of subsection (f) of such section Omit the matter proposed to be Inserted by month of an event specified In subsection
216. such modification ahall be effective with the Senate amendment, restore the matter (c) or (d) of this section or In section
respect to (1) all services performed by such proposed to be stricken out by the Senate 222(b). such Individual shall not be conadd
individual In any such position on or after amendment, and,eredt to be entitled to ally benefits undei
January 1, 1960, and (2) all such services.
On page 73 of the House engrossed bi1ll
such section 202 for such month.'
performed before such date, with respect to strike out Itne 1_9through 21 and insert theL
-(b) Subsection (c) of section 203 of such
which amounts equivalent to such taxes have, following:
Act
am ended to read as follows:
Prior to the date of enactment of this sub*"Bs 200. (a) The subsection of section
section. been paid.,,
203 of the Social Security Act redesignated
1'Deductions on account of noncovered
And the Senate agree to the same,
as subsection (g) by section 211(c) of this
swork outside the United States or failure
Amendment numbered 12: That the House Act is amended by striking out '(b) or (c)'I
to have child in came
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- wherever It appears and Inserting In iieu
"'(c) Deductions, in such amounts and at
ment of the Senate numbered 12. and agree thsereof '(e)'; and by striking out '(other such time or times as the Secretary shall
to the s*am with amendments as follows:
than an event Specified fin subsection (b) (1)
determine, shall be made from any payment
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken or (c) (1)',
or payments under this title to which an
out by 'the Senate amendment, andOn page 79. line I. of the Hous egrossed Individual is enttlted. until the total of such
On page 28. Hue 4. of the House engrossed bill, after "Act". insert the followileng: '. as deductions equals such individual's benefit
bill, atrike out the comma after -Puerto In effect prior to such date"; and the Senate or benefits under section 203 for any

Rico'.

On page 30. line 4. of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "a semicolon" and insert

agree to the same,

Amendment numbered 50: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend".or'
eto
h Snt
ubrd
0 n
ge
On Ppag 30. Uine 12. of the House engrossed to the same with an amendment as follows:
bill, strike out "; or" and Insert a period.
in liea of the matter proposed to be inserted
On Page 35, line 25, of the House engrossed by the Senate amendment insert the folbill, Strikel out 'a semicolon" and insert lowing:
'tocgaz
M mxim
us
occux Lurmnow
On Page 36. l1ne S. of the House
"engroissZ&Ms
ncosL5d
TSN
bULstrkeout-or-andInerta enriossd.
`Sec. 211. (a) dubsetion (b) of section
Aillsthie ounte agr"eand inser ate
203Of the Social Security Act Is amended
AdteSntagetotesmto
readi as foleos:
AMend~ment numbered 14: That the Houseunethpovsnsfscin20q)
recede from its disagreement to the amend- Dediwtions on account of work
ment Of the Senate numbered 14. and agree
-'(b) Deducuions, nsc.mut
n
to the same with amendments as follows: at such time or timeslasthe aecretar
and
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken determine, shall be made from any payment
Out by the 8enate amendment, and on page or Payments under this title to Which an
48, line S. of the Souse engrossed bill, strike Individual la entitled. and from any payout '108' and Insert the following: "104"
ment or payments to which any other peradthe Senate agree to the same,
eons are entitled an th ba& at suc0 h Lodi..
Amendment numbered 15: That the House
vidu~'s
en Waeb
W~f-m~lO~en
ad
5fei~lyet
nm,
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- until the towa of 511ch deductions equal-.
=Mnt of the Senate numnbered 13, and agree
"'(1) such Individual's benefit or benafite
to the SIMe with an amendment as follows: under sactlmi 202 for any month, and
In1 lieu Of the matter proposed to be Inserte
''42) If su
Individual was entitled to

by the Senate amendment insert the g01-

old-ag

Insurance benefits unde

section

month

--I(1) in which such Individual Is under
the age of seventy-two and on seven or more
different calendar days of which he engaged
in noncovered remunerative activity outside
the United States; Or
"'12) In whIch such Individual, If a wife
under age sixty-five entitled to a Wife's in
su'ance benefit, did not have In her care
(individually or jointly with her husband)
a child of her husband entitled to a child's
insurance benellt and such wile's insurance
benefit for such month was not reduced
r
udrtepoiin
fscin22q:o
"'1(3) In which such Individual, If a widow
entitled to a mother's insurance benefit, did
othaveind
herttecar a childs ofnherdeceased
hsand; o
nildtr
hldaIsrnebn
e1(t: or
wihsc
nivda.fafr

')inwchshididulIfaor

mer wife divorced entitled to a mother's
insme
ranceido
beneit
dicasd no
notmehavebIndhe
care
insurs~g
anccto
es
deentsedd
hames
husbandcwho
(A) Is her son, daughter, or legally adopted
Child and (B) Is entitled to a chlls' insur
ance, benefit on the basis of the wages and

self-employment IUcme* of her deceased
former husband.
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lbruroeaopaagapa 2) (),nd(4)
atthn tiscton
achl sal nt
econsimitobeenitedtoa hid' isuane
beeitfr
n
onhinwic
nevent
SpcfidInscto 22b)Ocuswth reIptt cil.
o uc N ddutin
halbe
maeunder this subsection from any chl's
InsuraCe benefit for the month in which
the child entitled to such benefit attained
the age of eighteen or any subsequent
month.' I
(c) Section 203 of such Act is amended
by redesignating subsections (d), (e), (f)
(gI, and (h) as subsections (e), (f), (g),
(h). and (i), respectively, and by Inserting
after subsection (c) the following new subsection: .seventy-two
"'beductLons, from dependents' benefits on
eccosest of noncovered toork outside the
Unisted States by old-age insurance bene-

ficimr

"'(d) (1) Deductions shall be made from
any wife's, husband's, or child's insurance
benefit, based on the wages and self-emaploymesnt Income of an individual entitied to
old-age, Insurance benefits, to which a wife,
husband. or child is antitled, until the total
of such deductions equals such wife's, husband's, or child's insurance benefit or benefits under section 202 for any month in
which such individual Is under the age of
seventy-two and on seven or more different
calendar days of which he engaged In noncoverd remunerative activity outside the
United States,.
"' (2) Deductions shall be made from any
childs insurance benefit to which a child
who has attained the age of eighteen is entitled, or from any mother's Insurance benefit to which a person Is entitled, until the
total of such deductions equals such child's
Insurance benefit or benefits or mother's
insurance benefit or benefits under section
202 for any month In which such child or
person entitled to mother's insurance banefits is murried to an individual who Is entitled Ito old-age insurance benefits and on
seven or more different calendar days of
which such individual engaged In nioncovered remunerative activity outside the
Unte Stts
i(d) The subsection of section 203 Of such

Act redesignated as subsection (e) by sub-

section (c) of this section Is amended to
read as follows:

~occurrence

of USOTC thian one event
'(e) UMmore than one of the events
specified In subsections (c) and (d) and
sectiou 222(b) occurs In any one month
which would occasion deductions equal to a
besneft for such month. only an amount
equal to such benefit shall be deducted,'
"(e) The subsection of section 203 of such
Act redesignated as subsection (f) by subasetion (c) Of this sectiotn Is amended to
read as follows:
'Monhs
wichearnngsarechaged
o
"N.k oWihwifg a hre
1(f) libr Purposes of subsection (b)"'(1) 'lii amount of an IndividU8al' excma earnings (as defined In paragraph (3))
shall be charged to ]months as follows:
72me shall be charged to the first month of
suft taxstse year an amount of his excess
earnings equal to the sum of the payments
to which he and all other persons are entiedn fair such month under section 202 On
the basis at his wages and self-empomn
In0cme (or the total of his exeserlg~fpararaph
mcl exces earnings are less ta
such

-
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under section 202(a) and other persons ame
entitled to benefits under section 202 (b).
(c). or (d) on the basis of the wages and
self-employment income of such Individual,
the excess earnings of such Individual for
any taxable year shall be charged in accordance with the provisions of this subsection before the excess earnings of such
persons for a taxable year are charged to
months in such Individual's taxable year.
Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of
this paragraph, no part or the excess earnings of an individual shall be charged to
any month (A) for which such individual
wa3 not entitled to a benefit under this title,
(B) in which such individual was age
or over, (C) In which such individual, if a Child entitled to child's insurance benefits, has attained the age of 18.
or (D3) In which such individual did not en-

gage In self-employment and did not render
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(g) (2), (gI(3). (h) (2). and (3) of section
209: and In making such computation serv
ices which do not constitute employment as
defined in section 210. performed within the
United States by the individual as an em
ployee or performed outside the United
States In the active military or naval service
of the United States, shall be deemed to be
employment as so defined if the remnunera
tion for such services Is not includible In
computing his net earnings or net loss from
self-employment.
"'(6i For purposes of this subsection,
wages (determined as provided in paragraph
(5) (C) ) which, according to reports received
by the Secretary, are paid to an individual
during a taxable year shall be presumed to
have been paid to him for services performed
in such year until It Is shown to the satis
faction of the Secretary that they were paid

for services performed In another taxable

services for wages (determined as provided year. If such reports with respect to an
in paragraph (5) of this subsection) of more individual show his wages for a calendar
than $100.
year, such individual's taxable year shall be
"'(2) As used In paragraph (1), the term presumed to be a calendar year for purposes
';;zt month of such taxable year' means of this subsection until It is shown to the
th1e earliest month in such year to which the satisfaction of the Secretary that his taxable
charging of excess earnings~
described In
year Is not a calendar year.
such paragraph is not prohibited by the
"'(7) Where an Individual's excess earn
application or clauses (a). (B). (C), and ings are charged to a month and the excess
(D) thereof,
earnings so charged are less than the total
-031
For purposes of paragraph (1) and of the payments (without regard to such
subsection (h). an Individual's excess earn- charging) to which all persona are entitled
inigs for a taxable year shall be his earnings under section 202 for such mouth on the
for such year In excess of the product of basis of his wages and self-employment in
$100 multiplied by the number of months in come, the difference between such total and
such year, except that of the first $300 of the excess so charged to such month shall
such excess (or all of such excess if it is less he paid (if It Is otherwise payable under this
than $300). an amount equal to one-half
title) to such Individual and other persons
thereof shall not be Included. The excess in the proportion that the benefit to which
earulings as derived under the preceding each of them Is entitled (without regard to
sentence, it not a multiple of 61, shall be such charging, without the application of
reduced to the next lower multiple of $1.
section 202(k) (3). and prior to the applica
'-'(4)
For purposes of clause (D) of para- tion of section 203(a) ) bears to the total of
graph (1)the benefits to which all of them are en
"'(A) Anm individual will be presumed. titled.'
with respect to any month, to have been
'(f) The subsection of section 203 of such
engaged In self-employment In such month Act redesignated as subsection (h) by sub
until it Is shown to the satisfaction of the section (C) of this section Is amended (1)
Secretary that such individual rendered no by striking out 'paragraph (4) of subsection
substantial services In such Month with re- (e)' wherever It appears and Inserting in lieu
spect to any trade or business the net income thereof 'paragraph (5) of subsection (f)', (2)

or loss of which Is includible in computing

(as provided in paragraph (5) of this subsection) his net earnings or net loss from
self-employment for any taxable year. 'The
Secretary shall1 by regulations Prescribe the
methods and criteria for determining whether or not an Individual has rendered substantial services with respect to any trade or
business,
"'(B) An individual will be presumed.
with respect to any month, to have rendered
services for wages (determls'ed as provided
In Paragraph (5) of this subsection) of More
than SIQO unlti It is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary'that such individual
did not render such services In such month
or More than such amount,
"'(5) (A) An Individual's earnings for a
taxable year shall be (1) the suns of his
wages for services rendered In such year and
his net earnings from self-employment for
such year, minus (UI) any net loss from selfemployment for such year.
"'"(
In determining an Individual's net
earnings from self-employment and his net
loss from self-employment for purposes of
subparagraph (A) of this paragraph and
(4), the Provisions of section 211.
other than paragraphs (1), (4), and (5) Of

by striking out In subparagraph (B) of

paragraph (1) 'paragraph (3) of subsection
(g)' and Inserting In lleu thereof 'para
graph (3) of this subsection', (3) by striking
out '(b) (1)' wherever It appears and InsertIng In lieu thereof '(b)'. and (4) by striking
out in paragraph (3) 'suspend the payment'
and Insert in lieu thereof 'suspend the total
or less than the total payment'.
" (g) Tbe subsection of section 203 of such
Act redesignated as subsection (1) by sub
section (c) of this section Is amended by
striking out 'subsection (b). (f) or (g) of
this section' and Inserting In lieu thereof
'subsection (b), (c). (g), or (h) of this
section',
"(h Subsection (1) of section 203 of such
Act is amended by striking out 'subsection
(f) or (g) (1) (A) ' and inserting In lieu
thereof 'subsection (g) or (h) (1) (A)'.
"(i) me last sentence ofsection 202(n) (1)
of such Act Is amended by striking out
'section 203 (b and (c)' and Inserting in
lieu thereof 'section 203 (b), (c). and (d) '.
"MM)(~ Mluse (A) of section 202(q) (5)
of such Act Is amended by striking out
'Paragraph (1) or (2) of' and by inserting
before the comma at the end thereof 'or
paragraph (1) at section 2o3(c)',

SNOO). A"d the balance, It any, of such mesms subsection (a), shall be applicable: anddeny
earnings shanl he Charged to each succeed- excess of Income over deductions resulting
"(2) Clause (3) of such
202(q) (5)
ing moth In such Year to the extent, In from such a computation shall be his net is amended by striking out section
'paragraph (1) or
the cam of smell such month, of the sumn of earnings from self-employment and any ex- (2) of section 203(b), under
section 203(c)'I
the payeaents to which such individual and cm of deductions over income so resultn
and Inserting In lieu thereof 'section 203(b).
anl other persons are entitled for such shall he his net Ices from sefepomnunder
section 203(a) (1), under section 203
monuth under section 2E2 on the basis of hio
"'(0 For purpoes of this subsection, ant (d) (1)'.
Wuse and selif-employment income~ until individtual's wages shall be computed 'ithout
"(k) (1) Clause (A) of section
(6)
the tftd atsumebmum ham been so charged, regard to the limitations as to amounts of at such Act Is amended by striking202(q)
'sea
Where an individual Is entitld to benefits remuneration specified in asubeecticas (a), tion 203(b) (1) or (2), under sectionout
206(c)'
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and inserting In lieu thereof 'section 203 (b).
under section 203(c) (1). under section
203(d)(l)'.
"(2) Clause (D) of such section 202(q) (6)
Is amended by striking out 'paragraph (1)
or (2) af' and by Inserting immediately before the period 'or paragraph (1) of section
208(c)'.
'(I) Section 202(t) (7) of such Act Is
amended by striking out 'subsections (b)
and (c) of section 203' and inserting In lieu
thereof 'subsections (b). (c), and (d) of
section 208'.
"(in) Section 208(a) (3) of such Act Is
amended by striking out,section 203(e)'- and
inserting In lieu thereof 'section 203(f'.
"(n) Section 215(g) of such Act Is
amended by striking out '203 (a) and Insertiag in lieu thereof '203(a) and deductions
under section 206(b)'.
"(o) (1) Section 3(e) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937its amended by striking
out 'subsections (f) and (g) (2) of section
203 of the Social Security Act' and Inserting
In lieu thereof 'subsections (g) and (h) (2)
of section 203 of the Social Security Act',
'(2) Section 5(1) (1) (ii) of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 is amended"(A) by striking out 'section 203(e)'I each
place it appears and Inserting In lieu thereof
'section 208(f)';
"(B)- by striking out 'section 203(g) (3)'
and inserting In lieu thereof 'section 203
(h) (3)': and
"(C) by striking out 'earnings' each place
It appears and inserting In lieu thereof 'axcmearnings'.
"(p) Section 203 (c), (d). (5), (g), and
(1) of the Social Security Act as amended by
this Act shall be effective with respect to
monthly benefits for months after December
10.amended
"()Sectlon 203 (b), (f), and (h) of the
Social Security Act as amended by this Act
shall be effective with respect to taxable
years beginning after December 1960.
"(r) Section 208(1) of the Social Security
Actas
mened y tisAct, to the extent
that It applies to section 203(g) of the Social
Security Act as amended by this Act, shall
he effective with respect to monthly benefits
fo otsatr eebr16
adtohe
extent that It applies to section 203(h) (1)
(A) of the Social Security Act as amended
by this Act, shall be effective with respect to
taxable years beginning after December 190
"(a) The amendments made by subsections (1), (j). (k). (1), (in), (n), and (o) of
this section, to the extent that they make
changes In references to provisions of section 208 of the Social Security Act, shall take
effect In the manner provided in subsectins (p) and (q) of this section for the
provisions of such section 203 to which the
respective references so changed relate,
"(t) In- any case where'(1) an individual has earnings (as defined In section 203(e) (4) of the Social Security Act as In effect prior to the enactment
of this Act) In a taxable year which begins
before 1961 and ends in 1961 (but not on
December 81, 1961). and
'(2) emch Individual's spouse or child entitled to monthly benefits on the basis of
such Individual's self-employment Income
baa excess earnings (as defined in section
208(f) (8) Of the Social Security Act as
amended by this Act) In a taxable year
which begins after 1960, and
"(8) one Or more months in the taxable
year specified In paragraph (2) are included
In ths taxable yeaspecifledIn paragraph (l),
then. it a deduction Is Imposed against
the benefite payable to such Individual with
respect to a month described In paragraph
(3), such spouse or child, as the case may be,
shall not, for purposes-of subsections (b)
and (t) of section 208 of the Social Security
6et VAsamended by this Act, be entitled to
a paymen~t far such month."

And the Senate agree to the same.
miums for medical or any other type at re-.
Amendment numbered 55: That the House medial care or the cost thereof)'.
recede from Its disagreement to the amendOn page 51 of the Senate engrossed amend
ment of the Senate numbered 55, and agree ments. strike out lines 15 through 19 and
to the same with amendments as follows:
Insert:
Omit the matter proposed to be inserted by
"(f) (1) Section 6 of such Act Is amended
the Senate amendment, restore the matter
by striking out 'but does not Include' and
proposed to be stricken out by the Senate all that follows and inserting In lieu thereof
amendment, and on page 93. line 14, of the 'but does not include
House engrossed bill, Insert quotation marks
"'.(1) any such payments to or care In
after the period; and the Senate agree to the behalf of any individual who is an Inmate
same,
of a public institution (except as a patient
Amendment nunmbered 82: That the House In a medical institution) or any Individual
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- who is ae patient In an Institution for tuber
ment of the Senate numbered 82. and agree culosis or mental diseases, or
to the same with amendments as follows: "' (2) any such payments to any indi~vid
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken ual who has been diagnosed as having
out by the Senate amendment, and on page tuberculosis or psychosis and Is a patient in
140 of the House engrossed bill, after line a medical institution as a result thereof, or
10, Insert the following:
"(3) any such care in behalf of any In
"(g) Notwithstanding section 203(b) Of dividual. who Is a patient In a medieai in
the Farm Credit Act of 1959, sections 3305(b). stitution as a result of a diagnosis that he
3306(c) (6). and 3308 of the Internal Revenue has tuberculosis or psychosis, with respect to
Code of 1954 and sections 1501(a) and any period after the individual has been a
1507(a) of the Social Security Act shall be patient In such an institution, as a result
applicable, according to their terms, to the of such diagnosis, for forty-two days."'"
Federal land banks. Fpderal intermediate
On page 52 of the Senate engrossed
credit banks, and banks for cooperatives."
amendments, strike out lines 19 through 22
And the Senate agree to the same,
and Insert "except that such term does not
Amendment numbered 90: That the House
Include any such payments with respect
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- to
ment of the Senate numbered 90. and agree
"'(A) care or services for any Individual
to the same with amendments as follows: who Is an inmate of a public Institution (ex
Omit the matter proposed to be Inserted by cept as a patient InI a medical Institution)
the Senate amendment, restore the matter or any Individual who Is a patient In an
Proposed to be stricken out by the Senate Institution for tuberculosis or mental dis
amendment, and on page 153 of the House eases; or
engrossed bill, after line 25, Insert the fol"'l(B) care or services for any individual,
lowing:
who la a patient In a medical institution as
`(c) Effective ois and after January 1. 1961. a result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or
section 5(b) of the Act of June 8, 1933, as psychosis, with respect to any period after
(29 U.S.C., sac. 49d (b) ). Is amended the individual has been a patient In such an
by striking out 'Puerto Rico, Guam,' and institution, as a result of such diagnosis.
Inserting In lieu thereof 'Guams'."
for forty-two days."'
And the Senate agree to the same.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 96: That the House
Amendment numbered 106: That the
r~eee rom Its disagreement to the amend- House recede from Its disagreement to the
meto the Senate numbered 96. and agree amendment of the Senate numbered 106.
to the same with amendments. as follows: and agree to the same with amendments as
On page 43 of the Senate engrossed amend- follows: Omit the matter proposed to be
ments. strike out lines 10. 11, and 12, and stricken out by the Senate amendment, In
insert:
sert the matter proposed to be inserted by
provide for financial participation by the Senate amendment, and anepage 181 of
the State;".
the House engrossed bin stinke out lines 8
On page 44 of the Senate engrossed amend- through 10 and insert the following:
ments. after line 18, Insert:
" (B) Section 522 (a) of such Act Is amend
"(9) provide, If the plan Includes assist- ed by striking out 'such portion of *80.
ance for or on behalf of individuals in pri- 000' and Inserting in lieu thereof '*50000 or,
vate or public Institutions, for the establish- If greater, such portion of MOW.00'.
ment or designatIon of a State authority or
And the Senate agree to the same.
authorities which shall be responsible for
Amendment numbered 107: That the
establishing and maintaining standards for House recede from Its disagreement to the
Such institutions;",
amendment of the Senate numbered 107,
On page 44. line 19, of the Senate engrossed and agree to the same with an amendment
amendments, strike out "(9)" and Insert as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed
.'100)",
to be inserted by the Senate amendment
On page 44. line 24. of the Senate engrossed Insert the following:
amendments, strike out "provide" and insert
"Am TO THEane
"include".
"Szc. 710. (a) Effective for the peritAd
On page 45. line 2, of the Senate engrossed beginning with the first day of the calendar
amendments, after "assistance;", Insert quarter which begins after the date of en
"and",
actment of this Act, and ending with the
On page 45, line 9, of the Senate engrossed close of June 80, 1962. clause (8) of sec
amendments, after "services;". Insert "and". tion 1002(a) of the Social Security Act Is
On page 45 of the Senate engrossed amend- amended to read as follows: '(8) provide
ments, strike out line 10 and all that follows that the State agency shall, In determining
through line 15.
need, take Into consideration any other in
On page 46, line 7, of the Senate en- come and resources of the individual claimgrossed amendments, after "assistance;", lag aid to the blind; except that, In mnaking
Insert "and",
such determination, the State agency shall
On page 47of the Senate engrossed amend- disregard either (1) the first *S0per month
ments, line 11, strike out the quotation of earned Income, or (11) the first $85 Per
marks and after line 11 insert:
month of earned income pius one-half of
"1(c) Nothing In this title shall be conearned Income In excess of SU5 per month;'.
atrued to permit a State to have In effect
"(b) EffectIve July 1, 136. clause (8) of
with respect to any period more than one such section 1002(a) is amended to read
State plans approved Under this title,"
as follows: ' (8) provide that the State agency
On page 50 of the Senate engrossed amend- shall, In determining need, take Into con
ments, line 28, insert before the semicolon sideration any other income and resousces of
'(including expenditures for insurance pre- the individual claiming aid to the blindi

~)
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of such contributions and Is not reimbursed: this section of the House bill. The confer
but these new provisions could not be made tence agreement provides (with technical
applicable with respect to wages paid before amendments) for the extension of coverage
the year In which the Secretary receives the under the program to Guam and American
agreement or modification iwhich makes Samoa as contained In the House bill.
nOCTRos Or UMnaCoi
them effective (and In no case with respect
to wages paid before 1961). The Senate
Amendment No. 13: SectIon 104 Of the
amendment permitted these new provisions
to be made applicable with respect to wages House biUl amended section 211(c) of the
paid on or after January 1, 1957. or January Soclia security Act and section 1402(c) Of
1 of the third year preceding the year In the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to
which the agreement or modification Is de- extend coverage under the old-age. survivors.
livered to the Secretary, whichever In later, and disability insurance system to earinhglf
The House recedes with an amendment un- derived by self-employed doctors from the
der which the new provisions can be made practice of medicine. It also amended section
applicable with respect to wages paid on or 210(a) of the Social Security Act and saction
after January 1. 1957. If the agreement or 3121(b) of the internal Revenue Code of 1954
modification Is delivered to the Secretary be- to extend coverage to services Performed by
fore 1962. but only with respect to wages medical and dental Interns In.the same man
paid on or after the first day of the year ner as for other employees of training
In which the agreement or modification is achnois and hospitals for which they are
delivered to the Secretary (as provided in employed. The Senate amendment deleted
STATxEMENT.
The managers on the part of the Rouse the House bill) if the agreement or modifica- this provision of the House bill thereby
at the conference on the disagreeing votes tion is delivered to the Secretary after 1961. rontinuerngei efec th rselfente ePclsioins
of the two -Houses on the amendments of JsnicEs or THEz pizex Amr CO~sTAzrsr IN from coverageofe HoseUremcedephsican
RecDes.TE
andEntrnsSThAHose
the Senate to the bill (H.R. 12580) to extnd
sESYicz or PAP.ENT 505 SON05OUNE
Amendment No. 8: This amendment added
and Improve coverage under the Federal Old14:
Section
105 Of the
subAmendment
No.
of
the
House
bil
a
new
Systo
section
102
Age. Survivors, and Disability Insurance
tern and to remove hardships and Inequities. section (1). which would permit the state House bill amended section 210(a) (8) of the
Improve the financing of the trust funds. and of Nebraska to modify Its coverage agree. Social Security Act and section 3121 (b) (3)
provide disability benefits to additional In- menit with the Secretary of Health, Educa- of the Internal Revenue Code Of 1954 so as
dividuais under such system; to provide tion, and Welfare under section 218 of the to provide coverage under the old-age.
grants to States for medical care for aged Social Security Act to remove from coverage survivors, and disability Insurance program
individuals of low Income; to amend the justice3 of the peace and constables paid on for service (other than domestic service Or
casual labor) performed by an individual In
public assistance and maternal and child a fee basis. The House recedes,
the employ of his son or daughter. The
wlaepoionofteSocial Security
O
AZSsntamdetdltdthseti
Act'. to improve the unemployment compen-TECESI
Amendment No. 9: This amendment added the House bill. The conference agreement
sation provisions of such Act; and for other
purposes, submit the following statement In to section 102 of the House bill a new sub- (with aLtechnical amendment) follows the
explanation of the effect of the action agreed section (J). which would extend from House bill and extends; coverage to indlvid
upon by the conferees and recommended In July 1. 1060, to July 1, 1961,-the period dUr- uasi performing service Of this type.
LAWS0oORAN~IZATIONS
ing which the State of Blaine Is permitted xMPLOTEES OF CEP-TAIN
the accompanying conference report:
MONS
12eTHE CANAL.
(under section 316 of the Social Security
The following Senate amendments mde.
h
AedetN.1:Scin16()o
technical, clerical, clarifying, or conforming Amendments of 1958) to treat teaching and
h
covered
by
AedetN.1:scin16()o
employees
as
being
changes: 1, 2, 4, S. 6. 15. 17. 18. 19. 20, 21. nonteaching
4,35 3, iiseparate retirement systems for purposes of House binl amended section 210(e) of the
22 2.
2. 5,25
0.32 5.
tof
seton 1954(ho
38. 39. 41. 43, 44. 46, 47. 48, 52. 153, 64, 55, extending old-age, survivors, and disability Socinltecrity Actnu ande
56, 92. 94, 95, 98, 100. 102. 103, 104. and 105. Insurance coverage to such employees. The thlue Interna RevenueCode Of 1954escas. tom
Aeia
IcueI
h
eiiino
the
House
recedes.
these
amendments
(1)
With respect to
organixa
ployer"
certain
XLTE NCLVLU
CETI
recedes
House either recedes or me~t
Zone.
or -tax-exempt
organized in labor
the Canal
s C~ OSIA
tions created
CUIt
EIPLOrm
ar with amendAmendment No. 10: This amendment if they are chartered by labor organizations
metwhichar technilcal, clerical, clarifyIng, or conforming In nature. or (2) the added to section 102 of the House bill a created or organized In the United States.
Senate recedes In order to conform to other new subsection (kc). which would permit the This provision of the House bill would have
action agreed upon by the committee of con- State of California, at any time prior to 1962, extended coverage to service performed out
to modify its coverage agreement with the side the united States by United States
ference.
xxKNsrON 05' TimE FOR Niwirs To xaLECr Secretary of Health, Edu~cation, and Wel- citizens In the employ Of such organizations.
fare under section 218 of the Social Security The provision would also have permitted
covmZAQ
to extend old-age, Survivors, and din- the validation of certain remuneration er
AmnmetNo
: h Snteaen-Act
f
Houend abillty insurance coverage to certain ema- roneously reported by an organization which
Ameddednto seton
3 Th ( Snthe
e tonployees of State and local hospitals in Cali- qualifies as an "American employer"' under
ment
who have been removed from cover- the provision. The Senate amendment diethevIinteral evneCdoffornia
1402(e (5nof
bill.Th
age under a State or local retirement sys- I.te tiprvsoofheHuse
194.e It woul under
nertain covnditionspr
1it4a mtwster whde,befrethen eonactment ofr temn.. The House recedes with a technical House recedes.
izsh
r~EsW~O
the amendment, had filed a certificate elect. amendet
GOVERNcMENSr A" INTERNATIONAL. ORcANX
lng to be covered under the old-age. aurvi- ADDITION Or Taxas TO LISr OF STATESu~EzsrEE
muToNs
sO SPLITlREIEMENT SYSTEKSI
vors. and disability insturance Program efamendments Nos. 24 and 26: Section 107
Amendment No. 11: This amendment
fective beginning with his first taxable year
ending after 1958, to file a supplemental added to section 102 of the House bill a of the House bill amended section 211 (c) (2)
crericate making the original certificate et- new subsection (1). which would add the of the Social security Act and section 1402
fective- beginning with his first taxable year State of Texas to the list of States which (c) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code Of 1954
in order to provide coverage as Self-employed
are permitted (under section 218(d) (6) (C)
ending after 1958. The House recedes,
of the Social Security Act) to divide a re- Individuals for American citizen em~ploy-C
ON STATES'
sIJnEIT UNsES
Ln~1ATION
tirement system Into two Parts for Pur- of foreign governments, wholly owned for
carnaER~ AGRMMMT E CESTA1N CAS_
Amendment No. 7: Setion 102(e) of the poses of obtaining old-age, survivors, and eign government Instrumnentatltes, and in
Senate
ternational . organizations. Thea
- coverage for only these
21(s)urathe
amendebsecton
employees In the system who desire ItL The amendment deleted the provisions of this
House billamneSeto21()fth
section which extended such covergo to em
Social Security Act so as to permit a cover- Honme recedes.
age agreement between the Secretary and a
ployees of international organizations. The
state to treat the wages of an individual ZXrrzsoWN OF COVRACZ To eUAM ANDa-"zcSenate recedes,
Samoa
who during the course of a year Is an emAMDCASUAL.
L53R
Doxara SvZ
in
Amendment No. 12: Section 103 of the
ployee both of the State and a political
Amendments Ntos. 27 and 31:-Section 106 of
subdivision or subdivisions, or of more than House bill extensively amended title II of the
one subdivision. an though such wages had Social Security Act, the Internal Revenue the House bill reduced from *50 to *35 the
benpaid to him by a single employer, In Code of 1954. and related laws so Wsto extend amount of cash wages which an Individual
order to l1Imt the State's liability for em- coverage under the old-age. survivors and must receive in a calendar quarter for do
ploya contributions on such individual's disability Insurance program to employees mestic service in a private home or for sarv
wages to the maximumi amount (presently and self-employed -individuals In Guam and ice not in the course of the 013np1oysr"s trade
P.400 a year) Creditable for old-O..e 51r- American Samoa and to provide for the 01- or businees In order to be covered unde the
vivors, end disability Insurance purposes. tacit,. administratiom of the Program as -o old-age. survivoms and disblity Insurance
provided the State hies borne the entire Cod emteuded. The Senate amendtsmet deleted program, and excluded rom coverage aln
except that, In making such determination,
thue State agency shall disregard the first
US5 Per month of earned Income, plus onehal of earned Income In excess of PS per
month;'."
And the Senate agree to the same,
W. D. XAnnx J. F02AsNG.
CZ=u B. KDso.
TRWoAS Ji. O'BKZEIS
N. N. MASON.
JOAN5 W. BTIM
HowAsn H.LBl~im.
Managers on the Part of thte House.
Rumv P.S~
ItOasRT S. KERR,
J. ALLzEN Prss~n
.ioms J. WnLw%&s.
VzxN CARLSON.
Managers on the Pert of the Senate,
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earnings In such domestic service and casual
labor performed by persons who are under
age 16. The Senate amendment deleted the
provision reducing the cash wage requirement. The House recedes with an amendment deleting the provision excluding earnIngs in such domestic service and casual
labor performed by persons who are under
age 16.
0o' DIS-ABILrTY
BEEFII.ARIES

ADOPTED cHiLDLEE

INSURANCE

HOUSE
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ings which a beneficiary can have and still
get all of his benefits for the year would be
increased from *1.200 to 0.1.80; under the
Senate amendment (as under existing law)
the beneficiary would lose one month's benefit, regardless of Its amount, for each $80
or fraction thereof by which his earnings
exceed the specified dollar limit.. The House
recedes with an amendment which provides

dividuals who need assistance In meeting
their medical expenses. Participation In the
program would begin after June 1961. upon
approval of a plan meeting the general re
quirements specified In the bill. Participa
tion In the Federal-State program would be
completely optional with the States, with
each State determining the extent and char
acter of Its own program, including (within

as follows:

broad limits) standards of eligibility and

(1) If the beneficiary earns *1.200 or less scope of benefits.
Persons 65 years of age and over, whose In
in a year. no benefits will be withheld (just
come and resources (taking into account
Amendment No. 40: Section 201(b) of the ns under present law),
their other living requirements as deter
(2) If the beneficiary earns between $1.200
House bill amended section 202(d) (1). of the
Social Security Act so as to permit a child and 61,500. 50 cents in benefits will be with- mined by a State) are insufficient to meet
who was born to. was adopted by. or became held for each *1 of earnings above *1.200. the cost of their medical services, would be
eligible under the program. Persons eligible
a stepchild of a worker, after the worker be- and
(3) if the beneficiary earns more than to participate under this program would not
came entitled to disability Insurance benefits, to qualify for benefits;, except that In the 81.500, 50 cents in benefits will be withheld Include those persons participating under
120adteoerFealStepliassacer
case of an adopted child the adoption mustfoeah$oferngbewe
o120
and thg terFdra-ttmpbisassanepo
betweent
n
have been completed within two years of the for eac 1 ofwihearnin
gas
fte
con
ihedo
85
*.0
time as of which the worker became entitled
The scope of medical benefits and services
to disability insurance benefits. The Sen- *300 of earnings), and 81 in benefits wiUl be
shove
provided would be determined by the States.
earnings
$1
of
each
for
requirewithheld
an
addItional
added
ate amendment
The Federal Government, however, would
Erent with respect to adopted children so 61.500.
that in order for such a child to get benefits Under the conference agreement, as under participate under the matching formula in
the worker must have Instituted adoption existing law, no benefit would be withheld any program providing any or all of the
proceedings In or before the month in which In any case for any month in which the following services (where limits are appli
his period of disability began or the child beneficiary earns *100 or less in wages and cable they are specified), provided both in
stitutional and noninatitutional services are
must have been living with him In such does not engsge In self-employment.
available:
CuILaREN 0O'INDIVIDUALS IN LOCO PARENTIS
'month. The House recedes.
(A) Inpatient hospital services up to 120
enae aend
o. 1:.The
INSUED TATs Aendmnt
evcs
ay per yklea nrsighm
ment added to the House bill a new section
tB) SkPhdyusicing-om services;
(sec. 212) amending sections 216(e) (3) and
(0) Outpatient hospital services;
202(d) of the Social Security.Act so as to
(E) Organized home care services:
permit a child with respect *to; whom an
(F) Private duty nursing services;
insured individual has stood in loco parentis
(0Thrpuiseic;
fo
tleast 5 years to qualify, for child's
(H) Major dental treatment;
insuravc-e benefits on such Individual's wage
(I Laboratory and X-ray services up to
record even though such child Is neither
the natural, adopted, or stepchild of such *200 per year;
(J) Prescribed drugs up to S'.00 per year.
Individual. The Senate recedes.
The Federal Government would provide
age 21) and before the year in which the rTrs UNESIPLOTYzENT COMPENSATION pRoGRAM
funds
for payments for medical benefits
60.
61
62
etsNs575.59
Amn
person died (or. Ufearlier, the year in which
under an approved State plan In accordance
he'reached retirement age)) rather than 63m64,65.n66 67,o6. 59,70. 5197. '13 74 75
with an equalization formula under which
86, 87
8
,
.
8. 82 83. 84 85,
for. each 76. 77, 78. 79 80
onelyaifsedhsquartesaunerofcoeraen
Federal share would be between 50 per
as nde
quater
2 elpse
preentlawUn-the
eedn
h ot
5preto
cn n
der the Senate amendment the requirement 89. and 90:
ossadpenin
of the
The bill as passed the House contained a ceonthane6 percenitancm
for fully insured status would have remained
upon I the paer captchincgm fofmthe State.
number of amendments affecting the Pd
as In present law; that Is. 1 quarter of coverofotevrmula which
Thpises nthe sam mhatching
age for each 2 elapsed quarters. The House eral-State program of employment security
aveaeod
recedes with an amendment providing that a These Included: (1) a raise In the Federal appleasstanowoetapartentfbtheen3
n
person will be fully Insured under the pro-. unemployment tax rate from 3.0 percent to age assistanepyenhbtee.3
The payments under this program would
gram if he has I quarter of coverage for each 3.1 percent; (2) Provisions governing financing of the administrative expenses of the be made directly to providers of the medi
I elapsed quarters.
Federal-tate employment security Program; cal services.
CID
vsNE
AQIETT5
-Under the House biUl. contingent upon a
Federal unemployment account (the loan
CSES
DUINCERTIN
ZSB&N
conitins
er-showing of a significant Improvement In
o l-g
their medclpyetporm
Amendment No. 45: Section 207 o the fund) by tightening thecodtnspr
progras
foruld -agesme
edicaacelecpayents
House bill amended section 216 of the Social tamning to eligibility for and repaymernt Of
Security Act so as to reduce the duration- advances to States with depleted reservewhtmrfvoblFeramtcnge
oral
. Federalomatchingndf
of-relationship requirements foe entitlement accounts: (4) extension of coverage of the whativ morer fav
perxecpient
aodiiona
etives Octobe 1960 foerag
to wife's, child's, and husband's benefits in unemployment compensation program to
In
mediapymns
eases 'Where the worker is alive, from 3 years several groups of workers: and (5) treating
mnmn
Se
cate payenments.--Snt
to 1 year, the same as the requirement that Puerto Rico as a State for the purposes of
Is presently applicable for purposes of en- the unemployment compensation Program. No. 91 strikes out the new title XVI added
The Senate amendments adopted only one to the Social Security Act by the House
titlement to survivors' -benefits where the
wosker Is deceased. The Senate amendment of these changes-the one relating to eligi- bil.Senate amendment No. 96 makes
amendments to title I of the Social Security
deleted this section of the bill. The Senate bililty for and repayment of advances.,
addition, the Senate amendments provided Act (1) to provide for Increased Federal
recedes,
wC`RuesLLzzT SEDUCED BENEFITS FM~ KMl AT for a lerger loan fund by Increasing the financial participation in expenditures by
authorized to be built up in the the States for payments to persons providing
Am82amount
meiasrvcstrcpensool-g
Amenmen
No.49:The enae amnd.Federal unemployment account from *200
million to *500 million (under the bill as meial, snervices2 to recipiets ofe oldagesI
4h: ThueSenlateaed
mentadmento.
in
thehSates
oass
assistance,
neia ()t
passed the House the Federal unemployment frihn
os
ilanew section
metaddt h
behalfnt of
(sec. 210) amending section 216(a) of the account would be permitted to Increase to furdndishingmdicalsh assstnenon
Social Security Act to reduce retiremen.t age *550 million or. If greater. four-tentha of I odagedindividalsewho arehote recipieantso
fo ennito 62 (the age already applicable In percent of the total wages subject to con- resources are Insuffcient to meet the costs
services. Senate
the case Of women).* and amending section tributions under all State unemployment of necessary medIcal
202(q) and other provisions of such Act to compensation laws for the applicable calen- amendmenmt No. 99 makes these changes in
title I of the Social Security Act effective.
provide that where a man elects to receive dar year).
The conference agreement contains the Ocoe i. 1960.
his benefits before attaining age 65 such
nt
ThprvsosfteSnaemnd
benefits will be actuarially reduced In sub- provisions of the bill as passed the House
rIsinsusfthenSenathe samendments
1Lthesa
po
with
two technical amendments.
under
way
as
Is
done
the
same
st~antlally
uretlaw In the case of a women whointiararensbtncthsmeste
provisions contained In the accompanying
XEDICAL SERVICE 105 TRE AGED
defeta to receive her old-age beneats before
conference report which are explained be
Amendments Nms. 91. 96. and 99:
attaining age 66. 'lbs Senate recedes.
low,
with the exceptions noted In the ex
as
passed
the
bill
House
billl.-The
The
planation which follows:
House added a new title XVI to the Social
,10ITATION
R~aiKeD tlICOM
Conference agreement.-.Under the con
Amendment No. 50: The Senate amend- Security Act for the purpose of establishing
meat added to the House bill a new section & new Federa-State grants-In-aid program ference agreement. section 601 of the bill
title I of the Social Security Act so
Inamends
aged
assist
low-Income
the
states
seento
help
of
yearly
211. undep which the amount
Amendment No. 42: Section 204(a) of the
House bill amended section 214(a) of the
Social Security Act to provide that a person
would be a fully insured individual under
the old-age, survivors, and disability Insurance program if he has I quarter of coveag
(no matter when acquired) for every 4
elapsed -quarters (i.e.. for every 4 quarters
elapsed after December 31. 1950 (or. it later.
after the year In which the person reaches

~In
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the Social Security Act, as amended by the
Subsection (c) of the new section 2 of the
tio in approved State plans for old-age as- Senate amendments. reads as follows:
Social Security Act provides that nothing
siatance or for medical assistance for the
"(2) provide for financial participation by In the smended title X Is to be construed to
aged or for both old-age assistance and the State which shall, effective January 1. permit a State to have In effect with rcspect
medical assistance for the aged. Title I of 1962. extend to all aspects of the Stats to any period more than one State plan
the Social Security Act now authorizes such plan;".
approved under such title. This subsfec
Participation only In State plans for oldThe second exception Is that the condi- tion I3 not contained in the Senate amend
age assistance.
tion set forth In paragraph (9) above was. ments.
Subsection (a) of section 601 changes the under the Senate amendments, applicable
Section 601 (c) of the bill as agreed to In
heading of title I of the Social Security Act only In the case of old-age assistance: where- conference amends section 3(a) of the
to reflect the expansion of that title to in- as. under the conference agreement It Is ap- Social Security Act. This section sets forth
dlude Medical assistance for the aged.
plicable also with respect to medical assist.- the formula by which Federal payments to
Subsection (b) of section 601 revises see- ance for the aged.
States with approved plans under title I
tiODS 1 and 2 of the Social Security Act.
(b) Requirements applying only to old- are determined. Under the new section 3(a)
Section I now states the purpose of title age assistance,
a State would continue, as under existing
I of the act and authorizes appropriations
A State plan Mustlaw, to receive Federal payments equal to
therefor. Under the conference agreement
(1) Provide for taking Into consideration four-fifths of the first $30 of its average
this section is amended to state the addi- any other Income and resources of an in- monthly payment for each recipient (in
tional purpose of enabling the States, as far dividual claiming old-age assistance In de- cluding old-age assistance In the form of
as practicable under the conditions existing termining his need therefor;
cash payments to the individual and oldtherein, to furnish medical assistance for the
(2) Include reasonable standards, con- age assistance In the form of medical cr
aged who are not recipients of old-age assist- sistent with the objectives of title I of the other remedial care on his behalf) plus
snc. but whose income and resource, are in- Social Security Act, for determining the an amount equal to the Federal Percentage
sufficient to meet the coat of necessary mccli- eligibility of Individuals for old-age assist(described below) of the remainder of the
cal services.
ance and the extent of such assistance; and average monthly payment, but excluding
Section 2 of the Social Security Act now
(3) Provide a description of the services that part in excess of $65.
sets forth the conditions which a State plan made available to help applicants and reIn addition, the State would receive the
for old-age assistance must meet In order to cipients attain self-care.
Federul medical percentage (described be
be approved by the Secretary and thereby Items I and 3 are the same as provisions now low) of the excess over the above-mentioned
qualify for Federal financial participation included in section 2 of the Social Security $65 average monthly payment for each re
in expenditures under the plan.
Act. The language of Item 2 is not Included diplent, excluding that part of the average
Under the conference agreement section 2 in existing law,
payment in excess of $77; except that If a
contains the requirements which State plans
(c) Requirements applying only to medical State's vendor medical care expenditures
must meet In order to qualify for Federal assistance for the aged.
(These require- uners oldag1 asistancefo
e
aothi
averagel
participation. These requirements may be ments do not appear in existing law.)
les thance b12pher recipint, tyhisch woucd
divided Into three categories: (a) Those
A State plan mustb
eue
yteaon
ywihsc
whic aply
o bth ld-ge
ssitane
ad
(1 Prvid fo inluson f sme nsttu-expenditures are less than *12. Thus, If a
medichaply obt assistanc
l-gh
gd
b
and
oe
oal anovdsoe
norinclstiuionaof
care
Intt-State
is spending an average of $75 per
Medcalassstacefortheage;
hos
n
tin(2) Prohibi
enrolmntns
feesna premius
month per recipient for old-age assistance.
which apply only to old-age assistance: and
2)Poitenlmntfs.pmus.of
which $5 Is for vendor medical care, the
(e) those which apply only to medical assist- and simillar charges as a condition of eligi- State would receive, In addition to fourance for the aged.
bility:
fifths of the first 830 of Its average payment
(a) Requirements applying to both old(3) Include provisions, to the extent re- plus the Federal percentage of the next $35
age assistance and medical assistance for the quird by the Secretary's regu'lations, thereof; the Federal medical percentage of
aged.
for the furnishing of assistance to residents the next $8.
A Stats plan mustof the State who are temporarily absent
States with average monthly payments per
(1) Provide that It will be in effect in al
therefrom,
recipient under old-age assistance of more
pqlitical subdivisions and be mandatory
(4) Include reasonable standards for de- than $65 would, In lieu of the additional
upon those subdivisions If administered by termining eligibility for assistance and the amount described In the preceding parsthem;
extent of assistance which are consistent graph, receive 15 percent of the first $12
(2 orfnacalprtcpain
Poid
ywith the objectives of the amended title 1: of their average vendor medical care pay
the Stat
ie: frfnnilpa
cpto
yand
ments for each recipient If this Is larger.
(2) Provte: fretbihen
rtein
(5) Provide that property liens will not be An example, of where this alternative would
tio ofPrsovidefo state
shenty
or
adeigni
imposed on account of benefits received apply is a Stats with a Federal percentage
tor suerisgeamnStratioagncyf
o
the ladn: trunder
the plan during a recipient's lifetime (and, therefore, a Federal medical percent
ordminstrtionof
spervse
he pan:
(except Pursuant to a court judgment on age) of 60 percent that is spending an aver
(4) Provide for. giving claimants a fair account of benefits Incorrectly pald), and age of $66 per month per recipient for oldhearing If their Claims are denied or not limit recovery of benefits correctly paid to age assistance, of which $12 is for vendor
acted upon with reasonable proptsness
recovery from the recipient's estate after the medical care. Such a State would receive.
(5) Provide methods of administration death of his surviving spouse, if any,
In addition to four-fifths of the first $30
found necessry for the proper and efficient
Subsection (b) of section 2 of the Social of Its average payment plus 60 percent of the
operation of the plan-these must Include a Security Act, as amended under the con- next $35 thereof. 15 percent of $12 for each
merit system for personnel:
ference agreement, requires the Secretary recipient or an additional payment of $1.80
(6) Provide for making of necessary re- of Health. Education, and Welfare to ap- (as agaInst an additIonal payment of 60
ports to the Secretary:
prove any State plan which fulills the con- percent of $1.00 or $0.60 under the formula
(7) provide safeguards against use and ditions specified above, except that he may described In the preceding paragraph).
disclosure of information concerning appll- not approve a plan which imposes as a conStates with average monthly payments per
cant. for and recipients of -mistance. except dition of eligibility for assistance under the recipient under old-age assistance of $65 or
for purposes directly connected with the plan an age requirement of more than 65 less would also receive additional Federal
administration of the plan;
years or a citizenship requirement which funds In connection with their vendor medi
($) Provide all Individuals wishing to do excludes any citizen of the United 'States. cal care programs. These States would re
so an opportunity to apply forasitn,
These limitations are contained In exist- ceive the same proportions of their average
and provide that assistance winlb unse
ing law. Also carried over from existing payments as are provided under existing law,
with reasonable promptness to toewoaelaw
is the prohibttion of approval of a plan plus an additional 15 percent of the &,.st $12
eligibe
andwhich,
as so old-age assistance applicants, of their average vendor medical care pay
(9)Uthe
rovie.
nclincludes
any residence requirement which ments for each recipient. Thus, a Stat.
(2 rvd.i h
lnicudes
asit
excludes any resident of the State who has with an average monthly payment per re
ance for or on behalf! of individuals In Pri- resided therein for 5 years during the 9 years cipient of $55. of which *10 Is for vendor
vats or public Institutions, for the establish- immediately preceding his application and medical care, would receive four-fifths of the
ment or designation of a State authority or who has resided therein continuously for first $30 of the average payment for each
authorities to be responsible for etablish- I year immediately preceding his applica- recipient. plus the Federal percentage of the
Ing and maintaining standards for such in- tion. A different limitation Is to be applied next $25 for each recipient, plus an addi
stitutions.
to the residence requirements which a State. tional 15 percent of *10 for each recipient.
whose plan includes medical assistance for
(The shove provisions would not be appli
These conditions appear In virtuallyidnca
the aged, could Impose as a condition of cable to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and
form aod substance In the exustnlabt
eligibility for such assistance. In the case Guam. However, a comparable liberalize
apply only with respect to old-age sitne
of such a plan, approval would be prohibited tion of the formula applicable to them Is
In addition, these conditions appear In vir- If It Includes any reidence requirement also Included in the bill.)
tually Identical form and substance In the which eclcudes any individual (applying for
It Is expected that these additionsl oldAsnate mamndments, with two
medical assistance for the aged) who re- age assitance, vendor medical care-funds will
The firt exception to that seetion, 2(a) (2) of sides In the State.
result, In the Improvement of programs for
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such care. or for Initiating programs of for 42 days (whether or not consecutive) as a which It Is required to make under such
medical assistance for the aged, or both,
result of this diagnosis are also not Included. section 116. The Senate amendment deleted
Under existing law the Federal percentages
(Under the Senate amendments. the term this provision of the House bill. The Sen
for the several States vary inversely with the "medical assistance for the aged" did not ex- ate recedes.
square of their respective per capita In- clude payments with respect to care or sertCIDWLAESRIE
comes, but with a minimum of 50 percent Ices for Individuals who are patients In Inail-CI.-WLAZSsC5
and a maximum of 65 percent. The Federal tutions for tuberculosis or mental diseases.
Amendment No. 106: Section 70'7(a) (3)
medical percentage would be determined In and did not exclude Individuals who have (A) of the House biil amended section 521
the same way except that the maximum been diagnosed as having tuberculosis or of the Social Security Act so as to Increase
would be 80 percent instead of 65 percent. psychosis and are patients In medical insti- from $17.000.000 to *20,000,000 the amount
For all States which have approved pro- tutions as a result thereof.)
authorized to be appropriated each year to
grams for medical assistance for aged perThe new section 6(c) defines the term enable the Secretary of Health. Education.
sons who are not recipients of old-age assist- "Federal medical percentage". The Federal and Welfare to make grants to State agencies
ance. the Federal payments would be eoual medical percentage for any State would be for child-welfare services.
The Senate
to the Federal medical percentage of the 100 percent minus the percentage which amendment Increased this amount to *25.
total amounts expended under these pro- bears the same relationship to 50 percent 000,000. The House recedes, with an amend
grams.
as the square of the per capita Income of ment providing that the uniform amount in
Also (as under existing law). all States the State bears to the square of the per the allotments to each State as prescribed by
would cOntinue to receive Federal payments capita Income of the 50 States. The Federal the present child-welfare services law (which
equal to One-half of their expenditures for medical percentage could not, however, be is based on the ratio between the amount
necessary and proper administration of their less than 50 percent or more than 80 per- authorized and the amount appropriated for
State plans.
cent. Also, this percentage for Puerto Rico. child-welfare purposes, applied to a dollar
Section 601(d) Is a conforming amend- the Virgin Islands. and Guam would be set amount which Is increased from *60.000 to
meat to section 3(b) (2) (B) of the Act. strik- at 5o percent.
$70.000 by the bill) shall In no case be less
Ing out "Old-age assistance" and inserting In
As under the Senate amendments, these than *50.000.
Uieu thereof "assistance",
changes In title I of the Social Security
AID TO THE BLIND
Section 601(e) is a conforming amend- Act will take effect on October 1, 1960.
Amendment No. 107: This amendment
ment to section 4 of the Act under which the
PLANNING GRANTS TO STATES
added to the House bill a new section '710.
Secretary could suspend or deny Federal pay
ments to States whose plans do not conform
Amendment No. 93: Section 603 of the amending section 1002 (a) (8) of the Social
to the requirements of the Act or whose House bill authorized a two-year program Security Act to-provide that the State agency
Programs are operated in contravention of of grants to the States to cover one-hailf of administering aid to the blind, In taking
the provisions of the State plan.
their costs, up to a maximum Federal pay- an Individual' aIncome and rescurces Into
Section 601(f) amends section 6 of the Act. ment of *50.000. of making plans and Initiat- consideration for purposes of determining
Rxisting section 6 becomes subsection (a) of ing administrative arrangements for opera- his need for such aid. may either disregard
section 6 and two new subsections (b) and tions under the new title XVI of the Social the first 81.000 of his earned Income Lper
(C are added. The new subsection (a) ConSecurity Act (relating to medical services for year plus one-half of the excess over 81.000
tInues the present definition of "old-age as- the aged). The Senate amendment deleted or continue to disregard the first *50 per
slstance". except that It (in effect) ]permits this provision of the House bill. "The House month of earned income as It Is directed to
Federal financial participation In State ex- recedes,
do under existing law, with the further procar
fo ofmeica
anvision
Julythe
1. 1961.
State
pediurs
ormeicl pendturs
ar onbehaf
o bhaf
nCwEAmax IN LU1rrATIONS ON ASSssrAuecx PAY.
agency that
musteffective
disregard
first the
*1.000
of
individual who Is a patient In a medical in55ENT TO PUERTO RICO, THeEVIsoN IsL&NDS.
the Individual's earned income each year
stitution, as the result of a diagnosis of
AND GUABI
plus one-hailf of his earned income in excess
tuberculosis or psychosis, for 42 days
Amendment No. 97: Senate amendment of that figure. The House recedes with an
Awhether or not consecutive) after such numbered 97 adned to thu bill amendments amendment which places the new earned In
diagnosis. (Under the Senate amendments.
oscin10
fteSca
euiyAt
oeeepino
otl
ai
si
the definition of "old-age assistance" in-t
eto
18o h
oilScrt
ct
oeeepino
otl
ai
si
cluded Money payments to. or medicai care This section of the Act Places dollar limits- existing law rather than on an annual basis
On behalf of or any type of remedial care tions on the amounts which may be paid to a.' in the Senate amendment, and provides
recognized under State law on behalf of. Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands. and Guam that the new exemption will become manda
Individuals who are patients In Institutions under titles I. IV, X. and XIV of the Act, tory on the States on July 1. 1962: under
for tuberculosis or mental diseases and iii
The Senate ameudment increased these dol- the conference agreement the State agency.
dIviduals who have been diagnosed as having lar amounts. No comparable provisiop was In determining need. is permitted either to
tuberculosis or psychosis and are patients in included In the House bill. The House disregard the first $85 of the Individual's
medical institutions as a result thereof.)
recedes,
earned Income per month pius one-half of
The flew subsection (b) of section 6 deUnder the conference agreement. section his earned income in excess of that figure
fines "Medical assistance for the aged.". 1108 of the Social Security Act isamne
ort continue to apyteeitn
5
e
This term Is defined to mean payments for to Increase the dollar limitations 4sendried
mornto xmto
apply the eisdting
a50ter
Medical services to persons 65 years of age above as follows:
which It must disregard the first *85 of
or over who are not recipients of old-age
Puerto Rico-from *8.500.000 to $9 million earned Income per month plus one-half of
assistance, but whose Income and resources per fiscal year;
earned Income in excess of that figure.
are Insufficient to meet the cost of the fo1Virgin Islands-from *300.000 to *315,000
W. D. MnI,I
lowing care and services:
per fiscal year; and
Ase J. POsAND.
(1) Inpatient hospital services:
Guam-from *400.000 to *420.000 per fiscal
CECIL R. Kiwo,
(2) Skilled nursing-home services;
year.
N. M. SEASONe,
(2) Physicians' services;
Tihese increases may be used only for payJOHN W. BYSNES,
(4) Outpatient hospital or clinic services; ments certified under section 3(a) (2) (B) OfHowAnn
H. BAKERs.
(5) Rome health care services:
the act (relating to Federal matching for oldazgrontePt01teHu.
(6) Private duty nursing services:
age assistance expenditures. In excess of the
Mr. MILT . Mr. Speaker. I yield my
('7) Physical therapy and related services; present maximum of 835 per month per bene
(8) Dental services;
ficiary). However, the dollar limits would self 10 minutes.

(B) Laboratory and X-ray services:
'not apply to payments under the new section
The agreement reached by the con
(10) Prescribed drugs, eyeglasses. den- 3(a) (3) of the act (relating to Federal pay- ferees on the part of the House and the
tures. and prosthetic devices;
ments for medical assistance for the aged). Senate on H.R. 12580. the Social Security
(11) Diagnostic, screening, and prevenDVS50sT COUNCIL ON1sOCIAL SxCU5RUT
.
Amendments of 1960. represents, as is
UTivservices; and
FNNIGuulytecs.sm
ereo
on
(12) Any other medical care or remedial
~u&l
h
ae oedge
fcm
care recognized under State law,
Amendment No. 101: Section 704(b) of promise on the part of all concerned.
The taim 'Medical assistance for the aged" the House bill amended section 116 of the I can give assurance to the Members of
does not Include services for any individual Social Security Amendments of 1954 so as the House. however, that in my opinion
who Is an Inmate of a public institution to direct the Advisory Council on Social the provisions upon which agreement
except as a patient in a medical institution; Security Financing which will be appointed was reached on the part of the conferees
nor does it Include services for any Individual during 1963 (under sectionl1l6(e) ofthe 1956W p'sn
usatal
h
ai
os
'Who Is a patient in a tuberculosis or mental Amendments as amended by sec.0704(a) of beillswithoyafe
substanti
ai
veyteHodise
Institution. In the ease of an individua
the bill) to make findings and recommends- bl ihol
e
usatv
oil
Who la a patient in a medical institutio0n' tions with respet to extensions of' coverage, cations, n
eiv
h
usatv
(other thea a tuberculosis or mental institu- adequacy of benefits. and a&iaspects of th
modifications, for the most part, repre
tion) as a result of a diagnosis of tubercu- old-age, survivote, and disability insurance sent improvements In the bill.
losts or psychosis, services provided him after program In addition to the other findings and
Also, at the very outset it should be
be has been such a patient in the institution recommendations (relative to financing) emphasized that there were very broad
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areas of agreement in the House and
Senate versions of this legislation and
many of the basic House provisions were
repeated in the Senate bill without
change. The conference report warrants
the support of the Members of this body,
as I believe you will agree.

HOUSE

gram. Practically all of these changes
were In the Senate-passed bill and were
therefore not in disagreement. They
remain in the bill,

AuguLst 26

vision amending section 1402(e) (3) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. It
would under certain conditions permit a
min'ster who, before the enactment of
SENATE CHANGES AND CONFESENCE ACTION
the amendment, had filed a certificate
electing to be covered under the old-age.
In order that Members of the House survivors, and disability insurance pro
onrSNATmay
understand more fully the agree- gram effective beginning with the first
Befredisusin inUdeAilR
echne ment reached by the conferees on those taxa.ble year ending after 1956, to file a
Befre iscssig
i deailhe hanesareas where the House and Senate weresupe ntlcricaemkgthoi
which were made by the Senate, and in disagreement. I shall now discuss the supemnal certificate
makcie
egningthwoig
the agreement which was reached by the changes made by the Senate and the his first taxable year after 1955. The
conferees, let me very broadly refer to agreement reached in the conference.
House agreed to the Senate amendment
the principal provisions of the bill which
COVERJAGE
UNDER OASI
because this will make it possible for adPassed the House and the conference
Fis.Itharaocoeaeudrdtnamnsestobancvrg.
version which is now before you.Fis.Itharaocoeaeudrdtoamnsestobancvrg.
First. As Members of the House will the old-age and survivors insurance title COVEIRAGEPROVISIONS RELATING TO EMPLOYEES
recall, the House bill made three im of the act, the Senate made changes in
With respect to those provisions relat
portant changes in the area of disability the House provisions relating to the self- ing to coverage of employees, the Senate
benefit provisions of title II of the Social employed and to employees. As Mem- made a number of changes in the House
Security Act. The House bill repealed bers of the House will recall, the House bill.
the age 50 provision;, the House bill re- bill contained a number of provisions
As Members of the House will recall,
moved the second 6 months' waiting designed to extend coverage to new the House bill contained several impor
period before receipt of disability bene- groups or to facilitate existing coverage. tant improvements facilitating coverage
fits; and the House bill made improveSELY-EMPLOTED
of State and local employees. Basically.
ments; In the rehabilitation provisions.
Doctors of medicine: The House bill the Senate bill retains these provisions
AU of these provisions were agreed to extended coverage to self-employed doc- but added additional provisions designed
without change by the Senate and there- tors of medicine. The Senate deleted the to further facilitate coverage in specific
fore are in the final version of this leg- House provision, and the conferees in situations or with respect to specific
Islation as agreed to.
this instance agreed to the Senate ver- States. These are as follows:
Second. The House bill would have sion. As I indicated at the time when
First. The Senate bill contained a pro
created a completely new title to the H.R. 12580 was before the House for, vision adding the State of Texas to the
Social Security Act establishing a grant- passage, this provision did represent an list of States which are permitted, on
in-aid program on the subject of medical area where there was controversy. The an optional basis, to divide their retire
services to the aged. Basically, the ver- Committee on Ways and Means was ment systems into two parts, one part
sion agreed to by the conferees is much aware that some doctors and some State consisting of those employees who desire
the same as the House version, except organizations of doctors had expressed coverage and the other part consisting
that the Senate bill placed the new Pro- a desire for coverage while other doctors of those employees who do not desire
gram under title I. and represents some and other State organizations had coverage. As Members will recall, there
liberalization.
strongly opposed coverage, The Senate are now 15 States which have this option.
Third. The House bill contained pro- conferees were unyielding in their posi- It has been the practice of the Congress
visions for additional matching money tion that until there was greater una to extend this option t6 States which
for medical services to old-age assist- nimity among the medical profession in requested it. Therefore, the House con
ance. The Senate provisions increasing favor of coverage, legislation should not ferees agreed to this provision.
these funds, by Providing vendor pay- be enacted to compel them to come under
Second. The Senate bill contained an
ments for medical services, were agreed the OASI program. In view of the po- amendment designed to permit the State
to. I will discuss these llberalizations sition taken by the Senate conferees on of Nebraska to modify its coverage agree
In detail later,
this point, and in view of the fact as I ment with the Secretary of HEW under
Fourth. The House bill contained a have previously indicated that we know Section 218 of the act to remove from
number of improvements in that title of there is considerable controversy in this coverage In the future justices of the
the Social Security Act relating to em- area, the House conferees concluded it peace and constables paid on a fee basis.
ployment security. The Senate deleted advisable to recede on this point and As Members of the House will recall.
a number of these provisions, but they agree to the Senate version.
under existing law it is left to the option
were restored to the bill in the conMinisters: In the area of the self-em- of each of the individual States as to
ference committee and the House pro- ployed, the House bill also contained pro- whether it will include or exclude from
visions prevailed in this regard,
visions extending the time in which main- its coverage agreement State officials
Fifth. The House bill contained a isters could elect coverage, Under exist- who are paid on a part-time or a fee
number of provisions designed to fa- ing law and the prior law, coverage was basis, or who are elective officials. As
cilitate or make improvements in the made available to ministers under the explained to the House conferees, this
coverage provisions of the Social Secu- 1954 amendments on an individual vol- provision relating to the State of Ne
rity Act, relating to both employees and untary basis, provided that the ninfis.- braska was requested so that several in
the self-employed. For example, the ters who desired coverage filed a waiver dividuaLs to whom coverage had been
bill contained many improvements in certificate by April 1, 1957. In 1957, extended through error might not lose
coverage of State and local employees, in order to permit additional time for their credits by virtue of subsequent ac
For the most Part the Senate bill con- others to obtain coverage this deadline tion on the part of the State in correct
tained all of these provisions without was extended to April 15. 1959. The ing its agreement. This was requested
change and therefore there was no con- House bill extended an additional op- by the State of Nebraska. The House
troversy in this Part of the House bill. portunity to those ministers who have conferees agreed to this amendment.
except In the limited instances to which already entered the ministry and who
Third. The Senate added an amend
I shall later refer in detail,
have not elected coverage to obtain cover- ment to extend from July 1, 1960. to
Sixth. The House bill contained pro- age if they file certificates by April 15, July 1, 1961. the period during which
visions Improving the administration of 1962. In addition, the House bill per- the State of Maine is permitted-under
the old-age and survivors insurance and mitted the validation of coverage of cer- section 316 of the Social Security Amend
the disability insurance trust funds by tain clergymen who filed.tax rturns re- ments of 1958-to treat teaching and
obtaining additional interest on trust porting self-employment earnings from non1teaching employees as being covered
funds. These provisions are still in the the ministry for certain years after 1954 by separate retirement systemns for Pur
bill.
and before 196 eve though, through poses of extending old,-ege. survivors.
Seventh. The House bill contained a error, they had not filed waiver certift- and disability insurance Coverage to such
considerable number of miscellaneous cates effective for those years
employees. The provision written Into
administrative provisions designed to
The Senate amendment added to sec- the 1958 amendments, as I recall, was
improve the administration of the pro- tlon 101(b) of the House bill a new pro- done so by the Senate at the request of
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the State of Maine, and this provision
Is simply designed to extend for an addltlonal year this option. The House
conferees therefore agreed to the
amendment.
Fourth. The Senate added an amendment to Permit the State of California,
at any time prior to 1962, to modify its
coverage agreement with the Secretary
of HEW under section 218 of the Social
Security Act to extend old-age. survivors, and dl.sability insurance coverage
to certain employees of the State and 10Cal hospitals in California. who have been
removed from coverage under a State
or local retirement system. Members of
the House will recall that the House
bill contained a provision to permit
municipal and county hospitals to be
treated as separate retirement system
coverage groups on the same basis provided under present law for institutions
of bigher-learning. The Senate amendment Is on this same general subject and
Is designed, as we understand It. to take
care of a coverage problem of the El
Centro, Calif., Community Hospital.
The House receded with a technical perfecting amendment.
Fifth. Section 102(e) of the House bill
amended section 218(e) of the Social
Security Act so as to permit a coverage
agreement between the Secretary and a
State to treat the wages of an Individual
who during the course of a year is an
employee both of the State and a po..
litical subdivision or subdivisions, or of
more than. one subdivision, as though
such wages had been paid to him by a
single employer, in order to limit the

States liability for employer contribu-

tions on such individual's wages to the
Maximum. amount-presently $4,800-.
creditable for old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance Purposes, provided
the State has borne the entire cost of
such Contributions and Is not reimbursed; but these new provisions could
not be made applicable with -respect to
wages Paid before the year in which
the Secretary receives the agreement or
Modification which makes them effective
and in no ease with respect to wages
paid before 1961.
The Senate amendment permitted
these new Provisions to be made appicabMe with respect to wages paid on or
after January 1. 1957, or January 1 of
the third year Preceding the year* in
which the agreement or modification is
delivered to the Secretary, whichever is
later. The House receded with an
amendment under which the new provisions ean be made applicable with respect to Wages Paid on or after January
1.1852.1If the agreement or modification
is delivered to the Secretary before
1862, but only with respect to wages paid
on or after the first day of the year in
which the agreement or modification Is
delivered to the Secretary--as provided
In the Mouse bill-if the agreement or
modifct~ion Is delivered to the Secretaryafter ISIL
Also, In the are Of employees coverage, the Bous bill amended section
210(e) of the Social Security Act and
section 3121 (h) of the internal Revenue
COde Of 1954 so U to Include in the deflRitOD Of "American employer"' certain

tax-exempt labor organizations created
or organized in the Canal Zone, if they
are chartered by labor organizations
created or organized in the United
States. Thbis provision of the House bill
would have extended coverage to service
performed outside the United States by
U.S. citizens In the employ of such organizations. The provision would also
have permitted the validation of certain
remuneration erroneously reported by
an organization which qualifies as an

American employer under the provision.

The Senate amendment deleted this pro
vision of the House bill. The House receded.
Next, as Members of the House will
recall. section 108 of the House bill reduced from $50 to $25 the amount of
cash wages which an individual must
receive in a calendar quarter for domestic service in a private home or for
service not in the course of the employer's trade or!business in order to be
covered under the OAS: program. a'nd
excluded from coverage all earnings in
domestic service and casual labor Performed by persons who are under 16
years of age. The Senate amendment
deleted the provision reducing the cash
wage requirement. The House receded
with an amendment deleting the provision excluding earnings in domestic
service and casual labor performed by
persons who are under age 16. The net
effect of the agreement is to leave existin., law on this subject unchanged.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, In the area of
coverage, it should be pointed out that
the Senate receded on two additional

Senate amendments to the House bill

which would have restricted somewhat
the scope of the House bill. First, the
provision of the House bill which extended coverage to Guam and American
Samoa, and which was deleted by the
Senate, was-restored to the bill. Second, the provision of the House bill extending coverage to employees of international organizations on a self-em.-Ployed basis, which thie Senate deleted,
was also restored to the bill,
Mr. Speaker, I now turn to those
Provisions of the conference agreement
relating to the. retirement age, insured
status, and the retirement test.
Mr. Speaker, as members of the House
will recall from my remarks at the time
when the House bill was before the
House. the Committee on Ways and
Means concluded it Inadvisable to
further increase the so-called work
clause, or the amount of money which
a beneficiary may earn without loss of
benefits. As was explained at the time,
the committee also concluded that, due
to the cost factors and other reasons, it
was inadvisable to reduce the retirement age either In the case of men or
women, although there were a number
of bills pending before the ccmmittee
designed to do so. As Members will
also recall, the committee did consider
it advisable and highly desirable to relax somewhat the Insured status provision -of the law because this would
bring additional people under the s"stemn and make It possible for a number
of elderly individuals who now lack
just a few quarters of Coverage to be-
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gin drawing benefits. Therefore. Mr.
Speaker. In view of these considerations
the bill which passed the House did not
reduce the retirement age, did not further liberalize the work clause or the
earnings limitation, but it did change the
insured status requirement to "one out
of four" quarters in lieu of the existing
"one out of two" quarters requirement.
Mr. Speaker, the other body made
substantial amendments with regard to
these three important subjects.
REUTO

INRTR=

AGE

First. An amendment was added makIng it possible for male workers and de
pendent husbands, on an optional basis.
to receive benefits at age 62 with an
actuarial reduction on the same basis
presently provided for women workers
and wives.
In the conference the House con
ferees drew the attention of the confer
ence committee to the fact that this
provision actuarily would cost 0.06 per
cent of payroll. -In addition to this, very
serious questions were entertained as to
the principle which was involved;
namely, reducing the retirement age in
the case of male workers at a time when
actual experience shows the retirement
age has been increasing beyond age 65.
Moreover, the Secretary of Health. Edu
cation, and Welfare indicated to the con
ference committee that inclusion of this
provision would raise several other ques
tions. In view of these~considerations
the House conference insisted upon the
House position, and the provision was
stricker, from the bill.
RTRMMT

Second. The Senate added an amend
mentto the House bill, a new section 21 1,
under which the amount of yearly earn
ings which a beneficiary can have and
still receive all of his benefits for the
year would have been increased from
31.200 to $1,800. Under the Senate
amendment, as under existing law, the
beneficiary would lose 1 month's benefit,
regardless of its amount, for each $80
or fraction thereof by which his earnings
exceed the specified dollar limit.
It was brought out in the conference
-that this provision would have cost, on
a level premium basis, 0.19 percent of
payroll. Thzis is a very substantial cost.
Tihe Senate amendment dId not contain
any provision for financing the provision.
The total net effect of the Senrite
amendments in this respect and with
respect to the Retirement age would have
caused the OASI trust fund to be out of
actuarial balance by 0.45 percent of pay
roll Instead of 0.2 percent as it now Is.
Ti osfrbyn
h
on
hc
Ti osfrbyn
h on
hc
has normally been used as a reasonable
rule of thumb as a danger point; namnely,
one-fourith of 1 percent.
In view of this, and In view of other
considerations which I have heretofore
pointed out with respect to the earnings
limitation on the floor of the House while
the social security bill was being consid
ered, the House 'conferees insisted on
either removing the Senate amendment
or so modifying It that the costs of the
changes would keep the system on an
actuarially sound basis,
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As a, consequence, agreement was
reached on some change in this area,
which keeps the system In actuarial balazice. The provision finally agreed to
and which Is-now before you is as follows:
First. If the beneficiary earns $1,200 or
less in a year, no benefits will be withheld-Just as under present law;
Second. if a beneficiary earns between
$1,200 and $1,500. $1 in benefits will be
withheld for each $2 of earnings, above
$1,200; and
Third. If a beneficiary earns more
than $1,500. $1 in benefits will be withheld for each $2 of earnings between
$1,200 and $1.500-SiSO0 withheld on account of the $300 of earnings-and $1 in
benefits for each $1 of earnings above
$1,500-under the conference amendment, as under existing law, no benefit
would be withheld in any case for any
month In which the beneficiary earns
$100 or less in wages and does not engage
in self-employent,
Third. It should be emphasized that
the cost of this provision, when added
to the other costs, will still permit the
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The agreement reached in the con
ference resulted In a provision which
should be much easier to administer
and which, at the same time, should
afford substantial assistance to the recip
ients of aid to the blind programs with
regard to this particular subject. Un
der the conference provision the States
in determining need may disregard the
DISABILITY
first $85 per month of earnings plus
Mr. Speaker. there Is one additional one-half of earned income over $85 on
provision under the general subject a month-by-month basis. This provi
heading of eligibility for benefits on sion is made optional with the States
which the House receded which I should until July 1, 1962, when It becomes man
explain at this point. The House bill datory.
MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE BURVICKS
amended the Social Security Act so as
to permit a child who was born to. was
The House bill increased the author
adopted by, or became a stepchild of. a ization for child welfare services from
worker, after the worker became entitled $17 million to $20 million. The Senate
to disability insurance benefits, to qua- bill increased this authorization to $25
ify for benefits. It was provided as an million. The House conferees consid
rvso
exception to this that in the case of an ee hst earaoal
adoptededchildtothe adoptionblmustovhave
bdpeen cmpletd wthedpion2 yeastothe and therefore agreed to the Senate
hole
din tha
time as of which the worker became thsamedmetdithoa the unerta
hudb sdt
entitled to disability insurance benefits, hsadtoa.oe
The Senate in general accepted the Improve services for retarded children.
bility, scope of benefits. Federal matchfrom the Senate bill, modification of the
retirement test, and modiflcation of the
Insured-status requirement--will still
permit the system to remain within actuarial balance and will not require any
increased social security taxes or any
Increase in the wage base.
CHILDREN BON on ADOPTED
Ajrm p~azwr's

system to be within the range of actu- House provision that added an addintwhrspc
arial soundness, minus 0.24 rercent.tinlrqre

MEDICAL SEZvIWss FOR THE AGED (MEDICAL AS
SISTANCE FRo THE AGED; AND OLD AGE £S

MDCLPOA)
SSTN
This is a very important consideration adopted children so that in order for
Mr. speaker, it is unnecessary for me
and should continue to be a very im- such a child to get benefits the worker
portant consideration. The House con- must have instituted adoption proceed- to dwell here at length upon the matters
ferees insisted that the system should ings in or before the month in which which we have already discussed at the
his period of disability began or the time of the passage of the House bill
remain on a sound actuarial basis,
child must have been living with him relative to the importance of proper and
sU4URM
STATUS RZODIXEMENT
Fourth. Members of the House will re- in such month. The House conferees adequate medical care for older people.
call, as I Indicated earlier, that one of felt that this was a reasonable require- Sumfce it to say at this point that the
the most important provisions in the ment and therefor agreed to the Senate House bill was designed to establish a
completely new program under the So
House bill was the provision which lib- amendment,
'i might be stated, Mr. Speaker, that cial Security Act under which the Fed
eralized the existing insured-status requirement. Under present law the re- under the same general subject heading eral Government would provide match
quirement for fully insured status, in of eligibility the Senate receded on two ing funds to those States which elected
general, requires that an individual Must other additions which they made to the to participate in a, program of medical
have at least one quarter of coverage bill but which I shall not describe In services to the aged. This would have
for each two quarters which have elapsed great detail. The Senate bill would have been done under the House bill by the
after December 31, 1950--or, if later. eliminated the provision of the House creation of a new title XVI to the Social
after the year in which the person bill that reduced from 3 years to 1 year Security Act. In addition, the House
reaches age 21 and before the year in the time Prior to application that a wife, bill contained a provision designed to
which the person cited, or if earlier, the stepchild. or husband must be in such afford additional money to the States
year In which he reached 'retirement a relationship to the worker to get bene- under the public assistance programs,
age. The House bill changed this re- fits. The House conferees insisted on under title I of the Social Security Act,
quirement so as to make it possible for this provision-and the Senate conferee, so that the States might improve their
services for old age assistance
aniniedaetdaqireuly.nurdmedical
satu indihedhal tonaquarter ofucoveraed
In addition, the Senate bill added a recipients.
The Senate bill made several changes
prnv~on which would permit a child to
fortachs Ifourhsonquarterseapin boetwgee
Ietoedlaboe.ing
oethern
ive survivor benefits on the record of In the House provisions on these two
the perihodrqares
wordis, under the House bill an individ- I- tvidUals who stood in loco parentisi- subjects. but it should be emphasized
ual will qualify for benefits if he has in place of the parent-for not less than that the general approach adopted by
one quarter of coverage out of each four 5 years lmediately preceding the day the House has been substantially agreed
quarters since 1950 and before retire- on which the individual died if the child to by the Senate and that while the
met gerahr
ha oeou o towas living with the worker at time of Senate changed the form of these pro
qutarte rsunerexisting
otlow. w
death and receiving at least three- visions In some degree and liberalized
proison
fourths of his support from such worker. them somewhat the conference version
qhea enterdeletedstinig
u
Tohe Houste coneretedhs werevinsistnt The Senate receded from this.
which you now have before you Is basthe House bIlL
upon retaining some liberalization of
am To TM RIcDally
Let me summarize what the Senate
Under existing law, under title X. the
the insured-status requirement, for the
reasons which I have heretofore stated. States In administering the aid-to-the- has done in this manner. Instead of
As. a consequence a compromise was blind Programs must disregard $50 prcreating an additional title to the Social
reached under which a person will qual- month of earned income In detemnigSecurity Act under which the new grantify for benefits if he has one quarter of need. .The Senate added a provision in-aid Program for medical services for
.coverage out of each three quarters. to the House bill to liberalize this sec- the aged would operate, the Senate ver
This provision will therefore, liberalize tion so that the first $1,000 of earnings sion established such a program under
the insured-status section of the law in a year might be disregarded, plus the existing title I of the Social Security
aNd will bring under the system immedi. one-half of all subsequent earnings in Act. In general the purpose, effect, eligi
ately an additional 400,000 elderly in- the year. This exemption would have bility, scope of bwenefts Federal matchdividuals who now are not able to meet been optimna] wit the States beginng ing, and plan requirements have much
the coverage requirementa and later with the calendar quarter that started the same effect as the House bill. With
about I mIllion additional Persons.
after the date at enactment and would respect to the aged who receive public
Mr. Speaker, leg me emphasize that have been eompubary beginningf July 1,assIstance Payments, In lieu of the House
provision, the Senate bill was designed to
the combination of changes mada 1961.
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provide for Federal financial participation in expenditures to vendors of medical services of up to $12 per month in
addition to the existing $65 maximum
provision. Where the State average
payment is over $65 per month. the Federal share in respect to such medicalservices costs would be a minimum of
50 percent and a maximum of 80 percent

-

HOUSE

Mr. ROGERS of Colorado.
Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Colorado.
Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. The gentleman from Arkansas made an explanation about the income limitation. If
this is signed by the President, when
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will always be the incentive under this
new provision for a person to earn more,
because he is not penalized by making
only $1 over the limit and thus losing
$75 or $80 or whatever, his monthly
benefit may be.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time
of the gentleman has expired.

will this law become effective?
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker. I yield niy.w
depending on each State's per capita inMr. MILLS. The provision in ques- self 5 additional minutes.
come. Where the State average pay- tion will go into effect at the beginning
-Mr. WHITENER. Mr. Speaker, will'
meat is $65 a month or under, the Fed- of next year. 1961.
the gentleman yield?
eral share, in respect to such medicalMr. ROGERS of Colorado. So that
Mr. MILLS. I yield.
service costs, would be 15 percentage any earnings in excess of $l.200 and the
Mr. WHITENER. I have listened to
points in addition to the existing Fed- penalty based upon the $80 deduction the gentleman's explanation as chair
eral percentage-5O to 65 percent; thus or loss will still be effective throughout man of the committee of this conference
for these States the Federal percent ap- the year 1960?
report. There is one Item in which I am
picable to such medical-services costs
Mr. MILLS. That is correct.
greatly interested and I would appre
would range from 65 to 80 percent. A
Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. I thank ciate it if the chairman would give us
State with an average payment of over the gentleman.
some information with respect to blind
$65 a month would never receive less in
Mr. CANFIELD. Mr. Speaker, will the persons.
additional Federal funds in respect to gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. The Senate added a pro
such medical-services costs than if it
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman vision that was not in the -bill. I did
had an average payment of $65.
from New Jersey.
not take occasion to explain it fully
The conferees were advised that the
Mr. CANFIELD. Mr. Speaker, the earlier. I appreciate the gentleman's
additional first year costs to the Federal conference has deleted a Senate amend- calling it to my attention now. The Sen
and State Governments under the Sen- ment relating to teachers and other pub- ate adopted a provision that had been
ate bill, and under the version which lic workers in New Jersey. The distinl- introduced in the House in a bill by our
was agreed to by the House. would be guished chairman now explaining this distinguished colleague, the gentleman
as follows: Under the new medical as- report to the House has very kindly sent from California [Mr. KiNG] * who pre
sistance programs for the aged, the Fed- to the New Jersey delegation a letter sented and discussed it in the Ways and
eral coat was estimated to be $60 million stating the reasons for the action of the Means Committee. There were other
and the State and local coats approxi- conference. I ask now if he will be goo
bills pending by other Members. The
mately $56 million. The additional old- enough to brief these reasons for the Ways and Means Committee did not in
age assistance vendor medical costs were record.
clude the provision for a number of rea
estimated to be $142 million Federal
Mr. MILLS. As I tried to point out in sons. including, as I recall, the strong op
cost and approximately $5 million State the letter to my friends from New Jersey, position of the Department.
and local coats. The additional costs this is a matter that I think really 'inThbilwchteSnecomte
anticipated under both programs would volves State law rather than Federal law. ultimatelywreported andawhichmpassed
be approximately $202 million Federal We cannot, and at least I do not want uthiSeatel rporovied
that thc firste
coat and $61 million State cost.
us, to get into the habit of making excep- tIhusandolars,plusid
one-halfothefis
There was a provision, Mr. Speaker. tions at the reqiuest of individual States amousnt eoarned in exce-hal
u
of that eol
that was deleted in connection with the to some broad improvement in the So- beodisregarded in detcerminingatneeldb
Senate amendment on medical care for cial Security Act. I think the Statesbedsgaedidtrmngnedy
the aged. That provision would have can more easily adjust their own laws to the States for those who were blind. We
Permtte
th Sttes o iclue toseconform to this program since this is a were advised that this provision would
people who are In public institutions, Federal program.
peetamnsrtv
rbest
h
mental institutions, and tubercular inMr. BECKER. Mr. Speaker. will the Department. They suggested that there
stitutlons, within the list of people who gentleman yield?
would be less difficulty if we wouh1L-trans
would qualify for Federal funds in tinMr. MILLS. I shall be glad to.
late the figure into a monthly amount
and
basis.
plementation of the use of State funds.
Mr. BECKER. I have listened very atExsiglwpodeththeSas
There was considerable objection raised tentively to the gentleman's explana- muistiglwpodeththeSas

to it by the Department of Health. Edu- tion of the conference report. He has mus disregard the first $50 of earned
cation, and Welfare. We were fearful done an excellent job, as he always does, Income. The conference report states
that the inclusion of that provision As the gentleman knows. I have been that the States may, up until July 1 of
might Jeopardize actually the accept- actively working for an increase in the 1962, disregard $85. plus one-half over
ance of this whole program. We amount a retired person may earn. In that amount which is earned, but after
thought there was too much in it affect- this report I notice the amount is m- that date they must disregard the first
Ing too many people to permit it to be creased from $1,200 to $1,500. Is that S85 of earned income, plus one-half over
cast aside, because of that one provision, correct?
that amount.
So It was agreed by the other body to
Mr. MILLS. Actually, as a general
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker, will the
delete that provision adopted on the matter, it will allow a person increased gentleman yield?
floor of the other body,
earnings without loss of any benefits of
Mr. MILL.S. I yield.
Mr. Speaker, I feel very deeply that $150 a year at $1,500. This results beMr. PERKINS. I regret that I was not
the conference represents a very desir- cause there will only be a Si loss in bene- present to hear all of the gentleman's
able approach to amending the Social fits for each $2 earned between $1,200 explanation of the conference report, but
Security Act. I can assure you it leaves and $1,500. Above $1,500 there will be a one thing disturbs me concerning earned
the fund in actuarial soundness.
$1 for $1.offset.
income, as I understand it has always
.As I have already indicated the bill
Mr. BECKE.
Only $150 additional? been the law that an individual, outside
which you now have before You is basiMr. MILLS. That is right. Let me of salaries and wages, could earn as
calY te Husebil
wth omereltivlyexplain it in this manner: This concept much as he wanted and the income lim
manoy theanouse.ilwtsome
relativelyts in this report is much to be preferred itations did not apply.
miorchngssmeimroemntto a flat increase, in the earning limit
Mr. MILLS. I said "earned income."
an. medial care program basically from $1,200 to $1,500. because with a If I said anything other than that I mis
as provided by the House but permitting fiat increase you would still have the spoke myself. It is earned Income. We
more Federal money to be used for this same problem in the future with respect made no change in regard to the type of
purpose The House conferees believe to the next dollar of earnings, namely: income.
that thils bill warrants Your support and one would have to forfeit a month's pay
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. Speaker, will the
I urg, that the conference report be if he earned $1additional. That will not gentleman yilsd?
agreed to.
be true under this new formula. There
Mr. MILT.& I yield.
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Mr. HOLLAND. As I understand a
Person under social security will not receive this additional aid unless he Is In
need.
Mr. MCILLS, Yes, that is correct. This
does not provide the system of medical
Care as the gentleman from Rhode Island
[Mr. Fos&NDI suggested in his bill in the
social security program. That was not
adopted In the Senate. It was not In the
House bilU as it was reported out, or as It
Passed the House.
ThUis s a Federal-State approach-the
basic approach in the House bill. It will
Provide care for needy individuals in
need of medical attention if the State Is
disposed to set up such a program; and
we make It almost a full program so far
as Federal participation in the spending
Is concerned in tome cases.
Mr. HOLLAND. But the beneficiary,
of course, will have to be investigated by
social workers to determine his need.
Mr. MILLS. This prog-ram will be
handled, very probably, by the division
of public welfare within the State just
as other assistance programs presently
available are handled by the division of
Public welfare; yes, it will be up to the
State.
Mr. HOLLAND. But will he not have
to turn over all his assets and property if
he receives such aid?
Mr. MILLS. We have specifically stated In the bill that a lien cannot be placed
upon a man's home as long as he or his
wife Is living..
Mr. HOLLAND. Iii the State of Pennsylvania the law requires that the man
must practically be a pauper before he
can get any money from the State; that
If he has any assets or property, he must
have a legal guardian. How do you get
around that?
Mr. KILLS. The citizens in a State
sometimes feel that where the inducement offered by the Federal Government
1s su~fficient and where the program Is
otherwise acceptable they can change the
State law to allow them to participate. I
do not know what the situation Is in that
regard in the gentleman's State; but I
would remind the gentleman that this is
not .a State program, this is a Federal
grant-in-aid program, as the gentleman
Will see by reading title I of the Social
Security Act. This Is part of title 1.
Many, many States, I think all with
the exception of eight or nine-~and In all
probability, they will come Into this program-have changed their State laws to
allow participation in the program. The
gentleman's State may, by appropriate
action, do likewise. Whereas the State
may not furnish assistance in the absence of a pauper's oath on the part of
the beneficiary, that would not apply
so far as Federal moneys are concerned.
It is the prerogative of the State to handle details as to need and so on. Federal
funds would be available to all alike.
Mr. HOLLAND. I beg to differ with
the gentleman.
Mr. IWLS. I am right about that.,
I say to the gentleman that whereas If
his state -by Its constitution can prohibit the use of StVat funds for that
purpose, there Is nothing bere that requires the signing of any pauper's oath

in order to have Federal funds available
to the gentleman's State.
Mr. HOLLAND. What you'are doing
here is passing the buck to the State.
Mr. MILLs. We are not passing the
buck to the State. What we are doing
here is taking the most liberal provision
that was included in either bill with
respect to medical care. That is just
exactly what we are doing.
Mr. FORAND. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MIL.LS. I yield to the gentleman
from Rhode Island.
Mr. FORAND. Referring to the question of the gentleman regarding assignment of property, while i do not like this
bill one iota, I must say in all frankness
it provides there shall be no lien under
this new medical care program as a condition to receiving help while the recipient lives.
Mr. MILLS. Exactly. The bill provides for that, and the gentleman referred to the State constitution of his
State. I do not know the provisions of
that.
Mr. FULTON. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.
Mr. FULTON. There would be no requirement with reference to Federal
money that there be any lien filed?
Mr. MILLS. That is what I said,
Mr. FULTON. So that there is the
distinction. It would apply to State
money that may be paid under Pennsylvania law. That is a constitutional
provision.
Let me read from page 13 of the conference report:
Section 6 of such Act Is amne by striIng out "but does not Include"' and anl that
follows and Inserting in lieu thereof 'but
does not Include-"(I) any such payments to or cans in bebalf of any Individual who In an inMate9 Of
a public institutIon (except as a patient In
a medical Institution) or any individual who
13 a patient In an Institution for tulberculosis
or mental diseases."
Mr. MILLS. I discussed that Provisioni.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
time of the gentleman from Arkansas
has expired.
Ar. MILLS. I yield myself 2 addltiOnal minutes.
Mr. FULTON. That Is not clear.
Actually the only exclusion of a person
with tuberculosis or psyrchosis Is with
respect to the Period af ter the Individual
has been in such medical Institution as
a result of such diagnosis for 42 days.
Mr. MILLS. The gentleman Is COnfusing the situation,
Mr. FULTON. That Is what I want to
make clear,
Mr. MILI . The first part of it arose
as a result of an amendment adopted in
the Senate. They would have made
available Flederal funds for the purpose
of matching with respect to those people
65 years of age and over In need, even
though they were In a public mental
Institution or a public tuberculosis institutlon. The law has always said we
would not partIcipate In the eare ot
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those groups presently maintained by
the several States. So that provision
was deleted and the law remains the
same in that respect. But It is provided
that we will assist the States. under this
program of medical care for the aged,
with respect to the first 42 days of bos
pitalization of mental patients, or tu
bercular patients In a medical instltu
tion other than a tuberculosis or mental
hospital.
Mr. FULTON. And medical institu
tions, that means that everyone regard
less of the reason they are in a medical
institution, as long as it is shown they
are there for other than tuberculosis or
psychosis will get support?
Mr. MILLS. Yes, and you can take
care of people for the first 42 days for
psychosis or tuberculosis.
Mr. FULTON. Otherwise, anything.
Mr. MILLS. There is no limit on the
various diseases that anyone can be cared
for under this program.
Mr. PUCINSK3L Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Illinois.
Mr. PUCINSIKL Can the gentleman
tell me whether or not the intent of this
legislation Is that whatever form of re
lief the States ultimately adopt, or what
ever program they adopt, the Intent is
that the recipients of this relief may
select their own doctor?
Mr. MILLS. Absolutely, their own
doctor, their own hospital, their own
dentist, insofar as this legislation is con
cerned.
Mr. PUCINSHI. I thank the gentle
man.
Mr. FULTON. Just one more ques
tion. Suppose a patient has several dis
eases, one of which may be under the
general provisions of this bill, but they
also have, say, an unarrested case of
tuberculosis. What happens?
Mr. MI1LLS. They will get relief under
this program, provided his illness other
than tuberculosis required medical care.
Mr. FULTON. I thank the gentleman.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time
of the gentleman from Arkansas has
again expired.
Mr. PAU". Mr. Speaker. I yield 10
minutes to the gentleman from Wiscon
sin [Mr. Bynxal.
Mr. ByRNES Of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, as a coauthor of bill H.R. 12580,
I would commend my colleagues with
whom I served on the conference comn
mittee. They ably and conscientiously
represented the House position on this
legislation, with the consequence that
we are able to bring back to the House
a conference agreement that deserves
the support of the House membership.
I do-not mean to represent that every
thing in this bill Is necessarily In a form
that we as Members individuafly or co
lectively xiight approve. But when it is
considered that there were 107 Senate
amendments to this bill, the magnitude
of the task of compromising the differ
enees becomes apparent.
During the consideration of the social
security amendments by the Congress
which began In the Wayi am means
Committee last March 14. theare hav,
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been proposed many suggestions for
changes and improvements in our social
These proposals
security structure.
touched on virtually every facet of our
social security programs, with principal
attention being devoted to the proposals
for establishing a program of medical
care for the aged. We had medical-care
proposals from the Republican side of
the Congress and from the Democratic
side. We had proposals from the admlnistr-ition and several proposals from
outside groups.
It will be maintained by some that the
conference agreement does not go far
enough in, providing improvements in
our social security program. Others
will undoubtedly maintain that it goes
too far. I would express the view that
on balance the changes that will be made
in our social security structure by this
conference agreement are meritorious
and desirable.
HLR. 12580 as approved by the HouseSenate conferees would make amendments to the public assistance titles of
the Social Security Act, to the old-age.
survivors, and disability Insurance title
of the Social Security Act, and to the
unemployment - compensation program
of the Social Security Act.
The principal change with respect to
the public assistance titles is in the area
of medical services for the aged. It will
be recalled that under the House-passed
version of -this bill improvements were
made in the existing medical-care programs for the needy aged and, in addition, a new title XVI was to be established under the act to provide medical
care for the medically indigent vho did
not otherwise qualify for public assistance. This Uatter program was to be a
Flederal-State program, with the Federal Government giving financial assistance to the States for the establishment
of State-administered programs providing medical care for those individuals
who did not have sufficient income and
resources to provide for their own medical needs. Under the House-passed bill,
wide latitude was given to the States in
determining the scope and character of
the respective program, that they could
undertake in response to the needs of
their people.
The Senate in acting on the House
bill combined the medical care program
under the existing assistance for the
aged title of the Social Security Act.
Thus the assistance for the medically
Indigent would not be provided for under a new title but would come within
the purview of title I of, the act. The
House conferees accepted this Senate
change,
Thb bill passed by the House was a
good bill-:and in fact, the bill today

reflects the major part of the House action-! believe improvements were made
in it by the Senate and these improvements were accepted by the conferees,
Taking everything into consideration.
the bill as It comes from the conference
is better than the bill that came from
the House and the bill that came from
the Senate. I think. the combined resuit In this conference is superior to
either of the two bills.

-
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As a consequence of the conference esteemed chairman of the Committee on
action with respect to the medical care Ways and Means today. For that rea
proposal, persons aged 65 and over who son!I will not speak at length describing
are recipients of public assistance. or these changes and improvements. For
who are not recipients of public assist- the most part the changes to the OASDI
ance but whose income and resources are program contained in this biUl had their
insufficient to meet the cost of their genesis in work done by the Social Se
medical needs, will have available to curity Subcommittee and I would com
them under State programs a wide va- mend the membership of that subcom
riety of medical services including phy- mittee for the significant contribution
sician and surgical care, hospital serv- the subcommittee made to the improve
ices, nursing home care, private-duty ment of our social-security structure.
Among the changes contained in this
nursing services, physical therapy, dental se"'vices, medicines, and any other bill to title II of the Social Security Act
medical care or remedial care recognized we find the repeal of the age 50 eligi
under State law. This new program bility requirement for disability bene
insofar as the availability of Federal fits, a significant liberalization of the
matching funds is concerned will take earnings limitation on OASDI benefici
effect on October 1. 1960. Under the aries. and a liberalization of the quar
conference agreement the Federal per- ters-of-coverage requirement for eligi
centage of matching medical funds will bility.
law requires that a person at
not be less than 50 percent nor more .Existing
than 80 percent of the funds so tain age 50 before qualifying for dis
ability insurance benefits. Under the
expended.
Mr. Speaker. I would make one com- House passed version of the bill and un
MeIt On the extent of Federal match- der the conference agreement that is
Ang. I personally have misgivings over before us today, disabled insured workers
the fact that the maximum range of under age 50 and their dependents could
Federal participation reaches as high a qualify foir benefits for the second month
level .as 80 percent. When the matter Ifllowing the month of enactment of the
was before the House. before our COM- baii through the removal of this age 50
mittee, I personally felt we should not qualification for benefits. The rationale
get beyond the point of '70 percent as a of removing this age 50 requirement is
maximum. In evaluating the level Of based on the favorable administrative
Federal matchinr wve should remember experience we have had with this pro
that the Federal Government can give vision of the law and is based also on the
nothing to the States or to the people fact that a disabled person's need for
that it has not first takcen from the citi- benefit cannot be determined on. the
zens of the State through taxation, criterion of his having reached a certain
Therefore, when the Federal Govern- age.
The earned income limitation of $1,200
ment promises to bear 80 percent of the
cost of a program such as this we find has been liberalized so that retired
that the principal taxing authority is workers earning up to SI,200 will con
the Federal Government and the admin- tinue to receive their benefits, as under
istrative authority is the State govern- existing law, and those workers earning
$1,200 up to $1,500 will have their
etover
mn.Tireuts.nmyud
conducive to lax administration and benefits reduced on a ratio of for every
does not provide sufficient safeguards $2 earned over $1,200 they will lose $1 in
and protection to the general public benefits. For those persons earning
that would be contained in a program above $1,500. $1 in benefits will be with
that authorized Federal-State funds held for each dollar of earnings. This
matched on a more nearly equal basis. will provide. our OASDI beneficiaries
Mr. Speaker, in this instance, as in greater flexibility in making a self-deter
others, in any confere~nce, there are cir- mination as to whether or not they will
cumnstances which require that some undertake to supplement their social
yielding of opinion take place in order security benefits with employment in
to get a report of any kind. We yielded come.
The test for attaining insured status
,
in this particular matter.
There is one thing to which I wLiso has also been liberalized under the con
ference agreement. In general terms
to call attention.
Other significant changes in the pub- existing law requires that one quarter
lic assistance areas of the Social Secu- in every two quarters must be a quarter
rity Act that would be accomplished of coverage between the time that a
under the conference agreement affect person reaches age 21 and the year in
aid to the blind, child welfare services, which the person either dies or attains
and liberalizations in the assistance Pay- retirement age, whichever is sooner.
ments to Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands. and Under the House. passed bill this test
would have been liberalized'to require
Guam.

The bill, H.R. 12580. as approved in that only one quarter of coverage in
conference, will make many improve- every four quarters be attained for in
ments in the.cld-age. survivors, and dis- sured status. The conference agree
ability insurance program, which is title

ment has slightly modified the House-

II of the -Social Security Act; These im- passed bill so that one quarter -of
provements were discussed at the time coverage in every three quarters be at
this legislation was 'receiving considera- tained for insured status. It is ex
tion in the House of Representatives and pected that approximately 300,000
further reference has been made to these people-workers, dependents, and sur
Improvements during the able descrip- vivors-will.attain benefit eligibility un
tion of the conference agreement by the der this change. In connection with
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this inmpaovement i might point out that would seem to be along the lines sup- this Congress should do. But I realize
for the most part the people who will, ported by the American Medical Asso- that the powers and the influence of the
benefit under this liberalization are ciation and President Eisenhower.
AMA combined with the Eisenhower
among that group most in need of soNow, I ask: Why Is the Democratic administration was too strong. Mr.
cial secuirity benefits,
leadership, in the face of its platform, Speaker. I have for a number of years.
The conference agreement on H.R. supporting this bill?
yes, for the last 3 years, been sponsoring
12580 contains provisions significantly
I have a clipping from the New York a bill in the House of Representatives, as
- trengthenlng the financing features of Times of Sunday. August 7. 1960, quot- You well know, commonly known as the
the Federal-State unemployment corn- ing the Democratic House leader as urg- Forand bill. Not only during the last
pensation program. The conference ing Republicans not to obstruct legisla- 3 years have I been working on this
agreement will also extend unemploy- tion in the postconvention session, problem. Let me tell You. I started 38
ment compensation coverage to a lim- Republicans. this leader hoped, would years ago to work on it during MY first
ited group of individuaals who are pres- not snipe, pussyfoot or engage in blind year in the State Legislature of the State
ently excluded from the program.
opposition.
of Rhode Island when the Fraternal
Mr. Speaker, this concludes my reI do not want to snipe, pussyfoot, or Order of Eagles was first sponsoring oldmarks on the highlights of the changes oppose blindly, but I feel constrained to age Pensions. I think I know this subin the Social Security Act that would be say that in both bodies where they have Ject, and I think I have, perhaps. suc
made upon the enactment of the bill overwhelming majorities the Democrats ceeded in building a fire so that many,
HKR. 12580 as approved by the House- are rejecting their own program. "'We many people throughout the country are
Senate conferees. As I indicated at the shall provide medical-care benefits for now giving some thought and some con
outset of these comments, there may be the aged as part of the time-tested so- sideration to this problem of medical
thdse who feel that the bill is inadequate cial security Insurance system." That care for the aged. But, Mr. Speaker,
and does not go far enough. To those is what It says,
this thought and this consideration is
individuals I would point out that I do
Was not the majority leader the long overdue. While I shall leave here
not think there is anyone serving in this chairman of the Democratic platform without seeing action taken, as I believe
body who would not do everything pos- committee? If so, why is this State- it should be, because ever so many alter
sible to further liberalize the Social Se- option Republican type of proposal here native programs have been presented,
curity Act if such action could be taken today? The American people should and none of which seem to be tailored to
within the framework of fiscal and actu- hear the Democratic alibi,
answer the problems and fill the bill. I
The Democratic-controlled House go out confident in my heart that in the
arial solvency.
It must be rems'inbered that under Ways and Means Committee and the not too distant future, medical aid for
existing law without any further liberal- Democratic-controlled Finance Commit- the aged will be placed under the social
izations in the program the tax schedule tee of the Senate both rejected the Dem- security program where it belonga
applicable to the OASDI program will ocratic Party platform on medical aid
Mr. Speaker, we have a medical care
reach 9 percent of the first S4.800 of for the aged. The House and Senate. program in this bill, but frankly it Ls not
earned income by January 1, 1960. The also overwhelmingly controlled by the going to work. I know It is not going
program of imsirovements that we have Democrats, would seem to reject the to work because you are placing the re
presented to the House in the conference Democratic platform.
sponsibility on the States, and the States
agreement does not require the imposiAs I say, I think the American people are Just not going to organize or formu
tion of any additional tax. We have been are entitled to an explanation as to why late or create the type of activity, needed
Informed by the able Chief Actuary of the Democrats are rejecting their own in order to implement what we provide.
the Social Security Administration that program.
Oh, It Is beautiful to look at. You take
the OASDI program as It will be modiCertainly, the reason Is not Republi- page 27 of this report. You have nice
fled by this conference agreement is can sniping, pussyfooting, or blind op- language and you have a nice long list
within the limits of tolerance between position. Let us face It. The Demo- here of things that people may get. They
balance and Imbalance without depart- cratic Party Is split and cannot Possibly may get hospitalization-they may get
Mag from actuarial soundness and with- fulfl its promises,
nursing and home care-they may get
out the Imposition of additional taxes. I
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker. I yield 5 doctors' care and so forth. But, look at
am sure that every one of my colleagues minutes to the gentleman from Rhode page 27-I am not going to enumerate
in the House today would agree that one Island (Mr. FoRAND].
these things, but look at it, ljt is worth it.
of our foremost responsibilities with
Mr. FORAND. Mr. Speaker, this may Do you know what that Is? That Is like
respect to the OASDI program Is that well be my swan song In the House of a beautiful apple tree with plenty of red
we keep the program actuarially sound Representatives. Because of that, I apples at the top but no ladder available
so that the future beneficiaries may look want first of all, before I talk about this to cllmb up the tree.
with confidence to the prospect of their bill, to express my most sincere thanks
Mr. Speaker, we are holding a mirage
social security benefits forming an Im- and appreciation to you, Mr. Speaker, to before our old people. We are fooling
portant part of their retirement or sur- our majority leader, the gentleman from them, ladies and gentlemen, and I think
vivorshIp security.
Massachusetts [Mr. McCComAcK] to the It Ls a shame to do that. I am going to
I urge my colleagues to Join in sup- other leaders in the House, and to my vote for this bill because what is in it
colleagues, particularly, my chairman cannot do any harm. It will not do any
porting the conference agreement.
Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, will the and colleagues on the Committee on good, but It will not do any harm. To
gentleman yield?
Ways and Means and to the staff and me. the only good part of this bill is the
*Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I Yield the employees of the House. I want to fact that we are removing the 50-year
to the gentleman from Washington.
cover everyone when I say, Thank you so requirement for disability benefits.
Mr. PELY. Mr. Speaker, the Demo- much, you have been very kind to me In Other than that, It means very _little.
cratic Party platform on medical aid for the many years I have been here. You Do as you see fit, ladles and gentlemen,
the aged reads:
.have put yourself out on numerous occa- but once again let me say to all of you.
we vabt provide mkedical-car. benefits for sions to help me in my struggles. As a sincere thank you.
tae aged as pert at the time-tested moIsl I shall leave here, It will be with mixed
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. Speaker, will the
aeuit Israc
estm W
ayemotions. I do it under compulsion. gentleman yield?
prpoelWhchWOldZ.IUZ ~c Cti~fSladies and gentlemen, but I assure you
Mr. FORAND. I yield to the gentle
to heindgnty
ubit o
f manstetthat wherever I may be, at whatever time man from Pennsylvania.
The Republican platform casled for I may atop to think of anything of the
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. Speaker, no man
optional purchase of private insurance Past, YOU will be uppermost in MY heart. over the years has fought the battle of
with Federal assistance grants to the
Mr. Speaker, the conference report medical health for the aged as has the
States for those who need help. It rec- that we are now considering will, to me, Representative from Rhode Island (Mr.
ognized the principle of need,
be one of the sad things to think about. PownD]. In this hard battle he has
The Conference report before the Our chairman has done An excellent Job withstood the brunt of every attack by
House would Provide for optina par- of explaining to you what Is In that the National Association of Manufac
ticipation on the part of each State and report. To me.-It falls far short of what turers, by the American medical Assocla
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tion. by the Chamber of Commerce. and
by the large insurance companies. Aruz
PORAND knew that when he started to
fight to give our elder citizens the proper
medical and hospital care In their declining years he would have to contend with
the reactionary forces of America.
These people denied to the elderly
citizen medical help, free from worry, so
they need not owe hospital and medical
bills at a time of life when they need it
most. The years will prove that the
gentleman from Rhode Island had the
solution to this problem.
Mr. Speaker, we are called upon to vote
on a bill in place of the Forand bill which
I believe is a monstrosity. This is a bill
that has been bori out of deceit and
trickery to the pensioners who had supported the PForand bill.
I would just like to point out to you,
Mr. Speaker, the story of this bill and
those who are responsible for it.
Every conservative Republican, with
the exception of one in the Senate of
the United States, must bear his full responsibility for this Insult to the aged of
-America. What has happened to the
"new face" that the Vice President is
trying to show to the American people?
Oh, yes, I must admit I am making no
excuses for the conservatives we have in
the Democratic Party, our southern
brethren, but let us consider what the
Kennedy-Forand bill meant to the pensioners of our industrial States and how
they were treated by their representatives in the Senate when they reached
the age of retirement on social security,
The vote was 51 nays to 44 yeas for the
defeat of the Kennedy-Forand bill. A
difference of seven votes,
Let us question the vote of the socalled liberal element of the Republican
Party--Sco~rr of Pennsylvania; JAvirs.
of New York; BRIDGEs of New Hampshire: SALTONSTALS,, Of Massachusetts;
HEATING, of New York; SMITH, of Maine;
Anum. of Vermont; MORTOn and COOPEa. of Kentucky; and FONG, of Hawaii.
It seems that when the whip is snapped
by the Manufacturers Association, the
American Medical Association, the
Chamber of Commerce, and the '"fatcats" of the Republican Party, they do
their bidding.
I want to emphasize here that oniy
four votes were needed to pass this bill.
Where was ScoTT, of Pennsylvania:
JAvrrs and KEATING, of New York; and
.SALTONSTALL, of Massachusetts? Penshiners from these great industrial States
were depending on a health program being added to the social security program
now In effect.
These four gentlemen, who profess so
much to be great liberals lid not worry
about the pensioners of theirStes
They would not Permit them to Statese
medcalan
hopial el toad recteire
mdignat and hoptlhe
lpoltoeaddno, their
sadigiy to heirodmg. Ohwlfis
inosgtey
You through the department of public.
assistance to aee that you are in the
needy class. You must.-expose an income that you might have or that your
son and daughter has before you can be
admitted to a hospital or be sent to a
doctor." In other words, you have got
to be a beggar to get help from your OovCVI-1125
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ermient which you have served so welb in
Mir. RHODES of Pennsylvania. Mr.
the working hours of your life.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
If you own a home, you are permitted
Mr. FORAND. I yield to the gentle
to live in it until you die, and then the man from Pennsylvania.
Government places a lien against your
Mr. RHODES of Pennsylvania. Mr.
estate for the money you obtained to Speaker, it has been a great privilege to
take care of your health or your medical have known and served in the House
bills,
with the able and distinguished gentle
Mr. Speaker, contributions to the eco- man from Rhode Island [Mr. FoBAND].
nomic growth and well-being of our NaAIME FORAND has ably served his con
tion by our senior citizens have been stituency and the Nation for more than
completely disregarded. The fact that 22 years. As a key member of the Ways
they gave their all, their talents, their and Means Committee, he has made
skills, raised and educated their families, many important contributions in the ad
and paid their share into our social se- vancement of the work of that commit
curity program so they could live with- tee and the House. He has always given
out asking for charity in their retire- freely of his time and energy in assisting
ment, apparently made no impression on his fellow Members of the House.
these 51 Senators. When Mr. EisenHis efforts in behalf of humanitarian
bower, the President of our country, who Iegislatinn to benefit the sick, the aged.
has enjcyed socialized medicine at its and the underprivileged are well known
height in the Army, stated he would veto to us all. AIME FORAND is loved as a de
any health program that was attached voted and tireless fighter for social re
to the social security laws, he expressed form and social justice by millions of
the feeling of this administration against Americans.
the aged.
He is naturally discouraged that the
The policies of the Ike-Nixon admin- Congress has failed to meet the problems
istration must not be continued. The of the aged, the sick, and the handi
American people do not want the "crown capped. He must wonder, as do I, how
prince" to carry on the policies of this those who oppose humanitarian. legisla
talk-liberal-and-vote-reactionary
ad- lation can Justly claim that America
ministration. Our only hope to have cannot afford a decent and adequate
the aged of America recognized by their social security program.
Government is by electing a KennedyAs a Nation we are worried about our
Johnron administration,
surpluses of food which rot in storage
The pensioners of America know at a cost to taxpayers of more than a
today where the President-to-be. Mr. million dollars a day. We give Federal
KENDsad.Th
eciayaid
and subsidies to the Luce publica
forces have spoken. The pensioners of tions of more than a million dollars a
America have demanded a Kennedy- month.
Forand bill. They know now by their
The administration has requested an
vote who their friends in the Cojigress other $5 million subsidy to hand out
of the United States are, and who their fre subscription tTie
and Life
enemies are. Ten Republican Senators and other big publications overseas. Yet
who voted against the Kennedy-Forand it charges fiscal irresponsibility to those
bill are running for reelection. The who seek simple justice for our own
pensioners will take care of them by needy citizens.
their vote. The pensioners have just
The inadequacy of the bill is in sharp
begun to fight. They are voting for conflict with the administration's vast
their dignity, their respect that is due spending program to aid big monopolies
them as Americans who have contrib- and special interests. The people are
uted much to the greatness of America. paying billions of dollars in farm, postal.
The pensioners of America want a hos- and other Government handouts to sub
pital and medical bill without strings sidize waste and corruption. Why then
credit for it.
can we not do something worth while
Mr. MACHROWICZ. Air. Speaker, for our aged and needy citizens?
will the gentleman yield?
This Congress cannot long deny social
Mr. FORAND. I yield to the gentle- justice to our people. We cannot con
man from Michig.aL.tnetewseo
ua
n
aua
Ml'. MACHROWICZ. Mr. Speaker. I resources and permit wealth and power
want to take this opportunity to exrs
to accumulate in fewer hands vwhile mil-;
my personal tribute to the gentleman lions suffer needless distress.
from Rhode Lsland for his untiring efIjonwtM.
lADodyihs
forts in the committee.and in the House ~statement that the social security bill
of Representatives as well on the out- before us is shamefully inadequate. I
side in the caus of goo and prprlg was glad that one major improvement
islation in the field of medical cae for has been made. I refer to the eliminia
the aged. I wanti to assure the gentle- tion of the age 50 requirement for dis
ability benefits, a proposal which I co
man, although he may not be with us sponsored.
The modification 'which
next Year, the efforts that he has started lowers the number of quarters and which
will be continued until a good bill is en- will extend social security coverage to
acted by the Congress. I want to assure additional persons is also a step forward.
our colleague also that if there i~sany
But the contradictions of abundance
provision in the present legislation as and unfilled social needs in our country,
to medical care for the aged, he can make it quite clear that these amend
take the credit for it because he has laid ments are not enough. To the rest of
the groundwork for the legislation in the world we do not create the Imago
that field and he is entitled to all the of America that we should to meet the
credit for it.
Communist challenge.
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No matter what this Congress does On
the social security bill it cannot extinguish the flame which Aixz FoasmD has
lighted. It will burn on and many will
pick UP the torch that Ansa has carried
so far and so well. His proposal for
hospital and medical care for the aged
or a similar one will prevail. Justice.
time, and history are on his side,
Any such champion of the people will
naturally offend selfish interests who
blindly oppose humanitarian and progressive legislation. But Asrmz FORAND's
name will live in the hearts and minds
of millions of his fellow citizens as a man
of vision and courage,
As a boy he was a New England factoryworker. He learned to know the
Problems of the people and gave of his
talents to serve them. From his humble
beginning he rose in stature and in public esteem. He never lost the common
touch or his sympathy and interest in
the problems of the less fortunate.
Anas FoRwND is respected and admired
by all who have had the good fortune to
be. associated with him. I will always
cherish our close friendship. May he
enjoy, with his lovely wife, many years
of good health and happiness. May they
both enjoy the kind of happiness they
have so earnestly and courageously
sought for others. This is a wish. I am
sure. which my colleagues and many soillions of Americans share with me.
Mrs. KELLY. Mr. Speaker, I am sure
we In Congress regret the closing of the
86th Congress for one reason, and that
Is because the Honorable Aimz J. PoiAIID,
of Rhode Isand, has elected to return
to private life at the close of this session,
To him and to his family I extend my
good wishes that he will enjoy with them
his voluntary retirement as he so well deserves. We who hope to be returned to
the 87th Congress will miss our colleague
more than we now realize. I. for one,
long admired this distinguished public
servant. I will miss his warm smile, his
words of courage, his sound advice, and
all those qualities which made him a true
and loyal friend. He Is a loyal friend
who made the lives of all with whom he
came In contact a richer and better life.
I know ArmZ will always be remembered as the one who sparked the passage of legislation for the aged. The bill
passed during this session is not the one
he hoped to have enacted into law, but
It Is a beginning. It has its inadequacies
but we Democrats will continue the fight
for this legislation as a memorial. to him
alone,
OENK*L LEAVE

TOESTEND

Mr. MILLS. Mr. speaker, I ask unanimous consent that all Members may extend their remarks at this point in the
Rgcoan on the conference report.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Arkansas?
There was no objection.
Mr. IDONOHUE. -Mr. speaker, when
we originally debated this measure back
on Jun 22. last. I expressed here my
conscIentious doubt that this act, with
the new title XVI, the so-called medical
e ar for the aged programn, was as reasonably and realistically responsive, as it
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could and should be, to the needs and laws. Bills were introduced to extend
the desires of the great majority of the coverage to sonie of the classs orig
American citizens. I regret to state that innaly left out. As a freshman Con
little has been done by action of the sen- gressman. I appeared many times before
ate, and little has been additionally pro- the committees studying the bills and
vided in this conference report, to remove urged their enactment. I buttonholed
my colleagues and asked their support.
those doubts,
However, there are some few forward Amendments to the law were passed in
steps, particularly in the social security 1950. effective January 1. 1951. by which
amendments, retained In this conference the two classes named above were ad
report, and, since there appears to be mitted to the system. As. a result, all
no chance of the measure being revised agricultural workers in West Virginia
before adjournment. I intend to support and all Government employees not in
the report. All of these forward steps sured- under State pension systems are
are at least some added assistance to now covered by social security insurance.
those, under social security, needing Thousands of workers on the State high
them the most, and they have again, to- ways and in State and local government
day, been thoroughly and carefully ex- offices enjoy Its benefits. I take great
plained, so I shall not burden you with pride In the contribution I was able to
make In bringing about this happy rerepetition at this hour.
Unfortunately as I have stated before, suit.
social
secuDuring the years since 1950. further
other advances in this great
rity program, such as provisions to re- Improvements have been made in. the
duce the retirement age, especially for system. Particularly important are the
women, particularly for widows; to in- amendments which increased the
crease the minimum benefits in accord amount of earnings affected by the law.
with rising living standards; and real- In 1954, the amount of such earnings
istically raise the out-dated and out- was raised from the original *3.600 to
moded basic income limitations, which a $4.200. and again In 1958 to $4,800. The
great many of us here have been advo- effect of these increases is to raise by
cating.' are still not included in this re- one-third the bas-!c benefits paid to a
port. i most earnestly hope prompt con- retired worker. Further, a more recent
sideration will be granted to these im- amendment increased benefits retroac
provement proposals early in the next tively, so that workers previously retired
find a significantly larger check coming
Congress.
of course, the major fears and doubts to'-.them each month. I worked and
about the substantial worth of this meas- voted for these improvements also.
other changes in social security law
ure are concentrated on the modt controversial new title XVI. which would have received prolonged consideration
initiate a new Federal-State grants-in- in the current session of Congress.
aid program to help the States to assist Some of them have just now been
low-income aged individuals who need agreed upon by both Houses and are
financial help in meeting their medical ready to submit to the President for
expenses. It Is the conscientious opin- his approval. They did not go as far
Ion of a great many of us here that the as some of us have liked, but at least
provisions in this report fall far short of they are Improvements in the right di
adequate and equitable assistance for rection. One of these changes would
our older citizens in the desperate finan- permit a retired worker to earn more
cial distress they tragically encounter than the current limit of $1.200 without
from the ills and sicknesses so common serious loss of benefits. Under the new
in the later stages of life. However, this provision, a worker forfeits $1 of benefits
bill and report embody what we might for every $2 he earns above $1,200 and up
term a new and experimental legislative to $1,500, and $1 of benefits for every
venture in this field and I shall support dollar he earns above $1,500 and up to
it today because it will at least provide us $1,800. There is certainly no longer
with the chance and opportunity to re- any valid reason to restrict earnings to
view and expand it in the next Congress. such picayune sum as $1,200. The new
It is my earnest hope that early in the provision Is stil inadequate, but may
next Congress this complicated and un- lead to further liberalization.
The subject of health care is another
wieldy medical assistance program will
be strengthened so that a far more ef- matter that has been hotly debated both
fective projection of medical services and in and out of Congress. The dispute has
hospitalization treatement may be been between those who would make
granted to the millions of aged Americans health insurance for the aged a part of
so desperately and despairingly in need social security and those who contend
that such Insurance would introduce so
of it.
Mr. STAGGERS. The original Social cialized medicine, with a resultant de
Security? Act, passed in 1935, omitted terioration In all medical care. A com
seven classes of workers from Its ben- promise measure offering limited assist
efits. Two of these classes embracing ance under a combined Federal anid
numerous workers In my native State of State program to the needy aged has
West Virginia. as well as most of the just been accepted as the best that
other States, were: First, agricultural could be had ait the present time. For
workers. and second, employees of the my pert, I shall continue to believe that
State and of Its political subdivisions, there Is some way to solve the highly
When I came to the Congress in Jan- critical problem of health care without
uarY 1949, one of the first pieces of destroying the integrity and autonomy
major legislation to engage my attention of the medical profession, for which I
was improvement of the social security -haew the utmost respect, That Way
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must be found and eventually incur- to send to the floor of either House the only possessed of outstanding ability and
porated in legal provisions, and when Florand bill. And In the House, the rules a keen and penetrating mind, but also
that is done I shall be proud to give it did not permit it to be offered as an possessed of sound vision, the vision he
my wholehearted support.
amendment. We were on a take-ft-or- has exemplified through these years of
I have a bill before the Congress nOW leave-it basis with regard to medical care service in this body, one of the greatest
to lower the retirement age for men and for the aged. We had to accept or re- attributes in my opinion, of an ideal leg
women. This provision should be in- ject the commnittee's bill.
islator; also possessed of courage, Arries
cluded in any further revision of the
It should be remembered that the corn- FORAND has served the People of his dis
social security law.
mittees concerned with this legislation, trict and of our country in many ways
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, the like all committees and the Congress it- other than in this particular type of leg
compromise hammered out by the con- self, are controlled by a sizable majority islation. He has been one of the most
ference committee on the Social. Security of members of the Democratic Party.
constructive and contributing Members
Act amendments of 1960 is before us for
This sizable majority of his own politi- of this great body, than which there is
final action. It is a moderate piece of cal party rejected, in both commrittees no greater in the world, throughout his
legislation in most respects, but less than and in a rollcall vote in the Senate. the years of service with us. The fact that
satisfactory in one: the provision dealing efforts of the Democratic candidate for he is not going to continue means a leg
with medical care benefits for our elder President when he urged them to accept islative separation, so far as I am con
citizens.
the Forand approach to medical care,
cerned, that I shaUl regret as long as I
As a cosponsor of legislat'on to proThe distinguished majority leader of am a Member of this body, and I know
vide medical care benefits under the the House, coming from the same State I express the sentiments of my col
Social Security Act on a prepayment. as his party's presidential candidate, leagues without regard to party. They
funded basis, which plan bears the name also urged the Forand bill. He spoke will regret that his voluntary separation
of our distinguished colleague from loudly and long in its behalf. Yet he, from this body takes him from our midst.
Rhode Island, Representative Asixt like his presidential candidate, found
To ArMS FoRAND and his loved ones I
PolAND. I am not satisfied with the com- himself speaking against the majority extend in his retirement from this body
'Promise brought before us for final ap- of the party they are supposed to lead, my sincere best.wishes for every happi
Proval. It falls considerably short of
Although Republicans are criticized, ness and success hin the years that lie
meeting the pressing medical care needs everyone here knows and every Ameni- ahead for them.
of our older people. It does not resolve can should know that we are outnumIt has well been said that this legisla
the problem confronting them. I can bered almost two to one in both Houses tion is the brainwork of ArxE FORAND.
only hope that, building on this very of this Congress and that it is within I am talking about the legislation in its
modest beginning, the S7th Congress will the power of the Democratic Party to broader aspects. It has also been well
provide our Nation with more effective enact any legislation upon which the said that it is only a question of time
legislation in this field. On my part. I members of the party can agree,
before the type of legislation proposed by
will certainly continue to work to this
We have just witnessed a remarkable Aixm PORAND will become law. This bill
end.
failure of Democratic leadership. We cannot meet the situation that confronts
At this time, I want to join with my have learned that there are a sufficient millions of Americans, millions of hu
colleagues in paying special tribute to number of Democrats who are still able man beings. This bill is not a substitute
our beloved friend and colleague frorm to reject the demands of the Walter for the social security approach advo
Rhode Island (Mr. FORAND], whose un- Reuther wing of the party.
cated by Alumz PoaANv; it is simply
tiring efforts to resolve the health prob-.
Citizens who follow this spectacle an integral part, just as the Forandlem of our people, and particularly our must wonder in whom to place their Anderson-Kennedy approach to the
elder citizens, have won him the affec- trust. Shall they believe the leadership overall medical needs of the aged is an
tion and the respect of the American of the party that only Forand-type legis- integral part, but the primary part.
people. We are deeply sorry that his lation can solve the problem? Or shall This would be an implementing part of
decision to retire from the Conigress 13 they believe the majority and the Demo- the bill containing the social security ap
terminating his illustrious legislative eratic chairmen of the two committees proach.
career. His wise counsel, based on a who assure us that the pending bill will
The argument has been made against
rich and long experience, will be sorely dothejob?
the Forand theory that it is socialized
missed in these Halls. I hope that the
Let me say that they may do well to medicine. We have heard that so many
future will hold many happy year's in consider the experience and the motives times with relation to other legislation.
store for him. To this end, our distin- of those concerned. The bill we are I do not say that the conference report
guished colleague from Rhode island has passing today is recommended as a good before us constitutes socialized medicine,
our sincerest wishes.
beginning by men who have had long but I do say as between this bill and the
Mr. Speaker, as to the bill before us-, experience on the committees dealing Forand plan that there is more socialized
I'shall. vote for the adoption of the con- with these problems. 'Certainly they medicine in this bill than there is in the
ference report because it appears that should be better able to judge than Forand theory, and I deny that there is
this Is the most that can be achieved Mr. Reuther, or Bobby Kennedy, or any socialized medicine in either.
thIs year. By the same token, i will other member of the combination that
The provisions relating to medical
Continue to work for the enactment of is out to elect a President on the old care for the aged make it possible for
Improved and more effective legislation Henry Wallace spend and spend, some- the States, with Federal matching, to
with all my effort,
thing for nothing, pie in'the sky plat- take care of the most needy and deservMr. BOW. Mr. Speaker. I am sup.- form.

Ing groups of the elderly on their mediporting the conference report. I supAs!I said in the beginning, I hoeta~cal expenses which they are unable to
Ported and voted for the House bill we I am right. Our sincere ineet~
meet themselves. But how many States
must make certain. that our aged have solving a problem thatbrnswry aegogtopsthImlenigeg
adequate and ]proper medical care
fear, and suffering to elderly Amersthicaleeningleis
We are told this bill will answer the should transcend any pltclosi-lation?
need. If it does not, I shall. join in an eration.
Th1is bill means nothing unless the 60
attempt to amend the act so that It will
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 10 States of the Union act so far as their
take care of our senior citizens.
minutes to the gentleman from Massa- own citizens are concerned. My State
It has been said that the Reprezenta- chusetts [Mr. McCoimucz].
May act. Several other States may act.
tive of the 16th District of Ohio did not
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Spakr we That will cause a discrimination against
vote for the Forand bill. The Repine- have Just listened to what will probably the aged In all the other States of the
aentative of the 16th District of Ohio be the last speech made In this body by Union which for one reason or another
did not have an opportunity to vote for our distinguished friend from Rhode do not act. This bill will be the originthat bil and no Member of the House Island [Mr. Foamnl.
unintentional, I will agree-.of discrimcould rote on the PForand bill. The coimIf ever a man was a dedicated legisla- Inatlon in many of the States of the
TmIttees of the House and Senate refused tor It Is our friend. ais FOuND. Not Union among the people of those states,
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because where a State~does not impleMr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, the medical
They might just about as sensibly oppose
meat, the result Is going to be discrimi- care bill for the aged, shot through with as socialistic the Nation's Public schools, fire
flatiOn--unintentional, I say--so far as weakening compromises. is a bitter dis- department, and parks because these repre
the eope
oherStaes
o tht Sateor ppontmnt o ou 16milionsenor
entcommunal efforts financed through taxthecpeo ntplemoft etntate
o othernSaes. aponmetttor1
ilinse
or.n.One of the fundamental purposes for
hihonoImlmnarcocrecitizens,
which the U.S. Government was established
If there Is any doubt in your mind, if
The United States Is scoring break- was to promote the general welfare.
seven States implement this-there wil throughs in many fields of material re
be a large number of States who will search and development. In sharp conMr. Speaker, the principle of social in
not. in my opinion-and the States have trast, that vigorous, pioneering spirit surance to protect our people against the
their Problems, they hgve their local rea- becomes ultraconservative when con- health hazards of old age is the future
sons. they have their difficulties, but this fronted with the challenge to help our solution that should be in effect today.
situation will be discriminatory. If 10 fellow human beings whose working
Thprsnbiltksudonaa
States implement this and 40 States do years have come to a close,
row, winding side road and away from
nlot, YOU are going to have a situation
When the second session of the 86th the direct and open highway that leads
throughout this country of unintentional Congress convened in Januar of this to a clear solution of the problem.
discrimination that will be unfortunate yer hr eehg oe htagnWith new and confident leadership be
to 'Witness in the future.
yn ear.ther wesreahig hopesfo that agedu ginning in.-1961. the United States shall
We now have as a goal the addition wonlh eoealh onsrne bfIl fortstheanded find the forward road again and will
to he rovsins
n tis eprt edialaccomplishment~s. It would be a sel- lgi~slate a program that will achieve se
Protection through the device of the so- fiancin program administered through curity with dignity for all our senior
cWa security Insurance system for the te social security system.
cMrzn. FfETI.M.Sekr
l
mantswof oure wovrkers and theInsradepend
But those high hopes surrendered to though over the past 2 years voluminous
ens ovrd
hoae y heisuanethe Insistent threat of a Presidential evidence has been adduced to show the
system. This will make available medi- veto. A health Insurance bill for the ugn edfrFdrllgsaint
ca creona
igifedan slfrepet-aged was passed, but so drained of real provide medical care for our older cit
Mng basis for our workers and their content that it will need substantial izens. this Congress has taken only a
flamlesecurTyinsuredcalsystem is the son. transfusions in the next Congress before faltering ste forward. Although It has
Cail srespoinsible
cewaysofefaing what e- it canl live up to the promise Implicit in been shown that many senior citizens are
erYone admits is a major problem in~pse
otelmto
hi iaca
volving the welfare of our people.
Those of us who fought for a "healthyv" resources by medical bills, while others
The social security theory lost by 4 bill, voted for the anemic version with forgo or delay treatment because of in
votes in the other body. There was only reluctance. The coalition majority said: ability to pay, the Congress has. failed,
one Republican Member of the other 'Vote for this 'ghost' bill-or no bill in my opinion, to meet its responsibility
body who voted for the Anderson-Ken- at all. We give you no other choice." to our senior citizens.
nedy substitute. 'Not even one Republi- At least, a precedent has been estabInstead of passing the Forand bill, or a
can Member from New York State In the lished, that we can elaborate upon and Porand-type bill, which afford the social
other body voted for. it, yet Governor strengthen next year.
security approach to this problem, the
Rockefeller Is a strong advocate of 1eis
Health Insurance for the aged. prne- bill that was passed provides for Fed
latin along social security lines. ~"
paid by taxes on employers and em-. eral grants to States to enable the States
Next fail this will be an issue. On the ployees during the active years when a to increase their expenditures for medi
one hand Candidate Nixow, of the Rte person Is working, is the logical, prac- cal car to old-age recipients. and to en
Publican Party, will be standing on this tical. and Inevitable way to solve this able them to Institute programs of med
type of legislation, while on the other problem.
ical assistance for the aged. Where a
hand Candidate KurNxy, of the DemoFree Americans should be entitled to Forand-type bill would have made uin
eratio Party, will stand for the broad this protection in their old age as a mat.- necessary a means test and would have
legislation so necessary to meet the needs ter of right, and should not have to beg given medical assistance to our senior
of our people. This is going to be a polit- for it through a hum~iiting means; test, citizens as a matter of right, the bill
leal Issue, do not worry about that.
The conservative coalition, spearheaded that was pasised would only afford as
I am satisfied what the result will be. by the administration, has temporarily sistance to those who can pass a means
with the millions of persons who would blocked humanitarian progress, but it test or a test which will disclose the fact
be the direct beneficiary of legislation must know in Its mindl and heart, that that the needy individual Is unable to
along the lines suggested by Mr. FON It is fighting the lost cause of the past afford to pay for any medical care.
and with the countless millions of others and its indifference to the needs of huBut this is only half of the problem in
who are Interested with members of their man beings,
connection with this bill. It Is neces
families and others who feel they are enNow we will carry this issue to the sary, before the law can become effcc
titled to such legislative consideration, people, confident that they will veto the tive. that -the States adopt legislation
I have no doubt with this Issue as to how obstrulctioiUsts to social and economic calling for a program of medical assist
the people will feel and how the people progress.
ance to the aged before any call upon
Wil aet when this issue Is directly preThe present health Insurance bill is the Federal Government for contribu
sented to them.
one that Pays lipservice to the needs of tions. Although it is true,. if a State
Mr. Speaker, there can be no double- the aged, but withholds adequate pro- decides to participate, it may determine
tealk on this matter. The Republicans tectlion from them. It will not, however, the amount, scope and duration of bene
are definitely committed to this, not as a deceive the American people.
fits anid, within broad limits, the eligi
first step, but as a substitute and as the
The voice of public opinion is ex- bility standards, I fear there will-be too
law' itself. The great majority of the pressed in the following editorial from few States which will adopt the neces
Democrats under the leadership Of JOHN the April 6, 1960. edition of the Wash- sary legislative programs.
Kmuuuvr and LmNowx Joincsox. candi- ington Post:
There Is provision In the bill, if
dates for President and Vice President
The one practical way to provide insurance adopted by the States, and the State
respectively, are committed to the broad-. against the health hazards of retirement program accepts the same, that medical
er appreach, to the humane approa~h
years Ia to let people pay the Premiums In benefits can not only be received by those
Tes, while you may settle this today. so the form of social security taxes while they needy Individuals receiving old-age as
far ais this Particular bill iscnere
nr earning
wages
to do
so sistanee. but those aged Individuals who,
13 cncered.This
is precisely
how and
they are
nowable
provide
retire
at is only temporary. It Is going into the ment income for themseives under the socal although fineancaly independent so far
fail elections and when JoinN KImNzvIsY
se it prgrm sd this kind of protection as their dafly living requirements are
our next Presdident we will put through a Is made comslacry because the lack of It concerned, cannot meet the medical
smoud. bill and enact a sound law along wouid have a disastrous social pmpact. Thoae bills which occur frequently. The new
the theory of the socIAl security plan. who denounce this proposer as socialistic program would be designed to prevent
That is the thing we will bring forth. without proposing any workable alternative aged persons from2 becoming Indigent on
and that Is the thing we winl stand for,
are foolishly doctrinaire
account of medial expenses. The
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benefits under the bill may be made of war, and he has served his people in Lane
OIHara D.
Shipley
available almost immediately, if adopted time of peace, always with distinction. Langen
O'Haa. Mick. Short
O'Konski
slier
by any State government.
It would be difficult to find a Congress- Lankford
Latta
O~Neml
Simpson
The passage of this bill does not mean man who has worked harder and with Lennon
Oliver
S"a
the end of the fight for medical care for greater zeal and devotion to his coneinaslDkl
Osmera
Slack
seirLevering
Ottertilg
Smith.
Calif.
our eir
citizens. This is merely the stituiency than has AIME FRND). He is Libonati
Passan
Smith. Iowa
beginning. I am certain that next year a man of great intelligence and integrity. Lindsay
Patmsan
Smith. Miss.
there will be reintroduced a bill which Hie had the respect and admiration of Lipscomib
Perkina
Spence
Loser
Picri
Springer
will contain the social security approach his colleagues and I am sure not one McCormack
Phibin
staggers
providing insurance against the cost of among us would wish to deny him his McCulloch
Pilcher
Steed
hospital, nursing
home, and surgical wvell-earned
retirement,I consider
which he AimS
has Mc~oall
McDonough
Pulton
Stratton
orproseiilfrol-age
voluntarily
chosen.
Poame
Stublelvan
care fo
esoseigbefo
la1i~wll
Pioage
Stublefiea d
and survivors insurance. benefits. Such FORiAND a great statesman and a great McGinley
Poff
Taylor. N.C.
a bill will obviate the necessity for any American. and I wish him good health McGovern
Porter
Teague. Calif.
mastestmeans
and will permit all our citi- adgofrtninheuue.Mclntire
Powell
Teller
orue
nth utr.Macdonald
Price
Thomas
senls to support themselves in their old
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I move the machrowlcz
Prokop
Thompson. N.J.
age by M~aking small contributions dur- previous questioa
Madden
Puclnski
Thompson. TotL
Ing their working years.
Th rvosqeto
ree.
Mailliard
Qulo
Thomson. Wyo.
lattepolmhsberegTeSEKThe uetohevou
questiondiseon Marshall
Quigley
Thoroberry
At les
h
rbe
a
enrcg
h
PA
M
h
usini
nMartin
Prabaut
TOU
nized. The conservative combination in the conference report.
Matthews
Rains
Tollefson
pritedolyaMay
Cnres onya
a
Randall
Trimble
teCnrs
ha thpemte
Mr. MILLS . Mr. Speaker, on that I Meader
Ray
Udall
slight step forward to be taken. I am demand the yeas and nays.
Merrow
Reece. Tenn.
Uilman
certain that this step will be lengthened
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Metcalf
ioes, Kans.
Vanilk
in the years to come.
anMhee
chel
Reuss
Van Pelt
Mr.OAAA.M.Sekr
m
The question was taken;.n hr
Miller. Clem
Rhodes, PS.
Van Zandt
very happy to join so many of my col- were-yeas 369. nays 17. answered Millier.n.Y
Rileyla
Wallhauser
leagues in the House of Representatives "present" 1.not voting 44. as follows:
Mills
Ritvera Alaska Walter
In a well-deserved tribute to the gentle[Boil No. 1971
Minshall
Rivers.
S&C.
watts
Moeller
Robesis
Weaver
man from Rhode Island [Mr. FORANDI
YEAS-369
Montagan
Robison
Wets
who is retiring from Congress this year Abernethy
Cannon
Gavin
Montoya
Rodino
Westland
after long and distinguished service to Adair
Carnahan
George
Moore
Rogers.
001l.
Wharton
th fhs epl itic
n
o l fAddonizlo
Casey
Gialmo
Moorhead
Rogers.
Flb.
Whitener
tAlepeobisdsrc n t l ftTert
Cederberg
Gilbert
Morgan
Rooney
Whitten
the people of this great country.
Alexander
Chamberlain Glenn
Morris. N.lieir. Roosevelt
Widnail
As a member of the Committee on Alford
Chelf
Granahan
Morris. Okla. Rostenkowskii Wier
WyanMenCnrsmnF
lNDAllen
Chenoweth
Gray
Morrison
boush
W~illliams
WasadMas ogesa
OAD Andersen.
Chiperfield
Green. Oreg.
Moss
Rutherford
Willis
has contributed so. very much to the deMinn.
Church
Green. ft.
Moulder
St. Geoorge
Wilson
velopment and improvement of the so- Anderson.
Clark
Griffn
Multer
Santangelo
Winstead
cial security laws, that to many his name
Mont.
Coad
Grfimths
Mumma
Saund
Wolf
Andrews
Collin
Gross
Murphy
Baylor
Wright
is synonymous with social security. And. An'fuseo
Cohelan
Gubser
Natcher
Schenck
Yates
of course, it was his bill on further ex- Arends
Collier
Hagen
Nelsen
Schneebell
Young
pansion and improvement of social se- Ashley
Calmer
Haley
Nix
Sciswenget
Younger
Ashmore
Conte
Halleck
Norbla~d
Scott
Zablocki
curity programs to include health insur- Aspinall
Cook
Halpern
O'Brien. nil.
Selden
Zzlenko
ance for beneficiaries of old-age and Auchincloas
Cooley
Hardy
O'Brien. N.Y. Shelley
survivors insurance that became the Avery
Corbett
HargisNA
-1
Ayres
Cramer
HarmonNASi
most talked about piece of legislation Bailey
Cunningham Harrison
Ahbbtt
Jensen
Smith, V1a.
of this session. When some form Of Baker
Curtin
Hays
Burleson
Johansen
Taber
health insurance is finally adopted for Baldwin
Curtis. Mass. Healey
Domn. S.C.
MeMillan
Teaguse. Tex.
ole
epl.tegntea
ro
hd
aring
CurtIa.
Mo.
Hechler
Gathinga
RhadMa
Asia.
Tuck
ole h etea
rmRo ElanDaddario
Hemphill
Hoffman. nl. Rogers. Tel.
U~t
Island [Mr. FORANDI will certainly be Barrett
Dague
Henderson
Jackson
Scherer
accorded much of the credit for drama- Barry
Daniels
HerlongANWR
?P1NT l
t*zing the issue and the needs.
Bass. N.H.
Dawson
Hiestand
NWRP9
NTBass, Tenn.
Delaney.
Hoeven
Pn
Mr. Speaker, I am most grateful to Bates
Dent
HolifleldNOVONO4
the gentleman from Rhode Island for Baumahart
Derounian
HollandNO
VTIG4
the gracious
help he accorded me in Becker
Tewnk
otAgr
Hbr
ilr
aheigeetototeHueCmi-Beckworth
aheigeetototeHueC

mi-Belcher

tee on Government Operations and I Bennctt. Fill.
want him to know of my high regar ad Bennett. Mich.
great admiration for his abilities and hisrdadBnly
Bertly
friendliness. I wish him years of happi- Betts
nes as he prepares to retire from Blatntk
Cnrs.Butch
CoBes
OMg
Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr. Boland
Speaker, the retirement of AIsME FORAND Bolton
Bonner
will take from us one of our most dis- Bosh r
tinguished Members. who has made a Bow
lasting contribution to the work of the Bowles
House of Representatives. One of Boykln
Alma's qualities of which the public is Brademas
Bray
generally not aware Is his great skill as a Breeding
palaetra.H
a
enoeof
Brewste
palaetra.Hehsbe
n
rock
the ablest Presiding Officers of the House Brook. L~a.
during my period of service.
Brooks. TeL.
I want to express my persoilal apr-Broonmfleld
apr-Brown. Ga.
clatlon for his courtesies to me through Beown. Mo.
the years.

Brown. Ohio

Mr. FEIGEHAN. Mr. Speaker, it has Bryu
Budge
been a great privilege to serve in the Burke. KY.
Congress with our esteemed colleague, Burke. Mass
Alma Foweum whose personal friendship Byrne. fa.
have
ejoyedthesemany ears.Mr.Byrnes, WIa.
I tee
av ejye an
eas.M.
eb,
Fowmx has served his country in time Canfled

Devine
Diggs
D)ingell
Dixon
Donohue
Dbooley
Dorn. N.Y.
Dowdy
Downing
Dwyer

Edmondson
Eliiott
Everett
Evins.
Fallon
Farbstein
Pascell
Feighan
Fenton
Fino,
Fisher
F'lood
Flynn
Fogarty
Foley
Forand
FodKigr

Holtzman
Horan
Rosmer

Ruddlestom
Hull
Inouye
Irwin
Jarman

Jennings
Johnson, Calif.

Johnson. Colo.
Johnson. Md.
Johnson, WILa
Jonas
Jones. Ala.
Jones, Mo.
Judd
Karstenk
Harth

Kasem

Kastornmeler

Kcearns

Kee
Keith
Kelly
Kilday

Forrester

King. calm.

Fountain
Frazier
Frellnghuysen.
Friedal
Fullton
Giallagher
Garmats
Gary

King,
Utah
Kirwan
Kitchtli
KIUCZynaki
Knox
Kowalaki
Kyl
Lai'

Bardien
Boiling
Buckley
caller
Davis. Ga.
Davis. Tenn.
Denton
D:)yle
Duiski
Durham

Flynt
Goodell
Grant
Harris

Hess
George P.
Hoffman. MWch.Mitchell
Hogan
Murray
Ikard
Norrell
Keogh
Preston

Kiltbum
Lafoer
Landrim

Rogers. Mass.
Sheppard
Sikes

MagnSon-31
Mahon
Mason
Moern

Thompson. La-.
Vinson
Wampler

McSween
Mack

Smith. Han..
Taylor, N.Y.
WIthrow

So the conference report was agreed to.
The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this vote:
Mr. Hoffnan of Michigan for, with Mr.

Alger against.
Mr. Hess for, with M1r.Mason against.

Until further notice:
Mr. H6IIert with Mms Rogers of Massachu-

setts.
Mr. Keogh with Mr. Kilburn.
Mr. Celler with Mr. Lafre.
Mr. Bucktley with Mr. ~Smit of Kanisas
rRoa
thWTyl fNeYrL
M.Hgnwt
r alro
e
ok
Mr. Meyer with Mr. Withrow.
Mr. Duldki with Mr. 0oodalL
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Mr. GARY changed his vote from
4-nay" to .,Yes..
Mr. SCEFPtER and Mr. HOFFMA2N of
Ehlinols changed their vote from "Yea" to
.nay...
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.

-
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FROM TM HOUSE

A message from the Homse of Repre
sentatives, by Mr. Bartlett, one of Its
reading clerks, announced that the
House had agreed to the report of the.
committee of conference on the disagree
ing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H.R. 12580) to extend and Improve
coverage under the Federal old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance ays
tern and to remove hardships -and In
equities, Improve the flnanclng of the
trust funds, and provide disability bene
fits to additional Individuals uinder such~
system; to provide grants to States for
medical care for aged individuals of low
Income: to amexid tbhe public assistwace
and m~aternal and child welfare provi
sions of the Social Security Act; to Im-,
prove the unemployment compensation
provisions of such act; and for other
PAUriOWes
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SOCIAL SECURITY AMMENDMNTS
OF 1960-CONFERENCE REPORT
Mr. KF-RR. Mr. President, I submit
a report of the commi'ttee of conference
on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Sen
ate to the bifl CH.R. 12580) to extend
and improve coverage under the Federal
old-Age, Survivors, and Diability In
surance System, and to remove hard
-ships and inequities, improve the financ
ing of the trust funds, and provide dis
ability benefits to additional individuals
under such system: to Provide grants to
states for medical care for aged indi
viduals of low income; to amend the
public assistance and maternal and
child welfare provisions of the Social'Se
curity Act; to Improve the unemploy
ment compensation provisions of such
act; and for other purposes. I ask unan
imous consent for the present considera
tion of the report.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The report will be read for the information of
the Senate.
The legislative clerk read the report
(For conference report, see House proceedings of today. p. 17874.)
The PRESMDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the report?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, if no other Senator desires recognition, I am ready to speak on the report,
Mr. KERR. Mr. President. I will discuss It as soon as consent Is received for
Its consideration.
Is
The PRESIDING oFFICER.
there objection to the present consideration of the report?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the report.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, did the Chair ask if there was obJection to the request?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr..KERR. I yield, provided I do not
lose the floor,

SENATE
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Senate to the bill (H.R. 12580) to extend
and improve coverage under the Federal
Old-Age. Survivors, and Disability Insurance System and to remove hardships
and inequities, improve the financing of
the trust funds, and provide disability
benefits to additional individuals under
such system; to provide grants to States
for medical care for aged individuals of
low income; to amend the public assistance and maternal and child welfare
provisions of the Social Security Act;
to improve the unemployment compensation provisions of such act; and for
other purposes.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President. I am
happy to report that we were able in the
conference on the social security bill to
convince the House of the wisdom of the
Senate's twofold approach to medical
care for the aged which (1) provides a
new medical care program for those
elderly citizens who are not on old-age
assistance but who are financially unable
to pay for part or all of any medical care
needed to preserve their health and prolong their life, and (2) strengthens and
extends the medical programs now oper
ating or possible under old-age assist
ance.
MaDUcAL CASE PROVISIONS

The bill as reported by the conference
makes three basic changes in the existing
old-age assistance provisions-title Iof the Social Security Act to encourage
the States to improve and extend medi
cal services to the aged: First, it in
creases Federal funds to the States for
medical services for the 2.4 million aged
persons on old-age assistance; second, It
authorizes Federal grants to the States
to help pay part or all of the medical
services of a group of persons totaling
about 10 million who may. at one time or
another, be in need of assistance in pay
ing their medical expenses; third, it
instructs the Secretary of Health, Edu
cation. and Welfare to develop guides or
recommended standards for the use of
the States in evaluating and improving
their programs of medical services for
the aged.
States can take advantage of Its pro
visions in whole or part beginning Oc
tober 1. 1960. The financial incentive in
the plan should enable every State to im
prove and extend medical services to
aged persons.
The provisions in the bill also contain
a direction to the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to prepare guides
and standards to the States for the Im
provement and extension of medical as
sistance to needy aged persons. It is ex
pected that the Secretary will appoint
an Advisory Committee on Public As
sistance Medical Care, with whom he will
consult on the medical assistance pro
gram. In these ways It Is hoped that
the additional Federal funds made avail
able In this bill will be channeled as
rapidly as possible Into an improvement
in and extension of medical services to
AMEDMENTS O needy aged persons. Under existing Pro
SOCIAL SECUp
visions of law the Secretary has author
1960CONFRENE REORT
ity to make any recommendations for
1960-.COFERECE RPORT
The Senate resumed the consideration changes in the program should need beof the report of the committee of con. come apparent for them. These pro
ference on the disagreeing votes of the visions should Insure the development
two Houses on the amendments of the of an effective and eficlent program
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adapted to the needs of the aged and the form of a Blue Cross program, the ease the burdens of millions of old peoeoafosmable to the differences among State could meet that responsibility to pie who are entitled to benefits under the
the States,
them in that regard, provided any other act.
It Is hoped and expected that States similar group could have the same opMr. KERR. Let me say that I greatly
WiM make every effort to take advantage portunlty if they wished to have it. and appreciate what my warm and distin
Of the new legislation on October 1. provided further that other citizens of guished friend has said.
Those States which do not have sufficient the State similarly situated would have
Mr. GORE. if I may return to the in
legislative authority or appropriations to an equal or similar opportunity and terrogation, the bill brings into being,
take advantage of It should be encour- right,
as the able Senator from Oklahoma has
aged to do so as rapidly as possible. The
Mr. GORE. Will the Senator yield stated, a new kind of medical aid and
Secretary has been requested to make a further?
hospitalization benefit. It brings into
report to the Congress by March 15,
Mr. KERR. I yield,
the program several million people-per
1962, as to the steps taken by the States
Mr. GORE. If the Oklahoma Teach- haps around 8 million people Presentlyto carry out the purposes of the legisla- ers Association, the Connecticut Teach- who are not in the old-age assistance
tion. Such report shall include informa- era Association, or the Tennessee Teach- program. I have seen no requirement
ti01non whether, and to what extent, the ers Association should wish to apply and that aid be provided by counties, and
States have utilized the additional funds the State should wish to provide this since the Senator mentioned group par
to Improve their medical programs for benefit in this particular category, could ticipation and the fact that it need not
needy individuals, together with the See- that be done?
apply all over the State. I merely rose
retarY's recommendations for obtaining
Mr. KER R. I believe the implements- to ask the Senator to clarify that ques
the Proper level, content, and quality of tion of the program would be on a com- tion for me and for the record.
Medical care in aUl States.
mnunity basis rather than upon the basis
Mr. KERR. The provision that I re
The medica~l care provisions of the bill of members of a profession. Let us as- ferred to is in the existing law, and the
are broad enough to permit States to sumne that all of the needy aged who are privilege now exists on the part of the
utilize, at their options, existing volun- eligible in an Oklahoma county could State that has a medical program for
tarY health insurance plans if they wish, be best served by the program. The the aged who are on old-age assistance
Pbor instance, a State may make pay- State could meet its responsibilities in rolls to meet that obligation in the same
Ments to Blue Cross. Blue -Shield, or this regard by making it available to the manner that I have attempted to de
group practice prepayment plans for any people in that county on that basis, scribe here as being applicable upon the
Medical services. Moreover, a State may ~without having to implement it all over enactment of this law.
utilize one or more of these plans in one the State. unless the rest of the State
I refer to this in the report for the
or more communities. It is not necessary needed it and it could be taken care of reason that the representatives of some
for the voluntary plan to be statewide in as well as it could in the one county.
States which now operate their old-age
operation as long as the State provides
Mr. GORE. The able Senator knows assistance program. insofar as medical
for Payment on a statewide basis of that the old-age assistance program and care is concerned, in a manner consistent
Medical service covered in the State plan, the medical aid under that program or with what I have discussed here, have
A State may, if. it wishes, pay for such in connection with that program is ad- asked the committee whether or not that
services on a premium fee for service, ministered on a county basis generally piieewudsileit
hslnug
salary, or per capita basis, or any reason- with the county providing a small part piviltegrepwould still eit.ssrTuhi l
tangaes
able combination of such methods,
of the expense,.htta
rvso o h xsiglwi
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
Mr. KERR. In some places that is the noat changedoandiit willhe equalnglyavai
Senator yield?
case, but not in every State. It does not ableto thanem.an
wIthwl
reerene
aolthlarger
Mr. KERR, I yield to the Senator have to be; it may be.
groups covered as it has been with refer
from Tennessee.
Mr. GORE. I accept the Senator's ence to those receiving old-age assistMr. GORE. I did not quite under- statement. I thought that situationane
stand the import of the statement of the prevailed in most, if not in all, cases.
ane
Senator that a State need not provide
Mr ER
msr hr r oe
Mr. GORE. That answer clarifies the
this service on a statewide basis.
States wherein the funds provided by qeto:adItaktesntr
Mr. KERR. The plan need not be one

which is In operation in all the State.
but If It Is a Program whereby the State
provides Blue Cross or Blue Shield coyerage for the individuals in a certain
category that coverage must be available
to any similar group anywhere in the

State.
Mr. GORE. Would thL go so far that
a State could have a program in one
county and not in an adjoining county?
Mr. KERR. It could, if the opportunity for the program did not exist in
the adjoining county. But If a similar
situation existed in an adjoining county,
ar in 10 counties, the plan then would
have to Include those similarly situated.
Mr. GORE. It applies to the characteristlcs of the recipients rather than
to the action or the ability of the politieml umit?~
Mr. KERR. I would say it applies to
the identity of the recipients.
Mr. GORE. I meant identical characeite.vancement
Mr. KERR. Yes. The provision for
medical care through the operation of
the State program would have to be apPlicbes
to all people similarly situated
in the State- If there were a group
which, by reason of Its negotiation with
noe State, wished to receive benefits in

the State are furnished by the State

legislature. In other States, the funds
are derived in part by the State legislature. Some State funds in matching
moneys must come from the State. If a
State should provide that counties
should contribute part of the funds that
are used to match the Federal funds,
well and, good. But that is a matter

which will be determined by each indi-

Mr. BUSH.

Mr. President, will the

Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. I yield.
Mr. BUSH. First. I compliment the
Senator again on his able handling of
this measure in one of the most difficult
legislative sessions I have experienced
since I have been in the senate. The
Senator from Oklahoma has not only

handled the measure ably, but in good
spirit and with facility for making clear
Mr. GORE. I would like to digress to very difficult problems. I envy him for
say that though the able senior Senator his ability in that respect particularly.
from Oklahoma knows that he and I
I am a little confused now. My ques
vidual State.

have differed on the addition of the social security amendment to the bill, I

wish to compliment him on the achievement of a landmark in his great service
in the U.S. Senate to the people of Okla-.
homa and to the people of America.
Under different circumstances this proposal which he has how brought to the
final act of legislatrve tieatment would
be regarded as a very great, liberal adin social betterment. The
circumstances really do not detract and
should not be allowed to detract from
the very great benefits and the very large
forward steps encompassed in the bilL
I congratulate the distinguished Senator
upon this achievement and join him in
the hope that It will bring relief and

tion Is apropos of the question my friend
from Tennessee has asked. He has spo

ken of groups in this county or groups
in that county, and the question in my
mind is whether the State will be able
to deal with groups or whether it must
deal with individuals who are able to
prove need.
I have been under the impression that
the bill was a bill under which an in
dividual would have to prove a case of
need to avail himself of the benefits of
the bill. Will the Senator kindly illus
trate what this reference to groups
might be, and what kind of group might
illustrate the question raised by the
Senator from Tennessee? I do not quite
understand the point.
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Mr. KERR. The eligibility requirements for people to have the benefits
of the program are fixed in the States
by the States themselves, in conformity
with the very-liberal and elastic provisions of the law which g'-ants them that
right.
Mr. JAVIT1S. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a Question?
Mr. KERR. I have not completely
finished answering the present question.
Mr. JAVITS. I am sorry,
Mr. KERR. The program, however,
must be uniform within each State.
One State might have a different criteria of eligibility for participation than
another State had, but there could be
no differences with reference to the eligibility of citizens within any single
State.
I made this reference in the conference report to make clear what occurs
'when a State uses the Blue Cross, the
Blue Shield, or group practice prepayment plans for any medical services.
L~et us say that in the State of Oklahoma there is a Blue Cross operation in
Pontotoc County. In the second county
away, which is Pittsburg County. there
is no Blue Cross operation. If the benefits to be received by those eligible for
the medical care are the same, the State
having paid premiums in Pontotoc
County. he would have eligibility for
the same benefits as those in Pittsburg
County. He would receive the same
servicts, but by reason of the fact that
they would be paid for by the State, the
State then could avail itself of the opportunity of buying the insurance program for the citizens of Pontotoc
County.
Mr. BUSH. I understand that. But
am I correct that each case would be
Judged on Its merits, so far as eligibility
was concerned? Each Individual would
be Judged so far as his eligibility was concerned. Is that correct?
Mr. KERR. The specifications must be
the same with reference to any citizen In
the State. If It determines that the citizens of a county, or certain ones, are
eligible for benefits, the State may. if it
chooses, Provide those benefits by purchasing Insurance for the Individuals in
that county through Blue Cross or Blue
Shield, or some other agency,
Mr. BUSH. I understand that. My
question still is, Does not each Individuial applicant have to be considered on
his own merits?
Mr. KERR. He must be considered on
the basis of whether his position makes
him eligible under the uniform standards
Prescribed,
Mr. BUSH. But there is no group
eligibility.
Mr. KERR No; there Is not.
Mr. BUSH. Other than the age limitation. and so forth.
Mr. KERR. Yes.
Mr. BUSH. Each case Is to be considered on its own merits.
Mr. KERR. Yes. That Is why I tried
to say to my friend from Tennessee that
It would not be for a profession. However, if the benefits were available 'to
teachers in Pontotoc County. they would
have to be available also to everyone in
that county who could meet the require-

menta.
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Mr. BUSH. Meet the Individual ellgibility requirement?
Mr. KERR. Yes.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senate conferees receded from an amendment which I presented, dealing with people who were in
loco parentis to children. Would the
Senator give us some basis for hope in the
future with respcct to the amendment?
Mr. KERR. The Senator from Oklahoma personally favors the amendment.
It was one of the amendments pending
before the Committee on Finance, and it
was one which the Senator from Oklahoma had intended to press for adoption
by the committee. He was glad when the
Senator from New York offered it on the
floor. He recommended its acceptance
by the Senate, and it was accepted.
However we were unable to secure the
acceptance of it by the House conferees.
Mr. JAVITS. Can the Senator give us
some reason or basis, perhaps, on which
we could renew it on another occasion?
Mr. KERR. So far as I am concerned,
if I were the Senator from New York, I
would offer it at the next opportunity I
had. So far as the Senator from Oklahoma is concerned, he would still be in
favor of it.
Mr. JAVITS. Is there some change or
is there some detail from which we could
profit, in view of the fact that it was
dropped?prsibdyanprtclrkdofiMr. KERR. The member of the staff
has refreshed my memory. The amendment was favored by the administration.
Mr. JAVITS. Yes; that is correct.'
Mr. KERR. It had been considered by
the Ways and Means Committee over an
extended period of time while they were
work-ing on their own Version of the social
security bill. They arrived at the conclusion that the problems of administration incident to it, in addition to all the
others which would be created by the
multitude of provisions In the bill, were
such that they decided not to include it
at this time, and then took that position
in the conference.
Mr. JAVITS. In other words, if we
could find a clearer definition, a tighter
way of handling it. it would have a
chance?
Mr. KERR. That Is my, opinion,
Mr. JAVITS. I have great admiration
for the Senator from Oklahoma and his
ability, whether we agree or not, as we
did not on medical care. He really has
handled this bill superbly, notwithstanding the fact that a very dear amendment
of mine has gone down the drain.
Therefore, I wish to commend the Sen-.
ator from Oklahoma for the way he has
handled the matter.
Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator from
New York.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, winl
the Senator yield?
Mr. KER. I yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. First, I commend
the Senator from Oklahoma publicly, as
I have done privately, on the manner In
which he has handled the proposed legislation. which Is very complicated.
Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The debate on the
bill. when the Senate gave it considers-
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tion, was one of the most Illuminating
discussions we have had on the prob
lems of assistance to the needy and social
insurance for the elderly and problems
related to disability. Total overall im
provement of social security has been
advanced. The bill represents progress.
It goes without saying that some of us
wanted more, as indeed the Senator from
Oklahoma did also.
However, legislation is a process of
compromise and adjustment. I am sure
the Senator recalls that during the dis
cussion of the bill I called the attention
of the Senator, as I did also of the chair
man of the committee, the Senator from
Virginia [Mr. BYRD], to the words in the
bill "prescribed drugs." They appear at
page 216 of the bill as amended by the
Senate. I merely want the record to be
clear in this connection. I had intended
to propose an amendment to strike those
words and Insert in lieu thereof "pre
scription services."
The reason I wanted to do that was
that I wanted to define the words "pre
scribed drugs" as drugs prescribed by a
physician and compounded or dispensed
by an individual who Is licensed by law to
compound dr dispense prescription
drugs.
In other words. I wanted to make clear
that the professional aspects of medicine
and pharmacy were to be respected un
der the words 'prescribed drugs."
This need not mean drugs which are
prenscribedhby many
particulrkined ofdius
~ te a epecie rg
from a hospital or from a pharmacy or
from an outpatient clinic. It simply
relates to the nature of the compound
and the professional competence of the
person handling It. Can the Senator
give me any observation on that?
Mr. KERR. I am sure the Senator Is
aware of the fact that each State baa its
own laws, and in many instances regu
lations. with reference to the prescrip
tion of drugs for the sick, and as to who
should be licensed to give the prescrip-'
tion and who shall be licensed to fill the
prescription.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That Is right. My
point is that these State laws apply
under this act. Is that correct?
Mr. KERR. They certainly do. That
Is the opinion of the Senator from Okla
homa. If the State of Minnesota law
provides that the prescription may be
filled only by a licensed pharmacist of a
certain required number of years of
training and who holds certain evidence
of graduation, then that would be the
formula that would be applied by the
welfare agency in Minnesota which ad
ministers the program.
Mr. HUMPHREY. There Is the Dur
ham-Humphrey Act with respect to the
prescription of drugs which may be dis
pensed only by prescription through li
censed pharmacists and by a, licensed
physician. The Federal law would ap
ply. Is that correct?
Mr. KERR. The proposed act would
not be amendatory of the laws to which
the Senator baa referred.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I thank the Sena
tor. There Is another point I should like
to call to the Senator's attention. I
wonder if the senator would permit me
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to submit a brief description of this particular Phraseology that we have been
discussing. I ask unanimous consent
that that may be placed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the matter
Was Ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR HUMPHREY

This Is to request that where th bill has

-
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That is the technical language of an
amendment I had hoped to offer. Let
me explain it in layman's language,
First I shall ask a question: Is there anything In the conference report which is
now before us which would deny the
States. kI designing their plans, the right
to provide freedom of choice for the reCiPients of the medical assistance program: freedom of choice of doctor, clin-
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Mr. KERR. They will come under the
same rules, provisions, practices, and
supervision by the State as are now in
effect or may be changed by the State.
with reference to those who are already
on the old-age assistance rolls.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Some States pro
vide, for example, that the only way a
person receiving old-age assistance may
receive medical care is to go to a State

enumerated the types of care and services
which may be made available by the States ical service, hospital, or any of the other hospital. I had hoped that State legis
under the medical assistance for the aged cares and services which are provided latures, under the medical care for the
aged provisions of this bill, would not
program, the phrase "prescribed drugs"' shall under the terms of the act?
Mr. KERR. There is nothing of that be authorized to write laws which would
be defined to mean drugs prescribed by a
physician and compounded or dispensed bykidn
an individual licensed by law to compoundkidn the report that I know of. I compel individuals to be the beneficiaries
know the Senator from Minnesota is suf- of socialized medicine, to put it bluntly.
or dispense prescription drugs,
od.IhdhpdIdvd
I
te
This Is to make It clear that when person ficiently familiar with legislation to realobtains prescribed drugs he is obtaining not ize that regardless of how much effort uals would be permitted to go to their
and to their local hospital
doctor
local
that
he
can
is
rarely
merely a commodity but the services of a a Senator makes, it
highly trained and professional pharmacist, have a complete, full understanding of in their local community or county,
-In other words. Mr. President, to recognize all of the provisions arid implications of within the limits of the bill and the
bnftspvddternahrtano
'the service which the pharmaceutical pro.abilahaofebeneiecdbth
hnt
hrirte
h
eeispoie
eneiecdb
fession renders to society. A pharmacist abl.a a fe
does not merely sell a commodity-rather he fact that Congress has passed many bills be hauled off to a central hospital or a
clinic.
law
central
the
it
intended
of
what
Is performing a service in the preparation of on the basis
I am of the opinion that most Sena
drugs as are prescribed by physicians. com- to be, and later found out-perhaps
pounding of such prescribed drugs can be much later-from the Supreme Court of tors are opposed to socialized medicine
done by a phsrmacist only after he has com- the United States that Conlgress did not and want to, see the private practice of
I
believe they
flourish.
medicine
pleted a long and arduous course of study know what it was doing.
Subject to that kind of limitation, I would want to make certain that in
at a recognized college of pharmacy and only
after he has passed a rigid examination asre
quired by the State before a license-is issued am of the opinion that the program dividuals, have an opportunity to exer
available within a State is up to the cise freedom of choice in terms of those
to practice his profession.
.Pharmacists are understandably proud of State. For instance, on page 7 of the who ar e to serve them care and services
the professional services they render, and, in report of the commuittee is this language: in case of illness. Is that the intention
The description of the care, services, and of the bill, or is it niot?
my judgment, It Is only fitting that In aLbill
Mr. KERR. If a State chose to pro
of this type we indicate recognition of such supplies provided with Federal financial participation which may be provided for re- vide in its program what the Senator
services.
Mrt. KERR. I am not familiar with cipients of medical assistance for the aged refers to as socialized medicine, there is
the nothing in the bill which would prevent
as may
broad In
be as
Intended
the language. I have tried to give the is
which
remedial
carescope
and to
other
medical
Senator my Interpretation of the provi- be provided as old-age assistance under titleIt
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is regretta
sions of the proposed act and of the ! oz the existing law with Federal. nnanclai
meaning of the term "Prescribed drugs." participation. The various types of care and ble.
Mr. KERR. Nor Is there anything in
I will have to answer any further ques- services have been enumerated primarily for
tions on it, however. by saying that I informational purposes. Accordingly, a Stale the bill which would authorize it. One
would feel that insofar as the opinion may. If It wishes, Include medical services of the main provisions of the bill is to
hi
omlt
ttst
h
and understanding of the Senator from provided by osteopaths. chL-opractors. and pri
Oklahoma are concerned, and their ap- optometrists and remedial services provided perltn n theiStte trogfrmwihulte thei
the
pwithout
splanisiand ther ponrolrm
plication to the language of the bill, the by Christian Science practitioner
It is my understanding that, under the cision by the Federal Government with
answers would of necessity have to be
taken from the question by the Senator bill, the State, in setting up its plan. m~ay reference to what shall be the criterion
from Minnesota and the answers by the do so on the basis of the medical serv- for eligibility, or with reference to what
ices available to the beneficiaries, or shall be the specification of the State's
Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. HUMPHREY. And as has been those services which are legally author-prga
If a State wanted to establish a pro
stated, by those applying to State laws ized by the State to be available to its
gram which would permit surgical op
relating to those who are licensed either citizens.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I appreciate the erative services, under this bill It could
to prescribe or dispense drugs.
Mr. KERR, Prescriptions of drugs in Senator's explanation. I recognize that do so. If it wanted to set up its pro
a complicated piece of proposed leglisla- gram without such a service, it would
aState.
tion like this is always subject to some have the right to do so. However, under
Mr. HUMPHREY. Thiat is correct.
interpretation which we at the moment the bill the States are encouraged to
Mr. KERR. That Is correct.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I wanted to clarify might niot fully comprehend or have at exercise their rights to provide coin
plete medical an surgical services, and
that point, so that there would be no our fingertipa.
However, what I sought to do was to dental services to a certain degree.
doubt about it.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I understand that
The second item about which I should make certain that there is freedom Of
like to ask the Senator from Oklahoma choice on the part of the individual who point. I was simply hoping to get an
is one which has been of -some concern receives the assistance, so far as the doc- expression of Intent, because I want the
to many Senators. They have spoken tor. the hospital, and other medical care record to be quite clear. There have
been some very bitter arguments in the
about it. Again, I am sorry we did not and services are concerned.
Mr. KERR. So far as services are united States over what is called so_
discuss it at the time we passed the bill.
There seems to be a need to have some legalized, approved, accepted, and per- cialized medicine; and the fear of the
medical profession has been that the
understanding that under the terms of maitted by the State. within the State.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That Is correct. I Federal Government might, at some
medical assistance, as outlined in the

bill, we ought to provide that an individusl eligible to receive medical assistance
for the aged shall not be precluded from
receiving any car and services which are
covered by a State plan .from any ProVider of care or services who is licensed,
under state law, to provide care and
services to individuals who are not the
recipients of medical assistance for the

recognize that some States already have time, engage In it,
established quite elaborate medical care
e
h r led
o esn
porm

o esn h r led e
ceiving old-age assistance. However, the
program about which I am speaking Is
the one authorized by the bill before us
which would apply to elderly citizen not
eligible for old-age Lass~istne under
present law.
P*~ln

I am worried lest we now provide an
ne hspo
netv'oteSae
ne hspo
oteSae
netv

gram to establish massive State clinics
and massive State hospitals, where. if
a Person is in need under the terms of
the bill, he will not go to his own hos
pital In his own county or In his own
town; he will not go to his own doctor;
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but he will. be forced to go to a doctor ested In the kinds of medical practice

Who

has been selected by a State board of the healing arts which are so typical

August 26

the aged under this bill treated In a different

manner than other aged citizens who are

of public welfare. who is on the State of the United States will see to it that fortunate enough to be able to meet the
payroll, or to a hospital which has been the programs which are established in costs of medical care through their own in
built by the State board of health or ths
ttsaebsduo
reo
fCoine and resources. It is Important that
welfare. or to a county-owned hospital. choice. Is that correct?
the dignity of our elder citizens-regardless
If a person wants of his own volition
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the of their financial position. I don't want
to go to a State hospital. if that is where Senator please repeat his question?
to see those who receive medical assistance
the better services are to be found, he
Mr. HUMPHREY. In other words, for the aged under this act have to go to
ought to have the right to go there, under the provisions of this bill, since certain hospitals. Institutions, and clinics
But I do not think we ought to be ap- no control of that sort is to be exer- and to just certain practitioners for services.
propriating Federal money for a pro- cised-in terms of saying that a State
It should be noted that my freedom of
gram which can force anbecase
individual,
must do this or
must
not do that-the choice
proposal
only to medica!
as
e
fr
teseresonsiiliy
i
elgibe
fr
te
s-caledfredom
sistance
to the applies
aged programs
which may
merely bcuehisegilfoths
repniiiyfrtes-aldfeom
be established by the Individual States under
benefits, to go to a State institution,
of choice will be that of each individual the terms of the legislation we are now con
I hope the Senate has not permitted State, in connection with Its plan, will sidering. It does not apply to the present
Itself to get into a position where, by its it not?
Programs which the States may have in op
tacit consent, it has condoned the elxMr. KERR. That is correct.
eration under their old-age assistance pro.
pension of State medicine.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I think I correctly grams. I repeat, this freedom of choice
Mr. KERR. The Senator from Okla- interpret the statement of the Senator proposal would only apply in the case of
homawasdedcatd
tothepricipe
whn Isaythamedical
assistance for the aged programs
hom
wa
hedeictedto
ricipe offro
o fom Okahoa
klaomawhn
Isaytht I un- established
with the benefit of Federal grants
the bill primarily for the benefits which derstand that his plea is that the free- under the legislation pending before us now.
would be available to aged citizens in dom of choice which now Is exercised in
I want to make sure that in setting up
OklahomaOklahoma is a very good pattern for the this new program of assistance to the agedMr. HUMPHREY. Yes, indeed.
other States to follow,
for those who have sufficient funds to meet
Mr. KElR. And the Senator from
Mr. KERR. I fully agree, and cer-, their ordinary living expenses but whose
Oklahoma Is of the firmest conviction tainly the folks in Oklahoma would not income and resources are insufficient to meet
tht eIsalet
frmltead
eelpstand for any other kind.
the coats of necessary medical services that
tatd hae tshabl
these
people
treated
first-class
citi
an tohformulate
av
ha hasth andt
es develop
uaaMr. HUMPHREY. I appreciate that.
zens and
givenarethe
same as
freedom
of choice
tee against socialized medicine.
Mr. President, in line with this de- with regard to the obtaining of medical care
Mr. HUMPHREY. I hope the Senator bate. I ask unanimous consent to have and services as is enjoyed by those who are
Is correct,
printed at this point in the RECOaD a fortunate enough to have adequate funds
Mr. KER. And I say to my good statement I have prepared In order to of their own.
friend the Senator from Minnesota, that give an expression of my views on this
MrOHSNoTea.
r.Ps
not only did the aged in Oklahoma matter; and the discussion between the detril tOHeSO
Seaor froms OklProsa
strongly favor this bill, and not only Senator from Oklahoma and myself will
ied
did the State welfare department be the legislative history in regard to ied
strongly favor It, but the medical pro- this matter.
Mr. K]MM I yield.
fession and the dental profession in
There -being no objection, the stateMr. JOHNSON of Texas. I expect to
Oklahoma strongly f'tvored. It because ment was ordered to be printed in the ask the Senate to remain in session as
theythoghtIt
MgnaCarsast te RECRD.as ollws:late
tonight as any Senator may care to
prthect
thotghtIwa
the
Magnzen
CarOlahto
Rca.asflos
address the Senate. I have counseled
SrtetbohthTctzesofOkaomT
ST SZ4AO HUMPREsY
with my friend the Junior Senator from
and the professions in Oklahoma from
raEEOx Of CHoxCs
Louisiana [Mr. LONG], who informs me
any vestige of socialized medicine. In
I would seek to have this measure inter- that he expects to make an extended
the operations of Oklahoma's medical- preted andi understood to provide that any statement on the conference report, and
care program, the recipient of the bene- Individual eiigible to receive medical assist
fits has the free and unfettered choice of anee for the aged, shall not be precluded b; does not anticipate that we shall be able
doctor, chiropractor, osteopath, or Chris- State law or regulation from receiving any to vote tonight, on the conference report.
tiani Science practitioner, the choice of car and services which are covered by the even if we were to remain here until a
the medical group he will cal on, the state plan from any provider of care or serv- very late hour; and It Is agreeable to him
choic of the hospital to which he will Ice who is licensed under State law to pro- if we come In tomorrow and continue
go, and the choice of the nursing hm vide such care and services to Individuals with our consideration of the report. I
o.An i ws
oecue who are not recipients of medical assistance believe we shall save time if we proceed
to whc whchhewil
ewl o
n twsbcuefor
the aged.
In that wy
of his desire to preserve that principle
My freedom of choice proposal would simwy
In the expansion of medical care that ply make It clear that any individual wh Is
Mr. CARLSON. Earlier In the evening
the Senator from Oklahoma was so eligible to receive medical assistance for the was there not a unanimous-consent
dedicated to the enactment of his amend-. aged, as provided for in title 8 of the pending agreement to have 3 or 4 hours of debate
ment
bill, shall have freedom of choice In selecting on tomorrow on the court resolution, fol
Mr. HUMPHREY. I am delighted to the provider of such care or services. I would lowing the morning hour?
hear that statement by the Senator from prefer that It prohibit States, either by laws
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Yes, after
Oklahoma. I knew that was i In
iishertual's
er or regulations,
limiting
individ.
it
a
adbt
freedom offrom
choice.
Just such
so long
as a thtmeasure
is agai
i
eore tte
and mind as to the way the program provider of cars and services is liceinsed under Senate.
should operate in Oklahoma, and I amn state law to provide such care and services
Since the measure now pending has
entirety in agreement with his thoughts to people in general, the State cannot say to priority and Is privileged, I now ask
about the preservation of the Magna a person zeeking medical care for the aged unaknimous consent that the session to
Carte to which he has referred. I do that he shall be denied his freedom of choice, night continue as late as Senators may
not want a Federal program to encourage
I do not believe that the Government cr
odsustecneec
eot
or expend the use of State medicine should have the right to sy that Individuals cr
odsustecneec
eot
wheeb' itzes
re esie feeomofreceiving medical assistance for the aged, but that there be no roilcalls tonight:
choice acitizhnspialese
nursingdomeo, under the terms of this bill, can only so to that the Senate convene at 11 o'clock to
chole
tohosptal,
a
nrsin hoes.certain hospitals, can only go to certain morrow, and have a morning hour,
and the providers of medical care and doctoma can only go to certain nursing homes, then continue with consideration of and
the
Services,
can only go to certain druggists, or can only conference report, and that the prior
Mr. mum zut r wish to point out go to certain dentists. As long as a provider
that the bill does not permit or provide of such eare and services Is willing to provide unanimous-consent agreement apply
for Iedeal domlination The bill per- services to eligibl, individuals, and so long when the court resolution 13 again laid
mite each sMate to decide what shall be as they have met the requirements unde before the Senate.
the atandards of the prgn
in
State law to provide such services to the
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, will the
MM&
thatgeneral public at large, I d not believe the Senator from Texas yield for a question?
Xr. HUW0REY. I Understand thsat.
f choke hew ao
Mr. JOHNSON Of Texas. Yes.
end I understand tha that will be the
za other w=re I do not want to see those
Mlr. COTTON. Do I correctly under
=ft In caub State If tbor who aer Inter.. who are reciptentsato medical assistance icw stand that no other matter will be dealt
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with tonIght..-ln other words, only the
business now pending?
Mr-. JOHNSON of Texas. I should like
to Counsel with my friend, the Senator
from Oklahoma. on that point, and then
I shall inform the Senator. I should be
able to do so very shortly, and I thank
him for his inquiry. I will talk to him
further about It as soon as I can.

-
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Mr. KERR. Mr. President, a parliamnentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator from Oklahoma will state It.
Mr. KERR. What is the request?
(Laughter.1
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
That
no votes be taken tonight and that no
rollcalls be taken tonight on the pend-
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not sure It does now-or a nurse who
was certified and authorized under law
to administer certain minor services.
this county hospital could be paid di
rectly by the State. and the Federal Goverinlenlt would participate to the extent
provided In the bill. if the plan submitted were accepted by the Secretary
of Health. Education. and Welfare?

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- ing question.
Mr. KERR. Yes; and if the State
Sent that following the conclusion of the
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. And that law authorized
welfare agency
deliberations of the Senate today, the the Senate take a recess tonight, after to contract withthethepublic
county
for
Senate convene on tomorrow at 11 a.m.. Senators have made their presentations, those services, it could thenhospital
enter into
and that the other part of my previous to convene tomorrow at 11 a~m.
a contract with it and perform those
request be incorporated in this unaniThe PRESIDING OFFICER. is there ser~vices, just as it could with reference
mous-consent agreement, also,
a hospital owned by the Baptist
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection? The Chair hears none, and to
Cuco
n we yacii fde
objection?
it is so ordered.
Cuc.o n we yacii fdc
MrfLusin.Mr
OG Mr. ONGof
sMr.
GORE.
Mr.
President.
will
the
tors,
or
any
other
denomination,
or any
Mr Prsi-other
ouiiana
legalized
owner
in the State.
dent, has the Senator from Texas
asked Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. With this further clari
unanimlous consent that no votes be
Mr. KERR. I yield to the Senator fication. then, the bill provides for paytaken tonight?
from Tennessee.
ment to a doctor for the medical servMr. JOHNSON of Texas. I have asked
Mr. GORE. I listened with Interest to ices which he may provide to a person
for that limitation,
the colloquy between the distinguished eligible for benefits under this act?
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I believe author of the pending provision and the
Mr. KERR. It would be
to the
the Senator asked that there be no roll- senior Senator from Minnesota. If I doctor by the welfare agent,paid
and then
calls tonight.
correctly understand the conference re- would be payable to those who are auMr. JOHNSON of Texas. That is port and the provisions which It recoin- thorized to contract for it.
right,
mends, these funds would be available'
Mr. GORE. Could it not also be
Mr. KERR. And that there be no on a matching basis, to any State to pay made payable by a
if within that
vote Of any kind tonight on the confer- directly to-the provider of medical serv-* State there were a county
State law setting up
ence report,
ice.
a working arrangement by which the
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. That Is
Mr. KERR. The Senator Is correct.
State Plan included matching on the
correct.
Mr. GORE. This provider of medical part of the county, the county being the
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, the Sen- service might be a doctor, a dentist, a disbursing officer, subject to approval
ator Is not askikig for any time limita- nurse, a private hospital,
by the State?
tion in regard to the further consIderaMr. KERR. I think that each one of
Mr. KERR.
only way I could
tion of the pending business. is he? In them would be providing services. How- visualize that it The
would be done that way
other words, it might continue all next ever, I would not expect the State to set would be in a case in which
the State
week or the week after, or several weeks up a program under which medical serv- had legalized a county hospital
as an
hence?
ices, Other than nursing services, could be agency for that Purpose. Then the
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. No; but I provided by a nurse. However, if the State welfare agency, being the recipient
think we shall save time by proceeding Saelcndthnustopvieei-of
the Federal funds, could pay the hos
in the way I suggest,
Cal -services, the bill would provide the pital for the services which had been
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. president, let money for the State, on a matching ba- legalized
and had been performed.
me ask whether It Is possible for the sis, to be used as the State sets up the
Mr. GORE. I thought there was a
Senator to give me an idea as to when Program,
way by which the funds could be cornthe yea-and-nay vote on the question
Mr. GORE. Such as she was certified mingled at the county level and the
of agreeing to the conference report to administer?
county welfare agency could make the
might be expected tomorrow. If that
Mr. KERR. Such as she was licensed actual disbursement, subject to approv
is an improper question, I shall not to do under State law.
al.
pursue It.
Mr. GORE. This service could be proMr. KERR. The Federal Government
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas, It Is not vided by a payment made to a private would pay this money
to the State
improper. So far as I am concerned, hospital?
agency.
the vote could be taken at 11:30 a~m.
Mr. KERR. For hospital services.
Mr. GORE. I understand,
tomorrow. But I think other Senators
Mr. GORE. For hospital services?
Mr. KERR. The State must provide
will desire to discuss the conference reMr. KERR. Or any service the hospi-. some Percentage of the funds for the
port somewhat further; and I do not tal was authorized under State law to Program to be eligible.
know when the vote will be taken. I perform.
Mr. GORE. Yes.
have asked, but I am unable to speak
Mr. GORE. A clinic or a city hospiMr. KERR. Under existing law, it can
with authority.
tal?
secure additional funds from the counMr. RANDOLPH1. I appreciate the
Mr. KERR. For any service it is au- ties or Municipalities or other local agenSenator's response.
thorized under State law to perform,
cies of government.
Mr. KERR. Has the Senator from
Mr. GORE. Or to provide?
Mr. GORE. That Is correct.
Texas requested unanimous consent for
Mr. KERR. Or to provide,
Mr. KERR. If the State had a cona li1mitation In regard to the time for
Mr. GORE. A county hospital or a tract with a county or a county hospital
the takting of the vote. oni tomorrow, on State hospital?
with which it had legalized such a conthe conference report?
Mr. KERR. If it is authorized and tract, it could pay that agency or that
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. No.
recognized by the State for the services identity for the service which the law in
Mr. K1W.
Would It be possible to it performs,
that State permitted it to contract for
do that If other Senators were to retiurn
Mr. GORE. Let me be specific. I and have Performed,
to the Chamnber?
live in a small, rural county. We have
Mr. GORE. Then, as is the ease in
Mr. JOHNSON or Texas. It would be but one hospital. It is a county hos- Minnesota, as well as In other States.
Possible, but we would not get anywhere Pital. built with the assistance of the the local or county welfare
unit could be
by doing It for I have Inquired, and have Hill-Burton Act. If that hospital the local administrator?
been informed that such an1 agreement s~hould enlarge its facilities, should build
Mr. KERR. It could be if It were aucould not be obtained,
an annex that Is a nursing home, should thorized by the law of the State and con
7he PRESIDING OFFCER. Is there have a county physician-which the tracted for between the State agency and
objection to the request?
county did have for many months; I am the county agency.
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Mr. GORE. However, the bill pro- an amount equal to the sum of the follow- tion and who. under the rules and speci
vides for the first time that Federal funds Ing proportloils of the total amounts ex- 11cations of the State of which he was a
shall, on a matching basis, be paid di-_ pended during such quarter as old-age assIst- citizen, was unable to provide for him
under
the State plan
(including
rety
medical sef
for expendfor insurance
premiums
recty odctr-ance
todoctrs--itures
Mr. GORE. Does the State not have
Mr. KERR. That is the situation now, or any other type of remedilal cae or th coat
to submit a plan? Would the bill not
Mr. GORE. I thought, under the old- thereof).
require that the plan be approved by the
age assistance medical aid program, the
That is the provision in existing law. Secretary of Health, Education, -and
money was paid to the person who received the medical aid, rather than paid This bill would not change it. The law Welfare?
Mr. KERR. Generally speaking, yes;
would be applicable for the cost of the
directly to the doctor.
Mr. KERR. I think about 10 States services to be made available for the but it would also provide that the eligi
have that arrangement. About 40 of needy aged brought under the program bility rules shall be determined by the
the States have what are called vendor who are not now on the old-age assist- State. It says "within reasonable
liniits."
payments, wherein the service is per- ance rolls.
Mi~r.GORE. That I did not underI mus a otedsigihdSn
formed by the doctor or other agency at
thpupoedistigshed Sen-ro
usr
twsat
t
the selection of the person entitled to the stand. I had understood that the oldbenefit; but the vendor payment for the age assistance category col ecovered the amendment to fix it so that those
service is made by whatever agency is by a group insurance policy, because the rules were quite elastic within each
t aeta
paeto
ti
recognized by the State. under its law, for eligibility for assistance of each individ- Sae
ual will have been established, and the State.e Itul is appaffrentoitest facelthat
handling the program.
Mr. GORE. I thank the able Senator medically needy status will have been therey would beneaidiffrentdestfrteligi
o
eeiir
ne h e
for he nfomatin.
wa incrretlyestablished. I do not quite understand. blt
tin
Mr. KERR. When the eligibility of provision that is in effect with reference
iformtedinormpartially IwaIncorrectl
iformed. Toug therbially
wnouldctdo that the new group is established, the pro- to those seeking assistance. under the
fored.Thogh he illwoud d tht.gram will be handled in the same man- old-age assistance program, because if
it would not discriminate in favor of a ner for the new group as for those with those persons could meet those specifl
doctor, but would also make possible a reference to whom eligibility is now es- cations they would already be on the
direct payment to the vendor of nursing tablished under the old-age assistance old-age assistance rolls, or could be.
The purpose of the amendment is to
rolls.
home services or hospital services,
Mr. GORE. That leads me to another make medical care available to those
Mr. KERR: Convalescent home services, hospital services, osteopathic serv- quest-ion. How would the eligibility for who need it, of the approximately 10
million additional people, who certainly
ices and soIorh.p
E
entrwl the new group be established?
GORE.r bin
hopete SenactoyprsillMr. KERR. That would be deter- are on a better economic basis than
Mar.o
ent but for being inquisitive. Frankly, I mined by the State. The Senator him- those who qualify for old-age assistance.
Mr. GORE. The Senator says, "those
think this bill will touch more directly self nnd other Senators spoke about a
MorePeole
n pin ad wnt hananypauper'a oath requirement in connection who need it."' That certainly indicates
wantethan any with the additional program. That, of some individual showing of need. It is
mothre peolte iongpain hand
cothernbllted CbongressThas peassed is am course, is untenable on the face of the difficult for me to believe that the Sen
ator means all he says.
it..Th
Seatorcisa
facts.
cutonried aboth eadt
Mr. KERR. If the Senator will listen,
regaresod to
t
inappreciMr. GORE. I did not refer to a Pauautehoitywithges
per's oath. I referred to a certification I will read what the bill says.
gate iso ilnnestnesodt.itr
Mr. GORE. I surely will.
Earlier I did not quite understand the that one was poverty stricken.
Mr. KERR. On page 46 of the bill as
Senator when he was talking about the
Mr. KERR. Well, that phrase was
Blue Cross plan. Is It possible under the used.*and it was not applicable, or cer- brought out of the conference, begin
program for funds to be used to pay tainly not universally applicable, for the ning with the paragraph (D) the lan
premiums on private insurance policies? reason that anyone who can establish guage states:
(D) inciude reasonable standards, con
Let us assume that my home county the degree of need as to make him eliwishes to contract with Blue Cross or gible for old-age assistance under exist- sistent with the objectIves of this title, for
some other insurance company for medi- ing law is already covered by the medi- determining eligibility for and the extent of
such assistance;
cal care, hospitalization, drugs, den- cal care provisions,
(B) provide that no Uien may be imposed
Mr. GORE. I understand.
tistry, eyeglasses, and so forth for all the
of any
prior
are to be ex- to
against
the property
Mr. KERR. Which
people inassac.Cudtefnsbprvdaed
the county who are on old-g
his death
on account
of Individual
medical assistaddsmwa
ytebl.Teei
Ttheliaged
paid or to be paid on his
assisance
funs be rovied
Coud th pndedsomehatancehebior
gibility of those people is not to be bnehafoudr the pln(xetausatt
to pay the insurance premium?
the judgment of a court on account of
Mr. KERR. Generally speaking, the changed,
In view of the fact that the bill makes benefits Incorrectly paid on behalf of such
answer Is "yes," The Senator madea
the benefits of medical care available individual), and that there shall be no ad
very broad application,
Mr. GORE. I confined it to old-age generally to an additional 10 million justment or recovery (except, after the death
people who are not on the old-age as- of such individual and his surviving spouse.
assistance,
Mr. KERR. I understand, but the sistance rolls, it is quite apparent that If any, from such Individual's estate) of any
asutach fnoia theae
udrorcl plan.
Senator Included some services which I those people would have a different test onebehalfo
contemplate may not be covered, al- of need from that which would be ap- o eafo uhidvda ne h ln
Then on the bottom of page 51 the
though the coverage under the bill is plicable to those who have already qualevethn
brade
i wold e udertheified for and who are on the old-age bill states:
(b) For purposes of this title, the term
bradeprotgnitwoldbundereitheg assistance rolls.
evenia
Mr. GORE. What will be, that test of "medical assistance for the aged' means
medicalr caryeprogreamaalundereitheB
payment of part or all of the cost of the fol
law.grar intanytervc availablemuntde the need?
Mr. =R. It is to be determined by lowing care and services for individuals
progrtame Inititated anud iplemientedbye
sixty-five years of age or older who ane not
citizens of an area or of the State by the State.
Mr. GORE. The Senator de o recipieots of old-ag assistance but whose
dosntincome and resources are insumicient to meet
purchasing insurance for the services
mean that the bill Is to provide that the all of such cost
from recognized agencies,
(1) inpatient hiospital services;
Section 3(a) of the existing old-age Federal Government will pay for any(2) slkilled nursing-home services;
assistance legislation Includes thi lan- thing the States may provide. does be?
Mr. E3R.
The Federal Government
1guagfe:
From the sums appropriated therefor. the will permit each State to determine the
oeairules of eligibility for the beneficiaries
SereeyTesuyshllpy
fth
State which has an approved plan f or old- of the new provision. That is the rc
age sssacfor
each quarter, beginning son the Senator fronm Oklahsoma sai
with the quarter comnmecing October 1, the language was broad enough to cover

1055 (1) in the case of any State other than every aged person In America over 65
Puerto Rico the Virgin Islands, and Guam, years of age who needed medical attent-

(3) physicians' services:
(4) outpatient hospital or clinic services;
(5 "Kome health care services:
te
services:
T()pryivate dtheynursing
(8) cina evcs
(9 laboratory and X-ay services;
(10) prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, den.
tures anct prmstletic devices;
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(11) diagnostic, screening, and preventive
services; and
(12) any other medical care or remedial
care recognized under State law;
Mr. GORE. The term "whose income
and resources are insufficient to meet all
such cost of the services" would still
seem to require an individual determination perhaps at the time such medical
service was rendered. For example, a
man Might be unable to pay a $2,000
hospital bill but he might be able to pay
a $200 doctor bill,
Mr. KERR. Then, if he were able to
establish that abality, and the rules in
his State permitted, he would pay the
$200 doctor bill and the program would
pay the S2.000 hospital bill,
Mr. GORE. What I am trying to get
at is how a group insurance program for
a county could possibly work with respect to that additional category. I am
perfectly willing to let this question wait
until tomorrow. I do not see how it
could work without some predetermmnation of eligibility,
Mr. KERR. The Senator's State
might set up an income test for any person in the State with reference to becoming eligible.
Mr. GORE. Income and resources?.
Mr. KERR. Income and resources.
Having done so, anyone eligible under
that test could, if the State desired to
do so, be insured for that benefit in the
county or in the State, for that matter.
Mr. GORE. Let me be specific. Let
us assume that my State authorized a
plan with the participation of Counties.
I mention this example because I think
the sentiment in my State is rather
strongly in favor of county participation,
with some small contribution on the
part of the county to the cost of the program, thus making the county the administering unit. Such a plan would
It
promote local self-government.
would provide better specialized care and
service to keep down the cost of the
program. If the State of Tennessee enacted a program by which all those with
income of less than $2,000 per year and
net resources not in excess of $25,000,
would my home county be in a position
then to contract for an insurance program?
Mr. KERR. Provided the benefit were
thus made available by your State in
its program under this bill.
Mr. GORE. For all of those with an
Income of less than $2,000 per year and
net resources of less than $25,000,
Mr. KERR. If that were the State
plan fixed by your State for all of Its
citizens; Yes.
Mr. GORE. could the State make it
$50,000? or would they come in con-
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a month. The State would provide hospitalization, doctor, nursing, and other
benefits on an unlimited basis. If he
were in an income bracket earning $1,800
a year but not more than $2,400 a year,
he would be provided the benefit of haying the State pay for his medical care
and services above a certain amount.
The committee intends that States
shall set reasonable outer limits on the
resources an individual may hold and
still be found eligible for medical services. Individuals who are recipients of
the old-age assistance benefits would
not be eligible for assistance in that particular month,
Let me proceed a little further. 1 can
well visualize a standard which would
provide that a person with an income
of $2,400 a year would be required to
pay the first $200 of doctor bills and
the first $250 of hospital bills, but if that
individual had a hospital bill of $2,000
or a doctor bill of $1,500. the State under this program could pay that part
of it which would be above the minimum
which had been prescribed by that State
to be paid by citizens with an income
fr'om $2,000 to $2,400, just as the amendment of the Senator from New Mexico
[Mr. ANDrRsoN I provided that every beneficiary would pay the first $75 of his
hospital bill.
Mr. GORE. The Senator perhaps recalls that I said during debate on the
bill, when it was before the Senate and
before it went to conference, that
whether we had a D~emocratic administration or a Republican administration,
the Secretary of Health. Education, and
Welfare would provide reasonable
standards. If I did not make such a
presumption, frankly I could not support the bill or the conference report,
We simply could not presume that one
State would be permitted. if it should
have the resources to do so, to pay its
part to put all of its old citizens under
this program and have 100 percent of
all medical care, hospitalization, et
cetera, paid. I know the Senator has
never envisioned that result, and the
committee report makes that point plain.
I take it from all that he has said that
the States will have the widest possible
latitude.
Mr. KERR. Within the limits of the
program which shall be deemed accepted
as reasonable by the Secretary,
Mr. GORE. Ishall desist further. It
may be that tomorrow, after I give more
study to the report, I shall have additional questions for the able Senator. I
am sure he will be just as genial and
generous with his time as he has been
this evening.
Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator,

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President. will
giet with the unreasonable?
Mr. KERR. That could not be done the Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. I yield,
consistent with the language which I
Mr. HUMPHREY. I was very much
read to the Senator from Tennessee:
To provide reasonable standards consist- concerned with respect to the deletion of
Seeant with the objectives of this title, and who the Senate amendment to the Social
are not recipients of old-age assistance, but curity Act which provided an increase
whose Income and resources an' Insufficient In earnings a year from $1.200 to $1,800
before there was any reduction in social
to meet anl such Costs,
I visualize the situation of a State security benefits. As!I understand, what
formula for eligibility, we will say, with the conference committee did was to
reference to any citizen whose income provide a sort of escalator type of addiIs $0 ILmonth, but not to exceed $150 tional exemption,
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In other words, the $1.200 exemption is
still in the bill.
Mr. KERR. And broadened.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Broadened by
what?
Mr. KERR. Under existing law, in
any month that the beneficiary earns
$1, if his year's earnings are above
$1,200. he loses the monthly benefit.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The whole bene
fit?
Mr. KERR. For each $80 or fraction
thereof above $1,200. Therefore, if he
earns $1,200 under existing law, and
earns one more dollar, he loses one
month's benefit. If he earns $1,200, and
then earns $81, he loses two month's
benefits under existing law.
Under the language as prepared by
the conference committee, his present
exemption of $1,200 is entirely validated.
What he earns above $1,200 is calcu
lated on this basis. For each $2 earned,
up to and including a total of an addi
tional $300, he loses $1 of benefit.
Mr. HUMPHREY. So if he earns
$300, he loses $150 in benefits.
Mr. KERR. Yes. For whatever he
earns above $1,500 he loses a dollar of
benefits for each dollar earned.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Will the Senator
compare that with the present situation?
I mean the latter part he has described.
Mr. KERR. Under present law, if he
earns $1,500, 80 Into 300 goes 3 times
plus. So he would lose 4 months of
benefits.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Four months of
benefit of social security or old-age sur
vivors insurance.
Mr. KERR. The Senator is correct.
Under existing law, therefore, since 4
times 80 is 320, if he earned $321, he
would lose 5 months of benefits.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That would aver
age out per month to aboutMr. KERR. Whatever the monthly
benefit Is.
Mr. HUMPHREY. He would lose it
all?
Mr. KERR. He would lose a month's
benefit plus his wife's benefit.
Under the bill, if he earns $321, of the
first $300 he earned he would lose $150
in benefits.
If he earned $1,500, he would get $1,200
of his $1,350 In benefits, because he
would lose $150. When the time came
that he earned $1,500 plus the $1,200, or
$2,700, he would no longer be getting
social security benefits.
When he gets
Mr. HUMPHREY.
above $l.500 in earnings-Mr. KERR. He loses a dollar of bene
fit for each dollar earned.
Mr. HUMPHREY. It checks itself out.
Mr. KERR. Yes, That is right. It

is a much more liberal provision than
under the existing law.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes; I can see
that.
Mr. KERR. In addition to the addi
tional exemption of $1 loss of benefit
for each $2 earned between earnings of
$1,200 and $1,500.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I can see that it
Is an improvement. I say most respect
fully that it Is not nearly enough. I
know the Senator from Oklahoma
wanted to make the exemption $1,800.
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why we could not keep it.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator from
Minnesota wanted to make it $1,800. I
have been introducing amendments to
make it $1.800 for so long that!I began
to think it was the law.
Mr. KERR. I will tell the Senator
why we could not keep it. The Senator from Oklahoma was a Joint sponsor
of the 81.800 amendment.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is right.
Mr. KERR. If I may not be too severely criticized for putting myself in
the position of failing to have complete

information about the effect of the
$1.800 amendment. I must say to my
friend from Minnesota that I was
shocked when the authorities in the
Bureau advised the conference committee that that additional exemption would
cost the trust fund 0.19 percent deficit,
Mr. HUMPHREY. Two-tenths of 1
Percent. approximately.
Mr. KERR. Nineteen one-hundredths
of 1 percent. That amounts to $400
million a Year. When we went into conference .we were confronted with this
situation: The House had sent us a bill
which had one item of additional substantial cost, and that was the change
in the law which permitted those not

now on the rolls, because they did not
have six valid quarters of coverage, figured on the basis of so much employment In one out of every two quarters,
to become eligible If they had one quarter coverage in each four quarters of
elapsed time.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That was a substantial liberalization.
Mr. KERR. It was a liberalization
that would have brought in about 600,000 additional beneficiaries. We had
added two provisions to the bill in the
Senate; one, the 62-year-old privilege
for men. The actuarians advised us that
the $1,800 exemption would cost nineteen one hundredths of 1.percent. The
62-year Provision would cost 0.05 percent,
or five one hundredths ofl1percent. The
total would be a eost of 0.24 percent. or
twenty-four one hundredths of 1 percent. At the present time it Is 0.2 percent, or one-fifth of 1 percent. The House
Provision added four one-hundredths of
1 percent, or 0.04.
So when the bill came to us. there
VWaan imbalance of 0.24 percent. However, the actuarial authorities told us
that, on the long-range basis, they regarded it to be within the limits of actuarial soundness,
We had added an additional 0.24 per
cent, or twenty-four one-hundredths of
1 percent, and If we left that In the bill,
together with the rest of the various
House provisions which they were very
vigorous In standing for, there would be
an imbalance of 0.48 percent, or fortyeight one-hundredths percent, which
would throw the fund to a point of imbalanc that could not be countenanced
by a responsible viewpoint,
Therefore we saw the necessity of resolving our differences with reference
tn the additional benefits which had
bee Provided In the House and In the
Senate. That we did, Therefore, when
WS brought the bill out of conference,
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was 0.24 percent, that it had when the

Mr. KERR. The Senator from Miii.
nesota Is correct. The Senator from

Mr. HUMPHREY. Which the actuaries say would, in the long term.
balance itself out.
Mr. KERR. Would be fiscally sound.

the tug at the heartstrings should be
just as strong to maintain the integrity
of the fund for the 70 million possible
beneficiaries and others who will be

the existing tax schedule under the law.
Mr. KERR. They are regarded as
within the present recognized limits of
imbalance that can be regarded as
fiscally sound.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Let us say that we
add age 62. as the Senate wanted to do,
which was dropped because of the exPlanation the Senator has given, and let
us assume that we went to the S1,800
base: it would be necessary to do one of
two things, we would either have to raise

ness and solvency of the fund-because
when tbe year 2000 rolls around, there
will be a very heavy drain upon the fund.
The problem of inflation and the socalled purchasing power of money are
factors which must be taken into con
sideration in terms of what we call
guarding the economic well-being of the
fund.
Mr. KERR. And the fiscal integrity
of the fund.
Mr. HUMPHREY. There is one thing

House sent the bill to us.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Is the answer to
the other improvements to be found in
increasing the base upon which the tax
is levied?
Mr. KERR. If we have. additional
improvements.
Mr. HUMPHREY. What we have In
the bill is now within the limitations of

the tax or increase the base upon which
the tax Is levied. Is that correct?
Mr. KERR. Or take the responsibility
for creating an unsound imbalance.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I suggest that It is

my point of view that the latter alternative would be most undesirable.
Mr. KERR. Intolerable. I thank the
Senator.
Mr. HUMPHREY. We have a very
serious responsibility to keep the fund,
insofar as the experts or actuarians can
tell us, solvent and sound.
Mr. KERR. Yes,
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes; presently
taxed on a $4,800 base.

Mr. KERR. Presently taxed on a
$4,800 base, at 6 percent. one-half by the
employee and one-half by the employer;
41/2 percent for a self-employed person.
Mr. HUMPHREY. What would happen if we were to raise that to a $5.000
base? That would have made an appreciable difference in the income to the
fund, would it not?
Mr. KER. It would have:- but in
view of the fact that neither House had
done that, that question was not in
conference.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I understand that:
I am speaking for the future.
Mr. KERR. We have figured that On
$5,400. It would produce 0.24 percent of
the fund.
Mr. HUMPHREY. In other words, in
order to do what both the House and
Senate had contemplated in their
respective, separate bills, it would have
been necessary to increase the taxable
base from $4,80 to $5,400?
Mr. KERR. Or the equivalent.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I simply wanted to
havs this information spelled out, because many questions will be asked, and
there are answers. Sometimes folks are
led to believe that we can Improve all
these benefits. MY heart tells me this is
what we should do. as the heart of the
Senator from Oklahoma tells him, too;
but we also must consider the accounting, namely, that the money going Into
the fund. In the long term must be equivalent to the outgo.

Oklahoma is of the deep conviction that

added as it is to increase the benefits to
those on the rolls.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I thoroughly agree.
In fact, I believe that at this particular
time, while the fund is still not being
called upon for the maximum, we have
an extra obligation as custodians, so to
speak-as guardians of the fiscal sound

about the Senator from Oklahoma. H~e
is not only a man of great means, but
of great physical, mental, and spiritual
stature, as well. I feel all the more re
assured about the bill.

Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator from
Minnesota for those kind words. I say
to him that it is seldom that they are
addressed to the Senator from Oklahoma
except on the basis of his limited physi
cal resources.
Mr. HUMPHREY. His physical re
sources are minor compared with his un
bounded mental and spiritual resources.
Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator very
much.

Mr. President, does the Senator from
West Virginia desire to address a ques
tion to me?
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
Senator from Oklahoma has been very
helpful to the Senator from Minnesota
and the Senator from West Virginia on
the question of the $1,800 limitation
which was placed in the bill as passed by
this body, but which has been removed
in the conference report.
Mr. KERR. Reduced.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Perhaps it is par
tialLY correct to say "removed in the con
ference report"; but a substitute has
been inserted on this subject which gives
a certain positive plan and a compromise
approach to the principle which the Sen
ator from West Virginia has believed in
for years, and which I had used as the
basis for the introduction of legislation
to raise the limitation from $1,200 to
$1,800.
It has been my conviction for several
years that our social security law had
an apparent inequity in our limitation on
the earnings in business or profession of
a retired person of $1,20 annually. In
a sense we have allowed our senior citi
zens to be penalized for justified efforts
to secure earned income and yet qualify
for a modest social security payment.
I presented a bill in March of this
year. following my service on the Senate
Subcommittee on the Problems of the
Aged at the hearings held by our group
In severaa parts of the Nation. Many re
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tired men and women gave dramatic and

oft-times tragic testimony on the cost of
living,
I have listened, as I have indicated, to
this discussion. I think this is a much
better bill than!I had thought a few days
ago; not that the conference has materially changed the measure as it passed
the Senate. but I have been impressed
with the attempt~-and I believe an objective and purposeful attempt, at least
in degree--to do in part what the Senator from West Virginia believed should
have been done.
As I understand the situation, there
is no limitation now on earnings which
might come to the retiree from-bonds or
dividends or rents.
Mr. KERR. Unearned income is not
counted in applying the limitation of
earnings, and that includes dividends,
retirement benefitsMr. RANDOLPH. And insurance.
Mr. KERR. Insurance, and interest.
The Senator is correct.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I have long felt
that we -have allowed an inequity, when
the retiree, who had to earn money.
was not, I shall state frankly, treated in
the same manner as was the individual
who had Income from so-called unearned sources. Hundreds of thousands
of our older citizens are -willing-yes.
eager-to use their mature talents in
gainful employment. So this reduced
or escalator provision is somewhat af 
firmiative. It is a broadened concept
which the Senator from Oklahoma has
been able to bring to us from the conference. I am certain there were many
difficulties in the preparation of the report now before us.
Although I regret the Senate conferees
could not retain the $1,800 limitation,
this colloquy has clarified the matter.
I can realize that we have been comnpensated, through the efforts of the
Senator from Oklahoma and other Senators who joined with him, to go a conuiderable way in embracing the goal
which I have held in reference to a
merited raise on the earnings of re-

tirees.

The needy people of West Virginia
will be benefited when the conference
report Is adopted, with the anticipated
approval of the President. I hope he

will approve it.
l believe most Senators would agree
regardless of our differences in basic beliefs on the subject of medical care for
the aged, that even though we had varylng Ideas that we recognize the diligent
work of the Senator from Oklahoma. He
has possessed much patience and has
given painstaking attention to this important, matter. He was considerate
during the debate, and has compromised
In conference. Now, even at 10:30 at
night he gives to those of us who question him in good conscience that courtesy and cooperation which is appreeiated., We wish to be helpful and fully
informed when we return home to discuss these vital considerations with our
cnttencies.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I am
deeply gateful to the Senator from West
VUIrgnia for what he has said. I couild
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not have expressed my own sentiments
with respect to the objectives of the
measure as well as has the Senator from
West Virginia.
The conferees, both of the House and
the Senate. favored the $1,800 provision,
Had we had the authority in conference
to have either broadened the tax base
or increased the rate suffciently to have
kept the provisions which the Senate
placed in the bill, to have done so would
have had the very careful and favorable
consideration by the conferees.
We went as far as we felt it was prudent and justified to go.
Then. I am deeply appreciative of the
expression of the Senator from WVest
Virginia as to the value of the provisions
of the bill,
I was guided in what little effort I made
by the desire to bring forth as comprehensive, as extensive, and as effective a
plan as I thought could be produced in
the environment of this short session,
considering the position of Members Of
Congress. their convictions and their
opinions, and also considering the convictions and opinions of the administration. In that regard. I went as far and
tried to carry the program as far as I
thought could be done and still secure the
enactment of legislation.
I would not be just or fair if I did not
acknowledge that if the President signs
this bill, he will have gone farther from
what I thought-his position was, in accommodating himself to what I believe
to be his sincere conviction that a bill
of this kind should be passed at this
than I had thought it would be
-session,
possible for him to find a way to go; and
I believe that if this bill becomes law-as
I confidently expect it will-as time
passes I think the Congress will have a
large basis for feeling that it has produced a measure of tremendous and farreaching significance and benefit, and in
my judgment the President will have
cause to feel a deep sense of gratitude
and pride in the part he will have
played in helping it to become law.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I respond most briefly. The Senator has
given us much to applaud but, there remains much to be done. I do contend
that there are fruitful areas yet to be explored, and there are wrongs yet to be
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Mr. President, apart from the medi
cal-care provisions, there were three
major social security-OASDI-propos
ais before the conference which involved
significant cost considerations-liberal
ization of insured status, raising the
present income limitation from $1,200
to $1,800, and reducing the retirement
age for men. The conference corn
mittee was concerned with helping the
greatest possible number of persons
while still retaining the very necessary
actuarial soundness of the system. The
choices were hard. It was not possible
to include all three amendments and re
tain the soundness required. We, there
fore, felt compelled to yield to the House
and the administration by postponing
enactment of the provisions for the op
tional retirement of men at age 62.
The Conference agreement also con
tains an insured status liberalization
provision by which approximately
400.000 older Americans will be able to
qualify for social security benefits for
the first time. Under the bill an individ
ual can qualify for benefits if he has
only one quiarter of coverage-acquired
at any time-for every three quarters
elapsing after 1950 and up to retirement
age, provided that he has at least the
minimum of six quarters of coverage re
quired under existing-law. This agree
ment modified the House provision which
required only one quarter of coverage
for every four quarters elapsing after
1950. Present law requires one quarter
out of every two quarters.
Mr. President, this change means that
a goodly number of people who have
worked for most of their lives in a posi
tion which was not covered by social
security-many of them school teachers.
governiment workers, and so forth-can
qualify for benefits if they have worked
in a social security job for time herein
required. It is a step in the direction of
broadening the protection furnished by
security to people who cannot now
-social
qualify.
The conference committee agreed to
the following House proposals:
To extend social security coverage to
Guam and American Samoa.
To extend coverage on a self-em
ployed basis to U.S. citizens employed

righted, and certainly there are unfin- within the United States by interna
ished tasks in providing more adequate tional organizations.
To extend coverage to parents workmedical card for the needy aged. At
times. Mr. President. there is, perhaps.in fothradlcidennohr
a strength in being, in our form of thag forstheidradultucidens inplothe
checks and balances-our coordinatethnoueldrnnbsesemoy
branches of Government. The proposed ment.
To reduce from 3 years to I year the
legislation first presented to us by the
Finance Committee was good as far as it time that a wife or step~child or hus
went-but it falls short of our obliga- band must be in such- relationship to
tion. I feel that we have made a step get retirement or disability benefits,
To extend the scope of the findings
from one level, although we are not yet
ready to rest on this level: but we have and recommendations of the Advisory
moved up another step, and I shall con- Council on Social Security Financing to
tinue to work that hereafter we shall include such policy matters as exten
take still another step,- and still another sions of coverage, benefit adequacy, and
step, and thus attain at a later time the all other aspects of the program in ad
deeper and more fundamental plan dition to its present responsibility for
which many of us are convinced is nec- regularly reviewing the financing as
pects of the social security Plan. The
e~ssa to a well rounded solution.
Mr. KERIL I thank the Senator from change applies only to the council ap
pointed in 1906.
West Virginia.
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The conference committee agreed to
Mr. President, In all three sessions of
the following Senate amendments:
the conference efforts were made by bqth
To continue the exclusion from OASI the Senate and House conferees to find a
coverage of a very small number of U.S. compromise to retain at least part of
citizens who work for labor organiza- this Senate amendment.
tions In the Panama Canal Zone.
The House conferees, however, stood
To continue the exclusion from OASI inflexible in their resistance to accepting
coverage of physicians.
the principle of the amendment to any
Provisions relating to various State degree. It was also made clear to the
and local employee coverage problems In conference by representatives of the adNebraska, Texas, Maine, and California. ministration that, if the principles of
To allow certain ministers an option- this Senate amendment were included in
which expired April 15. 1959-to amend the bill by the conference, the entire bill
their certificates so as to cover the year 'Would be in grave jeopardy of enactment.
1956 where that year could have been Therefore, the Senate conferees receded
covered in the original filing. This was with reference to this amendment,
in addition to the provision in both the
CHMDn
WELFASERVCT
House and Senate bills that the filing
The conference committee agreed to
time within which present ministers may the Senate amendment whidch increased
elect coverage be extended from April the authorization figure for child wel15. 1959, to April 15. 1962.
fare services to $25 million, in part to exBecause of the administrative difficulty pand activities and services to and on
inoledi
cnncto wthloein tebehalf of mentally-retarded childrn
eligibility requirements for OASI cover- The bill thus contains an increase in the
age of domestic and casual labor, the authorization for maternal and child
conference committee agreed to the Sen- health services, crippled children's servate amendment to delete this section and ices, and child welfare services to $25
continue to exclude such workers as million each,
under present law. The Senate amendUNEXPLOYMENT COMPZN5ATION
ment to permit a child to receive beneThe conference accepted the House
fistoointhorco prentis-nindpldace
wofh proposals relating to unemployment
starent-foro patreasti-year prior tof the compensation. The bill now includes
daeathfof suceiniviual
a
wearsnrorto ap- provisions for the coverage of Puerto
proved by tuhe cofrn ceidaa
commttee.
Rico, which were adopted by the Senate.
provd
theconerene
b
cmmitee.
and In addition would add several new
DISMUTT
NSURNCZcategories of workers-including emMr. President, the bill as approved by ployees of certain instrumentalities of
both the House and Senate substantially the United States, employees serving in
liberalized the disability insurance pro- connection with American aircraft outgram, chiefly by removing the age 50 side the United States, employees of
requirement of existing law so that se- "feeder organizations" whose profits are
verely disabled people, and their de- payable to nonprofit organizations, and
pendents. can qualify for benefits re- employees of certain tax-exempt organigardiess of their age; and also with zations. It Is estimated that from 60,000
respect to certain features of the law to 70,000 people will be brought under
which encourage disabled beneficiaries the unemployment compensation system
to return to work through rehabilitation by these extensions.
services and other means. Both the
The Unemployment Compensation
House and the Senate had also agreed provisions would also raise the net Fedthat children born or- adopted after a eral unemployment tax-the tax that
worker's disability should be entitled to may not be offset by a credit for taxes
dependent's benefits provided they are paid under a State program-from threethe natural child or stepchild of the tenths to four-tenths of 1 percent on the
disabled worker or were adopted within first $3,000 of covered wages; provide
2 years after the month in which the that the proceeds of this higher Federal
worker became entitled to benefits. The tax. after covering the administrative
conference adopted a Senate amend- expenses of the employment security pro.
ment which also provided, In the case of gram, will be available to build up a
an adopted child, that the adoption be larger fund for advances to States whose
instituted on or before the time In which reserves have been depleted; make addi
the Individual's period of disability be- tional Improvements in the arrangegan. or that such adopted child was liv- meats for administrative financing; and
Ing with such an individual at that time, Improve the operation of the Federal unPUMMASUSAMNemployment account, by tightening the
lbs conference adopted the essence conditions pertaining to eligibility for
of a Senate amendment to allow States, and repayment of advances.
In determining need under the aid to the
SMA~
blind programs, to disregard the first
In the Judgment of your conferees. Mr.
$85 of earnings each month-now $50- President. this bill as it comes from the
plus one-half of additional earnings dur- conference marks a significant and farIng such month. The provision is vol. reaching advance in the structure of our
untary with the~tates until July 1, 1962, socIal security and public assistance laws.
at which time it becomes mandatory.
It expands the coverage of social se
The Senat conferees were unable to curity. It Increases benefits in certain
secure acceptanc of the Senate amend- key areas where they have been badly
ment,to extend the old-age and medical needed. It constitutes a great tramcare provision of titlu I to inmates In fusion Into. the structure of the medical
tuberculosis and mental institutions in care program inaugurated by the Social
the State.
Security Amendments of U15L6
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It makes possible through implementa-.
tion by the States a program within each
State to meet the medical, surgical, hos
pital and related necessities of the needy
aged in every State. It Provides sub
stantial stimulant and incentive to each
State. either to inaugurate and develop,
or improve, or expand and improve med.
ical care programs whether now opera
tive or not.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, I
compliment the distinguished Senator
from Oklahoma for his splendid ex
planation of this important proposed
legislation as it comes before the Sen
ate in the conference report this eve
ning. I feel Iwould be rem'ssin my
dtye ifngredsd anotsa theatiotheSnthe,
Snthe
C
romOress, anthN
m
ratioowea the
Srenato foromh Oplenoma algeatesi dehalso
taken in this new field.
We h
ttsbgnt
elz n
our citizens begin to realize, not only the
benefits, but the generosity of this legIslation, they will be pleased.
As a member of the Finance Coin
mittee who had the privilege of working
with the Senator from Oklahoma on the
proposed legislation, it has been a real
Pleasure to be able to work under him
and with him on this measure. It Is a
landmark in social legislation. As the
history of it is written, I am sure they
will look back to this particular day
and evening; and I personally am in
debted to the Senator from Oklahoma.
as we all are.
Mr. KERER. I am Indebted to the
Senator from Kansas for the contribu
tion he has made to the bill, and I thank
him for his kind remarks.
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I also
wish to pay my tribute to the distlin
guished Senator from Oklahoma. I
think the job which has been done on
this conference report has been a won
derful one. I look forward to having
this bill operate In the way we hope It
will
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benefits for the elderly people of my
State.
Under the bill the Federal Govern
ment will pay 80 percent of the cost of
medical care, including all doctors bills,
hospitalization, dental work, nursing
home care and other medical service for
all those now receiving old-age assist
ance benefits in Tennessee, up to an
amount equal to an average of $144 each
year for each such old person.
To obtain the full dollar amount of
benefits to the State. one must multiply
the $144 a year by the number of per
sons In the State receiving old-age as
sistance. These benefits are provided
with the State paying only 20 percent of
the cost in matching funds. There are
54,600 persons in Tennessee now receiv
ing old-age assistance payments.
Tennessee already has a limited medi
cal care program for persons receiving
old-age assistance. This bill will make
it possible greatly to improve the pro
gram in my State. Since the bill in
creases the Federal share of the cost of
medical payments from 65 percent to
80 Percent, the State will be entitled to
receive from the Federal Government
additional funds for this purpose in the
amount of $1,934,000 a year without in
creasing State matching funds at all.
In other words, Tennessee will be able
to pay for approximately $2 minlion a
year more in the way of medical service
without putting up any additional State
money whatsoever.
If Tennessee wishes to expand its
medical care program--and I hope It
will-for old-age assistance beneficiaries
to the extent authorized by the bill, It
may do so with only a modest increase
in State funds. By putting up an addi
tional $667,000 a year in State matching
MENT OFfunds for medical Payments, the State
AMI
SOCIL SEURIT
will receive additional Federal funds for
NCE REPORTS O
SOCIL0SCONUR
this purpose in the amount of $4,610,000
1960CONFRENE REORT
The Senate resumed the consideration a year above the amounts now received.
Mvr. KERR. Mr. President, will the
of the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. I gladly yield to the Sena
two Houses on the amendments of the
Senate to the bill (H.R. 12580), the tor who has steered this far-reaching
bill to its final act of passage.
Social Security Amendments of 1960.
M~r. HERR. I wish to express my deep
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, the Social
Security Amendments of 1960, which I appreciation to the Senator from Ten
for what he has said, and to say
nessee
bill,
as
Kerr
hope will be known as the
It properly should be, is near passage. to him that he has called attention to
The bill represents an Important and what the Senator from Oklahoma felt,
progressive step in social welfare. It and still feels, is one of the most signifl
contains provisions which, in the con- cant features in the proposed legislation.
troversy over the Anderson-Kennedy and that is the strong encouragement
amendment, have, I think, been widely and Incentive which It provides to the
States not now operating an adequate
overlooked.
At the beginning I wish to say I be- medical program for their needy aged
do so. The plan provides what the
to
the
Anderthat
lieved and still believe
son-Kennedy amendment would have committee felt and what the Senator
improved the bill, and I urged its adop- from Oklahoma felt and feels is the one
tion, but that is now beside the point, incentive that will get that job done, and
I rise to inform the people of Tennes- that is to provide Federal matching funds
see, through the CONGRESSIONAL REcoRo, on a very liberal basis which, when ac
of the provisions of the bill. The Kerr cepted by the States, will cause the States
bill, H.R. 12580, the conference report to inaugurate programs Of medical care
on which we are now considering, au- for their needy aged, Once they lnau-!
thorizes Federal participation In pro- gurate such programs it is the opinion of
viding medical and hospital care for the the Senator from Oklahoma-and be Is
aged citizens of America, The bill aut- most happy to know that his colleague
thorizes liberal participation by the Fed- from Tennessee feels the sae way, and
eral Government in paying the cost of his great record would prove that.-that
medical and hospital care for persons out of that step will grow a broader.
over 65 years of age, and provides vast wider, and more effective program of
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medical care in all of the 50 States,
which will bring us toward the goal
which we want to accomplish, and that
Is a more effective and adequate program of medical care for the needy aged.
Mr. GORE. I thank the Senator very
much,
Since the Senator has so kindly made
the statement, I should like to ask him
If he,.as author of the bill, will confirm
the fact that because the bill provides
that the Federal share will be increased
to 80 percent instead of 65 percent,
States such as the State of Tennessee
will receive considerable additional benefits without providing any additional
matching funds?
Mr. KERR. If the States are now
providing matching funds, under the
formula now in the law they will receive
added Federal funds for the same
amount of matching money., However,
that was not the primary purpose of
that provision in the bill.
Mr. GORE. I understand; but that
is one of the results.
Mr. KERR. The primary purpose of
that feature in the bill was to provide
an incentive, because as the States begin
to receive additional funds for their
medical-care programs for the aged, and
as their aged people and those who are
Interested in their welfare become more
familiar with that feature of the bill, the
natural reaction will develop in all the
States to encourage the States to expand
their programs. Certainly they will receive additional matching money if they
now have a program for the money they
themselves provide, and that in itself
will be an added incentive to them to
further expand their program by putting more of their money into It.
The Senator Is keenly aware of the
arithmetical equation. If the matching
formula is 65-35, approximately $2 is
given for $1; if the matching formula
is 75-25, that is $3 for $1. But in this
bill the matching formula in some areas
will be 80 percent to 20 percent local,
which is $4 for $1.
That is the basis of the result which
the Senator has referred to and identifled as being the great incentive provided
in the bill for the States to inaugurate
a program or to expand and enlarge
their program if one is already in operation.
Mr. GORE. With respect to expanding its medical-care program, if my
State. Louisiana, Oklahoma, or any other
State wishes to expand its program, additional funds are available to be
matched. In the case of Tennessee,
for medical aid to the old people on
old-age assistance the Federal share
would be at the ratio of 4 to 1.
Mr. KERR. That is the limit of the
application of the formula. I am not
sufficiently familiar with the exact result as to Tennessee. That is my opinIon as to what would be the, exact result,
and I am certain that it would be very
nearly, If not exactly, that.
Mr. GORE. The report of the Senate
Finance Committee confirms this ratio,
and a representative of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare has
verified it.

Mr. KERR. It is my conviction that
would be the-result, but, not having the
figures at hand, I could not certify to
it. That is my opinion,
Mr. GORE. As has been illustrated,
by increasing State matching funds by
only $667,000 per year over the amounts
already spent for this purpose, Tennessee
will be in a position to pay the doctors'
bills, hospital bills, nursing bills, dental
bills, medicine bills, nursing home bills,
and any other kind of medical bill the
State chooses to pay, of all the old people
now receiving old-age assistance. The
bill provides no limits at all on the
amount of these medical services, unless
the State decides to impose limits. Of
course, some people receiving old-age
assistance may have no medical bills at
all, or only minor ones, in a given year.
An average of $144 per year per person
should be adequate to pay all essential
medical expenses of all persons now receiving old-age assistance.
In addition to providing medical care
for people receiving old-age assistance,
the bill authorizes an entirely new medical aid program. It provides for payment by the Federal Government of 76.55
percent of the cost of medical care of
persons In Tennessee who are over 65
years old and who are not receiving oldage-assistance payments, with the State
paying only the remaining 23.45 percent.
The bill leaves it up to the State to
determine what individuals will be eligible to receive this assistance. Everyone over 65 who meets whatever financial
test the State of Tennessee decides upon
would be eligible. The only restriction
in the bill is that the State must submit
and have approved a plan describing how
it will determine who is and who is not
financially able to pay for his own medIcal care. The committee report on the
bill states that "a State may, if it wishes,
disregard in whole or part, the existence
of any income or resources, of an individual" in determining whether that Individual is eligible for benefits.
Presumably, any plan submitted by a
State for determining eligibility would
not be approved if the means test the
State proposed was considered unreasonable. In an effort to get some idea of
what might be considered reasonable, I
questioned on the Senate floor the senior
Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR], a
principal author of the bill, on this point,
I inquired whether a State might, for
example, decide to make eligible "all of
those with an income of less than
$2,000 per year and net resources of less
than $25,000." Senator KERRs replied,
"If that were the State plan fixed by
your State for all of its citizens; yes."
When I inquired whether the State might
make the test $50,000, Senator KERR replied that, in his opinion, that could
not be done consistent with the requirement of reasonable standards. Thus we
have to a degree, established legislative
history on the range of reasonableness,
Under this new program,. just as In the
case of medical payments for those on
old-age assistance, a State plan may provide for payment of any kind of medical
bill that State wants to Include-.doctors' bills, hospital bills, nursing bills,
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drug bills, dental bills, eyeglasses, and
Indeed "any other medical care or re
medial care recognized under State law"
are all authorized, with the exception of
care of those suffering from tuberculosis
and mental illness.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. KERR. That exception applies
only where the persons afflicted are in
State institutions.
Mr. GORE. I am glad to learn that.
Do I correctly understand that the bill
would authorize payment for doctors'
calls or nursing services, for example, for
persons with tuberculosis and mental ill
ness If the patient is not in a State
institution?
Mr. KERR. The conference agree
ment provides new features to help oldage assistance recipients and other aged
persons who are in general medical hos
pitals and are diagnosed as having
tuberculosis or psychosis. Under the
provisions contained In present law, such
persons would be immediately cut off
from both cash assistance payments and
medical care assistance. The conference
agreement provides that all assistance
will continue to be available for the next
42 days after such diagnosis while the
individual is in a general medical hos
pital.
Mr. GORE. I thank the Senator for
that enlightenment. I had understood
that no funds would be available for
tubercular and mental patients, which
I regretted. The Senator has given en
lightenment that makes the provisions
of the bill more acceptable in this regard.
Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. KEFAUVER. My colleague Is ren
dering a great service In making this
address and in carrying on this discus
sion about what benefits will be available
under the bill to the various States. I
believe that all this will be an important
part of the legislative history, in pointing
out the appropriate officials of the var
lous States what is available and what
legislation or rules and regulations they
should adopt in order to participate in
the program.
As I understand, the Senator has said
that as f ar as the bill is concerned, it
places no lim-it on the amounts that may
be paid to doctors and hospitals or nurs
ing bills for any one individual.
Mr. GORE. The total amount of Fed
eral medical aid funds for recipients of
old-age assistance is calculated on an
average basis of $144 a year for each per
son. There is no limit on the amount of
the medical bill nor on the number of
days that a person may be in a hospital
or In a nursing home for which payment
may be made.
Mr. KEF'AUVER. In others words, it
would be left up to the individual States
to determine any limit they want to
place on the amounts or length of time?
Mr. GORE. That is true. The State
need not place any limits, because no
limits are contained in the bill. But if
a State desires to do so, of course it can
place such limits. It a State so desires
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it need not participate in the program at
Mr. KEFAUVER. The statement keep down the cost of the program. If the
all,
made by the distinguished senior Senator State of Tennessee enacted a program by
Mr. KEFAUVER. As I understand, form Oklahoma Is very important and which all those with Income of less than
the Payments will be made by the State, constitutes a great contribution to th
$2.000 per year and net resources not In
thoghf te lage
fndsRECRe.excess
ercnt
of S25,000, wouid my home county
even thuhalrg
ecn o h udsRCR.b
In a position then to contract for an
will be Federal funds. Is that correct?
I express appreciation to my colleague Insurance program?
Mr. GORE. Yes; it is correct. Under from Tennessee [Mr. GORE] for discussMr. KERR. Provided the benefit were thus
the new program, for people 65 years of ing this matter today. It will be of made available by your State In its program
age and older who are not receiving old- great Interest to the people in all the under this bill.
ageasitane,
har he
is76.5
edeal tats, artculrlytheoldpeolewh
Mr. GORE. For all of those with an inage sisanc,
shre te
s 7-55Staespariculrlytheoldpeolew
Fderl
0come of less than $2,000 per year and net
Percent for Tennessee. The bill con- need medical and hospital service and resources of less than $25,000.
tains a variable matching formula for the treatment.
Mr. KERR. If that were the State plan
different States. I have undertaken to
Mr. GORE. I thank my distin- fixed by your State for all of its citizens; yes.
explain exactly how the program would guished senior colleague. Congress has
Mr. GORE. Could the State make It
apply to Tennessee. In the new pro- not passed a bill this year which will $50,000? Or would they come In conflict
gram, let me repeat, for those 65 and touch so directly the nmnny people who with the unreasonable?
over who are not recipients of old-age are In pain and want, and those who are r Mr. KERR. That could not be done con
assistance, the Federal share is 76.55 per- threatened with the financial catas- thestenato
with
Thenlngaes
whchIeea:t
cent, and the State's share is only 23.45 trophe that now results to many people
"ThSeaorfromidTeasnnbessee.
dscosit
percent. For the medical care program from an extended illhess, as does this ent with the objectives of this title, and who
for those receiving old-age assistance in bill,
are not recipients of old-age assistance, but
Tennessee the Federal share Is 80 perit is not possible to estimate the exact whose income and resources are Insufficient
Mrn. EFUE.Ikoitivaibeamount
of Federal funds that would be to meet all such costs..
Mr.KEPUVE.
Ikno itis aribleavailable to pay the cost of the new type
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
between the States. It can be ascer- medical aid program in Tennessee. The dent, will the Senator tell us what the
tained as to other States by reference to bill simply provides that the Federal income and property requirements would
the charts. I should like to know if I Government wiUl pay 76.55 percent of be?
am correct in my understanding that the whatever the cost may be. In my
Mr. GORE. The Senator from Okla
medical profession generally feels it is a opinion, under the terms of the bill, the homa Indicated that it was his view that
good program, and they have no objiec- State of Tennessee, or any other State, a State plan making eligible for benefits
seiongto itothatattien
t geth
the Staervice
could, if it so elected, submit and have those persons having an annual income
wheichtare contemplatiedi and
e p
erovidedsoapproved a plan which would make eli- of not more than $2,000 and a net worth
winhe varioe programs.Istatean
crvdeorret
State 9 out of 10 of all residents of the of not more than $25,000 would be rea
Mntevr.ioRE. Srogfars Iskowthacosrectin
at who are 65 years of age or older. sonable and within the standards set
the medical profession have not opposed
In summary, under the bill, it will be forth in the bill.
passage of the bill. I believe the senior possible for Tennessee to provide for
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That Is,
Senator from Oklahoma can giv ino-the
payment of thie medical expenses of without limiting him beyond that point?
h
tiue vaincnenn
offthe all persons receiving old-age assistance Conceivably, a person might have more
medical profession generally toward the and for up to 90 percent of all other income or more property and still be
bill. I will yield to him, if he desires to persons in the State over 65 of age, with eligible.
respond.
the State's share of the cost limited to
Mr. GORE. Then I proceeded to ask
Mr. KERR. Did the Senator have a 20 percent for those receiving old-age the Senator from Oklahoma about a per
question?
assistance and 23.45 percent for those son having a net worth of $50,000. He
Mr. KEFAUVER. I inquired of my not on the welfare rolls,
expressed the view that if one had assets
colleague from Tennessee if the medical
Mr. LODNG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- in that amount, a plan making him eligi
profession generally supported the bill dent, will the Senator yield?
ble would come In conflict with the
and the payment of medical, hospital,
Mr. GORE. I yield,
provisions of the bill and the legislative
and other fees by the States, as contemMr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sen- intent as spelled out in the committee
plated by the bill, and if they would co- ator from Louisiana has suggested a report.
operate fully,
standard of liberal requirements for
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
Mr. KERR. I cannot speak as to the those who are not under old-age assist- will the Senator yield?
degree to which the medical profession ance, and the distinguished senior SenMr. GORE. I yield.
would cooperate. The bill had the ator from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR] agreed
Mr. YARBOROUGH. It is my under
wholehearted support, not only of all the that that was the intention of the standing that the medical profession has
aged people and welfare organizations In amendment he offered. Will the Sen- endorsed the conference committee bill
Oklahoma, but also of the medical, ator repeat the standards which he re- and has endorsed the payment of med
dental, and nursing professions In Okla- gards as rather extreme limitations of ical fees by the States. Is that correct?
homa.
eligibility?
Mr. GORE. I have not personally re
The bill provides a system of vendor
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, the senior ceived such an endorsement.
payments whereby, through the agency to Senator from Oklahoma replied to that
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Or, at least, the
be set up and provided with authority question yesterday. The colloquy ap- medical profession has made no obJec
by the State, the medical and hospital pears on page 17851 of the CONGRES- tion.
costs can be paid by the State to the SIONAL RECORD of yesterday. I ask
Mr. GORE. I have received no such
doctor, the dentist, or the hospital se- unanimous consent that it be printed at objection. The senior Senator from
lected by the Patient himself or her- this point in the RECORD.
Oklahoma said the conference report
self; and that has the unqualified apThere being no objection, the excerpt had the endorsement of the medical
proval of the medical profession,
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, society of his State.
Mr. KEFAUVER. There is not any as follows:
Mr. YAR.BOROUGH. That was my
opposition to the program on the part of ~
OE
e eb pcfc
e sa-Impression. If the medical profession
physicians on the ground that it might
r.GR.etmbesefi.Ltuas
apovsheay
ntfmdclbls
tend to lead to socialized medicine?
sume that my State authorised a plan with aproethe
paymeent ofte,
hmoedica bill
the participation of counties. I mention b h
ifrn
tts
h
osi
h
Mr. KERR. Just to the contrary, this example because I think the sentiment Ject to the payment of medical
bills by
The medical profession regards the bill in my State is rather strongly In favor of the Federal Government? What is the
as being a great insurance factor for bet- county participation, with some small con- difference?
ter medical services, for freedom of tribution on the pert of the county to the
Mr. GORE. That is a question which
choice by the patients, for the absence coet of the program, thus makring the county I am not in a position to answer.
I
of regimentation of their Drofessioii and the administering unit. Such a P155 would would rather have physicians answer it
its members, and as a real element of promote looal self-government. It would for themselves. Such a V~sition~is dif

strength against socialized medicine,

provide better speilalised co" and service to ficult to rationalize,
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Mr. DIREsEN Mr. President, I sug-. £ble opportunities for employment which Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I am

gest the absence of

aquorum.

make old age bearable,

deeply gratified to find that other Sena

problem to the attention of the Senate.
I am aware of his long leadership in this
field, and I have joined him on various
occasions in an effort to have the ceiling
lifted. I have been one of the authors of
a number of bills which would lift the
ceiling to $1,800 or $2,400 a year.
Like the Senator from New Hampshire,
I have been distressed by the conference
report because, as I read it, It appears
that the conferees lifted the ceiling by
only $100. as I understand, to $1,300, with
a complicated formula provided, which
certainly is not a big step, although it
Is a movement in the right direction,
Mr. COTTON. I thank the distinguished Senator,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. COTTON. I am glad to yield to
the Senator from Louisiana.

that has to do with the earnings limitwould seem to be an improvement over
the present law, it Is indeed a long way
from what the Senate approved when it
passed the bill. It is not half a loaf; it
is not a quarter of a loaf-indeed, It is
hardly a crumb.
I was interested In the contribution
which the distinguished Senator from
Louisiana made in this colloquy. He
confirmed the fact that the procedure
outlined in the conference report to de
termine what earnings will be permitted
elderly people is phrased in a rather
complex and diffcult way. I am afraid
that elderly people, as well as the rest of
us, will be somewhat bewildered when
they try to find out where those elderly
people stand. A slide rule and a set of
logarithms may be required to determine
what the conference report provides for

does not expect to vote for the conference
report because of this and certain other

Apparently its impact on an individual
vould depend not only on how much he

have been taken, let me point out how
this plan would work. As It stands now,

more precise, on the number of months
In which his earnings are less than $100.

without having his income reduced. Today if he earns $80 In one month, his
entire check is cut off for that month,
The bill which we passed and sent to
conference would permit that man to
make $150 a month, whereas previously
he had been limited to $100 in each
.month of the year.
Mr. MUNDT. The bill would have
made the ceiling $1,800 a year instead of
$1,200, would it not?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes. What
has been brought back from conference
is a measure that provides that If a person earns $1,500 in 1 year, which means
that he earns an additional $300, he
would be permitted to keep one-half of
that amount. In other words, for every
$2 that he earned, his social security
benefits would be reduced by $1. Above
that .figure, for every dollar that he earns
his income would be reduced by $1. It
would have the same effect as if he were
taxed 100 percent of his income,
Mr. MUNDT. Is that provision not
tantamount to developing a new concept
of taxation, of taxing those least able
to pay instead of those most able to pay?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It seems to
me that there would be the imposition
of a 100-percent tax on a poor man who
is over 65 years of age. Perhaps it might
have some salutary effect in helping him
to understand how a millionaire feels
when he is taxed at the rate of 90 percent on a quarter of a million dollars
that he might make in a single year. It
is a very poor substitute for what the
Senate approved,
Mr. MUNDT. The approach would
do great violence to our American concept that taxation should be in conformity with ability to pay,

report a social security beneficiary who
earns over $1,200 will be only $150 better
off, regardless of how much he actually
earns. If he earns $1,700, $500 over the
limit, he will have his social security
benefits reduced by $350.
I wish to make crystal clear that I do
not vouch for the conclusions I have just
drawn, because a hasty perusal of the
conference report leaves most of us, I
think, somewhat bewildered in our effort
to analyze what, if anything, it provides.
I expect that!I shall support the con
ference report because of the many other
important features it includes. But I
am deeply disappointed. It gave me a
great feeling of satisfaction, after all
these years of striving to see the Senate
finally enact a bill which raised the min
imum and which took away the shackles,
at least, to some degree, that we were
placing upon our elderly citizens. But
after only a few brief days of happiness,
the conference report is presented with
this crushing disappointment, and we
find our endeavors have largely failed.
I for one-and I know the distinguished
Senator from South Dakota and the dis
tinguished Senator from Louisiana and
the distinguished Senator from New
York [Mr. KCEATING], among others--feel
very deeply about this, as do many other
Members of this body. We are not going
to be satisfied with this crumb, this
small bit of consolation, but we are going
to continue to strive for continual im
provement.
I am not being unjust when I say very
frankly on the floor of the Senate that
for years I have detected what I believe
to be a steadfast and stubborn resistance
to this measure by some who apparently
feel that all Job opportunities in this

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. WILMr. MUNDT. Mr. President. will the
LISms of New Jersey in the chair). The Senator yield?
clerk will call the roll.
Mr. COTTON. I am glad to yield.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
Mr. MUNDT. I commend the Senator
the roll.
from New Hampshire for calling this
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With.
out objection, It is so ordered,

tars feel so strongly In this matter and
have indicated their attitude during the
course of my remarks.
While the conference report-at least
that portion of the conference report

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As one who this group of people.

actions that I thought could and should earns but also when he earns it-to be
a person could earn $1,200 in 1 year But in most cases, under the conference

SOCIAL

SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1960-CONFERENCE REPORT
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the
Senate to the bill (H.R. 12580) * the
Social Security Amendments of 1960.
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, there
is one feature of the conference report
on the medical care bill that I deeply
regret. For many years, ever since I
served as a Member of the other body,
I have been one of the Members of the
Congress who have repeatedly introduced
bills in an effort to remove or to lift the
ceiling on the amount which retired people receiving social security may earn
without forfeiting their social security,
I have long left that one of the tragic
errors of our generation has been that,
after medical science has prolonged the
life, health, and usefulness of our people,
we should insist on putting such people
on the shelf, failing to make some use of
their experience and their talents, and
condemning some of them to spend the
sunset of their lives in idleness, frustration, and In many cases, unhappiness.
Our older citizens have paid for their
social security and I believe it is completely unjust to deprive them of reason-
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country should be reserved for those possibility under the present formula eventually we shall accept this proposi
Who are in the prime of life, and that that if a man continues to work he may tion.
I recognize the problem, of keeping the
as soon as someone has reached the age lose more in benefits than he gains in
of retirement, he ought to be stuck up extra earnings. This is wrong. It ise trust fund sound. That has always been
the basis of the opposition to plans for
on the shelf, supported by the taxpayers, high time we did something about it.
What we have had for years is a situ- raising the earnings limitation. All of
and spend his last years in idleness.
That is an extreme view, and it is an ation in which all authorities agree that us want to keep the trust fund sound.
older people should continue to live use- We should keep it sound. However,
unfortunate view,
Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, will the ful and energetic lives. Many people whatever is involved in additional costs
have told me about older workers whose in the tax on both employer and employee
Senator yield?
temperament is such that to stop work will, it seems to me, necessarily -have to
Mr. COTTON. I yield.
Mr. MUNDT. I am delighted to hear would literally kill them. It is not quite be made in order to do away with' the
the Senator say that the fight must go easy to be inactive, as some people seem present unrealistic concept that a per
on. I assure him that I shall join him to think. Many older people fear retire- son under social security Is limited as
In It. Now that we have broken what ment more than anything else that con- to his earnings on the outside, if he is
or wants to receive social security
we might call the "unsound" barrier by fronts them,
The Labor Department under the ac- benefits.
at least providing a complicated, tardy,
I am grateful to the Senator from New
and altogether inadequate step in the tive leadership of Secretary Mitchell, has
right direction, I hope that in subsequent urged older people to continue to work, Hampshire for having again called this
Congresses we will be able to rectify the thereby continuing to make their needed important problem to our attention.'
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
skills available to our economy. He has
situation completely,
I regret that by voting for the confer- on many occasions reiterated the im- dent, will the Senator from' New Hamp
ence report, as I expect I shall have to portance of skilled older workers and the shire yield?
Mr. COTTON. I yield.
do, because of the other features which need for them to devote as much of their
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It seems to
are in it, and because of the undesira- energy as they can to the Nation's econme that if the Senator wants to do some
ble eventualities which might flow from omy.
about this problem, he ought to
thing
security
On the other hand, the social
a defeat of the conference report, we
will be getting legislation In this area law of our land tells the same man, "Well, vote against the conference report. That
much less satisfactory than what we sure, there is no law against your con- item comprises two-thirds of what is In
should have in medicare, and we do not tinuing to work, but you will lose a part conference. It is the very Item about
place our stamp of approval on this sur- of your social security benefits, for which which he Is talking. The reason why I
render by the conference report to the you have contributed over the years, if fought It is that starting next year it
*
will be necessary to have some increase
victory which we achieved on the Senate you do."
The conference report on H.R. 12580 in the social security tax, perhaps, If
floor.
Mr. COTTON. Knowing the Senator establishes a formula which the Senator we keep It in. But If we are to have the
as well as I do, I know he will never )it from New Hampshire has said will be benefit which we want, and for which we
extremely difficult to explain. It is diff- shall have to vote, then it will be nec
go, but will be steadfast in the fight.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, will cult enough now to explain it to the un- essary to keep the program in that way.
tutored. It will be even more difficultThrwilbnomtiaIblncbe
the Senator yield?
to explain it to an older person, who tween now and the first of the year.
Mr. COTTON. I yield.
Mr. HEATING. Like the distinguished thought that he was a part of the insur- Next year we can have a social security
Senator from New Hampshire, I shall ance system and who thought that he bill which will provide for a modest in
probably have to vote for the conference could earn whatever he wanted to at any crease in the tax to take care of it. How
report because of the many salutary fea- time and still at age 65 get his income, ever, I fear that if we vote for the social
tures In It. I most emphatically want to It is not easy to explain to a retired per- security bill as it is now written, It will
indicate that I share the views expressed son that for every $300 a person earns be 2 years before anything can be done
by the Senator from New Hampshire above $1,200, he will get only half of that along this line. I suspect that If the
when he spoke of his regret over the ex- sum. People undoubtedly will say to us. Senator's party is successful in the elec
tent to which the conferees have negated "Why don't you do something about It?" tion-and I do not discount that possi
what we did on the floor with reference What do we tell them? This Is the first bility for a moment-it will be necessary
to the earnings limitations for people major change in the earnings test in to wait 2 years before we will have an
opportunity to vote on the same measure
eligible to receive social security benefits. years.
I recognize the problem which the again.
Like the distinguished Senator from New
Mr. COTTON. Of course, it is nec
Hampshire, who has been a leader in this conference committee had. I do not
field, I have long favored an increase in want to be ungenerous to the conferees essary to have various avenues and
the social security earnings limitation, in what they have done. At least, they means of approaching a desired end. So
Several times I introduced legislation to have taken a short step in the right di- far as this particular point is concerned,
that effect. Recently, I Introduced an rection. However, Mr. President. it is no Member of this body Is more zealous
In a desire to attain that end than the
amendment to H.R. 12580, the Social only a short one.
Mr. COTTON. Would not the Senator distinguished Senator from Louisiana.
Security Amendments Act, to increase
this limitation to $1,800. I also intro- from New York say it was a gesture To that exent, I agree.
However, it Is necessary to be practi
duced an amendment which would re- rather then a step?
Mr. KEATING. I agree that his is cal. We were called back into this
move it entirely. Although I would much
rather have seen the second amendment probably a more accurate statement. I rather extraordinary session. I was not
adopted, I felt the $1,800 figure to be a assure the distinguished Senator from In favor of it at the time. We are oper
realistic and reasonable one at the pres- New Hampshire that it is as unsatisfac- ating under pressure. If my senses do
ent time. I have commented many tory a gesture to me as it is to him. I not deceive me, I have noted throughout
times on the elimination of the so-called shall stand shoulder to shoulder with the Senate Chamber some restlessness on
social security retirement test,' which him in his efforts to raise the limitation, the part of many Senators, on both sides
provides that a person over 65 and under Eventually, I am as certain as I am that of the aisle, who are running for re
72, If he earns more than $100 a month, I am standing here that we shall recog- election. I am informed, that there is
heconsiderable restlessness in the House of
izthfathtsncwelim
or $1,200 a year, loses a social security
isbsincecallyanm in- Representatives. We shall not be hang
ns ial shecurity sytemt
payenechmothinwhchheea
asclya n ing around here forever. I do not want
hi wihh an sca euit ytmi
t
ovyer $100.
surance system, we must do away with to help to scuttle the whole bill because
AseI nertndtefomlawic h
aimed the concept, that those who are over age of one bad feature.
conferencereport thasadopted, Ithish
The Senate has passed a bill. We have
at removing the disincentive to continue 65 will be deprived of their social security

to work for persons eligible to secure

-socia security benefits.

benefits if they earn mnore than a certin gone to conference. Members of this
I pin certain that body who have served on committees of

There is the amounlt of income.
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conference, as I have, both as a Meni
ber of the House and as a Member of the
Senate, know that this Is a difficult prob
lem. I, for one, shall continue to strive
for this particular feature. However,
I do not want to be a part of the re
sponsibility of running the danger of
scuttling the bill.
I appreciate all the contributions
made to the discussion by other Sena
tors, and I do not wish to take more of
the time of the Senate, but before I con
clude I should like to add that my col
league, the distinguished senior Senator
from New Hampshire (Mr. BRuGSa],
who Is unavoidably absent for a time
from the Senate this afternoon, has also
been a sponsor of a bill to lift the ceiling
on the amount which elderly people re
ceiving social security will be allowed to
earn. Were he here, I know his voice
would be joined to the voices of the rest
of 'us concerning this point in the confer
ence report, which we so greatly deplore.
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Mr. BUSH. If I may do so without
losing my, right to the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BustDicic in the chair). 1s there- objection?
Without objection, It Is so ordered.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Connecticut yield at this
time to me and also to the Senator from
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two amendments called for totally dif
ferent programs. both of which were
subject to a considerable amount of opPosition-I should like to express my
confidence that not only can a program
of this kind be worked out, but that it
will be enacted into law.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will

New Mexico (Mr. ANDERSON]. who wishes the Senator from New York yield to me?
to join in colloquy with me?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. BUSH. Yes., If it is understood
Mr. ANDERSON. Let me assure my
that in doing so I shall not lose the floor, good friend, the Senator from New York.,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there that I completely share his sentiment.
objection? Without objection, it is so I do not know exactly how the matter
ordered.
will be worked out, or what particular
Mr. JAVIT.
Mr. President. in con- device will be used. But I am sure that
nection with the conference report on so many Members of Congress are de
House bill 12580. the social security termined to have something accom
amendments of 1960. I wish to make a plished In this field, that they will work
brief statement in regard to the very to accomplish it and will find a way to
interesting and the very warm debate do it.
and the ensuing votes which were taken
I am happy that the Senator from New
on my amendment and on the so-called York has expressed his determination
in that connection: and I assure him of
Anderson amendment.
Although I am confident that the re- my equal determination to try to do
port will be approved, and I shall sup- something to.make certain that the peo
port it, yet everyone knows that the ple of this country will have the benefit
conference report will take care of a of such a program, as a result of our
relatively small part of our problem. It determination to see that it is instituted.
deals--and I think great credit for this even though one plan has been offergd in
is due the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. that connection by the Senator from
KERR I-with approximately 2.400.000 New York and another plan has been
people on old-age assistance and between offered by me. I warmly congratulate
500.000 and 1 million people who are con- the Senator from New York, on his supsidered medically indigent, .port,
and I pledge him my support.
But, in addition, there are, at the very'
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator
least, 10 million or perhaps 11 million of from New Mexico.
our people over 65 years of age whoMr. BUSH. Mr. President. at this
and two separate voting groups in the time I shall suggest the absence of a
Senate took an affrmative position in quorum, because the Senate convened
that connection-need the help of the today at 11 a.m., but absolutely nothing
Federal Government if they are to have has been accomplished, thus far. I be.-:
an appropriate plan of medica! care with lieve we should either get down to work
Federal participation.
or go home.
The plan favored by the Senator from
Therefore, Mr. President, I now sug
New Mexico [Mr. Axvzasw]l and my gest the absence of a quorum.
plan differ. But I should like to take
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
this occasion, prior to approval of the clerk will call the roll.
conference report, to state that It is my
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the
determination to work out with the roll.
Senator from New Mexico and with
Mr. RUSSELTL Mr. President, I ask
other Members who think as he does unanimous consent that further pro
about this matter-and to work It out ceedings under the call of the roll may be
early in the next session-a medical-aid dispensed with.
plan which will have Federal participaMr. BUSH. Mr. President, reserving
tion.
the right to object, I wish to sayWithout argulfg at the moment about
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A Sen
the plan under which that will be done ator cannot reserve the right to object
and whether It will or will not have any on a request to dispense with the call of
implications In regard to social security the roll.
or general revenue, nevertheless I am
Mr. BUSH.
The Senator from
confident that we can work out a plan, Georgia has asked unanimous consent to
with Federal participation,4 which will dispense with the calling of the roll.
give the 10 million Americans over 65
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A Sen
years of age what they are entitled to- ator must either object or let the quorum
namely, a decent program of health call be continued.
care. I think this is assured by the deMr. LONG of Louisiana.. Mr. Presi
grees; to which our respective parties dent, I object.
have advanced--es shown by the, votes
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask
taken-In stappo tlng the fundamental unanimous consent to speak for a mo
objective of both presidential candi- ment on the reservation.
THE CONFERtENCE REPORT ON THE dates, and with the obviously united
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A Sea
SOCIAL 5ECURMT AMjENDMENTS determination of the overwhelming ma- ator cannot make such a unanimousOF 1960
Joit
request. of Texas. Mr. Presi
which IofamthsureM~embers
is echoedof Inthis
the body,
other consent
Mr. JOHNSON
Mr. BUSM 'Mr. President. I suggest body,
dent. I ask unanimous consent that fur
the absence of a quorum.
As one who was responsible for one ther proceedings under the call be dis..
Mr. JAVrI8 M1r. President, will the of the two principal efforts made in Pensed with.
Senator from Connecticut withhold that the Senate In connection with amendThe PRESIDING OFFICER. With
ugEmotion'?
menta to "h mleasure-although the out objection, It is aso ordered.
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With respect to the public assistance
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I yield to Lauscbe
LoHa.B
Mwsdty
eaus, the Senate bill was a vast im
the Senator from Connecticut.
provement. I salute the great senior
Muskie
Symingtonl
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask for Tufk
McCarthy
Olifhoney
Talmadge
Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. KERR] . the
recognition.
Pastore
Thurmond
Principal sponsor of last proposal in the
Mr. LONGOof Louisiana. Mr. presi- McClellan
Wiley
M1cofe
Prouty
Prxmr
W111ams nel.
Senate bill, which would make it possi
dentMcNamara
Randolph
Williams. N.J.
ble to have tremendous additional Fed
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President, Magnuson
RobeYtson
Yarborough
eral matching. It is estimated that in
aparliamentary inquiry. The Senator Mansield
Russiel
Young. N. flak.
frm oisaa
oceobjcioacodoney
the first year thc matching funds would
heared. obetoacr-Mre
shp
Young. Ohio
fog touiwhatna
r
ANFED
noneta
be approximately $220 million, to help
ngtoheaPREIhadIN.F, E.Sbe
rayn ed
quently the majority leader made the the Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD] th' ttspoiecr
the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. Ing help.
rofqueet.
Mr. President. that Is one of the mat
M.Lusna
.
.DODD].
the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
dent, I objected to rescinding the order DOUGLAS], the Senator from Arkansasteshchwsicofrn.Asnef
the
conferees, so far as I could detect,
FULBRIGHT]. the Senator from In
fo h urmcl. i o erte[Mr.
leaear. Ifhe diana [Mr. HARTICE]. the Senator from there was never the slightest doubt that
sftoner qur
theo
mcajorIityno
a on ob
wants to do that, it will be easy enough Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY], the Sen- thepriua rvso
from Florida [Mr. SMArnsas]. and agreed to. There was not doubt for a
togtaqou.ator
Mr.et JuoruSO of es.Mr Presi- the Senator from Alabama%[Mr. SPARK- moment. In fact, to the best of my
recollection, we did not even have to
dent IOHSai
loud
Ni Tenough tobeher
MAN],* are absent on official business,
h
I further announce that the Senator cmaeteHuepoiinwt
Iasked that further proceedings under
the call1 be dispensed with. The Chair from Missouri [Mr. HENNINGS] is absent Snt rvso,
Undoubtedly the able manager of the
said, "Wtotojcioi
ss
r because of illness.
deledl. .Wtotobet
t ss r
Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the bill, the senior Senator from Oklahoma,
There are a goodly number of Sen- Senator' from New Hampshire [Mr. had gone to great efforts to get in touch
ebrwt
eaeMm
os
ators Present to hear the Senator from BRIDGES], the Senator from Nebraska wt
Louisiana, If the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. CuRTIns, the Senator fromuArizona bers, and with th ose who serve in the
Wil Proceed. Let the Senator from Con- [Mr. GOLDWATER], the Senator from exctvbrnhoteGvrmnt
necticut make his statement.
Kentucky [Mr. MORTON], and the Sena- from the Director of the Bureau of the
tor from Massachusetts [Mr. SALTON- Budget down, to make sure the Pro
UHr rsdnIpitthe
'r
vision was properly cleared in many
figr. atSno one, burtesienate ha been STALL] are necessarily absent,
quarters, even beyond those with re
caledgeren
atnone bunusualSeaturday bese
TeSntonrmCliona[r
spect to which I have any knowledge.
Caled
inanunuua
er
Sauray es KThc SnlsabetorfobCausefofniness.
betbcueo lns.
The conference did not even have to
sion in order to try to do business and K~~li
ics h rvso.TeHuecn
The Senator from Iowa [Mr. MARTIN])
act upon the conference report. We have
been here 4 hours and have gotten no- is absent by leave of the Senate on of  fereess were preadyston Take itfoms the
where. I asked for a quorum call, in- ficial business.being.OetngwchudbA begining Oneedwa
thing wheibchaundoubt
tending to ask for a live quorum, so we
The PRESIDING OFFICER
of the House conferees. Mr. MILLS, is a
Could either get on with the business or quorum is present.
go home. I do feel, having agreed not
The question is on agreeing to the con- Representative from the State of 'Ar
kansas. Under the~proposal, Arkansas
to Insist upon a live quorum, that we are ference report.
entitled to some assurance that other
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- would get a great deal of additional
senators will be cooperative and get on dent, I shall vote against the adoption money without the necessity of putting
with the business, and let Senators say of the conference report because in my up additional funds, and would have the
what they have to say about the confer- judgment the Senate will be making a benefit of go percent Federal matching
for this type of care, whereas up to now
ence report, make their statements as bad mistake by agreeing to it.' .
I make that statement notwithstand- that State has been limited to 65 per
brief as possible, and have some consideration, for other Senators, so we can lag the fact that the bill brought to us5 cent Federal matching. It would be
4 to 1 Federal matching, instead of
get out,
from the conference is basically a goo
I am sick of sitting around all the time bill. I believe I have voted for almost o~nly 2 to 1.
There was not even any discussion of
when we are accomplishing absolutely everything in the bill. I supported evnothing. I do not think it is in keeping erything in the bill at- it passed the taking the House provision in that re
n opr
with the best traditions of the Senate, Seniate.
gr.Teewsntee
I do not oppose anything in the bill. gard. Therne washotservednany compa
and I object to it.
coe
n
.I shall not object-to the withdrawal My reason for voting against the confer- isonAs on whato aseredithe
of the quorum call, but I do think Sen-. ence report is that we could have done comerene I advietromas the abexeandv
the
ent ecutiveo
oen
ators should get down to business so we much better than we did. The Senate bacmetn adierfo
the
Govern
ent Mr.obiio
can get on with our business today and gave us a bill much better thn the one byranc ofclywa
akfomtecneeceth.poiers,
Myuh eactl what the thoue pifrovisio
get out of here.
provided, andwatwsthhdf
erec
beckfroethnconereceooute
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thenn
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Policy to handle the question in that that sometime next year. when we fur- gain with the House, by which we would
way, alid it would be more appealing to ther amend the social security law. we accept some of the provisions that the
the physicians and surgeons.
shall include self-employed physicians House had voted. provided. they would
The Senate conferees prevailed In and surgeons.
accept some of the provisions that we
their position. However, in my jue-,Finally, like the distinguished Senator had voted.
ment, if we had to yield the point in from Louisiana, I regret very much that
That Ls not how the compromise
order to secure some other Important the conferees did not return to the Sen- worked out. It worked out the other way
point, the Senate conferees would have ate, and that we do not have today a around. The compromise was, in effect.
been willing to so yield.
much better conference report for the that we would drop the social security
Therefore, three major provisions re- welfare of the aged people of our coun- benefits which we have previously voted.
mained In controversy. In my Judg- try than we have,
provided the House would drop most of
meat, we could have obtained all three
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will the benefits which it had voted.
Of them if the Senate conferees had the Senator yield?
So we went to conference with ti-ese
been willing to fight for them. We
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I now yield varying proposals that would have
could not obtain any of them if the to the senior Senator from Ohio.
meant about $1.2 billion of additional
Senate conferees were not willing to
Mr. LAUSCHE. I should like to add social security benefits.
fight for them. The outcome would de- something to what my colleague has said
We brought back to the Senate a
pend upon how much the points would on this subject. I have had coismuni- that would provide about $250 millionbill
of
mean to us. If we had been willing to cations which reveal that the polls taken social security benefits. it was con
insist that those provisions be retained, in Ohio showed a desire on the part of tended that the Senate bill would require
my guess Is we could have retained physicians and surgeons to be covered, an increase in the social security tax.
them. What were they?
but finally a formula was proposed to be I suppose it would, although not this
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President, applied on the basis of weighting the year. That subject could have been
will the Senator yield before he pro- statistics, and by the application of that taken care of next Year, because the in
ceeds to state those three provisions?
formula, the final Judgment reached crease this year. so far as the social
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
was that there is not a desire on the security cost is concerned, would have
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. To advert for part of the physicians and surgeons to been very, very small. Most of these
a moment to the fact that physicians be covered,
measures go into effect somewhat grad
and surgeons are omitted from the conIf the subject is considered next year, ually, and some of them not even until
ference report and to the statement that I think It would be well worth while to the following year.
the distinguished Senator from Louisi- make inquiry and to ascertain whether it
One of the other points in conference
ana has made that there was a feeling is not a fact that the physicians do wish was the provision which would be the
that physicians and surgeons would be to be covered, and to ascertain whether most expensive coastwise of any provi
admitted within the beneficent coverage by some formula the will of the physi- sion in the bill. The Senate voted to
Of social security as soon as the heads of cians has been frustrated. I rise to insert a provision that a man could earn
the American Medical Association dinc-make that statement in order to give $1,800 a year without losing his social
cated that It desired to do so, Is not the support to what my colleague has said to security benefits. He could have the
Senator from Louisiana- fully familiar the effect that word has come from Ohio benefit of full retirement and still earn
with the fact that in every referendum that physicians and surgeons wish to be $1,800 each year. That provision would
taken of physicians and surgeons, and 'covered,
have meant that a man could work and
notably In referendum taken in the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- make $150 a month without losing his
States of Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York. dent, I have voted against covering social security benefits.
and New Jersey. from 60 to 68 percent of physicians and surgeons because my ImAs the measure now stands, after a
the physicians and surgeons polled evi- pression has been that in the State from man earns $100. if he makes one addi
denced an intent, a wish. and a desire to which I come the majority Of Physicians tional cent above that $100 in a month.
be Included under the coverage of social and surgeons have not desired coverage, he loses hIds entires month's check. So
.security? Is thatnota fact with which My guessIs that if they really understood if he earns $100 in a month--and I be
the Senator from Louisiana is familiar? the benefits, particularly the young doe- lieve the figure is $100-he Is in a posi
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- torn, and understood how much more tion to receive his entire $125
dent, I regret to say that I cannot say it they would receive through that plan But if he makes one penny extra,check.
that
Is a fact. I do not know. MY ImPres- than under a private Insurance program, Penny would cost him $125. The effect
slan Is that polls have been taken in they would want It. However, they have of that provision would not save money
some States In which a majority of.phY- never educated themselves to that degree for Uncle Sam, In my judgment, so
stcians,and ~surgeons have indicated that on the subject. That being the case, I much as It would cause people to post
they wanted to be covered; In other cases am of the opinion that the majority of pone their decision to retire.
the majority Indicated that they did not the doctors In the area from which I hail
But to liberalize would cause more
want to be covered.
do not at this time desire coverage, al- people to retire, and that would increase
Tlhe Senator has asked whether I though Itbelieve eventually they will re- the cost of the program by 0.19 percent
know. I mist may that I do not know, quest It,
of Payroll, or roughly two-tenths of 1
but I yield to his superior knowlefte on
we then come to the four major Items Percent of Payroll. That would be the
that subject.
that were In conference.
increased cost If that Provision were
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. The JuniorSenFirst, let us consider the one. that the to go into effect.
ator from Ohio. who was at one time a House sent to us, which was a proposal
It was contended that there would be
mnember of the Committee on Ways and that would reduce the number of quar- some imbalance In the fund if this fea
Means of the House of Representatives. ters of coverage required in order for a ture were retained. Undoubtedly it
knows that fact, and It appears to the Person to qualify for social security pro- would be necessary to have voted an In
jun"io Senato from Ohio that, umfOrtu- tection. That proposal was contained In crease in the social security tax some
nately, the Board of Delegates of the the House bill. The Senate removed It time next year if we were to retain the
American, Medical Association is not re- without any real conviction. If I recall same amount of increase in the fund
spnifsli to the will of Its members correctly. there was a very substantial that we have. The Senate voted for it,
which Is regre~ttable-,
vote, even In the Senate committee, to and I believe that the Senate in voting
However.!I regrt also that physicians retain that provision. During the con- for it probably realized that that would
and surgeons Will not be Included, I do sideratlons in the executive sessions, I be the situation, This was the most ex
not sbare the feeling that I have heard believe that the member who had moved pensive thing, costwise, in the bill.
expressed that until the Physicians and to strike out that provision even moved
What compromise
worked out In
sugn clean their own house and have to reinsert It, it was the Judgment of this field? Well, thewas
compromise was
a boaut of delegates responsive to their the Junior Senator from Louisiana that that a person would be permitted to
wishes they should be kept out of social the striking of that provision, if It had earn an additional $300, on condition
secrity. But for the tIme being I will go no other Purpose, would have given the that his income from social security
.igwith that determfnation. I haps Senate a little bargaining power to bar- would be reduced by $150. In other
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words. for every dollar he made he would
have his social security benefits reduced
by 50 cents, the so-called 2-for-i rule.
Thereaf ter, for every dollar that the
person made, he would have his social
security benefits reduced by $1. or the
i-for-i rule. After Si.500. he would be
working iOO percent for the Federal
Government. It works out the same as
a i00-percent tax. I suppose the bill in
that respect has some salutary effects,
because it is impossible for poor people
to understand what millionaires mean
when they complain about a 91-percent
tax on their income above a certain
amount.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I1yield.
Mr. CLARK. I wish to be sure that
I understand what the Senator is saying.
The present law requires that a person
cannot earn more than $1,200 without
forfeiting his social security Dayment.
Is that correct?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That is correct.
Mr. CLARK. The Senate increased
'the $1,200 limitation to $i,800. Is that
correct? .concerned
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes.
Mr. CLARK. I had introduced a bill
to increase the sum-to $2,400, and I was
told that It would create some actuarial
-programs in that regard. I had hoped
that we could raise the amount to $2,400.
However.. in the Senate. we set it at
$1,800. What did the conference do?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The conferees agreed to a kind of package arrangement. which eliminated most of
what was in all the suggested revisions
of this proposal, and cut the amount
from $1,800 to $1,500. with the proviso
that the difference between $1.200 and
$i.500 would represent an area in which
every time a man made a dollar, his
check would be reduced by 50 cents.
Mr. CLARK. So. In effect, that is
what the-Senator meant when he made
his reference to chicken feathers. Is
that correct?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That is part
of the feathers we brought back from
the hen we put into the henhouse. The
difference in cost Is substantial. The
cost of what the Senate gave us was 0.19
percent of payroll. What we brought
back to the Senate will be 0.02 percent.
or
roghly 10 percent of what the Senate gave us to take to conference.
Then there was the provision to reduce the age of retirement for men to
age 62. In that instance it was explained
to us by the executive branch of the
Government, that we were going in the.
wrong direction anyway, and that we
should be going in the direction of Increasing the retirement age. instead of
reducing It. This provision was dropped
out of the bill. It would have cost 0.05
percent of payroll,
Then a compromise was made on the
House provision which provided that a
person during the last 10 years must
have one quarter In four quarters. That
was the House provision. The compro.3iseprovides that the person must have
wne quarter In three quarters of coverage. Tbe House provision would have
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made it Possible for an additional 600.- us who take the responsibility for it,
000 people to have paid a certain amount really felt it was not important, because
of money into the social security fund, it left us a little bargaining room with
and to get what would in most instances the House. I personally felt it was just
be the minimum social security benefits. as well that It worked out that way, even
By going to 1 in 3 quarters rather than though I voted against striking the
I in 4, 200,000 people have been cut off provision, because it would give us an
and will not get the benefits. I knew of opportunity to tell the House that if
no objection by anyone in the Senate to they would take some of the benefits
the additional coverage which would we had in the bill, we would take some of
the benefits in their bill, and thus pro
have been provided,
So, as a package arrangement, it was vide us with some leverage. I had hoped
agreed in conference to reduce the $1,800 that the leverage would work on the in
as I have described, the retirement for clusion side rather than on the exclusion
men was dropped, and the I in 4 quarter side.
Mr. CLARK. Did the conferees sus
coverage was reduced toIiIn 3 quarter
coverage, the latter resulting in 200,000 tain the Senate's position?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No; the
people being denied the benefits under
compromise was midway between the
the social security plan.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President. will the two. The compromise was that a per
son must have worked three and a third
Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Thereby the years, in effect, during the last 10 years.
bill would be so pared down in cost that or one quarter out of every three quar
it would not be necessary for the House ters since 1950.
Mr. CLARK. The Senate bill, then.
to send us a social security bill next year.
In other words, the long range estimates did not do anything for these people.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I never
show that there will be no necessity for
increasing the social security tax. I do knew of any real objection to the House
and my guess is that if Sea
provision,
was
too
much
the
Senate
not believe that
about the danger of having ators had understood the provision the
to increase the social security tax. That Senate would have gladly taken the
argument never made much impression House provision. My guess is also that
on us in the Senate, when we were the Senate conferees would have been
discussing the bill. My impression was glad to negotiate on that point. The
that Senators felt if these things were House conferees apparently had tancen
desirable, they recognized they would the position on their side, event before
they sent us a bill, and they wanted a
cost some money.
Mr. CLARK. Would the Senator try bill which would have some benefits in
to explain again the one in four quarters it but which would not increase the sodial security tax.
and the one in three quarters?
So while they could go along with some
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It works in
this way. A person, during the last 10 very minor increases-for example, the
years, from 1950 to 1960, may have type of thing, where they were given 10
worked during part of that time when percent of what they were asking for
he was covered and during part of the with increased Income limitations-and
time when he was not covered during go along with minor things which
sounded good but did not mean a great
the last 10 years.
Under present law, he must have been deal, they could not very well go along
working and paying taxes for one quarter with these substantial things the Senate
out of every two quarters, or 50 percent had voted for. To do so might have
of the time. That means, roughly speak- meant some requirement to increase
Ing, that he must have 5 years of credit cost.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
for paying the social security tax to get
Senator yield for a final question; I
any benefit at all.
Mr. CLARK. Any benefit under exist- shall not detain him longer.
The conference report retained, did
lng law?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Any social it not, the provisions in the Senate bill
security benefit. The money contribut- which make medical payments available
ed by these people goes into the fund. for individuals receiving old-age assistUnfortunately, this is usually in the caseane
Mr. LODNG of Louisiana. Yes. There
of people with low income. if they do
not have that earned credit of 5 years. was not the least bit of controversy
they get no benefits. The Heuse pro- about that, so far as I1could detect. If
posal was that if they had been working there was. I was not aware of it. I
in covered employment for one quarter in assume that Senators understand that
every four quarters, which mean~s that that money does not come from the so
they had social security coverage for 2 y2 cmia security fund. It comes from gen
years. they would have the benefit of eral revenues. While some additional
social security payments and the other appropriation might be required in the
protection of disability in matters Qf that future, there is no social security tax.
sort provided by the social security That comes under a different title and
Is not under the social security cover
system..
Mr. CLARK. What did the Senate age, as we thinkt of It.
Mr. LAUSCHI Mr. President, will
bill provide?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senate the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
struck It out completely. I will say to
Mr. LAUSCHE. The Senator fromt
the Senator, however, that it was my impression--and other members of the Louisiana has mentioned the percent
committee can dispute this If they care age by which the cost of this program
to do so-that In taking It out, those of would have risen after eli these benefits
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had been put into effect. What would
Mr. LAtTSCE. 'Is my understanding
have been the percentage of increase? correct that the annual total cost of the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It was 0.28 bill as it was originally passed by the
percent. In other words, roughly one- Senate would have been $500 million:
quarter of I percent would have been and that the total cost of the bill we are
the cost if we had taken the House pro- now asked to approve is $70 million?
POsal Plus the Senate proposal. In other
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am afraid
words, if we had reduced the retirement that a yes-or-no answer would be a litage for Men at an exempt income up to tle misleading. There were certain
$1.800. and had taken the highest Pro- things in the bill like extending the coyvision. One quarter out of four in cover- erage for disability below age 50, whereage for the last 10 years, it would have as now a person must be over age 50 to
made persons eligible for benefits, al- be covcred for disability. There was no
though not this year, because some of official Department position on that, but
these benefits will not go into effect un- while some cost may have been added.
til sometime next year. This year there as I undex stand it. the disability fund
would be very little cost. It would be is increasing and gaining. The fund now
regarded as unimportant. However, has $2 billion net.
next year, the long-range estimate would
I observe Mr. Robert Myers on the
be a cost of 0.28 percent-roughly, one- floor. He is seated beside the Senator
quarter of 1percent.
from Oklahoma [Mr. KERR]I. Perhaps
Mr. LAUSCHE. Translating that into if he moved over here, where he would
dollars. what does it mean?
be available, I might get that informaMr. LONG of Louisiana. one percent tion from him.
of the Payroll Is roughly $2'- billion.
There are one or two items In the bill
One-quarter of 1percent would be about which would increase the cost of the
$500 million annually,
program. The basis upon which the
I suppose it would be best to read a House had worked was to feel that an
memorandum prepared by Mr. Robert imbalance of 0.25 percent would be withMyers, the department expert who is on in the limit which has more or less been
the floor, for whom I have the very tacitly agreed to be the point where
highest regard, and who, I believe, has the tax should be increased. The House
been as completely nonpolitical an'd non- conferees felt that so long as we stayed
factional as any Person who has cam- below that point of balance or below that
plete knowledge of the program,.
point of imbalance, we could safely vote
If the actuarial lack of balance; now to have additional benefits; but that if
at 20 Percent, which is two-tenths of 1 we went beyond that point, we ought to
percent of payroll, were not to be in- prepare to increase the tax.
The point I make is that the Senate
creseon-qarer
beon
f pecet.voted a position, and I believe the House
and, If all the above amendments were
to be adopted, the payroll tax rate of Representatives, if offered an opporwould need to be increased one-eighth of tunity to vote on it, would be willing to
1 Percent on employees and one-eighth agree to the position, that next year it
of Iperenton
mploers orby ne-would be necessary to vote for a oneqatrof 1 percent
o mlyro
yoe eighth of 1 percent increase in the social
Iuarthero1 peturcent.
oblncwr
security tax in order that these benefits
tf the
einactuarifallac tofsalne
weresonmight be added.
were adopted, the benefit outgo in 1961As I have suggested, the most imthe next calendar Year-would have portant item is the removal of the inbeen increased by $1%' billion over the come limitation to permit a person to
present law. This would have resulte
earn $1,800. That would provide a long
Ina rstfndderas f o edta
range cost of 0.19 percent. roughly oneIn
fnd
atrutecrese f mre hanfifth
I percent. of the payroll. That
$1 billion, assuming no increase in the is theof most
substantial thing in the
social security tax.
Senate bill,
NW. LAUSCHE. That would have
This provision would not have gone
been the cost If the entire pro~gram had into effect until January 1 of next year,
been put Into effect?
because the whole provision operates on
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. on an an- a calendar year basis. That being the
nual bais.
case, we would have had no problem beMr. LAUSCRIL Yes. What is the tween now and January 1, 1961. Next
eost of the program as It Ls set forth in January, we could have voted for u mod%ha recommended bill?
est increase of one-eighth of I percent;
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. out of the if necessary, to keep the fund curretly
items In dispute--and I am not referring in balance,
to some of the Items which might have
Senators should keep in mind that the
existed elsewhere and are not in dis- social security fund already has a $20
pute--that which we are bringing to the billion balance for general purposes.
Senate would cost, roughly, one-seventh There is a $2 billion additional balance
of that. So divide by?7 through $500 MUl- in the fund for disability purposes. So
lion, and the Senator will see what we the fund contains $22 billion, and there
have brought back.
is no problem about the $22 billion being
Mr. LAUSCUE. Seventy million dol- reduced between now and next January
lams?
1. That was not a matter about which
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes; $70 we had to concern ourselves,
million. In benefits, we have brought to
I turn now to the public welfare asthe Senate, In social security, where we pects of the bill. The old-age assistanc
asked for $50 million-neot the entire provision and the medical provision. so,$500 millin-as bill which amounts to called--the Ker amendment, as to
which thu Senator from Oklahoma was
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so generous as to include a number of
Senators as cosponsors-would have cost
$202 million. That amount was readily
agreed to.
The Senate had added another amend
ment, namely, to provide medical aid
for the mentally ill. In that respect,
we were dealing with an area where the
Federal Government extenda no match
ing and no aid to State programs; an
area where the need is most pitiful and
most acute, as I shaUl attempt to demon
strate to the Senate.
The conferees have brought to the
Senate a bill which does nothing about
those persons. There was a House pro
vision, which the Senate had struck in
advertently. niever intending to do so,
which would have provided for match
ing on the cost of 42 days of diagnosis
and treatment while the individual was
in a general hospital, not in a mental
hospital.
Mr. LAUSCHIR Mr. President, will
the Senator from Louisiana yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHR. Mr. Myers has Just
now handed me some figures on which
I should like to have the Senator from
Louisiana comment. Will he read them
into the REcoRD?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. According
to Mr. Myers! figures. the Senate bill
would have increased the first-year costs
to $1,200 million. and would have in
creased the average long-range cost by
$800 million. Apparently the overall
long-range cost would be $2 billion a
Year. I would estimate. Would that be
correct?
No, Mr. President; r pledge error; I
erroncously read the note. It shows that
in the first~year the bill as passed by the
Senate would have cost $1,200 million.
and the cost would then have decreased
over a period of time, so that the longrange estimated cost would be $800 midlion.
The conference report would decrease
the first-year cost of $1,200 millionwhich I assume is the cost under the
measure as passed by the House-to
$250 million, and would decrease the
ayerage long-range cost about '$150
million.
So we went to conference with a bill
with a short-range cost of $1,200 million
for social security purposes; and we
caine from the conference with a bill
which called for $250 million for social
security purposes. In other words, we
got about 20 percent of what we left
here with. In the conference we suc
ceded in increasing the amount voted
by the House by $50 million, whereas on
the floor of the Senate we had voted to
increase that figure by $1 billion.
Mr. LAUSCHI
Mr. President. winl
the Senator from Louisiana yield fur
ther, in order to complete the RECORD
on this subject?
Mr. IDNG of Louisiana. Yes,
Mr. LAUSCHL One percent of the
national product--that is to say, all pay
rolls--is $2 billion-plus, Is it not?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. $2,100 nil!
lion.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Yes.
Mr. ZIDO of Louisiana. I was S per
cent In onesw In my offhand guess, That
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is the figure for the covered payrolls. in the bill any provision which might
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
The Senator knows that the tax does be regarded as Included In an attempt dent, when I read this dispatch, I am
not apply to salaries above the *4,800 to coerce the administration Into sign- reminded of the old song, "Have You
point.
ing the bill Some felt that every pro- Fiorgotten So Soon?"
Mr. L&USCHRE Yes.
vision in the bill should be something the
Arthur S. Flemmning Is quoted In this
Mr. LONG of Louisiana, So. Mr. Pres- administration was quite content to ac- article as stating that the Federal Gloy
ident, I Inform the Senate that If It cept and something that the responsible ermnent has a responsibility to crusade
should see fit to reject this conference oflicials of the administration-the Sec- in this field.
report, In my Judgment these matters retary of Health, Education, and WelMr. President, I remember that a few
both could be and -should be expanded fare and the Director of the Bureau of years ago I heard the word "crusade"
upon, If a further conference were thie Budget-would recommend be signed used to a considerable extent.
held. I see no danger of losing anything into law.
Mr. GORE. Was not it used by a man
the conferees have brought to the SenConsequently, we got the $50 million named Eisenhower?
ate at this time; and may guess Is that figure from the conference, although the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes. First,
we would have every prospect of getting Senate had voted for $1 billion.
he talked about a crusade in Europe.
more than the conference has now
It seemed strange to me that Mr. and then he talked about a crusade for
agreed to.
Flemming would make that stonewall other things.
I should like to say a few words about resistance and would not be willing to
Arthur S. Flemnming added that the Fed
the proposal I made, to which the Sen- yield In any respect at all in regard to eral Government had a responsibility to
ate agreed by a vote of 51 to 38. it was the proposal that the Federal Govern- crusade In the field and that it was starting
a proposal to extend assistance to those ment do something to help the poor. auch a crusade.
.in mental institutions. Mr. President, I miserable creatures who are in the State
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
have made some study of this matter, mental institutions. That Is especially Senator yield?
.and the more I see of it the more I am strange. in view of the following news
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
convinced that this Is the area in which article, which was published on April 12.
Mr. GORE. I am not attempting to
the need Is the greatest.'
1959, In the New York Times:
Quote the Secretary; I did not hear him
I suppose there never was a confer- 5,, a= PLzaas roa rnmArjzy. nt.-s~vs say it. but at least the rumor around here
ence between representatives of the SenC~av is Dsascmawuur Dxrxzxcr=, luANT was that the word was passed to the con
ate and representatives of the House
HoSmuAM ONLT CUSTODIAL. AMRz
ferees that if hospitalization for the tu
that was more completely dominated by
(B esFurman)
bercular and the mentally HIlremained
a representative of the admfinistration.
whs~maeeNw April 20.-The Secretary of in the bill It would possibly be vetoed.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Health. zducation, aid welfare declared to- Is that the kind of crusade the Senator
Welfare, Mr. Arthur Flemming. was day that the mentally ill of the country were was referring to?
there throughout. I do not believe we receiving disgracefully Inadequate care and
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I do not
conducted negotiations for even 1 mo- treatment.
think Mr. Flemming undertook to take
ment without having his advice and his
Arthur . Flemming added that the Fed. that position on his own responsibility.
counsel. He told us what he believed eral GoDvernment had a responsibility to cru I think he had the advice of Maurice
the administration would agree to and salde In the field and that It was startingStnbeoehtokhapsio.Hw
what he thought and believed he wouldsuhacmd
does this affect the crusade? A crusade
have to recommend against to the PresI regret that even though there are is a man who believes In It to the extent
Ident. He was not in a position to ad- very few Senators on the floor at this that he would be opposed to anything
vise us what the P~resident would sign time, Mr. president, I do not even have in the way, of care for these pitifully
or what the President would. veto, but the attention of all who are here now, wretched, 165,000 of them over 65 alone,
Mr. Fiemming expressed the opinion that I particularly hoped that the distin- in State institutions,
if this provision were made -a part of guished Senator from Pennsylvanla [Mr.
Mr. RANDOLLPH. Mr. President, will
the proposed law the President would CI.ARX and the distinguished Senator the Senator yield?
be Inclined to veto It.
from Tennessee [Mr. Goatz] would listen
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
I am Pleased to say that at least we to my reading of this part of the article.
Mr. RANDOLPH. It was my privilege
have one assurance from the conference Therefore. I shall read it again, even and responsibility to support the amend
committee, and that Is that every line at the risk of delaying the action of the ment offered by the distinguished Sen
of the conference report is something Senate on this measure.
ators from Louisiana and Florida. I
that Ir. hlemming was prepared to go
Mr. GORE. Mr. President. we heard would want the RZcORD once, again to
along with, and to the best of my, knowl- the Senator from Louisiana read It the indicate my disapproval of the constant
edge he was not disposed to urge the flrst time, but we shall be veryglad to threats ofveto which come from the
President not to go along with even one hear him read it again.
White House and the Implications of
line of this conference report. But he
Mr. LONG of Louisiana, I realize that veto which come from others who pur
VWaadamant In his position that the It is Important. for the distinguished portedly speak for the White House. I
Federal Government should not move Senators to confer on what certainly- think, when we talk about crusades, it is
Into the particular field of matching the must be a matter of great Importance. best to realize that, rather than an ad
eXPense for those In mental institutions Nevertheless I hope they will be willing ministration by crusade, we are having
or poiigfor their care -or for the to listen to my reading of this article on an administration, at least In part, by
care of those In tubercular wards or this really important point. I am sorry tirade and also by stalemate.
tubercular institutions,
to ask the Senators to postpone their
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thank the
In a spirit of compromise, he was rc- conversation and conference, but I wish Senator from Louisiana very much for
quested toD try to determine whether the to ddvise them regarding this aspect of his statement.
administration might be willing at least the Issue now before us.
I want a bill the President will sign.
to agree to some sort Of compromise.
Mr. G~oM on the contrary. I am but I do not know of any time when any
But his advice was that that would not weli- advised in that respect. Neverthe- group of Senators, particularly when it
be acceptable. He had the opportunity less. I an delighted to listen to the re- Is so bipartisan in nature, have gone to
to obtain that information overnight, and marks of the distinguished Senator fro
such a complete extent of seeking and
I .Understand he consulted with Mr. Louisiana.
inviting the administration to suggest it
Ohms., the Director of the Bureau of the
Mr. CLMRK Furthermore, Mr. Prs might veto a bill. That was the Impres
Budget, and that the conclusion reached Mdent, our presence here Is a real trbute sion I got from the conference, It was
by Mr. Stans 15thttwolbeo-tth
na
a matter
Pleading
and take
saying.
Wuetato- t wuld
t th Sentorfro
Lolsisit.I wuldwant
to beof sure
you will
the "We
bill.
Jeetionable.
prefer Itob here, to listen to his rmrs
We do not want anything In here
It seemed somewhat strange to me to than to attend a promneo M
whereby the President alight feel we
be told that the administration was abso- Fair Lady." or anything oftesort.
were coercing him Into signing the bill.
l~eyadamant In that regard. Some
Mr. 00R
Or eve a baseball game. We must not put this greet crusade or
felt that -we should not seek to Include [laughter.]
anything about It in the bill."
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1 read on fromn the article. which I am
sure relied upon Mr. Flemming's state-

Federal highway bill had been enacted.
He said that the Institute was supporting
and another State had not, it was stated, a study of the feasibility of Including pro
ment:
"Hratr
h
eea
against
mental Illness in the Federal
May
cutr'
fth
7"tteadeen
rileafe.tche5-0
u whdeat oenettection
youehaven voluntariy
health insurance program, and
Manyof heanounty's277Stae
mewll mtch50-0,
ut wat
ou avethat his Department was considering protal hoslitals, he asserted, wre "Uittle more been doing will not be matched." it posal of an amendment to the Hospital Con
than Custodial Institutions" and "inade- would mean the State would be penalized striaction Act for construction of community
quate for even the. simplest methods of because it tried to do something on its mental health diagnostic clinics.
treatment." The average coat per patient
per lay he said, Is only $4.07 for care and
treatinenti that comparing sith $26 a day
per patient in general hospitals, exclusive
of PhYsIcians.fees.

own.
Therefore, we would match what the
States are already doing.
starting point. So
nte

That is the
eao'

Thn
ht-'o of
tmsmoe~
State.
if thehad
provision
wentresult
through
as
Thin
bat6!~
ime mor isthe
Senate
it, it would
either

A Maryland study, the Secretary said, has
shown that persona for many yerurs In mental
hsiascnb
eaiiae
oer
hi
hospitalicng His rehabiltatednto earnoy thwi
dozen patients not yet discharged from

St. Elizabeths Hospital here, he noted.
That is a great crusade moving in the
pital than is spent for the poor wretched an increase in care. It would have to be opposite direction from that in which it
Person who Is locked behind door's an~d one of the two,
started on April 20. 1959. a little more
Just left there.
Mr CLARK. What did the conferees than a year ago. The great crusader is
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President. will the do?
insisting upon applying the death knell
Senator Yield?
M.LN ofLusa.Thcn-to
the program he said he was going to
r.L GofLusaa Iyil.
ferees killed it.
lead, to provide care.
Mr. CLARK. .I think the Senator is
e stk
h rolmi h
tt
Mr. President. I do not wish to over
Making a good point, but what disturbs with
Ltu
aetepolmi
h Loutt
which
I
am
most
familiar.
burden
Senate byindemonstrating
me is that. under the very enlightened .some
of the
the conditions
these mental
leadership of Gov. George Leader and isiana. The cost in ordinary hospitals hsias
aeanme
fatce
Gov. David Lawrence in Pennsylvania, is $15 a day per patient in State hos- hsias
aeanme
fatce
inS6 brief Years we have transformed the Pitals. In Louisiana we have never dis- inl this regard. I have one from the
kindof
ykindof
fien
nsttuton
ha
ben
pnse
wih
te
nme
chaity
inourSaturday
Evening
Post
which
describes
fien nsttuton
ha beny pesedwit th nae "harty"in ur onditions in Ohio, as well as another
talking about into first-class State-op- hospitals, not because they are charity article describing conditions in the State
crated Institutions, where the patients hospitals, but out of respect to that fine
are Lvred and turned out. This has order of Sisters which originated the of Maryland. I make these comments
beendon
aditinalcosthosital,
witoutgret
te Sster ofChaity.Outof
ithout any reflection upon those great
ben
wthutgrataditonlos
on
sospitalsr theaSisters ofhrity. Out ofv States, because they are providing about
to the people, because so much money is resaiedto theategchreatyordertwe have the average, in comparison with the
savdpaien
wen isdisharedin-pitals. In our State hospitals the cost other States of the Nation.
stead of being kept there for a lifetime, is $15 per patient per day-and tht is
I wish to read a few excerpts from an
teeditionalyeners
adti
havenwre
about th vrg otars
h or-article published in the Washington Post
inf
thes endditiopayereis harenworeeteaeaecsnars
h on and Times Herald of November 24. 1958.
made-available to the older people ofM
try-and we are spending $25 million aabumetlramn.
State. Even though our mental institu- year on that kind of care.
abothentaaltimre gatmnt.uycndce
tions have substantially improved we
Mr. CLARK. Of State funds?
rehent anspeltimone gradouryoprn cronductedta
have a long way to go.
ti
. Mr. LONG of Louisiana.
Yes, Of recentalinsecintu the
of
pringl Gebrsouentat
What bothers me Is. Where does hs course, the aged as well as others re- her stomach unequal to the task. She re
leave my State, which Is certainly not ceive care. There are very liberal re- fused to complete the tour.
one of the poorest, but is no longer one quirements for that care. My guess Is
".It wasL an experience none of us will ever
of the richest? Where anc we going to that the liberality would compare, in forget." the jury later reported. "The condi
get the money for the matching funds? very large measure, with what the Senl- tions under which these wretched, deranged
We ane not going to be able to get the ator from Tennessee described as desir- human beings are obligated to live are shockmone.
hisapprachableforhis
Te resonwhy
tat.Ing
beyondGrove.
belief."'in Catonsville just west of
mone.thi'heaproac
raso
wh
abe fr hi Stte.Spring
is unsound is that it calls upon the
Under this bill, the Federal Govern- Baltimore. is Maryland's second largest pubStates to make matching payments, ment could be required to give us $35 lie mental institution. It is the most acutely
which an overwhelming majority of the on top of the $15 we already have, which overcrowded.
States are not able to do.
means we would be in a position to
As a result it Is breeding chronc Insanity
Mr. LiONG of Louisiana. I think the spend, if we had no cutback in State while trying to cure it.
Senator is In error. Only because I was funds, for the average person that goes
That is the headway we are making.
a conferee. I think perhaps I know a to our hospitals about $45 or $48 a This is not unusual. This is what is hap
little more about the bill than he does,
month.
pening all over the Nation, with which
Mr. CLARK The Senator certainly
In other words, we could spend twice the Secretary of Health, Education, and
does,
as much for the elderly wha might be Welfare is somewhat familiar, at least,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The bill we ill if we continued our present rate of since he had a news conference and
sent to conference, and the bill that has expenditures as is spent In the general said he was going to lead a great crusade
been brought back from conference, in- hospitals, on tee average, across the en- to help the States do something about it.
Wares as it provides for the care of peo- tire Nation. I do not refer only to the
Nohristebdnofvrcwig
pIe, provides that if a State is going to charity hospitals. I also refer to priat
Ndowhere3then
burent ore avcutelwthng
spend $10 million for the care of individ- hospitals, which spend $26 per patient among Spring Grove's dedicated staff of doc
ulsa over 65. the Federal Government per day in the general hospitals.
tors, nurses, and hospital attendants.
will match every nickel of it. even though
I wish to read further from the article:
Today 2.760 patients are Jammed Into
the State may be doing- everything that
At a news conference Mr. Flemming also spac licensed for 2=.2.
needs to be done. Therefore, the effect opposed the aid-to-educatlon bill.
Because of the desperate premium on
would be to reduce the State's burden
imgn ht
hsi oipratspace,
patients who could benefit from active
by the Federal Government's a jssuing
Itmahoul
tht
hsi
oipratpsychiatric care are shoved Into long-term
IL
I shuldbe ahead of aid to education. "chronic'" aress where they may become lifeHe sid:time
wards of the State.
1Mr. CLARK. Do: I correctly under- Hesad
In his discussion of care for the mentally
stand the statement of the Senatof to
I ask Senators to imagine this situa
be that no additional effort ned to be Ill Mr. Plemming suggested a concerted tion. 'These are people who could be
maeI
re oqaiyfrte
fun
vmetdortrnse of thousands of elderl
restored to health. That Is the advice
mar i Lorde to qouaifiafa. tha
persons from mental hospitals to nursing Ir receive from experts in Louisiana,
right, Ini other words, the bill which for better.
h ad hycol
ecrdLarge
numbers of People could- be made
passed the House only matched addiHe pointed out that his Department's Na- useful citizens again, but they are con
tional efforts. It would be the same tionai institute of Mental Heslth pr~ovided demned by the methods being used to
fthinas ff. for example, one State had advisory services and lederal matching funds day to lifetimes of the kinds of condi
ahighway program going before the to the States to help provide for such persons. tions I shall describe as I read from the

spent for somebody in a general hos- in a reduction in State expenditure or
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article. I could document this from 100

Last July the Nation's leading hospital support the position of the Senate on
rating agency. the joint commission of the those provisions with which the Senate
American Medical AssociatIon. College of Is in disagreement with the House?
Surgeons and American Hospital Associa
isedof recovering they become demnor- tion. refused to renew Spring Grove'sac:
Mr. LONG of Louisiana The Sena
nstiead.mrditbe
and withdrawn. creditatozL
tor is correct.
Gradually they sink further into mental IllOvercrowding and shortage of medical
Mr. CLARK. Was support not given
fleas,
staff were the chief reasons for rejection. In this instance?
"These patients may cry for help for
Spring Grove has 24 registered nuraea.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It was given
weeks." said one ranking hospital official. The American Psychiatric Association, which to this extent. One roll Call was had.

different documents which state the
same. in demonstrating the problem.

during which the House Members stated
thtteissedo
terdsgee
tathe
isstd
nterdsgee
ment. and the Senate Members Insisted
on their part. We adjourned overnight.
after discussing the bill for a couple of
hours. We discussed it further perhaps
for an hour or two hours the next day.
Then one of the members moved to re

"But they will be missed In a crowded ward, lays down guidelines for mental Institutions,
Thus we can 'lose' a patient."sasIshudhvamnmuOf17
The most gruesome symbol of what Issysishldhvamniuof17
wrong at Spring Grove is the graim. turreted
In other words, there Is only one nurse
Old Center Building,
for about every six there should be to look
Here 903 men and women, from early teens after these people.
to early nineties. are penned in gloomy wards
Of Its 31 doctors. 17 do not have State
licensed to hold no more than 592.
licenses to practice medicine. For all but
Ground was broken for the massive. gran- fire of the doctors, a Maryland license is a
ite-block structure In 1853. Its first p asio
eurmnt
Todntymove Ina yoeeasl after uathedCi
Ware
Lack of qualification among the medical
today. iisaoplslaniutdfr-staff
was also found to be prevalent at
Mingled within Its wails are alcoholics. Rosewood Training School for the mentally

diabetics. senile cases. schizophrenics and the
feeble-minded.

retarded.'i
Because of the shortage of staff many

Among them are once-successful business-

patients do not see a doctor for more than

menfomerteches. awyrsand house-

mnfomrtahrlwesmore
wives.
In one ward 102 men were packed Into

eeadare

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield?
M.LN
fLusaa
1yed

OGo olin.Iyed
Mr. CLARK. Is not the Senator in

agreement with the proposed change in

the rules of the Senate which the Sena

20 minutes a month. Spring Grove needs 12
doctors.

tor from Pennsylvania

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
space that should have housed no more Senator yield?
than 50. A dormitory reeked of excrement.
Mr. LONGO of Louisiana.
Six patients slept on the floor for lack ofmebrrpesnigteSaeInc

would require that a majority of the

I yield.

bed apace.
Mr. CLARK. I think the Senator I
In hail 4 of Old Center's female wing. 63 making an excellent case in support of
elderly women were assigned three toilets,

In one tiny dormitory nine beds were
placed head-to-foot with barely room for
pessage. Most of the time only one attendant is on hand to look after the 63

patients,.ihtelre
Throughout

theI

ebr
ersnigteSnt
inson
ference should have voted on the floor

the Long amendment, which was adopted by the Senate. I, for one, have been
persuaded that his position in that regard is correct. But I wish to ask the
Senator, if I may, two questions dealing

in support of the Senate position on a

provision with which the Senate Is In
disagreement with the House?
Mr LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi

dent, I bow to the Senator. I am his
fllirmest convert.
Mr. CLARK. Is it not true that long
before the Senator. from Pennsylvania
came to the Senate the Senator from
Louisiana had insisted on that princi

seto
hspolm
it not, that the bill as it
came back from conference makes some
improvements, although they are rather
Ilimited, in connection with the health

building, walls werewihtelrrasctotispbem
scarred where plaster had fallen. Ceilings
It is true, is

Were cracking and floors deteriorating, from
the stress of 86 years of use-.
Rubbed Into the floor boards of some
wards and dormitories was the accumulated

filth of Spring Grove's untidy patients. 
In hall 6 of the men's wing. 96 patients
were huddled in quarters which were de

submitted last

year, and which has been languishing
in the Rules Committee ever since, which

pie to the point of going on the floor In

benefits of at least some of our older

opposition to conferees who were to be
Yes.
appointed by the Chair?
signed to hold no more than 30-.
Mr. CLARK. My second question is
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sena.
A visitor had to step over the sprawled this: Does the Senator realistically be- tor is taking the words out of my mouth.
bodies of patients In order to get Into their lieve that if the conference report is I have volumes before me of instances in
steeping qu.arters,
defeated, In the brief remaining time which this practice occurred previousOne attendant was asked to locate the &e before adjournment the Senate con- IF. when Senate conferees went to con
escape. After fumbling for the right door. ferees can get a better bargain from the ference and voted against the position
he led the way Into a tiny, double-barred House and send a bill to the White of the Senate.
room which contained a circular metal chute House which the President will sign?
I wish to make another point. When
leading to the ground.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I believe we conferees have a political philosophy
In dormitory after dormitory, beds took can. Speaking on this one point. I do which is opposed to Federal aid of this
up every, available Inch of apace. A patientnowihtbecrtcloSetosItyertooiascutyfrheam
In one room had blocked a fire exit with his ntws ob rtclo
eaos
yeo osca euiyfrtesm
bed in order to get a few precious inches was the only member of the conference purpose, we should not be surprised that
of elbow room.
who voted for the amendment which the the conferees return and bring !n a bill
Personal belongings are carried in the pa- Senator from Pennsylvania supported. I that falls to do that which rms coni
tient's pockets.
offered It. supported It, and fought for it trary to the'accepted political thinking
What Is the Impact of overcrowding In a in conference. I would say that the con- in their States.
mentai Institution?
ference discussed the provision off and
Mr. CLARK. Is the Senator of the
'It means that one disturbed patient can on for 2 or 3 hours.
view that the particular conference on
react on the next. Eventually a wave of
Two or three hours Is nct a great which he is now commenting is an ex
disturbance and Irritability pyramids until deal oftm'osedon
a provision such cellent example of the desirability of te
we have a disturbed ward," said one Spring as thiswen ther aren16thuadpohrpsdrueta
ehv ends
Grove doctor.
"'2thi happens even with traiquilizing
drugs. The patient's sense of individuality
gradually fades," he added. -He mills about
with the others in droves, like cattle."
In spring Grove's criminally insane building.6 a Mile from the rest of the hospital. 68
dangerous patients are locked Into space fou
10. Five ane forced to sleep on the nor
Moat ot thes patients will be moved Into
the beand-n&W P2 million Institute for the

Criminally Insane at Jesaups within a few
month.,
But for the overwhelming majority of
spring Groves patients, howe ISmuch fur..
tbey OIL

people?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.

a

hs

hnteeae15tosn

e-pooe

pie suffering, and they represent the
most pitiful cases in America.
Mr. CLARK. Did I correctly understand the Senator to say that he was

ueta

ehv

ends

cussing?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It secras to
me that the rule should be that way. I
do not want to reflect upon any Senator.

the on!y conferee who voted for the Some Senators would contend that a bill
amendment?
could be handed to a group of conferees.

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I was the only one of whom had upheld the maonly Senate conferee who voted for It Jority views of the Senate. and that the
iiflo.W
ha sicoere,
onreswudigtjtasadasf

o hsfor
ehdsxcnees
Five of them were senior members of
the Finance Committee, who voted
againlst the amendment.
Mr. CLARK. Is there not an obligatMon on the part Of Senate conferees to

ofre
ol ih
uta ada
It were their own amendment in which
they had their heart and soul.
'It Is difieult for me to believe that to
be the case, or that anyone would fight
that hard. I do not share that feeling.
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I have a note in my desk drawer which States, and showing the conferees as Oklahoma had much to do with the fact
Iwteto epssmy thoughts wieIthey represented teSenate in cne-that Oklahoma is second in the United
w85 sitting and listening to a previous ence.
States for effort in the field of public
Conference report. It reads:
For example, three of the six conferees welfare expenditures and State match
NtO matter how long we sit. I know my aide came from States that make the least ing of Federal expenditures.
is going to yieldi.
effort to match public funds. Some
Perhaps that is consistent with what
The conferees know it, too. I could see States have a high per capita income; I was saying when I noted that the Sena
in -Short order that there would not be others have a well recognized conserva- tor from Oklahoma was the sponsor of
the firmness and determination on my tive philosophy of supporting low taxes the amendment which will undoubtedly
side of the conference table that there and little activity in this field.
become law, and which will be the great
Was On the other side of the table, and
In some respects, the table seems to est forward stride that we will have Iin
*that our'point would be yielded.
indicate that some States, and Senators public welfare legislation in quite a pe
Mr. CLARK. I hope we shall have an who represent them, are not as eager to tiod of time.
Opportunity next January to change the achieve action in that field that we would
It may be that very little can be done
rule and to vary the procedure which has have otherwise,
about this matter and that many of us
grown up in the Senate, which I PerFor example, the State of Delaware who are fighting this battle are fighting
sonallY believe to be quite unsound. I makes an effort of $1.51 per capita,
for a hopeless cause. I will continue to
look forward to having the strong supThe State of Louisiana makes an effort make this battle. Perhaps over a period
Port of the Senator from Louisiana when of $11.82 per capita. That in my judg- of time we will at least educate some and
the Proposed change comes up.
mefit tends to reflect itself in the atti- persuade others. Oftentimes it is only
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I do not tudes Senators take on these matters. later on that we get the results of some
think we need to have a change in the If it affects a State substantially, Sen- of the battles we foughit during years
rules.
ators tend to fight harder and to make gone by.
Mr. CLARK. I do not think we need a more determined effort to bring someMr. Presidenit. I had the pleasure of
a change In the rules either,
thing out of conference on that type of presiding over the Senate on Thursday,
Mr.WLNG of Louisiana. Some of us- issue.
and at that time I was impressed very
and I put myself in this category-are
Mr. President. I ask-unanimous con- much by the prayer which our Chaplain
too timid to demand that the Senate sent that the tabulation to which I re- dellvered when we opened the session
conferees be appointed as the present f erred be printed in the RECORD at this of the Senate. I will read only one sen
rules provid~.
point in my remarks. 'The tabulation tence from his prayer:
Mr. CLARK. If the Senator will yield lists the conferees as well as the per
Stay our hands when we attempt to post
further. I agree with him that we do not capita contribution from each State.
pone Into the future the justice waiting to
actually need a change in the rules. I
There being no objection, the tabula- be done today.
agree with him that the proce~dure In the tion was ordered to be printed in the
Here we are, Mr. President. with a
Senate over many long years-would re- RECORD, as follows:
bill which is the minimum that we can
quire conferees to meet the test which we
ecataeottoadpbcwear
gt.Wknw ecngtevyhign
'have been discussing.Pecaiaefrtoadpbiwefr
ge.Wknwwcngtevyhngn
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes.
(States in order of smallert effort)
the bill if we agree to pursue with equal
Mr. CLARK. But, as the Senator wrell 1. Virginia ---------------------------------- So. 74i vigor the welfare of the needy, trembling.
knows, there are certain committees in-----awre------------------------------1.'
tearful,
helpless masses-with the same
3. \-ort h Carolita-------------------------I.1_6
this body In which the senior members 4. Indiana------------------------------- ---- 1.~Avigor with which we pursued the public
N5,y.
.......
1. 8. works projects in the last Congress, when
of the committee Insist on being mem- *;. w J.-ry-------------------------------------2
eoeroete.rsdetsvto
fw
eo fw
rsdn'
weoerdIh
anyRot Calina-----------------------------14
conference
committee
bets of theway.
hougven the haveoppoed te
9. Newt11-swpshiri ----- ------------------------ 1274 will take the attitude that we will Send
wa, ve hoghteyhae posd h
Tennes,.------------------------------------1,7 5 to the White House what we ought to
majority position of the Senate. Then In. Wyoming----------------------------8
it Is very embarrassing for other Sena- 11 Ne%~i-------------------------3.31 ,aend there, and tell the President, that.
tots, particularly-Senators-far-junior-in------------ I '1~if necessary, we will stay as long as nec
terms of service, to rise on the floor of 14
Ohln-------------------------------------aItc
essary for
him to
act on the bill. If he
is going
it, we wouild like to have
this body and oppose the appointment 1S
16 Vernwtstl----------------------3--,
Flitila-----------------------------a
eoto veto
trghwy.Sntoswl
of such Senators to the conference Comn- 17 Arizona--------------------------------------a3g9
himveoIrihawySntrsil
mite.I
geewihth
ento
4IhaWisconsln -------------------------------- as96 remember that the President cooperated
wite
geewt
should
enaprobably
h
wit-------------------------------------
byvto3
hePbicWrk9prorn
we pobaby shulddo so. We should do 20 Alaska -----------------------------------&97 b
eon
h
ulcWrsapora
so more often. But I think the easier 21
ipp---------------------------------3.98 tion bill last year within a day after we
way
tMhande
theproblm-is-o-mak------------------------~t
o
passed
it,
and
we
overrode it within a
way t hanle
te
prolem s tomake23
WentuckY---------------------------------a 414
the change by rule so the embarrassing

qusin rs.-------i5no
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. it seems to
me that the attitude of many of us is
somewhat refleeted by the situations in
our~ States.
The junior Senator from Louisiana Can
be' put In that category to a certain
extent,. He has had something to do
with the shaping of political decisions Of
his State. although not a great deal.
But as betwecn himself and members of
his family, who certainly have had much
more to do with it than he, political
decisions have been shaped. The Senator frost Tiuisiana certainly agrees
with what appears to be the public policy
of his State toward issues such as public
-welfare. Jt stands to reason that a
state which contributes very little would
not have the sante zeal to obtain Federal
matching funds in a field of this sort, as
astate which contributes much.
i have a list showing the per capita
effort, towar public welfare, listed by

2i 1,ams~
--------------------------

4.17

------RIA--------------------------- 41

day.

We can do it if we pursue with equal
vigor and try to do something for these
_----------------------------------mieal,
epes ae.Thr4r
So. New York------------------------------- 4.87 165,000 of them in mental institutions.
31.
Michignn---------------------------------~4
I7have
the
facts
with respect to each
3.!.Alabama --------------------------&.05
3.1.Iowa--------------------------------------- &1s State in the Union. and I will give them
34 Utah -------------------- I------------ &16 later. These are the 165.000 most piti
31L'hlaot----------------------------------52 ful and miserable cases on earth, so far
37. New Mlexico------------------------------5ato as this country Is concerned. We can
39. Orwn--------------------s
do It if we stand up and do what we
40. IDisiri,-Lof Columbia------------------------ tin
should do. Some Senators have- told
42. Not
7~6
'rva-----------------me-and some of them are on the floor
40.Rh~ode
isl~ud -----------------------------xn now-that there was no prospect of get
4"-MIlOsouri ---------------------------------- 81r2 ting approval for the provision which
4r. Conciu-----------------would
aid these poor people. I note that
uetl--------------------------10law
-----47. California ----------------------------- IL 70 a Senator Is smiling.
He knows whom I
4N lANINns --------------------------------- 1-8 have in mind. He is a man who has had
SD.Oklahonma---------------------------------i ea some experience at many levels of gov
61.Colorado------------------------------- 2-0 ermient. We can do it if we stand up
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As a tribute for it. I can cite a number of cases
to the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. that I recall when we sent welfare bill
KinaI, it should be noted that his State amendments to conference, when in
rank second only to the great State of every instance those who voted for them
Colorado in effort. The Senator from on the floor failed to vote for them with
27, Genria ----------------------------------- 4.85
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the same vigor wrien the conference de- bodies--had to work hard to keep It there, could be Categorized; that the Repub
ia
at wsntmnlihc ssm
leted them and, in my judgment. sur- Arnd when he comes home to his one1oor
wsom
he does not tell the little woman perons conteasnd. Heobelievdthat.it
rendered. without the determined effort apartment,
eblee
hti
a
and the kiddies, "My. but those poor fellows Proscned
ushaeadtwrkhdtoousotoapOible to find some persons, typified by
which is necessary, and without mnaking
Mr. Arthur Flemming. who favor such
ebetter deal than this."
itcertruhorcneesta
benefits as these, and who would go even
would insist something be done about
I cannot help thinking that even further than the Democrats-but not
the problem.
I wish to read something that isn- though something should be done about now. They favor such benefits-but not
pressed me greatly a number of years these things. Senators know it is get- now.
The second category is more or less
late in the season and they are anxuhting
es
ago. Imrse
es
uhthat I de- ious to get home and engage in politicS' exemplified by the President himself.
It imrse
cided I would read it to the Senate. It campaigns, and that there is nothing They favor no changes and no new
is in a book named the '"Herblock more important than that the voters starts. They simply do no. want to
change anything. They believe things
Book.' Some people have strange ideas should make the right choice.
I am aware that the Evening Star of are moving along fine, so they do not
about politicians. It is unfortunate that
advocate. any new starts.
"Senate
Acts
Today
this
evening
reads:
valusee
in
us
the
many
they do not
The third category is represented by
able human traits that we know we pos- on Aged Care."
They might be a little ahead of them- the Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
sesa. Some people think that politicians
are interested primarily in their election, selves-a little premature-but, at )east, Ur. Maurice Stans. He favors no new
rather than in the welfare of the peo- they stress the point-"-~Rush To Quit starts, but lots of new stops.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President. will
ple. It is good now and then. for us Perils Wage, Other Bills-Two Houses
to see whet people on the outside think Rebuff President in Passing Foreign Aid the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. r yield.
about us. I recall it has been said about Funds."
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con
people in mental institutions that if they
Mr. HUMPHREY. I was able to work
were on the outside, they would lock us sent that the entire article be printed at
out a simple explanation or a simple def
conclusion of my remarks.
u.the
There being no objection, the article iflition of what the Senator from Loui
Icould never forget those great lines
from Robert Burns about a louse on a was ordered to be printed in the RECORD. eiaed bysiuts oencsaisnes. ItI chanabe
t ocsns.i'cnb
trzdb
(See exhibit 1.)
woman's hat. The woman thought that
placed on a Postage stamip: "No go. Go
M.LN ofousa.Mr
everybody was looking at her hat; inoo.Vto."
stead they were looking at the louse on dent, the article states that Members of slw
That covers all the expressions of boti.
Congress are somewhat weary and am
her hat.
ihwihw
perhaps desirous of going home. But we Phalesbeen faced.Pl
The lines of Robert Burns are:
are paid to work 12 months out of the hv enfcd
Oh wad some power the giftie gle us
I appreciate tihe Senator's reference
year. Without delaying the adjourn'lo see oursels as others see us!
ment of Congress. it Is my opinion that to the crusading zeal of Mr. Flemming
It wad frae mon.e a blunder free us.
if the Senate would stand uip, for a for the mentally ill. It reminds us so
An' foolish notion.
often of what has happened during this
uc ochange, and say, "Here is a chanc to
id Isol
i
Wihta
r hg-ee
diitrtoeThr
read a few lines from the book of a something for 165,000 people who ar
Pronouncements and low-level perform
ythe most wretched and needy of the
noe asigoncronit hoi
all; people on whnse behalf a capital ex- ances. We hear great utterances indi
cathenstchouIntryn
jutdgmn iastheibetoin
probably i thegraest in the wounrld.aIt penditure of $4.07 a day is made per In- cating a deep concern for the needs of
nsomepeople. hav dividual. as compared with what Mr. the People; but then there is a failure
showabl the grattitude
about us. I am sorry that he does not Arthur Flemming says is an expendituretocryhou.
I believe someone has defined that as
show us as fine as we know ourselves to of $26 a day for an individual in general
be. However, living in Washington, as hospitals," my guess is that there might dynamic conservatism. I have revised
be some possibility of progress in this It and called it dynamic apathy. What
eeig s rm ay~
hedosad
n sapo
mut o sta
day, I thought it might be a good Idea regard,.tral
I point out the great need there is In gressive in ideas but a conservative in
to read what he has to say about how
this field. There Is a great crusade- the use of the resources to carry out the
some people look upon us. He said:
Itschdlefr
us
l o heevnperhaps not a crusade which was re- ideas. That is what is calied dynamic
fromd exu
cethenl Sienatora
when they're not campaigning for reelec- ferred to in an article written some time conservatsm
tion. and I respect theIr efot as exhlbl- ago. At that time Mr. Arthutr Flem-sinhacetnlgvnusaode
tiorls of sheer physical stamina. if nothing ming had made a crusade for the mental- ample of that today.
The Senator knows that I supported
else. But that's not what people mean when ly sick. Unfortunately, the Senator fro
they rime to the defense of a congressman by Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY]IWas not here his amendment. I thought it was most
saying he works hsrd. They mean his work when I referred to that. Neither was the worthwhile. in fact. I can think of no
single action by the Senate or Congress
on legIslation. And the answer to that is Senator from New Mexico [Mr. AN.n
fls
er
r
hch would be more useful in the field
nArl2
that there's no special virtue in working hard so]
of. mediclarthncioinhep
FlemmApil 2c o lledth yearn
If they're not doing the right kind of work. s
Better that some of them should stayinAtuFlmigcleth

It

bed. Ton and I work hard too, and so his office and stated that "the most crying
do those people who engrave the Lord's need in theo country, the mos pitiful
Prayer on the heads of pins--a mysterious situation, was that which existed in State

occupation that I've never quite understood, mental hospitals."
Mr. President, that is the same ma
but which at least does nobody any harm.
who gave this proposal the ax. That
Unortumnatlysome of thewre Congessmenba
was a crusade. Not the great crusade,
ofan
woretoesroa
the
doyhwork hande
some
Of course, but a crusade. So now we see
beislawork harde thane man oft theprettyearl
in the morning to fool 150 million people, the end Of another crusade. After the
and stay late at committee meetings 10, if crusade had been carried on for 1 year
you want to make sure that a good bill is and 6 months, we now see that it is at ant
stopped or a had one is suipped through. And end. Nevertheless, it was good for an
If you're serving some special intereste. It article in the New York 'flmes mdi-.
probably can be quite a task to get them Cating the great interest which the Secwhat they want and stil make it look all retary of Health, Education, and Welfare
right to the folks back home. But to the had for the mentally ill.
rm
man who's been waiting for a housing b
it amMr.
President. the junior Senator fo
let's my.
endandwho
l
r McCARrTrrl has corn.
lemmt'seay and whoenad ith stillestuck
otended that the varieties of political
quitting Whistle blows, it's no coslto
hoow that' soebody--or several some- complexion within the Republican party

ofmdalartancininhepr

ticular area of mental health-or, to put
it negatively, mental illness.
I deeply regret that this provision was
stricken from the bill. I know It would
have cost money. However, I must say
that the failure to establish any real
rule of eligibility or limitations in the
bill indicates that the bill itself, as it even
now is, will cost a large sum of money.
Mr. LONG of Lou!siana. Oh, not
much. The Senator Is making a mnis
take.
Mr. HUMPHREY. It depends upon
how liberal the States will be in terms
of their plans of action.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana, I regret.that
asnti
th
eatrfomMnest
h
eao
rmMneoawsntI
the Chamber when I began my speech.
He will be happy to know that the con
ference made great headway In the di
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rMction, Of economy. In the direction of sla receive the entire benefit. FurtherHowever, before reading from the edi
fiscal Soundness. It made tremendous more, as Senators know, in Russia the torial, I shall read from a Washington
headway along that line,
pictures of those who work overtime are newspaper article which describes con
Here Is the cost estimate. We went posted In conspicuous places-along the ditions very far from those one would
into conference with a bill which pro- boulevards or in the parks; and the same expect under the great crusade prom
vided $1.2 billion in social security bene- is done for those who increase their pro- ised by Mr. Arthur Flemming. The ar
fits.
duction. and thus aid the state.
ticle describes the conditions faced day
Mr. HUMPHREY. We went over this
A similar procedure is to be followed in after day by the poor wretches who are
last night,
regard to social security, by means of confined in a mental institution in
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. We came out this measure; and in that respect it Maryland. The great crusade which
Of conference with a bill which provides seems that we are catching up with the Mr. Arthur Flemming promised would
$250 million of social security benefits, Communists, because every additional be made in their behalf evidently has
an Increase of $50 million over the House dollar these American workers earn will now been abandoned, insofar as the ad
flgure.
go to the Government.
ministration is concerned, because Mr.
M4r. HUMPHREY. If I should vote
As a matter of fact, Mr. President, the Arthur Flemming. despite his previous
for the bill, will the Senator from Lou- procedure under the measure now before assurances, more recently stated very
isiana testify, therefore, that -theSenator us will help clear up at least some mis- definitely that lie believed Mr. Eisen
from Minnesota has a record for understanding. I refer to the fact that hower would veto the bill if the provision
economy?
for a long time many millionaires in our which called for giving some aid to the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I should say country have been complaining about poor, unfortunate people who are con
that this is one of the greatest victories taxes. But now we lind that under the fined in State mental institutions were
for economy that I have seen in a long provisions of this measure the poor men includlcd in the bill which was sent to
time,
-will be taxed 100 percent of their extra the White House.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I want all my Re- earnings, and as a result they will begin
I now read from the newspaper
Publican editor friends to note this REc- to understand how the millionaires feel. article:
omtD tomorrow, because I generally get the
Mr. HUMPHREY. In other words, the
More than 75 percent of the InstItution's
whiplash of the editorial tongue by being Senator from Louisiana is saying- that population will remain there for the rest
characterized as a spender. I have been this measure will give everyone equal of their lives.
thinking about supporting the bill, be- social status. (Laughter.]
Because of mental deficiencies dating back
cause I believe it reflects some progress
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That is cor- to birth or early childhoodi illness many of
in terms of a social welfare program. rect; certainly that is what winl be these will never exceed the Inteliectual level
Now the Se-nator from Louisiana has achieved,
of 1-, 2- or 3-year-old children.
mademe
eelthatnotonl
dos
itrefect
Recntly
thre avebeenproosas ~
Without adequate supervision they are
mademe
ony des
eeltha t rflet
no
Reenty, her hae ben ropsal todoomed to a vegetative existence, plagued by
some progress~-although not enough to construct a Fedejral office building in filth and sickness. At best they can hope for
satisfy either of us-but it also strikes a Lafayette Square. It has been suggested fulfillment of their basic physical needsmighty blow for economy,
that if that is done, the President will be food, clothing and shelter. For some there
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Oh. if the able to look out of the window, at the Is the possibility of a productive life within
Press of the Senator's State of Minne- White House. and see whether the em-Roeod
sota criticized him as a great spender for ployees in that Federal office building ar
Since public Interest In the plight of
voting for this conference report, they working.
MarYland's mental Institutions was first
woul
unair.TheSentoraroused
a seriesago,
of articles
in the Balti
wol
e
otufar
h bemos
Sntr
On the other hand, some have sug- more Sunbya decade
some piecemeal
prosg
should know that the conference has gested to me that if the measure now be- reSa has come to Rosewood.
succeeded In taking the provision to fore us is enacted into law, Lafayette
Nevertheless the institution still presents
exempt the first $1,800 of earnings, so Square will be a good place in which to an overwhelmingly bleak picture, bringing
that a man could make that much and post the pictures and othierwise advertise heartbreak instead of hope, to families like
still get-his security payments, and par- the status of these workers, who will turn the Cruinplers who are confronted with the
Ing down the cost by 90 percent. Think over to Uncle Sam 100 percent of the problem of mental defectiveness.
of that fantastic iKchlevement in the extra amounts they earn.
Here are some of the couditions found
name of economy, I hope the Senator
Of course, Mr. President, under exist- duings, at Itda stouaff.
swo aditr
understands how that will work.
ing law, the tax paid on extra
vanngIew ait itsgestamf
asmntof.ict
Mr. HUMPHREY.
I went through within reasonable limits, is levied at the tage. 136 severely retarded male patients
that,
same rate as the tax the worker pays ont aged 10 to 66 milled aimlessly, fought or
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It will work his regular salary. But under this bill, huddled on the floor. They were being
out In such a fashion that a person will those who work extra hours will find herded by one attendant.
be permitted to make an extra $25 a that they will be working 100 percent for
Most of this group had no control over
month, from which the Federal Govern- the Federal Government, and not even I their bowels or bladders. A feliow patient
inent wi]! net $12.50. In other words. percent for themselves. 'Under such tolled after them endlessly with a mop.
every time a person makes $2. the Fed- conditions. Mr. President. those workers Eight hundred of Rosewood~s patients are
eral Government will reduce his social will be as great patriots as Nathan Hale 'mot toilet-trained.
security payment by $1. Thereafter, was.
In the Imsttution's overcrowded hospital
every time he make $1,the Federal Gov.
eaosas elieta
h ofr
helpless patients like Wayne become mal
ermient will get $1. So he will be work- ence committee deleted the provision to noeurised ordet
raeabcasfo.nn
lag 100 percent for the Federal Govern- reduce the retirement age for men, andaeqtesa.
ment every extra hour he works,
also deleted the provision by means of
MANY UN5DERNODRISB
I oftentimes have thought that one of which an additional 200,000 would have
In Rosewood's packed nursery, now qluar
the greatest sacrifices, one of the great- been covered.
antined with dysentery. 65 sick children are
est'definitions of principle I knew, was
At this time I should like to read from jammed Into apace licensed for 48.
that of the Catholic priest who takes an an editorial which was publihed in the
An additional 18 youngsters are waiting
oath of poverty, above his need of daily Washington post. The editorial de- to beaditdasonsthqurtnes
litte cothngo
cries
war;he
te stuaionwhih eist inthelifted. Because of cramped space and lack
bread, and a ltlcotigtwerhesrbstestainwihessinheof
beds some wiUl have to sleep on the floor.
needs nothing else on. earth, and every- state of Maryland. Inasmuch as the
Patients, some of them low-grade morons.
thing he earned or made went to God's Washington Post is,published In the Dis- are being used as substitutes for nurses and
service-a great sacrifice.
trict of Columbia, the editorial writer hospital attendat in feeding and caring
of course, the Communists attempt to obviously was in a position to have con- for more helpless patients.
copy that, by, trying to replace devotion siderable Information about the situa
to the Lord with devotion to the State. tion in Maryland. The edItorial I now
A responsible State off~ilal In my
mTe Communists- offer inducements to hold in my hand was published follow- State estimated that 20 percent of these
the Russian workers to Increase their lag the publication of the series of ma.- people could be restored to a happy life.
work output and lengthen their working tices to which I have previously made But there Is no prospect for that, and
hours and let the Government of Rus- some reference.
there is not'evert a prospect that they
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will be analyzed and properly screened,

to see whether those who now are in
these institutions can be treated.
Furthermore, in many of the State
hospitals of this sort, as in the case of
the hospital in Maryland to which the
article I have been reading refers, the
care Is administered by some of the patients themselves--somewhat like the
present prison trusty system.
! read further from the article:
Rosewood Supt. George W. Medairy ad-

mits there may be "some irregularities" in

August 27

SENATE

dope peddling, or goodness knows what.
Here the person who needs care has the
benefit of a $4.07 expenditure for him.
I continue to read from the article:
Rosewood now has 820 attendsnts-430
short of the number allowed in Its budgetto care for patients on a 24-hour schedule,
Each works an 8-hour shift,
Medairy estimates he needs another 100
to provide adequate custodial care for the
present patient population.
That Is only custodial care: it has
nothing to do with treatment for these

must be dressed. led and handled like Ati
Infant.
When Wayne went to Rosewood he weighed
42pud.Deprived of the individual feedIng care he needied. Wayne's frail, crippled
body shrank to 28 pounds.
Four days after his arrival he wss criticslly
ill with pneumonia. On October 23 Wayne
was transferred to University Hospital In
falatimore suffering from severe malnutrition
and anemia.
His leg muscles bad begun to atrophy
from lack of exercise.
By that time the Crumplera had all they

could take.

the care program because It is3 necessary to people.
"Wayne Is coming home and I'm going to
depend on patient help.
Rosewoo has Ailled 8 of its 10 budgeted work." his mother said resignedly. "I'm not
Men, women, and children roamn thi
positions for doctors. A majority of those going to send him back there."
quarters in half dress or complete nudit.
hired do not meet minimum State training
The child's father. a telephone lineman.
one straggling procession of female patientscantforth
35am
thIwul
was observed tramping-through RItawood's requirements for their positions.
cann ostafor thc Wye
mnt
In25
a
aceitewud
se Rosewood
Clinical Director Dr. John Vasconelos saidhaecttopceWyeiancrdtd
grounds in filthy, tattered garments.
needs at least 15 or more physi- private Institution in the Washington area.
NO0 SPECIAL SAFzEGURDSs
clans In order to carry out a medical proIn order to hire a qualified nurse to care
Epileptic, blind, and crippled patients are gram which will produce maximum results for Wayne as well as her two normal daugh
mingled under one roof with others. Al- for patients who cans benefit from help.
ters. Mrs. Crumpler Is Jobhunting.
though anticonvulsive drugs are used there
At present the medical staff is demoralRosewood's overworked hospital staff feels
are no special safeguards against Injury ized by lack of manpower and adequate pay the pinch of overcrowding and lack of perItom fasls or fellow patients.
admitted one ranking doctor.
sonnel as acutely as patients. But without
-One of Rosewood's spastic cottages,
inAt a recent meeting of Medairy's advisor
more money, space, and help, they are powertended for crippled patients only, was 11 staff one consultant warned that the Insti-lestimrecodin.
beds beyond its licensed capacity. Another tution is "not in a position to take one paNOr UNUSUAL CAS:
was three patients over Its limit.
tient more until we get a bit of breathing
Wayne Crumplerls story exemplifies con
Staff shortages In the four spastic build- space."
ditions at their worst in Maryland's only
Ings, according to Rosewood officials, are
Yet Rtosewood is soon expected to get a public institution expressly for. the feeble
among the most critical In the institution, hatch Of 35 new patients.
minded.
Yet this is where, the Institution's most
Since Rosewood is not accredited by the
But It Is by no means a freak case.
helpless patients are quartered.
American Psychiatric Association, there Is
In ward after ward a visitor can see the
In some cottages a television set is the no Incentive for young doctors to spend toll of' neglect and overcrowding as an un
only recreational facility. But sets within time there to advance their own careers.
derstaffed force of doctors, nurses sad hospi
reach. of the patients are quickly battered
Last year Rosewood's overall daily cost tal attendants try to grapple with a problem
into uselessness,
averaged 64.53 per patient.
that has grown too big for them,
During September, Rosewood losttone emMr. President, the conditions I am deAlthough Rosewood. in the Baltimore subployee for almost every two It put on the
.
'urb
o
wnsMl.I
aldatann
payroll.
scribing
take
place
in a State whose exhofl
twngh
IIis a cale
training
1, ,to,misnomer.B
Medatry gives two reasons for thi aso-pniue
o endituschoolththisreisra
htcr
r 0pret
Half of Its 2,144
"children" are over 21.
'shin turnover, Low pay and the repul- above the national average,
They range from 3 days to 80 years In age.
aive nature of the work,
This is weUl over the $3.M national average
Some of these patients are shoved Into
for State mental hospitals.
Rosewood straight from the obstetrical ward
I am pleased to note that the able

and
distinguished senior Senator from South
Since that time there has been -some
Carolina [Mr. JOHNSTON]iIs here and is small improvement.
listening to my presentation, because Iin
This year Rosewood was allowed 63.8 mUhis Capacity as chairman of the Commit- lion for operations and $1.027.800 to renotee on Post Office and Civil Service he vats and expand Its physical plant.
has led the fight, year in and year out,
Ontepstv ie
oeodcnbatpopulation
to see to It that Federal employees re- of a modern well-equipped school which
celve adequate pay. That is one reason sre
h 1preto
t naiat
h
why the care provided in the Fdrlcan be trained for productive roles In society,
hoptlFseomcdete hnterare
er24chlenaebigtught
to read
hoproidedi sotuhe kindeofhospithcalse and write. They are being educated for such
whoich
itheatce from, whihf hosiave bee
skilis as cooking, housekeeping, and shoe
redig SefrsIamplasd

ha

rtepBtairing,

chos

eelpthi

reaingrefrs.So
amplesedtha te
Bt a pulicscholsdevlopther Wn
Senator from South Carolina Is listening programs for the retarded, enrollment at
to my reading of this article
Rosewood school is expected to decline.
I Point out that the article also de- More and more patients will fall into the unscribes the Pay received by the attend- educable group.
unts In these mental hospitals. I read
Mr. President, I ask unanimous confurther from the article:
sent that the entire article be placed in
T~te institution pays its attendants a start- the RECORD at this point in the RECORD,
Wasalary of 62.698 a year.

Maryland's penal institutions pay new

Prison guards a minimum of $3,5810 annually,

I will not read it anl'.

There being no objection, the article

was ordered to be Printed in the RECORD,

So a guard In the State penitentiary as follows:
receives 50 percent more than the pay Iprom, the Washington Post. Nov. 23, 19581
received by an attendant 'in the State INADEQVATE STArt AND LACK OF BEDS 'rues

Mental institution.

As aLmatter of fact, the figures show
that the per capita expenditure in the
State mental Institutions is much less
than the Federal Government; spends
for the detention and care of criminals
confined In Federal penitentiaries. It
coats over S5 per person per day, to keep
a convict in a Pbderal penitentiary, one
who bad been guIlty of murder, arson.

ScISooL

roll MAaTLAND

Monxaze

BEDLAM

RETAuDED

INTO A

by patiente unable or unwilling to cope with
the burden of retardation and physical -de

formity.

Last year 10 infants came to Rosewood
only to die.
More than 75 percent of the Institution's
will remain there for the real of
Bcasofmnldeiecedtngbc

to birth, or early childhood illness, many of
hs
ilnvrecedteitleta
ee
of 1.- 2,- or 3-year-old children.
1Without adequate supervision they are

doomed to a vegetative existence, plagued by
filth and sickness.

At best they can hope

for fulftilment of their basic physical needsfood, clothing, and shelter, For some there
Is the possibility of a productive life within
Rosewood.

Since public interest in the plight of Mary
land's mental institutions was first aroused
by a series of articles In the Baltimore Sun
acome
decade
ago, some piecemeal progrsse has
to itosewood.
Nevertheless the institution still presents

an overwhelmingly bleak picture, bringing

heartbreak Instead of hope, to families like

the Crumplers who ane confronted with the
problem of mental defectiveness.
Here are some of the conditions found
during a i-day tour of Rosewood
and In
terviews with Its staff:

In a large, gloomy basement of Wyse cot

(By Laurence Stern)
tage. 138 severely retarded male patients
Last September Mr. and Mrs. Shelton aged 10 toSS miiled aimlessly, fought or hud
Crumpler,
like hundreds of other parente of died on the floor. They were being herded
handicapped children throughout Maryland,
one attendiant.
turned to Roswood Training School as a byMost
of this group bad no control over
last hope.
It turned Into a two-month nightmare.

Their a-year-old son Wayne suffers from

cerebral palsy and mentel retardation, Be

their bowels or bladders. A feliow patient
toiled after them endlessly with a mop.
Zight hundred of Romewood's Patients are
not toilet u'ainad
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In the Institution's over crowded hospital
helpless Patients like Wayne become ma!nourished or dehydrated because of an inadequate staff.
WA.l

UNDE3NOURISMHn

In Rosewood's packed nursery, now quar-

antined with dysentery. 64 sick children are
jammned into space Uicensed for 48.
An additional is youngsters are waiting
to be admitted as soon as the quarantine is
lifted. Because of cramped space and lack
Of beds s0om will have to sleep on the floor,
Patients, some of them low-grade morons,
are being Used as substitutes for nurses and
hospital attendants In feeding and caring
for more helpless patients.
RoseIWOOd Superintendent George W. Medairy admits there may be some irregularities
In the care program because It Is necessary
to depend On patient help.
Men, women, and children roam their
quarters in half dress or complete nudity.
0One straggling-procession of female patients
,asS observed tramping through Rosewood's
prounds in Sithy. tattered garments,
NO0 SPECUAL

falls Orfellow patients.
One Of ROsewood's "spastic" cottages, intended for crippled patients only. was 11
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Just imagine, in Maryland there are

11,000

of those poor people, the majority

WELL-EQUmPPED SCHOOL

of whom, it is estimated, could become

This year Rosewood was allowed $3.8 mfllion for operations and $1.027T,800 to renovate

useful citizens. Certainly a substantial
number of them could become useful

and expand Its physical plant.

On the positive side, Rosewood can boast
of a modern, well-equipped school which
serves the 11 percent of Its~ inhabitants5 who
can be trained for productive roles In society.
Here 242 children are being taught to read
and write. They are being educated for such
skills as cooking, housekeeping. arnd shoe repairing.
But as public schools develop their own
programs for the retarded, enrollment at
Rsecwoo's school is expected to decline,
More and more patients will fall Into the "1uneducable" group.
Another landmark at Rtosewood opened
last August. the Esther Loring Richards
Children's Center. This modern, half-million-dollar facility will be geared to the needs
of emotionally disturbed children with nor.mal learning capacity.
he

SATEGUARDS

ZIpiePtic. blind. and crippled patients are
'ingled under One roof with others.
though anticonrulsive drugs are used there
are no special safeguards against injury from

-

the *3.64 national average for State mental
hospitals.

otsatr

toeehwvr

however
fetetlhgeneds
o
p
th'edeparmonth
tln hetdeprtmet ofl mentable hygen isafworry
osafi~hospitals.
hte
twl eal
in
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi-

dent, before I leave this study done by
ie
thtahigohPsanhud

citizens. Estimates were made of such
patients inmy own State.

The estimiate

by responsible officials was that at least
20 percent of them, with proper and
efiint
treatment, could be restored to
useful citizenship.
I continue to read the editorial:
"The worst thing you can do to a sick
person Is close the door and forget about
him." Dr. Charles S. Ward. superintendent
of the Crownsville State Hospital In Mary
land, told Mr. Stern. In his 1S months 'at
Crownsville. Dr. Ward has opened doors; 75
patients once considered chronic mental
cases have been discharged and 65 others
are almost ready to leave. What has hap
pened at Crownsville has also happened at
Other State Institutions, In Maryland, Vir
ginia. the District of Columbia. and else
where.
Yet the discharged patient is still the ex
ception to the usual situation in mental
Moat patients still get only a
minimum of Custodial care and hardly any
e dmr
ramn.WatI
thdian

anything else is more money to hire
opnus,the
rapists
bettlorersdotors
read an editorial from the Washington moeand
to
theansoilwrestopnhedr.
was
printed
subsequent
Post
which
beds beyond Its Uicensed capacity.
r
rhrFemn
Ta
swa
was three patients over its limit.
r
rhrFemn
Ta swa
Staff Shortages In the four spastic build- conclusion of this series of articles.
I regret that the distinguished Junior told the New York Times he was going
togs, according to Rosewood officials. ar
among the most critical In the institution. Senator from Ilinois [Mr. DiIRKSEN]. the to do. He was going to conduct a cruYet this is where the Institution's most help- Minority leader, was not.present whien I sade to do just that. Then, after the
put In the RECORD the estimate of costs. Senate votes for it, he proceeds to tell
less patients are quartered,
In some cottages a television set is the only I feel pehp I hol go back and re- us he will have to threaten to have the
ebill vetoed if a thing of that sort is done.
recreational facility. But Sets within reach view pherhapts fo ibcueIko
theoncosts forrhimfbecause Idknowihe
Of the Patients are quickly battered into
rmteeioil
Icniu
ora
should know about It.
uselessness,
When the wretched conditions In State
I thought the Senator would want to
During September. Rosewood lost one emunlike
hospitals--conditions
ployee for almost every two it put on the know that the benefits we voted for in metaoel
toethat existed in London'snotnotorious
the Senate, in the social security part of St. Mary of Bethlehem (or Bedlam) Hos
payrolL
Xedairy gives two reasons for this aston- our bill, were reduced by 90 percent of pital-were first exposed by magazines and
shing turnover: LOW Pay and the repulsive the cost, with respect to earnings that newspapers after World War HI. many legis
would be allowed up to $1,800. The con- latures responded by increasing appropria
nature of the work,
'lhe institution pays Its attendants a ference also reduced to $250 million the tions fur construction and remodeling pro
o
'a
sitarting salar of $2.0& a year.
Maryland's penal Institutions pay new item which would have added $1,200 MU.. grams atthe Institutions. Allto little
and
staff.
was
set
aside
for
research
increase
money
which
is
only
a
$50-million
of
43.580
annually,
lion,
prsnguards mini-mum
that
the
treatment
and
.
it Is now recognired
priso a
the House bill, which was a bill cure of metlptet.rahrtaghi
19ZZW
ATIKOANWover
00
Bomewood now has 820 attendants40 based on the theory that they did not incarceration, Is the beat answer to the prob-.
buget
ts
want to pass anything which might re- lems of Stats mental Institutions. Not so
abr ube
f h
lowdi
to care for patients on a 24-hour schedule. qUire an increase in the social security many new buildings will be needed If more
mental patients are treated and discharged
tax.
Each works an 8-hour shift,
Mr. President, I quote from an editorial as citizens ready to resume their positions
Medairy estimates he needs another 100
of modern society.
mainstream
to provie" adequate custodial care for the entitled. "Bedlam in Maryland," which inIftheMaryland,
and Virginia. too, had spent
was published in the Washington Post more money 5 and 10 years ago on rehabilita
Preatpatient population
,Roewnod has filled 8 of its 10 budgeted of December 1, 1958. The conditions tion of the mentally HIllthe Institutions in
positions for doctors. A majority of thos, therein described are somewhat typical both States probably would not be nearly so
hired do not meet mlinimSum State training of conditions which exist aSl over the crowded as they are today. Both States are
at
eei
now paying more attention to rehabilitation
samtero
requirements for their positionscuty
country.roslammatter ofefacthereaisaa
DretorDrJohn Vasconelos Sai
Cliicl
State where the expenditures for those andstfprbeantheaeteaes
or-more
masod ed at'~ iest1
Legislature
buls and
It considers
mental should
health emphasize
In order Wocarry out a asedical pormwhea poor mental patients exceed the. national the Maryland
appropriations during Its 1059 session, which
which will produce maximum, results frpa- average,
begins In January,
I read from the editorial:
tiants who can benefit from help.
Human life Is much too precious to be
The neglect of most of the 11,000 patients
dclstf .n'dmrl
At present th
Another

bWd by lack of manpower and adequate
Pay. admitted one raking doctor,
Al a meout meetng of Medairys advisory
-staff on consultant warned that the insti.
tutbn is "not in a Poaition to take One paelent utint we get a bit of breathing
apace."
Yet flSoeo~d is soon expected to get a
batch of 35 new Patients.
mnce nosewood IS not accredited by the
&6sric psychiatric hAsociation there io
no Iuvem
for young doctors to spend time
these ogadance theirown careers
Left mffleuwood'a overall daily coat av-rge " per patient, This IS well over

In Maryland's 6 State mental hospitals
which Laurence Stern described in his series
of articles In this newspaper Is shocking and
shameful. yet the conditions in the Mary.
land institutions are not much worse than
they are In moat other States, Desite al
the dioney that has been appropriated for
mental hospitals by legislatures In the last
decade, moat States are StllU struggling to
keep up with the problems thrust upon them
by the widespread Incidence of mna'les.from
The real tragedy is that the majority of men-

dumped on a heap In a mental Institutionl.
The cost of restoring a mental patient In a
Maryland institution to a meaningful life is
far less In most cases than the 81.400 a year
the State pays to maintain a mental patient
in a hospital. To the patients, rehabilita
tion is almost like the gif t of life itself.

Mr. President, I am delighted to see

h hme h bejno eao
thCameteabejnoSntr
Geor'gia [Mr. Taz~umlh. who, as
Governor of his State, doubled the ap
i

tat patients could become useful citizens pr'opriation for mental institutions and
again If they were only given proper carei the car of those in certain Other Inati
tutionis in his State. He brought about
and trfttmeuL
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great Improvements In the care available
Mr. TALMADGE. Can the Senator adequate for even the simplest methods of
to the people In his State. I know It was tell me what benefit we might derive treatment.' The average cost per patient
at considerable sacrifice to the general from the appropriation we have made per day. he said, Is only 64.07 for care and
taxpyer
wa acievd,
tha bt
ths fr th Cogotreatment,
that comparing with $28 a day
taxpyer
wa acievd,
tha
bt
ths fr th Cogoper
patient I general hospitals, exclusive of
the people of his State have come to
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No. I regret phsca fees.
recognize his farsighted leadership In to say I cannot tell the Senator that.
that respect.
As one Member of this body, I would
I do not stand before the Senate In any
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President. will have been willing to settle for something self-righteous sense to talk about the
the able- Senator from Louisiana yield? less, if we could get some real help along Problems faced by the various States. I
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
thishlne,
know that In the State of Louisiana an
Mr. TALMADGE. I express my apMr. TALMADGE. The Senator can Institution with 5.000 mental patients
preciation to the distinguished and able recite the benefits his amendment would will have perhaps 6 young interns and
Senator from Louisiana for his conunents bring to unfortunate Americans, can he perhaps 3 psychiatrIsts.
We have
With reference to what was done for the not?
established an institution, and have tried
Georgia mental institutions during the
Mr'. LONG of Louisiana. Yes. In my to have a screening process, to look over
time I served as Governor of the State. judgment these are some of the most un- the new cases, to sce if we can cure them.
We did as much as our resources would fortunate people in the country. I The number of patients assigned to a
permit. Unfortunately, It was not as would say that of all the people who will single doctor is between 30 and 50, com
much as we desired to do. Iam delighted be benefited by passage of the biu we pared to the overall situation, In which
that both my successors in offce have have before us these people are the most there is perhaps I doctor for every
continued to make improvements in our unfortunate.
.1.000
people. AU a doctor can do in such
mental Institutions at Milledgeville, Ga.
Mr. TALMADGE. r agree with the cases Ais the Senator well knows, is simWe have there the largest mental insti- Senator. I am sure the Senator learned Ply to Provide a little care for health.
tution In the world. At the present time, In his early days, and particularly at
Mr. TALMADGE. For emergency
I believe we have in excess of 12,000 the time he was in law school, that crime needs.
patients.
does not pay.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. There is
At this time I wish to thank the able
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes.
emergency treatment, which is simply a
Junior Senator from Louisiana for the
Mr. TALMADGE. Would the Senator matter of locking up these people.
fight he has made in this regard. It was say that we carried but that philosophy
The thought occurs to the junior Sen
my pleasure to vote for his amendment, of government and life when we appro- ator from Louisiana-and I suspect In
I am happy the amendment passed in priated $100 million for the Congo?
time I shall prove it-that when these
the Senate. I regret that It was deleted
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. 'No. I cannot people were originally left out of the
In the conference. I think It would have say that what is going on In the Congo social security and public welfare pro
been Of great benefit to all 50 States in would Justify the appropriation of $100 gram it may have been upon the same
the Union.
million,
basic that we left out the county poor
I regret that I have noc been present
The Senator has made the point that houses. We could not get Flederal
onl the floor during all of the address of crime does not pay. I ask the Senator matching for the operation of county
the able Senator. I am proud that I have If he is aware of the fact that a mentally poorhouses because conditions were so
had the privilege of hearing a portion sick person, generally speaking, would be cruel in some of the county poorhouses
of It.
better off in a Federal penitentiary than that it appeared the poor-person was put
I commend the Senator for his mag a mental institution for care, because in in not so much for his own benefit as
nificent fight. I congratulate him for the a majority of the State mental instltu- simply because the public did not wish
victory he won before the Senate. I tions such a person would be locked up to have him begging on the streets.
salute the Senator for the fight he has and left there. A prisoner has $5 a day Therefore he would be locked up under
made and for bringing this matter not provided for his care, but the care for cruel conditions, and would be worked
onl to the attention of the Senate, but the average patient in a mental institu-. until he practically dropped dead.' To a
also to the attention of the entire Con- t~ion is oinly $4.07, if it Is at public large degree the background of mental
gress and, through the Congress, to the expense.
institutions seems to be upon the-basis
attention of the Nation.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, will that the public did not-care to have these
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- the Senator Yield further?
people around, so the people would lock
dent.,I thank the Senator very much for
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
them up and leave them--separate thema
the compliment he has paid me. I am
Mr. TALMADGE. When we appropri- and be rid of them.
sure! am undeserving of It.
ated $100 million for the Congo, it proved
It Is a sad situation. Yet when we try,
I feel that If we will fight for these that crime does pay for the Congolese. to do something about It, It Is distress
things. If we will be determined that did it not?
ing to see that the very people who advo-.
we Ire going to get some action on them.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I fear it did. cate that we do something about- it
some day we will get something done.
The Senator should know that it was prove to be some of those who are re
I made referelice a short time ago'to only April 21 of last year -when Mr. sponsible for preventing any action
the fact that the Secretary of Health, Arthur Flemming declared that the men- whatever from being taken.
Education, and Welfare, who, together tally Ill of the country were receiving
I have before me a comparison of costs
with the Director of the Bureau of the disgracefully inadequate care and treat- per person per day In prisons and other
Budget, can take the responsibility for ment. He added that the Federal Gov- correctional institutions, general hos
killing the Proposal, although
sIl ermient had a responsibility to crusade -pitals. mental hospitals, and tubercular
thikreec
I w th cnfeenerpotil in-the field, and that It was starting such hospitals. It reveals that the costs are
and Insist on it we can achieve ita crusade,
are follows: Flederal prisons, $5 a day;
a news release, which results in Fede-ral
$24 a day; Federal
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President. will a Giving
special story in the New York Times tubercularhospitals,
hospitals, $23.62 a day; Fed
Mrthe
Senatora
N o
yield.a
htpit
that he was going to crusade to help do eral mental hospitals under the Veterans'
Mr.LON
o Loisana Iyied,
something about the problem, is a far Cry Administration, $11.90 a day.
Mr. TALMADGE. Will the Senator from proceeding to assume the responIf the Senate amendment, which the
tell me what would be the total cost of sibility of using his great power and ef- Senate voted, had been insisted upon, and
his amendment?
fort, sitting throughout the entire if we had pursued it as vigorously and
Mr. LONG Of Louisiana. One hundred conference, to see that nothing was done with the demand that I personally would
and twenty million dollams
to allow matching with the States in have advocated, we would be Laa position
Mr. TALMADGE- In Other words, It providing care for those persons in In many States to bring the care up
would cost $20 mllion more than we mentar institutions,
to Flederal standards by meas of PLed
have authorized for the Congo; is that
I read this statement to the Senator: eral matchiing funds together with what
correc~t?
many of the country-s 277 mtate and county the States are paying, without any ad
Mr.- LNG Of Louisiana. That Ls aur- mental hospitais, he. asserted. ame -utti. ditional State expenditure, and these
-lest.
more than custodial Institutions~' and "In- poor people could be treated properly.
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1 also

have a comparison of my own
state as to the expenditures in State
hospitals, tubercular hospitals and mental hospitals. I regret to see that In
Louisiana the expenditure Is only $2.88
for hospitals of this sort.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent that the chart be printed in the
RECORD at this point in my remarks.
There being no objection, the chart
was'ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
asfllw:no
Csflomp
s:ison
Cmaionjo cost per day per person in

Prisons5 and other correctionalinstitutions,

general hospitals. mental hospitals, and
tuberclosts hospitals
FEDEAL ZNSTXEUTiONS
Federal prisons (fiscal 1960) --------$5.00
Federal hospitals ----------------- 24.08
Federal tubercular hospitals --------2-62
1959.a higher how)------------------l
19 O
igher
A
no)--------19
.

INTMUTONSment
LOMIXAA

State penltentlary (fiscal 1958)-----2. 16
State hospitals (fiscal 1958) --------- 1I3.94
State tubercular hospitals. (fiscal
1958)--------------------------- 922
Sttemntlhoptas(fsall55~

Mr. LONG of Louisiana.

Mr. Presi-
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extretaely enlightening on the problem article about the conditions in Maryof mental care. It states:
land, which has an above-the-average
It Is tragic but true that every third family cost per capita so far as care in mental
will send one memb~er or Its family to a mein- institutions is concerned. In that State
tal hospital,
the grand jury investigated conditions in
Imagine that-one family in ever
Maryland. The people making the inthree will send a member of the family vsiainbcm
onuetdte
to a mental hospital.
could not complete the investigation;
Yet we are told that the Federal Ciov- they could not complete the tour. That
ermient, while it is willing to provide aid is how bad it was. I have here some
inalohra~scno
fodaddrawings which those with strong atom
apl ofhe thpecst. cnoafrdidachs
may care to look at. Senators are
Statle we
pendn.1
shst
e welcome to look at them. They can see
In myStew are sedn
1
e what these conditions are like. I see in
patient per day in the fine State hospi- the Chamber my distinguished namesake
tals we have,
the Senator from Hawaii. I would like
Anyone who cannot afford to pay is to have him look at the drawings, to see
cared for. The Federal Government what the conditions are like in Maryland.
will match $45 to the State's $15. What It am sorry the Senator was not'her6
the hospital will do with that money is erir
adta
a year ago Atu
rather difficult to understand, because Flemming himself said that he was start
the Federal hospital cost does not exceed ing a program to remedy the situation.
$45. I suppose if the Federal Govern- He said something should be done about
insists upon going that far. State it. Yet in conference he helped to elimiexpenditures can be reduced and the nate this provision from the bill. Apparmoney used for other purposes, or per- ently he has forgotten so soon the cruhaps degrees of care that no one ever
dreamed of even in private hospitals can
be provided, so long as the Federal Govermient will contribute three-quarters

sade that he started only last year.
Mr. LONG of Hawaii. Mr. President.
will the Senator yield?
Mr. LoNG of Louisiana. I yield.

dent. I have also a list of Federal insti- of the cost.
Mr. LONG of Hawaii. Is it not aLfact
tution costs, which demonstrates the
The Saturday Evening Post article that any Senator or other public official
point to which I made reference, that states that one family in every three will who brings about some real progress in
the daily cost per person in a Federal have this problem. That is the situation this field will be one of the eternal benepenal Institution is $5 compared to an now, and it will become worse. Yet we factors of our Nation?
average cost of $4.07 in a State mental are told that nothing can be done about
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I have no
hospital.
It. doubt about it. This Is something that
I am familiar with some of the U.S.
our Secretary of Health. Education, needs to be done.
Public Health hospitals, particularly the and Welfare, who has promised a crusade
Mr. LONG of Hawaii. I agree with the
one for leprosy, or Hansen's disease, at in the field, leaves the choice to us and Senator.
Carville, La., which is a very fine hos- prevents us from doing anything about
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am con
pital. The daily cost per patient there it. He asked the Senate to override its vinced that, if we were to send this Prois $24.08. In some respects a compari- Finance committee in the attempt to vision to the.President. he would sign the
son can be made. In quite a few in- do something to help with this problem. bill containing It. ICthink if Arthur
stances leprosy, has been cured. CoinI shall not read from the beginning Flemming would recall this, the greatest
pare the $24.08 cost for a leper confined of this article. I should like to quote crying need of all, he would crusade and
entirely at Federal expense with the cost from some of the most pertinent parts do something about it. I pointed out
of $4.07 for a pitifully mentally ill of it:
that the average patient-care cost was
Therthougtocrrdt.e htI
Columbus State Hospital is 1 of It pro- $4.07 for these people, as compared with
TheOcurre
hougt
to e tht ifalonged-care mental hospitals In Ohio. The $26 Inl the Case of others receiving medimember-of a poor family needed medical state has, in addition. special hospitals for Cal Care.
care, the smart thing for the family to the defective, epileptic. tIberculous Insane.
There is no doubt about it. This is an
do would be to get the person on dope so criminally Insane, and patients needing only area in which something must be done
that he would have available treatment short-term care. All are under the depart- to help the most unfortunate People of
as a narcotic addict, because the narcotic nient of mental hygiene and correction, the all. Yet, we are told that we must not
hospitals show that the daily cs e biggest State-operating department. In Its
personat
Lexngton Ky., s $9.4, andmental institutions are some 35.000 patients. inaysnetyt
cec h rsdn
thersdnail cosintfora peson
y. addctd
947
More people eater Ohio State hospitals every into signing something that he might
nharcoticosat forta
Worth, Ta.,disc$9.67. year than enter Ohio collegeshave some doubts about.
Snarctocs wil seetWothati onex.had a ehtisitretng
oeaintn
One family in every three experiences
Sentor
ne wil
ad sePetatif
hatis nteestng Moe ptiets n-this problem. I read further from the
son in his family who was afflicted with ter their State hospitals for the men- article:
hardening of the arteries In the brain or tally sick than enter their collegesColumbus State Hospital Is like all the
feeblemindedness, or some illness of that
Ohio Is not peculiar. There are in the other state hospitals ilk America In many
sort, perhaps needing various sorts of United States today some 750.000 Persona ways-big, ovecrwded, shr of doctors.
treatment, and the family was unable to in mental hospitals. One of every twelve nurses. and attendant&
.
Its full of human
provide thc care and treatment for that children born today will spend some part of suffering. Columbus state holds 2.700 pa
pesn
amlh ol
erud h
i life in a mental hospital.
tients.
This
Is
not
an
unmanageable
num
person
the
taking holeroiuave th
Even so. the average citIzen knows little ber-Pilgrimn State, in New York. baa 14.000-.
patient to starttai
ernhvhm
about what goes on in his State hospital, but its clinical dIrector said
recently. '"Id
committed as a dope addict, and confined He doesn't know who the patients are or sure hate to see it get any bigger. You Can't
at Federal expense in a narcotic hospital, what is the matter with them. And what t, treat patients on an assembly-line basais.
where he would have available treatment done for them? Who are the doctors. andg The 2.700 sick people at Columbus State are
whcewud
twc a oo sb oudhow much do_ they know? What of the su- Occupying space big enough for only 1*800,
gewfhecwered sen toiea S od
atemena hos-d perintendient's burden? These are Important by American Psychiatric Association standfget
h

wer sat

pitaL. The cost a

a tae et
the
hi
h narcotic~hsia

questions to be answered in this article and
others to follow. And most of the answers

would be $9.17, as compared with the can be found at Columbus state Hospital.
cost of $4.07 at the State mental hospi- which may be taken as representative of
many State hospitals In America today'
tal.
Anm article entitled "Inside the AsyMr. President, most people do not.
ium.,, appeared some time ago In the Sat- know what the conditions are In such a

urday Evening post.. which I believe is

ards. Yet It Is not so hideously Overcrowded
as, Toledo stat,. Hospital. where patients

sleep on the floor, or Cleveland State, which
is so full that new patients must awalt their
turn in the county Jail.
Columbus must accept any patient comnmitted to it by court. The hospital tries, not
always aftcessfully. to Yebsse chld~gren Un
hospital. A short time ago I read an Ger 16, slceaolica who merely want to sober
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up. and epileptics and mental defectives unless they are also psychotic. It must take
patients who 8ar0 functionally psychoticnothing wrong physically, but they have lost
their mninds--and people suffering from or

Senator from Louisiana may yield to me

here continuously since 1881.

doing.

ganic disorders: arterioscleroais of the brain,
for example, or paresis. Most of the patients
hays been here many years. One has been
Years ago she

used to sing and dance and mop the floors.
but today she just sits. So far as the records
show, she never has had a visitor In her 75
years here.
Columbus State Is really several institu
tions. ItIs a sort of old-folks' county home.
It Is a maximum-security hospital for dan
gerous patients. It Is a hospital for the
treatment of acute psychotics. And It Is
custodial home to a host of steadily deteri
orating chronic psychotics.
To care for all these patients there are 18
doctors. This Includes administrators and
doctors who handle purely medical prob
lems; there are only 10 doctors who are ac
tually seeing to the day-to-day psychiatric
care of 2.700 patients. Not one of these ward
doctors Is a full-fledged certified psychta
trist-that Is, none Is fully trained and has
passed the examination of the American
Board of Psychiatry and Neurology.
There are only three certified psychiatrists
at the hospital, and they can give little time
to patients. they supervise the work of the
ward doctors-
Imagine that. Mr. President. There
are only three qualified psychiatrists at
that hospitalMost of the ward doctors are "residents In
psychiatry," In training here for board ex
aminations. Attendants are so scarce that
frequently at night one attendant must try
to handle three wards alone. Three wards
comprise a block-long labyrinth of rooms
and corridors and locked doors, with up to
260 psychotic patients sleeping in them.
And all this Is about average for State hos
pitals In America today; many are much
worse off.
When a new patient arrives at Columbus
State he Is brought Into the lobby, which
Is furnished with a row of old wooden chairs
and a soft-drink machIne and a showcase
of patients' embroidery. Some new patients
come In screaming, dragged by police, kickIng at the nurses and doctors. But moat
wait docilely while the switchboard girl calls
the admitting doctor over the loudspeaker.
"Dr. Dane. Dr. Dane."
Dr. Robert Dane. a quiet, soft-spoken man
of 29, comes to the lobby and site down
beside the new patient and talks to him.
Now does he feel? Who brought him here?
Wher, Is he? What is the date? When was
he born? How have things been going at
home? Can he subtract 3 from 100. and
3 from that, and so on?
From the answers to a few such questions.
Dr. Dane can form an impression of what
Is wrong with the patient..- A catatonic
schizophrenic, for example. may not answer
at all: a man with cerebral arteriosclerosis
may be unable to reverse digits. Then a
nurse takes the patient by the elbow and
leads h~m to his ward.
A new admission Is stripped on arrival,
bathed, examined physically, and given a
short white hospital gown and floppy white
overalls. Dr. Dane Interviews him again and
orders any necessary teats. The tests take
about a week.
Then the patient gets a chance-and only
this one-to be considered by all the doctors
on the staff. They diagnose his illness and
prescrIbe treatment.
Staff meeting Is held every morning from
10 to noon In a large, sunny room.

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the

for the purpose of permitting me to move
that the Senate proceed to the consideration of executive business, and to make

brief announcements for the Informna
tion of the Senate, with the understanding that he will not lose the floor by so
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it is so ordered.
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pointed out that those cases of Illness
are the most frightfully wretched and
pitiful of all.
So I believe Senators have a duty.
even at this late date in the session, to
work harder to provide more adequate
care for all those who have this need.
I think, before the night is out. I would
like to read the parable of Lazarus and
the rich man. The rich man would not
even let Lazarus have the crumbs that
dropped from the table, though he had
no use for them. Later on, as the Sena
tor from Montana so well knows, after
they had both passed on, the rich man
found himself in a hot place, and he
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF looked across a chasm. There was La
1960-CONFERENCE REPORT
zarus in the arms of Abraham. The
rich man said, "Father Abraham, let me
The Senate resumed the consideration cross over this chasm so that I can be
of the report of the committee of con- -with Lazarus and with you." Abraham
ference on the disagreeing votes of thesad
o.TeeIagrtgpbtwn
two Houses on the amendments of the saide yNo.Threasna ghreate
gapretweend
Senate to the bill (H.R. 12580), the So- wher yanoupareanvwere wea
gare, and
cial Security Amendments of 1960.
rc
a you
adpasove
cannot
I
thatgp" h
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- how about letting me go back to warn
dent. for the benefit of Senators who my, brethren that they may not come to
have entered the Chamber since I began the same end I have?" Abraham said,
my address, some time ago, I should like "No, that is not possible. They have
to state that, in my judgment, if the Moses and the prophets. Why do they
Senate would show a determination to niot listen to them?"
reject this conference report and to seek
As the Senator from Montana so well
a further conference, that would really knows, and as I recall, Just from the top
result in a much better measure than the of my head-I am not a preacher, or
one now before us, and would be a great anything like that, but I recall some Of
.service to 200,000, people who should be the Bilclpsae-hrchmnad
wol eprotected
u
nder
s
itl incurthe evndto Abraham. -if they will not listen to
thw eaesould
idre
agpoete
itoi the House Mowes and the prophets. they might lis
thesoulenaeagee o te Huseten to someone who returns from the
language In that regard. I know of no dead.- Then Abraham replied, "No. if
Senator who had any real objection tothywlnoherMssadhepp
the House provision that a person could esthey will not heaMoes avnd the prophe
be covered if. since 1950. he had been eturs theywil nthedead.ee" oewh e
engaged in covered employment for onetunfrmheda.
quarter out of four,
Mr. President. that is our situation.
As one of those who voted to keep that I am not getting much attention. Sen
provision in the bill. I recall that, to the ators are busy. Parties are going on.
best of my recollection, even the Senator There are birthday parties and celebra
who in the committee voted to strike tions. Senators must make plans to run
out hatproisio,
sbseuenty vtedfor election, which is a big burden on
to restore it. In my Judgment, this pro-anoeIthktatvnmrempr
visonwasreove fomthe bill only tant than getting ourselves elected ought
viionthe hoemof btinn afitleleerg
to be our looking after the poor wretches
for the uspe of otheiSengalitleonfereges
who are the most unfortunate of all and
frtheho sethat th wouldte possibles'fo who are excluded from any considera
some hofe the eatei amendmbentosiblefo tion by the Secretary of Health. Educa
retained in conferkice if the conferees
tion, andmeipraried
Mr.
wasemming who
on the part of the Senate then yielded at n iepoie
ewsgigt
with respect to some of those House make a crusade to help the States to
proviionshelp)
these Poor, wretched souls.
So. Mr. President, I am satisfied that
M.YROOG.M.Peiet
If the bWl were sent to a further con- will the Senator yield for a question?
ferenee. and if the Senate conferees were
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
suffciently determined, they could ob- dent.- I ask unainimous consent that I
tain agreement to Include a provision may yield to the Senator from Texas
which would permit a person to earn without losing my right to the floor.
more than $1,200 a year and still receive
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
his full social security benefits, or at objection, It is so ordered,
any rate receive a great deal more than
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I thoroughly
he would otherwise be allowed to receive, ag-ree with the distinguished Senator
I am also satisfied that if we were from LouLslanathat this Isone of the
to pursue this matter with fortitude most touching Issues before the Amer
and determination, and particularly If lean people at this time. I thinks this
the Senate named conferees who had in- matter of medical care for the aged pulls
dicated a real and a burning desire to at the hearts~trings. I thoroughly agree
do somethingsabout theselsisses and had that there are more people interested in
voted for them here on the floor, we this measure than there have been in
would be In a position to do something any measure which has been before the
for the mentally ilwho have been eomn- Congress In this session or in the 1st
pletely Ignored. Of eoiarse I have session of the 86th Congress, though the
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people who are directly concerned may up in some building and left there. On
be small measured in the tens or perhaps 20 millions,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President. I begin to have some hope. Senators; wander in now and then. Perhaps,
after a period of time. I shall have been
able to have talked to 30 or 40 Senators
before we vote on the confei'ence report.
It seems to me, with the variety, even
though the number be small. if they will
heed my words, or even listen to them.
some good will have been done. Most of
the time my words have fallen on empty
desks and chairs. I feel encouraged that
first one Senator wanders in. and then

the other hand. if a doctor or psychiatrist

could treat them. Just as a doctor would
treat a person who might be ill with an
infected thumb, and the thumb would
be healed, the great majority of the
mentally ill patients could be saved, and
they would never reach the stage where
they would have to be locked up in some
institution. It would result in a tremendous saving of money in our society.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator
is correct. I have been reading articles
by persons who have made studies of

the subject. They find that in many

State institutions-and this is typical-

another. Of course, it is hard to remem- confinement breeds insanity. A person
ber what each one has heard, but it is who is mentally disturbed and is put in
helpful that they do come in. I am hap- an institution, where these horrible conpy that the Senator from Texas has ditions exist. is often much more discome in and has had an opportunity to turbed after he is put in there. Oftenlisten to me
times treatment for a mentally ill person,
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I supported the because of the lack of help and lack of
amendment of the Senator from Louisi- funds, is administered by another men.ana, which was adopted by the Senate, tally ill person, just as sometimes pristo provide for the mentally ill and the oners will have over them a prison guard
tubercular. It has been developed that who himself is a prisoner and has been
the overwhelming majority of the mnen- named as a trusty. If a convicted murtally HIl can be cured. If. instead of derer is made a guard of other prisoners
treating them as is done all over the in a penitentiary and is given a shotgun,
country, they-are given psychiatric care, it might do those prisoners no harm;
75 percent of them can be restored to but all the evidence is. that it does harm
usefulness.
to cram all these mentally ill persons
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The esti- together, as if they were in a concentramate of the number that can be restored tion camp, with all the disease, filth, and
has
sy 22 Sme
per
stnk.conditions
has arid.
arid,
sy
Sme
per uthritis
uthritis
stnkranged
cent can be restored; some say 50 perI remind Senators, the average person
cent I read from an informed article is put in those conditions for a lifetimefrom the Saturday Evening Post which for the rest of his life. If we have the
referred to that number,
determination to insist upon doing someThe sad thing is that people tend to thling about this situation, we can do it
associate mental illness with some sort of within a couple of days. We can help
-shame, There is nothing disgraceful wipe out these horrifying conditions,
about It. It is the same as being sick
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
with another disorder. Today, these will the Senator yield?
poor, helpless, sick people are locked up
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
and left, and they scream for days on
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I ask the disend, trying to get somebody to help tinguished Senator whether he saw the
them. Nobody even comes to look at motion picture. "The Snake Pit." shown
them sometimes for weeks at a time,
some years ago, which depicted condiI remind the Senator that one family tions in some of these institutions for
in three will be affected by this problem, the mentally ill. If the Senator did so,
Yet there those people are, locked up does he think that was an appropliate
like caged wild animals. In fact, some- name for that type of picture?
times I think wild animals are treated
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I did not
better.
see the picture, but I will show the SenMr. YARBOROUGH. The figures ator a number of pictures I have, some
which the Senator read from the Satur.. worse than others, which are artists'
day Evening Post may range from 20 drawings of what conditions are like in
Percent to 50 percent;- but I formerly hospitals In nearby Maryland, a State
aided the mental hygiene associations which spends more than the average,
by making speeches duin~g some of their on a per capita basis, for these instistatewide campaigns. Psychiatrists told tutions.
me they could restore 75 percent of the
To call this a "snake pit" is almost to
People Provided they Could treat them compliment the actual conditions which
before they were locked up somewhere, exist in some of these mental instituThey said Once those People were locked tions.
up for 2 or 3 weeks, while it was being
I show the Senator some more typical
decided whether to commit them to an drawings with regard to conditions.
institution, the change was so great they
One of the articles pointed out that
were often beyond treatment: but if a grand jury in one of the Maryland
those people could be treated when they counties decided to go out and look over
began to feel the onset of the mental the institution to see the conditions exillness, the percentage of restoration isting in the county, but before the jury
would be much higher,
could get through the institution the
In modern times our unmodern or jurors became so nauseated they had to
present treatment of the mentally ill, discontinue the tour.
in most Of the States of the Union, is to
Many people do not know what goes
treat them, not as sick people but vio- on inside these institutions. It Is such
len&People who are shut up or locked an unsatisfactory experience for a per-
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son who is not accustomed to it that the
person is horrified and cannot continue
the tour.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. These pictures,
published in the Washington Post and
'Times Herald for November 25. 26. and
27. 1958. show that this Maryland insti
tution for the mentally ill has actual
patients who look much worse than those
who were in the motion picture, "The
Snake Pit." These pictures show people
who are starving. The movie actors.
acting as the insane in "The Snake Pit."
were well fed.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It would be
asking too much of a movie actor to

starve himself to the point of looking
the part.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. They were not
starved so that they looked like the peo
ple the sketches show in the Maryland
institution.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I know the
Senator does not have any doubt that
this is correct.

I read~to the Senator

from an article published in the Wash
ington Post and Times Herald of No
vember 24, 1958:
When a Baltimore grand jury conducted

a recent inspection tour of spring Grove
State Hospital one of the panel members
found her stomach unequal to the task. She
refused to complete the tour.
"It was an experience none of us will
ever forget." the jury later reported. 'The
underbeings
whichare
these
wretched.
dc
human
obligated
to live
are shocking beyond belief."

This article is one of those which de
scribe how the patients themselves try
to tend to other patients.
It is somewhat revolting even to have
to expose the Senate to these conditions.
That is why we ought to do something
about it. Anybody who has seen how
bad these conditions are should wish to
do something about them. I view it as
a responsibility of those in public life to
tiry to do something about this kind of
situation, where the need is the greatest.
If we ignore it, it seems to me that we.
by popular concept, are failing to live
up to the wonderful opportunity we have
to serve in the U.S. Senate.
I am reminded of a musical version of
Dickens' Christmas Carol, done by the
Aluminum Co. of America. They named
it "The Stingiest Man in Town." In the
scene where Scrooge is dreaming that
he is in an unpleasant hot place where
everyone drags a chain.
Scrooge is quoted as saying:
I see another fellow.
He had a great career.
He used to be so lucky.
What is he doing here?

Then the voice of the spirit comes to
him and says:
In government lie used to be a crooked poli

tician.

He never did a thing to help the working
man's condition.
The stand he took on crime and vice was In
the wrong direction.
So when he ran for Paradise he lost the big.

election.
Mr. President, the poor people who are
locked up in these institutions cannot
vote. They have relatives who have
sympathy for them, who would like to
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see them cared for. The horrible con-

ditionis under which they exist should
make this the first order of busines
e
ahould try to cure the problem. instead of

Placing It as the last order of business
when we pass a bill to provide assistance
for people who are unable to pay their

medical bills,
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mustached man or 40. takes care of 285 of
Smith was diagnosed schizophrenia. cata.
them-tonic type. It was his habit to sit mute
Ta
ut Islowfor
s o
o oiin.
and frozen In catatonic stupor, and then
ness
Thatquoa
We
ouiiana Itwithout
warning spring upon anybody who

vwould be more like a thousand-

passed near. Columbus couldn't handle
him. He was sent to the Lima State Boapital for the Criminally insane. There. with

a night, ordering an X-ray of a swollen hand,

room alone for more than 20 years.

all four wards on the third floor. He spen4s
most of his time making out accident reports.
doling out Thorazine, dressing a lip splilt In

few exceptions, he was kept locked up In a

I1read from the article published in resolving prohiems-the hospital kitchen inThink of that-locked up in a room for
the Saturday Evening Post, one of the Slats that the man With the swollen hand 20yas
series of articles written on the subject, come back to work, as no other patient can20yas
describing some of the conditions to
which!I have referred.
There are 28 wards in the main building~

brew coffee so well, but Bookspan says the
hand must be treated first,
Ward 24 Is the chronic disturbed ward,
'The only really dangerous men in the hosThe new patIent goes to one of the acute pital are on 24."1 says a doctor. The ward
wards. Here he receives treatment for a few Is hare-few chairs, no tables or flowerpots.
weeks or months. If he reaponds well, he You can tell by the number of fiowerpots
goes home. If he doesn't, he Is moved to a what kind of patients are on a ward. Flowchronic ward. As patients fail to recover erpots are dangerous on a disturbed ward,
they tend to get moved upstairs and farther The odor noticeable on any ward is stronger
and farther back in the building, until here-a heavy odor compounded of disinfinally they are shoved clear out of the~main fectant. perspiration, urine, and feces-and
building and Into the cottages. Nearly all It Is overpowering in one of the bare sec!uState hospitals concentrate treatment on Lion rooms. Inspecting this room. Bookapan
the acute wards. A patient's best chance to tells the attendant somewhat sharply that it
recover comes as soon as he reaches the hos- should be cleaned,
pital. The trouble with concentrating on
Most of the ward's 90 patients are on the
new patients, of course, is that others are porch, a new addition with detention-sash
neglected. Dr. Kovitz has said. "You've got windows on three sides, and there they sit all
to try on everybody, and you've only got so day. packed tightly together. A husky atmany doctors and so much medicine and so tendant watches over them. Most have been
much time."
sick at least 10 years. Bookspan halts in
At the time of our visit about a1third of front of a tall man with bulging eyes and
aUl patients at Columbus were getting some hostile expression, and asks how he feels,
kind of treatment.
No answer. Has he been doing any reading?
No answer. Once he was a college dean, but
I ask Senators to think of that-only in the hospital he has steadfastly maintained
one-third,
that he Is illiterate,
This Is a generous estimate and seems to
A tall, powerful man approaches slowly.
Include every patient who at some time sees picking his way over the legs of sprawing
a movie or Is given a magazine to readpatients. He says. "When can I go home,
recreational therapy. It includes only 117 Doctor?'
patients on shock treatment, 213 on the new
Blookspan Says, "We'll see-wheniever you're
tranquilizing drugs, 24 on individual nsy- well enough." and he moves on, remarking,
chotherapy. 31 on group psychotherapy-a -'When he gets upset, he can chase eight
total Of 385. out of 2,700. on active treatment, .ttendants out of here. He's on Serpasil
Dr. Kovitz has estimated that perhaps an- now, and it's holding him so far."'
other 1.400 might benefit from treatment If
Anybody who happens to come near a

In 1931 a doctor wrote. "This patient Is a~
dangerous man and acts more like an enraged beast than a human being." By 1944
he was easier to handle. Lima sent him
back to Columbus. He sits on the same spot
on the same bench on the porch, every day.
Sometimes he plays with a Teddy bear. He
rareiy speaks. Now and then he arises and
tries to fight. He i~ssecluded at night. In
1951 an attendant noticed his face was
swollen; he had a fractured skull. It
healed. In 1952 he started smoking ciga
rettes. There Is nothing more to say about
him.
Behind the main hospital building, near its
powerhouse and shops and garage and laun
dry. are clustered six cottages, four for
women, two for men. In them live some
900 patients. They are purely custodial
cases. They get little or no psychiatric
treatment.
Most are elderly, and most will die here.
Columbus has, all together, about 650 old
folks. Every State hospital In America Is
full of them and getting fuller. Medicine is
continually prolonging life. but not mItIgatIng Its terminal miseries. The old folks fill
the cottages, which might be used for con
valescents-fill them to overflowing, sleeping
In beds jammed closely together. Some, sit
ting and rocking in a haliway, look like any
body's grandmother. Some, demented, na
ked. sprawled on the floor In a puddle of.
urine, look like animals. "They are waiting
to die." one doctor said. "There are many
things worse than death."

age treatment record for a State hospital.
One doctor Gays "Sometimes It almnost seems
as houh
tey etweil In spite of the hos3as thoghty
e

Secretary of Health. Education, and
Welfare was going to crusade to do

It were available. About NOopatients ar
purely custodial. This is probably an aver-
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schizophrenic who Is excited by hallucinated
threatening voices may get hit, because he
is the embodiment of the phantom In the
patient-s mind. "~This man Is still very de-

lusional." Bookspan says. "The drugs don't
destroy the delusions. but they keep him
from acting on them. He used to try to

Thewhoe
oepta isdivde ino alvskill.
Now he can wander around the ward
The wards In the north wing are for women, safely. So the new drugs do help, at least
those In the south wing for men. Iin the from a management viewpoint."
acute men's wards, the windows are high
Bookapan stopa before a huge Negro. the
and narrow and steel barred. Psychotic pa- only man in the ward still Ink restraint.
tients wander about aimlessly, dimn figures Heavy leather straps'bi~nd his arms to his
moving Siletly in gloomy Passageways. abdomen. They are powerful arms. He is
Walking through a doorway, you come qpon a very tall Negro. with a small head. Dr.
a man standing rigid In a corner, frozen In Bookspan says softly. "sometimes Roland
.catatonic trance, squeezed tight Pgainst, the hurts people. We don't think he means to,
wall as though hoping to Press himself into but sometimes he does, anyway." Roland
the wall andi so Into oblivion. In a little stares straight ahead. "Until he. began gettoilet room a dozwn men are crowded-they ting Thorazinie, he had been in seclusion
are forbidden. to smooke on the ward, as Its or restraint moat of the time all his life.,
floors are wood, so they smoke in the toilet.
Roland Smith. as we shall call him-all1
where the floor Is tile. In the bail a tele- names of patients are fictitious--came here
vision set Is blatting away; a dozen patients in 1919. seemingly without a past. He was
are sitting with their backs turned to It. The an anonymous drifter, picked Up by the
patients are not In bed, as In a general hoa- poice for vagrancy. He did not know where
pital. Their dailY routine resembles that of he came from or when he had fallen HIl. He
prisoners, not of patients.
once said he worked for at circus and hurt
his head. He told a doctor, "My right name
I digress again to make the point. Mr'. is King. God, Jesus Christ. I have solid fir
President. that the Pederal Oovernment In my body. My hands aggravate me. They
spends more money each day to Incar- jump around. I have got the tree of life in

eerate a murderer, a kidnapper, or a dope
peddler than the States are able to spend
to provide hospiftaliatin and care for

these wretehed persons In State mental
Intttioaas.
'Upstairs. MS male pattents live on the
ebronlo wards. Dr. Dookspen. a talkative

my body. I talk to Jesus Christ and men
who have left this eart." He said he had
two heartbeats, one Impelling him to do
good
other evil,heand
they pulled
at
him and
untilthesometimes
became
"Plumb
razy." He sai that he could cause a light..
ning atorm by putting his hand on his knee
and crossing his other leg over it.

These

are

modern-day conditions.

This Is not something out of the Dark
Ages. This Is the kind of thing that the
something about and then he decided
to crusade to keep us from doing anything about It. I continue reading:

Not all are hopelessly deteriorated. Some
of the men work In the greenhouse, laundry,
kitchen or on the grounds. In all, the hos
pital employs about 195 patients, paying S1
a month or more: 500 more work without pay.
This Is called "industrisl therapy.' It is pri
marily a cheap way to run the place. The
superintendent deplores It but can't help
It.
B Building, a new one-story structure, is
the end of the Uine. It contains 182 aged
women, all.but one Incontinent. It stinks.
In the pale daylight a movie Is being shown.
but only a few patients are watching. .Some
are lying on the floor. Dr. Paul Kirch says.
"No matter how often you put them in
chairs, they'll get down on the floor and
under the beds." In some State hospitals
you wili see row after row of old people lying
in bed, but at Columbus psychiatrists oh
ject that once a regressed psychotic is al
lowed to He down he is not likely to get up:
and so every morning the attendants get
them up and dress them and lift them into

chairs. About a dozen are strapped to their
chairs to keep them from falling. All are
quiet.
Think of that, Mr. President. Here
these people are; they do not want to
Move, only to Ilie there anid to wait to die.
Conditions are such that a person would
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be happy if he were dead. These are they are paid only $162 a month. 'You call
the conditions that we are told we can- up an employment agency and they laugh at
not do anything about, although the you," Wederneyer says. The hospital recWedecases are Inadequate.
many put
Sertayiniatdtath
eyerof can't
patients' records on the
tat
e wsbei-ordis
wa beinSecrtar inicatd
ning to wage a crusade against this kind wards, where the doctors need them, be-cause he can't buy a filing cabinet for each
of thing, to provide aid.
The attendants and sometimes the patients ward. Two generators In the power plant
are mopping. endlessly mopping. There is a wore out: it cost s225.000 to replace them,
great deal more of mopping than of pay- all the money that had been appropriated
chotherapy at any mental hospital. An at- for a new building. The hospital has no
tendant says. "You clean them up and it bread slicer, so bread comes to the wards In
wont be 5 minutes till you have to do it all long loaves and has to be sliced there with
over again. We have four combative patients sharp knives--on disturbed wards.
that kick the others down. It's terrible."
Dr. Kirch. sighing with relief as he
leaves the place, says, "You look at these
He
pathetic- people day after day-."
breaks off, then says. "The surgeon can bury
his failures, his Incurable cases, but the
psychiatrist has to look at his day after day."
Superintendent Mf.R. WVedemneycr. sitting
In his office overlooking the front of the boapital, said recently. "What we need above ali
else Is more people to do more things-doctore, nurses, attendants, occupational therapists. everything." Wedemeyer Is an affabie
crewout man of 47 who describes himself as
"a practical man.". He Is paid SlS.500.
originally a smalltown doctor and Army
doctor. Wedemeyer entered psychiatric realdency training 10 years ago. He worked as
a prison psychiatrist and comnmunity-clinic
director before becoming superintendent
here in 1952. A great deal of his time is
taken up with nonpsychiatric work-hiring
employees, settling their grievances, dealing

with breakdowns at the powerhouse, making

speeches In town, drawing up his budget.
His difficulties are numerous and often
odd. Last year the hospital had to replace
1,677 panes of glass broken by patients.
Patients are unpredictable. Once a patient
ran a high temperature. baffed the doctors,
and died; ant autopsy showed that her
stomach had been perforated In thousands
of places by seeds she had eaten from a
Canary cage. The hospital has about one
suicide a year. one patient tore up a book
and stuffed the pages Ia her mouth. suffocating. Fire Is a nightmare, yet well-meaning
relatives give patients matches, even on disturbed wards,
Psychotics are hard to treat for physical
Illness--they can have pneumonia without a
fever, they won't stay in bed and they'll tear
the dressing off after an operation. Homicidal attacks are not uncommon. Doctors or
attendants find weapons hidden on the
wards- doorknob in a sock, a sharpened
nie.On ngh lstfalIng
spon abuchr
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"I put a bread slicer in my budget twice
and It was cut out," Wedemeyer said recently. Then lhe exploded. "And I'm going
to get one this year if I don't buy another
damn thing for the culinary department,.
And a bean snipper-a bean snipper costs
only four or five hundred dollars. but we
haven't got one, and every time we have a
good crop we have 50 patients standing
around snipping beans for 2 months out of
the year."
Patients' reiatives make problems. One
Visitor brought a bottle of wine to the ward.
and when Wedemeyer barred her from the
hospital, she went to the Governor of Ohio.
Reiatives badger doctors for permission to
take a patient home too soon. It is a joke
around the hospital that "we ought to give
drugs to the family and let the patients go
home." A while back a doctor, after workIng with a patient for months, got him well
enough to go home. He so notified hi.
brother, who replied. "I regret to inform you

lars is the average for most hospitals in
ti'e country anyway. So we would be in
apstion to provide a caliber of care.
aps State appropriations were reduced.
unless
4 times as good as the national average
for the people over age 65.
If a. person had any kind of illness
which required treatment, whether it be
le
rayhn
dsney
irha
dsney

irha

le

rayhn

funds would be available to treat him~at
a standard of $60 a day, if we want to
continue our present rate of appropria
tions.
Yet for the poor wretch suffering from
Mental illness, which will affect 1 family

in 3. an expenditure of $2.88 a day, on
n
omth
naeae
spovdd
a
in

vrgi

rvdd

n

omth

funds are available.
This was to be the great crusade of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, who said such a condition was
disgraceful. It was he who said that the
Federal Government had a responsibil
ity in the field, and that it would start a
crusade. That was his statement on

APril 21. 1959. one would think that
such a crusade would be pretty well un
der way, if it had started on April 21 of
last Year. Yet now we are told that if
we try to do anything for the mentally
disturbed, the whole project must. be
wiped out; that the President might even
veotew lebl
il
that there are no adequate provisions to vt h hl
Secretary Flemming made the com
* Perhaps you could
accommodate him.
find employment for him around the parison of only $4.07 spent for the care
of a patient in an average mental insti
hospital."'
tution. and $26 a day for a patient in a
Some relatives, of course, suffer deeply.
"DEAa DocToa: In regard to [my soni I general hospital, exclusive of physicians'
* If- fees.
In other words, the physicians'
just wondering what I em to do.
2
ddto o h
eswulmei
you can't tell where you are at with hi
gets6
some days seem real goo thenwoldagainaditoheo
real fussy have to let him have his own way
can't talk to him. He still has his three
guns loaded and here of late been shooting
the revolver off two different times In the
alley after I go to work so the neighbors
tell me.
At the table he handles all
the pieces of meat on the plate till he decides
what one he wants, then if he don-t want it
* lie worthrow It back for you to eat.
ried his Dad to death, now he is gone and
I am left to get along the best I can.,~
The hospital took him back,
When relatives bring a new patient to the
hospital, they are given a little booklet tellthem what they should know. It closes:

Gerahoptlhveaigrae-

Gerahoptlhveaigrae
age cost than other hospitals. I am not
too conversant with the difference in
costs. I read an article about them the

other day. However, the average cost
in certain types of hospitals across the
io isccu
at $15 a day. I
Natio iscluated
noticed that figure particularly because
it just about equals the average paid in
the State which I have the honor, in pai't,
to represent in the Senate.
Evig
rPesdnteSuda
Post published another article on this
subject. The article has some excellent
h
ue
lutain.Ufruaey

one Patient killed another because "the

"By having the patient admitted here, you

This hospital spends $2.60 a day per
Patient. I am not pointing the finger of
scorn at anyone. Louisiana spends
$2.88. This hospital spends $2.60.
Their problems are Probably somewhat
different from ours. Senators can see
ousaa
tht$.6
samotu t h
schedule, and we are sometimes deScribed as a welfare State, doing more
for the poor and needy than other States
do. Yet I must say that, regarding
these People, we do not do too much,
The hospital In this article spends $2.60
for each patient. That is half of what
the Federal Government spends inl in'
carcerating a prisoner in a Federal Jail,
A Federal Prisoner does not require as
ure asthes
Iam
muchtretmet,
tretmnt
h
no
a
omisure, asnhsy
much d.
ae o cm ite ay
pepl owo
crime. I continue reading:
It reads its ratlents for 16 cents per meal.
3tenographerS Are Constantly leaving, for

help in this and hope that we can be suc- RaCORD. However. I shall read into the
cessful In accomplishing what You and the RECORD some of the followup, articles
patient want most, his return home to a published in the Saturday Evening Post.
INsrSz Tiff Asn~um-Dsriuaara W~am
successful and happy llfe5."
It Is a brave. almost heroic, hope, and(Arptonhesidaadvontains
(Areot olnbu State.suicidluadingeth grtime-t
sometimes It comes true.
tails of a terrifying ordeal: electroshock)
Think how many more of these people
(By John Bartlow Mart!n)
would go home treated and happy, if
The Ohio sky Is just getting light, but al
Money were provided to care for them,
instead of being provided to lock them up ready the day has begun for the patients ons
in snake Pits. Think what could be done ward S.deep inside Columbus State Hospital.
if funds were made available.*as we pro- About 5 a.m.. they were aroused by an at
Posed to do, for the aged in all other tendant. He saw that they were dressed,
categories. Think what a strange comn- and supervised the bedmaking. Now at 6
parison it makes. My guess is thiat it is a-m.. four male attendants and the registered
almost typical that in Louisiana half the nurse, Constance Novak, come on duty.
patient days are spent in State hospitais While a great banging and clatter com
whre he aerae epenitur isalmst-mences in the kItchen, and the nurse pre
II
pares medicines In the office, two attendants,
hreteaeaexedtrei
$15 per patient a day. The Federal Gov- check. the seclusion rooms.
They ar all alike-bare, cell-like cubicles
ermient proposes to match that amount
OIL a. 3-for-i mnatching basis& That with solid doors and barred windows. Only
Means It will be $45 a'day, Fifteen dol- suicidal, dangerously combative or violently,

voices" told him to.
This hospital spends 82.60 a day per patient.

and the hospital have embarked on a coop'
rls
teyth
erative plan to help him. You cannot cureilstaos.Ufru
the patient alone; neither can we do It with- of the Senate do not permit the reproout your cooperation. We need each othter'Is duction of pictures in the COetGRESSIONAL
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destructive patients are secluded. Today sll were schizophrenic., A score were suffering they don't know precisely how or why It acts.
Others object because it terrorizes the pa
patients are in seclusion. One can be besrd from organic brain disorder.
Dr. Robert H. Felix. director of the Na- tient. At some private sanitariums and
pounding on the wall and yelling. "Let me
tional Institute of Mental Health. recently university hospitals. EST Is given like stir.
out of here. let me out of here."
gery. with the patient anesthetized and spe
Attendant Walter Stratton. with his part- estimated that If you enter an American
ciallats In attendance: and It Is followed by
mental hospital, your chance of leavingto
the
goes
by.
standing
Cooley.
ner. Foster
door and looks through the peephole warily, alive-in the first year is about 50-50. If Intensive psychotherapy. But at most State
keeping his eye back a few Inches. Then he you stay 2 years. the odd3 against you jump hospitals this is a dream.
As Dr. Handcock greets Nurse Novak oil
opens the door. The room Is filthy-the bed to 16 to 1. And If you stay over 5 years. the
ward 8 this ro~ning. she has a set smile on
sodden, the walls smeared. A thin, gray man odds against you are worse than 99 to 1.
Think of that. Mr. President. As mat- her face. Dr. Handcock is a sasli thin
with spindly legs Is reaching h!gh up on th
woman in a long white coat. She has beent
fotwl
eiu
tn.n
o
wall. "reaching for my nerves."~ He has done tr
a ward doctor here 15 years. She is a some
this for years. He says, "Can I have sometesnwsadnoeruseot
even be made to examine the patient what reserved person, keeping apart fronm
breakfast?"
Stratton says, "Not just yet.- a-id locks the again, to see whether thcre is a chance the young residents.
The EST machine has arrived, a brown box
door. Then, to Cooley. 'We'll have to change to cure him or to make him comfortable.
on a wheeled cart, An attendant plugs it
I read further from t~he article:
his room.,, They pass on, checking the other
The first few months, then, is the time Into a wall socket. Other attendants hate
seclusion rooms in ward 8.
Back in the main hall. Nurse Novak stands when a. new patient should get treatment. put the 13 EST patients Into 13 single rooms.
(Seven on this ward are due for a treatment
at the time of our visit fewer than a
But
mediwith a tray of paper cups containing
cine-the new tranquilizlng drugs. anticon- third of the patients on ward 8 were getting today: six have been brought here for treat
vulsants. Vitamins, sedatives. The ward 8 treatment. Ten were receiving the new ment from other wards.) Now they are
patieists come to her, a long line of men, some tranquilizing drugs, and 10 were getting tying ankles to bedsteads, fastening strips
waiking smartly, others shuffling along. She electroshock therapy, (EST). Two were re- Of cloth to wrists. passing wide belts loosely
passes out medicines, and they swirl on ceiving Individual psychotherapy-a- 1-hour across bellies. The cart halts at a doorway.
around her, through the kitchen to the din- interview with the doctor once a week. Stretched out on the bed Is a man of 21.
Three male attendants sit on the edge of his
log room, and sit close-packed at metal- Three were going to the occupational-therapy
Nurse Novak smears paste on elec
topped tables. Three attendants follow and shop. And that was aill. Why? The ward be.
stand watching, for in the crowded room a doctor would like to put more patients on trades attached by wires to the EST machine.
her teeth bared In a set smile,
Handcock.
Dr.
afford
can't
hospital
the
but
new
drugs,
the
Filies
sudden blosup can cause. turmoil.
sets the dials-300 milliamperes and two
are everywhere. A faucet drips Into the old it. She gives electroshock to all she tothinks
The nurse, who Is wearsecond.
of
a
teths
giv
no
time
She
has
would
benefit.
sink,
a
h
h lcrdst
rse
lvs
n
Ward 8 Is a complex of corridors sod rooms more individual psychotherapy---she takes:
tient's temples. One attendant seizes the
and cubbyholes. Paint is peeling from the care of three wards. 209 patients. (Hydropatient's legs, another seizes one wrist:.
walls, The whole place seems massive and therapy is no longer used at this hospital'
lp
rs n
te
h
old, almost medieval. Zvery State hospital the equipment took up space needed for Statnsie
gag to his mouth.
beds.)
In America has a ward like ward 8-an 'acute
Dr. Handcock pushes a button. hut nothing
After breakfast, the attendants bathe the
disturbed" ward. Who are the patients here?
Who are the'attendants? What goes on dur- seclusion Patients and see to it that other happens. and she looks quizzically at the
patients scrub the seclusion rooms, mop the nurse, then back at the machine. She says.
log an ordinary day?
"Oh.' and flips a switch, then Pushes the
Although ward 8 Is Intended for disturbed hail,. and clean the kitchen. They hurry'
patients in an acute stage of their wriegss on, Dr. Fsther Hlandcock Is due at 8 O'clock to button again. Instantly the patient stiffens.
his toes straighten out, the cords In his
the day of our visit fewer than half of Its give electroshock,
"EST Is still our mainstay." says Supt. ankles go taut, then his legs lock like iron.
patients were acute. Some were chrocics
ck.uilisamar
sent here because they became disturbed on M. R. Wedemeyer. A recent survey showedthniswoebd
chronic wards. Some patients were niot dis- that 117 patients in the hospital were get- stretched tight and his head thrown back
wy
ddohptmrtik
ekct
hi
thnd
paytreating
of
a
method
EST
Is
It.
turbed at all-they were ward workers. 'We tiog
couldn't run a ward without patient help., chosis by inducing epilepticlike convulsionstenso.
The patient begins to spit foam from his
with electricity. Some hospitals also use
an attendant says,
insulin shock, and a few still use metrazol mouth, and suddenly he Jumps convulsively.
Mr. President. a short time ago I r~ead shock. Both have been abandoned at rocking the attendants. Then, moaning and

the same thing about the Maryland Columbus State. EST is cheaper than howting In muffled tone through the gag, he
convulsively again and again, his knees
mental hospitals. The insane are at- insulin and, according to most authorities, leaps
tended by the insane, and the Mentally less dangerous and frightening than metra- and elbows jerking, his back arching. while
nhmwt l
dw
h tednsbl
sick are attended by the mentally sick. zol.
ES'r once, their strength. Gradually the convulsions
Columbus State get
Patients attwie.
As these articles point out. that only
r treetims
awee. ad I a ewsubside. He had stoppe breathing for per
pesonwhois en-cases of tener. A total of 300 shocks Is not hnps half a minute. but now he begins again.
brees isanty.A
tally disturbed Is sent to live under the uncommon. One patient at Colurmbus has his breath coming in blowing gasps through
that the Blind received 427. Too much EST can produce the foam on his lips: and soon he is sleeping
conditions
most horrible
of man can conceive, and that makis the epilepsy. Some patients break bones during deeply. snoring. The attendants tighten his
patient worse, instead of better, with the EST convulsions. About once In every 2.000 stras and go on to the next room. wbhie the
result that most of the patients are treatments, one dies. EST seems to worl: nurse pushes the cart.
In the office the phone is ringing, aned
locked up for their lifetime. whereas the best on depressed manic-depressives and incomes the sound of a paddle
knows why from thea porch
melancligolics. Nobody
evidence shows that most of them could volutlonal
EST works. Some doctors deny that It does hitting table-tennis boll. The EST teamis
work, and some regard It as torture. A few goes from room to room. One room
be cured.
empty: the Patient hads fled. An attendant
Although adequate care is being pro- sanitariums refuse to use it.
EST Is used principally for two purposes: briigsg him back, a trembling white-haired
vided for those who suffer from other 1llman who says. "Please, doctor. I wouldn't
acute
In
nesses, those who suffer from mental To interrupt the psychotic process
illness aire condemned to live for years new patients, thus permitting them to mob'  like to have a treatment, my heart Isn't good
under the worst possible conditions, while lize their own resources, and as a means of enough."
Smiling. Dr. Randcock bends over the mo-
managing difficuilt chronic patients. It Is
the administration and Secretary Flean.

this last use that Is criticized. A patient
i te
rnngthnkabutth stutinbu
cusae."may break furniture and hit people; shock
"gret
himi. But this Is not therapy, It is
meantime reverse their "getcupe-quiets
merely control. At Its worst. ZST is used
I read -further from the article:
The ward workers get most of the free as a -punishment for misbehavior, It once
tobacco, a rare luxury at this hospital. And was common gossip that "if you antagonize
they are allowed to sleep in Private ircoms, the attendant you go on the shock list."
where they may even have apace for a tiny Increasingly, the new tranquilizing drugs
are taking the place of EST for management
night table In which to keep their thingspcomb, toothbrush, tobacco, a spare handker- Purposes.
LaI some cases, doctors say. ES'T Is a mind
chief. Most patients carry everything they
savereven lterally alifesaver. It can break
own, in their pockets or In a paper 'bag.
Ward 8 contained on the day of our Visit the tension that drives an acute depressed
78 patients. Most were young or middle- patient to suicide, or the tension that drives
aged. But one was iS. and seven were past an acute ezeited catatonic Into a frenzy that
may end in death fro saehaustlon. Nonesixy. The records of 27 were marked "bimicidaI," or "suicidal," or both. Nearly ball theiess. many doctors object to EST because

chine. "You saF that every time."oi.pes
Btlse
Hsfc srd
listen to it." he pleads, and the nurse says.
"Maybe you could listen to his heart, doctor;
It makes him feel better."
Dr. Hand-eok resigned, puts on her
Stethoscope and, after listening, says. "It~s
perfectly normal and regular, so If I were
you I'd Just forget it. It's just nervousness.
"Well, give me the lightest you can. winl
you?"'
"All right: now please die down.' And
the attendants take hold of him, and Dr.
Handcock pushes the button. He shudders.
But nothing happens. Dr Eandock looks the
machine over while the nurse, holding the
electrodes, watches impatiently. "I guess I
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didn't throw It onto 'treatment."'" She flips for psychiatric training. This morning ash
another awitch. pushes the button, and this finds a patient waiting for her at the office
door. He Is young. slender. with sensitive
time it works,
After EST, the ward settles down. A features, and he says. "Can you transfer mse
couple of patients are still banging scrub to ward 6. Doctor? I want to continue my
buckets In the hall. The library cart ar- schoolwork. I've got all my materials, but
rives. containing a few worn books and there's no place to keep them here, and It's
magazines, two or three patients stroll up to so noisy I can't study."
"Wait
'We'll see," Dr. Hippert says.
It. In the office. Attendant Strattou. a
Itentuckian of 47. formerly a construc- till I get through here." She goes Into the
tion worker, Is hunched over a desk, offce and asks the nurse how he's been.
making out his daily report on the condi- Pretty, well, the nurse Says. With trembling
tion of ward 8 patients. The nurse Is work- hands the patient shows a sheaf of blueprints
ing on her own records. On the window to the doctor. She promises to transfer him,
Dr. Hippert asks the nurse how EST went
ledge is a cigar box full of hypodermic
syringes.
On the door Is a sign: "No this morning. All right, the nurse says. The
patients allowed In this office unless called doctor orders one patient taken oif EST.
Then, accompanied by an attendant, she goes
for. This means everyone."
The admonition is futile. A gnarled lit- to the seclusion rooms. In one, a lumpy man
tie man hustles In and complains that his ils dirty underwear is sitting onl the floor,
room hasn't been cleaned. Stratton says it Dr. Hippert asks. "How do you feel?" NO
has been. The patient, whom we shall call answer. He is fooling wills a strip of cloth.
Theobald Tuttle. says. "You're a liar. You're 'What's that?" she asks. He st-'rts to reply.
but his vo~ce fades; he walks to the barred
the biggest liar this side of hell."
Stratton just looks at him. Tuttle goes window and stands, gazing out. The doctor
out and sits on a bench in the hail, saying moves on to spend a few minutes In the
loudly'to another patient. "He's the biggest other seclusion rooms.
on
a with
aka
h
fie h
lia In the world, and he's about to gti.to
the blueprints Is waiting. "Would It he all
buddy."
Theob~ld Tuttle has been hInand out of right if I went to ward 6 right now?" She
mental hospitals for twenty-five years. tells him. "A little later." She asks the nurse
Originally hie was a college teacher. After about a couple of other patients, orders one
each siege of illness, he descended to a sent to ties clinic for tests and hurries away
simpler social level-high-school teacher, to staff meeting, having been on the ward
then factory worker, then gardener. Each a half hour.
Lunch for the patients is beef, potatoes,
time he managed to get along for a few
years. but he always returned. Just now the tomatoes and gravy. After they have gone
ward doctor would like to give bins EST, but back to the porch, a studious-looking pr.he complains of pain In his back. She asked tient strolls Into the office. Stratton hands
for an orthopedic examination a month ago, him a list of things that patients want frons
ltsa commissary. Once lhe was a brilliant law
but has not yet received a report.
He was
A patient's wife comes in for a special student; now he runs errands.
visit: She has a check for $2,100 sue wants studying for his bar examinatiozi 1a years ago
her husband to sign. He is a tall, worried when he made his psychotic break-wired
Negro. and this is apparently his total his parents, "Her na me Is Judy and she loves
weath Hesas,"I'
nt gin t doit" m."Thre asnoJudy. The hospital gave
Stratton explains that the court has ap- him insulin shock and EST, and a doctor
pointed his wife as guardian. The patient invested an hour a week for more than 2
Is psychotic, but he understands the matter years in psychotherapy with him. All to no
and he Is determined. "She might skip avail. He was a dangerous fighter. Lately
town, check and all. If the court says she's Serpasil has calmed him, and the doctor
my guardian, let her-go to the court and get think he might get along on It at home. But
the check signed." Stratton sends her to he has been here too long; he- Is afraid to
leave,
the hospital's social service department.
At 1 pmn. Attendant Cooley puts a folding
By now the privileged patients have gone
out. Only 12 are allowed to go unattended. screen across the hail, for It is visiting time.
Only halt of these choose to leave, for there and soon the visitors come, a half dozen of
Is little to do--go to the commissary and buy them, and the patients who are their rellacandy, wander around the grounds. si1t on lives are brought to sit beside them In the
the benches. Three go to the occupational- ball behind the screen.
The nurse is making out her EST report,
therapy (OT) shop. OT Is woefully inadequate. PsychIatrists believe that perform- Interrupted by patients who come In to talk,
ing a simple task with the hands, such as One is a tiny, shriveled old man who waltzes
weaving or carpentry, often restores a pa- In and says to the nurse. "Hello, sweetie."
She says, "Hello. sweetie. how are you?"
tient's contact with reality. But at Colum"Sick In bed. Can I have some tobacco?"
bus, which holds 2,700 patients, not more
than 60 or 70 go to OT regularly. There are She gives it to him,
not enough attendants to take them to OT.
Theobiald Tuttle comes in. "Did you say
and there Is only one trained occupational
therapist. The superintendent considers OT I was going to the clinic at I o'clock? It's
I1o'clock now." The phone rings; a patient
o s ece
atCoumusseiosl ea.
Is being sent down from a chronic ward. No.
atCoalutheapydanerosy geames movIes, rolerea
s.gardenin. Dayvin. dayle 12, where he has been giving trouble. The
sktiong,thowli-dng,
the.wa ds,
nurse asks ward 12 not to fill the vacancy
galtongDa
sktheg patientsgus
he leaves, and she and Stratton talk about
out, teptetjutstothwad.
Right now on ward 8 they are sitting on whom they can send to 12, Dr. Hippert. of
the enclosed porch, an attendant watching course. will decide.
to prevent trouble. Dr. Mary Lou Hippert.
An attendant brings In the patient from 12.
the ward doctor, has said. "Probably at least
is atenseyoung man, achatterer, "Hello,
haf atens
f hee oud o utoos fHe
pattendnts toultake othemsBut wht' the story. what's cookin'?"
hereo where
Stratton. eyeing him, says. "'How are you?"
there isn't. The patients get out two or
"Well as could be expected, ryve got a new
three times a year. to a picnic anid a couple
of bail games. and that's all.' Disturlbed toothbrush. I brush my teeth three times a
31atlents can't be left unguarded. On the day with my feet. Don't mind my awearin',
.orch. a singlel attendant can watch 10o it's just shorthand," His sweater is bulging
with his belongings. Stratton asks the atmeii.
Now, at 10:30. Dr. Hippert arrives fosr tendaint from ward 12 what's the matter
!ier daily visit to the ward. She Is an attraa- with him,
-"He wants to run off all the time. He's just
tive blond woman of 28. married, a
nurse who got her M.D.. went Into private a nuisance, and he torments the nurse to
practice, said coam to Columbus State In IM~ deat].
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Stratton tells the patient. "Go out In the
hall and have a seat for a little while." He
goes, but comes back "How soon can I get
out of here?" Stratton waves him away.
At 2 p~m. the three afternoon attendants
come to work-Delmar McClaskey. a slender.
clean-cut yousg man; Alphas Shafer. a loud.
good-natured man standing 6 feel 2 Inches
and weighing 230 pounds; and Robert
Rurode. a smaller, younger man. The nurye
and MilcCaskey complete the shift changecount the medicines together. particularly
the narcotics. McClaskey and Shafer mnk'
up the evening medications. At 3 o'clock
the loudspeaker booms. "Visiting hours ara
over." After a few minutes Shafer goes t-s
the screess and says. "Time to go. folks.'
'Three Negro women get, up. and the pa
tient they have been visiting shuffles bt~k
to the porch. The old man who was afrald
his heart couldn't stand EST kisses his wife
goodby. As she reaches the door ho calls.
"Watch crossing the street." and waits to
see the door close behind her. He looks
happy.
Shafer goes Into the kitchen. It is 3:20.
He unlocks and raises a panel in the wall.
He
It opens into a dumbwaiter shaft.
pulls a chair In front of the opening, and
plants himself there, remarking. "Otherwise
they'd crawl down and get out. A fellow did
that Once."
A patient who works in the kitchen asks.
"sHow's It going?" Shafer. big -and com
fortable. says. "Won't do no good to com
plain. How much bread we got?" "Six
loaves." the patient says, counting. Shafer
pokes his head into the dumbwaiter shnft,
and hollers down for more bread. He bais
ters with a friend below. Four or Aie' pa
tients are clustered around him, enjoying
the moment. With a clatter the food comes
up-trays of bread and chocolate cake, bat
tered canisters of beans and coleslaw said
ihn
i
owr
meat bal.AlfI
supper, attendants and patients alike.
h
soe
y41.A
Teeeigma
is
hai fromAthe
The oevenin mcmedownter
Shafer pluck five palfrmtient
leofmemn
fromint andm leadstem intok singe roome.t
at ogn prwingleros
HeremItarks "Ten onsth
around at night, we put. them to bed right
after supper, so they won't get hurt." The
six seclusion patients have been sent to bed
alramdy. and a patient, a shuffling old Aus.
trian. Is putting their clothes away. He
never gets the clothes mixed up. Nobody
can get him to leave the ward. He has been
here 33 years.
Shafer Is scarcely back in the office wheis
the new patient from ward 12 comes In. askin-, for bed sheets. "Aren't there none?"
"OK. I'll
"Yeah, but they're filthy."
get you some."
As be talks. Shafer Is filling a syringe.
Out In the hall an enormous globula.r patient.
a feeble-minded schizophrenic, is yelling.
Jimmy Fisher first came here in 1932. He
had been going out with a girl. but a chiro
practor told him not to marry for a while
because he was "too weak sexually." This
worried Jimmy, as sex always hlad worried
him, and he becanme depressed and wept and
pulled the buttons off his clothes and finally
came to the hospital. When he got out. he
msrried his girl. She bore him a son, but
the Infant died in a week. Then she di
vorced him, and soon he was hack in the
hospital to stay. A dozen years later a doctor
noted. "There is no record of any treatment
and there is no mental Improvement." Now
Jimmy scrubs at the hospital and is paid $2
a month,
The kitchen work is done, and the kitchen
workers are In the hali, watching television.
Somse patients'think television controls their
minds, and won't watch It. TV substitutes
for recreational therapy to some extent, but
It Is so passive that many doctors consider it,

harmful.
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McClaskey, watching the television fans, light the beds are ranked In long white rows,
says. "A few years ago these places were snake One patient has made a tent of his sheet.
Pits. Attendants beat heil out of a patient fastening It to the head of the bed, to that
If he didn't do what they wanted. Some- he is completely hidden.
times the only way you can run a ward Is by
The attendants check the seclusion roomis
strength. But most of the time, if you stay The old Austrian is still puttering around In
on one ward, you get to know your patients half-darkness. They leave him alone, and
so waen that you can teli if one is going to go back to the office to finish their reports.
blow UP-he'll start talking to himself, or Except for the scratch of McClaskey's pencil.
take his clothes off, or pace the floor, or won't the ward is quiet. Outdoors the night Is
eat. If you can spot him and put him in a crisp. There Is a haze in the air over th~e
room, the whole place stays quiet. I've seen deserted hospital grounds, and on Broad
some wonderful recoveries on this ward."
Street night traffic rolls quietly by. and after
Shafer Says, "We had one guy, he was bad: a day on the ward it Is the outside world
We put cuffs on him, be busted the door, he which suddenly seems alien.
lay on his back and kicked us. Well, he gothaebnlitigtohedrssfte
shock treatment and In less than a week we
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mi'. BuRhad him working In the kitchen, then in the DICK in the chair). The Senate will be

OT shop, and he's home now, It's a funny

thing, the wilder they come in, the quicker
they recover." McClaskey says. "When I
see a patient coming through that door, I
like to see him coming through fighting.
tearIng the hell out of this place."
It's time to take the patients to the movie,
Only 8 or 10 wish to go; Shafer counts them

.as they are led out.
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Shafer. 39. a high-

school graduate, got out of the Army In 1947
and bought a little farm near Gallipolls, ani

Ohio River town where the chief industry
was a State mental hospital. But he
couldn't make a go of farming, so he came
to Columbus and, like many Ga~llipolis men,

looked to the State hospital for a job.
Attendants get 650 a week. They work 44
hours. Some work here and hold down a,
factory job at the same time. This practice
does not foster efficiency. A poor attendant
can undo the work of a good psychiatrist,
There are, 248 attendants for three shifts on
40 wards-~2 per ward per shift. More than
half of them are women. Most of the male
attendants are farmers or laborers. The
hospital requires only that an attendant be

senior senator from South Carolina, is
on the job.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr.l President. will the Senator suffer an
interruption at this time, with the un
derstanding that he will not lose the
floor? I ask unanimous consent that he
may do so.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.
objection, it is so ordered.

Without

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is a great
honor to accede to that request.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina. I

heaveoee listnin touithea addeisso thelln
tor fromt
condiiosianva.rHeus meteln
in order,
uospiabsouthconditions
Invariou
a
methal
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thank the hospials bofghth cutry. Imamte
gla theat
Presiding Officer for his kind considera- hentias bouthtSnthis matte tos thel at
tien I will not Insist that there be no tentio of tholbe
Senate
and thasdweseont
; .wa
esol
ediga
h rsn
conv ersations in the Chamber. The able time in each State of the Union.
junior Senatpr from New Mexico is getAs Governor of my State for two terms
ting some last-minute information be-ItretodmybstolkInohei
fore we vote on the bill. I would be the uatriedntadoI amy
best tolooyIthaoathe
st
first to agree that we need some Infor-~uto.adIa
ldt
a hta
h
mation and that wte should consult with coeof
my term a
oenro
ot
thie experts to find out what is in the Carolina I left that institution in better
bill. There are things in the bill that condition than it was at the time I began
pepedo
Tetoul

o

nwayhn

bu.m

is

not knsow
tanytheeing abouet.
TetobeialohtterisagatioThe
deal of material not in the bill thattin
should be in the bill, and about which
the people doa not know anything,
I very much appreciate the fact that
the Presiding Officer is protecting me in
my rights on the floor of the Senate,
on the chance that some of the occupants. of the galleries could not hear
what I said above the hubbub of low
-conversation that has been going on, I
wish to say that I am grateful to the
Presiding Officer for protecting my rights
on the floor.
That gets me down to the point that

ema

oenr

mye
fistater
as Govetrnorotth
a
same iskitrue
thoughoufat the aWeaeakgupothfctht
we must do more for the mentally sick
people.
I agree with the Senator from LouisiIn when he said a few minutes ago in
his speech that mental sickness can be
cured, just as any other sickness can be
crd
ehv
oeie
okda
cue.Wehv
sometimes lookedcat
mental sickness asIftweeadg'ce
It is not a disgrace. As was brought out
a few minutes ago by the Senator, one
member In every three families in the
United States at one time or another
goes to a mental institution.

a citizen, an Ohio resident and between the
ages of 18 and 70. Not all can read and
write. one is an exburglar. hired while on
parole.
A little before 7 p.m.. McClaskey and
Shafer leave the office and walk around theIwihtmaeaottepowrks
M.LOG fLusan
fImit
.ward. Out on the porch about 15 men are Iish toes makeitabout. Theypore wo aiorkr Mr.eLONSaoui'siatna.
ofe
sfIlightly
rocking or talking or Staring Into the night. i hs ntttos
hyaentpi
orc
h eao ss~tmn lgty
In the kitchen everything is scrubbed and enough. It is fortunate, indeed, for the and I am sure the Senator is using the
put away. McClaskey reaches behind the Nation that the senior Senator from same figures that I have used-I would
penicillin In the old-fashioned Icebox and South Caroliuia [Mr. JoHNsToN 1 is chair- say that one family out of every three
gets milk and cake for himself and Shafer, man of the Committee on Post Office families has a mental ease in the family
At, 6:85 pim. a b~uzer rings, and Shafer lets and Civil Service. I had the honor and which has to go to a State institution.
the privileged patients come indoors; they're privilege of seri'vng at one time as chairMr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
on time, as usual,
man of a subcommittee dealing with That is true. I am glad the Senator has
A patieni comes to the office for a shot
of insulin. for diabetes. Another patient pay-raise legislation. The Senator from made that clear, We should remember,
complains that someone on the porch is South Carolina entrusted me with that also, that if we leave the matter entirely
throwing the table-tennis bails out the win. chairmanship. It was a great honor for to the States. I fear the job will not be
dow, The attendants put the offender in me to serve in that capacity. I had dcne in the way it should be done. That
seclusion. The new man from ward 12 fol- something to do with the granting of a is the reason the Feder'al Government is
lows them back to the office and chatters pay raise. At the time, the distinguished going Into this field at the present time.
nuntl Shafer. tired of listening, says loudly, chairman wanted to do even more for the The same thing is true with regard to
"I thougbt you wanted some Sheets." .. 
ea
okr hnw
er
bet
h
eao
ro
oiin.H
a l
'IC do" ,...
"Well there they are," andFeeawokrthnwweealto
heS aorrmLuiaa.Hhsa
Shafer points to the desk where he put them work out In connection with the pay ways tried to help old people. He has
long ago. At 8 o'clock McClaskey calls the ri'lse. It was worked out between him done it time and time again, and in many
telephone operator to report all well. as he and may Representative, Hon. JAmr- MOR- instances he has tried to help them with
does every hour at night. If he weren't uzSOie, of the Sixth Congressional Dis- out States having to match dollar for
heard from, she'd send help.
trict. my congressional district. They dollar. I remember that I joined him
McCloskey likes hIds work. "The big thing worked out the problem, and as a result on an amendment.
is not to make the patients afraid, Whenk Congress was able to overcome all the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senaa patient first comes here, he's afai
snrsadptflslify
h xctvetrjiehmesacsono
nanm
hospital. Weli, if he's beaten he gets more sae
n
iflsli
yteeeuiefrjie
ea
opno nanm
afraid. It a person' fear keeps growing branch and, to a considerable extent, I ber of occasions in trying to increase
bigger, ail the treatments you can givo 'em. might say, by the machinations of the payments. We got It through and made
aren't going to make 'em any better, You rules of the House and the Senate, and it a law. In the past few years we have
know. after you work here awhile you get a they, were able to fight through a pay been losing in conferences. Senate con

feeling for these guys."
raise, if I recall, of 71'j Percent-for all the
At S pm. Shafer steps into the hall and employees of the Government.
yells.~ "Lt's go. boys." Sixl men ar Stl
Think how wonderful It Is that we can
watching television. They go to the porch.
Shafer and Ecolaskey foilowing.
gerl
et good Federal employees to work for
eNrbd
lsi
lrsyI
e.Toeauny the Government. We should thank the
dressing on the porch put their clothes In merciful Lord that -we have someone
Uttle heaps., then walk barefoot In their looking out for the 1~deral Glovernment
underwear la the dormitorieg, In the dima and that the distinguished chairman the

ferees seem to be yielding to the House
conferees. I have always felt that If I
could only have with me a Stonewall
Jackson like the senior Senator from
South Carolina. we would get somewhere
in conference, and be able to do some
thing for the needy, the poor, and the
underprivileged. But it requiref; a stone
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wall defense to win in conference, and
I should like to read for the benefit of
come back to the Senate. to have the Sen- Senators, to show how other people look
ate back US up in the conference posi- at us, the reactions of the famous Washtion.
ington cartoonist. Herblock. He writes,
We could have done this in 45 min- in his book:
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cent of what we provided in our social
security sections. We dumped out onethird of all the improvements we were
able to vote for in the public welfare
sections of the bill. The part we dumped
out was the most pitiful part of It all.

utes or a half hour. and come back to
Every once In a while when a Congressthe Senate. and asked the Senate to up- man or an entire session of Congress is on
The distinguished Senator from Wash
hold our conferees and then invite the the pan, somebody Is sure to say. "But they ington is present. He made a spccial
House to do likewise. That would have work so hard" or "You don't know how hard study of these problems and tried to do
been my recommendation.
they work."
something about them. It was largely
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina. I
Then he goes on to say:
due to his support that we managed to
am personally very glad to hear the SenIt's a busy schedule for all of them, even take the first stride toward doing some
ator speak this evening and bring this when they're not campaigning for reelection, thing on this subject.
matter forcefully to the attention of the and I respect their efforts as exhibitions of
I regret that the Secretary of Health.
Senate. I am glad he is telling the Sen- sheer physical stamina, if nothing else. But Education, and Welfare. who announced
ate what should be done in regard to a that's not what people mean when they rise that he would lead a crusade to solve this
matter of this kind. I am sure it will to the defense of a Congressman by saying very Problem, reversed himself and led a
haeiti
ffcheftue I ertin-legislation.
works hard.
Theyanswer
mean to his
o
crusade in the opposite direction. If that
haveitseffct
n te fuure icrti-he
And the
thatwork
is that
ly hope so.
there's no special virtue In workcig hrifhad
not happened, we might tonight be
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am ex- they're not doing the right kind of work, happily considering the prospects of do
tremely grateful to the Senator. I can- Better that some of them should stay in bed. ing something for the most pitiful cases
not recall a time, when the Senator from You and I work hard, too, and so do those of all, the mentally ill, just in the aged
South Carolina had a chance to do some- people who engrave the Lord's Prayer on the bracket-165,000 of them.
thing to help the poor and needy and heads of pins, a mysterious occupation that
In my judgment, if we could ever gct
underprivileged or the little Goer
y'e never quite understood. but which at through the mental block that we must
metworer o soe litlefeGovern- least does nobody any harm.
ntd
ntigfrayoywihwl
mentororkeome lttlefellw sn
Unfortunately, some of the Congressmennodoayhgfraybywic
il
trouble. that he did not do, everything do harm, and some of the worst ones prob- occasion a tax increase, we would not
he could. I do not recall a time when ably work harder than many of the better have to dump out the other 90 percent
the Senator from South Carolina ever legislators. You have to get up pretty early of benefits which would go to the people.
turned his back on the least of them all. Ill the morning to fool 150 million people, and
Senators will be interested to knowI well recall that in 12 years I have never stay late at committee meeting, too. if you and I know some have not thought about
been able to find a rollcall showingta
want to make sure that a good bill is stopped it-that when they approve the conferthe Snatorwas
wrkingin th wrongt or a bad one is slipped through. And if you'reenerpthyagetoaasunc
teSnthere workne
ias
tingth caonno
servIng some special Interests, It probably that repf theyDemoraets
t
shul losurathe
direction, TeeionthnIcaotcan
be quite a task to get them what theythtiteDmorssoudlete
understand, and that is how a person want and still make It look all right to the coming election-and that is a possibil
can be right both ways. I cannot under- folks back home. But to the man who's ity-there will not be a social security
stand how a person can say that the been waiting for a housing bill, let's say. and bill on which to vote for 2 more years.
Federal Government should dosm-who finds It still stuck In a committee room That is one of the main reasons why the
thn
n
hudnt
do somethng
when the congressional quitting whistle House committee didh'ot want to have
thin
andshoud
no do
domting, blows. It's no consolation to know that
s
That is what Mr. Flemming is don.body--or several somebocites-had tn some.
work smething in the bill which would re
He said he would conduct a crusade to hard to keep It there. And when he comes quire an increase in social security taxes.
do something in the direction of having home to his one-room apartment, he does These bills must originate in the House.
the Federal Government help with this not tell the little woman and the kiddies. That would give the Senate an oppor
situation; yet he is the man who is re- "My. but those poor fellows must have had tunifty to amend the bill. If there is a
sponsible for killing this provision,
to work hard to do us out of a better deal Republican President. and he does not
There has never been any confl'ict of than this."
want to do anything about it. if it would
thinking in the mind of the Senator from
Mr. President, if we could only get to- require more tax money and it became
South Carolina,
gether and work in the same direction, at necessary to increase the social security
I am sure that those on the House the same time, in my judgment there tax, that would offer a chance to fight
side who said they would not even Con- would be real prospects concerning what again for the very things which were
sider doing anything about the problem, we rnight do to improve the welfare of dumped out in conference.
and I am sure that the Director of the these People. However, I am fully conSo it stands to reason that ther'e is
Budget, Maurice Stants, who did not say, vinced that if one group of Senators is logic in this view. If Senators waist to
"No." but-I cannot use words to em- perhaps working in the wrong direction, have an opportunity to vote to do some
phasize it--a double no. or Mr. Fleming, the duty is twice as heavy upon some of thing about social secur'ity on the off
after he changed his mind following his us to work twice as hard in the other chance that there will be a Republican in
statement, quoted In the New Yor'k direction to try to see that what we fight the White House again, they had better
Times, that he would lead a crusade for for prevails,
not approve the conference report, be
these unfortunate people, all think they
The Senate has worked long hours to cause that will be their last chance for
are doing the right thing in working to- pass a social security bill. The bill we 2 years.
ward what I consider to be the wrong. Passed Provided SI.200 million of beneOur Chaplain, Dr. Harris, delivered a
direction,
fits in the social security sections. By beautiful prayer on Thursday of this
As Herblock says, "They work so hard, the time we come out of conference and wveek. I regret that so few Senators were
Look how hard they work." There will returned to the Senate, we had a bill present to hear it. I was in the lobby
be Senators here. I am sure by the timne which provided $250 million of benefits, and someone said that a Presiding Offtcer
the reception for the majority leader
The House bill provided abotut $200 was needed. So the junior Senator from
is over, who will have come back, expect- million of benefits. So whereas we had Louisiana was designated to be the Act
ing to vote after a while, and people will increased the benefits of that social se
ing President Pro tempore for that day.
say, "Here It is. 11 o'clock on Saturday curity bill by a net of Si billion a year. That was very fortunate for me. because
night. Look how hard they work."
we surrendered in conference all but $50 it gave me the opportunity to hear this
I am only fearful, Mr. President, that million,
wonderful ps'ayer. This is what Dr. Har
they are working in the wrong direction.
I believe that during the time we were ris said. This was tht; closing line of the
But they are working so hard, I know In conference, a bill passed the Senate prayer by Dr. Harris on last Thursday:
every Senator is Just as sincere as I be- providing $550 million for Latin America
Stay our hands when we attempt to post
lieve, pyselt to be. However, I think and $lOG million for the Congo and other pone Into the future the justice Waiting to
Perhaps I have not tried enough. If I newly independent countries, to assist be done today.
tried harder. I might be able to persuade when they became independent,
To give a single example of how to
them, I amt fortunate, tonight. I see five
But see what we have lost, We have stay our hands. on the Senate side, just
Senators in the Chamber at 9 o'clock. lost most of what the Senate produced. as an offhand provision to give us bar
They are hard-working Senators,
I think we came back with about 5 per- gaining power in the conference, we took
OWZ-1i3i
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Out a Provision which would have made
it Possible for 200,000 low-income people
to be Covered by social security. Actually It was 600,000. But we took out the
whole Provision. It would not have been
much of a trick then to have agreed to
the House provision. There was no real
Conviction against It anyway to let those
200.000 People receive the benefits. Yet
we took Out the House provision, but all
we would have to do would be to go
back to the conference and take the
House Provision, and 200,000 more people
would be benefited. One hundred and
sixty-five thousand poor, wretched mental cases would be benefited.
We would benefit the man who works
and makes a little money to supplement
his income, what we brought back
from conference cost 10 percent as much
as what we took to conference. We took
to conference a proposition that a man
could make $1,800 a year without losing
his social security Income. We came
back from conference with a proposal
which provided that he could make another $300 above the $1,200 he is allowed
to make under present law, but that the
Government would get $150 out of the
$300 on social security income. After
that, every dollar he made would result
in a Si reduction of his social security
benefits,
The distinguished Senator from Washington knows that that is exactly like
taxing him at the rate of 100 percent.
The only good purpose which I can think
of that that would accomplish would be
to enable one man to understand another
man better. It would help the poor man
to understand how the rich man feels
when he has to pay a tax in the 90percent income bracket. The poor man
can understand it better because he has
nothing more left, but he is working
that way to save 90-percent cost of the
benefits which the Senate had voted,
Of course, we extended the retiremeat age. I regret that the Senator
from West Virginia has wandered from
the floor. I saw him here a short time
ago. He had a little provision that went
into the bill.
I should like to ask one of the pages
to have the Senator from West Virginia come to the Chamber to explain
that provision. He had a provision to
reduce to 62 years the retirement age
for men. I had never really heard the
argument as to why that provision
should be included, but it was not really
necessary for him to explain it to me,
because previously he had talked to so
many senators and had worked so hard
on the amendment that there were 20
cosponsors of it. So the committee took
the amendment without the least reuistance: but in the conference committee. the Senate conferees dropped it.
als with about the same amount of resistance.
In the conference committee It was
claimed that, according to the view of
the Department, we were headed in the
wrong direction. So the conferees
agreed to drop the amendment. Then
they sent for the Senator from West Virginla; and when he arrived, they explained to him why they had dropped
the amendasenl We sat there with him,
and Proceeded to explain the logic and
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the reason for taking out his amendment. And then, for the first time, I
really had an opportunity to understand
the force of his argument in favor of
his amendment. But by that time it
was too late. for by that time the amendment had already been dropped.
So. Mr. President, I think much could
be accomplished if we really were adamant in our positions about some of
these matters, and insisted that something constructive be done.
Mr. President. I have long felt that
the provisions, in the Senate Manual,
relating to conferees, have much logic
and merit; and I regret that, despite
their logic and merit, they have not regularly been followed in the handling of
proposed legislation of a controversial
nature when it reached a conference
committee. I particularly have in mind
the provision that "the majority party
and the prevailing opinion have the majority of the managers."
I recall the situation some Years ago,
when the Displaced Persons Act was before the Senate. It was a very, very
controversial measure. The late Senator Pat McCarran. of Nevada, was
chairman of the committee. Mr. President, if ever there was a Senator Who
had strong feelings and would stand by
them, it was the late Senator Pat McCarran. a truly courageous man of great
determination. Even when one did not
agree with him, one had to admire his
terrific, bulldog tenacity in fighting for
what. he favored. He made as determined and as strong a last-ditch fight
against the Displaced Persons Act as I
have ever seen; and he was able to hold
up that proposed legislation for a year,
even though he was opposed by a majority of the committee. On the floor
of the Senate he offered almost 100
amendments, even though practically
none of them was adopted. When the
de-bate was over and the bill was passed.
he then moved for the appointment of
conferees. But the late Senator Kilgore, of West Virginia, jumped to his
feet and opposed appointment of the
conferees Senator McCarran suggested,
because Senator Kilgore felt that if such
conferees were appointed. there would
be little opportuwtY to get from the conference a measure which would represent the view which had prevaled In
the Senate. So, finally, the Senate conferees who were appointed represented
the prevailing view in the Senate, even
though the appointment of those conferees involved some conflict with the
seniority rule. Apparently the seniority
rule is but a custom or habit, whereas
the conference committee provision in
the Senate Manual Is regarded as a requirement.
I know that the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Post Oflice
and Civil Service, the senior Senator
from South Carolina [Mr. JoHmsToNI,
appoints subcommittees which study
bills and do a great deal of hard work on
them: and thereafter, when the time
for the appointment of conferees comes,
members of the subcommittees are accorded the honor of being appointed the
Senate conferees. I remember that once
I was accorded the honor of being appointed one of the conferees, because I
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had served on the subcommittee, and the
chairman of the committee felt that one
who had been a member of the subcom
mittee which had worked on the bill
should be appointed one of the Senate
conferees, even though such an appoint
ment would represent somewhat of a de
parture from the seniority rule.
However, there is no doubt that the
precedents indicate that it is proper and
appropriate for a majority of the Sen
ate conferees to be composed of Sena
tors who have voted in favor of the posi
tion taken by the Senate.
A number of times I have been dis
appointed by the reports which have
come from conference committees when
a majority of the Senate conferees did
not vote for the position I took. For ex
ample. Mr. President. the business of
having the Senate conferees accede to the
wishes of the House conferees in regard
to revenue measures comes up every
year, now, and each time what develops
evidences more injustice toward the posi
tions taken by this body. Such a situa
tion occurred last year. when House biUl
7523 was being dealt with.
That bill, as enacted into law, ex
tended the corporate income tax rate of
52 percent, continued the excise tax
rates on distilled spirits, beer, wine. ciga
rettes,. cars, parts and accessories, re
duced from 10 to 5 percent the tax on
transportation, and repealed the tax on
local telephone service-which ulti
mately was extended this year. rather
than repealed. The Senate had added
to the House version of the bill, two
amendments, one being that of the Sen
ator from Minnesota [Mr. McCARTHY]
to repeal the 4-percent tax credit on
dividend income from domestic corpora
tions. That amendment passed the
Senate by a vote of 47 to 31. The junior
Senator from Louisiana was successful
in having adopted by a rollcall vote of
43 to 36 an amendment to increase the
Federal share in public assistance pay
ments to the States.
The Senate appointed as Its conferees
the Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD],
the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. KzRR].
the junior Senator from Delaware [Mr.
FEAsRi, the senior Senator from Dela
ware [Mr. WU.LLL4ms]. the Senator from
Utah [Mr. BEwNN~r], and the junior
Senator from Louisiana. There were
seven conferees from the Senate, three
from the Republican side and four from
the Democratic side; but of those con
ferees. only three voted for the Mc
Carthy amendment when it was adopted
by the Senate. and only three voted for
the Long amendment when it was
adopted by the Senate.
Therefore, when the bill got to con
ference, there was Uittle hope that the
two Senate amendments would be re
tained; and, in fact, in the conference
those two amendments were not retained.
It seemed to me that the House con
ferees sensed from the very beginning
that the Senate conferees were going to
recede from the position taken by the
Senate and would accede to the position
taken by the House. At that time the
House Ways add Means Committee had
instructed the House prior to the pas
sage of the bill, that no amendment at
all to the version which had been re
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ported by the committee would be ac- 4-percent dividend credit for domestic
It Is the position of the junior Senator
cepted. A second reason why there was corporations. The conferees were Sena- from Louisiana that a Senator ahould not
little hope that those two Senate amend- tor BYRD, KERR, FREAR, Loxc of Louisiana. wish to serve on a conference under those
Delaare
nd CRL5O. o~ circumstances. Certainly I would not wish
ments; would be included in the confer- WlLLIAMS Of DeaaeadCR~N
fto aerve on a conference committee if I had
ence report was that four of the seven these, only two-LONG and FRARt-had to advocate
a position which was contrary
Senate conferees had been opposed to voted for the McCarthy amendment in to my convictions. The conferees under such
the two Senate amendments when they the first place. The other four had circumstances should be those who genuinely
were considered on the floor of the Sen- voted against it.
believe in the amendment. It was my feelate, and in the conference they mnnde
The other amendment lost in confer- Ing, as one conferee, that we should have
little effort to support those amendments. ence was introduced by Senator CLARK.' gone back to the Senate and report disagree
Thiswasan
o a asein
xamlehic
oul hae dsallwedas edutio
and ask for instructions. I do not esee
Thi
wacae
anexapleof
i whch Itt wuldhav
diallwedas edutins; ment
how the House could have declined to do like
the wishes of the Senate were not rePre- certain expenditures for entertainment, wise. It may be that the result would have
sented by the conferees on these two gifts, club dues, and so forth. Again, been the samne. Nevertheless, It is my judg
important amendments.
only two of the conferees-LONG and nment that we will never have the point of
There was a considerable amount of FREAR-had voted for the amendment, view of the liberal Senators, who are In a
debate on the floor on this question, while KERR had not voted, and the other substantial number In the Senate. prevail lii
which. r think, was very illuminating, three conferees had voted against it.
conference when the House Members are
It helps to make clear the problem, parWeSnaoBRDfVrgiamvd unwilling to agree. unless we appoint a ima
ticulaluniowhemembersBYRthVoaponiofeesatrgtheiassg
of
mofe
jority of the Senators who genuinely sup
ticlary
mmbes
wen
ounirth

toappintconeres aterthepasageofport and believeain w hat they are sayilug.
committee are confronted with a situa- the
bill as amended, Senator CLA~ix had
The concept that we should demand or ex
tion in which the senior members who

voted against their position are in the
majority.
The Senator

from

Louisiana

and

this to say:

Mr. President. I have no Intention of objectting to the motion of the Senator from

pect a Senator to go to conference and fight
diligently to the best of his ability contrary

However. I should like to read

to his own conviction seems to me to be not
a proper concept. The rules take it almost

Senate will be recognized In the naming of

some Idea as to when- we might be able

Virginia.

others gave their point of view to the ~Into the RECORD the procedures in this con- for granted that there could be no doubt
Senate. and the CONGREssioNAL. RECORD, nection as stated in. Senate procedure, page about the fact that a majority of the con
volume 105. part 9, page 12045. indicates 172:
ferees should represent the majority posi
"Under rule XXIV. the Senate may elect tion of the Senate. in this case that was
what the vote was on that Issue.
Its conferees, If It sees fit to do so. The not so.
When these matters are lost in this Senate has a right to elect Its own conferees.
That will be found at page 14707 of the
fashion, the House. on these welfare A motion to elect certain conferees Is RECORD of June 28, 1960.
amendments, has never permitted the amendable by substituting other conferees.
M.Peiet
h oiycmiteo
Housea mtovter on them.I hause
Memwass
the
Democratic
Party
has compiled cer
ben mttrheHoseMebes
f
'ne conferees In theory are appointed tain voting records for the convenience
taking the attitude that under no condi- by the presiding officer but in fact are desig- of Senaos oaayecranvts
tions would they consider it.
nated by friends of the measure. who are in
ntls oaayecranvts
I te
uposuio snaorfrm sympathy with the prevailing view of the do not suggest any partisan implications.
Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY] is con Senate, and with consideration of the usual Imrl
id
o h ups fcn
froned
hatprobem
ith
ightslo
ratio. And the Senate, on motion. may Venience, that this is a simple way to
frnedwthtatpobe
rgt lw onparty
Nelect its conferees as It sees fit."'
describe what was the issue, and to show
the mninimum wage bill.
I read from page 174 as follows:
what were the votes on adopting confer
But if one is confronted with the ad'Senators -have declined to serve as con- ence reports.
ditional problem that the majority of the ferees; in some instances because they were
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
conferees did not vote for the measure not in sympathy with the provisions of bills sent that in connection with both of
to begin with, it tends to stand to reason as passed by the Senate or. after a confer- teecneec
eot
aeds
that the House is inclined to feel that ence report was rejected, a senator declined teecneec
eot
aeds
the Senate conferees are going to yield, tosreo
eodcneec
ommittee
Cussedbecause of views
not
in
harmony
with
the
Mr.
BUSH.
Mr.
President,
reserving
and, it Is my experience that they yield action of the Senate.
the right to object, I wonder if the Sena
in short order.
"Conferees have resigned because they were tor would give us some idea of whether
The Custom that was practiced on that not in sympathy with the action of the Sen- we are to be able to vote tonight on the
occasion seems to me to be partly a mat- ate on the bill or opposed to the bill Lin pending question.
ter of perhaps not habit, but more a question."~
We were dismiseed with the idea that
matter of timidity. One dissikes to sugThe distinguished Senator from Virginia. if we came back at 9 o'clock there would
geSt that his amendment, and one for Mr. Byan, has been kind enough to advise
Which he fought on the Senate floor. me the names of the Senators whom he has be no vote before that time. It is now
would have a better chance if conferees recommended that t-he Chair appoint as con- almost 25 minutes past nine. I ask the
ferees. I shall not object to their appoint- Senator, with all respect, whether it is
Were not chosen strictly on the basis of ment, vithough
a majority of the conferees his intention to continue his remarks
seniority', but on the basis that the ma- aire not in support of the views of the Senate for a good many hours, or whether we
Jor differences between the two Houses as expressed this afternoon. However. I have are going to be permitted to have a vote
should be handled by the majority rep- such confidence In the Senator from Vir- tonight. I think it is only fair that we
resentatives of the Senate to argue such ginia and in the other conferees that I shall should have some idea as to what is the
ma tters,
not raise the polnt raised by the procedures
Soeoe
nc qoedGerg NrrsI
have just read. Accordingly. I have no Senator's intention.
as eavng ae tnheqstatem erentha rarib objection to the motion of the Senator from
Mr. LONG of Lo~uisiana. Mr. Presi
eas governgmaenthwilltevert
realyeta in Virginia. (P. 13392. RECORo. June 20. 1960.) dent, it was not this Senator who moved
eralgovrnmnt
eve realy xL* inthat
wll
the yeas and nays be ordered. This
America until the liberals have been In
When the conference report was Senator was quite content that the vote
power for 20. years at least, because it brought up for discussion. I stated:
should come, after he had concluded his
would take theni that long to gain conMr. President. the RECORD shows that of remarks, and after other Senators had
trol of the Senate Finance Committee,
the aix Senate conferees who were named concluded theirs, on a voice vote. The
That Is a .very senior committee. a there were only two who had 'voted for these distinguished minority leader and cer
.
two
amendments.
Those are the two
committee on which those -who serve mn amendments
that were
disagreed to by the tain other Senators desired a yea-and
senior Positions generally continue to be conference. The senate did not have on the nay vote. If that is how they wish to
co__it
jit.ttheycowill
e
reelected. It Ls a committee from which conference comtte aL majoiyo
o-have
i.tewl
have to be available
Senators Are not likely to resign in order Ierees representing the prevailing position when a vote -comes.
to shift to some other committee,
on those two amendments.
Mr. BUSH. May I ask the Senator if
Ins Conference on H.R. 12381. a bill to
The rules of the committee provide for lie objects to a yea-and-nay vote?
that almost, without saying so. because the
Mr.
Increase-for I year the public debt limit Senate manusl states that It Ls of course least. LONG of Louisiana. Not in the
and exis~ting normal tax rates and cer- recogsitzed that the prevailing view of the
Mr. BUSH. Will the Senator give us

tain excise taX rates, two Senate amen-

mnents were lost. One, proposed by Sen- conferees That, was not the case In this to reach such a vote, which has been
ator McCCAaxuy, would have repealed Whe imtance.
ordered?
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President. anlY time a Senator stands up and
raISes his band and demands a yea-andnaY Vote. It Is his problem to be present
when the vote occurs. That Is not my
Problem. I did not demand the yeas
and nays. So far as I was concerned, If
the leadership felt it had the votes, it
could vote whenever it was ready to do
so. If a Senator wishes to speak, the
leadership must contend with that.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield for a
question.
Mr. BUSH. The Senator knows as
well as any Senator that so long as he
has the floor the Senate cannot reach a
Vote. I Wonder if the Senator will tell
us whether he intends to hold the floor.
so that we cannot vote, or whether he
desires to have a vote at some appropriate time?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I wish to have a vote, but I am in
no Particular hurry about the matter.
I have a few more words to utter.
Mr. BUSH. We realize the Senator is
not in a very great rush.
In all kindness, of which!I am sure
the Senator's heart is full, I wonder if he
would not give us some indication as to
whether we might expect to vote tonight.
If the Senator wishes to have the vote
go over until Monday, that Is all right
with me.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President,!I am perfectly willing to have it go
over until Monday. I do not have control. I hope, if enough Senators can be
kept In the Chamber. I may gain control. At present I am not very confident.
Mr. BUSH. The Senator is very modest
about his appraisal in regard to control.
has the floor. It
Senator
because the
f te Seato wouduiwoul behelpul
beoale to vo 
wudibewhetherlwe are Sntor
aMr.tLONG no.
not.
dtonighethor
toniht r
I ask the Senator once more 1f he will
indicate his pleasure.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It would be
perfectly satisfactory to me to quit now,
If the Senate Is so disposed, but I am
not ready to vote, and I have a few more
thing I should like to say. I hope the
Senator will be available to hear my remarks. I do not care to Impose too
much on the Senate. If the Senator has
heard enough and has been convinced,
one way or the other, that Is his privilawe.
Mr. BUSH. I have been fascinated by
the Senator's remarks and almost persuaded, but not, Quite, to his point of

view,

Mr. LONG of L-ouisiana. The Senator
encourages me to continue,
Mr. BUSH. I do not wish to encourage the Senator too much.
I know that niany Senators who are
present would like to be apprised of the
distInguIshed Senator's feelings about
the vote. if we knew the Senator would
like to continue and intends to continue
until we adjourn, at a late hour. until
Monday. perhaps some of us could make
plan. to go homne, to Anish our homework, and perhaps go to bed. We would
come in for a- votc on Monday. Does
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I am sure the Senator would not criti
the senator really care to enlighten us
about that? I ask the question in all cize anyone for working hard when he
thinks he Is working for a proper objec
seriousness.
Mr. LONG of Lo)uisiana. Mr. Presi- tive. I sometimes have the impression
dent, it is my wish that the Senate reach that some who are working in the op
a vote. I do not propose to talk in- posite direction think it is more diffcult
to listen to a Senator say something
definitely In regard to the report.
I am not at all prepared to indicate with which they disagree than to get up
that my remarks will be concluded any and talk on the other side.
I am not prepared to enter into a
time soon. It might inconvenience some
Senators if I did so. Some Senators unanimous-consent agreement at this
went to dinner, under the impression time.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I appreciate the
that there would not be an immediate
vote, at places so far away it would re- Senator's slrncerity in this matter. As I
quire a half hour to return. I would told the Senator. I voted for his amend
not like to have the Senate come to a ment. I did it in good heart.
Certainly, in view of the fact that we
vote and find some of the votes on my
side missing. I should like to persuade are coming to the close of this session,
In view of the fact that we shall have
a few more Senators, for a while.
Mr. BUSH. I assume there was an to have some kind of a medical care aid
agreement that there would be no vote bill, I shall vote for the conference re
before 9 o'clock. All of us were on notice port when the time for voting comes.
that after 9 o'clock we might expect to I appreciate the Senator's sincerity. It
Is not something which has come up on
have a vote.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. presi- the spur of the moment. It Is a sin
dent, since the Senator has mentioned cerity the Senator has had for a long
the subject, I had intended to talk for time. His record will bear that out.
I am only sorry we cannot come to an
a while, anyway, and I thought I could
show consideration to other Senators by agreement. I assume this means the
te~ling them that in my Judgment they Senator will talk for some minutes
could very safely go to attend a reception longer.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I expect to
given for the majority leader. The majority leader did niot ask for that. One talk longer.
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President, will
of the outstanding Republican's told me
he would like to pay his respects to hi the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
friend on the other side of the aisle. I
Mr. DWORSHAK. The Senator from
told him I felt confident that we would
not have a vote before 9 o'clock. unes Louisiana Is making a most persuasive
presentation. I wonder if he would
something unusual should ocu-uls
lightning struck the Chamber, or some- lield for a quorum call. so that some of
his colleagues might be called here tc
thing like that.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. wml listen to his comments?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Some of m)
the Senator yield?
That reception was only from 6:30 to colleagues who listened for a while
8:30. No Senator is so far away that we earlier are now at dinner, and I believe
would be a great imposition on thew.
h
nahur.I
hmhr tonightrr,
colIote des ireahvoe
ofwhic to drag them away from their friends
dSnato
their wives, and loved ones at this how
e oigtofwhc
enamo doubtful.
ofleouisvona.IIadodnottcare of the night. I plan to talk for a while
M. LOG o r~islaa. do ot areanyway. That being the case. I think II
to rush them, but when the Senators would be just as well not to undertake tc
arrive I have some arguments to make, bring them in at this moment.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, wlid the
and I wish they were present to hear
Serator yield?
them.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. To prevent the
Mr. BUSH. The tenderness in the
Senator from repeating those arguments.
I wish to say that I have listened with a heart of the Senator Is suddenly coming
great deal of care and attention and, like int view. I wonder If the Senator
the Senator from Connecticut. I have would feel the same way about some of
been almost convinced, but not quite. us who would like to join our beloved
Even though I voted for the amendment ones?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If the Sen
of the Senator when It was presented to
the Senate. and think it is a good amend- ator wishes to leave, In a spirit of co
ment, under the circumstances I am not operation I shall assure him that we
shall not vote right away.
quite convinced,
Mr. BUSH. Yes, but I wish to say
If the Senator desires to talk all night
and into the morning, would he be agree- to my dear friend that, after all, if one
able to a pioposal that we vote upon the goes home at this hour, one does not
conference report at 12 o'clock on Mon- really hope to be called back when the
day, with 1 hour for each side In the Senator finishes his remarks around
intervening time on Monday morning? midnight. I do not know what his plans
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- are.
May I asi one more question? Can
dent,!I am not ready to enter into a unanthe Senator give us an approximate idea
imous-consent agreement.
As I told the Senator. I should like of when he might conclude his remarks
to have the bill passed. I am very frank so that we may estimate whether there
to say that I should like to have it passed, will be a yea-and-nay vote tonight? Is
but it Is my hope and prayer that we ~hat diffcult for the Senator to state?
Mr. LONG of louisiana. It Is difM
can go back to conference and look after
some of these poor unfortunate people cult for me to arrive at that Judgment
whom we dropped out in the conference. right now.
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Mr. 'BUSH. I certainly do not wish to
tax the Senator.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I rather
doubt that it would bs3 appropriate to
vote right away. T1hat being the case,
I should like to discuss the subject a
while longer. I do not feel disposed to
enter into a unanimous consent agreement at this time. Perhaps after I have
an opportunity to discuss the subject
and make the RECORD, I might feel that
the RECORD has been adequately made:
but such decision at this time would be
premature.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for one more question?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield to
my distinguished friend, the Senator
from Connecticut.
Mr. BUSH.L I hope the Senator will
not consider that I was trying to hurry
him at all.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I appreclate very much that the distinguished
Senator from Connecticut does not desire to hurry me, and I believe I can
give him the same assurance that he can
go home.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I appreciate that statement.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. We will give
him adequate notice before there is any
vote,
Mr. BUSH. On Monday?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I cannot assure him that I shall still be standing
here on Monday. but I can assure him
that we shall not vote right away, and
he will get some notice. He can remove his shoes and relax.
Mr. COTrON. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield to me?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
Mr. COTTON. I understand the distinguished Senator from Louisiana to
say a few mninutes ago something to the
effect that he thought we could vote
without a roilcall. and he was not the
one who had asked for the yeas and
nays. I wonder if there is any reason
why the Senator thinks it would be more
desirable to vote without a record vote,
Does he think there would be any more
likelihood that he would prevail and
send the bill back to conference if Senators were not put on record?
Does he mean that he would cease to
speak if there were not to be a rollcall
vote?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Oh. no; I
did not mean that at all. All I meant
was that on a great number of votes,
when a question comes to Issue, and the
presiding officer puts the question, if
the vote Is likely to be close, any Senator who thinks he has an opportunity
to win will demand a division. But if
It looks as though he might lose overwhelmingly. then, of course, he Is inclined to let it go without insisting upon
a rollcall vote. It .was upon that basis
that Irsaid I would not insist upon a rcllcaU vote, but apparently some'Senator.
-I
wanted one. .
Mr. COTTON. I was the one who
asked for the yeas and nays.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator
knows, since he himself is so conscientious about this procedure, how much
Senators dislike to miss a yea-and-nay
vote, even though their vote would not
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have made any difference since the winnling side had plenty of votes available.
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President. may I
finish my colloquy, if the Senator will
permit me?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. COTTON. The Senator from
New Hampshire asked for the yeas and
nays. He asked for them for a reason
with which I believe the Senator from
Louisiana. with his deep feeling and profound understanding, would agree. This
bill is one of the main bills for which we
were brought back here into this session,
and it seems to me that it w.ould be
highly inappropriate, in dealing with the
final phase of this measure, if a yea-andnay vote were not had. But I was a
little concerned because I did not. want
to feel that I had contributed to the
rather lengthy discussion of the Senator
by merely asserting the right of asking
for the yeas and nays, in which request
a sufficient number of Senators joined
so that the yeas and nays were ordered.
I am relieved to hear the statement of
the Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If there is
any doubt whatsoever in the mind of the
Senator from New Hampshire. insofar
as the Senator from Louisiana is concerned, on the subject of yea-and-nay
votes. I have never in my life asked to be
excused from the privilege of being recorded on a vote. The junior Senator
from Louisiana started his public exper~ience as a minute clerk in a State legislature where there were voting machines, and a legislator's vote is always
recorded fc_ the record. A legislator
never voted in any other way. I believe
machine voting is the practice in most
State legislatures.
Mr. COTTON. I wish the Senator to
udrtnthtIwsotensget-ator
sgest
etind
I wasnotee
undterstand that
blwanted,
poit theqmentioned
ionowthe
blndctly
itnestion
quao
the
u
whtohnoeor
exany
less
that his speech would be
tended if there were no yea-and-nay vote
than ifheonerwih
rather thni n ere requested. I did
not want to feel that I had caused the
Senator to speak longer than he in
tended. That was all.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No, I did
not have that point in mind.
Mr. .BUSH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for one more question?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield to
my distinguished and amiable friend
from Connecticut.
Mr. BUSH. The Senator is in good
mood. I should like to make a proposal
to the Senator. Would the Senator be
agreeable to a motion to recess, in cornpliance with the previous order, until 10
o'clock on Monday, with the understanding that the Senator would resume the
floor, and that he would have the floor
upon the conclusion of the morning
hour on Monday?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Of course,
am always happy when someone wishes
to show me the supreme consideration
of according me the floor when I desire
it. However, I should be happy to ask
for It and take my chances of getting
the floor when we meet on Monday. I
have heard Senators on occasion, when
they had something that could not wait,
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ask that at a certain hour they be rec
ognized to speak, but this Senator does
not feel that way.
I waited until every other Senator got
his speech out of the way before I un
dertook to make my speech, as the Sen
ator will recall, and I have tried to yield
to all others. I knew "-ery well that if
I had started to speak while there were
perhaps 30 Senators who wanted to
make 5-Mninute speeches, they would
come in and want to interrupt my re
marks. I wanted to have continuity to
my speech.
Mr. BUSH. I am sure the Senator
has not given me the impression of a
man who is in a hurry. I have not
thought he was in great haste. I un
derstand the Senator does not wish to
consider my suggestion.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. So far as
the Senator's suggestion is concerned.
I have no objection whatever to it. I
just do not feel like entering into a
unanimous consent agreement at this
time.
I think we have made a mistake to
have so many unanimous-consent agree
ments. In the old days of the Senateand yet not a very long time ago-the
Senator from Oregon came here at the
time-we would debate. The practice
had some good points to it. We would
debate, and Senators would be present.
because when debate ended, Senators
knew they would vote. The minute the
hot air stopped, the voting started. So
Senators would be present, and a Sena
tor who wished to .speak would have
others to listen to him.
Now a unanimous-consent agreement
is entered into which may provide that
in 2 hours there will be a vote, and the
time for debate Is divided. Every Sen
leaves. They aUl have something
else to do. One has a luncheon engage
ment, another has some letter-writing
to look after; others go elsewhere.
galler and woner whnateInd sth
Cinthzen
maleyattoner wihatIthispae.
woldithe
tisplce
They wonder why more Senators do not
come to listen to the one who is speak
ing. If the folks in the gallery attend.
why do not Senators come to hear what
is taking place?
Mr. JORDAN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. JORDAN. I have been here since
10 o'clock this morning.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield?
Mr. IDNG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. MORSE. Am I correct in my un
derstanding of the Senator's colloquy
with the Senator. from Connecticut [Mr.
Busnl that the Senator from Louisiana
would be perfectly willing to have the
Senate recess now and reconvene on
Monday morning at 9.9:30. or 10 o'clock.
and take his chances of getting the floor
in the course of time on Monday?
Mr. IONG of Louisiana. I should be
very pleased to do that. Now that there
are many more Senators in the Chamber
than before. I-would like to make this
point: If the bill is sent back to confer
ence, I am sure we can get a better bill
than we have before us. I am niot op
posed to anything in the bill. I would
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vote for it standing alone. There are a will do some additional good for the should permit a man to make a little
number of measures in the bill that rep- needy and the poor and the under- extra money. I am sure we can convince
the House that we mean business. I do
resent good legislation. I do not mean privileged,
The House conferees made the point not think that thus far the House really
that there 13 only one good thing in the
bill. There are perhaps a dozen good to us that they could not consider any believes that there is any strong prospect
items that I consider to be good legis- tax increase because they did not have of the Senate holding out for a bill that
lation. Some of them are major pro- such a provision In the bill when they, would do the needed job.
I had digressed from my remarks when
sent it to us. They said that under the
gressive steps themselves,
However. I am satisfied that'if we pass House rules, if we voted to increase a I had reached the pay problem, at the
the conference report, unless we get a benefit, a single objector In the House time I mentioned that the Senator from
Democrat in the White House next could prevent the bill from being con- South Carolina [Mr. JoHNsowiq had
year-anld I am not certain that that is sidered. I did not think much about it done so much In behalf of adequate pay
going to happen-it will be 2 years. in all until tonight, but we can see what that for Federal employees.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Probabillty, before we will get a chance means. It means that if the House sent
to do anything for these miserable us a bill with $200 million of benefits Mr. President. will the Senator from
wretches who need our help. I am not in it and If we increased it by $50 mil- Louisiana yield?
MIr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
speaking only about the poor wretches lion, it could not be considered under the
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
In the mental hospitals. I am talking rules of the House. A single objector in
also about the man who hopes to retire the House could stop it. That is why I wonder if the fact that all those in
mates have no votes might have some
at age 62. and who Is not classified as they did not vote for a tax increase,
Let us suppose that we had approved effect on their not getting proper contotally disabled but is unable to do work
the Anderson amendment. Of course, Isieaon
to a substantial extent.
,I am talking about the man who is voted against it, but let us suppose thatsdrao.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The thought
making $150 a month, and whose check we had added the Anderson amendment.
is cut, as a result, at the rate of $1 for The House could have stopped it on the has occurred to me that when we lock
0 epeu ytetosns-800
every dollar he makes, with the result point of order that they cannot consider 10es
,.00,
or 20,000-pushed together for
that he is, in effect, paying a 100-percent a tax increase if the bill is not a tax bill
treatment-some of them being locked
tax. I aM talking about the man who at the time it is sent to us.
The House sent us a bill which con- up for a week without anyone takin,,
had 90 percent of his benefits taken
care of them-of course they cannot
m akigtamned modest benefits,
awycnernc.I
nth
about the House provision which pro-* They are now in the position of retain- vt. Many of them are in mental in
vided that 200,000 additional people Ing complete control over social seuity stitutions for their entire lives. Not
would be covered, as compared with what bills for the next year. Tey can wait only will they beuable tovote at this
we have provided, for a man who must for a couple of Years before they will let election; they will never be able to vote
have worked one Quarter in every four that kind of bill come over here. I am unless someone helps them to recover.
Their families vote. One family out
since 1954. Of course, only a small pay- not an expert on the rules of the House,
ment Is involved, but that is of some but it seems to me that these are 'Some of every three is confronted with the
of the implications we vote for when situation of having some Poor member
benefit,
All this we can do by going back to we vote for the conference report. I am of its family either in a mental institu
conference, if the Senate will take that delighted to see on the floor the Sen- tion or who will have to go to a mental
action. Here is an opportunity for us to ator from Tennessee. He is an expert institution at some time during his life.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
be of great help to millions of people, on the House rules. I may not be an
most of them in the low-income brack- expert on the. rules of the House, but I I believe the Republicans have in their
am an expert on knowing how hard It platform a plank to the effect that if a
ets, who deserve retirement.
If we do not start fighting for some is to get the House conferees to agree on person finishes the sixth grade, that is
of these things-I note that the Senator something after we do something on the all the education he needs to qualify him
from Oregon is nodding his head. and he bill. We voted to give veterans a chance to vote. That might qualify some per
has been here much longer than I have to convert their life insurance Policies, sons in such hospitals to vote.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The statis
been in the Senate-we will neve hve only to have that great statesman from
a chance to pass a social security bile-Virginia. HOWAPD SMITH, and his Rules tics show that between 20 and 50 percent
cept In an election year. Of cous xCommittee bottle up the bill in the Rules Of these Poor, miserable creatures could
have tried to do it every year. As muhCommittee. That is the end of it under be restored to health if funds were made
the rules in the House. In that way one available to treat them. Of course. I
as I have tried to do this sort of tig
when witnesses come before us in cof-person can keep the House from voting Suppose that is what the Secretary of
mittee. we always hear the stateeton the bill, unless the Rules Committee Health, Education, and Welfare. Mr.
inIs discharged, which is unlikely to Flemming. was proposing in that rash
made that we can do this sort of t
moment when he said he would start a
only in an election year. Those wohappen,
Of course. there"'is a difference of crusade in this field.
make that kind of statement ac as
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Philosophy between some of us. The
,though they do not take an interes
this subject except in an election ea.great State of Virginia is very selective. What caused him to make the flip back
fiscal
ward
so quickly?
the
I do not believe that a Senator woul be It has a $1.50 poll tax, to assure
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. if he had
interested in this subject only In an ec-responsiblity of those who vote. They
interested in keeping the taxes high ever started a crusade to look after these
tion year, although some would setoare
indicate that there was somedob and the benefits low. We in Louisiana Poor, miserable creatures, he Is crusading
about their being reelected otherwsare going in somewhat the opposite di- twice as hard now in the other direction.
of course there is no doubt about the rection, and-I am one who has helped to That Is why we are here with the confer
House Ways and Means Committee not make it that way In Louisiana. Approval ence report, as to which a majority of
wanting to bring a social security bill of the conference report would nail the conferees are asking the Senate to
to us next year. They will not bring out things down for 2 more years. and it back down from a position which would
a bill if we accept the conference report. would be difficult to get much in the way have extended the hand of aid to poor,
If we turn down the conference report, of additional social security legislation, suffering humanity-those who are
I note that there Is a different group suffering most of all, those who are
and do what they do not want to do, by
passing a bill which will cost some of Senators in the Chamber than there treated worse than the inmates of crim
have
to
send
was
in the Chamber when I began MY iml institutions, and people who have
money, next Year they will
us a bill providing for a tax increase, talk. For their benefit, I say again that less hope.
I am glad to see that I have a new
Then we will have an opportunity to we should look after these underprivioffer amendments in the Senate. That leged. poor people. We should help listener on the floor, in the person of the
cannot be done In the House. I ask Sen- these people to be covered by social secu- Senator from North Carolina.
The indications are that if a person.
ators to inquire of Mr. FoamD if that rity. We should make It possible for a
can be done over there. However, we person who thinks he cannot work any is in a mental Institution for one year,
can offer amendments on the bill, which longer to retire at reduced benefits. We lila chances are 50-50 to get out. He may
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be sufficiently, cured inone year to be able
to go home. After the first year, the
chances are 16 to 1 that he will never get
out. After 5 years. the chances are 99
to I that he will remain Ia the institution
for his lifetime.
The various groups which have investigated these conditions, such as the
grand jury in Baltimore, and similar
groups, simply cannot continue their
trips through such institutions. It is too
nauseating to see the conditions under
which these poor creatures are compelled
to live.
Imagine locking them up for a lifetime,
with none of them receiving any substantial treatment at all. They may receive
a few drugs and a littie attention, but
not much.
Responsible persons in my State tell
me that If they could get attendants, get
help, get the where withal to do the job,
they feel confident that they could restore at least 20 percent of these people
to good health, and -could make the rest
of them comfortable, at least, if they
could not do any better.
The Senator from South Carolina referred to voting. I know that the fainilies of these poor inmates would be
grateful beyond belief to know that their
relatives were at least comfortable and
had hope.
.Some of the articles I have read have
told how the inmates of mental institutions do not want to move or get away.
They hope to die. Why should they not
hope to die, if they believe they will never
get out? The conditions under which
they live are conditions of such filth,
and are so inhuman in many cases,- that
there is not much hope for them.
.Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Louisiana yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield, provided I do not lose the floor,
Mr. MCGEE. Who did the Senator
say was not going to get out?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Most of the
people in State mental institutions,
Mr. McGEE. But not the Senator's

colleagues?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator from Wyoming is a free man, so far
as I know,
Mr. McGEE.

I simply wanted the

record to be straight,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. So far as
this Senator is concerned, he is not tryinm to detain anyone. He simply wishes
to address himself to this subject a while
longer. The Senator from Wyoming is
a delightful listener and is very attentive.
Mr. McGEE. A delightful listener;
not a delighted listener. [Laughter.]
Mr. LONG of Louisana. I have the
greatest admiration for the Senator,f rom
Wyoming. I can only think how fortunate the students were at the University
of Wyoming to have had him as a professor to instruct them for a number of
years before he came to the senate.
This Senator wishes that he had had
the pleasure of listening to some of the
lect~ures of the Senator from Wyoming,
bieaUse bi3 speeches on the floor are
most Interesting,
I would not want to impose on the
Senator. but I am delighted to see him
here I had not expected as much,

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield, provided he does not lose
the floor?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. MORSE. Is it the opinion of the
Senator f romn Louisiana that the chances
are most remote that we can get the
House to accept the amendment for
which the Senator f rom.Louisiana fought
so valiantly in the Senate. and which
would have provided at least some assistance to the mcntally ill?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I believe
that if we could go back to conference,
we would have a chance. I believe we
would also have a chance with respect to
the social security improvements. Some
of those which were dumped out were
the very provisions of the House itself,
Mr. MORSE. Did not the Senator
from Louisiana indicate a few minutes
ago that under the rules of the House
one Membeir of the House could raise an
objection which would, in effect, defeat
the Senator's proposal, even if it went
back to conference?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No; the
Senator from Oregon misunderstood me.
What I said was that the House conferees took the position that we should
not vote any benefits beyond a certain
point, because if we did, that would create an imbalance in the long-range collections and disbursements of the fund,
But between now and January,. many of
the improvements we have in mind for
social security would not even go into
effect until the first of the year. For
example, the most expensive provisio
is the one which increases the earnings
limitation. So there is no requirement
for an immediate increase for the protection of the fund.Idontlkthprstpaimeay
However, it would be necessary for
the House to send us a bill next year,
if it maintains its present thinking that
the fund should not be permitted to be
reduced. Then it would be necessary
for the House to send us a bill sometime
next year to provide an increase of oneeighth of 1 percent in the social security
tax, to offset carrying the cost o: the
benefits for which we would be voting.
In other words, it would be the same as

if a tax increase were included in the
bill. It would be subject to a point of
order in the House. But a tax increase
really is not necessary until next year.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President. w'll the
Senator from Louisiana yield, with~the
understanding that in doing so, he will
not lose his right to the floor, even
though I proceed for more than 1 minute to make an observation in regard
to the situation which confronts the
Senate?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield, if it
is understood that in yielding for that
purpose, I shall not lose the floor,
The PRESIDING OFFCER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. MORSE. I wish to say to the
Senator from Louisiana that undoubtedly
a considerable amount of printers' ink
will be spilled, over the weekend, in pubLishing newspaper accounts in regard to
the procedural problem which confronts
the Senate at this time. I am sure the
Senator from Louilsans is aware that
many of those aecounts will not give
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sufficient attention to the importance of
the matter to which the Senator from
Louisiana is addressing himself. and
will not take advantage of the oppor
tunity to discuss critically this situation.
I wish to speak briefly in support of
the cause about which the Senator from
Louisiana has been talking, for I hope
some will give heed to the great social
need the Senator from Louisiana is dis
cussing.
Before I went into the law. I did con
siderable work in the field of clinical
psychiatry, and I was well on my way to
making that my profession when I made
the switch to the law. In fact, I did
work in psychiatric hospitals and mental
hospitals, including the one on Ward
island, in New York City.
I wish to pay this highly deserved
tribute to the Senator from Louisiana
for making use of the floor of the Senate.
tonig'ht. in an effort to direct the atten
tion of the American people to one field
about which the people of our Nation
have been disgracefully neglectful. I
refer to the failure, of the American
people and their representatives to sup
port a program which will result in
bringing humaneness into the treatment
of the mentally ill and, in that connec
tion, will bring into practice the spiritual*
vle
epoes
etil
hti
h
situation in regard to the entire field of
mental care, as dealt with in our coun
try. As a people, we have been shame
fully neglectful of the very sad plight of
tetosnsadtosnso
h
metlyilnthe
thuad
n hospialdsI
ourcoun
tyt
hmteSntrfo
oiin
has, beenomth
refrrngatonight.
oisan
Iadoeno liefterrn presnigt.primetr
situation any more than do many of my
colleagues who also would like to have
the Senate adjourn at an early hour to
night. Yet, Mr. President, after listening
to the Senator from Louisiana make his
plea that the Congress take action to
remedy the sad plight of those who are
mentally ill and are confined in hospitals
In u onrIfe
ople
ors
to support the position the Senator from
Louisiana has taken.
I am a realist; I am satisfied that a
further conference would not result in a

better bill. In fact. I am satisfied that
If a further conference were held, there
would be a complete blockage by the
House conferees.
But I raise my voice in defense of the
procedure the Senator from Louisiana
has followed. I think there are times
when each of us. as an individual, must
decide to make use of his parliamentary
rights on the floor of the Senate, in order
to focus attention, as the Senator from
Louisiana has done tonight, on a serious
problem.
Tonight the Senator from Louisiana
has focused attention on one of the
most serious of all the social problems
which confront the American people:
and I congratulate the Senator from
Louisiana for what he has done. I be
ieve he has accomplished most of his
purpose. I hupe that as a result of what
he has done, some of the publications in
the country will proceed between now
and Monday to enlighten the American
people on the subject matter to which
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the senator from Louisiana has been
,devoting his efforts. Therefore, I believe we Might do well to take a recess
from now until Monday morning. In
that event. I believe that not many hours
after the session on Monday convenes,
this Measure would be dlisposed of, and
the Senator from Louisiana would have
accomplished the major purpose he intended to accomplish by making his
speech.
So I hope the Senate will consider the
suggestion I shall make in a moment, in
view of the procedural situation which
has developed here and in view of the
fact that tonight the Senator from Louisiana has performed a great educational
function.
Therefore, I suggest that the Senate
now take a recess, and resume on Monday the consideration of the conference
report, and then proceed to vote on it.
I make that suggestion to the leadership.
I say to the Senator from Louisiana
that I believe he has done well to call
the attention of both the Congress and
the entire country to the plight of the
mentally Ill in this country, inasmuch
as today thousands and thousands of
them are receiving most Inadequate
treatment, as the Senator from Louisiana has stated tonight. I hope that in
the not-too-distant future the Congress
will recognize its great moral obligation,
to come to the assistance of the mentally
ill, who are pretty much the forgotten
people in America.
-Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I am most grateful to the Senator
from Oregon. He Is more kind to me
than I deserve, by any standard. But I
appreciate very much his remarks.
As I have said. I feel just fine. I do
not insist that the Senate remain in session; but if the Senate does remain in
session. I will be here.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Louisiana yield to me, In
order that I may make some observations. if it is understood that in yielding
for that purpose, the Senator from Louisiana will not lose the Bloor?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes, Mr.
President, if it Is so understood.
The PRESIDDING OFFICER. Is there
obJection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I am very
much Interested in the problems of the
mentally ill; and I wish to associate myself with the remarks which have been
-made this evening by the Senator from
Oregon.
I live in a town where one of the
great institutions In my State for the
care of the mentally Ill Is located. I
have been familiar with the comparative
neglect that the persons in that unfortunate condition have suffered at the
hands of the public, in the past. As a
member of the North Carolina State
Legislature for three terms, I fought for
larger appropriations for the State hospitals for the mentally Il
As the Senator from Louisiana has
pointed out, these institutions have few
alumni; and those alumni do not ordinarily occupy poitlions of influence In
the lives of the States.

I think there is need for great service in this field. I am inclined to thtink
that the best area for service is increased congressional appropriations for
the study and the investigation of mental diseases, in the hope that eventually
we shall find a cure for many of the
types of mental illness for which today
there Is no cure.
I share the opinion of the Senator
from Oregon that there is niot much
possibility that the Senator from Louisiana will win his valiant fight on this
particular conference report. As a matter of fact, I think the best way we can
Proceed with this subject is to provide
increased appropriations for research in
this field,
I wish to commend the Senator from
Louisiana for dramatizing this problem;
and I assure him that I will welcome an
opportunity at any future date to- join
him tUA seeking to obtain larger appropriations for research into the causes
and the cure of mental Illness, because
mental illness constitutes- one of the
greatest and most distressing problems
of our day,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am very
grateful to the Senator from North
Carolina.
I notice, from information compiled by
the Interstate Clearinghouse on Mental
Health, Council of State Governments,
that North Carolina has in recent years
made amrther consistent increase In the
amount of funds available. The Per
patient cost at this time is $4.24. which Is
somewhat above the national average,
It is higher than the average In Louisiana. and to that degree I salute the Senator. However, I regret to say it is in
line with the woefully Inadequate appropriations that exist nationwide for this
type of care,
Some persons may say, 'We do not
want Federal Government interference.'
But the hospitals are not complaining
about this bill. In Louisiana. we spend
$15 per patient per day in our State general hospitals, the charity hospitals, as
they are called in New Orleans. Yet, in
the mental institutions our expernditures
as I recall, are around $3, or even less
than $3, which is exceedingly small.
Of course, that was not the only item
that was lost in this conference report.
My guess Is that If we go back to conference we can get some of what was lost,
As one who has been in conference a
couple of times and has seen us lose what
we fought for and adopted in the Senate,
it seems to me maybe we do not fight
hard enough; maybe we die too easily,
after we have fought for something on
the Senate floor and had it prevail in the
Senate. What has happened rather frequently is that in a number of instances
Senators who voted to place a certain
provision in the bill. fetling they had done
all they could do. gave up. The Sonator from New York quoted a song; he
said they felt they had gone about as
far as they could go and nothing much
more could be done,
Frankly, it seems to me we make the
conference report more difficult to agree
to when we drop out of the conference
report provision for the unfortunate and
the underprivileged. It makes it hard
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for conference reports to prevail when
that happens.
One of these days we may be able to
do something about It. Perhaps we can
this time. As a matter of fact. I think
there is some chance of achieving some
thing now. A book entitled "As a Man
Thinketh" has always been an inispira
tion to me. The book states It has been
usual for a man to say that many are
slaves because one is the oppressor; let
us hate the oppressor. Now there Is a
tendency to reverse the judgment and
say one man is an oppressor because
many are slaves; let us despise slaves.
As one who has lost a number of
times, who is trying to do something for
the most distressed people of them all,
this Senator feels we ought to try harder.
If there are two different points of view.
maybe we can make our position prevail.
If not this time, perhaps next time.
I recall that some time ago someone
told me, in a Joking way, "Well, Senator.
you are not going to do anything for old
grandma." I said, "Well, it is a cinch
I will not do anything if I do not offer an
amendment.'
So It is now. I see nothing to be lost
by trying to do something for the suffer
mng, wretched humanity of this Nation,
the most neglected of them all; and this
conference report will leave them out.
That Is only a part of It. it would be
a fine thing to enable persons to earn
$150 a month and still continue to re
ceive their social security benefits,. It
would be a wonderful thing if we could
get it by rejecting the conference report.
I believe it could be done. I believe
there is a good prospect of doing some
thing about the other provisions.
As a matter of fact, we could very well
adopt one provision that the House sent
to us and we took out. I refer to the
provision which would have benefited
workers who did not have enough quar
ters to come under coverage, and had
only one quarter of coverage for every
two quarters that had expired since
1952. They would have been covered
if they had worked 21~years in covered
employment in the last 10 years. We
could take that provision. It would be
a big improvement. It would benefit
200,000 people In this country.
What happened In this conference re
port was that the House had some good
provisions in the bill that the Senate
knocked out, and the Senate had some
good provisions in the bill that the
House knocked out. I think the comn
promise should have been. "We will take
the benefits you gave to the rank and
file of the people, and you take the bene
fits we gave, and we will agree on it."
That is what I thought we were doing
when we took out the provision relating
to the quarters of coverage, so we could
get the House to agree to some of our
provisions. Instead, the compromise
was that if the House would drop out
what they did for the people, we would
drop what we had done for them. That
Is what happened.
We pared the provision on earnings
to the point where only 10 percent of
the benefits were left in the bill. Then
we proceeded to tear down what the
House had put in for Increased coverage
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of persons, and we knocked out the
benefits that 200.000 people would have
received. We knocked out the provision
enabling persons who are not disabled,
but are still unable to work any longer,
or who cannot get a Job any longer, to
retire at age 62.
We lost on those provisions,
Mr. President, let me stress this. On
th'e social security benefits, whereas the
Senate had provided $1 billion of benefits, the conferees bring back to the
Senate benefits of $50 million-5 percent of what the Senate put in the bill
for the benefit of the working people,
the conferees are bringing be-ck to the
Senate.
We could get much more than that.
We could get more than that just by
taking in full measure what the House
put in the bill. The House would have
to agree to it. The rank-and-file of
the People would be better off than they
would be as a result of the bill which
the conferees have brought to the Senate. Think what a fine thing it would
be, if the bill were passed and if the
President signed it into law, if we
merely put back into the bill what the
conferees took out, the provision that a
man could make $150 a month and still
draw his full social security benefits.
What a fine thing it would be when the
President signed the bill into law. The
Vice President could say, "Look what we
did for the workingmen of the country.
It happened during our administration."
A number of Senators sponsored it. I
remember at least two Republican Senators who fought vigorously for it a long
time, not to mention outstanding Democrats. But the administration, if it
signed it into law, would get some credit
for it. Think what a fine thing it would
be to put those Items back into the
bill. Instead, we have yanked out all
the good parts. We did bring back the
Kerr amendment. There was never
anotoes-about
aycnrvrythank it. That had
been cleared from the Bureau of the
Budget right on down-! cannot say this
with certainty, but!I feel it is the caseto the Senate committee.
There was no doubt that that would
be the case. We did not -discuss the
House language on that point. That was
agreed to before the conference started.
That Is a fine thing, because it will be a
major Improvement in public welfare,
Out of all we had to work on in the
conference, we brought very little back
In other respects. in my judgment, we
could have done quite a bit about other
things,
Mr. ALLOIT!. Mr. President, will the
Senator Yield to me for some observations?

fine that he would take all this time to impose that request upon the Senate at
make the speech.
this particular time. It seems to me
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- that it would be a little premature. I
dent. I was glad to yield to the Senator, have a few more things to say which are
but- his leader, whom I dearly love, as niot as interesting as some of the things
much as I love the Senator from Colo- I hope to say later this evening. That
rado. was trying to tell me something being the case. I would say that if we are
at the same time the Senator was speak- to make other Senators come to the
in~g. Ibeg the Senator's pardon. I shall Chamber it will be better to wait a short
devote my attention entirely to him.
time, perhaps about a half hour or so.
Mr. ALLOTT. I said I thought it was Then if the Senator wishes to make the
fine the Senator would do this. particu- suggestion again, if he is still in the
larly in view of the fact that last night Chamber. I shall be delighted.
we faced the situation that the Senator
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
said he wished to speak at great length. President. will the Senator yield to me?
Today and tomorrow his leader is resting.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield for a
I am sure I am not in a different situa- question.
tion from many other Senators. It
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
simply happens that this is the one night President. will the Senator yield to me
in the year I have my entire family to- with the understanding that he will not
gether. The Appropriations Committee lose his right to the floor?
met all day today, from 10:30 a.m.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I will yield
until 6 p.m.
to the Senator. if I have an understand
I think it would be fine if all Senators ing that my right to the floor is
could be treated in the same way. I protected.
think it would be fine if we could also
The PRESIDING OFFICER. .Is there
go off on vacations. I do not desire a objection to the request of the Senator?
vacation. All I should like Ls to be The Chair hears none, and it is so
treated as a gentleman.
ordered.
I think it is very generous of the SenMr. CASE of South Dakota. I was
ator from Louisiana to cover so much quite interested in the suggestion made
gonadtosekslngwiehsby
the Senator from Colorado about
leader is off having a vacation these joining his family. I was wondering if
2 days. 'when many of us are paying that was Prompted by an article which
great personal penalties-not penalties appears in the Washington Daily News
otherwise, but forfeiting great personal for Saturday, August 27. which is headed
privileges-in order to be present to 'KENNEDY Relaxes."
The article reads:
attend to the Senate's business.
I simply wished to make that remark.
HYANNIS PORT. MAss.. August 27--senator
because I think we have a right as Sen- Joat KExssNED settled down today to a final
atr ob atorrae
sSntr
n
sweekend
of relaxation at his summer home
reatd
tobe a Seator an ason
Cape Cod before embarking on his fullgentlemen. I do not think we are being scale campaign for the Presidency.
treated that way when we are held in
Senator KENXEDY flew here last night. ac
the Senate hour after hour after hour companied by his brother and campaign
without any idea or concept as to when manage'r, Robert. and a group of aids.
we may reach a vote.
Pierre Salinger. the Kennedy press secre
I thank the Senator. I know he is tary, -aid Senator KENNsny planned "a loonti
codwt
yrmrs
u
percent vacation" of swimming and boating.
teSntrfryedn
ota hta
Hestopoff
is to return
to Washington
after
th
eao
o
iligs
at Boston
for a privateMonday
fundralsiiig
I could make them.
lnh
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- lnh
dent. I would not wish to inconvenience
Mr. President. the junior Senator from
the Senator for a moment. I have a South Dakota has been around here a
speech to make. I told some of my little while. He finds it difficult to re
friends in this body that if they wished call any incident when the Senate of the
to leave and to attend some function be- United States has been treated as it is
tv.c.en 7 o'clock and 9 o'clock!I expected being ti'eated tonight.
I would talk beyond 9 o'clock and, lest
I am not i'eferring to the speech of
there be any doubt about it. I assured the able Senator from Louisiana. I
them I would not conclude my speech think the Senator from Louisiana has a
before 9 o'clock.
right and certainly a privilege to dwell
I assure the Senator that if he wishes upon the points in the conference report
to, go home for a while, we will give him as long as he desires to do so. With re
adequate notice so that he may return. spect to many of the points the Senator
I did not demand a yea-and-nay vote, has made. I think I would find myself in
Mr. ALLOT'!. Mr. President, will the considerable sympathy.
Senator yield for a question?
I do think, Mr. President. that it is a

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi.
dent, I ask unanimous consent that I
may Yield to the Senator from Colorado
for 1 minute or 2 minutes, protecting my
right to the floor,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Louisiana? The Chair hears none.
and It Is so ordered,
Mr. AILOT.
I wish to congratulate
the Senator on the fine speech he has
made, I should like to have him lI~ten
to Me, because I think it is particularly

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I will let the
Senator know that I expect to finish
some time after a while.
Mr. ALLOT!'. Will the Senator yield
for a question?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am glad
to yield,
Mr. A4LLOTT. Will the Senator yield
to me so that I may suggest the absence
of a quorum?
Mr. LONG of rouisiana. Mr. President. I1could only do that with unanimous consent. I would be reluctant to

hypocritical thing when Senators are
present in the Chamber making the kind
of. figght the Senator from Louisiana is
making tonight, when other Senators
try to have the country think they are
leading a battle for a medical care pro
gram and in some way absent them
selves and enjoy privileges denied to
other Senators who try to stay here in
order that the Senate can.accomplish its
business.
I hope that some way may be devised
so that some time before midnight, at
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least, the Senators who are present and called leader of the other party Is spend- midnight. or any hour beyond midnight.

whose families are In town can Join ing 2 days on vacation.
them, before Sunday morning arrives.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I think the
With respect to those of us whose fain- Senator ought to be with his f a-mily, and
Ilies are not in town, but who are some I urge him to go now. Go. I wish him a
distance from home. at least we could good rest. When the time arrives when
get to bed before Sunday morning I feel I have said all I wish to say on
breaks.
the subject I will undertake to see that
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- the Senator is notified that we are predent, the Senator can go home now if paring to vote. What could be more fair
he wishes to. I am going to talk for than that? Very few Senators would
a while. I have a few more things to give me that consideration. Many times
say. I do not care to inconvenience the the Senate votes on an important Issue
Senator,
without waiting for me to return from
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. The Louisiana or somewhere else. What
Senator from, South Dakota wishes to greater cooperation could the Senator
be present if there is going to be a vote from Colorado ask?
tonight. Can the Senator say there will
Mr. ALLOTTI'. What the Senator has
not be a vote tonight?
mentioned has happened to all of us. If
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I think I can the Senator wishes to talk, I have no
assure the Senator that it will be a while quarrel with his talking. So far as his
before 'we vote tonight. I am not in- interest in mutual health is concerned,
sisting on a vote tonight. I do not see he does not enfold this concern alone in
the necessity for it.
his own bosom. Many of the rest of us
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. The yea- have fought this fight for many years in
and-nay vote has been ordered.
different ways. I do not quarrel with
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I did not ask his right to talkt. I do quarrel about the
for it. I did not insist upon it. I took creation of a situation which holds 96.
the attitude I was not going to demand 98, or 99 Senators here while one Senaone. Other Senators Insisted on that. tor is taking a 2-day vacation,
They had to have it that way. If other
Mr. DIRKSEN.. Mr. President, %-illthe
Senators wish to insist that Senators be distinguished Senator from Louisiana
present until we vote, they can abide by yield, without losing his right to' the
their own decisions. I did not insist on it. floor?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I ask unaniI rather felt at the time that I finished
saying what I had to say we would vote. mous consent that I may do so.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
If it did not look as though I would win
the vote, I thought perhaps I would not objection?. The Chair hears; none, and
insist on a yea-and-nay vote. I believe it is so ordered.
the Senator himself has offered amendMr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I
ments in that way a great many times. should like to propounid a parliamentary
A Senator would like to win. I did not inquiry,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
insist on the yea-and-nay vote.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. The Sen- Senator will state it.
Mr. DIRKSEN. As I understand, an
ator from South Dakota is not quarreling
at all with the right of the Senator from order was entered earlier in the day that
Louisiana to take all of the time he de- when the Senate recesses, It recess until
sires. The Senator from South Dakota 10 o'clock on Monday morning,
was wondering, in view of the fact that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
earlier in the evening the Senator from Senator is correct.
Louisiana did give assurance there w.ould
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Was not the
not be any vote before 9 o'clock. if the agreement that when the Senate conSenator might give assurance there eludes its business today that it stand in
would not be any vote before midnight. recess until Monday?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes. I
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
is correct.
thtrsosblt.
re Mr.tresosidenity.wilte Senator
M.DRCE.M.Peiet
u-or
Ic. asLsu Icnasm
Mr. LLOT.
wilr. th
Pesient Mr DIKSEN Mr Prsidet, futher parliamnentary mnquiry,.
Senator yield to me?
The PRESIDINqG OFFICER. The
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. ALLOTT. Could the Senator give Senator will state it.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Assuming the distinus some assurance there will not be a vote
before 6 o'clock in the morning?
guished Senator from Louisiana, and my
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- very distinguished and araiable friend,
dent, that Is a Uittle too much to ask. I continues his discussion, it will not be
have never talked that long, to the best necessary to have regard for the clock or
of my recollection. I have a few more the calendar or to push the clock back.
things to say. I can assure the Senator and whenever the Senator concludes his
he is safe until midnight. I can imagine discussion the Senate will still be in a
he could be assured of a half hour's position where it can vote, in view of the
notice, or an hour's notice.
fact that the yeas and nays have already
How much time does the Senator need been ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
to get down here?
Mr. ALLiOTT. The evening with my Senator is correct,
family is now wasted, and I do not wish
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, a furto stand on personal privilege. However. ther parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
I do say that I object. This happens to
be the one night In the year that I could Senator will state It.
have spent with my entire family. I ob.
Mr. DIRKSENI. Notwithlstanding the
ject to spendIng it here, when the so- fact that we may arrive at the hour of

the order for the yeas and nays will still
obtain, and if the Senate is in session,
it is still under a mandate, so to speak,
to vote under the yea and nay order?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question would recur when no Senator
desired to speak further.
Mr. DIR.KSEN. Mr. President, a fur
ther parliamentary inquiry, only for
clarification.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator will state it.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Therefore it does not
make any difference how much discussion
there may be, whether It be an hour. 2
hours, 3 hours, or 4 hours, once the dis
cussion has lhnguished, and no other
Senator seeks recognition. at that point
the question recurs on the conference
report?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is correct.
Mr. LONG of Louisiarna. Mr. Presi
dent, do I correctly understand that not
withstanding the agreement that when
the Senate concludes Its business at 12
o'clock tonight, the Senate would con
clude its business today and stand in
recess until 10 o'clock on Monday? That
was the agreement. I believe it is writ
ten down somewhere, but the Senate does
not conclude its- business when this day
has expired, does it?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. When
the Senate concludes Its business today
or tonight, it will recess until 10 o'clock
on Monday morning, but that does not
mean that it must adjourn at 12 o'clock.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thank the
Presiding Officer. Then we shall not
conclude at 12 o'clock.
There is an article that I believe
would be of great Interest to Senators
which appeared in Harper's magazine,
issue of February 1959, which discusses
the subject of mental illness. it is en
titled "A Better Break for the Mentally
Ill.- and was written by John Bartlow
Martin. It reads as follows:
Until quite recently, most States locked up
their mental patients In the most horrifying

kind of madhouses, and forgot about them.
But today these hospitals are changing
dramatically and fast-while new methods of
treatment
hope for coping with
problem.
No. I offer
healthfresh

OToday more Americans are in hospitals for
mental Illness than for polio. cancer, heart
disesse. tuberculosis, and aii other diseases
combined.
Mr. President, I hope Senators who
are in conference on the other side of
the aisle will hear what I have to say.
There are more patients in mental
hospitals today than there are in hos
ia3fralohrdsae
obnd
W
porethanfo all ofther disase ombined.
are asked to approve a conference re
port providing aid for the aged to help
them pay their medical bills. Yet here
are poor, suffering, pitiful, wretched
creatures, who constitute more than half
the people who are in hospitals.
What are we going to do for them?
Zero.
Notwithstanding the fact that the
great Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare informed us only last year
that he had started a crusade to do
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something about the problem, that the
program was rolling, and that help was
arn its way to these poor wretchs h
Sertr f elh
dcation
sameSertrofHatEuain
and Welfare said that he would have to
recommend against the program. He
threatened the conference report with a
veto if we do anything to help these

poor wretches who are living an existence that is really not good enoulgh for
lowly animals.
Half the space in all American hospitals
Is taken 'up with mental patients-some
850.000 of them. It has been estimated that,
,as things stand now. 1 of every 12 Amnercan children born today will spend part of
his life In a. mental hospital.

Think of that. If he -is there for 1
year. the chances are 50-50 that he will
never come out alive. If he is there 5
years, the chances are 16.to 1 that he
will never come out alive. If he isthr
fr1yertecacsae9to1thate
her wil nevrter cmnesou alie,99tohat i
of outl
nevery 12m
born today. that ie
oeofl
oteey1
or oa
ht-e
decline to do anything about with this
conference report,

We oropse
d grat
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the No. 2 problem, the No. 3 problem, the

dealing with an overcrowded hospital pres

new doctors in psychiatry. And ao the third
hospital function has developed-research

Getting more out means curing more.
This means primarily more doctors. nurses,

tem. but It needs a lot of overhauling and a

treatments, for If a pill should be found that

and training,
..The State hospital has worked, It has
served some social need, as has the penal Syslot Of its time-honored conceptions challenged."
THE STATES ATrACK THE SNAKEP'rrS

and attendants. They do not exist. So the
States have turned to spending money on
training them. It also means finding new
was specific for schizophrenia-a possibility
so remote that most psychiatrists consider it
an Idle dream-the hospitals could be half

Primary responsibility for the care of the emptied toverdnght
Sontey
Statesea have
mentally Ill has traditionally rested with
Pedenton
spatend
sfo
neing
rseach
tonyeo
the States, Until a few years ago the States piaevensin pattient from eniternouptheht
discharged their responsibility poorly. Al- plitas.whl
weansdbette
community ouptental
most any State hospital presented a pictureII persons early. adI
en
epn
of falling plaster, leaky plumbing, hopelessly
en
epn
overworked doctors, and utter neglect of the patients who don't need mental
hospitans
patients. The States were trying to "care out of them, such as some aged persons.

~adi

for" mental patients for an average of $1.74
per patient per day (88 cents In Tennessee).

But a few years ago major reform began in
the Slates. Its Impetus came from the Federal Government.
During World War II the rejection and
discharge of soldiers for psychiatric reasons
made the Nation realize Its stake in mental

health, and in 1946 Congress passed the Na-

Amer-

No, 4 problem, and the No. 5 problem, but
theNo 1 wichisthe
eath rolem
mothNoI
negleted pofbtemal, whicthesote
toat wegshllcedofthemlas abouist. eon
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pital serve as a place where people can do ent themselves: Get more of the patients out.
research. And at the same time we can train or prevent new ones from going in.

tional Mental Health Act. This act established the National Institute of Mental
Health at Bethesda. Md.. one
seven Inallbottutes concerned with various ofdiseases.
The
hins aoutInstitute conducts research of its owns at

Mental illness Is unquestionably
Ica's No, 1 health problem.

Weprpoe
odograttins

-

*'In addition, we now want to make a hos-

The State hospital becomes more and more
a link in a chain that Includes school. clinic.

court. aftercare homes, and rehabli~tation
services.
DOESGETTING OUT 55ZAN GearrNG WELL?

At present. State spending on hospitals
has reached a high plateau. Some Gover
nors feel that the mental health program has
been running away with the State budget
and the time has come to stabilize.
Taeigaon
h onroegt
h
Tmraeling taton theSae houpital. ponegramsth
ofprssin tandth
MSacehusettsare prongrthe
Nation's beat. These programs owe their

Bethesda. It also grants money to research-sueirtInosmlpatobig
ens elsewhere. to medical schools for train-sueirtinosmlpatobigit
In moe

te

syciarissandtoStaesfo
grated with the programs of the Menninger
Ing
syciatrsts
ore
andto tateforClinic In Kansas. and Harvard University and

communlty mental health services,
After the passage of the act of 1946 the

other colleges in Massachusetts.
kindoftighsbednensvra

The ssme

thatwe
o thsallleat abut.States
bestirred themselves. They started other ofthingBuhall beoofen
doneti
hse-ra
They Were usually, prison-like, walled-off to build buildings. They hired more doctors, pitals have remained Isolated, backward
from the community. People viewed them nurses, and attendants and raised their sal-snk
pits scorned and shunned by psy
as places to be shunned and, if possible, for- aries. They matched Federal grants. They chiatrists In the Ivory towers of universities
gotten,
reorganized their mental health depart- and private clinics.
But, today for the first time there is real ments. They established preventive proA
hoe
llths
ha a cane.S
fr t sgrams--community clinics, child-guidance
A the end of 1950 there was startling
only a hope; but It has Solid foundationsclinics *outpatient
clinics.. By 1953 the States nw:Frtefrttm
vrecp
o
new discoveries, new ideas, and an awak- were spending three times what they had a slight decline In 1943-the number of
ened public concern,
spent on their State hospitals 9 years be- patients In our State hospitals declined.
fore--half a billion dollars a. year, Some Since 1945 the number of patients had
People. will not think that we. have an States had multiplied their expenditures increasing by about 10,000 a year. Butbeen
by
awakened public concern if we vote for, fantastically during that same period-Nan- the end of 1956. 34 States had discharged

the conference report, and thus mnarch sas by 610 percent. Capital outlays become as many pstlents as they took in that yeardownthe
illafte havn
Upenormous-New York alone spent $350 mil- or even more-and the US. total declined by
donhehil
ate hvigmarched uplion
building hospitals. New research and 7.000, This was true even though In 1956 first
the bi1l,

Why do we have State nospitals at all?
How are they changing? Why? What Is
likely to happen to them?
Dr. Benjamin Kovitz. clinical director of
Columbus Stat. Hospital, In Ohio--one of
the thousands of devoted unsung doctors
who have treated the mentally Ill during the
years when hope was slender Indeed-recently said:
"'lb. first reasontmenktal hospitals came Into existence was that we had to have a place
for people that just couldn't fit In. They
had to go somewhere, The State hospital
started a hundred years ago, when it was
realized that local county homes and jails
could seldom do an

adequate job. So -one

thing the mental hospital does is to give the
community some place to send a person who
is disturbing, incomprehensible, fighting,
and so OnL.
"Then, from the start, it was observed that
pAtients get better simply by being sent Into
this kind Of place. In the last Part Of this
last century the emphasis changed. Freud
caealong, and dynamic psychiatry, and we
.began to MAk an effort to really understand
what was before considered meaningless,
And we began to try to apply this understanding In therapy, In this century the
somatc therpies came along-hydrotherapy,

insulin, and metrazol shock, electroshock,
and now the new drusPs-ed the hospital
cameI to be viewed as a place to help peOPl,
get well,

training centers were set up. Salaries were
Increased until in some States mental health
Officials were earning more than Governors,
State spending far outran Federal,
Why all the sudden Interest? Citizens'
groups, such as the National Association for
Mental Health and the Nations. Committee
Against Mental Illness, helped arouse It. So
did journalists.. As the stigma of Insanity
began to diminish, it became poesible to
discuss insanity publicly. Governors discovered that mental health had become the
third biggest item In their budgets, exceeded
only by schools and roads. About the same
time the. new psychiatric drugs came along,
encouraging citizens to belleve that psychot

ics can be cured-that pouring money Into
State hospitals isn't pouring money down a
rathole. Finally, during the prosperous
postwar years, the Country could afford to

attend to the sick.

Not only Is public Interest higher; public
Understanding. is more sophisticated. Not
many years ago public interest could be
Stirred only by exposes of firetrap buildings
or brutal beatings in State hospitals. Today peopie tend to take It for granted that
buildings lr.'ssi be satisfactory and care
humane: they want to know what is being
done to treat the patients, for they have
come to realize that if nothing is done for
patients they are not much more likely to get
well in a gieaming new building-than In a
rotting old one--that brains are needed as

well as bricks, Two alternative ways of

admissions rose to their highest point in
history.
In 1957 the State hospital population
dropped another 3.000, and the 1958 drop
has been estimated at nearly that of 1956.
Why?
Nobody was sure. Several factors seemed
to be involved.
By 1956 the new psychiatric drugs were
controlling patients and enabling many to
leave the hospital who could not have left
without them. The new atmosphere of hope
among patients, doctors, attendants, and
relatives helped some patients recover.

Mr. President, I digress to say that
ta
sa
eyi
thti
eyiportant item in the
whole Picture-hope. The fact that
people can have hope that somethinz
will be done for them, and that even
tually they will be free to lead normal,
happy lives againa. has much to do with
tepsiiiyo
etrn
hm t
tePsiiiyo

etrn

hmt

health.
The number of hospital employeesa-doc

tors. nurses, attendants. others-had doubled
In 10 years. Nursing homes, "halfway
houses." after-care clinics. vocational re
habilitation. and other devices helped
bridge the gap between the hospital and the
community.
Doctors La private practice kept some
patients out of State hospitals by treatirg

thenk With the

ewW'
drugs. Now psychiatric
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wuwg in general hospitals were having the the United States are in mental Institu- making. Nevertheless, I am glad he is
same Offtct. ftrly diagnosis In commflunity tions. Yet we spend more money on re- here to listen to what I have to say.
clinics Sc~uetltnes prevented hospitalization. search for hoof and mouth disease. an
Mr. KEATING. I am always glad to
But these factors apparently bad not yet
stenmmed thetUdeoat new -AISos Th
animal disease, than for research to try be here to listen to the Senator from
new tat t trin hei ow
prgras
toassist the wretched creatures whom Louisiana.
PsYchiatnista.-mnostly 3-year plans-had not the Senate proposes to ignore again
Mr. LONG Of Louisiana. I regret to
Yet been felt much in State hospitals, tonight. I continue to read:
observe that evidently the Senator from
Therefore, further reductions In State hasToday the States alone are probably New York cannot remain to hear the
phIl&Populatlons may atill be expected.
spending in the neighborhood of *15 million rest of what I shall say.
110w. statlstica and predictions In this -and Important private money has become
Mr. President,I return to the article.
field must be viewed with much caution, available. The total national expenditure and now read further from it:
CriteriA for discharge vary widely from place on reiearch Is probably close to *30 millIon
to place and from time to time. Moreover, a year.
Some experts believe that so much money
the increase In readmisalons suggests the
Nevertheless, it is not a large sunm com- is now available that It is embarrassing-it
possibility that more patients were being pared to what Is spent for research Into can't be spent because of the shortage of
discharged On the ne drugs Only to re- other diseases. It Is far less than the 4115 laboratories and trained research personnel.
lapse and return. Improved social services million spent on cancer research.
But the fact is, Mr. President, that
arranged homes and jobs for patients.
thereby getting them out of the hospital
Mr. President, I will appreciate the much less than that is available for use
but not necessarily In any better health, attention of the Chair, because I am in the field of mental Illness.
Finally, the States have spent so much getting ready to make a very important
I read further:
Money that their oficials feel obliged to point.
leow axea sax ,CUsES" NT DRUGS?
show results, and so they devised all sorts
Thew PRESI3DING OFFICER (Mr
Much of the research being done today
of means to get patients out of the hos- ENcGLE In the chair). The Senate Will revolves around the new drugs. Since an
.pttal-eeveral states, for example, have be- be in order.
cient times when men have known that
gun moving aged patients out of the hospital
Into nursing homes, which cuts down the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I was afraid certain drugs influenced the human mind:
hoapital's residents but may or may no bethe Chair was about to miss this point, alcohol, hashish, opium, peyoti, others. But
good for the patients: cleaning up one snake- I am perfectly prepared to suspend my drugs played little part in modern pay
Pit by creating a hundred new Smaller ones remarks until the Chair is prepared to chiatric practice until 1953. when Thorazine
doesn't help,.erwa
maott
a
and Serpasii came along., Since then, the
eetees
vnasetcms
di
hearwaPEIINGm a oFFICosa.
Th
drug houses have marketed a large number
Neve~emeve
ustadmikepic
a
Th
FFIER.Theof drugs, and more keep coming. Doctors
that the mmareo the mentally ill in America Chair 13PRSIDNG
prepared. The Senate will be used them eagerly, and they wrought
an
has Improved considerably in the last 10 in order.
almost miraculous change In State hospi
years and that-barring a serious economic
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The point I tals-ascreaming died out on disturbed-wards.
collapse or other national emergency-the
prospects for further improvement have make, Mr. President, is this: We spent patients kept their clothes on. restraint vir
never been better,
almost $30 million-State, private, and tually ended, the use of electroshock declined
XOM
A"PTWTI
Federal-for research. Incidentally, the dramaticaily.
Federal Government spent. more money
Studies are also being made of another
W
ihat do we need for further improve- for research on hoof and mouth disease, class
of drugs, the psychotogeus, which seem
ment? More psychiatrists and more knowl.
so h aeo heatce hni
i
to produce symptoms of Insanity. Many of
edge. Only about 2 percent of American a ftedt
fteatce
hnI
i
these are very ancient-peyotl. derived by
doctors are Certified Psychiatrists. There to relieve mental Illness, although half the Aztecs from a cactus; teonanacatl, the
are in1 abs United States only 11,000 psychi- the patients in American hospitals are sacred mushroom of the Aztecs; caapi, a drug
atrists (approximately half of whom are mentally sick.
prepare from a jungle vine in the rain
fully-trained and eartified by the American
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, will forests of the Amazon; and others. Some
Board of Neurologyr and P'sychiatry). Only the Senator from Louisiana yield?
are modern synthetics--mescaine, the active
about 0,50O doctors are In mental hoepitals.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Eoe
Substance In peyotl. which produced the
and not all of them are psychiatrists. it the Senator from Louisiana yield to the visions and hallucinations of the peyotl ester.
has been estimated
that the country needs Sntrfo
e
ok
and
a new synthetic, a d-lysergic acid di
betSenator
utethylarmide from20NewsychatYork?
tartrate. called LSD-25. perhaps
our training institutions are turning out
Mr. LODNG of Louisiana. First, Mr. the -most powerful of ali the psychotogena.
not more than m0now oncesR year.
President. I desire to bring this point to Investigators have thought that could we
To produce more Psychiatrists, Dr. Danel the attention of the distinguished Pre- but learn how LSD-25 and mescaline pro
BaiIn, medical director of the American Psy. siding Offilcer. That $30 million May duce "psychosis." we might know what
chiatric Association, has suggested that it seem to be a large expenditure; but at causes schizophrenia.
may prove necessary to help medical educa- that point we were spending $53 million
Mr. President. imagine what could be
tim MOre. Dr. Bernard H. Hall or the Men. on cancer research, even though-as the done if sufficient funds were available.
ninger Foundation wrote a few years back: article states-that was one-tenth of
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
rhe trinn in psciar in many medl- what Americans spent for chewing gum.- Senator from Louisiana yield?
cal schools is Inferior to the training in all
other specialtiles." Even though the states Imagine that, Mr. President.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
are expending their training programs, near.
Now I yield to the distinguished and
Mr. COOPER. I voted for the Senas
ly a third of the residencies In the country able Senator from New York,
tor's amendment; and he has made here,
are unfilled today. For young doctors do
Mr. KEATING. I wished to be sure tonight, a very Powerful argument for it.
not seem to want to become psychiatrists, the Senator from Louisiana was not cast- I wonder whether he made the same ar
Jiany consider that psychiatry Is antireli. ing any aspersion on the distinguished gument to the confereec.
gious, accomplishes little and confinesit ocuatothchiteSnorfm
Itsfo
M.LOGfLusaa.Iad
Practitioners In gloomy State Institutions. Cou an [Mr
te
hair, th wShedator
beo as LONGa
.
the wouldsisten, buadt they
such attitudes begin as early as high school.
aiona[r
NL]
ihdt
ea
oga
hywudlsebtte
But even If All the psychiatrists In the sure that none of the remarks of the would not listen for longer than 3 hours.
United States were put to work In a single Senator from Louisiana could be con- So then I decided to come here and pre
hospital, they would not cure everybody strued as an indication by him that he sent it to the Senate.
there because they simply don't know thought the Presiding Officer was incaMr. COOPER. But we cannot do any
enough. any more than all the cancer ape- pable of understanding the point the thing about it tonight.
cialists In the country could save the lives Senator from Louisiana was making. Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If the Senate
of all the patients In a single cancer ward.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. presi- rejects the conference report, something
The causes of the major psychoses remain
to this day unknown, and so does the cue dent. I would never make such a sugges- Can be done about it. But if the Senate 
The preat need Is for research. Yet the tion. Certainly the distinguished Sen- agrees to the conference report. I agree
amount apent on research has been Pitifully ator from California can understand that nothing call be done about it until
amal Until a few years ago the sum was something inl half the time it takes me another year.
usually figured at about W6million a year, to say It.
Mr. COOPER. What answer did tile
nearly all provided by the Federal GovernBut the' problem was that the Pre- conferees give to the Senator's argu
ment (wih Incidentally,. spent vastly siin Oflicer was being informed of ment?
moe orrsercan
oo-ndmot
something else by a Senate staff member.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Well, al

lif President, that Is interesting.
NWl the people who are In hospitala Inl

UOnfrtlL-telY. the Senator from New though the Senate had voted to Include
York has just entered the Chamber, anid mental Illness under the program, the
does not understand fully the point I was conferees voted to drop my amendment.
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Only' a year ago the Secretary of been. I do not believe in giving Up begian tj close, and there was a surplus
Health, Education, and Welfare said he easily. I believe in trying and trying. of p.crsawinel. Today we have a great shortwas starting a crusade, because of the and trying again. And ever. if there is ag fdcosadnrssi
etlhsi
disgaceull
osptal,defciet
deicint
wichlitle
r n o chnceof
innng.I sillrun,
silltals. byIt some
can manj
onliror bescientific
relieved.breakthrough.
in the long
disgaceull
hspialswhih
lttl or
canc ofwinnngI
operate on a custodial basis. -for the care believe in trying, because it is a cinch And increasingly it appears that in this
of these wretched souls. But when the that we never can win unless wve try.
field sucht a breakthrough depends upon
time came to vote to assist in the treatMr. President, I read further from the basic research.
ment of these poor' people-and the article to which I have been referring:
What is the future of the State mental
States are spending only S4 a person for
State hospital doctors are inclined to be it hosplial? "The big State hospitals are banik.
their treatment, although S15 a person trifle indifferent to research on causes-and rupt wit;iout exception." Dr. Harry Solomon
isbeing-spent in the general hospitalsno wonder, confronted as theyr are with vast of -Boston Psychopathic said a while back.
15
,'hat will come to take its place I don't
then the Secretary of Health. Education. as~semblages of psychotic patients. Nobody
and Welfare actually hinted that he knows why aspirin works, but it does; no
would have to suggest that the President body knows liov anesthesia works, but it
Ml'1. BUSH.
ir,. President. will the
v eothe bill, although the Secretary does' The ncw drugs work: enough.
Saiiator yield fcr a question?
Veto
~~~~~~~~~No
definitive evaluation of the drugs has
MrLOGoLuian.
o'aqes
himself had previously said he was con- vet been nmade Dr.r NaONGafKline'snaoFor
aique
ducting a crusade to accolfplish the very e-tudy at Roctklancd State Hospital in New I ion.
thing for which the Senator from Ken- York showed that 22 percent of the patients
Mr'. BUSH-.
I vwonder' if the Senator
tucky and I voted. And let me say that who recei,.ed Reserpine were able to leave would be kind enough to indulge me for
I am most gi'ateful to the Senator from the hospital. But how Msany relapse and a moment to allow me to insert in the
Kentucky for voting for it.
return? Nobody is sure.
RECORD a telegram which some of his
So I am confident that we can accomDr. Kline has said: "Cures? We don't even frends sent to the Honorable JOHN F.
plih
uroseifwe
ur
nsst n t.
talk about cures. We can't. If you'll tell me XENNrDY a few moments ago? It has
plis
ou puroseithe onlys one ofthe what schizophrenia is. then I'll tell you when some bear'ing on the situation we are in
Incidentally. I wasthonynefte
we've cured It. I've seen patients on drugs
six Senate conferees to vote for that who were symptom free. Is that a cure? at the moment. I would not want to put
amendment. But aftel' those 3 houl's in I don't know. in many fields of medicine, it in the REcoR.D unless the Senator' was
the conference committee, one of the we're satisfied if we patch up a patient so he agreeable to it.
confet'ees moved to drop the amend- has only a limited disability. In surgery, for
Mr'. LONG of Louisiana.
I do not
ment. and I was voted down. Confi- ctsan'e-an amputee isn't cured, but he think it belongs in my remarks.
detll.le
m aytht
oud e it
n function to a limited extent. only In
Mr. BUSH. It should not be identi
dentall,
m sa lt tha I oul se itpsychiatry do people insist on total cures." fied with the Senator's remarks. I am
coming, and so could they. As a matter
The new drugs aire not accepted uiniver- sure of that. I would not ask that it be
of fact, they called in the Senator from sally. Some doctors deny they are any good.
West Viiginia. to give him the bad According to one doctor. "All we really know incor'porated in the Senator's remarks.
news about his amendment. And when is that they keep the patient quiet without In fact. I would be glad to consent that
he was leaving, they said to him. "You putting him to sleep." A canvass of lead- it appear at the conclusion of the Senl
might as well take the Senator fr'ons lug investigators for the New York Annal.s ator's speech. Simply as a matter of
Louisiana along with YOU." ThHos
showedefficacious,
that, while
most considered the inter'est to the Senator, we have wired
heHuedrugs
a minority did not and said our
distinguished colleague asking him
conferees could see tbat the Senate con- so vehemently. For a time nearly everybody if he would not help us bring this mattei'
ferees were about ready to yield, insofar agreed that if the drugs did nothing els e to a close, and I thought the Senator
as insisting on the inclusion of my they at least facilitated psychotherapy: but
amendment was concerned.

recently even that has been questioned,
would be interested at the moment ill
In fact. the last three times I had
Dr. L. 0. Abood. a biochemist who heads what some of us had wired him.
anything to do with presenting to a the research work at Illinois Univ'ersity's
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I regret that
conference committee an amendment to Neuropsychiatric institute, has -said: "The we do not have the Vice President in the
hel nedy.undrprvilgedpeolerenew, drug thernpy is not as good as was chair. I have not seen him Since I came
hel ndrprilge
ned.
pope,
thought at first. Of course, the drugs have here at 11 o'clock this
I had
gardless of their category, it Seemed done a lot of good. You don't Eee the dis- hoped I would have anmorning.
opportunity to
that the majority of the Senate con- turbed patients now that you used to. In-spa toheVcPridn.bau.
ferees had voted against the provision stead of being in a locked seclusion rnoom
ekt
h
iePrsdnbcue
or the amendment when it was before they're staring at the 'rv set in a stupor, after all, he is. the Pr'esiding Officer of
the Senate; and, in the conference it's easier on the attendants and the psychi- the Scnate. Think of the opportunity I
committee, in very short order they atrists. Whether it's really easier on the pa- t':ould have if I could have him sit in the
vote fom
torecdehe osttients
is a doubtful question. Every new chair and hear this problem as I have
voe oreeefomtePstion the therapy produces a sudden improvement in oultlined it for the last several hours.
Senate had taken, and to accept the po- the hospital. EST did. metrazol. insulin,
Mr' BUSH. The Vice President is
sition taken by the House. I believe everything. But then it levels off. We feelaaibl.Iwecudjscoet
that demonstrates my point that the this is happening with the drugs."avibl.Iwecudjscoeta
Senate conferees simply do not fight
Dr. Abood went on: "Today In the rush vote, he would be here to break a tie
hard enough for these things. When to Bund new drugs we'veIlost sight of the if there should be a tie.
we appoint conferees, we should insist fact that the real value of Thorazine and
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sen
on the appointment of conferees who Rteserpine lies in their experimental value. ator encoulages me when he says this
have voted for the provisions the Senat
How are they active? Where?. .. You looks like a tie vote and that the Vice
hasdeidd
t iclde
n hebil,
tecan'
get around the fact that tise real anwill be in
his chair.
hast ecied
inludein he bll.
swer lies in understanding the chemistry President
Mr. BUSH.
I would
never have men
It seems that in this particular con- of the brain. if you make an application
ference, the other conferees thought for a grant today and say you're trying tioned it if the Senator had not sug
that 3 hours was all that should be out drugs on patients, fine. youll get the gested there would be that close a
allowed me to present to them my argu- grant. But ail the time, what you should vote.
ment in favor of the amendlnent. Evi- be doing is trying to understand the chemMr. LONG of Louisiana. I did not
dently they thought that 3 hours was istry of the brain and the chemistry Of have that in mind. My thought is that
sfiin.Hevrthyaehvntothese
drugs."
somebody is going to be elected Presi
workcehardoervand loner now haingore
Dr. Abood said. "All around the country dent. I- think it will be either the Sen
workharer
ad
lngernowin oderwe
have good laboratories, but there isn't
to try to get the conference report ap- enough basic work being done. For exam- ator fr'om Massachusetts or the Vice
proved here.
ple, when you stimulate a nerve, what hap- President of the United States. My
Mr. President, if our confereeswol
pens to the energy mechanism? We're reaction is that woulld Ilave had a good
oudstudying the link between function and prospect If I hadI the
Vice President hegi'
work and would fight as hard as they chemistry. I think this Is where the WUt- this speech on a great unmet pi'oblcm.
should, we should be able to accomplish ma,.e secret of life itself lies."
Mr. BUSH. The telegram was sent
what we favor. But in view of what is
For many years there was a great shortage in good spirit by several friends of the
done, that seems to happen very seldom. of doctors. nturses. and attendants to care
eaofrmMschet.Wejid
for tuberculars and epileptics.
sudden-SeaofrmMschet.Weoid
That being the case, I believe our con- ly major discoveries were madeBut
In how to In apprising him of this situation. I
ferees should work and should fight treat both. Anid immediately the tuber- think the Senator would be interested
much harder than they generally have culosis sanitortums and epIleptic hospitals In what we said to him.
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I think It profound. That being the case. such a
person thinks, "It Is a filibuster, because
luctant to yield for that purpose, be- I do not agree with It."
George Malone, so far as I know, was
cause once In a while a Senator is associated with certain sentiments. I have the author of that definition. I know
not seen the wire. Perhaps if I saw the distinguished senior Senator from
the telegram I would be more disposed Nevada recalls it was George Malone who
many times stood on this floor and said
to having It in the RECORD.
The Senator knows that during the exactly that. He was one of the great
McCarthy discussion some years ago, Republican Senators of this body.
A number of time-, I observed George
On the question of whether a Senator
stand on the floor of the Senate and
should be censuredMr. BUSH. I can assure the Senator makes his position well understood, althere is no censure matter involved though it took a little time to do it. I
also say that I am not approaching any
here,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Since the of George Malone's records. I have a
Senator placed in the RECORD a state- long way to go to get to that. I am not
ment reflecting discredit on his col- really trying to.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President. I raise a
eagues, it was suggested that he should
point of order. The Senator from
be censured for it.
I would not wish to be associated with Louisiana has not yielded for a ques.tion.
anything like that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. BUSH. I will say to the Senator.
that is not in any way a censure. This Senator from Louisiana has the floor,
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I am
is a sort of plea for help; that is all.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- making the point of order as to whether
dent, I cannot agree to put the telegram the Senator from Louisiana is out of
order.
in the RECORD.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiMr. BUSH. Very well. I withdraw
dent, I do not yield for a point of order.
the request,
continue with my statement.
The
Senator
I
shall
LONG
of
Louisiana.
Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
suggests that I am waging a filibuster.
Perhaps by the Senator's definition I am. Senator from Louisiana has the floor,
There was a great Republican Senator and can yield only for a question,
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President. I can
who, fortunately, is still living, who
served in this body. I refer to former raise a point of order at any time, If the
Senator George Malone of Nevada. I Senator is out of order,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presiserved. with him on the Committee on
Finance for a number of years. He had dent. I shall continue my speech. I do
a definition of a filibuster with which I not care to yield the floor. If some Senaagree. He said that a filibuster is a long tor cares to make a speech. I shall be
speech with which one does not agree. glad to cooperate with him, perhaps by
if one agrees with it, it Is a profound unanimous consent,
I am sorry I have not been able to
debate.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President. I with- agree with other unanimous-consent redraw the request. I thought If we re- quests.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, will
ferred to the Senator's remarks as being
a filibuster it certainly would not hurt teSntor yield for a question?
him in the State of Louisiana. If the teSn
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiSenator prefers. I shall certainly withdent. I will yield for a question. Mr.
draw the request..
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- President. I must ask the Presiding Offident. the Senator would be inaccurate if cer to protect my rights to the floor, behe said I was filibustering, by my dofini- cause I can only yield for a question. I
tion. I do not intend to prevent this know the Presiding Officer has been dilfrom coming to a vote. My feeling igent. I will say, that he has been one
about a lengthy speech is that if the of the most diligent Presiding Officers I
purpose of the speech is to prevent the have ever seen. Cam pleased to say that
issue ever coming to a vote it Is a fill- the great junior Senator from North
buster. However, if the maker of the Dakota [Mr. Buasjxcxl has heard almost
long speech does not so intend, It is not a my entire speech. He has sat and presided over the Senate all this time. My
filibuster.
I tell the Senator In all conscience, for guess is that he will soon break the great
what Is In the bill I would like to se record established by the Senator from
the bill passed. Iram hopeful we shall West Virginia [Mr. BYRDI, who at one
be able to get more. That is why I wish time set a fantastic record for presiding
to go back to conference, in the hope of over the Senate for a long period of time.
Mr. President. Irnow yield for a quesgetting more. I do not think we ru
much risk of losing what we have, so I tion to the distinguished able, talented,
am advocating that we follow this pro- clever, and brilliant Senator from the
of New York.
cedure.State
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, does
The purpose of the speech is that I
go
not
the
distinguished, able and brilliant
hope to persuade some Senators to
along with me. Even if I do not per- Senator from Louisiana feel that the
suade a single Senator, at least the Presiding Officer is entitled to our comspeech is worth the effort, so far as this mendation-indeed, to our sympathy?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiSenator is concerned.
Of course, that Is what makes one per- dent, when it comes down to considerson think another person Is conducting ing a speech with which one disagrees
a filibuster. If one does not agree with it is easier to make a speech with which
the speech, one does not think it Is very another disagrees than It is to listen to
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.

should go Inl the RECORD, but I am re-
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a speech with which he himself dis
agrees.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a further ques
tion?
Mr:' LONG of Louisiana. That has
been my experience. I yield for a fur
ther question. Mr. President.
Mr. KEATING. Would the Senator
from Louisiana have any objection to
having printed in the RECORD the tele
gram mentioned by our distinguished
colleague from Connecticut, at the end
of his remarks?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, when I yield the floor any Senator
can ask for recognition. As a matter
of fact, some Senator suggested a while
back that perhaps we ought to quit until
Monday and then permit the junior
Senator from Louisiana to be recognized.
It seems to me that it would be most
immodest for me to insist upon some
thing like that. I think every Senator
has a right to ask for recognition and
to speak.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a further ques
tion?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I yield for a question.
Mr. KEATING. Would the Senator
be able in any way to advise us or to
give us any guidance as to the hour at
which he might terminate his remarks?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I thought I gave the Senator some
assurance that he could depend upon
my remarks not being terminated before
12 o'clock. I am surprised the Senator
is present now.
Mr. KEATING. Will the Senator
yield further?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield for a
question. Mr. President.
Mr. KEATING. Was it not the under
standing given by the distinguished Sen
ator from Loulisina that he would speak
at least until 9 o'clock? Was 12 o'clock
mentioned in our conversation?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent. I do not know what the Senate 1s
going to do. Some Senator might wish
to recess, or something. One never can
tell.
Some Senators wished to attend a
party. I desired to make a speech.
Therefore, I was perfectly willing to as
sure Senators there would not be any
vote before 9 o'clock. For the further
assurance of certain Senators who
wished to go home and be with their
families. I assured them they could de
pend upon there being no votes before
12 o'clock.
Mr. KEATING. I thank the Senator.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am willing
to give the Senator that assurance.
Mr. COTT'ON. Mr. President, w'ill the
Senator yield to me for a question which
has nothing to do with the telegram?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I yield to the Senator for a ques
tion.
Mr. COTTON. I note the Senator re
ferred to the record established by the
great Senator from West Virginia as to
presiding In the chair.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes, I aid
refer to that.
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Mr. COTTON. May I ask the Senator
who the Senator from West Virginia
was? I am. much interested in these
histricl
mttes.
histricl mttes.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana . I believe the
Senator from West Virginia [Mir. BYRD]
has been known to preside continuously
over the Senate for a longer period of
time than any other Senator has sat conIours
believe
tinuously in the chair.
neary
2 hous-2'a
I ithwas
in

of the provisions of the bill. I should field. it undertook a nationwide sampling
like to ask him if he does not agree with to find out what kind of troubles people
me that the people of whom he is speak'. have and how they handle them. It began
mental
ng aveone dvatag ovr Snatrssmaller studies of non-psychiatric
ng aveone dvatag ovr Snatrshealth resources, such as schools and
in that they can go to bed when the sun churches of the epidemiology and etiology
of mental disease, and the econorniics of
goes down?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes, I would mental illness.
Dr. Ewalt has said: "We're not trying tc,
imagine that is probably the case. They
can. Let me say to the Senator. how- paint a picture of the average hospital.
to pick out the best things
bed We'reseetrying
that hewant
the Senator
ever,
what makes them the best., so that
to can
Itisgoaltoightand
anytim

that is quite a feat,

for the Senator to leave and go to bed.

neary 2

Mr.

COTTON.

The

ri-htwe can tell a supcrintendent how to improve
his hospital. In general, we're trying to
He could be in bed now. I would be will- figure out what should be the future of these
ing to vote for a recess. However, if mausoleums, the big state hospitals--trying

ay
hors-212hous.
Ithik

record

of

the

Senator from W~est Virginia [Mr. BYRD]
is now in danger, is it?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I do not
know that that is the case, since the

tme

e wnts

o.

t i

al

the leadership wants to remain and Senators also want to remain, I am flattered
that they would wish to do so in order
Senate went into session only at 11. to hear my poor~ remarks. Nevertheless,
it is fine to know that some Senators
o'clock this morning,
Mr. President, I return to the article are sufficiently interested to listen, beabout a new hope we have for doing
something for the mentally ill.
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, may we
have order in the Chamber?
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Senate will be in order.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Hope is a
very important thing. It is a sign of
encouragement for one family in three
which either has or will have a member
of the family in a mental institution at
some time during the life of the family
members.
I continue to read from the article to
which I have referred,
Dr. Solomon mentioned certain currents
YOU can see now: (1) large numbers of private psychiatrists treating patients In their
offices and keeping them out of hospitals-

I suppose those would be the very
rortunate peoplepsychiatric pavilions In general hospitals-

cause this is an area that in my judgment really needs some cai'e and
attention,
Hospitals appear to be moving toward
greater freedom and closer ties with the
community through outpatient and aftercare clinics, home-care plans even for acute
halfway
guidance,
vocational
patients,
houses, day hospitals. night hospitals. unlocked wards, and so on. The community.
not the hospital, ought to be the place for
prevention. prehospital treatment, shortterm care,
The state hospital is the place for patients
needing longer treatment.
Dr. Henry Brill, of the New York State
Department of Mental Hygiene, told me on
a visit to Rtockland State Hospital: "-Because
of the drugs and other things, these hospitats will change their nature. Their tremendous rate of growth will cease. WVe'll come
to a stabilized population or a gradual decrease. The tremendous accretion of chronic
schlzophrenics wilt gradually dissolve. But
because of the growing total population.
they will be replaced by other elements of
the population, other unsolved psychiatric
problems."' He did not say so but may have
had In mind alcoholics, the aged, and narcotics addicts, among others. "None of this

to figure out where we are now and what
we ought to do next."
Th Comm!!esion will make recommnenda
tosto Congress and to the states in th.!

summer or fall of 1959. Its report miy at
last provide a rational basis for a natIonal
mental-health policy.
THE IDEAL HOSPITAL

Already, in a report for the World Health
Organization, more experts on psychiatric
care have envisioned an ideal hospital. They
decided that most Western countries prob
ably needed at least one bed per thousand
population, but in rural tropical Africa a
Western
tenth as many was enough. (Most beds
per
countries now have about three
thousand.)
The nezt step, however, should not be to
bauid more beds,. as has been done in the
Past. Rather, as soon as the hospital can
provide essential custodial care. its staff
members should reach out into the com
munity and devote a third of their time to a
community hIental-health program. They
should Inform the public about the hospital
and the nature of mental illness. They
should encourage private physicians and
general hospitals to deal with simple psychi
atric conditions and promptly recognize
those beyond their scope. They should set
up an outpatient service and a doy hospital.
They should set up special clinics for special
problems, such as alcoholics, epileptics, and
children. And tney should form clubs of
patients who have been discharged from the
hospital and direct their activities.
The experts argued that the amount of

Incidentally, that is one result of the
bill. While we have all sorts -of mental
institutions, at least for 42 days we would
be able to treat a mental patient in a
general hospital; but if he were ad- is going to happen tomorrow." he went on. money spent does not alone test a hos
mitted to a hospital designed to treat "In New York we're still overcrowded, and pital's quality. Quality is better measured
thn
heSttewold our admission rates are still going up. But, by' the average length of stay, the ratio be
tween the number of patients admitted and
ol
patients stay a shorter period of time.
psychiatric cases, hnteStt
"~The drugs had an effect on our building discharged, the capacity the bospital has to
lose the Federal matching funds. To
that degree, at least, general hospitals, program. In some buildings we built wards absorb patients from society and take care
Or 'Certain Parts Of general hospitals for disturbed patients, then the drugs came of them, the percentage of discharged
could be converted into hospitals for along, and now we have to take out the patients who relapse and return, and, above
psychiatric care. If the conference re- inside security screens-we don't need them all the atmosphere of the hospital. On this
port were to be adopted, by the very any more. There's been a tremendous and las~t intangible point the experts wrote. "Too
iv h mrs
optl
rapid change.,,aypyhari
force of it, it would compel tecnr-a
Atn theospiame time thathherInewvadrugs. thae sion of being an uneasy compromise between
sion of hospitals all over the nation from
hsial grand otermn innoveations thae a genersl hospital and a prison. Whereas, in
general purposes into psychiatric pur- openead
y stato
hvety."
poses, so that patients would get the mentally Ill. American medicine has under- fc.the~aetc ommuni
benefit of the 42 days of care that we taken a nationwide siurvey of every aspectterpuccomny.
The atmosphere of a hospital can be evalu
voted. and as surely as people would of mental illness-a survey which may bestart to get the benefit of the provision. come a landmark in medical history. Such ated in numerous ways. How good are the
study was recommended in 1953 by Dr relations between the medical director and
il ncesethta
on oas heeee wll
ncrese hatKenneth E. Appel, then president of the the doctors under him, between the doctors
tew
one fays
feature, unless we decide to go after the American Psychiatric Association. In Janu- and the attendants, between the attendants
poor masses who are huddled in the ary of 1935 under the leadership of Dr. Ap- and the patients, among the patients them
present Institutions, the 650.000, 165,000 pal and Dr. Leo Bartemneier. chairman of selves?
Does the hospital preserve the. patient's
the Council on Mental Health of the Ameriof whom are over age 65.
(3) more University hospitals; (4) the trend can Medical Association, the AMA and the Individuality? ("In too many psychiatric
toward day hospitals-patients sleep at
hWme at night but spend their days in the

hospital.
Hospitals appear to be moving toward
trater freedom and closer ties with the
community,
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President. wili the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. ERVIN. I have been listening to
the distinguished Senator's explanation

American Psychiatric Association established
at Joint Commission on Mental Illness and
le.Alth. Other national organizations joined,
Congress appropriated 81,25.000 for a 3year study: States and private sources supplied more. The Joint Commuission. opened
son olffce in Cambridge, Mass., and set to

hospitals still the patient is robbed of her
personal possessions, her clothes, her name.
and-should her head be lousy-even her
hair, Every step, therefore, that can en
courage the patient's self-respect and sense
of Identity should be taken.")

Does the hospital assume that the patients
work under the direction of Jack Ewalt. are trustworthy? ("The locking of wards
the'urges to escape: the removal of
Massachusetts, commissioner of mental creates
knives and other elaborate and Insulting pre
health,
It began major studies of various aspects cautions have provoked many suicidal at
of the care of mental patients and of the tempts. High walls, bars, 'armor-plated
manpower available In the mental-health% Windows, bunches of keys, uniform clothing,
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and SUl the other paraphernalia of prison
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hospital should be composed of several small
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speak for an hour or two, and that the

Senate might be able to reach a vote.
It Is now 10 minutes of 12. I have a
behavior rather than punish bad? Is It. for UTivY into units of 400 to 700 patients, each responsibility. I do not want to make
make moderm
possible:,)

psychiatric treatment Im-

Does the hospital reward patients' good

that matter, punitive at all? Does the hos-.
Pital encourage patients' initiative and responsibility? Does it encourage visitors?

Does life inside the hospital resemble as
closely as possible uife in the outside cornmunIty? ('In a Western country where men

buildings, not of a single larg building.
Enormous existing hospitals Could be improved by breaking them up administra-

complete In Itself with Its own medical di
rector and staff.
Finally, the experts warned, the psychl-

any suggestions which may be embar

rassing.
If the Senator would prefer to go over

essarily, the best places for psychiatric care.
Too often they keep patients In bed and em-

until Monday. although it would be em
barrassing to me, I would be willing to
do almost anything in order to accom

turning the community mental hospital Into
i, fis
oeo
a
a tidhruseuc cond dervn
a
Prrui omnt.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, will
the distinguished Senator yield for a
Questicn')
M7'. LONG of Louisiana. I yield for a

the Sprnator Is very well aware. An ap
propriation bill is scheduled for consid
eration on Monday, and several other
conference reports will be ready.
However. if the Senator feels that It
will be possible to vote this evening, I
shall be glad to ask Senators to stay here.

atric wards of general hospitals are not nec-

and women mix freely at work and in recreation, It Is obviously, desirable that they
should do so when In the mental hospital.')
Are the patients active-not merely busy, but
busy at planned and purposeful activity?
Once the proper atmosphere of the therapeutic community has been established. tle

mdt
my couleague.adpriurl
phasize neurological diagnosis. Sometimes
they are also "very detrimental' to the com-mdaes.ndpriurl
munity mental hospital, because they treat My friend from Louisiana. On the other
and return to society all patients capable of hand, I do not want to interrupt him in
early recovery and send to the community his speech.
If we could vote tonight, I should like
hospital onl7 grossly disturbed or chronic
pitients. "There Is no more certain way of very much to do so. for reasons of which

for others.
"In their gradual return to social elfcc-

sin
quetin

WHOexprt
wrteth stffcan build upon
It specific types of treatment. They merely
mentioned electroshock; they emphasized
much. more occupational and recreational
therapy. They stressed group activities of
asU kinds, ranging from habit training for
grossly deteriorated patients to art and music
tiveness. patients often seem to need to recapitulate, not oniy the development cf the
interests and activities of the human being

Mr. KEATING.

Was the

from childhood to adult lire, but also the development of the human race Itself. The
group activities must, therefore, cover the
-wlunrsadindha
scale from the archaic and primitive to thefrmteUItce
siet
IPrticeer.Mr
cultural and technical"; and they pointed from the
MrMOS.M.reietIraeaaetogovruil
out that for some patients "Sand and water
point or order. The Senator from New
* provides a more therapeutic ocplay

cuplation, than any technical or craft activ-

ity.' Patients must be given responsibility.
During the greater part of the day, the patients will be away from their own sleeplag quarters. However, patients should not
be locked out of their wards any more than

into them, for if they need solitude and ret

If the Senator would prefer to go over

distin-~ until Monday. I would be willing to work
out an agreement with him to vote early
on Monday. I want to be cooperative

guished Senator aware of the fact, which
I shall presently state to him, and after
stating it, does he not feel It should be a
cause for celebration, in the form of a
comment on this legislation, which I read

York is not in the process of asking a

Question: he is. in fact, making a statement. I make the point of order that
the Siniator from New York is out of
order,
OFFICER. The
The PRESIDING

narfrmNwYrhathrihto

they should have it.SeaofrmNwYrhathrihtotedbtiscnle.Iampprd
There should be I doctor for every 150 propound a question.
Mr. KEATING. I am propounding a
patients: I nurse for each 5 or 6 patients.
question, namely, whether the Senator
more use should' be made of group psYchotherapy. Not many patients can be helped from Louisiana is aware of what I am
with individual psychotherapy. l.a for full- about to say.
Mr. MORSE. That is not propoundscale classiesi psychoanalysis, It is probably

and understanding; at the same time I
had the feeling that perhaps we could
vote today. If we cannot vote today. I
skheS



a
onddhalaskt heoSea
wil undo oerstandtl
ony.Ihod
like to be guided by the wisdom of the
Senator from Louisiana.
fr. LONG of Louisiana. I think it
would be well to go over until Monday.
I have covered much of what I wanted to
say, but there are manny things I should
like to make a part of the RzcoRD before

hedbeisccle.Iampprd

to go over uhtil Monday; then I would be
prepared to support the motion.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas, Might we
have some agreement as to when the
Senate would vote on Monday?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I told the
Senator from Texas that I would not

ing a question. I raise the point Of order
that the Senator from New York is out conduct a filibuster on this question, but
of order; and if the Senator from that I would have to deflne what a fili
Louisiana persists in yielding to the buster is. The Senator knew that.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I do not
When a new patient is admitted. "every- Senator from New York for that purpose.
thing" should be done to make him feel at I shall raise the point of order that the question thie Senator's statement.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I assure the
home-he should be given a guidebook and Senator from Louisiana Is out of order.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I must de- Senator that I do not propose to defeat
a map and should as a right, meet the medidline to yield further to the Senator from the bill. I had hoped the Senate would
cal director personally.
vote down the conference report. I
Let us contrast that with conditions New York.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, may want the bill to become law, but I should
which exist in so many mental hospitals
like to see a better bill than we have
in America. Making patients feel at we have a rullng'
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- now. The Senator knows that,
home and comfortable-nothing Of that
Mr. JOHNSON. of Texas. I under
sort do we have in most of these hospitals., dent, I decline to yield further. I do
Leaving the hospital, he should be pre. not wish to be declared out of order. I stand.
Mir. LONG of Louliisiana. I am reluc
pared by gradual trial visits and numerous do not care to yield the floor; and I would
interviews and be helped by social workers yield the floor if I yielded for this state- tant at this time to enter into a unani
mous-consent request; but I agree with
to find a job and home. The hospital build- meat.
the Senator that the bill should be
Mr. HEATING. I understand,
lag should not dwarf the Individual by its
Mr.
Presipassed, and I should like to cooperate
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas.
SW and by herding patients together in
oiin
ihhm
dn
ilteSntrfo
thousands in giant monoblock buildings.
oiin
ihhm
ilteSntrfo
No haspltsi should contain more than & et
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I know
;Wid?
thousand patients.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield for a that.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I shall be
z~et Us Compare that with many hos- question.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I wonder if glad to discuss. that question with him
pitals in which have S. 10, and 15 thouthe Senator anticipates that we could when we meet the next time, or between
sand patents for the mentally Ill
(The experts doubted that large hospitals reach a vote on the conference report now and the next time we meet, but I
do not feel like entering into a unani
are cheap to operate.) No hospital should be this evening?
tathstm.
oiin.Id
ntinucnstarem
Mr
4NGo
built to last too long: "Many countries Will
re
inwcusm
r cOHNSeNt a o Teemntat. tIws time.
us, do
na not
Mro.LON ofmply
be burdened for a long time to come with
Mr. JOhNSONf ofeTexas.r ol wasreehope
am phee
isrge obsolete mentnl boepftals b~uilt yea.rs knoe. Iosiplyk do not know.
or wuldegreih
tonih.w
uhatv the
i Senat
h
hl ogro
agp to Ait a conception of the role of the suaredcto spa
ih
oihw
h eaercs
Emon"I hospital which is now completely re- ~ij~.hv
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas, We talked have an agreement on the time the Seajsetsd." New hospitals should be designed
never justified except for research pupss
the experts thought. Each patient, however.
should "feel that there is one doctor who
is his-onme doctor who knows him well and
whom he knows."

to bsooms Obsolete In 200or20 years, sd gibouztIt last eveniing. andIhad the feel- ate would vote on Monday, without leavtheir interior walls should be movable. Tbe Mig that perhaps the Senator would Ing- the question open.
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana.

I am not
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Instead they are packed Into gloomy
basements. reconverted Porches and the
aisles of already overcrowded dormitories,
nihh
a.Despite
this crush of patients an overMrgh.
JhecnSO
ofTxs
hUntworked staff of nurses and hospital attendtr.
JHSeNator.f unerastandshl
ants manage to keep beds, floors and ward
press teSntrIunesadhsP-rooms
in a state of amazing cleanliness.
sition. I shaUl cooperate with him.
The 64-year-old Institution occupics 1.400
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- acres of rolling farm land 40 miles north of
dent. I wish to conclude the article from Washington.
which I have been reading:
It Is supposed to treat ilisane white paA PANt or GL.Ass
tients from haUf of Baltimore City and eight
western Maryland counties. Including nearby
Unhappily only a few of our very best Montgomery.
Yrvae theseitfew masyepit theroac ytoi Idal
Yet Springfield is fighting dirt and overYetthee
myfwpintthewayto hecrawding as hard as It Is fighting Insanity.
future. Dr. Brili of New York State believes
Some 2.200 men and women, roughly twothat in not- many years the State hospital thirds o t ains
iei
ctl
rme
as we know It today will be remembered as
o t ains
iei
ctl
rme
a curiosity in medicine's history. And he quarters.
puts It.
Moat of them are housed In seven build

Since 1953. Springfield's population or
Patients over 65 years of age has climbed
from 22 to 36 percent.
Today the aged account for 27 percent of
all new admissions, compared with 14 per
cent 6 years ago.
Many of these patients are senile men and
women beyond psychiatric help who could
be cared for just as weUl In nursing homes.
Nevertheless, as soon as they are certified as
psychotic, Springfield must find room for
them.
This constantly rising burden of custodial.
care diverts staff and apace from thoe" who
who can benefit from treatment.
Springfield this year opened the first sec
tion of a cheerful, modern geriatrics buildn
o lel
ainsal
orsodt
n
o lel
ainsal
orsodt
medical or psychiatric help.

methods of treatment. That's how the problein developed that we call the State hospital
problem-not for a lack of finances and person1nel. but because we collected all these
people-for the best motives-before we
knew what to do for them. Now at last we
do know. I feel that we're at a new threshold
In psychiatry."
Psychiatry can work no miracles. Serious
men In the field fear that the hopeful public
may vote them all the money they ask but
then. If they fail to empty the hospitals
quickly, turn on them Indignantly, with the
result that psychiatry will be set back many
years.
Hope should not blind us. Despite all advances. so recently as the end of 1957 Dr.
William Menninger of Topeka cailed govermient-run hospitals a disgrace. "human
warehouses." "Sixty percent of their population never comes out alive." Money, persoxmel, research, and public understandingthese, he maid, are what we need today to
make them what they ought to be.
A schiaoplarenlc patient, trying to explain
hIs condition, once said. 'There Is a pane
of glass between me and mankind." All
lunatics and their asylums have traditionally
been blocked off from the rest of the world
by an invisible barrier. The teask of psychiatry Is to smash the pane of glass. That
goal, Ulke man's ancient dream of reaching
the moon, seems less wild a dream than ever

type of facilities to which I have been
referring.

prepared to agree to that; but if the
Senator wants to keep us in session all

"Ahundred years ago or mare the movement to get the mentally ill into hospitals
began. We organized hell out of mental Iilneso-.developed enormous collections of
mental patients before we had any effective

Mr. President, now I should like to
discuss conditions which exist In some
of the hospitals to which I have made
reference. I should like to discuss an

Overiufll

arice
nttld
SpinfildHopial
arileetild
SrngildHsptltion
Staff Short," The article

reads:
Seated elbow to elbow along a narrow

porch Jln Springfield State Hospital, two long
rows of elderly women mutely faced each
other,
In an adjoining dormitory their beds were
stacked four rows deep and barely Inches
apart. The scene: ward P of Springfield's
"continued care"section for fervale patients.
Cast adrift from families unable or unvilling to care for them, these elderly
chronic Patients are rapidly becoming the
blggest single headache of Maryland's biggest public mnental Institution,
But they still comprise only part of the
overall problem.
Squeezed Into Springfield's 35 patient
buildings are 3.312 mentally disturbed men
and woen,.
The hospital Is licensed to hold only
Z16

Springfield's overflow of 226 patients is
larg enough to AUlsix average-sized hospital wards,
CVI--II35

ings of pre-World War I vintage, some dating back to the turn of the century.
No part of the structure is fireproof. Yet
in event of fire, most of the patients would
havo to be carried or helped to safety,

In D building, S~ringfleld's long-term
colony, 93 chronic male patients jostle one
another In space planned for 60.
Beds are crammed so close together that
patients must dress and undress In the
aisles. There Is no place here for personal
belongings,
In M ward an employee cafeteria has been
transformed Into a 36-bed dormitory,
In an adjoining vard beds are lined up
head to foot In what once served as a day
room,
Seventy-aix elderly men were penned in R.
gloomy basement ward, once a atorage area.
intended to house slightly more than half
the number of occupants,
In another ward of Springfield's epileptic
colony 67 patients are sardined into apace
licensed for 41. Only one attendant is on
hand to supervise this group.
Springfield's nurses, In some cases, have
dipped Into their earnings to buy furniture.
curtains, or 'IV sets.
Sic 99we
ulcaaeeswsfrtIn
aroused to the plight of Maryland's mentally Ill, the State has spent 69.8 million to
renovate and expand Springfield's plant.
Although It may have fared better dollarwise than Spring Grove. It had to spread Its
income over a bigger patient population.

Thr

has been a steady drop in both

funds adps
i neetdrigteps0ptl,
ndpbiitesturgthpat1

Mr. President, certainly it would be
fine if more geriatrics units were opened
in many of the hospitals in this country,
so aged people could be treated decently.
instead of being confined in the dreadful
I read further from this article. Mr.
President:
Although there Is now space for 140 In the
new structure, there Is an immediate need
for 400 beds. But no money is on hand to
expand the new facility toward an already
authorized goal of 260 patients.
Even if the legislature approves funds for
the additiojlal 120 beds next year. It could
not admit Its first patient until 1962.
Springfield's 81.7 million medical and sur
gical building Is a showplace. It is filled
with gleaming up-to-date equipment.
But because of the low salaries Maryland
pays psychiatrists, physicians, and nurses.
Springfield's administration Is worrying
whether It will be able to keep staff enough
to run the facility.
Marland now ranks 45th among the States
what It pays senIor assistant psychiatrists.
accostrding toan for surveytlatpsycpitebr.ssI
Itsestaringth patifornsitn.yharssi
oeti
h
ain
Mr. President, I should like to dis
cuss with Senators an article from the
Washington Plost of Wednesday, Novem

ber 26. 1958, entitled, "Overcrowded Hos-

Since 1949, when an aroused legislature
earmarked 86 million in construction money
to Springfield alone, this has been the trend:
1951. 81.2 millilon for capital outlay; 1952,
6500.000; 1953. $800.000; 1954, 8500,000; 1955.
350.000: 1956. 6140.000: 1957 no construemoney; 1956.6$40.000.

OVERCROWnro HosprTAz. "Losxs"
CURABLEx
PATtEmrs-LACK. or STAriF AT Caow.ssvnLLLx
Puasuzs TnsEw To Cusomc STAck
(By Laurence Stern)
Troubled by nervousness and loss of selfconfidence a young Prince Georges County
lawyer voluntarily entered Crownsville State

creditation of Hospl~tsts refused to renew the
accreditation of both Springfield and Spring
Grove.
In Springfield's case, the reasons were overcrowding, fire hazards In seven buildings, and
shortage of professional and nursing help,
Springfield has 26 doctors of whom 22 give
direct care to patients. Its budget provides
for 26.
The American Psychiatric Association,
which lays guidelines for public and privat
institutions, says it needs 35
It has 22 registered nurses, although It
budget Calls for 25. The APA says Springfield should have 196 reglstered nurses,
Just as at Spring Grove this combination
of overcrowding and understaffing means
that patients able to benefit from psychiatrtc care are sinking further Into chronic

Instead of gettine help. he was "burled"
behind a stone wall In gruesome "A" buildIng of Crownsvile's backward section.
Overcrowding, lack of medical attention,
and the squalor of his physical surroundings
quickly transformed this yousng man into a
chronic mental patient.
Morose, withdrawn, and shrinking from any
human contact, the attorney was considered
a hopeless case for most of his 11 years at
Crownsvilie.
Last spring, however, he was "found."
An alert attendant persuaded him to talk
to Crownsill
Superintendent Charles S.
Ward. The Patient was put to work in the
hospital's medical* records section. Three
months ago he was discharged.
on Mgonday the attorney will argue his
birst case since returning to law practice.

Last August the Joint Commission on Ac-

Insanity.
Instead of returning to their homes and
communities they are becoming lifetime
wards of the taxpayer. Some have spent 40
to 50 years at the institution,

Hospital 12 years ago.

vzsoma

5AC

WARDS

Crownsville~s staff has no Ides how many
others like the young man thaws may bd
In the hospital's fearsome back wards.
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He pointed to one patient after another: now know that 1 would require that much
'He shouldn't be hen s1 nor ahould he time on Monday.
Mfr. JOmNsozg of Texas. I would be
or that one, Scott repeate4 In clipped.
. ..
w'magl to agree that the Senator could
determined tones.
continue to speak as long as he wanted
- IS=ANT
COUL
rownaville Could be moving fromn 300 to to this evening, and we could have 3
and if we did not need
400 of its patients homeward if It were func- hours on Monday;
tioning with maximum staff, hospital offilcials tht much, we could yield It back. If
estimated.
Senator wanted more time. we could
fis.patiet are senile the
hn
agree to more. I want to cooperate.
whoe aebyn
wome oveIts
moen tand
LONG of Louisiana. I have been
Mr.
and
psychiatric help. As at Springfiled
crwSat Crownaville.
willing to cooperate with other
In one reconverted porch. 75 men sleep in Spring Grove. many of them could be cared perfectly
Senators. I wanted to speak against the
2 banks of doubie-deckc beds. The place for just as well in nursing homes.
report, and the Senator knows
conference
space
bed
occupying
are
Meanwhile they
should have held half as many.
disturbed it. but I did not want to stop the Senate
More than 300 of Crownsville's patients, that 'could be used for mentally
frmc intoave.FrheCn
be restored to sanity.
many of them acutely insane, still sleep In patients who might criminally
vt.Frtecn
oigt
insane ward,.ri
In Crownaville's
double bunk.
venience of Senators who sat around here
years.
past
In
riots
numerous
of
scene
the
the
to
Crownsvilla Is Maryland's answer
I told them if they wanted to go
needs of Its mentally Ill Negro population, dangerous patients are locked In a poorly all night,
they Could. I did not demand the
Integration has come to only one of the ventilated celiblock structure with Primi- home,
yeas and nays. They were demanded by
State's fiy. mental institutions. Rosewood tive sanitary facililtlee.
Fortunately for Crownsvillie. 100 Of Its one of our Republican friends, who Per
Training School for- the Feebleminded.
maximum security cases will soon be moved lhaps wants to take the attitude. "Well.
FRa wmraM ONLY
Sprtng Grove. Springfield, and Eastern to the new Institute for the Criminally In- we are going to vote tonight."
sane at Jessupa.
shore State Hospital are for whites only,
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. That is not
in one windowless, basement rOOm 40
.35metly itubd
AtCoualle
edr
attitude of the majort
men and women are squeezed Into space working patients live under a tangle of hot theMr.
LONG of Louisiana. The Senate
which the State heslth department has water pipes.
vote
might
it
tonight.
vote
not
will
1949. when a shocked State adminisliene frony195since
tration was made aware of the condition Of sometime tomorrow, but not tonight.
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Mr. JOHNSON of Texas.Thtino
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to my, colleagues onbohsd.Wul
admission building,
come to us In that condition." said Dr. 'Wran
Nevertheless, because of the burgeoning the Senator be willing to vote after 4
"H ecmsWhtaarndh.isitto
if we recessed tonight?
numbers of mentally il. Crownsville is today hours On Monday.
after being buried behind a brick wall,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If we are
beds more overcrowded than It was SYCM
"Tewrttigyucan dtoascpe-31
ody
iiaino
on ohv
son Is close the door and forget about him." 5O
even
Mr. JOHNSON Of Texas. Mr. Presi- do not feel like recessing now,
since his arrival at Crownsville 1a months
empty
ans
to
talking
though I may be
ago. Dr. Ward has-been opening doors. "W, dent, will the Senator Yield?
any
on
insisted
not
have
I
Chamber.
Presi-.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr.
unlock* the ward and lose the key.'
literally
he explained.
was
Senator
This
here.
staying
Senators
dent. I ask unanimous consent that I may
in July 1957. 'A" building held 750 pa
for the third time.
tiente--about 250 percent beyond its licensed yield to the Senator without prejudicing on a committee that,
saw amendments he had offered. in
capacity. Since then, three of the building's my rights to the floor,
believed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without which he conscientiously
four levels have been unlocked.
thrown out without as much considera
An a result, crownaville has sent 75 once- objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I wonder if tion as they deserved.
chronic patients home from 'A" building:
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I sympa
another 65 are in convalescent cottages. get- we could reach an agreement whereby thize
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Senator Is not disposed to vote this eve- as he wants to
tween folks," maid Dr. Ward.
as
long
as
continue
we
Assuming
n.m.
In his soft. Georgia drawl Crownsville~s ning. but would like to carry it over until
reach some the Senator desires to speak, would the
superintendent has been goading an under- Monday, I wonder if we couldon
Monday. Senator be willinig to come in at 9 O'clock
ltaffed team*of doctors and attendants to kind of agreement to vote
with the understanding that
,nake up In spirit and Initiative what' they either Monday morning or Monday aft- on Monday,
lack in bricks, bed apace, and pairs of hands. ernoon. at some' particular time? We we have a vote at 1 o'clock On Monday?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thfink 10
could come in Monday at 9 o'clock, have
=2M
NO ON
would be a better hour at which
one attendant, a veteran of 20 years at the morning hoar, and then vote some- o'clock
to meet on Monday.
Orownsville. said of the Atlanta-born super- time in the afternoon,
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JOHNSON
Mr.
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overly
I do not want to be
Intendant.
would come in at 10 o'clock and vote
"-ryenever seen anyone like him In all my or crowd the Senator, but a good many We
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years here. When we were snoweda tractor.O
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I would be
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of arrangement?
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nurses, doctors, rehabilitation
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I do not Senate convene at 10 o'clock Mon14a
and socia workers, many will be doomed to
we vote at 2 o'clock in the
sink further Into insanity unless they are know that I Wil require that much tume morning; that
afternoon on the conference report,
on Monday.
"found-i by an alert attendant.
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to caitinue my Mooch longer, but I do In opposition to be controlled by
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ator from Louisiana (Mr. IONG). and the conditions In so many mental hospitals
time for the proponents to be controlled in this country.
by the majority leader.
The Senator has brought out many
The PRESDING OFFICER. Is there facts in his speech. This has really been

objection?-

a great seminar on the mental health

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President. reserving probi~lls of this country. I commend
the right to object, am I to understand the Senator highly,
that there would be a vote at 2 o'clock?
I know the criticism the Senator is
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Yes.
going to receive from some quarters for
Mr. SCOTT. I have no objection..
the course of action he has taken. SomeThe PRESI[DING OFFICER. Is there times people must have the courage to
obetintthe unanimous-consent pro- do what the Senator from Louisiana has
posal? TeChair hears none, and the done in addressing the country from his
agreement Is entered,
seat in the Senate about one of the great
Th aremnt
a ubeqetl r-social problems which confront us. I
Tuce togrieetini as solloseqenlr-thank the Senator as a colleague and as
duce
ritig,to s asfollws:a
friend for the decision he has made, In
UNANCMIMVSCOKSUM AGREEMET
offering to vote on Monday at 2 o'clock
ordered. That during the further con- because, frankly. I think the lesson has
sideration. today (Sunday. August 28. 1960) been taught. I think the Senator has
of the conference report on fl.R. 12560. the made the record. In addition to what he
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me. but I was not the senator who In
slsted upon the vote.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr.

LONG of

Louisiana.

If Senators

wish to hear me, I am delighted to have
them listen, but I regret very much to
hear any Senator complain he has been
required to be present. This Senator
will cooperate.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me. with the under
standing he will not lose his right to the
floor?
Mr'. LONG of Louisiana. I yield to my
able friend from Mlinois.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. the
Senator knows very well that there is
no substance to the observation that
no Senator has to stay. The minute the
Senator takes his seat and there is no
Social Security Amendments of 1960. no roll
call vote shall be had; that at the concluaioi
will make on Monday In regard to the further recognition of a Senator for
of Its proceedinga today the Senate take a problem. The Senator Is to be. corn- debate, since the yeas and nays have
remuntil 10 &an.Monday. the 29th Instant, mended for what he has done,
been ordered Senators would be ex
advote on the question of agreeing to the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- pected to be Present to vote. The Sen
report at not later than 2 p.m. on said day; dent, I thank the Senator very much. ate could not function without some
and that the Intervening time be equally I have not felt disposed to demand that Senator sitting in the majority leader's
divided between the proponents and the op- Senators be present. I wished to make a chair and some Senator. sitting in the
maoreity land contold,Mrespecvely bytespeech. It was the decision of other minority leader's chair, representing
maortyladr
adM. oa.Senators
that they demand the yeas and this side of the aisle and the other side
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- nays. They placed themselves in the of the aisle. The Senator knows that.
dent, I wish to express my deep grati- position that they would have to answer
I try to be as fair and equitable as
tude to the Senator from Louisiana for a call of the roll, so as to make them- Possible. What should we do? No one
his cooperation, as well as to the mem- selves stay. So far as this Senator is knew. I tried to ascertain from the
bers of the staff of the Senate and to concerned. I should like to talk a while senator privately and publicly what
-my colleagues, who have been coopera- longer. .1 did not insist that there be a were his Intentions. I asked, "How long
tive and helpful. We have an under- yea and nay vote onl the question, but I are you going to talk?" The Senator
standing now that we shall have no should like to discuss it.
did give me an assurance he would
votes thla evening. We will come In at
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- sekutl9ocok
10 o'clock on Monday morning. We dent, will the Senator yield?
spea uenatilr9 clock.
ustht s
shall vote not 'later than 2 o'clock. The
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield to the
Thce Seynatrdd
givte usathat assur
time between 10 a~m. and 2 p~m. on Senator from Texas.
ance.
huh ehp h
eao
Monday will be divided between the SeaMr. JOHNSON of Texas. I do not deIthutpeasteSnto
atorfro
ad
th Seatorseeanywould
Lousiaa
talk
until
midnight.
but
now
it
atroisaa
rm
ndte eatrsire the yeas and nays. I do notsean
is Sunday. I share the feeling of the
from Texas.
reason why they are imperative. UnlessmaoiyldethtIIsntavr
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the we wish to be cruel and brutal, unes majoriy lomeadrthatr
i isonth anivery
Senatory~eld
happyodcomnentaryn upon theo United
Senaor iel?
soeboy isist onthe. I o nt ~
States Senate that It should remain in
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I yield,
any reason why we should have them. sssio into the Sabbath, with the dis
Mr. MORSE. I[ wish to say to the I would ask unanimous consent~ cussion still going on.
Senator fro Louisiana that I deeply
Mr. LONG of Louisianu.. Mr. PresiThe fact of the matter is that if the
appreciate the cooperation he has ex- dent. I am perfectly willing to have the Sntrhda
n ietknhssa
tended to the majority leader. I also yeas and nays.
Sntrhda
n ietknhssa
wish to give him my very high cornMr. JOHNSON of Texas. I know the and no other Senator had asked for
mendatlon again. I did earlier this eve- Senator did -not demand them and is reacgntion there would have been a
Unless the vote were postponed.
ning. but I do so again. I intend to willing to have them. Mr. President, I Vote.
Then what would we have done? We
listen to all his remarks.
ask unanimous consent that the order would have had to call Senators from
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sena- for the yeas and nays be withdrawn.
wevrwemgtfn
th
o a
tor had better not make any rash com.
The PRESIDING OMFCER. Is therewhrvremit
ndhmo
a
mitmets.
bjecionquorumn
call, to get a vote. The SenaMr. MORSE. The Senator deserves
Mr. SCOTr', Mr. President. ± object, tor knows that..
our commendation for focusing the at- We have been here all day. We can vote
I am not intent on belaboring the
taintlon of the American people on what, Monday.
matter, but I do not wish to have the
as I said earlier, Is one of the most
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- Rzcoan show that we have not been
deplorable situations existing in our dent. I would be delighted to have a quite inconvenienced, because Members
body politic. The attention the Senator record vote. I say to my good. friend of the Senate have been. They do not
from Louisiana has brought to the plight from Pennsylvania that I am delighted feel too kindly about it.
of the mentally ill In this country, in to vote on the record in favor of what 3E Mr. LONG of Louis~iana. Mr. Presi.
my Judgment. is really a great public am going to say for a few more hours dent, now that we have settled that-service if people will take the time to tonight.
Mr. SCOTT'. Mr. President. will the
study the substance Of the speech the. This is a problem wnicis deserves at- Senator yield?
Senator from Loisana has made in tention. -I am delighted to have a vote
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am not
-the last several hours before the IBen- on it. If I am the only Senator who votes going to yield to the Senator L,,w. I do
ate.
my way. I shall be delighted to do so.
not wish to argue with the Senator.
The Cflartse at the United States In
I1honestly feel this way about the matMr. SCOTT. Iam asking the Senator
thenex~t semaln baa a great moral obli- ter. . Any Senators who have kept them- to yieldgation to ans to it that we adopt a pro- selves here needlessly did not do so at
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
gram which Wmlgive to the. States the my request. Other Senators wished to I demand the regular order. The Sena
81101a1neO they Dud tO help these fellow have a yea-and-na vote. If they stay' tor from Louisiana has the floor.
AIDWOsr Ofam
I wMIN
are mentally Ill, Until midn"ight, or will stay ntril day.
Mr. LONG of aLouisian.
Mr. Presi
vim wm living under such deplorable breek that is perfeetly satisfactory with dent
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Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. I think the Federal Government would match funds ing an amount that averages $15 per
Senator from Louisiana is rendering a for the elaborate program that we al- patient per day.
Mr. LAUSCHE That Is In the general
ready have down there for general hosreal and needful pubuec servycee
Mr. KEAT:NO. Mr. President. I de- pitals. The Senator knows that we are hospitals.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes, that Is
not talking about mental hospitals; we
meand the regular order.
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. I want the are talking about the New Orleans correct. The chart does not relate to
Charity Hospital. the Confederate Me- mental hospitals; it relates only to gen
Senator to proceed.
Mr. KEATING. Mr. President. the morial Hospital at Shreveport; the eral hospitals.
Mr. LAUSCHEL That Is correct.
Huey Long Hospital at Alexandria: and
regular order.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The chart
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- the E. A. Conway Hospital at Monroe.
dent. I. too. should like to see the regular the Lisle Camp Hospital at Independ- refers entirely to general hospitals. It
order followed. I do not yield at this ence, and the Lafayette Hospital. I can has nothing to do with mental hospitals.
Mr. LAUSCHE. That is correct.
show the Senator from Ohio that the
time,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In a State
I wish to undertake to present to the State Is spending $21 million in those
Senate some Information which I came hospitals at the present time. They are in which half the patient-days are spent
in State general hospitals, at Siate ex
upon relating to another example of the entirely State hospitals,
At least 10 percent of the beds in those pense, when one undertakes to match
problems, troubles, and difficulties which
face people in the field of mental illness, hospitals are occupied by persons over funds on a 3-for-I basis, it is very doubt
which I very much fear the conference age 65. Therefore, upon that basis the ful that the Stale could justify con
report will prevent us from reaching ef- State would be entitled to matching tributing as much as It is now.
So the probabilities are that instead of
funds for that much money under this
fectively for a long, time to come.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President. before bill. I do not know whether the State contributing more, if a matching pro
be
frank.
gram
Is to go into effect, the State might
much
money,
to
needs
that
the Senator proceeds-Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presd- We have an elaborate program In our very, well be contributing less.
Mr. LAUSCEE. Does the Senator
dent, I wish to say, -for the benefit of State. I know we could be more effecSenators present, that we agreed to vote tive than we are, but I seriously doubt concede that the State of Louisiana
on Monday. I agreed to that We will that Louisiana needs the matching Pro- would get $13 million?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If the State
have a vote on Monday. Any Senator vision for what they are already doing.
who feels that he Is being kept here in the mental hospitals I would say we of Louisiana continued to make the same
effort that it is presently making In pro
waiting for a vote against his will need could use the funds very effectively,
Mr. LAUSCHE. The Senator states viding'as much medical care to the aged
have no further worry about it. We
shall vote on Monday. We are not going that the report is incorrect In that, in as It is providing now, the amount that
to vote tonlight. I have agreed to that, fact, we would be putting up $5 million would be available on a matching basis,
as indicated In the chart, would be some
to get back $13 million.
and other Senators have,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The $5 mil- where in the vicinity of $13 million.
Mr. JOHNSON Of Texas. Mr. Presihntewoepo
lo sarayu..M.LUCE
dent. may we have order?
Inow ish
I suppose when the Senator from Ohio gram, wouid cost $200 million, and the
Mr.
f Loisiaa.
ONG
of
Louisiana
would receive $13
had
a
highState
of
his
State
he
was
Governor
to direct mys'elfMr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President. wil Way prograzh prior_ to the time the Fed- million of the $200 million; that is cor
eral Government started to match funds rect. is It not?
the Senatoryield?
Mr. LONG of Louis~iana. According
Mr. LONG Of Louisiana. Does the for the construction of highways.
Senator Wish to. have Me Yield for a When the Federal Government started to that chart, that would be correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Getting to the $120
to match funds, perhaps one State
question?
Mr. LAUSCEE. For a question: Yes, might not have had a highway program, million that the mental health program
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield for and another State might have put into would cost, would the State receive back
the program a larger amount than an- the same proportion of $13 million to
aquestionI.
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President. may we other. When the Federal Government $200 milllon, or 13/200ths. or whatever
bave order so that we can hear th started to match funds, they must have It Is.of the $120 million that the mental
matched the funds of the State that was health program would cost?
question?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The match
Mr. LAUSCHE. The report on th spending In that field just as they
matched the funds of the State that was ing ratio would be the same. I ask the
Senate bff
Senator to keep in mind that our State
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, may we not.
If the Senator will look down the chart expenditures in Louisiana for mental
have order In the Chamber?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The further he will see that It inticates that health are only about one-quarter of
what the expenditures are for the other
usata
Senator will suspend. SeaosW:im isispiwudhv
Itais assumedthantia hospitals.
aMountspp wofumney
take their seats. The Senator fro
Mr. LAUSC1E. For general hos
tamutStat would. put up $1,112,000.t
Louisiana has the Sloar.
Mr. LAUSCHU The report on the which funds would bet mathe by $400pitais?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. For general
Senate bill, which I.have In my' hand, mhich ofudFederldmoey Inthemyju4
which deals with those phases of the mintliit is Feexrelmoely.dutu tham isud-hospitals. in Louisiana toe real great
thatmut ofs; ned If there is to be a great matching
conference report which are not covered smsntpp wiI putrml dup tu
by social security, shows that h ot money. They are receiving 80 percent Program. would ordinarily seem to me
will be $200 million and that the State now and not matching ali the Federal to be more preferably In the area where
the care is the least and the situation Is
of Louisiaina will receive $13 miioHn of money.
wrt
the $200. million; Is that correct?
Mr. LAUSCHE. To clarify the point.wrt
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Th Sa
Mr. LAUSCHE. However, it would
considering the items contemplated in
ior is Correct.
Mr. L.AUSCHIL The chart further the program of financing, and forgetting follow that if the State were receiving
out of
$200prevail
million,in the
larger Items on which teSnor$13
shw
h that
ht
tt ospendsgmonweydthe
o oiiaawudthe
would
the
fact
tor same million
proportion
saystahe
t Is tandre distribution of the $120 million that the
putcu h
put up $48.000 to receive $13 million.sysh spn mne.
i tt
ol
u p$800 n e mental health and tubercular programs
The record so shows; Is that correctZ
Mr. LO)NG Of Iouisiana. in t~hat r~e- ceive back $13 million. Is that not cor. would cost, would it not?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I shall try to
thn-i S
gpect I fear the report Is very mislead- rect?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I tiktiscompute for the Senator If I can the
In& The State would put up about an
amount equal to one-third of that--let an unjustified assumption that we shall proportion, because I should like to try to
put up $48,00. because the State is put- give him an honest answer.
=a" $.mica.
Mr. LAUSCHJE. Perhaps he can do so
To a considerable degree the chiart to ting up so much now, It might very well
which the Senator is taerring Is ex- reduce its contribution to the prgrm on Mody
Mr. LONG of Louislana. My gum Is.
tuvm* mlsdeadln& it assmes, maso- In other words, on these aged people In
jar so Louisiana is concerned, that the Louisiana State hospitals we are spend- It would be about
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Mr. LAUSCHE. Six percent?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. $6 million
or $7 million,
Mr. LAUSCHE. it would be $7 m11lion. I think that Is it. So the State
of Louisiana would get $13 million plus
S7 million, which Is $20 million, out of a
total distribution of $320 million. Therefore the State of Louisiana would receive
one-sixteenth of the total expenditure
made by the Federal Government, and
the other 49 States would receive $300
million. That is, Louisiana would receive $20 million out of $320 million, and
the other 49 States would receive $300
minlion.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I should advise the Senator to work out any matching program for public welfare, hospitals,
or care for the aged, and with the possible exception of care for the mentally
sick, where Louisiana is about as bad as
every other State or a little bit worse,
I defy him to work out a program on a
matching basis in which Louisiana would
not be one of the States most benefited,
I show him a chart showing the per
capita effort toward public welfare. The

SENATE

Senator will notice that figure. This Is
welfare, but the same interest tends to
be parallel for hospital programs.
Colorado comes first on per capita effort with $21.80 per capita: Oklahoma
comes next with $18.64;. Washington
State comes next with $16.16; Louisiana
comes next with $11.82. While we would
appear to have only half the per capita
effort as Colorado. Louisiana is one of
the lower States in per capita income,
for we have more poor people.
Mr. LAUSCHE. That is correct.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. We have
more poverty to contend with than does
a high-income State, and yet we have
more interest in those people tI-an does
the average State. We can demonstrate
that point.
If some of the States were to repeal
their poll tax, there might be as much
interest shown in these programs as
there is in Louisiana. The way it stands
today, if it is put on a matching basis.
it is unfortunate that some of the States
will not put up the money to match.
Mr. LAUSCHE. That is why I voted
for the financing of the plan through
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social security. When we put it on a
matching basis, at least In looking at the
figures. they seem grossly disproportionate. It may be that it is justified in
Louisiana. but I felt, in voting for the
social security system financing, that the
general program would be put on a more
equitable basis than these figures indi
cate. I will pursue the matter further
on Monday.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Louisiana
would not be the State most favored so
far as the matching formula is con
cerned.
Mr. LAUSCHE. California gets $19
million, and Puts up only $750,000. I
cannot believe that that is an accurate
statement. I cannot understand It.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I believe it
would be well to Put this chart in the
REcORD at this point. I ask unanimous
consent that the chart may be printed
in the RhCORD at this point.
Mr. LAUSCEE. That is page 11 of the
report.
There being no objection, the chart
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
asiollows:

TABLE B.-&stimnaied apnneot Isf-ye'or costs, tnder proposcd program! of medical assistance for the aged nad for additional matchingfor
venador medical care payments under old-age assistance
tAll figures in thousands]
Mledical assistant,
fa the aged I

rede"a
mast

Additional OAA
vendor medical ,
coab

Slate and Federal Stale and Federal
local cost
cost
local cost
cost

Alabama~.------------34
9
Aieaka,_----------I!
I
Arizone= ___----------i
E
Arkansas-------------27
7
California.-------------7_50
750
Colorado------361
314
Connecticut----------- 3.318
J,318
Delaware-------------33
33
District of ColumbWa
7
75
Florid*---------------116
189
GeorgI.---------------14
5
Haiwaii ----------------43
43
Idaho-----------------34
17
aiinois --------------- 3.91u
5.11
Indiana..--------------3. 013
3.013
10Iow----------------98
57
Kaosas---------------1,052
678
Kentucky--------------1is
4
L1ouislana-------------123
48
Maine-----------------1l56
K3
Maryland-------------8.
8
22K
Massachusetts---4.751
4.751
Michigan------------L7.s
1.77S
Mlnnesota ------------- 2.012
1.848q
mississippi ------------- 6
2

I

Slate and
local cost
-

4,116----------4,119
&12
i2
13
635
370
647
3.308------------13.335
15365----------- 19, 115
3,627I------3.5988
1.03..........---4357
41
103
74
461-----------121
3.354------------ 3.650
4.SDI
9814
4.818
:%-----71
673------------707
3.905-----------9.816
594------------3.MM
3.120-----------3.218
2.485 ------------ 3.53
2.795
572
2.810
It97- ---------I3.013
731--------887
384-------1.266
S.6313-----------10.414
4.405------------4.183
3.943-----------..
555S
4.638
L,112
4.644

-

1

-

9
531
376
7
710
314
3,318
46
753
199
989
43
17
4,911
3.013
57
67
576
48
83
852
.4.751
L7718
1. 4u
L,114

Bfleansie atthe newness of this program. It Is extremely diMrult to estlrnte enucily
wthichsStates Will participate andl to what extent. especially in the lot year after enawe-menL

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The chart Is
subJect to a great deal of misunderstandIng and miinterpretation, so much so
that.! feel It should have been drawn
in a completely different fashion to convey the Information It purports to convey. The chart undertakes to show how
much additional It is believed the States
Wil put up.
Actually no one has any way of knowIng what the situation will be. in most
casm when there is an increase of the
Federal matching, the States have not
even passled the whole thing through.
The last Increase In the Federal matchIng for public welfare purposes saw the

I

Additional comtboth programs

Medical asistance
1b the aged a

Foedua
ODA
Montsuna-- ---------

--- 30

Stateand
localcost

Additional OAA
vendor medical
cot
Federa
cma

26

Nebraska--------------984
45
Nevada---------------47
47
New Hlampshlr--.
1
6)
New Jersey..........-17 4.879
New Aexico----9
4
Now York ----------- 1u3,416
13416
North Carolina ---61
is
North Dakota---365
as
Ohio----------------,336
1,226
Okloboma-----------1,318
633
Oregon- -------------1719
1,480
Pennsylvania----Z451
2,451
Rhode Island
81
889
South Carolinas
6
2
South Dakota ....
8
3
Tennessee-------------rs
7
Texos -----------------79
.50
Utah--------------- --34
is
Vermont--------------43
Z!
Virginia33
53
21
26
Washsington----------- z
siz481
3.41
West Virginia .....
75
26
Wisonsin------------2,880
2, 478
Wyoming --------------52
61
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Additional costboth programs

'Atate and Federail
localcast
coat
$1 58

218

712------------1.L66
I57~
-----34
40 --- -n---i2ne
362 -----1,M
.241
177-------------886
4.919----------- 19.335
l897 ------------. ,959
773.-----.
1011
6,430------------7 766T
8.699-----10.017
1086------------ 2,783
L
3,601----------.052
45
48----------::
1,381
1,622-----------1, GM
419
186
427
93.4------------1,3
6.891426
.97
741-----------773
206
.
249
21------------3
34
3517--------.988
Sm--------642
5,770
4.750
238291

8tatemad
local cost
184
u45
47
62o
4,8Mg
4
13,416
is
15
,336

83n
L,550
2 ,451
886
2
189
476
1s
21
266
2,61
26
2,478
Ea

o.-slntaee60maeorGmueoRi.aiVrgnsad,
-which can Sortlclpate in these progcams; any additicoai expenditures for these hub
dictleons would probably be relatively ml

States rectuce their effort by about 10
percent. That is because some States
feel that they have advanced their Program as far as they think they should
go with it, and they intend, perhaps, to
cut it back somewhat with Flederal
matching money,
The last increase in the matching fogMUla was to the benefit of Misispi
When.1 looked up the situation in Mis.
sissippi 2 years later, It was putting up
less money, instead of more,
Mr. ILAuSCRE., There is only one fast
about the figures which Is definite, and
that Is-that-of the ~$202 million which
will be paid out of the gesieral tax]payeir

funa. as distinguished from the social se
curity fund. LOuisiana will get $13 million. Is that correct?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That is
based on the assumption that Louisiana
will continue to-make the same amount
of effort that it Is making in this field
so far as the aged are concerned. I personally have some doubt that It will do
so. I will tell the Senator why. We
need more mone. for Schools, and we
need. more money for certain other
t~hings~and we spend 3o much money in
our hospital program now that, while a
certain amount of matching is neededand we want to be treated as well as the
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next state. of course-Louisiana is far
ahead of the average southern State In
hospitalization, and by that I mean general hosPitalization-and the big distUnction Is in mental institutions, and
that is true of Louisiana and most other
States, including the senator,.. State.
I have some doubt that Louisiana will
continue to spend as much money as it is
spending now. It might be better for
Louisiana to reduce its expenditures for
hospitals in view of the high amount of
Federal matching.
Mr. LAUSCHE. That would mean
that because the State of Louisiana is
getting money from the Federal Govermient. it will reduce its own expenditures, is that right? The Senator does
not mean that, does he?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That often
times happens when a Federal aid pro
gram Is started for States which have
their own large programs. The State of
New York Is an example. New York has
a very large elaborate general hospital
Program now. I do not mean it will have
It 10 years from now. It has it now.
It has a very progressive program today.
If I recall correctly, they plan to im
prove It with their own funds, even if
they do not get Federal matching funds.
When a State Is doing a good job, it is
not going to turn down Federal match
ing fund~s. We hope that the program
wil result In a big increase in the States
which are doing little, because It will be
a tremendous Incentive for them.
Mr. LAUSCRE. In the States doing
little, does the Senator believe there will
be an increase, and In the States which
are doing much, there will be a de
crease?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Perhaps it
la just as well that this Point should
be brought out. In the $202 million to
which the Senator has referred. $78 mil
lion is wrhat we call free money. It means
that the States which are going beyond
anything that is matched by the Federal
Government can continue their existIng programs, on the one hand, or they
can shift funds to something else and
continue the same degree of care that
they are presently providing.
That Is. because some States-rnd
Louisiana is one of them-even with the
Federal mnatching up to $65 for aged, are
going beyond that. The same thing is
true in Colorado. and it is true in 23
States. Therefore, in those 23 States
there is what is described as free money.
and in which the program is adequate.
Therefore, they can reduce the State
contribution.
Mr. LAuSCHE. Would the deduction
be made because of the Federal money
that Is coming in?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes; it would
be. I would say that for Louisiana it will
be a, decision for the State hospital
board and the State welfare depart
ment to make. They are more familiar
withit thanlIam. I know thereis a
need for improvement In some respects.
However, my guess Is that there might be
some reduction In the expenditures.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Would that not mean
that the obligation of fiancing is shifted
from thle State level to the Federal level?
It the program Is to be reduced on the

State level because the Federal Govern
ment is Putting UP the money. would
that mean that there would- be more
shifting of responsibility?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Insofar as
that occurs-and it can occur-to the
extent of the $78 million in the bill.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Of free money.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes; that
cant happen.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that.
without prejudicing my rights to the
floor, I may yield to the Scnator from
Minnesota.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered.
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Constructed with several additions over
the years to house 588 patients. old Center
contains almost 400 more than that,.
?HIZT LOLL AJZCTLT

These afficted people, who have com
mitted no crime, are condemned to loll ab.
jectly In the structure's dark corridors for
the rest of their lives, hardly able to move
without disturbing deranged companions.
Last month the Baltimore City grand ju~ry
found conditions at Old Center "'shocking
beyond belief" and accommnodations foc
criminals In the penitentiaries *'palatial In
comparison."
That was a Baltimore City grand jury
investigating the condition of people

who had committed no crimes. The
grand jury said that the accommoda
tCons for criminals in the penitentiary
were palatial in comparison. I continue
to read:
Last month a Baltimore City grand jury
found conditions at Old Center "shocking
beyond belief" and accommodations for
criminals in the penitentiary "palatial In
comparison.'
These people, the jury said. "are sick and
helpless and doomed to remain forever in
those nauseating surroundings, for no one
could recover under such conditions."
Old Center Is one of the reasons for the
refusal last summer by the Joint Commis
sion on Accreditation of Hospitals to renew
Spring Grove's accreditation.
GSNZAL OVUBC5OWOI5I

A surrey tesam found general overcrowd
ing and a serious shortage of personnel at
Spring Grove as well as Springfield State
Hospital at Sykesville.
The withdrawal of these two institutions

from accreditation

lists leaves Maryland

without a mental hospItal meeting stand
ards set by the American Medical Associa
tion, the College of Surgeons, and the
American Hospital Association.

Visitors to Old Center are taken by a

white-uniformed attendant through locked.
metal doors and down dark, unpainted cor
ridors until they reach a long, narrow '"day
room" where they meet at last with the

blank, ghastly stares of the insane.
The "dayrooms" on each of three floors
are dark with only two3 narrow. castielike
windows at each end. The only furniture
Is a television set &at.
benches along each
wall where patients sit in oblivion, waiting
for the sun to set.
HIIDDN ATflNDANTS
hnteyaehredb-atndnsit
wardrooms off the dayrooms where beds
are 3 Inches apart. Mattresses, ronled Ins
corners during the day, are placed on the
floor at night so all can bed down.
In some sections of Old Center there Is
only 1 attendant for 75 patients.
In another section, 103 patients must use
Published in the Washington Star Of 3 lavatories. Water fountains were in
November 23. 1958.
stalled just recently so patients would not
Again I say that such conditions as have to drink from washbasins.
those referred to in the article exist
Barefoot patients claw at unpainted walls.
throughout the United States. I would lie on shower room floors. sleep slumped
not be discussing them otherwise. I against each other or just sit pulling at
read from the article:
their pajama unIforms.
CAIDNsvniL5Z 11b., November 22.-Hgh on
"WHAT
.5S CAN WE So? 
a hill here stands an Old, cavernous building
"What else can we do with them?" the
where 900 victims Of mental Illness are Jum- attendant asks hopelessly.
bled together in revolting desolation.
This chamber of horror is Spring Grove
Mr. President, at this time L wish to
State Hospital's Old Center Building, the oh- repeat a line fro the prayer delivered
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
1960-CONFERENCE REPORT
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the
Senate to the bill (H.R. 12580). the So
cialSecrit
Amndmets f 160.
Mr. LONGO of Louisiana. Mr. President, I have been wanting to get around
to discuss what I believe Ls a very fine
article entitled "Nine Hundred Are
Jammed in Squalor at Dismal Spring
Grove." written by William Talbott. and

ject of derision and crIticism from afary- by the Chaplain of the Senate on Thurs
land's mental health oalaias for the last le day.August 25:

years.
Yet stil It stands, deftans ag s time,
just as It was when built at the beginning
of the Civil War, allmost 100 years ago,

Stay our hands when we attempt to post.
pone Into the future the justice waiting to
be done today.
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Mr. President, I read further from the
article froni which I have already read
aLpart:

SENATE

land. Including Montgomery County. has a

rated Capacity of 2.968 patients.
It has 3.317 patients being cared for by a
-Welac
avenointhe uilingto ivestaff which also falls below standards.
"W ehave aoeplace increthbilong. ogv
Dr. Robert IL Gardner. superintendent.
thee eoleadq~tereretin.we have said Springfield has 26 doctors compared
so few attendants that the patients rarely with a need of 35.
even get Outside for walks."
The number of attendants meets stand
R. Kenneth Earnes, assistant superintendards, but there are only 22 registered nurses
ent at Spring Grove. estimates that from 10 compared to the 190 needed.
to 20 percent of the patients in Old Center
"There Is no question about It." Dr. Glard
are capable of rehabilitation.
ner said. "Overcrowding impairs treatment.
"We can do little more for them than ad- The close contact of patients disturbs them."
minister tranquilizers to keep them quiet.
DrGadesid"hminpolb
"Ifa ee
octra aten alceortwice a coming more acute all the time. are the aged
month he Is lucky. We have an average Of who could be cared for In nursing homes but
2 doctors for go0 patients.
who have no place else to go.",
LOSEC
ALLCONACTe
About 38 percent of the patient population
"T'hese people." M~r.Barnes said. "lose all at Spring Grove is 60 years of age or older.
contact with reality when housed In Old Officials estimate that half of these don't
Center because there Is no way we can treat belong at the Institution. but once admitted
them adequately.",
on the certificate of two private doctors.
C. D. Wagoner, maintenance superintend- there quite frequently is no way' to dis
Ont, sadd he receives $34,000 yearly for the charge them.
upkeep of buildings and prounds.
The majority live their lives out at mental
"Of this, we pour $10.000 yearly into Old Institutions although all they need Is nurs
Center alone. And YOU Can't see It. About ing cae
one-third of our patients are housed in a
Although Maryland has spent $44 million
building 100 years old. Where else can you on capital improvements at mental hos
nnd a facility still be use today that is 100 pitals since 1947, there still Is a lot to be
years old?'
done.

But this In only one of the socially crip-

pling problems at Spring Grove and Springfisld where, although buildings are less antiquated, overcrowding, personnel shortages
and lack of modern facilities retard the
return of the mentally III to a normal life.
At Spring Grove where patients outnumber the staff S to 1. there are 2.775 patients
crowded Into buildings licensed to accommo.date 2.293. This is approximately 500 more
than minimum standards.
TIE12v-Oz4E DOCTRoS ON &TAN?
The Institution's staff includes 31 doctors.
12 less than the need..

WHATa
REPORT SAID

A recent report of a special joint legisla
'tive committee studying mental hospitals
had this to say about the need for better
facilities:
"Treatment on an Intensified basis Is the
key that opens our hospital gates.
"Aside from the primary goal to be
achieved, the hard economic fact is that
Maryland taxpayers pay about 81.400 per
Year to maintain one patient In a State
mental hospital.
-"'Multiply
this by a total patient popula
tion In our 5 State mental hospitals of
about 12,000, subtract a permanent patient
population of about 7.000 and the realization

Mr. President. it has been my impression of these mental institutions that comes readily that nearly 5.000 patients
they are not in a position to pay anything could be discharged with intensified treatlike the amount that a good psychiatrstment'"
tit At Crownsville State
the coincould earn in private practice-or. in mittee found an excess ofHospital,
350 patients. High
fact,-ther amount an accredited psychi- priority recommendations were a 200-bed
atrist would expect to earn In outside building for continued-care patients and a
Pract~ice. The result Is that the doctors building for the Intensive treatment of
In these mental institutions tend to be patients.

rather elderly, and usually there are only
There are about 2.350 patients at Crownsa few reasonably young doctors on the yulle and only 27 physicians.
staffs, because the pay is usually vey
The committee found Eastern Shore State
andwih
ewexcpton
vtery Hospital at Cambridge "definitely underlow; an-ihfwecpin-h
e-staffed in medical and psychiatric personnel."
ter doctors are in private practice, treatThe committee found a need for a 200-bed
Ing a very small number of patients, geriatric building, which was approved 2
Instead of working in these mental years ago but never built, and additional
hospitals.
psychiatric treatment and maintenance

I read further from the article:

Only 26 of the physicians work with Paittents. The rest are engaged In administrative duties. Fifteen of the practicing physicians are still In training, thus they work
withpatent
ony to-thrdsof he ime
Attendants. including licensed p

nurses and psychiatric aides, total 499. An
additional 50 are needed to provide even the

equipment.

Rosewood State Training School for Chl-ll
dren near Baltimore was found "faced with
the need for adequate personnel both in
number and caliber." The remodeling of a
cottage there, approved "some time ago." still
hs
otbee sared

Mr. President. it might be well to take
a look at what is being done In some of

minimum care and recreation required forteSasofheUin
the mentally Ill and senile confined day after teSae
day within bae" walls,
care.
Spring Grove has 24 registered nurses, 113
less than the number required by natioiial
ly accepted standards.
Social workers, who play a large part In
rehabilitating patients and serve as con
tacts with their familes, are scarce, able to
fulfil only part W. the job they would like
to do.
PROBLE THE SAME
At Springlield the problem Is the same,
2his Institution serving parts of Baltimore
City aSW Colnty and all of western Mary-

fteUinaotmun

butm

tl
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meaits of that prayer. because the conference report before us surrenders back 
80 percent of what the Senate voted for
when it voted that justice be done to the
least of them, all our people. Justice for
these people can be obtained if we have
the courage to reJect the conference
report and ask for a further conference.
Earlier today, when the Senate convened, a visiting chaplain offered the
prayer. He IsDr. Lawrence D. Folkemner.
minister of the Lutheran Church of the

August 29

age. It would have made It possible for
persons who had worked only one quar
ter out of every four quarters between
1950 and the present time, or a total of
21/i years, to have been covered under
social security. That provision was
stricken by the Senate committee and
the confe'ence agreed that we include a
provision calling for one quarter in every
three quarters. By doing so we elimni
nated from COVerag.a 200,000 people out
of 6'0,000 to whom the coverage would

He have been extended. In doing this, we
in Washington.
Reformation
eliminated the neediest of the 800,000
Prayed:
Open our eyes to sce the wrongs and the People to be included.
In my Judgment, the conference re
woes of our land that cry out to be put
the direction
right. Give to us a vision of our land as port moves entirely in the
expense of
we economize at
whereby
Thou wouldst have It, be and as Thou alone
pitiful of all.
most
the
and
neediest
the
It.
fashion
canst
It would be a sad response to that en- The House-Senate conference did some
treaty to vote today to accept a con- fancy' economizing here. The bill has
ference report which surrenders most been described by Representative FOR
of the Jtistice, righteousness and charity AND as a siam and a delusion. I will
that the Senate voted for only a few quote from the author of the amend
ment. describing the bill in the House
o h
days ago,.
would place debate, when he said:
In doing steSenate
Personally, I think It Is a sham; I think It
itself in line with the previous action
of the Senate at least three times when Is a mirage that we arm holding up to the
they ame going
it voted to agree to certain welfare old folks to look at andsaythink,
that because they
woud hve dne o get ac~nething. I
amndmetswhic
governments
State
50
upon
depend
to
have
Or
OCASEUIYAIAENDMI24NTS
for the needy, the poor, the to enact iegisaition to authorize them to
S IASCRIYsomething
depressed, and later voted to accept a handle the program that Is isated there.
1960-CONFERENCE REPORT
The Senate resumed the consideration report from the House-Senate confer
That is the kind of description we
of the report of the committee of con- ence which dropped out the-se amendhave of It. We can with better grace
ference on the disagreeing votes of the ments.
The conference committee has brought criticize the final product here in the
two Houses on the amendments of the
on the House side, because
Senate to the bill H.R. 12580 the Social back a report which surrenders and Senate than
for which at least most of what was in the House
out teknofjsie
SeuiyAedet f16.strires
Senate voted. Unfortunately, mny bill was retained, while most ci what was
uhthe
oisaa.Hw
Mrf ON
taken out.
time remains on the conference report? of the same Senators who voted to do in the Senate bill was
We heard much talk in the Senate
The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'The Sen-, this justice will proceed to vote to accept
about how we would make It possible for
ator ftom Louisiana has 1 hour and 48 the conference report.
It comes with mIgrace from some of a ma to retain what little earnings he
minutes remaining; the opponents have
our Democratic Senators to talk about made under social security. it sounded
33 minutes remaining,
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President. will the a Republican-Dixiecrat: coalition, be- good. The bill went to conference, pro
Senator yield 10 minutes to me, or would cause if they vote for the conference re-vingtaapesncudar$10
port they will be voting for the attitude a month, whereas previously he could
he prefer to do so later?
only $100 a month, and still retain
Mr. LONG0 of Louisiana. I shl be of some of our more conservative friends earn
ewmnue.The plus the view of some of our Republican his social security benefits.
gldtoyeln
onrnea
Webogtacfrm
of
junior Senator from Louisiana is often friends, the most conservative ones
which would cost 10 percent of
struck by the discrepancy between that all. when they vote to accept the report. measure
onigwhnwhich strikes out about 80 percent of what it would have cost to let the per
i te
ra w
fo wic
the Chaplain guides us In prayer, and what the majority voted for orn the sonkepsmadionlarng.I
words, from a coat point of view.
floor. this morning quoted a fa- other
that, which we vote for during the day; Senate
90 percent of the benefits were extracted
A Senator
and apt passage from Shake- by the conference. The report we
Just as he has been impressed by the di-milr
brought back provided that a person
crepancy by what we put into our platcould make an extra 830 per year, pro
form and in public pronouncements to speare:
vided his social security benefits were
the pres and the public, as copaedThe fault. dear Brutus. Is not In our strs reduced
by half that amount; and that
with what we actually vote for when we But in ourselves, that we n unelns
The fault Is ii. ourselves that we do thereafter every dollar he made would
have an opportunity to carry out some of
se
the pronouncements on the floor of the not make progress, because tbo many of result in a $1 reduction of his social
us are faint Of heart when we fight for curity benefits. So, in effect, he would
Senate.
for the Fed
The other day I was presiding over the what we belleve in, and when we send be working. 100 Percent,
It would amount to
Senate as the Acting President pro tern- our conferees to conference knowing eral Government.
100 percent
of
tax
pore when the Chaplain of the Senate, that, we have no strong reason to believe the same as a Federal
the Reverend Frederick Brown Harris. that the conferees will make an all-out on a poor man for every dollar a person
earned over 81,50.
fight for it.
offered the prayer:
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, will
Mr. CLAIM. Mr. President. will the
Stay our bands whea we attempt topsi
the Senator yield?
Senator yield?
POEa into the future the justicewaiting to t
Mr. LONG of Louilsiana. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
done today.
Mr. TALMADGE. I commend the
Mr. CLAIM What percentage of the
wreIn heChanonl a ewSentos
from Louisiana for bringing out
Senator
cut
were
bill
House
the
by
given
hat-benefits
n
te
afe
Onl
Snatrswee
that point. Is it not true that the Comn
ber at that time, but I am sure many of out in the conference report?
voted unanimously to

them would like to subscribe to the senti-

merits of that prayer:
Stay aurhands when we attempt to poetpone into the future the justice weitlag to be

done today.
i would urge, as we vote on the eonference, report. that we follow the senM-

The House mittee on Finance
permit persons who are retired and are
drawing social security to earn up to
81*00 annually rather than the 81,200
was a subJect In conference, was over the which Is permitted at preset?
Mr. u0MG of louistana. The coin
provision that would have reduced the
required number of quarters for cover- mittee on Finance so voted unanimously,
?d. LONG of Louisiana.ru

bill di no giv many benefits, to begin
with. So they are not much reduced.
The best provision in the House bill that
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and the senator from Georgia was one
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, will
of the Senators who voted that way,
the Senator yield?
Mr. TALMADGE.
Every Democrat
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
and Republican on the Committee on
Mr. GRUENING. is it not true that
Finance so voted; did he not?
when these provisions were originally
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator written into the Social Security Act, the
is correct, and there was not a vote cost of living was very much lower; and
against that plan on the Senate floor, that the increase in the cost of living
unless it might be construed that the in the last 7 years was one reason for
two Senators who voted against the including an amendment of the very
passage of the bill were against that kind which was written into the Senprovision.
ate bill, but which the conferees have
Mr. TALMADGE. As I understand, taken out?
the conference brought back a comproMr. LONG of Louisiana. I agree.
mise which permits a person to earn be- Just as a matter of reducing the cost to
tween $1,200 and $1,500 annually, but the Federal G3overnment, a great injuswill force him to relinquish $1 of every tice is done, because if a person receives
S2 he earns,
income from stocks and bonds, if he reMor. LONG of Louisiana. out of the ceives income from annuities: or assume
first $25 a month he makes he w~ill be tlhat he is one who holds a private retirerequired to relinquish $1 out of every $2. mecnt policy, or has any sort of "retireThereafter, he relinquishes it all.
ment" income, he can keep it. In other
Mr. TALMADGE. Under the terms of words, if he is receiving a Government
the conference report, what will be the retirement check of $200 or $400 a
maximum a person will be permited to month, or if he is a Senator and is reearn now and still draw social security? ceiving Government retirement pay of
Mr. LONG. If we eliminate some of $900 a month, he can keep all of that
the complicated technicalities under and still draw his social security benewhich a person might be able to obtain fits. In fact, there is no limit to the
r. itle
he igre
or, oud e $,50.amount of retirement income a person
He could earn the first $1,200, as under can draw and still draw social security,
existing law, and keep that; and he could But suppose he is a poor fellow who
earn $300 more and keep $150 of that. draws a social security check of only
Mr. TALMADGE. In other words, a $30 a month. Suppose he has a wife,
man could earn $1,500 and still receive which makes it possible for him to draw
social security?
a
xr
1
ot.Teeaetotebgoe

Mr. ONGof
ouiian. N. I hepeople who are living on $45 a month.
earned $1,500. he would be permitted to If he goes out and works for himself and
keep $1,350.
his wife makes an extra $100 a month,
Mr. TALMADGE. Actually, then, the from that point forward the Governamount limit on earnings of those re- mnent starts to cut him $1 for every $2
celving social security benefits is raised he earns; and after he earns an extra
from $1,200 a year to $1,350?
$1,350 net, with the Government taking
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes.
$150 from a gross of $1,500, then, from
Mr. TALMADGE. I am glad that the that point forward the Government reconference did not entirely eliminate duces his social security by 100 percent
the increase. However, I would have 3f whatever he earns.
much preferred the $1,800 for which
Imagine a man and wife living on
the Committee on Finance unanimously an income of $142.50 a month and payvoted and which the Senate approved.
ing what amounts to a tax of 100 perI commend the Senator for bringing cent. If the same person -had a retirethis point to the attention of the Senate. men~t income from a corporation, after
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is a mat- he had worked as a corporation executer of opinion. Some Senators, including tive: or if he had retired and had ina Senator for whom I know the Senator come from stocks, bonds, or other infrom Georgia has high regard, said that vestments; if he had retirement income
if this was all we could give the poor from life insurance policies he had taken
old people, then we might just as well out. he could receive all the income for
have forgotten the whole thing,
which he was not then working, and
If we are simply changing the law still draw his full maximum benefit of
to a degree where the employees of the social security. But that would not be
social security Program have to stand true of the poor devil who has to conbehind people, with a Pencil and pad tinue to work for a living. If he conto take its cut every time a person earns tinues to work, Uncle Sam gets 100 per50 cents, we might as well forget the cent after the first $25, over the amount
whole thing anyway,
Presently permitted by law.
Mr. TALMADGE. I know that many
Mr. TALMADGE. As a matter of
People in MY' State, in the Senator's fact, such a proposal puts a premium
State of Louisiana, and in all other on idleness, instead of providing an inStates of the Union, who are retired centive to one -who wants to continue to
and are drawing modest social security workc.
retirement checks, find those amounts
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. it Conare Insufficient to live upon. They want tinues to carry out the old concept.
to work and Perform duties In honest which is to be only slightly modified,
toil So as to Increase their income. IE of prompting a man to quit work, to encannot understand why Congress will able a Younger person to take his place.
not Permit them to do so.
Mr. TALMADGE. No matter how
Mr. L40NG of Louisiana. The Sena- Productive he miught be.
thans htatmen isr enieLoet
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That Is fine
thn
frI.if i
that ecacePt 13 a~pplied to someone
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who is well able to retire, and has plenty
of retirement income. But how about
the poor fellow who is expected to re
tire on $30 a month? Some persons
seem to think he can live on $30 a
month.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. The Senator said the
Committee on Finance unanimously
voted to raise the limit to $1,800, and
that the Senate voted for it. What rea
sons were ascribed in conference for
striking or modifying that particular
provision?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Fundamental
to the whole backdown, the whole march
down the hill, the whole 80 or 90 per
cent surrender,'was the House concept
that it did not want a situation to arise
in which it might be necessary, at any
time during the next 2 years, to raise the
social security tax.
Mr. COOPER. But was it argued or
shown that the change would affect the
social security fund from an actuarial
standpoint? Would the change have had
any effect upon the fund actuarially?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Let us conaider what this proposal really means.
The provision would not have cost any
thing in this calendar year. because the
statute we werg amending works on a
calendar-year basis. This proposal was
otie
twstebg

gest item of them all. It would have
cost 0.19 of the payrolls; in other words,
almost two-tenths of 1 percent of the
Payroll; about $500 million per annum.
If the provision for which the Senate
had voted had been adopted, sometime
next year It would have been necessary
for Congress to vote a small increase in
the social security tax. If the conference
had agreed to every benefit for which the
Senate voted and everything for whichthe House voted, it would have meant
that sometime next year, because very
little of the benefits would have become
effective before the first of the year, IL
would have been necessary to provide an
increase of one-eighth of 1 percent in the
social security tax. That was the basis
for the bill the conference committee re
ported. That is the foundation of the
conference report: that any benefits
which are provided now must be bene
fits that can be achieved without pro
viding any increase in the long-range
cost of the program, to the extent that
an increase in the tax would be required.
Mr. COOPER. Let me say that I be
lieve I have received more letters re
garding the social security problem from
People who would like to work than I
have from any other group. Not only
wonud they like to earn additional
money, but they wish to work because
they are happier when they are work
ing. and they feel that in that way they
are more productive.
I believe this amendment Is one of the
most important that was-adopted by the
Senate. I am sorry it has been modified.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Some Sena
tors make the point that in terms of the
overall economy, this amendment Prob
ably would pay for itself, because when
these people are at work, they have to
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Pay excise taxes and hidden taxes on
their earnings, and the result Is that the
11ncom, of the Governument is increased to
that ex(tent.
Mr. President. so far as I know, this
amendment was adopted without any
Protest at all. But 42 Democratic Senators Voted to do a lot more than that;
and they voted for the tax to pay for it.
They Voted to increase the present tax
by one-half of 1 percent. They wanted
to make a start on medical aid; and they
would have voted for whatever tax was
necessary to cover the cost. In my judgmient, if the House were permitted to
vote on this proposal, the House would
accept it in a moment. But it was surrendered by the conferees just because
conservative members of the House
group seemed to feel that the conference
report should not contain any provision Which would mean an increase
In the long-range cost of this program.
Then we had a provision which would
have Permitted persons to retire at age
62. That provision was designed primarily for the benefit of persons who
have lost their jobs at or after age 62 and,
have not been able to find jobs, even
though they are still able to do some
kinds of light work, and who now are not
likely to find employment. Under this
Provision, they would be allowed to retire at age 62. although with reduced
benefits. Theoretically, this provision
would not have entailed any additional
cost to the program. But, actually, it
would seem that there would be some
cost to the program as a result of reduclag the number of years such persons
would be working and earning and contributing to the' program. That cost
would perhaps be about one-fourth of the
cost of the $1,800 limitation,
We know what persons that proVision was intended to cover,
The Senator from West Virginia was
the Principal sponsor of the amendment
on this subject. In States where there
Is much unemployment, many people
have used up their unemployment benefits. They have no indication that they
can find employment. There Is a tendeney for them to retire at an earlier
age and to accept benefits from 10 to 20
Percent lower, Provided they can then
begin to drav their social security payments. In other words, it will do a
man little good to know that he ==z
retire and can draw these benefits at
age 65,1if he Is likely to starve to dcath
before he reaches that age.
Be the Senate agreed to the amendmeat. But In the conference report
there Is not even so much as a shadow
to Indicate that the Senate ever acted at
all on that matter. That provision Was
dropped from. the conference report on
the basis of the concept--which the Senate conferees did not protest-that
nothing includeu In the final bill ahduld
Increase the cost of social security to
such ant extent that there would be a
requirement to increase the social security tax In the future. So, proceeding
on the basis that we Were to have a
few little bonies and scraps here and
there, provided they did not Increase
then social security tax. our conferees
jIelded on this major provisioIL
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Mr. President, let me refer again to
another provision that was thrown back
in. It had to do with a House pro
vision that would help low income peo
ple achieve at least some assistance.
Many Per-sons have not been covered by
social security, even though they have
paid some social security taxes. The
House bill took the position that if a
man worked one quarter In every four
Quarters which expired between 1950 and
the present time, and if during that
period he was under social security coy
erage. he could draw some benefits. Of
course, in most instances he would be
able to draw only the minimum benefit
of $30 a month for a single man or $45 a
month for a man and wife.
In order to try to squeeze in some
of what the House had provided, and
still come within the cost limitation, the
Senate agreed, to the extent of providin~g that only one of every three such
persons would be included. Generally
sPeaking it can be said that the twothirds thus included do not need that
assistance as much as do the one-third
who were dropped out.
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SOCIAL SECU.RITY AMENDMENTS OF

1960--CONFERENCE REPORT
The Senate resumed the considera
tion of the report of the committee of
conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on the amendments of
the Senate to the bill H.R. 12580. the
Social Security Amendments of 1960.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Louisiana yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, it will take me about 5 more min
utes to explain the conference report,
and ther. I shall be glad to yield to the
Senator from Pennsylvania.
So. Mr. President, as I Pointed out a
moment ago. there. again. is a major
provision on which the Senate con
ferees yielded, although It could easily
have been included in the report unless
we had accepted the House idea that we
-should not take any action that would
require an increase in the social security
tax sometime next year. In other words.
the theory of the conference report is
that benefits are anl right, provided they
do not require more taxes.
Of Course, the fourth rrovision which
was surrendered had to do with the ef
fort to make some provision about the
disgraceful conditions which exist In the
State mental institutions.
I wish to place in the Recoatn a chart
Which shows what the States are doing
in that conlnectionl. The States cannot
be criticized In thpt regard. Although
the conditions which exist in the State
mental hospitals are absolutely dis
graceful and deplorable, yet without any
Federal aid at all. the States are making
a real effort in this field.
Mr. CLARK. Some of the States are
making a real effort.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. However, it
is hard to be cnraticl For instance, canaider a State such as Alabama. Ala
bama spends $16 million a year in at
tempting to Provide for the mentally sick
who are In these institutions. Yet the
cost per patient in Alabama is only $3.05,
Of course, as the Senator from Penn
sylvania knows, 'we have available to us
statistics and Information which show
how horrible are the conditions when the
cost Per Patient Is $4.65, or even when
the cost Per Patient approaches $5,
A -number of states really make an.
effort to do something about this situa
tion. Pnansylvaia would be a good
example. Pennsylvania, which Is so ably
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represented by the Senator from that
Mr. GRUENING. I wish to commend
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, what
State who has been engaging in this col- the Senator from Louisiana, who has does the highest State spend?
loquy with me. spends S124 million to presented a potent series of arguments
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.
State of
care for all the mentally sick in that why the Senate should vote against the Colorado spends $21.80. If The
one tries to
State. Yet the latest figures show that conference report and send It back for arrive at an average, I would say
the
the daily expenditure amounts to a per further conference in the hope that we figure would be about $4.80: and that
capita expenditure of only $4.50-just will get a better bill. The conferees is just about what the State of Penn
within the range that the Secretary of have so weakened an already weak bill sylvania pays.
Health, Education, and Welfare has de- so as to make it a sham, as one Member
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President. will the
scribed as disgraceful,
of the other body has described it.
Senator from Louisiana yield me 10 min
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President. will the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. We should utes?
Senator from Louisiana yield?
stop saying we are fighting for the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield 10
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
underprivileged, the needy, the least of minutes to the Senator from Pennsyl
Mr. CLARK. The Senator front Lou- them all, according to Christian con- vania.
isiana is quite correct-in regard to the cepts, if we first vote to do something
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, the Sena
figures about my Commonwealth. But about it and then vote to back down. tor from Louisiana, with unassailable
we would not be doing nearly as well as This is the third time in the experience logic, has made it very clear, to me at
we are now doing if we had not had two of the Senator from Louisiana that we least, why this conference report should
successive Democratic Governors who have voted In the Senate to do some- be rejected; and I shall vote with
him
were able to persuade the legislature to thing for the needy, and then have had to reject the report.
increase to an amount substantially the conferees drop it. In my judgment.
I should like to summarize briefly my
greater than It used to be the amount these proposals could have been ob- reasons for doing so. I believe the Sen
that Is spent on those in our State who tained. Yet, after the conferees came ator from Louisiana is correct when he
need medical care. But, even so,!I do not back here, many Senators who voted for says the Senate conferees surrendered
think our State is doing all that it the amendment a~greed to drop it after in conference. I say that with
no inshould; It should be doing much more.
the Senate conferees yielded as they had~ vidious connotation to any Member of
I recognize the requirement of rule done before,
body. I am sure our conferees
~XI to the effect that in the course of To talk about what we stand for this
thought what they did
right. But
debate, no Senator shall refer offensively leaves us open to the criticism by the the fact of the matter is was
as a result
to any State of the Union; and I shall Republicans who say the Democrats are of this conference, 80 that,
percent of the
conform -tothat requirement. But I be- not sincere, that they will talk big, but benefits which were in the
bill when the
lieve I should point out that unquestion- not to make it stick: they will vote in bill left the Senate have been aban
ably there are States which should do far the Senate to put something in a bill, but doned.
more in this respect than they are doing, will not fight to keep it in.
Let me say, in my Judgment, this con
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thank the
I do not criticize our conferees. They ference report does not meet the stand
Senator from Pennsylvania. In fact, are reflecting the point of vie~w of their ards of the Democratic
platform which
what is happening in these States is States. But three of our conferees come was adopted in Los Angeles
on July 12,
typical of the situation prevalent all over from two States that do the least in 1960. I read from page 32 of that
plat
the Nation. The provision of greater aid terms of public welfare,
form:
portanemethat scrtinl Itsuhouldo imk;
I have in front of me the chart I put
For those
few of our older peo
Portncetha
cerainy i shold akeinto the RECORD the other night. The pie who haverelatlveey
never been eligible for social
Precedence over many other
programs. States are listed in the order of the ef- security coverage,
we shall provide corre
As a matter of fact, In the conferenc fort they make in the field of public wel- sgonding beenue.isb prpitosfo
h
I pleaded that, if need be. it would befae
proper to decrease to some extent the fr.gnrlrvne
Provisions Proposed for hospitalization
Ordinarily, if a Senator is a Democrat
It is true this bill does
some
elsewhere-for instance, perhaps even he cannot go on a committee if a Sen- gesture in support of our old make
people who
make a decrease in the area subject tog ator from his own State is on -that com- are not on social security; but,
in
percent matching, or reduce some of the mittee. A lot of Senators would like to judgment, that gesture Is entirely my
in
benefits elsewhere, if necessary, in order be on the Appropriations Committee. I adequate. It might have been close to
to make some provision in this field. 'would like to be on it. But a colleague being adequate if the bill as it left the
Certainly in this field there is a crying from my State Is on that committee, Senate had been accepted in conference,
need, and the Secretary of Health, Edu- Some Members of the Senate would like but It was not. So!I find, in my judg
cation, and Welfare himself has said to be on the Flinance Committee, but. ment, that pledge in our platform is not
he has under way a crusade for the pr.o they cannot be on it because colleagues met in this conference report.
vision of greater aid in this field. Yet from their States are on that committee.
With respect to the problem of thre
he fights to the bitter end our attempts On the other hand, if a Republican iMentally III. I think this bill as it comes
to make some provision for the terrific comes from the same State as a Demo- back from conference also does not meet
need for additional care in this field, and rabtofhe
cnbeon the same the Democratic
and I read
he suggests that the bill might be sub- committee. That conditon ex~sts in the the plank in our platform;
platform dealing with
JeCt to a veto If Congress were to do any- Committee on Finance we have two mental health:
thing about providing aid in this field. Senators on that committee from the
Mental patients flut more than half the
Why? Because this Is the field of great State of Dlelaware. in my judg- hospital beds In the country today.
greatest need. It is a field where States ment. if the Junior Senator from Del- PrOvIegetyicesd eea uprWe will
o
are making a great effort, but are still aware represented the State of LoulSi- psychiatric research and training, and comn
he ewuld
oe ofthegreaestmunity mental health programs, to help
doing a miserable job for many patients. a.hewud
eon
ft5,rets
bring back
of our hospitalized
and a field where, if the Federal aov- public welfare advocates in the Senate. me~tally Ut thousands
to full and useful lives in the
erlinent gets into it, will cost It a lot of Now and then he has voted for public community.
money. That being the case, the tend- welfare even to the extent of being critiHad the Long amendment remained
enCY is to do nothing, because the Ped- cized for it. because such measures would in the bill, I believe we would have gone
eral Government has done nothing. It not benefit his State as much as they a long step along the road to meet that
is said we should leave it to a study next would other S'ates. Yet as a Senator plank in the platform.
year. I1have oftentimes heard the Sc from Delaware he cannot be expected to
lDc_'s the Senator from Louisiana
retarY of Health, Education, and Wel- take as much interest as Senators from. agree?
fare described as one who wants to go other States, On the conference coinMr;. LONG of Louisiana. It
even beyond what the Democrats do- mittee were two Senators from the State have provided $120 millIon, which would
would
but not now, not now, not now.
of Delaware and one from the State Of have been a long step.
Mr. ORUENING. Mr. President, wail Virginia. The State of Virginia spends
Mr. CLARK. And the $120 million Is
the Sentor yield?
74 cents per capita In its efforts in the not in the conference report,?
Mr. L40NG of Louisiana. I yield to public welfare field. Delaware spends
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No lt Is left
the Senato fronm Alaska.
$1IJ4 per capita.
out; not one nickel Is provided.
CVi-iias
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Mr. CLARK. I read fromt page 33 of
the Democratic platform, under the
heading, "Special Services":
Ws shall take Federal action in support of
8tate efforts to bring standards of care in
nursing homes and other Institutions for
the aged up to desirable minimums.
Are'not the mental hospitals and the
tubercular hospitals, which the amendment Of the Senator from Louisiana
would have affected, the "other type of
Institution" where the aged are being
taken care of and where the desirable
minimums are not in effect?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As the Senator knows, in many of the institutions
for the mentally ill there have been constructed the so-called geriatric buildings
for aged persons whose mental condition
Is really associated more with old agfe
than it is with any other type of mental
illness. I speak of feeblemindedness, for
example, or hardening of the arteries in
the brain.
Many Persons of this sort are todny
being treated in mental institutions. It
might be possible for States to distort the
use of the money to build a separate institution, to move the people out and
put them somewhere else, in order to get
the matching funds to which *e refer.
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That is what
could be done. Those who operate these
institutions feel that much could be done

I made the point that the State of
Alaska and the State of Wisconsin have
made a real effort to provide adeqjuate

even without further research. There Is care. The standard of care is about $8

a Possibility, of course, that with further per patient in Alaska, while the standard
research we could do a lot more.
of care for mental illness is only about
I have some figures in this regard. Mr. $4.07 on the average in most States. Of
President, and I ask unanimous consent course, Alaska has a high cost of living,
that they be printed in the RECORD at as the Senator from Alaska knows. That
this point, in order to show what the would somewhat discount the relatively
States are presently doing in terms of high per capita expenditure which the
expenditures for medical and hospital State mnkes.
Mr. GRUENING. I thank the Sena
care for patients suffering from mental
illness. .I s'hall supply that for the ter for his comment.
RECORD, since this is the only copy I
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. When we
have,
compare this to a hospital cost of $26
There being no objection, the in- per day nationwide, Senators can see
formation is ordered to be printed in that is very low.
the RECORD, as follows:
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I turn to
Latest figures availabe on expenditures for the t'Utd reason why I believe the con
State mcntal hospitals and costs per pa- ference report should be rejected. As I

tient

Total ex-

Cost per

Patientpjer

.1er-enlditues
-_____

~*Aaaa

~a

de

____

2. Aluka ------..........- ................
3. Arizona-----------------2., 914.709
5' Coliornado-------------....~
6. Connectreut ------------- 43, 416,410

00
4.52
5-79

understand It. no really serious effort
was made to hold to the Senate's posi
tion that the earnings criterion for older
people should be raised from $1,200 a
year to $1,800 a year. I myself have had
bill which would raise the criterion to

240bfr
h Cmiteo
iac
for 2 years. I think this ought to be the
absolute minimum.
The committee

adopted a compromise of $1,800, and
then--gave--most-of that away. As the
9. C-oorgia---------------- -10o60.96
329 Senator said awhile ago. we end up1. Hawpaii-----------------..24613-,72
5.63 oversimplifying the case, perhaps, but
i2. Illinois-----------------:122.491.400
4.
rel9ial-wt3130
13. Tridimfa ---------- _-----44.416.566
5307 . Mr. President. my friend from Louisi
loss.a -------------------. 16.594,20........-----ana Is correct when hp says that was a
93.ans .................. -9.9n67 3
8
Mr. CLARK. In my Judgment, most 16. Kentucky--------------- 17.93D.608
:329 surrender by the Senate conferees to our
ofteSae
ilno.A
ebr
7. LouiAnna --------------- 11.917,439
3.74 friends in the House, who, as I under
the Special Committee Dealing With the 19.Maryland ---------------I2D.097.21439
4:66 stand it, were quite unwilling to have
Problems of the Aged and Agig unde
Ma~~sachusetts-----------.42.717, 65
5.16 any bill come from the conference which
the chairmanship of the distinguished Z.. 'mcii--......----4025t3--------4-293
~
wudices tesca
euiytxb
Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA, 23. Miasissi~pl--------------.8.171,361
2.3as
much as one-tenth of 1percent.
Ihad an opportunity to observe the med- j42Nebissk----------------'lS.,KI42
4.24
The PRESI3DDNG OFFICER. The
Ical needs of that part of the aging popu- 26. Nevada ----------------- 1, 058,8
4.25s time of the Senator from Pennsylvania
but It does seem ridiculous even in such
an instance to require the States to
change the entire way of doing business
Some States will and some will not. The
simple way to do this would be to make
the funds available.

atotowihm
fredhs
latin
t whch
y frendhasrefr

rered

I assure the Senator from. personal

knowledge, from my service on-the cornmittee, as well as from my former ca-

27 'New Hampshire---------- 4.614.593
.2e New Jersey-------------..34.61C6.602
.19New 7.texico------------- 4.033,7CS8

-3n New. York-------------..191, Mg,916
31. North Carolina----------.26,376. WS
a2. Nortli Dakota ------------ 4.109,483

These people were being treated entirely
on a custodial basis, with no effort at
if the Senator's amendment had been
agreed to in the conference we would
have made a real step toward taking care

of those unfortunate people,
Mr. LONG of Louisiaiia. Mr. President, the Senator is correct,
I can unierstand why the Secretary, of
Health, Education, and Welfare would
be reluctant to go along on a program to
provide adequate medical care for the
mentally il. It could become a big program. of course, in many respects some
of the expenditures would result in subsequent savings, as the Senator well
knows, because In many cases these people can be cured. I have seen estimates
that anywhere from 20 to 50 percent of
these, people, If they could be treated,
could be returned to society as usfu
citizens, or at least as happy persons In
the homes from which they came.
Mr. CLAMK That has been the exper""nc in Pennsylvania.

4n. Tenne~see--------------..6I5,r182
i i
41.--------------exa
41,8808,ODOn
42. vermiont ---------------- 4.61 1.09OD
43' V~irginIa----------------..23.97611

4eailttin.
INLosn--------1,4,8

46. WVyomiug---------------.Z2K-,W
760

4.86

4.

pacity of mayor of Philadelphia, I have 33. Ohio------------------...99718.695
senmn3hlls4ldrpolewo
Oregon-----------------...110.63
Bee
mnyhelles
lde pope
woif33.
Pennsylvania-----------124.534.547
provided only a little medical care, could .16. Ptwrto Rico ------------- 1.924.430
be brought back to the situation whee
1 Rhode Island--------------%Q,.%
whre.q.SutaCarolina----------- 5.016,494
they could leave the mental institution 39 Sourlh Dakota------------ 4,10, 66O
and go back to live with their families.

6. K
4.3r
39

De

A. Florila ----------------- 29._327,787

6.36
5494
565
4.24

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield me an additional 5 min

00
4.60
4.45
4.5.1

utes?
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my friend from Louisiana, that if we ap-

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield 5
minutes to the Senator from Pennsyl
&35 vanila.
4.83
Mr. CLARK. I believe the House was
2.50
3 50 wrong in that regard. I believe, with
Pointed conferees to go back to confer
ence who really represented the prevail&36 Ing view in the Senate, we could per
4.9
suade our friends in the other body to
.40

3.31

IIyield
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If I were to

Judge the entire Nation by the figures for
Louisiana. my impression would be that
about 20 percent of the persons in the
mental institutions are over the age of
65. Therefore, only about 20 percent of
the amount will be subject to matching.
If the amendment which I offered had
been agreed to. every State would have
been in a position to at least double its
standard of care, and it would be dif..
cult to say that any State, with the possible exetions of Wicnin sn ls
sa iehexcep
i a oiino
s
pe
ndingas
moa.mihtn be inecsary
poiino

has expired.

pnigto

mrthninesaya
I say that because the hospitals of the
State of Louisiana are provided about
$15.60 for general hospitalization of such
persons. We spend about $3.74 for those
who are mentally flL

oid tis

and on several other points

I have raised,
I turn now to the fourth reason why
I think the conference report should be
rejected. As the Senator from Louisiana
has so well said, this bill, when it left
the Senate, blanketed under social secu
rity coverage 600.000 edditional individ
uals who have been working on a parttime coverage of social siecurity. When
the bill came back from the conference
the 600,000 had been reduced to 400.000.
In addition, the 200,000 eliminated
were the most needy of the eoitire lot.
This seems to me to be the wreog way
approach the problem. It Is sctrt of
"wrong-wa~y Corrigan" approach. If
one is going to cut down in conferenwL-,
for goodness sake, one should cut down
those who are the least needy. We
should keep the most needy under the
terms of the bill, and not cut them out.
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That action seems to me to evidence a
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SENATE

There have been brave Senators of that

sort on this floor. I recall reading about
an occasion before I came to the Senate
when the Senator from Louisiana did
just that. But I wish to say to all who
may read my renmarks that that is not
the way to win friends and influence
people.
I have had Pending in the Senate
Committee on Rules and Administration
for over a year a proposed rule which
woud automatienily require that a majority of the Senators going to conference must represent the prevailing view
of the Senate with respect to matters on
which the Senate and House are in disNEED FOR CHANGE IN SENATE RU'LES
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President. I turn ag-reement.
That proposed rule has never received
now to the lessons which we should perpoposd rle hs nver
aththerin;
hapslear frm ths deatewithrespct
That Proposed rule
discussion.
a
leshad
Those
the
Senate.
of
to the rules
was buricd 10 fathoms deep because of
sons, I think, are four in number,
ro
et eanetrl
In the first place, we should have wha reit
learned again from this debate what we neous position with respect to seniority
have learned to our sorrow many times and an erroneous Position with respect to
in the 4 years I have served in the Sen- the thought that it might be construed
ur
oeo
ea des ciiimo
ate: that when we send Senate confeest
to conference, regardless of their force, Most dearly beloved and respected
of their vigor, or of their integrity, if Senators.
I say that next year we had better
they do not believe in the position of the
Senate in opposition-to the position of change that rule, if we wish to enact the
the House. we must expect we are going program of the Democratic Party, which
to get a conference report back which I confidently expect to win the election,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As the
Is not the kind of compromise which
Senators who believe in the position of Senator from Pennsylvania knows, there
the Senate would have been able lo is no Senate rule that stands between
negotiate had they been the conferees. this body and the appointment of conMr. President, I yield to no man in my ferees who represent the majority POsirespect and admiration for the Senate tion of the Senate.
Mr. CLARK. I have already so stated.
conferees in thiscase. I point out, howquite unfortunate lack of compassion.
For these reasons, I shall support the
position of the Senator from Louisiana,
and I shall vote against the conference
report..
Mr. President. I wish to turn to another subject with respect to which I
suspect my good friend from Louisiana
and I are not in complete accord. I
wonder if my friend will permit rme 5
minutes from now to complete my comments.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield to
the Senator.

ever, that the only Senate conferee who
refused to sign the conference report
was the Senator from Louisiana. and he
was the only Senate conferee who supPorted the position of the Senate.
I suggest. Mr. President, that is not a
very r-ensible way of doing business
either in the Senate of the United States
or elsewhere. Who would hire a lawyer
who did not believe in his client's case
to represent him? Who would send
somebody who though his side was
wrong to negotiate for him in a labor
dispute? What sense is there. Mr.
President, in sending Senate conferees
to deal with House conferees to represent a position of the Senate with which
they do not agree?
This argument has been made on the
floor many times. Senate precedents
are 100 percent in support of the position I have just indicated. If a Senator
wiashes to make a fuss, or a row, or to
make himself unpopular with many of
his senior colleagues in positions of great
importance in the Senate. colleagues who
are serving on committees with whom he
would like to work and request to do
things for him in the future as they
have done in the past, he has to be a
pretty brave Senator to do so. Perhaps
he would not actually be properly representing the interests of his State if he
stood up on the floor of the Senate and
demanded that the conferees who are
Proposed by the chairman of a committee should be rejected and other conferees who support the position of the
Senate should be appointed in their
Plae.-because In the long run it might
hUrt hks State's Interests in the future.

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Our failure

to get such conferees is because of our

timidity, not because of the absence of
a Senate rule. There is no rule standing
in our way. Many times the Senate has
insisted that the seniority habit be discarded in favor of a guarantee that the
majority of the conferees would be those
who could be depended upon to fight to
the bitter end for the position of the
Senate. I have been here longer than
has the Senator from Pennsylvania and
I have seen that happen.
Mr. CLARK. The Senator is far
younger than I. He has been here many
more Years than have I. I know that,
Let me say that if those who supported
amendment,
the Anderson-Kennedy
which to my deep regret was defeated
by a vote of 51 to 44, a fight would have
been made for the appointment of conferees who favored the Anderson-Kennedy amendment, there would have been
a real row in the Senate. We would
have won that. fight because the precedents of the Senate support us. There
would have been bruised feelings. nat.,
urally. but we would have to do it.
I regret very much that the Senator
from Louisiana did not choose to make
a fight with respect to the conferees
when his own amendment was adopted.
because he knew very well what would
happen to it in conference. Had he
done so I would have stood shoulder to
shoulder with him in getting proper conferees appointed.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. When the
Senator makes that point, he knows as
well as I do that Senators who have senior positions on the Finance Committee
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have taken the attitude that they would

be offended if it were even suggested that
they w.ould not fight to the bitter end
for an amendment for which they had
not voted, once the Senate had instruct
ed them to do so. Advice was asked of
Secnators, when the conferees proceeded
to move to recede and agree to that
wrhich was reported to the Senate. and
the attitude was that other provisions
of the bill that we wished to retain
would be Jeopardized if we fought to
k~cp that particular provision.
Of course, those Senators had votedi
for a number of provisions in the bill.
The Senator knows what the problem is
in. that regard.
Isay that it is time the Senate started
stand ut., when the facts demon
trated by those who offered the amend
mc'nt are that there is a chance to get it
ih
oedtrie
i
ere made. I do not know how one can
esol
talaSntrhwmuhefr
feaorsomethingeoroho determined
t~el
" hol be in a conference. When I
wits asked before the final vote on this
mvtter what I thought should be done.
I snid I thought we should go back and
request that the Senate report the dif
fererce with the House. and that the
Hous, conferees do the same thing and
give the House itseif the first opportu
nity it has ever had to vote and express
how the House feels about these inat
ters. because the social security 1bill, as
the Senator knows, was brought out un
der a loture rule in the House, and
they could not vote on the kind of
amendment that the Senator had Lai

mind on the House side, could they?
Mr. CLARK. The Senator is correct.
I turn to the second lesson I think
we should learn from this debate with
respect to the need for changes in the
rules of the Senate, and with this I ami
sure my friend from Louisiana will be ini
complete d&sagreernent, as will msny
other Senators.
Last week I proposed a rule which
would limit the time which any Senator
could hold the flcor to 3 hours. I believe
that is a sound and wise amendment.
I do aot believe there is any subject, rko
matter how important, that comes be
fore the Senate which cannot adequately
be discussed by one Senator in 3 hours.
and if there are any Senators who agree
with him, and if he is unable to make a
complete case in 3 hours, his colleagues
can make what is left of the case in tie
3 hours each which are available to
them.
I point out that in ordinary cases
which come before the Supreme Court
of the United States, cases of infinite
complexity, else they would not have
reached oral argument in that tribunal,
arguments are normally limited to I
hour on each side. I say that if a great
constitutional case can be argued in the
SupremieCourt of the United States with
1 hour allowed to each side. Members
of the U.S. Senate should be ab!e to
make their points in a maximum ef 3
hours. I point out that if that had be!!n
the case in this debate, we would ha,,,
had a vote on this amendment early
Saturday afternoon, We would have
had germane debate throughout the en
tire discussion. In my judgment, not
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One vote would have been changed from germaneness. this Is one Illustration and unanimous consent agreement. But we
the way we shall vote at 2 o'clock this good evidence of how nongermane de- would have achieved the same result by
afternoon,
bate can delay action in the Senate. I the vote of the majority of the Senate.
In the modern world, with crises state again my firm belief that we should not because of the acquiescence of one
breaking overseas almost daily, from have In the Senate a rule of germane- Member who is either fatigued or thinks
Cuba to the Congo, with domestic prob- ness, as well as a rule limiting debate. he has made the point and is willing to
lems piling up like a logjam in the win- If we had these rules. we could cut down desist.
ter before the Ice breaks in, the spring, the time wasted on the floor by at least
I shall vote against the conference re
we'cannot afford next year to have the 50 percent, and In that way we could do port. I shall support the Senator from
Senate held up for indefinite periods of in 3 months what takes 6 months to do Louisiiana if he asks to scnd the mattcr
time while speeches made solely for the now. I hope we will be able to save that back to conference and to appoint other
Purpose of delay prevent the Senate much time next year.
conferees, in the hope that they can
from taking action.
Now the fourth lesson which we can have some impact on our friends in the
So I Say that the second lesson we learn from this debate is the desirability House.
should learn from this debate Is the de- of having a rule permitting the previous
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Before the
Sirability of a rule which would limit question to be moved after there has Senator leaves the Chamber I hope that
the amount of time that any one Sena- beer' adequate debate on any bill or he will listen to my reaction to his sug
tor can hold the floor on any one sub- amendment. Generally speaking, in that gestion. I know he would like to go to
Ject.
regard, 15 hours of debate is sufficient lunch.
The third lesson which I think we can befor e we should come to the point
Mr. CLARK. I will stay if the Senator
learn from this debate with respect to where a majority of the Senate can de- w~ll make his reply within a reasonable
the rules of the Senate is the desirabil- termine whether a bill shall be passed or time.
ItY of a rule of germaneness. Nothing rejected.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I will try to
could have indicated that more aptly
I point out that we are getting very reply in the same amount of time that
than what his happened this morning, close to the 15 hours' time in connection it took the Senator to make his sugges
Senators are anxious to vote on the con- with the pending conference report. It tion.
ference report. One Senator-one sin- may be that we have exceeded that time.
I do not quarrel with anything the
cere. one honorable, one able Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has said except his advocacy
the J'mlor Senator from Louisiana (Mr. time of the Senator has expired.
of the motion with respect to the previ
LoNOI--can keep the Senate from votMr. CLARK. I ask for 3 more maious question.
lng on this conference report as long as utes.
The Senator from Pennsylvania has
breath remains in his body and he can
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield 3 made a very fine speech. Unfortunately,
stand on his feet, and those of us who additional minutes to the Senator from he did not have more than five Senators
honor the Senator from Louisiana, love Pennsylvania.
to listen to him. I doubt that of the five
him, and respect him, know that the
Mr. CLARK. If my proposed rule there is more than one who has an open
Senator has a plentiful supply of breath, were in effect, and if a majority of Sena- mind. I believe that four of the five
and that he can stand on his feet for a tors should agree with me and should have already decided how they will vote.
very long time. I think Iam right in say- vote to move the previous question. then The junior Senator from Louisiana is
Ing that at one point in the history of the under my proposed amendment there appealing for some help in behalf of the
Senate he held the record for having held would still be 4 hours of debate, to be neediest and most desirable cases of
the floor longer than any other Senator divided equally between the two sides, them all. I see before me nothing but
In this body, and I suspect that unless we before a vote could be had on the Pend- a sea of empty seats on both side, of the
change the rules, he will try to beat that ing conference report,
aisle.
record and again take first place In the
I say that this is the only legislative
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
senatorial league with respect to how body in the world which Is not able to Senator yield?
long he can hold the floor,
act when a majority of it is ready for
Mr. LO.'(G of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. W4NO of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- action. I must make one qualification in
Mr. CLARK. If there were five Sena
dent, I remind the Senator that I have that respect. This body can act In 10 tors here, I would say that four of them
never been within 12 hours of the record. minutes if it wishes to defeat a measure. were not listening.
Mr. CLARK. Then the Senator hay- Any Senator can move to table an
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It seems to
Ing been within only 12 hours of the amendment. Every Senator and many me that one of the good things that can
record, has still spoken on a great many of the guests in the galleries know the be said for the Senate rules Is this:
occasions for more than 3 hours, which many occasions during this sessiOn alone Senators can criticize the junior Senator
Is the limitation which I would like to when a motion to table has been used to from Louisiana, as he has been criticized
see In effect,
defeat a measure. At the same time by the press and by the Republican
Under the present rules the Senator there is no way In the world under the Party, for what he believes in in con
from Louisiana--and he has many present rules of the Senate by which a nection with the conference report.
friends In that respect-could have In- majority can get a bill passed for the The trouble is that we are too timorous.
definitely prevented this matter from benefit of the country and for the bene- That Includes me, too. We do not fight
coming to a vote if he had wanted to fit of the free world. There is no way to do something for the needy, the dis
prevent It. So the only way we can get we can do it under the present rules Of abled. We do not vote for what Is in
a vote is through his generosity and the Senate if one Senator objects and our platform, We have surrendered.
graciousness-when he finally, agreed to is willing to talk indefinitely.
As far as a man making his fight is
cease and desist from preventing a vote
So I point out that the fourth lesson concerned, I tried to do my best on
coming at 2 o'clock; but It took a unani- we should learn from the debate is the Saturday night. Most Senators did not
mous-consent agreement to do it. If need to have a rule Permitting the pre- like It. It takes the hide of a rhinoceros
we had not agreed to vote at 2 O'clock. vious question to be moved and to have to do what I have tried to do. I have
a great many Senators would have it moved without further debate after a been criticized In the press and by Sena
wanted to talk about something else, reasonable debate on any amendment, tors. Some Senators have told me-and
As it is, we have already had a little motion, or pending matter has been had. I do not say this only of Senators who
nongermane debate on defense, Sie- Then If the moving of the previous ques- are now serving, but also former Sena
tween the Senator from New York and tion results In an afilnative vote, we tors, like Burton Wheeler-that if a
the Senator from Missouri. I was can still have an hour of debate on each Senator wishes other Senators to under
happy to participate in that debate. As amendment or other matter, and 4 hours stand what he is trying to say, it Is
long as the Senate rules are as they are, on the final passage,
necessary for him to make the speech
we might as well lIve up to them. As
What would the result of moving the twice.
long as we have the Present Senate rules, previous question have been If It had
It Isnecessary to make It twice, because
I intend to take full advantage of them, been Invoked In connection With this Only a few are on the floor at a time to
The third lesson we can learn from debate? We would have had the lame hear the Senator, Pand others do not know
this debate Is the desirability of a rule of result as we have Obtained by the that the Senator has even made a speech.
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I know.I made some headway by making my long speech. I did not expect the
support of the Senator from Pennsylvania. I think my speech, or the fire
of my speech, perhaps, struck some
tinder. I did not know that I would
have his vote when I started out.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator Yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. CLARK. In my judgment the
Senator from Louisiana has made his
speech not twice, but four times, each
time to an empty Chamber. The first
time he made it he convinced the Senator from Pennsylvania.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I had aLmuch
better representation on the Repu!bi;can
side during the early morning hours of
Sunday. Apparently they were trying to
keep enough Members here to try to force
a vote at that time,
Mr. CLARK. I believe they were all
here because they were cooking up a

funny telegram to send to the junior

Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. KiENEDY].
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I do not
kaow what the purpose was. I must say
that I heard a great deal of laughter
coming from the Republican cloakroom
while I was standing here making my
speech. My guess is that on some occasions the wit and good nature of what
they were doing produced more noise
in the Chamber than the junior Senator
from Louisiana produced on the floor
while he was speaking,
Mr. CLARK. It got on the Western
Union wires.
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
Mr. GRUENING. It is good that the
Senator from Louisiana has made his
speech, even to an empty Chamber, because I feel quite sure, just as he has
Converted the Senator from Pennsylvania. he has also converted other Senators. I hope the Senator from Pennsylvania Will add to his proposed amendment changing the rules of the Senate,
an amendment which will make it possible to have Senators listen to so excellent a presentation as that of the
Junior Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. CLARK. In that regard I invoke
the help of the distinguished Senator
'from Alaska. MY thought is that while
one can lead a horse to water, it is imPossible to make it drink.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I ask Senators to consider what they would be
doing if they voted ,.gainst the inclusion
of mental cases, I stood on the floor on
Saturday night telling about the Pitiful
condition of these mental eases. We
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aisle, so perhaps there Is one whom I same conferees, and asking If it would
might persuade to vote with me.
not be possible to restore that provision,
I am not here to ridicule. I shall not which. I agree, is the most important
take much more time. I simply point single item in the bill. It is most un
out that this is what we are up against fortunate to have omitted the provision
when we try to point out the realities of which will enable social security recip
the situation.
ients to increase their income by working.
Why have all the fine prayers:
Mr. ANDERSON. I can only say that
Stay our hands when we attempt to post- I might differ with the Senator on how
pone into the future the Justice waiting to I would vote on that particular proposibe done today.
tion. After all, some of us believe that
NeverteeSiewllntvt
hteven a small concession, when we want a
thwes wail
ntvoethtbill
might be worth while.
wy
The Senator from Louisiana has
Mr.' ANDERSON. Mr President. w~ill brought out so forcefully the situation
the Senator yield?
with respect to tuberculosis hospitals
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
and mental patients that I am certain
Mr. ANDERSON. I would not want the Committee on Finance will take a
the able Senator to refer to me as a pros- much different view of that situation in
pect. I voted for his amendment. I the future from what it has taken in
was one of the conferees who sought to the past.
retain it in the bill. I recog-nize that a
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. This Senator
good many people thought it might re- has been around long enough to know
late to distressed action; but, as I said that we make great speeches and sug

about another provision. I would not

worry about the prospects of this pro-

vision at all. I am glad the Senator

gestions to the people of the Nation and

tell them about the kinds of things for

which we will vote. I have seen great

from Louisiana has brought this situa- charges made against the breastworks,
tion to the attention of the Senate. I and have then seen great retreats; great
hope that early in the next session of crusades have been followed by great reCongress, the Senator's amendment treats.
might find its way into a bill and receive
The Junior Senator from Louisiana
consideration in the other House.
would like to point out that it is about
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am not time that those who favored the great
worrying about that situation. I am crusade, which has achieved nothing.
talking about the bill as a whole. I proceed to tell the public that they are
think the Senator from New Mexico the ones who led the great retreat.
knows, if he did not know before, that
It is fine to tell a sick man we have
what we have brought back from con- voted for him. It is fine to tell someone
ference is only about one-quarter of who cannot get a job that we have voted
what we voted for in the Senate bill,
to assist him.
Mr. ANDERSON. I think one of the
However, when we lead the retreat
most desirable parts of the entire bill from what we have said we would vote
was the part raising to $1,800 the amount for, then I think we ought to say, "my
a person beyond 65 might earn without friend, I voted for you when the bill was
great damage to himself or without loss before the Senate, but in the conference
of income. I thought that was a provi- I led the great retreat."
sion which would come back intact from
I can say this, however, no Democrat
the House. As I recall-and the Senator can claim as much credit for the great
from Louisiana will correct me if I am retreat as can an outstanding Republi
wrong--every member of the Senate can I have in mind, the Secretary of
committee favored the $1,800 amend- Health, Education, and Welfare, Mr.
ment. It was presented by the present Flemming.
Presiding Officer, the able Senator from
The headline of an article published
Kansas [Mr. CARLSONJI. It was unani- in the New York Times of April 21, 1959.
mously supported on our side,
reads: `Flermming Pleads for Mentally
In order to show that. we were not Ill. Says Care 'is 'Disgracefully Departisan or nvarrowminded about this ficient,' Many Hospitals Only 'Custodial
question, we all joined fin the effort made Bases'."
to have the amendment of the able SenaThe article continues:
tor from Kansas considered, because he
The Secretary of Health. Education, and
was trying to have adopted something in welfare declared today that the mentally IlI
which'we all joined, but as to which we of the country were receiving "disgracefully
came back from the House almost empty. inadequate" care and treatment.
I think that is unfortunate. I do not
Arthur S. Flemming added that the Fedknow how Mitch the amendment offered eral Government had a responsibility to
by the Senator from Kansas would have crusade in the field and that it was starting
treawe rea
a dg
som bttertha
ofsuch
a crusade.
trata ogbete
tanwetratsoe
fcost;
but whatever the cost, it was not
Many
of the country's 277 State and county
these cases.
too much for that particular amendment, mental hospitals. he asserted, are "little more
When I try to fight for these People. I iRm sorry, indeed, that it did not come than custodial Institutions" and "Inadequate
I look across the aisle, and not a single back from the conference,
for even the simplest methods of treatment."
Senator is seated at his desk on the
Mlr. GRUENING. Mr. President, will The average cost per patient per day. he said,
Republican aide. Fortunately, there is the Senatoi' from Louisiana yield?
Is only $4.07 for care and treatment, that
one good Republican, whose mind is
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
comparing with $26 a day per patient in gen
closed against me already, who is oc,,
Mr. GRUENING. I associate myseif eral hospitals. exclusive of physicians' fees.
cupYing the seat of the Presiding Officer, with the comments of the Senator from
That is a statement by the man who
the distinguished Senator from Kansas New Mexico. I think the omission of led the great retreat, and who recoin
[Mr. CAILsoNl. What chance have I to that one provision would Justify the Sen- mended against anything of this sort
get a Republican vote?
ate In not approving the conference re- being done, after he had made his great
On the other hand, I bee at least one port and sending It back, either with a plea and placed himself, across the NaProspect, on the. Democratic side of the dlffer ent set of conferees or with the tion. in the New York Times and other

large newspapers. as a man who was morning, and although I may be critieading a crusade against disgraceful cized for speaking too much in trying to
conditions which existed in State mental make people understand what is being
hospitals. That is the leader of our done concerning the conference report.
I have at least accomplished one thing.
retreat.
Now I should like to help to alert Sen- I have made the conferees work hard to
ators to Our actions when we say we are surrender back at least 80 percent Of
for something. I have reference to a what the Senate proposed. That Is some
book Published by the noted Washington satisfaction. They worked hard to bring
back what we see here, when some
cartoorist. Mr. Herblock. He says:Every Once In a while when a Congrets- thought it was going to be extremely
easy to do awray with what we fought
session
of
Congress
is
on
man or an entire
the Pan, somebody Is sure to say. "But they to achieve.
The people get a particularly unfavorwork so hard" or "You don't know how hard
able impression of us when they cannot
they work."
understand why we do not do = )rc to
Then he goes on to say:
It's a busy schedule for all of them. even help the workingman.
I do not care to reflect on othxer Senawhen they're not campaigning for reelection.
and I respect their -efforts as exhibitions of tors. They feel that the Federal Cloysheer physical stamina. if nothing else. But. errnmen. should not intrude into these
that's not what people mean when they rise fields. Some States are much more Into the defense of a Congressman by saying terested in economy than they are in
he works hard. They mean his work on social security or public welfare benefits.
legislation. And the answer to that 13 that
The public is most uncharitable and
there's no special virtue in working hard If
they're not doing the right kind of work, most unkind to us when it sees us advoBetter that some of them snould stay In bed. cate that something be done, but then
You and I work hard, too, and so do thosesestawedsolteabuI.
referenbowt
Ito.a
medos
people who engrave the Lord's Prayer on the seer inthanclt
o
oa
Frisacltm
ee
heeds of pins, a mysterious occupation that
but which at article from the Washington Post. It reI've never quite understood,
fes t mygoodfrindthe enaor rom
leas dos
nbodyanyhar.
fesongyrooefindstesentoefo
tharm
leasrtdoesnobody any
Unotntlsm fteCnrsmnIllinois [Mr. DOUGLASI.
DOUGLAS SCORES "HILL" COALMION
do harm, and some of the worst ones prob-.
ably work harder than many of the better
Senator PAUL H. DOUGLAS. Democrat, of
legislators. You have to get up pretty early
yesterday that Democratic presiIn the morning to fool 150 million people, Illnois. WAl~

~
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Speaker SAM RATSURiWdid not foresee this

would happenl.
added acidly.

"It's their baby." DOUGLAS

Mr. President. one can criticize Repub
licans and southern Democrats for vot
ing parallel on certain issues. But see
what happens when the vote on this con
ference report comes. See how many
so-called liberal Democrats will vote to
surrender what they previously voted
for. A Senator who does that should
not criticize southern Democrats. Here
is one southern Democrat who is trying
to have the Congress do something about
the situation; but I do not have much
doubt as to what the result will be. A
vote for this conference report will be a
vote for a big surrender and a big re
linquishment of the things for which the
Senate has stood. The Senate voted to
do a few things worth doing. The House
said that In view of the amount already
charged for disability insurance to bene
fit those above age 50 was suffctent to
cover all groups, it would not cause an
iflcrease in the charge if all groups were
covered. So the House included that
provision.
hc

nfc.tebl

aet

h

hc would.
aet In the
h
I atfromh thei House
Senate
main, not have resulted In any increase
in the social security tax. The bill as
passed by the House actually provided
for little bits and Smidgets which could
be provided without increasing the social

dentlal candidate Josiz P. IUl5xDy should
epead
eoneteuhl
gotc
h
coalition of Republicans and southern Demo
shudsome
crats in Congress.

security tax.

the blame on the two groups for the failure

security benefits, in addition to what

then argued that even that was not

let's say, and who finds It still stuck In a

of Congress to accomplish much during Its
current short session,
to openly call
He also advised Kzr~eNyM

bodies-had to work hard to keep It there,
And when he comes home to his one-room
apartment, he does not tell the little woman
and the kiddies, -My. but those poor fellows

Independent stations.,hnteSnt
The Illinois Senator said the bobtail conpaessiontal session has been a political loss
because of obstructionism and negatire votes

and stay late at committee meetings

you want to make sure that a good bill Is
stopped or a bed one is slipped through.
And If you're serving some special Interests.
It probably can be quite a task toget them
what they want and still make It look all
right to the folks back home. But to the

man who's been waiting for a housing bil

Then the Senate proceeded to add
maJor amendments; and the Sen
DOUGLAS said K swshudpublicly lay ate added more than $1 billion of social
Some Seinators

the House has voted.

Republican
friends offered amendments to do a
committee room when the congesinlfor the coalition to be broken,
o
DOUGL.As voiced his views In a radio Inter- great deal more In terms of medical care
quitting Whistle blows, it's no coslto
know that somebody-or several Some- view, "Radio News Conference., taped forthnheSaeaculyvedod.
enough;

Mr. Pesidnt,
hougrmaybe citi-

all day Saturday and well Into Sunday

N

atnend
netoI II.R. 13380

Jart's
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Democratic leader LywDNos B. Josewsom. the tion was ordered to be printed in the
party's vice presidential candidate, and RECORD, as follows:
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first,

sent to have printed at this point In the

must have had to work hard to do us out by Republicans and Dixie Democrats,
"But the Democrats of the North and the
of a better deal than this."
M.PeietthuhImybcit-West will get the blame," he predicted.
cized for-keeping the Senate in session
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Estiniatedannual costs under Jai-itsamiendmnent to II.R. 12580 proriding for medical 8erricesfJorth~e aged-COutintled
N

'min26hlmum"
package

of
Total
parld. Govern- Federal
pants ment
cost
cost
flea1sands
N~orth Carolina..........
1.152
North Dakota------------ 29
Ohio------------------..473
Oklahoma---------------.94
Oregon------------------ 104
Penas~1vania------------624
Rhodelsland-------------53
South Carolina----------- 68
South Dakota------------ 35
Tennessee
............... 1371

Mit.
liosa
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40.1
6.4
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44.1
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3.8
2.2
9.7

Mllf
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S&.4
1.2
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"Masi1mum" package

StTe
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SaeGvr.Federal
cost
m5ieft cost

Nu

Total
partici- Gov-era- Federal
pants
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cost

State
cost

cost

Mvillioos
$3.3
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2.6
4.6
22.7
2.7
1.3
.8
33

'Ifdmillions
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$17.5
$11.6
3.3
2.1
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10.8
6.5
12.0
6.2
712.5 35. 1
6.1I
3.0
7.8
5.2
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15.8
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Mul
lions
$5 9
1.2
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4.3
5.8
37.4
3.1'
2.6
1.4
2.4

than Ws00
Slosg.-n addltion to ttie shve costn, for the 1Keff-Frm-r tptan.In which the Jas-its
plan would be attached, 1styear estiunateud
costs w~,rekU2,02.0Wl.t5J
2 1,s

ThanMi!.
sands lion,
Texas...................
287
$23.2
Utah--------------------.31)
2.3
Vermont----------------- 23
1.9
Virginia----------------140 14( .3
Washington-------------- 143
14.2
West Virginia-------------94
tL.3
Wisconsin---------------.524
16.6
Wyoming---------------- 13
1.0
Puerto Rico-------------- 47
2.1
Virgin Islauds.............1I
(2)

So let us

say the average would be $420 millionas the additional cost which would have
been entailed by the Javits amendment.
Then the Anderson amendment was
offered. Its first-year additional cost
was estimated at $720)million supported
by 42 Democrats. So 26 Republican
Senators and 42 Democratic Senatorsor a total of 68 Senators out ot the 100-voted for tar more than what was called
tor by the bill as reported by our cammittee. In other words, those Senators
wanted to go much further than thatanywhere from $700 million to $400 million beyond anything called tar by the
bill as reported by our committee. Apparently that was the position of a great
majority of the Members of the Senate.
After they tailed to get that much
agreed to, the same Senators voted tar
a bill which provided for benefits totaling $1 billion over and above the cost
of the benefits voted for by the House.
Now we see that those who voted for
so much, today are willing to settle for
about 10 Per-cent of that for which they
previously voted. I presume they will
try to exp!aln why they voted for the
much greater benefits in the first inStance, but will not vote for them In the
second Instance,
Mr. President, haw much time remains
available to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
MOSa In the chair). Twenty-tour minutes.
Mr. LONG at Lo'ulslana. How much
time remains available to the opposition?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Thirty
minu~tes.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I Observe four other Senators in
the Chamber, and I do not see any particular Point in my using more of the
time available to me when the Chamber
is virtually empty. So I suggest that the
oppos1itio now uWe some of their time,
if they care to do so.
Mr. DWORSHAX. Does that mean
that the Senator from Louisiana has
used all the time he desires to use?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No; but I
have used more time than the opposition

Milions
$13.0
1.3
1.1
5. 4
6.7
4.0
S.7
.5
1.4
(2)

State
cost

"Mlaximum" package
Total
Govern- Fcderal
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cost
cost

MU- .1 3il.
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lion,
$10.2 $33.1
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3.5
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25.8
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.7
&4
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.1
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$14.S
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7.81
8.7
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13.5
1±.~3
.8
.7
36
.
()
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Therefore, the overall costof the Javits amendment would he S5222,40O00
.,InIt
"minimum" package, and $C0i4,SooI0un
for the' anasimum' package.

Mr. LONG at Louisiana. The mini- has. So I suggest that the opposition
mum. expectation of the cost at the Jav- now proceed to use some of their time;
Its amendment was $320 million, and the or, if not, I suggest that we have a quomaximum was $462 million.

"M11inimum"package

rumn call, and charge equally to both

sides the time required tar the quorum
call,
Mr. DWORSHAK. I ob3ject, because
we have an agreement to vote at 2
o'clock, and a quorum call could mean
that the vote would be taken later than
2 o'clock, could it not?
Mr.'LONG of Louisiana. It could.
Mr. DWORSHAK. I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the report.
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President. I
am prepared to yield 5 minutes to the
Senator from New Jersey.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum, if it is agreed
that the time required for it shall not
be charged to either side.
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President, if
the Senator from Vermont will. instead,
request that the time required for the
quorumt call be char~ged equally to each
sideM~r. LONG of Louisiana. If it is
understood that after calling the roll for
10 minutes, the order for the quorum
call will be rescinded, then I shall have
no objection,
Mr. AIKEN. My Purpose Is to alert
the absent Senators to the fact that
there is now no activity here. It the
quorum call is begun, after a reasonable
time it can be called off.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. Presi_
dent, is it proposed that the time required for the quorum call be charged
equally to both sides?
Mr. AIKEN. No. The purpose is to
have the absent Senators notified.
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President. reserving the right to object, let me point
out that we have an agreement to vote
not later than 2 O'clock. Therefore, if
the current debate were to continue beYOnd 2 pi.m. it would be subject to
objection.
Mr. LONGO of Louisiana. Mr. President. I have no objection to having the
time required for a quorum call charged
equally to both sides.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. is there
objection to the request that there now

be a quorum call, and that the time re
quired therefor be charged equally to
both sides? The Chair hears none; and
the clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk Proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that turther pro
ceedings under the quorum call may be
dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'With
out objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President, I
yield 5 minutes to the Senator trom New
Jersey (Mr. CASE].
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator trom New Jersey is recognized
far 5 minutes.
M.CS
tNwJre.M.Pei
dent CSEvea yersaofh
New Jersey.M.Pei
TeachseerslPenrsio Fung
anthe New
esvy
TershersPninFn
n h
e
Jesy Public Employees Pension Fund
were integrated with the Federal social
security system.
A cardinal feature of the plan by
which this integration was accomplished
was the so-called "offset" provision.
Under this provision, the amount of any
social security benefits a member of
either of the New Jersey funds became
entitled to as a result of his employ,
ment as a teacher or publiL. employee in
New Jersey would be deducted from the
pension such person would otherwise re
ceive from the State Teachers or New
Jersey Public Employees Pension Fund.
The integration of our State funds
with the Flederal social security system
required, of course, an affirmative vote
of approval by the members of the two
New Jersey pension funds. Such ap
proval was given after a period of spir
ited discussion and thorough explana
tion of the provisions and implications
at the integration plan.
In the course of such discussion, it was
explicitly and specifically stated to the
teachers and other public employees
that. If the integration plan was ap
proved, any of them who considered It
in his own interests to do so could avoid
the operation of the "offset" provision
and receive both the benefits under the
social security system and the State pen
sian by retiring from public service betore his social security benefits matured
as a result of such public service.
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Senate amendment relating to teachers and
other public employees in the State of New

Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr.

MILL3

said:
AsItidopinouInheltrtom
New Jersey teachers and other public Jersey. This Is the provision which you
om
on u ntelte
sItidt
had discussed with me and other Honuse
epoestvoefrteItgain
or heinegatonconferees on behalf of yourself and the rest friends from New Jersey. this is a matter that
empoyestovoe
of the New Jersey delegation urging that I Ithink really Involves State law rather than
plan.
In addition, many teachers and other the House conferees accept the Senate Federal law. We cannot, and at least I do
Public employees of New Jersey have amendment. This amendment was deleted not want us. to get Into the habit of making
subsequently rendered years of service from the bill In conference. You were also exceptions at the request of Individual States
Social
in the Justified expectation that they Interested In an exception In the case of to some broad Improvement In the
ew Jrse ifanychage ws mde ibeal-Security Act. I think the States can more
b abe, n te
'Woud
manerstaedto
to
to
conform
own
laws
their
adjust
easily
waraeqiberal-s
coveange
ifrtr
any
new
these
manersttedto
ivo
ble Inth
e
saFdrlporm
nt.ha this pormsneti
ofwovrae rof uthemfa
Im thnsue youarter
avoid the effect of the offset provision.
It Is my understanding this is not
nAU~Ust 23. when the Senate amendment
heabiityto
vey
So.Inealsene,
avoid the offset was a part of the consid- was being discussed In the Senate. Senator only the view of Chairman MILLS, but
eration for the service rendered by these KERS. who at that time was handling the also the view of the experts in the social
individuals in their public employment bill on the Senate dloor, stated at page 17228
of the CoNGaxss ONAL Rzcosa: "I have not security system whose offices are located
in New Jersey.
Intebllbfr heSnt.when it had time to digest the amendment; neither downtown.
I should like to ask the Senator from
oIinatebllywn before the Houste. teehave the other members of the committee.
tereHowever, In view of the fact that they have Delaware [Mr. WILLIAMS I who is a mem
wet
bforetheHous,
orignaly
and was
was a provision shortening the time un- stated it reiates only to New Jersey, I hope ber of the Finance Committee
der which individuals would qualify for it will be accepted and taken to conference, one of the conferees on the pending bill.
his
understanding.
is
also
that
It
whether
social security benefit-s. The effect of if it is found there to be objectionable.
and whether it represents as well the
this would be to fully qualify. retroac- can be taken out of the bill."
During our discussion of the liberaliza-viwoatlstamjryofhee
tively. many teachers and other public
Cofmhemitem
employees In New Jersey as a result of tions In eligibility requirement In conference bierv of ath lenastea miajorit
their public service and thus make It the main objection which was raised to add-besothSnaeFaceCmie.
Mr.
Delaware.
of
Mr. WILLIAMS
changes the New Jersey House deleImpossible for them to avoid the offset ing the were
urging was that it was de- President, if the Senator will yield. I was
gation
rfre.
signed to exclude public employees in the told that represents the sentiment of
provision to which I have rfre.
The Senate Finance Committee took State of New Jersey from the liberalizations, the majority of the conferees of
a somewhat different approach but. Inso- Since the social security insurance system is the Senate. who felt this was a State
far as male teachers and public employ- a nationwide system. the eligibility require- matter. I think Chairman MILLs has
ees were concerned, the results would nments must be the same for aUl workers accurately stated the case.
the country. The conclusion
throughout
have been the same. So when the bill was
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. So, in the
reached that this Is a matter entirely
came before the Senate, the committee within the control of the State of New Jer- Judgment of the Senator from Delaware.
very generously agreed to take w~con- sey, and that If the State desires to do so who I know speaks for the majority
ference an amendment offered jointly by it can change Its provisions relating to pub- of the members of the Senate Finance
my colleague, the Senator from New Jer- lic employees who are also covered by social Commlittee, this should be handled at
sey [Mr. WILLIAMS] and by me, under security. I hope that you will agree that the State level rather than at the Fed
which the members of the New Jersey this Is the logical and reasonable way to eral level.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. The
Teachers and Public Employees Pension handle this situation. Trhe Congress in any
which It enacts affecting the Senator from New Jersey Is correct. I
Funds would be exempted from the pro- legislation
whole of the United States csnnot make
ecptions which take Into account mndi- cannot imagine the Senate Finance
visions of the pending bill.
In conference. Mr. President. the Sonl- v-idual pro'visions of either public or prL- Committee or the House Ways and
Means Committee ever acceding to the
ate conferees receded and accepted, with vante pension plans.
I am advised that in 1950 when the pro- suggestion that the Federal Government
modification, the House approach, but
the conferees dropped the provisions of visionl relating to the age for women to be- should handle this New Jersey problem
the Williams-Case amendment. The re- come eiigible for benefits was reduced from which the State of New Jersey can
i thtte illageedtobyage 65 to age 62. and certain general liberal- easily, and I believe should, take care of
suinde
theachersanred tother metins were made in eligibility require- Iself.
manye
confereesa

h
OFCR
TePEIIG
state of New Jersey did amend
ecesadohrmnsthe
the cofremn
public employees of New Jersey will lose provisions of Its law relating to public em- Timho hePRSeNato OfromCEw J here
m xpiedSntrfomNwJre
their right to avoid the effect of the off- ployees In such a way that such employees, has
set provision which they had counted on both women and man, who had already re-hseprd
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President. I
1iberaliby
the
be
affected
not
would
when they voted for the integration of tired,
the Teachers and Public Employees Pen- Za1tions in these requirements in the Fed- Yield 10 minutes to the Senator from
[Mr. CARtLSON].
euiy eral law'conferees agreed that the above con- Kansas
wihtesca
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The
oilscrt
h
sion Funds wt
sideratlons were basic and fundamental and Senator from Kansas is recognized for
systeml.1m
This question was raised in the Hosfor
when the conference report came before
the House for action, by Representative
CAMPIELD. of New Jersey. in a colloquy
With RepresentatiVe MILLS. Chairman of
th osasadMasCommittee.
refrrd Meanlttrwhc
th. HouseWas
oalttenrim weplinin
wrifre
hadCm~

Mr. MILLshawrtehieping
the reasons why the House conferees felt
that the Williams-Case amendment was
undesirable.
I ask unanimous consent to have Representa~tive MILLS' letter appear In fuill
at this point i~n the RzconD.
There being no objection, the letter
Was ordered to be printed in the RSCORD.
AS follows:
comourrmx Ole WAYS A". II"".
nousn or tRimszMATMvsE.

this reason It was decided that no eX- 10 minutes.
rsdndr
r
M.CRSN
ception should be made In the case of New
rsdndr
r
M.CRSN
Jersey.
I regret that the House conferees were not ing this debate there has been much dis
able to accede to your request, but under the cussion of the problems of our mental
circumstances both In the matter of policy health program~s in. Kansas, in other
and precedent it appeared that the Senate States, and throughout the Nation. Be
amendment was undesirable particularly ini fore we agree to the conference report.
light of the fact that this Is a State mat- I wish specifically to mention at least the
ter which can be handled at the State level. great progress which has been made in

Sinrere~y yours

WU.ZUR D.tIffuA.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. President. Wr. CANFELMD then asked Mr. MILLS
to summarize the reasons for the action
of the conference in rejecting the Wil.
liams-Case amendment. I read now
what Mr. MILLS replied.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I ask for 3

Was~hintI~on, D.C.. August 26.1950.
Ron. 00an03 C-2imiue.
ilouse ol Beprentatiwes.miue.wrasiisaqstoofrinde
pus" oosvno: This letter la to IRSIOWX Mr. DWORSHAX. I yield the Senator
We are under
you, se I promised I would, of the conference 01n17 I more minute.
&actio oa the social security bill on the limited time,

our ow State and in the Nation in reBefore I do, I wish to compliment the
Senator from Loulsiana. I think the
Senator has rendered a service in a field
about -which every Member of the Sen
ate Is greatly concerned. i sincerely be
lleve if the distinguished Senator from
Louisiana will make a further Study, he
will Alnd It Is not so -much a question of
money which make these programs
okasI

s

usto

f riedpo

ple. No matter how mucd, money we
provide, we cannot now hire a suffcient
number of psychiatrists to do the work.
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and we would have great difficulty get- In 1951-6th in 1952-and 3d in 1955. mentally ill is to talk about the building
ting the needed nurses. I am sure every Our standing has progressively risen of elaborate hospitals and the spending
Senator who has been a State Governor since,
of large sums of money to provide new
knows of that Problem. I have had
Under our present mental health pro- and elaborate hospitals. These people
some experience myself in that field. It gram approximately 80 percent-as a can be treated in very nice. modern
is not simply a question of dollars. when matter of fact, over 80 percent--of those buildings. We do not need elaborate
it comes to working on a program such who are admitted to our hospitals are re- hospitals for treatment of these people.
as this,
leased within 1year.
as is true for treatment of some other
Mr. President. I wish to discuss the
In other words, we are treating these illnesses. We have proved that. Ours
State of Kansas first. The State of people. We are not incarcerating them Is a program, in Kansas, of treatment
Kansas has gone from the very lowest in the hospitals. We provide mental rather than incarceration.
position among the States of the Nation treatment for mental illness, which gets
Mr. President. I now wish to talk
In the care of the mentally ill to the top. these people back into society, where about the work of the Federal GovernIt Is only in recent years that we have they become productive again. This is%menit.
actually come to grips with this prob- not only the huniane thing, but also the
The Federal Government has a long
lem. We are now treating patients for economic thing, to do.
history of concern with the problems of
mental Illness, instead of incarcerating
Our State program not only provides mental illness, including those of pro
them in hospitals, which in reality, be- outstanding psychiatric and medical viding appropriate care on both a short
came prisons for the rest of their lives, care, but also provides for outpatient term and long term basis for those who
I will admit that our State. as wvell as and at-home treatment,
develop mental disorders. The formal
other States, had that as its only ProI believe that Kansas has the only sYs- recognition of these problems within the
gra~m for many years. We have pro- tern of State hospitals 'In the country Publici Health Service dates at least from
gressed from that stage to the stage of where there is not a long waiting list- 1928 with the establishment of the Men
treatment. In reality, those hospitals and where people do not have to sit in tal Hygiene Division and the program de
became prisons, where such people were jail for a week or a month before they veloped by this group which resulted,
committed for the rest of their lives, as can even enter a hospital, where a doctor among other things, in the establish
the Senator from Louisiana has m~en- inight see them a month later.
ment of two Public Health Service hos
tioned on several occasions during the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- pitals devoted to narcotic addiction, the
debate,
dent, will the Senator yield on my own causes for which are broadly based in
I think I should mention that we in time?
psychological and psychiatric difficulties
Kansas are fortunate, in that the MenMr. CARLSON. I am happy to yield of the victims.
ninger Foundation is located at Topeka to the Senator on my time. I believe I
Work in this field received a tremen
and has for many years conducted a have sufficient.
dous impetus with the passage of the
program of research and carried on
Mr. LONG cf Louisiana. The kind of National Mental Health Act-Public
clinical demonstrations which prove that thing. about which the Senator is speak- Law 487, '7fth Congress--which author
mental Illness responds to treatment ex- ing. in regard to Kansas. is what I should ized a more intensive program with re
actly like physical ailments,
like to see done all over, that and Perhaps spect to the problems of prevention.
There was a feeling at one time in the a little bit more. The State of Kansas treatment, and rehabilitation of the
Nation that mental illness would not re- recently inceeased expenditures for this mentally ill. Since that date and con
spond to treatment. It does respond to purpose by 600 percent.
tinuing into the present, the National
treatment. and that has been proved.
Mr. CARLSON. I appreciate that.
Institute of Mental Health has developed
As we observed the effectiveness of the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator a broad program designed to promote
work of the YMenninger Foundation, we Is not speaking for the average State, but the proper care of mentally ill persons.
in Kansas became convinced that their is speaking for a State which is one of responsibility for which has tradition
program was good not only for Kansas, the leaders in this field,
ally been vested with the States.
but also for the Nation.
Mr. CARLSON. I appreciate the kind
Several approaches to this problem can
In 1947, Kansas decided to do some- remarks- of the Senator from Louisi- be identified. First, the Institute pro
thing about its mental health problem, ana, because this is a field with which I vides consultation to State mental health
and while I am going to discuss the amasomewhat familiar. As Isaid, Ithink authorities through personnel. assigned
mental health program from a national the Senator has rendered a service by to regional offices of the Department
standpoint, I also wish to discuss some bringing this to the attention of the of Health, Education, and Welfare.
of the changes that have taken place country at the present time.
Through this device, consultation and
in Kansas since 1947.
This work can be done by the States, assistance with respect to State programs
As Governor of the State, I not only It is not necessarily a question of money. concerned not only with Prevention but
took a personal part in the campaign We have to provide psychiatrists, nurses, with outpatient and inpatient care is
which our citizens and the Kansas Leggis- and traine personnel,
provided. Where regional' office per
lature approved, but also took steps necW~~e
have been fortunate to have the sonnel encounter problems they are un
essarY to get. the program underway.
Menninger Foundation located at Tope- able to solve, they may call upon other
Oneofy
frs oficil atswasto p-ka. Kans. We have more people in train- Institute personnel or outside consult
Point a commission composed of out- ing than are training in any other place ants provided through Institute resources
standing doctors and private citizens in the Nation. We use them. This has and authorities.
and to charge them with the responsi- been a great advantage for Kansas.
Also of great importance is the activity
bility of making recommendations to the
I thank the Senator,
of the Biometrics Branch of the National
Governor and the legislature for changes
Mr. President, we are spending our Institute of Mental Health, wh:Ch has
In our mental he'slth program.
State funds for the treatment of those the responsibility for collecting inforina
It was fortunate for the State that Dr. who become mentally ill rather than for tion, concerning patients in mental hos
Franklin Murphy. former chancellor of the constructionx of new buildings in pitals In the United States and for con
Kansas University and at that time di- which to confine them permanently. ducting related research and investiga
rector of the Kansas University Medical Ours is a program of treatment and cure tions concerning them. This group has
Center. and Dr. Karl Menainger of the, rather than of incarceration,
not only developed excellent reporting of
Menninger Foundation, agreed to serve
That situation Prevailed in our State the size and nature of the problem ol
on the committee. They spetmc
at one time; and I have no doubt it hospitalized patients through a series of
tm ntistdanreoit. muthin prevails in some States in this country annual comprehensive reports concern
the
peaesuts
fortheseles.
today. We in Kansas are spending our ing the number and kinds of patients
th ek
r~ulso temeve,
funds for the treatment of those. who
hospitalized In this country, as well as
Keansas has experienced-a tremendous are mentally Ill, rather than for the intermediate reports issued currently on
change In Its State mental institutions. construction of new buildings into which a monthly basis. but it has also done
We haVe advanced from 45th place to confine them permanently,
intensive analyses of factors associated
among the States, Ink1948, in per capita
One of the mistakes we make when with length of patient stay, factors re~
expenditures for maintenance, to 10th we talk about the treatment of the lated to release from mental hospitals,
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and other considerations involving the
It Is felt that this combination of conefficiency and effectiveness of mental sultation; grants for research, pilot studhospital operation and management. ies, and treatment: construction of
With the voluntary collaboration of facilities; and the provision of data
states highly concerned with this prob- analyzing -services, together with the
lem, a model reporting area has been basic information coming out of the
developed which has led to information general research grant programs and inand statistics repeatedly shown to have tramnural research of the Institute. pro-.
value to those responsible for mental vide a meaningful and appropriate pathospitals in understanding the factors tern of activity and concern of the Fedassociated with successful and unsuc- eral Government with the problems of
cessful treatment of patients. These the hospitaliz~ed mentally ill and others
data have led to many specific studies in requiring treatment. It should finally be
individual hospitals, to reformulation of added that the training program of the
Policies with respect to admission and National Institute of Mental Health has.
release of patients, and to extensive ex- since 1948. made significant contribution
Ploratory studies of new approaches to to the production of increased numbers
treatment and management of patients. of increasingly well trained psychiatric
The National Institute of Mental and other mental health personnel,
Health, utilizing new authority granted
Before the vote is taken on the conferby the Congress several years ago, also ence report, I urge Senators to keep in
has developed mental health project mind that it is a step in our program for
grants, which are dedicated to studies of caring for the aged who are physically Ill.
the Problem of the treatment and care I have no doubt that it is the beginning
of Patients. Under these grants, awards of a great program, and in the future the
may be made to test and evaluate new program will be expanded by Congress.
and improved methods of treatment, It may be expanded into a program such
staffing patterns, and other aspects of as that suggested by the distinguished
hospital operation considered likely to Senator from Louisiana in regard to takIncrease efficiency and results and to re- ing care of the mentally Ill and those
turn people to the community in as short afflicted with tuberculosis. But these are
a time as possible.
problems that we have left.to the States,
The mission of mental treatment is to The States are working in the field now.
return people to society. As I stated
I visited informally with the distinearlier, It is the human thing to do; it is guished Senator from Louisiana (Mr.
the economic thing to do. These grants LoNG I the other day, and I firmly believe
may support not only research activities that the adoption of his amendment
as such, but some of the associated would not be of assistance to the mennecessary costs of clinical care for the tally Ill or to those in tuberculosis hospurpose of demonstrating improved pitals at the present time. I can see that
methods and techniques leading to the if the program were applied only to those
more effective and economical operation over the age of 65, it could upset some
of these hospitals,
programs in the States that are well on
The hospital survey and construction the way. I sincerely hope that the Senprogrami-Hill-Burton-also is available ate this af ternoon will vote to approve
for the purpose of financing the con- the conference report,
struction of mental health inpatient and
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, how
outpatient facilities, thereby allowing does the time record stand?
States and communities to secure inThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Seven
terms of their need help in providing minutes remain to the Senator from
adequate facilities for the care of thie Illinois; 20 minutes remain to the Senamentally ill. The initiative for the tor from Louisiana.
utilization of these funds rests with the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiState and community groups, but these dent, I yield 5 minutes to the Senator
funds have been used for this purpose from Ohio.
In numerous cases.
Mr. LAUSCRE. Mr. President. I have
The intramural research program of listened to the comments of the Senator
the National Institute of Mental Health. from Louisiana [Mr. LoxGJ, adsd I wish
is also devoted to studies of the improve- to commend him on the sincerity of his
ment of patient care and Includes a presentation. I do not mean by that
large research program conducted under that I contemplate voting for his proarrangements with St. Elizabeths Hbs- posal. but I know that there are subpital devoted to problems in the area of stantial aspects of this problem which he
psychopharmacology,
discussed with which I am In agreement,
Finally, It should be pointed out that I will not attempt to identify them at
that the grant program and other serv- this time, except to say what I have alices supplied through the Psychophar- ready said,
macology Service Center of the Institute
I should like to point out that from
have done much In testing and evaluat- my study of the Senate version of the bill
ing the value and effectiveness of the and the conference recommendation and
psychiatrically significant drugs-tran- with the aid of Mr. Myers. who is here
qullizers, and so forth-developed dur- representing the Social Security Board,
Ing the last several years. These serv- it appears that the Senate version of
Ices Include not only comprehensive re- the bill, if It had been adopted, would
porting cf the status of research work in have cost $1,720 million. Of that $1,720
this field but also grants for the testing million, $1,400 million would have been
and evaluation of drugs on a research absorbed through currently sustained
basis and services designed to assure finances In the social security service.
adequate analysis of data secured by Thbe balance of $320 million would inInvestigators,
elude old-ag, awsmsaee cane In the
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amount of $140 million, medical assist-.
ance for the aged under the new pro
gram In the amount of $60 million, and
care to patients in mental and tuber
cular hospitals in the sum of $120 mil
lion.
Thus under the Senate version of the
House bill there would have been those
three items amounting to $320 million
that would have had to have been
financed out of the general fund.
Under the conference report, the so
cial security expenditure will be $450
million: the expenditures out of the gen
eral fund will be $200 million, or a total
of $650 million, as compared to $1.720
million, the difference being $970 mil
lion. That is the difference between the
cost of the two plans.
I should like to point out certain fac
tors which I believe the citizens of Ohio
should know concerning what its posi
tion will be in respect to. the benefits
that it will receive and the cost that it
will incur. Ohio will have to expend
$1.330.000, to receive $8 million. There
are other States that will have to spend
much less to receive much more. The
Senator from Louisiana and I discussed
this matter late Saturday night. For in
stance, his State. on the basis of the
huge expenditures which it has already
made, will have to expend $48,000 to re
ceive $13 million.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, will the Senator yield on my time
on that point?
Mr. LAUSCHE. ICam glad to yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In my Judg
ment It is a very misleading and inac
cur.Ate chart, for the reason that the
chart does not show what the States are
now spending. The bill, insofar as the
Kerr amendment Is concerned, causes the
Federal Government to match the States
on the expenditures, they are already
making. The table does not show the
amounts the States are now spending
and which are matched.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The more a State
spends, the more It gets. There is some
question on the correctness of that phi
losophy. because the bill contemplates
the principle of "The more you spend the
more we will give you." That fanda
mental question runs into trouble, and
I do not believe it is a sound principle.
but is a principle which underlies the
allocation made by the Federal GovernMent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield I
more minute to the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. LAUSCEE. In summary under
the conference bill the State of Ohio
will receive $7,766,000. providing it
spends $1,336,000. This amount of $7.
768,000, which It will receive, is a little
more than 3V percent of the $200 million
that the Federal Government will ex
pend on a national basis for the 50
States.
However, statistics show that while
Ohio will receive 3I/2 percent~it will have
to pay by way of tame 6 percent of the
$200 million. or in other words, $12
million Thus to receive *7,766,000 it
will have to expend *12 million by way
of Federal tax, plus $1,336,000 as its
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share of the program amounting in all into the program. providing no increase committee, one of the most conservative
to $13.336.000. Now let us take a look in tax would be necessary now or in the of them aM, that the House would like to
at what the situation would be if the future.
do something along the lines we have
Federal Government would undertake
We took the House bill and we Put proposed.
to finance the cost of caring for the more than a billion dollars of highly
If we are so timorous that we wiUl not
mentally sick and the tuberculosis.
desirable and justified benefits Into It. fight for the things we have said We
The cost for the 80 States would be We Provided many deserved benefits for would fight for; If we back
$120 million. The share of Ohio for fi- working people. persona without Jobs, here we are backing down on down-and
80 percent
nancing this program would be $7,200,- persons without hope,
of what we sent to conference-thc pub
000. being 6 percent of the total cost.
We included a provision to assist lic cannot expect from us what they ex
in return for its $7.260.000 it would States to provide matching payments pected from us when their votes sent us
receive $1,200,000 being '2 -percent of for the mentally ill,
here to provide for the needy, the dis
the total program. Thus it Is apparent
We included a provision to assist abled. and those who are in need of
that Ohio would be far better off if it States to make matching payments for medical care.
took care of its own problem even on at general hospitals for the aged.
I have placed in the RECORD state
greatly liberalized bases.
Those provisions we took to conference. ments to the effect-and there is no
It would cost Ohio $8,696,000 more
We entrusted that bill to conferees, doubt about them-that in many States
than It would receive. I voted for the three of whom come from States which caged animals are treated better than
social security plan. It was not ac- make the least effort in terms of public the average patient in a State mental
cepted. I. shall vote for the conference welfare expenditures. In other words, hospital is treated. I believe I have
report, because I believe if the confer- one State. represented by the chairman placed enough corroboration in the REC
ence report is not approved, we will have of the conference, is a State which makes ORD to establish that point.
no bill at all,
the least contribution to public welfare
The provision about the earnings test
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Tf he time expenditures: two other conferees come has been knocked out of the report.
of the Senator has expired,
f rom a State which makes the second Eighty percent of all for 'whichthe Sen.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- least contribution to public welfare ex- ate voted has' been left out. We have
dent, how much time do we heave re- penditures. As a result of this, half the only a few scraps left.
maining?
Senate conferees came from States which
If Senators want to make a real ef
The PRESIDING OF`FICER (Mr have shown the least interest In the fort to provide these benefits, I hope they
CaxwoN in the chair). Eleven minutes Program:,
will vote to reject the conference report.
remain to the Senator from Louisiana,
As one of the conferees, It Is my JudgMr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, the
and 6 minutes on the other side.
ment that we should have returned to conferees of the Senate have been very
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- the Senate and reported disagreement diligent in their work, We can now
dent. I ask unanimous consent that we or have insisted on our amendments. All have a bill which can be effective onl the
scai have a quorum call, with 2 min- we brought back was a provision which first day of October of this year if we
utes being charged to each side. Then retains the Kerr amendment. That is will now accept the conference report
we will have the closing arguments of about all we brought back, The confer- already approved by the House and send
each side.
ence report waters down the provision It to the President for his signature.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without that a man may earn more under retireMr. LONsG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk ment than previously, a provision which dent, there is a beautiful rendition of
Will call the roll,
would have cost 0.19 of the payroll, but the Dickens Christmas Carol known as
The legislative clerk procceded to call which now costs 0.02 of the Payroll. The "~The Stingiest Man in Town." One or
the roll..
conferees have knocked out about 90 two sentences in tqiat poem particularly
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President. I ask percent of that provision,
appeal to me. It Is in the scene where
unanimous consent that the order for
The provision that a man can get work Scrooge is dreaming that he is in a very
the quorurn call be rescinded,
and earn some money Is knocked out 90 hot place, where everyone drags a chain.
The PRESIDING OFFICEp. Without percent.
Scrooge is quoted as saying:
objection. it is so ordered.
The provision for the group whom the
I see another fellow,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- Secretary of Health, Education, and
He had a great career.
dent, I have been fighting the confer- Welfare said the need was the greatest,
Hie used to be so lucky.
enee report for 3 days. I have said that and for which he led the great crusade,
What is he doing here?
a'Vote to accept the conference report has been knocked out on recommendaThen the voice of the spirit comes to
13 a vote for the big backkdown. We tion of the same gentleman. the Secre- him and says:
camne back to this session in the belief tary of Health, Education, and Welfare. rngoen nth sdobeacokdpl
that we would do something effective to
The House said they would permit a
goveranmeth
sdt.eacokdp1
Provide medical care for the people, We few additional persons to come under He never did a thing to help the working.
said we would Pass a minimum wage bill, coverage of social security by reducing
man's condition.
We said we would enact legislation in the number of quarters in which persons The stand he took on crime and vice was
other fields where legislation is urgently could achieve coverage,
in the wrong dlrectows.
needed. But particularly we said we
We have come back with about two- So when he ran for Paradise he lost th.'
would do something to proride two ma- thirds of the House provision, and about
big election.
Jor Pieces of legislation which would one-third of the people knocked out.
Our Chaplain has offered prayers, day
help)people.
One-third. or the most needy of them, in and day out, like the following:
The Republicans, at their national have been removed.
or.hlustexndcaiyttoe
covnin
aeth
on htte
I think it is time Senators who re- in need.
people Could not expect anything by Ported to the public that they have voted
Lord, stay our hands when we attempt to
listening- to the Democrats, who were to help retired and sick Persons now re- postpone into the future the Justi.e waiting
talking about what they v.ould io0for the port to the people that they have voted to be done today.
public. The Republiclans said that they to knock out those provisions. I am
Mr. President, I say the Senate should
would demonstrate at this session that afraid that many of them knew that sach vote to insist on the inclusion of these
the Democrats talk big but act little, provisions would never come back from provisions, even though they call for a
When Democrats vote for the confer- conference when Uiey voted to send them fey: extra dollars. for they would make
ence report. our Republican friends will to conference,
it possible to do the great amount of
demonstrate what they said at theiv naWhat can we do? We can reject the good the Senate. has voted to do.
tional convention: That we talk big but conference report. We can ask for a
I plc.d with Senators not to vote for
act little,
further conference, and get it. We can less.
Mr. President, we took a House bill, ask the House to vote as we will vote on
Thne PRESIDING OFFICER. The
'which was passed on the promise that the conference report, or, if necessary, hour of 2 o'clock has arrived; and, under
a few benefits could be voted if It was to report disagreement ari. give the the agreement, all time available for de
not nlecessarY to Increase the tax: a few House the first chance It has had In 2 bate on the conference report has ex
little bones and Scraps could be voted years to vote in favor of indicating to its pired.
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Luak
to the reThe question is on agreeing cofeene
McCarthy
~nMcClellan
port of the committee of 'cneec
McGee
Houses
two
the
of
votes
disagreeing
the
on the amendments of the Senate to Magluson
ouebl128.Mansfield
Monroney
Hons tbis quston heye8an0ny
yasan nysMorse
Onths
uetinth
have been ordered; and the clerk will Morton

call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio (when his name

Bartlett
Clark
Goldwater

was Called). On this vote I have a pair Gruening
with the distinguished Senator from
Oklahoma [Mr. KERR], who

is temporar-

flY away from the Senate Chamber.
were
If the Senator from Oklahoma
wolPoe"e,
present and voting, he

wudvt"ya"Hartke

Bridges

Dodd
Douglas
uibright

Muindt

Murray

Muskie
0-Mshoney
Prouty
Proimire
Itandolph
Saltonstall

Scott
Smt

itnsh
Symington
TtaflmdgO

Wiley
Williams, Del.

Young, N. Dak.

schoeppel

NAYS-1Il
Long. Hawaii
Long. La.
moss

Thurmond
Williams. N.J.
Yarborough

Russell

NOT VOTING-I5
Hennings

Humphrey
Kerr
Martin
McNamara

Pastore

Rtobertson
Sma-thers
Sparkman
Young. Ohio

So the conference report was agreed
report. If
In support of the conference
I were at liberty to vote I would vote t
"nay." as I am opposed to the conferenceto Mr. JOHNSON oZ Texas. Mr. Presi
dent, I move to reconsider the vote
report. So I withhold my vote,
by which the conference report was
The roll call was concluded,
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I have a agreed to.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I move
pair with the junior Senator from Flortable.
ida (Mr. SMATHERts]. If he were present to lay that motion on the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
and voting, he would vote "yea." if
to the motion
were permitted to vote, I would vote question is on agreeing
of the Senator from Illinois to lay on
"nay." I withhold my vote,
Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that the table the motion of the Senator from
the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DouGLAs), Texas to reconsider. on the table was
The motion to lay
the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. FoxsaroH?], the Senator from-Indiana 12Mr. agreed to.
HARTmzL the Senator from Minnesota
[Mr. HumpaUEY]. the Senator from
Oklahoma (Mr. KERR], the Senator from
Michigan (Mr. MCNAMARAI. the Senator
from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE], the
Senator from Virginia [Mr. RoazitSON],
the Senator from Florida (Mr. SMATHv
sIs], and the Senator from Alabama
(Mr. SPARKxAN] are absent on official
business.
I also announce that the Senator from
Missouri [Mr. HtNwiliGs] is absent be
cause. of illness.
I further announce that, if present
and voting., the Senator from Arkansas
(Mr. FuLBicHIGT] the Senator from In
diana [Mr. HAnRiczl, the Senator from
Missouri [Mr. HsmrNaINS) the Senator
from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY], the
Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. PAsTon),. the Senator from Virginia (Mr.
ROBERTSON], and the Senator from Ala
bama [Mr. SPARKMAN] would each vote
"yea,&#
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from New Hampshire (Mr.
BaIDGEs] is necessarily absent to attend
a funeral in the State. and, if present
and voting, would voe"Ya"
The Senator from Iowa [Mr. MARTIN]
is absent by leave of the Senate on of
ficial business.
The result was announced-yeas '74,
nays 11, as follows:
1310. 8141
A~ikel
Allott
Anderso=
BeaU
Bennett
Bible
Burdick
Bush
Butier
Syrd, Va.
Byd.Vs.
Cana3

YZAS.-74
case. S. Deak.
Chaves
ChurCh
Cooper
Cottona
Curtis

Dirkeen
Dworhalk
Eastland
lender

Engle
ryian

Capehaft
Carlsoni

Yong
Freer

came, NJ.

on"B

Carron

0ol.

Hart
Hayden
Hickenioo~pe
H!ill
BolI~nd
Hwrl

Jackson
.Javits
Johnson, Tex.

Johnatoa, B.0.

Jordan
Heating

Kefauver
Kennedy
Kuehel
Laulthe
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Public Law 86-778
86th Congress, H. R. 12580
September 13, 1960

AN ACT

74 STAT. 924.

To extend and Improve coverage under the Federal Old-Age, Survivors, and
Disability Insurance System and to remove hardships and inequities, improve
the financing of the trust funds, and provide disability benefits to additional
individuals under such system; to provide grants to States for medical care
for aged individuals of low income; to amend the public assistance and
maternal and child welfare provisions of the Social Security Act; to improve
the unemployment compensation provisions of such Act; and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate avd 1o10I8e of Repregentative8 of the

United State8 of America in (]ongre88 a88embled, That this Act, Social
divided into titles and sections according to the following table of Security

contents, may be cited as the "Social Security Amendments of

1960". Amendments
of 1960.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
TiTma I-Covns.tGE
Sec. 101. Extension of time for ministers to elect coverage.
Sec. 102. State and local governmental employees.
(a) Delegation by Governor of certification functions.
(b) Employees transferred from one retirement system to anoiher.
(c) Retroactive coverage.
(d) Policemen and firemen.
(e) Limitation on States' liability for employer (and employee)
contributions in certain cases.
(f Statute of limitations for State and local coverage.
(g) Municipal and county hospitals.
(h) Validation of coverage for certain Mississippi teachers.
(i) Justices of the peace and constables in the State of Nebraska.
(j) Teachers in the State of Maine.
(k) Certain employees In the State of California.:
(1) Inclusion of Texas among States which are permitted to, divide
their retirement systems into two parts for purposes of obtainIng social security coverage under Federal-State agreement.
Sec. 106. Extension of the program to Guam and American Samoa.
Sec. 104. Service of parent for son or daughter.
Sec. 105. Employees of nonprofit organizations.
Sec. 106. American citizen employees of foreign governments and International
organizations.
TricTL II-ELIGhIMLITY Foi&RFNxrrrs
Sec. 201.
202.
Sec. 203.
Sec. 204.
Sec. 205.

'JSec.

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

206.
207.
208.
209.
210.

Sec. 211.

Children born or adopted after onset of parent's disability.
Continued dependency of stepchild on natural father.
Payment of burial expenses.
Fully insured status.
Survivors of individuals who died prior to 1940 and of certain other,
individuals.
Crediting of quarters of coverage for years before 1951.
Time needed to acquire status of wife, child, or husband in certain cases.
Marriages subject to legal impediment.
Penalty deductions under foreign work test.
Extension of filing period for husband's, widower's, or parent's benefits
in certain cases.Increase In the earned income limitation.
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Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

301.
302.
303.
304.

TITLE

Increase in insurance benefits of children- of deceased workers.
Maximum family benefits in certain cases.
Computations and recomputations of primary insurance amounts.
Elimination of certain obsolete recomputations.

IV-DisABiLITy

INSURANCE BENEFITE AND THE

DISA&BILITY FREEzE

Sec. 401. Elimination of requirement of attainment of age fifty for disability
insurance benefits.
Sec. 402. Elimination of the waiting period for disability insurance benefits in
certain cases.
Sec. 403. Period of trial work by disabled individual.
Sec. 404. Special insured status test in certain cases for disability purposes.
TITmn V%-EMPLOYMENT SEculRrTY
PART 1-SHORT TITLE

Sec. 501. Short title.
PART 2-EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ADMINISTRATIVE

FINANCING AMENDMENTS

Sec. 521. Amendment of title IX of the Social Security Act.
Sec. 901. Employment security administration account.
Sec. 902. Transfers between Federal unemployment account and
employment security administration account.
Sec. 903. Amounts transferred to State accounts.
Sec. 904. Unemployment Trust Fund.
Sec. 522. Amendment of title XII of the Social Security Act.
Sec. 1201. Advances to State unemployment funds.
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TITLE I---COVERAGE
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR MINISTERS To ELECT COVERAGE

SEC. 101. (a) Clause (B) of section 1402(e) (2) of the Internal 26 USC 1402.
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to time for filing waiver certificate) is
amended by striking out "1956"1 and' nserting in lieu thereof "1959".
(b) Section 1402(e) (3) of such Code (relating to effective date of Lo2st p. 927.
certificate) is amended to read as follows:

"(3) (A)

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CERTIFICATE.-A

certificate filed

pursuant to this subsection shall be effective for the taxable year
immediately preceding the earliest taxable year for which, at the
time the certificate is filed, the period for filing a return (includ
ing any extension thereof) has not expired, and for all succeed
ing taxable years. An election made pursuant to this subsection
shall be irrevocable.
"(B) Notwithstanding the first sentence of subparagraph (A),
if an individual filed a certificate on or before the date of enact
ment of this subparagraph which (but for this subparagraph) is
effective only for the first taxable year ending after 1956 and all1
succeeding taxable years, such certificate shall be effective for his
first taxable year ending after 1955 and all succeeding taxable
years if
"(i) such individual files a supplemental certificate after
the date of enactment of this subparagraph and on or before
'i)the tax under section 1401 in respect of all such in- 26 USC 1401.
diviua's self-employment income (excepfouneay
ments of tax attributable to errors made mn good faith) for
his first taxable year ending after 1955 is paid on or before
April 15, 1962, and
'(iii) in any case where refund has been made of any such
tax which (but for this subp~aragraph) is an overpayment,
the amount refunded (inclucting any interest paid under sec
tion 6611) is repaid on or before April 15,1962.
26 USC 6611.

The provisions of section 6401 shall not apply to aypyet2
or repayment described in this subparagraph.'

aypyet2

S

41

s
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(c) Section 1402(e) of such Code is further amended by adding at

the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(5) OPTIONAL PROVISION FOR CERTAIN CERTIFICATES FILED ON

1962.-In any case where an individual has
derived earnings, in any taxable year ending after 1954 and be
fore 1960, from the performance of service described in subsec
tion (c) (4), or in subsection (c) (5) (as in effect prior to the en
actment of this paragraph) insofar as it related to the perform
ance of service by an individual in the exercise of his profession
as a Christian Science practitioner, and has reported such earn
ings as self-employment income on a return filed on or before
the date of the enactment of this paragraph and on or before the
due date prescribed for filing such return (including any exten
sion thereof )
"(A) a certificate filed by such individual (or a fiduciary
acting for such individual or his estate, or his survivor within
the meaning of section 205(c) (1) (C) of the Social Security
Act) after the date of the enactment of this paragraph and
on or before April 15, 1962, may be effective, at the election
of te pesonfilig suh crtificate, for the first taxable year
endi
afer 954andbefre 1960 for which such a return
wasfild,
ndforallsuceeding taxable years, rather than
for the period prescribed in paragraph (3), and
" (B) a certificate filed by such individual on or before the
date of the enactment of this paragraph which (but for this
subparagraph) is ineffective for the first taxable year ending
after 1954 and before 1959 for which such a return was filed
shall be effective for such first taxable year, and for all suc
ceeding taxable years, provided a supplemental certificate is
filed by such individual (or a fiduciary acting for such indi
vidual or his est~ate, or his survivor within the meaning of
section 205(c) (1) (C) of the Social Security Act) after the
date of the enactment of this paragraph and on or before
ArprilI 15, 1962,
but ony if
" (i) the tax under section 1401 in respect of all such indi
vidual's self-employment income (except for underpayments
OR BEFORE APRIL 15,

42 Usc

405.

26 USC 1401.

of tax attributable to errors made in good faith), for each
such year ending before 1960 in the case of a certificate
described in subparagraph (A) or for each such year ending

before 1959 in the case of a certificate described in subpara
graph (B), is paid on or before April 15,1962, and
"4(ii) in any case where refund has been made of any such
tax which (but for this paragraph) is an overpayment, the
amount refunded (including any interest paid under section

Supra.

6611) is repaid on or before April 15, 1962.
The provisions of section 6401 shall not apply to any payment or
repayment described in this paragraph."
(d) In the case of a certificate or supplemental certificate filed
pursuant to section 1402 (e) (3) (B) or (5) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954
(1)
urpses
or
f cmpuinginterest, the due date for the
paymnt
f te tx udersecion1401 which is due for any tax
endng bfore1959 solely by reason of the filing of a
~ yea
cerifcat
wichiseffctve under such section 1402(e) (3) (B)
or (5) shall beAprill15,1962;
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(2) the statutory period for the assessment of any tax for any
such year which is attributable to the filing of such certificate
shall not expire before the expiration of 3 years from such due
date; and

(3). for purposes of section 6651 of such Code (relating

to 26 USC 6651.

addition to tax for failure to file tax return), the amount of tax
reuired to be shown on the return shall not include such tax
udrsection 1401.
26. USC 1401.
(e) The provisions of section 205 (c) (5) (F) of the Social Security Psp . 933
Act insofar as they prohibit inclusion in the records of the Secretaryp.93
of ilealth, Education, and Welfare of self-employment income for
a taxable year when the return or statement including such income is
filed after the time limitation following such taxable year, shall not
be applicable to earnings which are derived in any taxable year ending
before 1960 and which constitute self-employment income solely by
reason of the filing of a certificate which is effective under section
1402 (e) (3) (B) or (5) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Ante, pp. 926,927.
(f) The amendments made by this section shall be applicable
(except as otherwise specifically indicated therein) only with respect
to certificates (and supplemental certificates) filed pursuant to sec
tion 1402 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 after the date Of 26 usc 1402.
the enactment of this Act; except that no monthly benefits under
title II of the Social Security Act for the -month in which this Act 42 Usc 401L
is enacted or any prior month shall be payable or increased by reason et seq.
of such amendments, and no lump-sum death payment under such
title shall be payable or increased by reason of such amendments in
the case of any individual who died prior to the date of the enactment
of this Act.
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES

Delegation by Governor of Certification Functions
SEC.

102. (a) (1) Section 218 (d) (3) of the Social Security Act

is

amened
y inertng " oran official of the State designated by him
for he urpoe,"afte "tegoernr of the State".
(2)Secion218d) 7) f schAct is amended by inserting "(or
anthofical
Sttef esinate b~ hi fo th purpose)" after
"by the governor", and by isrng'or
the official so designated)"
after "if the governor".
Employees Transferred From One Retirement System to A-nother
(b) (1) Section 218(d) (6) (C) of the Social Security Act is fur
ther amended by adding at te end thereof the following new sen
tence: "If, in the case of a separate retirement system which is deemed
to exist by. reason of subparagraph (A) and which has been divided
into two divisions ortparts pursuant to the first sentence of this sub
paragraph, individual become members of such system by reason
of action taken by a political subdivision after coverage under an
agreement under this section has been extended to the division or
parttheeofcomose ofpositions of individuals who desire such
covrag,
te psitonsofsuch individuals who become members of
suchretremnt sste byreason of the action so taken shall be in
clde
te i iisonorpatof such system composed of poitions
of members who do not deiesuch coverage if (i) such individuas,
on heefoe bconng uchmembers, were in the division or
ay
par ofanthe
sparte etremntsystem (deemed to exist by reason
of sbpaagrph ())
ompsedof positions of members of such
systm
wo d no deirecoverage under an agreement under this

42 USC 418.
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s-ection, and (ii) all of the positions in the separate retirement system
of which such individuals so become members and all of the positions
in the separate retirement system referred to in clause (i) would have
been covered by a single retirement system if the State had not taken
action to ,provide for separate retirement systems under this
paragraph."
(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply, in the case
of transfers of positions (as described therein) which occur on or after
the date of enactment of this Act. Such amendment shall also apply
in the case of such transfers in any State which occurred prior to
such date, but only upon request of the Governor (or other official
designated by him for the purpose) filed with the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare before July 1, 1961; and, in the case of any
such request, such- amendment shall apply only with respect to wages
paid on and after the date on which such request is filed.
Retroactive Coverage
42 USC 418.

(c) (1) Section 218(f) (1) of the Social Security Act is amended
by striking out all that follows the first semicolon and inserting in
lieu thereof the following: "texcept that such date may not be earlier
than the last day of the sixth calendar year preceding the year in
which such agreement. or modification, as the case may be, is agreed
to by the Secretary and the State."
(2) Section 218(d) (6) (A) of such Act is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new sentence: "Where a retirement sys
tem covering positions of employees of a State and positions of
employees of one or more political subdivisions of the State, or cover
ing positions of employees of two or more political subdivisions of the
State, is not divided into separate retirement systems pursuant to the
preceding sentence or pursuant to subparagraph (C), then the State
may, for purposes of subsection (f) only, deem the system to be a sep
arate retirement system with respect to any one or more of the political
subdivisions concerned and, where the retirement system covers posi
tions of employees of the State, a separate retirement system with
reset to the Sktate or with respect to the State and any one or more
of the political subdivisions concerned."
(3) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply in the
case of any agreement or modification of an agreement undler section
218 of the Social Security Act which is agreed to on or after January
1, 1960; except that in the case of any such agreement or modifica
tion agreed to before January 1, 1961, the effective date specified
therein shall not be earlier than December 31, 1955. The amendment
made by paragraph (2) shall apply in the case of any such agre
ment or modification which is agreed to on or after the date of the
enactment of this Act.
Policemen and Firemen
(d) Section 2 18(p) of the Social Security Act is amended by in
serting "Hawaii," after "Georgia,"; and by striking out "Washing
ton, or Territory of Hawaii" and inserting in lieu theref "Virginia,
or Washington".
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Limitation on States' Liability for Employer (and Employee)
Contributions in Certain Cases
(e) (1) Section 218(e) of the Social Security Act is amended by 42 USC 418.
imediaely fte "(e) ", by redesignating paragraphs
nseting"(1)
(1)2) nd
s supargrahs A) and (B), respectively, and by
addig
th aen threo th folowing new paragraph:
"(A) an individual in any calendar year performs services to
which an agreement under this section is applicable () as the
employee of two or more political subdivisions of a State or
(ii) as the employee of a State and one or more political sub
divisions of such State; a~nd
"(B3) such State provides all of the funds for the payment
of those amounts referred to in paragraph (1) (A) which are
equivalent to the taxes imposed by section 3111 of the Internal 26 USC 3111.
Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to wages paid to such
individual for such services; and
"(C) the political subdivision 6r subdivisions involved do not
reimburse such State for the payment of such amounts or, in
the case of services described in subparagraph (A) (ii), for the
payment of so much of such amounts as is attributable to
em~ployment by such subdivision or subdivisions;
then, notwithstanding paragraph (1), the agreement under this sec
tion with such State may provide (either in the original agreement
or by a modification thereof) that the amounts referred to in para
graph (1) (A) may be computed as though the wages paid to such
individual for the services referred to in clause (A) of this paragraph
were paid by one political subdivision for services performed in its
employ; but the provisions of this paragraph shall be applicable only
where such State complies with such regulations as the Secretary
may prescribe to carry out the purposes of this paragraph. The pre
ceding sentence shall be applicable with respect to wages paid after
an effective date specified in such agreement or modification, but in
no event with respect to wages paid before (i) January 1, 1957, in
the case of an agreement or modification which is mailed or delivered
bymens
the o te Screary before January 1, 1962, or (ii) the
firt
o th
dy yer i whchthe agreement or modification is mailed
or dlivredby ohermeas to the Secretary, in the case of an agreementor
mdifcatin wich is so mailed or delivered on or after
(2 Scton21(f ()
f such Act is amended by striking out "Any
agremen"
ad iseringin lieu thereof "Except as provided in subStatute of Limitations for State and Local Coverage
(f) (1) Section 218 of the Social Security Act is amended by add
-ing at the end thereof the following new subsections:
"Time Limitation on Assessments
"(q) (1) Where a State is liable for an amount due under an agree
ment pursuant to this section, such State shall remain so liable until
the Secretary is satisfied that the amount due has been paid to the
Secretary of the Treasury.
"1(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), a State shall not be liable
for an amount due under an agreement pursuant to this section, with
respect to the wages paid to individuals, after the expiration of the
latest of the following periods

Ante,

p. 9 2 9 .
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"4(A) three years, three months, and fifteen days after the year
in which such wages werep aid, or
"(B) three years after thte date on which such amount became
due, or
"(C) three years, three months, and fifteen days after the year
following the year in which this subsection is enacted,
unless prior to the expiration of such period the Secretary makes an
assessment of the amount due.
"(3) For purposes of this subsection and section 205 (c), an assess
ment of an amount due is made when the Secretary mails or otherwise
delivers to the State a notice stating the amount he has determined to
be due under an agreement pursuant to this section and the basis for
such determination.
"1(4) An assessment of an amount due made by the Secretary after
the expiration of the period specified in paragraph (2) shall never
theless be deemed to have been made within such periodf
"(A) before the expiration of such period (or, if it has pre
viously been extended under this paragraph, of such period as so
extended), the State and the Secretary agree in writing to an
extension of such period (or extended period) and, subject to
such conditions as may be agreed upon, the Secretary makes the
assessment prior to the expiration of such extension; or
" (B) within the 365 days immediately preceding the expiration
of such period (or extended period) the -State pays to the Secre
tary of the Treasury less than the correct amount due under an
agreement pursuant to this section with respect to wages paid to
individuals in any calendar quarters as members of a coverage
group, and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
makes the assessment, adjusted to take into account the amount
paid by the State, no later than the 365th day after the day the
State made payment to the Secretary of the Treasury; but the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall make such
assessment only with respect to the wages paid to such individ
uals in such calendar quarters as memb2rs of such coverage
"()pursuant to subparagraph (A) or (B) of section
205(c) (5) he includes in his records an entry with respect to
wages for an individual, but only if such assessment is limited
to the amount due with respect to such wages and is made within
the period such entry could be made in such records under such
subparagraph.
"(5) If the Secretary allows a claim for a credit or refund of an
overpayment by a State under an agreement pursuant to this section,
with respect to wages paid or alleged to have been paid to an indi
vidual in a calendar year for services as a member of a coverage
group, and if as a result of the facts on which such allowance is
based there is an amount due from the State, with respect to wages
paid to such individual in such calendar year for services performed
as a member of a coverage group, for which amount the State is not
liable by reason of paragraph (2), then notwithstanding paragraph
(2) the State shall be liable for such amount due if the Secretary
makes an assessment of such amount due at the time of or prior
to notification to the State of the allowance of such claim. For
purposes of this paragraph and paragraph (6), interest as provided
for in subsection ()sall not be included in determining the amount
due.
"(6) The Secretary shall accept wage reports filed by a State under
an agreement pursuant to this section or regulations of the Secretary
thereunder, after the expiration of the period specified in paragraph
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(2) or such period as extended pursuant to paragraph- (4), with
respect to wages which are paid to individuals performing services
as employees in a coverage group included in the agreement and
for payment in connection with which the State is not liable by
reason of paragraph (2), only if the State-
"(A) pays to the Secretary of the Treasury the amount due
under such agreement with respect to such wages, and
"4(B) agrees in writing with the Secretary of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare to an extension of the period specified in para
graph (2) with respect to wages paid to all individua~ls perform
ing services as employees in such coverage group in the calendar
quarters designated by the State in such wage reports as the pe
riods in which such wages were paid. If the State so agrees, the
period specified in paragraph (2), or such period as extended
pursuant to paragraph (4), shall be extended until such time as
the Secretary notifies the State that such wage reports have been
accepted..
"(7) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this subsection,
where there ianaondubyaSate
under an agreement pur
suant to this section and there has been a fraudulent attempt on the
part of an officer or employee of the State or any political subdivision
thereof to defeat or evade payment of such amount due, the State
shall be liable for such amount due without regard to the provisions
of paragraph (2), and the Secretary may make an assessment of such
amount due at any time.
"Time Limitation on Credits and Refunds
"(r) (1) No credit or refund of an overpayment by a State under
an agreement pursuant to this section with respect to wages paid or
alleged to have been paid to an individual as a member of a coverage
group in a calendar quarter shall be allowed after the expiration of
the latest of the following periods
" (A) three years, three months, and fifteen days after the
year in which occurred the calendar quarter in which such wages
were p aid or alleged to have been paid, or
" (B) three years 'after the date the payment which included
such overpayment became due under such agreement with respect
to the wages paid or alleged to have been paid to such individual
as a member of such coverage group in such calendar quarter, or
" (C) two years after such overpayment was made to the Secre
tary of the Treasury, or
"4(D) three years, three months, and fifteen days after the year
following the year in which this subsection is enacted,
unless Prior to the expiration of such peioda claim for such credit
or refund is filed with the Secretary of Heath, Education, and Wel
fare by the State.
" (2) A. claim for a credit or refund filed by a State after the ex
piration of the period specified by paragraph (1) shall nevertheless
be deemed to have been filed within such period if
"4(A) before the expiration of such period (or, if it has previ
ously been extended under this subparagraph, of such period as
so extended) the State and the Secretary agree in writing to an
extension of such period (or extended period) and -theclaim is
filed with the Secretary by the State prior to the expiration of
such extension; but any claim for a credit or refund valid be
cause of this subparagraph shall be allowed only to the extent
authorized by the conditions provided for in the agreement for
such extension, or
60747 0
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"(B) the Secretar~y deletes from his records an entry with re
spect to wages of an in~dividual pursuant to the provisions of sub
paragraph (A), (B), or (E) of scion 205 (c) (75), but only with
respect to the entry so deleted.
"Review by Secretary
"(s) Where the Secretary has made an assessment of an amount
due by a State under an agreement pursuant to this section, disallowed
a State's claim for a credit or refund of an overpayment under such
agreement, or allowed a State a credit or refund of an overpayment'
under such agreement, he shall review such assessment, disallowance,
or allowance if a written request for such review is filed with him b
the State within 90 days (or within such further time as he may
allow) after notification to- the St-ate of such assessment, disallow
ance, or allowance. On the basis of the evidence obtained by or sub
mnit-ted to the Secretary, he shall render a decision affirming, modify
ing, or reversing such assessment, disallowance, or allowance. In
notifying the State of his decision, the Secretary shall state the basis
theref or.
"Review by Court

63 Stat. 106.

62 Stat. 974.

42 USC

iooi.

53 Stat. 175.
26 usc 14011403, 3101 et

Me.

"(t) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title any State,
irrespective of the amount in controversy, may file, within two years
after the mailing to such State of the notice of any decision by the
Secretary pursuant to subsection (s) affecting such State, or within
such further time as the Secretary may allow, a civil action for a re
determination of the correctness of the assessment of the amount due,
the disallowance of the claim for a refund or credit, or the allowance
of the refund or credit, as the case may be, with respect to which the
Secretary has rendered such decision. Such action shall be brought
in the district court of the United States for the judicial district in
which is located the capital of such State, or, if such action is brought
by an instrumentality of two or more States, the principal office of
such instrumentality. The judgment of the court shall be final, except
that it shall be subject to review in the same manner as judgments of
such court in other civil actions. Any action filed under this subsec
tion shall survive notwithstanding any change in the person occupy
ing the office of Secretary or any vacancy in such office.
"(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 2411 of title 28,
United States Code, no interest shall accrue to a State after final judg
ment with respect to a credit or refund of an overpayment made under
ain agreement pursuant to this section.
"(3) The first sentence of section 2414 of title 28, United States
Code, shall not apply to final judgments rendered by district courts of
the United States in civil actions filed under this subsection. In such
cases, the payment of amounts due to States pursuant to such final
judgments shall be adjusted in accordance with the provisions of this
section and with regulations promulgated by the Secretary."
(2) Section 205(c) (5) (F) of such Act is amended to read as
follows:
"(F) to conform his records to
"(i) tax returns or portions thereof (including informa
tion returns and other written statements) filed with the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue under title VIII of the
Social Security Act, under subchiapter E of chapter 1 or
subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1939, under chapter 2 or 21 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954, or under regulations made under authority of such
title, subchapter, or chapter;
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"i)wage reports filed by a State pursuant to an agree
mnent under section 218 or regulations of the Secretary
thereunder; or
"(iii) assessments of amounts due under an agreement
pursuant to section 218, if such assessments are made within
the period specified in subsection (q) of such section, or
allowances of credits or refunds of overpayments by a State
under an agreement pursuant to such section;
excpt
hatnoamont f elf-employment income of an individual
foranytaxbl yer (f uch return or statement was filed after
theexpraton f te tmelimitation following the taxable year)
shal beincude intheSecretary's records pursuant to this

934.

42 USC 416.

Ante,

p * 930.

Ante,

p. 9

(subparagraph ;.

() (A) The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and (2) shall
become effective on the first day of the second calendar year following
the year in which this Act is enacted.
(B) In any case in which the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare has notified a State prior to the beginning of such second
calendar year that there is an amount due by such State, that such
State's claim for a credit or refund of an overpayment is disallowed,
or that such State has been allowed a credit or refund of an overpay
ment, under an agreement pursuant to section 218 ol the Social Se
curity Act, then the Secretary shall be deemed to have made an assess
ment of such amount due as provided in section 218 (q) of such Act
or notified the State of such allowance or disallowance, as the case
m 0aybon the first day of such second calendar year. In such a case
the 9-ay~limitation in section 218(s) of such Act shall not be applicable with respect to the assessment so deemed to have been made
or the notification of allowance or disallowance so deemed to have been
given the State. However, the preceding sentences of this subpara
graph shall not apply if the Secretary makes an assessment of such
amount due or notifiers the State of such allowance or disallowance on
or after the first day of the second calendar year following the year
in which this Act is enacted and within the period specified in section
218 (q) of the Social Security Act or the period specified in section
218 (r) of such Act, as the case may be.
Municipal and County Hospitals
(g) Section 218(d) (6) (B) of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "If a re
tirement system covers positions of employees of a hospital which is
an integral part of a political subdivision, then, for purposes of the
preceding paragraphs there shall, if the State so desires, be deemed
to be a separate retirement system for the employees of such hospital."
Validation of Coverage for Certain Mississippi Teachers
(li) For purposes of the agreement under section 218 of the Social
Security Act entered into by the State of Mississippi, services of
teachers in such State performed after February 28, 1951, and prior
to October 1, 1959, shall be deemed to have been performed by such
teachers as employees of the State. The term "teacher"s as used in the
preceding sentence means
(1)n inividual who is licensed to serve in the capacity of
teaherrgitra
lbraia, sperisr? riciplor supermn
tendnt
ho i prncia
nd
y nga~ i
icelementary
or secondary shosytmoteSaeinany one or more of
such capacities;

3 3
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(2) any employee in the office of the county superintendent
of education or the county school supervisor, or in the office of
the principal of any county or municipal public elementary or
secondary school in the St-ate; and
(3) any individual licensed to serve in the capacity of teacher
who is engaged in any educational capacity in any ay or night
school conducted under the supervision of the State department
of education as a part of the adult education program provided
for under the laws of Mississippi or under the laws of the United
States.
JTustices of the Peace and Constables in the State of Nebraska
42 USC 418.

(i) Notwithstanding any provision of section 218 of the Social
Security Act, the agreement with the State of Nebraska entered into
pursuant to such section may, at the option of such State, be modified
so as to exclude services performed within such State by individuals
as justices of the peace or constables, if such individuals are compen
sated for such services on a fee basis. Any modification of such agree
nient pursuant to this subsection shall 'e effective with respect to
services performed after an effective date specified in such modifi
cation, except that such date shall not be earlier than the date of
enactment of this Act.
Teachers in the State of Maine

72 Stat. 1040.
42 USC 418 note.

(j) Section 31.6 of the Social Security Amendments of 1958 is
amended by striking out "July 1, 1960" and inserting in lieu thereof
"July 1, 1961".
Certain Employees in the State of California

26 USC 3101,
3111.
26 Usc 3101
et seqg.

(k) Notwithstanding any provision of section 218 of the Social
Security Act, the agreement with the State of California heretofore
entered into pursuant to such section may at the option of such State
be modified, at. any time prior to 1962, pursuant to subsection (c) (4)
of such section 218, so as to apply to services performed by any indi
vidual who, on or after January 1, 1957, and on or before December
31, 1959, was employed by such State (or any- political subdivision
thereof) in any hospital employee's position which, on September 1,
1954, was covered by a retirement system, but which, prior to 1960,
was removed from coverage by such retirement system if, prior to
.July 1, 1960, there have been paid in good faith to t~he Secretary of
the Treasury, with respect to any of the services performed by such
individual in any such position, amounts equivalent to the sum of the
taxes which would have been imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 if such services had constituted
employment for purposes of chapter 21 of such Code at the time they
were performed. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (f)
of such section 218 such modification shall be effective with respect
to (1) all services performed by such individual in any such position
on or after January 1, 1960, and (2) all such services, performed
before such date, with respect to which amounts equivalent to such
taxes have, prior to the date of enactment of this subsection, been paid.
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Inclusion of Texas Among States Which Are Permitted To Divide
Their Retirement Systems Into Two Parts for Purposes of Obtain
ing Social Security Coverage Under Federal-State Agreement
(1) Section 218 (d) (6) (C) of the Social Security Act is amended Ante,
by inserting "Texas," before "Vermont".

p.
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EXTENSION OF THE PROGRAM TO GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA
SEC. 103. (a) (1) (A) The next to the last sentence of section 202(i)
of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out "Puerto Rico,
or the Virgin Islands" and inserting in lieu thereof "the Common
wealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, or American
Samoa".
I(B) The last sentence of such section 202 (i) is amended by striking
out "any of such States, or the District of Columbia" and inserting
in lieu thereof "any State".
(2) Section 101 (d) of the Social Security Act Amendments of
1950 and section 5 (e) (2) of the Social Security Act Amendments
of 1952 are each amended by striking out "Puerto Rico or the Virgin
Islands" and inserting in lieu thereof "the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, or American Samoa".
(b) Section 203(k) of the Social Security Act is amended by
striking out "Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islands" and inserting in
lieu thereof "the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Guam, or American Samoa", and by striking out "Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands" and inserting in lieu thereof "the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa".
(c) Section 210 (a) (7) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(7) Service performed in the employ of a St-ate, or any poli
tical subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing which is wholly owned thereby, except
that t~his paragraph shall not apply in the case of
" (A) service included under an agreement under section

218,

"(B) service which, under subsection (k), constitutes cov
ered transportation service, or
" (C) service in the employ of the Government of Guam
or the Government of American Samoa or any political
subdivision thereof, or of any instrumentality of any one or
more of -the foregoing which is wholly owned thereby, per
formed by an officer or employee thereof (including a mem
ber of the legislature of any such Government or political
subdiiinad
o upssof this title
"(i)anypersn woseservice as such an officer or
emplyeeis nt cvere bya retirement system estab
lishd
a aw
b o th UntedStates shall not, with re
sipect to sucservc be~regarded as an officer or em
ployee of th Unvited States or any agency or instru
mentality thereof, and
"6(ii) the remuneration for service described in clause
(i ) (including fees paid to a public official) shall be
deemed to have been paid by the Government of Guam
or the Government of American Samoa or by a political
subdivision thereof or an instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing which is wholly owned thereby,
whichever is appropriate ;".

Post,
947'.

pp.

937,

64 Stat. 488.
66 Stat. 776.

42 Usc 402
note.
42 USC 403.

42 USC 410.

42 USC 418.
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66 Stat. 166.

(d) Section 210 (a) of such Act is further amended
(1) bstiigot"ratteedopaaa
h (16),
(2) by strikmn otheprdat
the eny o paragraph (17)
and inserting in lieu thereof "; or ", and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(18) Service performed in Guam by a resident of the Re
public .of the Philippines while in Guam on a temporary basis
as a nonimmigrant alien admitted to Guam pursuant to section
101 (a) (15) (H) (ii) of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(8 U.S.C. 1101 (a) (15) (H) (ii) )."
(e) Section 210(h) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"State
"(h) The term 'State' includes the District of Columbia, the Corn
monwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American
Samoa."
(f) Section 210(i) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"United States

42 USC 411.

26 USC 931,
932.

"(i) The term 'United States' when used in a geographical sense
means the States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa."
(g) (1) Section 211 (a) of such Act is amended by striking out the
period at the end of paragraph (7) and inserting in lieu thereof
"4; and", and by inserting after paragraph (7) the following new para
graph:
"6(8) The term 'possession of the United States' as used in sec
tions 931 (relating to income from sources within possessions of
the United States) and 932 (relating to citizens of possessions of
the United States) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall be
deemed not to include the Virgin Islands, Guam, or American
Samoa."

(2) Clauses (v) and (vi) in the last sentence of section 211 (a) of

42 USC 418,
419 *
Repeals.

such Act are each amended by striking out "paragraphs (1) through
(6) " and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraphs (1) through (6) and
paragraph (8) ".
(h) Section 211 (b) of such Act is amended by striking out the last
two sentences and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"An individual who is not a citizen of the United States but who is a
resident of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Guam, or American Samoa shall not, for the purposes of this subsec
tion, be considered to be a nonresident alien individual."
(i) Section 218 (b) (1) of such Act is amended by inserting ", Guam,
or American Samoa"~immediately before the period at the end thereof.

(j) (1) Section 219 of such Act is repealed.

(2) (A) Section 210 (j) of such Act is repealed.
(B) Subsections (k) through (o) of section 210 of such Act are
redesignated as subsections (]) through (n), respectively.
42 USC 402, 415,
(C) Sections 202(i), 215(~h) (1), 'agnd 217(e) (1), and the last para
417, 409.
graph of section 209, are each amended by striking out "section 210
(mM)
1" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 210 (1) (1)"
(D) Section 202 (t) (4) (D) of such Act is amended
(i) by striking out "section 210 (m) (2) ", "section 210(m) (3)"
and "section 210(m) (2) and (3)"' and inserting in lieu thereof
"section 210(1) (2) ", "section 210 (1) (3)"1, and "section 210 (1) (2)
and (3) ", respectively; and
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(ii) by striking out "section 210(n) " each place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "section 210 (in) ".
(E) Section 205 (p) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out
(1) " and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (1) (1) ".
"subsection (in)
(F) Section 209 (j) of such Act is amended by striking out "section
210(k) (3) (C)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 210 (j) (3) (C)"
((I) Section 218(c) (6) (C) of such Act is amended by-striking out
"section 210(1) " and inserting in lieu thereof "section 210 (k) ".
(3) Section 211(a) (6) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"1(6) A resident of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico shall
compute his net earnings from self-employment in the same man
ner as a citizen of the United States but without regard to the
provisio~ns of section 933 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;".
()(1) Section 1402(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to definition of net earnings from self-employment) is
amended by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (8)
and inserting in lieu thereof "; and", and by inserting after, para
graph ~8) the following new paragraph:
'(9) the term 'possession of the United States' as used in
sections 931 (relating to income from sources within possessions
of the United States) and 932 (relating to citizens of possessions
of the United States) shall be deemed not to include the Virgin
Islands, Guam, or American Samoa."
(2) Clauses (v) and (vi) in the last sentence of such section
1402 (a) are each amended by striking out "paragraphs (1) through
(7) " and inserting in lieu thereof 'paragraphs (1) through()
and paragraph (9) ".
(1) The last sentence of section 1402(b) of such Code (relating to
definition of self-employment income) is amended by striking out
"the Virgin Islands or a resident of Puerto Rico" and inserting in
lieu thereof "the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Guam, or American Samoa".
(in) Section 1403(b) (2) of such Code (relating to cross references) is amended by inserting ", Guam, American Samoa," after
"Vrg in Islands".
(n) Section 3121 (b) (7) of such Code (relating to definition Of
employment) is amended to read as follows:
"1(7) service performed in the employ of a State, or any polit
ical subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing which is wholly owned thereby, except that
this paragraph shall not apply in the case of
"(A) service which, under subsection (j), constitutes
covered transportation service, or
"1(B) service in the employ of the Government of Guam
or the Government of American Samoa or any political sub
division thereof, or of any instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing which is wholly owned thereby, per
formed by an officer or employee thereof (including a mem
ber of the legislature of any such Government or political
subdivision), and, for purposes of this title with respect
to the taxes imposed by this chapter
(iany person whose service as such an officer or
epoyee is not covered by a e ireent system estab
lished by a law of the United States shall not, with
respect to such service, be regarded as an employee of
the United States or any agency or instrumentality
"(ii
theremneraionfor service described in clause
fes aidto a public official) shall be
medto
av ben pidby the Government of Guam

Si)incudig

42 USC 405,
409).

Ante., p. 936.
42 USC 411.

26 USC 933.
26 USC 1.402.

26 USC 931,

932.

26 USC 1403.
26 USC 3121.
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or the Government of American Samoa or by a political
subdivision thereof or an instrumentality of any one
or more of the foregoing which is wholly owned thereby,
whichever is appropriate;".
(o) Section 3121 (b) of such Code is further amended
(1) by striking out "or" at the end of paragraph (16),
(2) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (17)
and inserting in lieu thereof "; or", and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph:
" (18) service performed in Guam by a resident of the Republic
of the Philippines while in Guam on a temporary basis as a non
immigrant alien admitted to Guam pursuant to section 101 (a)
(15) (H) (ii) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1101(a) (15) (H) (fi))."
(p) Section 3121 (e) of such Code (relating to definition of State,
United States, and citizen) is amended to read as follows:
" (e) STATE, UNITED STATES, AND CITIZEN.-For

purposes of this

chaptr
"(1)
TATE-Theterm'State' includes the District of Colum
bia ommoweath
he
f Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam,

26 USC 31213125.

26 USC 3111.

"(2) UNITED STATEs.-The term 'United States' when used in a
geographical sense includes the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa.
An individual who is a citizen of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
(but not otherwise a citizen of the United States) shall be considered,
for purposes of this section, as a citizen of the United States."
(q) (1) Subchapter C of chapter 21 of such Code (general provi
sions relating to tax under Federal Insurance Contributions Act) is
amnended by redesignating section 3125 as section 3126, and by insert
ing after section 3124 the following new section:
"SEC. 3125. RETURNS IN THE CASE OF GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES
IN GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA.
"(a) GuAm.-The return and payment of the taxes imposed by this
chapter on the income of individuals who a-re officers or employees
of the Government of Guam or any political subdivision thereof or of
any instrumentality of any ong or more of the foregoing which is
wholly owned thereby, and those imposed on such Government or
political subdivision or instrumentality with respect to having such
individuals in its employ, may be made by the Governor of Guam or
by such agents as he may designate. The person making such return
!nay, for convenience of administration, make payments of the tax
imposed under section 3111 with respect to the service of such indi
viduals without regard to the $4,800 limitation in section 3121 (a) (1).
" (b) AMERICAN SAxoA.-The return and payment of the taxes
imposed by this chapter on the income of individuals who are officers
or employees of the Government of American Samoa or any political
subdivision thereof or of any instrumentality of any one. or more of
the foregoing which is wholly owned thereby, and those imposed on
such Government or political subdivision or instrumentality with
respect to having such individuals in its employ, may be made by the
Governor of American Samoa or by such agents as he may designate.
The person making such return may, for convenience of administra
tion, make payments of the tax imposed under section 3111 with
respect to the service of such individuals without regard to the $4,800
limitation in sect-ion 3121 (a) (1)."1
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(2) The table of sections for such subchapter C is amended by
striking out
"See. 3125. Short title.",
and inserting in lieu thereof:
"See. 3125. Returns in the case of governmental employees in Guam and
American Samoa.
"Sec. 3126. Short title."
(r) (1) Section 6205 (a) of such Code (relating to adjustment of
tax) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
3)GUAM OR AMERICAN SAMOA AS EMPLoYER.-For -roe
of this subsection, in the case of remuneration receiveg duinga
any calendar year from the Governmnent of Guam, the Govern
ment of American Samoa, a political subdivision of either, or
any instrumentality of any one or more of the foregoing which
is wholly owned thereby, the Governor of Guam, the Governor
of American Samoa, and each agent. designated by either who
makes a return pursuant to section 3125 shall be deemed a separate
employer."7

(2) Sction 6413(a) of such Code (relating to adjustment of tax)

isamended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"1(3) GUAM OR AMERICAN SAMOA AS EMPLoYER.-For purposes
of this subsection, in the case of remuneration received during any
calendar year from the Government of Guam, the Government of
American Samoa, a political subdivision of either, or any instru
mentality of any one or more of the foregoing which is wholly
owned thereby, the Governor of Guam, the Governor of American
Samoa, and each agent designated by either who makes a return
pursuant to section 3125 shall be deemed a separate employer."
(3) Section 6413 (c) (2) of such Code (relating to appicability of
special rules to certain employment taxes) is amende byadng at
the end thereof the following new subparagraphs:
" (D)

GOVERNMENTAL

EMPLOYEES IN GUAM.--In the case of

remuneration received from the Government of Guam or any
political subdivision thereof or from any instrumentality of any
one or more of the foregoing which is wholl!y owned thereby, dur
ing any calendar year, the Governor of Guam. and each agent
designated by him who makes a return pursuant to section 3125 (a)
shall, for purposes of this subsection, be deemed a separate
employer.
" (E)

GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES IN AMERICAN SAMOA.-Inl

the

case of remuneration received from the Government of American
Samoa or any political subdivision thereof or from any instru
mentality of any one or more of the foregoing which is wholly
owned thereby, during any calendar year, the Governor of Amer
ican Samoa and each agent designated by him who makes a return
pursuant to section 3125 (b) shall, for purposes of this subsection,
be deemed a separate employer."
(QThe heading of such section 6413 (c) (2) is amended by striking
out' 'AND EMPLOYEES OF CERTAIN FOREIGx cotrPoRATioNs" and inserting
in lieu thereof ", EMPLOYEES OF CERTAIN FOREIGN CORPORATIONS, AND
GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES IN GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA"

(s) Section 7213 of such Code (relating to unauthorized disclosure
of information) is amended by redesignating subsection (d) as sub
section (e) and by inserting after subsection (c) the following new
subsection:
"(d) DISCLosuRES By CERTAIN DELEGATES OFr SEcREmARY.-All pro
visions of law relating to the disclosure of information, and all pro
visions of law relating to penalties for unauthorized disclosure of in
60747 0 - 60 - 3

26 Usc 6205.

Ante.

2

s

p. 939.
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for~mation, which are applicable in respect of any function under this
title when performed by an officer or employee of the Treasury De
partment are likewise applicable in respect of such function when per
formed by any peso _ wh-o is a 'delegate' within the meaniing of secInf~re.
tion 7701 (a) (12) (B) "
(t) Section 7701 (a) (12) of such Code (relating to definition of
delegate) is amended to read as follows:
"(12) DELEGATE.
" (A) IN GENERAL.-The term 'Secretary or his delegate'
means the Secretary of the Treasury, or any officer, employee,
or ageincy of the Treasury Department duly authorized by
the Secretary (directly, or indirectly by one or more redele
gations of authority) to perform the function mentioned or
described in the context, and the term 'or his deleoate' when
used in connection with any other official of the United States
shall be similarly construed.
"(B3) PERF'ORMANCE OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONS IN GUAM3 OR
AMERICAN SAMOA.-The term 'delegate', in relation to the per
formance of functions in Guam or American Samoa with re
26 USC 1401spect to the taxes imposed by chapters 2 and 21, also includes
1403, 3101 et seq.
any officer or employee of any other department or agency of
the United States, or of any possession thereof, duly author
ized by the Secretary (directly, or indirectly by one or more
redelegations of authority) to perform such functions."
64 Stat. 392.
(u) Section 30 of the Organic Act of Guam (48 U.S.C., sec. 14211h)
is amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof the fol
lowing: "; except that nothing in this Act shall be construed to aPply
to any tax imposed by chapter 2 or 21 of the Internal RevenueC ode
of 1954".
(v) (1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply only
with respect to reinterments after the date of the enactment. of this
Act. The amendments made by subsections (b), (e), and (f) shall
apply only with respect to service performed after 1960; except
that insofar as the carrying on of a trade or business (other than per
formance of service as an employee) is concerned, such amendments
shall apply only in the case of taxable years beginning after
1960. The amendments made by subsections (d), (i), (o), and (p)
shall apply only with respect to service performed after 1960. The
amendments made by subsections (hI) and (1) shall apply only in tile
case of taxable years beginning after 1960. The amendmeints made
by subsections (c), (n), (q), and (r) shall apply only with respect
to (1) service in the employ of the Government of Guam or any
political subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing wholly owned thereby, which isyperformed after
1960 and afte~r the calendar quarter in which the Secretary of the
Treasury receives a certification by the Governor of Guam that legis
lation has been enacted by tile Government of Guam expressing its
desire to have the insurance system established by title II of the
42 USC 401
Social Security Act extended to the officers and employees of such
et seq.
Government and such political subdivisions and instrumentalities,
and (2) service in the employ of the Government of American Samoa
or any political subdivision thereof or any instrumentality of any one
or more of the foregoing wholly owned thereby, which is performed
after 1960 and after th~e calendar quarter in which the Secretary
of the Treasury receives a certification by the Governor of American
Samoa that the Government of American Samoa desires to have the
insurance system established by such title II extended to the officers
and employees of such Government and such political subdivisions
and instrumentalities. The amendments made by subsections (g)
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and (k) shall apply only in the case of taxable years beginning after
1960, except that, insofar as they involve the nonapplication of sec
tion 932 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to the Virgin Islands
for purposes of chapter 2 of such Code and section 211 of the Social
Security Act, such amendments shall be effective in the case of all
taxable years with respect to which such chapter 2 (and corresponding
provisions of prior law) and such section 211 are applicable. The
amendments made by subsections (j), (s), and (t) shall take effect
on the date of the enactment of this Act; and there are authorized to
be appropriated such sums as may be necessary for the performance
by any officer or employee of functions delegated to him by the
Secretary 'of the Treasury in accordance with the amendment made
by such subsection (t).
(2) The amendments made by subsections (c) and (n),shall have
application only as expressly provided therein, and determinations
as to whether an officer or employee of the Government of Guam or
the Government of American Samoa or any political subdivision
thereof, or of any instrumentality of any one or more of the foregoing
which is wholly owned thereby, is an employee of the United States
or any agency or instrumentality thereof within the meaning of any
provision of law not affected by such amendments, shall be made with
out any inferences drawn from such amendments.
(3) The repeal (by subsection (j) (1)) of section 219 of the Social
Security Act, and the elimination (by subsections (e), (f), (h),
(j) (2), and (j) (3) ) of other provisions of such Act making reference
to such section 219, shall not be construed as changing or otherwise
affecting the effective date specified in such section for the extension
to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico of the insurance system under
title II of such Act, the manner or consequences of such extension, or
the status of any individual with respect to whom the provisions so
eliminated are applicable.

26 Usc 932.
26 USC 1401
1403.
42 USC 411.

Ante,

P. 937.

42 USC 401
et seq.

SERVICE OF PARENT FOR SON OR DAUGHTER

SEC. 104. (a) Section 210 (a) (3) of the Social Security Act is 42 USC 410.
amended to read as follows:
"1(3) (A) Service performed by an individual in the employ
of his spouse, and service performed by a child under the age of
twenty-one in the employ of his father or mother;
" (B) Service not in the course of the employer's trade or
business, or domestic service in a private home of the employer,
performed by an individual in the employ of his son or daughter,"
(b) Section 3121(b) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 .26 USC 3121.
(relating to definition of employment) is amended to read as follows:
"(3) (A) service performed by an individual in the employ of
his spouse, and service performed by a child under the age of 21
in the employ of his father or mother;
"1(B) service not in the course of the employer's trade or
business, or domestic service in a private home of the employer,
performed by an individual in the employ of his son or daughter ;".
(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall apply
only with respect to services performned after 1960.
EMPLOYEES OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

SEC. 105. (a) (1) The first sentence of section 3121 (k) (1) (A) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to waiver of exemption by
Sreligous, charitable, and certain other organizations) is amended by
sriking out "and that at least two-thirds of its employees concur in the
filing of the certificate".
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26 USC 3121.

(2) The second sentence af such section 3121 (k) (1) (A) is amended

by inserting " (if any) " after "each employee".
(3) Sect-ion 3121 (k) (1) (E) of such C de is amended by striking

out the last. two sentences and inserting in lieu thereof : "An organiza
tion which has so divided its employees into two groups may file a
certificate pursuant to subparagraph (A) with respect to the employees
in either group, or may file a separate certificate pursuant to such
sub
ragaph ithrespect to the employees in each group."

42

26

42
42

26
et
26

(A) an individual performed service in the employ of an
oranidzation after 1950 with respect to which remuneration was
pai bfor~e July 1, 1960, and such service is excepted from em
USC 410.
ploymnent under section 210(a) (8) (B) of the Social Security Act,
(B) such service would have constituted employment as defined
in section 210 of such Act if the requirements of section 3121
(k) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or corresponding
provisions of prior law) were satisfied,
(C) such organization paid before August 11, 1960, any
USC 3101, 3111.
amount, as taxes imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (or corresponding provisions of prior law),
wit~h respect to such remuneration paid by the organization to the
individual for such service,
(D) such individual (or a fiduciary acting for such individual
or his estate, or his survivor (within the meaning of section 205
USC 405.
(c) (1) (C) of the Social Security Act)) requests that such
remuneration be deemed to constitute remuneration for employ
USC 401 at seq.
ment for purposes of title II of the Social Security Act, and
(E) the request is made in such form and manner , and with
such official, as may be prescribed by regulations made by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
then, subject to the condit~ions stated in paragraphs (2), (3), and (4),
the remuneration with respect to which the amount has been paid as
taxes shall be deemed to constitute remuneration for employment for
purposes of title II of the Social Security Act.
(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to a~n individual
unless the organization referred to in paragraph (1) (A) 
(A) on or before the date on which the request described
in paragraph (1) is made, has filed a certificate pursuant to
section 3121 (k) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code 8f 1954 (or
corresponding provisions of prior law), or
(B) no longer has any individual in its employ for remunera
tion at the time such request is made.
(3) Paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to an individual
who was in the employ of the organization referred to in paragraph
(2) (A) at any time during t~he 24-month period following the cal
endar quarter in which the certificate was filed, unless the organiza
tion paid an amount as taxes under sections 3101 and 3111 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or corresponding provisions of prior
law) with respect to remuneration paid by the organization to the
employee during some portion of such 24-month period.
in (4) If credit or refund of any portion of the amount referred to
inparagraph (1) (C) (other than a credit or refund which would
.be allowed if the service constituted employment for purposes of
USC 3101
chapter 21 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) has been obtained,
seq.
paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to the individual unless
the amount credited or refunded (including any interest under sec
USC 6611.
tion 661.1) is repaid before January 1, 1963.
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(A) any remuneration for service performed by an individual
is deemed. pursuant to paragraph (1) to constitute remuneration
for employment for purposes of title II of the Social Security 42 Usc 401
et seq.
Act,
(B) such individual performs service, on or -after the date
on which the request is made, in the employ of the organization
referred to in paragraph (1) (A), and
(C) the certificate filed by such organization pursuant to sec
tion 3121(k) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or cor- Ante,. p. 943.
responding provisions of prior law) is not effective with respect
to service performed by such individual before the first day of
the calendar quarter following the quarter in which the request
is made,
then, for purposes of clauses (ii) and (iii) of section 210 (a) (8) (B) 42 USC 410.
of the Social Security Act and of clauses (ii) and (iii) of section
3121 (b) (8) (B) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, such individual 26 USC 3121L.
shall be deemed to have become an employee of such organization
(or to have become a member of a group described in section 3121
(k) (1) (E) of such Code) on the first day of the calendar quarter
following the quarter in which the request is made.
(6) Section 403 (a) of the Social Security Amendments of 1954 68 Stat. 1098.
isamended by striking out "ifiled in such form and manner" and
inserting in lieu thereof "filed on or before the date of the enactment of
the Social Security Amendments of 1960 and in such form and
manner
(c) (1) Section 1402 of such Code is further amended by adding at 26 USC 1402.
the end thereof the followin ew subsection:
"1(g) TiEATMENT OF CTAIN REMuXERATioN ERRONEOUSLY REPoRrEI As NET EARNINGs FROM: SEL-EMpwoymmNT.-If

"1(1) an amount is erroneously paid as tax under section 1401,
for any taxable year ending aftr 1954 and before 1962, with
respect to remuneration for service described in section 3121
(b) (8) (other than service described in section 3121 (b) (8) (A)),
and such remuneration is reported as self-employment income on
a return ifiled on or before the due date prescribe for filing such
return (including any extension thereof),
"(2) the individual who paid such amount (or a fiduciary
acting for such individual or his estate, or his survivor (within
the meaning of section 205(c) (1) (C) of the Social Security Act) )
requests that such remuneration be deemed to constitute net earn
6(3
suh equstis ffeM after the date of the enactment of this
paragraph and on or before April 15,1962,
"(4) such remuneration was paid to s'uch individual for serv
ices performed in the employ of an. organization which, on or
before the date on which such request is filed, has ifiled a certificate
pursuant to section 3121 (k) ,and
"t(5) no credit or refund of any portion of the amount er
roneously paid for such taxable year as tax under section 1401
(other than a credit or refund which would be allowable if such
tax were applicable with respect to such remuneration) has been
obtained before the date on which such request is filed or, if ob
tained, the amount credited or refunded (including any interest
under section 6611) is repaid on or before such date,
thnfo
prpse o tischapter and chapter 21, any amount of such
remnertio whch s pid to such individual before the calendar
quarer
n wichsuc reues isfiled (or before the'succeeding quarter
if uchcerifiat fist ecoeseffective with respect to services per
formed by such individual in such succeeding quarter), and with re

42 USC 405.

26 USC 6611,
3101 et Ieq.

7STT94.Pub.

26

USC 3101

et sSq 32.
26

USC311

Ants, p, 943,
Apte., p. 944.

42 USC 401
et seq..

42 USC 410.
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aspect to which no tax- (other than an amount erroneously paid as tax)
has been paid under chapter 21, shall be deemed to constitute net
earnings from self-employment and not remuneration for employment.
For purposes of section 3121 (b) (8) (B) (ii) and (iii), if the certificate
filed by such organization pursuant to section 3121 (k) is not effective
with respect to services performed by such individual on or before the
first day of the calendar quarter in which the request is filed, such
individual shall be deemed to have become an employee of such organi
zation (or to have become a member of a group described in section
3121 (k) (1) (E) ) on the first day of the succeeding quarter."
(2) Remuneration which is deemed under section 1402(g) of the
internal Revenue Code of 1954 to constitute net earnings from selfemployment and not remuneration for employment shall also be
deemed, for purposes of title II of the Social Security Act, to constitute
net earnings from self-employment and not remuneration for employ
ment. If, pursuant to the last sentence of section 1402(g) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954,' an individual is deemed to have
become an employee of an organization (or to have become'a member
of a group) on the first day of a calendar quarter, such individual
shall likewise be deemed, for purposes of clause (ii) or (iii) of section
21 0(a) (8) (B) of the Social Security Act, to have become an employee
of such organization (or to have become a member of such group)
on such day.
(d) (1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply only
with respect to certificates filed under section 3121(k) (1) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
(2) No monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security Act
for the month in which this Act is enacted or any~prior month shall
be payable or increased by reason of the provisions of subsections
(b) and (c) of this section or the amendments made by such sub
sections, and no lump-sum death payment under such title shall be
payable or increased by reason of such provisions or amendments
in the case of any individual who died prior to the date of the enact
ment of this Act.
AMERICAN CITIZEN EM1PLOYEES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS AND INTER
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

42

USC 411.

26

USC 1402.

SEC. 106. (a) Section 211(c) (2) of the Social Security Act is
-amended to read as follows:
"(2) The performance of service by an individual as an em
ployee. other than
"(A) service described in section 210(a) (14) (B) per
formed by an individual who has attained the age of
eighteen,
" (B) service described in section 210 (a) (16),
"(C) service described in section 210(a) (11), (12), or
(15) performed in the United States by -a citizen of the
United States, and
"(D) service described in paragraph (4) of this sub
section,"
(b) Section 1402(c) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relat
ing to definition of trade or business) is amended to read as follows:
"(2) the performance of service by an individual as an em
ployee, other than
"(A) service described in section 3121 (b) (14) (B) per
formed by an individual who has attained the age of 18,
"(B) service described in section 3121 (b) (16),
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"(C) service described in section 3121(b) (11), (12), or 26 USC 3121.
(15) performed in the United States (as defined in section
Ante. p . 939.
3121 (e) (2) ) by acitizen of the United States, and
"(D) service described in paragraph (4) of this subsec
tion;".
(c) The amendments made by this section shall, apply only with
respect to taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1960; except
that for purposes of section 203 of the Social Security Act, the amend- 42 Usc 403.
ment made by subsection (a) shall apply only with respect to taxable
years (of the individual performing the service involved) beginning
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
TITLE II-ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS
CHILDREN BORN OR ADOPTED AFTER ONSET OF PARENT'S DISABILITY

SEC. 201. (a) Section 202(d) (1) (C) of the Social Security Act is 42 Usc 402.
amended to read as follows:
"(C) was dependent upon such individual
" (i) if such individual is living, at the time such applica
tion was filed,
"(ii) if such individual has died, at the time of such death,
or

"(iii) if such individual had a period of disability which
continued until he became entitled to old-age or disability in
surance benefits, or (if he has died) until the month of his
death, at the beginning of Such period of disability or at the
time he became entitledrto such benefits,".
(b) Section 202 (d) (1) of such Act is fu~rther amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new sentence: "In the case of an
individual entitled to disability insurance benefits, the provisions of
clause (i) of subparagraph (C) of this paragraph shall not apply to
a child of such individual unless he (A) is the natural child or step
child of such individual (including such a child who was legally
adopted by such individual) or (B) was legally adopted by such in
dividual before the end of the twenty-four month period beinning
with the month after the month in which such individual most recent
ly became entitled to disability insurance benefits, but only if (i) pro
ceeding for such adoption of the child had been instituted by such
individusal in or before the month in which began the period of dis
abilityv of such individual which still exists at the time of such adoption
or (ii) such adopted child was living with such individual in such
month."
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply as though
this Act had been enacted on August 28, 1958, and with respect
to monthly benefits under section 202 of the Social Security Act for
months after August 1958 based on applications for such benefits
filed on or after August 28, 1958.
CONTINUED DEPENDENCYk OF STEPCHILD ON NATURAL FATHER
SEC. 202. (a) Section 202 (d) (3) of the Social Security Act is Post, p. 952.
C) n b tiing out
amended by striking out subparagrp
and inserting in lieu thereof a
", or" at the end of subparagraph
period.
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply with re
spet
mothl
t
beefis udersection 202 of the Social Security Act
for bginnng
onts
iththe month in which this Act is enacted,
but nlyif
a aplicaionfor such benefits is ifiled in or after such
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941.
PAYMENT OF BURIAL EXPENSES

Ante., pp
937*

936,

S~ic. 203. (a) The second and third sentences of sections 202(i) of
the Soc~ial Security Act are amended to read as follows: "If there is
no such person, or if such person dies before receiving payment, then
,suchamount shall be paid
" (1) if all or part of the burial expenses of such insured in,
dividual which are incurred by or through a funeral home or
funeral homes remains unpaid, to such funeral home or funeral
homes to the extent of such unpaid expenses, but only if (A)
any person who assumed the responsibility fo;r the payment of
all or any part of such burial expenses files an application, prior
to the expiration of two years after the date of death of such
insured individual, requesting that such payment be made to such
funeral home or funeral homes, or (B) at least 90 days have
elapsed after the date of death of such insured individual and
prior to the -expiration of such 90 days no person has assumed
responsibility for the payment of any of such burial expenses;
'(2) if all of the burial expenses of such insured individual
which were incurred by or through a funeral home or funeral
homes have been paid (including payments made under clause
(1)), to any person or persons, equitably entitled thereto, to the
extent and in the proportions that he or they shall have paid such
burial expenses; or
" (3) if any part of the amount payable under this subsection
remains after payments have been made pursuant to clauses (1)
and (2), to any person or persons, equitably entitled thereto, to
the extent and in the proportions that~he or they shall have paid
other expenses in connection with th~ burial of such insured
individual, in the following order of priority: (A))expenses of
opening and closing the grave of such insured indivi ual, (B)
expenses of providing the burial plot of such insured individual
and (C) any remaining expenses in connection with the burial
of such insured individual.
No payment (except a payment authorized pursuant to clause (1) (A)
of the preceding sentence) shall be made to any person under this
subsection unless application therefor shall have been filed, by or on
behalf of such person (whether or not legally competent), prior to
the expiration of two years after the date of death of such insured
individual, or unless such person was entitled to wife's or husband's
insurance benefits, on the basis of the wages and self-employment in
come of such insured individual, for the month preceding the month
in which such individual died."
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply
(1) in the case of the death of an individual occurring on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act, and
(2) in the case of the death of an individual occurring prior to
sch date, but only if no application for a lump-sum death pay
ment under section 202(i) of the Social Security Act is ifiled on
the basis of such individual's wages and self-em~ployment income
prior to the third calendar month beginning aftr such date.
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yULLY

INSURED

STATUS

SEc. 204. (a) Section 214(a) of the Social Security Act is amended
to read as follows:
"Fully Insured Individual

"(a) The term 'fully insured individual' means any individual who
had not less than
"4(1) one quarter of coverage (whenever acquired) for each'
three of the quarters elapsing
" (A) after (i) December 31, 1950, or (ii) if later, Decem
ber 31 of the year in which he attained the age of twenty-one,
and
" (B) prior to (i) the year in which he died, or (ii) if
earlier, the year in which he attained retirement age,
except that in no case shall an individual be a fully insured indi
vidual unless he has at least six quarters of coverage; or
" (2) forty quarters of coverage; or
" (3) in the case of an individual who died prior to 1951, six
quarters of coverage;
not counting as an elapsed quarter for purposes of paragraph (1) any
quarter any part of which was included in a period of disability (as
defined in section 216(i) ) unless such quarter was a quarter of coverage. When the number of elapsed quarters referred to in pararrph
(1) is not a multiple of three, such number shall, for purposes of such
paragraph, be reduced to the next lower multiple of three."
(b) The primary insurance amount (for purposes of title 1I of the
Social Security Act) of any individual who died after 1939 and prior
to 1951 shall be determined as provided in section 215(a) (2) of such
Act.
(c) Section 109(b) of the Social Security Amendments of 1954 is
amended, by inserting immediately before the period at the end of such
subsection "and in or prior to the month in which the Social Security
Amendments of 1960 are enacted".
(d) (1) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) of this
section shall be applicable (A) in the case of monthly benefits under
title II of the Social Security Act for months after the month in
which this Act is enacted, on the basis of applications filed in or
after such month, (B) in the case of lump-sum death payments
under such title with respect to deaths occurring after such month,
and (C) in the case of an application for a disability determination
with respect to a period of disability (as defined in section 216(i) of
the Social Security Act) filed after such month.
(2) For the purposes of determining (A) entitlement to monthly
benefits under title II of the Social Security Act for the month in
which this Act is enacted and prior months with respect to the wages
and self-employment income of an individual and (B) an individual's
closing date prior to 1960 under section 215 (b) (3) (B) of the Social
Security Act, the provisions of section 214(a) of the Social Security
Act in effect prior to the date of the enactment of this Act and the
provisions of section 109 of the Social Security Amendments of 1954
in effect prior to such date shall apply.
60747 0
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SURVIVORS OF INDIVIDUALS WHO DIED PRIOR TO 19 40 AND OF CERTAIN OTHER
INDIVIDUALS

Ante, p,. 946.
post, p. 969.
42 USC 402.

42 USC 401

et sea.
42Uc413.
42

SEC. 205. (a) Subsections (d) (1), (e) (1), (g) (1), and (h) (1) of
section 202 of the Social Security Act are each amended by striking
out "after 1939".
(b) That p art of section 202 (f) (1) of such Act which precedes sub
paragraph (A) is amended by striking out "after Au St 1950".
(c) The primary insurance amount (for purposes ofutitle II of the
Social Security Act) of any individual who died prior to 1940, and
who had not less than six quarters of coverage (as defined in section
213 of such Act), shall be computed under section 215(a) (2) of such

USIAct.

(d) The preceding provisions of this section and the amendments
made thereby shall a pply only in the case of monthly benefits under
title II of the Social Sec tirity Act for months after the month in
which this Act is enacted, on the basis of applications filed in or
after such month.
CREDITING 0OF QUARTERS OF COVERAGE FOR YEARS BEFORE 1951

SEC.

42 USC 412.

42 USC 423.

42 USC 415.

206. (a) Section 213(a) (2) of the Social Security Act is

amended by striking out all that precedes "$3,600 in the case, of a
calendar year after 1950 and before 1955" in clause (ii) of subpara
graph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(2) The term 'quarter of coverage' means a quarter in which the
iiidividual has been paid $50 or more in wages (except wages for
a11gricultural labor paid after 1954) or for which he has Pben credited
(as determined under section 212) with $100 or more of selfemployment income, except that
"i)no quarter after the quarter in which such individual
died shall be a quarter of coverage, and no quarter any part of
which was included in a period of disability (other than the
initial quarter and the last quarter of such period) shall be a
quarter of coverage;
"(ii) if the wages paid to any individual in any calendar year
equal $3,000 in the case of a calendar year before 1951, or".
(b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the amendment
made by subsection (a) shall apply only in the case of monthly
benefits under title II of the-Social Security Act, and the lump-sum
death payment under section 202 of such Act, based on the wages
and self-employment income of an individual
(A) who becomes entitled to benefits under section 202(a)
or 223 of such Act on the basis of an application filed in or after
the month in which this Act is enacted; or
(B) who is (or would, but for the provisions of section
215(f) (6) of the Social. Security Act, be) entitled to a recoin
putation of his primary insurance amount under section
215 (f) (2) (A) of such Act on the basis of an application filed
in or after the month in which this Act is enacted; or
(C) who dies without becoming entitled to benefits under sec
tion 202(a) or 223 of the Social Security Act, and (unless he dies
a currently insured individual but not a fully insured individual
(as those terms are defined in section 214 of such Act)) without
leaving any individual entitled (on the basis of his wages and
self-employment income) to survivor's benefits or a lump-sum
death payment under section 202 of such Act on the basis of an ap
plication filed prior to the month in which this Act is enacted; or
(D) who dies in or after the month in which this Act is enacted
and whose survivors are (or would, but for the provisions of sec
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tion 215(f) (6) of the Social Security Act, be) entitled to a re-

950.
42 USC 415.

computation of his primary insurance amount under section
215(f) (4) (A) of such Act; or
Post.p 9
.
(E) who dies prior to the month in which this Act is enacted
p93
and (i) whose survivors are (or would, but for the provisions of
section 215(f) (6) of the Social Security Act, be) entitled to a
recmpuatin of his primary insurance amount under section
215f)
4) A) f such Act, and (ii) on the basis of whose wages
andsel-emloyent income no individual was entitled to sur
vio' eeisor a lump-sum death payment under section 202 42 USC 402.
of such Act on the basis of an application filed prior to the month
in which this Act is enacted (and no individual was entitled to
such a benefit, wit~hout the filing of an application, for any month
prior to the month in which this Act is enacted) ; or
(F) who files an application for a recomputation under sec
tion 102(f) (2) (B) of the Social Security Amendments of 1954 68 Stat. 1071.
in or after the month in which this Act is enacted and is (or 42 USC 415 note.
would, but for the fact that such recomputation. would not result
in a higher primary insurance amount, be) entitled to have his
primary insurance amount recomputed under such subpara
graph; or
(G) who dies and whose survivors are (or would, but for the
fact that such recomputation would not result in a higher primary
insurance amount for such individual, be) entitled, on4 the basis of
an application filed in or after the month in which this Act is en
acte T, to have his primary insurance amount recomputed under
section 102f 2 (B) of the Social Security Amendments of
1954.
(2) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall also be applicable
in the case of applications for disability 'determination under section
216(i) of the Social Security Act filed in or after the month in which Post, pp. 968,
this Act is enacted.
969.
(3) Notwithstanding any Other provision of this subsection, in the
case of any individual who would not be a fully insured individual
under sect-ion 214(a) of the Social Security Act except for the enact- Ante, p. 9 4 8 .
ment of this section, no benefits shall be payable on the basis of his
wages and self-employment income for any month prior to the month
in which this Act is enacted.
TIME NEEDED TO ACQUIRE STATUS OF WIFE, CHILD, OR HUSBAND IN CERTAIN
CASES

SExC. 207. (a) Section 216(b) of the Social Security Act is amended 42 USC 416.
by striking out "not less than three years immediately preceding the
day on which her application is filed" and inserting in lieu thereof
"4not less than one year immediately preceding the day on which her
application is filed".
(b) The first sentence of section 216(e) of such Act is amended to po2t~P.952.
read as follows: "The term 'child' means (1) the child or legally
adotedchid o anindviual, and (2) a stepchild who has been such
stechld
ornotles tanone year immediately preceding the day on
whic
appicaton fr cild's insurance benefits is filed or (if the
insredindviualis ecese) the day on which such individual died."
(a) Section 216(f) of sc Act is amended by striking out "not less
than three years immediately preceding the day on which his applica
tion is ifiled" and inserting in lieu thereof "not less than one year
immediately preceding the day on which bis application is filed".
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(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply only with
respect to monthly benefits under section 202 of the Social Security Act
for months beginning with the month in which this Act is enacted, on
the basis of applications filed in or after such month.
MAIRRIACES

42 USC 416.

SUBJECT TO LEGAL IMPEDIMENT

SEC. 208. (a) Section 216(h) (1) of the Social Security Act is
amended by inserting " (A) " after " (1) ", and by adding at the end
thereof the following new subparagraph:
" (B) In any case where ~under subparagraph (A) an applicant is

not (and is not deemed to be) the wife, widow, husband, or widower

of a fully or currently insured individual, or where under subsection

(b), (c), (f), or (g) such applicant is not the wife, widow, husband,
or widower of such individual, but it is established to the satisfaction
of thie Secretary that such applicant in good faith went through a
m~arriage ceremony with such individual resulting in a purported mar
riage between them which, but for a legal impediment not known to
the applicant at the time of such ceremony, would have been a valid
mnarriage, and such applicant and the insured individual were living
in the same household at the time of the death of such insured indi

vidual or -(ifsuch insured individual is living) at the time such appli

42 USC 405.

cant files the application, then, for purposes of sub paragraph (A)
and subsections (b), (c), (f), and (g), such pu~rported marriage shall
be deemed to be a valid marriage. The provisions of the preceding
sentence shall not apply (i) if another person is or has been entitled
to a benefit under subsection (b), (c), (e), (f), or (g) of section 202
on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of such insured
individual and such other person is (or is deemed to be) a wife, widow,
husband, or widower of such insured individual under subparagraph
(A) at the time such applicant files the application, or (ii) if the Sec
retary determines, on the basis of information'brought to his attention,
that such applicant entered into such purported marriage with such
insured individual with knowledge that it would not be a valid mar
riage. The entitlement to a monthly benefit. under subsection (b), (c),
(e), (f), or (g) of section 202, based on the wages and self-employ
mnent income of such insured individual, of a person who would not
be deemed to be a wife, widow, husbaxid, or widower of such in'sured
individual but for this subparagraph, shall end with the month before
the month (i) in which the Secretary certifies, pursuant to section 205
(i) , tha~t another person is entitled to a benefit under subsection (b),
(c), (e), (f), or (g) of section 202 on the basis of the wages and selfemployment, income of such insured individual, if such other person
is (or is deemed to be) the wife, widow, husband, or widower of such
insured individual under subparagraph (A), or (ii) if the applicant
is entitled to a monthly benefit under subsection (b) or (c) of section
202, in which such applicant entered into a marriage, valid without re
gard to this subparagraph, with a person other than such insured indi
vidual. For purposes of this subparagraph, a legal impediment to the

validity of a purported marriage includes only an impediment (i)
resulting from the lack of dissolution of a previous marriage or other
wise arising out of such previous marriage or its dissolution, or (ii)
resulting from a defect in the procedure followed in connection with
such purported marriage."
(b) Section 216 (h) (2) of such Act is amended by inserting "(A)"
after' " (2)", and by adding at the end thereof th

following new

subparagraph:
"4(B) If an applicant is a son or daughter of a fully or currently
insured individual but is not (and is not deemed to be) the child
of such insured individual under subparagraph (A), such applicant
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shall nevertheless be deemed to be the child of such insured indi
vidual if such insured individual and the mother or father, as
the case may be, of such applicant went through a marriage ceremony
resulting in a purported marriage, between them which, but for a legal
impediment described in the last sentence of paragraph ('1) (B),
would have been a valid marriage."
(c) Section 216(e) of such Act is amended by adding at the end Ante,
theref th folowing new sentence: "For purposes of due()
person who is not the stepchild of an individual shall be deemed
the stepchild of such individual if such individual was not the mother
or adopting mother or the father or adopting father of such person
and such individual and the mother or adopting mother, or the father
or adopting father, as the case may be, of such person went through
a marriage ceremony resulting in a purported marriage between them
which, but for a leo',al impediment described in the last sentence of

subsection (h) (1)

(fi),

would have been a valid marriage."

(d) Section 202(d) (3) of such Act (as amended by section 202
of this Act) is amended by adding after and below subparagraph
(B) the following new sentence:
"For purposes of this paragraph, a child deemed to be a child of a
fully or currently insured individual pursuant to section 216(h) (2)
(B) shall, if such individual is the child's father, be deemed to be
the legitimate child of such individual."
(e.) WVhere-
(1) one or more persons were entitled (without the applica
tion of section 202(j) (1) of the Social Security Act) to monthly
benefits under section 202 of such Act for the month before the
month in which this Act is enacted on the basis of the. wages and
self-employment income of an individual; and
(2) any person is entitled to benefits under subsection (b),
(c), (d), (e), (f), or (g) of section 202 of the Social Se~curity
Act for any subsequent month on the basis of such individual s
wages and self-employment income and such person would not
be entitled to such benefits but for the,enactment of this section;
and
(3) the total of the benefits to which all persons are entitled
under section 202 of the Social Security Act on the basis of such
individual's wages and self-employment income for such subse
quent month is reduced by reason of the application of sect-ion
203 (a) of such Act,
then the amount of the benefit to which each person referred to in
paragraph (1) of this subsection is entitled for such subsequent
month shall not, after the application of such section 203(a), be less
than the amount it would have been (determined without regard to
section 301) if no person referred to Minaragraph (2) of this subsection was entitled to a benefit referredito in such paragraph for
such subsequent month on the basis of such wages and self-employ
ment income of such individual.
(f) The amendments made by the preceding provisions of this sec
tion shall be applicable (1) with respect to monthly benefits under
title II of the Social Security Act for months beginning with the
month in which this Act is enacted on the basis of an application
filed in or after such month, and (2) in the case of a lump-sum death
payment under such title based on an application filed in or after
such month, but only if no person, other than the person filing such
application, has filed an application for a. lump-sum death payment
undler such title prior to the date of the enactment of this Act with
respect to the death of the same individual.

p. 950.
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953.
PENALTY DEDUCTIONS UNDER FOREIGN WORK TEST

SEC. 209. (a) The subsection of section 203 of the Social Security
Act redesignated as subsection (g) by section 211(c) of this Act is
amended by striking out "(b) or (c) " wherever it appears and insert
ing in lieu thereof "(c)"; and by striking out "(other than an event
specified in subsection (b) (1) or (c) (1) )".
(b) No deduction shall be imposed on or after the date of the enact
mnent of this Aci under section 203 (f) of the Social Security Act, as
in effect prior to such date, on account of failure to file a report of an
event described in section 203 (c) of such Act, as in effect prior to
such date; and no such deduction imposed prior to such date shall be
collected after such date.

Infra.
-

EXTENSION OF FILING PERIOD FOR HUSBAND'9S, WIDOWER'!S,
BENEFITS IN CERTAIN CASES

42 USC 402.

Ante,

p. 949.

OR PARENT'S

SEC. 210. (a) In the case of any husband who would not be entitled
to husbanid's insurance benefits under section 202(c), of the Social
Security Act except for the enactment of this Act, the requirement in
section 202 (c) (1) (C) of the, Social Security Act relating to the time
within which proof of support must be filed shall not apply if such
proof of support is filed within two years after the month in which
this Act is enacted.
(b) In the case of any widower who would not be entitled to
widowerIs insurance benefits under section 202(f) of the Social
Security Act except for the enactment of this Act, the requirement in
section 202(f) (1) (D) of the Social Security Act relating to the time
within which proof of support must be filed shall not apply if such
proof of support is filed within two years after the month in which
this Act is enacted.
(c) In the case of any parent who would not be entitled to parent's
insurance benefits under section 202(h) of the Social Security Act
except for the enactment of this Act, the requirement in section
202 (h) (1) (B) of the Social Security Act relating to the time within
which proof of support must be filed shall not apply if such proof of
support is filed within two years after the month in which this Act
is enacted.
INCREASE IN THE EARNED INCOME LIMITATION

42 USC 403.

SEC.

211. (a) Subsection (b) of section 203 of the SociaIlSecurity

Act is amended to read as follows:
"Deductions On Account of Work
"(b) Deductions, in such amounts and at such time or times as the
Secretary shall determine, shall be made from any payment or pay
ments under this title to which an individual is entitled, and from.
any payment or payments to which any other persons are entitled
on the basis of such individual's wages and self-employment income,
until the total of such deductions eq~uals
"(1) such individual's benefi or benefits under section 202 for
any month, and
"it(2) if such individual was entitled to old-ginuacbe
fis under section 202 (a) for such month, the benefit or benefits of
all other persons for such month under section 202 based on
such individual's wages and self-employment income,
if for such month he is charged wit? excess earnings, under the
provisions of subsection (f) of this section, equal to the total of
benefits referred to in clauses (1) and (2). If the excess earnings
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so charged are less than such total of benefits, such deductions with
respect to such month shall be equal only to the amount of such excess
earnings. If a child who has attained the age of 18 and is entitled
to child's insurance benefits, or a person who is entitled to mother's
insurance benefits, is married to an individual entitled to old-age
insurance benefits under section 202(a), such child or such person,
as the case may be, shall, for the purposes of this subsection and sub
section (f), be deemed to be entitled to such benefits on the basis of
the wages and self-employment income of such individual entitled
to old-age insurance benefits. If a deduction has already been made
under this subsection with respect to a person's benefit or benefits un
der section 202 for a month, he shall be deemed entitled to payments
under such section for such month for purposes of further deductions
under this siubsection, and for purpss fcharging of each person'7s
excess earnings under subsection (fo),onolyl to the extent of the total
of his benefits remaining after such earlier deductions have been
made. For purposes of this subsection and subsection (f)
"(A) an individual shall be deemed to be entitled to payments
under section 202 equal to the amount of the benefit or benefits to
which he is entitle d under such section after the application of
subsection (a) of this section, but without the application of the
petiultimate sentence thereof ; and
"it(B)if a deduction is made with respect to an individual's bene
ftor benefits under section 202 because of the occurrence in any
month of an event specified in subsection (c) or (d) of this section
or in section 222 (b), such individual shall not be considered to be
entitled to any benefits under such section 202 for such month."
(b) Subsection (c) of section 203 of such Act is amended to read as
follows:

42 USC 422.
42 USC 403.

"Deductions on Account of Noncovered Work Outside the United
States or Failure to Have Child in Care
"(c) Deductions, in such amounts and at such time or times as the
Secretary shall determine shall be made from any payment or pay
ments under this title to which an individual is entitled, until the total
of such deductions equals such individual's benefit or benefits under
section 202 for an~y month
"(1) in which such individual is under the age of seventy-two
and on seven or more different calendar days of which he engaged
in noncovered remunerative activity outside the United States; or
"i(2)in which such individual, if a wife under age sixty-fv n
ttled to a wife's insurance benefit, did not have in her care (indi
vidually or jointly with her husband) a child of her husband en
titled to a child's insurance benefit and such wife's insurance bene
fit for such month was not reduced under the provisions of section
202
~q
;
orPost,
3)in which such individual, if a widow entitled to a mother's
insurance benefit,9 did not have inher care a child of her deceased
husband entitled to achild's insurance benefit; or
"(4) in which such individual, if a former wife divorced en
titled to a -mother's insurance benefit, did not have in her care a
child of her deceased former husband who (A) is her son, daugh
ter, or legally adopted child and (B) is entitled to a child's insur
ance benefit on the basis of the wages and self-employment in
come.of her deceased former husband.
For purposes of paragraphs (2), (3) and (4) of this subsection, a
ot e cnsiere to be entitied to a child's insurance benefit
chil shll
for any month in which an event specified in section 222(b) occurs
with respect to such child. No deduction shall be made under this

p. 957.
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subsection from any child's insurance benefit for the month in which
the child entitled to such benefit attained the age of eighteen or any
subsequent month."
(c) Section 203 of such Act is amended by redesignatinf subsec
tions (d), (e), (f), (g), and (li) as subsections (e), (f, (g), (h)
and (i), respectively, and by inserting after subsection (c) the fol
lowing new subsection:
"Deductions From Dependents' Benefits on Account of Noncovered
Work Outside the United States by Old-Age Insurance Bene
ficiary

42 Usc 402.

42 USC 422.

" (d) (1) Deductions shall be made from any wife's, husband's, or
child's insurance benefit, based on the wages and self -employment
income of an individual entitled to old-age insurance benefits, to which
a wife, husband, or child is entitled, until the total of such deductions
equals such wife's, husband's, or child's insurance benefit or benefits
under section. 202 for any month in which such individual is under
the age of seventy-two and on seven or more different calendar
days of which he engaged in noncovered remunerative activity out
side the United States.
"(2) Deductions shall be made from any child's insurance benefit
to which a child who has attained the age of eighteen is entitled, or
from any mother's insurance benefit to which a person is entitled, until
the total of such deductions equals such chil css insurance benefit or
benefits or mother's insurance benefit or benefits under section 202 for
any month in which such child or person entitled to mother's insur
ance benefits is married to an individual who is entitled to old-age
insurance benefits and on seven or more different calendar days of
which such individual engaged in nioncovered remunerative activity
outside the United States."
(d) The subsection of section 203 of such Act redesignated as sub
section (e) by subsection (c) of this section is amended to read as
follows:
"Occurrence of More Than One Event
"(e) If more than one of the events specified in subsections (c)
and (d) and section 222(b) occurs in any one month which would
occasion deductions equal to a benefit for such month, only an amount
equal to such benefit shall be deducted."
(e) The subsection of section 203 of such Act redesignated as sub
section (f) by subsection (c) of this section is amended to read as
follows:
"Months to Which Earnings Are Charged
"(f) For purposes of subsection (b) 
"(1) The amount of an individual's excess earnings (as defined
in paragraph (3)) shall be charged to months as follows: There
shall be charged to the first month of such taxable year an amount
of his excess earnings equal to the sum of the payments to which
he and all other persons are entitled for such month under sec
tion 202 on the basis of his wages and self-employment income
(or the total of his excess earnings if such excess earnings are less
than such sum), and the balance, if any, of such excess earnings
shall be charged to each succeeding month in such year to the ex
tent, in the case of each such month, of the sum of the payments
to which such individual and all other ~persons are entitled for
such month under section 202 on the basis of his wages and selfemployment income, until the total of such excess has been so
charged. Where an individual is entitled to benefits under section
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20 2(a")

a~nd other persons are entitled to benefits under section
202 (b) (c), or(d) on the basis of the wages and self-employment
income of such individual, the excess earnings of such individual
for any taxable year shall be charged in accordance with the pro
visions of this subsection before the excess earnings of such per
sons for a taxable year are charged to months in such individual's
taxable year. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this
paragraph, no part of the excess earnings of an individual shall
be charged to any month (A) for which such individual was not
entitled to a benefit under this title, (B) in which such individual
was age seventy-two or over, (C) in which such individual, if a
child entitled to child's insurance benefits, has attained the age of
18, or (D) in which such individual did not engag in selfemployment and did not render services for wages (determined as
provided 'in paragraph (5) of this subsection) of more than $100.
"(2) As used in paragraph (1), the term 'first month of such
taxable year' means the ear iest month in 'such year to which the
charging of excess earnings described in such paragraph is not
prohibited by the application of clauses (A), (B), (C), and (D)
thereof.
"(3 Frproeof
paragraph (1) and subsection (h), an
idividual's excess earnings for a taxable year shall be his earn
ings for such yainexcess of the product of $100 multiplied by
the number ofmonths in such year, except that of the first $300
of such excess (or all of such excess if it is less than $300), an
amount equal to one-half thereof shall not be included. The ex
ces earnings as derived under the p receding sentence, if not a
multiple of $1, shall be reduced to the next lower multiple of $1.
"(4) For purposes of clause (D) of paragraph (1) 
"4(A) An individual will be presumed, with respect to
any month, to have been engaged in self-employment in
such month until it is shown to the satisfaction of the Sec
retary that such individual rendered no substantial services
in such month with respect to any trade or business the net
income or loss of which is includible in computing (as pro
vided in paragraph (5) of this subsection) his net earnings
or net loss from self-employment for any taxable year. The
Secretary shall by regulations prescribe the methods and
criteria for determining whether or not an individual has
rendered substantial services with respect to any trade or
business.
"(B)An
idivdualwil be presumed, with respect to any
monh,
o hve endredservices for wages (determined as
~ rvidd
i paagrph 5)of this subsection) of more than
100 itis
nti how tothe satisfaction of the Secretary
that such individual did not render such services in such
month for more than such amount.
"1(5) (A) An individual's earnings for a taxable year shall be
(i) the sum of his wages for services rendered in such year and
his net earnings from self-employment for such year, minus (ii)
any net loss from self-employment for such year.
"`(B) In determining an individual's net earnings from selfemployment and his net loss from self-employment for purposes
of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph and paragraph (4), the

provisions of section 211, other than paragraphs (1), (4), and

(5) Affte., pp. 937,

of subsection (c), shall be applicable; and any excess of income
over deductions resulting from such a computation shall be his net
earnings from self-employment and any excess of deductions over
income so resulting shall be his net loss from self-employment.
60747 0 - 60 - 5

938,945.
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"1(C) For purposes pf this subsection, an individual's wages
shall be comnputed without regard to the limitations as to amounts
of remuneration specified in subsections (a), (g)(2), (g) (3),
Ante, pp. 937,938.

42 USC 402.

Ante, p,* 9 55.

42 USc 403.

(h) (2), and (j) of section 209; and in making such computation

services which do not constitute employment as defined in section
210, performed within the United States by the individual as an
emplyee
r prfored utside the 'United States in the active
miltar
ornaal ervceof the United States, shall be deemed
to e eplomen asso efiedif the remuneration for such serv
ice isnotinludbleincomputing his net earnings or net loss
from self-employment.
"1(6) For purposes of this subsection, wages (determined as
provided in paragraph (5) (C)) which, accordin to reports re
ceived by the Secretary, are paid to an individual during a tax
able year shall be presumed to have been paid to him for services
performed in such year until it is shown to the satisfaction of
the Secretary that they were paid for services performed in an
other taxable year. If such reports with respect to an individual
show his wages for a calendar year, such individual's taxable
year shall be presumedl to be a calendar year for purposes of
this subsection until it is shown to the satisfaction of th~e Secre
tary that his taxable year is not a calendar year.
"(7) Where an individual's excess earnings are charged to a
month and the excess earnings so charged are less than the total
of the payments (without regard to such charging) to which all
persons are. entitled under section 202 for such month on the
basis of his wages and self-employment income, the difference
between such total and the excess so charged to such month shall
be paid (if it is otherwise payable under this title) to such indi
vidual and other persons in the proportion that the benefit to
which each of them is entitled (without regard to such charg
ing, without the application of section 202(k) (3), and prior to the
application of section 203(a) ) bears to the total of the benefits
to which all of them are entitled."
(f) The subsection of section 203 of such Act redesignated as sub
section (h) by subsection (c) of this section is amended (1) by strik
ing out "p)aragraph (4) of subsection (e) " wherever it apeasnd
inserting in lieu thereof "paragrph (5) of subsection (f 1 , (2) by
striking out in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (1) "paragraph (3)
of subsection ()" "and inserting in li1e'u the'reof "paragraph (3) of
this subsection', (3) by striking out "(b) (1) " whe~rever it appears
and inserting in lieu thereof "(b) ", and (4) by striking out Iin para
graph (3) "suspend the payment" and insert in lieu thereof "suspend
the total or less than the total payment".
(g) The subsection of section 203 of such Act redesignated as sub
section (i) by subsection (c) of this section is amended by striking
out "subsection (b), (f), or (g) of this section" and inserting in lieu
thereof "subsection (b), (c), (g), or (h) of this section".
(h) Subsection (1) of section 203 of such Act is amended by strik
ing out "subsection (f) or (g) (1) (A)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"subsection (g) or (h) (1) (A) ".
(i) The last sentence of section 202 (n) (1) of such Act is amended
by striking out "Section 203 (b) and (c) " and inserting in lieu thereof
"Section 203 (b), (c) ,and (d) ".
(1)(1)Clase(A) of section 202(q) (5) of such Act is amended by
stri in u paragraph (1) or (2) of" and by inserting before the
comma at the end thereof "or paragraph (1) ofscin23)"
(2) Clause (B) of such -section 202(q) (5) is amnedb
Asrking
out "paragraph (1) or (2) of section 203(b), unde scin203(c)
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and inserting in lieu thereof "section 203 (b), under section 203 (c) (1),
under section 203 (d) (1)"
(k) (1) Clause (A) of section 202(q) (6) of such Act is amended 42 USC 402.
by striking out "section 203(la) (1) or (2), under section 203 (c)"1 and
inserting in lieu thereof "section 203(b), under section 203(c) (1)
under section 203 (d) (1)"1.
(2) Clause (D) of such section 20 2 (q) (6) is amended by striking
out "paragraph (1) or (2) of" and by inserting immediately before
the period "or paragraph (1) of section 203 (c) ".
(1) Section 20 t)(7) of such Act is amended by striking out "Sub
sections (b) and (c) of section 203" and inserting in lieu thereof
"Subsections (b), (c), and (d) of section 203".
(in) Section 208 (a) (3) of such Act is amended by striking out
"section 203 (e) " and inserting 'in lieu thereof "section 203(f)I".
(n) Section 215(g) of such Act is amended by striking out~"203(a)"
and inserting in lieu thereof "203 (a) and deductions under section
203 (b)"1.
(o) (1) Section 3(e) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 is 45 USC 228o.
amiended by striking out "subsections (f) and (g) (2) of section 203
of the Social Security Act" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsections
(g) and (h) (2) of section 203 of the Social Security Act".
(2) Section 5 (i) (1) (ii) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 45 USC 228..
isamended
(A) by striking out "section 203 (e) " each place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "section 203(f)";
(B) by striking out "section 203 (g) (3)"1 and inserting in lieu
thereof "section 203 (h) (3) "; and
(C) by striking out "earnings" each place-it appears and in
serting in lieu thereof "excess earnings"
(p) Section 203 (c), (d), (e), (g), and (i) of the Social Security Anrte, p. 953.
Act as amended by this Act shall be effective with respect to monthly
benefits for months after December 1960.
(q) Section 203 (b), (f), and (h) of the Social Security Act as
amended by this Act shall be effective with respect to taxable years
beginigafter December 1960.
(r)Secion2081) f the Social Security Act as amended by this
Act totheextnt hatit applies to section 203(g) of the Social Se
c~it~Atam
aeddby this Act, shall be effective with respect to
monhlybenfit fo mothsafter December 1960 and, to the extent
tha
ita plesto section 203 (h) (1) (A) of the Social Security Act as
amee bythis Act, shall be effective, with respect to taxable years
begnnngafe December 1960.
s)heamendments made by subsections (i) (j), (k), (1), (in), supra.
(~4,and o) of this section, to the extent that tily make changes in
fefrenesto provisions of section 203 of the Social Security Act,
shal taeeffect in the manner provided in subsections (p) and (q)
of this section for the provisions of such section 203 to which the
respctiv
refrenes s chagedrelate.
(1) n idiviualhas arnngs(as defined in section 203 (e) (4)
of te Seuriy
Scia
At a ineffect prior to the enactment of
this Act) in a taxable year which begins before 1961 and ends in
1961 (but not on December 31, 1961) and
(2) such individual's spouse or child entitled to monthly bene
fits on the basis of such individual's self-employment income has
excess earnings (as defined in section 203() (8) of the Social
Security Act as amended by this Act) in a taxable year which
begins after 196, and
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(3) one or more months in the taxable year specified in para
graph (2) are included in the taxable year specified in para
graph (1),
then, if a deduction is imposed against' the benefits payable to such
individual with respect to a month described in paragraph (3), such
Spouse or child, as the case may be, shall not, for ]purposes of subsec
tions (b) and (f) of section 203 of the Social Security Act as amended
by this Act, be entitled to a payment for such month.
TITLE III-BENEFIT AMOUNTS
INCREASE IN INSURANCE BENEFITS OF CHILDREN OF DECEASED WORKERS

42 USC 402.

42 USC 408.

ante,

p,* 949.

Ante

P

95.

SEC. 301. (a) The second sentence of section 202(d) (2) of the
Social Security Act is amended to read as follows: "Such child's in
surance benefit for each month shall, if such individual has died in of
prior to such month, be equal to three-fourths of the primary insur
ance amount of such individual."
(b) The amendment made by this section shall apply only with re
spect to monthly benefits under section 202 of the Social Security Act
for months after the second month following the month in which th~is
Act is enacted.
(c) Where-
(1) one or more persons were entitled (without the applica
tion of section 202(j) (1) of the Social Security Act) to monthly
benefits under section 202. of such Act for the second month fol
lowing the month in which this Act is enacted on the basis of the
wages and self-employment income of a deceased individual (but
not including any person who became so entitled by reason of sec

tion 208 of this Act) ; and

(2) no person, other than (i) those persons referred to in
paragraph (1) of this subsection (ii) those persons who are en
titled to benefits under section 202 (d), (e), (f), or (g) of the
Social Security Act but would not be so entitled except for the en
actment of section 208 of this Act, is entitled to benefits under
such section 202 on the basis of such individual's wages and selfemployment income for any subsequent month or for any month
after the second month following the month in which this Act is
enacted and prior to such subsequent month; and
(3) the total of the benefits to which all persons referred to
in paragaph (1) of this subsection are,entitled under section 202
of the Social Security Act on the basis of such individual's wages
and self-employment income for such subsequent month exceeds
the maximum of benefits payable, as provided in section 203(a)
of such Act, on the basis of such wages and self-employment in
come,
then the amount of the benefit to which each such person referred to
in paragraph (1) of this subsection is entitled for such subsequent
month shall be determined
(4) in case such person is entitled to benefits under section 202
(e), (f), (g), or (h), as though this section and section 208 had
not been enacted, or
(5) in case such person is entitled to benefits under section
202.(d) , as though (i) no person is entitled to benefits under sec
tion 202 (e (f ), (g), or (h) for such subseuent month, and
(ii) the maximum of benefits payable, as described in paragraph
(3), is such maximum less the amount of each person's benefit for
such month determined pursuant to paragraph (4).
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MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS IN CERTAIN CASES
SEC. 302. (a) Section 203(a) (3) of the Social Security Act is
amended
(1) by striking out "and is not less than $68, then such total
of benefits shall not be reduced to less than the smaller of" and
inserting in lieu thereof ", then such total of benefits shall not be
reduced to less than $99.10 if such primary insurance amount is
$66, to less than $102.40 if such primary insurance amount is $67,
to less than $106.50 if such primary insurance amount is $68, or,
if such primary insurance amount is higher than $68, to less than
the smaller of" and
(2) by striking out "the last figure in column V of the table
appearing in section 215(a)" and inserting in lieu thereof "the
amount determined under this subsection without regard to this
paragraph, or $206.60, whichever is larger".
(b The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply only in
the case -of monthly benefits under section 202 or section 223 of the
Social Security Act for months after the month following the month
in which this Act is enacted, and then only (1) if the insured individ
ual on the basis of whose wages and self-employment income such
monthly benefits are payable became entitled (without the applica
tion of section 202(j) (1). or section 223(b) of such Act) to benefits
under section 202(a) or section 223 of such Act after the month
following the month in which this Act is enacted, or (2) if such
insured individual died before becoming so entitled and no person
was entitled (without the application of section 202(j) (1) or section
223 (b) of such Act) on the'-basis of such wages and self-employment
income to monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security Act
for the month following the month in which this Act is enacted
or any prior month.

42 USC 403.

42 USC 402,

423.

Post, p. 967.

COMPUTATIONS AND RECOMPUTATIONS OF PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNTS
SEC. 303. (a) Section 215(b) of the Social Security Act is amended
t~o read as follows:
"1(b) (1) For the purposes of column III of the table appearing 'in
subsection (a) of this section, an individual's 'average monthly wage'
shall be the quotient obtained by dividing
"(A) the total of his wages paid in and self-employment
income credited to his 'bene fit computation years' (determined

under paragraph (2))

by

"1(B) the number o# months in such years.
"(2) (A) The number of an individual's 'benefit computation years'
shall be equal to the number of elapsed years (determined under
paragraph (3) of this subsection), reduced by five; except that the
number of an individual's benefit computation years shall in no case
be less than two.
"1(B) An individual's 'benefit computation years' shall be those
computation base years, equal in number to the number determined
under subparagraph (A), for which the total of his wages and
self-employment income is the largest.
"1(C) For the purposes of subparagraph (B), 'computation base
years' include only calendar years occurring
"(i) after December 31, 1950, and
"(ii) prior to the year in which the individual became. entitled
to old-age insurance benefits or died, whichever first occurred;
except that the year in which the individual became entitled to oldage insurance benefits or died, as the case may be, shall be included as
a computation base year if the Secretary determines,. on the basis of

42 USC 415.
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evidence available to him at the time of the comnputation of the pri
mary insurance amount for such individual, that the inclusion of such
year would result in a higher primary insurance amount. Any cal
endar year all of which is included in a period of disability shal not
be include d as a computation base year.
"1(3) For the purposes of paragraph (2), an individual's 'elapsed
years' shall be the number of calendar years
"(A) after (i) December 31, 1950, or (ii) if later, December
31 of the year in which he attained the age of twenty-one, and
"(B) prior to (i) the year in which he died, or (ii) if earlier,
the first year after December 31,' 1960, in which he both was
fully insured and had attained retirement age.
For the purposes of the p receding sentence, any calendar year any
part of which was included in a period of disability shall not be
included in such number of calendar years.
" (4) The provisions of this subsection shall be applicable only in
the case of an individual with respect to whom not less than six of the
quarters elapsing after 1950 are quarters of coverage, and
"(A) who becomes entitled to benefits after December 1960
under section 202 (a) or section 223 ; or
"(B) who dies after December 1960 without being entitled to
benefits under section 202 (a) or section 223 ; or
"(C) who files an application for a recomputation under sub
section (f) (2) (A) after December 1960 and is (or would, but for
the provisions of subsection (f ) (6), be) entitled to have his pri
mary insurance amount recomputed under subsection (f) (2 )(A);
or
"(D) who dies after December 1960 and whose survivors are
(or would, but for the provisions of subsection (f) (6), be) en
titled to a recomputation of his primary insurance amount under
subsection (f) (4).
"(5) In the case of any individual
"4(A) to whom the provisions of this subsection are not made
applicable by paragraph (4), but
(B) (i) prior to 1961, met the requirements of this paragraph
(including subparagraph (E) thereof) as in effect prior to the
enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1960, or (ii)
after 1960, meets the conditions of subparagraph (E) of this
paragraph as in effect prior to such enactment,
then the provisions of this subsection as in effect prior to such enact
ment shall apply to such individual for the purposes of column III
of the table appearin in subsection (a) of this section."
(b) Section 215 (c~(2) (B) of such Act is amended to read as
follows:
"(B3) to whom the provisions of neither paragraph (4) nor
paragraph (5) of subsection (b) are applicable."
(c) (1) Section 215 (d) (1) (A) of su6h Act is amended to read as
follows:
"(A) In the computation of such benefit, such individual's
average monthly wage shall (in lieu of being determined under
section 209 (f) of this title as in effect prior to the enactment of
such amendments) be determined as provided in subsection (b)
of this section (but without regard to paragraphs (4) and, (5)
thereof), except that for the purposes of paragraphs (2) (C) (i
and (3) (A) (i) of subsection (b), December 31, 1936, shall b
used instead of December 31, 1950."1
64(2)
Section 215(d) (1) (C) of such Act is amended by striking out
any part" and inserting in lieu thereof "all"; and by striking out the
last sentence thereof.
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(3) Section 215 (d) (2) (B) of such Act is amended by striking out
paragraph (5) " and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (4) ".
(4) Section 215 (d) of such Act is further amended -by adding at
the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(3) The provisions of this subsection as in effect prior to the en
actment of the Social Security Amendments of 1960 shall be applca
ble in the case of an individual who meets the rqre ntofsub
section (b) (5) (as in effect after such enactment) btwhotregard
to whether such individual has six quarters of coverage after 1950."
(d) (1) Effective with rset
to individuals who become entitled
to benefits under section 20 a fteSocial Security Act after 1960,
section 215(e) (3) of such Ac saeddto
read as follows:
"(3) if an individual has self-employment income in a taxable
year which begins prior to the calendar year in which he becomes
entitled to old-age insurance benefits and ends after the last day
of the month preceding the month in which he becomes so en
titled, his self-employment income in such taxable year shall not
be coun~ted in determining his benefit computation years, except
(3)(C)."~
as provided in subsection1 (~f)
(2)Effective with respect to individuals who meet any of the sub
paragraphs of paragraph (4)of section 215 (b) of the Social Security
Act, as amended by this Act, section 215 (e) of the Social Security
Act is further amended by inserting "and" after the semicolon at the
end of para~p
2 n betiig
u aarph
(4).
(e) (1) Effective, ihrsett
apiain
o recomputation
under sectio 21()()o
h oilScrty
Act ifiled after 1960,
section 215(f (2 fsc
cs amended by striking out "11954"1 the
first time itapasand inserting in lieu thereof "11960", and by strik
ing out "Inoale than six months" in subparagraph (A) (iii).
(2) Section 215 (f) (2) (B) of such Act is amended to read as fol
lows:
"I(B) A recomputation pursuant to subparagraph (A) shall be
made
"(i) only as provided in subsection (a) (1), if the provisions of
subsection (b), as amended by the Social :Security Amendments of
1960 were applicable to the last previous computation of the in
diviclual's primary insurance amount, or
"(ii) as provided in subsection (a) (1) and (3), in all other
cases.
Such recomputation shall be made as though the individual became
entitled to old-age insurance benefits in the month in which he filed
the application for such recomputation, except that if clause (i) of
this subparagraph is applicable to such recomputation, the computa
tion base years referred to in subsection (b) (2) shall include only
calendar years occurring prior to the year in which he filed his appli
cation for such recomputation."
(3) Section 215 (f) (3) of such Act is amended to read-as follows:
"4(3) (A) U~pon application by an individual
"(i), who became entitled to old-age insurance benefits under
section 202 (a) after December 1960, or
" (ii) whose primary insurance amount was recomputed as pro
vided in paragraph (2) (B) (ii) of this subsection on the basis of
an application filed after December 1960,
the Secretary shall recompute his primary insurance amount, if such
application is filed after the calendar year in which he became entitled
to old-age insurance benefits or in which he filed application for the
recomputation of his primary insurance amount under clause (ii) of
this sentence, whichever is the later. Such recomputation under this
subparagraph shall be made as provided in subsection (a) (1) and (3)
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of this section, except that such individual's computation base years
referred to in subsection (b) (2) shall include the calendar year re
ferred to in the preceding sentence. Such recomputation under this
subparagraph shall be effective for and after the first month for which
his last previous computation of his primary insurance amount was
effective, but in no event for any month prior to the twenty-fourth
month before the month in which the application for such recomputa
tion is filed.
" (B) In the case of an individual who dies after December 1960
and
"(i) who, at the time of death was not entitled to old-age insur
anc6 benefits under section 202 (a), or
"6(ii) who became entitled to such old-age insurance benefits
after December 1960, or
"(iii) whose primary insurance amount was recomputed under
paragraph (2) of this subsection on the basis of an application
filed after December 1960, or
"(iv) whose primary insurance amount was recomputed under
'paragraph (4) of this subsection,
the Secretary shall recompute his primary insurance amount upon the
filing of an application by a person entitled to monthly benefits or a
lump-sum death payment on the basis of such individual's wages and
self-employment income. Such recomputation shall be made as pro
vided in subsection (a) (1) and (3) of this section, except that such
individual's computation base years referred to in subsection (b) (2)
shall include the 'calendar year in which he died in the case of an
individual who was not entitled to old-age insurance benefits at the
time of death or whose primary insurance amiount was recomputed un
der paragraph (4) of this subsection, or in all other cases, the calendar
year in which he filed his application for the last previous computa
tion of his primary insurance amount. In the case of monthly bene
fits, such recomputation shall be effective for and after the month in
which the person entitled to such monthly benefits became so entitled,
but in no event for any month prior to the twenty-fourth month before
the month in which the application for such recomputation is filed.
"(C) In the case of an individual who-becomes entitled to old-age
insurance benefits in a calendar year after 1960, if such individual has
self-employment income in a taxable year which begins prior to such
calendar year and ends after the last day of the month preceding the
month in which he became so entitled, the Secretary shall recompute
such individual's primary .insurance amount after the close of such
taxable year and shall take into account in determining the individ
ual's benefit computation years only such self-employment income in
such taxable year as is credited pursuant to section 212, to the year
preceding the year in which he iecame so entitled. Such recomputa
tion shalf be effective for and after the first month in which he became
entitled to old-age insurance benefits."
(4) (A) Section 215(f) (4) of such Act is amended by striking out
"1954" in the first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "11960's and
by striking out the second and third sentences and inetn nlieu
thereof the following: "If the recomputation is peritdb sub
paragraph (A),the recomputation shall be made (if atal stogh
he had fled application for a reomputation under aarp
2
(A) in the month in which he died. If the recomputaIoni emte
bty subparagraph (B), the recomputation shall take inoaccutol
the wages and self-employment income which were considerdi h
last previous computation of his primary inuaceaon and the
compensation (described in sectiopn 205(o)) paid to him in the years
in which such wages were paid or to which such self-employment
income was credited."
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(13) Effective in the case of deaths occurring on or after the date
of the enactment of this Act, the first sentence of such section 215
(f) (4) is further amended by striking out "(without the application
of clause (iii) thereof) ".
(f) Effective with respect to individuals who become entitled to
benefits under section 223 of the Social Security Act after 1960, section 223(a) (2) of such Act (as amended by section 402(b) of this
Act isamededto eadas follows:
"(2 Suh
idivdua'sdisability insurance benefit for any month
shal
eqalb o hs pimry insurance amount for such month deter
miedunersetin 15asthough he had attained retirement age in" (A) the first mont of his waiting period, or
"(B) in any case in which clause (ii) of paragraph (1) of this
subsection is applicable, the first month for which he becomes
entitled to such disability insurance benefits,
and as though he had become entitled to old-age insurance benefits in
the month'in which he filed his application for disability insurance
benefits. For the purposes of the preceding sentence, in the case of
a woman who both was fully insured and had attained retirement age
in or before the first month referred to in subparagraph (A) or (B)
of such sentence, as the case may be, the elapsed years referred to in
section 215 (b) (3) shall not include the first year in which she both
was fully insured and had attained retirement age, or any year
thereafter."
(g) (1) In the case of any individual who both was fully insured
and had attained retirement age prior to 1961 and (A) who becomes
entitled to old-age insurance -benefits after 1960, or (B) who dies
after 1960 without being entitled to such benefits, then, notwithstand
ting the amendments made by the preceding subsections of this section,
the Secretary shall'also compute such individual's primary insurance
amount on the basis of such individual's average monthly wage deter
mined under the provisions of section 215 of the Social Security Act
in effect prior to the enactment of this Act with a closing date ileter
mined under section 215(b) (3) (B) of such Act as then in effect,
but only if such closing date would have been applicable to such com
putation had this section not been enacted. If the primary insurance
amount resulting from the use of such an average monthly wage is
higher than the primary insurance amount resulting from the use of an
average monthly wage determined pursuant to the provisions of sec
tion 215 of the SoialSecurity Act, as amended by the Social Security
Amendments of 1960, such higher primary insurance amount shall be
the individual's primary insurance amount for purposes of such sec
tion 215. The terms used in this subsection shall have the meaning
assigned to them by title II of the Social Security Act.
(2) Notwithstanding the amendments made by the preceding subsections of this section, in the case of any individual who was entitled
(wihot
rgad t t eprvisions of section 223 (b) of the Social
Secrit
Ac) t adisbilty nsrance benefit under such section 228
forthemonh bfor th mothin which he became entitled to an.
old-age insurance benefit under section 202(a) of such Act, or in which
he died, and such disability insurance benefit was based upon a pri
mary insurance amount determined under the provisions of section
215 of the Social Security Act in effect prior to the enactment, of this
Act, the Secretary shall, in applying the provisions of such section
215(fat), (except paragraph (4) thereof), for purposes of determining
beneft paya le under section 202 of such Act on the basis of such inc
dividual s wages and self-employment income, determined such in
dividual's average monthly wag under the provisions of section 2.15
of the Social Security Act in effect prior.to the enactment of this,Act.
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The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply with respect to any

A~nte
963.
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such individual, entitled to such old-age insurance: benefits, (i) who
applies, after 1960, for a recomputation. (to which he is entitled) of
962, his primary insurance amount under section 215(f) (2) of such Act,
or (ii) who dies after 1960 and meets the conditions for a recomputa
tion of his primary insurance amount under section 215(f) (4) of such

P. 962.

Ante, P. 961.

Act.
(h) In any case where application for recomputation under section
215(f) (3) of the Social Security Act is filed on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act with respect to an. individual for whom
the last previous computation of the primary insurance amount was
based on an application filed prior to 1961, or who died before 1961,
the provisions of section 215 of such Act as in effect prior to the enact
ment of this Act shall apply except that
(1) such recomputation shall be made as provided in section
215(a) of the Social Security Act (as in effect prior to the en
actment of this Act) and as though such individual first became
entitled to old-age insurance benefits in the month in which
he filed his application for such recomputation or died without
filing such an application, and his closing daite for such purposes
shall be as specified in such section 215(f) (3) ; and
(2) the provisions of section 215(b) (4) of the Social Security
Act (as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act) shall apply
only if they were applicable to the last previous comnputation of

such individual's primary insurance amount, or would have been

applicable to such computation if there had been taken into
accountin(A) his wages and self-employment income in the year
inwhich he became entitled to old-age insurance benefits or
filed application for the last previous recomputation of his
primayinsranceamout, where he is living at the time of
the pplcaton fr rcomutation under this subsection, or
(B)hiswags ad slfemployment income in the yea~r
in wichhe
ded ithot-bcoming entitled to old-age insur
ance benefits, or (if he was entitled to such benefits) the
year in which application was filed for the last previous
computation of his primary insurance amount or in which
he died, whichever first occurred, where he has died at the
time of the application for such recomputation.
If the primary insurance amount of an individual was recomputed
under section 215(f) (3) of the Social Security Act as in effect prior
to the enactment of this Act, and such amount would have been larger
if the recomputation had been made under such section as modified
by this subsection, then the Secretary shall recompute such primary
insurance amount under such section as so modified, but only if an
application for such recomputa~tion. is filed on or after the date of the
enactment of this Act. A recomputation under the preceding sentence
shall be effective for and after the first month for which the last
previous recomputatioin of such individual's primary insurance
amount 'under such section 215 was effective, but mino event for any
month prior to the twenty-fourth month before the month in which
the application for a recomputation is filed under the preceding
sentence.,
(i) (1) In the ca~se of 11an. application for a recomputation under
section 215(f) (2) of the Social Security Act filed after 1954 and prior
to 1961, the provisions of section 215 (f)T(2) of such Act in effect prior
to the enactment of this Act shall apply
.(2) In the case of an individual who died after 1954 and prior to
1961 and who was entitled to an old-age insurance benefit under seec
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at the time of his death, the provisions of section

215(f) 42 USC 402.

(4) of the Social Security Act in effect prior to the enactment of this Ante- P- 963.
Act shall ap ly.
(j) In the case of an individual whose average monthly wage is
computed under the provisions of section 215 (b) of the Social Security Ante. P. 960.
Act, as amended by this Act, and
(1) who is entitled, by reason of the provisions of section
202 (j) (1) or section 223(b) of the Social Security Act, to a Ante. P. 936.
monthly benefit for any month prior to January 1961, or
Post. P. 967.
(2) who is (or would, but for the fact that such recomputation
would not result in a higher primary insurance amount for such
individual, be) entitled, ~by reason ofsection 215(f) of the Social
Security Act, to have his primary insurance amount recomputed
effective for a month prior to January 1961,
his average monthly wage as determined under the provisions of such
section 215(b) shall be his average monthly wage for the purposes of
determining his primary insurance amount for such prior month.
(k) Section 102(f) (2) (B) of the Social Securit~y Amendments of 68 Stat. 1070.
1954 is amended by insertincw after "Social Security Act" in the second 42 USC 403 note.
.setene
teref as in e ect prior to the enactment of the Social
Security Amendments of 1960"; and by striking out "bond" and
inserting in lieu thereof "month".
ELIMINATION OF CERTAIN OBSOLETE RECOMPUTATIONS

SEC. 304. (a) The first sentence of section 215(f) (5) of the Social
Securt Ac is amended by striking out "after the close of such tax
ableyer bysce idvdaloti
he died without filing such appli
cation)" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "by such individ
ual after the close of such taxable year and prior to January 1961 or
(if he died without filing such application and such death occurred
prior to January 1961) ".
is(b) Section 102 (e) (5) of the Social Security Amendments of 1954
isamended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub
paragraph:
"(D) Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraphs (A), (B),
and C),thepriaryinsrance amount of an individual shall not
be rcomute
uner uchprovisions unless such individual files the
appictio
rferedto n ubparagraph (A) or (B) prior to January
196
ifhe
or ieswitoutfiling such application, his death occurred
prior to January 1961."
(c) Section 102 (e) (8) of the Social Security Amendments of 1954
is amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof "but' onl
if such individual files the application referred to in subpal'gph
MA of such section prior to January 1961 or (if he dies without
i) sch application) his death occurred prior to January 1961".
(c)Section 5(c) (1) of the Social Security Act Amendments of
1952 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
sentence: "Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this para
graph, the primary insurance amount of an individual shall not be
recomputed under such provisions unless such individual files the
application referred to in clause (A) of the,first sentence, of this,para
graph prior to January 1961 or, if he dies without filhing such appli
cation, his death occurred prior to January 1961."1
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TITLE IV-DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS AND
THE DISABILITY FREEZE
ELIMINATION OF REQUIREMENT OF ATTAINMENT OF AGE FIFIY FOR
DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS

42

USC 423.

42 USC 402.

SEC. 401. (a) Section 223 (a) (1) (B) of the Social1 Security Act is
amended by striking out "has attained the age of fifty and".
(b) The last sentence of section 223(c) (3) of such Act is amended
by striking out the semicolon and all that follows and inserting in lieu
thereof a period.
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply only with
respect to monthly benefits under sections 202 and 223 of the Social
Security Act for months after the month following the month in which
this Act is enacted which are based on the wages and self-employment
income of an individual who did not attain the age of fifty in or prior
to the month following the month in which this Act is enacted, but
only where applications for such benefits are filed in or after the month
in which this Act is enacted.
ELIMINATION OF THE WAITING rERIOD FOR DISABILITY INSURANCE
BENEFITS IN CERTAIN CASES

42 USC 416.

Ante
42 usC 415.

SEC. 402. (a) Section 223(a) (1) of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out "shall be entitled to a disability insurance
benefit for each -month, beginning with the firist month after his wait
ing period (as defined in subsection (c) (3) ) in which he becomes so
entitled to such insurance benefits" and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "shall be entitled to a disability insurance benefit (i) for
each month beginning with the first month after his waiting period
(as defined in subsection (c) (3)) in which he becomes so entitled to
such insurance benefits, or (ii) for each month beginning with the first
month during all of which he is under a disability and in which he
becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits, but only if he was en
titled to disability insurance benefits which terminated, or had a period
of disability (as defined in section 216(i)) which ceased, within the
60-month period preceding the first month in which he is under such
disability,
(b) Section 223 (a) (2) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(2) Such individual's disability insurance benefit for any month
shall be equal to his primary insurance amount for such month deter
mined under section 215 as though he became entitled to old-age
insurance benefits in

•: (A) the first month of his waiting period, or

• B
nany case in which clause (ii) of paragraph (1) of this
subsection is applicable, the first month for which he becomes so
entitled to such disability insurance benefits."
(c) The first sentence of section 223 (b) of such Act is amended to
read as follows: "No application for disability-insurance benefits shall
be accepted as a valid application for purposes of this section (1) if
it is filed more than nine months before the first month for which the
applcan
becmesentiledto such benefits, or (2) 'in any case in which
ctaue
(i) f pragaph(1) of subsection (a) is applicable, if it is
fild hansixmonhsbefore
mre
the first month for which the appli
cant becomes entitled to such benefits; and any application filed
within such nine months' period or six months' period, as the case may
be, shall be deemed to have been filed in such first month."
(d) The second sentence of section 223(b) of such Act is amended
by striking out "if he files application therefor" and inserting in lieu
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thereof "if he is continuously under a disability after such month and
imtil he files application theref or, and he files suchvapplication".
(e) (1) TIhe first. sentence of section 216 (i) (2) of such Act is Post. P. 969.
amended to read as follows: "The term 'period of disability' means a
continuous period (beginning and ending as hereinafter provided in
this subsection) during which an individual was under' a disability (as
defined in paralgraph (1) ), but only if such period is of not less than
six full ca~endar months' duration or such individual was entitled
to benefits under section 223 for one or more months in such period."
42 USC 423.
(2) (A) The fifth sentence of such section 216 (i) (2) is amended
by insert,'ing ", or, in any case in which clause (ii) of section 223 (a)
(1) is appicable, more than six months before the first month for
which such applicant becomes entitled to benefits under section 223,"
after " (as determined under this paragraph) "
(B) Such section 216 (i) (2) is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new sentence: "Any application for a dis
ability determination which is filed within such three months' period
or six months' period shall be deemed to have been filed on, such
first day or in such first month, as the case may be."
(f) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall apply
only with respect to benefits under section 223 of the Social Security
Act for the month in which this Act is enacted and subsequent months.
The amendment made by subsection (c) shall apply only in the
case of applications for benefits under such section 223 filed after the
seventh month before the month in which this Act is enacted. The
amendment made by subsection (d) shall apply only in the case of
applications for benefits under such section 223 filed in or after the
month in which this Act is enacted. The amendment. made by sub
section (e) shall apply only in the case of individuals who become
entitled to benefits under such section 223 in or after the month in
which this Act is enacted.
PERIOD OF TRIAL WORK BY DISABLED INDIVIDUAL

SEC.

403. (a) Section 222 of the Social Security Act is amended

by striking out subsection (c) and inserting in lieu thereof the
following:
"Period of Trial Work
"1(c) (1) The termn 'period of trial work', with respect to an indi
vidual entitled to benefis under section 223 or 202 (d), means a period
of months beginning and ending as provided in paragraphs (3) and
(4).
"1(2) For purposes of sections 216 (i) and 223, any services ren
dered by an individual during a period of trial work shall be deemed
not to have been rendered by such individual in determining whether
his disability has ceased in a month during such period. For pur
poses of this subsection the term 'services' means activity which is
performed for remuneration or gain or is determined by the Secre
tary to be of a type normally performed for remuneration or gain.
"1(3) A period of trial work for any individual shall begin with
the month in which he becomes entitled to disability insurance bene
fits, or, in the case of an individual entitled to benefits under section
202(d) who has attained the age of eighteen, with the month in which
he becomes entitled to such benefits or the month in which he attains
the age of eighteen, whichever is later. Notwithstanding the preced
ing sentence, no period of trial work may begin for any individual
prior to the beginning of the month following the month in which
this paragraph is enacted; and no such period may begin for an in
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dividual in a period of disability of such individual in which he had
a previous period of trial work.
"(4)A period of trial work for any individual shall end with the
close of whichever of the following months is the earlier:
"(A) the ninth month, beginning on or after the first day of
such period , in whiich the individual renders services (whether
or not such nine months are consecutive) ; or
"(B) the month in wvhich his disability .(as defined in section
223 (c) (2) ) ceases (as determined after application of paragraph
(2) of this subsection).
"5) In the case of an individual who becomes entitled to benefits
under section 223 for any month as provided in clause (ii) of subsec
tion (a) (1) of such section, the preceding provisions of this subsec
tion shall not apply with respect to services in any month beginning
with the first month for which he is so entitled and ending with the
first month thereafter for which he is not entitled to benefits under
section 223."
(b) Sect-ion 223 (a) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out "the
first month in which any of the following occurs: his disability ceases,
hie dies, or he attains the age of sixty-five" and inserting in lieu
thereof "wvhichever of the foll~owinog months is the earliest: the month
in which he dies, the month in whi'ch he attains the age of sixty-five,
or the third month following the month in which his disability ceases"
(c) The, fourth sentence of section 216 (i) (2) of such Act is amend
ed by strikingr out "the first month in which either the disability
ceases or the individual attains the age of sixty-five" and inserting in
lieu thereof "the month preceding wvhichever of the following months
is the earlier: the month in which the individual attains age sixt -fiv
or the third month following the month in which the disa ility
ceases'
(d) (1) The first sentence of section 202 (d) (1) of such Act is
amended by inserting "or" before "attains the age of eighteen and
is not under a disability (as defined in section 223(c)) -which began
before he attained such age" and by striking out ", or ceases to be
under a disability (as so defined) on or after the day on which he
attains age eighteen".
( Such section 202(d) (1) is further amended by inserting after
the rst sentence the following new sentence: "Entitlement of any
child to benefits under this subsection shall also end with the month
preceding the third month following the month in which he ceases
to be under a disability (as so defined) after the month in which he
(e) he1) aendentmade by~subsection (a) shall be effective
t mothsbeginning after the month in which this
wih
onl rspet
(2) The amendments made by subsections (b) and (d) shall a pply
only with respect to benefits under section 223(a) or 202(d) of the
Social Security Act for months after the month in which this Act
is enacted in the case of individuals who, without regard to sudh
amendments, would have -been entitled to such benefits for the month
in which this Act is enacted or for any succeeding month.
(3) The amendment made by subsection (c) -hall apply only in the
case -of individuals who have a period of disability (as defined in sec
tion 216 (i) of the Social Security Act) beginning on or after the date
of the enactment of this Act, or beginning before such date and con
tinuing, without regard to such amendment, beyond the end of the

month in which this Act is enacted.
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SPIECIAL INSURED STATUS TEST IN CERTAIN CASES FOR DISABILITY PURPOSES

SEC. 404. (a) In the case of any individual who does not meet the
requirements of section 216(i) (3) of the Social Security Act with
respect to any quarter, or who is not insured for disability insurance
benefits as determined under section 223 (c) (1) of such Act with
respect to any month in a quarter, such individual shall be deemed
to have met such requirements with respect to such quarter or to be
so insured with respect to such month of such quarter, as the case
may be, if
(1) hie had a total of not less than twenty quarters of coverage
(as defined in section 213 of such Act) during the period ending
with the close of such quarter, and
(2) all of the quarters elapsing after 1950 and up to but exclud
ing such quarter were quarters of coverage with respect to him
and there were not fewer than six such quarters of coverage.
(b) Subsection (a) shall apply only in the case of applications
for disability insurance benefits under section 223 of the Social Secu
rity Act, or for disability determinations under section 216(i) of
such Act, filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted,
and then only with respect to an individual who, but for such subsec
tion (a), would not meet the requirements for a period of disabilit~y
under section 216(i) with respect to the quarter in which this Act is
enacted or any prior quarter and would not meet the requirements
for benefits under section 223 with respect to the month in which
this Act is enacted or any prior month. No benefits under title II
of the Social Security Act for the month in which this Act is enacted
or any prior month shall be payable or increased by reason of the
-amendment made by such subsection.

42 USC 416.
42 USC 423.

42 USC 413.

42 USC 401

et 'seg.

TITLE V-EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
PART 1-SHORT TITL

501. This title may be cited as the "Employment Security Citation
Act of 1960".
of title.
SEC.

PART 2--EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ADMINISTRATIVE FINANCING
AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENT

OF TITLE IX OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

SEC. 521. Title IX of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C., Sec. 68 Stat. 668.
1101 and following) is amended to read as follows:
"TITLE IX-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING
TO EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
"6EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNT

"Establishment of Account
"SEC. 901. (a) There is hereby established in the Unemployment
Trust Fund an employment security administration account.
"Appropriations to Account
"(b) (1) There is hereby appropriated to the Unemployment Trust
Fund for credit to the employment security administration account,
out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1961, and for each fiscal year there
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after, anl amount equal to 100 per centum of the tax (including inter
est, penalties, and additions to the tax) received during the fiscal year
goo98. under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act and covered into the
Treasury.
"(2) The amount appropriated by paragraph (1) shall be trans
ferred at least. monthly from the general fund of the Treasury to the
Unemployment. Trust Fund and credited to the employment security
-administration account. Each such transfer shall be based on esti
mreates made by the Secretary of the Treasury of the amounts received
in the Treasury. Proper adjustments Shall be made in the amounts
subsequently transferred, to the extent prior estimates (including
estimates for the fiscal year ending~Junie 30, 1960) were in excess of
or- were less than the amounts required to be transferred.
"(3) The Secretary of the Treasury is directed to pay from time
to time from the employment security administration account into the
Treasury, as repaymients to the account for refunding internal reve
nue collections, amounts equal to all refunds macie after Junie 30, 1960,
of amounts received as tax under the Federal Unemploymnent Tax Act
(including interest onl such refunds).
"Administrative Expenditures

42 USC 501503.
72 Stat. 171.
42 USC 1400.

48 Stat. 113.
72 Stat. 1221.

42 USC 501503.
Post. P. 978.
72 Stat. 12171222.

"(c) (1) There are hereby authorized to be made available for ex
penditure out of the employment security administration account for
the fiscal year ending Junie 30, 1961, and for each fiscal year there
aIfter
"(A) such ,amounts (not in excess of $350,000,000 for any fiscal
year) as the Congress may deem appropriate for the purpose
of
" (i) assisting the States in the administration of their un
employment compensation laws as provided in title Ill (in
cluding administration pursuant to agreements under any
Federal unemployment compensation law, except the Tem
porary Unemployment Compensation -Act of 1958, as
amended),
"(ii) the establishment and maintenance of systems of
public employment offices in accordance with the Act of June
6,

1933, as amended (29 U.S.C., secs. 49-49n), and

'(iii) carrying into effect section 2012, of title 38 of the
United States Code;
"(B) such amounts as the Congress may deem appropriate for
the necessary expenses of the Department of Labor for the per
formance of its functions under
" (i) this title and titles III and XII of this Act,
"(ii) the Federal Unemployment Tax Act,
"(iii) the provisions of the Act of June 6, 1933, as amended,
"(iv) subchapter II of chapter 41 (except section 2012)
of title 38 of the United States Code, a'nd
" (v) any Federal unemployment compensation law, ex
cept the Temporary Unemployment Compensation Act of
1958, as amended.
"(2) The Secretary of the Treasury is directed to pay from the
employment security administration account into the Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts the amount estimated by him which will be
expended during a three-month period by the Treasury Department
for the performance of its functions under
" (A) this title and titles III and XII of this Act, including the
expenses of banks for servicing unemployment benefit payment
and clearing accounts which are offset by the maintenance of
balances Of Treasury funds with such banks,
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"'(B) the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, and
Pos~t. P.980.
"(C) any Federal unemployment compensation law with re
spect to which responsibility for administration is vested in the
Secretary of Labor.
In determining the expenses taken into account under subparagraphs
(,B) and (C), there shall be excluded any amount attributable to the
Temporary Unemployment Compensation Act of 1958, as amended. 42 USC 1400.
If it subsequently appears that the estimates under this paragraph in
any particular period were too high or too low, appropriate adjust
ments shall be made by the Secretary of the Treasury in future
payments.
"Additional Tax Attributable to Reduced Credits
"(d) (1) The Secretary of the Treasury is directed to transfer from
the employment security administration account
"(A) To the Federal unemployment account, an amount equal
to the amount by which
" (i) 100 per centum of the additional tax received under
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act with respect to any State
by reason of -thereduced credits provisions of section 3302 (c)
(2) or (3) of such Act and covered into the Treasury for the
repayment of advances made to the State under section 1201,
exceeds
" (ii) the amount transferred to the account of such State
pursuant to subparagraph (B) of this paragraph.
Any amount transferred pursuant to this subparagraph shall be
credited against, and shall operate to reduce, that balance of ad
vances, made under section 1201 to the State, with respect to which
employers paid such additional tax.
" (B) To the account (in the Unemployment Trust Fund) of
the State with respect to which employers paid such additional
tax, an amount equal to the amount by which such additional tax
received and covered into the Treasury exceeds that balance of
advances, made under section 1201 to the State, with respect to
which employers paid such additional tax.
if, for any taxable year, there is with respect to any State both a bal
ance described in section 3302(c) (2) of the Federal Unemployment
Tax Act and a balance described in section 3302 (c) (3) of such Act,
this paragraph shall be applied separately with respect to section 3302
(c) (2) (and the balance described therein) and separately with re
spect to section 3302(c) (3) (and the balance described therein).
"1(2) The Secretary of the Treasury is directed to transfer from
the employment security administration account
"(A) To the general fund of the Treasury, an amount equal
to the amount by which
"( i) 100 per centum of the additional tax received under
the Federall Unemployment Tax Act with respect to any
State by reason of the reduced credit provision orsection 104
of the Temporary Unemployment Compensation Act of 1958,
as amended, and covered into the Treasury, exceeds
"(ii) the amount transferred to the account of such State
pursuant to subparagraph (B) of this paragraph.
"(B) To the account (in the Unemployment Trust Fund) of
the State with respect to which employers paid such additional
tax, an amount equal to the amount by which
" (i) such additional tax received and covered into the
Treasury, exceeds

P~t

42

P- 978.

usc 1400c.
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" (ii) the total amount restorable to the Treasury under
section 104 of the Temporary Unemployment Compensation
Act of 1958, as amended, as limited by Public Law 85-457.
"(3) Transfers under this subsection shall be as of the beginning
of the month succeeding the month in which the moneys were credited
to the employment security administration account pursuant to sub
section (b) (2)."RvligFn
"(e) (1) There is hereby established in the Treasury a revolving
fund which shall be available to make the advances authorized by this
subsection. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, without
fiscal year limitation, to such revolving fund such amounts as may be
necessary for the purposes of this section.
" (2) The Secretary of the Treasury is directed to advance from
time to time from the revolving fund to the employment security
administration account such amounts as may be necessary for the
purposes of this section. If the net balance in the employment
security administration account as of the beginn~ing of any fiscal year
is $250,000,000, no advance may be made under this subsection during
such fiscal year.
" (3) Advances to the employment. security administration account
made under this subsection shall bear interest until repaid at a rate
equal to the average rate of interest (computed as of the end of the
calendar month next preceding the date of such advance) borne by all
interest-bearing obligations ofthe United States then forming a part
of the public debt; except that where such average rate is not a multiple
of one-eighth of 1 per centum, the rate of interest shall be the multiple
of one-eighth of 1 per centum next lower than such average rate.
"(4) Advances to the employment security administration account
made under this subsection, plus interest accrued thereon, shall be re
paid by the transfer from time to time, from the employment security
administration account to the revolving fund, of such amounts as the
Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of Labor,
determines to be available in the employment security administration
account for such repayment. Any amount transferred as a repaymnent
under this paragraph shall be credited against, and shall operate to
reduce, any balance of advances (plus accrued interest) repayable
under this subsection.
"Determination of Excess and Amount To Be Retained in Employ
ment Security Administration Account

Post, P-.974

ccf) (1) The Secretary of the Treasury shall determine as of the
close of each fiscal year (beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30,
1961) the excess in the employment security administration account.
" (2) The excess in the employment security administration account
as of the close of any fiscal year is the amount by which the net
balance in such account as of such time (after the application of section
902(b)) exceeds the net balance in the employment security admin
istr'ation account as of the beginning of that fiscal year (including the
fiscal year for which the excess is being computed) for which the net
balance was higher than as of the beginning of any other such fiscal
year.
"(3) If the entire amount of the excess determined under para
graph (1) as of the close of any fiscal year is. not transferred to the
Fe eral unemployment account, there shall be retained (as of the
beginning of the succeeding fiscal year) in the employment security
administration account so much of the remainder as does not increase
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the net balance in such account (as of the beginning of such succeed
ing fiscal year) above $250,000,000.
"(4) For the purposes of this section, the net balance in the em
loyment security administration account as of any time is the amount
]n such account as of such time reduced by the sum of
"(A) the amounts then subject to transfer pursuant to sub
section (d), and
"(B3) the balance of advances (plus interest accrued thereon)
then repayable to the revolving fund established by subsection (e)
The net balance in the employment security administration account
as of the beginning of any fiscal year shall be determined after the
disposition of the excess in such account as of the close of the preceding
fiscal year.
"cTRANSFERS BETWEEN FEDERAL UNEMPLO0YMENT ACCOUNT
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNT

AND

"Transfers to Federal Unemployment Account
"SEC. 902. (a) Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury deter
mines pursuant to section 901 (f ) that there is an excess in the employ- Anat-e
ment security administration account as of the close of any fiscal
year, there shall be transferred (as of the beginning of the succeeding
fiscal y ear) to the Federal unemployment account the total amount
of such etxcess or so much thereof as is required to increase the amount
in the Federal unemployment account to whichever of the following
is the greater:
'(1) $550,000,000, or
"(2) The amount (determined by the Secretary of Labor and
certified by him to the Secretary of the Treasury) equal to fourtenths of 1 per centum of the total wages subject to contributions
under all State unemployment compensation laws for the calendar
year ending during the fiscal year for which the excess is
determined.

P.

973.

"Transfers to Employment Security Administration Account
"(b) The amount, if any, by which the amount in the Federal un
employment account as of the close of any fiscal year exceeds the
greater of the amounts specified in paragraphs (1) and (2) of sub
section (a) shall be transferred to the employment security adminis
tration account as of the close of such fiscal year.
"CAMOUNTS TRANSFERRED TO STATE ACCOUNTS

"In General
"SEC. 903. (a) (1) Except as provided in subsection (b), when
ever, after the application of section 1203 with respect to the excess Post. pP
in the employment security administration account as of the close of
any fiscal year, there remains any portion of such excess, the remainder
of such excess shall be transferred (as of the beginning of the suc
ceeding fiscal year) to the accounts of the States in the Unemployment
Trust Fund.
"1(2) Each State's share of the funds to be transferred under this
subsection as of any July 1
"(A) shall be determined by the, Secretary of Labor and certi
fied by him to the Secretary of the Treasury before that date on the
basis of reports furnished by the States to the Secretary of L-abor
before June 1, and

7.g
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"(B3) shall bear the same ratio-to the total amount to be so
transferred as the amount of wages subject to contributions under
such State's unemployment compensation law during the preced
ing calendar year which have been reported to the State before
May 1 bears to the total of wages subject to contributions under
all State unemployment compensation laws during such calendar
year which have been reported to the States before May 1.
"Limitations on Transfers
"(b) (1) If the Secretary of Labor finds that on July 1 of any fiscal
"(A) a State is not eligible for certification under section 303,or

42 5y03.
USC
42

USC503"(B)

POst. P. 986.

Post, P. 978.

the law of a State is not approvable under section 3304

of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act,
then the amount available for transfer to such St-ate's account shall,
in lieu of being so transferred, be transferred to the Federal unemploy
ment account as of the beginning of such July 1. If, during the fiscal
year beginning on such July 1, the Secretary of Labor finds and
certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury that. such State is eligible for
certification under section 303, that the law of such State is approvable
under such section 3304, or both, the Secretary of the Treasury shall
transfer such amount from the Federal unemployment account to the
account of such State. If the Secretary of Labor does not so find and
certify to the Secretary of the Treasury before the close of such fiscal
year then the amount which was available for transfer to such State's
account as of July 1 of such fiscal year shall (as of the close of such
fiscal year) become unrestricted as to use as part of the Federal
unempipyment account.
"(2) The amount which, but for this paragraph, would be trans
ferred to the account of a State under subsection (a) or paragraph (1)
of this subsection shall be reduced (but not below zero) by the balance
of advances made to the State under section 1201. The sum by which
such amount is reduced shall
"(A) be transferred to or retained in (as the case may be) the
Federal unemployment account, and
"9(B)I be credited against, and operate to reduce
"(i) first, any balance of advances made before the date of
the enactment of the Employment Security Act of 1960 to
the State under section 1201, and
" (ii) second, any balance of advances made on or after
such date to the State under section 1201.
"Use of Transferred Amounts
"(c) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), amounts transferred
to the account of a State pursuant to subsections (a) and (b) shall be
used only in the payment of cash benefits to individuals with respect
to their unemployment, exclusive of expenses of administration.
"(2) A State may, pursuant to a specific appropriation made by the
legislative body of the State, use money withdrawn from its account
in the payment of expenses incurred by it for the administration of
its unemployment compensation law and public employment offices if
and only if
"4(A) the purposes and amounts were specified in the law mak
ifthe appropriation,
in(B, the appropriation law did not authorize the obligation of
such money after the close of the two-year period which began on
the date of enactment of the appropriation law,
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"(C) the money is withdrawn and the expenses are incurred
after such date of enactment, and
" (D) the appropriation law limits the total amount which
may be obligated during a fiscal year to an amount which does
not exceed the amount by which (i) the aggregate of the amounts
transferred to the account of such State pursuant to subsections
(a) and (b) during such fiscal year and the four preceding fiscal
years, exceeds (ii) the aggregate of the amounts used by the State
pursuant to this subsection and charged against the, amounts
transferred to the account of such State during such five fiscal
years.
For the purposes of subparagraph (D), amounts used by a State
during any T'scal year shall b~e charged against equivalent amounts
which were first transferred and which have not previously been so
chiarged; except that no amount obligated for administration during
any fiscal year may be charged against any amount transferred dur
ing a fiscal year earlier t~han the fourth preceding fiscal year.
"6UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND

"Establishment, etc.
"SEC. 904. (a) There is hereby established in the Treasury of the
United States a trust fund to be known as the 'Unemployment Trust
Fund', hereinafter in this title called the 'Fund'. Th
ecretary of
the Treasury is authorized and directed to receive an hold in the
Fund all moneys deposited therein by a State agency from a State
unemployment fund, or by the Railroad Retirement Board to the
credit of the railroad unemployment insurance account or the railroad
unemployment insurance administration fund, or otherwise deposited
in or credited to the Fund or any account therein. Such deposit
may be made directly with the Secretary of the Treasury, with any
depositry designated by him for such purpose, or with any Federal
Reserve Bank.
"Investments

"(b) It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to invest
such portion of the Fund as is not, in his judgmnent, required to meet
current withdrawals. Such investment may be made only in interestbearing obligations of the United States or in obligations guaranteed
as to both principal and interest by the United States. For such
purpose such obligations may be acquired (1) on original issue at the
issue price, or (2) by purchase of outstanding obligations at the
market price. The purposes for which obligations of the United
States may be issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amiended, 40 Stat. 288.
are hereby extended to authorize the issuance at par of special obliga- 31 USC 774.
tions exclusively to the Fund. Such special obligations shall bear
interest at a rate equal to the average rate of interest, computed as of
the end of the calendar month next preceding the date of such issue,
borne by all interest-bearing obligations of the 'United States then
forming part of the public debt; except that where such average rate
is not a multiple of one-eighth of 1 per centum, the rate of interest
of such special obligations shall be the multiple of one-eighth of 1
per centum next lower than such average rate. Obligations other
than such special obligations may be. acquired for the Fund only on
such terms as to provide an investment yield not less than the yield
which would be required in the case of special obligations if issued
to the Fund upon the date of such acquisition. Advances made to
the Federal unemployment account pursuant to section 1203 shall Post. P. 979.
not be invested.
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"Sale or Redemption of Obligations
"(c) Any obligations acquired by the Fund (except special obliga
tions issued exclusively to the Fun) may be sold at the market price,
and such special obligations may be redeemed at par plus accrued
interest.
"Treatment of Interest and Proceeds
"(d) The interest on, and the proceeds from the sale or redemption
of, any obligations held in the Fund shall be credited to and form a
part of the Fund.
"Separate Book Accounts
"(e) The Fund shall be invested as a single fund, but the Secretary
of the Treasury shall maintain a separate book account for each State
agency, the employment securit a_ ministration account, the Federal
unemployment account, the railroad unemployment insurance account,
and the railroad unemployment insurance administration fund and
shall credit quarterly (on March 31, June 30, September 30, and iDe
1cember 31, of each year) to each account, on the basis of the average
daily balance of such account, a proportionate part of the earnings of
the Fund for the quarter ending on such date. For the purpose of this
subsection, the average daily balance shall be computed
" (1) in the case of any State account,- by reducing (but not
below zero) the amount in the account by the balance of advances
Post
pp.978,made
to the State under section 1201, and
POS1 PP-978"(2)

979

in the case of the Federal unemployment account

"(A) by adding to the amount in the account the aggregate
of the reductions under paragraph (1), and
"1(B) by subtracting from the sum so obtained the balance
of advances made under section 1203 to the account.
"Payments to State Agencies and Railroad Retirement Board
"(f) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to
pay out of. the Fund to any' State agency such amount as it may duly
requisition, not exceeding the amount standing to the account of such
Stat agncyat he imeof such payment. The Secretary of the
Tresur
isautoried nddirected to make such payments out of the
railoadunemloyentinsurance account for the payment of bene
fit, utof
nd herairod unemployment insurance administration
fudfrthe payment ofadministrative expenses, as the Railroad
Retireent Board may duly certify, not exceeding the amount stand
ing to the credit of such account or such fund, as the case may be, at
the time of such payment.
"Federal Unemployment Account

Ante. P- 970

42 USC 501-503.

"gThere is hereby established in the Unemployment Trust Fund
a Fedral unemployment account. There is hereby authorized to be
approp riated to such Federal unemployment account a sum equal to
(1) the excess of taxes collected prior to July 1, 1946, under title
IX of this Act or under the Federal Unemplo~yment Tax Act, over
the total unemployment administrative expenditures made p;rior to
July 1, 1946, plus (2) the excess of taxes collected under the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act after June 30, 1946, and prior to July 1,
1953, over the unemployment administrative expenditures made after
June 30, 1946, and prior to July 1, 1953. As used in this subsection,
the term 'unemployment administrative expenditures' means expendi
tures for grants under title III of this Act, expenditures for the
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administration of that title by the Social Security Board, the Federal
Security Administrator, or the Secretary of Labor, and expenditures
for the administration of title IX of this Act, or of the Federal A-nt1e. P. 970.
Unemployment Tax Act., by the Department of the Treasury, the Post, p. 980.
Social Security Board, the Federal Security Administrator, or the
Secretary of Labor. For the purposes of this subsection, there shall
be deducted from the total amount of taxes collected prior to July 1,
1943, under title IX of this Act, the sum of $40,561,886.43 which was
authorized to be appropriated by the Act of August 24, 1937 (50 42 Usc 1103
Stat. 754), and the sum of $18,451,846 which was authorized to be note.
appropriated by section 11(b) of the Railroad Unemployment 52 Stat. 1105.

Insurance Act."

45 Usc 361.

AMENDMENT OF TITLE XII OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

SEC. 522. (a) Title XII of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C., sec.
1321 and following) is amended to read as follows.:

"TITLE XII-ADVANCES TO STAXTE UNEMPLOYMENT
FUNDS
"CADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS
"SEC. 1201. (a) (1) Advances shall be made to the States from the
Federal unemployment account in the Unemployment Trust Fund as
provided in this section, and shall be repayable, without interest, in
the manner provided in sections 901 (d) (1), 903(b) (2), and 1202. Antej pp. 972,
An advance to a State for the payment of compensation in any month 975.
may be made if
"(A) the Governor of the State applies therefor no earlier
than the first day of the preceding month, and
" (B) he furnishes to the Secretary of Labor his estimate of the
amount of an advance which will be required by the State for
44the payment of compensation in such month.
"i(2)In the case of any application for an advance under this sec
ton to any State for any month, the Secretary of Labor shall
"(A) determine the amount (if any) which he finds will be
required by such State for the payment of compensation in such
month, and
" (B) certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the amount (not
greater than the amount estimated by the Governor of the State)
determined under subparagraph (A).
The aggregate of the amounts certified by the Secretary of Labor
with respect to any month shall not exceed the amount which the
Secretary of the Treasury reports to the Secretary of Labor is avail
able in the Federal. unemployment account for advances with respect
to such month.
"(3)C4For purposes of this subsection
"(A) an application for an advance shall be made on such
forms, and shall contain such information and data (fiscal and
otherwise) concerning the operation and administration of the
State unemployment compensation law, as the Secretary of Labor
deems necessary or relevant to the performance of his duties
under this title,
"1(B) the amount required by any. State for the payment of
compensation in anTy month shall be determined with due allow
ance for contingencies and taking into account all other amounts
that will be available in the State's unemployment fund for the
payment of compensation in such month, and
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"(C) the term 'compensation' means cash benefits payable to
individuals with respect to their unemployment, exclusive of ex

AtP.

975.

(b)TheSecetay ofthe Treasury shall, prior to audit or settle
ment by the General Accounting Offce, transfer from the Federal
unemployment account to the account of the State in the Unemploy
ment Trust Fund the amount certified under'subsection (a) by the
Secretary of Labor (but not exceeding that portion of the balance in
the Federal unemployment account at the time of the transfer which
is not restricted as to; use pursuant to section 903 (b) (1))
"6REPAYMENT BY STATES OF ADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS

"SEC. 1202. The Governor of any State may at any time request
that funds be transferred from the account of such State to the Fed
eral unemployment account in repayment of part or all of that balance
of advances, made to such State under section 1201, specified in the
request. The Secretary of Labor shall certify to the Secretary of the
Treasury the amount and balance specified in the request; and the
Secretary of the Treasury shall promptly transfer such amount in
reduction of such balance.
4ADVANCES

Ante. P. 973.

TO FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT ACCOUNT

"SEC. 1203. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated to the
Federal unemployment account, as repayable advances (without in
terest), such sums as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of
this title. Whenever, after the application of section 901 (f) (3) with
respect to the excess in the employment security administration ac
count as of the close of any fiscal year, there remains any portion of
such excess, so much of such remainder as does not exceed the balance
of advances made pursuant to this section shall be transferred to the
general fund of the Treasury and shall be credited against, and shall
operate to reduce, such balance of advances.
"CDEFINITION OF GOVERNOR

"SEc. 1204. When used in this title, the term 'Governor' includes the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia."
(b) (1) No amount shall be transferred on or after the date of the
enactment of this Act from the Federal unemployment account to the
account of any State in the Unemployment Trust Fund pursuant to
any application made under section 1201 (a) of the Social Security
Act as in effect before such date; except that, ifVA) some but not all of an amount certified by the Secretary
of abor to the Secretary of the Treasury for transfer to the ac
count of any State was transferred to such account before such
date, and
(B) the Governor of such State, after the date of the enact
ment of this Act, requests the Secretary of the Treasury to transfer

all or any part of the remainder to such account,

Post, P. 980.
Ante, P. 970
978.

the Secretary of the Treasury shall, prior to audit or settlement by
the General Accounting Office, transfer from the Federal unemjploy
ment account to the account of such State in the Unemployment Trust
Fund the amount so requested or (if smaller) the amount available
in the Federal unemployment account at the time of the transfer. No
such amount shall be transferred under this paragraph after the ones'
year period beginning on the date of the enactment of this Act.
(2) For purposes of section 3302 (c) of the Federal Unemployment
Tax Act and titles IX and XII of the Social Security Act, if any
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amount is transferred pursuant to paragraph (1) to the unemnploy
ment account of any State, such amount shall be treated as an ad
yance made before the date of the enactment of this Act.
AMENDMNENTS TO THE FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX ACT

Increase in Tax Rate
SE~c. 523. (a) Section 3301 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 26
(relating to rate of tax under Federal Unemployment Tax Act) is
amended
(1) by striking out "1955" and inserting in lieu thereof "1961",
and
(2) by striking out "3 percent" and inserting in lieu thereof
".1 percent".

USC 3301.

Computation of Credits Against Tax
(b) Section 3302 of such Code (relating to credits against tax) is 26 USC 3302.
amended by striking out subsection (c.) and inserting in lieu thereof
the following new subsections:
"(c) LIMIT ON TOTAL CREDITS.
"c(1) The total credits allowed to a taxpayer under this section
shall not exceed 90 percent of t~he tax against which such credits
are allowable.
" (2) If an advance or advances have been made to the unem
ployment account of a State under title XII of 'the Social Se- Ante., pp. 978,
curity Act before the date of the enactment of the Employment 970.
Security Act of 1960, then the total credits (after applying sub
sections (a) and (b) and paragraph (1) of this subsection)
otherwise allowable under this section for the taxable year in the
case of a taxpayer subject to the unemployment, compensation
law of such State shall be reduced
"(A) in the case of a taxable year b2ginning with the
fourth consecutive January 1 as of the beginning of which
there is a balance of such advances, by 5 percent of the tax
imposed by section 3301 with respect to the wages paid by
such taxpayer during such taxable year which are attrib
utable to such State; and
" (B) in the case of any succeeding taxable year beginning
with a consecutive January 1 as of the beginning of which
t~here is a balance of such advances, by an additional 5 per
cent, for each such succeeding taxable year, of the tax im
p~osed by section 3301 with respect to the wages paid by such
taxpayer during such taxable year which are attributable to
such State.
"(3) If an advance or advances haive been made to the un
employment account of a State under title XII of the Social
Security Act on or after the date of the enactment of the Em
ployment Security Act of 1960, then the total credits (after
applying subsections (a) and (b) and paragraphs (1) and (2)
of this subsection) otherwise allowable under this section for the
taxable year in the case of a taxpayer subject to the unemploy
ment compensation law of such State shall be reduced
"(A) (i) in the case of a taxable year beginning with the
second consecutive January 1 as of the beginning of which
there is a balance of such advances, by 10 percent of the
tax imposed by section 3301 with respect to the wages paid
by such taxpayer during such taxable year which are at
tributable to such State; and
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"(d)

" (ii) in the case of any succeeding taxable year beginning
with a consecutive .January 1 as of the. beginning of which
there is a balance of such advances, by an additional 10 per
cent, for each such succeeding taxable year, of the tax im
posed by section 3301 with respect to the wages paid by
such taxpayer during such taxable year whick ai~e attribu
table to such State;
" (B) in the case of a taxable year beginning with the third
or fourth consecutive January 1 as of the beginning of which
there is a balance of such advances, by the amount deter
mined by multiplying theiwages paid by suchitaxpayer during
such taxable year which are attributable to such State by the
percentage (if any) by which
"(i) 2.7 lpercent, exceeds
"(ii) the average employer contribution rate for such
State for the calendar year preceding such taxable year;
and
I(C)in the case of a taxable year beginning with the fifth
or any succeeding consecutive January 1 as of the beginning
of which there is a balance of such advances, by the amount
determined by multiplying the wages paid by such taxpayer
during such taxable year whviich are attributable to such State
by the Percentagre (if any) by which
'(i) the 5-year benefit cost rate applicable to such
State for such taxable year or (if higher) 2.7 per
cent, exceeds
" (ii) the average employer contribution rate for such
State for the calendar year preceding such taxable year.
DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RUI.Es RELATING TO SUBSECTION

"(1) RATE OF TAX DEE-MED TO BE 3 PERCENT.-In applying sub
section (c), the tax imposed by section 3301 shall be computed at
the rate of 3 percent. in lieu of 3.1 percent.
"(2) WAGES ATTRIBUTABLE TO A PARTICULAR STATE.-For pur
poses of subsection (c), wages shall be attributable to a particular
State if they are subject to the unemployment compensation law
of the State, or (if not subject to the unemployment compensation
law of any State) if they are determined (under rules or regula
tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) to be attribut
able to such State.
"(3) ADDITIONAL TAXES INAPPLICABLE WHERE' ADVANCES ARE
REPAID BEFORE NOVEMBER 10 OF TAXABLE YEAR.-Paragraph (2) or
(3 ) of subsection (c) shall not apply wvith'respect to any State for
the taxable year if (as of the beginning of November 10 of such
year) there is no balance of advances referred to in such para
graph.
"1(4) AVERAGE EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTION RATE.-For purposes of
subparagraphs (B) and (C) of subsection (c) (3), the average
employer contribution rate for any State for any calendar year
is that percentage obtained by dividing
"(A) the total of the contributions paid into the State
unemployment fund with respect to such calendar year, by
"1(B) the total of the remuneration subject to contributions
under the State unemployment compensation law with re
spect to such calendar year.
For purposes of subparagraph (C) of subsection (c) (3), if the
average employer contribution rate for any State for any cal
endar year (determined without regard to this sentence) equals
or exceeds 2.7 percent, such rate shall be determined by increas
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ing the amount taken into account under subparagraph (A) of
the preceding, sentence by the aggregate amount of employee pay
mients (if any) into the unemployiment fund of such State with
respect to such calendar year which are to be used solely in the
payment of unemployment compensation.
"(5) 5-YEAR BENEFIT COST RAT.-For purposes of subpara
graph (C) of subsection (c) (3), the 5-year benefit cost rate ap
plicable to any State for any taxable year is that percentage
obtained by dividing
"(A) one-fifth of the total of the compensation paid under
thle State unemployment compensation law during the 5-year
period ending at the close of the second calendar year pre
ceding such taxable year, by
"(B) the total of the remuneration subject to contribu
tions unde~r the State unemployment compensation law with
respect to the first calendar year preceding such taxable year.
(6) ROUNDING.-If any percentage referred to in either sub
paragraph (B) or (C) of subsection (c) (3) is not a multiple of .1
percent, it shall be rounded to the nearest multiple of .1 percent.
"6(7) DETER-MINATION AND CERTIFICATION OF PERCENTAGES.-The
percentage referred to in subsection (c) (3) (B) or (C) for any
taxable year for any State having a balance referred to therein
shall be determined by the Secret~ary of Labor, and shall be certi
fied by him to the Secretary of the Treasury before June 1 of
such year, on the basis of a report furnished by such State to the
Secretary of Labor before M.Nay 1 of such year. Any such State
report shall be made as of the close of March 31 of the taxable
year, and shall be made -on such forms, and shall contain such
information, as the Secretary of Labor deems necessary to the
performance of his duties under this section.
"(8) CROSS REFERENCE.
"For reduction of total credits allowable under subsection (c), see
section 104 of the Temporary Unemployment Compensation Act of 1958."

Effective Date
(c) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply only with
respect to the calendar year 1961 and calendar years thereafter.
CONFORMNING

AMENDMENTS

SEC. 524. (a) Section 301 of the Social Security Act is amended to
r~ead as follows:

42 USC 501.

64APPROPRIATIONS

"SEc. 301. The amounts made available pursuant t~o section 901 (c)
(1) (A) for the purpose of assisting the States in the administration
of their unemployment compensation laws shall be used as hereinafter
provided."
(b) Section 104 of the Temporary Unemployment Compensation
Act of 1958, as amended, is amended
(1) by striking out subsection (b) ; and
(2) by amending subsection (a) by striking out the heading
and "(a)", and by striking out "by December 1"' and inserting in
lieu thereof "before November 10".

Ante, p. 971.
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USC 1400c.
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PART 3-ExTENsioN OF COVERAGE UNDER UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION PROGRAM
FEDERAL INSTRUM1ENTALITIES
26 USC 3305.

SEC.

531. (a) Section 3305(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

is amended to read as follows:

Infra.

POst,

P. 986.

"(b) FEDERAL INSTRUMENTALITIES IN GENERAL.-The legislature of
any State may require any instrumentality of the United States (other
than an instrumentality to which section 3306 (c) (6) applies), and
the individuals in its employ, to make contributions to an unemploy
rnent fund under a State unemployment compensation law approved
by the Secretary of Labor under section 3304 and (except as provided
in section 5240 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (12 U.S.C., sec..
484), and as modified by subsection (c) ), to comply otherwise with
such law. The permission granted in this subsection shall apply (A)
only to the extent, that no discrimination is made against such instru
mentality, so that, if the rate of contribution is uniform upon all other
persons subject to such law on account of having individuals in their
employ, and upon all employees of such persons, respectively, the con
tributions, required of such instrumentality or the individuals in its
employ shall not be at. a greater rate than is required of such other
persons and such employees, a~nd if the rates are determined sepa
rately for different persons or classes of persons having individuals
in their employ or for different classes of employees, the determination

26 USC 3306.

An~te

26 USC

p. 980.

3308,

3309, 3307.

shall be based solely upon unemployment, experience and other factors
bearing a direct relation to unemployment risk; (B) only if such
State law makes provision for the refund of any contributions re
quired under such law from an instrumentality of the United States
or its employees for any year in the event such State is not certified by
the Secretary of Labor under section 3304 w~ith respect to such year;
and (C) only if such State law makes provision for the payment of
unemployment compensation to any employee of any such instrumen
tality of the United States in the same amount, on the same terms,
and subject to the same conditions as unemployment compensation is
payable to employees of other employers under the State unemploy
ment compensation law."
(b) The third sentence of section 3 3 05 (g) of such Code is amended
by striking out "not wholly" and inserting in lieu thereof "neither
wholly nor partially".
(c) Section 3306(c) (6) of such Code is amended to read as follows:
" (6) service performed in the employ of the United States
Government or of an instrumentality of the United States which
is
"(A) wholly or partially owned by the United States, or
"(B) exempt from the -tax imposed by section 3301 by
virtue of any provision of law which specifically refers to
such section (or the corresponding section of prior law) in
granting such exemption,"
(d) (1) Chapter 23 of such Code is amended by renumbering sec
tion 3308 as section 3309 and by inserting after section 3307 the fol
lowing new section:
"SEC. 3308. INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

"Notwithstanding any ot~her provision of law (whether enacted
before or after the enactment of this sect ion) which grants to any
instrumentality of the United States an exemption from taxation, such
instrumentality shall not be exempt from the tax imposed by section
3301 unless such other provision of law grants a specific exemption,
by reference to section 3301 (or the corresponding section of prior
law), from the tax imposed by such section."
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(2) The table of sections for such chapter is amended by striking
cut the last line and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"See. 3308. Instrumentalities of the United States.
"See. 3309. Short title."

e)So much of the first sentence of section 1501 (a)of the Social
Security Act as precedes paragraph (1) is amended by striking out
"4wholly" and inserting in lieu thereof "wholly or partially".
is(f) The first sentence of section 1507(a) of the Social Security Act
isamended by striking out "wholly" and inserting in lieu thereof
"wholly or partially".
(g) NotwithstAnding section 203(b) of the Farm Credit Act of
1959, sections 3305(b), 3306(c) (6), and 3308 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 and sections 1501 (a) and 1507(a) of the Social Security
Act shall be applicable, according to their terms, to the Federal land
banks, Federal intermediate credit banks, and banks for cooperatives.

42 USC 1361.
42 USC 1367.
73 Stat. 390.
12 USC 6401 note.
Ante, p
P

8.*

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT

SEC. 532. (a) So much of section 3306(c) of the Internal Revenue 26 Usc 3306.
Code of 1954 as precedes paragraph (1) thereof is amended by striking
out "or (B) on or in connection with an American vessel" and all that
follows down through the phrase "outside the United States," and by
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "or (B) on or in connection
with an American vessel or American aircraft under a contract of
service which is entered into within the. United States or during the
performance of which and while the employee is employed on the
vessel or aircraft it touches at a port in the United States, if the em
ployee is employed on and in connection with such vessel or aircraft
when outside the United States,"'.
(b) Section 3306 (c) (4) of such Code is amended to read as follows:
"6(4) service performed on or in connection with a vessel or
aircraft not an American vessel or American aircraft., if the
employee is employed on and in connection with such vessel or
aircraft when outside the United States;".
(c) Section 3306 (in) of such Code is amended
(1) by striking out the heading and inserting in lieu thereof
the following:
"(m) AMERICAN VESSEL AND AIRCRAFT.-";

and

(2) by striking out the period at the end thereof and inserting
in lieu thereof a semicolon and the following: "and the term
'American aircraft' means an aircraft registered under the laws
of the United States."
FEEDER ORGANIZATIONS, ETC.

SEC. 533. Section 3306 (c) (8) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
is amended to read as follows:
"t(8) service performed in the employ of a religious, charitable,
educational, or other organization described in section 501 (c) (3) 26 USC 501.
which is exempt from income tax under section 501 (a) ;"1.
FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY SOCIETIES, AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS, VOL
UINTARY EMPLOYEES' BENEFICIARY ASSOCIATIONS, ETC.

SEC. 534. Section 3 306(c)(10) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 is amended to read as follows:
" (10) (A) service ]performed in any calendar quarter in the
employ of any organization exempt from income tax under Sec
tion 501(a) (other than an organization de-scribed in section
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401 (a)) or under section 521, if the remuneration, for such service
is less than $50, or
"(B) service performed in the employ of a school, college, or
university, if such service is performed by a student who is en
rolled and is regularly attending classes at such school, college, or
university;".
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 535. The amendments made by this part (other than the amend
ments made by subsections (e) and (f) of section 531) shall apply with
respect to remuneration paid after 1961 for services performed after
196 1. The amendments made by subsections (e) and (f) of section 531
shall apply with respect to any week of unemployment which begins
after December 31, 1960.
PART 4-EXTENSION OF FEDERAL-STATE UNEMPLOYMENT
TION PROGRAM To PUERTO Rico

COMPENSA

EXTENSION OF TITLES III, IX, AND XII OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

42 USC 1301.

P2st., P.987.
42 USC 301, 601,
701, 902, 1201,
1351.

SEC. 541. Effective on and after January 1, 1961, paragraphs (1) and
(2) of section 1101 (a) of the Social Security Act are amended to read
as follows:
"6(1) The term 'State', except where otherwise provided, in
cludes the District of Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, and when used in titles I, IV, V, VII, X, and XIV includes
the Virgin Islands and Guam.
"(2) The term 'United States' when used in a geographical sense
means, except where otherwise provided, the States, the District of
Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico."~
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND EX-SERVICEMEN

42 USC 1363.

42 USC 1364.

42 USC 1362.

SEC. 542. (a) (1) Effective with respect to weeks of unemployment
beginning after December 31, 1965, section 1503(b) of such Act is
amende bystriking out "Puerto Rico or".
(2) Efcive -with respect to first claims filed after December 31,
1965, paragraph (3) of section 1504 of such Act is amended by strik
ing out "Puerto Rico or" wherever appearing therein.
(b) (1) Effective on and after January 1, 1961 (but only in the case
of weeks of unemployment beginning before January 1, 1966)
(A) Section 1502(b) of such Act is amended by striking out
"4(b) Any" and inserting in lieu thereof "(b) (1) Except as pro
vided in paragraph (2), any", and by adding at the end thereof
the following new para'graph:
"(2) In the case of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the agree
ment shall provide that compensation will be paid by the Common
wealth of Puerto Rico to any Federal employee whose Federal service
and Federal wages are assigned under section 1504 to such Common
wealth,'with respect to unemployment after December 31, 1960 (but
ony in the case of weeks of unemployment beginning before January
1, 1966), in the same amount, on the same terms and subject to the
same conditions as the compensation which would be payable to such
employee under the unemployment compensation law of the District
of Columbia if such employee's Federal service and Federal wages
had been included as employment and wages under such law, except
that if such employee, without regard to his Federal service and Fed
eralwage,
ha empoymet or wages sufficient to qualify for any com
penatin
urig te eneityear under such law, then payments of
comenstio
uner hissubectonshall be made only on the basis
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of his Federal service and Federal wages. In applying this para
graph or subsection (b) of section 1503, as the case may be, employ- Ante P.985.
ment and wages under the unemployment compensation law of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico shall not he combined with Federal
service or Federal wages."
,(B) Section 1503(a) of such Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following: "For the purposes of this subsection,
the term 'State' does not include the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico."
(C) Section 1503(b) of such Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following: "This subsection shall apply in respect
of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico only if such Common
wealth does not have an agreement under this title with the
Secretary."
(2) Effective on and after January 1, 1961 (but only in the case
of first. claims filed before January 1, 1966), section 1504 of such Act
is amended by adding after and below paragraph (3) the following:
"For the purposes of paragraph (2), the term 'United States' does
not include the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico."
(c) Effective on and after January 1, 1961
(1) section 1503(d) of such Act is amended by striking out
"Puerto Rico and", and by striking out "agencies" each place it
appears and insert-ing in lieu thereof "agency"; and
(2) section 1511(e) of such Act is amended by striking out 42 USC 1371.
"Puerto Rico or"
(d) The last sentence of section 1501(a) of such Act is amended Ante P. 984.
to read as follows:
"For the purPose of paragraph (5) of this subsection, the term
'United States when used in the geographical sense means the States,
the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands."
EXTENSION OF FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX ACT

SEc. 543. (a) Effect-ive with respect to remuneration paid after
December 31, 1960, for services performed after such date, section
3306(j) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended to read as,
follows:

"(j)

STATE, UNITED STATES, AND CrITZEN.-For

26 USC 3306.

purposes of this

chapter
"1(1) STATE.-The term 'State' includes the District of Colum
bia and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
"1(2) UNITED STATEs.-The term 'United States' when used in
a geograp~hical sense includes the States, the District of Columbia,
and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
An individual who is a citizen of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
(but not otherwise a citizen of the United States) shall be considered
for purposes of this section, as a citizen of the United States."
(b) The unemployment compensation law of the Commonwealth of
P3uerto Rico shall be considered as meeting the requirements of

(1) Section 3304(a) (2) of the Federal Unemployment

TaX

26 USC 3304.

Act, if such law provides that no compensation is payable with
respect to any day of unemployment occurring before January 1,
1959.

(2) Section 3304 (a) (3) of the Federal Unemployment Tax
Act and section 303(a) (4) of the Social Security Act, if such
law contains the provisions required by those sections and if it
requires that, on or before February 1, 1961, there be paid over to
the Secretary of the Treasury, for credit to the Puerto Rico

42 USC 503.
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account in the Unemployment Trust Fund, an amount equal to
the excess of
(A) the aggregate of the moneys received in the Puerto
Rico unemployment fund before January 1, 1961, over
(B) the aggregate of the mioneys paid from such fund
before January 1, 1961, as unemployment compensation or
as refunds of contributions erroneously paid.
(c) Effective on and after January 1, 1961, section 5(b) of the Act of
48 Stat. 114.

June 6, 1933, as amended (29

U.S.c.,

sec. 49d(b)), is amended by

striking out "Puerto Rico, Guam," and inserting in lieu thereof
"Guam
TITLE VI-IMEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED
AMENDMENTS TO TITLE I OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY

ACT

SEC. 601. (a) The heading of title I of the Social Security Act is

amended to read as follows:
"TITLE I-GRANTS TO STATES FOR OLD-AGE ASSIST
ANCE AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE AGED"
42 USC 301,

(b) Sections 1 and 2 of such Act are amended to read as follows:

302.
6'APPROPRIATION
"SECTION 1. For the purpose (a) of enabling each State as far as
practicable under the conditions in such State, to furnish financial as
sistance to aged needy individuals and of encouraging each State, as
far as practicable under such conditions,Ito help such individuals
attain self-care, and (b) of enabling each State, as far as practicable
under the conditions in such State, to furnish medical assistance on
behalf of aged individuals who are not recipients of old-age assistance
but whose income and resources are insufficient to meet the costs of
necessary medical services, there is hereby authorized to be appro
priated for each fiscal year a sum sufficient to carry out the purposes
of this title. The sums made available under this section shall be used
for making payments to States which have submitted, and had ap
proved by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (herein
after referred to as the 'Secretary'), State plans for old-age assist
ance, or for medical assistance for the aged, or for old-age assistance
and medical assistance for the aged.
"STATE OLD-AGE AND

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

PLANS

"SEC. 2. (a) A State plan for old-age assistance, or for medical
assistance for the aged, or for old-age assistance and medical assistance
for the aged must
" (1) provide that it shall be in effect in all political subdivi
sions of the State, and, if administered by them, be mandatory
upon them;
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"(2) provide for financial participationiby thieState;
i" (3) either provide for the establishment or designation of a
sngle State agency to administer the, p lan, ot provide for the
establishment or designation of a sin gle State agency to supervise
the administration of the plan;
"c(4) provide for g'ranting an opportunity for a fair hearing
before the State agency to any individual whose claim for assist
ance under the plan is denied or is not acted upon with reasonable
promptness;
" (5) provide such methods of administration (includingo meth
ods relating to the establishment and maintenance of personnel
standards on a merit basis, except that the Secretary shall exercise
no authority with respect to the selection, tenure of office, and
compensation of any individual employed in accordance with such
methods) as are found by the Secretary to be necessary for the
proper and efficient operation of the plan;
" (6) provide that the State agency will make such reports, in
such form and containing such information, as -the Secretary may
from time to time require, and comply with such provisions as
'the Secretary may from time to time find necessary to assure the
correctness and verification of such reports;
"4(7) provide safeguards which restrict the use or disclosure of
information concerning applicants and recipients to purposes
directly connected with the administration of the State plan;
"o(8) provide that all individuals wishing to make application
fr assistance under the plan shall have opportunity to do so,
and that such assistance shall be furnished with reasonable
promptness to all eligible individuals;
"(9) provide, if the plan includes assistance for or on behalf of
individuals in private or public institutions, for the establishment
or designation of a State authority or authorities which shall be
responsible for establishing and maintaining standards for such
institutions;
"(10) if the State plan includes old-age assistance
"(A) provide that the State agency shall, in determiining
need for such assistance, take into consideration any other
income and resources of an individual claiming old-age
assistance;
" (B) include reasonable standards, consistent with the ob
jectives of this title, for determining eligibility for and the
extent of such assistance.; and
"c(C) provide a description of the services (if any) which
the State agency makes available to applicants for and re
cipients of such assistance to help them. at~tain self-care, in
cluding a description of the steps taken to assure, in the
provision of such services, maximum utilization of other
agencies providing similar or related services; and
"(11) if the State plan includes medical assistance for the
aged
"(A) provide for inclusion of some institutional and some
noninstitutional care and services;
or similar
"(B) provide that no enrollment feepeim
sacondition of any individual's
chag wilb moe
el~igiiity for medical assistance for the aged under the plan;
"C) provide for inclusion, to the extent required by regu
lations prescribed by the Secretary, of provisions (conform
ing to such regulations) with respect to the furnishing Of
such assistance to individuals who are residents of the Siate
but are absent therefrom;
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"(D) include reasonable standards, consistent with the ob
jectives of this title, for determining eligibility for and the
extent of such assistance; and
"1(E) provide that no lien may be imposed against the
property of any individual prior to his death on account of
medical assistance for the aged paid or to be paid on his
behalf under the plan (except pursuant to the judgment of a
court on account of benefits incorrectly paid on behalf of
such individual), and that there shall be no adjustment or
recovery (except, after the death of such indiviual and his
surviving spouse, if any, from such individual's estate) of
any medical assistance for the aged correctly paid on behalf
of such individual under the plan.
"(b) The Secretary shall approve any plan which fulfills the con
(litions specified in subsection (a), except that he shall not approve
any plan which imposes, as a condition of eligibility for assistance
under the plan
"(1) an age requirement of more than sixty-five years; 'or
"(2) any residence requirement which (A) in the case of
-applicants for old-age assistance, excludes any resident. of'the
State whio has resided therein five years during the nine years
immediately preceding the application for old-age assistance and
has resided therein continuously for one year immediately preced
mng the application, and (B) in the case of applicants for medical
-assistance for the aged, excludes any individual who resides in
the State; or
"(3) any citizenship requirement which excludes any citizen
of the United States.
"(c) Nothing in this title shall be construed to permit a State to
have in effect. with respect to any period more than one State plan
approved under this title."
(c) Section 3 (a) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. -3. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary of
the Treasury shall pay to each State which has a plan approved under
this title, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing
October 1, 1960
" (1) in the case of any State other than Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and Guam, an amount equal to the sum of the following
proportions of the total amounts expended during such quarter
ais old-age assistance under the State plan (including expenditures
for insurance premiums for medical or any other type of remedial
care or the cost thereof) 
"(A) four-fifthis of such expenditures, not counting so
much of any expenditure with respect to any month as
exceeds the product of $30 multiplied by the total number
of recipients of old-age assistance for such month (which
total number, for purposes of this subsection, means (i) the
number of -individuals who received old-age assistance in the
form of money payments for such month, plus (ii) the num
ber of other individuals with respect to whom expenditures
were made in such month as old-age assistance in the form
of medical or any other type of remedial care) ; plus
"&(B) the Federal percentage (as defined in section 1101 (a)
(8)) of the amount by which such expenditures exceed the
maximum which may be counted under clause (A), not count
ing so much of any expenditure with respect to any month as
exceeds the product of $65 multiplied by the total number of

such recipients of old-age assistancee for such month; plus
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"(C) the larger of the following: (i) the Federal medical
percentage (as defined in section 6(c)) of the amount by
which such expenditures exceed the maximum which may be
counted under clause (B), not, counting so much of any
expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds (I) the
product of $77 multiplied by the total number of such
recipients of old-age assistance for such month, or (II) if
smaller, the total expended as old-age assistance in the form
of medical or any othler type of remedial care with respect to
such month plus the product of $65 multiplied by such total
number of such recipients, or (ii) 15 per centum of the total
of the sums expended during such quarter as old-age assist
ance under the State plan in the form of medical or any other
type of remedial care, not counting so much of any expendi
ture with respect to any month as exceeds the product of $12
multiplied by the total number of such recipients of old-age
assistance for such month; and
"4(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and
Guam, an amount eqnal to
"(A) one-half of the total of the sums expended during
such quarter as old-age assistance under thle State plan
(including expenditures for insurance premiums for medical
or any othler type of remedial care or the cost thereof), not
counting so much of any expenditure with respect to any
month as exceeds $35 multiplied by the total number of
recipients of old-age assistance for such month; pls
" (B) the larger of the following amounts: (i) one-half
of the amount by which such expenditures exceed the mnaxi
mum which may be counted under clause (A), not counting
so much of any expenditure with respect to any month as
exceeds (I) the product of $41 multiplied by the total num
ber of such recipients of old-age assistance for such month,
or (II) if smaller, the total expended as old-age assistance
in the form of medical or any other type of remedial care
with respect to such month plus the product of $35 multiplied
by the total number of such recipients, or (ii) 15 per centum.
of the total of the sums expended during such quarter as
old-age assistance under the State plan in the form of medi
cal or any other type of remedial care, not counting so much
of any expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds
the product of $6 multiplied by the total number of such
recipients of old-age assistance for such month; and
"(3) in the case of a~ny State, an amount equal to the Federal
medical percentage (as defined in section 6(c) ) of the total
amounts expended during such quarter as medical assistance for
the aged under the State plan (including expenditures for insur
ance premiums for medical or any other type of remedial care or
the cost thereof) ; and
"1(4) in the case of any State, an amount equal to one-half of
the total of the sums expended during such quarter as found neces
sary by the Secretary. of Health, Education, and Welfare for the
proper and efficient administration of the State plan, including
services which are provided by the staff of the State agency (or
of the local agency administering the State plan in the political
subdivision) to applicants for and recipients of old-age assistance
to help them attain self-care."
(d) Section 3(b~(2) (B) of such Act is amended by striking out 42 Usc 303.
"4old-age assistance' and inserting in lieu thereof "assistance".
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(e) Section 4 of such Act is amended by striking out "State plan for
old-age assistance which has been approved" and inserting in lieu
thereof "State plan which has been approved under this title".
(f) (1) Section 6 of such Act is amended by striking out "but does
not include" and all that follows and inserting in lieu thereof "but
does not include
"(1) any such payments to or care in behalf of any individual
who is an inmate of a public institution (except. as a.patient. in a
mnedical institution), or any individual who is a patient in an
institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases, or
" (2) any such payments to any individual who has been diag
nosed as having tuberculosis or psychosis and is a patient in a
mnedical instituti'on as a result thereof, or
";(3) any such care in behalf of any individual, who is a pa
tient in a medical institution as a result of a diagnosis that. he
has tuberculosis or psychosis, with respect to any period after
the inidividual has been a patient in suclh an institution, as a result
of such diagniosis. for forty-t~wo days."
(2) Section 6 is further amended by inserting "(a)" immediately
after "SEC. 6." and by adding after such section 6 the following new
subsections:
" (b) For purposes of this title, the term 'medical assistance for
the aged' means payment of part or all of the cost of the following
care and services for individuals sixty-five years of age or older who
are not recipients of old-age assistance but whose income and re
sources are insufficient to meet all of such cost
"(1) inpatient hospital services;
"'(2) skilled nursing-home services;
"(3) physicians' services;
"(4) outpatient hospital or clinic services;
"(5) home health care services;
"(6) private duty nursing services;
"(7) physical therapy and related services;
"(8) dental services;
"(9) laboratory and X-ray services;
"(10) prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, and prosthetic
devices;
"(11) diagniostic, screening, anidpreventive services; and
" (1-2) any other medical care or remedial care recognized un
der State law;
except that such term does not include any such payments with re
spect to
"(A) care or services for any individual who is an inmate of a
public institution (except as a patient. in a medical institution) or
any individual who is 'apatient in an institution for tuberculosis
or mental diseases; or
" (B) care or services for any individual, who is a patient in a
medical institution as a result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or
psychosis, with respect to any period after the individual has
breen a patient in such an institution, as a result of such diagnosis,
for forty-two days.
"(c) For purposes of this title, the term 'Federal medical percent
age' for any State shall be 100 per centum less the State percentage;
and the State percentage shall be that percentage which bears the
same ratio to 50 per centum as the square of the per capita income of
such State bears to the square of the pr capita income of the con
tinental United States (including Alas la) and Hawaii; except that
(i) the Federal medical percentage shall in no case be less than 50 per
centum or more than 80 per centum, and (ii) the Federal medical per
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centage for Puerto Rico, the Viroin Islands, and Guam shall be 50
per centumi. The Federal medicaT percentage for any State shall be
determined and promulgated in accordance with the provisions of sub
paragraph (B) of section 1101 (a) (8) (other than the proviso at Infra.
the end thereof) ; except that the Secretary shall, as soon as possible
after enactment of the Social Security Amnendments of 1960, deter
mine and promulgate the Federal medical percentage for each State-
"(1) for thieperiod beginning Octoberl1,1960,iand endinigwith
thle close of June 30, 1961, which promulgation shall be based
on the same data with respect to per capita incomle as the data,
used by the Secretary in promulgating the Federal percentage
*(under section 1101 (a) (8) ) for such State for the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1961 (which promulgation of the Federal medical
percentage shall be conclusive for such period), and
"(2) for the period beginning July 1, 1961, and ending with
the close of June 30, 1963, which promulgation shall be based onl
the same. data, with respect to per capita. income as the data used
by the Secretary in promulgating the Federal percentage (under
section 1101 (a) (8) ) for such State for such period (which pro
mulgation of the Federal medical percentage shall be conclusive
for such period) ."
INCREASE IN LIMITATIONS ON' ASSISTANCE PAYMENT TO PUERTO RICO, THlE
VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND GUA-M

SEC. 60-2. Section 1108 of the Social Security Act is amended by-

(1) striking out "$8,500,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
"1$9,000,000, of which $500,000 may be used only for payments
cert ified with respect to section 3 (a) (2) (B)"
(2) striking out "$300,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$.315,
000, of which $15,000 may be used only for payments certified inl
resp~ect to section 3(a) (2) (B)";
(3) striking out "$400,000"' and inserting in lieu thereof "$420.
000, of wh,-Iichi $20,000 may be used only for payments certified in
respect to section 3 (a) (2) (B) "; and
C4) striking out "titles I, IV, X, and XIV", and inserting in
lieu thereof "titles I (other than section 3 (a) (3) thereof), IV,
X, and XIV".

42

Usc

Ante,

1308.

D.

TECHNICAL AMEND MENT

SEC. 603. (a) Section 618 of the Revenue Act of 1951 (65 Stat. 569)
is amended by striking out "-title I" and inserting in lieu thereof "title
I (other than section 3(a) (3) thereof)".
(b)The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effect Octo
ber 1, 1960.
EFFECTIVE DATES

SEC. 604. The amendments made by section 601 of this Act. shall take
effect October 1, 1960, and the amendments made by section 602 shall

be effective with respect to fiscal years ending after 1960.

TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS
INVESTMENT OF TRUST FUNDS

SEC. 701. (a) Section 201(c) of the Social Security Act is amended
by inserting after the third sentence the following new sentence: "The
Board of Trustees shall meet not less frequently than once each six
months."
(b) Section 201 (c) (3) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(3) Report immediately to the Congress whenever the Board
of Trustees is of the opinion that the amount of either of the
Trust Funds is unduly Small ;".
(c) Section 201 (c) of such Act is further amended by striking out
the period at the end of paragrph (4) and inserting in lieu thereof
"4; and", and by inserting afer paragraph (4) the following new
paragraph:

42 Usc 4C1.

74 STAT. 992.
74 STAT. 993.
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42 USC 401.

4C Stat. 288.
31 USC~774.

42 USC 401.
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"1(5) Review the general policies followed in managing the
Trust Funds, and recommend changes in such policies, including
necessary changes in the. provisions of the law which govern the
way in which the Trust. Funds are to be managed."
(d) Sect ion 201 (d) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(d) It shall be the duty of the Managing Trustee to invest such
portion o-1 the Trust Funds as is not, in his judgment, required to meet
current withdrawals. Such investments may be made only in interestbearing obligations of the United States or in obligations guaranteed
as to both princip~al and int ers by th United States. For such pur
pose such obligations may be acquired (1) on original issue at the issue
price, or (2) by purchase of outstand.ing, obli!;ations at the market
price. The purposes for %whichobligations of the United States ma~y
be issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, are hereby
extended to authorize the issuance at par of public-debt obligation
for purchase by the Trust. Funds. Such obligations issued for pur
chase by the Trust Funds shall have maturities' fixed with due regard
for the needs of the Trust Funds and shall bear interest at a rate equal
to the averagre mnarket. yield (computed by the 'Managing Trustee on
the basis of market quotations as of the end of the calendar month
next preceding the date of such issue) on all marketable interestbearing obligrations of the United States then forming a part of the
public debt wtlhichi are not due or callable until after the expiration of
four years from the end of such calendar month; except that where
such averagre market. yield is not a multiple of one-eighth of 1 per
centuml the rate of interest of such obligations shall be the multiple of
one-eighth of 1 per centum nearest such market yield. The Maniag
ing Trustee may purchase other interest-bearing, obligations of the
United States or obligations gruaranteed as to both principal and in
terest by the United States ,onl original issue or at the market price,
only where hie determines that the purchase of such other obligations
is in the public interest."
(e) Section 201 (e) of such Act is amended by striking out "special
obligations" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof
"public-debt obligations"
(f) The amendments made by t~his section shall take effect on the
first day of the first month beginning a~fter the date of the enactment
of this Act.
SURVIVAL OF ACTIONS

42 USC 405.

SEC. 702. (a) Section 205 (g) of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Any action
instituted in ,accordance with this subsection shall survive notwith
st~anding any change in the person occupying the office of Secretary
or any vacancy in such office.'
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply to actions
which are pending in court on the date of the enactment of this Act
or are commenced after such date.

74 STAT. 993.
74 STAT. 994.
Ante,

P- 968

PFRIODS OF LIMITATION ENDING ON NONWORK DAYS

703& Section 216 of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
SEC.

"Periods of Limitation Ending on Nonwork Days

"(j) Where this title, anly provision of another law of the United
States (other than the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) relating to
or changing the effect of this title, or any regulation issued by the
Secretary pursuant thereto provides for a period within which an
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act is required to be done which affects eligibility for or the amount
of any benefit or payment under this title or is necessary to establish
or protect any rights under this title, and such period ends on a
'Saturday. Sunday, or legal holiday, or on any other day all or part
of which is decl'ared to be a nonwork day for Federal employees
by statute or Executive order, then such act shall be considered as
done within such period if it is done on the first day thereafter which
is not. a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday or any other day all or
part of which is declared to be a nronwork day for Federal employees
by statute or Executive order. For purposes of this subsection, the
clay on which a period ends shall include the day on which an ex
tension of such period, as authorized by law or by the Secretary
p~ursu~ant to law, ends. The provisions of this subsection shall not
extend the period during which benefits under this title may (pur
suialt to section 202(j) (1) or 223(b)) be paid for months prior to An~te-'
the day application for such benefits is filed, or during which an 967.
application for benefits under this title may (pursuant to section
202 (j) (2) or 223 (b) ) be accepted as such."

pp. 936,

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING

SEC. 704. (a) Section 116(e) of the Social Security Amendments 42 USC 401a.
of 1956 is amended to read as follows:
"(e) During 1963, 1966, and every fifth year thereafter, the Sec
!retary shall appoint an Advisory Council on Social Security Financ
ing, with the same functions, and constituted in the same manner,
ais prescribed in the preceding subsections of this section. Each
souch Council shall report its findings and recommendations, as pre
scribed in subsection (d), not later than January 1 of the second
year after the year in which it is appointed, after which date such
Council shall cease to exist, and such report and recommendations
shiall be included in the annual report. of the Board of Trustees
to be submitted to the Congress not. later than the March 1 following
such .January 1.',
(b) Section 116 of the Social Security Amendments of 1956 is
further amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:
" (f) The Advisory Council appointed under subsection (e) during
1963 shall, in addition to the other findings and recommendations it
is required to make, include in its report its findings and recommenda
tions with respect to extensions of the coverage of the old-age, sur
vivors, and disability insurance program, the adequacy of benefits
under the program, and all other aspects of the program."74SA.9.
74 STAT. 995.
MEDICAL CARE GUIDES AND REPORTS FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND MEDICAL74SA.95
ASSISTANCE FOR THE AGED

SEC. 705. Title XI of the Social Security Act is amended by adding 42 USC 1301
at the end thereof the following new section:
1310.
"MEDICAL CARE GUIDES AND REPORTS FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE FOR THE AGED

"SEC. 1112. In order to assist the States to extend the scope and
content, and improve the quality, of medical care and medical services
for which payments are made to or on behalf of needy and low-income
individuals under this Act and in order to promote better public
understanding about medical care and medical assistance for needy
and low-income individuals, the Secretary shall develop and revise
from time to time guides or recommended standards as to the level,
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content, and quality of medical care and medical services for the use
of the States in evaluating and improving their public assistance
medical care programs and their programs of medical assistance for
the aged; shall secure periodic reports from the States on items in
cluded in, and the quantity of, medical care and medical services for
which expenditures under such programs are made; and shall from
time to time publish data secured from these reports and other in
formation necessary to carry out the purposes of this section."
TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF CERTAIN SPECIAL PROVISIONS
STATE PLANS FOR AID TO THE BLIND
42 U~SC 1202a

note.

RELATING TO

SEC. 706. Section 344(b) of the Social Security Act Amendments
of 1950 is amended by striking out "June 30, 1961" and inserting in
lieu thereof "June 30, 1964".
M1ATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE

42 USC 701.

42 USC 702.

42 USC 711.
74 STAT. 995.
74 STAT. 996.-.,
42 USC 712.

42 US

721.

SEC. 707. (a) (1) (A) Section 501 of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30,
1958, the sum of $21,500,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "for each
fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1960, the sum of $25,000,000".
(B3) Section 502 (a) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out "jfor
each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1958, the Secretary shall
allot $10,750,000 as follows: He shall allot to each State $60,000 (even
though the amount appropriated for such year is less than $21,500,
000), and shall allot each State such part of the remainder of the
$1,70,0" and inserting in lieu thereof "for each fiscal year begin
ninig after June 30, 1960, the Secretary shall adlot $12,500,000 as fol
lows- He shall allot to each State $70,000 (even though the amount
appropriated for such year is less than $25,000,000), and shall allot
each State such part of the remainder of the $12,500,000".
(C) The first sentence of section 50~2(b) of such'Act is -amended
by striking out "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1958,
the sum of $10,750,000" and inserting in lieu tfhereof "for each fiscal
yea r beginning, after .June 30,' 1960, the sum of $12,500,000".
(2) (A) Section 511 of such Act is amended by striking out "for each
fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1958, the sum of $20,000,000"
and inserting in lieu thereof "for each fiscal year beginning after
J une

"for

30, 1960, the sum of $25,000,000".

Seach
io 512(a) 2) of such Act is amended by' striking out
fo
ahfiscal year beginning after June 30, 1958, the Secretary shall
allot $10,000,000 as follows: He shall allot to each State $60,000 (even
though the ,amount appropriated for such year is less than $20,000,000)
and shlld] allot the remainder of the $10,000,000" and inserting in lieu
thereof "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1960, the Secre
tary shall allot $12,500,000 as follows: He shall allot to each State
$70,000 (even though the amount appropriated for such year is less
than $25,000,000) and shall allot the remainder of the $12,500,000"1
(C) The first sentence of section.- 512 (b) of such Act is amended
by striking out "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1958,
the sum of $10,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "for each fiscal
year beginning after June 30, 1960, tesm
of $12,500,000".
(3) (A) Section 521 of such Act is amended by striking out "for
each fiscal year, beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1959,
the sum of $17,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "for each fiscal
year, beginningF with the fiscal year ending June 80, 1961, the sum
of $25,000,000".
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(B) Section 522(a) such Act is amended by striking out "such portion of $60,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$50,000 or, if greater,
such portion of $70,000".
(b) (1) (A) The second sentence of section 5022b) of such Act is
amended by inserting "from time to time" after' shal1 be allotted",
and by inserting before the period at the end thereof -the following:
it;
except that not more than 25 per centum of such sums shall be avail
able for grants to State health agencies (administering or supervising
the administration of a State plan approved under section 503), and
to public or other nonprofit institutions of higher learning (situated
in any State), for special projects of regional or national significance
which may contribute to the advancement of maternal and child
health".
(B) Section 504(c) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new sentence: "Payments of grants for special
projects under section 502(b) may be made in advance or by way of
reimbursement, and in such installments, as the Secretary may de
termine; and shall be made on such conditions as the Secretary finds
necessary to carry out the purposes of the grants."
(2) (A) The second sentence of section 512(b) of such Act is
amended by inserting "from time to time" after "shall be allotted",
and by inserting before the period at the end thereof the following:
"t; except that not more than 25 per centum of such sums shallIb
available for grants to State agencies (administering or supervising
the administration of a State plan approved under section 513), and
to public or other nonprofit institutions of higher learning (situated
in any State), for special projects of regional or national significance
which may contribute to the advancement of services for crippled
children".
(B) Section 514 (c) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new sentence: "Payments of grants for special
projects under section 512(b) may be made in advance or by way of
reimbursement, and in such installments, as the Secretary may deter
mine; and shall be made on such conditions as the Secretary finds
necessary to carry out the purposes of the grants."
(3) Part 3 of title V of such Act is amended by inserting at the
end thereof the following new section:
"4RESEARCH OR DEMONSTRATION

PROJECTS

"SEc. 526. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for
each fiscal year such sums as the Congress may determine for grants
by the Secretary to public or other nonprofit institutions of higher
learning, and to public or other nonprofit agencies and organizations
engaged in research or child welfare activities, for special research or
demonstration projects in the field of child welfare which are of regoal or national significance and for special projects for the demon
gostration of new methods or facilities which show promise of substan
tial contribution to the advancement of child welfare.
"(b) Payments of grants for speial projects under this section may
be made in advance or by way of reimbursement, and in such install
ments, as the Secretary may determine; and shall be made on such
conditions as the Secretary finds necessary to carry out the purposes
of the grants."
(c) The amendments made by this section shall be effective only
with respect to fiscal years beginning after June 30,1960.

42 USC 722.

42 USC 702.

42 USC 703.

42 USC 704.

42 USC 712.

42 USC 714.

74 STAT.
74 STAT.

996.
997.
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74 STAT. 997.

AMENDMENT PRESERVING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RAILROAD RETIREMENT
A-ND OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY

45 USC 228a.

SEC.

INSURANCE

708. Section 1(q) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 is

amended by striking out "1958" and inserting in lieu thereof "11960".
M1EANING

OF

TER-I

"CSECRETARYI)

SEC. 709. As used in this Act and the provisions of the, Social
Security Act amended by this Act the term "Secretary", unless the
context otherwise requires, means the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare.
AID TO THE BLIND

42 USC 1202.

SEC. 710. (a) Effective for the period beginning with the first day of
the calendar quarter which begins after the date of enactment of this
Act, and ending with the close of June 30, 1962, clause (8) of section
100~2(a) 'of the Social Security Act is amended, to read as follows:
"(8) provide that the State agencey shall, in determining need, take
into consideration any other income and resources of the individual
claiming aid to the blind; except that, in making such determination,
the State agency shall disregard either (i) the first $50 per month
of earned income, or (ii) the first $85 per month of earned income plus
one-half of earned income in excess of $85 per month ;".
(b) Effective July 1, 1962, clause (8) of such section 1002(a) is
amended to read as follows: " (8) provide that the State agency shall,
in determining need, take into consideration any other income and
resources of the individual claiming aid to the blind; except that, in
making such determination, the State agency shall disregard the first
$85 per month of earned income, plus one-half of earned income in
excess of $85 per month ;".
Approved September 13, 1960.
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Maor dfeecsin the present social security law and H.R. 12580 as passed by the House of
Representatives
OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
L.COVERAGE
[References are to the sections of the bill as referred to the Senate, and the pages to H. Rept. 1799, 86th Cong., 2d.sess.]
Item

Present law

H.R. 12580

A. Self-employed:
1. Professional groups.. Covers all professional groups except physicians.

2. Mfinisters ---------- Covers duly ordained, commissioned or licensed
ministers, Christian Science practitioners,
and members of religious orders (other than
those who have taken a vow of poverty)
serving in the United States, and those
serving outside the country who are citi
zens and either working for United States
employers or serving a congregation pre
dominantly made up of United States citi
zens. Coverage is available under the selfemployment coverage provisions on an in
dividual voluntary basis regardless of
whether they are employees or self-em
ployed.
Allows election of coverage by filing of certificate for present minister, generally up
until Apr. 15, 1959.

(1)

Covers physicians.
Effective date: Taxable years ending on or
after Dec. 31, 1960.
Binl: Sec. 104.
House report, pp. 4, 5, 17, 75-77.
(Also covers as employees medical and dental
interns and medical and dental residents in
training who are employed in hospitals of the
Federal Government, and interns in the em
ploy of a privately operated hospital who
have completed a 4-year course in a medical
school chartered according to State law.)

Extends the period of time generally through
Apr. 15, 1962, within which present ministers
may elect coverage.
Bill: Sec. 101.
House report, pp. 21, 22, 59.
Permits the validation of coverage of certain
clergymen who filed tax returns reporting
self-employment earnings from the ministry
for certain years after 1954 and before 1960
even though, through error, they had not
ifiled waiver certificates effective for those
years. Waiver certificate must be filed and
taxes for these years must be paid by Apr.
15, 1962.
Bill: Sec. 101(c).
House report: Pp. 22, 59, 60.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILIY INSURANCE,-Conflnued
1. COVERAGE-Confinued
item

B. Employees--------------- Covers employees including certain agent or
commission drivers, life-insurance salesmen,
homeworkers, traveling salesmen, and
officers of corporations regardless of the
common law definition of employee.
1. Domestic worker. -- Cover, persons performing domestic service
in private nonfarm homes if they receive
$50 or more during a calendar quarter
from 1 employer. Noncash remuneration
is excluded,
Ercludea students performing domestic service in clubs or fraternities if enrolled and
regularly attending classes at a. school,
college, or university.
2. Casual labor------- Cover. cash remuneration for service not in
the course of the employer's trade or business if the remuneration is $50 or more
from 1 employer during a calendar quarter.

3. State and local'govermient employees.

H.R. 12580

Present law

Cover, employees of State and local govern
rneuts provided the individual State enters
into an agreement with the Federal Gov
ernment to provide such coverage, with the
following special provisions:
a. Employees who are in positions cov
ered under an existing State or local retire
ment system (except policemen and firemenin most States) may be covered under State
agreements only if a referendum is held by a
secret written ballot, after not less than 90
days' notice, and if the majority of eligible
employees under the retirement system vote
in favor of coverage. The Governor of a
State must personally certify that certain
Social Security Act requirements under the
referendum procedure have been properly
carried out.
In most States, all members of a retire
ment system (with minor exceptions) must
be covered if any members are covered.
Employees of any institution of higher
learning (including a junior college or a
teachers' college) under a retirement system
can, if the State so desires, be covered as a
seperate coverage group. 1 or more political subdivisions may be considered as a sep
arate coverage group even though its em
ployees are under a statewide retirement
system.

No change.

Lowers coverage requirements to $25 or more
during a calendar quarter from 1 employer.
Excludes from coverage all earnings of
domestic workers who are under the age
Of 16.
Effective date: Jan. 1, 1961.
Bill: See. 108.
House report: Pp. 17-18, 83-84.
Lowers coverage requirements to $25 or more
during a calendar quarter from 1 employer.
Excludes from coverage all earnings of casual
workers who are under the age of 16.
Effective date: Jan. 1, 1961.
Bill: See. 108.
House report: Pp. 17-18, 83-84.

Permits the Governor of a State to delegate to
a designated State official the making of the
certifications required under the referendum
procedure.
Bill: Sec. 102(a).
House report: pp. 24, 61, 62.

Allows employees of municipal or county hos
pital to be treated as a separate coverage
group if the State so desires.
Binl: Sec. 102(g).
House report: pp. 25, 67, 68.
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I. COVERAGE-Continued
Item
B. Employees-Continued
3. State and local govermient employees--Con.

4. Employees of nonprofit organizations.

Present law

H.R. 12580

Retroactive coverage.-An agreement, or modification of an agreement, agreed to prior to
1960 could be made effective as early as Jan.
1, 1956. Agreements or modifications made
after 1959 could only be made retroactive
to the 1st day of the year in which they were
agreed to. Coverage must begin on the
same date for all persons in a coverage
group.

Allows agreements or modifications made after
1959 to begin as early as 5 years before the
year in which an agreement is made, but no
earlier than Jan. 1, 1956. Where a retire
ment system is covered as a single retire
ment system coverage group, permits the
State to provide different beginning dates
for coverage of the employees of different
political subdivisions.
Bill: See. 102(c).
House report: pp. 22-23, 62-63.
Provides that where an individual who has
chosen not to be covered under the divided
retirement system provision becomes a mom
ber of a different retirement system group
because of the annexation of the employing
political subdivision by another political
subdivision, or through some other action
taken by a political subdivision, such indi
vidual will continue to be excluded from
coverage.
Bill: Sec. 102(b).
House report: pp. 23-24, 62.

Ekceptions to general law authorizing coverage
in named States:
(1) Split-system, provision.-Authorizes
California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode
bsland, Tennessee, Vermont, Washington,
and Wisconsin, and all inter-State instrumentalities, at their option, to extend coverage to the members of a State retirement
system by dividing such a system into 2
divisions, 1 to be composed of those persons
who desire coverage and the other of those
persons who do not wish coverage, provided
that new members of the retirement system
coverage group are covered compulsorily.
Also authorizes similar treatment of politi
cal subdivision retirement systems of these
States.
(2) Policemen and firemsn.-Allows the Adds Virginia to the list.
States of Alabama, California Florida, Bill: Sec. 102(d).
Georgia, Hawaii, Kansas, Maryland, New House report: p. 24, 63.
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Validationof coverage.-Validatesthe coverage
Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota,
of certain teachers and school administra
Tennessee, Vermont, and Washington and
tive personnel who, for the period Mar. 1,
all inter-State instrumentalities to make
1951, to Oct. 1, 1959, were reported under
coverage available to policemen and firethe Mississippi coverage agreement as State
men in those States, subject to the same
employees, rather than as employees of the
conditions that apply to coverage of other
various school districts in Mississippi.
employees who are under State and local Bill: Sec. 102(h).
retirement systems, except that where the House report: p. 25, 68.
policemen and firemen are in a retirement
system with other classes of employees the
policemen and firemen may, at the option of
the State, hold a separate referendum and
be covered as a separate group.
Covers employees of religious, charitable, edu
cational, and other nonprofit organizations
(which are exempt from income tax and are
described in mec. 501(c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Cede) on a voluntaryj basis if-
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I. COVERAGE-Continued
Item
B. Employees--Continued
4. Employees of nonprofit organiztion-Con,

Present law

H.R. 12580

a. the employer organization certifies
that it desires to extend coverage to its
employees, and
b. at least % of the organization's employees concur in the filing of a waiver certificate. Employees who do not concur in
the filing of the certificate are not covered
except that all employees hired after a
certificate becomes effective are covered.
Waiver certificate may be made effective
at the option of the organization on the 1st
day of the quarter in which the certificate is
filed or the lst day of the succeeding
quarter.
Employees of nonprofit organizations who are
in positions covered by State and local retiremient systems and are members or eligible to become members of such systems
must be treated apart from those not in
such positions. Certificates must be filed
separately for each group and %of the em
ployees in each group must concur in the
filing of its certificate. All new employees
who belong to a group for which a certificate
has been filed are automatically covered,
and new employees who belong to a group
for which a certificate has not been filed are
not covered.

Eliminates requirement that 3%of the employees
concur in filing a certificate.
Effective date: Certificates filed after date of
enactment.
Bill: Sec. 106(a).
House report: pp. 20, 78-79.

Eliminates requirement that Y of the employees
in the group concur in filing a certificate.
Effective date: Certificates filed after date of
enactment.
Bill: Sec. 106(a).
House report: pp. 20, 78-79.

Validates wages for services performed after
1950 and before July 1, 1960, by certain em
ployees of nonprofit organizations where the
organization has been reporting and paying
taxes but did not comply with certain pro
visions of the law: i.e., failed to file a certifi
cate, filed it too late to cover employees who
had left, or failed to obtain the signatures of
employees who wished coverage.
Effective. date: No benefits payable or in
creased for month of enactment or prior
month; no lump sum death payment paya
ble or increased if individual died prior to
date of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 106(b).
House report: pp. 20-21, 79-80.
Validates remuneration erroneously reported
as self-employment income for taxable years
ending after 1954 and before 1962 by certain
lay missionaries (and others).
Effective date: No benefits payable or in
creased for months of enactment or prior
month; no lump sum death payment payable
or increased if individual died prior to date
of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 106(c).
House report: pp. 20, 80--81.
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I. COVERAGE-Continued
Item
B. Employees--Continued
5. Family employment-

Present law

H.R. 12580

Excludes persons in the employ of a son,
daughter, or spouse; or child under 21, if
in the employ of a parent.

Covers parents in the employ of their children,
but not if it is domestic service performed in
the home of the child or other work not in
the course of~the child's trade or business.
Effective as to services after 1960.
Bill: Sec. 105.
House report: pp. 18-19, 78.
Extends covcrage to Guam and American
Samoa.
Effective for employees, except governmental
employees, on Jan. 1, 1960, and for selfemployed for taxable years beginning after
1960.
Coverage of employees of the governments of
Guam and American Samoa-including
members of the legislature, their political
subdivisions, and their wholly owned in
strumentalities-would be on a mandatory
basis rather than under the State-Federal
agreement method.
Coverage will not be extended to these em
ployees until the legislatures of these terri
tories express a desire for coverage. In no
event can this coverage start before 1961.
Filipino workers who come to Guam under
contract to work temporarily will be ex
cluded from coverage.
The Secretary of the Treasury would have the
tax-collecting authority, and would be
authorized to delegate this function.
Bill: Sec. 103.
House report: pp. 19-20, 68-75.
No change except-

C. Geographical scope -------- Covers the 50 States, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands, and the District of Columnbia.

Excludes the following from coverage within
the United States:
a. Nonresident aliens engaged in selfemployment.
b. Employees of foreign governments
and their instrumentalities,

o. Employees of international organizations entitled to certain privileges under the
International Organizations Immunities
Act.
d. Employees on foreign registered air
craft or ships who also perform services
while the plane or ship is outside of the
United States, if the employee is niot a
citizen of the United States or the employer
is not an American employer.

b. Covers U.S. citizens so employed
within the United States on self-employment
basis. Effective as to taxable years ending
after 1960; for retirement test purposes
effective for years beginning after date of
enactment.
Bill: Sec. 107.
House report: pp. 22, 82-83.
a. Covers as in b. (above).
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I. COVERAGE-Continued
Item

Present law

C. Geographical scope-Con.

Coverage outside of the United State8 is limited
to-
a. American citizens either self-employed
or employed by an American employer, except ministers outside the United States if
they serve a congregation predominantly
made up of United States citizens even
though their employer may not be a United
States employer,

b. Citizens of the United States employed by certain foreign subsidiaries of
American corporations are covered by voluntary agreements between the Federal
Government and the parent American company. The domestic corporation can inelude some or all of its foreign subsidiaries
in the agreement and must agree to pay the
equivalent of both employer and employee
taxes on behalf of the subsidiaries included.
c. Individuals, regardless of citizenship,
who are employed on American registered
ships and aircraft if either the contract of
service was entered into in the United States
or the plane or vessel touches a port in the
United States.

H.R. 12580

a. Covers service of U.S. citizens after
1960 working for certain labor organizations
organized in the Panama Canal Zone by
modifying the definition of American em
ployer to include labor organizations which
are chartered by labor organizations created
or organized in the United States. Validates
certain wage credits for which taxes were
erroneously paid for service alter 1954 and
before 1961 for such employees.
Effective date: No benefits payable or increased
for month of enactment or prior month. No
lump sum death payments payable or in
creased if individual died prior to date of
enactment.
Bill: Sec. 106(d).
House report: pp. 21, 81-82.
b. and c. No change.

II. PROVISIONS RELATING TO PERMANENT AND TOTAL DISABILITY
A. Nature of the Provisions
1. Benefits ----------- Provides an insurance benefit (for months
beginning July 1957) for disabled workers
between ages of 50 and 65 meeting eligibility requirements. Benefits are computed
in the same way as retirement benefits and
are payable from the Federal Disability
Insurance Trust Fund.
2. Disability "freeze"... Provides that when an individual for whom a
period of disability has been established dies
or retires on account of age or disability his
period of disability will be disregarded in
determining his eligibility for benefits and
his average monthly wage for benefit com
putation purposes.
B. Eligibility requirements
1. Definition ------------ For benefits an individual must be preeluded from engaging in any substantial
gainful activity by reason of a physical or
mental impairment. The impairment must
be medically determinable and one which
can be expected to be of long-continued and
indefinite duration or to result in death.

Eliminates the requirement that an individual
must have attained age 50 in order to be
eligible for benefits.
Effective date: 2d month after the month of
enactment.
Bill: Sec. 401.
House report: pp. 12, 102.

No change.
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II. PROVISIONS RELATING TO PERMANENT AND TOTAL DISABILITY-Continued
Item
B. Eligibility requirements--Con.
2. Waiting period---

3. Work requirement..-

Present law

A 6 months' "waiting period" is required before disability insurance benefits
can begin,

To be eligible for disability benefits,
an individual must(1) Have acquired at least 20 quarters
of coverage out of the last 40 quarters
ending with the quarter in which the
period of disability begins;
(2) be fully insured,

C. Rehabilitation ------------ The policy of Congress is stated that disabled
persons applying for a determination of dis
ability be promptly referred to State voca
tional rehabilitation agencies for necessary
rehabilitation services. Act provides for
deduction of benefits for refusal, without
good cause, to accept rehabilitation services
available under a State plan approved under
the Vocational Rehabilitation Act in such
amounts as the Secretary shall determine.
A member or adherent of a recognised church
or religious sect that relies on spiritual
healing who refuses rehabilitation services
is deemed to have done so with good cause.
A disabled person who is receiving rehabilitation services from a State vocational rehabilitation agency and returns to work shall
not, for at least 1 year after his work first
started, be regarded as able to engage in
substantial gainful activity solely by reason
of such work,

H.R. 12580

Provides that people who become ~disabled
within 60 months (5 years) after termination
of a period of disability would not be re
quired to serve another 6-month "waiting
period" before they are again eligible to
receive benefits.
Effective date: Benefits payable for month of
enactment and subsequent months.
Bill: Sec. 402.
House report: pp. 13-14, 103-4.
Provides alternative work requirement for individuals who have (1) 20 quarters of
coverage, whenever acquired, and (2) quar
ters of coverage in all calendar quarters
elapsing after 1950 up to the quarter in
which they become disabled, but not less
than 6 quarters.
Bill: Sec. 404.
House report: pp. 14, 106-107.

Broadens present provision to allow, in effect,
a 12-month trial work period for all benefi
ciaxies (including childhood disability benefi
ciaries) who attempt to work. If, after 9
months, the beneficiary has demonstrated
that he is no longer disabled within the
meaning of the law, he will receive benefits
for an additional 3 months. (Only 1 trial
work period permitted for each period of
disability; no trial work period for persons
disabled a 2d time within 60 months.)
Any beneficiary who has been determined to
be no longer disabled within the meaning of
the law will be given an additional 3 months
of benefits as above.
Effective date: Month beginning after month
of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 403.
House report: Pp. 12-13, 104-106.

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
III. ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS
Item

H.R. 12580

Present law

A. Insured status
To be fully insured an individual who was
living on Sept. 1, 1950, must have either:
(1) 40 quarters of coverage, or
(2) 1 quarter of coverage (acquired at
any time after 1936) for every 2 calendar
quasters elapsing after 1950 (or after
quarter in which age 21 was attained, if
later) and before quarter of death or attainment of retirement age whichever first
occurs, but such individual must have at
least 6 quarters of coverage,

(2) Liberalizes alternative requirement so
that an individual Will need 1 quarter of
coverage (acquired at any time after 1936),
for every 4 calendar quarters elapsing after
1950, or after the calendar year in which he
attained the age of 21 (if that was later) and
up to the beginning of the calendar year in
which he attained retirement age or died,
whichever occurred first, but such individual
must have at least 6 quarters of coverage.

Numiber of quarters of coverage requiredfor fully insured status under present law and under
H.R. 12580
Year of death, disability, or attainment of retirement age

Required quarters
______

1
Present law I

6
1953 and earlier ----------------------------------------------------6- 7
1954------------------------------------------------------------8- 9
1955------------------------------------------------------------10-11
1956------------------------------------------------------------12-13
1957------------------------------------------------------------14-15
1958------------------------------------------------------------16-17
1959------------------------------------------------------------18-19
1960------------------------------------------------------------20-21
1961 ------------------------------------------------------------30-31
1966------------------------------------------------------------40
1971 --------------------------------------------------------------40
1976-------------------------------------------------------------40
1981 --------------------------------------------------------------40
1986-------------------------------------------------------------40
1991 and after ------------------------------------------------------

H.R. 12550
6
6
6
6
6
7
8
9
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

1This column represents the requirement under the basic insured status formula in existing

law; for those individuals who meet the "special (continuous coverage) insured status" test
established by the Social Security Amendments of 1954, the requirement would be somewhat
less for persons dying or reaching retirement age before October 1960.
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III. ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS-Continued
Item.

Present law

H.R. 12580

Persons who died before Sept. 1, 1950, and
after 1939 with at least 6 quarters of coverage are considered fully insured for purposes of survivors' benefits (other than for
former wife divorced).

Provides that any person who died or attained
retirement age before 1951 and had at least
6 quarters of coverage would be fully insured.
Effective for benefits starting with the month
after the enactment of the bill; effective for
lump-sum death payments based on deaths
occurring after month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 204.
House report, pp. 14-15, 86-88.

B. Survivors of workers who
died prior to 1940.

Benefits are not payable to otherwise eligible
widows, children, and parents if the wage
earner had died prior to 1940.

Allows benefits to such individuals even though
earner died before 1940 if he had at least
6 quarters of coverage.
Effective for month after month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 205.
House report: pp. 16, 88-89.

C. Widowers of workers who
died prior to 1950.

Benefits are not payable to eligible widowers Eliminates August 1950 cutoff date.
unless the insured worker's death was after Effective for month after month of enactment.
August 1950 and she was fully and cur- Bill: Sec. 20b.
rently insured.
House report: pp. 16, 88-89.
Benefits are not payable to an otherwise Permits payment of benefits to children born
eligible child unless he was born, or adopted,
or adopted after worker's disability. A
or became a stepchild before the worker
child cannot become entitled unless he is the
became disabled.
natural child or stepchild of the disabled
worker or is adopted within 2 years after
the month in which the worker became
entitled to benefits.
Effective for September 1958.
Bill: Sec. 201.
House report: pp. 33, 84-85.

D). Children born or adopted
after parent's disability,

E. Dependency of stepchild on
natural father,

A child is deemed dependent on natural father
or adopting father for benefit purposes unless the father is not contributing to the
child's support and the child is living with
and being supported by the stepfather at
the time he files application.

Provides for payment of child's benefit even
though the child was living with and receiving more than % of his support from his
stepfather.
Effective for month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 202.
House report: pp. 16, 85.

F. Time needed to acquire
status of wife, child, or
husband for retirement
or disability benefit purposes.

A wife, stepchild, or husband must be in this
relationship for 3 years prior to the application for benefits.

Provides that the 3-year duration requirement
be changed to 1 year.
Effective for month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 207.
House report: pp. 17, 90.

G. Invalid marriages --------- The validity of a marriage (under the law of
the State in which the worker lives) may
determine eligibility for mother's, wife's,
husband's, widow's, widower's, and child's
benefits.

Provides that certain invalid marriages of insured workers will not result in ineligibility.
Applicant must have gone through the marriage ceremony with insured worker in the
belief that it would create a valid marriage
and the couple must have been living to
gether at the time of the worker's death or,
be living together at the time of appli
cation for benefits.
Effective for month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 208.
House report: pp. 16, 91-92.
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M. ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS-Continued
Item

Present law

H.. Lump sumn death payment.. . Lump sum death payment paid (in cases
where no eligible spouse survives) only after
burial expenses are paid.

H.R. 12680
Allows lump sum to be sent directly to funeral
director on application of person who assumes responsibility for funeral home ex
penses. If any of the lump sum remains, it
is paid to person who paid funeral bill; if any
still remains to persons who paid other burial
expenses in a certain order of priority.
Effective date: For deaths after enactment and
for deaths before enactment if no application
is filed before the 3d month after month of
enactment.

Binl: Sec. 203.

House report: pp. 30-31, 85-86.
IV. BENEFIT AMOUNTS
A. C o mn p u t i n g av e rage
monthly wage,

In general, an individual's average monthly
wage for computing his monthly old-age
insurance benefit amount is determined by
dividing the total of his creditable earnings
after the applicable starting date and up to
the applicable closing date, by the number
of months involved. Excluded from this
computation are all months and all earnings in any year any part of which was
included in a period of disability under the
disability "freeze" (except that the months
and earnings in the year in which the period
of disability begins may be included if the
resulting benefit would be higher). Also
excluded from the computation are all
months in any year prior to the year the
individual attained age 22 if less than 2
quarters of such year were quarters of
coverage. Starting dates may be last day
of (1) 1936, or (2) 1950, or, if later, the year
of attainment of age 21.
The closing date may be either (1) the
Ist day of the year the individual died or
became entitled to benefits or (2) the 1st
day of the year in which he was fully
insured and attained retirement age, whichever results in a higher benefit,
Applicable starting and closing dates are
those which yield the highest benefit
amount. The minimum divisor is 18
months.

Provides for computation of the average
monthly wage, in retirement cases, on the
basis of a constant number of years, regardless of when, before age 22, the person
started to work or when, after age 65 (age 62
in the case of a woman), he files application
for benefits. The number of years would be
equal to 5 less than the number of years
(excluding years in periods of disability)
elapsing after 1950 or after the year in which
the individual attained age 21, whichever is
later, and up to the year in which the person
was first eligible for old-age insurance benefits (generally the year in which he attained
age 65--or age 62 in the case of a woman).
In death and disability cases the number of
years would be determined by the date of
death or disability.
In those cases where a larger benefit would
result (because the individual's best earnings
were in years before 1951) the number of
years would be those elapsing after 1936,
rather than 1950; this alternative is similar
to the 1936 alternative "starting date"
available under present law in such cases.
The subtraction of 5 from the number of
elapsed years is the equivalent of the present
dropout of the 5 years during which the
individual's earnings were the lowest.
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IV. BENEFIT AMOUNTS-Continued
Item

Present law

H.R. 12580

A. Computing average
monthly wage--Con.

Individuals can "drop out" up to 5 years
of lowest or no earnings in computing average monthly wage.

B. Child's survivor benefit----..

Benefit payable to each child is %of workers'
benefit plus Y4of his benefit divided by the
number of children he has (if he has 2 chlidren, each child will get >%
plus 3%(%)of his
benefit).

Theearningsusedinthecomputationwouldbe
earnings in the highest years. Earnings
in years prior to attainment of age 22 or
after attainment of retirement age could be
used if they were higher than earnings in
intervening years. The span of years could
never be less than 2. Generally, the span of
years to be used for the benefit computation
in retirement cases could not be less than
5--the number of years that would have to
be used under the present law by people who
attain retirement age in 1960.
Effective, in general, on Jan. 1, 1961.
Binl: Sec. 303(a).
House report: pp. 28-29, 94-96.
Benefit payable to each child would be Y4of
workers' benefit.
Effective for 3d month after enactment.
Bill: Sec. 301, House report: pp. 15-16, 93.

V. FINANCING
A. Investment of the trust
funds.

Provides that the managing trustee (Secre..
tary of the Treasury) shall invest such por
tion of the trust funds as is not, in his judg
ment, needed to meet current withdrawals.
Investments must be made in interest-bear
ing obligations of the United States or in
obligations guaranteed as to both interest
and principal by the United States.
Such obligations issued for purchase by the
trust funds shall have maturities fixed with
due regard for the needs of the funds, and
bear interest at a rate equal to the average
rate of all marketable interest-bearing obligations not due or callable until after the
expiration of 5 years from the date of original issue. This interest rate, if not a mulitiple of Ye of 1 percent, is rounded to the
nearest multiple of % of 1 percent.
The special obligations shall be issued for purchase by the trust fund only if the managing
trustee determines that the purchase in the
market of other interest-bearing obligations
of the United States, or of obligations guar
anteed as to both principal and interest by
the United States, on original issue or at
the market price, is not in the public
interest.

No change.

Changes interest provision so that obligations
shall bear interest at a rate equal to the
average market yield (computed by the
managing trustee on the basis of maret
quotations as of the end of the calendar
month next preceding the date of such
issue) on all marketable interest-bearing
obligations of the United States then forming
a part of the public debt which are not due
or callable until after the expiration of 4
years from the end of such calendar month.
Reverses the provision so that the managing
trustee is authorized to make purchases in
the open market when he deems it is within
the public interest.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
V. FINANCING-Continued
Item
A. Investment of the trust
funds-Continued

B. Review of status of trust
funds.
1. Board of Trustees--

Present law

H.R. 12580

Bonds purchased may be acquiredChanges (1) so That bonds may be purchased
(1) on original issue at par or
on original issue at the issue price.
(2) by purchase of outstanding obliga-. Effective date: 1st day of the month after the
tions at the market price,
month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 701(d).
House report: pp. 26-28, 137.
These funds are administered by a Board
of Trustees consisting of the Secretary of
the Treasury, as managing trustee, the
Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, all ex
officio (with the Commissioner of Social
Security as secretary).
It shall be the duty of the Board of Trustees
to
(1) Hold the trust funds;
(2) Report to the Congress not later than
the Ist day of March of each year on the
operation and status of the trust funds
during the preceding fiscal year and on their
expected operation and status during the
next ensuing 5 fiscal years;
(3) Report immediately to the Congress
whenever it is their opinion that during the
ensuing 5 fiscal years either of the trust
funds will exceed 3 times the highest annual
expenditures anticipated during the next 5
years, or whenever in their opinion either of
the trust funds is unduly small.
(4) Recommend improvements in administrative procedures and policies designed
to effectuate the proper coordination of the
old-age and survivors insurance and Fed
eral-State unemployment compensation
programs.

No change.
No change.

(3) Changes requirement so that Board
has to report immediately only if it believes
that the amount of either trust fund is
unduly small.

No change.

Adds feqdiftrnen'ts thi~t the BoAfd lreview the
general Pdlibe§ f~fio*ed in ffaliiigiph the
tFiist iuiid§, Adhd Wf itihe1d b~Iingb ina such
Ddlicies; hibiildilt hbsaiiy diiange§ Iif the
pkqviisidiia dt t&i 1AW *hlbh &Vffl the *ik'
irk *~hich the tFUAt hfIIid§ il ti 136 Iifihajbd.
The ]boaid l§ Ai§6 fbqdif~et tO Ihi~et at least
6hce eibli 0 1h6lith6.

Effective datb: ist ddy of th indiath after the

2. Advisory Council --- An Advisory Council on Social Security
Financing will periodically review the status
of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors In
surance Trust Fund and the Federal Dis
ability Insurance Trust Fund in relation to
the long-term commitments of the programs.

month (if enactment.
Bill: Sec. 701 (a), (6), (c).
House keti~ft' ~p. 26-28, 137.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
V. FINANCING-Continued
Item
B. Review of status of trust
funds-Continued
2. Advisory CouncilContinued

C. Maximum taxable amountD. Tax rate for self-employed...

E Tax rate for employees and
employers.

Present law

The first such Council will be appointed by
the Secretary after February 1957 and be
fore January 1958 and will consist of the
Commissioner of Social Security, as Chair
man, and 12 other persons representing
employers and employees, in equal num
bers, self-employed persons and the public.
The Council shall make its report, including
recommendations for changes in the tax
rate, to the Board of Trustees of the trust
funds before Jan. 1, 1959. The Board shall
submit the recommendations to Congress
before Mar. 1, 1959, in its annual report.
Other advisory councils with the same functions and constituted in the same manner
will be appointed by the Secretary not
earlier than 3 years nor later than 2 years
prior to Jan. 1 of the years in which the tax
rates are scheduled to be increased.. These
advisory councils will report to the Board
on Jan. 1 of the year before the tax increase
will occur and the Board will report to
-Congress not later than 'Mar. 1 of the same
year.

$4,800 a year.
Taxable years beginning afterPercent
1959------------------------------ 4%
1962 ----------------------------5
1965------------------------------ 6
1968------------------------------ 6%
Calendar years:
1960-62 --------------------------- 3
1963-65 -------------------------32
1966-68 --------------------------- 4
1969 and after --------------------43

H.R. 12580

Changes appointment and report dates of ad
visory councils: will be appointed during
1963, 1966, and every 5th year thereafter
and will report not later than Jan. 1 of the
2d year after the year in which they are
appointed. The advisory council appointed
in 1963 shall, in addition to the other findings it is required to make, include its findings and recommendations with respect to
extensions of the coverage, benefit adequacy,
and all other aspects of the program.
Effective date: Date of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 704.
House report: pp. 31-32, 138.
No change.
Do.

Do.
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MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED
(New title XVI)
Item

H.R. 12580

I. Purpose -------------------- The new title XVI provides for Federal payments to States which institute programs to
make medical benefits available to aged persons of low income who are unable to meet the
cost of their medical needs. Such benefits would be provided only in the form of direct
payments to providers of medical services.
Federal payments to States would reimburse the States for a portion of their expenditures
under approved plans according to the equalization formula now used to compute the
Federal portion of old-age assistance payments between $30 and $65 per month, The
Federal share will range from 50 to 65 percent depending upon the per capita income of
the State as related to the national per capita income. As under the public assistance
program the Federal Government would bear half of the administrative expenses. (For
State matching percentages under public assistance (approximate) see p.-.)
In order to be eligible for such payments, the State must operate a program according to a
plan submitted to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and approved by him,
which meets the requirements set out in the bill. The administrative provisions are
essentially the same as now required for State old-age assistance plans. The requirements
relating to medical benefits are outlined below. The Secretary may suspend payments
to States, in whole or part, when he finds that the State is not complying with its plan, or
that the plan no longer complies with the requirements of the bill.
1U. Scope of benefits ------------ The State plan may specify medical services of any scope and duration, provided that both
institutional and noninstitutional services are included, and provided further that the
medical benefits are not greater in scope, amount or duration than those available for oldage assistance recipients in the State. Moreover, the Secretary may not approve any plan
which will result in a reduction in old-age assistance, aid to the totally and permanently
disabled, aid to the blind, or aid to dependent children.
The Federal Government would share in the expense of providing the following kinds of
medical services without limit:
1. Skilled nursing home services;
2. Physicians' services;
3. Outpatient hospital services;
4. Organized home care services;
5. Private duty nursing services;
6. Therapeutic services; and
7. Major dental care.
The Federal Government would share in the expense of providing the following medical
services up to the limits stated:
1. Inpatient hospital services-up to 120 days per year;
2. Laboratory and X-ray services (other than those included as inpatient hospital serv
ices)-up to $200 per year; and,
3. Prescribed drugs-up to $200 per year.
The Federal Government would not share in the expense of providing the following kinds
of medical benefits:
1. Services not determined to be medically necessary by a physician;
2. Services rendered to patients in mental or tuberculosis hospitals;
3. Services rendered to persons in hospitals (other than mental or tuberculosis hospitals)
on a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis, after the first 42 days;
4. Services rendered to inmates of public institutions (other than medical institutions);
and,
5. Any other type of medical service not mentioned above.
The State plan must designate or establish an agency which will be responsible for setting
and maintaining standards for the providers of hospital, nursing home, and organized
home care services. The plan must also include methods for determining rates of payment
for institutional services, 'and methods for determining schedules of fees or rates of payment
for other medical services.
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MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED-Continued
Item

H.R. 12580

II. Scope of benefits-Continued

The State plan must provide medical benefits to all persons who
1. Have attained age 65;
2. Have income and resources, considering their other living requirements, as determined
by the State, which are insufficient to meet the cost of their medical services;
3. Are citizens of the United States; and,
4. Are residents of the State (provision must also be made, in accordance with the Sec
retary's regulations, which will make benefits available to residents of the St-ate
who are absent therefrom).
III. Eligibility for benefits------- The State plan must exclude from eligibility for medical benefits all persons who
1. Are receiving payments, or are having payments made in their behalf, under the
programs for aid to the blind, aid to the totally and permanently disabled, aid to
dependent children, or old-age assistance; or
2. Are under age 65.
The State plan must contain provisions, in accordance with the Secretary's regulations, which
will make benefits available to residents of the State who are absent therefrom. The plan
may not require a premium or enrollment fee as a condition of eligibility. The State plan
must include reasonable standards for determining eligibility, but such standards may not
be inconsistent with the above requirements. The plan must provide that no lien may be
imposed against the property of a beneficiary prior to his death (or the death of his spouse,
whichever is later) on account of any benefit he may have correctly received, and that there
may be no recovery of any benefits correctly paid until after the death of the recipient (or
the death of his spouse, whichever is later).
IV. Beginning date------------- Payments to State will first be made for calendar quarter beginning July 1, 1961.
Bill: Sec. 601.
House report: pp. 2-3, 6-9, 10-11, 129-135.
V. Planning grants ------------ Authorizes appropriation of Federal funds to the States to make plans and initiate adminis
trative arrangements for the new programs under title XVI. Such grants shall be made
upon application of the State agency, and may not exceed 50 percent of the cost of planning
,with the further limitation that aggregate payments to a State may not exceed $50,000.
Effective date: Date of enactment. Funds appropriated would be available for grants to
and obligation by the States through June 30, 1962.
Bill: Sec. 603.
House report: pp. 9, 136.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
Item

Present law

I. Old-age assistance medical program.

The following formula is applicable for a combined program which includes both money
payments and vendor expenditures for
medical care.
Federal matching share is $24 of the Ist $30
(%of the 1st $30) with matching above this
amount varying from 50 to 65 percent.
States whose per capita income is equal to
or above the per capita income for the
United State have 50 percent Federal
matching, while those States below the
national average have Federal matching
which varies up to a maximum of 65 per
cent.

A. Matching formula-

H.R. 12580
No change.
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCEr-Continued
Item

Present law

I. Old-age assistance medical program-Continued
A. Matching formulaContinued

The Federal percentages as promulgated for
the period Oct. 1, 1958, through June 30,
1961, are as follows:
State.
Feleralperrenwoge
Alabama ------------------- 65. 00
Alaska --------------------- 50.00
Arizona -------------------- 63. 23
Arkansas ------------------- 65. 00
California -------------------50. 00
Colorado ------------------- 53. 42
Connecticut ----------------- 50. 00
Delaware ------------------- 50.00
District of Columbia --------- 50. 00
Florida--------------------- 59. 68
Georgia -------------------- 65. 00
Hawaii --------------------- 50. 00
Idaho ---------------------- 65.00
Illinois --------------------- 50. 00
Indiana -------------------- 50. 00
Iowa----------------------- 63.23
Kansas --------------------- 60.78
Kentucky ------------------ 65. 00
Louisiana ------------------- 65. 00
Maine --------------------- 65. 00
Maryland ------------------- 50.00
Massachusetts -------------- 50. 00
Michigan ------------------- 50. 00
Minnesota ------------------ 58. 57
Mississippi ----------------- 65. 00
Missouri --------------------53. 42
Montana ------------------- 54. 07
Nebraska ------------------- 63. 41
Nevada -------------------- 50.00
New Hampshire -------------- 57. 91
New Jersey ------------------50.00
New Mexico ---------------- 65. 00
New York ------------------ 50.00
North Carolina -------------- 65. 00
North Dakota --------------- 65. 00
Ohio----------------------- 50. 00
Oklahoma ------------------ 65.00
Oregon --------------------- 52.58
Pennsylvania --------------- 50. 00
Rhode Island ---------------- 50. 00
South Carolina -------------- 65. 00
South Dakota --------------- 65. 00
Tennessee ------------------- 65. 00
Texas---------------------- 61.36
Utah----------------------- 65. 00
Vermont --------------------65. 00
Virginia -------------------- 65. 00
Washington ----------------- 50. 00
West Virginia --------------- 65.00
Wisconsin -------------------54.60)
Wyoming ------------------- 50.92
[23 F.R. 7150]

H.R. 12580
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE-Continued
Item

Present law

I. Old-age assistance medical program-Continued
A. Matching formulaContinued

The maximum amount, upon which the Federal Government will match, is $65 a month,
times the number of people on the old-age
assistance roll (on an averaging basis).

B. Definition of oldage assistance,

II. Medical care guides and
reports.

H.R. 12580

If a State submits to the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare a modification of its
plan which satisfies the Secretary that it will
result in a substantial improvement in its
old-age assistance medical program, it will
receive additional Federal matching. An
increase of 5 percentage points in the Federal
share of the additional vendor medical ex
penditures up to an average of $5 a month
per recipient would be made. For example:
(1) It will increase the Federal share on
the additional amount, within the matching
maximum of $65 per month, from 65 to 70
percent in the lowest income States.
(2) It will increase the Federal share on
the additional amount, within the matching
maximum of $65 per month, from 50 to 55
percent in the highest income States.
(3) For States who are over the $65-a
month matching maximum, the Federal
share would be 5 percent of the additional
amount.
Effective for quarter beginning Oct. 1, 1960.
Bill: sec. 602.
House report, pp. 9-11, 135, 136.
For Federal matching purposes excludes any Modifies exclusion as to vendor medical care
money or vendor medical care payments
payments to permit Federal sharing as to an
for persons who have been diagnosed as
individual in a medical institution as a result
having tuberculosis or psychosis and are
of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis
patients in medical institutions as a result
for a period of 42 days.
thereof.
Effective date: July 1, 1961.
Bill: Sec. 602.
House report: p. 136.
No provision.
Provides that the Secretary would develop and
revise from time to time guides or recom
mended standards as to the level, content,
and quality of medical care and medical
services for the use of the States in evaluat
ing and improving their public assistance
medical care programs and their programs
of medical services for the aged. For this
purpose, the Secretary would also be
directed to secure information from the
States on their medical care and medical
services under these programs and to publish
these reports and other necessary informa
tion.
Bill: Sec. 705.
House report: pp. 9-10, 139.
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE-Continued
Item

Present law

H.R. 12580

III. Temporary extension of
certain special provisions relating to State
plans for aid to the
blind,

Temporary legislation (sec. .344(b4 of the
Social Security Amendments of 1950)
relates to the approval by the Secretary of
certain State plans for aid to the blind
which do not meet in full the require
ments of clause (8) of sec. 1002(a) of title
X relating to the "needs" test. Expires
June 30, 1961.

Postpones termination date until June 30, 1964.
Bill: Sec. 706.
House report: pp. 57, 139.

MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE SERVICES
I. Maternal and child health
services:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation ----B. Allotment
to
States.

C. Special
grants.

project

II. Crippled children's serv
ices:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation.
B. A 110 t mne n t
States.

to

Authorizes $21,500,000 per year------------- Authorizes $25 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Hill: Sec. 707(a) (1)(A)
Out of the sum appropriatedHouse report: pp. 5, 34, 49, 139.
1. $10,750,000 shall be allotted as follows: Substitutes $12,500,000 for $10,750,000 in both
to each State a uniform base grant of $60,000
1 and 2 and also provides that the uniform
and the remainder in the proportion of live
grant in 1 be increased from $60,000 to
births in that State to the whole United States.
$70,000.
2. The other $10,750,000 is allotted accord- Bill: Sec. 707(a) (1) (B).
ing to the financial need of each State after House report: p. 139.
taking into consideration the number of live
births in that State [proportionate reduction
in amounts if full authorized sum is not ap
propriated].
No specific provision in the law ------------- Adds provision that not more than 25 percent
of the sums under B-2 (above) shall be avail
able for grants to State health agencies, and
to public or other nonprofit institutions of
higher learning for special projects of region
al or national significance which may con
tribute to the advancement of maternal and
child health.
Bill: Sec. 707(b) (1) (A).
House report: pp. 34, 50, 139-140.
Authorizes $20 million per year------------- Authorizes $25 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Bill: See. 707(2)(A).
House report: pp. 5, 34, 49, 139.
Out of the sum appropriatedSame as B above.
1. $10 million shall be allotted as fol- Bill: Sec. 707 (a)(2) (B).
lows: to each State $60,000 and the re
mainder according to need after taking into
consideration the number of crippled chil
dren in each State in need of services and
the cost of furnishing such services.
2. The other $10 million according to
need of State as determined after taking
into consideration the number of crippled
children in each State in need of services
and the cost of furnishing such services to
them.
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MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE SERVICES-Continued
Item

Present law

II. Crippled children's serv
ices-Continued
C. Special project
grants.
III. Child welfare services:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation.
B. Allotment to
States,

C. Research
demonstration
ects.

and
proj-

H.R. 12580

No specific provision in the law------------- Same as C above.
Bill: Sec. 707(a) (2) (B).
Authorizes $17 million per year.

Authorizes $20 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Out of the sum appropriated allots to a State Bill: Sec. 707(a)(3)(A).
such portion of $60,000 as the amount ap- House report: pp. 5, 34, 49, 139.
propriated bears to the amount authorized Changes the $60,000 to $70,000.
to be appropriated. The remainder of sums Bill: Sec. 707(a) (3) (A) (B).
appropriated shall be alloted so that each House report: pp. 5, 34, 49, 139.
State shall have an amount which bears the
same ratio to the total remainder as the
product of (1) the population of each State
under the age of 21 and (2) the allotment
percentage (based on relative per capita
income) bears to the sum of the correspond
ing products of all the States.
No provision.
Authorizes appropriation for grants by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to public or other nonprofit institutions of
higher learning and to public and nonprofit
agencies and organizations engaged in re
search or child welfare activities, for special
research or demonstration projects for the
demonstration of new methods or facilities
which show promise of substantial contribu
tion to the advancement of child welfare.
Bill: Sec. 707 (b) (3).
House report: pp. 50, 140.
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EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)
Item

Present law

I. Coverage--------------- In general, the unemployment compensation
program covers all employees in commerce
and industry who are employed by an employer of 4 or more workers on at least 1
day of 20 weeks in a calendar year.
17 specific exclusions from coverage are
spelled out in the Federal Unemployment
Tax Act (sec. 3306(c)).

II. Extension to Puerto Rico-..

III. Administrative financing:
A. Federal unemployment tax rate.

B. Unemployment
Trust Fund.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has an
independent unemployment compensation
program. Employers in Puerto Rico are
not subject to the Federal unemployment
tax and Puerto Rico is not entitled to Federal grants to cover the administrative expenses of its unemployment compensation
program. The cost of employment service,
however, is covered by Federal grants
under the Wagner-Peyser Act.
Each employer is taxed 3 percent on the 1st
$3,000 of an employees' covered wages, of
which 90 percent (2.7 percent of taxable
payrolls) may be offset by unemployment
taxes paid under State law or tax savings
allowed under State law through experience
rating. The net Federal tax is 0.3 percent
of taxable payroll.
Receipts fromn State taxes go into the various
State accounts in the Unemployment
Trust Fund. The sums allocated to State
accounts are generally available for benefit
payments.

H.R. 12580
Coverage is extended, generally effective in
1962, to several categories of employees
presently specifically excluded. These in
clude:
(1) Employees of certain instrumental
ities of the United States which are neither
wholly or partially owned by the United
States, including Federal Reserve banks,
Federal credit unions, Federal land banks,
and others. Employees of partially owned
instrumentalities such as banks for coopera
tives and Federal intermediate credit banks
are brought under the unemployment com
pensation program for Federal employees,
effective in 1961.
(2) Employees serving on or in connec
tion with American aircraft outside the
United States.
(3) Employees of "feeder organizations,"
all of whose profits are payable to a non
profit organization and employees of non
profit organizations which are not exempt
from income tax.
(4) Certain employees of certain taxexempt organiza Lions, including agricultural
and horticultural organizations, voluntary
employee beneficiary associations, and fra
ternal beneficiary societies.
Bill: Secs. 531-535.
House report, pp. 55-56, 124-126.
Puerto Rico will be treated as a State for the
purposes of the Federal-State unemployment
compensation system beginning Jan. 1, 1961.
Federal employees and ex-servicemen will
not have their benefits computed under
Puerto Rican law until 1966.
Bill: Secs. 541-543.
House report, pp. 57, 127-128.

Effective in 1961, the tax rate is raised to 3.1
percent on the 1st $3,000 of covered wages,
which results in a net Federal tax of 0.4 percent of taxable payroll.
Bill: Sec. 523.
House report, pp. 55, 118.
No change in State accounts.
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EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)-Continued
Item
III. Administrative financing
-Continued
B. Unemployment
Trust Fund-Continued

Present law

H.R. 12580

Receipts from the net Federal unemployment tax (0.3 percent) are used to pay the
cost of administering Federal and State
operations of the employment security
program. At the end of each fiscal year,
after Federal and State administrative expenses have been paid, any excess net
Federal unemployment tax receipts are
earmarked and placed in the Federal unemployment account to maintain a balance
of S200,000,000 in that account. This
account is used to make advances to the
States with depleted reserve accounts.
Any excess receipts not required to maintain
the $200,000,000 balance in the Federal
unemployment account is allocated to the
trust accounts of the various States in the
proportion that their covered payrolls bear
to the aggregate of all the States. These
excess receipts may, under certain conditions, be used by a State to supplement
Federal grants in financing administrative
operations.

A new account, called the employment security
administration account, will be established
in the Unemployment Trust Fund. All
receipts from the net Federal unemploy
ment tax (0.4 percent) will be credited
initially to this new account. Federal and
State administrative expenses will be paid
out of this account with a maximum of
$350,000,000 per year allowable for State
administrative expenses.
At the end of a fiscal year, excess receipts after
administrative expenses will be credited to
the Federal unemployment account to
build up and maintain a maximum balance
of $550,000,000 or 0.4 percent of covered
payrolls, whichever is greater, for use in
making advances to States.
After the Federal unemployment account
reaches its statutory limit, any remaining
excess of net Federal unemployment taxes
over administrative expenses will be retained
in the employment security administration
account until that account shows a net
balance at the close of the fiscal year of
$250,000,000. This net balance is to be
used to provide funds out of which adminis
trative expenses may be paid during each
fiscal year prior to the receipt of the bulk of
Federal unemployment taxes in January and
February.
Pending the building up of the $250,000,000
balance in the employment security adminis
tration account, advances to the account are
authorized from a revolving fund which
would be financed by a continuing appropria
tion from the general fund of the Treasury.
These advances will be repaid with interest.
After the Federal unemployment account is
built up to its statutory limit, and the year
end net balance of the employment security
administration account reaches $250,000,000,
and after any advances from the general
fund of the Treasury have been repaid, any
excess in the employment security adminis
tration account will be distributed to the
accounts of the various States in the same
manner as is provided under present law,
except that if any State has outstanding
advances from the Federal unemployment
account its share of the surplus funds will
be used to reduce these outstanding advances.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Bill: Sec. 521.
House report, pp. 51-53, 108, 116.
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EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)-Continued
Item
III. Administrative
Financ
ing-Continued
C. Advances to the
States:
1. Eligibility for
advances,

Present law

H.R. 12580

A State whose reserve account at the end of
any quarter is less than the amount of benefits paid in the last four preceding quarters
may apply for an advance from the Federal unemployment account.

A State's eligibility for advances (applied for
after enactment) may be determined at any
time. Advances will be made only if in the
account of the State requesting an advance
the sum of reserves on hand plus expected
tax receipts will be inadequate to meet the
expected level of benefit payments during
the current or following month.
Bill: Sec. 522(a).
House report, pp. 53-54, 116-117.
Advances will be made in amounts which the
Secretary of Labor estimates will be required to pay compensation during the current or following month, including amounts
to cover unexpected contingencies. The
aggregate amount of loans approved by the
Secretary of Labor may not exceed the
amount available for advances in the Fed
eral unemployment account.
Bill: Sec. 522(a).
House report, pp. 53-54, 116-117.
Same as present law.

2. Amount of advances.

A State is advanced the amount specified in
the State's application but such amount
may not exceed the largest amount of benefits paid by it in any one of the last four
preceding quarters.

3. Repayment of
advances,

The Governor of any State may at any time
request that funds be transferred from the
State's account to the Federal unemploy
ment account in repayment of part or all of
the balance of advances made to the State.
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EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)-Continued
item
III. Administrative
Financ
ing--Continued
C. Advances to the
States--Continued
3. Repayment of
advances-Con.

Present law

H.R. 12580

If an advance to any State has been outstanding at the beginning of four consecutive
years, the employers' credit in that State
against the Federal tax is reduced from
2.7% to 2.55%. This increase in the net
Federal tax is used to pay off the advance.
During successive years in which the advance is outstanding the employers' credit
is reduced by an additional 0.15% a year.
If a State repays outstanding advances by
Dec. 1 of any year the reduced credit provisions do not come into operation for that
year.

If an advance to any State made after enactment, is outstanding at the beginning of two
consecutive years, the employers' credit in
that State against the Federal tax is reduced
from 2.7% to 2.4%. During successive
years in which the advance is outstanding
the employers' credit is reduced by an
additional 0.3% a year. If a State repays
outstanding advances by Nov. 10 of any
year the reduced credit provisions do not
come into operation for that year.
In addition to the reduction of 0.3% a year in
the employers' tax credit against the Federal
tax two other possible credit reductions are
provided. The first provides that beginning
in the third year in which an advance is out
standing the maximum employers' credit is
reduced by the amount, if any, by which the
average employer contribution rate in the
preceding year was less than 2.7%. The
second credit reduction provides that in the
fifth year in which an advance is outstanding
if the State's benefit-cost rate over the pre
ceding five years is higher than 2.7% then
the employers' credit shall be reduced by the
amount, if any, by which the State's average
contribution rate in the preceding year is less
than such benefit-cost rate.
Bill: Sec. 522(a), 523(b).
House report, pp. 54-55, 118-124.
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Major differences in the present Social Security law and H.R. 12580 as reported by the
Committee on Finance
OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
L.COVERAGE
[References are to the sections of the bill as reported by the Committee on Finance]
Item

Present law

H.R. 12580 as reported

A. Self-employed:
1. Ministers ---------- Covers duly ordained, commissioned or licensed
ministers, Christian Science practitioners,
and members of religious orders (other than
those who have taken a vow of poverty)
serving in the United States, and those
serving outside the country who are citi
zens and either working for United States
employers or serving a congregation pre
dominantly made up of United States citi
zens. Coverage is available under the selfemployment coverage provisions on an in
dividual voluntary basis regardless of
whether they are employees or self-em
ployed.
Allows election of coverage by filing of cer
tificate for present minister, generally up
until Apr. 15, 1959.

B. Employees -------------- Covers employees including certain agent or
commission drivers, life-insurance salesmen,
homeworkers, traveling salesmen, and
officers of corporations regardless of the
common law definition of employee.
1. Domestic worker.s
Covers persons performing domestic service
in private nonfarm homes if they receive
$50 or more during a calendar quarter
from 1 employer. Noncash remuneration
is excluded.
(I)

Extends the period of time generally through
Apr. 15, 1962, within which present ministers
may elect coverage.
Bill: Sec. 101(a).
Permits the validation of coverage of certain
clergymen who filed tax returns reporting
self-employment earnings from the ministry
for certain years after 1954 and before 1960
even though, through error, they had not
filed waiver certificates effective for those
years. Waiver certificate must be filed and
taxes for these years must be paid by Apr.
15, 1962. Extends option of ministers
(which expired Apr. 15, 1959) to amend
waiver certificate so as to cover the year 1956
where that year could have been covered in
original filing.
Bill: Sec. 101(b)(c).
No change.

Excludes from coverage all earnings of such
domestic workers who are under the age
of 16.
Effective date: Jan. 1, 1961.
Bilh Sec. 105.

2
OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
I. COVERAGE-Continued

Item
B. Employees-Continued
1. Domestic workersContinued

Present law

H.R. 12580 as reported

Excludes students performing domestic service in clubs or fraternities if enrolled and
regularly attending classes at a school,
oollege, or university.
2. Casual labor------- Covers cash remuneration for service not in Excludes from coverage all earnings of casual
the course of the employer's trade or busiworkers who are under the age of 16.
ness if the remuneration is $50 or more Effective date: Jan. 1, 1961.
from 1 employer during a calendar quarter. Bill: Sec. 105.
3. State and local gov- Covers employees of State and local govern
ermient employees.
ments provided the individual State enters
into an agreement with the Federal Gov
ernment to provide such coverage, with the
following special provisions:
a. Employees who are in positions cov
ered under an existing State or local retire
ment system (except policemen and firemen
in most States) may be covered under State
agreements only if a referendum is held by a
secret written ballot, after not less than 90
days' notice, and if the majority of eligible
employees under the retirement system vote
in favor of coverage. The Governor of a Permits the Governor of a State to delegate to
State must personally certify that certain
a designated State official the making of the
Social Security Act requirements under the
certifications required under the referendum
referendum procedure have been properly
procedure.
carried out.
Bill: Sec. 102(a).
In most States, all members of a retire
ment system (with minor exceptions) must
be covered if any members are covered.
Employees of any institution of higher Allows employees of municipal or county hos
learning (including a junior college or a
pital to be treated as a separate coverage
teachers' college) under a retirement system
group if the State so desires.
can, if the State so desires, be covered as a Bill: Sec. 102(g).
separate coverage group. 1 or more politi
cal subdivisions may be considered as a sep
arate coverage group even though its em
ployees are under a statewide retirement
system.
b. States have the option of covering or Allows Nebraska to exclude prospectively oer
excluding employees in any class of elective
tain justices of the peace and certain con
position, part-time position, fee-basis posistables, who are compensated on fee basis,
tion, or performing emergency services,
who were previously covered by State agree
ment.
Bill: Sec. 102(i).
Retroactive coverage.-An agreement, or modi- Allows agreements or modifications made after
fication of an agreement, agreed to prior to
1959 to begin as early as 5 years before the
1960 could be made effective as early as Jan.
year in which an agreement is made, but no
1, 1956. Agreements or modifications made
earlier than Jan. 1, 1956. Where a retire
after 1959 could only be made retroactive
ment system is covered as a single retire
to the 1st day of the year in which they were
ment system coverage group, permit's the
agreed to. Coverage must -begin on the
State to provide different beginning dates
same date for all persona in a coverage
for coverage of the employees of different
group.
political subdivisions.
Bill: Sec. 102(c).
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B. Employees-Continued
3. State and local govermient employ ees--Continued

4. Employees of nonprofit organizations.

Present law

H.R. 12580 as reported

Hxception8 to general law authorizing coverage
in namned States:
(1) sSplit-8ystem prouision.-Authorizes
Provides that where an individual who has
California, Coniiecticut, Florida, Georgia,
chosen not to be covered under the divided
Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
retirement system provision becomes a memYork, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode
ber of a different retirement system group
Island, Tennessee, Vermont, Washington,
because of the annexation of the employing
and Wisconsin, and all inter-State instrupolitical subdivision by another political
mentalities, at their option, to extend coversubdivision, or through some other action
a~ge to the members of a .State retirement
taken by a political subdivision, such indi
system by dividing such a system into 2
vidual will continue to be excluded from
divisions, 1 to be composed of those persons
coverage.
who desire coverage and the other of those Binl: Sec. 102(b).
persons who do not wish coverage, provided
that new members of the retirement system
coverage group are covered compulsorily.
Also authorizes similar treatment of politi
cal subdivision retirement systems of these
States.
(2) Policemten and firemnen.-Allows the Adds Virginia to the list.
States of Alabama, California, Florida, Bill: Sec. 102(d).
Georgia, Hawaii, Kansas, Maryland, New
York, North Carolina, North Dakota,
Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Vermont, and Washington and
all inter-State instrumentalities to make
coverage available to policemen and fire
men in those States, subject to the same
conditions that apply to coverage of other
employees who are under State and local
retirement systems, except that where the
policemen and firemen are in a retirement
system with other classes of employees the
policemen and firemen may, at the option of
the State, hold a separate referendum and
be covered as a separate group.
(3) Nonprofessional school employees and Extends cutoff date to July 1, 1961. Sec.
teachers (1958 amendments).-Allows State
102(j).
of Maine until July 1, 1960, to treat the po- Validation of coverage.-Validates the coverage
sitions of teachers (and other related posiof certain teachers and school administra
tions) and the positions of other members
tive personnel who, for the period Mar. 1,
of the same retirement system as separate
1951, to Oct. 1, 1959, were reported under
systems for coverage purposes.
the Mississippi coverage agreement as State
employees, rather than as employees of the
various school districts in Mississippi.
Binl: Sec. 102(h).
Covers employees of religious, charitable, edu
cational, and other nonprofit organizations
(which are exempt from income tax and are
described in sec. 501(c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code) on a voluntary basis ifa. the employer organization certifies
a. No change,
that it desires to extend coverage to its
employees, and
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4. Employees of nonprofit organizations-Continued

Present law

H.R. 12580 as reported

b. at least Ys of the organization's emnployees concur in the filing of a waiver certiflicate. Employees who do not concur in
the filing of the certificate are not covered
except that all employees hired after a
certificate becomes effective are covered.
Waiver certificate may be made effective
at the option of the organization on the 1st
day of the quarter in which the certificate is
filed or the 1st day of the succeeding
quarter.
Employees of nonprofit organizations who are
in positions covered by State and local re
tirement systems and are members or eli
gible to become members of such systems
must be treated apart from those not in
such positions. -Certificates must be filed
separately for each group and %6of the employees in each group must concur in the
filing of its certificate. All new employees
who belong to a group for which a certificate
has been filed are automatically covered,
and new employees who belong to a group
for which a certificate has not been filed are
not covered.

b. 'Eliminates requirement-that % of the
employees concur in filing a certificate.
Effective date: Certificates filed after date of
enactment.
Bill: See 106(a).

Eliminates requirement that of the employees
in -the group concur in filing a certificate.
Effective date: Certificates filed after date of
enactment.
Binl: Sec. 106(a).

Validates wages for services performed after
1950 and before July 1, 1960, by certain em
ployees of nonprofit organizations where the
organization' has been reporting and paying
taxes but did not comply with certain pro
visions of the law: i.e., failed to file a certifi
cate, filed it too late to cover employees who
had left, or failed to obtain the signatures of
employees who wished coverage.
Effective date: No benefits payable or in
creased 'for month of enactment or prior
month; no lump sum death payment paya
ble or increased if individual died prior to
date of enactment.
Validates remuneration erroneously reported
as self-employment income for taxable years
ending after 1954 and before 1962 by certain
lay missionaries (and others).
Effective date: No benefits payable or in
creased for months of enactment or prior
month; no lump sum death payment payable
or increased if individual died prior to date
of enactment.
Bill: See. 103.
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I. COVERAGE-Continued
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Present law

B. Employees-Continued
5. Employees of foreign governments
and their instrumentalities.

Excludes (among other groups) employees of
foreign governments and their instrumentalities.

H.R. 12580 as reported

Covers U.S. citizens so employed within the
United States on self-employment basis.
Effective as to taxable years ending after
1960; for retirement test purposes effective
for years beginning after date of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 104.

II PROVISIONS RELATING TO PERMANENT AND TOTAL DISABILITY
A. Nature of the Provisions
1. Benefits ----------- Provides an insurance benefit (for months
beginning July 1957) for disabled workers
between ages of 50 and 65 meeting eligibility requirements. Benefits are computed
in the same way as retirement benefits and
are payable from the Federal Disability
Insurance Trust Fund.
2. Disability "freeze"... Provides that when an individual for whom a
period of disability has been established dies
or retires on account of age or disability his
period of disability will be disregarded in
determining his eligibility for benefits and
his average monthly wage for benefit com
putation purposes.
B. Eligibility requirements
1. Definition ------------ For benefits an individual must be precluded from engaging in any substantial
gainful activity by reason of a physical or
mental impairment. The impairment must
be medically determinable and one which
can be expected to be of long-continued and
indefinite duration or to result in death.
2. Waiting period --A 6 months' "waiting period" is required before disability insurance benefits
can begin.

3. Work requirement--

To be eligible for disability benefits,
an individual must(1) Have acquired at least 20 quarters
of coverage out of the last 40 quarters
ending with the quarter in which the
period of disability begins;
(2) be fully insured,

Eliminates the requirement that an individual
must have attained age 50 in order to be
eligible for benefits.
Effective date: 2d month after the month of
enactment.
Bill: Sec. 401.
No change.

No change.

Provides that people who become disabled
within 60 months (5 years) after termination
of a period of disability would not be re
quired to serve another 6-month "waiting
period" before they are again eligible to
receive benefits.
Effective date: Benefits payable for month of
enactment and subsequent months.
Bill: Sec. 402.
Provides alternative work requirement for individuals who have (1) 20 quarters of
coverage, whenever acquired, and (2) quar
ters of coverage in all calendar quarters
elapsing after 1950 up to the quarter in
which they become disabled, but not less
than 6 quarters.
Bill: See. 404.
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Present law

C. Rehabilitation ------------

The policy of Congress is stated that disabled
persons applying for a determination of dis
ability be promptly referred to State voca
tional rehabilitation agencies for necessary
rehabilitation services. Act provides for
deduction of benefits for refusal, without
good cause, to accept rehabilitation services
available under a State plan approved under
the Vocational Rehabilitation Act in such
amounts as the Secretary shall determine.
A member or adherent of a recognized church
or religious sect that relies on spiritual
healing who refuses rehabilitation services
is deemed to have done so with good cause.
A disabled person who is receiving rehabilitation services from a State vocational rehabilitation agency and returns to work shall
not, for at least 1 year after his work first
started, be regarded as able to engage in
substantial gainful activity solely by reason
of such work,

H.R. 12580 as reported

Broadens present provision to allow, in effect,
a 12-month trial work period for all benefi
ciaries (including childhood disability benefi
ciaries) who attempt to work. If, after 9
months, the beneficiary has demonstrated
that he is no longer disabled within the
meaning of the law, he will receive benefits
for an additional 3 months. (Only 1 trial
work period permitted for each period of
disability: no additional trial work period for
persons disabled a 2d time within 60 months.)
Any beneficiary who has been determined to
be no longer disabled within the meaning of
the law will be given an additional 3 months
of benefits as above.
Effective date: Month beginning after month
of enactment.

Bill: Sec. 403.
HI. ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS
A. Retirement age-----------

Retirement age for men is 65. Retirement
age for wvomen is 62 with a reduced beniefit
upon retirement between age 62 and 65 for
wives and women workers. Full benefits
are payable at age 62 to widows and dependent mothers of deceased workers.

Provides option of earlier retirement for male
workers and dependent husbands at age 62
with an actuarial reduction on the same basis
presently provided for women workers and
wives. The actuarial reduction for workers
(% of 1 percent for each month prior to age
65) would, if the worker retires at age 62, be
80 percent of the full benefit payable if he
had retired at age 65.
The actuarial reduction for dependent
husbands (2%6 of 1 percent for each month
prior to age 65) would, if benefits commence
at age 62, be 75 percent of the amount which
would be payable if benefits commenced at
age 65.
Full benefits payable to widowers and de
pendent fathers of deceased workers at age 62.
Effective for benefits payable November 1960.
Bill: See. 210.
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H.R. 12580 as reported

B. Survivors of workers who
died prior to 1940.

Benefits are not payable to otherwise eligible
widows, children, and parents if the wage
earner had died prior to 1940.

C. Widowers of workers who
died prior to 1950.

Benefits are not payable to eligible widowers
unless the insured worker's death was after
August 1950 and she was fully and currently insured.
Deemed fully insured status provided for all
categories of survivors of workers who died
prior to September 1950 with 6 quarters of
coverage except former wives divorced,

Allows benefits to such individuals even though
earner died before 1940 if he had at least
6 quarters of coverage.
Effective for month after month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 205.
Eliminates August MObcutoff date.
Effective for month after month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 205.

D. Former wives divorced of
workers who died before
September 1950.

E. Children born or adopted
after parent's disability,

F. Dependency of stepchild on
natural father.

Benefits are not payable to an otherwise
eligible child unless he was born, or adopted,
or became a stepchild before the worker
became disabled,

A child is deemed dependent on natural father
or adopting father for benefit purposes unless the father is not contributing to the
child's support and the child is living with
and being supported by the stepfather at
the time he files application.
G. Invalid marriages --------- The validity of a marriage (under the law of
the State in which the worker lives) may
determine eligibillty for mother's, wife's,
husband's, widow's, widower's, and child's
benefits.

Provides fully insured status for any person
who died or attained retirement age before
1951 and thus would allow benefits to such
former wives divorced.
Effective for benefits for months after month
of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 204.
Permits payment of benefits to children born
or adopted after worker's disability. A
child cannot become entitled unless he is the
natural child or stepchild of the disabled
worker or is adopted within 2 years after
the month in which the worker became
entitled to benefits, but only if such adoption
proceedings were started before period of
disability began or child was living with
under the start of the period of disability.
Effective for September 1958.
Bill: Sec. 201.
Provides for payment of child's benefit even
though the child was living with and receiving more than 34 of his support from his
stepfather.
Effective for month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 202.
Provides that certain invalid marriages of insured workers will not result in ineligibility.
Applicant must have gone through the marriage ceremony with insured worker in the
belief that it would create a valid marriage
and the couple must have been living to
gether at the time of the worker's death or,
be living together at the time of appli
cation for benefits.
Effective for month of enactment..
Bill: See. 207.
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ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS-Confinued
Present law

H. Lump sum death payment-- Lump sum death payment paid (in cases
where no eligible spouse survives) only after
burial expenses are paid.

H.R. 12580 as reported
Allows lump sum to be sent directly to funeral
director on application of person who assumes responsibility for funeral home ex
penses. If any of the lump sum remains, it
is paid to person who paid funeral bill; if any
still remains to persons who paid other burial
expenses in a certain order of priority.
Effective date: For deaths after enactment and
for deaths before enactment if no application
is filed before the 3d month after month of
enactment.
Bill: Sec. 203.

IV. BENEFIT AMOUNTS
A. C o mn
p u t in g a v e r a g e
monthly wage.

In general, an individual's average monthly
wage for computing his monthly old-age
insurance benefit amount is determined by
dividing the total of his creditable earnings
after the applicable starting date and up to
the applicable closing date, by the number
of months involved. Excluded from this
computation are all months and all earnings in any year any part of which was
included in a period of disability under the
disability "freeze" (except that the months
and earnings in the year in which the period
of disability begins may be included if the
resulting benefit would be higher). Also
excluded from the computation are all
months in any year prior to the year the
individual attained age 22 if less than 2
quarters of such year were quarters of
coverage. Starting dates may be last day
of (1) 1936, or (2) 1950, or, if later, the year
of attainment of age 21.
The closing date may be either (1) the
Ist day of the year the individual died or
became entitled to benefits or (2) the 1st
day of the year in which he was fully
insured and attained retirement age, whichever results in a higher benefit,
Applicable starting and closing dates are
those which yield the highest benefit
amount. The minimum divisor is 18
months.

Provides for computation of the average
monthly wage, in retirement cases, on the
basis of a constant number of years, regardless of when, before age 22, the person
started to work or when, after age 62, he
files application for benefits. The number
of years would be equal to 5 less than the
number of years (excluding years in periods
of disability) elapsing after 1950 or after the
year in which the individual attained age 21,
whichever is later, and up to the year in
which the person was first eligible for old-age
insurance benefits (generally the year in
which he attained age 62. In death and
disability eases the number of years would
be determined by the date of death or
disability.
In those cases where a larger benefit would
result (because the individual's best earning's
were in years before 1951) the number of
years would be those elapsing after 1936,
rather than 1950; this alternative is similar
to the 1936 alternative "starting date"
available under present law in such cases.
The subtraction of 5 from the number of
elapsed years is the equivalent of the present
dropout of the 5 years during which the
individual's earnings were the lowest.
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Individuals can "drop out" up to 5 years
of lowest or no earnings in computing average monthly wage.

The earnings used in the computation would be
earnings in the highest years. Earnings
in years prior to attainment of age 22 or
after attainment of retirement age could be
used if they were higher than earnings in
intervening years. The span of years could
never be less than 2. Generally, the span of
years to be used for the benefit computation
in retirement cases could not be less than
5-the number of years that would have to
be used under the present law by people who
attain retirement age in 1960.
Effective, in general, on Jan. 1, 1961.
Bill: Sec. 303.
Benefit payable to each child would be 34 of
worker's benefit.
Effective for 3d month after enactment.
Bill: Sec. 301.

A. Computing average
monthly wage-Con.

B. Child 's survivor benefit----. Benefit payable to each child is 34 of worker's
benefit plus Y4of his benefit divided by the
number of children he has (if he has 2 children, each child will get 34 plus 34 ('4) of his
benefit).
V. RETIREMENT TEST
Annual test of earnings under which I month's
benefit is withheld from beneficiaries under
age 72 (and from any dependents drawing
on their records) for each unit of $80 (or
fraction thereof) by which annual earnings
from employment or self-employment exceed $1,200. However, benefits are not
withheld for any month during which indi
viduals neither rendered services for wages
in excess of $100 nor rendered substantial
services in self-employment. The retire
ment test does not apply to beneficiaries
age 72 or over.

Raises annual earnings limitation to $1,800.
The other provisions of the retirement test
would not be changed.
Effective with respect to taxable years ending
after 1960.
Bill: Sec. 211.
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VI. FINANCING
A. Investment of the trust
funds.

Provides that the managing trustee (Secre
tary of the Treasury) shall invest such por
tion of the trust funds as is not, in his judg
ment, needed to meet current withdrawals.
Investments must be made in interest-bear
ing obligations of the United States or in
obligations guaranteed as to both interest
and principal by the United States.
Such obligations issued for purchase by the
trust funds shall have maturities fixed with
due regard for the needs of the funds, and
bear interest at a rate equal to the average
rate of all marketable interest-bearing obligations not due or callable until after the
expiration of 5 years from the date of original issue. This interest rate, if not a multiple of >%
of 1 percent, is rounded to the
inearest multiple of 34 of 1 percent.
The special obligations shall be issued for purchase by the trust fund only if the managing
trustee determines that the purchase in the
market of other interest-bearing obligations
of the United States, or of obligations guaranteed as to both principal and interest by
the United States, on original issue or at
the market price, is not in the public
inteet

B. Review of status of trust
funds.I
1. Board of Trustees--

These funds are administered by a Board
of Trustees consisting of the Secretary of
the Treasury, as managing trustee, the
Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, all ex
officio (with the Commissioner of Social
Security as secretary).
It shall be the duty of the Board of Trustees
to
(I) Hold: the trust funds;
(2) Report to the Congress not later than
the 1st day of March of each year on the
operation and status of the trust funds
during the preceding fiscal year and on their
expected operation and status during the
next ensuing 5 fiscal years;
(3) Report immediately to the Congress
whenever it is their opinion that during the
ensuing 5 fiscal years either of the trust
funds will exceed 3 times the highest annual
expenditures anticipated during the next 5
years, or whenever in their opinion either of
the trust funds is unduly small.

Changes interest provision so that obligations
purchased in the future shall bear interest at
a rate equal to the average market yield
(computed by the managing trustee on the
basis of market quotations as of the end of
the calendar month next preceding the date
of such issue) on all marketable interest
bearing obligations of the United States then
forming a part of the public debt which are
not due or callable until after the expiration
of 4 years from the end of such calendar
month.
Reverses the provision so that the managing
trustee is authorized to make purchases in
the open market only when he deems it is
within the public interest.
Effective date: First day of the month after
the month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 701.

No change.
No change.

(3) Changes requirement so that Board
has to report immediately only if it believes
that the amount of either trust fund is
unduly small.
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B. Review of status of trust
funds-Continued
1. Board of TrusteesContinued

2. Advisory Council..--

Present law

(4) Recommend improvements in administrative procedures and policies designed
to effectuate the proper coordination of the
old-age and survivors insurance and Fed
eral-State unemployment compensation
programs.

H.R. 12580 as reported

No change.

Adds requirements that the Board review the
general policies followed in managing the
trust funds, and recommend changes in such
policies, including necessary changes in the
provisions of the law which govern the way
in which the trust funds are to be managed.
The Board is also required to meet at least
once each 6 months.
Effective date: 1st day of the month after the
month of enactment.
Bill: Sec. 701.
An Advisory Council on Social Security
Financing will periodically review the status
of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors In
surance Trust Fund and the Federal Dis
ability Insurance Trust Fund in relation to
the long-term commitments of the programs.
The first such Council will be appointed by
the Secretary after February 1957 and be
fore January 1958 and will consist of the
Commissioner of Social Security, as Chair
man, and 12 other persons representing
employers and employees, in equal numn
bers, self-employed persons and the public.
The Council shall make its report, including
recommendations for changes in the tax
rate, to the Board of Trustees of the trust
funds before Jan. 1, 1959. The Board shall
submit the recommendations to Congress
before Mar. 1, 1959, in its annual report.
Other advisory councils with the same functions and constituted in the same manner
will be appointed by the Secretary not
earlier than 3 years nor later than 2 years
prior to Jan. 1 of the years in which the tax
rates are scheduled to be increased. These
advisory councils will report to the Board
on Jan. 1 of the year before the tax increase
will occur and the Board 'will report to
Congress not later than Mar. 1 of the same
year.

Changes appointment and report dates of ad
visory councils: will be appointed during
1963, 1966, and every 5th year thereafter
and will report not later than Jan. 1 of the
2d year after the year in which they are
appointed.
Effective date: Date of enactment.
Binl: Sec. 704.
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C. Maximum taxable amount- $4,800 a year.
No change.
D. Tax rate for self-employed - Taxable years beginning afterecn
1959------------------------------ 4%
Do.
1962------------------------------ 5%
1965------------------------------ 6
1968------------------------------6 Y
E. Tax rate for employees and Calendar years:
employers.
1960-62 --------------------------- 3
Do.
1963-65--------------------------- 3¼
1966-68 --------------------------- 4
1969 and after---------------------- 4¼

H.R. 12580 as reported

.13
MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED
Item

H.R. 12580 as reported

I. Medical assistance for the aged:
A. Purpose-------------- The bill would amend title I (relating to old-age assistance) to permit the States to enlarge
their programs thereunder to include plans for medical assistance for the aged; that is, to
provide medical benefits for aged persons who are not old-age assistance recipients, but
whose income and resources are insufficient to meet the costs of necessary medical services.
Federal payments to States would reimburse the States for a portion of their expenditures
under approved plans for medical assistance for the aged according to the equalization
formula now used to compute the Federal portion of old-age assistance payments between
$30 and $65 per month, except that the Federal share would range from 50 to 80 percent
depending upon the per capita income of the State as related to the national per capita
income. The Federal Government would bear half of the administrative expenses under
such plans. For Federal matching percentages, see below.
Federal medical percentage applicablefor October 1, 1960 through June 80, 1961
State

Percent

Alabama----------------------- 79. 15
Alaska------------------------- 50. 00
Arisona------------------------ 63. 23
Arkansas----------------------- 80. 00
California---------------------- 50. 00
Colorado----------------------- 53. 42
Connecticut--------------------- 50. 00
Delaware----------------------- 50. 00
District of Columbia ------------- 50. 00
Florida ------------------------ 59. 68
Georgia------------------------74. 36
Guam ------------------------- 50. 00
Hawaii------------------------ 53. 38
Idaho ------------------------- 67. 04
Illinois------------------------- 50. 00
Indiana------------------------ 50. 00
Iowa -------------------------- 63. 23
Kansas ------------------------ 60.78
Kentucky ---------------------- 76. 94
Louisiana----------------------- 72. 00
Maine ------------------------- 65. 23
Maryland ---------------------- 50. 00
Massachusetts ------------------ 50. 00
Michigan----------------------- 50. 00
Minnesota----------------------58. 57
Mississippi---------------------- 80. 00
Missouri -----------------------153. 42

State

Montana ----------------------Nebraska----------------------Nevada -----------------------New Hampshire ----------------New Jersey--------------------New Mexico -------------------New York---------------------North Carolina-----------------North Dakota------------------Ohio--------------------------Oklahoma ---------------------Oregon ------------------------Pennsylvania------------------Puerto Rico--------------------Rhode Island ------------------South Carolina-----------------South Dakota------------------Tennessee ---------------------Texas-------------------------Utah--------------------------Vermont ----------------------Virgin Islands ------------------Virginia -----------------------Washington --------------------West Virginia------------------Wisconsin ---------------------Wyoming-----------------------

Percent

54. 07
63. 41
50. 00
57. 91
50. 00
67. 99
50. 00
77. 46
74. 18
50.00
67. 54
52. 58
50. 00
50. 00
50. 00
80. 00
75. 42
76.55
61. 36
65. 00
65.82
50. 00
65. 44
50. 00
72. 69
54. 60
50. 92

In order to be eligible for such payments, the State must provide medical assistance for the
aged according to a plan submitted to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
and approved by him which meets the requirements set out in the bill. The administrative
provisions are generally the same as now required for State old-age assistance plans.
The requirements relating to plans for medical assistance for the aged are described later.
The Secretary may suspend payments to States, in whole or part, when he finds that the
State is not complying with its plan, or that the plan no longer complies with the require
ments of the bill.
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B. Scope of benefits----

H.R. 12580 as reported

The State plan for medical assibtance for the aged may specify medical services of any scope
and duration, provided that both institutional and noninstitutional services are included.
The Federal Government would share in the expense of providing the following kinds of
medical services:
(1) Inpatient hospital services;
(2) Skilled nursing home services;
(3) Physicians' services;
(4) Outpatient hospital or clinic services-,
(5) Home health care services;
(6) Private duty nursing services;
(7) Physical therapy and related services;
(8) Dental services;
(9) Laboratory and X-ray services;
(10) Prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, and prosthetic devices;
(I11) Diagnostic, screening, and preventive services; and,
(12) Any other medical care or remedial care recognized under State law.
The Federal Government would not share as to services in pulmonary tuberculosis or mental
hospital.
C. Eligibility for benefits- The State plan must provide medical benefits to all persons who
(1) Have attained age 65;
(2) Are not recipients of old-age assistance, but whose incomes and resources are insuffi
cient to meet all of the cost of the medical services outlined above.
(3) Are residents of the State (provision must be made, in accordance with the Secre
tary's regulations, which will make benefits 'available to residents of the State
who are absent therefrom).
The State plan for Medical Assistance for the. Aged cannot provide medical benefits for
persons who-
(1) Arc recipients of old-age assistance;
(2) Are under age 65.
The plan may not require a premium or enrollment fee as a condition of eligibility.
The State plan must include reasonable standards for determining eligibility, but
such standards may not be inconsistent with the above requirements. The plan must
provide that no lien may be imposed against the property of a beneficiary prior to his death
(or that of his surviving spouse, if any) or on account oif any benefit he may have correctly
received, and that there may be no recovery of any benefits correctly paid until after the
death of the recipient (or that of his surviving spouse,: if any).
D. Beginning date------- Payments may be made to States with approved plans for medical assistance for the aged
for calendar quarters commencing Oct. 1. 1960, or thereafter.
Bill: Sec. 601.

is
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Present law

item

The following formula is applicable for a cornbined program which includes both money
payments and vendor expenditures for
medical care.
A. Matching formula-. Federal matching share is $24 of the I1st $30
(*6 of the lst $30) with matching above this
amount varying from 50 to 65 percent.
States whose per capita income is equal to
or above the per capita income for the
United States have 50 percent Federal
matching, while those States below the
national average have Federal matching
which varies up to a maximum of 65 pereent.

IL. Old-age assistance medical program.

The Federal pereentages as promulgated for
the period Oct. 1, 1958, through June 30,
1961, are as fol1ows:

state:

Federal perentdage

Alabama ---- w--------------- 65. 00
50. 00
Alaska --------------------63. 23
Arizona -------------------65. 00
Arkansas ------------------California------------------ 50. 00
Colorado---- I---------------- 53.42
'Connecticut----------------- 50. 00
Delaware-------- ----------- 50. 00
District of Columbia ---------- 50. 00
59. 68
Florida--------------------Georgia -------------------- 65.0(0

Guam---------------------- 50. 00
See footnotes at- bottom of p -16.

Provides for Federal financial participation in
expenditures to vendors of medical services
of up to $12 per month in addition to the
existing $65 maximum provision. Where the
State average payment is over $65 per month,
the Federal share in respect to such medical
services costs would be a minimum of 50 per
cent and a maximum of 80 percent depending
on each State's per capita income. (See
p. 12 for approximate Federal percentages.)
Where the State average payment is $65 a
month or under, the Federal share, in respect
to such medical service costs, would be 15
percentage points in addition to the existing
Federal percentage (50 to 65 percent); thus
for these States the Federal percent appli
cable to such medical services costs would
range from 65 to 50 percent (see p. 15). A
State with an average payment of over $65
a month would never receive less in addi
tional Federal funds in respect to such med
ical-services costs than if it had an average
payment of $65.
Bill: Sec. 601.
Federal matching percentage applicable to
medical expenditures expenses of old-age
assistance recipients for States with average
total payment of under $65 (shown for
Stites in this category in May 1960):
State:

Federal percentage

Alabama -------------------- 80.00
Alaska ---------------------- 65. 00
Arizona --------------------- 78. 23
Arkansas -------------------- 80.00
California-------------------- (1)
Colorado---------------------C'1)
Connecticut ------------------ (1)
Delaware -------------------- 65. 00
District of Columbia ----------- 65. 00
Florida---------------------- 74.68
80.00
'Georgia --------------------Guam- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------- 2 65. 00

MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED-Continued
Item

Present law

H.R-. 12580 as reported

IL. Old-age assistance medi
cal program-Continued
A. Matching formulaContinued
State:
FedeaTl percentgae
State :
Federo2percenage
Hawaii--------------------- 53 38
Hawaii----------------------68. 38
Idaho---------------------- 65. 00
Idaho ----------------------- (1
Illinois --------------------- 50. 00
Illinois ---------------------- (1
Indiana -------------------- 50. 00
Indiana --------------------- 65. 00
Iowa----------------------- 63. 23
Iowa-- --------------------- C'1)
Kansas--------------------- 60.78
Kansas ---------------------- (I)
Kentucky ------------------ 65. 00
Kentucky ------------------- 80. 00
Louisiana ------------------- 65. 00
Louisiana -------------------- (1)
Maine --------------------- 65. 00
Maine----------------------- (1)
Maryland ------------------ 50. 00
Maryland ------------------- 65. 00
Massachusetts --------------- 50. 00
Massachusetts ---------------- (1)
Michigan ------------------- 50. 00
Michigan -------------------- (1)
Minnesota ------------------ 58. 57
Minnesota ------------------- (')
Mississippi ----------------- 65. 00
Mississippi ------------------ 80. 00
Missouri ------------------- 53. 42
Missouri -------------------- 68 42
Montana ------------------- 54. 07
Montana -------------------- 69. 07
Nebraska ------------------- 63. 41
Nebraska -------------------- (1)
Nevada -------------------- 50. 00
Nevada---------------------- (1)
New Hampshire ------------- 57. 91
New Ham~pshire--------------- (1
New Jersey ----------------- 50. 00
New Jersey------------------- (1)
New Mexico ---------------- 65.00
New Mexico------------------ (1)
New York ------------------ 50. 00
New York-------------------- (1)
North Carolina -------------- 65. 00
North Carolina --------------- 80. 00
North Dakota --------------- 65. 00
North Dakota ---------------- (1)
Ohio----------------------- 50. 00
Ohio ------------------------ (1
Oklahoma ------------------ 65. 00
Oklahoma-------------------- (1)
Oregon--------------------- 52. 58
Oregon ---------------------- (1)
Pennsylvania ---------------- 50. 00
Pennsylvania ----------------- (1)
Puerto Rico ----------------- 50. 00
Puerto Rico ------------------265. 00
Rhode Island---------------- 50. 00
Rhode Island----------------- (1)
South Carolina -------------- 65.00
South Carolina --------------- 80. 00
South Dakota --------------- 65.00
South Dakota ---------------- 80.00
Tennessee ------------------ 65.00
Tennessee ------------------- 80. 00
Texas---------------------- 61. 36
Texas----------------------- 76. 36
Utah----------------------- 65.00
Utah------------------------ (I)
Vermont ------------------- 65. 00
Vermont -------------------- 80. 00
Virgin Islands --------------- 50. 00
Virgin Islands---------------- 265.00
Virginia -------------------- 65.00
Virginia..-------------------- 80. 00
Washington ----------------- 50. 00
Washington.--.---------------- I ()
West Virginia --------------- 65.00
West Virginia..--------------- 80.00
Wisconsin ------------------ St 60
Wisconsin-------------------- (1)
Wyoming------------------- 50. 92
Wyoming -------------------- (')
I Average total assistance payment in May 1960 was $65 or more. See p. 12 for applicable Federal percentage.
2 In Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands the existing average old-age assistance matching maximum is $35 rather than
$65, and the additional matching for vendor payments is based on $6 a month per recipient rather than $12 a month.
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MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED-Continued
Item
II. Old-age assistance medi
cal program--Continued
B. Definition of old-age
assistance,

III. Medical care guides and
reports.

Present law

H.R. 12580

For Federal matching purposes excludes any
money or vendor medical care payments for
persons who have been diagnosed as having
tuberculosis or psychosis and are patients
in medical institutions as a result thereof.
No provision.

Extends definition by making exclusion appli
cable only to pulmonary tuberculosis or
psychosis.
Bill: Sec. 601.
Provides that the Secretary would develop and
revise from time to time guides or recom
mended standards as to the level, content,
and quality of medical care and medical
services for the use of the States in evaluat
ing and improving their public assistance
medical care programs and their programs
of medical assistance for the aged. For this
purpose, the Secretary would also be
directed to secure information from the
States on their medical care and medical
services under these programs and to publish
these reports and other necessary informa
tion.
Bill: Sec. 705.

AID TO BLIND
(Public Assistance)
I. Temporary extension of
certaln special provisions
relating to State plans
for aid to the blind.

II. Earnings exemption
recipients.

for

Temporary legislation (sec. 344(b) of the
Social Security Amendments of 1950)
relates to the approval by the Secretary of
certain State plans for aid to the blind
which do not meet in full the require
ments of clause (8) of sec. 1002(a) of title
X relating to the "needs" test. Expires
June 30, 1961.
State agency must, in determining need, take
into consideration income and resources of
individuals, except that State must disregard the first $50 per month ($600 per
year) of earned income,

Postpones termination date until June 30, 1964.
Bill: Sec. 706.

Until July 1, 1961, the States may,disregard the
first $1,000 of annual earned income, plus
one-half of annual earned income in excess
of $1,000 in lieu of the monthly exemption
contained in existing law. After June 30,
1961, the States must use this annual exemp
tion in lieu of the monthly exemption con
tained in existing law.
Bill: Sec. 710.
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MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE SERVICES
Item

Present law

I. Maternal and child health
services:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation.
B. Allotment to
States.

C. Special
grant..

project

II. Crippled children's serv
ices:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation.
B. Allotment
States.

to

C. Special project
grants.

As reported

Authorizes $21,500,000 per year------------- Authorizes $25 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Bill: Sec.
Out of the sum appropriatedSubstitutes $12,500,000 for $10,750,000 in both
1. $10,750,000 shall be allotted as follows:
1 and 2 and also provides that the uniform
to each State a uniform base grant of $60,000
grant in 1 be increased from $60,000 to
and the remainder in the proportion of live $70,000.
births in that State to the whole United States. Bill: Sec. 707.
2. The other $10,750,000 is allotted accord
ing to the financial need of each State after
taking into consideration the number of live
births in that State [proportionate reduction
in amounts if full authorized sum is not ap
propriated).
No specific provision in the law------------- Adds provision that not more than 25 percent
of the sums under B-2 (above) shall be avail
able for grants to State health agencies, and
to public or other nonprofit institutions of
higher learning for special projects of region
al or national significance which may con
tribute to the advancement of maternal and
child health.
Bill: Sec. 707.
Authorizes $20 million per year------------- Authorizes $25 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Bill: Sec. 707.
Same as I-B above.
Out of the sum appropriated1. $10 million shall be allotted as fol
lows: to each State $60,000 and the re
malnder according to need after taking into
consideration the number of crippled chil
dren in each State in need of services and
the cost of furnishing such services.
2. The other $10 million according to
need of' State as determined after taking
into consideration the number of crippled
children in each State in need of services
and the cost of furnishing such services to
them.
No specific provision in the law------------- Same as I-C above.
Bill: Sec. 707.

19
MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE SERVICE.S,-Continued
Item

Present law

III. Child welfare services:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation.
B. Al110t men t to
States,

C. Research
demonstration
ects.

and
proj-

Authorizes $17 million per year.
Out of the sum appropriated allots to a State'
such portion of $60,000 as the amount ap
propriated bears to the amount authorized
to be appropriated. The remainder of sums
appropriated shall be allotted so that each
State shall have an amount which bears the
same ratio to the total remainder as the
product of (1) the population of. each State
under the age of 21 and (2) the allotment
percentage (based on relative per capita
income) bears to the-sum of the correspond
ing products of all the States.
No provision.

H.R. 12580 as reported

Authorizes $25 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1981.
Bill: Sec. 707.
Changes the $60,000 to $70,000.
Bill: Sec. 707.

Authorizes appropriation for grants by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to public or other nonprofit institutions of
higher learning and to public and nonprofit
agencies and organizations engaged in re
search or child welfare activities, for special
research or demonstration projects for the
demonstration of new methods or facilities
which show promise of substantial contribu
tion to the advancement of child welfare.
Bill: Sec. 707.

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)
I. Federal unemployment
account.

At the end of each fiscal year, after Federal and
State administrative expenses have been
paid, any excess net Federal unemployment
tax receipts are earmarked and placed in the
Federal unemployment account to maintain
a balance of $200 million in that account.
This account is used to make advances to
the States with depleted reserve accounts.
Any excess receipts not required to maintain
the $200 million balance in the Federal un
employment account are allocated to the
trust accounts of the various States in the
proportion that their covered payrolls bear
to the aggregate of all the States.

The amount authorized as a balance in the
Federal unemaployment account is increased
to $500 million.
Bill: Sec. 501(a).
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EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)-Continued
Item
II. Advances to States:
A. Eligibility for
advances,

B. Amount of advances.

C. Repayment of
advances,

Present law

H.R. 12580 as reported

A State whose reserve account at the end of* A State's eligibility for advances (applied for
any quarter is less than the amount of beneafter enactment) may be determined at any
fits paid in the last four preceding quarters
time. Advances will be made only if in the
may apply for an advance from the Fedaccount of the State requesting an advance
eral unemployment account,
the sum of reserves on hand plus expected
tax receipts will be inadequate to meet the
expected level of benefit payments during
the current or following month.
Bill: Sec. 502(a).
A State is advanced the amount specified in Advances will be made in amounts which the
the State's application but such amount
Secretary of Labor estimates will be remay not exceed the largest amount of benequired to pay compensation during the curfits paid by it in any one of the last four
rent or following month, including amounts
preceding quarters,
to cover unexpected contingencies. The
aggregate amount of loans approved by the
Secretary of Labor may not exceed the
amount available for advances in the Fed
eral unemployment account.
Bill: Sec. 502(a).
The Governor of any State may at any time Same as present law.
request that funds be transferred from the
State's account to the Federal unemploy
ment account in repayment of part or all of
the balance of advances made to the State.
If an advance to any State has been outstand- If an advance to any State made after enact
ing at the beginning of four consecutive
ment is outstanding at the beginning of two
years, the employers' credit in that State
consecutive years, the employers' credit in
against the Federal tax is reduced from
that State against the Federal tax is reduced
2.7% to 2.55%. This increase in the net
from 2.7% to 2.4%. During successive
Federal tax is used to pay off the advance.
years in which the advance is outstanding
During successive years in which the adthe employers' credit is reduced by an
vance is outstanding the employers' credit
additional 0.3% a year. If. a State repays
is reduced by an additional 0.15% a year.
outstanding advances by Nov. 10 of any
If a State repays outstanding advances by
year the reduced credit provisions do not
Dec. 1 of any year the reduced credit procome into operation for that year.
visions do not come into operation for that
year.

21
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)-Continued
H.R. 12580 as reported

Present law

Item

f03
eri
diint
h euto
diint
h euto
f03
eri
employers' tax credit against the Federal
two other possible credit reductions are
provided. The first provides that beginning
in the third year in which an advance is out
standing the maximum employers' credit is
reduced by the amount, if any, by which the
average employer contribution rate in the
preceding year was less than 2.7%. The
second credit reduction provides that in the
fifth year in which an advance is outstanding
if the State's benefit-cost rate over the pre
ceding five years is higher than 2.7% then
the employers' credit shall be reduced by the
amount, if any, by which the State's average
contribution rate in the preceding year is less
than such benefit-cost rate.
Bill: Sec. 503.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
L.COVERAGE

Item

Prior law

A. Self-employed------------- Covers aUl self-employed if they have net
earnings from self-employment of S4010 a
year except that certain types of income,
including dividends, interest, sale of capi
tal assets, and rentals from real estate (in
cluding certain rentals paid in crop sharessee item 3, "Farm operators") are not
covered unless received by dealers in real
estate and securities in the course of busi
ness dealings.
1. Professional groups.-- Cover., all professional groups except physicians.
2. Ministers------------ C'overs duly ordained, commissioned or
licensed ministers, Christian Science prac
titioners, and members of religious orders
(other than those who have taken a vow of
poverty) serving in the United States, and
those serving outside the country who are
citizens and either working for U.S. em
ployers or serving a congregation predomi
nantly made up of U.S. citizens. Coverage
is available under the self-employment
coverage provisions on an individual volun
tary basis regardless of whether they are
employees or self-employed.
Allows election of coverage for present ministers by filing of certificate generally until
Apr. 15, 1959.

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.
-Nochange except-

Extends the period of time generally through
Apr. 15, 1962, within which present ministers
may elect coverage.
Permits the validation of coverage of certain
clergymen who filed tax returns reporting
self-employment earnings from the ministry
for certain years after 1954 and before 1960
even though, through error, they had not
filed waiver certificates effective for those
years. Waiver certificate must be filed and
taxes for these years must be paid by Apr.
15, 1962. Permits ministers who elected
coverage beginning with 1957 to obtain cov
erage for 1956 by filing supplemental cer
tificates (and paying taxes) on or before Apr.
15, 1962.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Contiued
I. COVERAGE-Continued

Item

A. Self-employed-Continued
3. Farm operators ----

Prior law

overs farm operators on the same basis as
other self-employed persons except that
farm operators whose annual gross earnings
are $1,800 or less can report either their
actual net earnings or 66% percent of their
gross earnings.
Farmers whose annual gross earnings are over
$1,800 report their actual net earnings if
over $1,200, but if actual net earnings are
less than $1,200, they may report $1,200.
Rentals from real estate are not creditable as
self-employment earnings, but if landlord
under arrangements with tenant or share
farmer participates materially in the pro
duction of, or in the management of the
crops or livestock on his land, the income is
covered.
4. Public officials ---Excludes individuals performing functions of
public officials.
5. Newspaper vendors. C'overs individuals over 18 who buy newspapers and magazines at one price and sell
them at another regardless of whether they
are guaranteed minimum compensation or
may return unsold papers and magazines.
B. Employees--------------- Covers employees including certain agent or
commission drivers, life insurance salesmen,
homeworkers, traveling salesmen, and
officers of corporations regardless of the
common-law definition of employee.
1. Agricultural workers. Covers agricultural workers who either (1) are
paid $150 or more in cash wages in a calen
dar year by an employer or (2) perform
agricultural labor for an employer on 20
days or more during the calendar year for
cash wages computed on a time basis.
Farmworkers who are recruited and paid
by a crew leader shall be deemed to be em
ployees of the crew leader if such crew
leader is not, by written agreement, desig
nated to be an employee of the owner or
tenant and if such crew leader is custom
arily engaged in recruiting and supplying
individuals to perform agricultural labor;
under such circumstances the crew leader
shall be deemed to be self-employed.
And excludes:
a. Xlexican contract workers.
b. Workers lawfully admitted to the
United States from the Bahamas, Jamaica,
and other islands in the British West Indies
or from any other foreign country or its
possessions, on a temporary basis to perform
agricultural labor.

Law as amended bVISocial Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.

No change.
No change.

-Nochange.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
I. COVERAGE-Continued

Prior law

Item

B. Employees--Continued
2. Domestic workers---

Covers persons performing domestic -service
in private nonfarm homes if they receive
$50 or more during a calendar quarter
from 1 employer. Noncash remuneration
is excluded.
Excludes students perfortning domestic serv
ice in clubs or fraterrities if enrolled and
regularly attending classes at a school,
college or university.
3. Casual labor ------- Covers cash remuneration for service not in
the course of the employer's trade or busi
ness if the remuneration is $50 or more
from 1 employer during a calendar quarter.
4. State and local Covers employees of State and local governments provided the individual State enters
government eminto an agreement with the Federal Gov
ployees.
ernment to provide such coverage, with the
following special provisions:
a. States have the option of covering or
excluding employees in any class of elective
position, part-time position, fee-basis position, or performing emergency services.
b. Ezcludes the services of the following
persons, specifying that they cannot be in
cluded in a State agreement and cannot,
therefore, be covered:
(1) employees on work relief projects;
(2) patients and inmates of institutions
who are employed by such institutions;
(3) services of the types which would
be excluded by the general coverage pro
visions

Law as amended by Social 'Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.

No change.

Allows Nebraska to exclude prospectively cer
tain justices of the peace and certain constables, compensated on fee basis who were
previously covered by the State agreement.
No change.

of the law if they were performed

for a private employer, except that agri
cultural and student services in this cate
gory may be covered at the option of the
State.
c. Employees who are in positions coyered under an existing State or local retire
ment system (except policemen and firemen
in most States) may be covered under State
agreements only if a referendum is held by a
secret written ballot, after not less than 90
days' notice, and if the majority of eligible
employees under the retirement system vote
in favor of coverage. The Governor of a
State must personally certify that certain
Social Security Act requirements under the
referendum procedure have been properly
carried out. In most States, all members
of a retirement system (with minor excep
tions) must be covered if any members are
covered.

No change except

Permits the Governor of a State to delegate to
a designated State official the making of the
certifications required under the referendum
procedure.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
I. COVERAGE-Continued

Item

B. Employees--Continued
4. State and local
government employees-Con.

Prior law

Employees of any institution of higher
learning (including a junior college or a
teachers' college) under a retirement system
can, if the State so desires, be covered as a
separate coverage group, and 1 or more
political subdivisions may be considered as
a separate coverage group even though its
employees are under a statewide retirement
system.
In addition, employees whose positions
are covered by a retirement system but who
are not themselves eligible for membership
in the system could be covered without a
referendum. Employees who are members
or who have an option to join more than 1
State or local retirement system cannot be
covered unless all such retirement systems
are covered.
Individuals in positions under retirement
systems on Sept. 1, 1954, are precluded from
obtaining coverage under the nonretirement
system coverage provisions.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Allows employees of a municipal or county hos
pital to be treated as a separate coverage
group if the State so desires.

Permits California to cover, before 1962, persons employed by a hospital in 1957, 1958,
or 1959 in positions removed, after Sept. 1,
1954 and before 1960, from retirement sys
tem coverage for whom social security taxes
were erroneously paid. Hospital employ
ment before 1960 on which taxes were paid
and all subsequent hospital employment
could be covered.

Exceptions to general law concerning coverage
in named States:
(1) Split-sysatem provision.-Author- Adds Texas to the list.
izes California, Connecticut, Florida, Also provides that where an individual who has
chosen not to be covered under the divided
Georgia, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minneretirement system provision becomes a mem
sota, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylber of a different retirement system group
vania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vermont,
which has elected coverage because of the
Washington, and Wisconsin, and all interstate instrumentalities, at their option, to
annexation of the employing political subdivision by another political subdivision, or
extend coverage to the members of a
through some other action taken by a politi
State retirement system by dividing such
cal subdivision, such individual will continue
a system into 2 divisions, 1 to be comto be excluded from coverage.
posed of those persons who desire coverage and the other of those persons who do
not wish coverage, provided that new
members of the retirement system cover
age group are covered compulsorily. Also
authorizes similar treatment of political
subdivision retirement systems of these
States.

5
OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
I. COVERAGE-Continued

Item

B. Employees-Continued
4. State and local
government employees-Con.

Prior law

(2) Policemen and firemen.-Allows
the States of Alabama, California, Flor
ida, Georgia, Hawaii, Kansas, Maryland,
New York, North Carolina, North Da
kota, Oregon, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont, and Wash
ington and all interstate instrumentalities
to make coverage available to policemen
and firemen in those States, subject to the
same conditions that apply to coverage of
other employees who are under State and
local retirement systems, except that
where the policemen and firemen are in a
retirement system with other classes of
employees the policemen and firemen
may, at the option of the State, hold a
separate referendum and be covered as a
separate group.
(3) Employees of unemployment cornpensation system8.-Authorizes Florida,
Georgia, Minnesota, North Dakota, Penn
sylvania, Washington, and Hawaii, at
their option, to cover their employees who
are paid wholly or partly from Federal
funds under the unemployment compen
sation provisions of the Social Security
Act-either by themselves or with the
other employees of the department of the
State in which they are employed-after
complying with the referendum pro
visions.
(4) Nonprofessional school employees
and teachers (1958 amendments) .- Allows
State of Maine until July 1, 1960, to treat
the positions of teachers (and other related
positions) and the positions of other
members of the same retirement system
as separate systems for coverage purposes.
d. Coverage on a compulsory basis is
provided for employees of certain publicly
owned transportation systems.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Adds Virginia to the list.

No change.

Extends cutoff date to July 1, 1961.;
Validation of coverage.-Validatesthe coverage
of certain teachers and school administra
tive personnel who, for the period Mar. 1,
1951, to Oct. 1, 1959, were reported under
the Mississippi coverage agreement as State
employees, rather than as employees of the
various school districts in Mississippi.
No change.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
L COVERAGE-Continued

Item

B. Employees-Continued
4. State and local
government employees-Con.

5. Employees of nonprofit organizations.

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

e. States liability- for con~tributions.-States Permits States to treat all covered public emmust pay contributions based on covered
ployment on which the State bears the cost
public employment equal to the taxes which
of the employer contribution as employment
would be imposed if that employment were
for the same employer for purpose of com
for a nongovernmental employer. No
puting its contribution liability.
statute of limitations applicable.
Effective date: Wages paid after date selected
by State but if use of provision agreed to
before 1962, cannot be prior to 1957; if use
of provision agreed to after 1961, cannot be
prior to the 1st, day of year of agreement.
Provides time limitation on period for assessing
and refunding contributions similar to that
in private industry.
Effective date: Jan. 1, 1962.
Provides procedure for States to contest in
Federal district courts any Federal decision
affecting contribution liability.
Effective date: Jan. 1, 1962.
f. Effective date of cove, age agreementt.An Allows agreements or modifications made after
agreement, or modification of an agreement,
1959 to begin as early as 5 years before the
agreed to prior to 1960 could be made effecyear in which an agreement is made, but no
tive as early as Jan. 1, 1956. Agreements
earlier than Jan. 1, 1956. Where a retireor modifications made after 1959 could only
ment system is covered as a single retirebe made retroactive to the 1st day of the
ment system coverage group, permits the
year in which they were agreed to. CoverState to provide different beginning dates
age must begin on the same date for all
for coverage of the employees of different
persons in a coverage group.
political subdivisions.
Covers employees of religious, charitable, edu
cational, and other nonprofit organizations
(which are exempt from income tax and are
described in sec. 501(c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code) on a voluntary basis ifa. the employer organization certifies
that it desires to extend coverage to its em
ployees, and,
b. at least % of the organization's em- Eliminates requirement that 3%
of the employees
ployees concur in the filing of a waiver cerconcur in filing a certificate.
tificate. Employees may concur by signing Effective date: Certificates filed after Sept. 13,
a list or supplemental list which is filed
1960.
within 24 months after the quarter in which
the certificate is filed. Employees who do
not concur in the filing of the certificate are
not covered except that all employees hired
after a certificate becomes effective are
covered.
Waiver certificate may be made effective
at the option of the organization on the 1st
day of the quarter in which the certificate is
filed, the 1st day of the succeeding quarter,
or the 1st day of any of the 4 quarters pre
ceding the quarter in which the certificate is
filed.
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I. COVERAGE-Continued

Item

B. Employees-Continued
5. Employees of nonprofit organizations-Con.

Prior law

Employees of nonprofit organizations
who are in positions covered by State and
local retirement systems and are members
or eligible to become members of such systems must be treated apart from those not
in such positions. Certificates must be filed
separately for each group and % of the em
ployees in each group must concur in the
filing of its certificate. All new employees
who belong to a group for which a certificate
has been filed are automatically covered,
and new employees who belong to a group
for which a certificate has not been ifiled are
not covered.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-7'78) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Eliminates requirement that %of the employees
in the group concur in filing a certificate.
Effective date: Certificates filed after Sept. 13,
1960.

Validates coverage based on wages for services
performed after 1950 and before July 1, 1960,
by certain employees of nonprofit organiza
tions where the organization has been report
ing and paying taxes but did not comply
with certain provisions of the law: i.e., failed
to file a certificate, filed it too late to cover
employees who had left, or failed to obtain
the signatures of employees who wished cov
erage.
Effective date: No benefits payable or in
creased for September 1960 or prior month;
no lump sum death payment payable or in
creased if individual died prior to Sept. 13,
1960.
Validates upon request before Apr. 16, 1962,
coverage based on earnings erroneously re
ported as self-employment income for tax
able years ending after 1954 and before 1962
by certain lay missionaries (and others).
Effective date: No benefits payable or in
creased for September 1960 or prior month;
no lump sum death payment payable or in
creased if individual died prior to Sept. 13,
1960.
6. Federal employees-

Excludes employees of the United States or its
instrumentalities ifa. they are covered by a retirement system established by Federal law; or
b. they perform services
(1) as the President, Vice President,
or a Member of Congress;
(2) in the legislative branch;
(3) in a penal institution as an inmate;
(4) as certain internes, student nurses,
and other student employees of Federal
hospitals;

No change.
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L. COVERAGE-Continued

Item

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

B. Employees-Continued
6. Federal employees-Continued

(5) as employees on a temporary basis
in disaster situations;
(6) as employees not covered by the
Civil Service Retirement Act because
they are subject to another retirement
system (other than the retirement sys
tem of the Tennessee Valley Authority);
c. the instrumentality has been specifi
cally exempted by statute from the em
ployer tax; or
d. the instrumentality was exempt from
the employer tax on Dec. 31, 1950, and its
employees are covered by its retirement
system.
Covers the following Federal employees ex
cepted from the exclusion in 6-d unless they
are excluded on the basis of one of the other
provisions:
a. employees of a corporation which is
wholly owned by the United States;
b. employees of a national farm loan
association, a production credit association,
a Federal Reserve bank, or a Federal credit
union;
c. employees (not compensated by funds
appropriated by Congress) of the post ex
changes of the various armed services (in
cluding the Coast Guard) and other similar
organizations at military installations;
d. employees of a State, county, or com
munity committee under the Production
and Marketing Administration.
7. Students, internes, Excdudes:
a. students in the employ of a school,
and nurses in
college, or university if enrolled and regu
schools and hoelarly attending classes;
pitals.
b. student nurses employed by a hospital
or nurses training school if enrolled and
regularly attending classes;
c. internes in the employ of a hospital if
they have completed a 4-year course in an
approved medical school. (Students may
be covered as employees of State or local
governments at option of the State under
State agreements. See 4b(3), p. 3.
8. Newsboys -------- Covers individuals 18 and over who deliver and
distribute newspapers or shopping news,
but covers individuals under 18 only if they
deliver or distribute such publications to
points for subsequent delivery or distribu
tion.

No change.

No change.
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I. COVERAGE-Continued

Item

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

B. Employees-Continued
9. Members of the
Armed Forces

10. Railroad
ees.

employ-

Covers members of the uniformed services,
after December 1956, while on active duty
(including active duty for training), with
contributions and benefits computed on
basic military pay.
Noncontributory wage credits of $160 per
month are granted, in general, for each
month of active service in the Armed Forces
of the United States during the World War
II period (Sept. 16, 1940-July 24, 1947) and
during the postwar emergency period (July
25, 1947-Dec. 31, 1956).
Extends the noncontributory wage credits
to certain American citizens who, prior to
Dec. 9, 1941, entered the active military or
naval service of countries that, on Sept. 16,
1940, were at war with a country with which
the United States was at war during World
War II. Wage credits of $160 would be
provided for each month of such service
performed after Sept. 15, 1940, and before
July 25, 1947. To qualify for such wage
credits, an individual must either have been
a U.S. citizen throughout the period of his
active service or have lost his U.S. citizen
ship solely because of his entrance into such
active service. He must have resided in
the United States for at least 4 years during
the 5-year period ending on the day of his
entrance into such active service and must
have been domiciled in the United States on
such day.
Under coordination provisions contained in
the Railroad Retirement Act: (1) employ
ment under both the railroad system and
the old-age and survivors insurance system
is counted for purposes of survivor benefits
under either system; (2) railroad employ
ment of workers with less than 10 years of
railroad service is credited under the Social
Security Act and the benefits based on
such employment are payable under this
act; and (3) provision is made for mutual
reimbursement between the 2 systems in
order to place the old-age and survivors
insurance trust fund in the same position
in which it would have been if railroad
service after 1936 had been counted as
social-security employment.

No change.

No change.
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L COVERAGE-Continued

Item

B. Employees-Continued
11. Family employment.

Prior law

Ezcludes persons in the employ of a son,
daughter, or spouse; or child under 21, if
in the employ of a parent.

12. E m p1I o y e e s o f
Communist organizations.

&cludes from coverage employees of any organization which is registered, or against
which there is a final order of the Sub
versive Activities Control Board to register,
under the Internal Security Act as a
Communist-action, a Communist-front, or
Communist-infiltrated organization.
C. Geographical scope -------- Covers the 50 States, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands, and the District of Columbia.

&cludes the following from coverage within
the United States:
a. Nonresident aliens engaged in selfemployment.
b. Employees of foreign governments
and their instrumentalities,

c. Employees of international organizations entitled to certain privileges under the
International Organizations Immunities
Act.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Covers parents in the employ of a son or
daughter, but not if it is domestic service
performed in the home of the son or daughter
or other work not in the course of the son's
or daughter's trade or business.
Effective as to services after 1960.
No change.

Extends coverage to Guam and American
Samoa.
Effective for employees, except governmental
employees, on JTan. 1, 1961, and for selfemployed for taxable years beginning after
1960.
Coverage of employees of the governments of
Guam and American Samoa-including
members of the legislature, their political
subdivisions, and their wholly owned in
strumentalities-would be on a mandatory
basis rather than under the State-Federal
agreement method.
Coverage will not be extended to governmental
employees until the Secretary of the Treasury
receives a certification from the governors of
these territories that their Governments de
sire such coverage. In no event can this
coverage start before 1961.
Filipino workers who come to Guam under
contract to work temporarily will be ex
cluded from coverage.
The Secretary of the Treasury would have the
tax-collecting authority, and would be
authorized to delegate this function.
No change.
b. Covers U.S. citizens so employed
within the United States on a self-employment
basis. Effective as to taxable years ending
on or after Dec. 31, 1960; for retirement test
purposes effective for taxable years begin-.
ning after date of enactment.
c. Covers as in b. (above).

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued
I. COVERAGE-Continued

Item

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

C. Geographical scope-Con.
d. Employees on foreign registered aircraft or ships who also perform services
while the plane or ship is outside of the
United States, if the employee is not a
citizen of the United States or the employer
is not an American employer.
Coverage outside of the United States is limited
to:
a. American citizens either self-employed
or employed by an American employer, ex
cept ministers outside the United States if
they serve a congregation predominantly
made up of U.S. citizens even though their
employer may not be a U.S. employer.
b. Citizens of the United States em
ployed by certain foreign subsidiaries of
American corporations are covered by vol
untary agreements between the Federal
Government and the parent American com
pany. The domestic corporation can in
clude some or all of its foreign subsidiaries
in the agreement and must agree to pay the
equivalent of both employer and employee
taxes on behalf of the subsidiaries included.
c. Individuals, regardless of citizenship,
who are employed on American registered
ships and aircraft if either the contract of
service was entered into in the United States
or the plane or vessel touches a port in the
United States.

No change.

No change.

II. PROVISIONS RELATING TO DISABILITY
A. Nature of the Provisions
1. Benefits ----------- Provides an insurance benefit for disabled
workers between ages of 50 and 65 meeting
eligibility requirements. Benefits are computed in the same way as retirement benefits and are payable from the Federal disability insurance trust fund.
2. Disability "freeze'Y. Provides that when an individual for whom a
period of disability has been established
dies, or retires, on account of age or dis
ability, his period of disability wili be dis
regarded in determining his eligibility for
benefits and his average monthly wage for
benefit computation purposes.
(See also provisions relating to disabled child's
benefits, pp. 17 and 23.)
61225-O--6---

Eliminates the requirement that an individual
must have attained age 50 in order to be
eligible for benefits.
Effective date: Benefits payable for November
1960 and subsequent months.
No change.
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II. PROVISIONS RELATING TO DISABILITY-Continued

item

Prior law

B. Eligibility requirements
1. Definition --------- For benefits or for the freeze, an individual
must be precluded from engaging in any
substantial gainful activity by reason of a
physical or mental impairment. (For pur
poses of the freeze only a specified degree of
blindness is presumed disabling.) The im
pairment must be medically determinable
and one which can be expected to be of longcontinued and indefinite duration or to re
sult in death.
2. Waiting period----A 6 months' "waiting period" is required
before disability insurance benefits will be
paid. Benefits payable for 7th month,

3. Insured status work
requirement.

C. Disability determiJnations

-

To be eligible an individual must(1) Have at least 20 quarters of coverage
in the 40 quarters ending with the quarter
in which the period of disability begins;
(2) be fully insured.

In administering the disability provisionsa. The Secretary enters into contractual
agreements under which State vocational
rehabilitation agencies, or other appropriate
State agencies, make determinations of
disability.
b. The Secretary is authorized to make
determinations of disability for individuals
who are not covered by State agreements.
c. The Secretary may, on his own motion,
review a State agency determination that a
disability exists and may, as a result of such
review, find that no disability exists or that
the disability began later than determined
by the State agency.
d. Any individual who is dissatisfied with
a determination, whether made by a State
agency or by the Secretary, has the right to
a hearing and to judicial review as provided
in the law.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.

Eliminates requirement of a second 6 months'
waiting period by providing for payment of
benefits beginning with the 1st full month of
disability to worker who becomes disabled
within 60 months (5 years) after termination
of disability insurance benefits or a period
of disability.
Effective date: Benefits payable for September
1960 and subsequent months.
Provides alternative insured status requirement for individuals who have(1) 20 quarters of coverage (at least 6
earned after 1950), and
(2) quarters of coverage in all calendar
quarters elapsing after 1950 and before quar
ter of disability.
Effective date: Benefits payable for October
1960 and subsequent months.
No change.
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HI. PROVISIONS RELATING TO DISABILITY-Continued
Item

Prior law

D. Administrative expenses----. Appropriations are authorized from the oldage and survivors insurance trust fund to
reimburse State agencies for necessary costs
incurred in making disability determina
tions for disability "freeze" purposes and
from the disability insurance trust fund for
determinations for benefit purposes.
E. Rehabilitation ------------ The policy of Congress is stated that disabled
persons applying for a determination of dis
ability be promptly referred to State voca
tional rehabilitation agencies for necessary
rehabilitation services. The act provides
for deduction of benefits for refusal, with
out good cause, to accept rehabilitation
services available under a State plan ap
proved under the Vocational Rehabilita
tion Act, in such amounts as the Secretary
shall determine.
A member or adherent of a recognized church
or religious sect that relies on spiritual heal
ing who refuses rehabilitation services is
deemed to have done so with good cause.
A disabled person who is receiving rehabilitation services from a State vocational rehabilitation agency and returns to work shall
not, for at least 1 year after his work first
started, be regarded as able to engage in
substantial gainful activity solely by reason
of such work,

F. Suspension of benefits based
on disability,

If the Secretary believes that the disability no
longer exists, he may suspend benefits pend
ing his disability determination or that of
the appropriate State agency.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)
No change.

No change except-

Broadens present provision to aliow, in effect,
a 12-month trial work period for all disabil
ity beneficiaries (including childhood disa
bility beneficiaries) who attempt to work.
If, after 9 months of trial work (not neces
sarily consecutive), the beneficiary has
demonstrated that he is able to engage in any
substantial gainful activity, he will receive
benefits for an additional 3 months. (Only
1 trial work period permitted for each period
of disability: no additional trial work period
for persons disabled a 2d time within 60
months.)
Any beneficiary-whether or not he attempted
to work-whose condition has improved so
that he is able to engage in substantial gain
ful activity-will be given an additional 3
months of benefits as above.
Effective date: October 1960.
No change.
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M. BENEFIT CATEGORIES
Item

A. Workers and their depend
ents:
1. Worker-old age--.-

Prior law

Payable at age 65 to fully insured retired male
worker. Payable at age 62 to fully insured
retired female worker, but on an actuarially
reduced basis. Her benefit is reduced by
5/9th of 1 percent for each month she is
entitled to receive a benefit before age 65
the total reduction is 20 percent if she begins
drawing benefits at age 62. The reduced
amount is permanent, continuing after she
reaches age 65.
A woman who is entitled to an old-age insur
ance benefit prior to 65 and is eligible
for a wife's benefit at the same time will be
deemed to have filed application for both
benefits. The appropriate reduction factor
would be applied to each benefit separately,
and the reduced benefits would be adjusted
against each other so that, in effect, the
larger of the 2 benefits would be paid. In
the case where a woman is entitled to a
reduced old age insurance benefit and sub
sequently becomes entitled to a wife's
benefit, the latter benefit would be reduced
to take into account the fact that benefits
were already drawn at an earlier age.
No reduction in benefits for dependents and
survivors of women workers who elect
reduced benefits.
2. Wife-------------- When a worker receives old-age or disability
insurance benefits, wife's insurance benefits
are payable upon filing application if
the wife (as defined below) of the retired
workera. has reached age 62 or, if under 62, has
in her care (individually or jointly with her
husband) at the time of filing the applica
tion, a child entitled to a child's insurance
benefit on the basis of the wages and selfemployment income of her husband;
b. is not entitled to an old-age or dlis
ability insurance benefit based on her own
earnings equal to or greater than the
amount she would be entitled to as the
wife of the worker.
Full benefits paid to the wife at age 65,
but on an actuarially reduced basis if she
claims at age 62. Her benefit is reduced
by 2/56 of 1 percent for each month she is
entitled to receive a benefit before age 65-
the total reduction is 25 percent if she
begins drawing benefits at age 62. The
reduced amount is permanent, continuing
after she reaches age 65.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.

No change.
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HII. BENEFIT CATEGORIES-Continued

Item

A. Workers and their depend
ent&-Continued
2. Wife-Continued

Definition of wife---.

Prior law

A woman who is entitled to a wife's bene
fit prior to 65 and is eligible for an old-age
insurance benefit at the same time will be
deemed to have filied application for both
benefits. The appropriate reduction factor
would be applied to each benefit separatcly,
and the reduced benefits would be adjusted
against each other so that, in effect, the
larger of the 2 benefits would be paid. In
the case where a woman is entitled to a re
duced wife's benefit and subsequently be
comes entitled to her own old-age insurance
benefit, the latter benefit would be reduced
to take into account the fact that benefits
were already drawn at an earlier age.
A woman who has a child in her care en
titled to a child's insurance benefit will con
tinue to receive an unreduced wife's benefit.
Termination of benefits:
No benefits paid for the month (or sub
sequent months) that the wife dies, her
husband dies, they are divorced a vinculo
matrimonii (an absolute divorce), no child
of her husband is entitled to a child's bene
fit and the wife has not attained retirement
age, the wife becomes entitled to an oldage insurance benefit which is as much as
her wife's benefit, or her husband is no
longer entitled to a disability benefit and
is not entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit.
Means the wife of the individual but only if
she (1) is the mother of his son or daughter,
or (2) was married to him for at least 3 years
immediately preceding application or (3)
she was actually or potentially entitled to
widow's, parent's, or disabled child's benefit
in the month prior to month of marriage.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Duration of marriage requirement reduced from
3 years to 1 year.
Provides that certain invalid marriages to
insured workers will not result in ineligibil
ity. The woman must have gone through
the marriage ceremony with worker in the
belief it would create a valid marriage, the
marriage would have been valid if there had
been no impediment, and the couple must
have been living together at time of applica
tion. An impediment is an obstacle result
ing from a previous marriage--its dissolu
tion or lack of dissolution-or one which re
sults from a defect in the procedure followed
in connection with the purported marriage.
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INSURANCE--Continued

III. BENEFIT CATEGORIES-Continued

Item

A. Workers and their depend
ents-Continued
3. Dependent husband..

Prior law

When a woman worker receives old-age insurance or disability insurance benefits and in
addition is currently insured, husband's in
surance benefits are payable upon filing ap
plication if the husbanda. has reached age 65;
b. was receiving at least % of his support
from his wife at the time she became entitled
to benefits and ifiled proof of such support
within 2 years after she became so entitled
(an additional period of 2 years is author
ized if there was failure to file for good
cause);
Husband's Y2 of support requirement
upon wife who had a period of disability in
effect at the time she became entitled to
old-age or disability insurance benefits could
be met either at the time of her entitlement
or at the time of the beginning of her period
of disability. Proof of such support must
be filed within 2 years of either the time the
wife (1) applied for the period of disability
or (2) became entitled to benefits, whichever
was applicable.
The support requirement would not be
applicable in the case of a husband who was
actually or potentially entitled to a wid
ower's, parent's, or disabled child's banefit
for the month prior to the month that he
married his wife.
c. is not entitled to an old-age or dis
ability insurance benefit based on his own
earnings equal to or greater than the amount
he would be entitled to as the dependent
husband of the worker.
A woman worker would not have to be
currently insured if her husband, in the
month prior to their marriage, was actually
or potentially entitled to a widower's,
parent's, or disabled child's benefit.
Termination of benefits:

No benefits paid for the month (or sub
sequent months) that either the husband
dies, his wife dies, they are divorced a
vinculo matrimonii (an absolute divorce),
he becomes entitled to an old-age or dis
ability insurance benefit which is as much
as the husband's benefit, or his wife is no
longer entitled to a disability benefit and
is not entitled to an old-age benefit.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.
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III. BENEFIT CATEGORIES-Continued

Item

Prior law

A. Workers and their depend
ents-Continued
3. Dependent husbandContinued
Definition of husband- Means the husband of an individual but only
if he (1) is the father of her son or daughter,
or (2) was married to her not less than 3
years immediately preceding the date he
applied for benefits, or (3) if, in the month
prior to the month of his marriage, he was
actually or potentially entitled to a widower's, parent's, or disabled child's benefit.

4. Child ------------- When a worker receives old-age or disability
insurance benefits, child's insurance benefits
are payable to the child of the worker (in
cluding a stepchild or adopted child as
defined below) upon filing application ifa. the child is unmarried and either
under 18 or is under a disability (as deter
mined under definition and procedures pre
scribed for disability benefits and "freeze"
see p. 12) which began before he attained
the age of 18; and
b. the child is dependent on the worker
at time of application.
If the worker had in effect a period of
disability at the time he became entitled to
old-age or disability insurance benefits, the
dependency of the child could be determined
either at the beginning of the period of dis
ability or when the worker became entitled
to benefits.
Benefits are payable only if worker died
after 1939.
Termination of benefits:
No benefits paid for the month (and subsequent months) that the child either dies,
marries, is adopted (in some cases), attains
the age of 18 unless disabled, and, if over
18 and disabled, the disability ceases. No
benefit will be paid for month after the
worker is no longer entitled to a disability
benefit and not entitled to an old-age in
surance benefit.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Duration of marriage requirement reduced
from 3 years to 1 year.
Provides that benefits are payable to a person
as the husband of the worker if the person
had gone through a marriage ceremony in
good faith in the belief that it was valid, if
the marriage would have been valid had
there been no impediment, and if the couple
had been living together at the time an
application for benefits is filed. An impedi
ment is an obstacle resulting from a previous
marriage-its dissolution or lack of dissolu
tion-or resulting from a defect in the
procedure followed in connection with the
purported marriage.

Provides benefits for children of workers who
had at least 6 quarters of coverage and who
died before 1940.
A disabled child's benefit will be paid until the
3d month after his disability ends.
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MI. BENEFIT CATEGORIES-Continued

Item

A. Workers and their depend
ents-Continued
4. Child-Continued

Definition of child ---

Definition of dependency, on father,
adopting father,
stepfather, mother,
adopting mother,
and ste pmother.

Prior law

There is an exception to the termination
provision in the case of a disabled child 18
and over who marries an individual entitled
to old-age, disability, widow's, widower's,
disabled child's, mother's, or parent's bene
fit. However, in the case of the marriage of
a woman entitled to disabled child's benefits
to a man entitled to disability insurance
benefits or disabled child's benefits, her ben
efit will end when her spouse is no longer en
titled to his benefits unless he dies or, in case
he was entitled to disability benefits, he be
comes entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit.
The term "child" includes a stepchild who
has been such for at least 3 years immediately preceding the day on which the application for child benefits is filed (if a step~child of the worker is later adopted by the
worker, the child is considered to be an
adopted child during the period the stepchild relationship existed).
A child is considered dependent upon the
father if the father is living with or contrib
uting to the support of the child. However,
even if the father is not living with the child
or contributing to his support, the child, if
legitimate, is considered dependent upon
the father unless the childa. has been adopted by some other indi
vidual, or
b. is living with and receiving more than
of his support from his stepfather.
An adopted child is considered dependent
upon his adopting father under the same
conditions as those which apply to a father
and his natural child.
A child is considered dependent upon his stepfather at the time of filing application for
child's benefits if the child wasa. living with his stepfather; or
b. receiving at least % his support from
his stepfather.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Reduces from 3 years to 1 year the length of
time a stepchild has to be in that relationship
prior to application for benefits.
Also includes as a child or stepchild a child
whose parent entered into a ceremonial marriage with the wage earner which, but for
an impediment, would have been valid.

Deletes (b) so that child may receive benefits
based on earnings of his father even though
he was living with and receiving more than
% of his support from his stepfather.

No change.
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III. BENEFIT CATEGORIES-Continued

Item

A. Workers and their depend
ents-Continued
4. Child-Continued
Definition of dependency-Con.

When dependency determined.

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers:
1. Surviving widow----

Prior law

A child is considered dependent upon his
natural mother or adopting mother at the
time of filing application for child benefits
if such mother wans currently insured when
she became entitled to old-age benefits re
gardless of presence of or support furnished
the child by the father.
Also a child is considered dependent upon his
natural, adopting or stepmother at the time
of filing application for child benefits if she
was living with the child or contributing to
the support of the child and provided the
child was
(1) neither living with, nor receiving
contributions from, his father or adopt
ing father, or
(2) receiving at least ~i of his support
from her.
Child of retired worker must be dependent at
time child applies for benefits.
Child of disabled worker must be dependent at
beginning of period of disability,

Widow's insurance benefits are payable, upon
filing application (no application required
if widow was receiving a mother's insur
ance benefit when she becomes eligible for
widow's benefit) at age 62 if the deceased
worker was fully insured at the time of his
death and the widow (as defined below)
a. has not remarried (marriage deemed
to have not occurred if new husband died
within 1 year of marriage and he was not
fully insured);
b. is not entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit based on her own earnings equal to
or greater than the amount she would be
entitled to as the widow of the deceased
worker.
Benefits are payable only if worker died
after 1939.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.
Permits payment of benefits to child who is
born, becomes the worker's stepchild, or is
adopted after worker becomes disabled. An
adopted child cannot become entitled unless
he was adopted within 2 years after the
month in which the worker became entitled
to disability benefits and adoption proceed
ings had begun in or before the month in
which the worker became entitled to dis
ability benefits or he was living with the
worker in that month.

Provides benefits for widows of worker who had
at least 6 quarters of coverage and who died
before 1940.
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III. BENEFIT CATEGORIES-Continued

Item

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers-Continued
1. Surviving widowContinued

Termination of benefits:
No further benefits paid for the month
(and subsequent months) in which the
widow remarries, dies or becomes entitled
to an old-age insurance benefit in her own
right which equals the amount of her
widow's benefit.
A widow's benefit shall not be ter
minated because of remarriage if the mar
riage is to a person entitled to widower's,
parent's, or disabled child's benefits. How
ever, in case of her remarriage to an indi
vidual entitled to a disabled child's benefit
her widow's benefit would be terminated if
his entitlement ceases (unless by death).
Allows reinstatement of widow's benefit
in the situation where the widow remarries
but the new husband dies within 1 year after
the marriage and was not fully insured.
Widow defined------ The term "widow" means the surviving wife
of a deceased worker, but only if she meets
one of the following conditions:
a. was married to him for not less than
1 year immediately prior to the day on
which he died; or
b. is the mother of his son or daughter; or
c. legally adopted his son or daughter
while married to him and while such son
or daughter was under age 18; or
d. was married to him at the time both
of them legally adopted a child under the
age of 18; or
e. her husband legally adopted her son or
daughter while married to her and while such
son or daughter was under the age of 18; or
f. in the month before her marriage,
she was actually or potentially entitled to
widow's, parent's, or disabled child's insur
ance benefit.
2. Surviving widow Mother's insurance benefits are payable, upon
with children
filing application (no application required
(mother's beneif mother was receiving a wife's insurance
fit).
benefit when she becomes eligible for a
mother's benefit), to the widow of a de
ceased worker if he was currentlyi or fully
insured at time of death and the widowa. has in her care a child of the deceased
worker entitled to child insurance benefits;
b. has not remarried;

Provides that benefits are payable to a person
as the widow of the worker if the person had
gone through a marriage ceremony in good
faith in the belief that it was valid, if the
marriage would have been valid had there
been no impediment, and if the couple had
been living together at the time of the
worker's death. An impediment is an obstacle resulting from a previous marriageits dissolution or lack of dissolution--or
resulting from a defect in the procedure
followed in connection with the purported
marriage.
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Item

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers-Continued
2. Surviving widow
with children
(mother's benefit)
-Continued

Prior law

Exception is made to the no-remarriage
requirement where the widow marries
another individual who dies but she cannot
receive benefits on his earnings record.
c. is not entitled to a widow's insurance
benefit;
d. is not entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit based on her own earnings equal to
or greater than the amount she would be
entitled to as the widow with children of
the deceased worker.
Benefits are payable only if worker died
after 1939.
Termination of benefilts:

3. Surviving former
wife divorce d
(mother's benefit).

No further benefits paid to the widow for
the month (and subsequent months) that
there is no child of the deceased husband
entitled to a child's benefit, the widow is
entitled to an old-age insurance benefit
which is as much as her mother's benefit,
she is entitled to widow's benefits, she re
marries, or she dies.
There is an exception as to the termina
tion provision where the widow marries
another individual and then that individual
dies but she cannot become entitled to
benefits on his earnings.
Provision is made for the reinstatement or
continuation of benefits upon the widow's
marriage to a man entitled to an old-age,
disability, widower's, parent's or disabled
child's benefit. However, if she marries a
man entitled to disability benefits or a dis
abled child's benefits her benefit will termi
nate when he ceases to be entitled to his
benefits unless he dies or, in case he was
entitled to disability benefits, he becomes
entitled to an old-age insurance benefit.
Mother's insurance benefits are payable, upon
filing application, to the former wife di
vorced (as defined below) of a deceased
worker if he was currently or fully insured
at time of death and the former wife di
vorced
a. has in her care a child of the deceased
worker who is her son, daughter, or legally
adopted child entitled to child insurance
benefits payable on the basis of the deceased
worker's wages or self-employment income;

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Provides benefits for widows of workers who
had at least 6 quarters of coverage and who
died before 1940.
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Item

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers-Continued
3. Surviving former
wife divorced
(mother's benefit)
-Continued

Prior law

b. was receiving from the deceased worker
(pursuant to agreement or court order) at
least 34 of her support at the time of his
death.
Provides alternative time that support
requirement can be met where a deceased
husband has a period of disability at his
death-either at the beginning of the period
of disability or at death. Effective for
September 1958 upon application filed after
Aug. 27, 1958.
c. has not remarried.
There is an exception to the remarriage
requirement in the same manner as for the
surviving widow with children (see 2. b.
above).
d. is not entitled to a widow's insurance
benefit; and
e. is not entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit based on her own earnings equal to
or greater than the amount she would be
entitled to as the former wife divorced of
the deceased worker.
Benefits are payable to a former wife
divorced only if worker died fully or currently insured after 1939. (Benefits to
other classes of dependents payable in cases
where death occurred before September
1950 if the worker had at least 6 quarters of
coverage.)
Termination of benefit:
No further benefits paid to the surviving
wife divorced for the month (or subsequent
months) that there is no child of the de
ceased husband entitled to a child's bene
fit, the surviving wife divorced is entitled
to an old-age insurance benefit which is as
much as her mother's benefit, she is entitled
to a widow's benefit, she remarries, or she
dies. Benefits will aiso terminate for a
surviving wife divorced when no son,
daughter, or legally adopted child of hers
is entitled to a child's benefit on the basis
of the deceased husband's earnings.
Same exceptions to termination for re
marriage provisions as are applicable to sur
viving widow with children.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Benefits are payable to a former wife divorced
if worker died before September 1950 and
had at least 6 quarters of coverage even
though he was not insured under the law in
effect at the time he died.
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Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers--Continued
3. Surviving former
wife divorced
(mother's benefit)
-Continued
Formerwife divorced
defined,

The term "former wife divorced" means a
woman divorced from a deceased worker,
but only if she meets 1 of the following con
ditions:
a. is the mother of his son or daughter;
b. legally adopted his son or daughter
while married to him and while such son or
daughter was under age 18; or
c. was married to him at the time both
of them legally adopted a child under the
age of 18; or
d. Her deceased former husband legally
adopted her son or daughter while she was
4 Surviving child------- married to him and while such son or
daughter was under the age of 18.
Child insurancebenefits are payable upon filing
application, to the child (including step
child or adopted child as defined below) of
a deceased worker if he or she was currently
or fully insured and the child-
a. is unmarried and is either under 18 or
under a disability (as determined under
definition and procedures prescribed for dis
ability benefits and "freeze," see p. 12)
which began before the child attained the
age of 18;
b. was dependent (as defined below) upon
the deceased worker at the time of his death.
If the deceased worker had a period of
disability at the time he died, the depend
ency of the child could be determined either
at the beginning of the period of disability
or at the time he died.
Benefits are payable only if worker died
after 1939.
Termination of benefits:
No benefits paid for the month (and sub
sequent months) that the child dies, mar
ries, is adopted (except for adoption by a
stepparent, grandparent, aunt, or uncle
after deceased worker's death), attains the
age of 18 unless disabled, and, if disabled,
the disability ceases.

Provides benefit's for children of worker who
had at least 6 quarters of coverage and who
died before 1940.
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Item

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers--Continued
4. Surviving childContinued

Definition of child ---

Definitionof dependency on father,
adopting father,
stepfather, mother,
adopting mother,
and stepmother.

Prior law

There is an exception to the termination
provision in the case of a disabled child 18
and over who marries an individual entitled
to old-age, disability, widow's, widower's,
disabled child's, mother's, or parent's bene
fits. However, in the case of the marriage
of a woman entitled to a disabled child's
benefit to a man entitled to disability insur
ance benefit or a disabled child's benefit,
her benefit will end when her husband is
no longer entitled to his benefit, unless he
dies or, in the case he was entitled to a
disability benefit, he becomes entitled to an
old-age insurance benefit.
The term "child" includes a stepchild of a deceased worker who has been such a stepchild for at least 1 year immediately preceding the day on which the worker died; the
term "child" also includes an adopted child
of a deceased worker without regard to the
length of time the child has been adopted.
A child is deemed a legally adopted child
if he was living as a member of deceased
worker's household at the date of his death,
was not receiving regular contributions to
ward his support from someone other than
worker or his spouse or from a welfare or
ganization furnishing services or assistance
for children, and the surviving spouse legally
adopts the chiild within 2 years of the work
er's death.
A child is considered dependent upon the
father if the father at the time of his death
was living with or contributing to the support of the child. However, even if the
father at the time of his death was not liv
ing with the child or contributing to his
support, the child, if legitimate, is con
sidered dependent upon the father unless
the childa. had been adopted by some other indi
vidual; or
b. was living with and receiving more
than 3Y2of his support from his stepfather,

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Also includes as child or stepchild a child whose
parent entered into a ceremonial marriage
with the wage earner which, but for an im
pediment, would have been valid.

Deletes (b) so that child may receive benefits
based on earnings of his father even though
he was living with and receiving more than
34 of his support from his stepfather at his
father's death. Effective for September
1960.
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Item

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers-Continued
4. Surviving child-CGon.
Definition of dependency-Continued

5. Surviving dependent widower.

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

An adopted child is considered dependent
upon h~is adopting father under the same
conditions as those which apply to a father
and his natural child.
A child is considered dependent upon his step
father at the time of the stepfather's death
if the child wasa, living with his stepfather; or
b. receiving at least ~~of his support
from his stepfather.
A child is considered dependent upon his
naturalmother or adopting mother at the time
of her death if such mother was currently
insured when she died regardless of presence
of or support furnished the child by the
father.
A child is considered dependent upon his
natural,adopting, or stepmother at the time of
death of such mother if she was living with
or contributing to the support of the child
and provided the child-
a. was neither living with nor receiving
contributions from his father or adopting
father, or
b. was receiving at least Y2 of his support
from her.
Widower's insurancebenefits are payable, upon Eliminates death after 1950 requirement..
filing application, to the widower of a deEffective for October 1960 and subsequent
ceased woman worker who died after 1950
months.
and who was currently and fully insured at
the time of death and the widower (as
defined below)
a. has reached age 65;
b. has not remarried;
c. is not entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit based on his own earnings equal to
or greater than the amount he would be
entitled to as the dependent widower of the
deceased wife;
d. either
(1) was receiving at least ~~of his sup
port from the wife at the time or her
death and filed proof of such support
within 2 years of the date of death; or
(2) was receiving at least Y2of his sup
port from the wife and she was currently
insured at the time she became entitled to
old-age benefits and filed proof of such
support within 2 years after the month
in which she became so entitled.
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Item

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

B. Survivors of deceased work-
ers--Continued
5. Surviving dependent widowerContinued

An additional period of 2 years is author
ized if there was failure to file for good
cause.
There is an alternative date for meeting
support requirement in both (1) and (2)
the beginning of the wife's period of dis
ability-if the wife has such a period of
disability in effect at the time of her entitle
ment to old-age or disability benefits, or at
the time she died, whichever was applicable.
Proof of support in such instances must be
filed within 2 years of her application for a
period of disability, her date of entitlement,
or her death, depending on the time as of
which the support is claimed. For the wid
ower who would not be entitled to benefits
except for the enactment of this provision
proof of support can be filed by September
1960. Provision is also made so that the
support requirement will not be necessary
for the widower if in the month prior to his
marriage to his deceased wife he was ac
tually or potentially entitled to a wid
ower's, parent's, or disabled child's benefit.
Effective for September 1958 upon appli
cation after Aug. 27, 1958.
Termination of benefits:
No further widower's benefits paid for
the month (and subsequent months) that
the widower remarries, dies or becomes en
titled to an old age insurance benefit ex
ceeding his widower's benefit.
There is also exception to the termination
provision where the widower marries a
woman entitled to a widow's, mother's,
parent's or disabled child's benefit.
Widower defined-.--- The term "widower" means the surviving hus
band of a deceased woman worker, but only
if he meets 1 of the following conditions:
a. was married to her for not less than 1
year immediately prior to the date on which
she died; or
b. is the father of her son or daughter; or
c. legally adopted her son or daughter
while married to her and while such son or
daughter was under age 18; or

Provides that benefits are payable to a person
as the widower of the worker if the person
had gone through a marriage ceremony in
good faith in the belief that it was valid, if
the marriage would have been valid had there
been no impediment, and if the couple had
been living together at the time of the
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Item

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers-Continued
5. Surviving dependent
widower-Con.
Widower definedContinued

6. Surviving dependent parent,

Prior law

d. was married to her at the time both of
them legally adopted a child under the age
of 1S; or
e. his deceased wife legally adopted his
son or daughter while he was married to her
and while such son or daughter was under
the age of 18; or
f. the widower was actually or potentially
entitled to widower's, parent's, or disabled
child's benefits in the month before his
marriage to his deceased wife.
Parent's insurance benefits are payable, upon
filing application, to the parent or parents
(as defined below) of a worker who died
after 1939 who was fully insured at the
time of death and the parenta. has reached age 65, if the father, and
62 if the mother;
b. has not remarried after the death of
the worker;
c. was receiving at least % of his or her
support from the worker at the time of the
worker's death and filed proof of such sup
port within 2 years of the date of death (an
additional period of 2 years is authorized if
there was failure to file for good cause):
There is an alternative time at which
support requirement can be shown if de
ceased worker has a period of disability in
effect at the time of death-at beginning of
period of disability or at death. Proof of
such support must be filed within 2 years
after the period of disability began or 2
years after the date of such death.
d. is not entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit based on his or her own earnings
equal to or greater than the amount he or
she would be entitled to as the dependent
parent of the deceased worker.
Termination of benefits:
No further benefits paid to the surviving
parent for the month (or subsequent
months) that he or she dies, remarries, or
becomes entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit which equals or exceeds his or her
parent's benefit.

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

worker's death. An impediment is an
obstacle resulting from a previous marriageits dissolution or lack of dissolution-or re
sulting from a defect in the procedure
followed in connection with the purported
mrnriage.

Eliminates death after 1939 requirement.
Workers dying before 1940 must have had
at least 6 quarters of coverage. Effective
for October 1960 and subsequent months.
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Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amend-.
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

B. Survivors of deceased work
ers-Continued
6. Surviving dependent parent-Con.

Provides exception to the termination
provision for parents marrying individuals
entitled to widow's, widower's, mother's,
parent's, or disabled child's benefit. How
ever, if such parent marries a person entitled
to a disabled child's benefit, the parent's
benefit will be terminated if the individual
loses entitlement otherwise than by death.
Parentdefined---The term "parent" meansa. the mother or father of a deceased
worker;
b. a stepparent of the deceased worker
by a marriage contracted before the worker
attained the age of 16; or
c. an adopting parent who adopted the
deceased worker before he or she reached
age 16.
7. Lump-sum death Upon the death of a worker who died curpayment.
rently or fully insured a lump-sum death
payment is payable to the person whom
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare determines to be the widow or widower of the deceased and to have been living
in the same household with the deceased
at the time of death. If there is no such
person, an amount is payable to any person
or persons to the extent and in the proportion that he or they have paid the burial
expenses for the deceased insured individual,
No payment is made, however, unless application is filed within 2 years after the
date of death. An additional period of
2 years is authorized if there was failure to
file for good cause.
C. Disabled worker---------- See II, p. 11:' Cash disability benefits.

No change.

Allows lump sum to be sent directly to funeral
director for unpaid funeral-homne expenses
on application of person who assumes re
sponsibility for the expenses in cases where
no eligible spouse survives. If any of the
lump sum remains, it is paid to person who
paid funeral bill; if any still remains, to
persons who paid other burial expenses in a
certain order of priority. If no one has
assumed responsibility for payment of burial
expenses within 90 days after worker's death,
lump sum is payable directly to the funeral
director.
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Item

Prior law

A. Average monthly wage----In general, an individual's average monthly
wage for computing his monthly old-age
insurance benefit amount is determined by
dividing the total of his creditable earnings
after the applicable starting date and up to
the applicable closing date, by the number
of months involved. Excluded from this
computation are all months and all earnings in any year any part of which was
included in a period of disability under the
disability "freeze" (except that the months
and earnings in the year in which the period
of disability begins may be included if the
resulting benefit would be higher). Also
excluded from the computation are all
months in any year prior to the year the
individual attained age 22 if less than 2
quarters of such year were quarters of
coverage. Starting dates may be last day
of (1) 1936, or (2) 1950, or, if later, the year
of attainment of age 21.
The closing date may be either (1) the 1st day
of the year the individual died or became
entitled to benefits (2) the 1st day of the
following year or (3) the 1st day of the year
in which he was fully insured and attained
retirement age, whichever results in a higher
benefit.
Applicable starting and closing dates are those
which yield the highest benefit amount,
The minimum divisor is 18 months,
Individuals can "drop out" up to 5 years of
lowest or no earnings in computing average
monthly wage.
Special proviaion&-newo Intended primarily for persons first covered
8tart.
in 1955: An individual who became entitled
to old-age insurance benefits or died in 1956,
and had at least 6 quarters of coverage after
1954, can have starting date of Dec. 31,
1954, and closing date of July 1, 1956, if
that will yield a larger benefit amount.
Intended primarily for persons first covered
in 1956: Individual who becomes entitled
or dies in 1957, and has at least 6 quarters
of coverage after 1955, can have a starting
date of Dec. 31, 1955, and closing date of
July 1, 1957, if that will yield a larger benefit
amount.

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unleSS otherwise noted)
Provides for computation of the average
monthly wage, in retirement cases, on the
basis of a constant number of years, regard
less of when, before age 22, the person
started to work or when, after retirement age
he files application for benefits. The number
of years would be equal to 5 less than the
number of years (excluding years in periods
of disability) elapsing after 1950 or after the
year in which the individual attained age 21,
whichever is later, and up to the year in
which the person was first eligible for old-age
insurance benefits (generally the year in
which he attained retirement age). In death
and disability cases the number of years
would be determined by the date of death or

disability.
In those cases -where a larger benefit would
result (because the individual's best earnings
were in years before 1951) the number of
years would be those elapsing after 1936,
rather than 1950. This alternative is similar
to the 1936 alternative "starting date"
available under prior law in such cases.
The subtraction of 5 from the number of
elapsed years is the equivalent of the dropout
(in prior law) of the 5 years during which the
individual's earnings were the lowest.
The earnings used in the computation would be
earnings in the highest years. Earnings
in years prior to attainment of age 22 or
after attainment of retirement age could be
used if they were higher than earnings in
intervening years. The span of years could
never be less than 2. Generally, the span of
years to be used for the benefit computation
in retirement cases could not be less than
5--the number of years that would have to
be used under the prior law by people who
attain retirement age in 1960.
Effective, in general, on Jan. 1, 1961.
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Prior law

B. Recomputations----------- After a person has become entitled to benefits,
he may, under certain circumstances, have
his "average monthly wage" recomputed if
it will increase his monthly benefit:
(1) Recalculation to correct errors in
original computation.
(2) 1954 work recomputation: Where an
individual who has 6 quarters of coverage
after 1950 returns to work after becoming
entitled to benefits and earns more than
$1,200 in a year, he may have his average
monthly wage recomputed including such
earnings. Survivors are also entitled to any
increase in benefits which would result from
such recomputation.
(3) Dropout recomputation: Beneficiary
who became entitled to benefits prior to the
amendment which allowed a dropout of 5
years of lowest earnings, may have a recoin
putation using the dropout if he has 6
quarters of coverage after June 1953.
Survivors are entitled to any increases which
would result from such a recomputation.
(4) Current year recomputation: An
individual becoming entitled to benefits after
August 1954 may have a recomputation
which will include earnings in the year he
retires if such earnings were not included in
the original calculation.
Survivors are
entitled to any increases which would result
from such a recomputation.
(5) Other recomputations: Provides several recomnputations of limited application.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

The following 4 recomputations, which have
virtually served their purpose and are ob
solete, have been eliminated:
(a) to include 1952 self-employment in
come of people who died or retired in 1952;
(b) to give effect to the 1950 provisions
(largely superseded in 1954) to raise benefits
on account of substantial earnings after
entitlement;
(c) to include earnings in the 6 months
just prior to application for benefits (ob
soleted by 1954 provision to put benefit
computations on an annual basis);
(d) to include for people then already on
the rolls wage credits for post-World War II
military service (first provided in 1952).
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Item

Prior law

C. Benefit formula ----------- The law provides a consolidated benefit table
which is used in determining benefit
amounts for both future beneficiaries and
those now on the benefit rolls.
Though not specifically stated in the law
the formula is in effect, 58.85 percent of
the first $110 of the average monthly wage,
plus 21.40 percent of the next $290 of such
wage (except that in some cases, for average
monthly wages under $85, a slightly higher
amount is payable so as to fit in with the
minimum benefit).
D. Minimum primary insur- $33 a month.
ance amount.
E. Maximum family benefits.Family maximum monthly benefits are set by
the table and range from $53 to $254.
Though not specifically stated in the law, the
table provides that the maximum amount
payable on a single wage record is the lesser
of $254 (twice the maximum possible primary insurance amount) or 80 percent of
the individual's average monthly wage.
The 80-percent limitation, however, cannot
reduce family benefits below the larger of
$53 or 134 times the primary amount.
F. Dependents' and survivors'
(Subject to maximum limitations on total
benefits,
family benefits.)
1. Wife or husband of
3~of primary insurance amount.
insured worker.
2. Child of insured ~ 4 of primary insurance amount.
worker.
3. Widow, widower,
of primary insuirance amount except
former wife diminimum benefit is $33 if individual is sole
vorced, or parent
beneficiary entitled.
of deceased in
sured worker.
4. Child of deceased inIf only 1 child is entitled to benefits,
sured worker.
benefit amount is Y4 of primary insurance
amount, except minimum is $33 if the child
is the sole beneficiary entitled. If more
than 1 child is entitled, each child gets %
of primary insurance amount plus an addi
tional Y4 of the primary insurance amount
divided equally among all the children,
but subject to the family maximum pro
visions.
5. Lump-sum death
3 times the primary insurance amount
payment.
with a statutory maximum of $255.

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)
No change.

No change.
No change but a technical flaw in 1958 amend
mnents was eliminated which permitted the
family of an insured worker who had a period
of disability which began before 1959, to
receive a benefit in excess of the family
maximum that would otherwise be appli
cable to the case. Applies only to families
qualifying in future.

Provides that the benefits of all surviving
children shall equal Y4 of the deceased
workers' primary insurance amount, but
subject to the family maximum provisions.
Effective December 1960.

No change.
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Item

Prior law

ARl remuneration for services in covered work
is covered except
1. Earnings in excess of $4,800. Effec
tive for wages paid after 1958 and selfemployment income for taxable years end
ing after 1958.
2. Certain types of payments for retire
ment and payments under a plan or system
providing benefits on account of sickness,
accident, or disability, etc.
3. Payments made to an employee who
has reached retirement age (other than va
cation or sick pay) if he did not work for the
employer in the period for which such pay
ments were made.
Provides for the coverage of sick leave
payments for State and local employees
irrespective of whether they have reached
retirement age by stating that "sick pay" as
used in the parenthetical exception includes
remuneration paid to such employees for
periods during which they were absent from
work because of sickness.
4. Payment by the employer of the em
ployee tax under the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act or under a State unem
ployment compensation law.

Law as amended by Social

Security Amend-

ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.

No change.
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Item

Prior law

A. Fully insured------------- To be fully insured an individual who was
living on Sept. 1, 1950, must have either:
(1) 40 quarters of coverage, or
(2) 1 quarter of coverage (acquired at
any time after 1936) for every 2 calendar
quarters elapsing after 1950 (or after
quarter in which age 21 was attained, if
later) and before quarter of death or attainment of retirement age, whichever first
occurs, but such individual must have at
least 6 quarters of coverage.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)
Liberalize alternative requirement so that an
individual will need 1 quarter of coverage
(acquired at any time after 1936) for every
3 calendar quarters elapsing after 1950, or
after the calendar year in which he attained
the age of 21 (if that was later) and up to the
beginning of the calendar year in which he
attained retirement age or died, whichever
occurred first, but such individual must have
at least 6 quarters of coverage.

Number of quartersof coverage requiredfor fully insured status under prior law' and under
Social Security Amendments of 1960
Year of death, disability, or attainment of retirement ageReurdqats
Prior law 1
1953 and earlier----------------------------------------------1954------------------------------------------------------1955------------------------------------------------------1956 -----------------------------------------------------1957 -----------------------------------------------------1958 -----------------------------------------------------1959 -----------------------------------------------------1960 -----------------------------------------------------1961 -----------------------------------------------------1966 -----------------------------------------------------1971-------------------------------------------------------1976------------------------------------------------------1981 and alter------------------------------------------------

6
6- 7
8- 9
10-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20-21
30-31
40
40
40

1960 amendments

6
6
6
6
8
9
10
12
13
20
26
33
40

1 This column represents the requirement under the basic insured status formula in prior
law; for those individuals who meet the "special (continuous coverage) insured status" test.
established by the Social Security Amendments of 1954, the requirement would be somewhat
less for persons dying or reaching retirement age before October 1960.
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A. Fully insured-Continued
Deemed "fully in~uredP'-...

Prior law

Persons who died before September 1, 1950,
and after 1939 with at least 6 quarters of
coverage, while not fully insured under
usual rule, are "deemed" to be fully insured
for purposes of survivors' benefits (other
than for benefits for former wife divorced),

Special provision primarily Fully insured if all but 4 (but not less than 6)
for persons newly covered
of the quarters after 1954 and prior to the
in 1955 and 1956.
later of (1) July 1, 1957, or (2) the quarter
of death or attainment of retirement age
(whichever first occurs) are quarters of
coverage.
Fully insured status qualifies for old-age, de
pendent, and survivor benefits; both fully
and currently insured status required for
dependent husband's and dependent widow
er's benefits.
B. Currently insured--------- 6 quarters of coverage within 13 quarters ending with quarter of death or entitlement to
old-age insurance or disability benefits.
Currently insured status qualifies for child's,
widowed mnother's, and lump-sum benefits.
C. Quarter of coverage defined.. Quarter in which individual received at least
$50 in wages (other than for agricultural
work) or was credited with at least $100 in
self-employment income.
If a person was paid wages of $3,000 or more
in a calendar year before 1951 (maximum creditable wages in those years), each
quarter following the 1st quarter in which
he earned $50 or more is a quarter of
coverage. If an individual earns maximum
creditable wages in a year after 1950, he is
credited with 4 quarters of coverage:
Maximum creditable earnings: $3,600,
1951-54; $4,200, 1955-58; $4,800, 1959
In the case of wages computed on an annual
basis for agricultural workers, 4 quarters of
coverage are credited for a minimum of
$400, 3 quarters for income of $300 to
$399.99; 2 quarters for income of $200 to
$299.99, and 1 quarter for $100 to $199.99
for a year.

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1980, wlus]
otherwise noted)

Removes theoretical distinction between being
fully insured and being "deemed" to be
fully insured. Practical effect is that the
exclusion of the former wife divorced from
benefits on the basis of 8 quarters of cover
age is removed. (See pp. 21-22.)
Effective date: October 1960 on basis of appli
cations filed in or after that month; effective
for lump-sum death payments based on
deaths occurring after September 1980.
No change.

No change.

Changes manner of crediting wages in maxi
mum earnings situation for pre-1951 years
to that of post-1950 years. An individual,
thus, will get 4 quarters of coverage for any
year before 1951 in which he has $3,000 in
wages. Effective date: generally September
1960.
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Item

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Prior law

A. Scope ------------------- Applies to covered as well as noncovered workB. Test of earnings----------- Annual test of earnings under which 1 month's
benefit is withheld from the beneficiary
under age 72 (and from any dependent
drawing on his record) for each unit of $80
(or fraction thereof) by which annual earnings from covered or noncovered employment and self-employment exceed $1,200.
Benefits not withheld for any mouth during
which the individual neither rendered serv
ices for wages in excess of $100 nor rendered
substantial services in a trade or business.
C. Test for noncovered work Deductions made from the benefits for any
outside the United States,
month in which a beneficiary under age
72 engages in a noncovered remunerative
activity (whether employment or selfemployment) outside the United States on
7 or more calendar days. If deductions are
made for any month for this reason, deduc.
tions are also made from the benefits of any
dependent drawing benefits on the basis of
the individual's wage record.
Beneficiaries are not required to file annual
reports but must report when they work
on 7 or more calendar days in the month,
Penalties imposed for failure to file timely
reports of work unless the failure to file on
time was for "good cause."
D. Age exemption------------ Benefits are not suspended because of work or
earnings if beneficiary is age 72 or over.

No change.
Provides that benefits will be withheld from
a beneficiary under age 72 (and from any
dependent drawing on his record) at the rate
of $1 in benefits for each $2 of annual earn
ings between $1,200 and $1,500 and $1 in
benefits for each $1 of annual earnings above
$1,500. Effective with respect to taxable
years beginning after December 1960.
No change.

No change.

]EliminatesAimposition of penalty on spouse
(drawing disabled child's or mother's benefit) of old-age beneficiary who fails to report work. This is only dependent's benefits where penalty was imposed.
No change.

VIII. FINANCING
A. Administration of the trust
funds,

The Federal old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund receives all tax contributions,
other than those allocated for the disability

program, from which benefits and

adminis

trative expenses are paid for the old-age and
survivors insurance program.
The Federal disability insurance trust fund
receives tax contributions at the rate of 34of
1 percent each for employers and employees,
and 34 of 1 percent for the self-employed
from which benefit and administrative
expenses are paid for the disability insurance
program.
These funds are administered by a Board of
Trustees consisting of the Secretary of the
Treasury, as managing trustee, the Secretary
of Labor and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, all ex officio (with
the Commissioner of Social Security as
Secretary).

No change.
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Item

Prior law

B. Investment of the trust
funds.

The managing trustee (Secretary of the
Treasury) shall invest such portion of the
trust funds as is not, in his judgment, needed
to meet current withdrawals. Investments
must be made in interest-bearing obli
gations of the United States or in obliga
tions guaranteed both as to interest and
principal by the United States.
For
such purpose such obligations may be
acquired (1) on original issue at the issue
price, or (2) by purchase of outstanding
obligations at the market price.
Such obligations issued for purchase by the
trust funds shall have maturities fixed with
due regard for the needs of the funds, and
bear interest at a rate equal to the average
rate of all marketable interest-bearing obligations not due or callable until after the
expiration of 5 years from the date of
original issue. This interest rate, if not a
multiple of ~J of 1 percent, is rounded to the
nearest multiple of %of 1percent.
The special obligations shall be issued for purchase by the trust funds only if the managing trustee determines that the purchase in
the market of other interest-bearing obligations of the United States, or of obligations
guaranteed as to both principal and interest
by the United States, on original issue or at
the market price, is not in the public
interest.

C. Review of status of the
trust funds:
1. Board of Trustees..-

These funds are administered by a Board
of Trustees consisting of the Secretary of
the Treasury, as managing trustee, the
Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, all ex
officio (with the Commissioner of Social
Security as secretary).
It shall be the duty of the Board of Trustees
to
(1) Hold the trust funds;
(2) report to the Congress not later than
the 1st day of March of each year on the
operation and status of the trust funds
during the preceding fiscal year and on their
expected operation and status during the
next ensuing 5 fiscal years;

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)
No change.

Changes interest provision so that obligations
purchased in the future shall bear interest at
a rate equal to the average market yield
(computed by the managing trustee on the
basis of market quotations as of the end of
the calendar month next preceding the date
of such issue) on all marketable interestbearing obligations of the United States then
forming a part of the public debt which are
not due or callable until after the expiration
of 4 years from the end of such calendar
month.
Reverses the provision so that the managing
trustee is authorized to make purchases in
the open market only when he deems it is
within the public interest.
Effective date: October 1, 1960.

No change.
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C. Review of status of the
trust funds--Continued
1. Board of Trustees_
Continued

Prior law

(3) report immediately to the Congress
whenever it is their opinion that during the
ensuing 5 fiscal years either of the trust
funds will exceed 3 times the highest annual
expenditures anticipated during the next 5
years, or whenever in their opinion either of
the trust funds is unduly small.
(4) recommend improvements in admninistrative procedures and policies designed
to effectuate the proper coordination of the
old-age and survivors insurance and Fed
eral-State unemployment compensation
programs.

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Changes requirement so that the Board has to
report immediately only if it believes that the
amount of either trust fund is unduly small.

No change.

Adds requirements that the Board review the
general policies followed in managing the
trust funds, and recommend changes in such
policies, including necessary changes in the
provisions of the law which govern the way
in which the trust funds are to be managed.
The Board is also required to meet at least
once each 6 months.
Effective date: Oct. 1, 1960.
2. Advisory CounciL ---

An Advisory Council on Social Security
Financing will periodically review the
status of the Federal old-age and survivors
insurance trust fund and the Federal dis
ability insurance trust fund in relation to
the long-term commitments of the programs.
The first such Council will be appointed by
the Secretary after February 1957 and be
fore January 1958 and will consist of the
Commissioner of Social Security, as Chair
man, and 12 other persons representing
employers and employees, in equal num
bers, self-employed persons and the public.
The Council shall make its report, including
recommendations for changes in the tax
rate, to the Board of Trustees of the trust
funds before Jan. 1, 1959. The Board
shall submit the recommendations to Con
gress before Mar. 1, 1959, in its annual
report.
Other advisory councils with the same functions and constituted in the same manner
will be appointed by the Secretary not
earlier than 3 years nor later than 2 years
prior to Jan. 1 of the years in which the tax
rates are scheduled to be increased. These
advisory councils will report to the Board
on Jan. 1 of the year before the tax increase
wrnl occur and the Board will report to
Congress not later than Mar. 1 of the same
year.

Changes appointment and report dates of
advisory councils. They will be appointed
during 1963, 1966, and every 5th year there
after and will report not later than Jan. 1 of
the 2d year after the year in which they are
appointed. The advisory council appointed
in 1963 shall, in addition to the other find
ings it is required to make, include its find
ings and recommendations with respect to
extensions of the coverage, benefit adequacy,
and all other aspects of the program.
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Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public-Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Prior law

D. Maximum taxable amount.. $4,800 a year ---------------------------- No change.
E. Tax rate for self-employed -Taxable
years beginning after:
No change.
PercentI

F. Tax rate for employees and
employers.

1958--------------------------1959--------------------------1962--------------------------1965--------------------------1968--------------------------Calendar years:
1959--------------------------1960-62 -----------------------1963-65 -----------------------1966-68 -----------------------1969 and after-------------------

3y
4%
5%/
6
6%
No change.
2%
3
3Y2
4
4%

IX. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Termination of benefits
upon deportation.

B. Suspension of benefits for
certain aliens outside the
United States.

Benefits will be terminated upon the deportation of the primary beneficiary under any 1
of 14 specified paragraphs of the Immigra
tion and Nationality Act. Benefits of de
pendents and survivors who are not citizens
will not be paid if they are out of the
country.
Suspends the payments to any individual not
a citizen or national of the United States
who first becomes eligible for benefits after
December 1956 if such an individual re
mains out of the country for 6 consecutive
months. The payments would be resumed
if he returns and remains in this country.
However, payment of benefits to such an in
dividual would not be suspended if
1. he is a citizen of a foreign country
which has in effect a social insurance or
pension system of general application which
would permit benefit payments to U.S.
citizens in the event they left such foreign
country without regard to the duration of
their absence; or

2. the individual upon whose earnings
the benefit is based has 40 quarters of cov
erage (10 years); or
3. the individual upon whose earnings
the benefit is based has resided in the
United States for 10 years; or
4. he is serving outside the country in
the Armed Forces of the United States; or
5. the application of the provision would
violate a treaty obligation of the United
States.

No change.

No change.
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Prior law

B. Suspension of benefits for
certain aliens-Continued

Benefits of aliens who are survivors of
certain deceased members of the Armed
Forces of the United States also will not
be suspended.
The individual upon whose earnings the
benefit is based must have died (1) while on
active duty or inactive duty training as a
member of a uniformed service, or (2) as a
result of a disease or injury which the Ad
ministrator of Veterans' Affairs determines
was incurred or aggravated in line of duty
while on active duty, or (3) as a result of an
injury incurred or aggravated on inactive
duty training, if the Administrator deter
mines that such individual was released
from such service under conditions other
than dishonorable.
Likewise, benefits of certain aliens whose
entitlement is based on service covered by
the Railroad Retirement Act which, inas
much as it was for less than 10 years, was
credited under the Social Security Act.
(Principally applicable to Canadian resi
den~ts employed by American railroads con
ducting a minor portion of their operations
in Canada, and Canadian railroads operat
ing in the United States.)
If an individual is convicted of treason,
espionage, or certain other offenses of a sub
versive nature including a number of offenses
under the Internal Security Act, and the
offense was committed after the enactment
date of this provision (Aug. 1, 1956), the
court in its discretion may provide as an
additional penalty that none of the indi
vidual's wages or self-employment income
(or the earnings of any other individual upon
which his benefit is based) credited before
his conviction shall be used in computing his
benefit. The provision applies only to the
individual convicted of the offense and does
not affect the rights of his dependents or
survivors.

C. Loss of benefits upon conviction of certain subversive crimes.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change.
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D. Criminal offenses---------- Any individual who1. for the purpose of receiving an un
authorized benefit or having a benefit in
creased makes (or causes to be made) a
false statement or representation as to the
amount of any wages or self-employment
income earned or paid, or for the period in
which they are earned or paid, or
2. makes (or causes to be made) any false
statement of a material fact in any applica
tion for any payment, or
3. makes (or causes to be made), at any
time, any false statement or representation
of a material fact for use in determining
rights to payments, or
4. having knowledge of the occurrence of
Iany event affecting his initial or continued
right to a payment (or the right of a person
upon wAhose behalf he made application or is
receiving a benefit) conceals or fails to dis
close such an event with intent to fraudu
lently receive an unauthorized payment or a
greater amount than is due, or
5. converts the benefit he has received on
behalf of another person for other than the
use and benefit of the other personshall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction shall be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than a
year, or both.
E. Representation of claim- An attorney in good standing who is admitted
to practice before the highest court of the
ants.
State, Territory, district, or insular posses
sion of his residence or before the Supreme
Court of the United States or the inferior
Federal courts, shall be entitled to represent
claimants before the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)
No change.

No change.
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Item
I. Medical assistance for the aged
(new program):
A. Nature of program -

B. Eligibility for assistance.

C. Scope of'benefits

---

D. Matching formulaFederal share,

Amends title I (formerly relating only to old-age assistance) to permit the States to include
in their plans under title I a new program of medical assistance for the aged; that is, to pro
vide medical benefits for aged persons who are not old-age assistance recipients, but whose
income and resources are insufficient to meet the costs of necessary medical services.
To be eligible an individual
(1) Must have attained age 65;
(2) Must not be a recipient of old-age assistance;
(3) Must have income and resources, as determined by the State, insufficient to meet all
of the cost of the medical services outlined below. The State must provide
reasonable standards, consistent with the objectives of the program, for deter
mining eligibility and the extent of assistance.
The State plan for medical assistance for the aged may specify medical services of any scope
and duration, provided that both institutional and noninstitutional services are included.
Federal participation would be restricted to vendor medical payments: i.e., payments
made by the States directly to the doctor, hospital, etc., providing medical services on
behalf of the recipient.
The Federal Government would share in the expense of providing the following kinds of
medical services:
(1) Inpatient hospital services;
(2) Skilled nursing home services;
(3) Physicians' services;
(4) Outpatient hospital or clinic services;
(6) Home health care services;
(6) Private duty nursing services;
(7) Physical therapy and related services;
(8) Dental services;
(9) Laboratory and X-ray services;
(10) Prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures, and prosthetic devices;
(11) Diagnostic, screening, and preventive services; and,
(12) Any other medical care or remedial care recognized under State law.
The Federal Government would not share in the expense of providing medical services to
inmates of public institutions (other than medical institutions), to patients in mental or
tuberculosi s institutions, or to patients in medical institutions as a result of a diagnosis
of tuberculosis or psychosis after 42 days of care.
Federal payments will reimburse the States for a portion of their expenditures under approved
plans for medical assistance for the aged ac~rding to an equalization formula like that
used to compute the Federal portion of old-age assistance payments between $30 and $65
per month, except that the Federal share would range from 50 to 80 percent depending
upon the per capita income of the State as related to the national per capita income.
The Federal Government would bear half of the administrative expenses under such
plans. For Federal matching percentages, see following:
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Social Security Amendments of 1960

I. Medical assistance for the aged
(new program)-Continued

Applicable for Oct. 1, 1960, ihrough June s0, 1961
__

_

_

_

_

_

D. Matching formulaFederal share-

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

state
__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

Percent
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Percent

stt
__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Continued
Alabama ---------------------Alaska -----------------------Arizona ----------------------Arkansas ---------------------California---------------------Colorado ---------------------Connecticut -------------------Delaware---------------------District of Columbia------------Florida-----------------------Georgia ----------------------Guam------------------------Hawaii.-----------------------Idaho ------------------------Illinois -----------------------Indiana ----------------------Iowa-------------------------Kansas-----------------------Kentucky---------------------Louisiana---------------------Maine------------------------Maryland---------------------Massachusetts -----------------Michigan ---------------------Minnesota --------------------Mississippi--------------------Missouri-----------------------

E. State plan requirements.

79. 15
50. 00
63. 23
80.00
50. 00
53. 42
50. 00
50. 00
50. 00
59. 68
74.36
50. 00
53.38
67.04
50. 00
50.00
63. 23
60. 78
76. 94
72.00
65. 23
50.00
50. 00
50.00
58. 57
80.00
53. 42

Montana ----------------------Nebraska----------------------Nevada -----------------------New Hampshire ----------------New Jersey --------------------New Mexico-------------------New York---------------------North Caroliia-----------------North Dakota------------------Ohio--------------------------Oklahoma--- ------------------Oregon------------------------Pennsylvania ------------------Puerto Rico -------------------Rhode Island------------------South Carolina -----------------South Dakota ------------------Tennessee ---------------------Texas-------------------------Utah--------------------------Vermont ----------------------Virgin Islands ------------------Virginia-----------------------Washington --------------------West Virginia ------------------Wisconsin ---------------------Wyoming -----------------------

54. 07
63. 41
50. 00
57.9§1
50. 00
67. 99
50. 00
77. 46
74. 18
50.00
67.54
52.58
50.00
50.00
50.00
80. 00
75. 42
76. 55
61. 36
65. 00
65.82
50.00
65. 44
50.00
72. 69
54. 60
50. 92

In order to be eligible for Federal participation, the State must provide medical assistance
for the aged according to a plan submitted to the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, and approved by him, which meets the requirements set out in the law. The
State plan provisions are generally the same as those required for old age assistance with
the following exceptions:
A State plan
(1) must not require a premium or enrollment fee as a condition of eligibility;
(2) must not impose property liens during the lifetime of the individual receiving ben
efits (except pursuant to court judgment on account of benefits incorrectly paid),
and any recovery provisions under the plan must be limited to the estate of the individual
after his death and the death of his surviving spouse;
(3) must not impose a citizenship requirement which would exclude a citizen of the
United States or a requirement which excludes a resident of the State; and
(4) must also provide, to the extent required by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, for inclusion of residents of the State who are absent therefrom.
The use and disclosure of information under this program is limited to purposes directly
related to administration. Unlike old-age assistance, the program would not be subject to
section 218 of the Revenue Act of 1951 which permits Federal matching where there is,
State legislation providing public access to disbursement records (for other than com
mercial or political purposes).
F. Effective date------- Payments may be made to States with approved plans for medical assistance for the aged
for calendar quarters commencing Oct. 1, 1960, or thereafter.
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Item

II. Old-age assistance:
A. Eligibility for
payments.

B. Matching formula
-Federal share,

Needy individuals who are 65 years or older.
A State plan must provide that the State
agency shall, in determining need, take into
consideration any other income and resources of an individual claiming assistance,
The following formula is applicable to State
expenditures which include both money
payments to and vendor payments on behalf of old-age assistance recipients.
Federal matching share is $24 of the 1st $30
(Y5of the 1st $30) with matching above this
amount varying from 50 to 65 percent.
States whose per capita income is equal to
or above the per capita income for the
United States have 50 percent Federal
matching, while those States below the
national average have Federal matching
which varies up to a maximum of 65 percent.

The maximum amount, upon which the Federal Government will match, is $65 a month,
times the number of people on the old-age
assistance roll (on an averaging basis).
The Federal percentages as promulgated for
the period Oct. 1, 1958, through June 30,
1961, are as follows:
State:
Fetteralpere'ntage
Alabama ------------------- 65. 00
Alaska --------------------- 50. 00
Arizona -------------------- 63. 23
Arkansas ------------------- 65. 00
California ------------------ 50. 00
Colorado ------------------- 53. 42
Connecticut----------------- 50. 00
Delaware ------------------- 50. 00
District of Columbia---------- 50. 00
Florida--------------------- 59. 68
Georgia -------------------- 65. 00
Hawaii -------------------- 153.38
Idaho---------------------- 65. 00
Illinois --------------------- 50. 00
Indiana -------------------- 50. 00
Iowa----------------------- 63. 23
Kansas--------------------- 60. 7~
Kentucky ------------------ 65.010
Louisiana ------------------- 65. 00
Maine --------------------- 65. 00
IPursuant

to Hawaii Omnibus Act.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Adds provision that State plan must include
reasonable standards, consistent with objec
tives of the title, for determining the elig
ibility of individuals and the extent of old-age
assistance.
Changes formula so as to provide for Federal
financial participation based exclusively on
expenditures to vendors of medical services
up to $12 per month in addition to the existing $65 maximum provision.
For States with average monthly payments
over $65, the Federal Government will participate in the excess expenditures over $65
except that such participation is limited to
the amount of the average vendor medical
payment up to a maximum of $12. The
Federal share in the excess expenditures for
medical care wrnl range from 50 percent to
80 percent under a formula based on per
capita income. Based on May (1960) aver
age payments, the following States (Federal
share noted) would be affected:
State:
Percent
California ------------------- 50. 00
Colorado -------------------- 53. 42
Connecticut ------------------ 50. 00
Idaho----------------------- 67. 04
Illinois ---------------------- 50. 00
Iowa------------------------ 63. 23
Kansas---------------------- 60. 78
Louisiana-------------------- 72. 00
Maine ---------------------- 65. 23
Massachusetts---------------- 50. 00
Michigan -------------------- 50. 00
Minnesota ------------------- 58. 57
Nebraska -------------------- 63. 41
Nevada --------------------- 50. 00
New Hampshire -------------- 57. 91
New Jersey ------------------ 50. 00
New Mexico ----------------- 67. 99
New York ------------------- 50. 00
North Dakota---------------- 74.18
Ohio------------------------ 50. 00
Oklahoma ------------------- 67. 54
Oregon---------------------- 52. 58
Pennsylvania ---------------- 50. 00
Rhode Island ---------------- 50. 00
Utah------------------------ 65. 00
Washington ------------------ 50. 00
Wisconsin ------------------- 54. 60
Wyoming-------------------- 50. 92
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Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

II. Old-age assistance-Con.
B. Matching formula
-eeashr
Stt-Continued
F~de'a1 Perw~tge
-CniudMaryland
-------------------50. 00
Massachusetts --------------- 50. 00
Michigan ------------------- 50. 00
Minnesota ------------------ 58.57
Mississippi ------------------ 65. 00
Missouri ------------------- 53. 42
Montana ------------------- 54. 07
Nebraska ------------------- 63. 41
Nevada -------------------- 50. 00
New Hampshire-------------- 57. 91
New Jersey ----------------- 50. 00
New Mexico ---------------- 65. 00
New York ------------------ 50. 00
North Carolina -------------- 65. 00
North Dakota--------------- 65. 00
Ohio----------------------- 50.00
Oklahoma ------------------ 65. 00
Oregon--------------------- 52. 58
Pennsylvania---------------- 50. 00
Rhode Island ---------------- 50. 00
South Carolina -------------- 65. 00
South Dakota --------------- 65. 00
Tennessee ------------------ 65. 00
Texas---------------------- 61. 36
Utah----------------------- 65. 00
Vermont --------------------65. 00
Virginia -------------------- 65. 00
Washington ----------------- 50.00
West Virginia --------------- 65. 00
Wisconsin ------------------ 54. 60
Wyoming ------------------- 50. 92

Separate dollar-for-dollar matching in costs
for administration,

For States with average monthly payments of
$65 or less the Federal share in average
vendor medical payments up to $12 wrnl be
an additional 15 percentage points over the
usual Federal percentage applicable to the
amount of payments falling between $30 and
$65. This percentage when added to the usual
Federal percentage for the 2d part of the
formula for payments, will give a total Federal share of from 65 percent to 80 percent.
Based on May (1960) average payments, the
following States (Federal share noted) would
be affected:
State:
Percead
Alabama -------------------- 80. 00
Alaska ---------------------- 65. 00
Arizona --------------------- 78. 23
Arkansas--------------------- 80. 00
Delaware -------------------- 65. 00
District of Columbia ----------- 65. 00
Florida---------------------- 74. 68
Georgia --------------------- 80. 00
Guam----------------------- 65. 00
Hawaii---------------------- 68.38
Indiana --------------------- 65. 00
Kentucky --------------------80. 00
Maryland, ------------------ 65. 00
Mississippi ------------------ 80.00
Missouri -------------------- 68.42
Montana -------------------- 69. 07
North Carolina --------------- 80. 00
Puerto Rico------------------ 65. 00
South Carolina----------------80. 00
South Dakota ---------------- 80. 00
Tennessee --------------------80.00
Texas----------------------- 76. 36
Vermont ---------------------80. 00
Virgin Islands ---------------- 65. 00
Virginia --------------------- 80. 00
West Virginia ----------------- 80. 00
Provision is also made so that a State with an
average payment of over $65 a month would
never receive less in additional Federal funds
in respect to such medical service costs than
if it had an average payment of $65.
No change in provision for dollar-for-dollar
matching in cost of administration.
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II. Old-age assistance-Con.
C. Exclusion of patients, in public,
mental,
and
tuberculosis institutions.

D. Special formula
for Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands,
and Guam:
1. Matching
formula,
2. Dollarlirnitation.

Prior law

For Federal matching purposes excludes any
money payments to or vendor medical care
payments on behalf of persons who are patients in institutions for tuberculosis or
mental disease or who have been diagnosed
as having tuberculosis or psychosis and are
patients in medical institutions as a result
thereof, or who are inmates in a public in
stitution (other than a medical institution).

Federal matching on a 50-50 basis on both
money and vendor medical payments up
to a maximum of $35 times the number of
recipients of old-age assistance.
Total Federal payments for all public assistance programs may not exceed the following amounts in each fiscal year: $8,500,000
for Puerto Rico, $300,000 for Virgin Islands,
and $400,000 for Guam.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Modifies definition so as to include, for Federal
matching purposes, vendor payments for
persons who are patients in medical irstitu
tions (other than mental or tuberculosis
institutions) as a result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis for 42 days.

Additional matching for vendor medical ex
penditures will be on up to an additional $8
per month per recipient rather than the
additional $12 a month for the States and the
District of Columbia. Federal share will
be as noted on p. 44.
For fiscal years ending after 1960 these dollar
limits are increased to the following amounts:
Puerto Rico --------------- $9, 000, 000
Virgin Islands --------------- 315, 000
Guam --------------------- 420, 000
However, these increases may be used only
with respect to medical vendor expenditures
described above. Federal payments for new
program of medical assistance for the aged
excepted from dollar limitation provision.
E. Effective date -- ------------------------------------------ Increased Federal matching will, be available
with the quarter beginning Oct. 1, 1960.
III. Medical care guides and No provision----------------------------- Directs the Secretary of Health, Education,
reports.
and Welfare to develop guides and standards
pertaining to the level, content, and quality
of medical services for persons with low
incomes, which the States may use in
developing and improving the medical
aspects of their old-age assistance programs
and their programs of medical assistance for
the aged. The Secretary is also directed to
secure and publish data on the operation of
such State programs.
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AID TO THE BLIND, AID TO THE PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED, AND AID TO
DEPENDENT CHILDREN
Item

Prior law

I. Matching formulas-------- The following formulas are applicable for
State expenditures which include both
money payments and vendor payments for
medical care.
Same as for old-age assistance. (See pp.
A. Aid to the blind,
and aid to the
43-44.)
totally and permanently disabled.
B. Aid to dependent
The Federal Government pays $14 of the
first $17 expended per recipient per month,
children.
and the Federal percentage of average
monthly expenditures between $17 and
$30. Federal percentage is determined in
the same way as under old-age assistance.
No Federal matching for expenditures over
$30 per recipient per month.
II. Eligibility requirements:
Needy dependent children under 18 and parA. Aid to dependent
children.
ents and certain relatives with whom they
are living. Child must have been de
prived of parental support or care by
reason of death, continued absence from
the home, or physical incapacity of a parent.
A State agency shall, in determining need,
take into consideration any other income
and resources of any child claiming assist
ance.
Needy individuals 18 years of age or older who
B. Aid to the permaare permanently and totally disabled. A
nently and totally disabled.
State agency shall, in determining need,
take into consideration any other income
and resources of any individual claiming
assistance.
C. Aid to the blind---- Needy individuals who are blind. A, State
agency shall, in determining need, take into
consideration any other income and resources of the individual claiming assistance, except that the first $50 per month
of earned income shall be disregarded.
Temporary legislation (see. 344(b) of the
*Social Security Amendments of 1950) pro
vides for the approval by the Secretary of
certain State plans for aid to the blind
which do not meet in full the requirements
of the "needs" test. Expires June 30,
1961.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

No change. (The increases in Federal matching for State medical vendor payments
described above apply only to old-age
assistance and not to other public assistance
programs.)
No change.

No change.

No change.

Provides that States may, until June 30, 1962,
either disregard the first $85 per month of
earned income plus half of monthly earnings
over that amount, or use the $50 monthly
exclusion. After June 30, 1962, the States
must disregard the first $85 per month of
earned income plus half of monthly earnings
over that amount.
Postpones termination date until June 30, 1964.
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AID TO THE BLIND, AID TO THE PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED, AND AID TO
DEPENDENT CHILDREN-Continued
Item

Prior law

III. Exclusion of patients in
public, mental, and tuberculosis institutions,

For Federal matching purposes excludes any
money payments to, or medical vendor
payments on behalf of, persons who are
patients in institutions for tuberculosis or
mental diseases, or who have been diagnosed
as having tuberculosis or psychosis and are
patients in medical institutions as a result
thereof, or who are inmates in a public
institution other than a medical institu
tion. The institutional exclusions do not
apply to the aid to dependent children
program.

Law as amended by Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)
No change.
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MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE SERVICES
Item

I. Maternal and child health
services:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation.
B. Allotment to
States.

C. Special project
grants.

II. Crippled children's serv
ices:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation.
B. Allotment to
States.

C. Special
project
grants.

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Authorizes $21,500,000 per year------------- Authorizes $25 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Out of the sum appropriatedSubstitutes $12,500,000 for $10,750,000 in both
1 and 2 and also provides that the uniform
1. $10,750,000 shall be allotted as follows:
grant in 1 be increased from $60,000 to
to each State a uniform grant of $60,000
$70,000.
and the remainder in the proportion of live
births in that State to the whole United
States.
2. The other $10,750,000 is allotted
according to the financial need of each State
after taking into consideration the number
of live births in that State.
No specific provision in the law ------------- Adds provision that not more than 25 percent
of the sums under B-2 (above) shall be avail
able for grants to State health agencies, and
to public or other nonprofit institutions of
higher learning for special projects of region
al or national significance which may con
tribute to the advancement of maternal and
child health.
Authorizes $20 million per year ------------- Authorizes $25 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Out of the sum appropriatedSame as I-B above.
1. $10 million shall be allotted as follows:
to each State a uniform grant of $60,000 and
the remainder according to need after tak
ing into consideration the number of crip
pled children in each State in need of serv
ices and the cost of furnishing such services.
2. The other $10 million according to
financial need of State as determined after
taking into consideration the number of
crippled children in each State in need of
services and the cost of furnishing such
services to them.
No specific provision in the law ------------- Same as I-C above.
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MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE SERVICES-Continued
Item

III. Child welfare services:
A. Authorization of
annual appropriation.
B. Al110t men t to
States.

C. Research or demonstration
projects.

Prior law

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

Authorizes $17 million per year------------- Authorizes $25 million per year.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
Out of the sum appropriated allots to each Changes the S60,000 to 870,000, but provides
State such portion of $60,000 as the amount
that the amount shall in no case be less than
appropriated bears to the amount authorS50,000.
ized to be appropriated. The remainder of
sums appropriated shall be allotted so that
each State shall have an amount which bears
the same ratio to the total remainder as the
product of (1) the population of each State
under the age of 21 and (2) the allotment
percentage (based on relative per capita
income) bears to the sum of the correspond
ing products of all the States.
These amounts are adjusted to the base allot
ment. A State's base allotment for any
fiscal year is the amount it would have re
ceived previous to the 1958 amendments
applied to an appropriation of $12,000,000.
If the amount allotted is less than this base
allotment it is increased to that amount by
proportionately reducing the allotments to
other States, but never below their base
allotments.
No provision----------------------------- Authorizes appropriation for grants by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to public or other nonprofit institutions of
higher learning and to public and nonprofit
agencies and organizations engaged in re
search or child welfare activities, for special
research or demonstration projects in the
field of child welfare which are of regional or
national significance, and for special projects
for the demonstration of new methods or
facilities which show promise of substantial
contribution to the advancement of child
welfare.

5.0
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)
Item

Prior law

I. Coverage--------------- In general, the unemployment compensation
program covers all employees in commerce
and industry who are employed by an employer of 4 or more workers on at least 1
day of 20 weeks in a calendar year.
17 specific exclusions from coverage are
spelled out in the Federal Unemployment
Tax Act (sec. 3306(c)).

II. Extension to Puerto Rico_

III. Administrative financing:
A. Federal unemployment tax
rate,

B. Unemployment
trust fund.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has an
independent unemployment compensation
program. Employers in Puerto Rico are
not subject to the Federal unemployment
tax and Puerto Rico is not entitled to Federal grants to cover the administrative expenses of its unemployment compensation
program. The cost of employment service,
however, is covered by Federal grants
under the Wagner-Peyser Act.
Each employer is taxed 3 percent on the 1st
$3,000 of an employees' covered wages, of
which 90 percent (2.7 percent of taxable
payrolls) may be offset by unemployment
taxes paid under State law or tax savings
allowed under State law through experience
rating. The net Federal tax is 0.3 percent
of taxable payroll.
Receipts from State taxes go into the various
State accounts in the unemployment trust
fund. The sums allocated to State ac
counts are generally available for benefit
payments.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)
Coverage is extended, generally effective in
1962, to several categories of employees
presently specifically excluded. These in
clude:
(1) Employees of certain instrumental
ities of the United States which are neither
wholly or partially owned by the United
States, including Federal Reserve banks,
Federal credit unions, Federal land banks,
and others. Employees of partially owned
instrumentalities such as banks for coopera
tives and Federal intermediate credit banks
are brought under the unemployment com
pensation program for Federal employees,
effective in 1961.
(2) Employees serving on or in connec
tion with American aircraft outside the
United States.
(3) Employees of "feeder organizations,"
all of whose profits are payable to a non
profit organization and employees of non
profit organizations which are not exempt
from income tax.
(4) Certain employees of certain taxexempt organizations, including agricultural
and horticultural organizations, voluntary
employee beneficiary associations, and fra
ternal beneficiary societies.
Puerto Rico will be treated as a State for the
purposes of the Federal-State unemployment
compensation system beginning Jan. 1, 1961.
Federal employees and exservicemen will
not have their benefits computed under
Puerto Rican law until 1966.

Effective in 1961, the tax rate is raised to 3.1
percent on the 1st $3,000 of covered wages,
which results in a net Federal tax of 0.4 percent of taxable payroll.

No change in State accounts.
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EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)-Continued
Item

MI.Administrative financing-
Continued
B. Unemployment trust
fund--Continued

Prior law

Receipts from the net Federal unemployment tax (0.3 percent) are used to'pay the
cost of administering Federal and State
operations of the employment security
program. At the end of each fiscal year,
after Federal and State administrative expenses have been paid, any excess net
Federal unemployment tax receipts are
earmarked and placed in the Federal unemployment account to maintain a balance
of $200,000,000 in that account. This
account is used to make advances to the
States with depleted reserve accounts,
Any excess receipts not required to maintain
the $200,000,000 balance in the Federal
unemployment account is allocated to the
trust accounts of the various States in the
proportion that their covered payrolls bear
to the aggregate of all the States. These
excess receipts may, under certain conditions, be used by a State to supplement
Federal grants in financing administrative
operations.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (effective
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

A new account, called the employment security
administration account, will be established
in the unemployment trust fund. All
receipts from the net Federal unemploy
ment tax (0.4 percent) will be credited
initially to this new account. Federal and
State administrative expenses will be paid
out of this account with a maximum of
$350,000,000 per year allowable for State
administrative expenses.
At the end of a fiscal year, excess receipts after
administrative expenses will be credited to
the Federal unemployment account to
build Up and maintain a maximum balance
of $550,000,000 or 0.4 percent of covered
payrolls, whichever is greater, for use in
making advances to States.
After the Federal unemployment account
reaches its statutory limit, any remaining
excess of net Federal unemployment taxes
over administrative expenses will be retained
in the employment security administration
account until that account shows a net
balance at the close of the fiscal year of
$250,000,000. This net balance is to be
used to provide funds out of which adminis
trative expenses may be paid during each
fiscal year prior to the receipt of the bulk of
Federal unemployment taxes in January and
February.
Pending the building up of the $250,000,000
balance in the employment security adminis
tration account, advances to the account are
authorized from a revolving fund which
would be financed by a continuing appropria
tion from the general fund of the Treasury.
These advances will be repaid with interest.
After the Federal unemployment account is
built up to its statutory limit, and the year
end net balance of the employment security
administration account reaches $250,000,000,
and after any advances from the general
fund of the Treasury have been repaid, any
excess in the employment security adminis
tration account will be distributed to the
accounts of the various States in the same
manner as is provided under present law,
except that if any State has outstanding
advances from the Federal unemployment
account its share of the surplus funds will
be used to reduce these outstanding advances.
Effective date: Fiscal year 1961.
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EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)-contfiiA
Item

III. Administrative fin a no
ing-Continued
C. Advances to the
States:
1. Eligibility
for advances,

Prior law

A State whose reserve account at the end of
any quarter is less than the amount of benefits paid in the last 4 preceding quarters
may apply for an advance from the Federal unemployment account.

2. Amount of
advances,

A State is advanced the amount specified in
the State's application but such amount
may not exceed the largest amount of benefits paid by it in any 1 of the last 4 preceding quarters.

3. Repayment
of advances,

The Governor of any State may at any time
request that funds be transferred from the
State's account to the Federal unemploy
ment account in repayment of part or all of
the balance of advances made to the State.
If an advance to any State has been outstanding at the beginning of 4 consecutive years,
the employers' credit in that State against
the Federal tax is reduced from 2.7 to 2.55
percent. This increase in the net Federal
tax is used to pay off the advance. During
successive years in which the advance is
outstanding the employers' credit is reduced by an additional 0.15 percent a year.
If a State repays outstanding advances by
Dec. 1 of any year the reduced credit provisions do not come into operation for that
year.

Law as amended by Social Security Amendments of 1960 (Public Law 86-778) (eff ctive
Sept. 13, 1960, unless otherwise noted)

A State's eligibility for advances (applied for
after Sept. 13, 1960) may be determined at
any time. Advances will be made only if in
the account of the State requesting an ad
vance the sum of reserves on hand plus
expected tax receipts will be inadequate to
meet the expected level of benefit payments
during the current or following month.
Advances will be made in amounts which the
Secretary of Labor estimates will be required to pay compensation during the 6ur
rent or following month, including amounts
to cover unexpected contingencies.
The
aggregate amount of loans approved by the
Secretary of Labor may not exceed the
amount available for advances in the Fed
eral unemployment account.
Same as present law.

If an advance to any State made after Sept. 13,
1960, is outstanding at the beginning of 2
consecutive years, the employers' credit in
that State against the Federal tax is reduced
from 2.7 to 2.4 percent. During successive
years in which the advance is outstanding
the employers' credit is reduced by an addi
tional 0.3 percent a year. If a State repays
outstanding advances by Nov. 10 of any'
year the reduced credit provisions do not
come into operation for that year.
In addition to the reduction of 0.3 percent a
year in the employers' tax credit against the
Federal tax 2 other possible credit reductions
are provided. The 1st provides that begin
ning in the 3d year in which an advance is.
outstanding the maximum employers' credit
is reduced by the amount, if any, by which
the average employer contribution rate in
the preceding year was less than 2.7 percent.
The 2d credit reduction provides that in the
5th year in which an advance is outstanding
if the State's benefit-cost rate over the pre
ceding 5 years is higher than 2.7 percent then
the employers' credit shall be reduced by the
amount, if any, by which the State's average
contribution rate in the preceding year is less
than such benefit-cost rate.
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SOCIAL SECURITY HEARINJGS
To Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees
The Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
is holding hearings on all aspects of the programs established under the
Social Security Act. For these hearings the Committee is meeting in
executive session not open to the public.
On Wednesday, March 23, Secretary Flemming testified before
the Committee and made a number of recommendations for improvement
in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program. A copy of
the Secretary's statement is attached.
We will keep you informed of further developments as they
occur.

Victor Christgau.'
Director
Attachment

For Release Upon Delivery
Statement
By
Arthur S. Flenmming
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
Before the
House Ways and Means Committee of the
U. S. House of Representatives
Wednesday, March 23, 1960
10:00 a. m. , EST
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
First of all this morning, I would like to discuss with your Committee
some changes in the Old Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance provisions of
the Social Security Act that the administration desires to recommend.
We recommend removing the age- 50 limitation on the payment of disability
insurance benefits.
About 250,000 people--125,000 disabled workers and 125,000 dependents
of these workers- -would be made immediately eligible for benefits by this
provision.

This would mean additional benefits of about $200 million in

1961, increasing in the future to an average of over $600 million a year.
We also recommend changes in the disability program discussed with
your Committee last week.

These are:

(1) a proposal for eliminating the

second six-month waiting period for applicants with a previous period of
disability; (2) a proposal for extending a six-month trial work period to
those who are not under State rehabilitation programs; (3) a proposal for
authorizing the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to reverse
unfavorable disability determinations by the States, provided applicants
request rdconsideration of such decisions.

The last provision is necessary,

in this nationwide program in order to provide full assurance of a reasonable
degree of uniformity in the determination of rights to benefits in the
various States.

It

would also speed up the processing of some cases and

avoid needless and time-consuming appeals.
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We recommend also that the benefit for each child of a deceased worker
be increased to three-fourths of the worker's benefit amount.
The present law provides that in a survivor case the benefit payable
to a child is one-half of what the worker's benefit amount would have been,
plus one-fourth of the worker's benefit amount divided by the number of
children getting benefits.

If there are two children, for example, each

child is eligible for a benefit equal to one-half plus ome -eighth, namely
five-eighths, of the worker's amount.

And even though one child goes to

work and has his benefit withheld., the other child is

still

not eligible

for the full three-quarter benefit.
About 900,000 children would get benefit increases-immediately as a
result of this proposal.

This would mean additional benefits of about

$60 million in 1961, increasing later to an average of about $65 million
a year.
Another change that we recommend at this time is to provide benefits
for the survivors of people who died fully insured before 1940.
In recent years amendments to the law have usually made eligible not
only those who in the future meet certain conditions but also those who met
comparable conditions in the past.

This was not done, however, in the case

of survivors of persons who died prior to 194.0.
We believe it would be desirable to apply to this group left out in
the 1939 amendments the principle of retroactivity which has been generally
applied in the more recent amendments.

There are about 25,000 widows 75

years of age and over who would be made eligible for benefits by,this
proposal.

This would mean additional benefits of about $10 million in

1961 for this group.
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Another proposal we recommnd that would enable more people to
qualify for benefits is one that would remedyr the situation in present law
under which a widow and her children are denied benefits because of a
defect in a marriage that she entered into in good faith and believed to
be valid.
We also recommend five extensions of coverage under the Old Age,
Survivors and Disability Insurance program.

We propose:

1. That coverage be extended to include services (other than domestic
services) performed by a parent for a son or daughter.
2. That coverage be made available to policemen and firemen under
State or local retirement systems in all States.

3.

That coverage be extended to self-employed physicians on the

same basis as that applicable to self-employed people now covered.
4i.

That the protection of the program be extended to employees and

self-employed people in Guam.

5.

That nonprofit organizations be permitted to extend coverage to

employees who want to be covered without requiring that two-thirds of the
employees of the organization consent to be covered.

All new employees

would be covered compulsorily as under present law.
These changes which I have proposed would constitute a significant
advance in the Old Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance program.
I now want to discuss the cost of medical care for the aged.
In approaching this problem I feel that we should keep in mind the
developments that have taken place on two fronts.
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First of all, there are the very significant steps that the Federal
Government has taken in recent years to help deal with the hazards of old age.
The number of persons who benefit from the Old Age, Survivors and Dis
At the same time

ability Insurance program has increased very materially.

there has been a marked increase in the payments to the beneficiaries.

Pay

ments under the Old Age Assistance program, including medical services, have
been liberalized.

There has been a sharp increase in the funds the Federal

Government has made available for medical research.

More and more of these

funds are being directed toward problems of the aging.

The Hill-Burton

program of course has benefitted persons of all ages in providing more
adequate hospital and other health care facilities.

Provision has now been

made for providing for FRA type of guarantee for the construction of private
nursing home facilities.

This could prove to be a significant advancement

in dealing with the problem of health facilities and health costs of the aged.
Congress has made provision for a White House Confprence on Aging in January
1961, at which all problems in this area will be discussed by citizens groups
representing all walks of life.
In the second place there are the very significant advances that have
been made in recent years in extending the benefits of health insurance to
people 65 years of age and over.
We estimate that approximately 42 percent of the persons in this age
group nov have some protection against the cost of hospital care.

While we

do not have precise data, I think it is safe to say that approximately
6-1/2 million aged persons currently have some health insurance.

Contrast

this figure with that for 1952 when it was estimated that only slightly more
than 3 million aged persons had any coverage of this kind.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans have been extending their benefits
and improving their coverage.

Several insurance companies have aggressively

entered the field to provide better protection to aged individuals.
For example, Blue Cross which operates all over the country has
taken various steps to assure that persons age 65 and over are offered the
opportunity of obtaining protection against the cost of hospital care.
Most local Blue Cross plans provide periodically for "open enrollment,*" when

individuals of any age may subscribe for hospital coverage.

Additionally

more and more Blue Cross plans are extending the time during which they
will pay hospital benefits.
While all the 68 Blue Shield plans will continue coverage after

age 65 for persons who have been enrolled before that age, there are 32
plans that now have no age limit for initial enrollment., and 2 others

permit enrollment up to age 70.

In addition, 25 other plans have similar

programs for the aged either approved or in various stages of development.
Insurance companies also have been working to make health insurance
available to older people.

There is considerable variation in what policies

cover and in the benefits they provide.

It is difficult to generalize on

the protection offered to the aged under insurance company policies.

However,

the significant fact is that more and more companies are offering group and
individual coverage to the aged against the cost of nominal hospital, surgical.,
and in-hospital medical expenses.

Additionally, -some insurance companies

have recently introduced or will soon present policies that will provide
protection against catastrophic cost of long-term or other expensive illnesses.
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In addition, more and more employers are extending the benefits of
group health insurance to retired persons and their dependents.

In many

cases the employers are paying all or a substantial part of the cost of
the group plan.
In testifying before the members of this Committee on July 13,
1959, in opposition to H.R. 4700~, I made the following statement:
if ..enactment of H.R. 4700 would have far-reaching and
irrevocable consequences. It would establish a couarse
from which there would be no turning, back. The opportunity
for continued growth in coverage and adequacy of voluntary
health insurance for the aged would be stifled before its
full potential could be gauged. The pattern of health
coverage of the aged would have become frozen in a vast and
uniform governmental system, foreclosing future opportunity
for private groups--non-profit and commercial--to demonstrate
their capacity to deal with the problem."
In the light of all of the developments I have just identified,
we are all the more convinced that it would be very unwise for our
Government to take any step that would lead to such a result.
Since appearing before the Committee last year, we have given
consideration to the question of using a payroll tax in order to provide
more of the aged with better protection against the risk of catastrophic
illnesses.

We have decided that even a restricted program of this kind

V'ould be subject to the same fundamental objections that we have made
to H.R. 4700.
Therefore, I want to make it clear that, as an administration,
we will oppose any program of compulsory health insurance.
At the same time I desire to emphasize again that I believe that
continued progress in the direction of covering an increasingly large
percentage of the aged by voluntary hospital insurance programs will
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still leave us with serious problems.

There will still be aged persons

'Whose policies provide inadequate protection.

Also there will still be

aged persons who will have no protection but who would be willing to
participate in voluntary programs if provided with policies at rates
that they could afford to pay.

This administration--indeed all

thoughtful citizens--are acutely aware of the nepd for approaching these
problems with a sense of urgency.

But we are no less aware of the

necessity for seeking and finding solutions that are sound and that
expedite rather than impede the progress we all desire.
We have been investigating, therefore., th4~feasibility of a
program that would help accelerate rather than impede the present
voluntary approach to this problem.

In these stUdies we have been

keeping in mind the following guiding principles:
1. That there should be no compulsion on anyone to participate
in any health insurance program.
2. That there should be no action taken by anyone that would
tend to stifle private initiative in the health insurance field.

Any

thing done in this area should build on--and not undermine or replace
with a Federal system--the excellent progress that is now being made by
private effort.
3.

That we should strive to strengthen and stimulate our

existing private system so as to foster additional progress--both in
terms of scope of protection and numbers of persons protected.

4.

That we should preserve and strengthen the private relation

ships which now characterize the rendering of health care services.
5.

That all aged persons should have the opportunity of par

ticipating in any program that might be developed.
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6.

That there should be available to the aged--particularly in

the low income groups--protection against the severest burdien of health
care costs., namely., the financially catastrophic cost of institutional
care in connection with long-term and other very expensive illnesses.
Before arriving at a final conclusion as to whether the Federal
Government can devise within this framework of principles a practical
program., it

is going to be necessary for us to explore further some

complex issues.
For example, we hiave been considering methods of relating to his
income the anvunt of money that each voluntary participant would
contribute to the cost of an insurance policy.

We have been analyzing

possible plans under which persons in the lowest income group would make
a very small contribution and then the contribution would increase up to
a given level of income.

Beyond this level the policy holder would be

expected to pay the full premium. costs.
Also we have been exploring the question of whether State
governments, aided by the Federal Government., coula provide the difference
between the amount paid by the policy holders in the low income groups and
the actual cost of the policy.

In exploring this aspect of the matter,

ezphasis is being placed on having the States carry their fair share of
the total burden.
We have also been endeavoring to identify the various factors that
must be considered in determining the minimum level of protection which
the States must provide in order to qualify for Federal matching funds.
In exploring this question, we are keeping in mind the fact that the
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States -wuld± be authorized to contract with private groups for the
inlsu.rance.
Also we are considering the impact of any plan on the quality
and availability of health services.
We have not reached a conclusion as to the beat manner in which to
deal with such basic issues as these.

In the effort to arrive at sound

conclusions, it will be necessary for us to begin immediately to consult
further with experts in Government, with outside experts and groups,
and with State officials.

It is., of course, not possible to predict the

length of time that it will take for these consultations.

Moreover., I

am not now in a position to predict how long it will take to resolve the
basic issues I have just identified and any others that may arise.
sensitive as the administration is,

and as I know this Committee is,

Deeply
to

the human issues here involved, I can assure you that these explorations
will be carried forward with maximum speed.
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WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE BILL
To Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees
Today the Committee on Ways and Means agreed on provisions to be
contained in a social security bill which is expected to be reported out by
the Committee next week. The bill, which will be introduced by the
Committee Chairman, Wilbur D. Mills, and a minority member, is the
result of the sessions the Committee has been holding almost daily since
March 14. A summary of the bill is attached.
The three main old-age, survivors, and disability insurance pro
visions of the bill in terms of numbers of people affected and in terms of
Bureau workloads are as follows: (1) The elimination of the age 50 re
quirement for disability insurance benefits. This would make an estimated
250, 000 people- -disabled insured workers and their dependents--eligible
for benefits for the second month following the month of enactment of the
bill. (2) Liberalizing the insured status requirements so that a person
would be fully insured with one quarter of coverage for every four elapsed
quarters (instead of 2 quarters of coverage for every 4 elapsed quarters).
This would make about 600, 000 additional people eligible for benefits
beginning with an effective date which has not yet been finally determined.
(3) Increasing the benefits payable to the children of deceased workers so
that each child would get three-fourths of the primary insurance amount.
This would give increased benefits to about 400, 000 children, beginning with
benefits for the second month after enactment of the provision.
Most of the changes in old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
that would be made by the bill were recommended by the Department.
Several of the Department's recommendations resulted from the studies
of the Bureau's Simplification Work Groups. Other proposals in the bill
would remedy minor inequities and anomalies that exist under present law.
Adoption of the bill will mean substantial progress toward program and
administrative simplification.
The Committee, after lengthy consideration of various approaches
to a program of medical benefits for the aged, included in the bill a new

Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees -- 6/3/60
title in the Social Security Act- -"Title XVI -Medical Services for the Aged.
In general, the new title would make it possible for the States - -under a
Federal-State grant-in-aid program- -to provide medical care for low
income aged who are otherwise self-sufficient but whom the States determine
need help on medical expenses. In addition to the inclusion of a new title,
the bill provides for somewhat more favorable Federal matching (than does
present law) for up to an additional $5 in medical payments per old age
assistance recipient.
We expect that the House of Representatives will vote on the bill
within a short time. We will, of course, keep you informed of future action
on the bill.

Victor Christgau
Director
Attachment

Proposed Changes in the Old-Age, Survivors,
and Disability Insurance Program That Would Be Made
by the Ways and Means Committee's Bill
Disability Provisions
1. Disability insurance benefits would be provided for workers under
the age of 50 and their dependents, on the same basis as such
benefits are provided for disabled workers aged 50 to 65 and their
dependents.
2. A disability insurance beneficiary or childhood disability benefi
ciary would be allowed a period of 12 months of trial work (the
first 9 of which would not necessarily be consecutive) during which
such beneficiary would not be considered able to engage in substan
tial gainful activity and his disability benefits or freeze would
not be terminated solely by reason of such services.

3. The 6-month waiting period would be eliminated for a disability
insurance beneficiary whose prior period of disability (whether or
not he had been entitled to disability insurance benefits) termi
nated not more than 60 months before the onset of the current
disability.
4. Alternative work requirements for disability insurance benefits--a
total of at least 20 quarters of coverage and quarters of coverage
in all of the quarters elapsing after 1950 up to but excluding the
quarter of disablement with a minimum of 6 such quarters--would be
provided. The alternative would be effective only for persons who
could not otherwise meet the disability eligibility requirements for
the calendar quarter ending with the month of enactment or any prior
quarter. (This provision would have no effect for people who become
disabled after 1960 but, for the short run, it would take care of a
few cases that were brought to the attention of the Committee and
that the Committee felt warranted a change in the law.)
Benefit Amounts
1. The benefit of each child of a deceased worker would be three-fourths
of the primary insurance amount of the deceased worker (subject, of
course, to the family maximum) rather than one-half of the primary
insurance amount plus one-fourth of the primary insurance amount
divided by the number of children.
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2. The average monthly wage would be computed on the basis of a constant
number of years, regardless of when the worker files application for
benefits or a benefit recomputation. The number would be equal to
five less than the number of years elapsing after 1950 (after 1936 in
cases where use of pre-1951 earnings would raise the benefit amount)
or attainment of age 21, if later, and up to the year in which the
person becomes eligible for retirement benefits, dies, or becomes
disabled, whichever first occurs. Over the long run, in retirement
cases, the number will be 38 for men and 35 for women. Generally
speaking, any years could be used, including years before age 22 and
years after first eligibility; those that would yield the highest
benefit would of course be used.

In order to avoid shortening the span of years over which a

benefit

is computed in retirement cases, the span of years used for the
benefit computation could not be less than 5 (that is, the number
elapsing after 1950 and before 1961, minus 5). In those relatively
few cases--all of them cases of people eligible for old-age or
disability benefits before 1961- -where the present type of compu
tation using the year of first eligibility as a closing date would
result in a higher benefit amount, the present provisions would
still be used.
The change would make the provision for computation of the average
monthly wage simpler and easier to understand than it is now. In
future cases the change would eliminate the problem that can arise
under present law when a person does not apply for benefits at the
most advantageous time.

3. The requirement that a beneficiary must wait at least 6 months,,
after the close of the year in which he received the earnings that
qualified him for a work recomputation, to file an application for
the recomputation would be removed.
4. The requirement that a recomputation to include earnings in the year
of death or entitlement to benefits (a "current-year recomputation")
can be made only under the provisions for which the individual had
qualified at the time of his original benefit computation would be
eliminated. (There have been some cases in which a worker, at the
time he applied for the current-year recomputation, had met the
requirements for another, more favorable method of computation; if
this method could have been used, the benefit amount might have been
considerably higher.) A person who had a current-year recomputation
in the past and was disadvantaged by the present provisions could
qualify for a recomputation under the new rules on the basis of an
application filed after enactment of the bill.
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5. A technical flaw in the provisions relating to maximum family benefits
that gives an unintended advantage to some families on the benefit rolls
would be corrected. The provision was intended to put families of
workers who have a period of disability that started before 1959 in the
same general position, with respect to maximum family benefits, as the
families of workers who died before 1959. Because of the flaw in the
legislative language, families of disabled workers at certain levels
of average monthly wage can get somewhat more in total monthly benefits
than survivor families at the same average monthly wage levels. The
corrective amendment would apply only to families who will come on the
benefit rolls after enactment, to avoid reducing the benefits of
families who have been receiving benefits under the previous provisions
for well over a year, and who have come to depend on the amounts they
are getting.

6. The provisions for recomputation of old-age and survivors insurance
benefits would be simplified by the elimination of the following
benefit recomputations which have virtually served their purpose:
a. The 1952 self-employment income recomputation. This is a
recomputation to include 1952 self-employment income where
an individual became entitled to an old-age insurance benefit
or died in 1952.
b. The 1950 work recomputation. This recomputation was included
in the 1950 amendments to take into account earnings after
entitlement to benefits. It was obsoleted by the 1954 amend
ments except for workers who had qualified for it before
January 1, 1955.
c. The "lag" recomputation (including the special July 1, 1950,
recomputation). This recomputation was provided in the law in
effect before the 1954 amendments to include in the benefit
computation earnings in the 2 calendar quarters before entitle
ment or death where entitlement or death occurred before
September 1954.
d. The 1952 military service cred.it recomputation. This recompu
tation was provided to include post-World-War-II military
service wage credits for people already on the rolls in
August 1952.
These recomputations would not be applicable unless the worker files
application for the recomputation or dies before January 1, 1961.
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Eligibility for Benefits
1. The work requirements would be liberalized so that, to be eligible
for benefits, a person would need one quarter of coverage for every
4 calendar quarters between January 1, 1951, and the beginning of
the calendar quarter in which he reached retirement age or died,
whichever first occurred (but not less than 6 nor more than 4i0
quarters of coverage) instead of one for every 2. This would make
the work requirements for older workers more nearly equivalent to
the requirements which w~ill apply to yoi~nger workers (10 years
out of a possible 40 or more years in a working lifetime).
2. The payment of the lump-sum death benefit would be simplified and
expedited by permitting the benefit to be paid directly to the
funeral home for unpaid funeral home'expenses.
Where there is no
surviving spouse who was living in the same household with the
worker at the time of his death, the payment would be made to the
funeral home for any part of the funeral home expenses that have
not been paid if the person who assumed responsibility for the
expenses requested that the payment be made to the funeral home.
If no one had assumed responsibility for the expenses within
90 days after the date of the worker's death, the benefit would
be payable directly to the funeral home. When the expenses
incurred through the funeral home have been paid in full (including
payment through application of part of the lump sum) if any of
the lump sum remains it would be paid as a reimbursement to any
person (or persons) who paid burial expenses in accordance with
the following order of priority: Payment of any of the funeral
home expenses, the expense of opening and closing the grave, the
expense of the cemetery lot, and other expenses.
The changes would be effective for deaths on or after the date of
enactment of the bill; and it would be effective also in case of
deaths before enactment, but only if no application for reimburse
ment is filed before the third month after the month of enactment.

3. Benefits would be provided to a person as the wife, husband, widow
or widower of a worker if the person had gone through a mriage
ceremony in good faith in the belief that it was valid, if the
marriage would have been valid had there been no impediment and
if the couple had been living together at the time of the worker's
death or at the time an application for benefits is filed by the
spouse. For the purposes of this change, an impediment is defined
as an impediment resulting from a previous mariage--its dissolution
or lack of dissolution- -or resulting from a defect in the procedure
followed in connection with the purported marriage.
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In addition, the child or stepchild of a couple who had gone through
a marriage ceremony would be able to get benefits even though an
impediment prevented the ceremony from resulting in a valid marriage.

4.

Benefits would be provided for the survivors of workers who had
acquired six quarters of coverage and who had died before 1940.
In addition, benefits would be payable to the dependent widower of
a worker who had acquired six quarters of coverage and who had died
prior to September 1950, even though she-was not fully insured at
the time she died., and benefits would be payable to the former wife
divorced of a man who died before September 1950 and who had at
least six quarters of coverage.

5.

The duration-of-relationship requirements would be simplified by
making the requirements that now apply when the worker has died also
applicable when the worker is alive. Thus, wives., husbands., or step
children could qualify for benefits payable on a retired or disabled
person's earnings if the necessary relationship has existed for one
year rather than for three years.

6.

A defect in present law would be corrected by a provision for the
payment of child's benefit to a child who is born., or who becomes
the worker' s stepchild,, after the worker becomes disabled, or who
is adopted within 2 years after the worker becomes entitled to dis
ability benefits. This change would be effective as if it had been
enacted by the 1958 amendments--that is, for months after August 1958,
based on applications filed on or after that date.

7.

Benefits could be paid to a child based on his father's earnings even
though the child was living with and being supported by his stepfather.

8.

The penalty that is imposed against the benefits of a person who is
entitled to mother's or childhood disability benefits (and who is
married to an old-age insurance beneficiary) when work of the old-age
insurance beneficiary subject to the foreign work test is not reported
would be removed. The provision would be effective on the date of
enactment of the bill and would be applicable to uncollected penalties
imposed prior to enactment.

9.

Where a person had maximum creditable earnings in a year before
1951 he would be credited with 4 quarters of coverage for that
year., regardless of when in the year he acquired his first quarter
of coverage. This would simplify the law by making the same
general rules for crediting quarters of coverage apply to years
before 1951 as are applied to years after 1950. Some few people
might acquire a fully insured status under the proposal.
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Coverage
1.

-

General

Coverage would be extended on a compulsory basis to self-employed
physicians beginning with taxable years ending on and after
December 31, 1960, and to interns, beginning with services performed
after 1960.

2. Coverage would be extended to additional workers in domestic
employment and in work not in the course of the employer' s trad~p
or business by reducing from $50 to $25 the amount of cash wages
required from one employer in a calendar quarter; domestic or
casual work performed by persons who have not attained age 16 would
be excluded from coverage.

3.

Coverage would be extended on a compulsory basis to services performed
within the United States by American citizens in the employ of foreign
governments, their wholly owned instrumentalities, and international
organizations, under the provisions applying to self-employed persons,
beginning with taxable years ending on and after December 31, 1960.

4.

The family employment exclusion would be modified to cover service.,
other than service not in the course of the employer's trade or
business or domestic service in the private home of the employer.,
performed after 1960 by parents in the employ of a son or daughter.

5.

Coverage would be extended to the territories of Guam and American
Samoa. Coverage would be effective for self-employed persons with
taxable years beginning after 1960, and for employees, except
governmental employees., on January 1, 1961. Coverage of employees
of the territorial governments would be effective at the beginning
of the calendar quarter after the quarter in which the governor of
the territory certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury that such
coverage is desired. Filipino contract workers who go to Guam to
work temporarily would be excluded from coverage.

6.

The two-thirds requirement for coverage of employees of nonprofit
organizations would be eliminated.

7.

The time within which ministers may elect coverage would be extended
until April 15,, 1962. Earnings reported by ministers who filed
timely tax returns after 1954 and before 1960 without filing waiver
certificates would be validated, and also erroneous self-employment
returns filed by certain lay missionaries who believed that they
were covered as ministers.

8.

Coverage would be extended on a compulsory basis to American
citizens employed by certain labor organizations established in
the Panama Canal Zone., Wake Island., or the Midway Islands, effective
January 1, 1960. Wages erroneously reported for services performed
after 1954 and before 1960 would be validated under certain
conditions.
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Employees of State and Lo~cal Governments

1. State and local coverage provided under an agreement or modification
which is agreed to after 1959 would be permitted to become effective
as early as the first day of the fifth calendar year preceding the
year in which the agreement or modification is approved.
2. Where a retirement system is covered as a single coverage group,
the State would be permitted to select different effective dates
for coverage for different political subdivisions.

3. The provisions which now permit State and local retirement systems
in specified States to be divided into two divisions or parts in
order to provide social security coverage for only those members of
a retirement system who desire coverage would be extended to all
States; however, the "divided retirement system" provision would
not be applicable to individuals in policemen's or firemen's posi
tions covered under retirement systems except in States to which the
divided retirement system provisions applied on January 1, 1960.
)4.*

Certain individuals who have chosen not to be covered under the
divided retirement system provision could remain excluded when, by
reason of action taken by a political subdivision, they become
members of a different retirement system coverage group, which has
also been covered under the divided retirement system provision.

5. Coverage would be made available to policemen and firemen in
positions covered under retirement systems in 2 additional States:
Kentucky and Virginia.

6. The Governor of a State would be authorized to delegate to a
State official designated by him the making of certifications
to the Secretary of Health,, Education, and Welfare as to the
use of proper procedures in extending coverage to retirement
system groups.

7. The wage credits of certain teachers and other school employees
in the State of Mississippi who, during the period from February 28,
1951, to October 1, 1959, were er~roneously reported as being State
employees would be validated.

8. A State would be permitted to treat all State and local employment
on which the State bears the entire cost of the employer contri
butions as employment for a single employer for purposes of computing
its liability for the employer contributions.
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9. Municipal and county hospitals could be treated as separate
retirement system coverage groups, on the same basis
provided under present law for institutions of higher learning.
10.

The law would specify a time limitation on the period within
which the Secretary may assess unpaid contributions and on the
period within which the Secretary must refund contributions
which a State has erroneously paid. This provision is comparable
to the related provisions of the statute of limitations of the
Internal Revenue Code applying to non-governmental employment.

11.

The law would provide a specific procedure by which a State may
seek review by the United States district courts of determinations
by the Secretary which result in the assessment of contributions
or the denial of refund claims.

Miscellaneous
1. The times at which an Advisory Council on Social Security
Financing is to study the status of the trust funds would be
changed so that an Advisory Council will be appointed during
1963, 1966, and every fifth year thereafter. The Council
appointed during 1963 will study and report on all aspects of
the program.
2.

Certain recommendations made by the Advisory Council on Social
Security Financing would be put into effect. Principally, the
existing method of financing the old-age, survivors, and disa
bility insurance program would be strengthened. by changes designed
to make the interest earnings of the trust funds more nearly
equivalent to the rate of return being received by people who buy
Government obligations in the open market.

3. A deadline date that falls on a nonwork day would be extended to
the first full work day immediately following the deadline date.
The provision would not extend the retroactivity of applications
for monthly benefits. The change would be effective on the date
of enactment of the bill.
4i.

Pending court actions would be allowed to continue even though
there is a successor to a Secretary named in such actions or a
vacancy exists in the office of Secretary. The provision would
be applicable to court actions pending on the date of enactment of
the bill or to court actions begun thereafter.
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Proposed Changes in Related Programs
That Would Be Made by the
Ways and Means Committee'sa Bill
MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED
Purpose
A new title of the Social Security Act would be established
(Title XVI) which would initiate a new Federal-State grant-in-aid
program to help the States assist low-income aged people who need
help in meeting their medical expenses. Participation in the
program would be at the option of each individual State and would
only be effective after June, 1961, upon the submittal of a plan
which would meet the general requirements specified in the bill.
Eligibility
Persons age sixty-five or over, whose income and resources-
taking into account their other living requirements as determined by
a State--are insufficient to meet the cost of their medical services
would be eligible. Persons eligible for payments under this program
would not be eligible under the other Federal-State public assistance
programs.
Scope of Benefits
The scope of benefits provided would be determined by the
States. The Federal Government, however, would participate under the
matching formula in any program which provided any or all of the
following services up to the limits specified:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)
(I)

(V)

inpatient hospital services up to 120 days
per year;
skilled nursing-home services;
physicians' services;
outpatient hospital services;
organized home care services;
private duty nursing services;
therapeutic services;
maJor dental treatment;
laboratory and X-ray services up to $200
per year;
prescribed drugs, up to $200 per year.
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Federal Matching
The Federal Government would provide funds for payments
for benefits under an approved State plan in accordance with an
equalization formula under which the Federal share would be
between 50 percent and 65 percent of the costs depending upon
the per capita income of the State. (This is the same formula
which applies now on that part of old-age assistance payments
between $30 and $65 a month.) A program under the new title
could not be more liberal than a medical program under a State's
old-age assistance program, and there could be no reduction in
existing public assistance programs to finance this new title.
The payments under this program would be to providers of the
medical services.
Cost and Number of Persons Affected
This new title would provide actual medical services for
an estimated 1/2 to 1 million persons age 65 and over who will be
ill during a year. State plans could provide potential protection
to as many as 10 million persons whose financial resources are such
that if they have extensive medical expenses, they would qualify.
The estimated cost is $185 million to the Federal Government and
$140 million to the States in a full year of operation, for a total
cost of $325 million, after the States have had opportunity to
develop these programs.
OLD -AGE ASSISTANCE NEDICAL PROGRAM
Contingent upon a showing of an improvement in their medical
programs, States would get somewhat more favorable Federal matching,
effective October 1960, for up to an additional $5 in medical
payments. Over 2 million persons could be affected by this change.
The cost in a full year of operation will be about $10 million to
the Federal Governmient and about $7 million to the States.
MAT1ERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE AUTHORIZATIONS
The bill would provide that the authorization for appropriation
for the Maternal and Child Health Services program be increased from
$21-1/2 million to $25 million; the Services for Crippled Children
program from $20 million to $25 mi'llion; and the Child Welfare program
from $17 million to $20 million. A new authorization for research
and demonstration projects in the Child Welfare Services program permits
grants to public and other non-profit institutions and agencies for
this purpose.
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UNEMPLOYMEN

COMPESATION

The bill makes several improvements in the unemployment
compensation system. Some of the changes that would be made are:
1.

The Federal unemployment tax (after the maximum credit) would
be raised from .3 percent to .4 percent effective in 1961, s0
as to provide for rising administrative expenses and also to
provide a larger fund for advances to State unemployment funds.

2.

The provisions for advances to States would be revised to
provide advances only where the State funds are really in need
in order to continue payment of unemployment benefits. In

addition, larger and faster credit reductions (i.e., higher
net Federal taxes) are imposed in a State which has received
advances in order to assure repayment of the advance.
3.

Several categories of employees totaling about 65,000 people
would be brought under the Federal employment tax. The
additional groups include employees of certain instrumentalities
of the United States including Federal Reserve Banks, Federal
Credit Unions, Federal Land Banks., National Farm Loan Associations,
Federal Home Loan Banks., Banks for Cooperatives, Federal Intermediate

Credit Banks, and some Production Credit Associations. The bifl
also extends coverage to employees serving on American aircraft with
respect to service outside the United States, to employees of
certain corporations ("feeder" corporations) all the profit of

which is payable to a non-profit organization exempt under section
501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 19514, and to employees of
certain tax-exempt organizations in the categories of agricultural
or horticultural organizations, voluntary employee beneficiary
associations, and fraternal beneficiary societies.
4.

Provision is also made for treating the unemployment compensation
program of Puerto Rico as a State program for purposes of the
employment security provisions, thereby extending the protection of
the pro~gram to Puerto Rico.
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PROPOSED SOCIAL SFCURITY LEGISLATION REPORTED FAVORABLY
BY HOUSE COMMI'CrE ON WAYS AND MEANS
To Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees
The Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
today reported favorably on proposed legislation which would make a number
of amendments in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance provisions
and in other provisions of the Social Security Act. The proposed legislation
is the same, except for minor changes, as that described in Director's
Bulletin No. 314, dated June 3, 1960.
The proposed amendments are contained in H. R. 12580, sponsored
by Chairman Wilbur D. Mills of the Ways and Means Committee. Identical
bills, H. R. 12581 and 12582, have been introduced by Committee minority
members Byrnes (Wis.) and Baker (Tenn.). H. R. 12580 is expected to be
taken up on the floor of the House next week, perhaps on Tuesday, June 21.
I am attaching a summary of the differences between the provisions
reported favorably by the Comm-ittee and those described in Director's
Bulletin No. 314. We will keep you informed of the progress of the proposed
legislation.

RoetM. B~
Acting Director
Attachment

Differences Between Provisions of H.R. 12580
and the Provisions Described in Director's Bulletin No. 314

1. Because the previous January 1., 1961., effective date for
the liberalized insured status requirements (1-for-4) would have
resulted in a large number of unproductive inquiries beginning at
the time of enactment, the requirementa were male. effective., at the
suggestion of the Bureau, beginning with benefits for the month after
enactment of the bill., based on applications filed in or after the
month of enactment.
(TLhe provision for paying benefits to survivors
of persons who died before 1940 would have the same effective date.)
Under the revised provision, the elapsed period for insured status
would generally be figured over complete calend~ar years, rather than
over calendar quarters; this change was proposed as a simplification.
2. The provision for paying each child of a deceased worker
three-f0ourths of the primary insurance amount would be effective
beginning with benefits for the third,, rather t-han the second, month
after enactment.

3. In addition to the amendment eliminating the two-thirds
requirement for coverage of employees of nonprofit organizations., the
Committee's bill would, upon appropriate action by the nonprofit
organization and employees involved, permit social security credit
for remuneration for services performed before July 1, 1960., which
was erroneously reported as wages.
4. The Committee's bill does not contain the proposal which
would have extended to all States the provision permitting State and
local retirement systems in specified States to be divided into two
parts in order to provide social security coverage for only those
members of a retirement system who desire coverage.
5. The Commnittee's bill would make coverage available to
policemen and firemen in positions covered under retirement systems
in only one additional State: Virginia.
6. The proposal to extend coverage to American citizens
employed by certain labor organizations in the Panama Canal Zone.,
Wake Island and the Midway Islands is changed so that it would be
applicable only to the Panama Canal Zone, and. coverage would be
effective January 1, 1961.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PASSES H. R. 12580
To Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees
The House of Representatives today by a vote of 380 to 23 passed
H. R. 12580. Yesterday afternoon the bill was debated in the House under
a rule that permitted only Committee amendments. No amendments
were proposed. The bill is therefore the same bill that was described
in Director's Bulletin No. 314 and Director's Bulletin No. 316.
The bill now goes to the Senate. Newspaper accounts indicate
that the Senate Committee on Finance will give early consideration
to the bill. You will, of course, be informed of any action that may
take place there.

Robert M.
Acting Director
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H. R. 12580 AMENDED BY SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
To Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees
I am attaching a copy of a press release issued on Saturday,
August 13, by the Senate Comm-ittee on Finance, indicating the action
taken by the Committee on H. R. 12580. The bill as amended by the
Comm-ittee was ordered reported favorably to the Senate.

VictorC
Director

r
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ACTION BY CONMITT'EE ON FINANCE ON THE OLD-AGE SURVIVORS
AND DISABILMrY INSURAN'CE PROVISIONS OF H.R. 12580
All House provisions were approved with the exception of the following which
were either deleted or modified as indicated below:
1. Extension of coverage to physicians

-

DELETED.

2. Reduction of coverage requirement for domestic and casual labor workers
from $50 to $25 during calendar quarter from one employer - DELETED.

3. Extension of coverage to parents in the employ of child's trade or
business

-

DELETED.

4. Extension of coverage to CGiam and American Samoa

-

DELETED.

5. Extension of coverage to U.S. citizens employed within the United States
by international organizations

-

DELETED.

6. Extension of coverage of U.S. citizens employed outside the United States
by certain labor organizations in Panama Canal Zone

-

DELETED.

7. Insured status liberalization of 1 out of 4 quarters since 1950 (rather
than 1 out of 2 quarters)

-

DELETED.

8. Reduction from 3 to 1 year the time needed to acquire status of wife.,
child or husband

-

DELETED.

9. Extension of duties of Advisory Council on Financing appointed in 1963
to subjects other than finance

-

DELETED.

10.

Extension of coverage under unemployment compensation

-

DELETED.

11.

Extension of unemployment compensation to Puerto Rico

-

DELETED.

12.

Federal unemployment tax rate increase

13.

Establishment of new accounts in the Unemployment Compensation Trust
Fixids - DELETED... (but amendment adopted to increase maximum of
existing Federal Unemployment Loan Account from $200 million to $500
million.)

14.

Authorization of annual appropriation for child welfare services
increased to $25 million per year.

-

DELETED.
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ADDITIONAL AMENDMEN~TTS ADOPTED:
i.

Increases earnings limitation to $1.,800.

2.

OASI

-

Retirement age reduction to 62 for men on a reduced basis.

3. Puablic Assistance

Annual exemption of $1,000 of earned income plus
1/2 of additional earnings for Aid to the Blind program.

Ii.

-

Extends option of ministers to amend waiver certificate so as to cover
the year of 1956 where that year had not been covered in original filing.
(This could have been done under the provision of P.L. 35-239., 1957,
but supplemental filing authority-expired April 15, 1959.)

5. Extends until July 1961 the time in which Maine can modify its State and
local coverage agreement to treat the position of teachers and other non
professional employees as separate groups for coverage purposes.
IN~LIEU OF HOUSE PLAN FOR MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED THE
COMMITTEE17 ADOPTED THE FOLLOWINl~G:
A.

Individuals on Old Age Assistance, Title I
1. Add provision for Federal matching of vendor medical care of $12
a month per recipient in addition to present $65 provision.
2. Federal share to be 501% to BO0%, depending on per capita income of
the State., where State monthly average payment is over $65.

3. Federal share to be 65%, to 80%1, depending on per capita income of
the State where State average monthly payment is under $65, (with
notch provision).
B.

Individuals who are Medically Indigent
1.

Federal share to be 50% to 80% with no dollar maximum on medical
care.

C.

Title XVI plan provision to be incorporated into Title I with necessary
modifications.

The bill, H.R. 12580, as amended., was approved by voice vote and ordered
reported favorably to the Senate.*It
will probably be reported Wednesday,
August 17, 1960,, or Thursday., August 18, 1960.

SSA -OASI
August 24, 1960

NO. 324
SENATE PASSES H. R. 12580
To Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees

The Senate late last night passed H. R. 12580 by a vote of
89 to 2. The major debate on the floor of the Senate centered around
two proposed amendments which would have provided medical benefits
for aged persons in addition to the medical assistance payments provided
by the bill as reported, out by the Senate Committee on Finance. One
of these amendments would have provided medical insurance benefits under
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program for OASI
eligibles aged 68 and over. The other would have permitted the aged
who met an income test to enroll in a medical care program to be
financed jointly by the Federal Government and the States and to be
administered by the States. Both were defeated.
Director's Bulletin No. 322 outlined the changes made in
H. R. 12580 by the Committee on Finance. The bill as passed by the
Senate is essentially the same as the bill reported out by that
Committee. Only five amendments affecting old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance were added on the floor of the Senate. The attached
list indicates the nature of these amendments.
The bill has gone to a Conference Committee to reconcile the
differences between the Senate and House versions of the bill.

Victor Christgu
Director
Attachment

AMENfl1ENTS ADlDED TO H.R. 12580 ON THE FLOOR OF THE SENATE

1.

Provides benefits under certain circumstances to a child who was
dependent on a deceased worker who was note his parent.

2. Makes technical changes in the provision under which actuarially
reduced benefits would be provided to men at age 62.

3. Makes the proposed age-62 retirement age for men inapplicable to
present and future annuitants under the New Jersey Teachers Pension
and Annuity Fund and Public Employees Retirement System for purposes
of determining fully-insured status. (Under New Jersey State law,
retirement benefits paid to annuitants of the two named retirement
systems are offset by the amount of the social security benefit
they would be eligible for on the basis of public employment in
New Jersey; annuitants of these retirement systems are opposed to
liberalizations in the eligibility requirements for OASI benefits.)

4. Includes Texas under the provisions which now permit State and local
retirement systems in 15 specified States to be divided into two
divisions or parts in order to provide social security coverage
for only those members of a retirement system who desire coverage.

5. Permits the State of California to cover certain hospital employees
who have been removed from coverage under a State or local retirement
system.

SSA -OASI

NO. 325

August 26, 1960

CONGRESSIONAL PASSAGE OF H. R. 12580
To Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees
Previous Director's Bulletins have described the action taken
in the House of Representatives and the Senate on H. R. 12580. A joint
House-Senate conference committee has reconciled the differences
between the two versions of the bill. Today the House of Representatives
approved the conference committee changes by a vote of 368 to 17 with
one member voting "present. " The Senate is expected to approve the
changes tomorrow. The bill will then go to the President.
Three of the changes made by the conference committee are
particularly important:
1. The Senate had voted to increase the annual earnings
limitation under the retirement test from $1, 200 to $1, 800. The
conference committee substituted for this a provision that makes the test
more equitable and improves its effect on incentives to work. The
amendment will eliminate the $80 unit of excess earnings and provide
instead for a $1 reduction in benefits for each $2 of earnings between
$1, 200 and $1, 500 and a $1 reduction in benefits for each $1 of earnings
above $1, 500.
2. The conference committee agreed to remove the Senateapproved provisions that would have permitted the payment of actuarially
reduced benefits to men beginning at age 62.
3. The House-approved insured status requirement of one quarter
of coverage for every 4 calendar quarters up to the calendar year in which
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Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees- -8/26/60
the worker reached retirement age or died had been deleted by the
Senate; the conferees compromised, and the bill includes a require
ment of one quarter of coverage for every 3.
Several other provisions that were included in the House and
Senate passed bills are not in the final bill. For example, the provisions
that would have extended coverage to physicians and modified the coverage
test for domestic workers have been deleted.
Claims Manual holders will soon receive a comprehensive summary
of the 19,60 amendments arranged in the order of the Claims Manual
chapters. Later they will begin to receive supplements for the Claims
Manual on buff paper to be filed at the end of the chapters affected. The
Manual supplements will contain policy and procedure for the development
and adjudication of claims. These instructions will be issued as far
as possible in advance of the effective dates of the various provisions.
~
Where a provision is effective on enactment, the instructions of course can
not precede that date. We hope to be able to issue all of the supplemental
material within a month or six weeks.
A summary of the provisions in the bill is attached.

Victor Christgau
Director
Attachment

Disability
1. Disability insurance benefits will be payable to disabled workers
under the age of 50 and their dependents on the same basis as such
benefits are provided for disabled workers aged 50 to 65 and their
dependents. An estimated 125,000 disabled workers and at leas'~
that many dependents of these disabled workers will be able to
qualify for benefits when the provision takes effect. The benefits
are payable for months starting with the second month after the
month in which the bill becomes law.
2.

A disability beneficiary or a childhood disability benefici.ary
could perform services in each of 1-2 months, so long as he does
not medically recover from his disability, before his benefits
would be terminated as a result of such'services.
After the first
9 months (not necessarily consecutive) of the trial period, however,
any services he performed daring the period would be considered in
determining whether he has demonstrated an ability to engage in
substantial gainful activity. If he has demonstrated such ability,
3 months later his benefits would be terminated. Any month in which
a disabled person works for ga~in., or does work of a nature generally
performed for gain, would be counted as a month of trial work.
Thus the services rendered in a month need not constitute substan
tial gainful activity in order for the month to be counted as part
of a trial-work effort.
The bill also provides a continuation of benefits for 3 months
for any person, irrespective of attempts to work, whose medical
condition improves to the extent that he is no longer disabled
within the meaning of the law. A person who recovers from his
disability, especially if he has spent a long period in a hospi
tal or sanitarium, may require benefits for a brief interval
during which he is becoming self-supporting.
For beneficiaries on the rolls, the first month of the trialwork period could be no earlier than the month after the month of
enactment. *In
the future the trial-work period would begin with
the month in which a person became entitled to benefits on account
of disability.

3.

Workers who become disabled a second (or subsequent) time will not
be required to undergo another six-month's waiting period if the
prior period of disability was terminated no more than 5 years
before the onset of the current disability. The change is intended
to remove a possible disincentive to return to work in cases Where
disabled persons are doubtful as to whether their work attempts
will be successful. The provision is effective with respect to
monthly benefits beginning with the month in which the bill is
enacted. A relatively small number of persons would be affected
by this provision.

Disability (Continued)

4i.

The law provides an alternative disability insured status requirement--
a disabled worker would be deemed insured for disability insurance
benefits if he has at least 20 quarters of coverage (6 earned after
1950) and before the quarter of disablement. Benefits would be pay
able under this provision for months after the month of enactment.
The alternative would have no effect for people who become disabled
after 1955 and is not available to individuals who meet the usual
disability insured status requirement. It is designed to take care
of a few cases that were brought to the attention of the House
Committee on Ways and Means.

Coverage

-

General

1. The family employment exclusion is modified to cover most services
performed after 1960 by a parent in the employ of his son or daughter.
Service that is not in the course of the employer's trade or business
and domestic service in a private home of the employer (including
such service which constitutes agricultural labor) will continue to
be excluded. This extension of coverage will apply to about 25,000
parents employed by their adult children.
2.

Coverage is extended to the territories of Guam and American Samoa.
About 8,000 employees and self-employed persons in Guam and about
2,000 in American Samoa will be covered under these amendments.
Coverage will be effective for employees (except governmental
employees) on January 1, 1961, and for self-employed persons for
taxable years beginning after 1960. Coverage of employees and
officers of the Governments of Guam and American Samoa is on a
compulsory basis, rather than under the State-Federal agreement
method which applies to the employees of States and localities.
Coverage for employees of the Government of Guam will not become
effective until the calendar quarter following the quarter in which
the Governor of Guam certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury that
the Guamanian Government has enacted legislation expressing its
desire that old-age, survivors, and disability insurance be extended
to these employees (and in no event before January 1, 1961). This
special effective date was provided because the Government of Guam
wished to have time to make appropriate adjustments of its present
retirement system to take into account the extension of social
security coverage to the governmental employees. A comparable
effective date provision is included for employees of the Government
of American Samoa. Filipino workers who come to Guam under con
tracts to work temporarily are excluded from coverage.

Coverage

-

General (Continued)

3. The amendments eliminate the requirement that two-thirds of the
employees of a nonprofit organization must concur before the organi
zation can obtain coverage for its employees. Thus., a nonprofit
organization will be able to elect coverage for concurring employees
(ifany) and future employees even though fewer than two-thirds and
even if no present employees concur. The amendments also validate,
upon request of the employee involved: (1) certain reports that
were defective because filed by a nonprofit organization that had
not yet filed its waiver certificate (but which later did file a
waiver certificate) or for other reasons and (2) certain selfemployment tax returns filed by foreign missionaries and others
who were not commissioned, licensed or ordained as ministers but
who believed they were covered as ministers. Services of employees
who request validation under these provisions are covered beginning
with the following quarter. These changes would facilitate coverage
for many of the 100.,000 employees of nonprofit organizations who
have not yet been covered.

4.

The amendments extend until April 15., 1962j, the time within which
ministers and Christian Science practitioners in practice at least
two years may elect coverage. A certificate filed on or before the
due date of a tax return for a given year would establish coverage
beginning with the preceding tax year. In addition, where a minister
or Christian Science practitioner filed timely tax returns (and paid
taxes thereon) in one or more years between 1955 and 1959 without
filing a waiver certificate., he may elect to have-his certificate
made effective beginning with the first such yed' Another provision
makes it possible for ministers or Christian Science practitioners
whose certificates are already effective beginning with 1957 to
elect to make their certificates effective for 1956. These provisions
give about 60.,000 ministers an additional opportunity to become
covered and would give others the opportunity to secure additional
protection.

5. Coverage would be extended on a compulsory basis, under the
provisions applicable to self-employed persons., to services per
formed within the United States by United States citizens in the
employ of foreign governments, their wholly-owned instrumentalities.,
and international organizations. Under this amendment, about 5.,000
such employees would be covered beginning with taxable years ending
on or after December 31, 1960. In order to avoid retirement-test
problems which would otherwise arise, earnings derived by an indi
viduial which would be covered as "net earnings from self-employment"
under this provision will be treated as "swages" for taxable years
beginning on or before the date of enactment of the bill., but as
"net earnings from self-employment" for taxable years beginning
after the date of enactment.

Coverage

-

General (Continued)

Both the Senate Committee on Finance and the House Ccmmittee
on Ways and Means recognized that it is generally undesirable to
cover as self-employment the services of individuals who are
actually employees. However, since a compulsory employer tax
was not feasible and since some objections bad been raised to
allowing foreign governments to participate, even voluntarily,
as employers in the United States social insurance program, the
Congress concluded that the only practical way to provide jimnediate
coverage for these employees is to cover them as though they are
self-employed persons.
Coverage
1.

-

Employees of State and Local Governments

State and local coverage provided under an agreement or modification
which is agreed to after 1959 can be made effective as early as the
first day of the fifth calendar year preceding the year in which
the agreement or modification is approved, but not earlier than

January 1, 1956.
2. Where a retirement system that covers more than one political
entity is brought under social security as a single coverage
group, the State is permitted to select different effective dates
for coverage for the different political entities.

3.

Certain individuals who have chosen not to be covered under the
divided retirement system provision will continue to be excluded
from coverage when, by reason of action taken by a political sub
division, they become members of a different retirement system
coverage group which has also been covered under the divided
retirement system provision.

4.

The Governor of a State is authorized to delegate to another State
official the making of certifications to the Secretary as to the
use of proper procedures in extending coverage to retirement
system groups.

5.

A State is permitted to treat the positions of employees of a county
or municipal hospital who are under a retirement system which also
covers other employees as being in a separate coverage group. This
provision is similar to that which now applies to institutions of
higher lea~rning.

6.

A time limitation is placed on the period within which the Secretary
may assess unpaid contributions and on the period within which the
Secretary must refund contributions which a State has erroneously
paid. This provision is comparable to the statute of limitations
of the Internal Revenue Code applying to nongovernmental employment.

Coverage

-

Employees of State and Local Governments (Continued)

7. A specific procedure is provided by which a State may seek review
in the Unite:d States district courts of determinations by the
Secretary which result in the assessment of contributions or the
denial of refund claims.

8. A State is permitted to treat all State and local employment on
which the State bears the entire cost4- of the employer contributions
as employment for a single employer for purposes of computing its
liability for the employer contributions. This provision makes it
unnecessary for States to pay employer contributions on more than
$4,800 in -cases where an individual during a calendar year is paid
wages., totaling $4,800, by two or more employing entities and where
the State itself bears the cost of the employer contributions.

9. Virginia is added to the list

of 16 States in which coverage is
available to policemen and firemen in positions covered under
retirement systems.

10.

Texas is added to the list of 15 States which are permitted to
divide retirement systems into two divisions or parts in order
to provide social security coverage for only those retirement
system members who desire coverage.

U.California is permitted, until the end of 1961, to cover certain
hospital employees who were removed from coverage under a State
or local retirement system and erroneously reported for social
security purposes to the Internal Revenue Service.
12.

Provision is made for validating wage credits of certain teachers
and other school employees in Mississippi who, during the period
from February 28, 1951, to October 1, 1959, were erroneously
reported as being State employees.

13.

The amendments extend for one year--untilI July 1961--the time
period during which Maine can, in modifying its coverage agree
ment to extend coverage to additional persons, treat the positions
of teachers and the positions of nonteaching employees which are
under the same retirement system as being in separate retirement
system coverage groups.

14.

Nebraska is permitted to remove from coverage under its agreement
with the Secretary justices of the peace and constables who are
paid on a fee basis.

Eligibility for Benefits
1.

The retirement test would be changed by eliminating the requirement
for withholding a month'sa benefit for each $CO of earnings above
$1, 200 and providing instead for withholding $1 in benefits for
each $2 of earnings between $1,200 and $1,500, and $1 in benefits
for each $1 of earnings above $1,500. Like the present law, the
new provisions would apply to auxiliary beneficiaries as well as
to the old-age insurance beneficiary. And, as under present law,
no benefits would be withheld for a month in which the beneficiary
neither earned more than $100 in wages nor rendered substantial
services in self-employment.
A test of this general sort was discussed in the Department's
report on the retirement test that was submitted to the Comittee
on Ways and Means in March of this year.
The amendment would reduce the disincentive to work that exists
under the present test. The new test would mean that a beneficiary
could accept a job at any earnings level above $1, 200 knowing that
he would never have less in benefits and earnings combined than he
would have if he limited his earnings to $1,200. In fact, a bene
ficiary could increase his total income by $150 if he earned as
much as $1,500 in a year.
There would be some deliberalizations from the present test for
people at lower benefit levels who earn at certain levels between
$1,200 and $2,080. The number of beneficiaries who would be
affected by the deliberalization would be very small because very
few people who get benefits in the lower ranges have earnings above
$1,200 in a year.

2.

The work requirements are liberalized so that, to be eligible for
benefits, a person needs one quarter of coverage for every 3 calendar
quarters elapsing after 1950 (or after the year in which he attained
age 21, if that is later) and before the year in which he reached
retirement age, or died, or became disabled, whichever first occurred
(but not less than 6 nor more than 40 quarters of coverage), instead
of one quarter for every 2 elapsed quarters.
Because the elapsed period used for determining the number of quarters
required is on the basis of full years, the number of quarters
required in death or retirement cases will be the same in any given
year regardless of when in that year the person dies or attains
retirement age.

Eligibility for Benefits (Continued)
The House of Representatives had proposed that the insured status
requirement be put on a l-for-4 basis, so that the short-run
requirement would be comparable to the long-term requirement (10
years out of a 4 0-year working life). The provision as enacted

is a compromise between the House and the Senate, which had pro
posed retaining the 1-for-2 requirement.
The number of additional persons--workers., dependents., and
survivors--who will become eligible for monthly benefits on
October 1, 1960 (assuming H.R. 12580 is signed in September),
is estimated to be 400,000. Of this total, about 250,,000 are
aged 65 and over.
By January 1, 1966., an estimated 1,000,000 persons will be eligible
for monthly benefits who would not qualify under present law. Of
this total, some 700,000 are aged 65 and over.
3.

The payment of the lump-sum death benefit in cases where there is

no surviving spouse who was living in the same household with the
worker at the time of his death would be simplified and expedited
by permitting the benefit to be paid directly to the funeral home
for unpaid funeral-home expenses. The payment would be made to the
funeral home for any part of the funeral-home expenses that have
not been paid if the person who assumed responsibility for the
expenses requested that the payment be made to the funeral home.
If no one had assumed responsibility for the expenses within 90 days
after the date of the worker's death,, the benefit would be payable
directly to the funeral home. When the expenses incurred through
the funeral home have been paid in full (including payment through
application of part of the lump sum), if any of the lump sum remains
it would be paid as a reimbursement to any person (or persons) who
paid burial expenses in accordance with the following order of
priority: Payment of any of the funeral-home expenses,, the expense
of opening and closing the grave., the expense of the cemetery lot,
and other expenses.
The changes would be effective for deaths on or after the date of
enactment of the bill; and it would be effective also in case of
deaths before enactment., but only if no application for reimburse
ment is filed before the third month after the month of enactment.
4.

Benefits will be payable to a person as the wife., husband, widow
or widower of a worker if the person had gone through a marriage
ceremony in good faith in the belief that it was valid., if the
marriage would have been valid had there been no impediment., and
if the couple had been living together at the time of the worker's
death or at the time an application for benefits was filed. For
the purposes of this provision., an impediment is defined as an
impediment resulting from a previous marr iage- -its dissolution or
lack of disoolution--or resulting from a defect in the proeedure
followed in connection with the purported marriage.

Eligibility for Benefits (Continued)
Benefits will also be payable to the child or stepchild of a
couple who had gone through a marriage ceremony even though
an impediment prevented the ceremony from resulting in a valid
marriage.
These amendments will be effective with respect to monthly bene
fits for months beginning with the month in which the bill is
enacted, on the basis of an application filed in or after that,
month.

5. Benefits would be provided for the survivors of workers who had
acquired six quarters of coverage and who had died before 1940.
In addition, benefits would be payable to the dependent widower
of a woman who died prior to September 1950 and mother's bene
fits would be payable to the former wife divo;ced of a man who
died before September 1950 and whoba~d at least six quarters of
coverage even though he was not insured under the law in effect
at the time he died.
About 25,000 people--most of them aged widows--would be made
eligible for benefits by this change. Benefits would be payable
for months beginning with the month after the month of enactment,
on the basis of applications filed in or after such month. The
benefits would be computed under the provisions in effect before
1950 and converted to current amounts through the benefit table
contained in present law.

6. The duration-of-relationship requirements would be simplified by
making the requirements that now apply when the worker has died
also applicable when the worker is alive. Thus wives, husbands,
or stepchildren could qualify for benefits payable on a retired
or disabled person's earnings if the relationship had existed for
one year rather than for three years.
This change would be effective with the date of enactment, on the
basis of applications filed in or after such month.

7'.

A defect in present law would be corrected by a provision for the
payment of child's benefits to a child who is born, or who becomes
the worker's stepchild, after the worker becomes disabled, or who
is adopted within 2 years after the worker becomes entitled to
disability benefits. This change would be effective for adoptions
only if adoption proceedings had begun in or before the month in
which the worker's period of disability began or if the child was
living with the worker in that month. The amendment would be
effective as if it had been enacted by the 1958 amendments- -that
is, for months after August 1958,, based on applications filed on
or after that date.

Eligibility for Benefits (Continued)

8.

Benefits could be paid to a child based on his father's earnings
even though the child was living with and being supported by his
stepfather. This change would extend to the child living with his
stepfather the protection now afforded on the father's earnings
for other children, including those living with and being supported
by other relatives.
The change would be effective with the month of enactment, but only
if an application for such benefits is filed in or after such month.

9.

10.

Under the foreign work test, benefits must be withheld from an
old-age insurance beneficiary and his dependents for any month in
which he works in noncovered work outside the United States on
more than 6 days. If the old-age insurance beneficiary fails to
report such employment within a specified time, he mar be penalized
by the loss of an additional month's benefit. As a general rule,
when an old-age insurance beneficiary has such a penalty imposed
upon him, his dependents are not also penalized. Because of a
technical defect in the law, however, a person entitled to a child
hood disability benefit or to a mother's insurance benefit who is
married to an old-age insurance beneficiary does have a penalty
imposed if the old-age insurance beneficiary's work outside the
United States is not reported. The bill eliminates this additional
penalty. The provision would be effective on the date of enactment
of the bill and would be applicable to uncollected penalties imposed
prior to enactment.
Where a person had maximuma creditable earnings in a year before
1951 he will be credited with 4 quarters of coverage for that year
regardless of when in the year he acquired his first quarter of
coverage. This change simplifies the law by making the same rules
for crediting quarters of coverage apply to years before 1951 as
are applied to years after 1950.

Benefit Amounts
1.

The benefit of each chilId of a deceased worker would be threefourths of the primary insurance amount of the deceased worker
(subject, of course, to the fPamily maximumin) rather than one-half
of the primary insurance amount plus one-fourth of the primary
insurance amount divided by the number of children. The change
would be effective for monthly benefits for months after the second
month following the month of enactment.
About 400o,000 children
would get an increase in benefits as a result of this change.

Benefit Amounts (Continued)
2.

The average monthly wage will now be computed on the basis of
a constant number of years regardless of when the worker files
application for benefits or for a benefit recouputation. The
number will be equal to five less than the number of years
elapsing after 1950 (after 1936 in cases where use of pre-1951

earnings would raise the benefit amount) or attainment of age
21, if later, and up to the year in which the person becomes
eligible for retirement benefits, dies, or becomes disabled,
whichever first occurs. Over the long run, in retirement cases,
the number will be 38 for men and 35 for women. Generally
speaking, any years can be used, including years before age 22
and years after first eligibility; those that yield the highest
benefit will of course be used.
In order to avoid shortening the span of years over which a benefit
is computed in retirement cases, the span of years used for the
benefit computation cannot be less than 5 (that is, the number
elapsing after 1950 and before 1961, minus 5). In those relatively
few cases- -all of them cases of people eligible for old-age or
disability benefits before 1961--where the old method of computation
using the year of first eligibility as a closing date results in
a higher benefit amount, that method will still be used. The change
makes the provision for computation of the average monthly wage simpler
and easier to understand than it previously was. In future cases
the change will eliminate the problem that occasionally arose under
the old method when a person did not apply for benefits at the most
advantageous time.
3.

The requirement that a beneficiary must wait at least 6 months,
after the close of the year in which he received the earnings that
qualified him for a work recomputation, to file an application for
the recomputation is removed.

14. The requirement that a recomiputation to include earnings in the
year of death or entitlement to benefits (a "current-year recouputation")
can be made only under the provisions for which the individual had
ified at the time of his original benefit computation is eliminated.
There have been some cases in which a worker, at the time he applied
for the current-year recczmputation, had met the requirements for another,
more favorable method of computation; if this method could have been

?ual

used, the benefit amount might have been considerably higher.) A
person who had a current-year recomputation in the past and was dis
advantaged by the old provisions can qualify for a recomputation under
the new rules on the basis of an application filed after enactment
of the bill.

Benefit Amounts (Continued)

5.

A technical flaw in the provisions relating to maximum family
benefits that gave an unintended advantage to some families on the
benefit rolls is corrected. The provision was intended to put
families of workers who have a period of disability that started
before 1959 in the same general position, with respect to maxiomum
family benefits, as the families of workers who died before 1959.
Because of the flaw in the legislative language, families of' dis
abled workers at certain levels of average monthly wage received
somewhat more in total monthly benefits than survivor families at
the same average monthly wage levels. The corrective amendment
applies only to families who will come on the benefit rolls after
enactment, to avoid reducing the benefits of families who have
been receiving benefits under the previous provisions for well
over a year, and who have come to depend on the amounts they are
getting.

6.

The provisions for recomputation of old-age and survivors
insurance benefits are simplified by the elimination of the
following benefit recomputations, which have virtually served
their purpose:
a.

The 1952 self-employment income recomputation.

-b. The 1950 work recomputation.
c. The "lag" recomputation (including the special July 1, 1950,
recomputation).
d.

The 1952 military service credit recomputation.

These recomputations will not be applicable unless the worker files
application for the recomputation or dies before January 1, 1961.
Miscellaneous
1. The requirement in present law that an individual must be under a
disability at the time of filing application for disability insur
ance benefits or for a determination of disability would be modified.
An application filed by an individual who was not under a disability
within the meaning of the law at the time of filing would be valid
provided such individual became so disabled within 3 months (or 6
months in the case of an individuln disabled a second time within
5 years).
2.

Provides for putting into effect certain recommendations made by
the Advisory Council on Social Security Financing. Principally.,
the existing method of investing the old-age, survivors, and disa
bility insurance trust funds would be strengthened by changes
designed to make the interest earnings of the trust funds more
nearly equivalent to the rate of return being received by people
who buy Government obligations in the open market.

Miscellaneous (Continued)
3.

The times at which an Advisory Council on Social Security Financing
is to study the status of the trust funds would be changed so that
an Advisory Council will be appointed in 1963., 1966~, and in every
fifth year thereafter. The Council appointed during 1963 will.
(Previous law
study and report on all aspects of the program.
to each sched
prior
appointed
be
would
councils
these
that
provided
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in
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4.

A deadline date for any one of certain actions (such as applying

for a lump-sum death payrment, filing proof of support, or requesting
a review in United States district court of a decision of the
Secretary) that falls on a da~y that is not officially a full work
day would be extended to the first full workday immediately following
the deadline date. The provision would not extend the retroactivity
of applications for monthly benefits.
on the date of enactment of the bill.

5.

The change would be effective

The requirement that a claimant in a court action involving the
Secretary must substitute the name of a newly appointed Secretary
within 6 months of his appointment if the action is to continue
would be eliminated. Pending court actions would be allowed to
continue even though there is a successor to a Secretary named in
such actions or a vacancy exists in the office of Secretary. The
provision would be applicable to court actions pending on the date
of enactment of the bill or to court actions begun thereafter.
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PRESIDENT SIGNS SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1960
To Administrative, Supervisory
and Technical Employees
Today the President signed Public Law 86-778, the Social Security
Amendments of 1960.
Based on the enactment date of September 13, 1960, the attached
charts give the effective dates of the provisions of the amendments. The
charts are arranged in approximate chronological order according to the
month for which benefits are first payable.
References to the Summary relate to the Summary of the Social
Security Amendments of 1960 which has been distributed to Claims
Manual holders.
In the attachment to Director's Bulletin No. 325, one line of text
was inadvertently omitted in the first sentence on page 2. A replacement
page is attached which correctly describes the new alternative insured
status requirement for disability benefits.

Victor Christgau
Director
Attachments

EIYFECIVTE DATES FOR PL 86-778
PROVISIONS AFFECTING MONTHLY BOWEITS

Provision
Child Dependency--child of

Effective for
Monthly Benefits
Beginning

Based on Application Filed on
or After

9/58

8/28/58

Remarks

disabled W/E.
Sxmmary 300-B-2-a__

_

_

Dependency of child on natural

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

9/1/60

9/60

or adopting father--child
living with and supported
by stepfather.
Summary 300-B-2-b

__________

9/60 (where not
entitled
without new

Crediting of gift QC's 5 before
1951.
Sui~mnary 75-C
__ _ __ ____ _ __ __ __ _ _

__ _

__ _

_ __

r u le )_

_ __

Time needed to acquire status
of wife, child, or husband.
Summary 200-A-2, 250 4A-2. 300-A-1

9/60

Harriages subject to legal
impediment.
Summary 200-A-li 2504-1;l 300-A-2,
3; 400-A; 450-A; 500-A; 700-A

9/60

___ __ ___ ___ __

___

___
__

Elimination of second waiting

9/1/60

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

9/1/60

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Applies to ISDP
based on application filed in
Sept-ember; but

9/1/60

only if no other
person has filed
___

___

__

___

_

_

__

___

___

before_9

__

3/6o.

-

9/60

period in prior-disability
cases, and related changes.
Summary 6000 B. D,

E, H__

_

First month of

Current-year recomputation.
Summary 100-ZE-3
_ _ _____ _

__ __ _ _

_ _ _

_ _ _ _

Penalty Deduction under Foreign
work Clause.
Summar

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

9/13/60

retroactive
_ _ _

per io d

Se

Remarks-

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Date of enactment,
9/13/60, is
controfling.

2575_______

Exctension of 2-year period for
filing proof of support.
Summary 250-B, 450-B-2, 600-B-2

_

9/60

Applies to any case
where entitlement
depends on these
amendments.

2
Effective for
Monthily Benefits
BeLginning

Provision

3

_

Validation of wages paid by
nonprofit organizati on.
Summary 1300-B-2

Remarks

10/60

Extension of time for ministers
to elect coverage,
Summary 1500-A-2.

Based on Application Filed on
or After

LSDP affected only
if W/E died on
or after 9/13/60.

______

10/60

LSDP affected only
if W,/E died on
or after 9/31/60.

__________________

Validation of wages erroneously
reported as NE by employees of
nonprofit organizations.

10/60

I.SDP affected only
if W/E died on
or after 9/13/60.

Summary 1300-B-3

__________

Change in Insured Status test
(except special test for
disability),
Summary 75-B, D

10/60

____

Benefits to survivors of Ti/E who

Applies to: L.SDP if
W/E died in 10/60;
applications for
freeze filed in
10 /6g.

9/1/60

l0/6o

____
___

___

9/1/60

died before 1940 (and to
widower whose wife died before
9/5O).
Summary 300-B-1,

400-B,

450-B,

500-B. 600-B

Period of trial work.

________

10/60

Summary 6000-I__

Termination of benefits based on
disability.

______

10/60

Summary 6000-F. 300-fl________

Special insured status for
disability.

10/60

9/1/60

Summary 75-E, 6000-C_______

Effect of amendments on prior-

_________

U/60

11/1/60

freeze saving clause.
Summary

100-F-1

_

Elimination of Age-5O requirement
for DIB.
Summary 6000

4

Increase in benefits for

children of deceased
workers.
Summary 300-C, 100-F-3

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

11/60
_

_

12/60

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

9/1/60
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

__A_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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Provision
Elimi~nation of obsolete
recomputations.
Suimmary 100-E-5

__

__

1/61

See Remarks

Remarks
Applies where W/E dies
or application filed
1960.

__

_

_

_

_

_

See Remarks

First month of
retroactive
period,

_

Six-month requirement for
1954 work recomputation
eliminated,
Summary l1C)-E-2

_

First month of
retroactive
period.
_

Deductions--annual earnings
test.
Summ~ar

Based on Application Filed on
or After

_________after

flew method of computing PIA.
Summary 100 A-fl
__ _

Effective for
Monthly Benefits
Beiginning

2500 A-H

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Based on death or
application 1/1/61

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

or later.

1/1/61

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

See Remarics

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

PIOVI7SIONS A573CTING LM:P-SUM DEA&TH PAD-C-NTS ONL~Y
Effective Date

Provision

LSDP based on paymient of burial

Effective if death on or after 9/31360;
also if death before that date and

expenses *
Sumimary 700-B

application for LS not filed before
_ _ _

_ _ _ _

_ _ _

1 2/6o .

_ _ _

Applies to reinterments after

Reinterment in Guam or American

9/31360.

Samoa.
Summary 700-C

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

COVMAGE PROVISIONS
Effective Date

Provision
Nonprofit organization--2/3
requirement dropped.
Suinnary 1300-B-i1_

State and local covwage. *

Summary 1400

_

Effective for taxable
years beginning
afte 190

_________________

_ __ ____ __ ____ _

_

Applies to waiver certificates filed
after 9/13/60.
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

ost of the provisions on State and
local coverage become effective
9/13/60. However, the provisions
permitting the State to obtain
review,, and the statute of limiita
tions on State and local coverage
become effective 1/1/62.

_

_

_

_
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Provision

Effective Date

Extension of coverage to employees
of foreign governments and
international organizations.
Summary 1500-C

____
___

___

____

___

___

____
____

___

____

Service of parent for son or
daughiter.

beginning on or before 9A3/60; and
as NE for taxable years beginning
after_9 /13/6 0.

___

Extension of the program to wages
in Guam and American Samoa.
Summary 1300-D
_______

Effective for taxable years ending on
or after 12/31/60. For retirement
test purposes remuneration is
treated as wages for taxable years

1/1/61
For governmental employees the date
of coverage will depend on certi
fication by Governor.

___

1/1/61

Summary 1300-A__

Coverage of NE in Guam. and
American Samoa.
Summary 1500-B

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Taxable years beginning after 1960.

-0

_

_
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Disability
1. Disability insurance benefits will be payable to disabled workers
under the age of 50 and their dependents on the same basis as such
benefits are provided for disabled workers aged 50 to 65 and their
dependents. An estimated 125,000 disabled workers and at least
that manny dependents of these disabled workers will be able to
qualify for benefits when the provision takes effect. The benefits
are payable for months starting with the second month after the
month in which the bill becomes law.
2.

A disability beneficiary or a childhood disability beneficiary
could perform services in each of 12 months, so long as he does
not medically recover from his disability, before his benefits
would be terminated as a result of such Bervices. After the first
9 months (not necessarily consecutive) of the trial period, however,
any services he performed during the period would be considered in
determining whether he has demonstrated an ability to engage in
substantial gainful activity. If he has demonstrated such ability,
3 months later his benefits would be terminated. Any month in which
a disabled person works for gain, or does work of a nature generally
performed for gain, would be counted as a month of trial work. Thus
the services rendered in a month need not constitute substantial
gainful activity in order for the month to be counted as part of a
trial-work effort.
The bill also provides a continuation of benefits for 3 months for
any person, irrespective of attempts to work, whose medical condition
improves to the extent that he is no longer disabled within the
meaning of the law. A person 'who recovers from his disability,
especially if he has spent a long period in a hospital or sani
tarium, may require benefits for a brief interval during which he
is becoming self-supporting.
For beneficiaries on the rolls, the first mouth of the trial-work
period could be no earlier than the month after the month of enact
ment.
In the future the trial-work period would begin with the
month in which a person became entitled to benefits on account of
disability.

3.Workers who become disabled a second (or subsequent) time will not
be required to undergo another six-month's waiting period if the
prior period of disability was terminated no more than 5 years
before the onset of the current disability. The change is intended
to remove a possible disincentive to return to work in cases where
disabled-persons are doubtful as to whether their work attempts
will be successful. The provision is effective with respect to
monthly benefits beginning 'withthe month in which the bill is
enacted. A relatively small number of persons would be affected
by this provision.

Replacement Page 2
Attachment to Directorns Buflletin No. 325~

Disability (Continued)
4~. The law provides an alternative disability insured status
requirement--a disabled worker would be deemed insured for
disability insurance benefits if he has at least 20 quarters
of coverage (6 earned after 1950) and has quarters of coverage
in each quarter elapsing after 1950 and before the quarter of
disablement. Benefits would be payable under this provision
for months after the mouth of enactment. The alternative would
have no effect for people who become disabled after 1955 and is
not available to individuals who meet the usual disability insured
status requirement. It is designed to take care of a few cases
that were brought to the attention of the House Committee on
Ways and Means.
Coverage

-

General

1. The family employment exclusion is modified to cover most services
performed after 1960 by a parent in the employ of his son or daughter.
Service that is not in the course of the employer's trade or business
and domestic service in a private home of the employer (including
such service which constitutes agricultural labor) will continue to
be excluded. This extension of coverage will apply to about 25,000
parents employed by their adult children.
2.

Coverage is extended to the territories of Guam and American Samoa.
About 8,000 employees and self-employed persons in Guam and about
2,000 in American Samoa will be covered under these amendments.
Coverage will be effective for employees (except governmental
employees) on January 1,, 1961, and. for self-employed persons for
taxable years beginning after 1960. Coverage of employees and
officers of the Governments of Guam and American Samoa is on a
compulsory basis, rather than under the State-Federal agreement
method which applies to the employees of States and localities.
Coverage for employees of the Government of Guam will not become
effective until the calendar quarter following the quarter in which
the Governor of Guam certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury that
the Guamanian Government has enacted legislation expressing its
desire that old-age, survivors, and disability insurance be extended
to these employees (and in no event before January 1, 1961). This
special effective date was provided because the Government of Guam
wished to have time to make appropriate adjustments of its present
retirement system to take into account the extension of social
security coverage to the governmental employees. A comparable
effective date provision is included for employees of the Government
of American Samoa. Filipino workers who come to Guam under contracts
to vork temporarily are excluded from coverage.
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This Summary of the changes made in Title II of the Social
Security Act by Public Law 86-778 (The Social Security Amendments
of 1960), approved September 13, 1960, is organized so that the
subject matter parallels the chapters of the Claims Manual. No
attempt is made in this Summary to interpret the amendments made
by Public Law 86-778.
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75.

INSURED STATUS

A. QC'S AND INSURED STATUS--GENERAL
Significant changes were made by the 1960 amendments liberalizing
the requirements for fully insured status. Changes were also made
in the definition of QC's for the years before 1951 and in the deemed
insured provision of the 1954 amendments; these changes tend to
simplify the Act after the transition period. An alternative insured
status provision to be used to determine insured status for DIB and
disability freeze determinations was added.
The amendments retain the minimum requirement of 6 QC's for insured
status, the maximum requirements of 40 QC's, and the same rules for
determining curraatly insured status. The requirements of 20/40 and
fully insured status for DIB and freeze determinations are still
effective in most cases.
B. 1 FOR 3 INSURED STATUS REQUIREMENT
1. Defined
Under the amendments a person is fully insured if he has 1 QC
(whenever acquired)- for each 3 calendar quarters elapsing from
12/31/50, or 12/31 of the year in which he attains age 21, if
later, to the year in which he attains retirement age or dies
(whichever occurs earlier). If the number of such elapsed
quarters is not a multiple of 3 then it will be reduced to the
next lower multiple of 3.
2. Effective Date
a. Monthly Benefits
This provision is effective for the payment of benefits for
months after September 1960, based on applications filed in
or after September 1960.
b. Lump-Sum Death Payments
The 1 for 3 amendment applies to LSDP where the W/E died
after September 1960.
C. CREDITING OF QUARTERS-OF COVERAGE FOR QUARTERS PRIOR TO 1951
1. Definition of QC
The new amendments change the crediting of quarters for years
prior to 1951 to allow:
a.

the crediting of 4 QC's where an individual earned $3000
or over in a year for the years before 1951, and
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b. crediting of the initial and last quarter of a disability
period as a QC.
2.

Effective Date
This method of crediting Q/C's is applicable:
a. Where the W/E files application in or after September
1960 for:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

OAIB or DIB;
1954 Work Recomputation;
Drop-out Recomputation; or
Disability Freeze Determination.

b. In survivors benefits cases where:
(1) The W/E died prior to September 1960, and the survivor is
entitled to a survivor's 1954 Work Recomputation, but only
if no one was entitled to a survivor's benefit or LSDP on
the W/E's earnings on the basis of an application filed
before September 1960, and no one was entitled to the LSDP
or to survivor's benefits for a month before September
1960 without the filing of an application;
(2) The W/E died in or after September 1960 and a survivor is
entitled to a survivor's 1954 Work Recomputation;
(3) A survivor is entitled to a survivor's Drop-out Recomputation
based on an application filed in or after September 1960;or
(4) The W/E died without becoming entitled to OAIB or DIB and,
unless he died currently insured but not fully insured, no
one was entitled to survivors benefits or the LSDP on the
basis of an application filed before September 1960.
Unless the W/E was fully insured under the previous provisions
of the Act no benefit can be paid based on these provisions for
any month before September 1960.
D. DEATH BEFORE 1951
Under the 1960 amendments a person who dies before 1951 with 6 QC's
is fully insured. This provision does not affect present procedures
to any great extent. It does liberalize the previous "deemed insured
status" provision of the Act by covering persons dying before 1951
and all types of survivors benefits. The prior provision was restricted
to benefits other than those payable to a former wife divorced and
applied only where the individual died prior to 9/1/50.
This amendment applies to benefits for months after September 1960,
based on application filed in or after September 1960. The previous
,"deemed insured status" provision has been eliminated in all cases
where application is filed after September 1960.
-2
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AIWtERNAT

INSURED STTU

PROVISION FOR DIB

An individual who cannot meet the insured requirements for a DIB
or disability freeze as established in 216(i)(3) or 223(c)(i) in
September 1960 or earlier may be insured if:
1. he has 20 W Is prior to the close Of the quarter in which he
became disabled or a subsequent quarter and
2. all the quarters after 1950 UP to that quarter are QC's, and

3.

there are at least 6 QC's after 1950 up to that quarter.

'Phis provision is effective for all applications for DIB or
disablity freeze determinations filed in or after September
1960.
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100.
A.

COMPUTATIONS AND RECOMPUTATIONS

GENERAL
The 1960 amendments introduce a new method of figuring the AMW to go
into effect after 1960. However, the change is such that there will
be no additional advantage in benefit computation for claimants
whether they apply for OAIB either before 1961 or after 1960. The
new method establishes a permanent number of divisor months (newstart and old-start) for each individual, depending on the year of
first eligibility or death, whichever is earlier. To facilitate
the transition from the pre-1961 methods, cases under the amend
ments in which age 22 or disability is not involved will require
no less than 5 years (19 years, old-start) to be used in figuring
the AMW, which is the normal span over which the AMW would be
figured based upon filings in 1961 under the pre-1961 methods. A
saving clause allowing use of the pre-1961 methods will protect any
computation advantage which might have come from a first eligibility
before 1961 (See C 3. below).
There is no general benefit increase although the increase of
survivor child's benefits to a uniform 3/4 of the PIA, regardless
of the number of children, may lead to an increase in family
benefits.

B.

APPLICABILITY OF NEW COMPUTATION METHODS
The new fixed divisor new-start and old-start PIA determination
methods apply where a person:
1. Becomes entitled to OAIB or DIB based on an application filed
after 1960, or
2.

Dies after 1960 without having become entitled to DIB or OAIB, or

3. Becomes entitled to a 1954 work recomputation based on a
recomputation application filed after 1960, or
4. Dies after 1960 and his survivors are entitled to a survivor's
1954 work or RR recomputation.
See C 3. below for cases where the 1958 PIA and the revised PIB methods
may also apply even though the above conditions may be met. Where a
new fixed divisor method is used it also applies to benefits for months
in the retroactive period before 1961,1 so that in any case only one
PIA determination method is necessary.
C.

AMW AFTER 1960
1. Divisor.--A W/E's new-start divisor consists of the number of
months in all but 5 of the years after 1950 (or after the year he
attains age 21 if later) up to the year in which he dies or, the
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first year after 1960 in which he is fully insured and of retirement
age, whichever occurs first. Years all or part of which fall in a
period of disability are not counted. The requirement that the
period for determining the divisor end "after 1960" even where first
eligibility occurs before 1961 will result in a divisor of no less
than 5 years in most cases. The minimum new-start fixed divisor
of 24 will be applicable only in age 22 or disability cases.
For old-start purposes the divisor consists of the number of months
in all but 5 of the years after 1936 (or after the year of attainment
of age 21 if later) up to the year of death or first eligibility
after 1960 whichever is earlier, not counting years all or part of
which fall in a period of disability. The minimum divisor is 24,
though in cases other than age 22 and disability cases the old-start
divisor will be at least 228 (19 years).
2. Dividend.--The "total earnings" for AMW purposes are the total
wages and self-employment income in the "computation years." The
~computation years" are those years, after 1936 or after 1950, for
which the earnings are highest, corresponding in number to divisor
years, but selected from among all of the "computation base years."
The "computation base years" are the years after 1936)3or after
1950.,up to the year of death or filing, or including the year of
death or filing if the earnings are available. However, years
all of which are in a period of disability are not counted.
3. First Eligibility Before 1961. --Where a W/E who qualifies under
B. 1 or 2 above is fully insured and of retirement age before 1961,
the AMW will be determined under the 1958 PIA method or the revised
FIB method if a higher PIA results from using a pre-1961 first
eligibility closing date. The 1958 PIA and the revised FIB methods
will therefore be applicable in a significant number of cases for
several years after 1960.
D.

DETERMINING THE PIA AFTER 1960
Where the new fixed divisor method of figuring the AMW is used the
PIA is still determined with reference to the table in the law
introduced with the 1958 amendments. The new-start AMW is translated
directly by table to the PIA and the old-start AMW is brought through
a PIB to a PIA using the table in the law. As previously, to use the
new-start fixed divisor method a WIE must have 6 QC's after 1950.
Likewise, to use the old-start fixed divisor method he must have at
least 1 QC before 1951. Where a W/E attained age 22 after 1950 and
has 6 QC's after 1950 he must as in the past use the new-start.

E.

RECOMPUTATIONS
1. General. --The basic requirements for entitlement to the various
recomputations currently in use are unchanged by the amendments.
-5
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Outlined below are minor changes in the method of redetermining the
PIA in several types of recomputations. A cut-off date for filing
applications for various types of obsolescent recomputations is
also introduced in the amendments as discussed in 5. below.
2. 1954 Work Recomputation.--After 1960 applications for 1954
work recomputations may be filed immediately after the close of
the qualifying year. It is no longer necessary to wait until after
June of the following year. Both life and Aurvivor cases will be
worked under the new fixed divisor method as indicated in B 3. and
4. above. Where this new method is used in a previous computation
then only the new start may be used in a 1954 work recomputation and
the year of filing for the recomputation may not be included in the
computation base years. Where the last previous computation or
recomputation was worked under the methods or formulas in effect
before the 1960 amendments, the 1954 work recomputation may in
addition consider an old start and may also include the year of
recomputation filing in the new-or old-start computation base
years.
3. Current Year Recomputation. --The method of redetermining the
PIA under a current year recomputation is changed in two respects.
First, the general provision is adapted to take into account the
new fixed divisor methods and, second, recomputations under the
present provisions where applicable would be worked in a slightly
different way.
a. Current-Year Recomputation Under the Fixed Divisor Methods.--
Where a previous computation was based on initial entitlement
or death after 1960 or entitlement to a 1954 work recomputation
based on an application after 1960, a current year recomputation
will allow the case to be reopened to include the year of
entitlement or death among the computation base years.
The
usual 24-month maximum retroactivity applies.
b. Current Year Recomputation Under Revised Pre-1961 Methods.--
Where application for current year recomputation is filed on
or after September 13, 1960, and the previous computation was
based on entitlement or death before 1961, the PIA will be re
determined under the methods or formula in effect before the
amendments as if the claimant were filing initially at the
time of death or at the time of the application for recomputation.
In such case, however, only the closing date of January 1 of the
year following the year of death or last previous filing (initial
or recomputation) will be used. QC's acquired after the previous
filing may thus be used to qualify for a new start. The drop-out
may be used only if applicable to the previous computation or if
6 QC's after 6/53 had been acquired since the previous computation.
This change in the current year recomputation provision is meant
to eliminate the possibility of a claimant's filing "too early"
to get a favorable new start recomputation.
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c. Previous Entitlement to Current Year Recomputation. --Where
a current year recomputation has already been processed under the
pre-amendment provisions a new application may be filed on or
after September 13, 1960 to take advantage of the provisions in
b. above if a higher PIA would result. The increase is effective
with the month for which the previous current-year recomputation
was effective but in no event for more than 24 months before
the month in which the new recomputation application is filed.
4. The Drop-Out Recomputation. --Applications for drop-out
recomputations filed after 1958, and after 1960 as well, will
continue to be processed under the 1958 PIA method or the revised
PIB method.
5. Obsolescent Recomputations.--The amendments provide a cut-off
date for the filing of applications for certain obsolescent recompu
tations. Only where application for recomputation is filed or death
occurs before 1/1/61 can there be entitlement to the following types
of recomputations:
a.

1950 work recomputations, eligibility before 9/54

b.

Lag recomputation

C.

1952 self-employment recomputation

d. Post-World War II military service recomputation for
persons on the rolls in 8/52. (See Summary Section 1800, VeterantS
Benefits.)
The new application cut-off date does not apply to survivors of WIE's
who died before 1961.
F.

MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS
The amendments provide two new benefit saving clauses (see 2. and 3.
below) and change one (see 1. below) which is currently in use. Two
of the saving clauses allow total family benefits to exceed the
regular table limits. One merely regulates the apportionment of
the statutory maximum.
1. Effect of Amendments On Prior Freeze Saving Clause.--This saving
clause introduced in the 1958 amendments was intended to simulate
the 1958 conversion saving clause. However, it inadvertently was
made to apply to PIA's above $96. The 1960 amendments change the
prior freeze saving clause effective with November 1960, but only
where the W/E becomes entitled to OAIB or DIB based on an application
filed after October 1960 or, if he died before becoming entitled, only
where no one was entitled to survivors benefits for October 1960 or a
prior month based on an application filed before November 1960.
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100 (cont'd)

The requirements that must be met for application of the saving,
clause.,explained in CM 14 3, remain ...
ne same except far the PIA
range affected. Benefits of those to whom the previous require
ments applied (but to whom the revised saving clause provisions
do not apply), will continue to receive benefit amounts figured
under the saving clause in effect before the amendments. Benefits
of those to whom the revised saving clause applies, where the PIA
is less than $66 or $97 and over will be determined using the
regular statutory maximum family amounts specified by the table
in the- law. Where the PIA is in the range $66 through $96 the
revised saving clause family maximums will apply as follows:
PIA

MAXIMUM

PIA

MAXIMUM

$66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

$ 99.10

$82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

$160.20
163.40
167.50
171.60
174.80
178.90
183.00
186.20
190.30
194.40
197.60
201.70
205.80
206.60
206.60

102.40
106.50
110.50
113.80
117.90
121.90
125.20
129.30
133.30
136.60
140.70
144.70
148.00
152.10
156.10

2. Invalid Marriage Saving Clause.--The amendments provide that the
benefits of a child, wife, husband, widow, widower, or parent who is
entitled to benefits for Augus't 1960 based on an application f~iled.
before September 1960 will not be reduced for a subsequent month
because of the entitlement of a wife, husband, widow, widower or
child of a N,/E under the invalid marriage provisions outlined in

Section 200-600 of this Summary. The benefits of those entitled solely
because of the invalid marriage provisions and of others who may
become entitled to benefits in September 1960 or later are figured
under the regular maximum family benefit provisions taking into
account all beneficiaries entitled on that earnings record. The
benefits of thcse individuals entitled before September 1960 are
figured taking into account all beneficiaries except those entitled
under the invalid marriage provisions (See example after 3. below).
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100 (cont'd)
ca.1PUTATIONS AND RECOM4PUTATIONS
3. Benefits Saved Where Child's Benefit Increased
to 3/4 PIA.'--Where one or more persons are entitled to
monthly survivors benefits for November 1960, based on
application filed before December 1960, and such benefits
are reduced for the maximum in a subsequent month, such
reduction is made as if the child's benefit had not been
increased to 3/4 of the PIA. This means that in cases
where the maximum applied before the month in which the
child's benefit is increased, there will be no change in
benefit amounts. If an additional beneficiary becomes
entitled to benefits on the same A/N in a month subsequent
to November 1960, the saving clause will no longer apply
even if the additional benefits should subsequently &ermiinatg,
The benefits of those entitled under the invalid marriage provisiouns
are excepted from this saving clause. Their entitlement cannot be
considered in determining the prerequisites for the saving clause
nor can it serve to terminate the applicability of the saving clause.
Benefits of these latter persons are determined as if neither of
the saving clauses in 2. or 3. above existed.
Examnple:

Benefits for E and 4 C's where the PIA is $100 and
the maximum family benefit is $221.60; c4 entitled

under invalid marriage provisions.
August 1960

September 1960

December 1960

03 Worked

-

66.5o

66.5o

66.50

75.00

Cl02C3-

51.80

51.80

51.80

73.30

51.80

51.80

51.80

73.30

51.80
Not entitled

51.80

51.80

41.60

44.40

E

C4-

-

55.40

G. KISCEIZANEOUS CaKPUTATIONI PROVISIONS
1. Survivors Benefits Where W/E Died Before 1940.--The PTA of a

W/E who died before 1940 will be determined using the old PIB
formula. The resultant PIB is converted via the conversion tables
to the 1958 PTA. (See Summary Sections 300-600 for effective date.)
2. Survivor Benefits Where W/E Died After 1939 and Before 1951.--
Where a W/E vho died after 1939 and before 1951 was insured under
the pre-1951 provisions, use the old PIB formula and convert the
resultant PIB (or a previously established FIB) to the 1958 PiA

via the conversion tables. Where the W/E is insured under the
6 QC "deemed" insured provision of the 1954 at-endments or the
6 QC provisions of the 1960 amendments use the revised FIB formula
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100 (cont'd)

Ca(PUTATFIONS AND RECOMPUTATICSNS

with a closing date as of the first day of the quarter of death
and.-convert to a 1958 PIA. (See Summary Section 450, Widover's
Benefits, for effective date.)

3.

First Eligibility Closing Dates Under the New Insured Status
Provisions.--Where a person is first eligible before 1960 his
first eligibility closing date will be determined under the previous
insured status provisions. The earliest first eligibility closing
date which can be based on the new provisions is 1/1/60. (See
Summary Section 75, Insured Status.)
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200.
A. WMF

WIFE'S BENEFITS

INWIM~

1. Z$
rtdWife.-Effective for benefits beginning with the
September 1960,
based on an application filed in or after
such months, a wife whose marriage to the WIN is invalid because
of an impediment resulting from a prior undissolved marriage or
otherwise arising out of a prior marriage or its dissolution
or a defect in the procedure of the purported marriage may
qualify as a "wife" if:
as

There was a marriage ceremony;

be

She went through the ceremony in good faiths, not knowing
of the impediment at that time;

co

She was living in the same household with the W/S at the
time she filed her application; and

d.

At the time she filed her application there is no other
person jiho has the status of wife., based on a valid
marriage or inheritance rights under State law, who, is
or was entitled to wife's insurance benefits.

2. Duration of Marriage*-.-The 3-year marriage requirement to
quaify -as
a "wife" is reduced to 1 year effective for benefits
beginning with September 1960, based on an application
filed in or after-such mouth.
Bo I&QUIREKENHTS FOR ENITITL~2EMT
No change.
C. AM4UNT~OF BFEIT
1. No change.
2. Saving Clause.--See Chapter 100 of this Summary'.
De T1MRINTION
The entitlement of a purported wife ends with the month before
the month in which:
1o. Another individual is certified for entitlement to wife's
benefits on the W/18's account if that individual is validly
married to the W/9 or has the sane inheritance rights as a
wifes, or
2. The purported wife enters into a valid marriage with someone
other than the W/Ro

25o.
A.

HUSBAND'IS BENEFITS

HUSBAND DEFINED
1. Pupre Hsband.--Effective for benefits beginning with
September 1960,
based on an application filed in or after
such month,, a husband whose marriage to the W/E is invalid
because of an impediment resulting from a prior undissolved
marriage or otherwise arising out of a prior marriage or its
dissolution or a defect in the procedure of the purported
marriage may qualify as a "husband" if:
a.

There was a marriage ceremony;

be

He went through the ceremony in good faith., not knowing
of the impediment at that time;

c.

He was living in the same household with the WIN~at the
time he filed his application; and

de

At the time he filed his application there is no other
person who has the status of husband., based on a valid
marriage or inheritance rights under State law, and who
is or was entitled to husband's benefits.

2. Duration of Marriage*--The 3-year marriage requirement to
qualify as a "husband" is reduced to 1 year, effective for
benefits beginning with September 1960. based on an
application filed in or after such month.
B.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLE4'JT
Pofof Supprt.--No change in requirements. However., where
Rsband
uh
could not qualify for husband'sa benefits before
the amendments,, but may qualify under the amendments, the
period for filing proof of support is extended for 2 years
after September 1960.

C. AMOUNT OF BENEFIT

Do

1.

No change.

2.

Saving Clause*--See Chapter 3.00 of this Summary.

THWIbINATION
The entitlement of a purported husband ends with the month
before the month in which a
1* Another individual is certified for entitlement to husband's
benefits on the W/E's account., if that individual is validly
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married to the W/iZ, cr has the same inheritance right~s as a
husband,, or
2., The purported husband enters into a valid marriage with
someone other than the W/E.9

-
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300.
A.

CHILD S BENEFITS

300

CHILD DEFINED
1. Stepchild. --The 3-year steprelationship requirement to qualify
as a stepchild in life cases is reduced to 1 year effective for
based on an appli
benefits beginning with September 1960
The duration requirement is
cation filed in or after such month.
now the same in both life and survivor cases.
2. Deemed Stepchild. --Effective for benefits beginning with
September 1960
based on an application filed in or after such
month, a child is deemed to be the stepchild of the W/E if his
natural or adopting father or mother went through a marriage cere

mony with the W/E (vho is not his natural or adopting parent)
resulting in a purported marriage between them which would have
been a valid marriage except for a legal impediment arising:
a.
From the lack of dissolution of a previous marriage
or otherwise arising out of such a previous marriage or
its dissolution, or
b.

3.
with

From a procedural defect in the purported marriage.

Child of Purported Marriage. -- Effective for months beginning
based on an application filed in or
September 1960,

after such month, a child who does not meet the pre-amendment
definition of "child" but is the son or daughter of an insured
individual shall nevertheless be deemed the child of such insured
individual if such individual and the mother or father, as the case
may be, went through a marriage ceremony resulting in a purported
marriage between them which would have been valid except for an
impediment arising:

a.
From the lack of dissolution of a previous marriage
or otherwise arising out of such a previous marriage or
its dissolution, or
b.

From a procedural defect in the purported marriage.

-
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300 (cont.)

CHILD'S BENEFITS
B.

REQUIR3EKNTS FOR ENTITLEM(ENT
1. Child of W/E Who Died. Before 1940. -- A child of a W/E who died
after 3/-31/38 and before 1940 with at least 6 QC's may be paid
benefits. This change is effective for benefits beginning with
October 1960 -iut only if

application is filed after August 1960. Because

of the time element, this can apply only to disabled children
vho are over 18 and vho were disabled prior to attaining age 18.
For computation of benefit, see Chapter 100 of Summary.
2.

Child Dependency.
a.
When Dependency Requirement Must be Met. -- Adds "the time
the child's application is filed" as a point for establishing
child dependency where the W/E has a continuing period of
disability. However, this point can be used only by a natural
or stepchild, but not by an adopted chi ld unless the child was
legally adopted before the end of a 2k-month period beginning
with the month after the W/E became entitled to a DIB, but only
if the adoption proceedings were instituted in or before the
first month of the W/E's period of disability or the child was
living with him in such month. This provision is effective
for months after 8/58 based on applications filed on or after
8/28/58. It will apply as though it had been included in the
1958 amendments enacted on 8/28/58.
b.
Dependency on Natural or Adopting Father- -Child Living
With and Supported by Stepfather. --A child may be deemed
dependent on his natural or adopting father at the appropriate
time even if the child is living with and chiefly supported by
his stepfather, provided other conditions to deemed dependency
are met. This provision is effective for benefits beginning
with
September 1960,
based on application filed in or
after such month.

C. AMOUNT OF BENEFITS
1. Survivors Benefits. -- The benefit payable to a surviving child
(in cases involving two or more children) is raised to 3/4i of the
W/E' s PIA, rather than 1/2 of the PiA with 1/4 divided between the
childrv". This change is effective for benefits beginningvwith
'December 1960.

-
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300 (cont.)

CHILD'S BENEFITS

2. Saving Clause.--See Chapter 100 of this summary, Computations.
D. TERI4INATICKS
The benefit of a disabled child over age 18 (whose benefits have not

otherwise terminated) will end with the second month following the
month in which he ceases to be under a disability after attaining.
age 18. (Effective with respect to benefits ror months after September
1960 but only if the child is entitled to a childts benefit for September

19&J, or any succeeding month without regard to this provision.)
See Chapter 6000 of this summary, Disabilityfor provision relating
to "Period of Trial Work" and its effect on terminating a period of
disability.
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400.

WIDOW'S BENEFITS

400

A. WIDOW DEFINED
Effective for benefits beginning with September 1960, based
on an application filed in or after such month, a widow whose
marriage was invalid because of an impediment resulting from a
prior undissolved marriage or otherwise arising out of a prior
marriage or its dissolution or a defect in the procedure of the
purported marriage may qualify if:
1.

There was a marriage ceremony;

2. She went through the marriage ceremony in good faith, not
knowing of the impediment at the time of marriage;
3. She was living in the same household with the W/E when he
died; and
4. At the time of filing application there is no widow (based on
a valid marriage or inheritance rights under State law) who
is or was entitled to benefits and who still has status as a
widow.
B. REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENT
The widow of a W/E who died after 3/31/38, and before January 1,
1940, with at least 6 QC's may qualify for benefits. For
computation of benefit see chapter 100 of this summary. This
provision is effective for months after September 1960,
based on applications filed in or after September 1960.
C.

AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
No change in proportion. However, where the family maximum applies,
see chapter 100 of this summary for saving clauses relating to:
1.

The increase in the child's benefit rate, and

2. Additional individuals who may be entitled as a result of the
invalid marriage provision.
D. TERMINATION
Benefits based on a widow's invalid marriage terminate the month
before the month in which entitlement is certified for a widow
of a valid marriage or one who has inheritance rights as a widow
under State law.

-
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450.

WIDOWER'S BENEFITS

450

A. WIDOWER DEFINED
60,based
Effective for benefits beginning with September 1.9
on an application filed in or after such month, a widower whose
marriage was invalid because of an impediment resulting from a prior
undissolved marriage or otherwise arising out of a prior marriage or
its dissolution or a defect in the procedure of the purported
marriage may qualify if:

1. There was a marriage ceremony;
2. He went through the ceremony in good faith, not knowing of the
impediment at that time;
3. He was living in the same household with the W/E when she
died; and
4. At the time of filing application, there is no widower who has
the status of a widower based on a valid marriage or inheritance
rights under State law, who is or was entitled to benefits.
B.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENT
1. Death Before 9150.--A widower may qualify even though the W/E
died-before 9/1/50 if death occurred after 3/31/38, and the W/E
had at least 6 QC's. For computation of benefit see chapter 100
of this sunmmary. This provision is effective for months after
September 1960,
based on applications filed in or after
September 1960.
2. Proof of Support.--A widower who qualifies only under these
amendments may file proof of support within 2 years after September 1960.

C. AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
No change in proportion.
D.* TERMINATION AND RE-ENTITLEMENT
The benefit of a purported widower terminates the month before the
month in which entitlement is certified for a widower of a valid
marriage to the WIE or with the same inheritance rights under State
law as a widower.

-
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500.

MOTHER'S BENEFITS

500

A. WIDOW DEFINED
Effective for benefits beginning with September 1960, based
on an application filed in or after such month, a widow whose
marriage was invalid because of an impediment resulting from a prior
undissolved marriage or otherwise arising out of a prior marriage
or its dissolution or a defect in the procedure of the purported
marriage may qualify if:
1. There was a marriage ceremony;
2. She went through the marriage ceremony in good faith, not
knowing of the impediment at the time of marriage;
3. She was living in the same household with the W/E when he
died; and
4. At the time of filing application there is no widow who has
the status of a widow, based on a valid marriage or inheritance
rights under State law, who is or was entitled to benefits.
B.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENT
The mother may qualify even though the death was before January 1,
1940, if death occurred after 3/31/38. and the W/E had at least
6 QC's. This provision is effective beginning with October 1960
bared on applications filed in or after September 1960. (For deaths
before 19h0, the only mother who could now qualify would be one with
a childhood disability beneficiary ever 18 in her care.) For

computation of the

PT..A

in these cases, see Chapter 100 of this Summary.

C. AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
No change in proportion. However, where the family maximum applies,
see chapter 100 of this summary for saving clauses relating to:
1. The increase in the child's benefit rate, and
2. Additional individuals who may be entitled as a result of the
invalid marriage provision.
D.

TERMINATION
Benefits based on a widow's invalid marriage terminate the month
before the month in which entitlement is certified for a widow of
a valid marriage or one who has inheritance rights as a widow
under State law.

-
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600.
A.

PARENT'S BENEFITS

600

PARENT DEFINED
No change.

B.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENT
1. Parents of a W/E may qualify for parent's insurance benefits
even though the W/E died before 1940 if death occurred after
3/31/38, and the WIE had at least 6 QC's. For computation of the
PIA in these cases see chapter 100 of this summary. (Effective
for months after September 1960, based on application
filed in or after such month.)
2. Where the parent could not qualify for parent's benefits
except for the enactment of this bill, the period for filing
proof of support is extended to permit filing of such proof prior
to the expiration of 2 years from October 1, 1960.

C.

AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
No change in proportion. However, where family maximum applies,
see chapter 100 of this summary for saving clauses relating to:
1.

The increase in the child's benefit rate, and

2. Additional individuals who may be entitled as a result of the
invalid marriage provision.
D.

TERMINATION
No change.
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700.

A.

LUMP-SUM DRAAE PAYMNTS

SURVIVING SPOUSE IZFfIMD
The surviving spouse of an insured deceased u/B includes an individuial
who,, although not validly married to the W/NC at the time of his death.,
nor having the same status as a widow (or widower) with respect to the
taking of the WAR' a intestate personal, property, has been deemed. to
have entered into a valid marriage with the W/B under the "invalid
marriage provision" as defined in Sections. 1 0OA and 1150A of this
Sunmary. This provision is effective based on an application for the
lump sum filed in or after September 1960. provided no other
person has filed for the lump sun prior to September 13, 1960.

B. PAYMKU

OF BUPIAL EXPENSES

If there is no surviving spouse eligible for the LB, or if such spouse
died befQre receiving payment,
1. and where all or part of the burial expenses of the insured indi
vidual incurred by or through a funeral hcine is unpaid.,
a. the payment will be made to such home,, to the extent of the
unpaid expenses., upon application of any person who assumed
the responsibility for the payment of all or any part of such
burial expenses requesting that the LSDP be made to the hoe
b. where no person assumed responsibility for the payment of any
such burial expenses in the 90-day period after the insured' s
death, such payment will be made to the funeral home upon
application by the home.
2.

If all of the burial expenses of the insured individual which
were incurred by or through a funeral home or funeral homes have
been paid (including payments made under B(l)(a) and (b) above), the
(eaining) LSDP winl be made to any person or persons, equitably
entitled thereto, to the extent and in the proportions that he or
they shall have paid such burial expenses.

3.

If any part of the IS payable remains unpaid after all payments
have been made under the above paragraphs., the remainder will be
paid to any person or persons equitably entitled thereto to the
extent and in the proportions that he or they shall have paid
other expenses in connection with the burial in the following
order of priority:
a. expenses of opening and closing of the grave;
b.

expenses of providing the burial plot;

c. any remaining expenses in connection with the burial.

-
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-2
These amendmn ts are effective in the case of deaths occuarring
on or after September 13,1960. They also apply vhere death occurred.

i~rior to thils date unless an LS application is filed prior to
December 1960.
C.* DEATH IN THE MILITARY SERVICE OUTSIDE THE UNITE

STATES.--The amendmeats provide for the payment of the lump sum in cases vWmere the body
of a servicema who died outside the United States after December 1953
and before January 1, 1957', is returned to Guam or American Samoa for
reinterment., on the basis of an application filed within 2 years after
the date of such reinterment.
Previously., this extension of the filing period was not available in
the case of such deaths outside the United States prior to 1957, vhere
the body was returned to Guam or American Samoa for interment or
reinterment. The amendment is effective with respect to reinteiuents
after September 13, 1960.
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1000.

APPLICATIONS

1000

The only changes with respect to applications concern the advance filing,
retroactive effect and prospective life of disability applications. See
paragraphs D and E of Summary Section 6000, Disability.
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1300.

COVERAGE AND EXCEPTIONS
1300

A.

FAM4ILY EMPLOYMENT
Effective
of his or
about the
course of

1/1/61 service performed by an individual in the employ
her son or daughter (except domestic service in or
private home of a son or daughter or service not in the
a son or daughter's trade or business) is covered.

B. NONPROFIT EDUCATIONAL., RELIGIOUS, ETC., ORGANIZATIONS
1. Filing of Waiver Certificates (Form SS-15).--The amendments
eliminate the requirement that a nonprofit educational,,
religious, etc., organization exempt from income tax as a type
of organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code must obtain the signatures on a Form SS-15a (List
of Concurring Emuployees) of at least two-thirds of its employees
in order to have coverage for its employees by filing a waiver
certificate (Form SS-15).
Effective after Sentember 13, 1960, an organization may file a
Form SS-15 without the concurrence of any of its employees and
without filing a Form SS-15a. However., only the employees whose
names are included on a Form SS-15a or SS-15a Supplement and
employees hired or rehired after the calendar quarter in which
the Form SS-15 is filed are covered.
Where an organization must divide its employees into two groups
it may file a Form SS-15 in accordance with the above with
respect to the employees in one or both groups.
2. Organization Erroneously Reported Remuneration for Employees.-
Effective after September 13,' 1960, an employee of a nonprofit
educational, religious, O.tc., oi~6 aaiuzatlon exempt 1rom i.ncome tax
as a type of organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code may receive social security credit for
remuneration erroneously reported on his behalf by the organiza
tion for any taxable period from 1/1/51 through 6/30/60O, if the
employee (or a fiduciary acting for him or his estate or his
surviving spouse, former wife divorced,, child or parent) files
a request that the remuneration erroneously reported be deemed
to constitute remuneration for covered employment and if in
addition the following requirements are met:
a.

The employee performed some services for the organization
after 1950 and.,before July 1960, a adrmnrto
o
such services; andwapadrmnatofr
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J1300(cont.)

b.

The employee's services would have constituted covered
employment had the organization filed a valid waiver
certificate (Form SS-lS) effective for the period
during which the services were performed and had the
employee 's signature appeared on the organization's
Form SS-15a or Form SS-15a Supplement (List of
Concurring Emnployees); and

c.

Before 8/11/60 employment taxes had been paid on at
least a part of the remuneration received by the
employee for such services; and

d. The organization has filed a waiver certificate (Form
sS-15) on or before the date the employee files his
request that the remuneration erroneously reported be
deemed to constitute wages for covered employment,
or the organization has no employees to whom
remuneration is paid at the time such request is filed;
and
e. If the employee was in an employment relationship with
the organi zation in the calendar quarter in which it
filed a waiver certificate and was also employed at arW
time during the 24s-month period immediately following
such calendar quarter,, the organization paid employment
tax on some part of the remuneration paid the employee
in such 2k-month period; and
f. Any amount of refund or credit obtained with respect
to any part of the employment tax paid before 8/1-1/60
on the employee's remuneration (other then a refund or
credit which would be allowed if the employee's services
had constituted covered employment) is repaid (including
any interest thereon) before 1/1/63.
Any employee, whose remuneration is deemed to constitute remuneration
for covered employment because the above requirements are met will
be deemed to have become an employee of the organization involved
(or to have become a member of a group described in CM 1351.72)
on the first day of the calendar quarter following the quarter in
which his request is filed if: (1)He performs services as an
employee of the organization on or after the date he files his
request that the remuneration erroneously reported by the
organization be deemed to be remuneration for employment; and
(2) The waiver certificate filed by the organization is not
effective with respect to his services before the first day of
the calendar quarter following the quarter in which his request
is filed. In this situation the employee will be considered to
have the status of a new employee and his services for the
organization after the calendar quarter in which he files his
request will be compulsorily covered.
-
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COVERAGE AN~D EXCEPTIONS

Procedures concerning the filing of the request are being
formulated and wili be distributed as soon as possible.
3. Certain Employees of Nonprofit Educational, Religious, Etc.,
Organizations Erroneously Reported Their Remuneration as Net
Earnings from SelMf-imloyment.
a.

b.

The amendments provide that an employee of a nonprofit
educational., religious, etc.., organization exempt from
income tax as a type of organization described in
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code may
receive social security credit for the remuneration
paid him by the organization for services and
erroneously reported by him as self-employment income
for any taxable year after 1954~and before 19b2., if
the employee (or a fiduciary acting for him or his
estate oul his surviving spouse, former wife divorced,,
child or parent) files a request that such remuneration
be deemed to constitute net earnings from self-employment.,
and if in addition,, the foliowing requirements are met:
(1).

The request must be filed after
and before 4&/16/62; and

(2).

The nonprcf#t organization which paid the employee
the remuneration which he erroneously reported as
self-employment income has filed a waiver
certificate (Form SS-15) on or before the date on
which the employee files his request; and

(3).

The remuneration for any taxable year after 1954~
and before 1962 must have been reported as selfemployment income on a return filed on or before
the due date prescribed for filing such return
(including any extension thereof); and

(4.).

Any amount of refund or credit obtained with
respect to any part of the self-employment tax
erroneously paid for any taxable year (other then
a refund or credit which would be allowable if
such tax was applicable with respect to such
remuneration) is repaid on or before the date on
which the request is filed.

September 13, 1960,

Only the amount of remuneration which is paid to the
employee after 1954. and before the calendar quarter in
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which he files his request (or before the first quarter
after the quarter in which the request is filed if his
service for the organization is not covered until such
quarter) and with respect to which self-employment tax
has been paid and no employment tax has been paid can
be deemed to constitute net earnings from self-employment
and not remuneration for employment.
c. Any employee,, whose reanmeration is deemed to constitute
net earnings from self-employment because the above
requirements are met will be deemed to have become an
employee of the organization involved (or to have become
a mueviber of a group described in CM 1351.72) on the first
day of the calendar quarter following the quarter in which
his request is filed if:
(1).

He performs services as an employee of the
organization on and after the date he files his
request that the remuneration erroneously
reported by him as self-employment income be
deemed to constitute net earnings from selfemployment and

(2).

The waiver certificate (Form SS-l5) filed by
the organization is not effective with respect
to his services on or before the first day of
the calendar quarter in which his request is
filed. In this situation the employee will in
effect be considered to have the status of a new
employee and his services for the organization
after the calendar quarter in which his request is
filed will be compulsorily covered.

4j. Effect on Benefit Payments.--Under the 1960 amendments nW
monthly benefits for September 1960, or for any prior
month may be payable or increased on t~ne basis of amounts wnich
are considered wages for employment under B2 above or net earnings
from self-employment under B3 above. Also no lump-sinn death
payment may be payable or increased on the basis of such wages
or net earnings from self-employment in the case of any individual
who died prior toSeptember 13, 1960.

5.

Or anization Failed to File Valid Certificate (Form SS-1l

of the 195I6 Amendments and P.L. 85-785.--Under the 1960

-
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amendments, Section 403(a) of the Social Security Amendments of
1954~as amended by Section 41~O of the 1956 amendme~nts applies
only' to requests filed pursuant to such section before September
13, 1960.
However., the fact that an employee filed a request
under section 403(a) before September 13, 1960, that the
remmneration erroneously reported on his behalf before 1957 be
considered remuneration for employment does not preclude him
from filing a request discussed in B2 above that the remuneration
erroneously reported on his behalf for arW period from 1/1/57
through 6/30/60 be considered remuneration for covered employment.
C.

FOREIGN GOVERNMENT., WHOLLY-OWND INSTRUMENTALITY OF FOREIGN
GOVERNNIENT, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
The amendments continue the exclusion from employment of service
performed for foreign governments, certain wholly-owned
instrumentalities of foreign governments and international
organizations. However, the amendments provide that beginning
with taxable years ending on or after 12/31/60 American citizens
employed within the United States by foreign governments, whollyowned instrumentalities of foreign governments and international
organizations are covered as self-employed persons to the extent
that their service is excepted from employment.

D.

EXTENSION OF COVERAGE TO GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA
Effective January 1., 1961., the term "United States" when used
in a geographical sense includes Guam and American Samoa. Coverage
extends to employees in these territories on the same basis as
in the continental United States., with the following limitations:
1. Governmental Employees of Guam and American Samoa.--Effective
after the calendar quarter in which the Secretary of the Treasury
receives a certification from the Governor of Guam that such
coverage is desired,, service by an officer or employee (including
members of the legislature ) of the Government of Guam or any
political subdivision thereof, or by an officer or employee of
any wholly-owned instrumentality of any one or more of the
foregoing is covered on a mandatory basis. Coverage for employees
of the Government of American Samoa may be similarly effectuated.
Those employees whose services are covered by a retirement system
established by a law of the United States are excluded from
coverage. The State-Federal agreement method which applies to
employees of State and local governments is not applicable to
those territorial governments.
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2. Service in Guam by Residents of the Republic of the Philippines.-
Excluded from employment is service performed in Guam by a resident
of the Republic of the Philippines while in Guam on a temporary
basis as a nonimmigrant alien.
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DELEGATION BY GOVEROR OF CERTIFICATION FUNCTION

Effective as of Sevtember 13, 1960, the Governor of a State
may delegate his responsibility for making the certifications
required by Sections 218(d)(3) and (d)(7) of the Act., in connection
with the referendum procedure., to an official of the State selected
by him for that purpose.
B. RETROACTIVE COVERAGE
With respect to agreements or modifications to an agreement
executed on or after January 1, 1960, a State may make coverage
retroactive for five years preceding the year in which the
agreement or modification is executed but not earlier than
January 1, 1956. (The latter limitation wili have no effect
as to agreements or modifications executed after 1960.)
C. MUNICIPAL AND COUNT! HOSPITALS
The amendments give the States an additional option as to what
shall constitute a retirement system for referendum and coverage
purposes. A retirement system which covers positions of employees
of a hospital that is an integral part of a political subdivision
may,, if the State desires., be deemed to be a separate retirement
system for employees of the hospital.
D. TRANSFER OF INDIVIDUALS FROM ONE DEEMED RETIRDEMET SYSTEM TO ANOTHER
A retirement system which is composed of the State and one or more
political subdivisions or of more than one political subdivision
may at the option of the State be subdivided into deemed retirement
systems for referendum and coverage purposes. Prior to the
amendments,, where such a deemed retirement system had been further
divided on the basis of the desires of the members., those members
who were included in the part of the system composed of members
not desiring coverage were., upon transfer of their positions to
another such deemed retirement system., treated as new members of
the deemed retirement system to which their positions were trans
ferred and automatically included in the part of that system
composed of the positions of members who elected coverage. Under
these amendments, an individual whose position is transferred
from one deemed retirement system to another deemed retirement
system on or after September 13, 1960, as the result of an action
taken by the political subdivision wiUl be included in the part
of the deemed system composed of the positions of members not
electing coverage if:
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T

1.

The individual before the transfer vas included in the
part of the deemed retirement system composed of the positions
of members of the system not desiring coverage., and

2. 'The two deemed retirement systems involved were part of a
single retirement system before it was divided into deemed
retirement systems for referendum and coverage purposes.
An individual whose position was transferred under the conditions
described above from one deemed retirement system to another deemed
retirement system before September 13, 1960, may also be included in
the part composed of the positions of members not electing coverage.
However., this can be accomplished only where the Governor, or an
official designated~by him files a request with the Secretary of
Health., Education., and Welfare prior to July 1., 1961. Under these
circumstances,. this amendment will be effective with respect to
wages paid these individuals on or after the date on which the
Governor's request is filed.
E.

DEEKING A RETIREMENT SYSTEM TOV EXIST FOR EFFECTIVE DATE PURPOSES

Under the amendments a retirement system which is composed of
the positions of employees of the State and one or more political
subdivisions or two or more political subdivisions which is not
divided for referendum and coverage purposes into separate "deemed"
retirement systems may, at the option of the State, be divided into
separate "deemed" retirement systems for effective date purposes
only. Where this option is used a separate retirement system ma
be deemed to exist with respect to:
1.

The State,

2.

The State and any one or more political subdivisions, or

3.

One or more political subdivisions.

This provision of the amendments is effective with respect to
agreements or modifications executed on or after September 13, 1960.
F.

COVEIIAGE OF FOLICEKEN AIND FIREMEN POSITIONS UNDER A RETRMENT SYSTEM
Effective as of SeDtember 13, 1960, the State of Virainia mav,

upon compliance with the referendum procedures, cover under its
agreement employees in policemen and firemen positions under a
retirement system.
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DIVIDING A RETIREMENT SYSTEM ON THE BASIS OF MEMBERS'I DESIRES
Effective as of September 13, 1960, the State of Texas is
added to those States whitch May divide a retirement system on the
basis of the desires of the membership.

H. VALIDATION OF COVERAGE FOR CERTAIN MISSISSIPPI TEACHERS

Remuneration for services performed by Mississippi teachers after
February 28, 1951,, and prior to October 1, 1959, were reported
under the State 's coverage agreement as wages for services performed
by State employees rather than as services performed by employees
of various school districts. Under the amendments these reportings
are validated by deeming teachers to be State employees for the
periods referred to above. A teacher is defined in the legislation
as:
1. Any individual who is licensed to serve in the capacity of
teacher, librarian, registrar, supervisor., principal or superin
tendent and who is principally engaged in the public elementary or
secondary school system of the State in any one or more of such
capacities;
2
Any employee in the office of the county superintendent of
education or the county school supervisor., or in the office of the
principal of any county municipal public elementary or secondary
school in the State; and

3. Any individual licensed to serve in the capacity of teacher
who is engaged in any educational capacity in any day or night
school conducted under the supervision of the State Department
of Education as a part of the educational adult program provided
for under the laws of Mississippi or under the laws of the United
States.
I. TEACHERS IN THE STATE OF MAINE
The provision of the 1958 amendments which authorized the State
of Maine up to July 1, 1960,, to divide a retirement system covering
positions of teachers and other employees into tvo deemed retire
ment systems for puarposes of holding a referendum and extending
coverage., has been revised to authorize Maine, if it so desires,,
to modify its agreement prior to July 1., 1961., for purposes of a
division of such retirement system.
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JUSTICES OF THE PEACE AND CONSTABLES IN THE STATE OF NEBRASKA
The State of Nebraska may, if it chooses., modify its agreement so
as to exclude services performed by justices of the peace and
constables compensated on a fee basis. Such a modification to the
agreement shall. be effective with respect to services performed
after an effective date specified except that such services cannot
be excluded for periods prior to September 13, 1960.

K.

CERTAIN E4HLOYEES IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
The State of California may,, if it chooses, modify its agreement
prior to 1962 to include services performed by an individual
employed by a hospital on or after January 1, 1957, and on or
before December 31., 1959, whose position was covered by a retire
ment system on September 1, 1951l., but removed from coverage under
such a system prior to 1960. This action can be taken only if
prior to July 1., 1960, the State of California has in good faith
paid to the Secretary of the Treasury amunts equivalent to
the employer and. employee share of taxes under the Internal Revenue
Code. Such a modification to the agreement will be effective with
respect to the services performed by such individuals on or after
January 1., 1960, as well as to all services performed prior to
such date with respect to which the State has paid prior to
September 13,1960, amounts equivalent to such taxes.

L. LIMITATION ON STATE'S LIABILITY FOR CONTRIBUTION IN CERTAIN CASES
Under the amendments a State may amend its agreement to provide
that contributions due on wages received during a calendar year
by an employee who performs covered services for two or more
political subdivisions or for the State and one or more political
subdivisions shall be computed as if they were paid by a single
employer. However, a State's contribution liability may be
limited in this manner only if:
1. The State furnishes all the funds to pay the contributions
due and,
2. The political subdivisions) by whom the employee is employed
does not reimburse the State the amount of the contributions
attributable to the employee 's employment by such subdivisions).

3. The State complies with such regulations as the Secretary may
prescribe.
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The limitation of a State 's contribution liability in the manner
described will be effective as of the date specified in the modi
fication but in no event with respect to wages paid before
(1) January 1,, 1957., in the case of an agreement or 'modification
which is mailed or delivered by other means to the Secretary
before January 1., 1962., or (2) the first day of the year in which
the agreemernt or modification is mailed or delivered by other
means to the Secretary, in the case of an agreement or modification
which is so mailed or delivered on or after January 1., 1962.
M. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
The Amendments provide a statute of limitations for State and
local coverage which becomes effective January 1., 1962. The
statute fixes a time limit beyond which a State will not be liable
for amounts due with respect to wages paid individuals whose
services are covered under its agreement and beyond which the
Department will not be liable for refunding or crediting over
payments made by a State under its agreement. The time limitations
are essentially the same as those applicable to employers in
private industry.
Section 205(c)(5)(F) was also amended to permit the correction
of earnings records after the time limitation for revision of
such records has expired to conform to a timely assessment or
an allowed claim for credit or refund.
N.

REVIEW BY SECRETARY
Effective January 1., 1962, the Secretary will at the request of
a State review any determination made by him disallowing a State's
claim for refund or credit of an overpayment, or allowing a credit
or refund., or making an assessment of an amount due under the
State's agreement. The State's request for such a review must be
made within 90 days after it is notified of the Secretary's deter
mination or within such additional time as the Secretary may allow.

0.

REVIEW BY COURT
If upon receipt of the decision reached by the Secretary as a
result of his review of a determination, a State is still dis
satisfied with the decision it may file a civil suit in an
appropriate district court of the United States for a redetermina
tion of the correctness of the Secretary's determination. The
suit., however,, must be brought within 2 years after the mailing
of the notice to the State of the decision reached by the Secretary
upon review. This provision of the amendments is effective
January 1., 1962.
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M(IaSTERS AND CMISTIAN SCIENCE PRACTITION~ERS
1. Ext~ension of Time for E!LzWaiver Certificates.-The
amendments extend until A ril 15., 196as the time within which
ministers and Christian Science practitioners (who have had
earnings from the ministry in 2 or more years after 1954~) may
elect coverage as self-employed clergymen* A waiver certificate
will be retroactively effective for the taxable year immediately
preceding the year for which the due date, including aWV extension
thereof, for filing a tax return has not expired. Thus,9 for most
ministers (i.e., those whose due date for filing a tax return is
April J.5) a waiver certificate filed between January 1 and
April 15 will be effective for the second taxable year before the
year in which the certificate is filed and waiver certificates
filed after April 15 will be effective for the current year and
the previous year.
2. Supplemental Certificate to Make Certain Certificates Effective
With 1956*-Tbe amendments provide that a minister or Christian
Science- pactitioner who previously filed a waiver certificate
which was effective with 1957 may change such effective date to
1956 by filing a supplemental certificate and paying the selfemployment tax for 1956., including repayme~Etof any tax refund,
on or before April 15, 1962. This provision is similar to the
one contained in P.L. 239 which was effective only through
April 15, 1959.
3., Validation of Previous Reportings.,
a. No Valid Waiver Certificate Filedo-The new law provides
that a minister or Christian Science practitioner who filed
timely tax returns reporting SEI for any taxable year(s)
ending after 19514 and before 1960., but failed to file a
waiver certificate may file such a certificate on or before
April 15, 1962, effective for such previous years and for all
subsequent taxable years.*The
certificate may be filed by
the minister or in the event of his death or incompetency by
a fiduciary acting for such individual or his estate or by
his spouse, former wife divorced, childi or parent and the
certificate will validate the previous SEI reportings,,,
provided the SE tax for each year., including repaymnent of
any tax refunds,, is paid on or before Apriil 5, 1962.
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b. Valid Waiver Certificate Filed Which Was Not Effective
For First Taxable Year FEnding After 1954L and Before 1959 For
Which a Return Was Filed,--If a minister or Christian Science
practitioner has previously filed a waiver certificate which is
not effective for the first taxable year ending after 1954 and
before 1959 for which he filed a return,, a supplemental certificate
may be filed on or before April 15, 1962, to validate such
previous reportings and for all succeeding years. This may be
done by the minister., or in the event of his death or incompetency.,
by a fiduciary acting for the minister or his estate or by
his spouse, former wife divorced, child or parent, As in 3 a.
above,, the previous self-employment income reportings will be
validated for the first year of such reporting., provided the
self-employment tax for each year., including repayment of any
tax refunds., is paid on or before April 15, 1962.
4o Limitation on Retroactivity.- No benefits are payable, nor may
any benefit be increased, by reason of this amendment for September
1960 or any prior month. No lump-sum death benefit is payable, nor
may any lump-sum death benefit be increased,, by reason of this
amendment where death occurred before September 13, 1960.
B. EXTENSION OF SEIF-EMPLOYMNT #.'OVERAGE TO GUAM AND AINERICAN SAMOA
The amendments provide that for the purposes of self-employment
coverage., and the computation of net earnings from self-employment
and self-employment income., the term "possession of the United States"
does not include Guam and American Samoa. The amendments further
provide that residents of Guam and American Samoa who are not
citizens of the United'States shall not be regarded as nonresident
aliens for self-employment purposes.
As a result of the amendments,, Guamanians or American Samnoans
conducting a trade or business in either place 'Will compute and
report their net earnings from self-employment and self-employment
income in the same manner as American citizens engaged in a trade
or business in any of the States. 'Prior exclusions from gross
income of American citizens conducting a trade or business in
Guam or American Samoa no longer apply for purposes of computing
their net earnings from self-employment. Accordingl.y, the gross
income from a trade or business will be computed in the same
manner as if the business was conducted in any of the States.
These provisions are effective for taxable years beginning
after 1960.
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C.

SEIF-WMLOYMENT OF AMERIC AN CITIZEN EMPLOYEES OF, FOREIGN
GOVERNMENTS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Self-employment coverage is extended to United States citizens
who perfomi services in the United States as employees of:
1.

A foreign government,

2*

An instrumentality -wholly owned by a foreign government,. or

3.

An international organization.

This provision is effective for taxable years ending on and
after December 31., 1960. However., for retirement test purposes,
remuneration is treated as "wages" for taxable years beginning on or
before September 13,1960, and as net earnings from self-employment
for taxable years beginning after September 13, 1960.

-
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VETERANS BENEFITS

-

MILITARY SERVICE WAGE CREDITS

LIMITATION ON RECOMPUTATION TO INCLUDE CREDIT FOR POST-WORLD WAR II
MILITARY. SERVICE
If the wage earner was on the rolls in August 1952, the application for
recomputation to include military service wage credits for the postWorld War LI period must be filed before January 1, 1961, unless he died
before that date.
This amendment does not place a limitation on recomputation in the case
of survivors who were on the rolls in August 1952.
(See subsection E 5.
of Summnary, Section 100, Computations.)
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SUM4ARY OF REVISED ANNUAL EARNINGS TEST
The 1960 amendments substantiaflly revised the retirement test.
highlights are as follows:

The

1.

The $1,200 exempt amount remrains the same~

2.

For a full taxable year excess earnings, over $1j,200 and up to Sl,500.,
are charged on a $1 for $2 basis and amounts exceeding $1.,500 are
charged on a $1 for $1 basis.

3.

Excess earnings are rounded to the next~lowest dollar before charging.

4&.

Where auxiliary beneficiaries are entitled., excess earnings of an
old-age beneficiary will be charged against the total. family benefits
payable. Where the auxiliary beneficiary is workingj, the excess
will be charged against only his benefits.

5.

If the excess to be charged because of the work of an old-age
beneficiary for any month is less than the total of the family bene
fits payable for that month., then the difference payable to all.
beneficiaries is pro-rated in proportion to their original benefit
rate.,

6.

There has been no revision in the application of additional (penalty)
deductions against beneficiaries who work.
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B. EXCESS EARNINGS
Where earnings in a taxable year exceed 100 times the number of
months in such taxable year., an amount equal to one-half of the
first $300 or less of such excess, plus any remaining excess above
this $300 will be applied against and-withheld from benefits payable
for such year. The amount to be so applied will be known hereafter
as the "chargeable excess."
C.

ROTJN1ING OF THE CHARG~aIJLE EXCESS
Where the chargeable excess is not a multiple of an even dollar, it
shall be reduced to the next lower multiple of $1.

D.

MANNER OF APPLYING CHARGEABLE EXCESS
The chargeable excess will be applied against benefits beginning
'with the first. month of the taxable year and proceeding to the last
month of such year.

E.

JONTH AGAINST WHICfH CHA.RGEABLE EXCESS CANNOT~BE APPLIED
A beneficiary's chargeable excess cannot be applied to months during
which such beneficiary (1) was not entitled to benefits., (2) was age
72 or over, (3) neither worked as an employee for more than $100 nor
rendered substantial services as a self-employed person, or (4~) was
entitled to a childhood disability benefit. Instead., these months
are skipped over. If a beneficiary is subject to a deduction for a
month because of noncovered remunerative activity outside the
'United States, because of failure to have a child in her care (in
the case of a wife, widow, or former-wife divorced)j, or because of
refusal to accept rehabilitation services (in the case of a disabled
child 18 or over), such beneficiary shall be deemed not entitled to
benefits for that month for purposes of applying the chargeable excess.

F. DEDUCTIONS AGAINST AUXLIARY BENEFI CIABEES BECAUSE OF WAGE, EARNER'S
EARNI I~KS
The wage earner's chargeable excess is applied against the benefits
of his family group as a unit. 'Where the wage earner has excess
earnings., an amount equal to his chargeable excess will be applied
against (1) his benefits and (2) all other benefits (after adjustment
for the family maximum without applying the deduction before reduction
provision) payable on his earnings record and (3) any benefits payable
to his spouse, if she is entitled to a childts disability or mother's
benefit on another earnings record. However., where an auxiliary
beneficiary is not entitled or is deemed not entitled to a benefit
(see 1, albove) for a month, the wage earner's chargeable excess may
not be applied against such auxiliary's benefit for such month.
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Any partial benefit remaining for a month after applying the chargeable
excess will be apportioned to the wage earner and all auxiliaries in
the same proportion on which their original entitlement was based
before reduction for the maximum, and without regard to any reduction
in the benefit rate of an auxiliary because of entitlement to an
0MIB or DIB. Where the apportioned amount is not a multiple of $0.10
it will be raised to the next higher multiple of $0 .10.
G.

HOW TO APPLY MULTIPLE CHARGEABLE EXCESSES
Where both the W/E and an auxiliary have chargeable excess 'earnings,
the W/E's.chargeable excess is first applied against his benefit and
all other benefis payable on his earnings record. Then the chargeable
excess of the auxiliary is applied against any benefits still
payable
to such auxiliary.

H.

APPLYING CHARGEABLE EXCESS FOR AUXILIARY BENEFICIARY WHO WORKS WHERE
MAXIMUM BENEFITS ARE INVOLVED
Where an auxiliary or survivor beneficiary works, the chargeable
excess is applied against such individual's benefit as adjusted for
the maximum without application of the deduction-before-reduction
provision. Benefits to others entitled on the same E/R will be
adjusted upward in accordance with the maximum provisions for the
months in which the chargeable excess is applied. Where the working
individual's benefit for a month exceeds his chargeable excess for
that'same month,, the individual will be paid a benefit equxal to this
difference for such month. This partial benefit payable to the
working beneficiary must be included in determining total benefits
payable under the maximum provisions when adjusting upward the
benefits of others entitled on the same E/R for that month.

I. EMfCTIVE DATES FOR ANNUAL RETIREMENT TEST
The provisions under B through H become effective for taxable years
beginning after 12/31/60. The pre 1960 amendment annual earnings test
remains in effect for taxable years ending in 1961 which began prior
to 1961.
J.

APPLICATION OF RETIREMENT TEST TO AMERICAN CITIZJENS IN EMPLOY OF
FOREIGN GOVERNMEN T IN UNITED STATES
Services performed in the United States by U .S. *citizens
employed
by foreign governments, wholly-owned instrumentalities of foreign
governments, and certain international organizations previously
excluded from employment covered by the Act are covered as self-employment
effective for taxable years ending on or after 12/31/60. U.S. citizens
performing such services will be subject to deductions under the annual
earnings test on the basis of NE from SE and the substantial services
factor rather than on the basis of wages and the $100 per month test
effective for taxable years beginning after SePtembe-r 13, 1
i 60.
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EXTEN~DING A DEADLINE WHERE THE ENDING DATE FOR AN ACTION FALLS ON A
NONWORK DAY
Effective
September 13, 1960.
any deadline date that falls on a
Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday,, or on any other day all or part
of which is declared to be a nonwork day for Federal employees by
statute or Executive Order, is extended to the first full work day
immediately following the deadline date. For example,. where April 15

(deadline date for filing annual earnings reports) falls on a holiday
or other Federal nonwork day, the deadline date would be extended to
the next fall work day. This provision does not extend retroactivity
of application for monthly benefits.
L.

APPLICATION OF RETIREMENT TEST IN GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA
1. As a result of the extension of coverage under the OASDI program
to Guam and American Samoa the annual earnings test rather than the
7-day work test will apply with respect to all persons living in
these areas (except as noted in 2. below) effective for earnings
from employment beginning January 1, 1961., and for SEI for taxable
years beginning after 1960.
2. The 7-day work teat remains applicable to earnings from the
following employment and self-employment which continues to be
excluded from coverage.
a. The SEI of a self-employed nonresident alien living in
Guam or American Samoa.
b. Earnings for services performed in Guam by a resident of
the Republic of the Philippines admitted to Guam on a temporary
basis as a nonimmigrant alien.

M. MEANING OF UNITED STATES
Guam and American Samoa are now included in the geographical
boundaries of the "United States" for program purposes (see exception
in L. above), in addition to the States, the District of Columbia.,
the Conmmonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
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FAILUP.E TO REPORT OLD-AGE BENEFI CIARY' S MO)RK

Effective September 13, 1960., an additional (penalty)
deduction will no longer be imposable against the benefits of a
person entitled to childhood disability benefits., or to mnother's
insurance benefits,, who is married to an old-age insurance beneficiary
for failure to timely report -work of the old-age insurance beneficiary
subject to the 7-day work test. Any such additional deductions
previously imposed but not yet collected will not be collected after
September. 13, 1QAr%.
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ELIX MIN ON OF AGE 50 REQUIREXENT
The 1960 amendments eliminate age 50 from the DIB requirements
effective with respect to monthly benefits for months beginning
with November 1960 based on application for DIB filed in or after
September 1960. The elimination of the age 50 requirement means
that persons eligible for a freeze are .als~o eligible for DIB except
in a few situations such as the following:

1.

Persons with statutory blindness who are able to engage in SGA;

2. Persons who qualified for freeze only with the help of RR or
military service credits which are not creditable as wages for benefit
purposes;

3.

Certain persons who are past retirement age at time of filing and
can establish a freeze which increases the amount of the OAIB, although
they are ineligible for DIB (e.g., a woman aged 63 already entitled to
OAIB or widow's benefits when she files her disability claim, or a
VIE aged 66 or over when he files his disability claim, etc.)
B.

WAITING PERI OD REQUIREMENT
1.

When No Waiting Period is Required

Where a DIB claimant has previously had a freeze or DIB which ended
within 5 years before the month his current disability began, he
need not serve a waiting period, but will be eligible for benefits
beginning with the first month throughout wh~ich he is under a
disability and has DIB insured status. However, entitlement to the
DIB without a waiting period cannot be established for any month
before Septemdber 1960.
2.

When Waiting Period Begins

With elimination of age 50 as a DIB requirement, the amendments also
eliminate the restriction that the waiting period cannot begin more
than 6 months before the month in which the W/E attained age 50.
This means that the vaiting period vill begin with the first day of
the 18th month before the month of filing, except where the disa
bility requirements or the ])IB insured status requirements were not
met until after that day. This change affects only those cases
vhere the V/iE's application was filed in or after Sentember 1960.
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C. ALTERNATE INSURED STATUS REQUIREMENT
1. Where a claimant does not meet the 20/40 requirement for freeze
or DIB in or before the 9/60 quarter, he nevertheless will have an
insured status for freeze or DIB purposes as of the first quarter
in which he has:
a. At least 20 quarters of coverage ending with that quarter, and
b. Quarters of coverage for at least 6 quarters beginning-with
the first quarter after 1950 and continuing for each quarter up
to, but not including that quarter,
provided that the application is filed after August 31,1960 and
before July 1, 1961 (an application filed after June 30, 1961
may be retroactive for no more than 18 months).

2. The alternate insured status requirement will help only a W/E
whose disability began before 1956, and who had at least one quarter
of coverage before 1946. (otherwise persons meeting this requirement
could also meet the 20/40 requirement.) A period of disability for
such a person can start no earlier than 7/1/52 (since there must be
at least 6 quarters of coverage after 1950 and before the quarter
in which the freeze begins) and cannot start later than 12/31/55.
Benefits are payable under this amendment no earlier than
October 1960.
D.

APPLICATIONS FILED BEFORE DISABILITY BEGAN
An effective application for DIB or freeze may be filed before
disability began, provided that:

1. In the case of an application for DIB, all requirements for DIB
are met within 9 months after the month of filing (within 6 months,
where no waiting period is necessary for DIB). Entitlement to a
DIB cannot be established on the basis of this change for any month
before September 1960.
2. in the case of a freeze application, all freeze requirements are
met within 3 months after the day application is filed. However, an
application is effective if all freeze requirements are met within
6 months after the month of filing where the DIB can be awarded without
a waiting period for at least one month within such six months.
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E. RETROACTIVITY OF APPLICATION FOR DIB OR FREEZE
The amendments provide expressly (rather than as previcusly by implication)
that there can be no entitlement to-DIB for retroactive months unless
the disability continued throughout the retroactive months and up to
the date of actual filing. The 12-month period of retroactivity for
DIB is unchanged.
Freeze applications still have the same retroactivity as before.
F. TERMINATION OF FREEZE AND DIE
Under the amendments, when attainment of age 65, or cessation of
disability requires terminating of the DIE and the freeze, they will
end on the same date rather than a month apart.
Where attainment of age 65 is the terminating event, both freeze and
DIB will end with the month before the month of attainment. However,
where cessation of disability is the terminating event, DIB entitle
ment and the freeze will both continue through the month disability
ceases and the 2 subsequent months, ending with the last day of the
second month--unless, of course, termination occurs earlier because
of death or attainment of age 65. In effect, therefore, the
beneficiary whose disability ceases will usually receive DIE for
3 months longer than under previous law. Similarly, childhood
disability benefits will continue through the month in which dis
ability ceases and will end with the second month thereafter, unless
some other terminating event occurs in or before the second month.
The DIE ends with the month before the month of death; but freeze
continues to the end of the month of death. (As before, freeze will
continue for a person with statutory blindness even though a DIB
is terminated when he regains ability to work.)
These changes will apply only if the first terminating event (cessation
of disability or attainment of age 65 ) occurs after September
1960. Where a terminating event occurs before October 1960,
freeze and DIB will terminate in accordance with the law in
effect before the 1960 amendments.
G. COMPUTATION OF THE DIE
1. Where the W/E becomes entitled to DIE (i.e., he has filed application
and met all other requirements) in 1960, the DIB will be computed as if
he had attained retirement age and filed for OAIB in the first month of
the waiting period. Where the W/E is entitled to DIB without a waiting
period (see B 1. above) the DIE will be computed as though he had
attained retirement age and filed for OAIB in the first month for which
he is entitled to DIE.

-
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2. Where the W/E becomes entitled to DIB after 1960 the DIB will be
computed as though:
a. The WIE had attained retirement age in the first month of the
waiting period (or, if there is no waiting period, in the first
month for which he is entitled to DIB); and
b. He had filed OAIB application when his DIB application was
filed.
However, this rule will not be applied to increase the divisor
for a woman who had actually attained retirement age and was fully
insured before the beginning of the waiting period. For such cases,
the elapsed years will not include the first year in which she was
aged 62 and fully insured or any year thereafter. See summary
of section 100, Computations and Recomputations, for explanation
of "elapsed years" and "benefit computation years" in DIB cases.
H. EXCEPTION FROM 6-MONTH MINIMUM FREEZE REQUIREM4ENT
A freeze may be established for a period of less than 6 months, if
during that period the W/E was entitled to a DIB for at least one
month. This is possible only in cases where the WIE has qualified
for a DIB without a waiting period (See B 1. above) that is, the
W/E had a previous freeze period of at least 6 months' duration
which terminated because disability ceased.
I.

TRIAL WORK PERIOD

The amendment deletes the provision in the law relating to services
performed under a State-approved rehabilitation program and substitutes
a new section which provides for a trial work period. In determining
whether a disability in a trial work period has ceased, we must dis
regard any remunerative work done during that period.
1. The trial work period applies only to persons who are entitled to
either DIB or CDB; it does not apply to a person who is entitled only
to a freeze. However, where a person has both a DIB and freeze, the
trial work period applies to both (except for persons with statutory
blindness; such a person's freeze will continue regardless of ability
to engage in SGA).
2. The trial work period begins with whichever is the latest of the
following months:
a. The month in which the beneficiary became entitled, by having
filed application and having met all other requirements; or
b.

October 1960; or

c.

In CDB cases the month in which the child attained age 18.
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3. The trial work period ends with the month in which medical recovery
occurs or, if earlier,, with the ninth month (beginning on or after the
first day of the trial work period) in which the beneficiary does
any work which is remunerative (including work which is of a type that
would normally be remunerative). The nine months of work need not be
consecutive. A month in which remunerative work is done will count as
one of the nine months; the work need not be substantial.
4. only one trial work period may be given in a single period of
disability; and no trial work period may be given while a person is
entitled-to a DIB for which he qualified without a waiting period
(see B 1. above).
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The Social Security Amendments of 1960 and
related legislation enacted by the Eighty-sixrth
Congress make a number of technical improvements and several important substantive changes
in the social security programs-notably a new
program of medical assistance for the aged and
broader disability protection.
The most controversial provisions, dominating
public interest and discussion, were those relating
to medical care for the aged. The highlights of
the legislative development of the medical care
provisions, as well as the details of the provisions
adopted, are presented in Part I of this article,
Part II gives the details and legislative history
of the other provicions of the 1960 amendments
to the Social Security A4ct and of other 7egislation affecting the social security programs.
WITH THE SIGNING on September 13, 1960,
of H. R. 12580, the Social Security Amendments
of 1960 became Public Law 86-778. They make
revisions-some major and some technical-in all
the programs under the Social Security Act.

SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROVISIONS
Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance
The major changes made by the 1960 amendments in the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance provisions are listed below,
1. Disabled workers under age 50 and their dependents can now qualify for benefits on the same
basis as workers aged 50-64 and their dependents.
2. A change in the retirement test (effective for
taxale
tha bein
ear fte 196) mkesthe
taxale
tha bein
ear fte 196) mkesthe
test. more equitable and imiproves its effect on in

centives to wvork. The amendment eliminates the
requirement for withholding a month's benefit for
each $80 of earnings above $1,200 and provides
instead for withholding $1 in benefits for each $2
of earnings from $1,200 to $1,500 and $1 in bene
fits for each $1 of earnings above $1,500. As
tinder the previous act, no benefits are withheld
for any month in which the beneficiary neither
earns wages of more than $100 nor renders sub

stantial services in self-employment.
3. The requirements for fully insured status
are changed to 1 quarter of coverage for every 3
calendar quarters between January 1, 1951, and

the year in which the worker becomes disabled,
reaches retirement age, or dies (but. not less thaii
6 or more than 40 quarters) instead of 1 for every
2 quarters.
4. A disability insurance beneficiary or child
hood disability beneficiary is allowed a period of
12 months of trial work during which his disa
bility benefits or freeze will not be terminated
solely because of such work. Benefits for the
beneficiary who recovers from his disability will
be continued for the month in which his disability
ceases and for the 2 following months.
5. Persons who become disabled within 5 years
after termination of a previous period of disa
bility can qualify for benefits without undergoing
another 6-monith waiting period.

6. The benefits paid to each child of a deceased
worker have been increased to three-fourths of
tepiayisrneaon
ftedcae
%worker(subject to the maximum on benefits pay
able to a family). Under the provision previ
ously in effect, the benefit of each child was onehalf the primary insurance amount plus onefourth divided by the number of children.
7. Benefits are provided for the survivors of
workers who had acquired 6 quarters of coverage
and who died before 1940.
Benefits are payable under certain circum
stances to a person ais the wife, husband, widow,

___________8.

*Commissioner of Social Security,
(23

or widower of a worker if the person had gone
through a marriage'Iceremony in good faith in
the belief that it was valid when it was not, if the
marriage 'would have ~been valid had there been
no impediment, and if the couple had been living
together at the time of the worker's death or at
the time an application for benefits was filed.
The child or stepchild of a couple who have gone
through such a marriage ceremony can also get
benefits,
9. The duration-of-relationship requirements
that apply when a worker is alive are now the
sam asthereqireent tht aplywhe a
worker has died Beuieenefts tarepybet
apl wifen

fairer and to facilitate the administration of the
program.
Public Assistance
Th maoprvsnsfteScileuiy
ThmaoprisnsfteSoaleciy
Amendments of 1960 that affect the public assist
anepormrlt
omeia aefrteae
and are as follows:
1. Title I of the Social Security Act is ex
panded to include a new program providing
grants-in-aid to States for medical assistance in
behalf of aged persons who are not recipients of

husband, or stepchild on the basis of a disabled
-aesitncbuwhhaensfceti
or retired worker's earnings if the necessary relacoeadrsuesometheotsfncsar
tionship had existed for 1 year rather than for 3
medical services. Federal sharing will range from
years
The50
percent to 80 percent under a formula based
10. Tecoverage provisions of the program are
prm ilonerciticm.
changed to (a) extend coverage to service (other
2 eea hrn nSaeodaeassac
r csuallabr) prfomed
thandomsticserice
expenditures for medical care in behalf of recip
thandomsticserice
r csuallabr) prfomed
ients is increased.
by an individual in the employ of his son or
3. Provision is made for the, prepara tion of
daughter; (b) facilitate coverage of additional
State and local government employees; (c) exgudsoremeddstnasfrSaeue
tend coverage under the, self-employment proviin evaluating and improving the level, content,
sions to services performed in the United States
adqaiyo
eia aei hi rgaso
afer199 Satspublic
yUnte
assistance and medical. assisacfoth
atr15bvUieSttscitizens in the employstnefoth
of foreign governments, instrumentalities of such
aoged, as well as the collection and publication of
governments, or international organizations; (d)
information on these matters.
extend coverage to the territories of Guam and
American Samoa; (e) provide an additional op
portunity, generally until April 15, 1962, for minMaternal and Child Health and Child Welfare
isters and Christian Science practitioners who
The major changes in the provision s of title V
have been in practice at least 2 years to elect coyunder the 1960 amendments to the Social Security
erage; (f) eliminate the requirement that twoAct are as follows:
thirds of the employees of a nonprofit organiza1. The amounts authorized for annual appro
tion must concur for the organization to elect
priation are increased to $25 million for each of
coverage. for concurring employees 'and all1 emthe three programns-maternal and 'child 'health
ployees hired in the future; (g) permit employees
services, crippled childrer .is services, and child
or their representatives or survivors to obitain
welfare services.
credit for certain earnings reported ,by nonprofit
2. A new program, and a separate'appropri'a
organizations that failed to comply 'with the retion, is authorized for' grants to public or other
quirements for extending coverage to these emnonprofit institutions of higher -learning and to
ployees.
public or other nonprofit' agencies -and organiza
11. The method of financing the program has
tions engaged in research or child welfare activi
been strengthened by changes designed to make
ties, for special research or demonstration proj
the interest earnings of the trust funds more
ects in the field of child welfare that are of re
nearly equivalent to the rate of return on Govern.zional or national significance and for special
inent bonds bought in the open market.
projects for the demonstration of new methods or
12. Other changes, mostly of a technical nafacilities that show promise of substantial con
ture, were made to simplify the law and make it
tribution to the advancement of child welfare.
13)

I. Medical Care Provisions of the

1959 HEARINGS ON H.R. 4700

Social Security Amendments of 1960

In July 1959 the Ways and Means Committee

held 5 days of public hearings on H. R. 4700,
a bill introduced in the Eighty-sixth Congress by

THE POSSIBLE expansion of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program to include hospitalization and nursing-home service
benefits for aged and other beneficiaries had been
discussed during the consideration of the 1958
amendments to the Social Security Act by the
Eighty-fifth Congress. A bill introduced by
Representative Forand, with medical care provisions almost identical with H. R. 4700 (the bill
that he introduced in the Eighty-sixth Congress
and that is described below), was actively under
consideration and was discussed by most of the
witnesses who testified at public hearings relating
to the social security programs. The Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives concluded, however, that more information
was needed before any legislation in this field
could be recommended. The Committee consequenly akedthe
ecrtaryof Halt, Edcaqetion ankdWefr tohae
study
and report, nca
aec
piossbl ways oefar providingaisturyancepagint the
postil
ofahspia and nursviing-homrane agans
forold
csurvivhorsia and dirsaityinsuranccae beoefociage,suvvraddsbltinuacbeeiaries and on the benefit costs and administrative
implications of the different alternatives,
Such a report 1 was submitted to the Committee
in April 1959. It brought together information
on the characteristics of the aged population,
their income and assets, their utilization of medical services, and the extent to which they are coyered by voluntary health insurance. It also outlined and presented cost estimates for several alternative methods of providing hospital benefits
for old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
beneficiaries and other aged persons, including
the provision of such benefits as part of the oldagsurvivors, and disability insurance system,
various methods of stimulating voluntary insurance, subsidies to private insurance carriers, and
Federal assistance to the medically indigent. The
report did not include any recommendations for
specific action.

Representative Forand "to provide insurance
against the costs of hospital, nursing home and
surgical services for persons eligible for old-age
adsriosisrnebnft.
Under the bill, eligible persons aged 65 and
over (62 for women), their qualified depend
ents, and young survivors were to be entitled
to the following health benefits in a 12-month
period: up to 60 days of hospital care; up to 120
days, less the number of days in hospital, of care
i
kle
usn
oeuo
rnfrfo
hospital and on a physician's certification that
care was medically necessary for a condition asso
ciated with that for which the person was lhospi
talized; and necessary surgical services. Any
hospital (other than mental or tuberculosis or
Federal hospitals) or qualified nursing home li
censed by the State in which it was located was
to be eligible to enter into an agreement to pro
vide services under the program. Payments for
these services by the insurance fund were to cover
the reasonable costs incurred by the provider,
who would agree to accept them as payments in
full for covered services. The Secretary was to
be authorized to utilize in the administration of
the program nonprofit organizations representing
providers of hospital, nursing-home, or surgical
services or operating voluntary insurance plans
covering, such services.
I
To finance the benefits, the bill provided for an
increase in old-age, survivors, and disability in
surance contributions of 0.25 percent of taxable
earnings each for employers and employees and
0.375 percent for sdlf-employed persons. The cost
of the program as estimated by the Social Secur
ity Administration was $1,120 million, or 0.53
percent of taxable payrolls, in the first full year
ad07 ecn nalvlpeimbssta
is, the average over the indefinite future.
(The comparable bill introduced by Represen
tative Forand in the Eighty-fifth Congress had
been fully financed according to cost estimates
at that time.

__________made

'Hopitliztio
Inurace

or

ASD

In the subsequent congres

sional consideration of H.R. 4700, Representa

Beefiiares

tieFrnsaedhthewudmndhebl

(Committee Print), committee on Ways and Mleans of
the House of Representatives, April 3, 10.59.

to assure that it was actuarially sound and to
(4)

aged persons and that the Department was con
tinuing to study possible methods of strengthen
ing the voluntary approach but. had not yet had
time to develop a definite recommendation.
During the course of the hearings, numerous
witnesses testified both for and against HI. R. 4700
or any similar proposal to provide health benefits
for aged persons through the social security sys
temn. LIThe American Mledical Association, a num

heofSaemdclsiteteAeranH

beofSaemdclsitethAeranH

take account of certain other technical problems
resulting from the 1958 amendments to the Social
Security Act.)
In testifying on the opening day of the hearings, the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare quoted from his report of April 3, 1959,
to the Committee as follows:
There is general agreement that a problem does exist.

The rising cost of medical care, and particularly of hospital care, over the past decade has been felt by persons

pital Association, the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States, the Health Insurance Associa

of all ages.

Older persons have larger than average
medical care needs. As a group they use about two and
a half times as much general hospital care as the average
for persons under age 65 and they have special need for
long-term Institutional care. Their Incomes are generally
considerably lower than those of the rest of the population, and in many cases are either fixed or declining in
amount. They have less opportunity than employed persons to spread the cost burden through health insurance,
A larger proportion of the aged than of other persons
must turn to public assistance for payment of their medical bills or rely on "free" care from hospitals and physicians. Because both the number and proportion of older
persons In the population are increasing, a satisfactory

nofAe

ion ofAeica, the American Life Convention,

the Life Insurance Association of America, and

others opposed "the social security approach,"

dsm

p

and smoposed any Federal action, on a num
her of different grounds.

important.

The majo aOrumnspentdbtheo
hs p
agmnspeetdb
posed to H. R. 4700 related to the fear of Govern
ment control of hospital costs and of medical
prciethdagroovuilzinofostl
prcietedagrooeuiizinofhstl
facilities with an accompanying decline in the
quality of care, and the fear that hospital insur

The Secretary then stated, however, that he did
not regard H. R. 4700 as a satisfactory solution
to the problem, since he believed that the objec-.
tive of making adequate medical care available to
soul, a fa as ossble be
the gedpoplaton
tchievaed phopulatreioncshouldasfa asd pnossible,-b
rlance uonganizd enoluntryageddie
ach ofietrugh

ance for the aged would be but the first step
uain
toadhlhinuncfrteetrep
through the social insurance system. The rapid
lnayisrneadtewlig
ness of many doctors to agree to hold down their
charges for older persons were cited as evidence
that the problem would solve itself, given time.

tion. As a proportion of all persons aged 65 and
he tosehavig vlunary
overin
opultio,
overin
opultio,
he tosehavig vlunary
health insurance had risen from 26 percent in
1952 to about 40 percent in 1959 adinsuranewcar
rnccathe special efforts being made by
riers would, he felt, certainly increase still further. The Secretary pointed out that "enactment
of a compulsory hospital insurance law would
represent an irreversible decision to abandon voluntary insurance for the aged in the hospital field
and oulmar
proablth begnnig ofthe
end of voluntary insurance for the aged in the
health field generally. The pattern of health coyerage of the aged would have become frozen in a
vast and uniform governmental system [involving] govern-mental intervention into arrangements that are on the whole better left within the
framework of nongovernmental action."
The Secretary further indicated that he recognized there were problems relating to the adequacy and cost of existing health insurance for

Qusinweeaoriedstohterhegd
were as badly off financially as pictured, and it
was pointed out that the neediest aged were not
receiving old-age and survivors insurance bene
fits and that they would therefore not be helped
geedtolaesvirsad
baprga
n
l-gsrios
lia
programngeardt.
dsby
h
nuac mcaimt
dsblTyeueo
ins ac.
Thvie hosepofthe scald insurhance mehanitsm tor
o
elhbnft
n
te
poiehsia
aged persons was supported by the American
Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Or
ganizations and other representatives of organ
ized labor, the American Public Welfare Associa-.
tion, the American Nurses Association, Group
Health Association of America, the Physicians'
Forum, the National Association of Social Work
ers, and others. The primary arguments pre
sented by those supporting H. R. 4700 related to
the growing need for the entire community to
share in the higher-than-average medical costs of
the aged, with use of the social insurance system

solution to the problem of paying for adequate medical

care for the aged will become more rather than less

(5)

the most effective and logical method, assuring
immediate broad coverage and a mechanism for
prepayment; they reflected also the opposition to
the use of a means test for medical care-suggested as an alternative to health benefits under
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance. Also
cited were the shortcomings of private insurance
policies and protection and the question as to how
much private insurance could be expected to do;
the advantages that would accrue to hospitals and
to private insurance carriers if the costs of the
aged group were taken over by Government; and
the probability that such action would strengthen
rather than weaken voluntary insurance. A number of the witnesses also made suggestions for
modifying the bill-by dropping surgical benefits, for example, and adding outpatient diagnostic and visiting nurse services to avoid unnecessary utilization of hospitals.

the aged. The subcommittee held public hearings
in seven communities throughout the country and
during the first 2 weeks in April 1960 held hear
ings in Washington, primarily on the health needs
of the aged. The lineup of groups for and against
provision of medical benefits through the social
insurance system was similar to that at the time
of the hearings before the Committee on Ways
and Means in 1959.
Some new information on the medical needs of
the aged was introduced. There were additional
pressures for action and additional arguments
for delay. A number of persons, for instance,
thought no action should be taken until after the
White House Conference on Aging early in Jan
uary 1961. The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare again testified that he was exploring
various alternatives.

The Javift Bill
On April 7,Senator Javits introduced, for him
self and seven other Republican Senators, S. 3350
-a bill to provide Federal matching grants to
States to help subsidize the cost of health insur
ance for persons aged 65 and over. Six identical
bills were introduced in the House.
Under this proposal, a participating State
would enter into contracts with private insurance
carriers to provide at least one service benefit and
one indemnity benefit health insurance policy that
would be available to every individual in the
State who was aged 65 or over or married to such
an individual. The policies would be required to
cover home and office physicians' calls and other
ambulatory care constituting not less than onethird of the premium cost and also to permit the
substitution of care in skilled nursing homes for
care of equal cost in general hospitals.
The bill established a schedule of subscription
charges for individual subscribers ranging from
zero for those whose annual incomes were less
than $500 in the preceding year and 50 cents a
month for those with incomes of $500-$1,000, up
to $13 a month (or such larger amount as the
State might designate) for those with incomes of
$3,600 and above. No individual's subscription
charge, however, was to exceed the premium cost
of his policy if that cost was less than $13 a
month. The difference between the aggregate
premium cost for all participants and their total

1960 PROPOSALS
There was no further congressional action on
proposals for medical care for the aged in 1959.
On Ma,)rch 14, 1960, the Ways and Means Coinmittee went into executive session to consider possible amendments to the Social Security Act. It
remained in executive session through April and
May and into June. A large part of the time was
devoted to the issue of medical care for the aged.
At the request of the Committee Chairman, the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, as
well as technical staff of the Department, sat with
the Committee during most of its sessions. At
the beginning of the session, the Secretary indi-cated that the executive branch had been exploring various alternative approaches to the problem
-of medical care for the aged and had conferred
many times with representatives of various interested groups in an attempt to work out an acceptable solution. Up to that time, however, no agreemnent had been reached. The Committee asked
the Secretary to push forward with his explorations and indicated an unwillingness to proceed
without a definite recommendation from the Administration.
Early in 1959 the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare had established a special
Subcommittee on Problems of the Aged and Aging (the McNamara Subcommittee) to conduct a
<comprehensive study of the major problems of
(6)

subscription payments would be made up by the
Federal and State governments, with the Federal
share ranging from 331/3j percent to 75 percent,
depending on the per capita income of the State.
The government costs under the bill were estimated by Senator Javits to be $1.12 billion, of
which about $480 million would be Federal funds.

Administration Proposal
On May 4, Secretary Flemming presented to
the Committee on Ways and Means and released
to the press the Administration's plan. It called
for Federal grants to the States to help finance a
program of comprehensive medical benefits for
the aged. In the States participating, the program would be open to all persons aged 65 and
over who did not pay an income tax in the preceding year and to taxpayers aged 65 and over
whose adjusted gross income, plus old-age and
survivors insurance benefits and railroad retirement and veterans' pensions, in the preceding
year did not exceed $2,500 ($3,800 for a couple).
The program in all participating States would
provide that eligible persons could participate in
the plan by paying an enrollment fee of $24 a
year (old-apge assistance recipients would be coyered without paying an enrollment fee). After
they had incurred health and medical expenses of
$250 in a year ($400 for a couple), the program
would pay 80 percent (100 percent for old-age
assistance recipients) of the cost of the following
benefits in a 12-month period when the services
wvere determined to be medically necessary: up to
180 days of hospital care, skilled nursing-home
care, organized home-care services, surgical procedures, laboratory and X-ray services (up to
$200), physicians' services, dental services, prescribed drugs (up to $350), private-duty nurses,
and physical restoration services. For public assistance recipients, the initial $250 would be paid
by the assistance program.
In line with the principle enunciated by the
Admninistration that opportunity for further development of private health insurance coverage
of the aged should be maintained, the plan also
provided that an eligible individual who so
wished could elect to receive 50 percent, up to a
maximum of $60 a year, of the cost of a private
major medical insurance policy in lieu of the specified program benefits. The States would be re-

sponsible for establishing minimum specifications
for such policies.
The program would be administered by the
States directly or through the use of appropriate
private organizations as agents. Federal match
ing grants toward the government costs of the
program would be 50 percent on the average, with
a range from 331/3 percent to 662% percent, de
pending on the relative per capita income of the
State.
On the assumption that all States would par
ticipate and that 75 percent of the 10 million per
sons not now receiving old-age assistance who
would be eligible would enroll, the annual govern
ment cost of the program was estimated to be $1.2
billion, and the Federal share $600 million. In
cluding the costs that would fall on the public
assistance program (the first $250 in a year for
old-age assistance recipients), the total govern
ment cost under the proposal was estimated to be
$1.65 billion. This proposal would require new
appropriations of $688 million by the Federal
Government and $617 million from State and
local revenues. Enrollment fees would amount
to $182 million a year.
The major arguments that were presented for
and against this proposal are summarized below
in the discussion of the Senate Finance Commit
tee hearings.

The McNamara Bill
During the spring and early summer, a numbez
of bills using the social insurance approach were
introduced in both the House and the Senate. A
few were identical with the Forand bill. Others
were similar, but with variations in the scope of
benefits, the groups covered, and other features.
On May 6, Senator McNamara for himself and
18 other Democratic Senators introduced S. 3503,
based in part on the hearings of his subcommnit
tee.
The bill was designed to meet several of the
criticisms that had been levied against the Fo
rand bill. One criticism that had been made with
increasing frequency was that 4 million of the 16
million persons aged 65 and over would be left
out of any program limited to social insurance
beneficiaries. The McNamara bill provided pro
tection for this group (other than those entitled
to railroad or Federal civil-service retirement
.7)1

benefits), with the costs to be paid from general
revenues. It also declared it to be the policy of
Congress to take action as soon as possible to provide health benefits on a contributory basis for
the almost 1 million railroad retirement and civilservice annuitants.
The McNamara bill restricted eligibility for
health benefits to persons among those eligible for
old-age 'and survivors insurance and the other
entitled groups who met a special retirement test.
It provided on an annual basis for hospital services up to 90 days, nursing-home services up to
180 days, and home health services up to 240 days
but with an overall maximum of 90 units of service. One unit of service would be equal to 1 day
of hospital service, 2 days of nursing-home benefits, and 22% days of home health services.2 The
bill also provided for diagnostic outpatient services and a benefit covering the cost of very expensive drugs to the extent specified by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare through regulation, after consultation with an advisory council. It provided for a staggered introduction of
benefits, with the hospital and diagnostic outpatient services to become effective not earlier
than July 1, 1961, or later than January 1, 1962,
and the remaining benefits to become effective in
various 6-month periods, none ending later than
July 1, 1963.
To finance these benefits, the bill provided for
an increase in the scheduled old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance tax rate of 0.25 percent
each for employers and employees and 0.38 percent for self-employed persons beginning in 1961
and an additional increase of 0.13 percent and
0.19 percent beginning in 1972. In the first full
yearofwen
pertio,ll he eneitswer in
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effect, the estimated cost of the benefits (excluding the drug benefits, for which, in the absence
of precise specifications, estimates could not be
made) was $1.05 billion or 0.50 percent of taxable
payroll for persons eligible for old-age and survivrsbeefis
nsuanc nd eetng he etiement test. It would be $430 million for the group
whose benefits would be paid for from general
revenues. The long-rnelvlpemucotfr

those eligible for old-age and survivors insurance
benefits was estimated at 0.89 percent of taxable
payroll. (The estimated long-range level value
of the increased contributions was 0.70 percent.)

ACTION OF WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE
In the Ways and Means Committee, discussion
centered around the Forand bill and the Admin
istration's proposal. The Committee rejected the
Forand bill by a vote of 17 to 8. Several alterna
tives involving the social insurance approach but
more limited benefits, eligibility at age 68 or age
72, the option of a cash payment in lieu of health
beeis n te
rpsl
eecniee
n
rejected. The Committee then began to work
towards the development of a plan for medical
assistance along lines similar to the existing pub
lic assistance programs, but with a less stringent
test of need. According to the Chairman of the
Committee a program of this kind would not be
a permanent commitment for the future but
would leave open the possibility of adopting
either the Administration approach or the social
insurance approach at a later time.
On June 13, 1960, the Ways and Means Comn
mittee reported out H. R. 12580, the Social Se
curity Amendments of 1960. H. R. 12580 pro
vided for a new title XVI of the Social Security
Act, establishing a program of Federal grants to
the States, effective July 1, 1961, to help pay the
cost of medical services for aged persons who
need assistance in meeting their medical expenses.
As under existingo ulcasitne
rgas
pulcastneprga
,
each State would decide whether to participate
and would determine the extent and character of
its own program, including (within very broad
limits) standards of eligibility and scope of bene
fits. Federal grants under this program could not
be used for persons already receiving assistance
uneaotrfdelyaidpbicsitne
program. However, a State's program under the
new title could not be more liberal than its medi
c
al program under old-age assistance. The Com
indicated that the test of need for medical
assistance would presumably be less stringent
than that for cash assistance payments.
Federal matching grants were also conditioned
onteaalaiiyude
h
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'S. 3503 provided more limited benefits for aged persons not eligible for old-age, survivors, and dusability
insurance. This was changed, however, when the biUl

was reintroduced on June 24 as an amendment to
12580, to provide the benefits listed above for aUl persons
covered by the biL.t
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and applied to any or all of the following listed
services: up to 120 days a year of inpatient hospital services, skilled nursing-home services, physicians' services, outpatient hospital services, organized home-care services, private-duty nursing
services, therapeutic services, major dental treatment, laboratory and X-ray services (up to $200
a year), and prescribed drugs (up to $200 a year).
The Federal share of the costs of medical assistance under title XVI was to be between 50
percent and 65 percent, depending on the per
capita income of the State. H. R. 12580 also provided that States could get somewhat more favorable matching for vendor medical payments for
old-age assistance recipients, effective October 1,
1960. Specifically, there would be an increase of
5 percentage points in the Federal share of additional expenditures up to an average of $5 per
recipient per month. The annual cost of medical services under title XVI after all States
had had an opportunity to develop programs was
estimated to be $325 million, of which the Federal share would be $165 million and the State
share $160 million. The cost of improved medical care for old-age assistance recipients was estimated to be $10.6 million of Federal funds and
$5.4 million of State and local funds per year.
H. R. 12580 was considered in the House under
a closed rule (preventing any amendments from
the floor) and was passed, 381 to 23.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ACTION
The Senate Finance Committee held 2 days of
public hearings on H. R. 12580 on June 29 and
30. In testifying for the Administration, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare endorsed the proposed medical assistance title. He
pointed out, however, that the new program
would not help the aged make advance provisions
for meeting the costs of illness. He reiterated
the Administration's objections to use of the social insurance approach, stressing the danger of
placing too heavy a load on the payroll tax. That
tax, he thought, should be reserved for the cash
benefits under old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance. He recommended that the Federal
share of any program to meet the medical care
needs of the aged be financed through general
revenues.
The Secretary also summarized the Adminis

tration's proposal.' In support of the plan he
stressed the element of free choice for the indi
vidual as to whether or not to participate, the
coverage of the catastrophic risks of long-term
illness, the provision of a wide range of benefits
without placing a premium on institutional care,
the incentive for a judicious use of health services
by requiring the individual to share in their costs,
and the greater equity of financing the Federal
share out of general revenues rather than from a
payroll tax on annual earnings of $4,800 or less.
He pointed out that the test of eligibility was
simple and would not subject the individual to a
detailed examination of means.
The major objections raised in the Senate
Finance Committee hearings to the Administra
tion plan had to do with the reliance on State ac
tion; doubt as to the likelihood of either the
States or the Federal Government raising the
required amounts of money from general revenues
or that many States could in fact or should be
expected to raise the necessary sums; the complete
determination of benefit specifications by the Fed
eral Government in a program half of whose costs
were to be financed by the States; the difficulties
that many aged persons would face in paying the
first $250 of their medical expenses and 20 per
cent of the costs of additional expenses; the con
fusion and inequity that, it was argued, would
result from the proposed income test; and the
administrative costs and problems involved in
getting such a program into operation.
Questions were also raised on the financing and
State administration provisions of the Javits bill,
and in addition objections were raised to the sub
sidy of commercial insurance companies there
under without Federal regulations or standards
on allowable profits and administrative costs.
Neither the Javits bill nor the Administration
plan was endorsed by any of the major groups
who were opposing the Forand bill.
A resolution approved by the Governors' Con
ference, with 30 Governors in support and 13
opposed, was submitted to the Committee. The
resolution urged Congress to adopt "a health in
surance plan for persons 65 years of age and over
to be financed principally through the contribu
tory plan and framework of the old-age, survi
vors, and disability insurance system.",
8 . 8784, introduced by Senator Saitonstall on June 80,

Most of the witnesses who testified before the
Senate Finance Commnittee endorsed the provisions of H. R. 12580 establishing a new program
of medical assistance, whether or not they thought
that the government should do more than this.
In executive session, the Senate Finance Coinmittee made a number of changes in the medical
care provisions of H. ER. 12580, which it reported
out on August 19, 1960. Instead of a new title for
medically needy persons, it proposed amending
title I of the Social Security Act, relating to Federal grants for old-age assistance. These amendments provided additional Federal matching for
vendor medical payments to persons receiving
old-age assistance and authorized Federal grants
to the States for payment of part or all of the
medical expenses of persons whose income and resources were above the assistance standard in a
State but who needed help with their medical
bills. These provisions, which were incorporated
in Public Law 86-778, are described in detail
below,

States would be required to offer each partici
pant a choice of enrolling in (1) a diagnostic and
short-term illness benefit plan providing 21 days
of hospitalization or equivalent skilled nursinghome services, 12 physician's visits in home or
office, diagnostic laboratory and X-ray services
costing up to $100, and organized home healthcare services for up to 24 days; or (2) a longterm illness benefit plan providing, after a de
ductible of $250, 86 percent of the costs of 120
days of hospitalization and up to a year of skilled
nursing-home services and organized home healthcare services; or (3) an optional private insur
ance benefit plan providing 50 percent of the pre
mium cost of a private health insurance policy, up
to a maximum reimbursement of $60 in a year.
The Federal Government would also share in the
cost of improved plans of the first two types up
to a per capita cost of $128 a year for the bene
fits. The average annual per capita cost (for the
country as a whole) of the specified minimum
plans was estimated to be $90. A State wishing
to provide more than the minimum benefits would
to make equivalent improvements both in
diagnostic and short-term illness benefit plan
and in the long-term illness benefit plan. Federal
sharing in costs would range among the States
from 331/3 percent (in the richest State) to 66%
percent (in the poorest State). State administra
tive expenses would be shared 50-50 by the Fed
eral and State governments.
It was estimated that, if all States participated,
some 11 million persons would be eligible to par
ticipate (about 1 million more than the number
of nonrecipients of old-age assistance estimated
to meet the somewhat. more stringent income test
under the original Administration proposal). On
the assumnption that 75 percent (8.25 million) of
those eligible would participate, the annual gov
ernment cost of the minimum benefits was esti
mated to be $672 million, of which $320 million
would be Federal and $351 million State and local
cost. The annual cost of the maximum benefits in
which the Federal Government would share was
estimated to be $950 million, and the Federal
share would be $463 million.
In a press conference several days following
the introduction of the Javits amendment, Secre
tary Flemming indicated that, though he had not
had an opportunity to discuss the proposal in fufl
detail with the President, there was no question
of its consistency with the basic principles favored
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On the floor of the Senate, three major amendments relating to medical care for the aged were
debated. All accepted the medical assistance provisions of H. ER. 12580 as reported out by the Senate Finance Committee but proposed to add other
medical care programs.
Senator Javits, for himself and eight other Republican Senators, proposed an amendment that
represented a combination of elements of his original bill and of the Administration's proposal.
The amendment provided for Federal grants to
the States to help pay for medical services for the
aged. To qualify for these Federal matching
grants, a State program would have to include
the following provisions.
All persons aged 65 and over who did not pay
an income tax or whose income including oldage and survivors insurance benefits, payments
under the railroad retirement proggram, and veterans' pensions in the preceding year was $3,000
($4,500 for couples) or less would be eligible to
participate. Each State would establish a schedule of individual enrollment fees related to the
participant's income, but the fee could not be less
than 10 percent of the estimated full per capita
cost of the medical benefits provided under the
program.
1h6)

by the Administration. After several hours of
programs, it should be done directly and not
debate on the floor of the Senate, the Javits
through the public assistance program. The sup
amendment was defeated by a vote of 67 to 28.
porters of the amendment cited the great need for
The Senate then turned to consideration of the
additional funds for care of patients with mental
Anderson-Kennedy amendment, introduced by
illness or tuberculosis and argued that the public
Senator Anderson and nine other Democratic
assistance program should not discriminate on the
Senators. This amendment proposed to add to
basis of type of illness. The amendment was
the medical assistance provisions of H. R. 12580
adopted by a vote of 51 to 38.
a program of health benefits for persons eligible
for old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
benefits and aged 68 or over.
The benefits would include hospital services for
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION
up to 120 days in a year after the individual paid
The Conference Committee appointed by the
the first $75 of hospital costs, up to 240 days of
toHue
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skilled nursing-home care on discharge from a
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hospital and for a condition associated with te the
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services. There was an overall ceiling on the first
three benefits of 180 units of service in a year,
with a unit of service equal to 1 day of inpatient
hospital care, 2 days of skilled nursing-home care,
and 3 home health visits.
Social security contribution rates would be increased beginning in 1961 by 0.25 percent each
for employers and employees and 0.375 percent
for self-employed persons, and the additional contributions credited to a separate account in the
old-age and survivors insurance trust fund, from
which all payments for medical services would be
made. The level-premium or long-range cost of
the plan was estimated to be 0.50 percent of taxable payroll and the cost in the first full year of
operations 0.33 percent of taxable payroll or $690
million.
The Anderson-Kennedy amendment was defeated by a vote of 51 to 44.
An amendment was introduced by Senator
Long, of Louisiana, to modify the medical assistance provisions under title I of the Social Security Act to permit Federal matching of vendor
payments to public mental and tuberculosis hospit als. It was estimated that this amendment
would result in additional Federal grants of $120
million a year in the first years of operation.
The amendment was opposed on the grounds
that support of public mental and tuberculosis
hospitals was an accepted responsibility of the
States and that, if Federal funds were to be made
available to the States to improve their hospital
H l)

eral matching grants could be used for medical
care for a patient in a general hospital as the
result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis
for 42 days (whether consecutive or not) after
such diagnosis. Previously Federal financial par
ticipation was not available for assistance to any
one for whom a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psy
chosis had been made and who was in a medical
institution as a result. The new provision was
intended to encourage and help finance early re
habilitative treatment.
WhnteC frncComterprtae
hen theoConfterSencte, Committee reort camged
Wo
toheforfteSnaSntrLngrud
against its adoption because of this and other
differences from the bill as voted by the Senate.
After extensive debate, the Conference report was
adopted by a vote of 74 to 11. The House had
adopted the report of the conferees by a vote of
368 to 17 several days earlier.
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As adopted and signed by the President, Public
Law 86-778 provides substantially liberalized
Federal grants to the States to enable them to
help pay for medical care for persons aged 65 and
over who are unable to carry the cost themselves.
Under title I, as amended, Federal grants are
available, effective October 1, 1960, to the States
for the first time to enable them to furnish neces
sary medical assistance for aged persons of low

income not receiving old-age assistance for their
maintenance needs. As of the same date, additional funds are made available to States to improve or to establish medical care programs in
old-agre assistance. The law also provides for the
issuance by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare of medical care guides and standards for public assistance and medical assistance
for the aged and for reporting on the scope and
content of the programs established by the States.

ance for the aged no enrollment fee or charge
may be imposed as a condition of eligibility, and
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary the
State must furnish assistance to State residents
absent from the State. Reasonable standards for
determining eligibility and the extent of medical
assistance are required. There must be a provi
sion that no lien can be imposed during a recip
ient's lifetime on account of payments under the
plan (except pursuant to a court judgment con
cerning incorrect payments) and that adjustment
or recovery is permitted only after the death of
recipient and spouse. A State may not inan age requirement higher than 65, and no
resident of the State and no citizen of the United
States may be excluded.
The Federal Goverrnment's share in the total
amounts expended by the States for medical as
sistance for the aged under a Federal. matching
percentage will range from 50 percent to 80 per
cent, under a formula based primarily on per
capita income. For Puerto ]Rico, the Virgin Is
lands, and Guam the percentage is set at 50 per
cent.
t
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Under this new program, States can receive
Federal funds to help pay the costs of medical
services for persons aged 65 and over who are not
recipients of old-age assistance but whose income
and resources are determined by the States to be
insufficient to meet such costs. States may choose
among a broad scope of medical services, but the
services for which they pay the costs must include
those of both an institutional and noninstitutional
character,
The law specifies the scope of care and services
that may be provided as follows: Inpatient hos
pital services; skilled nursing-home services; phy
sicians' services; outpatient hospital or clinic
services; home health-care services; private-duty
nursing services; physical therapy and related
services; dental services; laboratory and X-ray
services; prescribed drugs, eyeglasses, dentures,
and prosthetic devices; diagnostic, screening, and
preventive services; and any other medical care
or remedial care recognized under State law.
However, as under the law before the 1960 amendments, there can be no Federal participation in
payments with respect to medical services furnished an in-mate in a nonmedical public institution or to a patient in a mental or tuberculosis institution. Persons with a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis may be covered for 42 days of
care in a general hospital.
To qualify for Federal matching grants, State
plans for medical assistance must meet certain requirements already in the act and still applicable
to old-age assistance as well as the new program
-the requirements, for example, that the program be in effect in all political subdivisions, provide for financial participation by the State, and
ensure proper and efficient administration. In
addition, under a State plan for medical assist-

Medical Care in Old-Age Assistance
Under the amended title I, as formerly, there is
no Federal requirement as to the scope of medical
services that the States provide for old-age assist
ance recipients. It is expected, however, that
many of the States now paying the costs of medi
cal care for such recipients will extend their pro
gramis and that others will begin to pay for medi
cal care by making direct payments to the sup
pliers.
An additional plan requirement for old-agre as
sistance under title I is the same as one that ap
plies to medical assistance for the agged-the State
plan must include reasonable standards for deter
mining the eligibility for and the extent of assist
ance. Federal' matching in the cost of medical
care for patients in a medical institution as the
result of diagnosis of psychosis or tuberculosis for
42 days after such diagnosis is permitted for oldage assistance as well as for medical assistance.
The law continues, however, to exclude from the
matching provision money payments to such pa
tients.
Before the amendments the maximum average
monthly payment for old-age assistance in which
(12)

Medical Guides and Reports
The 1960 amendments add a new section to title
XI. The Secretary is directed to develop and
keep current guides or recommended standards as
to the level, content, and quality of medical care
and services for the use of the States in evalu
ating and improving their public assistance pro
grams and programs of medical assistance for the
aged. The Secretary will also secure reports from
the States on the scope and content of medical
services under their programs and publish this
information.

the Federal Government would participate was,
$65. This amount included both money payments
to the individual and vendor payments for his
medical care. The Federal Government will con-'
tinue as before to share in such expenditures for
old-age assistance up to four-fifths of the first $30
of the average monthly payment, with variable
matching ranging from 50 percent to 65 percent
in the remainder up to $65 based on the relationship of the State's per capita income to the national per capita income,
For States with average monthly payments of
more than $65, the 1960 amendments provide for
Federal participation in additional expenditures,
except that such participation will be limited to
the amount of the average vendor medical payments up to $12 a month, or the amount by which
the total average payment exceeds $65, whichever
is less, with the Federal share ranging from 50
percent to 80 percent based on per capita income,
For States with average monthly payments of $65
or less the Federal share in average vendor medical payments up to $12 a month will be an additional 15 percent over the usual Federal percentage applicable to the amount of payments falling
between $30 and $65. This percentage, when
added to the usual Federal percentage for the
second part of the formula for payments, will
give a total Federal share of 65-80 percent. The
additional Federal share of 15 percent will also
be available to States with average monthly payments of more than $65, when it is advantageous
to them as an alternative to the method described
above,
Comparable liberalizations of the formula for
Federal participation in old-age assistance for
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam are
included in the new law. In order to provide
more adequate medical care for old-age assistance
recipients, the dollar limitation on the amounts
per year of Federal matching payments has been
increased from $400,000 to $420,000 for Guam,
from $8,500,000 to $9,000,000 for Puerto Rico,
and from $300,000 to $315,000 for the Virgin Islands. These increases are earmarked for medical care payments in behalf of recipients of oldage assistance under title I. Medical care payments in behalf of individuals made under the
new program of medical assistance for the aged
under title I are not subject to the overall dollar
limitation on the Federal payments to these jurisdictions.

Estimated Costs
It was estimated during the congressional con
sideration of H. R. 12580 that, when all States
had fairly well-developed programs, the new pro
gram of medical assistance might involve costs
of about $325 million a year-$165 million in
Federal funds and $160 million in State and local
funds. The first year's expenditures for medical
assistance were estimated to be $60 million in
Federal funds and $56 million in State and local
funds.
The change in the Federal matching formula
for vendor medical payments under old-age as
sistance makes additional Federal funds available
to most States without any increase in their pres
ent expenditures for medical care. On the assump
tion that (1) States now spending less than $12
a month for vendor medical payments would im
prove their programs as far as the additional
Federal funds would permit up to that level and
that (2) States with no medical care programs or
very limited ones would develop plans with an
average monthly cost of $6 per recipient, it was
estimated that the additional Federal grants for
old-age assistance vendor medical payments in the
first year would be $142.2 million and the addi
tional State and local expenditures $3.9 million.
These costs mighit increase within a few years to
perhaps $175 million in Federal funds and $30
million in State and local funds.
Just how many persons will receive assistance
under the new program is difficult to estimate. In
one sense, almost all aged persons are potentially
eligible for either old-age assistance or medical
assistance. If all States adopted tests of need
similar to the income test in the Administration
plan ($2,500 a year for an individual and $3,800
113)

for a couple), some 10 million persons aged 65
and over and not recipients of old-age assistance
might be found in need of medical assistance.
If all States adopted fairly comprehensive programs, within a few years some 500,000-i ,O00,000
persons might actually receive medical assistance
during a year because of substantial medical bills.
This approximate iiumber of recipients is assumed in arriving at the estimated cost of $325
million a year when the program has been in operation for some years. All these figures could be
larger in the future, as the number of persons
aged 65 and over increases and if medical costs
rise or all States come to have fully developed
programs.

became law, was patterned on a recommendation
of the Advisory Council on Public Assistance.
Similarly the increase in the amount authorized
to be appropriated for child welfare services and
the new authorization for special research or
demonstration projects in the field of child wel
fare services follow two of the recommendations
that had been made by the Advisory Council on
Child Welfare Services.
An Advisory Council on Social Security Fi
nancing, which had served during 1958 on the
basis of a provision of the Social Security Amend
ments of 1956, made recommendations that, al
though modified before final enactment, formed
the basis for the trust fund investment provisions
contained in the 1960 amendments.
Some technical corrections in the 1958 bill,
which were not made at the time the bill was
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proposed joint resolution to the Chairman of the

subsequently embodied in the 1960 ame"nd

On January 26, 1959, the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare transmitted the

Committee on Ways and Means, with the request
that these technical corrections be made. The
proposal was subsequently introduced, as H. J.
Res. 521, by Chairman Mills on September 8,
1959.
On March 13, 1959, the Committee on Ways
and Means established a Subcommittee on Ad
ministration of the Social Security Laws under
the chairmanship of Representative Harrison, of
Virginia.
On April 2, 1959, the Department transmitted
to the Committee on Ways and Means the report,
Hos8pitalization Insurance for OASDI Benefici
arme8.
On June 25, 1959, the Alaska Omnibus Bill,
became Public Law 86-70. This law modified the
public assistance and child welfare provisions of
the Social Security Act so that Alaska would be
treated on the same basis as other States with
respect to these programs.
From July 13 to July 17, 1959, the Committee
on Ways and Means held 5 days of hearings on
H. R. 4700 (the Forand bill), a bill "to amend
the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue
Code so as to provide insurance against the cost
of hospital, nursing home, and surgical services
for persons eligible for old-age and survivors
insurance benefits, and for other purposes."
On August 26, 1959, the Secretary transmitted

BACKGROUND AND LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Many parts of the Social Security Amendments
of 1960 have their origins in actions taken by the
Eighty-fifth Congress.
On June 28, 1958, the report of the House Ways
and Means Committee on the Social Security
Amendments of 1958 requested that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare under,take three special studies--all relating to the oldage, survivors, and disability insurance program.
The first was on the hospitalization of beneficiaries. The second was on the retirement test,
with particular emphasis on situations in which
individuals who had very large earnings during
a single month of the year could receive benefits
for other months. The third was a study to develop a practical method of includings tips as
wages for purposes of coverage.
The 1958 amendments (Public Law 85-840)
provided for the establishment of two advisory
councils, one on public assistance and one on child
welfare services. Each was directed to and did
file its report by January 1, 1960. The statutory
language on medical care guides and reports,
which was incorporated into the 1960 amendments as reported by the House and which finally
(141

to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of
the House draft legislation to revise certain pro'visions of the Social Security Act relating to the
management and investment of the Federal oldage and survivors insurance trust fund and the
Federal disability insurance trust fund. The bill
was based on recommendations made by the Advisory Council on Social Security Financing and
modifications of some of these recommendations
proposed by the Board of Trustees of the trust
funds. This bill was subsequently introduced, as
H. R. 9148, by Representative Simpson, of Pennsylvania, on September 8, 1959.
On September 16, 1959, Public Law 86-284 was
enacted. The law, described in detail later in this
article, modifies existing provisions governing the
coverage of nonprofessional school employees under old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
and makes additions to the list of States in which
coverage is available to all or certain policemen
and firemen on the same basis a.s other State and
local employees under retirement systems.
During the period from November 4 to December 7, 1959, the Harrison subcommittee (the Subcommittee on Administration of Social Security
Laws of the Committee on Ways and Means) held
hearings on all aspects of the administration of
disability insurance. Though this subcommittee
did not have legislative jurisdiction, one result of
the hearing-s was the introduction by Mr. Harrison on January 6, 1960, of H. R. 9323, a bill "to
amend the provisions of Title II of the Social
Security Act relating to disability freeze and disability insurance benefits so as to eliminate the
age 50 requirement for such benefits, to eliminate
waiting period for such benefits in certain cases,
to provide a period of trial work for certain individuals receiving such benefits, and for other
purposes." These three provisions, all of which
were recommended in substantially the same form
by the Administration, were embodied in the
Social Security Amendments of 1960.
On March 14, 1960, the full Committee on
WaysandMeas
bean xectiv sesion, wich
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continued almost daily for 13 weeks. During
these sessions Secretary Flemming recommended,
on behalf of the Administration, the extension of
coverage under old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance to doctors of medicine, to policemen
and firemen in all States, to parents employed by
adult children (except in work around the house),
to the Territory of Guam, and, on a facilitated
(15)

basis, to the employees of nonprofit institutions.
The Secretary asked for the elimination of age
50 as a minimum age for receipt of disability in
surance benefits, the elimination of a second wait
ing period for persons who had had an earlier
period of disability within 5 years, and the estab
lishment of a period of trial work for individuals
who had attempted rehabilitation under other
than a State-approved rehabilitation plan. (A
similar provision for persons undergoing reha
bilitation under a State-approved plan was al
ready in the law.) He recommended that old
agfe, survivors, and disability insurance benefits
for surviving children be raised to a uniform
three-fourthis of the primary insurance amount,
subject, as before, to the family maximum, and
that benefits be made payable to survivors, largely
aged widows, of individuals who died fully in
sured before 1940.
On March 29 the Department transmitted its
report, The Retirement Test Under Old-Age, Sur
vivors, and DisabilityInsurance, and on April 5
the joint report of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and the Treasury De
partment on the question of covering tips under
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program.
On May 4, Secretary Flemming described the
Administration's proposals for medical care of
the aged to the Committee.
On June 9, Chairman Mills introduced a bill,
H. R. 12580, embodying the decisions made during
the 3 months of executive sessions of the Ways
and Means Committee. Identical bills were intro
duced by Representative Byrnes, of Wisconsin,
and Representative Baker, of Tennessee. The
bill was ordered reported the same day and was
reported to the House on June 13. Its principal
provisions were:
(1) Establishment of a new title of the Social Security
Act, "Medical Services for the Aged." under which the
Federal Government would make grants to States to
assist them In providing medical care for low-income
aged persons who are otherwise self-sufficient but who

the States determine need help with medical expenses.

(2) Limited additional Federal matching for increased
State old-age assistance expenditures for medical care.
(3) Elimination of the requirement of age 50 for disa
bility Insurance benefits and the other disability provi
sions described earlier.
(4) Liberalization of the insured-status requirements for
old-age,, survivors, and disability Insurance so that a per
son wouid be fully insured If he has 1 quarter of cover
age for every 4 (instead of 2) elapsed quarters.

(5) An increase In benefits payable under old-age, survivors, and disability insurance to the children of deceased workers so that, subject to the maximum on
family benefits, each child would be eligible for. threefourths of the primary Insurance amount.
(6) Most of the Department recommendations on oldage, survivors, and disability Insurance coverage, investment of trust funds, and other matters,
(7) Increases in the amounts authorized to be approprinted for the various maternal and child health and
chil wefareproram
andautoriztio fo speialresearch or demonstration projects in the field of child
welfare.
(8) A number of amendments to the unemployment Insurance program.

receipt of old-age and survivors insurance benefits was
Increased from $1,200 to $1,800.
(2) The retirement age for men under old-age and sur
vivors insurance was lowered to 62, with benefits an a
reduced basis.
(3) The present monthly exemption of $50 In earned
income under the program of aid to the blind was in
creased to an annual exemption of $1,000 in earned in
come plus half any additional earnings.
()TeKr-ra
mnmnwiht
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same as the medical care provisions contained In the bill
finally enacted, was adopted. This amendment provided
for materially Increasing Federal matching of expendi
tures for medical care under Federal-State old-age assist
ance programs and adopted essentially the House provi
sions for low-income aged persons not receiving public
assi..stance. Instead of establishing these provisions as

On June 22 the House of Representatives debated the bill under a closed rule and'adopted it
on the following day by vote of 381 to 23.
On June 28 the Senate Finance Committee,
meeting in executive session, decided to hold 2
days of open hearings-June 29 and June 30. On
the first day, Secretary Flemming appeared before the Committee and presented the Administration's health care proposals. These were embodied in a bill, S. 3784, which was introduced
the next day by Senator Saltonstall.
On July 12, 1960, Public Law 86-624 was approved, conforming the laws applying to Hawaii
with those applicable to the other States. The
legislation includes changes in the public assistance and maternal and child health and child
welfare provisions.
On August 10, the Finance Committee began
exectiv
adsesios
o Augst 3 oderd H R.
exectiv
ad sesios
o Augst 3 oderd H R.
12580 reported to the Senate with the following
changes:

a new title of the Social Security Act, they were incor
porated into title I.
The bill was reported in the Senate on August
19 and was debated on August 22 and 23. During
the debate the Javits amendment, embodying a
health care program for the aged to be financed
from general revenue funds on a Federal-State
basis, was defeated 67 to 28. The AndersonKennedy amendment that would have provided
health insurance for old-age and survivors insur
ance beneficiaries under the old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance system was defeated 51
to 44.
The following amendments were adopted:
(1) An amendment by Senator Long, permitting old-age
assistance payments to aged persons Inmental and tuber
culosis Institutions.
(2) An amendment by Senator Javits making eligible
for old-age, survivors, and disability insurance benefits,
under certain conditions, a child to whom the wage
earner had stood "in loco parentis."
(3) An amendment by Senator Javits extending the un
employment Insurance system to Puerto Rico.
(4) Other technical amendments affecting unemployment

(1) Most of the extension of old-age, survivors, and disability Insurance coverage In the House bill was deleted,
(2) The insured-status liberalization to 1 out of 4 quarters was deleted,
(3) Most of the unemployment Insurance provisions In
the House bill were deleted,

insurance.
(5) Three amendments (one by Senator Yarborough, one
by Senator Engle, and the third by Senator Williams of

New Jersey), which embody provisions to meet special
situations related to the application of the State and

(4) A reduction from 3 years to 1 year in the durationof-relationship requirements for entitlement to benefits
as wife, stepchild, or husband of a worker under old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance was deleted.
(5) Certain modifications of the responsibilities of the
Advisory Council on Financing, to be appointed in 1W3
were deleted.bilbavoeo91t2an
(6) The amount authorized to be appropriated for child
welfare services was further increased.

The

local coverage provisions of old-age, survivors, and dis
ability insurance in Texas, California, and New Jersey.
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ence with the House.
The conferees met on August 24 and 25 and
the following significant changes:

ollwingaddtios
wee mde:made

(1) Most of the old-age, survivors, and disability Insur
ance coverage provisions eliminated by the Senate 11

(1) The exempt amount under the retirement test for
116)

nsance Committee were restored; however, coverage Of
ers (both included in the House bill) were omitted from
the final bill.
(2) The Senate provision increasing the exempt amount
under the old-age and survivors insurance retirement test
physicians and of additional domestic and casual work

from $1,200 to $1,800 was eliminated and a test substitUted under which $1 in benefits would be withheld for

each $2 of earnings from $1,200 to $1,500 and for each
$1 of earnings above $1,500. This test embodied a pmiciple that had been described in the Department's report
to the Ways and Means Committee.

(3) The Senate-approved provisions permitting payment
under old-age and survivors insurance of actuarially reduced benefits to men beginning at age 62 were elinminated.
(4) The proposed insured-status requirement of 1 quarter of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance cover

age for every 4 calendar quarters-approved by the
House but deleted by the Senate-was replaced by a
compromise requirement of 1 quarter of coverage for
every 3.

This amendment considerably strengthens the
disability protection provided under old-age, sur
vivors, and disability insurance. An estimated
125,000 disabled workers under age 50 and at
least that many dependents can qualify immnedi

ately.

The age limitation of the old law was included
as part of the conservative approach of the 1956
disability benefit provisions, which took into ac
cuttedfiut

fpeitn

(5) The Long amendment permitting payment of old-age
assistance to aged patients in mental and tuberculosis
hospitals was eliminated, but the H-ouse language per

the age requirement.

psychosis, was restored. The amendment to pay benefits

the prvsounewhcproswortrno

mitting such payments in other medical institutions for
up to 42 days, following a diagnosis of tuberculosis or
to children on the basis of an "in loco parentis" relationship was also eliminated. The provision relating to the
duties of the Advisory Council on Financing, which had
been deleted by the Senate, was reinstated, as was the

provision relating to the duration-of-relationship requirements for a wife, husband, or stepchild,
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29, after nearly 2 days of debate led by Senator
Long, the Senate adopted the conference report
by avot
o 1, of74
tereb clarig te bll or
byavt f7 o1,therebPclarigiheeillfo
On September 13, 1960, H. R. 12580 was signed
by President Eisenhower and became Public Law
86-778.
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND
DISABILITY INSURANCE
Improvements; in Disability Provisions
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The benefits are first payable for the month of
November 1960, on the basis of applications file
in or after September 1960.
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new program. The need of younger workers for
protection in the event of disability was not seri
ously questioned. In 1959, the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare concluded from
it experience in operating the disability insur
ance provisions that it would be feasible to extend
the benefits to younger workers, and subsequently
it recommended to Congress the elimination of

Trial-work period.-The amendments broaden
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work pursuant to a State-approved vocational
rehabilitation plan could continue to draw bene
fits for as many as 12 months even though they
engaged in substantial gainful activity. Under
the new law, disability beneficiaries who work
under any kind of rehabilitation plan or are re-
habilitating, themselves may perform services in
eaho12mnsslngsteydntmdi
cally recover from their disability, before their
benefits are terminated as a result of such services.
After 9 months of the trial period, however,
tesrvices a person has performed during the
period or performs afterward will be considered
in determining if he has demonstrated an ability
to engage in substantial gainful activity. If he
demonstrates such ability, 3 months later his
benefits. will be terminated. It is intended that
any month in which a disabled person works for
gn~ain be counted as a month of trial work. Thus
the services rendered in a month need not consti
tute substantial gainful activity for the month
to be counted as part of a trial-work effort, but a
month is not counted as part of the trial if no
work is performed. No trial-work period may
begin before the month in which a person becomes
entitled to disability benefits or before October
1960, whichever occurs later.
The amendments also provide for the continu
ance of benefits for a short time after a disability
ceases, whether or not the individual has tested

his ability to work. Beneficiaries who recover
from their disabilities will have their benefits
paid to them for the month in which their disability ceases and for the 2 succeeding months.
The Department recommended the trial-work
provision as a means of relieving disabled people
of anxiety concerning loss of benefits while they
test their possible ability to work. Persons who
are so severely disabled as to meet the statutory
definition of disability need to recondition themselves to renewed work before they can carry a
full workload or be certain that they can continue
in gainful employment.
Modification of the waiting-period requirement.-For persons who again become disabled
within 60 months of the termination of disability
insurance benefits or an earlier period of disability, the amendments eliminate the requirement
that the worker must be under a disability during
a 6-month waiting period before qualifying for
benefits.
This change had also been recommended by the
Department as a means of removing a disincentive to the rehabilitation of disabled beneficiaries
in doubt about their ability to work and therefore
unwilling to risk termination of their disability
benefits when there was the threat that they would
be without benefits for 6 months after they once
again became unable to work. Furthermore, per
sons who become disabled a second time after only
a brief interval of work usually are in a less
favorable position financially than when first disabled. A 6-month waiting period during which
they have neither earnings nor benefits imposes
needless hardship on them and their families,
Restricting this change to persons who again become disabled within 5 years means that the group
aided will be those for whom it is reasonable to
assume that the second disability is related to the
earlier disability and will be long lasting.
Benefits are payable under this provision for
September 1960 and subsequent months, based
on applications filed no earlier than March 1960.
Other changes in the dieability provision.s.The amendments provide an alternative to the
requirement that, to qualify for disability insurance benefits, the disabled worker must not only
be fully insured but also must have at least 20
quarters of coverage in the 40-quarter period ending with the calendar quarter in which he meets

the definition of disability. The new alternative
will affect only a few persons-those who worked
long periods in employment or self-employment
that is now covered by the program and had coy
ered work in the period immediately preceding
their disablement but who did not have 20 quar
ters of coverage within the 40 quarters preceding
their disablement. The alternative requirement
permits such individuals to become entitled to dis
ability benefits if all the quarters after 1950 and
before the quarter of disablement are quarters of
coverage. They must have a total of 20 quarters
of coverage and at least 6 quarters of coverage
after 1950. The alternative is effective beginning
October 1960 for applications ifiled in or after
September 1960.
The amendments also liberalize the former pro
vision under which a person had to be under a
disability severe enough to meet the conditions of
law when he filed application for disability insur
ance benefits or the disability freeze. Under the
amendments a person who first meets the statu
tory requirement, generally speaking, within 3
months of filing (or 6 months in the case of a
second disability'~)is deemed to have ifiled a valid
application.
Changes In The Retirement Test
The amendments establish a new retirement
test, effective for taxable years that begin after
1960. The former requirement that a month's
benefit be withheld for each $80 of earnings above
$1,200 is eliminated. Under the new test, if a
beneficiary under age 72 earns more than $1,200
in a year, $1 in benefits will be withheld for each
$2 of earnings from $1,200 to $1,500 and for each
$1of earnings above $1,500. As under the previous
test, regardless of the amount of annual earnings,
no benefits will be withheld for any month in
which the beneficiary neither earns wages of more
than $100 nor renders substantial services in selfemployment. This new test follows the general
approach developed and discussed by the Depart
ment in a report on the retirement test that was
submitted to the Committee on Ways and Means
of the House of Representatives in March of this
year.
The new test reduces the deterrent to work that
existed under the previous test. A beneficiary
who wants to work can feel free to accept a job

at any earnings level above $1,200, knowing that
he will always have more in combined earnings
and benefits than if he had limited his earnings
to $1,200 or less.
Generally speaking, under the previous test,
no benefits could be paid to anyone who worked
throughout the year and made more than $2,080.
Under the new test, some benefits can be paid to
a single beneficiary getting the current maximum
monthly benefit of $120 if his earnings are less
than $2,790 in a year; a man and wife getting the
current maximum monthly benefit of $180 can
-get some benefits if his earnings are less than
$3,510.

Liberalization of the Requirements for
Fully Insured Status
The menmens
lieraizerequremntsfor
The menment
lieralze equiemets fr
fully insured status so that, to be eligible for
benefits, a person needs 1 quarter of coverage for
every 3 calendar quarters (rather than 1 for every
2, as under the old law) elapsing after 1950 or
the year of attainment of age 21 and before the
year in which he reached retirement age, died, or
became disabled (but not less than 6 or more than
40 quarters of coverage). Because the elapsed
period used for determining the number of quarters required is now on the basis of full years, the
number required will be the same in any given
year regardless of when in that year the person
dies or attains retirement age.
The number of additional persons-workers,
dependents, and survivors-who will, as a result
of the change, become eligible for monthly benefits beginning October 1960 is estimated to be
about 400,000. By January 1, 1966, an estimated
1 million persons who could not qualify under
the earlier provision will be eligible for monthly
benefits.
Changes In Benefit Amounts
Increase in the benefits of children of deceased
worleerg.-The amendments provide that the
benefit payable to each child of a deceased worker
shall be three-fourths of the worker's primary insurance amount (subject, of course, to the maximum limitation on the amount of family benefits
payable on the worker's earnings record). 'Under
(19)

the old law the benefit payable to each such child
was one-half the primary insurance amount plus
one-fourth the primary insurance amount divided
by the number of entitled children. If there were
two surviving children, for example, even though
one child went to work and got no benefits the
other child still was not eligible for a benefit
equal to three-fourths of the worker's primary
insurance amount. Beginning with benefits for
the month of December 1960, about 400,000 chil
dren will get some increase in benefits as a result
of the change.
Improved method of computing the average
monthly wage.-The amendments provide that
the average monthly wage will now be computed
on the basis of a constant number of years regard
less of when the worker files application for bene
fits or for a benefit recomputation. The number
will be five less than the number of years elapsing
after 1950 (after 1936 when the use of pre-1951
earnings would raise the benefit amount) or at
tainment of age 21 if later, and up to the year in
which the person becomes eligible for benefits,
dies, or becomes disabled. The change makes the
provision for computation of the average monthly
wage simpler and easier to understand than it had
been, and for future cases it eliminates the prob
lem that occasionally arose under the old method
when a person did not apply for benefits at the
most advantag eous time.

Changes In Eligibility Provisions
Benefts for 8u2rvivor8 of certainpeople who died
before 1951.-The amendments provide for pay
ment of child's, widow's, mother's, and parent's
insurance benefits to survivors of workers who
had 6 quarters of coverage and died before 1940.
Under the old law, monthly benefits were pro
vided only for the survivors of workers who died
after 1939.
The amendments provide also for the payment
of benefits to the widower of a fully and currently
insured woman who died before September 1950.
Until now monthly benefits were provided only
for the widowers of working women who died
after August 1950. Provision is also made for
the payment of mother's benefits to the former
wife (divorced) of a man who died before Sep
tember 1950 and who had at least 6 quarters of

coverage at the time he died. About 25,000 persons-most of them aged widows--have been
made eligible for benefits by these changes.
Beneftt8 in certain situatioiis when a marriage
is legally invalid.-Under the amendments, benefits are now payable to a person as the wife, husband, widow, or widower of a worker if (1) the
person had gone through a marriage ceremony
with the worker in good faith in the belief that
it was valid, (2) the marriage would have been
valid had there been no impediment, and (3) the
couple had been living together at the time of the
workeor's death or at the time an application for
benefits was filed. For the purposes of this provision, an impediment is defined as an impediment resulting from a previous marriage-its dissolution or lack of dissolution-or resulting from
a defect in the procedure followed in connection
with the marriage.
Benefits are also payable to a child of a person
who had gone through a marriage ceremony with
a worker even though an impediment prevented
the ceremony from resulting in a valid marriage.
Reduction in the length of time needed to ac-

quire the status Of Child, Wife, or husband-The

amendments simplify the duration-of-relationship,
requirement by making the conditions that apply
when the worker has died also applicable -when
the workeor is alive. Wives, husbands, or step
children can qualify for benefits payable on a re
tired or disabled person's earnings if the relation
ship had existed for 1 year, rather than 3 years
as previously required.
Benefits for a child based on his father's earnings record.-Under the amendments, benefits
will be payable to a child on his father's earnings
record even though the child is living with and
being supported by his stepfather. Under the
Previous law a child was not deemed dependent
upon his father, and therefore was not eligible
for benefits on the father's earnings record, if the
child was living with and being supported by his
stepfather. In most States there is no obligation
for a stepfather to support his stepchild. If &
child has been denied benefits based on his
father's earnings because of the support provided
by his stepfather and the stepfather stops supporting him, the child could not get benefits
based on the earnings of either. The change will

extend to the child living with his stepfather the
protection now provided for other children, in
cluding children living with and being supported
by other relatives.
Benefits for a child who is born to, becomes a
8tepChild of, or is adopted by a disabled 'worker.
-Because of a defect in the 1958 amendments to
the Social Security Act, benefits have not been
payable to a child who is born to, becomes the
stepchild of, or is adopted by a worker after
the worker becomes disabled. The amendments
provide for benefits to be paid to a child who is
born or who becomes a worker's stepchild after
the worker becomes entitled to disability insur
ance benefits. Provision is also made for the pay
ment of benefits to a child who is adopted after
the worker became disabled if he is adopted
within 2 years after the worker becomes entitled
to disability insurance benefits and if either (1)
the adoption proceedings began in or before the
month in which the worker's period of disability
began, or (2) the child was living with the
worker in the month in which the worker's period
of disability began.
Because the amendment corrects a defect that

arose as a result of the 1958 amendments, it is

effective as though it had been enacted in the
1958 amendments and benefits may be paid
retroactively to September 1958.

Changes in Coverage Provisions
Family employment.-Under the old law any
services performed by a parent for his child have
been excluded from coverage. This exclusion is
changed to provide coverage for services per
formed after 1960 by parents in the employ of
their adult children, if the services are those that
are performed by the parent for his child in
the course of a trade or business. Domestic serv
ices in or about the employer's home or other
work not in the course of his trade or business
continue to be excluded.
State and local government empzoyees8-A
number of new amendments are designed, in gen
eral, to facilitate coverage under the Social Se,
curity Act for employees of State and local gov
ernments. The most important is a provision,
along lines recommended by the Department, that

permits coverage for groups of public employees
brought under the program after 1959 to be made
effective as early as the first day of the fifth year
preceding the year in which the coverage is
agreed to (but not before January 1, 1956). Under the old law, coverage for public employees
brought under the program after 1959 could
not begin earlier than the first day of the year
in which the coverage was arranged.
In addition, the amendments place a time limitation on the period within which the Secretary
may assess unpaid contributions based on State
and local employment and on the period within
which the Secretary must refund contributions
that a State has erroneously paid. This provision is comparable to the statute of limitations of
the Internal Revenue Code applying to nongovernment employment. A specific procedure
was also provided for a State to use in seeking
review in the United States district courts of
determinations by the Secretary that result in
the assessment of contributions or the denial of
refund claims.
Another change permits a State to limit its
liability for contributions in certain cases. It
will be unnecessary for the State to pay employer
contributions on more than $4,800 when an individual is paid wages totaling more than $4,800
in a year by two or more employing entities and
when the State itself bears the cost of the employer contributions.
Several additional amendments, although applicable to all States, are designed to facilitate
coverage in special situations and will affect relatively few people. Six amendments are each applicable to a single State (California, Maine,
Mississippi, Nebraska, Texas, Virginia). One
amendment makes the provision concerning divided retirement systems applicable to Texas, and
another adds Virginia to the list of States that
can cover policemen and firemen. The other
amendments take care of special problems involved in the coverage of groups of employees
in the other four States.
Minor changes in State and local coverage provisions were adopted by Congress during 1959.
Public Law 86-284, signed September 16, 1959,
reinstated until January 1, 1962, a 1956 provision
under which nine States (Florida, Hawaii, Minnesota, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington) could provide
coverage for nonprofessional school district em-

ployees without a referendum and as a group
separate from professional employees. This law
also permits coverage of policemen and firemen
in positions under a retirement system in Cali
fornia, Kansas, North Dakota, and Vermont. The
legislation also made special provision for cover
ing certain policemen in Oklahoma.

Employees of foreign governments, instrumen
talities of foreign governmnents, and international

organizations.-Services performed within the
United States by citizens of the United States in
the employ of foreign governments or of inter
naticual organizations entitled to privileges, ex
emptions, and immunities under the International
Organizations Immuunities Act are covered on a
compulsory basis under the self-employment pro
visions.
The congressional committees recognized that
it is generally undesirable to cover as self-employ
ment the services of individuals who are actually
employees. Since, however, a compulsory em
ployer tax was not feasible and since some objec
tions had been raised to allowing foreign govern
ments to participate, even voluntarily, as em
ployers in the United States social insurance pro
gram, the committees concluded that the only
practical way to provide immediate coverage for
these employees was to cover them as though they
were self-employed persons. Only about 5,000
employees will be covered under this provision.
This coverage is effective for taxable years end
ing on or after December 31, 1960. For purposes
of the retirement test, however, remuneration re
ceived by such individuals for taxable years be
ginning on or before September 13, 1960, is treated
as wages in noncovered employment, but as net
earnings in self-employment for taxable years
beginning after that date.
Guam and American Samoa.-Coverage is ex
tended to about 8,000 employees and self -em
ployed persons in Guam and about 2,000 in Amer
ican Samoa. Coverage will be effective for em
ployees (except government employees) on Janu
ary 1, 1961, and for self-employed persons for
taxable years beginning after 1960. Coverage for
employees of the Government of Guam will not
become effective until the calendar quarter follow
ing the quarter in which the Governor of Guam
certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury that the
Guamanian Government has enacted legislation
expressing its desire that old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance be extended to these em
(211

ployees (in no event before January 1, 1961). A
comparable effective date provision is included for
employees of the Government of American Samoa. Filipino workers who come to Guam under
contracts to work temporarily are excluded from
coverage. Extension of coverage to Guam was
recommended by the Department.

some employees in jobs covered by a public retire
ment system and some who are not, the employees
must be divided into two coverage groups. The
amendment also provides that certain erroneous
reports of earnings by nonprofit organizations
may be validated.
Employeee of farm, credit bankc8.-Another act,
Public Law 86-168 (approved August 18, 1959),
provides coverage for persons who first enter
after December 31, 1959, the employ of Federal
land banks, Federal intermediate credit banks,
and banks for cooperatives. Persons who have
been covered by the Federal civil-service retire
ment system while employed by such banks and
who, after a break in service, are reemployed have
an option to elect coverage under either that sys
tem or old-age, survivors, and disability insur
ance. Bank employees who were under the civilservice retirement system on January 1, 1960,
are not covered by old-age, survivors, and disa
bility insurance.

Minieters.-Legi~slation enacted in 1957 extended until April 15, 1959, the time within which
ministers and Christian Science practitioners already in practice could file waiver certificates
electing old-age, survivors, and disability insurance coverage. After that date only ministers
who have not had net earnings from self-employment of $400 or more, some part of which was
from the exercise of the ministry, for as many as
2 taxable years after 1954 were still eligible to
file certificates electing coverage.
The present amendments give an additional
opportunity, generally until April 15, 1962, to
those ministers and Christian Science practitioners who failed to file in time certificates electing
coverage. In addition, the legislation permits the
validation of coverage of certain clergymen who
filed tax returns reporting self-employment earnings from the ministry for certain years after
1954 and before 1960 even though, through error,
they had not ifiled waiver certificates effective for
those years. These ministers, their representatives, or their survivors are given the opportunity
until April 15, 1962, to file waiver certificates, or
supplemental certificates and make their coverage
effective with the first taxable year for which they
had filed such a tax return and for all succeeding
years. The minister who elects such retroactive
coverage must pay all taxes due for the intervening tax years by April 15, 1962.
Under another provision, ministers who have
previously elected coverage effective beginning
with 1957 may obtain coverage for 1956 by filing
a supplemental certificate on or before April 15,
1962.

Financing
Investment of the tru8t fund8.-The amend
ments provide for putting into effect certain rec
ommendations made by the Advisory Council on
Social Security Financing. Under these provi
sions the interest on future obligations issued ex
clusively to the trust funds is related to the aver
age market yield of all marketable obligations of
the United States that are not due or caliable for
4 or more years from the time at which the spe
cial obligations are issued. Current actuarial cost
estimates indicate that this change will, over the
long range, provide additional income to the trust
funds equivalent to 0.02 percent of payroll on a
level-premium basis.
Under the old law, the interest on obligations
issued exclusively to the trust funds is related to
the average coupon rate on outstanding market
able obligations of the United States that are
neither due nor callable until 5 years after the
date of original issue. Thus the interest rate on
new special obligations has been related to the
coupon rate, established at some time in the past,
rather than to the market yield prevailing at the
time the special obligation is issued.
Advisory councils on social 8ecurity financing.
-The amendments provide that advisory coun

Employees of 'nonprofit organizations.-An
amendment, which the Department recommended,
eliminates the requirement that two-thirds of the
employees of a nonprofit organization must consent to coverage before the organization can obtain coverage for concurring present employees
and all. future employees. The law retains the
requirement that, in a nonprofit organization with
(223

cils on social security financing will be appointed
in 1963, 1966, and every fifth year thereafter.
Under the previous law, an advisory council on
social security financing was required to study
and report on the status of the trust funds before
each increase in the tax rates. When the law providing for advisory councils on financing was
enacted in 1956, the tax increases were scheduled
at 5-year intervals. The 1958 amendments accelerated the schedule of tax increases so that the
tax rate is to be increased at 3-year intervals, with
the next increase scheduled for 1963.
The first advisory council on financing, which
made its report in January 1959, considered the
present tax schedule and concluded that the 1963
tax increase should go into effect. Since the council issued its report there has been no significant
change in the condition of the trust funds, nor is
there any other reason to reexamine the need for
the 1963 increase. It therefore was desirable to
eliminate the requirement under previous law
for a review of the status of the trust funds before the 1963 increase. On the other hand, it does
seem desirable that the need for the increases
scheduled for 1966 and 1969 be reviewed by advisory councils. Moreover, when the ultimate tax
rate is reached there should continue to be periodic reviews of the financing of the program, and
the amendments provide for additional councils
to be appointed every 5 years after 1966.
The amendments also expand the function of
the council to be appointed in 1963 so that, in ad
dition to reviewing the status of the trust funds,
it will review and report on the overall status of
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program, including coverage, adequacy of benefits, and all other aspects.
Othe Chagesance
Othe Chagesarticle.
The amendments made a number of changes of
a technical nature. Some provisions for cornputing benefits that have served their purpose and
generally are no longer used have been eliminated.
The amendments changed the rule for crediting
quarters of coverage on the basis of maximum
creditable wages paid in years before 1951 to conform to the rule applied in the case of maximum
creditable earnings in years after 1950. Other
changes relate to the application of a penalty to
the benefits paid to certain dependents of a per(23)

son who is employed outside the United States,
the maximum benefits payable to certain famni
lies, the naming of the Secretary in legal actions,
and deadlines that fall on nonwork days.
The amendments also simplify and expedite
the payment of the lump-sum death payment
when there is no surviving spouse who was living
in the same household with the worker at the
time of his death by permitting the benefit to be
paid directly to the funeral home for unpaid ex
penses incurred through the funeral home. The
payment will be made for any part of the ex
penses that have not been paid if the person who
assumed responsibility for the expenses requests
that the payment be made to the funeral home.
If no one has assumed responsibility for the ex
penses within 90 days after the date of the work
er's death, the benefit will be payable directly to
the funeral home. When the expenses incurred
through the funeral home have been paid in full
(including payment through application of part
of the lump sum), any of the lump sum that re
mains will be paid as a reimbursement to any
person (or persons) who have paid burial ex
penses, in this order of priority-the funeral home
expenses, the expense of opening and closing the
grave, the expense of the cemetery lot, and other
expenses.
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
1960 Amendments to Social Security Act
The major impact of the amendments on public
assistance-the establishment of a new program
of medical assistance for the medically needy
aged and the increase in Federal participation in
medical payments made under the old-age assistprogram-are described in part I of this
There are, however, other changes made
under the amendments and other laws passed by
the Eighty-sixth Congress that make other
changes in the public assistance laws.
Two of the amendments affect the program of
aid to the blind under title X of the Social Secur
ity Act. Formerly the law required that a State
disregard the first $50 a month of earned income
in determining need for aid to the blind. Under
the new amendments, until June 30, 1962, a State
may disregard either the first $50 per month of
earned income, as before, or the first $85 per

month of earned 'income plus half the amount in
excess of $85. After that date a State must disregard the first $85 per month of earned income
plus half of earned income exceeding that
amount.
The special legislation relating to the approval
of certain State plans for aid to the blind was
extended from June 30, 1961, to June 30, 1964.'
Only two States are affected by this legislation,
which permits the approval of a State plan that
does not meet title X requirements for the consideration of income and resources. Federal participation under these plans is, however, limited
to expenditures that meet all requirements.

lion for maternal and child health services, (2)
$20 million for crippled children's services, and
(3) $17 million for child welfare services.
The uniform amount in the apportionment to
each State prescribed by the law was increased
for each of the three programs from $60,000 to
$70,000. For maternal and child health service~s
and crippled children's services, as under the old
law, the full amount of the uniform grant is to be
apportioned each year, even though the appro
priation may be less than the full amount author
ized. The amount of the uniform grant for child
welfare services continues to be based on the ratio
between the amount appropriated for child wel
fare services and the amount authorized, except
that under the new law it shall not. be less than
$50,000.
The maternal and child health and crippled
children's provisions are amended to provide that
special project grants, up to 121/2 percent of the
total amount appropriated, may be made to State
agencies (as is currently being done) and also
directly to public or other nonprofit institutions
of higher learning for special projects of regional
or national significance that may contribute to
the advancement of these programs. These grants
may be made on such conditions as the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare finds neces
sary to carry out their purposes.
The provisions for maternal and child health
and crippled children's services are also amended
to make clear that the Secretary may make allot
ments "from time to time." He can thereby allot
the funds at a time that will permit him to con
sider most effectively the financial need of each
State.
A section was added to part 3 of title V that
authorizes a new program and a separate appro
priation for research or demonstration projects in
field of child welfare. Specifically, this sec
authorizes an appropriation for grants "to
or other nonprofit institutions of higher

Other Legislation
Two other laws enacted by the Eighty-sixth
Congress affect the public assistance provisions
of the Social Security Act. Public Law 86-70,
the Alaska Omnibus Act (approved June 25,
1959) and Public Law 86-24, the Hawaii Omnibus Act (approved July 12, 1960) enacted after
the admission of the two new States to the Union,
include provisions revising the method for computing the Federal grants to these States under
titles I, IV, X, and XIV.
The 1958 amendments to the Social Security
Act had set the Federal percentage to be used in
the formula for computing the Federal share of
public assistance expenditures for Alaska and
Hawaii at 50 percent. Under these new laws, the
Federal percentage for these States is to be determined, as for other States, on the basis of per
capita income beginning July 1, 1960, for Hawaii
and July 1, 1961, for Alaska.
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1960 Amendments to the Social Security Act

learning, and to public or other nonprofit agen
cies and organizations engaged in research or
child welfare activities, for special research or
demonstration projects in the field of child wel
fare which are of regional or national significance
and for special projects for the demonstration of
new methods or facilities which show promise of
substantial contribution to the advancement of
child welfare." Grants for these projects are to
be made on such conditions as the Secretary finds

The Social Security Amendments of 1960 made
several changes in the programs administered by;
the Children's Bureau. Other legislation enacted
in 1959 and 1960 affected these programs significantly. The amounts authorized for annual appropriation were increased, to $25 million for
each of the three programs under title V. The
amounts formerly authorized were (1) $21.5 mil1243

necessary to carry out the purposes of the grant.
As pointed out by the House Ways and Means
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee,
this new section permits implementation of a recommendation made by the Advisory Council on
Child Welfare Services. The Council was established under a 1958 amendment to the act and
submitted its report and recommendations to the
Congress and the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare on December 28, 1959. One of its
recommendations was that "Federal legislation
provide for grants to research organizations, institutions of higher learning, and public and voluntary social agencies for demonstration and research projects in child welfare."

ming stated that the effect of the proposal would
be "to extend to children adopted abroad, whether
by the adoptive parent in person or by proxy,
safeguards similar to those which now exist in
the law for children adopted after they have been
brought to the LUnited States."
Public Law 86-253 (approved September 9,
1959) continued the existing provisions on non
quota visas to June 30, 1960. It also gave the
Attorney General authority to approve petitions
relating to the granting of special nonquota visas,
under the provisions of the law, to these alien
children.
On September 7, 1959, the President approved
H. J. Res. 317 to change the date of Child Health
Day to the first Monday in October. The De
partment had transmitted a bill for this purpose
on March 17, 1959, to carry out the President's
recommendation made when hie approved the
House Joint Resolution designating 'May 1 as
Loyalty Day.
Child Health Day had been observed on May 1
ever since 19'28, in accordance with the act of 'May
28, 1928. Since 1956, by agreement between the
United States and the United -Nations,the Child
Health Day Proclamation of the President has
contained references to Universal Children's Day
and the work of the United Nations and the
United Nations Children's Fund. The new date
will permit the United States to link its Child
Health Day observance more closely to Universal
Children's Day, 'which many nations observe on
October 1.
The International Health Research Act
of 1960 (Public Law 86-610, approved July 12,
1960) is of major significance for the programs of
the Children's Bureau. This law grants new pow
ers to the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare in carrying out his responsibilities under
the basic act of 1912 that established the Bureau.
Among these new powers are authorization for
establishing and maintaining fellowships, for
making grants for such fellowships, and for mak
ing grants for research in carrying out the pur
poses of the new law.
These purposes are (1) to advance the status
of the health sciences in the United States and
thereby the health of the American people
through cooperative endeavor with other coun
tries in health research and in research training;
and (2) to advance the international status of
the health sciences through cooperative enter

Other Legislation
Provisions in two new laws-the Alaska Omniibus Act (Public Law 86-70) and the Hawaii
Omnibus Act (Public Law S6-264)--amend title
V to enable Alaska and Hawaii to participate in
the programs under that title on the same basis as
other States.
Public Law 86-648 (approved July 14, 1960)
extended to June 30, 1961, the provisions of Public Law 86-253 relating to the issuance of nonquota visas for certain alien orphans. This is the
sixth time since 1948 that Congress has passed
special, temporary legislation relating to these
orphans.
The President had recommended in 1957 that
the immigration laws provide for the annual admission of orphans adopted or to be adopted by
American citizens. Later that year a law was
enacted that provided temporary authorization
(expiring June 30, 1959) for the issuance of special nonquota immigrant visas to certain eligible
orphans under age 14 who were adopted by citizens abroad or who were coming to the United
States to be adopted.
On May 18, 1959, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare transmitted to Congress a
legislative proposal to establish authority for the
issuance of nonquota visas for these children on a
permanent basis. This proposal also provided
that assurances satisfactory to the Secretary
would be given by the A~merican citizen ,and
spouse that the child would be well and properly
cared for in a suitable home before he would be
eligible for a nonquota visa. Secretary Flem(25)

prises in health research, research planning, and
research training.
The legislative history of the law makes clear
the intent of Congress that research relating to
children should be an integral part of the program. The Hiouse Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, in reporting on the legislation, stated:

Federal credit unions, and Federal land banks;
(2) employees serving on or in connection with
American aircraft outside the United States; (3)
employees of "feeder organizations," all of whose
profits are payable to a nonprofit organization,
and employees of nonprofit organizations that are
not exempt from income tax; and (4) various em
ployees of certain tax-exempt organizations, in
cluding agricultural and horticultural organiza
tions, voluntary employee beneficiary associations,
and fraternal beneficiary societies (except persons
eaiglsthn$0aqrerndtuns)
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beginning January 1962.
Puerto Rico, which since January 1, 1957, has
had an independent unemployment insurance sys
tem, will be treated as a State for the purposes of

The relationships between young children and mothers
had long been recognized as fundamental to the development of stable, integrated personalities. This question
can be most effectively investigated by viewing the relationship of children to mothers In different cultures. Investigations in a single culture do not provide the range
of attitudes and practices that are necessary to show the
consequences of different cultural patterns,
Finally, there Is an array of medical problems relating
to children which can be investigated most effectively
through an International approach. For example, genetic
effects upon the frequency of stillborn, neonatal, and
infant deaths, and upon congenital malformations can be
effectively studied only against a wide backdrop of investigations covering different nationallties and geographical areas. Indeed, it is almost imperative to study
genetic, as well as cultural differences affecting disease
and health because without such studies it Is virtually
impossible to disentangle the effects of heredity from

those of environment.

the Federal-State, system beginning January 1,

1961. Employers in Puerto Rico will be subject
to the Federal unemployment tax, and Puerto

Rico will be entitled to Federal grants to cover
the administrative expenses of its unemployment
isrneporm
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in short, a well-developed pro-

employees and ex-servicemen in Puerto Rico will

gram of research relating to children in this country
must encompass a well-developed set of studies Involving

continue to be computed under the law of the
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children in other countries, and few such studies now
exist.'Dsrc
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they will be-computed under Puerto Rican law.
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
Title V of the Social Security Amendments of
1960 (referred to as the Employment Security
Act of 1960) amends titles IX and XII of the
Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue
Code. It extends the coverage of unemployment
insurance to certain minor groups, brings Puerto
Rico into the Federal-State program, and makes
some changes in the financing provisions, including those relating to the operations of the loan
fund.
Coveragetax
Coveragethe
The amendments extend coverage to an estimated 60,000-70,000 persons: (1) employees of
certain instrumentalities of the United States
that are neither wholly nor partially owned by

Financing
Administrative expetue8.-Effective January 1,
1961, the Federal unemployment tax rate becomes
3.1 percent of the first $3,000 of an employee's
covered wages instead of 3.0 percent. Instead of
the present 0.3 percent of this tax, 0.4 percent
will be earmarked for the Federal Governm~ent,
to be used to pay the cost of administering Fed
eral and State operations of the employment se
curity program and to finance a loan fund, the
"Federal unemployment account," for making ad
vances to States with depleted reserves. State
credits are still to be computed, however, on
basis of a Federal tax rate of 3 percent. The
increase in the tax rate was needed to meet rising
administrative costs and to build up a larger
fund for making advances to States whose un
employment reserves have been depleted because

the United States, such as Federal Reserve banks,

of heavy unemployment.

(In the fiscal year

1958-59, the total cost of administration exceeded
the proceeds of the tax for the first time, and

'1H. Rept. 1915, 86th Cong., 2d sess., pages 10-11.
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though proceeds were greater than expenditures
in 1959-60, the difference was relatively small. As
of July 1960, the cash balance in the loan fund
had fallen to $3.8 million.)
Beginning with the fiscal year 1960-61, all receipts from the 0.4-percent tax will be credited
to a new account-the "employment security administration account." From this account will be
paid administrative expenses, with an annual
maximum of $330 million allowed for State administrative expenses. (Actual expenditures during the fiscal year 1959-60 were $325 million.)
At the end of each fiscal year, receipts of the account in excess of administrative expenses wvill be
transferred to the Federal unemployment account, with a view to building up and maintaining a maximum balance of $550 million or 0.4
percent of taxable payrolls, whichever is greater,
for use in making advances to States. The previous maximum for the account was fixed at $200
million.
Any excess of receipts not required to maintain
the $550 million balance in the Federal unemployment account will be retained in the employment
security administration account until that account
shows a net balance of $25~0 million at the close
of a fiscal year. This balance is to be used to
provide funds out of which administrative ex
penses may be paid before receipt of the bulk of
Federal unemployment taxes in January and February of each year. Until the balance is built up
to $250 million, advances (to be repaid with interest) can be made from a revolving fund, which
is to be financed by a continuing appropriation
from the general fund of the Treasury. Any remaining excess in the exployment security administration account (after repayment of Treasury
advances) will be distributed to the accounts of
the individual States in proportion to their respective covered payrolls, as provided under present law. Any share of surplus funds due a State
that has an outstanding advance must first be
used, however, to reduce this advance.
Advances from loan fund.-The law provides
more stringent eligibility requirements for the
States to meet in obtaining advances from the
Federal unemployment account. Advances will
be made only in amounts sufficient to pay unemnployment benefits during the current or following
month, after taking,into account reserves on hand
plus expected tax receipts. These requirements
apply to advances made after September 13, 1960.

Under the old law, advances could be made to a
State whose reserve account at the end of the
quarter was less t~han the amount of benefits paid
in the 4 preceding quarters, up to the largest
amounts paid in any of the 4 quarters.
Provision is also made for speeding up the rate
of rcpayment of advances to the States. The new
law provides for a reduction of 0.3) percent a year
in the employers' maximum tax credit against the
Federal unemployment tax, starting with the sec
ond consecutive taxable year that the advance is
outstanding. The old law provided for a reduc
tion of 0.15 percent a year, starting with the
fourth consecutive year.
Additional annual reductions in the employers'
tax credit are provided for States with outstand
ing advances at the beginning of the third and
fourth consecutive year, if the State's average
contribution rate in the preceding year was less
than 2.7 percent, and at the beginning of the fifth
consecutive year if the State's average contribu
tion rate in the preceding year was less than 2.7
percent or less than the State's 5-year benefit-cost
rate, whichever is higher.

FEDERAL CREDIT UNIONS
Legislation signed by the President on Sep
tember 22, 1959 (Public Law 86-354) completely
rewrote the Federal Credit Union Act. The
amendments, which were the most comprehensive
in a quarter of a century, increase the scope of
Federal credit union operations, placing greater
powers and responsibilities on credit union offi
cials and providing opportunities for added serv
ice to members.
Provisions increasing the maximum loan ma
turity from 3 years to 5 and the unsecured loan
limit from $400 to $750 took effect with the pas
sagre of the amendments. Loans must be repaid
or amortized in accordance with rules and regula
tions prescribed by the Director of the Bureau of
Federal Credit Unions.
The board of directors of individual credit
unions is given greater responsibility for internal
audits. The supervisory committee, which for
merly was elected by the members, must now be
appointed by the board of directors for the terms
of office specified in the hylaws-a change that
Places greater responsibility for internal control
on the board.
(271

Power is granted Federal credit unions to sell
and cash checks and money orders to and for
members for a fee. Rules and regulations necessary to enable credit unions to provide these serv-ices for their members were published in the
FederalRegister on October 16, 1959.
Other provisions were intended to modernize
earlier legislation. Federal credit unions desiring to take advantage of these new provisions are
required to amend their bylaws. They include
the following:
(1) Authority for the credit committee to appoint a loan
officer empowered to approve certain loans previously

tion under a State charter, and vice versa. In
addition, the 1959 amendments permit Federal
credit unions to amend their bylaws to liberalize
restrictions on loans to credit union officials. Di
rectors and committee members may now borrow
up to the amount of their shareholdings plus any
member's total unencumbered and unpledged
shareholdings pledged as security for the loan.
Still another provision, requiring no regulatory
action by the Bureau or bylaw amendment by the
Federal credit union, gives the board of directors
the power to provide compensation for necessary
clerical and auditing assistance required by the

supervisory committee.

requiring approval by the credit committee;
(2) Authority to elect more than one vice president;

The 1960 amendments to the Social Security
Act also affect the Federal credit unions. The

(3) Authority for the board of directors to appoint an

executive committee to act for the board in making Investments and In approving membership applications,
The board may also appoint a membership officer whose

amendments revise the Internal Revenue Code to
extend unemployment insurance coverage to em
ployees of certain Federal credit unions. Begin

sole function is to approve applications for membership.
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(4) The board of directors given responsibility for declaring dividends rather than the members, as under the
old act. The board of directors has been given added
authority to declare semiannual or annual dividends.
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employing four or more persons in 20 weeks will
be subject to the Federal Unemployment Tax Act.
Credit unions will also be subject to the taxing

Another new provision permits a full month's dividend

poiin

credit on shares paid up during the first 5 days of the
month.
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In addition, some Federal credit unions not sub
ject to the Federal Unemployment Tax Act will
be required to make contributions to State un
employment funds.

Another provision permits a credit union operating under a Federal charter to convert to opera-
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CONGRESSIONAL consideration of revisions
in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program has always included careful study of the
cost aspects. In the 1950 amendments, Congress
stated its intention that the program be cornpletely self-supporting from the contributions of
covered individuals and employers, and accordingly it repealed the provision permitting appropriations to the system from general revenues of
the Treasury. All major amendments since then,
including those of 1960,1 have indicated congressional conviction that the tax schedule should
mnake the program as nearly self-supporting as
can be foreseen-that is, actuarially sound.
The test of actuarial soundness differs consideirably for old-age, survivors, and disability insurance and for private pension plans though
there are certain points of similarity. The chief
difference is in the application of the concept of
" unfunded accrued liability." In general, a private plan that has been functioning for a number of years must have sufficient funds on hand
to pay off all accrued liabilities if operations
should be terminated. For a national compulsory
social insurance program, which can be presumed
to continue indefinitely into the future, the test
is whether the expected future income from contributions and interest on invested assets will meet
anticipated expenditures for benefits and administration. The intent that the program be selfsupporting can be expressed in law by a contribution schedule that, according to intermediate-cost
estimates, will bring the program into balance, or
approximate balance, though future experience
may be expected to vary from current estimates.
ACTUARIAL BALANCE IN PAST YEARS
Estimates of the actuarial balance that would
deveop
th nde
192 ac wee vrtully the

same as those for the 1950 act; the effect of the
rise in earnings levels in the intervening period
was believed to about offset the increased cost resuiting from the benefit liberalization. Cost. esti
mates made in 1954 indicated that the levelpremium cost (the average long-range cost, based
on discounting at interest, in relation to payroll)
of benefit disbursements and administrative ex
penses was somewhat more than 0.5 percent of
payroll higher than the level-premium equivalent
of the scheduled taxes (including allowance for
interest on the existing trust fund). The con
tribution schedule in the 1954 amendments met
all the additjonal cost of the benefit changes and
at the same time reduced substantially the actu
arial insufficiency that the current estimates had
indicated in the financing of the 1952 provisions.
In 1956 the estimates for the 1954 act were re
vised to take into account the rise in the earnings
level since 1951 and 1952--the 2-year period used
as the basis for the 1954 estimates. The benefit
changes made by the 1956 amendments were fully,
financed by the increased contribution income
provided, and the program's actuarial balance
was unaffected.
Cost estimates made in early 1958 indicated
that the program was out of actuarial balance by
somewhat more than 0.4 percent of payroll. The
large number of retirements among the groups
newly covered by the 1954 and 1956 legislation
had resulted in higher benefit expenditures thanthose estimated, and the average retirement age
had dropped significantly. The 1958 law accord
ingly provided additional financing for the pro
gram, both to reduce the lack of actuarial balance
and to finance certain benefit liberalizations.
The revised cost estimates made in 1958 for the
disability insurance program contained certain
modified assumptions that recognized the emnerg
ing experience under that program. As a result,
the moderate actuarial surplus originally esti
mated was increased somewhat.
At the beginning of 1960, the cost estimates for

* Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration,
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the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
Program were reexamined and modified in certain
respects. The earnings assumption was changed
to reflect the 1959 level, and the assumptions for
the disability insurance portion of the program
were revised on the basis of newly available data
onl the operation of the disability provisions. The
data showed that the number of persons meeting
the insured-status requirements for disability
benefits had been significantly overestimated and
that the disability experience with respect to eligible wvomen was considerably lower than the
original estimate, although the experience for
men was close to the intermediate estimate.
The Conimittee on Ways and Mleans of the
House of Representatives stated in its report 2 on
the 1960 legislation that it believes it a matter of
concern if either portion of the program shows
any significant actuarial insufficiency-more than
0.25 percent of payroll for old-age and survivors
insurance and 0.05 percent for disability insuranice. Whenever the actuarial insufficiency has
exceeded these limits in the past, any subsequent
liberalizations in benefits were fully financed by
changes in the tax schedule or through other
methods, and at the same time the actuarial status
of the program was improved. The changes made
by the 1960 amendments are in conformity with
these principles.

BASI ASSMPTONS
OR CST STIMTES
BASI ASSMPTONS
OR CST STIMTES
Benefit disbursements may be expected to increase continuously for at least the next 50-70
Years because of factors, such as the aging of the
population and the slow but steady growth of the
benefit rolls, that are inherent in any retirement
program in operation for a relatively short peniod. Estimates of the future costs of the oldage, survivors, and disability insurance program,
however, are affected by, many other factors difficult to determine. Accordingly, the assumptions
used in the actuarial cost estimates may differ
widely and yet be reasonable,
The long-term cost estimates are presented in a
range to indicate the plausible variation in future
costs. Both the low- and high-cost estimates are
based on high economic assumptions, intended to
represent almost full employment with average
'H. Rept 1799, 86th Cong., 2d ses
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annual earnings at about the 1959 level. ]Inter
mediate estimates, developed by averaging the
low- and high-cost estimates, indicate the basis
for the financing provisions.
In general, the costs are shown as percentages
of covered payroll-the best measure of the Pro
granins financial cost. Dollar figures taken alone
are misleading. A higher earnings level, for
example, will raise not only the outgo but also
and to a greater extent the income of the pro
gram. As a result, the cost in relation to payroll
will decline.
For the short-range costs (for the years 1960
65), only a single estimate is necessary. It is as
suined that the earnings level will rise gradually,
paralleling the increase of the past few years. As
a result, contribution income is somewhat higher
than if level earnings were assumed, and benefit
outgo is only slightly affected.
The level-premium contribution rate required
to support the program into perpetuity, based on
discounting at interest, is an important measure
of long-range cost. It is assumed that benefit
payments and taxable payrolls remain level after
the year 2050. If a level rate based on this as
sumption were adopted, relatively large accumu
lations in the old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund would result, and consequently sizable
eventual income from interest. Even though such
a method of financing is not followed, the concept
may nevertheless be used as a convenient measure
of long-range-costs. This is a valuable cost con
cept, especially in comparing various alternative
proposals, since it takes into account the heavy
deferred benefit costs.
The long-range cost estimates have not taken
into account the possibility of a rise in earnings
levels, although such a rise has been characteristic
of the past. If such an assumption were used,
along with the unlikely assumption that the bene
fits would nevertheless not be changed, the cost in
relation to payroll would be lower. If benefits
are adjusted to keep pace with rising earnings
trends, the year-by'-year costs as a percentage of
payroll would be unaffected. The level-premium
cost. however, would be higher, since the relative
importance of the interest receipt of the trust
funds would gradually diminish with the passage
of time. If earnings do consistently rise, the
financing basis of the program will have to be
thoroughly considered because the interest re
ceipts will then meet a smaller proportion of the

benefit costs than would be anticipated if the
earnings level had not risen,
Amendments made in 1951 to the Railroad Retirement Act affect old-age, survivors, and disability insurance costs. Under these amendments,
railroad retirement compensation and any earnings covered by the Social Security Act are cambined in determining benefits for those with less
than 10 years of railroad service and for all
survivor cases.
Under the financial interchange provisions
established at the same time, the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund and the disability
insurance trust fund are to be maintained in the
same financial position in which they would have
been if railroad employment had always been
covered. It is estimated that in the long run the
net effect of these -provisions will be a relatively

small loss to the old-age, survivors, and disability

tween contributions and benefits. Such a schedule,
however, does make the intention specific, even
though it may develop from actual experience
that future changes may be necessary. Likewise,
exact self-support cannot be obtained from a
specific set of integral or rounded fractional tax
rates increasing in orderly intervals, but the
principle of self-support should be aimed at as
closely as possible.
The schedule for contributions and the annual
maximum earnings base ($4,800) to which these
tax rates are applied are unchanged by the 1960
amendments. The schedules are as follows:
(Percent]
Caiendar yer
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insurance program, since the reimbursements

----------------------------------

193-5------------------------------

from the railroad retirement system will be some-

1969 and thereafter ------------------

what smaller than the net additional benefits paid
on the basis of railroad earnings.
The financing of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance is also affected by the 1956 legislation that provided for reimbursement from general revenues for past and future expenditures
with respect to the noncontributory credits that
had been granted for persons in military service
before 1957. The cost estimates presented here
reflect the effect of these reimbursements (included as contributions), based on the assumption
that the required appropriations will be made in
1961 and later years.
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The 1960 amendments revised the basis for de
termining the interest rate on public-debt obliga
tions issued for purchase by the trust funds (spe
cial issues), which constitute a major portion of
the investments of the trust funds.3 This change
will have the immediate effect of gradually in
creasing the interest income of the trust funds.
The ultimate effect will probably be only a slight
increase in interest income since, over the long
run, the mark-et rates and the coupon rates on
long-term Government obligations tend to be
about the same.
The gain in the immediate future and the small,
possible long-run. advantage of the new interest
basis are reflected in the cost estimates for the
1960 amendments by using a level interest rate of
3.02 percent for the level-premium calculations.
This rate is the overall equivalent of the varying
interest rates, developed on a year-by-year basis,
used in the development of the progress of the

RESULTS OF INTERMEDIATE-COST
ESTIMATES
Theongrang
ineriediae-cst stimtesare
Thevelong- rang ithermeadhiate-cost estimatesar
de velopeifro them low-indthigh-osta estimates
byd aeveraging themr(usin the dollre stonimatesti
mates related to payroll). The intermediate-cost
figures presented are not the most probable estimate but a convenient and readily available singlesetofseforcomaraiv
igresto
p poss.
,,l st o fgurs
ue or omaraiv proe.
A single estimate is necessary in the development of a tax schedule intended to make the system self-supporting. Any specific schedule will
necessarily be somewhat different from what will
actually be required to obtain exact balance be-

beenustimateds
fromete existing maturisty
rtschaed
be siae
rmteeitn
auiyshd
ule of special issues and from assumed average
market rates on long-term Government obliga
tions, running from their present level of about
4 percent down to about 3 percent ultimately.
The interest rate used in the cost estimates for the
____

*See

revsion.

(4)

page
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of this issue for a description of the

1958 act was 3 percent (except that in developing
the progress of the trust funds a slightly lower
rate was used for the first few years).
The 1960 amendments will increase the lack of
actuarial balance of the old-age and survivors
insurance system from 0.20 to 0.24 percent of payroll (table 1). The disability insurance system
wvill have a lack of actuarial balance of 0.06 percent of payroll under the amendments, compared
'with the 0.15-percent actuarial surplus under the
1958 provisions. The effect of the amendments
on the combined old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system will be an actuarial deficit of
0.30 percent of payroll, which is well within the
margin of variation possible in actuarial cost eslimates and which is about the same as has generally prevailed in the past when the system has
been considered to be in substantial actuarial balance. If the cost estimates had been based on an
interest rate higher than 3.02 percent, the lack of
,actuarial balance would have been considerably
less than 0.30 percent of payroll. In fact, if an

interest rate of 3'/2 percent had been hypothe
sized, the cost estimates would show no actuarial
deficit.
Table 2 traces the change in the actuarial bal
ance, of the program from its situation under the
1958 act, according to the latest estimate, to that
under the 1960 law.
It should be emphasized that in 1950 and in
subsequent amendments, Congress did not recoinmend a high level tax rate in the future but rather
an increasing schedule, which, of necessity, ulti
mately rises higher than the level-premium rate.
Nevertheless, this graded tax schedule will pro
duce a considerable excess of income over outgo
for many years so that a sizable trust fund, al
though less than that under a level-premium tax
rate, will develop. This fund will be invested in
Government securities. The resulting interest in
come will help to bear part of the higher benefit
costs of the future.
The level-premium cost of the old-age and sur
vivors insurance benefits (without considering
administrative expenses and the effect of interest

T~.An.BL.-Actuarsiol balance of the old-age, surtni,'ors, and disability insurance prog7ramn under v'Orious acts, based on interme-

earnings on the existing trust fund) under the

ditEos
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lercentl
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Level-premium,
qialn

estimate

Benefit
Css2

Conti-Acarl
tios
bace

Old-age, survivors, and disability inuac
6.05
195 act----------------- I1950
5.5
95
1952ac------1952
58
1952 ac't------1954
6.62
6.05
1954 act ---------1U7.50
712~
act---------1956
7.45
729
1956act-:---------------1956
7.85
7.72

W&I

195Sact---------195
1958 act -----------------

1958

1958 act-.--------------1960
1960 act--------- -------- 1960

1

-0 10bei
.s

57-rmu

-. 38
-. 16
-. 13

8.25

7.83;

8.76!

8.52

-. 24

8.731
8.98

8.68!
8.68

-. 05
-. 30

-.

7.23
7.33
8.02
8.18

-0.20
-. 57
-. 25
-. 20
-. 24

Disability insurance I
__________

1956act----------------I
98
1958 act ----------------- 1958
195Sact----------------'
1960
19 at -----------190

0.42
.1

.49

.35 I

0.49!
.I
50.
.0

I

.5

cent. for the 1958 act and 0.56 percent for the
1960 act (table 3).

lent to the graded schedules in the 1958 and 1960
acts may b computed i the same manner as
eei
costs. Te
level-peimonftTe

r

r
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hw
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o

income and disbursements after 1959 in table 1,
lo42h
which alsoshows tenetaccuailuaacs
arlblnes
TABLE 2.-Changes in estimat~ted level-preitittiu

-

7.43
7.90!
8.27k
8.381

ing figures for the disability benefits are 0.35 per

The level-premiumi contribution rates equiva

Old-age and survivors insurance'
195 act---------96
19S act --------------i
195
.1958 act------------95
1gS act_:------- --------- 196
1960act----------21608.181

1958 act, according to the latest intermediate-cost
estimate, was about 8.5 percent of payroll. For
the 1960 act it is about the same. The correspond

+0.07

+.15

+.oi
+.15
-06

-

'Percent of taxable payroll.
2Includes adjustments to reflect (a) the lower contribution rate for the selfemlyd
oprdwt h obndeployer-employee rate. (b) interest
eannso
h xsigtutfnad()administrative expenses.
Angtvfgueidctsteeenoflack of actuarial balance; a posiinuraceproramwasestblihedby
Te
dsablit
the15 ast;idata.
foaeerleryer
orth ldag ad urior isuaneprgaony
4

(5)

cost of benefit
payments as percent of taxable payroll, by type of change,
based
~on intermediate-cost e~stimale, 1958 act and 1960 act
Item

Change under
1960 act
(percent)

Old-age and survivors insurance benefits:
Lack of balance (-) under 1958 act------------------------Increase in child survivor benefits-------------------- ------Liberalization of retirement test ---------------------------Liberalization of fully insured status------------------------Improved yield of trust fund investments------------ ------Effect of increased coverage----------------------
Lackofbalance (-) -----------------------------------
Disability insurance benefits:
Surplus (+) under 1958 act-------------------------------Elimination of age-,O requirement--------------------------Other changes I----------------------------Leek of balance (-)-------------------------------------------I____________________________

-0.20
-. 02
-. 02
-. 02

+.02

+0.25
-. 20
-. 01
-. 06

'Elimination of second waiting period for recurrencelof disability within 5
years and liberalization of trial work period.

new law. Accordingly3, inl 1962, there will be an
excess of benefit outgo over contribution income
of about $500 million under the new law; under
the previous law the corresponding figure would
be $200 million. The situation will be reversed
thereafter because of the scheduled rise in the
tax rate, and contributions will exceed benefit
outgo by almost $1.0 billion in 1963 and about
$1.2 billion in 1964.
Under the 1960 act, according to this estimate,
the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund
decline from $20.2 billion at the end of 1960
$20.0 billion at the end of 1961 and to $19.5
billion at the end of 1962. At the end of 1963,
however, it is estimated that it will rise to $20.6
billion.
Disability insurance benefit disbursements for
1960 will be increased by about $20 million under
the new law, since the elimination of the age himitation will be effective for benefits for November

Under the 1960 act, the estimated increase
(about $10 million) in old-age and survivors insurance benefit disbursements for the calendar
year 1960 is not significant, since the provisions
affecting disbursements in general become effective late in the year. There will, of course, be
virtually no additional income during 1960 since
the coverage extensions are generally effective on
January 1, 1961.

TheYarsvill
NxtFve

The ext
earsto
ive
In 1961, old-age and survivors insurance benefit disbursements under the new law will total
about $11.7 billion-about $250 million more than
under the previous law. Contribution income will
be about the same-$11.5 billion-as under the
old law. Thus, the excess of benefit outgo over
contribution income will be about $150 million
under the 1960 act, compared with an excess of
contribution income over benefit outgo of about
$50 million under.-the old law. The size of the

TsABLE4.-Progress of the old-age and survivors insurance trust

fund under tne 1960 act, high-employmnent assumptions, based
onintermediate-cost estimate at 3.02-percent interest
i, ins
on[In
ail
I
---

old-age and survivors insurance trust fund will
decrease by about $150 million since the interest
receipts approximately equal the outgo for ad-

Ad-

ininistrative expenses and for transfers to the

Calendar year

railroad retirement account.
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In 1962, old-age and survivors insurance benefit disbursements under the 1960 act will, accord--._

ing to the intermediate-cost estimate, be $12.3 bil-

lion, or an increase of $300 million from disbursements under the 1958 law. At the same time, conilb
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triutin
b
$1.8
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_____________

Item
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Dinsuabnt

_____________________
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5.98
.58
1.25

.02
.45
11

arn'beefits -----------------------------Child's benefits----------------------------------------.
Mother's benefits---------Lump-sum death pmet-----------.12

______
-

3,006

395

:__

,82

7

8,327
9,842

Estimated data (short
range estimate):
1960------------------110,747
1961------------------ 11,486
----------------- 11,790

10,726
11,658
12,326

13,882 12,913

1963--------------

0.44
.05
(2)
(2)

__

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

16,132
19,044
22,092
30,704
42,127
_

__

_____

1,4

365

88 ----

47

1958------------------7,566
1959------------------8,052

Estiate
-ata-- (l---ng- 20,0016
1975 ----------------- 21,673
1980 ----------------- 23,327
2000 ----------------- 31,477
202D0---------------- 38,291

1_

14

17,442
18,707

92 -------------119
132-----------

468 20,576
21,663
461
531 22,519

162 ----------194 -$121
184
-275

557
549
525

22,393
21,868
20,141

205
227
221

-308
-270
-250

503
520
530

20,152
20,003
19,52

223
225

-270
-265

558
620

2D,560
21.875

229

-250

694

23,135

245
260
270
356
456

-160
-91
1
86
86

1,269
1,846
2,377
4,101
7,779

41,270
63,305
81,581
140,161
263,208

__

__

___

_

' Includes reimbursement for additional cost of nloncontributory credit for
military
service.
' A positive figure indicates payment to the trust fund from the railroad
retirement account, and a negative figure indicates the reverse, Interest
payment adjustments between the two systems are included in the "interest"
column.
' An interest rate of 3.02 percent is used in determining the level-premium
but in developing the progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the
early years has been used, equivalent to such fixed rate.
4Excludes amounts in the railroad retirement account creditable to the
and survivors insurance trust ftind-$377 million for 1953, $284 million
for 1954, $163 million for 1955. and $60 million for 195.
'f~Fiue or1957 and 1958 are artificially high and for 1959 too low because
othe mtho Of reimbursements between this trust fund and the disability
insurance trust fund.

.07

(5)
(1)

8.51
.56
Total benefits----------------------------.10
.02
Administrative expenses------------------------- .19
-. 02
Interest on existing trust funds--------------------.42costs,
Net ota
cotlevl-pemiu
----------Nettotl lvelpreiumcot-------------842.56
_________________________

193-----------

inanl fn 3fn
nter-ia
intsr

8-----$1
88----------

14,609 13,424
1964------------1965 ----------------- 14,925 13,880

[Percent]

Widow's benefits------------------------------

___

18.
2,194

197 ------------

administrative expenses, and interest earnings on existing trust
funds under the 1960 act as percent of taxable payroll,' by type
on intermediate-cost estimate at 3.02-percent
obeeibased obeei,1962
interest

Old-age (primary) benefits---------------------Wife's benefits ---------------------------------

_

Actual data:
$,6
1952----------------- 3,819

3,670
1954
----------------- 5,163
4,96
1955----------5,713
1956------------------6:172 5:715

TABLEx 3.-Estimated level-premzium cost of benefit paymentsl,

_______________________

d

Interest Balance
CotiBenefit minis- me
in
buntrion.
e ma-tai on

______
_______
-old-age

'Includes adjustment to reflect the lower contribution rate for the selfemployed, compared with the combined employer-employee rate,
'Not Payable under this program.
'Offsets costs of benefits and administrative expenses.

(6)

(payable at the beginning of December). There
will be virtually no additional contribution income to the trust fund during the year. In 1961,
benefit disbursements under the new law will
total about $800 million , or $200 million more
than the amount under the previous law. Nevertheless, under the 1960 act, contribution income
in 1961 will exceed benefit outgo by about $240
million. In 1962 and the years immediately following,. contribution income will also be well in
excess of benefit outgo.

The Fuurein
ongRang
Table 4 gives the estimated operation of the
old-age and survivors insurance trust fund for
the long-range future, based on the intermediatecost estimate. It will be recognized that the figures for the next two or three decades are the
most reliable (under the assumption of levelearnings trends in the future) since most of the
populations concerned-covered workers and beneficiaries-are already born. As the estimates proceed further into the future, there is more uncertainty-if for no reason other than the relative
difficulty in predicting future birth trends-but
it is desirable and necessary to consider these
long-range possibilities under a social insurance
TABLE 5.-Progressof the disability insurance trust fund under

the 1960 act, high-employmnent assumptions, based on intermnediate-cost estimate at,3.02-percent interest
[In millions]
Calendar year

IJ1~

Cnr Benefit Admin- Interest Balance
payistrative
on
in
utosments expenses fund 2
fund
__________
________

Estimated data (long-range
estimate):

$57
249

457

~

$39
'12
50
0

570
802
864
924
7
1.029
I

44
52
51
53
55
571

1.229
1,401
1,050'
2,048
2,701

53 I
58
62!
80

~

$7

8649

25

1,379

4
4

__ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _

_ _ _

103

[hinmillions]

_

_ _ _

2,276
2,527
2,754
2:957
3,148
3I2

111
0
75

3,354
3:108
2,438

_ _ _ _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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_

_

_
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_
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53I
65
76j
8
98 J
107

(4
(4)
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intermediate-cost esiae
sslightly highier ta
the level-premium income-.50 percent of pay-

assumptions, based on low-cost and high-cost estimates

Calendar year
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a
Adroa
CDontri- Benefit mi
s_ eire-ntersBlance
butions'I Pay- trative melt
on
in
meints
cxcinal fund
fund
pe se
intera ge 2

______________________

I

1970------------------------I17
1975 ------------------I 7
1980 -------------------- 1,372
2000--------------------1,852t
2020 ----------------j
2,252

cost of the disability benefits, according to the

TABLE 6.-Estimated progress of the old-age and survivors
insurance trust fu'ed under the 1960 act, high-employment

_____

Actual data:
1957 -------------------- $702
1958-------------------- 0966
1959--------------------------81
Estimated data (short-S1
range estimate):
1960 --------------------- 1,012
1961 -------------------- 1.040
1962 -------------------- 1,0666
1963--------------------- 1,092
1964---------------126
1965----------------1,54

program that is intended to operate in perpetuity.
In every year after 1962 for the next 20
Years, contribution income under the 1960 act is
estimated to exceed old-agre and survivors insur
ance benefit disbursements. Even after the bene
fit-outgo curve rises ahead of the contributionincome curve, the trust fund 'will continue to
increase because of the effect of interest earning-s
(which more than meet the administrative ex
pense disbursements and any financial inter
changes with the railroad retirement program).
As a result, this trust fund is estimated to grow
steadily, reaching $41 billion in 1970, $82 billion
1980. and more than $140 billion at the end of
thihcetuy.ohetrutRundisestmatdtourac
a maximum of about $275 billion in the Year 2025
and then begin to decline. The fund, according
to this estimate, will not become exhausted until
about a century hence.
The disability insurance trust fund, under the
1960 act,7will
grow steadily for about the next. 10
years and then decrease slowly, according to the
intermediate-cost estimate (table 5). In 1970, it
is estimated at $3.4 billion and in 1980 at $2.4
billion. There will be an excess of contribution
income over benefit disbursements for every year
up to about 1966, and even thereafter the trust
fund will continue to grow because of its interest
earning-s. This fund will decline after 1970,
which is to be expected since the level-premnium

Low-cost estimate:
1070-----------------$20,061 $15,796
1975 ----------------- 21,873 18,404
1980 ----------------- 23,821 21.168
2000 ----------------34,065 27,807

()

(4)

$230
240
250
332

H igb-cost estim ate:

_ _ _ _

1970----------- ---19,951 16,476
260
1975--------21,474
19,554 1280
1080 ----------------- 22 3
23'014
290
2000
----------28,88833:603
379

1Includes reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory credit for
military service and transfers to or from the railroad retirement account under
the financial interchange provisions of the Railroad Retirement Act.
a An interest rate of 3.02 percent is used in determining the level-premiumI
costs. but in developing the progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the
early years has been used, equivalent to such fixed rate.
a Figures for 1957 and 1958 are artificially low and for 1959 too high because
of the method of reimbursements between this trust fund' and the old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund.
4Fund exhausted in 1993.

-

I

___

___

-$100
-41
41
126

$1,420
2,090
2,841
7.521

$45,530
71,951
98,122
259,577

1,157
1,600
1.913
680

36,974
54,617
64,999
'20.668

-2920
-141
-39
46

I

-__________

I Includes reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory credit for
military service.
2A positive figure indicates payments to the trust fund from the railroad
retirement account, and a negative figure indicates the reverse.
3 ue xhausted in 2005.
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alctuarial cost, factors used are appropriate or if
the financing basis needs to be modified. The use
0f slightly less conservative cost factors would
result in the cost estimates for the disability in
surance. system probably showing complete actu-

arial balance. with a trust fund that would grow
steadily and level of-alr hndclnn.
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.39
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practice, under the philosophy set forth in the
congressional committee reports on the 1950 and
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basis) would develop in later years. In actual

ons lowc-cost and high-cost estimnatessjs

1980
-----------1,4
2000--------------------- 1,699

insurance

In the early years of operation of the disability
insurance trust fund, under the high-cost esti
mate, contribution income will be about the same
as benefit outgo. Accordingly, the fund, as shown
by this estimate, will be about $2.5 billion during
1961-64 and will then slowly decrease until it is
exhausted in 1973.
The-se results are consistent and reasonable,
since the system on an intermediate-cost-estimiate
basis is intended to be approximately self-sup
porting. Accordingly, a low-cost estimate should
show that the system is more than self-support.
ing, but a high-cost estimate should show that a
deficiency (on a cash-income versus cash-outgo

TABLE 7.-Estimtated progress of the disability insurance trusi

1,10
1,573,

survivors

payable by the self-employed.

fund 7inder the 196'0 act, high-employment assumptionss, based

3934
2,049

-____

Old-aefiand

Leelpremium contribution rate, at 3.-percent interest, for benefits
1959, (b) future aministrativeexpenses, and (e) the lower contribution rates

years after 1962 and before

xnss

IntermediIligh-cost :atecostesti

'Takes into account the lower contribution rate for the self-employed.
compared with the combined employer-employee rate.
I ae on the average of the dollar costs under the low-cost and high-cost

1980.

1970 -------------------- 3$1.180
1975---------------------21,287
19--------------------- 1,401
H2000-------------- -------- 2.004
High-cost
estimate:
1970---------------------- 1, 174
1975 ---------1263

Low-ost

----------------------- ------2025------------------------------2050 -------------------------------Level-premium cost'-----------------

the year 2000, when it will be growing at a rate
of about $14 billion a year. Likewise, the disability insurance trust fund will grow steadily
under the low-cost estimate, reaching about $10
billion in 1980 and $26 billion in the year 2000,
when its annual rate of growth will be about $1
billion. For both trust funds, under these estimates, benefit disbursement after 1962 will not
exceed contributiosi income in any year in the
foreseeable future.
Under the high-cost estimate the old-age and
survivors, insurance trust fund will build up to a
maximum of about $65 billion in about 25 years
but decrease thereafter until it is exhausted
shortly after the year 2000. Under this estimate,
benefit disbursements will be less than contribu-

Low-cost estimate:

iI
Calendar year

-------------------.

build up rapidly, reaching about $260 billion in

____

[Peroent)

2080 -------------------------------Level-premiuim cost I-------Disability Insurance benefits:
1970--------------------0.40
1980---------------------.41

Table 6 and table 7 show the estimated operation of the two trust funds for the low- and highcost estimates. Under the low-cost estimate, the
old-age and survivors insurance trust fund will

Calendar year

the 1960 ad

1970 ------------------------------1980 ----------------------------

RESULTS OF COST ESTIMATES
ON
RNEBSS1990
ONRNG
ASS2000---

tion income during all

TABLE 8.-Estimnated coat of benefits of the old-age, surtivors,
and disability insusraor'e p~rogram as percent of payroll,' sunder

I4 s2

raised above those scheduled. At any rate, the
high-cost estimate indicates that,
under the tax
schedule adopted, there will be ample funds to

(2
)

'Includes reimbursement for
additionalof
cost noncontributory credit
for
military service
and transfers
toorfrom therailroad
retirement account under
thefinancial
Interchange provisions
oftheRailroad Retirement Act.
'Fund exhausted In 1973.

(8)

meet benefit disbursements for several decades,
even under relatively high-cost experience.
Table 8 shows the estimated costs of the old-age
and survivors insurance benefits and of the disability insurance benefits under the 1960 act as a
percentage of payroll for selected years through
2050 and the level-premium cost of the two programs for the low-, high-, and intermediate-cost
estimates,
SUMMARY
The old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program, as modified by the 1960 act, has an esti
mated benefit cost that is closely in balance with
contribution income.
The separate old-age and survivors insurance
system as modified by the 1960 act is about as
close to actuarial balance, according to the inter
mediate-cost estimate, as it was under the 1958
act according to the latest cost estimates. As
modified by the 1960 amendments, and also as
modified by earlier amendments, it has been
shown to be not fully self-supporting under the
intermediate-cost estimate. It is, however, close
to an exact balance, especially since a range of
variation is necessarily present in the long-range
actuarial cost estimates and rounded tax rates are
used in actual practice. Accordingly, the old-age
and survivors insurance program, under the 1960

(9)

act, is actuarially sound. The cost of the liberal
ized benefits is for all practical purposes met by
the financing provided.
The disability insurance trust fund shows a
small lack of actuarial balance under the 1960 act
because the contribution rate allocated to this
fund is slightly less than the cost for the disabil
ity benefits, based on the intermediate-cost esti
mate. In view of the variability of cost estimates
for disability benefits and certain elements of con
servatism believed to be present in these estimates,
thsmlacurldeitisntigfcn.
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75.

INSURED STATUS

A. QC'S AND INSURED STATUS--GENERAL
Significant changes were made by the 1960 amendments liberalizing
the requirements for fully insured status. Changes were also made
in the definition of QC's for the years before 1951 and in the deemed
insured provision of the 1954 amendments; these changes tend to
simplify the Act after the transition period. An alternative insured
status provision to be used to determine insured status for DIB and
disability freeze determinations was added.
The amendments retain the minimum requirement of 6 QC's for insured
status, the maximum requirements of 40 QC's, and the same rules for
determining curraatly insured status. The requirements of 20/40 and
fully insured status for DIB and freeze determinations are still
effective in most cases.
B. 1 FOR 3 INSURED STATUS REQUIREMENT
1. Defined
Under the amendments a person is fully insured if he has 1 QC
(whenever acquired)- for each 3 calendar quarters elapsing from
12/31/50, or 12/31 of the year in which he attains age 21, if
later, to the year in which he attains retirement age or dies
(whichever occurs earlier). If the number of such elapsed
quarters is not a multiple of 3 then it will be reduced to the
next lower multiple of 3.
2. Effective Date
a. Monthly Benefits
This provision is effective for the payment of benefits for
months after September 1960, based on applications filed in
or after September 1960.
b. Lump-Sum Death Payments
The 1 for 3 amendment applies to LSDP where the W/E died
after September 1960.
C. CREDITING OF QUARTERS-OF COVERAGE FOR QUARTERS PRIOR TO 1951
1. Definition of QC
The new amendments change the crediting of quarters for years
prior to 1951 to allow:
a.

the crediting of 4 QC's where an individual earned $3000
or over in a year for the years before 1951, and
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b. crediting of the initial and last quarter of a disability
period as a QC.
2.

Effective Date
This method of crediting Q/C's is applicable:
a. Where the W/E files application in or after September
1960 for:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

OAIB or DIB;
1954 Work Recomputation;
Drop-out Recomputation; or
Disability Freeze Determination.

b. In survivors benefits cases where:
(1) The W/E died prior to September 1960, and the survivor is
entitled to a survivor's 1954 Work Recomputation, but only
if no one was entitled to a survivor's benefit or LSDP on
the W/E's earnings on the basis of an application filed
before September 1960, and no one was entitled to the LSDP
or to survivor's benefits for a month before September
1960 without the filing of an application;
(2) The W/E died in or after September 1960 and a survivor is
entitled to a survivor's 1954 Work Recomputation;
(3) A survivor is entitled to a survivor's Drop-out Recomputation
based on an application filed in or after September 1960;or
(4) The W/E died without becoming entitled to OAIB or DIB and,
unless he died currently insured but not fully insured, no
one was entitled to survivors benefits or the LSDP on the
basis of an application filed before September 1960.
Unless the W/E was fully insured under the previous provisions
of the Act no benefit can be paid based on these provisions for
any month before September 1960.
D. DEATH BEFORE 1951
Under the 1960 amendments a person who dies before 1951 with 6 QC's
is fully insured. This provision does not affect present procedures
to any great extent. It does liberalize the previous "deemed insured
status" provision of the Act by covering persons dying before 1951
and all types of survivors benefits. The prior provision was restricted
to benefits other than those payable to a former wife divorced and
applied only where the individual died prior to 9/1/50.
This amendment applies to benefits for months after September 1960,
based on application filed in or after September 1960. The previous
,"deemed insured status" provision has been eliminated in all cases
where application is filed after September 1960.
-2
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E.

AIWtERNAT

INSURED STTU

PROVISION FOR DIB

An individual who cannot meet the insured requirements for a DIB
or disability freeze as established in 216(i)(3) or 223(c)(i) in
September 1960 or earlier may be insured if:
1. he has 20 W Is prior to the close Of the quarter in which he
became disabled or a subsequent quarter and
2. all the quarters after 1950 UP to that quarter are QC's, and

3.

there are at least 6 QC's after 1950 up to that quarter.

'Phis provision is effective for all applications for DIB or
disablity freeze determinations filed in or after September
1960.
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COMPUTATIONS AND RECOMPUTATIONS

GENERAL
The 1960 amendments introduce a new method of figuring the AMW to go
into effect after 1960. However, the change is such that there will
be no additional advantage in benefit computation for claimants
whether they apply for OAIB either before 1961 or after 1960. The
new method establishes a permanent number of divisor months (newstart and old-start) for each individual, depending on the year of
first eligibility or death, whichever is earlier. To facilitate
the transition from the pre-1961 methods, cases under the amend
ments in which age 22 or disability is not involved will require
no less than 5 years (19 years, old-start) to be used in figuring
the AMW, which is the normal span over which the AMW would be
figured based upon filings in 1961 under the pre-1961 methods. A
saving clause allowing use of the pre-1961 methods will protect any
computation advantage which might have come from a first eligibility
before 1961 (See C 3. below).
There is no general benefit increase although the increase of
survivor child's benefits to a uniform 3/4 of the PIA, regardless
of the number of children, may lead to an increase in family
benefits.

B.

APPLICABILITY OF NEW COMPUTATION METHODS
The new fixed divisor new-start and old-start PIA determination
methods apply where a person:
1. Becomes entitled to OAIB or DIB based on an application filed
after 1960, or
2.

Dies after 1960 without having become entitled to DIB or OAIB, or

3. Becomes entitled to a 1954 work recomputation based on a
recomputation application filed after 1960, or
4. Dies after 1960 and his survivors are entitled to a survivor's
1954 work or RR recomputation.
See C 3. below for cases where the 1958 PIA and the revised PIB methods
may also apply even though the above conditions may be met. Where a
new fixed divisor method is used it also applies to benefits for months
in the retroactive period before 1961,1 so that in any case only one
PIA determination method is necessary.
C.

AMW AFTER 1960
1. Divisor.--A W/E's new-start divisor consists of the number of
months in all but 5 of the years after 1950 (or after the year he
attains age 21 if later) up to the year in which he dies or, the
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first year after 1960 in which he is fully insured and of retirement
age, whichever occurs first. Years all or part of which fall in a
period of disability are not counted. The requirement that the
period for determining the divisor end "after 1960" even where first
eligibility occurs before 1961 will result in a divisor of no less
than 5 years in most cases. The minimum new-start fixed divisor
of 24 will be applicable only in age 22 or disability cases.
For old-start purposes the divisor consists of the number of months
in all but 5 of the years after 1936 (or after the year of attainment
of age 21 if later) up to the year of death or first eligibility
after 1960 whichever is earlier, not counting years all or part of
which fall in a period of disability. The minimum divisor is 24,
though in cases other than age 22 and disability cases the old-start
divisor will be at least 228 (19 years).
2. Dividend.--The "total earnings" for AMW purposes are the total
wages and self-employment income in the "computation years." The
~computation years" are those years, after 1936 or after 1950, for
which the earnings are highest, corresponding in number to divisor
years, but selected from among all of the "computation base years."
The "computation base years" are the years after 1936)3or after
1950.,up to the year of death or filing, or including the year of
death or filing if the earnings are available. However, years
all of which are in a period of disability are not counted.
3. First Eligibility Before 1961. --Where a W/E who qualifies under
B. 1 or 2 above is fully insured and of retirement age before 1961,
the AMW will be determined under the 1958 PIA method or the revised
FIB method if a higher PIA results from using a pre-1961 first
eligibility closing date. The 1958 PIA and the revised FIB methods
will therefore be applicable in a significant number of cases for
several years after 1960.
D.

DETERMINING THE PIA AFTER 1960
Where the new fixed divisor method of figuring the AMW is used the
PIA is still determined with reference to the table in the law
introduced with the 1958 amendments. The new-start AMW is translated
directly by table to the PIA and the old-start AMW is brought through
a PIB to a PIA using the table in the law. As previously, to use the
new-start fixed divisor method a WIE must have 6 QC's after 1950.
Likewise, to use the old-start fixed divisor method he must have at
least 1 QC before 1951. Where a W/E attained age 22 after 1950 and
has 6 QC's after 1950 he must as in the past use the new-start.

E.

RECOMPUTATIONS
1. General. --The basic requirements for entitlement to the various
recomputations currently in use are unchanged by the amendments.
-5
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Outlined below are minor changes in the method of redetermining the
PIA in several types of recomputations. A cut-off date for filing
applications for various types of obsolescent recomputations is
also introduced in the amendments as discussed in 5. below.
2. 1954 Work Recomputation.--After 1960 applications for 1954
work recomputations may be filed immediately after the close of
the qualifying year. It is no longer necessary to wait until after
June of the following year. Both life and Aurvivor cases will be
worked under the new fixed divisor method as indicated in B 3. and
4. above. Where this new method is used in a previous computation
then only the new start may be used in a 1954 work recomputation and
the year of filing for the recomputation may not be included in the
computation base years. Where the last previous computation or
recomputation was worked under the methods or formulas in effect
before the 1960 amendments, the 1954 work recomputation may in
addition consider an old start and may also include the year of
recomputation filing in the new-or old-start computation base
years.
3. Current Year Recomputation. --The method of redetermining the
PIA under a current year recomputation is changed in two respects.
First, the general provision is adapted to take into account the
new fixed divisor methods and, second, recomputations under the
present provisions where applicable would be worked in a slightly
different way.
a. Current-Year Recomputation Under the Fixed Divisor Methods.--
Where a previous computation was based on initial entitlement
or death after 1960 or entitlement to a 1954 work recomputation
based on an application after 1960, a current year recomputation
will allow the case to be reopened to include the year of
entitlement or death among the computation base years.
The
usual 24-month maximum retroactivity applies.
b. Current Year Recomputation Under Revised Pre-1961 Methods.--
Where application for current year recomputation is filed on
or after September 13, 1960, and the previous computation was
based on entitlement or death before 1961, the PIA will be re
determined under the methods or formula in effect before the
amendments as if the claimant were filing initially at the
time of death or at the time of the application for recomputation.
In such case, however, only the closing date of January 1 of the
year following the year of death or last previous filing (initial
or recomputation) will be used. QC's acquired after the previous
filing may thus be used to qualify for a new start. The drop-out
may be used only if applicable to the previous computation or if
6 QC's after 6/53 had been acquired since the previous computation.
This change in the current year recomputation provision is meant
to eliminate the possibility of a claimant's filing "too early"
to get a favorable new start recomputation.
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c. Previous Entitlement to Current Year Recomputation. --Where
a current year recomputation has already been processed under the
pre-amendment provisions a new application may be filed on or
after September 13, 1960 to take advantage of the provisions in
b. above if a higher PIA would result. The increase is effective
with the month for which the previous current-year recomputation
was effective but in no event for more than 24 months before
the month in which the new recomputation application is filed.
4. The Drop-Out Recomputation. --Applications for drop-out
recomputations filed after 1958, and after 1960 as well, will
continue to be processed under the 1958 PIA method or the revised
PIB method.
5. Obsolescent Recomputations.--The amendments provide a cut-off
date for the filing of applications for certain obsolescent recompu
tations. Only where application for recomputation is filed or death
occurs before 1/1/61 can there be entitlement to the following types
of recomputations:
a.

1950 work recomputations, eligibility before 9/54

b.

Lag recomputation

C.

1952 self-employment recomputation

d. Post-World War II military service recomputation for
persons on the rolls in 8/52. (See Summary Section 1800, VeterantS
Benefits.)
The new application cut-off date does not apply to survivors of WIE's
who died before 1961.
F.

MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS
The amendments provide two new benefit saving clauses (see 2. and 3.
below) and change one (see 1. below) which is currently in use. Two
of the saving clauses allow total family benefits to exceed the
regular table limits. One merely regulates the apportionment of
the statutory maximum.
1. Effect of Amendments On Prior Freeze Saving Clause.--This saving
clause introduced in the 1958 amendments was intended to simulate
the 1958 conversion saving clause. However, it inadvertently was
made to apply to PIA's above $96. The 1960 amendments change the
prior freeze saving clause effective with November 1960, but only
where the W/E becomes entitled to OAIB or DIB based on an application
filed after October 1960 or, if he died before becoming entitled, only
where no one was entitled to survivors benefits for October 1960 or a
prior month based on an application filed before November 1960.
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The requirements that must be met for application of the saving,
clause.,explained in CM 14 3, remain ...
ne same except far the PIA
range affected. Benefits of those to whom the previous require
ments applied (but to whom the revised saving clause provisions
do not apply), will continue to receive benefit amounts figured
under the saving clause in effect before the amendments. Benefits
of those to whom the revised saving clause applies, where the PIA
is less than $66 or $97 and over will be determined using the
regular statutory maximum family amounts specified by the table
in the- law. Where the PIA is in the range $66 through $96 the
revised saving clause family maximums will apply as follows:
PIA

MAXIMUM

PIA

MAXIMUM

$66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

$ 99.10

$82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

$160.20
163.40
167.50
171.60
174.80
178.90
183.00
186.20
190.30
194.40
197.60
201.70
205.80
206.60
206.60

102.40
106.50
110.50
113.80
117.90
121.90
125.20
129.30
133.30
136.60
140.70
144.70
148.00
152.10
156.10

2. Invalid Marriage Saving Clause.--The amendments provide that the
benefits of a child, wife, husband, widow, widower, or parent who is
entitled to benefits for Augus't 1960 based on an application f~iled.
before September 1960 will not be reduced for a subsequent month
because of the entitlement of a wife, husband, widow, widower or
child of a N,/E under the invalid marriage provisions outlined in

Section 200-600 of this Summary. The benefits of those entitled solely
because of the invalid marriage provisions and of others who may
become entitled to benefits in September 1960 or later are figured
under the regular maximum family benefit provisions taking into
account all beneficiaries entitled on that earnings record. The
benefits of thcse individuals entitled before September 1960 are
figured taking into account all beneficiaries except those entitled
under the invalid marriage provisions (See example after 3. below).
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3. Benefits Saved Where Child's Benefit Increased
to 3/4 PIA.'--Where one or more persons are entitled to
monthly survivors benefits for November 1960, based on
application filed before December 1960, and such benefits
are reduced for the maximum in a subsequent month, such
reduction is made as if the child's benefit had not been
increased to 3/4 of the PIA. This means that in cases
where the maximum applied before the month in which the
child's benefit is increased, there will be no change in
benefit amounts. If an additional beneficiary becomes
entitled to benefits on the same A/N in a month subsequent
to November 1960, the saving clause will no longer apply
even if the additional benefits should subsequently &ermiinatg,
The benefits of those entitled under the invalid marriage provisiouns
are excepted from this saving clause. Their entitlement cannot be
considered in determining the prerequisites for the saving clause
nor can it serve to terminate the applicability of the saving clause.
Benefits of these latter persons are determined as if neither of
the saving clauses in 2. or 3. above existed.
Examnple:

Benefits for E and 4 C's where the PIA is $100 and
the maximum family benefit is $221.60; c4 entitled

under invalid marriage provisions.
August 1960

September 1960

December 1960

03 Worked

-

66.5o

66.5o

66.50

75.00

Cl02C3-

51.80

51.80

51.80

73.30

51.80

51.80

51.80

73.30

51.80
Not entitled

51.80

51.80

41.60

44.40

E

C4-

-

55.40

G. KISCEIZANEOUS CaKPUTATIONI PROVISIONS
1. Survivors Benefits Where W/E Died Before 1940.--The PTA of a

W/E who died before 1940 will be determined using the old PIB
formula. The resultant PIB is converted via the conversion tables
to the 1958 PTA. (See Summary Sections 300-600 for effective date.)
2. Survivor Benefits Where W/E Died After 1939 and Before 1951.--
Where a W/E vho died after 1939 and before 1951 was insured under
the pre-1951 provisions, use the old PIB formula and convert the
resultant PIB (or a previously established FIB) to the 1958 PiA

via the conversion tables. Where the W/E is insured under the
6 QC "deemed" insured provision of the 1954 at-endments or the
6 QC provisions of the 1960 amendments use the revised FIB formula
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with a closing date as of the first day of the quarter of death
and.-convert to a 1958 PIA. (See Summary Section 450, Widover's
Benefits, for effective date.)

3.

First Eligibility Closing Dates Under the New Insured Status
Provisions.--Where a person is first eligible before 1960 his
first eligibility closing date will be determined under the previous
insured status provisions. The earliest first eligibility closing
date which can be based on the new provisions is 1/1/60. (See
Summary Section 75, Insured Status.)
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200.
A. WMF

WIFE'S BENEFITS

INWIM~

1. Z$
rtdWife.-Effective for benefits beginning with the
September 1960,
based on an application filed in or after
such months, a wife whose marriage to the WIN is invalid because
of an impediment resulting from a prior undissolved marriage or
otherwise arising out of a prior marriage or its dissolution
or a defect in the procedure of the purported marriage may
qualify as a "wife" if:
as

There was a marriage ceremony;

be

She went through the ceremony in good faiths, not knowing
of the impediment at that time;

co

She was living in the same household with the W/S at the
time she filed her application; and

d.

At the time she filed her application there is no other
person jiho has the status of wife., based on a valid
marriage or inheritance rights under State law, who, is
or was entitled to wife's insurance benefits.

2. Duration of Marriage*-.-The 3-year marriage requirement to
quaify -as
a "wife" is reduced to 1 year effective for benefits
beginning with September 1960, based on an application
filed in or after-such mouth.
Bo I&QUIREKENHTS FOR ENITITL~2EMT
No change.
C. AM4UNT~OF BFEIT
1. No change.
2. Saving Clause.--See Chapter 100 of this Summary'.
De T1MRINTION
The entitlement of a purported wife ends with the month before
the month in which:
1o. Another individual is certified for entitlement to wife's
benefits on the W/18's account if that individual is validly
married to the W/9 or has the sane inheritance rights as a
wifes, or
2. The purported wife enters into a valid marriage with someone
other than the W/Ro

25o.
A.

HUSBAND'IS BENEFITS

HUSBAND DEFINED
1. Pupre Hsband.--Effective for benefits beginning with
September 1960,
based on an application filed in or after
such month,, a husband whose marriage to the W/E is invalid
because of an impediment resulting from a prior undissolved
marriage or otherwise arising out of a prior marriage or its
dissolution or a defect in the procedure of the purported
marriage may qualify as a "husband" if:
a.

There was a marriage ceremony;

be

He went through the ceremony in good faith., not knowing
of the impediment at that time;

c.

He was living in the same household with the WIN~at the
time he filed his application; and

de

At the time he filed his application there is no other
person who has the status of husband., based on a valid
marriage or inheritance rights under State law, and who
is or was entitled to husband's benefits.

2. Duration of Marriage*--The 3-year marriage requirement to
qualify as a "husband" is reduced to 1 year, effective for
benefits beginning with September 1960. based on an
application filed in or after such month.
B.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLE4'JT
Pofof Supprt.--No change in requirements. However., where
Rsband
uh
could not qualify for husband'sa benefits before
the amendments,, but may qualify under the amendments, the
period for filing proof of support is extended for 2 years
after September 1960.

C. AMOUNT OF BENEFIT

Do

1.

No change.

2.

Saving Clause*--See Chapter 3.00 of this Summary.

THWIbINATION
The entitlement of a purported husband ends with the month
before the month in which a
1* Another individual is certified for entitlement to husband's
benefits on the W/E's account., if that individual is validly
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married to the W/iZ, cr has the same inheritance right~s as a
husband,, or
2., The purported husband enters into a valid marriage with
someone other than the W/E.9

-
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300.
A.

CHILD S BENEFITS

300

CHILD DEFINED
1. Stepchild. --The 3-year steprelationship requirement to qualify
as a stepchild in life cases is reduced to 1 year effective for
based on an appli
benefits beginning with September 1960
The duration requirement is
cation filed in or after such month.
now the same in both life and survivor cases.
2. Deemed Stepchild. --Effective for benefits beginning with
September 1960
based on an application filed in or after such
month, a child is deemed to be the stepchild of the W/E if his
natural or adopting father or mother went through a marriage cere

mony with the W/E (vho is not his natural or adopting parent)
resulting in a purported marriage between them which would have
been a valid marriage except for a legal impediment arising:
a.
From the lack of dissolution of a previous marriage
or otherwise arising out of such a previous marriage or
its dissolution, or
b.

3.
with

From a procedural defect in the purported marriage.

Child of Purported Marriage. -- Effective for months beginning
based on an application filed in or
September 1960,

after such month, a child who does not meet the pre-amendment
definition of "child" but is the son or daughter of an insured
individual shall nevertheless be deemed the child of such insured
individual if such individual and the mother or father, as the case
may be, went through a marriage ceremony resulting in a purported
marriage between them which would have been valid except for an
impediment arising:

a.
From the lack of dissolution of a previous marriage
or otherwise arising out of such a previous marriage or
its dissolution, or
b.

From a procedural defect in the purported marriage.

-
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CHILD'S BENEFITS
B.

REQUIR3EKNTS FOR ENTITLEM(ENT
1. Child of W/E Who Died. Before 1940. -- A child of a W/E who died
after 3/-31/38 and before 1940 with at least 6 QC's may be paid
benefits. This change is effective for benefits beginning with
October 1960 -iut only if

application is filed after August 1960. Because

of the time element, this can apply only to disabled children
vho are over 18 and vho were disabled prior to attaining age 18.
For computation of benefit, see Chapter 100 of Summary.
2.

Child Dependency.
a.
When Dependency Requirement Must be Met. -- Adds "the time
the child's application is filed" as a point for establishing
child dependency where the W/E has a continuing period of
disability. However, this point can be used only by a natural
or stepchild, but not by an adopted chi ld unless the child was
legally adopted before the end of a 2k-month period beginning
with the month after the W/E became entitled to a DIB, but only
if the adoption proceedings were instituted in or before the
first month of the W/E's period of disability or the child was
living with him in such month. This provision is effective
for months after 8/58 based on applications filed on or after
8/28/58. It will apply as though it had been included in the
1958 amendments enacted on 8/28/58.
b.
Dependency on Natural or Adopting Father- -Child Living
With and Supported by Stepfather. --A child may be deemed
dependent on his natural or adopting father at the appropriate
time even if the child is living with and chiefly supported by
his stepfather, provided other conditions to deemed dependency
are met. This provision is effective for benefits beginning
with
September 1960,
based on application filed in or
after such month.

C. AMOUNT OF BENEFITS
1. Survivors Benefits. -- The benefit payable to a surviving child
(in cases involving two or more children) is raised to 3/4i of the
W/E' s PIA, rather than 1/2 of the PiA with 1/4 divided between the
childrv". This change is effective for benefits beginningvwith
'December 1960.

-
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CHILD'S BENEFITS

2. Saving Clause.--See Chapter 100 of this summary, Computations.
D. TERI4INATICKS
The benefit of a disabled child over age 18 (whose benefits have not

otherwise terminated) will end with the second month following the
month in which he ceases to be under a disability after attaining.
age 18. (Effective with respect to benefits ror months after September
1960 but only if the child is entitled to a childts benefit for September

19&J, or any succeeding month without regard to this provision.)
See Chapter 6000 of this summary, Disabilityfor provision relating
to "Period of Trial Work" and its effect on terminating a period of
disability.
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WIDOW'S BENEFITS

400

A. WIDOW DEFINED
Effective for benefits beginning with September 1960, based
on an application filed in or after such month, a widow whose
marriage was invalid because of an impediment resulting from a
prior undissolved marriage or otherwise arising out of a prior
marriage or its dissolution or a defect in the procedure of the
purported marriage may qualify if:
1.

There was a marriage ceremony;

2. She went through the marriage ceremony in good faith, not
knowing of the impediment at the time of marriage;
3. She was living in the same household with the W/E when he
died; and
4. At the time of filing application there is no widow (based on
a valid marriage or inheritance rights under State law) who
is or was entitled to benefits and who still has status as a
widow.
B. REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENT
The widow of a W/E who died after 3/31/38, and before January 1,
1940, with at least 6 QC's may qualify for benefits. For
computation of benefit see chapter 100 of this summary. This
provision is effective for months after September 1960,
based on applications filed in or after September 1960.
C.

AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
No change in proportion. However, where the family maximum applies,
see chapter 100 of this summary for saving clauses relating to:
1.

The increase in the child's benefit rate, and

2. Additional individuals who may be entitled as a result of the
invalid marriage provision.
D. TERMINATION
Benefits based on a widow's invalid marriage terminate the month
before the month in which entitlement is certified for a widow
of a valid marriage or one who has inheritance rights as a widow
under State law.

-
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450.

WIDOWER'S BENEFITS

450

A. WIDOWER DEFINED
60,based
Effective for benefits beginning with September 1.9
on an application filed in or after such month, a widower whose
marriage was invalid because of an impediment resulting from a prior
undissolved marriage or otherwise arising out of a prior marriage or
its dissolution or a defect in the procedure of the purported
marriage may qualify if:

1. There was a marriage ceremony;
2. He went through the ceremony in good faith, not knowing of the
impediment at that time;
3. He was living in the same household with the W/E when she
died; and
4. At the time of filing application, there is no widower who has
the status of a widower based on a valid marriage or inheritance
rights under State law, who is or was entitled to benefits.
B.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENT
1. Death Before 9150.--A widower may qualify even though the W/E
died-before 9/1/50 if death occurred after 3/31/38, and the W/E
had at least 6 QC's. For computation of benefit see chapter 100
of this sunmmary. This provision is effective for months after
September 1960,
based on applications filed in or after
September 1960.
2. Proof of Support.--A widower who qualifies only under these
amendments may file proof of support within 2 years after September 1960.

C. AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
No change in proportion.
D.* TERMINATION AND RE-ENTITLEMENT
The benefit of a purported widower terminates the month before the
month in which entitlement is certified for a widower of a valid
marriage to the WIE or with the same inheritance rights under State
law as a widower.

-
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MOTHER'S BENEFITS

500

A. WIDOW DEFINED
Effective for benefits beginning with September 1960, based
on an application filed in or after such month, a widow whose
marriage was invalid because of an impediment resulting from a prior
undissolved marriage or otherwise arising out of a prior marriage
or its dissolution or a defect in the procedure of the purported
marriage may qualify if:
1. There was a marriage ceremony;
2. She went through the marriage ceremony in good faith, not
knowing of the impediment at the time of marriage;
3. She was living in the same household with the W/E when he
died; and
4. At the time of filing application there is no widow who has
the status of a widow, based on a valid marriage or inheritance
rights under State law, who is or was entitled to benefits.
B.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENT
The mother may qualify even though the death was before January 1,
1940, if death occurred after 3/31/38. and the W/E had at least
6 QC's. This provision is effective beginning with October 1960
bared on applications filed in or after September 1960. (For deaths
before 19h0, the only mother who could now qualify would be one with
a childhood disability beneficiary ever 18 in her care.) For

computation of the

PT..A

in these cases, see Chapter 100 of this Summary.

C. AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
No change in proportion. However, where the family maximum applies,
see chapter 100 of this summary for saving clauses relating to:
1. The increase in the child's benefit rate, and
2. Additional individuals who may be entitled as a result of the
invalid marriage provision.
D.

TERMINATION
Benefits based on a widow's invalid marriage terminate the month
before the month in which entitlement is certified for a widow of
a valid marriage or one who has inheritance rights as a widow
under State law.

-
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PARENT'S BENEFITS
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PARENT DEFINED
No change.

B.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENT
1. Parents of a W/E may qualify for parent's insurance benefits
even though the W/E died before 1940 if death occurred after
3/31/38, and the WIE had at least 6 QC's. For computation of the
PIA in these cases see chapter 100 of this summary. (Effective
for months after September 1960, based on application
filed in or after such month.)
2. Where the parent could not qualify for parent's benefits
except for the enactment of this bill, the period for filing
proof of support is extended to permit filing of such proof prior
to the expiration of 2 years from October 1, 1960.

C.

AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
No change in proportion. However, where family maximum applies,
see chapter 100 of this summary for saving clauses relating to:
1.

The increase in the child's benefit rate, and

2. Additional individuals who may be entitled as a result of the
invalid marriage provision.
D.

TERMINATION
No change.
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A.

LUMP-SUM DRAAE PAYMNTS

SURVIVING SPOUSE IZFfIMD
The surviving spouse of an insured deceased u/B includes an individuial
who,, although not validly married to the W/NC at the time of his death.,
nor having the same status as a widow (or widower) with respect to the
taking of the WAR' a intestate personal, property, has been deemed. to
have entered into a valid marriage with the W/B under the "invalid
marriage provision" as defined in Sections. 1 0OA and 1150A of this
Sunmary. This provision is effective based on an application for the
lump sum filed in or after September 1960. provided no other
person has filed for the lump sun prior to September 13, 1960.

B. PAYMKU

OF BUPIAL EXPENSES

If there is no surviving spouse eligible for the LB, or if such spouse
died befQre receiving payment,
1. and where all or part of the burial expenses of the insured indi
vidual incurred by or through a funeral hcine is unpaid.,
a. the payment will be made to such home,, to the extent of the
unpaid expenses., upon application of any person who assumed
the responsibility for the payment of all or any part of such
burial expenses requesting that the LSDP be made to the hoe
b. where no person assumed responsibility for the payment of any
such burial expenses in the 90-day period after the insured' s
death, such payment will be made to the funeral home upon
application by the home.
2.

If all of the burial expenses of the insured individual which
were incurred by or through a funeral home or funeral homes have
been paid (including payments made under B(l)(a) and (b) above), the
(eaining) LSDP winl be made to any person or persons, equitably
entitled thereto, to the extent and in the proportions that he or
they shall have paid such burial expenses.

3.

If any part of the IS payable remains unpaid after all payments
have been made under the above paragraphs., the remainder will be
paid to any person or persons equitably entitled thereto to the
extent and in the proportions that he or they shall have paid
other expenses in connection with the burial in the following
order of priority:
a. expenses of opening and closing of the grave;
b.

expenses of providing the burial plot;

c. any remaining expenses in connection with the burial.

-
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-2
These amendmn ts are effective in the case of deaths occuarring
on or after September 13,1960. They also apply vhere death occurred.

i~rior to thils date unless an LS application is filed prior to
December 1960.
C.* DEATH IN THE MILITARY SERVICE OUTSIDE THE UNITE

STATES.--The amendmeats provide for the payment of the lump sum in cases vWmere the body
of a servicema who died outside the United States after December 1953
and before January 1, 1957', is returned to Guam or American Samoa for
reinterment., on the basis of an application filed within 2 years after
the date of such reinterment.
Previously., this extension of the filing period was not available in
the case of such deaths outside the United States prior to 1957, vhere
the body was returned to Guam or American Samoa for interment or
reinterment. The amendment is effective with respect to reinteiuents
after September 13, 1960.
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APPLICATIONS

1000

The only changes with respect to applications concern the advance filing,
retroactive effect and prospective life of disability applications. See
paragraphs D and E of Summary Section 6000, Disability.
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COVERAGE AND EXCEPTIONS
1300

A.

FAM4ILY EMPLOYMENT
Effective
of his or
about the
course of

1/1/61 service performed by an individual in the employ
her son or daughter (except domestic service in or
private home of a son or daughter or service not in the
a son or daughter's trade or business) is covered.

B. NONPROFIT EDUCATIONAL., RELIGIOUS, ETC., ORGANIZATIONS
1. Filing of Waiver Certificates (Form SS-15).--The amendments
eliminate the requirement that a nonprofit educational,,
religious, etc., organization exempt from income tax as a type
of organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code must obtain the signatures on a Form SS-15a (List
of Concurring Emuployees) of at least two-thirds of its employees
in order to have coverage for its employees by filing a waiver
certificate (Form SS-15).
Effective after Sentember 13, 1960, an organization may file a
Form SS-15 without the concurrence of any of its employees and
without filing a Form SS-15a. However., only the employees whose
names are included on a Form SS-15a or SS-15a Supplement and
employees hired or rehired after the calendar quarter in which
the Form SS-15 is filed are covered.
Where an organization must divide its employees into two groups
it may file a Form SS-15 in accordance with the above with
respect to the employees in one or both groups.
2. Organization Erroneously Reported Remuneration for Employees.-
Effective after September 13,' 1960, an employee of a nonprofit
educational, religious, O.tc., oi~6 aaiuzatlon exempt 1rom i.ncome tax
as a type of organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code may receive social security credit for
remuneration erroneously reported on his behalf by the organiza
tion for any taxable period from 1/1/51 through 6/30/60O, if the
employee (or a fiduciary acting for him or his estate or his
surviving spouse, former wife divorced,, child or parent) files
a request that the remuneration erroneously reported be deemed
to constitute remuneration for covered employment and if in
addition the following requirements are met:
a.

The employee performed some services for the organization
after 1950 and.,before July 1960, a adrmnrto
o
such services; andwapadrmnatofr
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b.

The employee's services would have constituted covered
employment had the organization filed a valid waiver
certificate (Form SS-lS) effective for the period
during which the services were performed and had the
employee 's signature appeared on the organization's
Form SS-15a or Form SS-15a Supplement (List of
Concurring Emnployees); and

c.

Before 8/11/60 employment taxes had been paid on at
least a part of the remuneration received by the
employee for such services; and

d. The organization has filed a waiver certificate (Form
sS-15) on or before the date the employee files his
request that the remuneration erroneously reported be
deemed to constitute wages for covered employment,
or the organization has no employees to whom
remuneration is paid at the time such request is filed;
and
e. If the employee was in an employment relationship with
the organi zation in the calendar quarter in which it
filed a waiver certificate and was also employed at arW
time during the 24s-month period immediately following
such calendar quarter,, the organization paid employment
tax on some part of the remuneration paid the employee
in such 2k-month period; and
f. Any amount of refund or credit obtained with respect
to any part of the employment tax paid before 8/1-1/60
on the employee's remuneration (other then a refund or
credit which would be allowed if the employee's services
had constituted covered employment) is repaid (including
any interest thereon) before 1/1/63.
Any employee, whose remuneration is deemed to constitute remuneration
for covered employment because the above requirements are met will
be deemed to have become an employee of the organization involved
(or to have become a member of a group described in CM 1351.72)
on the first day of the calendar quarter following the quarter in
which his request is filed if: (1)He performs services as an
employee of the organization on or after the date he files his
request that the remuneration erroneously reported by the
organization be deemed to be remuneration for employment; and
(2) The waiver certificate filed by the organization is not
effective with respect to his services before the first day of
the calendar quarter following the quarter in which his request
is filed. In this situation the employee will be considered to
have the status of a new employee and his services for the
organization after the calendar quarter in which he files his
request will be compulsorily covered.
-
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Procedures concerning the filing of the request are being
formulated and wili be distributed as soon as possible.
3. Certain Employees of Nonprofit Educational, Religious, Etc.,
Organizations Erroneously Reported Their Remuneration as Net
Earnings from SelMf-imloyment.
a.

b.

The amendments provide that an employee of a nonprofit
educational., religious, etc.., organization exempt from
income tax as a type of organization described in
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code may
receive social security credit for the remuneration
paid him by the organization for services and
erroneously reported by him as self-employment income
for any taxable year after 1954~and before 19b2., if
the employee (or a fiduciary acting for him or his
estate oul his surviving spouse, former wife divorced,,
child or parent) files a request that such remuneration
be deemed to constitute net earnings from self-employment.,
and if in addition,, the foliowing requirements are met:
(1).

The request must be filed after
and before 4&/16/62; and

(2).

The nonprcf#t organization which paid the employee
the remuneration which he erroneously reported as
self-employment income has filed a waiver
certificate (Form SS-15) on or before the date on
which the employee files his request; and

(3).

The remuneration for any taxable year after 1954~
and before 1962 must have been reported as selfemployment income on a return filed on or before
the due date prescribed for filing such return
(including any extension thereof); and

(4.).

Any amount of refund or credit obtained with
respect to any part of the self-employment tax
erroneously paid for any taxable year (other then
a refund or credit which would be allowable if
such tax was applicable with respect to such
remuneration) is repaid on or before the date on
which the request is filed.

September 13, 1960,

Only the amount of remuneration which is paid to the
employee after 1954. and before the calendar quarter in
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which he files his request (or before the first quarter
after the quarter in which the request is filed if his
service for the organization is not covered until such
quarter) and with respect to which self-employment tax
has been paid and no employment tax has been paid can
be deemed to constitute net earnings from self-employment
and not remuneration for employment.
c. Any employee,, whose reanmeration is deemed to constitute
net earnings from self-employment because the above
requirements are met will be deemed to have become an
employee of the organization involved (or to have become
a mueviber of a group described in CM 1351.72) on the first
day of the calendar quarter following the quarter in which
his request is filed if:
(1).

He performs services as an employee of the
organization on and after the date he files his
request that the remuneration erroneously
reported by him as self-employment income be
deemed to constitute net earnings from selfemployment and

(2).

The waiver certificate (Form SS-l5) filed by
the organization is not effective with respect
to his services on or before the first day of
the calendar quarter in which his request is
filed. In this situation the employee will in
effect be considered to have the status of a new
employee and his services for the organization
after the calendar quarter in which his request is
filed will be compulsorily covered.

4j. Effect on Benefit Payments.--Under the 1960 amendments nW
monthly benefits for September 1960, or for any prior
month may be payable or increased on t~ne basis of amounts wnich
are considered wages for employment under B2 above or net earnings
from self-employment under B3 above. Also no lump-sinn death
payment may be payable or increased on the basis of such wages
or net earnings from self-employment in the case of any individual
who died prior toSeptember 13, 1960.

5.

Or anization Failed to File Valid Certificate (Form SS-1l

of the 195I6 Amendments and P.L. 85-785.--Under the 1960

-
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amendments, Section 403(a) of the Social Security Amendments of
1954~as amended by Section 41~O of the 1956 amendme~nts applies
only' to requests filed pursuant to such section before September
13, 1960.
However., the fact that an employee filed a request
under section 403(a) before September 13, 1960, that the
remmneration erroneously reported on his behalf before 1957 be
considered remuneration for employment does not preclude him
from filing a request discussed in B2 above that the remuneration
erroneously reported on his behalf for arW period from 1/1/57
through 6/30/60 be considered remuneration for covered employment.
C.

FOREIGN GOVERNMENT., WHOLLY-OWND INSTRUMENTALITY OF FOREIGN
GOVERNNIENT, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
The amendments continue the exclusion from employment of service
performed for foreign governments, certain wholly-owned
instrumentalities of foreign governments and international
organizations. However, the amendments provide that beginning
with taxable years ending on or after 12/31/60 American citizens
employed within the United States by foreign governments, whollyowned instrumentalities of foreign governments and international
organizations are covered as self-employed persons to the extent
that their service is excepted from employment.

D.

EXTENSION OF COVERAGE TO GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA
Effective January 1., 1961., the term "United States" when used
in a geographical sense includes Guam and American Samoa. Coverage
extends to employees in these territories on the same basis as
in the continental United States., with the following limitations:
1. Governmental Employees of Guam and American Samoa.--Effective
after the calendar quarter in which the Secretary of the Treasury
receives a certification from the Governor of Guam that such
coverage is desired,, service by an officer or employee (including
members of the legislature ) of the Government of Guam or any
political subdivision thereof, or by an officer or employee of
any wholly-owned instrumentality of any one or more of the
foregoing is covered on a mandatory basis. Coverage for employees
of the Government of American Samoa may be similarly effectuated.
Those employees whose services are covered by a retirement system
established by a law of the United States are excluded from
coverage. The State-Federal agreement method which applies to
employees of State and local governments is not applicable to
those territorial governments.

-
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2. Service in Guam by Residents of the Republic of the Philippines.-
Excluded from employment is service performed in Guam by a resident
of the Republic of the Philippines while in Guam on a temporary
basis as a nonimmigrant alien.
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DELEGATION BY GOVEROR OF CERTIFICATION FUNCTION

Effective as of Sevtember 13, 1960, the Governor of a State
may delegate his responsibility for making the certifications
required by Sections 218(d)(3) and (d)(7) of the Act., in connection
with the referendum procedure., to an official of the State selected
by him for that purpose.
B. RETROACTIVE COVERAGE
With respect to agreements or modifications to an agreement
executed on or after January 1, 1960, a State may make coverage
retroactive for five years preceding the year in which the
agreement or modification is executed but not earlier than
January 1, 1956. (The latter limitation wili have no effect
as to agreements or modifications executed after 1960.)
C. MUNICIPAL AND COUNT! HOSPITALS
The amendments give the States an additional option as to what
shall constitute a retirement system for referendum and coverage
purposes. A retirement system which covers positions of employees
of a hospital that is an integral part of a political subdivision
may,, if the State desires., be deemed to be a separate retirement
system for employees of the hospital.
D. TRANSFER OF INDIVIDUALS FROM ONE DEEMED RETIRDEMET SYSTEM TO ANOTHER
A retirement system which is composed of the State and one or more
political subdivisions or of more than one political subdivision
may at the option of the State be subdivided into deemed retirement
systems for referendum and coverage purposes. Prior to the
amendments,, where such a deemed retirement system had been further
divided on the basis of the desires of the members., those members
who were included in the part of the system composed of members
not desiring coverage were., upon transfer of their positions to
another such deemed retirement system., treated as new members of
the deemed retirement system to which their positions were trans
ferred and automatically included in the part of that system
composed of the positions of members who elected coverage. Under
these amendments, an individual whose position is transferred
from one deemed retirement system to another deemed retirement
system on or after September 13, 1960, as the result of an action
taken by the political subdivision wiUl be included in the part
of the deemed system composed of the positions of members not
electing coverage if:

-
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T

1.

The individual before the transfer vas included in the
part of the deemed retirement system composed of the positions
of members of the system not desiring coverage., and

2. 'The two deemed retirement systems involved were part of a
single retirement system before it was divided into deemed
retirement systems for referendum and coverage purposes.
An individual whose position was transferred under the conditions
described above from one deemed retirement system to another deemed
retirement system before September 13, 1960, may also be included in
the part composed of the positions of members not electing coverage.
However., this can be accomplished only where the Governor, or an
official designated~by him files a request with the Secretary of
Health., Education., and Welfare prior to July 1., 1961. Under these
circumstances,. this amendment will be effective with respect to
wages paid these individuals on or after the date on which the
Governor's request is filed.
E.

DEEKING A RETIREMENT SYSTEM TOV EXIST FOR EFFECTIVE DATE PURPOSES

Under the amendments a retirement system which is composed of
the positions of employees of the State and one or more political
subdivisions or two or more political subdivisions which is not
divided for referendum and coverage purposes into separate "deemed"
retirement systems may, at the option of the State, be divided into
separate "deemed" retirement systems for effective date purposes
only. Where this option is used a separate retirement system ma
be deemed to exist with respect to:
1.

The State,

2.

The State and any one or more political subdivisions, or

3.

One or more political subdivisions.

This provision of the amendments is effective with respect to
agreements or modifications executed on or after September 13, 1960.
F.

COVEIIAGE OF FOLICEKEN AIND FIREMEN POSITIONS UNDER A RETRMENT SYSTEM
Effective as of SeDtember 13, 1960, the State of Virainia mav,

upon compliance with the referendum procedures, cover under its
agreement employees in policemen and firemen positions under a
retirement system.
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DIVIDING A RETIREMENT SYSTEM ON THE BASIS OF MEMBERS'I DESIRES
Effective as of September 13, 1960, the State of Texas is
added to those States whitch May divide a retirement system on the
basis of the desires of the membership.

H. VALIDATION OF COVERAGE FOR CERTAIN MISSISSIPPI TEACHERS

Remuneration for services performed by Mississippi teachers after
February 28, 1951,, and prior to October 1, 1959, were reported
under the State 's coverage agreement as wages for services performed
by State employees rather than as services performed by employees
of various school districts. Under the amendments these reportings
are validated by deeming teachers to be State employees for the
periods referred to above. A teacher is defined in the legislation
as:
1. Any individual who is licensed to serve in the capacity of
teacher, librarian, registrar, supervisor., principal or superin
tendent and who is principally engaged in the public elementary or
secondary school system of the State in any one or more of such
capacities;
2
Any employee in the office of the county superintendent of
education or the county school supervisor., or in the office of the
principal of any county municipal public elementary or secondary
school in the State; and

3. Any individual licensed to serve in the capacity of teacher
who is engaged in any educational capacity in any day or night
school conducted under the supervision of the State Department
of Education as a part of the educational adult program provided
for under the laws of Mississippi or under the laws of the United
States.
I. TEACHERS IN THE STATE OF MAINE
The provision of the 1958 amendments which authorized the State
of Maine up to July 1, 1960,, to divide a retirement system covering
positions of teachers and other employees into tvo deemed retire
ment systems for puarposes of holding a referendum and extending
coverage., has been revised to authorize Maine, if it so desires,,
to modify its agreement prior to July 1., 1961., for purposes of a
division of such retirement system.
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JUSTICES OF THE PEACE AND CONSTABLES IN THE STATE OF NEBRASKA
The State of Nebraska may, if it chooses., modify its agreement so
as to exclude services performed by justices of the peace and
constables compensated on a fee basis. Such a modification to the
agreement shall. be effective with respect to services performed
after an effective date specified except that such services cannot
be excluded for periods prior to September 13, 1960.

K.

CERTAIN E4HLOYEES IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
The State of California may,, if it chooses, modify its agreement
prior to 1962 to include services performed by an individual
employed by a hospital on or after January 1, 1957, and on or
before December 31., 1959, whose position was covered by a retire
ment system on September 1, 1951l., but removed from coverage under
such a system prior to 1960. This action can be taken only if
prior to July 1., 1960, the State of California has in good faith
paid to the Secretary of the Treasury amunts equivalent to
the employer and. employee share of taxes under the Internal Revenue
Code. Such a modification to the agreement will be effective with
respect to the services performed by such individuals on or after
January 1., 1960, as well as to all services performed prior to
such date with respect to which the State has paid prior to
September 13,1960, amounts equivalent to such taxes.

L. LIMITATION ON STATE'S LIABILITY FOR CONTRIBUTION IN CERTAIN CASES
Under the amendments a State may amend its agreement to provide
that contributions due on wages received during a calendar year
by an employee who performs covered services for two or more
political subdivisions or for the State and one or more political
subdivisions shall be computed as if they were paid by a single
employer. However, a State's contribution liability may be
limited in this manner only if:
1. The State furnishes all the funds to pay the contributions
due and,
2. The political subdivisions) by whom the employee is employed
does not reimburse the State the amount of the contributions
attributable to the employee 's employment by such subdivisions).

3. The State complies with such regulations as the Secretary may
prescribe.
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The limitation of a State 's contribution liability in the manner
described will be effective as of the date specified in the modi
fication but in no event with respect to wages paid before
(1) January 1,, 1957., in the case of an agreement or 'modification
which is mailed or delivered by other means to the Secretary
before January 1., 1962., or (2) the first day of the year in which
the agreemernt or modification is mailed or delivered by other
means to the Secretary, in the case of an agreement or modification
which is so mailed or delivered on or after January 1., 1962.
M. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
The Amendments provide a statute of limitations for State and
local coverage which becomes effective January 1., 1962. The
statute fixes a time limit beyond which a State will not be liable
for amounts due with respect to wages paid individuals whose
services are covered under its agreement and beyond which the
Department will not be liable for refunding or crediting over
payments made by a State under its agreement. The time limitations
are essentially the same as those applicable to employers in
private industry.
Section 205(c)(5)(F) was also amended to permit the correction
of earnings records after the time limitation for revision of
such records has expired to conform to a timely assessment or
an allowed claim for credit or refund.
N.

REVIEW BY SECRETARY
Effective January 1., 1962, the Secretary will at the request of
a State review any determination made by him disallowing a State's
claim for refund or credit of an overpayment, or allowing a credit
or refund., or making an assessment of an amount due under the
State's agreement. The State's request for such a review must be
made within 90 days after it is notified of the Secretary's deter
mination or within such additional time as the Secretary may allow.

0.

REVIEW BY COURT
If upon receipt of the decision reached by the Secretary as a
result of his review of a determination, a State is still dis
satisfied with the decision it may file a civil suit in an
appropriate district court of the United States for a redetermina
tion of the correctness of the Secretary's determination. The
suit., however,, must be brought within 2 years after the mailing
of the notice to the State of the decision reached by the Secretary
upon review. This provision of the amendments is effective
January 1., 1962.
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M(IaSTERS AND CMISTIAN SCIENCE PRACTITION~ERS
1. Ext~ension of Time for E!LzWaiver Certificates.-The
amendments extend until A ril 15., 196as the time within which
ministers and Christian Science practitioners (who have had
earnings from the ministry in 2 or more years after 1954~) may
elect coverage as self-employed clergymen* A waiver certificate
will be retroactively effective for the taxable year immediately
preceding the year for which the due date, including aWV extension
thereof, for filing a tax return has not expired. Thus,9 for most
ministers (i.e., those whose due date for filing a tax return is
April J.5) a waiver certificate filed between January 1 and
April 15 will be effective for the second taxable year before the
year in which the certificate is filed and waiver certificates
filed after April 15 will be effective for the current year and
the previous year.
2. Supplemental Certificate to Make Certain Certificates Effective
With 1956*-Tbe amendments provide that a minister or Christian
Science- pactitioner who previously filed a waiver certificate
which was effective with 1957 may change such effective date to
1956 by filing a supplemental certificate and paying the selfemployment tax for 1956., including repayme~Etof any tax refund,
on or before April 15, 1962. This provision is similar to the
one contained in P.L. 239 which was effective only through
April 15, 1959.
3., Validation of Previous Reportings.,
a. No Valid Waiver Certificate Filedo-The new law provides
that a minister or Christian Science practitioner who filed
timely tax returns reporting SEI for any taxable year(s)
ending after 19514 and before 1960., but failed to file a
waiver certificate may file such a certificate on or before
April 15, 1962, effective for such previous years and for all
subsequent taxable years.*The
certificate may be filed by
the minister or in the event of his death or incompetency by
a fiduciary acting for such individual or his estate or by
his spouse, former wife divorced, childi or parent and the
certificate will validate the previous SEI reportings,,,
provided the SE tax for each year., including repaymnent of
any tax refunds,, is paid on or before Apriil 5, 1962.

-
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b. Valid Waiver Certificate Filed Which Was Not Effective
For First Taxable Year FEnding After 1954L and Before 1959 For
Which a Return Was Filed,--If a minister or Christian Science
practitioner has previously filed a waiver certificate which is
not effective for the first taxable year ending after 1954 and
before 1959 for which he filed a return,, a supplemental certificate
may be filed on or before April 15, 1962, to validate such
previous reportings and for all succeeding years. This may be
done by the minister., or in the event of his death or incompetency.,
by a fiduciary acting for the minister or his estate or by
his spouse, former wife divorced, child or parent, As in 3 a.
above,, the previous self-employment income reportings will be
validated for the first year of such reporting., provided the
self-employment tax for each year., including repayment of any
tax refunds., is paid on or before April 15, 1962.
4o Limitation on Retroactivity.- No benefits are payable, nor may
any benefit be increased, by reason of this amendment for September
1960 or any prior month. No lump-sum death benefit is payable, nor
may any lump-sum death benefit be increased,, by reason of this
amendment where death occurred before September 13, 1960.
B. EXTENSION OF SEIF-EMPLOYMNT #.'OVERAGE TO GUAM AND AINERICAN SAMOA
The amendments provide that for the purposes of self-employment
coverage., and the computation of net earnings from self-employment
and self-employment income., the term "possession of the United States"
does not include Guam and American Samoa. The amendments further
provide that residents of Guam and American Samoa who are not
citizens of the United'States shall not be regarded as nonresident
aliens for self-employment purposes.
As a result of the amendments,, Guamanians or American Samnoans
conducting a trade or business in either place 'Will compute and
report their net earnings from self-employment and self-employment
income in the same manner as American citizens engaged in a trade
or business in any of the States. 'Prior exclusions from gross
income of American citizens conducting a trade or business in
Guam or American Samoa no longer apply for purposes of computing
their net earnings from self-employment. Accordingl.y, the gross
income from a trade or business will be computed in the same
manner as if the business was conducted in any of the States.
These provisions are effective for taxable years beginning
after 1960.

-
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SElF-EMPLOYMENT
C.

SEIF-WMLOYMENT OF AMERIC AN CITIZEN EMPLOYEES OF, FOREIGN
GOVERNMENTS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Self-employment coverage is extended to United States citizens
who perfomi services in the United States as employees of:
1.

A foreign government,

2*

An instrumentality -wholly owned by a foreign government,. or

3.

An international organization.

This provision is effective for taxable years ending on and
after December 31., 1960. However., for retirement test purposes,
remuneration is treated as "wages" for taxable years beginning on or
before September 13,1960, and as net earnings from self-employment
for taxable years beginning after September 13, 1960.

-
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1800.

VETERANS BENEFITS

-

MILITARY SERVICE WAGE CREDITS

LIMITATION ON RECOMPUTATION TO INCLUDE CREDIT FOR POST-WORLD WAR II
MILITARY. SERVICE
If the wage earner was on the rolls in August 1952, the application for
recomputation to include military service wage credits for the postWorld War LI period must be filed before January 1, 1961, unless he died
before that date.
This amendment does not place a limitation on recomputation in the case
of survivors who were on the rolls in August 1952.
(See subsection E 5.
of Summnary, Section 100, Computations.)
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A.

DEDUCTIONS

2500

SUM4ARY OF REVISED ANNUAL EARNINGS TEST
The 1960 amendments substantiaflly revised the retirement test.
highlights are as follows:

The

1.

The $1,200 exempt amount remrains the same~

2.

For a full taxable year excess earnings, over $1j,200 and up to Sl,500.,
are charged on a $1 for $2 basis and amounts exceeding $1.,500 are
charged on a $1 for $1 basis.

3.

Excess earnings are rounded to the next~lowest dollar before charging.

4&.

Where auxiliary beneficiaries are entitled., excess earnings of an
old-age beneficiary will be charged against the total. family benefits
payable. Where the auxiliary beneficiary is workingj, the excess
will be charged against only his benefits.

5.

If the excess to be charged because of the work of an old-age
beneficiary for any month is less than the total of the family bene
fits payable for that month., then the difference payable to all.
beneficiaries is pro-rated in proportion to their original benefit
rate.,

6.

There has been no revision in the application of additional (penalty)
deductions against beneficiaries who work.
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B. EXCESS EARNINGS
Where earnings in a taxable year exceed 100 times the number of
months in such taxable year., an amount equal to one-half of the
first $300 or less of such excess, plus any remaining excess above
this $300 will be applied against and-withheld from benefits payable
for such year. The amount to be so applied will be known hereafter
as the "chargeable excess."
C.

ROTJN1ING OF THE CHARG~aIJLE EXCESS
Where the chargeable excess is not a multiple of an even dollar, it
shall be reduced to the next lower multiple of $1.

D.

MANNER OF APPLYING CHARGEABLE EXCESS
The chargeable excess will be applied against benefits beginning
'with the first. month of the taxable year and proceeding to the last
month of such year.

E.

JONTH AGAINST WHICfH CHA.RGEABLE EXCESS CANNOT~BE APPLIED
A beneficiary's chargeable excess cannot be applied to months during
which such beneficiary (1) was not entitled to benefits., (2) was age
72 or over, (3) neither worked as an employee for more than $100 nor
rendered substantial services as a self-employed person, or (4~) was
entitled to a childhood disability benefit. Instead., these months
are skipped over. If a beneficiary is subject to a deduction for a
month because of noncovered remunerative activity outside the
'United States, because of failure to have a child in her care (in
the case of a wife, widow, or former-wife divorced)j, or because of
refusal to accept rehabilitation services (in the case of a disabled
child 18 or over), such beneficiary shall be deemed not entitled to
benefits for that month for purposes of applying the chargeable excess.

F. DEDUCTIONS AGAINST AUXLIARY BENEFI CIABEES BECAUSE OF WAGE, EARNER'S
EARNI I~KS
The wage earner's chargeable excess is applied against the benefits
of his family group as a unit. 'Where the wage earner has excess
earnings., an amount equal to his chargeable excess will be applied
against (1) his benefits and (2) all other benefits (after adjustment
for the family maximum without applying the deduction before reduction
provision) payable on his earnings record and (3) any benefits payable
to his spouse, if she is entitled to a childts disability or mother's
benefit on another earnings record. However., where an auxiliary
beneficiary is not entitled or is deemed not entitled to a benefit
(see 1, albove) for a month, the wage earner's chargeable excess may
not be applied against such auxiliary's benefit for such month.
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Any partial benefit remaining for a month after applying the chargeable
excess will be apportioned to the wage earner and all auxiliaries in
the same proportion on which their original entitlement was based
before reduction for the maximum, and without regard to any reduction
in the benefit rate of an auxiliary because of entitlement to an
0MIB or DIB. Where the apportioned amount is not a multiple of $0.10
it will be raised to the next higher multiple of $0 .10.
G.

HOW TO APPLY MULTIPLE CHARGEABLE EXCESSES
Where both the W/E and an auxiliary have chargeable excess 'earnings,
the W/E's.chargeable excess is first applied against his benefit and
all other benefis payable on his earnings record. Then the chargeable
excess of the auxiliary is applied against any benefits still
payable
to such auxiliary.

H.

APPLYING CHARGEABLE EXCESS FOR AUXILIARY BENEFICIARY WHO WORKS WHERE
MAXIMUM BENEFITS ARE INVOLVED
Where an auxiliary or survivor beneficiary works, the chargeable
excess is applied against such individual's benefit as adjusted for
the maximum without application of the deduction-before-reduction
provision. Benefits to others entitled on the same E/R will be
adjusted upward in accordance with the maximum provisions for the
months in which the chargeable excess is applied. Where the working
individual's benefit for a month exceeds his chargeable excess for
that'same month,, the individual will be paid a benefit equxal to this
difference for such month. This partial benefit payable to the
working beneficiary must be included in determining total benefits
payable under the maximum provisions when adjusting upward the
benefits of others entitled on the same E/R for that month.

I. EMfCTIVE DATES FOR ANNUAL RETIREMENT TEST
The provisions under B through H become effective for taxable years
beginning after 12/31/60. The pre 1960 amendment annual earnings test
remains in effect for taxable years ending in 1961 which began prior
to 1961.
J.

APPLICATION OF RETIREMENT TEST TO AMERICAN CITIZJENS IN EMPLOY OF
FOREIGN GOVERNMEN T IN UNITED STATES
Services performed in the United States by U .S. *citizens
employed
by foreign governments, wholly-owned instrumentalities of foreign
governments, and certain international organizations previously
excluded from employment covered by the Act are covered as self-employment
effective for taxable years ending on or after 12/31/60. U.S. citizens
performing such services will be subject to deductions under the annual
earnings test on the basis of NE from SE and the substantial services
factor rather than on the basis of wages and the $100 per month test
effective for taxable years beginning after SePtembe-r 13, 1
i 60.

-
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EXTEN~DING A DEADLINE WHERE THE ENDING DATE FOR AN ACTION FALLS ON A
NONWORK DAY
Effective
September 13, 1960.
any deadline date that falls on a
Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday,, or on any other day all or part
of which is declared to be a nonwork day for Federal employees by
statute or Executive Order, is extended to the first full work day
immediately following the deadline date. For example,. where April 15

(deadline date for filing annual earnings reports) falls on a holiday
or other Federal nonwork day, the deadline date would be extended to
the next fall work day. This provision does not extend retroactivity
of application for monthly benefits.
L.

APPLICATION OF RETIREMENT TEST IN GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA
1. As a result of the extension of coverage under the OASDI program
to Guam and American Samoa the annual earnings test rather than the
7-day work test will apply with respect to all persons living in
these areas (except as noted in 2. below) effective for earnings
from employment beginning January 1, 1961., and for SEI for taxable
years beginning after 1960.
2. The 7-day work teat remains applicable to earnings from the
following employment and self-employment which continues to be
excluded from coverage.
a. The SEI of a self-employed nonresident alien living in
Guam or American Samoa.
b. Earnings for services performed in Guam by a resident of
the Republic of the Philippines admitted to Guam on a temporary
basis as a nonimmigrant alien.

M. MEANING OF UNITED STATES
Guam and American Samoa are now included in the geographical
boundaries of the "United States" for program purposes (see exception
in L. above), in addition to the States, the District of Columbia.,
the Conmmonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
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ADDITIONAL DEDUCTIONS
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FAILUP.E TO REPORT OLD-AGE BENEFI CIARY' S MO)RK

Effective September 13, 1960., an additional (penalty)
deduction will no longer be imposable against the benefits of a
person entitled to childhood disability benefits., or to mnother's
insurance benefits,, who is married to an old-age insurance beneficiary
for failure to timely report -work of the old-age insurance beneficiary
subject to the 7-day work test. Any such additional deductions
previously imposed but not yet collected will not be collected after
September. 13, 1QAr%.
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ELIX MIN ON OF AGE 50 REQUIREXENT
The 1960 amendments eliminate age 50 from the DIB requirements
effective with respect to monthly benefits for months beginning
with November 1960 based on application for DIB filed in or after
September 1960. The elimination of the age 50 requirement means
that persons eligible for a freeze are .als~o eligible for DIB except
in a few situations such as the following:

1.

Persons with statutory blindness who are able to engage in SGA;

2. Persons who qualified for freeze only with the help of RR or
military service credits which are not creditable as wages for benefit
purposes;

3.

Certain persons who are past retirement age at time of filing and
can establish a freeze which increases the amount of the OAIB, although
they are ineligible for DIB (e.g., a woman aged 63 already entitled to
OAIB or widow's benefits when she files her disability claim, or a
VIE aged 66 or over when he files his disability claim, etc.)
B.

WAITING PERI OD REQUIREMENT
1.

When No Waiting Period is Required

Where a DIB claimant has previously had a freeze or DIB which ended
within 5 years before the month his current disability began, he
need not serve a waiting period, but will be eligible for benefits
beginning with the first month throughout wh~ich he is under a
disability and has DIB insured status. However, entitlement to the
DIB without a waiting period cannot be established for any month
before Septemdber 1960.
2.

When Waiting Period Begins

With elimination of age 50 as a DIB requirement, the amendments also
eliminate the restriction that the waiting period cannot begin more
than 6 months before the month in which the W/E attained age 50.
This means that the vaiting period vill begin with the first day of
the 18th month before the month of filing, except where the disa
bility requirements or the ])IB insured status requirements were not
met until after that day. This change affects only those cases
vhere the V/iE's application was filed in or after Sentember 1960.
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C. ALTERNATE INSURED STATUS REQUIREMENT
1. Where a claimant does not meet the 20/40 requirement for freeze
or DIB in or before the 9/60 quarter, he nevertheless will have an
insured status for freeze or DIB purposes as of the first quarter
in which he has:
a. At least 20 quarters of coverage ending with that quarter, and
b. Quarters of coverage for at least 6 quarters beginning-with
the first quarter after 1950 and continuing for each quarter up
to, but not including that quarter,
provided that the application is filed after August 31,1960 and
before July 1, 1961 (an application filed after June 30, 1961
may be retroactive for no more than 18 months).

2. The alternate insured status requirement will help only a W/E
whose disability began before 1956, and who had at least one quarter
of coverage before 1946. (otherwise persons meeting this requirement
could also meet the 20/40 requirement.) A period of disability for
such a person can start no earlier than 7/1/52 (since there must be
at least 6 quarters of coverage after 1950 and before the quarter
in which the freeze begins) and cannot start later than 12/31/55.
Benefits are payable under this amendment no earlier than
October 1960.
D.

APPLICATIONS FILED BEFORE DISABILITY BEGAN
An effective application for DIB or freeze may be filed before
disability began, provided that:

1. In the case of an application for DIB, all requirements for DIB
are met within 9 months after the month of filing (within 6 months,
where no waiting period is necessary for DIB). Entitlement to a
DIB cannot be established on the basis of this change for any month
before September 1960.
2. in the case of a freeze application, all freeze requirements are
met within 3 months after the day application is filed. However, an
application is effective if all freeze requirements are met within
6 months after the month of filing where the DIB can be awarded without
a waiting period for at least one month within such six months.
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E. RETROACTIVITY OF APPLICATION FOR DIB OR FREEZE
The amendments provide expressly (rather than as previcusly by implication)
that there can be no entitlement to-DIB for retroactive months unless
the disability continued throughout the retroactive months and up to
the date of actual filing. The 12-month period of retroactivity for
DIB is unchanged.
Freeze applications still have the same retroactivity as before.
F. TERMINATION OF FREEZE AND DIE
Under the amendments, when attainment of age 65, or cessation of
disability requires terminating of the DIE and the freeze, they will
end on the same date rather than a month apart.
Where attainment of age 65 is the terminating event, both freeze and
DIB will end with the month before the month of attainment. However,
where cessation of disability is the terminating event, DIB entitle
ment and the freeze will both continue through the month disability
ceases and the 2 subsequent months, ending with the last day of the
second month--unless, of course, termination occurs earlier because
of death or attainment of age 65. In effect, therefore, the
beneficiary whose disability ceases will usually receive DIE for
3 months longer than under previous law. Similarly, childhood
disability benefits will continue through the month in which dis
ability ceases and will end with the second month thereafter, unless
some other terminating event occurs in or before the second month.
The DIE ends with the month before the month of death; but freeze
continues to the end of the month of death. (As before, freeze will
continue for a person with statutory blindness even though a DIB
is terminated when he regains ability to work.)
These changes will apply only if the first terminating event (cessation
of disability or attainment of age 65 ) occurs after September
1960. Where a terminating event occurs before October 1960,
freeze and DIB will terminate in accordance with the law in
effect before the 1960 amendments.
G. COMPUTATION OF THE DIE
1. Where the W/E becomes entitled to DIE (i.e., he has filed application
and met all other requirements) in 1960, the DIB will be computed as if
he had attained retirement age and filed for OAIB in the first month of
the waiting period. Where the W/E is entitled to DIB without a waiting
period (see B 1. above) the DIE will be computed as though he had
attained retirement age and filed for OAIB in the first month for which
he is entitled to DIE.
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2. Where the W/E becomes entitled to DIB after 1960 the DIB will be
computed as though:
a. The WIE had attained retirement age in the first month of the
waiting period (or, if there is no waiting period, in the first
month for which he is entitled to DIB); and
b. He had filed OAIB application when his DIB application was
filed.
However, this rule will not be applied to increase the divisor
for a woman who had actually attained retirement age and was fully
insured before the beginning of the waiting period. For such cases,
the elapsed years will not include the first year in which she was
aged 62 and fully insured or any year thereafter. See summary
of section 100, Computations and Recomputations, for explanation
of "elapsed years" and "benefit computation years" in DIB cases.
H. EXCEPTION FROM 6-MONTH MINIMUM FREEZE REQUIREM4ENT
A freeze may be established for a period of less than 6 months, if
during that period the W/E was entitled to a DIB for at least one
month. This is possible only in cases where the WIE has qualified
for a DIB without a waiting period (See B 1. above) that is, the
W/E had a previous freeze period of at least 6 months' duration
which terminated because disability ceased.
I.

TRIAL WORK PERIOD

The amendment deletes the provision in the law relating to services
performed under a State-approved rehabilitation program and substitutes
a new section which provides for a trial work period. In determining
whether a disability in a trial work period has ceased, we must dis
regard any remunerative work done during that period.
1. The trial work period applies only to persons who are entitled to
either DIB or CDB; it does not apply to a person who is entitled only
to a freeze. However, where a person has both a DIB and freeze, the
trial work period applies to both (except for persons with statutory
blindness; such a person's freeze will continue regardless of ability
to engage in SGA).
2. The trial work period begins with whichever is the latest of the
following months:
a. The month in which the beneficiary became entitled, by having
filed application and having met all other requirements; or
b.

October 1960; or

c.

In CDB cases the month in which the child attained age 18.

-
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3. The trial work period ends with the month in which medical recovery
occurs or, if earlier,, with the ninth month (beginning on or after the
first day of the trial work period) in which the beneficiary does
any work which is remunerative (including work which is of a type that
would normally be remunerative). The nine months of work need not be
consecutive. A month in which remunerative work is done will count as
one of the nine months; the work need not be substantial.
4. only one trial work period may be given in a single period of
disability; and no trial work period may be given while a person is
entitled-to a DIB for which he qualified without a waiting period
(see B 1. above).
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Secretary Flemming's testimony before Senate Committee on Finance
June 29. 1960

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR S. FLEMMING, SECRETARY OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES E.
HAWKINS, W. L. MITCHELL, ROBERT J. MYERS, ROBERT M. BALL,
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION; AND ROBERT A. FORSYTHE,
ASSISTANT SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF HE1AL TH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE
Secretary FLEMMING. Mr. Chairman and members of the commit
tee, I appreciate very much having the opportunity of appearing
before the committee in order to discuss H.R. 12580 and some of the
issues that underlie it. *The bill as you know was developed after
long and careful consideration in the Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representatives.
It makes a substantial number of significant changes in the pro
granins of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance, maternal and
child welfare, public assistance, and unemployment compensation. It
also would establish a new program for low income aged persons
who need help in meeting their medical bills.
The changes that the ~bill would make in the OASDI provisions
would accomplish some important basic program improvements. In
addition, the bill would remedy some minor inequities that exist under
the present provisions, and would make many technical improve
ments and administrative simplifications.
The program of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance pro
vides basic protection to the American people against the risk of
earning loss resulting from retirement, death, or permanent and total
disability. Over 14 million individuals now receive benefits under
this program. Nearly 900,000 additional persons would almost im
mediately become eligible for benefits under the provisions of this bill.
In addition, some 400,000 children would receive increased bene
fits immediately and approximately 300,000 persons would be brought
under the coverage of the system so that their earnings would count
toward eligibility for benefits on retirement, death, or disability.
Among the most significant of the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance provisions are those concerned with disability. The mini
mum. age of 50 for receipt of disability insurance benefits would be
eliminated. This would result in immediate benefits for 125,000 dis
abled workers and approximately a like number of their dependents.
I am very glad that experience under the disability insurance pro
gram indicates that this significant change can now be made without
increasing the tax rates necessary to finance the disability benefit
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program. Another change in the disability provisions would elim
inate a second 6-month. waiting period for disability benefits for per
sons who had had a prior period of disability within 5 years.
Under present law disabled persons who return to work pursuant.
to a State-approved vocational rehabilitation plan may continue to
draw benefits for as many as 12 months even though~they are engaged
in work activity which is such that, without this provision, they
would have their benefits terminated.
The bill would broaden this provision so that disability beneficiaries
who work under other rehabilitation plans or are rehabilitating them
selves would also be allowed a similar trial work period during which
their benefits would be continued.
One of the important changes in the old-age, survivors, and dis
ability insurance system would revise the present insured status
provision to make the requirements that apply to people attaining
retirement age in the next few years more nearly comparable to those
that will prevail over the long run.
At present, an individual, to be eligible for benefits on retirement,
has to have had coverage in a. number of calendar quarters equal to
one-half of the quarters elapsing after 1950 and before he attained
retirement age.
For persons brought into coverage in 1954 and 1956 and reaching
retirement age at.the present time, almost all of the quarters that have
elapsed since their jobs were covered have to be quarters of coverage.
Under the bill, a person would be fully insured if he had one quarter
of coverage for every four quarters elapsing after 1950 (instead of one
quarter of coverage for every two elapsed quarters as required by
present law).
This change is consistent with the longrun requirement thiat an
individual is permanently insured if he has 40 quarters of coverageabout one-fourth of a working lifetime in covered work. The change
would make approximately 6Q0,000 persons immediately eligible for
benefits.
The bill provides a number of extensions of-c4verage recommended
by. the administration, including coverage for self-employed phy
sicians, parents employed in a business by their sons or daughters,
additional employees of nonprofit organizations, workers in Guam
and American Samoa, and a few other small groups.
In addition, various provisions affecting nonprofit employees and
State and local employees are liberalized and improved. Amon~g
other changes. the time within which ministers can elect coverage is
extended, and further opportunity for retroactive coverage under state
and local agreements is provided.
Under present law, the amount payable to a child of a'deceased
worker is equal to one-half of the benefit a-mount the worker would
have been paid if he had lived, plus an additional amount derived by
dividing one-fourth of the worker's benefit amount by the number
of children getting benefits.
The bill would increase the benefits payable to children of a de
ceased worker so that each child would get an amount equal to threefourths of the worker's benefit amount, subject of course to the family
maximum provision.
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The bill would also provide benefits for survivors of workers who
died fully insured before 1940. About 25,000 people--chiefly widows
over age
.2-would
qualify as a result of this change.
The provisions relating to the investment of trust funds would be
change so as to make interest earnings on the Government obligations
held'by those funds more nearly equivalent to. the rate of return be
ing received by people who buy Government obligations in
the open market. The changes would make for more equitable treat
ment of the trust funds and are generally in line with the recom
mendations that were made by the Advisory Council on Social Security
Financing.
The long-run benefit cost of the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system as modified by the bill is very closely in balance with
contribution income, according to our intermediate cost estimate. This
of course is true under present law and it would continue to be so after
enactment of the bill.
Our latest long-range cost estimates show, on a level-premium inter
mediate-cost basis, a surplus of 0.15 percent of payroll for the dis
ability part of the program.
H.R. 12580 would increase the level-premium cost of the disability
provisions by 0.21 percent of payroll. The resulting net insufficiency
of .06perentof ayrllwould be small enough so that the disability
partof
te prgramwoud still be in actuarial balance.
The ld-ge
ad srviors insurance part of the program now shows
an cturia inuficincyof
.20pecen ofpayollonthe intermedi
ate-cost basis. -Theetmtdlvlpmimcsofhe
provisions in
creasiing children's benefit an h rvso ieaiing the insured
statuis requirements total 0.06 percent.
The provisions for extending the coverage of the programn and the
provisions relating to the investments of the trust funds would pro
vide increased income equivalent to 0.03 percent of payroll.
Therefore, the present actuarial insufficiency of 0.20 percent of pay
roll would be increased to 0.23 percent. An insufficiency of this size
is small enough so that the old-age and survivors insurance part. of
the program would continue to be on an actuarially sound basis.
Income and expenditures of the old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund are estimated under the bill to be in close balance during
calendar year 1961, and it is expected that expenditures will be some
whalagertha inomeduring 1962.
Beginin in 963 inome is expected to exceed disbursements, and
the ongrang upardtrend in the size of the trust fund will be
resumed.
An important result of the changes in the OASDI program made by
the bill is an estimated savings in public assistance costs of about $85
million in calendar year 1961 and larger annual savings in future
years.
The old-age, survivors, and disability insurance provisions would
contribute substantially to the protection afforded under the program
and would be a desirable step at this time.
XATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND WELFARE PROVISIONS

The bill would increase the amounts authorized to be appropriated
for maternal and child health and for crippled children's services to
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$25 million each. They are presently $21,500,000 and $20 million,
respectively. Provision is made for direct grants for special projects
to public and nonprofit institutions.
The appropriation ceiling for child welfare services would also
be increased from $17 million to $20 million. The bill also contains
an authorization for grants to public and nonprofit institutions of
higher learning, agencies and organizations for research, and demon
stration projects related to child welfare consistent with a recom
mendation of the Advjisory Council on Child Welfare Services author
ized by the Senate as a part of the 1958 amendments.
MEDICAL CARE PROVISIONS

The bill contains a number of provisions concerned primarily with
medical care for older persons. It instructs the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to develop guides or recommended stand
ards as to level, content, and quality of medical care for the use of
the States in evaluating and improving their public assistance medi
cal care programs and the new program authorized in the ~bill.
The Secretary is also required to secure periodic reports froom the
States on items included in, and quantity of, medical care for which
expenditures are made under these programs.
This is in accord with a recommendation made by the Advisory
Council on Public Assistance which was established pursuant to an
amendment made by this committee in the Social Security Amend
ments of 1958. The House Ways and Means Committee, in its report
on this bill, has asked the Department to undertake a study of other
medical resources available to public assistance recipients.
The bill also provides for somewhat increased Federal participa
tion under the old-age assistance program in increased expenditures
to suppliers of medical care under State plans which make significant
improvements in assistance for medical care.
The Ways and Means Committee, in its report on the bill, stated:
In order to further encourage the States, particularly those which have made
but limited efforts in the medical area, to increase their effort, the bill includes
a provision giving each State an additional amount of Federal funds for oldage assistance where its expenditures are increased through vendor payments
for medical care.

The stated objective is a desirable one, and while there is some
question whether the provision in the bill would produce the intended
result, it is probably worth trying.
Title VI of H.R. 12580 would establish a new Federal-State grantin-aid program intended to assist in meeting the acute problems of
medical care encountered by aged persons. The program would
permit States to pay for the medical expenses of low-income aged
persons who are not so needy as to require old-age assistance but whose
income and resources, after taking into account amounts needed for
current living expenses, are insufficient to meet their medical bills.
States would have broad latitude,in determining who needed such
assistance and in determining what medical expenditures would be
made under the plan. Such a. program looks in the direction of at
tempting to meet a part of the problem of medical care for older
persons by dealing with crises after they arise. It ruts the State
government, with the assistance of Federal funds, in a position to.
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deal with these crises. It does not, of course, put the individual in
a position where he can obtain protection in advance against the
hazards of long-term illnesses.
In view of the fact that the title would put States that take ad
vantage of it in -a better position to deal with illnesses incurred by
low-income aged persons, we favor its inclusion in the bill.
HEALTH INSURANCE FOR THE AGED

In addition to the issues I have just discussed, the Congress has
before it the question of what the Federal Government should do
in order to help the aged make provision in advance for meeting the
costs of illness.
The members-of this committee are aware that tremendous efforts
have been made by various groups and individuals to bring to public
attention the problems faced by many of our aged in meeting the
costs of health services and medical care.
A considerable segment of this effort has been directed to the Mem
bers of the, Congress-wvith assertion of the virtues of one method of
meeting the problem over another.
The executive branch of the Government fully recognizes and ac
cepts the fact that the Federal Government should take additional
action in this field. A careful consideration of facts such as the fol
lowing can lead to no other conclusion:
1. There are 16 million persons aged 65 and over. Four milliox
pay income taxes. Of the 12 million who do not pay income taxe's,
2.4 million are recipients of public assistance.
2. A 1958 study identified 60 percent, or 9.6 million, of the aged as
having incomes of $1,000 or less, and 80 percent, or 12.8 million, as
havin incomes of $2,000 or less.
These figures should be discounted, because they include situations
where a wife has an income of less than $1,000 and the husband has a
substantial income, and because they include situations where other
members of the family have substantial resources. Nevertheless, we
are dealing with a group in our population which contains an un
usually large percentage of persons with very limited resources.
3. A 1957-58 study shows that the average annual expenditures of
this group for health and medical expenses was $177, not including
nursing home care, as compared with $84 for the rest of the popula-'
tion. But it is important to note that 15 percent of the persons 65 and
over, ~or 2.25 million, had total medical expenditures, on the average,
of $700 per year, not including nursing home care.
The expenditures for this group represented 60 percent of the total1
medical care expenditures of the aged. Since 1957, costs for medical
care have increased at least 20 percent. Also, it should be noted that
the high average expenditures for the aged is attributable to the fact
that $6,000, for example, is a conservative estimate of total medical
expenditures incurred by persons who are continuously ill for an
entire year.
4. According to the Health Insurance Association of America, ap
proximately 49 percent of the persons in this age group have some
kind of health and medical insurance.
But, only a comparatively small percent-age of this group have
policies that protect them against long-term illnesses. This is true
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of those who are covered by group policies, as well as those who are
covered by individual policies. There is a trend in the direction of
extending beyond the retirement age provisions 'ingroup policies that
cover major medical expenses. There is also a trend in the direction
of making individual policies that cover major medical expenses
available to persons 65 and over. These policies call for payment of
premiums ranging from $60 to $130 a year per individual. They
include deductible provisions ranging from $250 to $500. They ordi
narily establish annual or lifeti-me dollar ceilings on benefits. Most
contain coinsurance provisions of 20 percent to 25 percent.
It follows, therefore, that a large percentage of persons aged 65 and
over do not have protection against long-term -.ilnesses, and either
cannot. obtain protection at rates they can afford to pay, or cannot
obtain adequate protection.
PENDING LEGISLATIVIE PROPOSALS

'There are several bills before this committee (S. 881, S. 1151, S.
2915, and S. 3503) which would amend the Social Security Act to im
pose an additional payroll tax to finance hospitalization and other
medical care benefits for persons eligible for old-age and survivors
insurance benefits.
In addition, the administration has outlined a proposal for a pro
gram of Federal-State matching grants to provide approximately 12
million persons 65 and over who have limited resources with the
opportunity of taking steps which, if taken, will enable them to cope
with the heavy economic burden of long-term or other expensive ill
nesses.
.As this committee undoubtedly knows, the executive branch has
given careful consideration to proposals that have been made to deal
with the health and medical expenses of the aged through the social
security system. Our reasons for rejecting this approach include the
following:
1. It is not pinpointed to the need. There are 4 million of the 16
million in our aged population who are not covered by social security.
Approximately one-half of these persons have incomes of $1,000 or
less.
At the same time there are many persons who are covered by
social security who have no interest in and no need for the type of
protection that would be afforded.
2. We feel it would constitute a serious threat to tbe orderly develop
ment of present retirement, survivorship, and disability benefit fea
tures of the social security system.
The payroll tax which finances the OASDI program is already
scheduled to rise in 1969 to 4.5 percent each on employees and em
ployers (63,4 percent -on self-employed) -a total of 9 percent of pay
rolls.
Further liberalization in retirement, survivorship, and disability
benefits will call for additional revenues. These revenues can only
come from increases in the payroll tax or increases in the earnings
base, or both.
If health insurance is added to the social security system it will be
even more difficult to predict where we will end up as far as the pay
roll tax is concerned.
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Pending proposals. would call for an addition of 1 percent to the
tax. It.is generally recognized that these proposals are inadequate
when looked at from the point of view of taking care of the costs of
long-term illnesses. Unquestionably, therefore, if health insurance
becomes a part of the social security system, there will be insistent
demands for improving the schedule of benefits.
In addition, there will be insistent pressures for reducing or elimi
nating the age requirement. A combination of increased benefits with
the lowering or elimination of the a ~reuiement could easily lead
to an addition of 4 to 5 percent to te presently scheduled 9 percent
rate.
This increase plus the increase that will be required under the re
tirement, survivorship, and disability features of the program, could
very well bring the payroll tax up to somewhere between 15 and 20
percent. We believe it is unsound to assume that revenue possibili
ties from a pay roll tax are limitless.
We decided therefore that it was far better to reserve the payroll
tax for the retirement, su~r'ivorship, and disability features of the
social security system.
Whatever the Government needs to do in the area of health cae for
the aged should be done by the appropriation of general revenues.
This will safeguard the orderly development of the retirement, sur
vivorship, and disability features of the social security system.
Moreover, taking into consideration that in the medical benefits
area we are dealing with benefits that are not related to wages, the
appropriation of general revenues will provide for a more equitable
distribution ofth fiscal load. A system of raising the Federal share
of revenues that relies primarily on the use of the progressive income
tax is fairer for health benefits than one that places one-half the bur
den on earnings of $4,800 or less.
In other words, the use, of the social security syste for health in
surance purposes would give rise to some very serious problems.
Once the stepl is taken it is irreversible and we would have to con
tinue to live with these problems.
As I have indicated, the administration has developed a proposal
that would help approximately 12 million persons who are over 65
years of age and have limited resources to cope with the financial
burdens of long-term or other expensive illness.
We have developed this proposal in the belief that any program
undertaken by the Federal Government in this area should meet the
following tests:
1. It should provide the individual with the opportunity of de
ciding for himself whether or not he desires to be a participant in the
program.
2. It should make available a system of comprehensive health and
medical benefits which provide adequate protection against the costs
of long-term and other expensive illnesses.
3. It should make available all the benefits of the program to public
assistance recipients at public expense.
4. It should provide for some financial contribution on the part of
those participants who are not on public assistance.
5. It should provide private insurers with the op~portunity of ex
panding their programs of extend-Ing health protection to the over-65
age group.
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6. It should provide for a Federal-State partnership in dealing
with the problem.
We have developed a program that is consistent with these guide
lines. We believe that if it is put into operation it-will provid the
aged with the type of assistance they most need. We want to make
it clear, however, that we will be glad to discuss any suggestions for
improvements that are consistent with the basic guidelines that I have
just outlined.
Specifically, we have recommended that the Federal Government
assist the States in establishing a, program of medical benefits for
the aged in accordance with the followingD specifications:
1. Eligibility. for participation in program: The program would
bopn; to. all persons aged 65 and over who did not pay an income
tax inte preceding year and to taxpayers 65 and over whose adjusted
gross incomre, plus social security benefits, railroad retirement bene
fits, and veterans pensions, in the preceding year did not exceed $2,500
($3,800 for a,couple).
2. Eligibility For benefits: Persons eligible for participation in the
program would be entitled to the benefits of the program if they had
paid an enrollment fee each year of $24 and after they -had incurred
health and medical expenses of $250 ($40 for a couple).
Public assistance recipients would be entitled to the benefits of the
program without paying the enrollment fee and with the States paying
the initial $250 of expenses under the regular public assistance pro
gram.
3. Benefits: The program would- pay 80 percent (100. percent for
public assistance recipients) of the costs of the follow'ing compre
hensive health and medical services for all participants who had es
tablished their eligibility and if such services had been determined
to be medically necessary.
(a) Inpatient hospital services for not to exceed 180 days in any
enrollment year
(b) Skilled nursing-home services, all of these others are un
limited, I might say.
(c) Physicians' services;
(d) Outpatient hospital services;
(e) Organized home health care services;'
(f) Private duty nursing services;
(g) Physical restorative services;
(h4 Dental treatment;
(i)

Laboratory and X-ray services not in excess of $200 in any en

rolment,year; and
(j) Prescribed drugs not in excess of $350 in any enrollment year.
4. Optional benefits: Each State would provide that an aged per
son eligible for participation in the program could elect to purchase
from a private group a major medical expense insurance policy with
the understanding that 50 percent of the cost would be paid for him
from Federal-State matching funds up to a maximum of $60.
The States would be mesponsible for establishing the minimum speci
fications for such policies in accordance with broad standards estab
lished by the Federal Government.
5. Continuation of eligibility: Once a person had qualified for par
ticipation in the program, he could maintain his eligibility by the pay
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ment of the annual fee. If his income rose above the figure specified
for eligibility, his fee would be raised on a graduated basis for each
$500 of increase in income until the fee cove-red -the full per capita
cost of the benefits made available to him.
6. Administration: The program would be administered by the
States, under State plans approved by the Secretary of Health, Ed
ucation, and Welfare. The State would be authorized to use appro
priate private, organizations as agents.
7. Financing: The governmental cost of the program would be
financed by the Federal Government and the States on a matching
basis. Federal match-ing would be 50percent on the aIverage with aIn
equalization formula ranging from 331/3 to 662/3 percent for the Fed
eral share.
8. Cost: Assuming that all States participate atnd that 80 percent
of those who are eligible enroll for the program, it is estimated that
the annual Federal-State cost of this plan would be $1.2 billion with
the Federal share estimated at $600'million. There would be some
reduction to the extent that persons eligible for participation in the
Plan elected to purchase insurance policies providing for the optional
benefits. It is impossible to estimate the number of persons who would
elect the optional benefits.
On the other hand, however, it should be noted that increases in
costs and increased utilization of facilities over and above that in
cluded in the cost estimates could lead to an increase in these estimates.
Also, there would be some increase in Federal payments for public
assistance. This increase might reach $100 million per year.
The makeready cost during fiscal year 1960-61-including grants
to States to help them develop their programs-would be about $5
million. The fiscal year 1961-62 cost would depend on many factors.
We estimate that this would run in the neighborhood of $400 millionof which $200 million would be the Federal share.
We believe that the plan which I have just described would achieve
the following results:
1. It would permit the individual to decide for himself whether
or not he will participate in the program.
2. It would preserve the opportunity for private insurers to con
tinue to demonstrate their ability to develop major medical expense
programs for the aged.
3. It would divide the cost equitably among the entire propulation
by providing for financing. the Federal share out of general revenues,
contrasted with a payroll tax that places half the burden on earnings
of less than $4,800.
4. It would provide a wide range of benefits without placing a pre
mium on institutional care as opposed to alternative lower-cost serv
ices. Thus, it would facilitate, the most effective and economical use
of available medical facilities and services.
5. It would provide a built-in incentive for judicious use of healt~h
facilities and services by requiring the individual (other than public
assistance recipients) to share in the cost above the deductible of $250.
Most important, however, the program is designed to pin-point the
area of greatest need, namely, the large number of Persons over 65
who do not have the resources or the opportunity to obtain adequate
protection against the staggering financial burdens of long-term ill
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ness. This is the most serious problem in financing health care for the
aged.
The administration's proposal would guarantee comprehensive
health and medical services to all aged public assistance recipients in
States that avail themselves of the program.
Benefits would be available to all persons in the lower income
brackets, regardless of whether they happen to be covered by social
security. Individual eligibility to participate in the program would
be determined by a simple income test, without subjecting the indi
vidual to a detailed and involved means test.
In summary, we believe that our program for helping the aged
obtain protection against the costs of long-term or other expensive
illness will concentrate governmental assistance in such a manner as to
provide the most effective and most responsible use of Federal and
State funds. We believe this program represents a practical solution
to a pressing human problem.
(The following tables were submitted by Secretary Flemming for
the record.)
ESTIMATED FEDERAL AND STATE-LocAL EXPENDITURES AS A RESULT OF MEDICARE
PROGRAM FOR THE AGED, BY STATE, IF ALL STATES PARTICIPATE, AS OF JANUARY

1960
I.-Population.aged,65 and over: Estimated total and number eligible and
participatingunder medicare program for the aged, as of Jan. 1, 1960

TABLE

[In thousands]
Under medicare program

State

Total aged
65 and
over I

Participants
Now
receiving
old-age
assistance'3

Elgib
Total

U.S. total---------------------------

15,720

12,500

Alabama---------------------------------250
223
6
4
Alaska------------------------------------Arizona -- - --- ---- - - - - -06
190
158
Arkansas---------------------------------Califomla -------------------------------1,220
1,001
Colorado---------------------------------140
125
185
Connecticut ------------------------------230
Delaware----------------------------------------3426
60
38
District of Columbla-----------------------Florida-----------------------------------490
385
233
Geor-----------------------------------270
awaL----------------------------------30
21
Idaho------------------------------------58
46
Illinois-----------------------------------937
705
435
341
Indiana----------------------------------Iowa----------------- -------------------325
236
172
Kansas-----------------------------------235
228
Kentucky--------------------------------278
Louisiana--------------------------------213
204
105
87
Maine -----------------------------------205
145
Maryland--------------------------------520
450
Massachusetts----------------------------617
504
Michigan---------------------------------Minnesota ----------------38
290648
Mississippi -------------------------------175
166
Missouri---------------------------------472
393
Montana---------------------------------65
49
Nebraska---------------------------------155
114
17
12
Nevada ----------------------------------New Hampshire---------------------------68
52
416
New Jersey-------------------------------522
See footnotes at end of table.

9,970

Others 4

2,400

7,570

99
1

9
2
3
76
557
58
128
19
26
236
101
15
29
472
234
151
107
128
,59
56
101
277
331
158
64
206
32
74
7
35
289

192
3
814
132
815
105
143
20
29
306
199
16
36
548
263
186
136
185
184
68
ill
358
394

56
258
47
15
1
3
70
98
1
7
76
29
35
29
57
125
12
10
81
63

145
324
39
89
10
40
317

81
118
7
15
3
5
19
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1.-Population aged. 65 and over: Estimated. total and number eligible and
participatingunder medicare program for the aged, as of Jan. 1, 1960-Con.

TABLE

[In thousands]
Under medicare program
State

Total aged
65 and____
over I

Participants
Eligible 2

Now
receiving
old-age
assistance 3

Total

New Mexico------------------------------------4835
New York -------------------------------1,585
1,227
North Carolina ---------------------------292
23418
North Dakota----------------------------------- 042
Ohio-------------------------------------860
671
Oklahoma--------------------------------232
201
Oregon-----------------------------------185
145
Pennsylvania ----------------------------1,082
829
Rhode Island------------------------------------ 873
South Carolina---------------------------150
115
South Dakota-----------------------------70
52
Tennessee --------------------------------285
223
Texas------------------------------------680
565
Utah-------------------------------------57
45
Vermont -- ---------------43
Virginia----------------------------------267
187
Washington ------------------------------267
225
West Virginia ----------------------------172
135
Wisconsin--------------------------------398
311
Wyoming --------------------------------27
18
Puerto Rico------------------------------125
95
Virgin Islands------------------------------2
1

29
941

Others'4

11
84
4919

3372
525
173
113
634
57
95
41
181
479
36
76
144
181
106
242
14
81
1

18
857

89
91
17
50
7
33
9
56
223
8
15
50
20
36
3
40
1

436
82
96
584
50
62
32
125
256
28
21
129
131
86
206
11
41
(3)

I The State distribution of the aged population as of Jan. 1, 1960, was estimated by the Division of Program
Research, based on Census Bureau estimates of the distribution by State on July 1, 1958, adjusted by the
differential changes in the Census Bureau estimates of the aged population between July 1, 1957, and July 1,
1958. (Census Bureau reports, series P-25, Nos. 194 and 214).
2It is assumed that the 12.5 million aged estimated to be eligible would be distributed by State in the same
manner as the unduplicated number receiving OASI or old-age-assistance in mid-1959.
3 For December 1959.
4It is assumed that 75 percent of the non-old-age-assistance eligibles will participate.
' Less than 500.

TABLE 2.-Medicare program: Total estimated annual eoxpendituresI by State,

if all States pasrticipate, as of Jan. 1, 1960
[In millions]
Governmental expenditures
Total amounts for-

State

_

T]otal

_

_

Present
OAA
rcipients

_

_

_

Source of funds
_

_

_-_

_

Others

Federal'2

Statelocal 2

U.S. total------------------------- $1,229.7

$436.5

$79. 2

$602.5

$627.2

Alabama -------------------------------23.5
Alaska ----------------------------------.5
Arizona----------------------------------65.8
Arkansas-------------------------------14.4
California ------------------------------125.2
Colorado--------------------------------13.5
Connecticut ----------------------------- 21.6
Delaware -------------------------------2.4
District of Columbia ---------------------3.7
Florida---------------------------------35.8
Georgia---------------------------------24.5
Hawaii ---------------------------------1.7
Idaho------------------------------4.3
Illinois----------------------------65.o
Indiana --------------------------------28.4
See footnotes, at end of table.

14.9
.2
2.3
7.9
53.9
7.7
4.4
.2
.6
11.7
15.0
.2
1.2
12.6
4.8

8.6
.3
3.5
6.5
71.3
5.8
17.2
2.2
3.1
24.1
9.5
1.5
3.1
62.4
28.6

15.6
.3
3.3
9.6
46.9
7.0
7.2
.8
1.4
19.7
15.7
.9
2.5
26.7
14.1

7.9
.2
2.5
4.8
78.3
6.5
14.4
1.6
2.3
16.1
8.8
.8
1.8
39.3
14.3

Enrollment fees
paid by

participants

$181.7
2.2
(3)

.8
1.8
13.4
1.4
3.1
.5
.6
5.7
2.4
.4
.7
11.3
5.6

SOCLAl
TABLE
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2.-Medicare program: Total estimated annual exipenditures' byn.Stage,
if all States participate,as of Jan>. 1, 1960-Conitinxued
[Tn mi~llonsi
Governmental expenditures

Total amounts for-

State

_

Total

Iowa -----------------------------------17.9
Kansas----------------------------------13.1
Kentucky------------------------------21.9
Louisiana-------------------------------23.0
Maine----------------------------------7.3
Maryland------------------------------12.2
Massachusetts --------------------------- 62.7
Michigan-------------------------------52.9
Minnesota------------------------------31.8
Mississippi------------------------------16.1
Missouri -------------------------------36.7
Montana -------------------------------4.2
Nebraska -------------------------------8. 5
Nevada---------------------------------1.3
New Hampshire-------------------------5.2
New Jersey-----------------------------35.2
New Mexico ----------------------------3. 6
New York -----------------------------125.3
North Carolina -------------------------- 18.0
North Dakota---------------------------3.7
Ohio -----------------------------------63.3
Oklahoma------------------------------20.1
Oregon---------------------------------14.6
Pennsylvania ---------------------------- 60.0
Rhode Island ---------------------------7.9
South Carolina--------------------------8. 4
South Dakota---------------------------3.8
Tennessee ----------------19.5
Texas ----------------------------------64.5
Utah-----------------------------------4.1
Vermont--------------------------------3.2
Virginia---------------------------------13.1
Washington-----------------------------27.2
West Virginia --------------------------- 10.2
Wisconsin------------------------------31.2
Wyoming-------------------------------L6
Puerto Rico-----------------------------6. 0
Virgin Islands----------------------------1

_

_

__

_

_

Present
OAA
Others
recipients
4.9
4.0
9.2
17.9
1.9
1.7
27.5
12.5
15.2
10. 9
17.7
1.1
2.1
.5
1.6
4.2
1. 8
30.2
6.6
1L6
15.8
13.0
3.3
7.4
L.5
3.9
1L2
8.3
37.9
1.3
1.0
2. I
10.4
2.8
11L6
.5
37
.1

13.0
9.1
12.7
5.1
5.4
10.5
35.2
40.4
16.6
5.2
19. 0
3.1
6.4
.8
36
31.0
1.8
95.1
1L4
2.1
47.5
7.1
11.3
52.6
6.4
4.5
2.6
11.2
26.6
2.8
2.2
iLO.
16.8
7.4
19.6
1
2.3
()1

Source of funds
_

_

_

Federal'3

10.2
7.3
14.5
14.4
4.2
5.7
27.1
23.8
17.3
10.8
19.0
2.2
4.9
.5
2.8
13.5
2.2
46.8
110
2.3
28.1
12.0
7.5
29.1
3.8
5.6
2.5
12.9
362
2.4
1.9
7.6
12.8
6.5
16.4
.9
4.0

__

__

Statelocal I

7.7
5.8
7.4
8.6
3.1
6.5
35.6
29.1
14.5
5.3
17.7
2.0
3.6
.8
2.4
21L7
1L4
78.5
6.0
L4
35.2
8.1
7.1
30.9
4.1
2.8
1.3
6.6
28.3
1.7
1.3
5.5
14.4
3.7
14.8
.7
2.0
()

Enronl-

ment fees
paid by

participants

'

3.6
2.6
3.I
1.4
1.3
2.4
6.6
7.9
3.8
1.5
4.9
.8
1.8
.2
.8
7.2
.4
20. 6
33
.6
10.5
2.0
2.3
14.0
1.2
LB5
.8
3.0
6.1
.7
.5
3.1
3.1
2.1
4.9
.3
LO0

I ost of benefits-8-V vercent of costs of specified services (100 percent for O AA. recipients) above S25 a
year-and cost of administration. State per capita costs varied from national average on basis of variations
in average State per diem costs of care in non-Federal general and special hospitals, 1959.
' Federal share varies among States from 33% percent to 6634 percent on the basis of variations in State
parcpta income.
'esthan $50,000.
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TABLE

3.-Annual medical care eaxpendituresfor OAA recipientsunder medicare

proposal, if all States participate,and present annual expenditwres under OAA
program, as of Januaryj1, 1960
[In mi~llonsi
Total expenditures under medicare
proposal
__

__
_

__
__

__

__

_

__

__

Present OAA
expendi

__

_

State
Combined
total-Medicare program
and OAA I

U.S. total --------------------------Alabama--------------------------------------Alaska-----------------------------------------

Arizona----------------------------------------

Arkansas--------------------------------------California ------------------------------------Colorado--------------------------------------Connecticut -----------------------------------Delaware--------------------------------------District ofColumubia----------------------------Florida ---------------------------------------Georgia---------------------------------------HawaiiL---------------------------------------Idaho-----------------------------------------Illinois ---------------------------------------Indiana---------------------------------------Iowa -----------------------------------------Kansas----------------------------------------Kentucky-------------------------------------Louisiana-------------------------------------Maine----------------------------------------Maryland-------------------------------------Macsachusetts --------------------------------Michigan-------------------------------------Minnesota------------------------------------Mississippi------------------------------------Missouri--------------------------------------Montana--------------------------------------Nebraska -------------------------------------Nevada---------------------------------------New Hanmpshire--------------------------------New Jersey-----------------------------------New Mexico-----------------------------------New York------------------------------------North Carolina--------------------------------North Dakota ---------------------------------Ohio -----------------------------------------Oklahoma-------------------------------------Oregon----------------------------------------Pennsylvania ---------------------------------Rhode Island----------------------------------South Carolina---------------------------------South Dakota---------------------------------Tennessee-------------------------------------Texas ----------------------------------------Utah------------------------------------------Vermont --------------------------------------Virginia---------------------------------------Washington-----------------------------------West Virginia----------------------------------Wisconsin-------------------------------------Wyoming-------------------------------------Puerto Rico -----------------------------------Virgin Islands-----------------------------------

$856.0
30.8
.5
4.8
16.2
111.0
15.9
7.8
.5
1.3
24.1
30.8
.5
2.6
27.2
9.8
10.1
8.3
18.9
36.8
3.9
3.4
45.3
25.8
23.9
22.3
36.4
2.3
4.4
1.0
2.5
7.6
3.7
46.4
13.6
2.6
32.7
26.7
6.8
15.3
3.0
8.1
2. 5
17.1
78.0
2.7
2.0
4.3
21.5
5.8
17.5
1.1
7.6
.2.11

Medicare
program

$436.5
14.9
.2
2.3

7.9
53.9
7.7
4.4
.2
.6
11.7
15.0
.2
1.2
12.6
4.8
4.9
4.0
9.2
17.9
1.9
1.7
27.5
12.5
15.2
10.9
17.7
1.1
2.1
.5
1.6
4.2
1.8
30.2
6.6
1.6
15.8
13.0
3.3
7.4
1.5
3.9
1.2
8.3
37.9
1.3
1.0
2.1
10.4
2.8
11.6
.5
3.7

OAA
program

tures-vendor

and money
payments for
medical
services

$419.5

$364.5

15.9
.3-----
2.5

5.6

------------

8.3
57.1
8.2
3.4
.3
.7
12.4
15.8
.3
1.4
14.6
5.0
5.2
4.3
9.7
18.9
2.0
1.7
17.8
13.3
8.7
11.4-----
18.79.
1.2
2.3
.5
.9
3.4
1.9
16.2
7.0
1.0
16.9
13.7
3.5
7.9
1.5
4.2
1.3
8.8
40.1
1.4
1.0
2.2
11.1
3.0
5.9
.6
3.9 ------

3.7
28.9
8.6
7.8
(2)

.3
3.4
1.2
.1
.5
27.2
7.9
2.7
6.4
.7
8.6
2.0
1.4
45.2
9.5
23.8
I1
4.3
.3
2. 5
7.6
1.4
46.5
3.0
2.7
J5.3
11.9
5.6
6.6
1.9
.8
()

1.4
8.7
.6
.5
1.7
16.8
1.7
17.5
.5
(2

I Includes medicare program expenditures for costs above $250 and public assistance Program expenditures
for costs up to $25 for an individual in a year.
2 Less than $50,000).
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4.-fChange in annual eapenditusres for medical care for OAA recipients
as a result of medicare proposal compared with&present total assistance ewPenditures under OAA Program, if all States participate in medicare, Gas of
Jan. 1, 1960

TABLE

(In1millions]
Total combined chner-Change in OAA expenditures
suiting from edcrporesulting from medicare pro.
posal (medicare n
A
posal
program)
state

_

_

_

_

Total

U.S. total -------------------------

$491.5

_

_

_

_

Federal

_

_

_

_

Statelocal

$29. 4

$201. 1

Alabama -------------------------------25.2
16. 6
Alaska ----------------------------------.5
.1
Arizona---------------------------------4.8
1.6
Arkansas-------------------------------12.5
8.3
California-------------------------------82.2
20.2
Colorado--------------------------------7.4
4.0
Connecticut----------------------------- ---------1. 5
Delaware--------------------------------.4
.2
Dlistrict of Columbia ---------------------1.0
.2
Florida---------------------------------20.6
11.7
Georgia --------------------------------29.7
19. 1
Hawaii ---------------------------------.3
.1
Idaho-----------------------------------2.1
.7
Illinois---------------------------------- ---------2.6
Indiana---------------------------------1.9
.9
Iowa-------------------7----------------7.4
2.8
Kansas ---------------------------------1.9
2.2
Kentucky ------------------------------18.3
12.0
ILouisiana-------------------------------28.2
11.2
Maine----------------------------------1. 9
1.1
Maryland -----------------------------2.0
1.0
Massachusetts -------------------------- ---------- 11.9
Micblgan-------------------------------16.2
5.6
Minnesota-------------------------------.1
6.9
Mississippi-----------------------------22.3
14.8
Missouri -------------------------------27.3
14.3
Montana -------------------------------2.2
.7
Nebraska-------------------------------- ---------.5
.Nevada ---------------------------------.7
.2
New Hampshire ------------------------- ---------.6
New Jersey ----------------------------- ---------1.6
.New Mexico ----------------------------- 2.3
1.1
New York------------------------------ ---------- 11.3
North Carolina -------------------------- 10. 6
7.0
North Dakota--------------------------- ---------1.0
Ohio -----------------------------------17.4
7.0
Oklahoma------------------------------14.9
7.8
Oregon --------------------------------1.2
1.7
Pennsylvania ---------------------------- 8.7
3.6
Rhode Island----------------------------1.1
.7
South Carolina--------------------------7.2
4.8
South Dakota--------------------------2.4
1.1
Tennessee-----------------------------15.7
10.3
Texas ----------------------------------69.3
40.6
Utah ----------------------------------- 2.1
.8
Vermont--------------------------------1.6
.9
Virginia -------------------------------2.7
1. 6
Washington----------------------------4.8
4.9
West Virginia ---------------------------- 4.1
2.6
Wiscons~in------------------------------------------3.4
W o- i- g--- - - - - - - - - - -.6
.3
Puerto Rico----------------------------7.6
2.5

8. 6
*4
3. 1
4.2
62.0
3.4
-1.4
.2
.8
89
10. 5
.2
1.4
-2.6
.9
4.6
-. 3
6.3
17.0
.8
1.1
-11.9
10. 6
-6.8
7.6
13.0
1. 5
-. 4
.5
-. 6
-1.6
1.2
-11.4
3.6
-1. 1
10.4
7.1
-. 5
5.1
.4
2.5
1.3
5.4
28.7
1.3
.6
1.1
-. 1
1.4
-3.4
.3
5.1

ILess than $5D,O0).

_

_

_

_

Total

Federal

$55.0

$85.5

10.3
6.7
*3
(I)
2.5
.3
4.6
3.0
28.3-------------. 3-------------4.3-----------.2
1
.4
(
8. 9
5.3
14.7
9.5
.1
(')
.9 ------12.6
-2.4
-2.9
-1. 5
2.5 -----2.1-----------9.1
5.9
10.3------------(I)

(1)

.3
.2
-27.5-----------3.7 -----15.1
-1.4
11.4
7.5
9.6
5.1
1.1
.1
-2.1
-. 7
.2
-1.6
-. 3
-4.2-----------.5 -------

-30.3-----------4.0
2.6
-1.7-----------1.6 ----1.9 -----2.1-----------1.3 -----. 4---------.4
3.3
2.2
1.2
.3
7.4
4.8
31.419.3
.8 ----.6
.3
.6
.4
-5.6-----------1.3
.8
-11.6
-2.7
.1
3.9 ------

State.
local
-$10.5
3.6
3
2.1
.
28.3
-. 3a
-4.3
1
4
3.6
5.1
.1
.9
-10.2
-1. 5
2.5
-2.1
3.2
10.3
(I)

.2
-27.5
3.7
-13.7
4.0
4.5
1.0
-1.3
.2
-1.3
-4.2
.
-30.3
1.4
-1.7
1.6
1.9
-2.1
1.3
1.2
.9
2.8
12.1
.8
.2
.2
-5.6
.4
-8.9
.1
9

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1960
TABLE 5.-Total combined annual governmentalexpenditures under medicare and

OAA programs for all participantsaged 65 and over and resultingincrease, by
source of funds, over present total assistance exopenditures for OAA recipients,
if all States participatein Medicare, as of Jan. .1, 1960
[Amounts in millions]

Combined
expendi-

Resulting increase over present total assistance
expenditures for OAA recipients
-

_

_

_

_

_

_

tures for
persons
State

State-local

aged 65

and overMedicare
and OAA
programs

_

Total

_

_

_

Federal
Amount

U~nited States ---------------------- $1,649.2

$1,284.7

$668.0

$616.7

39.4
.8
8.3
22.7
182.3
21. 7
25.0
2.7
4.4
48.2
40.3
2.0
5.7
79.6
33.4
23.1
17.4
31.6
41.9
9.3
13.9
80.5
66.2
40.5
27.5
55.4
5.4
10.8
1.8
6.1
38.6
5.5
141. 5
25.0
4.7
80.2
33.8
18.1
67.9
9.4
12.6
5.1
28.3
104.6
5.5
4.2
15.3
38.2
13.2
37.1
2.2
9.9
.2

33.8
.8
8.3
19.0
153.4
13.1
17.2
2.7
4.1
44.8
39.1
1.9
5.2
52.4
25.5
20.4
11.0
30.9
33.3
7.3
12.5
35.3
56.7
16.7
27.5
46.3
5.3
6.5
1.5
3.6
31.0
4.1
95.0
22.0
2.0
64.9
21.9
12.5
61.3
7.5
11.8
5.1
26. 9
95.9
4.9
3.7
13.6
21.4
11.5
19.6
1.7
9.9
.2

22.3
.3
3.6
12.6
46.9
7.0
7.2
.9
1.5
25.0
25.2
.9
2.5
23.3
12.7
10.2
7.3
20.4
14.4
4.2
5.9
27.1
23.8
15.9
l&3
24.1
2.2
4.2
.5
2.5
13.5
2.2
46.8
14.6
2.3
28.1
12.0
7.5
29. 1
3.8
7.8
2.8
17.7
55.5
2.4
2.2
7.9
12.8
7.3
13.7
.9
4.0
.1

1.5
.5
4.6
6.4
106.6
6.2
10.1
1.7
2.7
19.7
13.9
.9
2.7
29.1
12.8
10.2
3.7
10.6
18.9
3.1
6.7
8&1
32.8
.8
9.3
22.2
3.0
2.3
1.0
1.1
17.5
1.9
48.2
7.4
-. 3
36.8
10.0
5.0
32.2
3.7
4.0
2.2
9.2
40.4
2.5
1.5
5.7
8.8
4.1
5.9
.8
5.9

Aiabama --------------------------------Alaska -----------------------------------Arizona----------------------------------Arkansas --------------------------------California -------------------------------Colorado---------------------------------Connecticut------------------------------Delaware---------------------------------District of Columbia-----------------------Florida.----------------------------------Georgia----------------------------------Hawaii-----------------------------------Idaho------------------------------------Illinois ----------------------------------Indiana ---------------------------------Iowa ------------------------------------Kansas----------------------------------Kentucky--------------------------------Louisiana--------------------------------Maine -----------------------------------Maryland--------------------------------Massachusetts----------------------------Michigan --------------------------------Minnesota -------------------------------Mississippi-------------------------------Missouri---------------------------------Montana---------------------------------Nebraska --------------------------------Nevada---------------------------------New Hampshire --------------------------New Jersey ------------------------------New Mcxico------------------------------New York -------------------------------North Carolina---------------------------North Dakota ----------------------------Ohio------------------------------------Oklahoma -------------------------------Oregon ----------------------------------Pennsylvania-----------------------------Rhode Island -----------------------------South Carolina---------------------------South Dakota----------------------------Tennessee--------------------------------Texas-----------------------------------Utahb------------------------------------Vermont---------------------------------Virginia ---------------------------------Washington------------------------------West Virginia ----------------------------Wisconsin--------------------------------Wyoming--------------------------------Puerto Rico ------------------------------Virgin Islands------------------------------

(2)

_

_

_

_

Percent of
1958 expenditures
from Statelocal funds'I
1.5
2.5
(2)

1.6
2.7
2.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.9
2.1
(2)

2.0
1.2
1.4
1.7
.7
2.5
2.3
1.7
1.0
.6
1.6
.1
3.3
3.1
1.8
.8
1.2
.9
1.3
1.1
.9
1.1
-. 2
1.8
2.1
1.1
1.5
2.1
1.2
1.5
1.7
2.2
1.3
1.5
.8
1.1
1.4
.6
.9
(i)
(2)

1Total expenditures from own funds, exclusive of revenues from the Federal Government, insurance
trust expenditures and business enterprise expenditures. Percent for United States calculated exclusive
of Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
2Data on 1958 expenditures from State-local funds not available.
' Less than $50,000.

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1960
6.-Estimated tax~able earnings of workers covered under the old~-age,
8urvivor8 and disability insurance program in 1960, and amount8 obtained by
applying specified percentagesto these earnings, by State1

TABLE

[In mflhions]
Taxable earnings
___
_

___
___

__

___

__

___

__

State
Total

Total 2 ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

---------

$210,000

Alabama--------------------------------2,389
Alaska-----------------------------------202
Arizona ---------------------------------1,094
Arkansas--------------------------------1,003
California-------------------------------18,826
Colorado --------------------------------1,616
Connecticut -----------------------------3,677
Delaware---------------------------------614
District of Columbia-----------------------967
Florida----------------------------------3,855
Georgia----------------------------------3,135
Hawaii-----------------------------------521
Idaho------------------------------------633
Illinois ---------------------------------12,393
Tndiana---------------------------------8,548
Iowa------------------------------------2,901
Kansas----------------------------------2,154
Kentucky -------------------------------2,179
L~ouisiana -------------------------------2,170
Maine -----------------------------------920
Maryland -------------------------------3,111
Massachusetts ---------------------------6,448
Michigan -------------------------------10,294
Minnesota-------------------------------3,499
Mississippi ------------------------------------1,164
Missouri --------------------------------4,954
Montana---------------------------------684
Nebraska--------------------------------1,483
Nevada----------------------------------354
New Hampshire --------------------------675
New Jersey ------------------------------7,765
New Mexico------------------------------670
New York-------------------------------27,137
North Carolina --------------------------- 3,525
North Dakota ----------------------------556
Ohio -----------------------------------12,736
Oklahoma -------------------------------2,091
Oregon----------------------------------2,025
Pennsylvania----------------------------14,939
Rhode Island ----------------------------1, 092
South Carolina---------------------------1,726
South Dakota----------------------------580
Tennessee -------------------------------2,847
Texas-----------------------------------8,771
Utah ------------------------------------848
Vermont---------------------------------411
Virginia---------------------------------3.104
Washington -----------------------------3,418
West Virginia----------------------------1,544
Wisconsin -------------------------------4,805
Wyoming--------------------------------319
Puerto Rico ------------------------------560
Virgin Islands-----------------------------19
Armed Forces----------------------------6.000
Instrumentalities - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 26

W ages and
self-emsalaries
ployment

$188,000

1 percent

3q percent

of taxable

of taxable

wages plus wages plus
Y4 percent 3%percent
of sell-em- of self-em
ployment ployment
income
income

$22,000

2,133
256
187
16
984
110
794
209
16,921
1,905
1,361
255
3,393
284
572
42
912
55
3,363
492
2,810
325
470
51
490
143
10, 972
1,421
7,923
625
2,028
873
1,722
432
1,821
358
1,918
252
815
105
2,8&30
281
5,975
473
9,535
759
2,855
544
997
157
4,304
660
527
157
1,061
432
318
36
608
67
7.078
687
575
95
25,108
2,029
3,064
461
323
233
11,752
984
1,738
353
1,763
262
13,704
1,235
1,010
82
1,552
174
336
244
2Z502
345
7,614
1,157
749
99
358
53
2,786
318
3,033
385
1,415
129
4,148
657
255
64
503
57
18
1
6.000--------------26 ------

$2,045.0

$1,022.5

23.2
2.0
10.6
9.5
183.5
15.5
36.0
6.0
9.5
37.3
30.5
5.1
6.0
120.4
83.9
26.8
20.4
20.9
21.1
9.0
30.4
63.3
101.1
33.4
11.3

11.6
1.0
5.2
4.8
91.8
7.8
18.0
3.0
4.8
18.6
15.2
2.6
3.0
60.2
42.0
13.4
10.2
10.4
10.6
4.5
15.2
31.6
50.6
16.7
5.6
24.0
3.2
6.8
1.8
3.3
38.0
3.2
133.2
17.0
2.4
62.4
10.0
9.8
73.2
5.4
8.4
2.6
13.8
42.4
4.1
2.0
15.1
16.6
7.6
23.2
1.6
2.7
.1
30.0
.1

48.0

6.5
13.7
3.5
6.6
76.0
6.5
266.3
34. 1
4.9
124.9
20.0
19.6
146.3
10.7
16.8
5.2
27.6
84.8
8.2
4.0
30.3
33.2
15.2
46.4
3.1
5.4
.2
60.0
.3

I Preliminary; State represents place where workers are employed (with the exception of Armed Forces
and instrumentalities shown separately).
2Includes earnings of employees in the Canal Zone and outside the United States, not shown separately.
3Represents instrumentalities operated by 2 or more States, such as bridges, waterways, tunnels, oil
conservation operations, etc.

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration, Bureau of
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, Division of Program Analysis, May 9, 1960.

